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The Overland.

It was on the Union Pacific Railroad

that Phileas Fogg was a passenger in

his celebrated trip Around the World
in Eighty Days, of which Jules Verne

writes in his interesting romance of

travel and adventure. Mr. Fogg made
the supposed trip about a quarter of a

century ago, and in writing of the

day." The equipment of the Union Pa-

cific trains to-day consists of palace

cars, diners and observation cars, which

latter is probably what Jules Verne

meant by "balcony" cars. The modern
cars are all much longer, heavier, safer

and far more comfortable than those in

which the sedate and very English Mr.

Fogg traveled.

find that Brindisi is almost at the heel of

Italy, relatively just about where the

heel and sole of the shoe join. From
Brindisi the rest of the journey is

made by water usually in one of the

P. & O. steamers. Although there is

a good deal of water travel on any trip

to India, yet by reason of the railway

journey from the north of France to

THE "OVERLAND LIMITED" ON THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD.

"Pacific" railroad of those days the

author speaks of the American train

which his ultra-English hero found
ready to start from San Francisco.

Jules Verne says of it : "Through the

whole length of the train the cars com-
municated by platforms, and the passen-

gers could move about from one end to

the other of the train, which placed at

their disposal palace, balcony, restaurant

and smoking cars. All that is wanting is

a theatre car, but that will come some

The Overland Limited is the name of

a very well known train, or rather sys-

tem of trains on that road, for there is

more than one which bears that designa-

tion, but the name is no doubt derived

from the older expression "Overland
Route" which was given by the in-

habitants of Great Britain to their alter-

native route to India. One might go from

London to India by water or one might

cross to the continent and go by rail to

Brindisi. If you consult your atlas you will

the south of Italy the name "Overland

Route" was given to that mode of

travel.

On the Union Pacific, No. I is the

Westbound Overland Limited running

from Council Bluffs to San Francisco

and No. 2 is the eastbound train be-

tween these cities. The equipment of

these trains is of the most modern type.

The train is for first-class sleeping car

passengers only, and has a handsome new
equipment of Pullman standard draw-

219051
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ing-room and private compartment

sleeping cars. A composite-observation car,

with observation parlor and buffet-smok-

ing apartment, is one of the features of

the equipment. The observation parlor is

especially designed for the comfort of

the ladies. This apartment is furnished

with luxurious easy chairs, an excellent

library and writing desks. The broad

and roomy observation platform is fre-

quented during the day. The dining

car service is another notable feature of

the train. The entire train is lighted

by electricity, including both ceiling and

side lights. Berth reading lamps of the

most modern design are conveniently

placed in each section and drawing

room.

Our frontispiece illustration this

month shows the Overland Limited

bowling along amid the varied scenery

and natural wonders with which the

route abounds. Train No. 1 leaves

Omaha at 8:50 A. M. daily and arri^s

at San Francisco at 8:28 A. M. on the

third day thereafter. It traverses the

1,780 miles between those points in 47
hours and 38 mfnutes according to the

time table. At North Platte, Neb., how-

ascent going west is a marked feature

of all the transcontinental lines in

America, and a curious circumstance

grew out of it when the Union Pacific

was in course of construction.

Many years ago the gradual ascent of

the eastern slope of the Rocky Moun-
tains from the prairie became the sub-

ject of discussion between the U. S.

Government engineers and those of the

Union Pacific Railroad. By agreement,

heavier grades began. There was not

much difference in the character of the

work while ascending the eastern

slope, but it was decided that this point

was the one where the prairie section

ended and mountain construction legiti-

mately began. After passing Sherman
there are yet many steep ascents and'

sharp down grades, but the gradual
slope of the road falls toward the
Pacific.

COMING TO GRANITE CANYON.

ever, the west-bound traveler puts back

his watch one hour as he passes from

Central to Mountain time. Another
hour is dropped from the reckoning at

Sparks, Nev., as the train passes from
Mountain to Pacific standard time. This

makes the actual running time 45 hours

and 38 minutes, or 2,738 minutes, and
the average speed is therefore about 39
miles an hour.

The westward trip on the Union
Pacific is practically a gradual rise be-

ginning at Council Bluffs, which is 980

ft. above sea level, on to Cheyenne,
which is 6,050 ft. high. This gradual

this road was to receive $16,000 a mile

for the construction of the prairie sec-

tion, and treble that amount for the

mountain section. At length the con-

struction engineers found themselves at

Sherman, 8,000 ft. above the sea, then

the highest railway summit in the

world, without having drawn any extra

subsidy for mountain work. A repre-

sentation of the facts was made to the

government engineers, and the question

was raised as to where the mountain

section actually commenced. A point

in the vicinity of Cheyenne was finally

agreed upon as the place where the

FISH CUT, UNION PACIFIC.

One of the most interesting features

of this fascinating line is the magnifi-

cent piece of engineering work known
as the Lucin Cut-Off. This work car-

ries the railroad over the Great Salt

Lake partly on an embankment and

partly on a trestle, and shortens the dis-

tance between Ogden and Lucin by

about 42 miles, besides eliminating

many curves and grades. The great

salt lake desert lies to the west of

Salt Lake. This desert, together with

the lake, was once covered with water

to a depth of a thousand feet.

This pre-historic lake with its ancient

shore line still visible away up on the

sides of the surrounding mountains was
quite as large as Lake Michigan and much
deeper. No man ever saw this lake,

but the name Lake Bonneville has been

given the huge sheet of water that once

was there. The name is used to com-
memorate the explorations between

1831-3 of the intrepid Captain B. L. E.

Bonneville, of the U. S. Army, who first

saw the Great Salt Lake as it is known
to us. In writing of Bonneville in 1861

Washington Irving gives an account of

what the early explorer saw, and speak-

ing of Salt Lake he says, "In the spring
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when the streams are swollen by rain

and by the melting of the snows, the

lake rises several feet above its ordinary

level; during the summer it gradually

CROSSING GREAT SALT LAKE.

subsides again, leaving a sparkling zone

of the finest salt upon its shores."

The first mention of the Great Salt

Lake was by Baron La Hontan, in 1689.

who did not himself visit it, but who
gathered some notions of it from the

Indians west of the Mississippi. Thin
came Bonneville about 1831, who
described the lake, without having made
any systematic survey of the region. It

was explored and described in 1843 by
Colonel Fremont. A thorough survey-

was made in 1849-1850 by Captain How-
ard Stansbury of the United States army,

whose report was printed in 1852.

Great Salt Lake lies in an enormous
basin between the mountains, and is about

83 miles long and about 51 miles wide. Its

average depth is only about seven feet.

It is said to be the most salty lake in

the world, with the exception of the

Dead Sea. Fish cannot live in its

waters. It contains about 22 per cent.

of sodium chloride or common, salt.

This lake receives from the south, by a

river called the Jordan, the waters of

the Utah Lake, and those of the Wear
River from the north. Salt Lake has no
outlet, and has been called the "still

innocent Dead Sea." The water which
pours into it, though fresh, contains,

as all river waters do, a minute quan-
tity of salt, and as the level of the

lake is kept down entirely by evapora-
tion, it follows that the waters have in

the lapse of ages become quite salt, and
will continue to get saltier as time goes
on. Reclus says that in fine weather
one might almost go to sleep on the

tranquil waters of the lake without fear

of being drowned, as it is impossible to

sink.

Stansbury believes that even an expert

swimmer would perish if compelled to

swim for any considerable distance

against the force of the winds and
waves, on account of the intense suf

firing caused if even a drop of the

water gets into the eyes or on account

of the paroxysms of coughing caused

if even a small quantity be swallowed

The Lucin Cut-< >ff is the name on the

Union Pacific given to a piece of main
line from Ogdeu to Lucin, straight

across Great Salt Lake and across the

desert which formed the bed of Lake
Bonneville in geologic times. This line is

103 miles long. Twenty-seven and a half

miles is over the lake, and of this distance

sixteen miles is on an earth embankment
and the rest is on trestle. The number of

curves eliminated by the new line would

Concrete and Glass Telegraph Poles,

experiments have been made
in America with the ,.. oj

concrete and iron for telegraph poles, but

the poles so 1 bi n altogether

satisfactory. The growing expense of

I timber for telegraph poles will keep

stimulating the companies until they find

good substitutes. We notice that the in-

ventors in other countries are trying to

find a substitute for wooden poles and
their efforts will be watched with interest.

A patent has been granted in Germany
for an invention for the manufacture of

glass telegraph and telephone poles. A
company has been organized, and a fac-

tory for the manufacturing of glass poles

has been built at Gross-Almerode, near

DEVIL'S GATE, WEBER'S CANYON, UNION PACIFIC.

turn a train eleven times around. The
difference in the grades on the cut off

and those of the old line are very

marked. The old line had several long

grades 1.26, 1.37, and up Promontory

Mountain 1.70 per cent, as against a

maximum of only 0.4 per cent, for very

short distances on the Cut-Off.

The march of progress is seen every-

where on this line. In the fifties it took

"the Overland Mail" stage coach 23 days

21 hours to travel from St. Louis to San

Francisco. In the sixties "The Pony Ex-

press" was nine days making the trip

from St. Joseph, Mo., to San Francisco.

To-day the Overland Limited goes from

Council Bluffs to the Pacific in less than

three days over a block signaled road

through the wonders of Echo canyon,

over the famous Salt Lake, the desert,

past the high Sierras, through the

Palisades into California and on to the

tide waters of the great Pacific.

Frankfurt. The glass mass of which the

poles are made is strengthened by wire

threads. One of the principal advantages

of these poles would be their use in trop-

WESTWARD THROUGH THE PALISADES.

ical countries, where the wooden poles

are soon destroyed by the ravages of in-

sects and climatic influences.
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Coming of Age of "L. E."

With this year Railway and Locomo-

tive Engineering becomes of age, reach-

ing its twenty-first birthday. On this

occasion we believe it right and proper

that we publish a brief history

of the birth and breeding of the

journal, for the information of

the host of readers in every

State and clime, and particular-

ly for the hosts of friends who
regard it with affectionate ten-

derness as their "favorite

paper," and arc so ready to

comfort us with that assurance.

In January, 1887, the Ameri-

can Machinist Publishing Co.,

96 Fulton street, New York,

published the first number ot

the Locomotive Engineer. Hor-

ace B. Miller was president and

business manager; Lycurgus B.

Moone, treasurer and secretary,

and John A. Hill, editor, who
introduced himself in this fash-

ion:

"The editor selected for the

Locomotive Engineer is not a

graduate of any school of tech-

nology; he is not a mechanical

engineer, a master mechanic or

a machinist; he did not run the

first locomotive in America and

every kind made since—the

first engine was probably worn

present position. He hopes and expects,

as one of themselves, that the engineers,

firemen and repair shopmen of America

will enter into the discussion of practical

subjects in this paper with all the free-

ANGUS SINCLAIR.

ever grown before, and it soon had three

times the circulation of any other rail-

road paper.

In ordinary publications advertising

patronage keeps up with the circulation,

but the Locomotive Engineer
was an exception in this re-

spect. As long as it remained
in the hands of the original pub-

lishers the paper did not re-

ceive more than one-tenth of the

advertising patronage extended to

other railroad papers. Although

the paper reached as many offi-

cials who influenced the purchase

of railroad supplies as any in the

field, its rivals seemed to unite in

repeating the lie that it reached

only engineers and firemen, con-

sequently advertisers regarded it

as a poor medium.

By the time the paper had been

three years old the publishers

were becoming discouraged. As
time went on prospects did not

improve, and rumors of a desire

to sell became current. Mr. Hill

was convinced that with the right

partner the paper could be put

upon a paying basis. He decided

that his friend, Angus Sinclair,

was the right man for a partner.

It took several months to con-

vince Angus that the enterprise

would be safe, but that was done

Ji »HN A. HILL.

out before he was born. He was a fire-

man for some years, and has been an

engineer for several more. He did not

run before the War or before the day of

lubricators and injectors, but left the

throttle of a locomotive to accept his

dom they would enter into an argument

in the roundhouse."

A somewhat vague statement regard-

ing the purpose of the paper was given

"From the Publishers' Standpoint," but

one reads it to-day and wonders what

they intended to tell their subscribers.

However that may have been, Mr. Hill

proceeded to give the readers what was

probably the most attractive and practical

railroad paper ever published. The size

of page was 12 x 9 inches, and 12 pages

of reading matter were given each month,

the price being one dollar a year.

The subjects discussed embraced every-

thing relating to the motive power and

operation of railroads, in short, succinct

articles seldom exceeding one thousand

words. Correspondents readily volun-

teered to ventilate their opinions, and dis-

cussions of practical subjects soon lie-

came a valuable feature of the paper.

From the first issue the Locomotive

Engineer gave an excellent record of

each month's doings in the railroad world

and provided reading that was always so

alluring that men looked for it regularly

who had never previously cared to read

anything better than sensational prints.

Mr. Hill, under the pen names of John

Alexander and Skinny Skeevers, provid-

ed articles and stories that -were of ex-

traordinary interest, and the paper grew

in circulation as no railroad paper had

ONE OF THE EARLY COPIES.

eventually, and in October, 1891, the part-

nership of Sinclair & Hill was formed

and the Locomotive Engineer was pur-

chased.

The partners rented a very modest

office in Temple Court Building, New
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York, and started out to force succt bj

hard work. 'I he working force besides

the partners consisted of a bookkeeper, a

stenographer and a boy. An advertising

agent was located in Chicago. The name

of the paper was changed to Locomotive

Engineering, which indicated wider

scope, and it was doubled in size and tin-

price raised to two dollars a year.

The tirsi issue prepared by the com-

JAMES KENNEDY.

bined partners appeared in January, 1892.

It contained articles from seven railroad

officials, among them W. S. Mellen, gen-

eral manager of the Northern Pacific;

John Player, superintendent of motive

power of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe ; A. M. Woitt, general master car

builder of the Lake Shore & Michigan

Southern ; and J. B. Barnes, superintend-

ent of motive power of the Wabash. The
improved and expanded form of the

paper made a wonderfully good impres-

sion and the publishers were flooded with

letters of congratulation from all classes

of railroad men. The. success of the en-

terprise was assured, and nothing more

was necessary than to keep the paper up

to the initial standard. Both partners

worked upon the policy that every suc-

ceeding number could be made a little

better than those -that had appeared be-

fore.

About the time the Locomotive Engi-

neer was established, railroad managers

were beginning to demand that the train

men should prepare themselves with suffi-

cient practical and technical education re-

garding their business to pass an exam-

ination before being promoted. Mr. Hill

tried to help the men over this difficulty

by giving the paper an educational tone.

As time went on the demand for instruc-

tive matter has steadily increased and the

paper kept pace with this demand until

now its educational features form an im-

portant part of each number. As the

book "Locomotive Engine Running,'' by-

Angus Sinclair, published in 1884. was

largely educational, the author has always

been 1 ;enial work prep

Locomotiv) 1 gineer] g instructivi pa

pers calculated to educate trainmen Thi

educational pari ha 1 nol been pi 1 mitti d to

intei Eere w ith the matter thai con tituti

a good, readable paper, but may be con-

sidered supplementary.

In the isuc of June, 1897, appears the

following notice: "With this issue Mr.

John A. Hill, who was the first editor of

the paper, severs his connection with Lo-

iive Engineering to become p

denl and treasurer of the American Ma-

chinist. I his change leaves Mr. Angus

Sinclair sole proprietor of the paper, and

for business convenience it has been in-

corporated into a joint stock COB

called the Annus Sinclair Company."

That change did n<>t make male-rial dif-

ference on the reading pages of the paper,

for Mr. Hill had been occupied almost

exclusively for several years with the

business management, while Angus Sin-

clair was editor, the partners each doing

the work for which he was best fitted.

During the twenty-one years of the pa-

per's history there have been very few

changes in the personnel. The first addi-

tion made was that of Fred. S. Hill, who
attended to the subscription department

for a time. Then A. Leighton Donnell

took charge of the illustration depart-

ment. In a very few years the editors

found that the changes in air brakes were

more than they could follow. As instruc-

tion relating to air brakes was an im-

portant feature of the paper, F. M. Nellis

was engaged to manage that department,

assistant man-

by Jarii<- s R, Paterson. Joseph A, I

was connecti d with -

- .11 .1 inscription

^er.

The presi of Angus

Sinclair, president and chief editor;

Georgi lames Kei

,
and Jan e rson,

GEORGE S. HODGINS.

and he remained with the company .for

many years. O. H. Reynolds was en-

gaged as associate editor, and after a time

was succeeded by Clinton B. Conger.

Fred. If, Co'.vin entered the empl

JAMES R. PATERSON.

secretary and treasurer. Our New Eng-

land representative is S. I. Carpenter,

while A. F. Sinclair is our Glasgow rep-

resentative. A year ago we began pub-

lishing a European edition which is man-

aged by The Locomotive Publishing Co.,

Paternoster Row, London.

Railway and Locomotive Engineering

continues to have far the largest circula-

tion of any railroad paper outside of the

Brotherhood organs. It goes to all classes

of railroad men from the humble wiper

to the president. The paper goes to every

country in the postal union and continues

to spread into new fields. Its influence

upon railroad men has been of the highest

value and thousands are absorbing its in-

struction every month who never think of

looking into any other technical publication.

Connected with the educational purpose

of the paper we have published several

charts which form transparencies of lo-

comotive and car drawings showing every

part duly numbered, to which names are

attached on the margin. These charts

have been exceedingly popular. A new

chart of a consolidation engine showing

the Walschaerts valve motion is now
ready. A few months ago we published

a small book of pocket size called "The

Railroad Men's Catechism." whicn is very

v ell adapted for railroad officials and for

the men who have to pass examinations.

The officials use it as a basis for* putting

practical questions, while the men use it

for acquiring the information necessary

to answer the questions. A variety of

other educational books written in an ele-

mentary style have been published by the

company.
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Testing Hardness of Materials.

Every mechanic or engineer who
handles the materials of construction

is interested in knowing with accuracy

the exact hardness of the material

worked upon. Many attempts have

been made to devise apparatus that

would show with exactness the degree of

hardness, not only of steel, but of all

other material used for any engineer-

ing purpose. Time after time promis-

ing appliances were developed, but

mous pressure could be obtained by
dropping a hammer weighing only 40
grains from a height of 10 inches, by
merely reducing the area of the point

if it was convex on the tip. In the out-

set this scheme worked very well, but

it was soon found that the point would
flatten, hard as it was; here arose the

capital problem in construction that,

for a time, gamely defied solution. But
the intimate knowledge of the behavior

of metals under stress, as gained from

the graduated glass tube and is re-

turned to its starting position at the

top by a small rubber suction bulb

which is pressed and then suddenly re-

leased. When the hammer is thus

drawn to the top, it is caught by a pin

having a piston in a small cylinder, and
a spring which serves to grip the ham-
mer.

EFFICIENCY.

Numerous discussions have been
raised by practical engineers as to the
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after real work was given them to do

they proved w-orthless, and the ancient

file came again into favor.

It seem now, however, that an ac-

curate and reliable apparatus has been
perfected by Albert F. Shore, who de-

scribes in the American Machinist his

appliance and the results achieved.

The invention originated with Dr. Her-
ould, a French metallurgist, but was
completed by Mr. Shore. The article

says that Dr. Herould's theory called

for a drop hammer having a given

weight and fixed area to the striking

point, which bears such relation to the

weight that the hardest steel shall be

slightly indented by the impact of the

fall. Many experiments were made
thus, and it was eventually found that

it required a force of no less than 75,-

000 lbs. per square inch to compress
hard steel to a slight degree.

Strange as it may seem, this enor-

the device so far as it was perfected,

was soon instrumental in causing a new
discovery in the treatment of steel,

which practically gave it jewel hardness

consistent with toughness as well.

This assured the successful construc-

tion on a successful scientific principle,

and the instrument was named sclero-

scope, from the Greek words sclerotus,

meaning hardness, and scope, because

it is direct reading.

In construction the scleroscope is

provided with a nickeled hardened-

steel anvil base which is secured to

a hard-brass tripod having three ad-

justing knurled-head screws as legs for

leveling up by means of a steel-rod

plumb bob. This bob is hung on the

right side of the glass tube case, while

on the left side is a stay rod which not

only strengthens the tube case, but is

used as a slidable lens holder. The
ball or plunger slides loosely within

efficacy of a glass tube to guide the

touch hammer, owing to the friction

on its walls, which may be more or

less at one time or another; but long

practice has shown that such is not the

case, even though the tube is not held

perfectly plumb. In point of fact, a

weight will rebound higher inside of

a glass tube than it would in the open,

owing to the perfectly straight line in

which it falls; it is also apparent that

although the tube walls are highly pol-

ished to reduce friction to a negligible

degree, the air .currents between the

tube and plunger practically prevent

actual contact at any time. In measur-

ing lead, the rebound is but lYz per

cent, of the fall, while in very hard

steel it is 73, and over 85 per cent, for

strong glass.

. SCALE OF HARDNESS.

In preparing this scale, great care

was used to insure uniform apphVibil-
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ity to all metals in general use, so that Grand Trunk Mogul. rectly 011 top of a transverse equalizer,

the measurement of any one will at
j ] 1(

, Baldwin Locomotive Works which is carried on the forward driv-

•once show in numbers how it com- have recently delivered to the Grand 'ng springs.

pares with hard steel or soft brass, Trunk Railway of Canada fifteen Mo- '' he boiler is of the wagon top type

which average about 100 and 10 re- gu [ or 2-6-o type locomotives, which witl1 a relatively long firebox and
spcctively. One hundred has been ac- wcrc ^j^ t0 drawjngS furnished by short tubes. The longitudinal seams in

cepted as the standard for steel and
tj,e railway company. The engines can 'be barrel arc butt jointed and sex-

also the whole hardness scale for two cxert a tractive power of 28,070 lbs. tuple riveted. The firebox is radially

reasons. Carbon steel hardens from
i?our similar locomotives have also stayed and a sufficiently deep throat is

90 to no in general practice, according
| KX.n built for the Detroit & Toledo obtained by sloping the engine frames

to the percentage of carbon and the
silore Line. These locomotives are ex- downward between the main and rear

absence of impurities, and most com- . llllples of a type whi ch, for many driving wheels.

monly to too, while that is also the years> has been doing efficient work in The heating surface contained in

best safety limit for steel tools after
f rc jght service. The design is com- tubes and firebox amounts to 1941.4

they have been reheated and tempered pact and [)arts arc rea dily accessible, and sq. ft., made up of 188.1 in the firebox

ready for use. With this as a standard. a large proport ion f the total weight is and 1753-3 sq. ft. in the tubes. There
other metals will show the following available for adhesion. For general ar e z83 tubes in the boiler, each 11 ft.

hardness: freight service, where the demands for » ins. long, 2 ins. outside diameter and

Babb'itt
Ca
m

t

etai; ' cast' ..
.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

4 to 9 steam arc not too exacting, the Mogul Vs of an inch thick. The grate area is

Brass soft, cast ,. 7 to 10 type j s very satisfactory. 33-43 sq. ft., and this gives a ratio of
Brass, hard, cast soto 25 r

,

Brass, rolled 26 The cylinders of these engines are &rate to heating surface as 1 is to 57.

Coppe^rolied ''.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.•.'.•.'.'.'.'.'. '.:'.'. .4 to 20 single expansion, 20 x 26 ins., equipped The engine is a neat looking though

g!
nc

.
ro»ed 22 with balanced slide valves. The Ste- P lain design. The general details and

Zinc, cast 8 r-i -_ 1 vl
Nickel, cast 27 phenson link motion is employed and linlsh arti m accordance with specinca-

Iro^ hot "rolled ":::::::::::: :::::::: ,8 the rocker shafts are connected direct- tions furnished by the railway corn-

Iron,' cold rolled 35
ly to the link blocks. The driving Pan y- The principal dimensions of the

Iron, gray, cast 39
J

. .

to
, . • , ,

Iron, gray, cast, chilled 50 to 90 wheels are 63 ins. in diameter and design are given oelow:
Steel railroad rails, 0.45 to 0.50 car- . , - * , .- .... .

bon, annealed 26 to 30 carry a weight OI 140,200 lbs. 1 his Boiler—Material, steel: diameter. 62 ins.; thick-

Steel, 'tool, 1 and over, carbon annealed 31 ffiv„ „ rar jn f .dhesinn of 5 2 The ncss of sheets, 21-32 ins. ;
working pressure,

Steel, tool, 1 and over, carbon unan- SlveS a ratio Ot auliesion ot 5.2. llie ,00 |bs . fm , staying, radial.

nealed 40 to 50 total weight of the engine is 169,160 Firebox—Material, st-.el;.length 120 ins.; width.

Steel, tool. 1 and over, carbon cold- „ . , ....... . . , t 4o>i ms. ; depth, front, 76W ins.; depth,

rolled drill rod 35 to 40 lbs., and bv this distribution ot weight back, 6; ins.; thickness of sheets, sides.

MOGUL FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVE FOR THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
W. D. Robb, Supt. of Motive Power. Baldwin Locomotive Works. Builders.

Steel, tool, manganese self-hardening. 60 to 85 the engine truck supports 22,900 lbs.
i/'V"''

baCk
' ^ '"'

'

Cr°Wn
' ** '

D '

'

tUb*'

Steel! to'ol, ^carbon'
'.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'

90 to 110 The weight of the engine and tender Water Space—Front, 4 ins.; sides, zYi ins.;

C\I£
X*in ' ''.'.'.v.'.'.'.;.'.'.'...'..' "° together amounts to about 290,000 lbs. D^gVur^is. 9y2 ins . by „ „*.

Cast Steel is used for the engine Engine Truck .Wheels—Diameter, 38 ins.; jour-

-., -., <. , . . ,
nals, 6yi ins. by io'/i ins.

Note.— lhese figures are subject to frames, crossheads, driving-boxes and Wheel Base—Driving, 15 ft. 8 ins.; total engine.

slight variations owing to the nature main wheel centers. The front and f»>
3 ins ' ; ,otal engine and tender> 5 *

£ '

of the composition or compression of back wheel centers are of cast iron, Tender—Wheels, diameter, 34 ins.; journals,

, ,,,,., 554 tas. by 10 ins.; tank capacity, 6,000
metals. as are also the crosshead shoes, which gals.; fuel capacity, 10 tons; service, freight.

are tinned. The guides are of the two-

bar type, of wrought iron, case hard- The New York City Railway Com-
On November 10 the Boston Globe ened. The equalization system is ar- pany, a very soulless corporation that

published a map showing the railroads ranged with all springs underhung, operates most of the street railroads

in Massachusetts, with the names and The equalizing beams and frame sup- in New York City, makes the charge
locations of 101 separate railroads that ports rest directly on top of the that their car conductors make on an
have been gradually consolidated into springs, and are held in place by pins, average thirty-five dollars a week by
two companies. The forward equalizing beam rests di- the knocking-down process.
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A Forgotten Railway.

In the early days of railways, if we may
so speak of the years before Queen Vic-

toria came to the throne, the locomotive
did not have things all its own way.
There was a plan tried in England about

1834 by which railway trains were moved
by the pressure of the atmosphere acting

on a piston moving through a long con-
tinuous cylinder. The plan was success-

fully worked out, but was finally aban-
doned by reason of the difficulty of keep-

ing the cylinders thoroughly air-tight at

all seasons.

The Atmospheric Railway, as it was
called, was a railway similar to the steam
railroads of those days, upon which
coaches were run. A scries of cast iron

TCBE LAID ALONG STRINGERS ON TIES,
BETWEEN THE RAILS.

cylinders each about 9 ft. long were
bolted to the ties, in the center of the

road between the rails. The sections were
all carefully aligned and neatly jointed,

so that the whole formed a continuous
tube, from one end of the line to the

other. The tube had a narrow slot along
its upper edge and a pair of upright
flanges ran along each side of the slot.

The upper part of the tube between these

upright flanges was made flat and a con-
tinuous strip of leather, well greased, was
laid along so as to close the opening,
and when the leather strip was down in

place the tube was practically air tight.

Inside the tube was a piston, fitting it

closely. The piston-rod was hollow and
extended back several feet behind the pis-

ton. At this point it was turned up at

right angles to the axis of the tube and
came out of the slot. Just above the slot

the hollow piston-rod was divided so that
it passed up on each side of the leather
strip, and became one pipe again, a little

higher up. By this arrangement the leather
strip passed through the upright portion
of the piston-rod, and was carried upon
a little roller placed in what we may call

the eye in the piston-rod. The rod, how-
ever, was a continuous hollow tube
through which air might pass when de-
sired from the outside, through the pis-

ton-rod and the piston into the interior
of the long continuous tube.

The upright portion of the piston-rod
was attached to the leading coach of the
train and when the piston moved along
through the tube, the coach was moved
along the rails. Pumping stations were
placed at points three miles apart along
the line and these were equipped with

pumps which continually exhausted air

from the tube. In this way a partial

vacuum was formed in the tube, always in

front of the piston and the atmospheric
pressure in the tube behind it forced the

piston to travel along the tube and so

propel the attached coach' which drew the

trailers.

As the piston moved along, the partial

vacuum held the leather strip down on
the slot in front of the piston. It was,
however, raised by the upright portion of
the piston-rod, and in fact it was lifted

and laid by passing over the roller in the

eye. The opening of the slot was thus

always behind the piston, and the air

which here entered the tube, assisted in

keeping full atmospheric pressure con-
stantly behind the piston, while the pumps
drew out the air in front of it. The tube
was, of course, open at the end away from
which the piston was traveling.

The Atmospheric Railway promoted by
Mr. Pinkus was at one time a reality and
was operated between New Cross and
Croyden, near London. Our illustrations

and the facts from which this brief de-
scription is drawn are taken from the

"World of Wonders," published many
years ago by Cassell, Petter and Galpin
of London.

The object of the hollow piston-rod ex-
tending up into what they then called the

"piston coach" was to give the guard con-
trol of the train. The guard could, by
opening a valve, admit air to the hollow
piston-rod, and the air flowing down it

and through the piston into the tube, re-

duced the vacuum in front of the piston
and thereby partially equalized the

pressure on each side of the piston, with
the result that the speed of the train was
slackened. It seems probable that with
the guard's valve fully open and brakes
tightly set, the train could have been en-
tirely stopped if desired. There is, how-
ever, no direct information before us on
that point. It is also probable that at the
end of the trip the piston was run out of
the long tube and reversed for the return
journey. It is, however, certain that as
only one train could be operated at a
time no collisions could possibly have
taken place on the Atmospheric Railway.

A modification of the slot closing ap-
paratus, which was also tried, consisted in

making the leather strip in short sec-

tions, weighting it with band iron on the
top and hinging each section of leather

to one of the upright flanges beside the
slot. With this arrangement the hollow
piston-rod did not have an eye, but was
shod with a sort of ploughshare, which,
as it passed along, turned up the hinged
sections of leather one by one behind the

piston, and the weighted leather closed
after the rod had passed.

The failure of this curious form of rail-

way seems to have been owing to the

great difficulty in keeping the slot-closing

device in thorough working order in all

kinds of weather. The conception of road
and the detail in which it was worked
out shows that it was not merely an en-

thusiast's dream. It is a matter of record

that the road was successfully operated
for a time, and the whole enterprise

forms a most interesting though forgot-

ten chapter in the eventful history of land

transportation by rail.

Waste Caused by Accidents.

A friend of the American Museum
of Safety Devices and Industrial Hy-
giene has offered a prize of $100 for

the best essay on the Economic Waste
Caused by Accidents. The Committee
of Award consists of Messrs. Richard
Watson Gilder, George Gilmour and
W. H. Tolman.

Prof. F. R. Hutton, past president of

the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, is the Chairman of the Com-
mittee on Admission of Exhibits for

the American Museum of Safety De-
vices and Industrial Hygiene, which
occupies the entire fifth floor at 231
West Thirty-ninth street, New York.
The museum desires exhibits of devices
and processes for safeguarding life and
limb in connection with wood-working
machinery, railway and marine transpor-

tation, mining, agriculture, manufactur-
ing of all kinds. One exhibit already
consists of specimens of 50 different

kinds of dusts illustrating the occu-
pational diseases; accompanying each
is the photograph, a microscopic sec-

tion of the lungs, showing the effect on

ATMOSPHERIC TUBE WITH PISTON CON-
NECTION AND LEATHER SLOT CLOSER.

the worker of coal, iron, brass, steel,

wood and other dusts. There are also
wax models of lungs and hands illus-

trating those occupational diseases

which attack the bones and skin.

All exhibits accepted by the Com-
mittee on Exhibits will be eligible for

the gold medal offered by the Scientific

American for the best device, exhibited

at the museum, for safeguarding life

and limb. All inquiries regarding ex-
hibits should be sent to Dr. W. II. Tol-
man, Director. 231 West Thirty-ninth
street. New York, who will furnish full

particulars in regard to this admirable
institution which has already met the

warm approval of the leading scientists

and philanthropists in America.
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General Correspondence

Holding the Held Special.

Editor:

This picture of the Anna Held Spe-
cial on the Colorado Midland was
taken at the west entrance of "Hell
Gate" by W. W. Buck waiter, of Den-
ver, Colo. The name "Hell Gate" was
applied to this piece of country by the
early explorers, prospectors and hunt-
ers, as it was almost impossible to get
through this region afoot. There are

about three miles which for grandeur
of rugged, rough and wild scenery, ri-

vals any part of the world. The most
eminent travelers of the globe declare
it is second to none. To appreciate it

thoroughly it must be seen. Tourists
to Colorado or the Pacific Coast should
by all means see it by daylight. They
would miss much of typical Rocky
Mountain scenery should they fail to
take in this wonderful work of nature
and ingenuity of American engineer-
ing. In running the lines for the Col-
orado Midland it was necessary to
lower the surveyors from above with
ropes. It took months of labor and
tons of dynamite to blast away the
huge rock boulders and clip to obtain
the solid granite roadbed over which
trains run, as the entire roadbed is on
solid granite. The guard rails shown
m the picture are an extra precaution,
for in case a car should be derailed it

could not leave the track far enough
to fall over the precipice. Every pre-
caution is taken to insure absolute
safety to trains over this piece of track,
and the air brake equipment is second
to none in the world. I have been run-
ning over this piece of track for years
and never make a trip but I see some-
thing new, some freak of nature; some-
thing to wonder at. The Colorado
Midland traverses the very heart of
the Rockies.

F. Stiffler,

Basalt. Colo. Engineer

forth. I send il thinking that you
could use it in one <>i your corner para-
graphs of morals thai you use sometimes.
This is the dream

:

The gentleman who had great ability

but did not rise in the world one night
had a dream as follows: lie had
been hunting all day and quite un-
successful!)', was walking home on a rail

road track, when a passerby called his

attention to a game bird a short dis-

tance away that was about to ll\
;

hi

was unloaded, ami before lie could pul the

ammunition in gun the bird had flown.
A short distance further lie saw a rab-
bit near the track; the gun -till 1111-

ed up, and n

I

,ok so
I it that the opportunity was

• the gun and powder could

In other words,
when

1 unity presented he was
" "

' " tage of it and
opportunity (bird and rabbit) escaped.
He took it seriously and surprised all

that knew him by his rapid progress
: iter.

/,;
' " !

'

1

''
•

- H. Brown.

Concerning English Locomotives.
Editor:

The variety of types of locomotives
in use on British railways to-day is

THE "ANNA II COLORADO MIDLAND, SPECIALLY HELD.

Profits by a Dream.

Editor:

The following story of a dream was
given to me by a gentleman who had
as was admitted, great ability and was
universally liked yet failed to rise in

position as his merits would seem to
warrant. He not only had a dream,
but like the kings of old he was able
to interpret it and apply the moral,
and he after that greatly profited there-
by and his progress was rapid thence-

loaded, he hastened to load the gun;
the ammunition being strapped in a
bag, he hurried to get it out, the rab-
bit in the meanwhile playing near by;
just as he was about to load the gun
the rabbit took fright and ran across
a field, here a watchful dog took up
the chase and soon captured it.

In the morning every detail of the
dream was very clear in the man's
mind, and as he thought it over he
saw there was an application of his

vision that referred to himself. The
gun was himself strong and accurate
but unless without ammunition, the

ammunition in the bag. his abilities

greater perhaps than could be found in

any other country. Some of the oldest
engines still in active service date back
as far as the fifties, but. needless to re-

mark, they have been rebuilt a num-
ber of times since they took their maid-
en trip. When an engine begins to
show signs of decrepitude, instead of
being relegated to the scrap heap or
shifted into switching service, it is sent
to the shops, the worn parts replaced
by new ones, a fresh coat of paint ad-
ministered, and sent back to its for-
mer service, and good for a number of
years.

When an engine is rebuilt a brass
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plate is fastened to the side of the

smoke box or wheel guard, giving the

date of rebuilding and the name of

the shops where the work was done.

_ a.

TOTC

sixty-six inches diameter and the pas-

senger engines from seventy-two to

seventy-six inches. This type of engine

is used in considerable numbers on the

London and North-Western, the Cale-

donian and on the Glasgow and South-

western railways, but is not as popular

as the three previously mentioned types

of engine.

The type of engine shown in Fig. 5

is seen in large numbers and is con-

fTyK
FIGS. 1 AND 2.

The writer noticed on a recent trip

through the British Isles, an engine that

was rebuilt in 1881. Twenty-six years

ago. How many years prior to that date

it was constructed of the raw materials

is a matter of speculation.

British locomotives have many ar-

rangements of drivers and trucks, as

will be seen from the twelve accom-

panying diagrams. The most popular

engine and of the type that can be seen

in greatest numbers and which is used

principally for passenger service, is

shown in Fig. I. The engine shown in

Fig. 2 comes second, but is becoming

confined to the branch lines and lighter

service, although quite a number are

still in use on the main lines. They

are used sometimes to make up one

of the two engines on double header

/•"N

ISM

The engine shown in Fig. 8 is not a

very prevalent type. It is an interest-

ing one, however, from the fact that it

is compound and that the drivers act

independently of each other. The high

pressure cylinders are outside, connect-

ed to the rear drivers and the inside

cylinders, sometimes only one cylinder,

is inside, connected to the front pair

of drivers. It is an odd sight to see

these engines on a grade with first one

pair of drivers slipping and then the

other and sometimes both together at

a different speed.

Figs. 10 and 11 represent the prevail-

ing types of freight or goods locomo-

HL Q

tcu^^-±yn
FIGS. 5 AND 6.

fined principally to short runs and to

suburban service in the vicinity of the

larger cities. These engines run with

drivers first and truck following, or

vice versa, according to the direction

of the train. Fig. 6 represents a popu-

lar type of tank engine used chiefly on

the London and North-Western Rail-

way for short runs.

Contrary to the general supposition

there are many single wheelers still in

use. Figs. 7 and 9 indicate the two

types of these engines. Some of them

are inside connected and some are out-

side connected, and they are capable

of maintaining high speeds for a con-

siderable distance when attached to

comparatively light trains.

Some of the express trains on the

FIGS. 3 AND 4.

trains on account of their lighter

weight, because it is against the regu-

lations of the railway companies to

double head a train with two of the

heavier engines together. The Atlan-

tic type of engine shown in Fig. 3 is

becoming very popular on some of the

roads, notably the Great Northern and

the North British. These engines are

among the largest in the British Isles,

and some of them used on the North

British railway have so nearly reached

the limit of height with the top of the

boiler that the smokestack is exceed-

ingly squatty and gives the engine a

very peculiar appearance. The ten-

wheel type of locomotive shown in

Fig. 4 is used considerably for both

freight and passenger service, the

freight engines having drivers of about

FIGS. 9 AND :o.

tives for heavy service. These types

are both inside and outside connected.

The type of locomotive in Fig. 12 is

seen on nearly all the roads and is used

in branch line passenger service as well

as for pulling freight trains. These

engines belong to a past regime, but

many of them are still in good repair

and doing excellent work. To the

above mentioned types of present day

locomotives might be added the "deca-

pod," or locomotive with no truck and

five pairs of drivers. These are very few

in number and are only used for heavy

service. There are many four-wheeled,

light and compact locomotives in use

for handling from one to two cars in

FIGS. 7 AND 8.

Midland Railway between London and

Manchester, which consist of from five

to six double truck, corridor cars, are

pulled by this type of locomotive. With

the exception of a few miles of hilly

country near Manchester, one engine

only is used, and it covers the distance,

two hundred miles, in three hours and

a half, with two stops. The drivers on

this type of engine range from seven

feet six inches in diameter to nine feet.

Those of the Midland Express engines

are seven feet and six inches.

n
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none of them can be used for other
than very light loads.

The great majority of English loco-
motives are inside connected. Some of
the Atlantic type, notably on the Lan-
cashire and Yorkshire Railway, have in-

side connections and nearly all the ten-
wheelers are arranged after this fash-
ion- E. C. Landis.

Nashville, Torn.

rent. On account of its being cheaper
they also decided to adopt the third
rail in place of the overhead catenary
construction for trolley and to use the
same voltages as the city lines.

Power for the operation of the road
is purchased from the Hudson River
Power Company, which delivers it at

wires at crossings, the cars being car-
ried across by their momentum.
As the cars arc operated on the city

tracks they arc made smaller than if

I hey were to operate on the West Shore
exclusively. They arc 48 ft. long, 8 ft.

4 ins. wide, and 13 ft. high, and will

comfortably seat fifty-two people. The

Electrification on the West Shore.

Editor:

Between New York and Buffalo the
New York Central Railroad owns or
controls two separate lines, one a four-
and the other a two-track route. The
double-track road, or as it is called, the
West Shore, parallels the main line the
entire distance, except at one point,
that is, between Utica and Syracuse.
Between these places the Wr

est Shore
is seven miles shorter. For a number
of years the West Shore has given a
very inefficient passenger service, there
being only two passenger trains a day
over some divisions. A few years ago
an electric line was proposed between
Utica and Syracuse, paralleling the
West Shore. This line if running a
frequent train service would seriously
interfere with the West Shore's busi-
ness in that section, which contains a
number of villages, and is a thriving
farming section. To stop this possible
competition, the Central decided to
electrify that division of the West
Shore. For that purpose they leased it

to the Oneida Railway Company, re-

ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT ON THE WEST SHORE RAILROAD.

ELECTRIC TRAIN ON THE WEST SHORE.

serving the privilege, however, of "run-
ning their steam trains over the divi-
sion.

The cars are run into each city over
the city lines, and as these are equipped
with a 600 volt trolley system it was
a question with the management whe-
ther to adopt for the main line the
single-phase system or direct current,
the cost of both systems being about
the same. For this reason and also be-
cause the single-phase system was at
that time (June, 1905) new and untried,
they decided to adopt the direct cur-

60,000 volts, three phase and 40 cycles,
at the Clarks Mill sub-station. This'
is one of four sub-stations located about
ten miles apart. These reduce the high
tension current to the 600 volts required
by the road. From the sub-stations the
current is led through an underground
duct to the third rail.

This third rail is of the double head-
ed type and is of the same composition
as the standard type. The joints are
made with an ordinary splice bar over
which the bonding is placed. The
track is also bonded. The third rail is

protected by a wooden sheathing which
covers the top and sides, but allows
about a half inch of the bottom of the
rail to project. At first a fiber cover-
ing was tried, but on account of its

cracking it was given up as impractical.
The third rail is supported by cast iron
brackets which are placed ten feet

apart. These are insulated from the
rail by semi-porcelain blocks, which
are clamped directly upon the rail, the
wooden coverings being cut away for
that purpose. At highway crossings
and other points where the third rail

would be impossible, pipes are laid

underground and the current carried
through them by means of copper ca-
bles. These cables connect the ends
of the third rail. This road differs from
the electrified section on the Central in
the fact that there are no overhead

trucks used are the Brill with a wheel
diameter of 37 ins. They are equipped
with four General Electric No. 73 motors
with the Sprague-General Electric con-
trol. Westinghouse automatic air brakes
with graduated release and Smith hot
water heaters are used.

The road is protected by the latest
type of controlled manual block sig-
nals. On some sections third and
fourth tracks have been added. At
present an hourly service is maintained.
The cars make the run between the city
limits, 43 miles, in a little over an hour.
Up to the present no one has been in-

jured by contact with the electrified
rail, but there has been one death
caused by contact with the high ten-
sion wires.

W. M. De Witt.
Vernon, N. Y.

Too Many Wheels.
Editor:

What would the designer or draughts-
man or high functionary responsible
for this handy help to humanity think
of a conversation such as follows? It

contains criticism, however, and may
be of use, so I give it:

"An' sure, Dutchy, phy the divil don't
ye lift up wid that bar an' slew yer
end over? Bejabers, this cart reminds
me of a horse I once owned, for as long
as he wint straight he was a darlint,
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but the divil of a corner would he turn,

and begorra, we had to get out and

blindfold him when we did. Bedad, it

takes forty man power wid bars on

skids to slew this cart aroun' wid a

load on." The big, red-faced Hibernian

looked at his Teutonic helpmate with

weariness and despair.

"Veil, I dink it is petter ven ve got

some more hellup un a stout mule vot

turn de corners un go aheat. Py Chim-

iny. it woot pe a goot ting ven dey put

somdink like a merry-go-round, every

FIO.I

was .1 great many heavy castings and

parts of machinery to move around, and

while they had electric cranes and every

device a modern shop should have to

handle the ir output, there were still

nooks and crannies they don't reach.

The little four-wheel rigid truck shown
in Fig. 1 had to be used to reach these

nooks and crannies, so while it answers

admirably for going in a straight line

even with a heavy load, it requires to

be slewed around a corner with bars

or there must be men enough around

FIG.2

FIG.5

FIC,3_ FI0.4

ion hole I I 13
.^TUPNED FOR^ 3/g pin.

>OILH0UE

MOLE

FIC.6

2/4 SQ.

FIG.7

©
FIG.8

fig.9

i-,
-4* to

;=3

TOOT'S SHOP WAGON, GOOD FOR SHARP TURNS.

vonce in while, to turn dis ting on.

Mein Gott, but mine pack is broked mit

lifting dot grosse ting." The Teuton

felt himself in a comical way to see if

he was still whole, and stared at the

Irishman with a worried look on his

face.

"Sure, Dutchy, don't worry. Take
the dewice of an ould stager. So be-

jabers, take it aisy an' don't be spiling'

.yer buty by worriting."

I had been an interested spectator of

this scene in one of the largest foun-

dries in the country which I was look-

ing over at the time, and could not but

wonder at the shortsightedness of prov-

ing a conveyance such as the two men
had under discussion. I show the truck

in Fig. 1, and have seen the same kind

in other shops, but in th's case there

an arrangement has so many advan-

tages over a rigid-frame truck that it

is almost useless for me to enumerate

them, but the greatest is the short space

the car can be turned in, in cramped
quarters. The improved car can be

used in places where the style shown in

Fig. 1 would be useless.

A truck for handling mounted wheels

in repair sheds can be made on the

same plan and will be found very handy
in trucking them between lines of cars,

and it has the advantage of saving the

shifting of the cars when wheels and

axles are changed.

A I2-in. channel of the required

length forms the body of the truck,

with a 2%-in. axle bolted to the middle

with 14-in. wheels. Fig. 4 shows the

sleeve for the forks,' and Fig. 5 the fork,

Fig. 6 the axle, Fig. 7 the roller, and

Fig. 8 the truck complete. It is not a

bad idea to cut notches in the channel,

as shown, for the flanges of the wheels,

as the wheels are more easily got off

and on the truck. The sleeve is riveted

to the channel through a square hole

made to conform to the squared por-

tion of the sleeve. There is a 2-in.

space left on the front and rear rollers,

from the floor, as shown in Fig. 8. This

is an advantage when shifting to the

right or left, and makes the truck and

load be handled easier.

A simple truck for handling axles is

shown in Fig. 9, which consists of two

16-in. wheels and a i54-in. axle with a

block of wood bolted to the axle. The

block is V-ed lengthwise and a V is cut

across the middle to leave space for the

grab hooks to clamp the axle while on the

truck. Otherwise the axle has to be

lifted up, and this is unnecessary if the

truck is properly made. Any one can

build these trucks, but every one don't

think to provide oil holes for the

wheels. It is a small item but an es-

sential one, as a drop of oil in the right

spot will do wonders, sometimes.

St. Louis, Mo. T. Toot.

to lift the truck and load bodily when a

turn is made.

I did not wonder at all at the wrath

of the broad-shouldered Hibernian and

the corpulent Teuton, but wondered at

the indolence of the designer in letting

the matter go when a slight change

would have helped matters wonderfully

and called down the blessings of Fat

and Hans on his head instead of harsh

words.

The change I speak of is shown in

Fig. 2 and is simply to take out a pair

of wheels and substitute one wheel at

the back of the truck. This little wheel

moves in a complete circle. Fig. 3

shows the third wheel and the correct

shape of the forging to suit. It is fast-

ened to the body of the truck with cast

iron boxing, bolted to the body. Such

Curious Flow of Steam.

Editor:

In a letter under the heading, "Slip-

ping While Shut Off," in your Novem-
ber, 1907, issue the writer says he is

about to believe nothing is impossible

at this time and that engines do queer

things.

Recently I was on a run which re-

quired me to lay at the terminal away
from home each alternate night. At

the terminal the round house was kept

quite clean and was warmed by large

stoves and was made very comfortable

to spend an evening in. After eating

our lunch we would read the paper and

discuss the technical questions seen in

Railway 'and Locomotive Engineering.

After the engine was backed into

the house, throttle closed and fastened,
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lubricator shut off; in fact, all valves

and pipes leading to the cylinders

closed, the night watchman would
fill the boilers full until the injector

would break. When the injector

broke a violent rush of steam would
come from the cylinder cocks which
would last about fifteen seconds. I

would like to ask why this rush of

steam with all valves closed?

One word about the slipping shut off.

The idea to me is not unreasonable or

impossible. I knew an engine that it

was claimed did that peculiar thing.

The engine was in first class condition.

Her counterbalance was perfect, valve

motion good. It was an engine that

was very swift and it was rumored
that there was no end to her speed. I

observed the slipping took place when
the station stop was being made. The
tires were extremely hard and her

drivers slipped very easy. In making
the station stop frequently the driver

brake would not set; naturally that al-

lowed the drivers to run free. As the

train brake would take hold the speed

of the train would be slackened, the

drivers being free. Their momentum
would not be checked and their weight

would cause them to slip for a few sec-

onds until the friction on the rail

would stop them. Engineer.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

[We would like to hear from any of

our readers about the blow from the

cylinder cocks. In the matter of slip-

ping shut off, it seems to us a better

expression would be imperceptible

skidding when shut off, as the wheels

probably drag slightly along the rails.

We do not think our correspondent is

quite 'correct in his explanation. If he

is right, then any engine truck wheels

without brakes should slip in the same
way when the engine is coming to a

stop. The probable explanation of this

phenomenon is as previously given on
page 489 of our November, 1907, issue.

—Ed.]

The Mayflower on the Old Colony.

Editor,

For a long time I have tried to ob-

tain a picture of one of the Old Colony
locomotives, as I knew them when a

boy. Therough the kindness of Mr.

Henry W. Scott, of the New Haven
road, I am able to send you for repro-

duction a photograph of the "Mayflower,"

showing the smoke stack used by that

road in the sixties. In Railway and
Locomotive Engineering for November
last, Mr. Geo. H. Brown gives a table

of dimensions of the early engines and
tells us that the "Mayflower" was built

by John Souther in 1848, weighed 44.-

600 lbs., had cylinders 15 x 20 ins., and
ran until 1870. Herbert Fisher.

Ta union. Mass.

Exhaust Nozzle Reamer.
Editor,

The accompanying sketch represents

a reamer for cleaning the exhaust noz-
zle of a locomotive without opening
the front

Strength of Boilers.

Editor:

In
1 he Noveri of Railway

" LocoMonvi i .11 .'., j. D.
asks a qu< Hon in regal 'I 10 the safe

III. reamer is fastened working pn 1m.iI.ts. In the
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of the shell one inch long by the tensile

strength of the metal; multiply the re-

sult by 2 and divide by the diameter of

the boiler in inches.

Multiplying the diameter by the

bursting pressure we get ~- X 625 =
45,000 lbs. Dividing by 2 gives 22,500

lbs., the force required to break one

side of the ring. Therefore, to find the

strain on the shell, per inch of length,

for any given pressure, multiply the

diameter in inches by the pressure and

divide by 2, or multiply the radius of

the boiler by the pressure.

We found the bursting pressure to

be 625 lbs. per sq. in. As a matter of

precaution this is divided by a number
called the factor of safety, to obtain

the safe working pressure. Divide 625

by 5 and we get 125 lbs. per sq. in. as

the safe working pressure. The factor

of safety varies with different design-

ers, but 5 is a good general average.

Aside from giving a suitable margin

of safety, it is intended to provide for

various things which may weaken the

boiler, such as poor workmanship, im-

perfections in the material and the cor-

rosion of the shell.

In the example we have just worked
out. the boiler was supposed to have

been made of one sheet. As a locomo-
tive is made of several sheets riveted

together, allowance must be made for

the strength of the riveted joints.

There are three principal forms of riv-

eted joints: the lap joint, in which the

two plates overlap each other; the butt

joint in which the edges of the plate

are brought together and held in posi-

tion by a narrow strap covering the

joint and riveted to both plates, and the

butt joint in which two straps or welts

are used, one on each side of the plate,

riveted joints are either single, double,

or triple riveted, depending on the mira-

bgr of rows of rivets which are used.

To give an idea of the principles in-

volved in finding the strength of rivet-

ed joints, we will take a single riveted

lap joint. This is not used at all in mod-
ern locomotive practice, but for sake of

example let us take one with i-in. rivet

holes spaced 2% ins. apart, and determine

first whether the joint will give way by
shearing the rivets or by breaking the plate

along the line of the holes. Take a section

of the joint equal in length to the spac-

ing of the rivets and including one hole.

If the plate were solid, the area would
be Y% in. X 2% ins. = .797 sq. in., and
the strength would be 60,000 X -797 =
47,820 lbs. But the i-in. rivet hole takes

out a space equal to 1 in X ^ in. =
•375 sq. in., which leaves only .422

sq. in. of plate, with a strength of

60,000 X .422 — 25,320 lbs. Take the

shearing strength of rivet iron at 38,000

lbs. per sq. in. The rivet will fill the

I-in. hole when driven and the area will

be .7854 sq. in. The shearing strength

of the rivet will be 38,000 X -7854 =
29,845- lbs. The joint is no stronger

than its weakest part, and as the

strength of the plate is only 25,320 lbs.,

the joint will fail by breaking the plate

between the holes. Dividing the

strength of the "net section" of the

plate by the strength of the solid plate

we get 25320/47820 = .53, or 53 per

cent, efficiency. This means that if the

solid plate would stand a pull of 100

lbs., the riveted joint would stand a pull

of only 53 lbs.

If 15/fO-in. holes had been used in

this case, with the same spacing, the

strength of the rivets and plates would
have been almost equal, the plate being

26,520 lbs. and the rivets 26,220 lbs.

The joint would give way by shearing

the rivets, and the efficiency would have

been 55 per cent. If £g-in. holes had
been used the efficiency would have

been reduced to 48 per cent.

A butt joint with two straps is much
stronger than a lap joint, not only be-

cause the rivets must shear in two
places instead of one, but because the

pull is more direct, as can be seen from
a simple experiment. Have a friend

grasp a short piece of stick firmly in

one hand. Take hold of it close to his

hand, with your arm at right angles to

the stick, and pull. The tendency is

to twist the stick around. Now have

him hold the stick in both hands, take

hold between them and pull. There is

no tendency to twist the stick, and you
cannot remove it without breaking it

or pulling it through his fingers. The
latter action has its counterpart in the

boiler joint by the plate crushing out

in front of the rivet. The lap joint acts

very much as the stick did in the first

experiment. The plates are not in a

straight line, and under heavy pressure

the joint tends to twist around till the

plates come so as to bring the pull

in a more direct line.

The standard joints recommended by

The Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection

and Insurance Company have the fol-

lowing efficiencies: Lap joint, single

riveted. 56.6 per cent.; lap joint, double

riveted, 68 to 74 per cent.; lap joint,

triple riveted, 75 per cent.; butt joint,

two straps, double riveted. 75 per cent.;

butt joint, two straps, triple riveted, 86

per cent.

They are calculated for a tensile

strength of 55,000 lbs. for the steel

plates and a shearing strength for the

iron rivets of 38.000 lbs. in single shear

(lap joints'), and 70,300 lbs. in double

shear (butt joints with two straps').

Lap joints and butt joints with a single

strap have about the same efficiency.

To return to the boiler in our prob-

lem. We found the working pressure

to be 125 lbs. Assuming that the seams

are triple riveted butt joints, with an
efficiency of 86 per cent., the safe work-
ing pressure, taking the seams into ac-

count, will be .86 X 125 = 107.5 lbs.

This method of finding the safe work-
ing pressure of the boiler applies only

to the longitudinal seams. The strength

of the girth seams is calculated in a

different way, as they are subjected to

the pressure which acts on the ends of

the boiler instead of on the diameter.

They are not considered in finding the

working pressure, as it takes twice as-

much force to burst a boiler along a
girth seam as it does along a longi-

tudinal seam.

From what has been said above we
see that the safe working pressure of

any cylindrical boiler can be found by
the following rule: Multiply together

twice the area of a section of the shell

1 in. long, the tensile strength of the

metal and the efficiency of the joint,

and divide by the factor of safety and
the diameter of the boiler in inches.

Thus: 2 X .375 X 60,000 X -86 -=- 5 X
72 = 107.5 lbs. per sq. in. This is a

good general formula to use when it

is not necessary to take the staying and
flat surfaces into account. The strength

of the water legs, crown sheet, and
even of the tubes, is a very different

question from that of the strength of

the shell.

Sidney C. Carpenter.

Plainville, Conn.

Loose Side Rod Bushings.

Editor:

"Bushing is loose in side rod on main
pin," together with the designation of

the side on which the defect exists.

This is a familiar report to those whose
job it is to supervise round-house run-

ning repairs, especially where heavy

consolidation locomotives are in use.

The greatest danger in the bushing

becoming loose is that the rod invari-

ably works toward the wheel, or rather

toward the crank pin-boss. This de-

stroys the clearance between the side

rod and the wheel. Generally the

knuckle pin is just flush with the inside

of the side rod, but frequently knuckle

pins are found projecting beyond the

rod, and just as sure as the rod be-

comes disloged on the bushing it will

work inward. Then the projecting

knuckle pin catches the crank and the

side rods are bent or broken.

Many an accident could be traced to

this cause. It is understood that loose

knuckle pins working in, will produce

similar effects. In such cases it is not

only one of the rods that suffers, but

usually both sides will be crippled.

Cases are known where the counter-

balances have broken the rods when
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the clearance had been destroyed by

the bushing working loose.

To obviate this defect, the writer

would offer this suggestion: All bush-

ings in side rods should have a shoul-

der on the end next to the wheel. That
such shoulder should be about one-

eighth (V&) of an inch high and one (1)

inch long, and that a corresponding

recess be made on the insde of the rod

to engage a portion of this shoulder,

say five-eighths (§^) of an inch and
three-eighths (J<§) of an inch projecting

beyond the rod. This part would in-

sure sufficient clearance between the

wheel and the side rod.

The writer has observed the move-
ment of loose bushings for a period of

nearly twenty years, and fails to recall

any instance where loose bushings on
main, or intermediate, pins have worked
in and the rod out. It is invariably

that the rod works in. The object in.

view in making the shoulder so long is

PROPOSED SIDE ROD BUSHING.

to prevent it from being sheared off by

the side rod.

This method would lessen the degree

of danger emanating from loose bush-

ings, if not become a positive preven-

tive. Comparatively small damage
will be done by allowing the bushing

to revolve in the rod to that which has

been described. It will be perfectly

safe for the engine to proceed with full

train to her terminal where the neces-

sary repairs can be effected.

James Francis.

Carbondale, Pa.

The kick of a mule is dangerous and
is certainly painful, but it does not

compare in misplaced dynamic effort

with a kick given by the starting crank
of an automobile. We have twice had
practical demonstrations of the mis-
placed power of our automobile and
hope that such form of practical in-

formation may never come to us again.
No, never

!

Handling Driving Wheel Tires.

In the new loepmotive shops of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford
Railroad at Readville, Mass., an un-

usually convenient arrangement ha I

been made for handling loconmn 1

driving wheels and tires in removing
and resetting. The tire house is a sep-

arate structure of skeleton steel and
corrugated galvanized iron, located in

TIRE HANDLING AT READVILLE ON THE
N. Y., N. H. & H.

convenient relation to the erecting

floor and the space adjacent to the lat-

ter where driving-wheel work is car-

ried on. Suitable space is provided

next to this building as a storage yard

for mounted wheels, and this yard is

served by a 10-ton crane which oper-

ates both within and without the build-

ing, as shown in the accompanying il-

lustrations.

Within the tire-house is a Ferguson
oil furnace, supplied by the Railway
Materials Company, of a sufficient ca-

pacity to heat a nest of eight tires at

one time. In removing tires a pair of

mounted wheels is supported by the

crane over the ordinary fire until suffi-

ciently heated for removal, when the

load is hoisted and the tire struck off.

The entire work of handling wheels
and tires is exceedingly simple and ex-

peditious.

The dimensions of the building are

56 by 32 ft., and this space, as well as

the storage yard, is ample for efficient

work.

Staff System in the Rockies.

The system of train operation gen-
erally called the staff system has been
introduced on a particular portion of

the Canadian Pacific Railway. The
portion of road is in the province of

British Columbia and is on the Pacific

Division, of which Mr. F. F. Busteed
is general superintendent. Between
the stations Hector and Field there

are about eight miles of main line, and
this is where the road, when one is

going west, winds down the Kicking
Horse Pass in the Rocky Mountains.
The grade is 4 per cent., and when on

part of the road an ordinary pas-
senger coach 65 ft. long will have one
end higher than the other by about
2 ft. 7J4 ins.

I he Staff system is used on the "big

hill" to relieve the dispatching and 111

addition to the safety feature intro-

duced in train operation it facilitates

the movement of pusher engines on
that grade. The staff machines made
by the Union Switch and Signal Com-
pany of Swissvale, Pa., are the ones
used.

I he absolute and pi nnissive sys'

are employed. The permissive system
is only used on eastbound trains or for
those ascending the grade. On this

grade there are three safety switches,
and the up train has to pass the last

safety switch before the permissive
staff can be taken by the following
train.

Westbound trains are those going
down the grade, and these cannot use
the staff until the preceding train has
arrived at the bottom of the grade.
In other words, the absolute system is

alone used for westbound trains.

There is no mechanism employed for
catching the staff up. The staff is re-

moved from the machine by the opera-
tor and handed to the conductor, or en-
gineer of the pusher engine, who re-
turns it to the operator at the other
end of the block, and this man places
it in the machine.

A detailed account of the working of
the train staff system was given in Rail-
way and Locomotive Engineering, No-
vember, 1004, page 492.

Did He Make a Fortune?

An item has been going the rounds of
the press to the effect that David P.

Proctor, a cousin of Senator Proctor of
Vermont, had died in a Chicago lodging
house in straitened circumstances. It

adds that the unfortunate man made a for-

tune from the sale of royalties on an in-

TIRE HOUSE AT READVILLE ON THE
N. Y., N. H. & H.

vention which he patented in the early 70's

—a device to arrest and extinguish sparks
from the funnels of locomotives.

Most railroad men would like to know
about a spark arrester that brought a for-

tune to the inventor.
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Defects of Steel Tires.

Speaking of the performance of steel

tires in service, Mr. G. L. Norris, the

^mechanical engineer of the Standard

Steel Works, said among other things

in a paper recently read before the

Western Railway Club, on the subject

of "Steel Tires, Causes of Defects and

Failures," that during the past few

years, owing to increased speeds, wheel

loads and severity of service, steel

tires have more frequently developed

that condition of tread usually called

shelly or flaky spots.

Such a condition is in the nature of

a breaking down of the tread into flakes

or scales by numerous cracks which

penetrate into the tire, principally in

the area of rail contact. Such a con-

dition is not considered dangerous and

the wheels are not always promptly re-

moved. Hence the shells or flakes

spread over a greater length of tread

and the cracks penetrate so deeply that

when the tire is turned up a large

amount of metal is wasted to remove

all traces of shelliness.

A shelly tread may be produced by

inherent delects in the steel such as

pipes, gas cavities, entrapped slag and

segregation, but more commonly ser-

vice conditions produce the result.

Tires made from long ingots seldom

develop this defect, as the imperfect

portion of the ingot is removed. The
shelly tire due to inherent defects dif-

fers from the shelly tire as developed

by service in the fact that the inherent

defect usually manifests itself as a

single spot from which a large shallow

piece has come out, while the service

shelling may be several spots where

pieces have broken" out leaving distinct-

ly granular fractures.

The service conditions producing

shelly tires are usually brake burns, ec-

centricity of the wheel, unequal wheels

on the same axle. These conditions are

intensified by speed and load. The
brake burn is probably the chief cause

of the trouble. When a brake retards

a wheel so that the latter slips slightly

on the rail it produces several small

hard slip spots or brake burns on the

tread at the rail contact, and consider-

able heat is evolved at the same time.

These hard spots are usually covered

with irregular heat cracks, which under

the pounding of the wheel on rail and

the influence of the various stresses

to which the tire is subjected, tend to

penetrate into the tire, and this causes

the steel to break up into shells or

flakes.

Many of these spots are worn out

by the friction between rail and wheel

and by brake shoe action, before the

shelly condition is produced. These

wheels, however, tend to become ec-

centric, and may eventually develop

deep shelling.

In mountain divisions of railways the

shelly form of defect is less frequent

than on easy grade divisions, because

on steep grades, long and continuous

brake application grinds off the hard

spot faster than the rate of crack pene-

tration, while on easier divisions with

less frequent brake shoe action the heat

cracks on the spots penetrate the tire

faster than the tire is worn down.

Driving tires are practically free from

shelly spots. Brake burns and slip

spots do appear on these tires, but the

rate of crack penetration is slow on ac-

count of the greater diameter of the

wheel and the consequent flatness of

the arc, and their removal by brake

shoe action is almost certain. The lia-

bility to shell is greater in tender

wheels under large capacity tenders in

through passenger service than in any

other wheels. The conditions of service

for these wheels is most severe owing

to the constantly shifting and varying

load carried. The varying load affects

the intensity of brake shoe pressure

and increases the liability to brake burn

spots. Tender springs are designed for

full load, but carry a light load much
of the time. This causes the tender to

ride rough and to pound. All these

conditions are aggravated in the winter.

Tender wheels are often allowed to run

longer than those under coaches. Rec-

ords of wheel lathes often show an

average of about twice as much metal

turned off tender wheels as that turned

from coach wheels.

Trailer wheels under locomotives

rank next to tender wheels in the tend-

ency to develop shelliness. Coach and

engine truck wheels come next in or-

der. Most of the shelly coach wheels

have been under heavy cars in through

passenger service. The majority of

cases have been distinctly traceable to

brake burn spots. Thus it appears from
the remarks of Mr. Norris that steel

tired tender wheels under large capac-

ity tanks in through passenger service

show the greatest tendency to develop

shelled spots, trailer wheels come next,

coach and engine truck wheels next and

driving tires last.

The Seismograph.

One of the New York daily papers

which has a regular railroad column

recently printed a paragraph in which

it was stated that "Steam beats Elec-

tricity." The beating referred to was

with reference to speed, amd a steam

locomotive on the Pennsylvania was said

to have distanced its electric competitor

by making very nearly 100 miles an hour.

In our December, 1907, issue, page

567, we pointed out that the trials being

conducted at Clayton, N. J., on that

road were for the purpose of determin-

ing the effect that steam and electric

locomotives have on curved track, and

that the idea of having a race between

steam and electric locomotives was

never entertained for a moment, much
less attempted. More or less sensa-

tional paragraphs containing the idea

of a speed contest have been printed in

the daily papers. In these reports both

truth and accuracy have been disre-

garded.

Another astonishing piece of daily

press railway "news" is that in the

track tests on the Pennsylvania at

Clayton a seismograph was used for

the first time on a locomotive. As a

matter of fact seismographs have been

used from time to time on locomotives,

beginning many years ago, and there

is nothing novel or particularly won-

derful about the proceeding.

A seismograph is briefly and in gen-

eral terms an earthquake recording ap-

paratus. When one speaks of an earth-

quake machine, some people are inclined

to stand aghast. The instrument re-
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ferred to, however, is merely designed

to graphically record vibrations, and it

is principally used in meteorological sta-

tions for the purpose of automaticallj

recording the vibrations of the earth

which are taking place more or less

distinctly all the time. The machine has

plenty of work t" do even when there is

no violent disturbance of the earth. The

tracing given by a seismograph some-

what resembles that given by the trac-

ing pen in a dynamometer car. The

word, it is true, is derived from the

Greek seismos, an earthquake, and the

termination is the same as that in the

word telegraph, and means writing.

The seismograph has before now
been used in locomotive practice to

give a tracing of the vibrations of a lo-

comotive running at various speeds, and

such information is of use in testing the

accuracy of the counterbalancing of the

driving wheels, hi the present instance it

is probably used for the purpose of as-

certaining the difference in the vibration

of a steam and of an electric locomo-

tive when rounding a curve due to

what is sometimes called the "nosing"

of the engine.

The seismograph thus applied will

show how each style of engine goes

round a curve and will record the

more or less minute literal oscillations

which take place at various speeds. The
results of the Pennsylvania track tests

will no doubt reveal many useful and

important facts, but there will not be

anything concerning steam and elec-

tric locomotives racing, and the seis-

mograph will do its scientific work now
as it has done it before, and without

having anything sensational about it.

Spark Arresters.

The chances of damage by fire from

locomotive sparks are so great that

much pains have been taken by many
eminent locomotive constructors to

avoid the liability to damage of prop-

erty from this source. It is conceded

to be a physical impossibility to en-

tirely avoid this danger, inasmuch as

the production of sparks is one of the

inevitable circumstances arising from

the burning of any kind of wood or

coal under any condition. With a

forced draft such as is caused by the

intermittent blasts from locomotive

exhaust pipes, the spark producing

causes are very great, and it will be

noted that the greater the power that

is used in propelling the locomotive,

the greater the production of sparks.

This is readily accounted for from
the fact that with a long valve travel

at a full pressure the steam is at a

higher degree of pressure when re-

leased than when the valve opening is

of less duration, and a limited quantity

is admitted to the cylinder. Hence

Spa 1 1 S are plentiful in starting hi

trains and in hill climbing and other

severe work. The character of the fuel

also is of much importance in

producing, soft coal being much n

prolific in that regard than the hardei

kinds of coal.

Extensive experiments have demon
slrated the fact that every kind of

spark arresting device has some di

terring effect on the fuel combustion

and consequently on the generation of

Steam. The problem therefore has

been one involving the highest degree

of spark arresting quality while look-

ing towards the least retarding effect

on combustion. The deflector sheet

lends itself readily to the initial stop-

page of much of the flying particles of

unconsumed fuel that are carried

through the flues by the sudden rush

of air caused by the vacuum produced

by each successive blast from the ex-

haust pipe. The creation of a cavity

or receptacle in the saddle or under

the extended front of the smoke box

was a step in the right direction, as

the constantly accumulating ashes and

cinders materially affected the steam-

ing of the locomotive.

The use of wire netting in the early

locomotives began in the smokestack

and gradually came lower and lower

until it took the general form of a

screen extending across the smoke box

near the centre and below the exhaust

nozzle, which arrangement does away-

very largely with the tendency to rust.

A semi-circular piece of netting in

front completes the device. This has

been greatly improved upon by con-

structing the netting in the form of a

hopper, being attached to the deflector

sheet by pieces of angle iron and held

on the sides and front by angle iron

strips. The extended sloping sides of

the hopper-shaped device not only pre-

sents a more ready- angle of entrance

for the escaping smoke and gases, but

it also provides a much larger space

for the same purpose. It is an im-

portant feature in the construction of

smokebox screens that the amount

of opening in the netting should at

least equal the area of the smoke-

stack. It is generally more. The

opening in wire netting or perforated

plates being generally more than half

of the entire surface of the material,

a comparison between the smokestack

area and the area of the netting can

readily he made.

The exact fitting of the netting or per-

forated metal around the steam pipes and

exhaust pipe is of the utmost importance,

as the great heat to which the material is

subjected, with intermittent cooling, has

the effect of warping and bulging the

material in a very short time, with the

general result that openings and frac-

1 1 1 constant!) occtn ring, It

may bi bated that in general rail-

road practi Id be

can full} 1
" I • ei y day. The

dm I
materials of which the spark

1 r can be constructed s<,.,n lose

ronsistency and rapidly crystal-

1,, and dei P tchwork, like mend-

ing an old garment with new cloth, has

1I1. effect of creating new rents, and

there i no part of the modern

locomotive that is more liable to seri-

1 fracture or distortion than the

spark arrester. It is to the credit of

the leading railroads that, generally

speaking, the smokeboxes of the loco-

motives are kept in good condition, but

it is also true that many of them are

not as carefully watched in this par-

ticular as they should be.

Referring again to the liability to

accident by sparks, it may be added

that while the devices in use have re-

duced the danger to a low point, at-

mospheric and climatic conditions have

much to do with the matter. In con-

tinued warm, dry weather, and with

moderately strong wind, sparks small

enough to pass through the spark

arrester will fly more than a hundred

yards from the track and still retain

some heat which might kindle very

inflammable substances. The heaviest

sparks do not pass over thirty yards

from the track, and this may safely be

called the danger line, beyond which

it is doubtful if any disaster directly

traceable to sparks ever occurred.

Shock Absorbers.

The words "shock absorber" have

come into pretty general use, especially

since our automobile friends looked

around them for a device which would

act as an auxiliary to a spring. The
function of a shock absorber is to take

up a sudden impact without developing

any very great amount of recoil. Neg-

lecting internal friction, a spring gives

out about as much as is put into

it, while a shock absorber is supposed

to act somewhat quicker than a spring,

and to turn some of the force of a

sudden blow into work, and so "ab-

sorb" the shock, and in the process

of giving out again, which in a spring

we call the recoil, more work is done.

Friction draw gear on a car is a

shock absorber because it acts quickly,

and makes the force of the blow do

work, and recoils comparatively slowly,

in a certain sense the springiness at

the end of a tapered fishing-rod is a

shock absorber, but it resembles a

spring in the matter of recoil. Another

form of shock absorber is the spring,

or more often the barrel-shaped mass

of solid rubber on top of the cylindri-

cal casting of the Bissell truck on a

consolidation engine. The shocks
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transmitted through the equalizer to

the king pin of the truck are "ab-

sorbed" by the rubber. The work done
is by the internal displacement of the

particles of the rubber when the mass
is slightly flattened.

Sometimes there is a so-called shock
absorber used at the end of a chain or

lilting rod in a shop crane or hoist

which is intended to reduce the effect

of jerks when lifting material in and
out of a machine. This may be made
in the form of a stirrup with a flat

plate held in place by four nuts, two
outside and two inside, at the ends of

the stirrup or staple. In the centre of

the flat plate a hole is drilled through
which a spindle passes which is held

to another flat plate by a nut on the

outside. The second flat plate slides

on the legs of the staple. A spiral

spring surrounds the spindle and lies

between the flat plates, and the spindle

has an eye on its outer end to do the

lifting. The second flat plate slides up
and down, according to the extension

or compression of the spring between

the flat plates. This is a useful device,

but it is a shock absorber in the sense

that it prevents the material being

jerked when the slack of the lifting

chain or bar of the shop hoist is taken

up.

Trials of Master Mechanics.

At a recent meeting of the New Eng-

land Railroad Club a paper on "The
Trials of a Master Mechanic" was pre-

sented by Mr. R. H. Rogers, and was dis-

cussed at considerable length by the mem-
bers. The paper was full of reminiscences

which showed that the writer had a keen

insight into human nature, and had

learned the knack of handling men. The
following extract is a good illustration

of a method used by Mr. Rogers in

keeping men satisfied:

"On a Middle West railroad several

years ago, where I happened to be round-

house foreman, I was pursued for a time

by the valve-setting hoodoo. As we all

know, there is no mystery in this opera-

tion, but it is hard to make the rank and

file think so. The engineers were ground-

ed in the belief that practically all of

the engines were out of square and much
grief resulted. We went carefully over

all of the through passenger engines, and
unquestionably the adjustment of the

valves was correct. That is, the cut- off

did not show any greater variation than

one-quarter of an inch between the four

points, and the lead was what the home
office told us to make it. Finally the

trouble ceased, with the exception of one
engine, which made a round trip every

day on the most important passenger run.

This engineer voiced the usual extrava-

gant statements, 'would not run down a

well,' etc., etc., and needless to add, lost

time every day. Things were fast assum-

ing such shape that we began looking for

envelopes marked 'personal,' but the day

was finally saved.

"This man was a fairly good engineer,

but I analyzed his failing in that he had

a wholesale respect for anything which

he did not understand. I knew that the

last desperate resource was to play on
this weakness, and after satisfying my-
self that everything underneath was all

right, I ornamented the steam chest and

half the smoke arch as well, with all the

old algebraic formulas I could resurrect

from the misty school days. It merely

remained to be deep in the study of one

of these problems when he came around

to see how the valve setting was pro-

gressing, and to hear him remark, 'I'll

bet she is all right now,' to feel the suc-

cess of the trip assured. Sure enough,

he began making up twenty-five minutes

on the run where he couldn't make time

before, and all this without a nut being

slacked off on the engine; and he was
loud in his praise of the fellow who set

the valves 'right'—in other words, 'by

mathematics.' I merely cite this case as

an illustration of the manner in which a

hard trial may be surmounted. This

trick, pardonable under the conditions,

may not have worked on more than one

engineer out of one hundred, but with

one it would, and he was the man."

In the matter of providing material for

the needs of locomotive equipment, Mr.

Rogers has had the usual experience,

which he presents very cleverly. In re-

counting his experiences he states : "There

is certainly no greater trial for any man's

patience than to have a bunch of or-

ders returned every day, marked 'not

in stock.' Always it is something of

which you are in the greatest need. In

particular, the locomotive equipment is a

serious problem. I venture to say that

with possibly two or three exceptions this

matter of keeping supplies on locomotives

is nothing more than a bluff or a farce.

"This situation is extremely embarrass-

ing to a master mechanic, and too often a

temporary remedy is sought in robbing

one engine for another; and I may as

well say now, that this thing once start-

ed, never stops. I have known an en-

gine to be laid in about two weeks wait-

ing for some minor casting, and to be so

stripped in that time, owing to storeroom

shortage, that scarcely more than the

boiler and wheels remained.

"The extremes to which a man may be

driven would scarcely be credited. I

worked for one road some years ago

which possessed more than its share of

able-bodied requisition slashers. It was

not out of the accepted order of affairs

to see an engine go out on an important

passenger run with a lantern stuck up in

the headlight case in lieu of an interior.

When an engine would come on the ash

pit a gang of men would be waiting to

remove the grease-cup plugs, coupler

knuckles, headlight reflector, and occa-

sionally the air hose, with which to get

something else into service. Even the

fire hooks and shovels, especially the lat-

ter, ran first in, first out, and when they

began chain-ganging the tanks and re-

verse lever latches, I left for a place

where the pay was less but things were
not quite so strenuous. This was the

only instance in my career when I volun-

tarily threw up the sponge. This same
road, by the way, also ran out of nuts.

They had plenty, of course, two and one-

half and three inches, which would have

filled the bill all right in some marine

engine works, but none of the common
sizes, seven-eighths or inch. In conse-

quence a machinist at thirty cents an

hour would spend half a day rooting in

the scrap pile, and the other half tapping

the few nuts he was lucky enough to find.

The entire situation was distressing in

the extreme."

On the subject of the young master

mechanic keeping his job, Mr. Rogers

gives some general principles which are

extremely interesting and instructive. He
said:

"If a man can successfully cope with

the varying conditions during twelve

months, he may be considered to have

passed from the experimental stage.

There' should not indeed be a condition

with which he could not deal. I rather

think that the requisite for such peace

of mind as may be permitted a master

mechanic is the knowledge that he is a

good mechanic. This must be strong

enough to convince himself, and he must

also have quite an insight into human
nature. If through his experience he has

no reason to doubt these attributes, and

employs them to' the best of his ability,

the job is safe. The policy of railroads

at the present time is to avoid radical

changes. On many, indeed, the organiza-

tion has become established on a perma-

nent basis. If a man puts in his best

licks the first year, makes a material re-

duction in the pay-roll, and maintains a

reasonably better showing than his pre-

decessor in the matter of engine failures

and freedom from labor troubles, he has

established a most convenient reference

table for guidance in the future."

Different Brands of Train Dispatchers.

A railroad official who seldom receives

fair credit for efficiency is the good train

dispatcher. An efficient engineer and a

skillful fireman generally receive credit

for their superiority to careless and inef-

ficient enginemen; but a train dispatcher

seldom receives credit for exerting in-

fluence on the cost of train operating, al-

though he has opportunity to save or

waste fuel far beyond those of a single

engineman.
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The efficient train dispatcher is familiar

with the physical condition of his division,

with its grades and curves. He keeps

himself informed on the condition of the

various engines and of the peculiarities

of the crews handling them. This enables

him to tell with exactness what meeting

privileges he is safe to accord the various

trains. The extension of ten minutes' time

to reach a meeting point may mean saving

of an hour's delay to a train and of the

waste of fuel represented by that time

spent idly on a siding.

We might give many reminiscences of

the good train dispatcher and his in-

fluence 1
upon the prompt movement of

trains. We might also contrast his results

with those effected by a dull, indifferent

successor ' whose supreme thought was

quitting time. But we refrain. All rail-

road men of observing habits know the

difference between the smart and the plug

dispatcher.

Book Notices.

The Scottish and American Poems of

James Kennedy. Fourth thousand. One
volume, 224 pages, ornamental cloth.

Price $1.

A new edition of the writings in verse

of James Kennedy will not only be warm-
ly welcomed by all the lovers of Scot-

tish dialect compositions, in which tongue

he has long been looked upon as the fore-

most living poetical exponent, but also

by a wider circle of readers to whom his

more recent productions in English are

appealing. Of the chief characteristics of

Mr. Kennedy's work in verse it may be

justly said that he excels in that species

of humor which is peculiarly Scottish.

Nearly half the volume is taken up in

a series of character sketches which are

condensed dramatic comedies told in

varied and flexible measure that stamp
the author as a most accomplished poet,

possessing the rare faculty of catching

and fixing the salient features of charac-

ter and giving perfect literary expression

to a wealth and variety of incident at

once quaint and irresistible.

The compositions in English excel in

the realm of descriptive poetry. Nature
in her varied moods, especially in the

glow and glory of summer, are finely de-

scribed, while the heroic element is ably

sustained in "The Highlanders in Ten-
nessee," a narrative poem which has been
justly praised as among the best compo-
sitions in verse in connection with the

American Civil War.
In relation to Mr. Kennedy's writings

in verse it is remarkable that while his

life has been spent almost entirely among
railroad men as machinist, shop foreman,
mechanical instructor and latterly asso-

ciate editor of Railway and Locomotive
Engineering, he has never mixed poetry

and engineering. His subjects are apart

from his daily work and the Muse seems
to have been the solace of his leisure

hours, just as some skilled artisan may
also be a skilled musician. This duality

of character is not unusual. Indeed it

seems to be the rule instead of the ex-

ception among the poets who have re-

sided in New York, as is evidenced in the

lives of Bryant and Halleck and others.

In .Mr. Kennedy's instance there is a

double duality of character, as much of

his verse has the patriotic pride that lin-

gers lovingly over the tender and glori-

ous memories of Scotland, while super-

added to this pardonable pride the love

of America and her free institutions

glows in many of his polished lines.

The book may be obtained on appli-

cation to this office.—C. L. W.

Proceedings of the Fourteenth Annual

Convention of the Air Brake Men's As-

sociation. 320 pages. Published by the

Association. Boston, Mass. Price,

leather, $1. Paper 75c.

The annual reports of the Air Brake

Men's Association have come to be looked

upon as the high water mark of air brake

literature, and all who are closely inter-

ested in the devices used in air brake

mechanism should secure a copy of the

published proceedings of the association.

Mr. F. M. Nellis, the able secretary, has

become by long experience not only a thor-

ough expert in air brake matters but he

possesses the higher faculty of im-

parting information to others. The lack of

space prevents us from giving in detail

even a list of the subjects on which spe-

cial papers were presented and discussed.

Suffice it to say that the questions were

all of the utmost importance and are dis-

cussed with a degree of fullness that

leaves nothing to be desired.

The book is of the usual master me-
chanic's standard size, similar to Railroad

club proceedings, elegantly bound in

flexible morocco. The illustrations show
a marked improvement over previous

years, while the typography is worthy of

the reputation long enjoyed by Boston

publishers and printers.

The Report of the Fifteenth Annual
Convention of the International Railroad

Master Blacksmiths' Association, held at

Montreal ifi August last, has just been

published in a handsome volume of 244
pages. The volume is one of the best that

has been published by the association and

the number of subjects discussed and the

importance of many of them render the

book of especial value to all who are in-

terested in the blacksmith's trade. A por-

trait of the president, Mr. J. S. Sullivan,

is given as a frontispiece, and a number
of photographs and drawings accompany
some of the papers.

Nothing except the mint can make
money without advertising.

—

Rt. Hon.

IV. E. Gladstone.

Among the Railroad Men.

i

AT THE BUBNSIl

The Chicago offices of the Illinois

Central Railroad are_ finely located

with an unobstructed view of Lake

Michigan on one side and one of the

OU8 public parks on another side.

The great central artery of trav'

tween Chicago and New Orleans starts

here, embracing nearly 5,000 miles of

railway. A few miles along the lake

shore and we are at the Burnside

shops, the chief mechanical center of

the vast system. Mr. W. Rcnshaw, Su-

perintendent of Machinery, is the pre-

siding genius, and his multiplex duties

are cleverly simplified by Mr. T. F.

Barton, M. M., and Mr. G. M. Crown-

over, Asst. M. M. The shops are

among the largest in America. Their

construction began in 1893 and have

been added to from time to time, until

the clustered squares of buildings re-

semble a miniature city. Fully 3,000

men are at work here, and the most

advanced methods and the best me-

chanical appliances are in operation.

The store rooms for the entire system

are also located here and they occupy

a building as large as a city block,

where between two and three hundred

men are occupied loading and unload-

ing the necessary commodities of the

great railway.

In the shops there are evidences

everywhere of the perfection of detail

in the classification of work. Every

part of the locomotives under recon-

struction or repair are grouped in di-

visions and subdivisions with a mili-

tary precision that is manifestly the

outgrowth of a wide experience. In

the matter of constructive material

there is an apparent tendency to the

wider use of brass or bronze than is

commonly seen in railroad shops of

the present day. Cast steel driving

boxes lined with bronze, brass wedges,

brass eccentric straps, together with

burnished brass hand rails, gave a bril-

liance to. the separated parts of the su-

perb locomotives that reminded one

of the van'shed glories of the golden

splendors of the locomot'ves of Rich-

ard Norris & Sons of fifty years ago.

There is a wide difference, however, be-

tween Norris' museum curiosities and the

magnificent engines of the Illinois Cen-

tral.

Some of the shop methods are wor-

thy of imitation. Lathes were moved
from place to place by the swift trav-

eling cranes to suit the needs of the

moment. A complete set of binder

bolts were fitted "while you wait," and

the crane came along and lathe and

man were gone to where another dozen

of holes were reamed and ready.

Chalking the frames was explained to
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be the best method for detecting

cracks. Flues were cut out with a

rapidity that was altogether marvelous.

An air contrivance was inserted in the

flue and one revolution did the job.

They were cut nearly as last as one

could count. Air brake and other

valves were being ground by machin-

ery, an eccentric contrivance lifting

In the ear department. Mr. J. M.
Borrowman. the general foreman, kept

pace with the master mechanics in the

locomotive department. The magni-

tude of the car works can readily be

imagined when it is stated that in ad-

dition to the general repair work of

the entire system a special order for

400 new box cars was being filled at

JHUTE FROM RATTLER
TO FLl/ZCAR

PL
1

QUICK METHOD OF BANDLING TUBES AT THE BURNSIDE SHOPS.
' CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Il.l.l\< IIS

them out with the rhythmic cadence of

dancing dolls. Michael Angelo was

said to have chipped marble with such

rapidity, when the sculptor's passion

was upon him, that it took two Italian

laborers working overtime to wheel

away the chips. At the Burnside shops

there are several wheel lathes where
the rough rims are turned off with such

amazing velocity that the red. white

and blue spirals that are spun like

hempen ropes from the hard steel tires.

keep a swarthy laborer busy gathering

up the endless chains of turnings. The
finished rims are siiooth as the work
of a Norton grinder, and the perfected

wheels follow each other out of the

workmen's hands like a flock«of sheep

passing out of the hands of the shep-

herds at shearing time.

The Flue Rattler has several novel

features that facilitate the handling of

the lines As will be seen in the ac-

companying drawing, a traveling crane-

places the flues on an elevated plat-

form where an inclined plane leads

them into the rattler. A movable trap

door forming part of the inclined plane

is readily opened or closed, and an-

other inclined plane forms a chute be-

neath the rattler leading the flues to

a car beneath. The flues are literally

never handled at all except in the weld-

ing process, which i- accomplished
with little physical effort at the rate of

about j?oo per day for each man.

the rate of ten cars per day. and ar-

rangements are already on foot for the

construction of 800 more ears of the

same pattern. The cars possess sev-

eral new features in construction, the

improved stability of the design of the

I-beam end posts being, as is shown
in our illustration, particularly marked.
The underframes and bracing have also

several marked improvements which,

while they do not increase the weight
of the car, increase the carrying ca-

pacity considerably. In the passenger
car department the feature of using a

number of doors in the sides of the

cars seems to be coming more largely

into vogue. This British feature of

passenger cars has many advantages,

and the Illinois Central seems to be

the first road so far that is seriously

adopting the sensible arrangement. Its

adoption by the city railroads of New-
York and elsewhere would probably
be a great benefit to thousands of daily

travelers.

It was gratifying to note the very
superior class of men occupying the

places of responsibility about the ex-

tensive works. Accomplished men
were there from all over America and
Europe. Studious, self-reliant men of

wide experience seem to gravitate to

Burnside, and their impress can be

seen all over the great mechanical cen-

ter. Mr. W. O. Moody, although one
of the youngest in the coterie, is gen-

erally acknowledged among them as

the prince of mechanical engineers. He
does not dwell, like a cloistered monk,
in some distant cell. He is everywhere,

and always within easy reach of the

highest and the humblest.

Feast to Famine in Oil Supply.

There is every reason for believing

that much fuel is wasted and cylinders

and valves subjected to destructive wear

through the rigid restrictions in the

use of oil put upon engineers. That

restrictions were necessary is doubtless

true, but the injunctions to be economi-

cal with lubricants need to be imposed

more judiciously than they are in many
cases. Conditions are very different

now from what they were in the old

days when an engineer was at liberty

to use as much oil as he saw lit.

Many men are not capable of con-

trolling themselves or the use of mate-

rial when left to themselves without

restriction. It used to be common on

every division to find engineers who
never failed to oil round every time the

train was stopped. Such men never

thought a cup or box had enough oil

until it was running over. The track

was literally soaked with oil and grease

wherever such engines stopped for five

minutes. The engineer would make
himself believe that the lavish use of

oil kept the engine in good order and

helped to reduce coal consumption, but

it frequently had the opposite effect.

So much lubricant was constantly pass-

DESIGN OF ILLINOIS CENTRAL BOX CAR
END POST.

ing through the nozzles that they would

become gummed in four or five hun-

dred miles running. Cleaning would

not be done till choking of the exhaust

was too evident to be overlooked;

meanwhile the sharp exhaust had been

for many miles tearing the fire and

wasting coal.

Remonstrances would be made by
roundhouse foremen a,nd master me-

chanics, but nothing would cure the

grease waste but a strictly enforced re-

duction of the supply.
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Correspondence School

The Automatic Controller.

By W. !'• K01 u 1 N HOVEN.

The cpntroller described in the De-

cember issue was of the hand or man-
ually operated type, that is, the motor-

man governed the rate of application

of the electric power to the» motors.

He could advance the controller han-

dle to the various notches as quickly

or as slowly as lie desired, provided the

THE AUTOMATIC CONTROL.

circuit breaker did not open or the

fuse blow out. The automatic type of

controller, however, supplies the power
to the motors in successive steps in

the same manner as the hand control

does, but in the automatic type the

time allowed for each step or the rate

of application of power is governed,

•not by the motorman, but by a device

known as the limit switch. This de-

vice gives a uniform rate of accelera-

tion and prevents the application of

power in excess of a predetermined

rate.

In order to produce a uniform rate

of increase in speed, or in other words,

to secure a uniform rate of accelera-

tion, the electric power must be applied

gradually step by step to the motors.

These steps must be taken at such reg-

ular intervals of time as will give the

best rate of acceleration. By this we
mean a rate of acceleration which will

be economical of both current and
equipment and at the same time meet
the needs of the train schedule and af-

ford comfort to the passengers. Xo
two motormen can notch up a control-

ler at the same rate, and it is practi-

cally impossible for the same man to

do it twice at the same rate. The limit

switch is intended to do what the

motormen cannot do.

The limit switch cons a sole-

noid such as was described in our Jan-
uary, 1007, issue. It is placed iii erii

with one of the motors, so that the

current must pass through the limit

switch before it readies the motor.

When the motorman places the con-
troller handle on the first notch, the

contactors make the connections to

Eei 'I the current to the motors. Be-
sides passing through the resistances

or rheostats, and the two motors, the

current must also pass through the

limit switch. Now, if he moves the

handle to the second notch too quick-

ly, the current fed to the motors will

increase too rapidly. When this cur-

rent exceeds a predetermined amount
set by the limit switch, the solenoid at-

tracts its armature, thus opening a pair

of contacts in the train line circuit, and
holds these open so that no additional

contactors can close (those contactors
already closed, remaining closed I until

the current falls below the predeter-

mined limit and the armature drops,

closing the circuit.

If in the manually operated type of

control the motorman should throw his

controller handle to the multiple run-

ning position, the circuit breaker would
open or the fuse blow out. If neither

of these protective devices worked, the

sudden application of the full power
would damage the motors and the

train would not start, as was stated in

UNIT SWITCH GROUP.

our article on the electric controller.

In automatic types it is customary to

throw the controller handle to the full

multiple position, and allow the limit

switcli to govern the rate at which the

contactors shall apply the power. In

many of the automatic types of con-

trollers the master controller handle,

which is operated by the motorman,
has only three notches or positions,

while there are at least eight or ten

steps in the application of the poner to

the motors.

'I he principal par( - of th< W< sting-

1
in ol auti .111.1t 1

.
. ontrol are

the master controller, the limit switch

and the switch group. Tin- switch

group corresponds to tin group of con-

tactors of the Type M General Elec-

tric Control described in our last issue.

In place of the thirteen contactors

then are thirteen switches called unit

switches. These unit switches are

.MECHANISM OF CONTROLLER.

opened and closed by compressed air,

and not by solenoids as were tin- con-

tactors. The valves for controlling the

compressed air are operated by -mall

electro-magnets

There is no exact counterpart of the

automatic system of control in the

steam locomotive. But suppose a lo-

comotive is built witli two throttle

valves. The first, or throttle in the

cab, having only three notches, the

switching notch, the half speed notch,

and the full speed notch. The second

throttle located at some convenient

place in the steam pipe beyond the first

throttle, and controlled by a centrifugal

governor in such a manner that as the

speed increased, the lift of this second

throttle would increase corresponding-
ly. When the governor was at rest the

second throttle would be open only a

small amount. Xow suppose the engi-

neer open wide the tirst throttle. The
second throttle would only admit a

small amount of steam to the cylinders,

and the train would start slowly ahead.
If it were not for this second throttle

there would he a great rush of steam to

the cylinders and the drivers would spin

around on the rails, and the train would
not start.

As the speed increased, the second
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throttle would be opened more and

more by the governor and the supply

of steam to the cylinder would be grad-

ually increased, in much the same man-

ner as the limit switch allows the unit

switches to supply more and more cur-

rent to the motors. There would be

no slipping of the drivers and the rate

of acceleration would be only as fast

as that permitted by the governor. The

supposed governor of this locomotive

corresponds to the limit switch of the

motor car; the second throttle in the

steam pipe corresponds to the group

of unit switches; and the first throttle,

the one in the engineer's cab, corres-

ponds to the controller handle in the

motorman's cab.

If the engineer wished to use the en-

gine for switching he would open his

throttle only to the switching notch.

The governor would open the second

throttle up to the point corresponding

to the first, or engineer's throttle, and

notch, and the multiple running notch.

The single handle is the reverse lever

and throttle lever combined. By mov-

ing the handle to the right the train

moves ahead, to the left the train moves

in the opposite direction. The control-

ler is, of course, horizontal. On the

drum are mounted contacts upon which

the fingers rub in much the same man-

ner as in the Type M controller, the

principal difference being that there

are fewer contact strips and fingers in

the automatic type than in the Type M.

The limit switch consists, as we have

said, of a small solenoid in series with

motor No. 2. When the current rises

above a predetermined value the arma-

ture of the solenoid is raised against

gravity, thus lifting a disc off two con-

tacts in the train line circuit. The unit

switches that are closed remain closed,

but no others can close until the cur-

rent falls below the limit and allows

the disc to fall back on the contacts.
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no further, because no more steam

could get past the first throttle than

the amount allowed by the engineer.

If he wanted to run his engine slow-

ly he would open his throttle to the

half speed notch. The governor would

bring the engine up to speed gradually

by opening the second throttle a little

at a time. When the second throttle

had been opened half way, the governor

could open it no further because it

could not obtain steam enough to drive the

engine any faster. So in the motor car the

unit switches are never ahead of the

position of the controller handle, be-

cause in order to continue to operate,

they need power supplied by that han-

dle through the fingers and contact

strips on the controller drum.

Turning our attention now to the elec-

tric equipment, the automatic master con-

troller is placed in the motorman's cab and

has only one handle with six positions,

three for ahead and three for the re-

verse. The three positions are the

switching notch, the series running

The unit switches are thirteen

switches or contactors that are grouped

radially around a powerful magnet.

This magnet serves to extinguish the

arcs that are formed by the opening of

the unit switches. Just above each

switch is an air cylinder which operates

the switch. On the outer edge of each

cylinder is mounted a valve which is

operated by an electro-magnet. These

valves are called magnet valves and

control the admission of compressed

air to each of the cylinders and also

its exhaust to t"he atmosphere. The

compressed air is supplied from the air

brake system. The piston in the cylin-

der on its down stroke closes its unit

switch against a powerful spring. When
the magnet valve opens the exhaust to

the atmosphere, the air escapes and the

spririg raises the piston, thus opening

the switch. These magnet valves are

operated from a storage battery at a

potential of 14 volts. Two storage bat-

tery sets are carried on each motor car,

one being in use and the other in re-

serve. The switch group is inclosed

in a turret-shaped piece of sheet iron,

and this turret-shaped cover has given

this system of control the name of "the

turret control."

When the motorman moves his con-

troller handle to the first position or

the switching notch on the right hand

side of the drum, the fingers make con-

nections with the copper strips on the

drum and the line switch, the lirie relay,

which is a safety device, and the re-

verses The line switch completes the con-

nections between the contact shoe and the

car. The reverser makes the connections

for the ahead position and at the same

time closes a device known as an inter-

lock.

In the manual Type M control de-

scribed in our December paper, the

motorman moves his controller handle

from notch to notch, there being ten

notches, or steps, but in this Westing-

house automatic type of which we are

now speaking there are but three

notches on the drum for each direction

of motion, but there are ten steps in the

application of the power to the motors.

The interlocks serve to make the con-

nections automatically and correctly for

these ten steps.

On all of the unit switch magnet
yalv.es except Nos. 6 and 7, there are

two coils, one for picking up the valve,

called "the pick-up coil," the other for

holding up the valve, called "the hold-

up coil." The excitation of the pick-up

coils is made by the various interlocks

through the contacts of the limit switch.

When a pick-up coil has actuated a

valve and admitted air to the cylinder

closing the unit switch, it also com-
pletes the circuit for the hold-up coil,

and the unit switch will remain closed

until the circuit of the hold-up coil is

opened.

As soon as the interlock on the re-

verser closes it completes the circuits

through the pick-up coils of unit

switches Nos. 6 and 7, and they admit

compressed air to the cylinders and

thus close the switches. This puts all

the resistance in series with the motors,

and is what corresponds to the first

series position as described in our last

issue.

On moving the controller handle to

the second notch, or series running po-

sition, the fingers and contact strips of

the controller drum make connections

so as to close unit switch No. 8. Switch

No. 8, on closing, closes its interlock

and cuts out one of the resistances and

there is an increase of current supplied

to the motors as well as of power. If

this current exceeds that for which the

limit switch is set, it raises its arma-

ture, preventing the interlock of No. 8

from making the connections through

the pick-up coils of unit switches Nos.
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9 and 10. As the speed increases and

the current falls below the limit for

which the limit switch is set, its arma-

ture drops, thus closing the circuit

through the pick-up coils of Nos. 9 and

10, and these are held closed by their

hold-up coils.

As they close, their interlocks also

close, and they cut out more resistance,

making the third step in the applica-

tion of power to the motors. The in-

creased current again causes the limit

switch to attract its armature and pre-

vent the closure of unit switches Nos.

11 and 3. The speed continues to in-

crease, and the current again falls, al-

lowing the armature of the limit switch

to drop and unit switches Nos. 11 and

3 close, cutting out still more resist-

ance, and making the fourth step in the

application of power. After the speed

has increased sufficiently, Nos. 11 and

3 in turn close switches Nos. 1 and 2.

This is the fifth step and is the full

series running position. No resistances

are now in series with the motors.

Therefore no power is wasted, and this

is the first economical point on the con-

troller drum, and it has been reached

automatically.

Now if the motorman turns the han-

dle to the third position or multiple

running position, the contact fingers of

the controller drum make the connec-

tion and close unit switch No. 5. In

so doing, the interlock of No. 5 opens

the circuits of the hold-up coils of

switches Nos. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 3, 1 and 2.

As unit switch No. 7 opens, its inter-

lock closes the circuits for the pick-up

coils of switches Nos. 4, 12 and 13.

When the interlock of No. 4 closes it

opens the circuit through the hold-up

coil of unit switch No. S. which opens.

The opening of unit switch No. 5 and

the closing of unit switch No. 4 changes

the motors from the series running po-

sition to the first multiple position with-

out the current supply to the motors

ceasing at any point.

In many control systems the circuits

to the motors are opened in passing

from the series position to the multiple,

and even if this is for a very short

period of time, an unpleasant jerk or

jar is usually felt by the passengers.

On the system of control here de-

scribed there is no such interruption of

current, and there is no appreciable

change in the rate of acceleration. This

passing from series to multiple without

interrupting the current supply to the

motors is known as bridging.

This is the seventh step in the applica-

tion of power to the motors. When
the interlock of No. 4 closes, it not only

opens unit switch No. S. but completes

the connections through the pick-up

coils of switches Nos. 9 and 10. The
increase in current raises the armature

of the limit switch, and Nos. 9 and 10

do not close until the current falls low

enough to release the armature of the

limit switch. Unit switch No. 5 is so

connected that it will be opened by the

interlock of No. 4 closing, no matter

whether the limit switch acts or not.

The closing of unit switches Nos. 9
and 10 makes the eighth step in the ap-

plication of the electric power to the

motors. As the train gains speed, unit

switches Nos. 11 and 3 and Nos. 1 and

2 are closed in turn. When Nos. I

and 2 have closed, all of the resistance

is cut out of the circuit. This is the

multiple running position and is the

tenth and last step in the application

of power to the motors. This is the

second economical point on the con-

troller drum.

In the application of the electric

power to the motors, the unit switches

are never in advance of the position of

the controller handle. That is, if the

handle is thrown to the switching notch

the unit switches can only make the

connections for that one position.

When the handle is thrown to the

series running notch, the unit switch

will proceed as described and make the

proper connections in the four regular

steps until all the resistance is cut out

of the circuit and the motors are in

full series. The unit switch will not

proceed any further until the handle is

thrown to the multiple running notch.

When this is done the unit switch will

proceed to put the motors in multiple

and cut out the resistance in five steps

until all of it is cut out and the motors

are in full ultiple.

If the controller handle is placed on

the multiple running position at the start,

the unit switches will automatically,

and in the proper order, notch them-

selves up to that position without miss-

ing any of the ten steps, and at an

even rate of acceleration which is gov-

erned by the action of the limit switch.

If the motorman's hand should be re-

moved from the handle of the control-

ler it will immediately return to the oflf

position, due to a spring in the control-

ler drum, and thus will cut off the

power supply to the motors.

As in the Type M control described

in last month's issue, the wires which

operate these unit switches or contactors

are bunched into a train line which ter-

minates in a jumper at each end of a

car, like a brake hose connection. Any
number of cars may be joined together

by the use of train line couplers, and

all of the motors in the train may be

operated by any automatic master con-

troller on the train. The limit switch

in each motor car determines the rate

of application of power to the motors

of that particular car.

On any one system which uses this

type of control, as, for example, the

Brookly Rapid '1 ransit System, the limit

switches on all the cars are set to raise

their armatures for the same current

value. This current value is one that

will satisfy the conditions laid down
for producing the best rate of accelera-

tion.

Elements of Physical Science.—IX.

HYUROSTATICS.

Hydrostatics is the science that

treats of liquids at rest, and differs

from hydraulics that treats of liquids

in motion and the machines in which
the motion is applied. The incompres-

sibility of liquids was long considered

as a fixed fact, but modern experiments

have proved the reverse to be the case.

It has been discovered that the water

at the bottom of the ocean, at a depth

of five miles, is one-fortieth heavier,

volume for volume, than the water at

the surface. Water submitted to a

pressure of 10,000 lbs. to the sq. in.

loses one-thirty-sixth of its bulk.

The general law of hydrostatics is

that water at rest always finds its level.

Advantage of this law is taken in sup-

plying cities with water from elevated

lakes or streams. The water may be

conveyed through extensive depres-

sions, but will rise again to the level

from which it started. It is a remark-

able fact that while the ancient Ro-
mans were familiar with the use of

pipes in conveying water, they brought

water to the cities through vast level

aqueducts which were built at enor-

mous expense. Possibly the difficulty

in making strong iron pipes and keep-

ing them tight at that time compelled

the use of the great architectural

works, some of which are still stand-

ing.

The spirit level, an instrument much
used in all building operations, is an

illustration of water finding its own
level. If the air bubble in the instru-

ment is in any other place than the

center it shows that one end of the

tube is higher than the other, and con-

sequently that the surface on which it

rests is not level.

LIQUID PRESSURE.

The transmission of pressure in li-

quids differs from that on solids by
reason of the fact that pressure on the

latter continues only in the line la

which it is exerted, while in the former
it is transmitted in every' direction.

There is an increase in the lateral pres-

sure of liquids according to the depth,

hence the walls of dams and break-

waters should increase in strength

toward their bases. This law leads to

very remarkable results. Incredible

effects may be produced by a small

body of liquid having considerable

depth. A strong cask may be burst
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with a few ounces of water in a long

pipe inserted in the top of the cask.

The cask being filled with water it will

readily be rent asunder by simply

pouring water into the tube. Many
convulsions in the earth have been

caused by this means, as a crevice in

the earth's crust may be filled with

rain water, and if the rent in the earth

be sufficiently, deep it may generate

pressure so great that rocks may be

rent in fragments.

Liquid pressure being thus in pro-

portion to depth alone, a very small

quantity of liquid will balance any

larger quantity. This remarkable qual-

ity is called the hydrostatic paradox.

The best illustrations in mechanism
are in heavy presses where a small jet

of water is forced into a larger cylin-

drical vessel where the power may be

multiplied a thousand times, the exact

ratio being as the square of the di-

ameters of the feed pipe and the square

of the diameter of the press cylinder.

Truck and engine wheels are pressed

into place on the axles by this means.

There is no limit to the power of the

hydrostatic press other than the

strength of the materials of which the

press is composed.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY.

The term specific gravity is used to

express the weight of different sub-

stances. The standard employed is

distilled water at 60 degrees. Dis-

tilled water is taken on account of its

purity. The temperature is fixed be-

cause at a higher or lower degree of

heat the density of the water would be

affected. Fluids that do not mix when
brought together, quickly arrange

themselves in the order of their den-

sity, the heaviest finding their way to

the bottom. The specific gravity of a

body is its weight compared with that

of a like bulk of water. The finding

of the specific gravity of liquids is

usually accomplished by the use of a

glass vessel whose weight is known.
Fill the vessel to a certain height and

weigh it ; substract the weight of the

vessel, and note the weight of the

water alone. Then fill the vessel to

the same height with the liquid in ques-

tion, weigh it again and subtract the

weight of the vessel as before. Divide

its weight by that of the water and the

result will be the specific gravity of

the liquid in question.

The specific gravity of solids is

found by taking a certain bulk of the

solid, ascertain its weight, and divide

it by the weight of a like bulk of

water. In the case of difficulty arising

in obtaining a certain bulk of a solid

body other methods may be resorted

to, the simplest being first to ascertain

if the solid sinks in water, then weigh

it first in air, and then in water by

means of a balance prepared for the

purpose. Divide its weight in air by
the weight it loses in water, and the

quotient will he its specific gravity.

From these calculations it will readily

be seen that if we know the specific

gravity of a body, we can easily find

how much any given bulk of it weighs.

A cubic foot of water weighs 1,000

ounces, or 62^2 lbs.; the weight of a

cubic foot of any given substance will

therefore be equal to 62;^ multiplied

by its specific gravity.

The following table gives the specific

gravity of a few of the most important

substances, the specific gravity of

water being estimated at 1:

Platinum 22.069

Gold 19358

Lead 1 1.445

Copper 8.788

Tin 7-29 1

Iron, cast 7.207

Anthracite Coal 1.800

Soft Coal 1.250

Ice 930

Alcohol 792

Eminent Engineers.

III.—THE MARQUESS OF WORCESTER.

It is a remarkable fact that for nearly

two thousand years little or no progress

was made in the application of steam

as a motive power. Mechanical curi-

osities were not wanting, but they re-

sembled' more the tricks of conjurers

than the work of engineers. Strangely

enough the few men who experimented

with steam were all literary men of

the highest rank in their day, and their

descriptions of their machines have an

air of romance about them that seems

strangely foreign to mechanism.

Cardan's whirling celipile was scarcely

any improvement on Hero's revolving

globe, and De Cau's water raising ap-

paratus was also of Hero's inventing,

but both the sixteenth century worthies

issued ponderous books describing

tluir contrivances. Branca, a seven-

teenth century Italian engineer, made

some advances in the use of steam on

the mill wheel principle and although

he communicated the motion to other

wheels it served little or no purpose.

The Marquess of Worcester, an

English nobleman who lived in the

seventeenth century, made the first sub-

stantial advance in the use of steam.

He was an adherent of the waning

house of the Stewarts and was shame-

fully treated by the government of his

day. His long imprisonment was be-

guiled by mechanical experiments and

while his fortunes were sometimes of

the direst he managed to employ the

most skilled workmen in England, who
continued a system of experiments with

steam engines under the directions of

the ingenious nobleman. His accom-

plished work is not great, but he had

great visions of what steam could do.

In his "Century of Inventions," pub-

lished in London in 1663, he thus de-

scribes the steam engine that he was

about to make : "An engine so con-

trived, that it will work forward or

backward, upward or downward, cir-

cularly or corner-wise, to and fro,

straight, upright, or downright, yet the

pretended operation continueth and ad-

vanced!, none of the motions above-

mentioned hindering, much less stop-

ping, the other; but unanimously and

with harmony agreeing, they all aug-

ment and contribute strength unto the

intended work and operation; and

therefore I call this a semi-omnipotent

engine, and do intend that a model

thereof be buried with me." This is

a better description of the steam en-

gine of to-day than Rudyard Kipling

gives us in "MacAndrew's Hymn."

There is much evidence showing

that he had a variety of engines work-

ing chiefly in the raising of water. It

is generally conceded that he was the

first to use steam operating against a

piston. His petitions to Parliament

praying for an opportunity to demon-

strate the efficiency of his engine were

unheeded. His wife continued the pe-

titions after the death of the inventor,

but they also fell upon inattentive

ears. The little that he was able to

accomplish under the most depressing

circumstances gives us a glimpse of

what he might have done under hap-

pier conditions. He was a man of

titanic visions. By the ignorant, be-

sotted artistocracy to whom he ap-

pealed he was looked upon as a

dreamer, which he was ; but the

dreams came true, although he never

fully realized it in the physical sense.

Henceforth the royal visions that came to

him dimly fell upon other eyes that could

see, and his prophetic words fell upon

ears that could hear and understand.

The Steam Engine.

It is a matter of pride and satisfaction

among manufacturers of steam engines to

feel and to know that in spite of the

phenomenal advance of electric, gaso-

line and gas engines the steam engine

not only holds its own but continues to

grow in favor. The reason is not far to

seek. The steam engine in its perfected

form has the element of reliabil-

ity in a degree far beyond any other

generating power. The element of

economy is also of paramount impor-

tance. In this latter regard it may be

noted that there are many steam engines

running at the present time that have

been in daily service for periods ap-

proaching forty years.
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Questions Answered
BOILER SPECIFICATION,

( 1 ) T. G 1 [., Johnstow n, Pa., writes

:

1'K. iso say what you think would be a

good chemical analysis of boiler steel

to carry about 180 lbs. steam pressure,

boiler to be 76 ins. at the smallest end?

—A. There should be no difference in

the quality of boiler steel depending

on pressure. All steel plates used in

boiler construction should be the best

obtainable. The boiler plate specifi-

cation recommended by the Master Me-

chanics' Association is a good guide to

take in this matter. It is too long to

reprint here. It was adopted in 1894

and was revised in June, 1904, and in

its present form may be found on page

361 of the 1907 issue of the proceedings

of the American Railway Master Me-

chanics' Association, which is the for-

tieth volume.

NAME AND ADDRESS AL-

WAYS.

(2) G. A., Appa-

lachicola, Fla., writes:

Please explain, etc., etc.

—A. You have not ob-

served the rule of sign-

ing your name, and your

question is therefore not

answered. This is not

an arbitrary rule, but

one founded on common
sense. A correspondent's

question may or may not

be of general interest.

If it is not, it is not an-

swered in our columns,

though .we may wish to

write to the person send-

ing it in. If we do not

have name and address

we cannot do this. The
name is never published

in our question columns. MASON 2-6-

In all communications to an editor name
and address should be given as a guaran-

tee of good faith.

RADIUS OF LINK.

(3) L. YV.. Portsmouth, Ohio, asks:

How would you get the radius of a

link of a consolidation engine? Are
there different ways on different en-

gines?—A. The usual way is to get

the location of the center of the link.

That varies for different classes of en-

gine and for different designs, and is

frequently determined by the position

of other parts. When the center of

the link has been decided on, the radius

is generally struck from the center of

the axle which carries the eccentrics

and the distance between the center of

the axle and the center of the link is

generally the radius which determines the

curvature of the link.

hi 1 in-', 1 OB 'it IN IM: BRASS.

(4) J. I ). ( '., Memphis, Tenn., writi

\\ In 11 I worked further north they had

a solution for cleaning brass val 1 1,

oil cups and injectors. Could you give

us a rule as to what the solution is

composed of?—A. There are various

compounds used in cleaning brass, a

common one being 3 parts of sulphuric

acid mixed with 2 parts of nitric acid.

The acids arc not weighed but meas-

ured. A handful of salt is added to

each quart of the mixture. This mix-

ture must be kept in a glazed earthen

ware or vitrified vessel or tub. The
pieces should be dipped separately and

removed at once and cleaned in cold

water. A box of sawdust is useful in

facilitating the drying of the pieces.

BY-PASS VALVE.

(5) C. G. T., Long Island, writes:

What is the by-pass valve and how does

modate it 9< If, and valve

rel

1 '1 j A. I'., John-town. Pa . tt

I notice that in describi shop

mi 1 hi 11 nicu-
lar shop, then 1 a largei turn-out of

lathe work than at thi re any

1 id.- in regard to the ed per

minute tor turning and planing steel

and iron and brass?—A. No exact rule

can 1"- laid down to govern all cases.

M ii' li depends on the ma< him -

and also on the qualit) ol 1 used

in the tools. may
bi - t down at 18 ft. per minute for

turning or planing cast steel. Cast iron

can be cut 10 or 15 per 1 ent

Brass may be turned at 60 ft. per min-

ute. It need hardly be stated that the

quality of the metal must also be taken

into consideration, and further, that it

takes nun of large ex-

l" 1 : nee and good judg-

ment to get the best re-

sults out of the ma-
terial anil machinery at

hand, and that the out-

put at one shop should
not he compared with

that at another place

p
unless all .,f tin- con-

ditions are alike.

i ON THE OLD NEW YORK & MANHATTAN

it operate?—A. The by-pass valve is

almost similar in construction to a

safety, valve, and is located in a cage

that extends over the port leading from

the steam pipe to the space between

the heads of the piston valve. The
by-pass valve is kept on its seat as long

as the pressure from the steam cham-
ber is greater than the pressure in the

cylinder. If the pressure in the cylin-

der should, from any cause, become
greater than in the steam chamber, the

by-pass valve is lifted from its seat,

thus relieving the cylinder and piston

and cylinder heads from undue pres-

sure. A slide valve does not require

the use of a by-pass valve because the

slide valve will readily lift from its

seat in the event of excessive pressure

in the cylinder. A piston valve, how-
ever, having its bearing on every part

of its circular suface, cannot so accom-

When cars have been

scarce men engaged in

train service have often

marvelled why rules

were not introduced per-

mitting car- to be loaded

for any destination in-

stead of being hurried

empty, it necessary, to

the home road. There
is now .1 movement on

foot to introduce the

practice of loading cars

to any place without regard t" the direc-

tion of the home road. This will add

materially to the number of cars avail-

able for loading in time- "t" scarcity of

RAILROAD.

Black Smoke.

An important decision was recently

given in a police court in London. Eng-

land, in regard to a complaint brought by

the Chelsea Borough Council against the

Underground Railway Company for an

alleged smoke nuisance at the station at

Chelsea. Expert testimony was given to

show that the smoke was not black as

was alleged, and the magistrate dis-

missed the complaint, awarding the

railway company three hundred guineas

as costs. This should be a wholesome

lesson to those smoke-consuming en-

thusiasts whose reiterated complaints

amount in many cases to industrial

persecution.
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Air Brake Department

Some Defects of the E. T. Brake.

By G. W. Kiehm.

The manner in which all Westing-

house brake valves control the flow

of air to and from the brake pipe is

identical, and the disorders which re-

sult from neglect are similar.

The functions of a triple valve, brake

cylinder, and auxiliary reservoir are

manifest in the operation of a distribut-

ing valve, and the cause of any im-

proper act :on can be ascertained by

comparing them.

The work of the brake and the dis-

tributing valves of the E. T. equipment

depend upon each other to such an ex-

tent that the defects of one cannot be

pointed out without reference to the

other.

Suppose then, that a brake is found,

that will not apply either with the au-

tomatic or independent application

when there is pressure on the inde-

pendent valve and the automatic valve

is cut in.

If the distributing valve is not cut

out, and the application is not accom-

panied by a falling of the red hand

of the air gauge, and an increased speed

is usually due to a stuck equalizing valve,

a loose equalizing valve packing ring, or

a leaky packing leather and ring on the

main piston. The leak past the packing

leather can be detected by holding a torch

to the exhaust port of the distributing

valve while the service application is

made.

The leaky triple piston packing ring is

always associated with failure to release,

flat and broken wheels, but the leaky

equalizing valve packing rin" will be

first noticed in service applications, as the

air contained in the small pressure cham-

ber will pass the ring very quickly, and

the increase of pressure in the brake pipe

on the engine at the moment of release,

will be more rapid than the decrease dur-

ing a service application.

This failure of the brake to apply dur-

ing service applications may bi due to a

leaky equalizing piston packing ring in

the brake valve, and it should be ob-

served that the piston is lifted from its

seat and the brake pipe pressure reduced,

before deciding that the distributing valve

is at fault.

Where the brake valve cut-out-cock is

located in the brake pipe, a test for a

N. Y. C. APPRENTICES. CORNER OF DEMONSTRATING ROOM.

of the pump, it will indicate that no
air is escaping through a brake cylin-

der, or broken brake cylinder pipe, and
it is safe to assume that the application

valve has not moved on account of be-

ing broken off from the main piston, or

the main piston being stuck.

If the brake will not apply during a

service application, but will apply when
used in the direct application position, it

leaky packing ring can be made by clos-

ing the cock and making a full service

reduction. The pressure in the small space

between the cut-out-cock and the equal-

izing piston will lift a piston with a

neatly fitted ring. If the piston is not

unseated the air in this space must have

passed the ring and escaped through the

preliminary exhaust port or leaked out

of the union connection under the brake

valve. The cut-out-cock may be leaking,

which would interfere with the test. It

can, in turn, be tested by charging the

brake pipe, closing the cock, and placing

the valve handle in emergency position.

A leak from the emergency exhaust port

at this time would be from the cut-out-

cock. In making this test with the H 5 •

brake vaive, the pressure would have to

be withdrawn from the application cham-

ber and equalizing reservoir on account

of.the connection between the two in this

position, otherwise a leak past the equal-

izing piston packing ring would also be

free to escape at the exhaust port.

When the cut-out-cock is located in the

reservoir pipe, the leakage past the pack-

ing ring can be ascertained by charging

the brake pipe, placing the handle on lap,

and having the brake pipe pressure with-

drawn suddenly. The fall of the black

hand will show approximately the pack-

ing ring leakage. If the automatic brake

applies and the independent will not, the

independent brake must be at fault; either

the reducing valve has failed to open or

some obstruction prevents the flow of air

to the application chamber. If the auto-

matic brake leaks off with the valve han-

'dle on lap, there must be a leak in the

application chamber or the pipe connec-

tions. If the independent brake leaks off

when the handle is placed on lap, the leak

is usually past the valve seat of the safety

valve. If the brake cylinder and pipe

connections are tight, the distributing

valve will exhaust the brake cylinder

pressure as the application chamber pres-

sure reduces, but if the brake cylinder

leaks can reduce the pressure as fast or

faster than the application chamber pres-

cure reduces, the brake will leak off with-

out giving any warning.

When a brake applies in full after a

light reduction it is usually due to a

leaky brake pipe, although it can be caused

by a leaky graduating valve in conjunc-

tion with a leaky equalizing valve packing

ring. The H 6 brake can be applied by

a leaking and overcharged brake pipe

;

the H S cannot. Either brake may be

stuck if the application valve should

break off or the main piston become stuck,

in application position. As the slide valve

of a triple valve will leak and waste air

at the triple exhaust port, so will the

slide valves of a distributing valve leak

and waste air at the exhaust ports. The
application valve may leak while the main

piston is in either position. When in

release the leak will show at the exhaust
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port, when in application position it will

build brake cylinder pressure beyond that

in the application chamber, and if the

volume of leakage is sufficient, and no

leakage exists in the brake cylinders, the

exhaust valve will move toward release

position and allow air to escape to the at-

mosphere.

The exhaust valve leaking will also

show in application position. If a leak

ceases after a leak has been started in

the brake cylinder pipes, the leak must

have been from the application valve.

The blow from a leaky equalizing slide

valve will show at the emergency exhaust

port of the brake valve when the han-

dles of both valves are in running posi-

tion, and when the handles are moved

from running position this pressure will

increase in the application chamber and

apply the brake. The leak at the brake

valve exhaust port may be from the in-

dependent brake valve or from the rotary

seat of the automatic valve. If the han-

dle of the automatic valve is placed on

lap and a leak at the emergency exhaust

port exists, it indicates a leaky rotary

valve. If the leak is from the independent

Irake valve and an independena applica-

tion is made, the application chamber

pressure will not increase beyond the ad-

justment of the reducing valve. If the

leak is from the equalizing slide valve

the pressure will increase until the safety

valve opens and exhausts it to the atmos-

phere.

If any doubt exists as to where the

blow is from, the equalizing slide valve

of the H s equipment can be tested by

withdrawing the brake pipe pressure and

placing the handle on lap. If the cut-out-

cock is turned and a leak exists at the

emergency exhaust port it must be from

the slide valve.

As the lower body gaskets of the brake

valves become dry and hard and finally

crack, a leak can occur from the chamber

above the equalizing piston to the appli-

cation chamber port. This would also

show at the emergency exhaust port when
the brake valv handle is in running po-

sition and would have about the same
effect as a leak in the equalizing reservoir

or gauge pipe.

The gasket breaking between the cham-

ber above the equalizing piston and the

double heading port could interfere with

the equalizing slide valve test, hence the

reason for withdrawing all the brake pipe

pressure.

The equalizing slide valve of the H 6

equipment can be tested by overcharg-

ing the brake pipe and withdrawing

enough brake pipe pressure to apply the

brake. With the handles in their run-

ning positions the slide valve will then

lap the exhaust port and be open to the

atmosphere through the brake valves.

Moisture in the application chamber
will rust the tubes which conduct the

flow of air to and from the distrib g

valve. If the tubes become defective and

Irak into the application chamber the ef-

fect will be similar to that of a leaky

equalizing slide valve. The tubes can be

tested by withdrawing the brake pipe

pressure and closing the cocks in the sup-

ply and brake cylinder pipe, and then

removing the distributing valve. The

reservoir tube can be tested by plugging

the exposed port and opening the cock

in the supply pipe; the brake cylinder tube

in the same manner, and the brake pipe,

when used in the direct application posi-

tion, than does the ii 5.

The distributing valve is so constructed

that when the equalizing valve travels its

full stroke
1

and compresses the spring in

the cylinder cover, the flow of air to the

application chamber is cut off and the

pressure chamber air expands into the

main piston cylinder chamber. Equaliz-

ing with the small chamber gives a higher

pressure, and when the equalizing valve

is again forced to its release position by

placing the valve handle 111 train brake

N. Y. C. APPRENTICE CLASS ROOM, WEST ALBANY.

too, by plugging the port and recharging

the brake pipe.

The drain plug in the pressure chamber

has a standard 5^-in. pipe thread, and by

a series of bushings, a nipple, socket, and

a J4-in. signal hose, the pressure cham-

ber can be connected with the signal line

between the engine and tender, and by

plugging the port through which air will

then be escaping, the wall between the

chambers and the remaining tube can be

tested.

A leak in the brake cylinder tube would

have a tendency to destroy the automatic

application. It could show no leak at the

brake valve, and it will be seen that its

effect will depend entirely upon the

amount it leaks.

A leaky graduating valve may not be

discovered until the engine is the sec-

ond one double heading. It may not be no-

ticed then, as the work it performs is

similar to that of the graduating valve of

a triple valve. The graduating valve is

used to divide the two reservoir chambers

and lap the port leading to the safety

valve when the distributing valve is in

service lap position. If the safety valve

is removed at this time a leak into the

passage into which it is screwed must be

from the graduating valve, assuming that

the slide valve is tight,

It will be noticed that the H 6 brake

develops a higher brake cylinder pressure,

release or driver brake holding position,

the application cylinder air will equalize

with the application chamber which has

practically no pressure, and the brake

cylinder pressure will fall to 12 or 15 lbs.

The release and service application fea-

tures of the two valves are the same.

The pressure for the independent brake

and signal system is controlled by the

same valve, and a check valve prevents a

backward flow from the signal system.

During an indpendent application a leak

in the signal system is likely to result in

a blast from the whistle, which is an ex-

cellent arrangement, as the signal whistle

calls attention to the fact that a leak

exists or that the action of the reducing

valve is erratic.

To Trap the Chancetaker.

A new signal system, said to be the in-

vention of a Pittsburgh man, is being

tested on the Long Island Railroad. By
this system, it is said, a cartridge will ex-

plode if an engineer should run past a

danger signal, thus calling it to the at-

tention of men in the cab.

The explosion of the cartridge will also

record on an indicator the fact that an en-

gineer has neglected to observe a danger

signal and explanations will be in order

from the man at fault.

Don*t tell what you are going to do;

do it.
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Patent Office Department

5IGN \l. SYSTEM.
supported from the axles independent-

ly of the engine frame or truck frames
Pa- and shiftable into engagement with

has patented an electrical signaling

system for railways, No. 870,466. The

object of the invention is to prevent

the possibility of collision by reason

either axle gear, and gearing between

the driving mechanism and the inter-

mediate gear, the gearing including a

shaft having flexible connected sec-

tions.

AUTOMATIC STOP SIGNAL.

of the failure of the engineer to ob-

serve or obey a danger signal, by pro-

viding means for automatically apply-

ing the brakes and stopping the train.

The invention embraces an improved

valve and contact device carried on the

locomotive, and also a track stop plate

and its connections. There is a stop

plate at the entrance and exit ends of

each section and are adapted to be

struck by a lever depending from a

valve casing carried by the locomotive

which automatically operates the air

brake and stops the train. Eacli train

simultaneously operates an advance

signal and a rear signal, and is thus

protected from collision from either

direction. Electric batteries operate

the signals. Our illustration shows

contact device depending from the lo-

comotives.

LOCOMOTIVE.

A new form of geared locomotive

has been patented by Mr. J. E. Frier-

mood, Everett, Wash., No. 870.769. In

the locomotive there is a combination

LOCOMOTIVE FIRE-BOX.

Mr. J. M. McClellon, Everett, Mass.,

has patented a fire-box for locomotives,

No. 870,380. The boiler is furnished

with inner and outer sheets, the inner

sheet being outwardly curved at its

top. There is a longitudinally extend-

ed drum at each side at the bottom,

and water tubes connecting each drum

with the space between the inner and

outer sheets, the water tubes extending

GEARED LOCOMOTIVE.

with the engine frame, truck frames,

and axles, of driving mechanism
mounted on the engine frame, axle

gears of different diairjeters mounted
on adjacent axles, an intermediate gear

WATER-TUBE FIREBOX.

from one drum crossing those that ex-

tend from the other drum, and the

water tubes that extend from each

drum being nearer together at their

lower than at their upper ends.

Sanitary.

In the course of a suit brought by a

Pullman porter for damages on ac-

count of personal injuries, the state-

ment was made that the monthly in-

come of the man from tips was about

$30. The tendency to prohibit porters

from brushing passengers inside the

cars will have a dolorous effect upon

the Pullman porters' income. The whisk

broom is usually hidden by the porter

and is only produced when the train ap-

proaches "tipping" stations. The growth

of sanitary science may abolish this prac-

tice.

HAL \Ni. !li VALVE.

Mr. J. H. Woodring, Corry, Pa., has

patented a balanced valve, Xo. 870,073.

The device embraces a combination

with a steam chest of a sliding valve

comprising a rectangular body with

side and ends, an integral sleeve con-

necting the sides and communicating

with the outer surfaces, the sleeve be-

ing designed to receive the valve rod.

A wear plate is imposed on the valve

and formed in its upper surface with

an annular groove, the steam chest

having one of its walls formed with a

'groove aligning the first-named groove,

and a packing ring having portions dis-

posed in each of the grooves.

LOCOMOTIVE TENDER.

An improved locomotive tender has

been patented by Mr. M. E. Petty,

Chicago, 111., Xo. 870,840. The device

embraces a combination with a tender

of a follower formed of hinged sec-

tions, one of which is free to swing

forwardly, the follower being arranged

for sliding movement in the coal pit of

of the tender, the follower comprising

a back plate and facing boards. There

is a cylinder arranged within the ten-

der and a piston arranged for moving

in the cylinder, the rod of the piston

being connected with the follower.

Steam supply pipes lead to each end

of the cylinder.

A

TENDER WITH MOVABLE COAL BOARDS.

If thou wouldst have aught of good

have it for thyself. And faithfulness is

thine and reverence is thine, who then

can rob thee of these things? Who can

hinder thee to use them, if not thyself?-
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Atlantic for the New Haven.

The New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford havi recently procured some At-

lantic and sonic Pacific types of loco-

motives from the American Locomo-
tive Company. Our illustration shows
one of the former, or 4-4-2 type, which

are used' on the live-hour trains be

tvvceii New York ami I'.oston.

The engines are simple, with cylin-

ders 2i x 26 ins. and 70 in. driving

wheels The tractive effort exerted at

full stroke and low speed amounts to

about .'4.700 His., and with 105,500 lbs

adhesive weight the ratio of tractive

effort to driving wheels load is as 1

is to 4.2. The valve gear is Wal-
schaerts and actuates ordinary slide

valves of the Richardson balanced type.

These valves arc set with 5-16 lead

which is of course constant with this

style of valve motion. The steam lap

is 13-16 in. '.s in. exhaust clearance

base of engine and tender is 56 ft. 1 in.

The boiler of this engine is of the

extended wagon top variety and is

67J4 >ns. in diameter at the smoke I,,,

end. The taj urse is the second
and slopes up to 74 ins. The dome is

on the third barrel course and is well

forward of the firebox. The heating

surface in the an li lnl.es is 27.7 sq. ft
,

111 the firebox it is [85.5, and in tile

lubes 3,041.3, making a total of 3.254 1/'

sq. ft. The grate area is 53J4 sip ft.,

and this gives a ratio of 60.8 The
working pressure carried is 200 lbs.

The firebox is 108^ ins. long and 71'
1

ins. broad. The distance between the

flue sheets is 16 ft. 10 ins. There arc

347 tubes % in. thick.

The tender tank is of the usual U-
shape and holds 0,000 gallons and car

ries 14 tons of coal. The tender trucks

are of the diamond arch bar type with

.;(> in 1'aige plate wheels and Z
lA x

Branch Railway on. morning when
just a- oni 1 il I -.lit to

start one . ha • d 1 h( Othl 1 Up the cow-
catcher, and both it ii; -need.

The engine - 1 to Point

Pleasant, and there hitchi d up to one
of the fast New York expresses and
brought it along. The kittens rode all

the way down and bach sitting staidly

enough in tin- middle- of the pilot plate,

just below tie- headlight, but causing

no littli ug the railway

men and pa eng 1 who spied them.

As they wen already far from their

mother's care befori they were discov-

ered and seem, d to be enjoying the

ride, they 1 until the

flier reached I .1 : Lo Branch. Then
one of them h; fh and dropped

off when the train

The other stayed "here he was un-

til the end of the run. The wires hav-

ing caried unofficial announcements of

ATLANTIC TYPE ENGINE FOR 'till-: NEW YORK, NEW HAVEN ,\ HARTFORD RAILROAD.

Geo. W. Wildin, Mech. Supt. American Ixco. Co., Builders.

and a valve travel of (>"s ins. The mo-
tion of the valve rod has been very .

neatly arranged for by a small cross-

head moving upon -

a guide placed be-

tween the. yoke and the steam chest.

Our half-tone illustration was made
from a photograph in which the valve

rod and the lifting-shaft arm happen

to be exactly in line. There is no lift-

ing-arm hanger in this case, but the

end of the lifting arm is forked and

provided with a sleeve in which the

end of the valve rod moves in and out.

This arrangement is compact and

economical of space.

The weight of the engine in working
order is 200,000 lbs., and with the ten-

der the total weight goes 334,000 lbs.

The wheel base of the engine is 28 ft.

2 ins.; the rigid base, which includes

drivers and carrying wheels at the

rear is 16 ft. o ins., and the driving

wheel base is 7 ft. 3 ins. The wheel

10 in. journals. The carrying wheels

of the engine are 51 ins. in diameter

with outside journals 8 x 14 ins. The
engine truck wheels are like those of

the tender with 6 x 12 in. journals.

Some of the principal dimensions are

appended for reference:

Driving Journals—Main 10x12 ins.; others iox
u ins.

Firebox—Thickness of crown. 3^ in.; tube, Yi
in. ; sides. H in. ; back, S's in. ; water space,
front, 5 ins.; sides. 4 ins.; back. 4 ins.

Crown Staying—Radial tubes 2 ins. outside diam-
eter.

Boxes—Driving, main cast steel.

Air Pump—a"/S ins. L. H. 2 reservoir 130
in. .x 1-20-J.2 in.; 1-14 in. x 60 in.

Engine Truck—4 wheel swing bolster.
Trailing Truck—Rigid with outside journals.
Piston—Rod diameter $

'

; ins
Tender Frame— 10 in. steel channels .S23 vv.b.

Daily Press Railway News.

Two lively black kittens without a

wdiitc hair on either were playing about

the roundhouse below Red Bank, on

the main line of the New York & Long

the kittens' progress, it was not long

before an inquiry came from down the

line as to wdiat should be done with the

other.

"Don't separate 'em. Send him up

by the next train," was the answer.

The babies seemed glad to get to-

gether again, but they were hungry.

One of the steamers was at her pier,

but a quick inspection of her commis-
sary stores showed nothing more ap-

petizing than condensed milk. The
kittens still mewed pitifully, so by and

by an idle engine went clanging down
the long pier, around the foot of the

hill into the town. When she came
back she brought a bottle of mixed
cream and milk.

One of the kittens travelled sixty-

live miles and the other fifty-eight

miles on the cowcatcher, according to

the railwaymen's figures.

—

Montreal Wit-

ness.
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Magnetic Lifting.

An ordinary horse-shoe magnet such

as a schoolboy prizes as one of his

greatest treasures, and which can be

bought for a trifle in any hardware

FLAT BAR MAGNET.

shop, possesses the property of attract-

ing light bits of iron and steel, and this

property has been applied commercially

to electro-magnets used in railway

shops and manufacturing establish-

ments. The pocket magnet is supplied

with what the schoolboy calls a "keep-

er." This is simply a small piece of

soft iron which when applied to the

ends of the magnet is held there very

firmly. The ends of the horse-shoe

magnet are called the poles of the mag-
net and the "keeper" is the armature,

and in the case of the commercial or

lifting magnet it corresponds to the

load.

As an illustration of how the mag-
net, be it large or small, is able to hold

onto bodies of steel or iron, with suffi-

cient tenacity to enable them to be

lifted and carried about, we may sup-

pose that there are what are called lines

of force, which, when the magnet is

active, extend from one pole to an-

other and pass through the keeper, or

the armature, or the weight to be lifted,

as the case may be. The action of the

lines of force may be pictured in the

mind as an almost infinite number of

threads, any one of which possesses

comparatively little strength, but

which, like the minute strands with

which the Liliputians securely bound

Othe
giant Gulliver to earth,

have in the aggregate

very considerable strength.

The lines of force do

not, however, pass around

the body, as the ropes of

the little people did when
binding Gulliver d o w n.

The lines of force go

through the object and

L^_^J hold it close up to the

BOY'S poles of the magnet. It is

HORSESHOE just as if one had a loaf
MAGNET. f bread, and with a long

needle passed each thread through the

loaf, fastened the ends to the magnet
poles, and thus sewed the bread through

and through an indefinite number of times.

In the case of the pocket magnet these

invisible lines of force are present all

the time, but when an electro-magnet is

used, the lines form or disappear, as the

current flows or dies, and at a touch the

innumerable stitches are there, or they

are gone, with the velocity of light itself.

Structurally the lifting magnet as

by the Cutler-Hammer Clutch Com-
pany of Milwaukee, Wis., consists of a

circular case of cast iron or steel, in

which is embedded a coil of copper. In

a general way the lifting magnet may
be likened to a spoked engine truck

wheel with a steel tire. There is a

central hub with a hole through it like

the wheel hub bored out for the axle.

The part or zone where the spokes of

the wheel lie, is, in the magnet, occu-

pied by the circular coil of copper,

and the tire of the wheel corresponds

to the protecting outer case of the cast

shell of the magnet. The face of the

magnet, which is the lower surface, con-

sists of a central ring of cast iron,

about which lies a ring of brass hold-

THE 50-IN. LIFTING MAGNET.

ing the coil in place, and beyond that

there is an outer ring of cast iron. The
outer and inner rings of iron are called

the outer and inner poles, and the brass

ring is called the coil shield. This brass

ring, being non-magnetic, compels the lines

of force to form below the coil and to

stretch across the gap which separates the

poles.

The mushroom casting which forms

the body of the lifting magnet is cored

out in the center like the hub of a

wheel. This opening forms a sort of

central flue which helps to carry off

the heat which is generated when the

coil is energized by the flow of the

electric current. The outer edge of the

casting is corrugated in order to pre-

sent a larger heat radiating surface so

that the magnet, as a whole, may be

kept cool. This is one of the features of

the design, for other things being equal,

the cooler the magnet can be kept, the

greater its efficiency. The heat radiat-

ing corrugations have been cleverly

by projecting

00

used in another way. They provide

recesses for the bolts which hold the

removable outer pole shoe, and when
snugly in place they are not liable to

be struck or broken by projecting

pieces of material.

If this lifting magnet

was sliced through the

center its section would

appear like a couple

of horse-shoe mag- I—J 1__I

nets resembling the inverted letters

fi ". As this is a typical section cut

across at random, it follows that the

whole magnet is practically an infinite

series of horse-shoe magnets arranged

in the form of a circle, with, let us say,

all the "north poles" touching each

other, and all the "south poles" form-

ing the outer edge.

One of the principal advantages in

the use of an electric lifting magnet is

the rapidity and certainty with which

it takes hold of a load. The magnetic

"grasp," if we may so call it, does away
with the necessity for tilting up or lift-

ing an object and passing a sling chain

round it, and, moreover, as the sling is

liable to chafe or damage certain objects,

the absence of a sling is an obvious ad-

vantage. A number of objects which

can only be lifted either in bundles or

after having been placed in a basket

or bucket, are readily taken up by the

lifting magnet without any previous ar-

rangement or adjustment.

Stamped steel pieces, pig iron, rails,

bars, plates, etc., are taken up en masse

and transported in bulk as one might
say, while single pieces, even when
closely surrounded by other material in

a crowded yard may be taken hold of

and fished out by a shop crane whose
tackle is baited with a lifting magnet.

The holding power of this style of

magnet is such that one of them 50 ins.

in diameter can sew a mass of metal

with lines of force so thoroughly that a

weight of 10 tons will hang from the

MagmtScdy

\Ctntrtl/ y-Cubic

Inn n n
; Outer fb/e Shoe-'

Inntr PoUShot

SECTION OF LIFTING MAGNET.

energized magnet. A 10-in. magnet,

which is a handy size in a shop, weigh-

ing itself about 75 lbs., can support a

weight of a ton or more.

The lifting electro-magnet, one might

almost say, is the logical consequent

of the electric crane. Cables from the

crane trolley come down to the mag-
net, and without being strained, have

practically the same length as the hoist-

ing chain of the crane. A cleverly ar-

ranged small electric motor reels up-
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the cables as fast as the crane chain

goes up with the load, and again keeps

pace with the chain when swinging

down for another lift. The switch by

which current is turned on or off the

lifting magnet is within easy reach of

the operator and is made sufficiently

stiff to require a definite and purposive

action on the part of the man in charge

when he wishes current to flow. The

chance of the current being accidentally

^^mm^mrnWM^^-^mM

consists largely of silicious limestone

in which most of the limestone has, in

the process of weathering, been washed

or drained away. The process in nature

is not unlike the separation of ashes

from cinders, which would take place

in a pile constantly exposed to the

rain. The ashes would be said to have

leached out, and rotten stone is what

remains of this fine silicious limestone

after the greater part of the lime has

leached out.

Speaking of the origin of the name

Holystone, the Dundee Advertiser says

:

"At the Reformation, when the Church

of St. Nicholas, at Yarmouth, was

despoiled, the carved stones of many

of the monuments, both in the church

and outside in the graveyard, were

shipped off—some to Newcastle, to be

turned into grindstones, and some

on board the ships of the royal navy

of the day, to be used in scouring the

decks, whence, it is interesting to know,

the seamen's term 'holystoning the

deck' takes its origin."

MAGNET ARRANGED FOR LIFTING PIG
IRON AND FOR FLAT PLATE.

cut off with load in midair is thus re-

duced to a minimum.
Large lifting magnets have been spe-

cially designed for handling pig iron.

These are slightly concave on the un-

der side, as this form has been found

most satisfactory for handling large

numbers of irregularly shaped pieces.

When large objects with plane surfaces

have to be lifted, the concavity would

produce an air gap between the inner

or central pole and the flat surface of

the load. This air gap can be removed

by the insertion of an auxiliary pole piece

bolted to a yoke which fits into the cen-

tral aperture of the magnet.

The efficiency of the large pig-iron-

lifting magnet may, as story writers

say, be more easily imagined than de-

scribed when one thinks of the labor-

ious work and the slow, tedious march

of two men at so much an hour, carry-

ing one iron pig at a time, as com-

pared with the masterful grip of the

electric crane as it dips down its mag-
netic finger tips and lifts up a giant

handful of iron ingots or a sheaf of steel

stampings and rolls away with the work

of hours in a single lift.

Holy Stone.

Holy stone and rotten stone are

used, as everybody knows, for scour-

ing or polishing metal. Rotten stone

is a soft easily broken substance, which

All-Steel Coach for the U. P.

With the idea of bettering the present

passenger equipment, and to provide

greater safety for passengers and train-

men, the Union Pacific Railroad have

designed and built a steel fireproof pas-

senger coach that marks a wide de-

parture from the familiar old-style pas-

senger car. The length over vestibule

diaphragms, 68 ft., is the same as the

present standard 60-ft. coach. A decrease

in height from rail to roof of 24 ins. is

but one of the changes from the regular

equipment.

The underframing is composed of

two 12-in. I-beam center sills, 16-in.

centers, and 6 x 3^4-in. angle iron side

sills, all securely fastened by cross ties,

needle beams and diagonal bracing.

The 12-in. center sills are to take the

buffing and pulling stresses, and iii real-

ity do not carry any load, as they them-

selves are carried by the sides of the

car, which really form continuous gir-

ders. The double body-bolsters, end

sills and end bracing of the underframe

are made of a one-piece steel casting,

II ft. long by 9 ft. 9 ins. wide, weighing

3,700 lbs.

On top of the underframing is riveted

a course of 1-16-in. sheet steel, forming

a fire protection from below. On these

steel sheets is a layer of $i-in. hair felt,

and on top of this is a flooring of fire-

proof composition made in the form of

pressed sheets 3 by 4 ft. by Vi in. thick,

laid on nailing strips £4 by 2 ins., em-

bedded in the hair felt. The whole floor

construction is securely bolted together

by small stove bolts, the heads being let

in flush with the top of the floor.

The side posts and carlines are one

continuous piece composed of 3-in.

channel i, benl in t lie form of an

inverted letter U, extending from side

sill to side plate, forming the contour

of the half-oval-shaped roof, and ex-

tending down to the side sill on oppo-

site side of car. To these channel iron

posts, which are formed with flat side

outward, is riveted the J^-in. steel side

ing, which, with the posts, is

1 to the angle iron side sills. The

steel sheathing extends from bottom

of the side sills to top of the 4-in. chan-

nel side plat'-, forming a deep, substan-

tial girder, which is additionally stiff-

ened by diagonal braces placed below

the circular windows and riveted to the

sheathing.

The usual form of square wooden

window sash, and Gothic sash at the

sides of car have been discarded for a

circular aluminum sash with a 24-in.

glass. This metal sash, provided with

a half-round rubber gasket forms an

absolutely weather and dust-proof win-

dow. These circular windows are sim-

ilar to the porthole of a steamship.

They are hinged at the top. When
open, they are swung up to the ceiling

and secured by a catch. The deck

sashes or clearstory lights, and indeed

LIFTING CP A GREAT SHEAF OF STEEL
STAMPINGS.

the entire upper deck of the usual type,

have been replaced by a roof, forming a

half-oval, beginning at the top of the

4-in. channel side plate on one side of

car, and extending to the opposite side.

This design of roof has been very suc-

cessfully used on all of the gasoline

motor cars built by the Union Pacific,

and gives lightness, strength, and low

cost of construction, together with sim-

plicity and beauty of design.

The interior arrangement differs from
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usual practice. In the first place the foreign substances from entering the sonal supervision of Mr. W. R. Mc-
foun vestibule entrances, the steps, of the car. After passing through these Keen, Jr., Superintendent of Motive
ordinary coach, have been replaced by screens, the purified air is admitted to Power and Machinery of the Union Pa-

a single vestibule across the center of the inside, and goes along the sides of the cific Railroad. Some of the principal

the car where the side entrances are. car, through a galvanized sheet duct dimensions are as follows:

Actual weight, 80. too lbs. : leneth over dia-

phragms, 68 fl.; height rail to roof, 12 ft. 1 &
ins.; height floor to ceiling, 7 ft. &\$ ins.

;

width inside at wainscot, 9 ft. sH ins. ; width
of aisle between seats, 3 ft. 5.^ ins.; width of
car over side sills, 9 ft. 5^ ins.; roof sheets,
galvanized iron, 1-16 in. thick ; truck, 4 -wheel
cast steel; seating capacity of coach, 78 persons.#t#v«^***>i#* o -'•' %.«t#\J #••

JEW UNION PACIFIC STEEL PASSENGER CAR.

This side entrance lias been found very

satisfactory in the company's gasoline

motor cars. Both ends of the coach

are rounded in order to lessen wind and

air resistance, and the usual end doors

have been retained in order to allow a

continuous passage through the train.

The rounded car ends may possibly

give an account of themselves in the

event of a collision or serious derail-

ment. Telescoping is not likely to take

place with stiffly built steel cars, but

it is possible that if violent dislocation

of the cars took place the rounded ends

would facilitate the sliding of one car

past another.

All partitions and inside walls of the

car are '

4 in. thick, and the ceiling %
in. thick, and all are of the same lire-

proof composition as the floor. The
thickness of the walls of the car

are worth}- of note, being only 2 ins.

from outside sheathing to the finished

surface of the interior wall. This re-

duced thickness of walls means an in-

crease of 7 ins. in width of aisle. Very

having perforations at each seat. Along
the outside of this fresh air duct are

placed the steam heating pipes, which

heat the incoming air. The amount of

fresh air admitted to the car is regulated

66L4"

Helped Edison to Catch On.

Thomas A. Edison was one day ex-

plaining an intricate machine to a news-

paper writer.

"I know I am very green as regards

machinery," the reporter said apolo-

getically.

"Oh, I have seen greener," said Mr.

Edison. "Did I ever tell you about the

fireman I once met in Canada?

"Well, in a certain Canadian town
where I was running a telegraph office

SIDE FRAME OF I*. P. STEEL CAR WITH CENTRE DOOR.

by dampers in the intakes at the ca*

ends.

The lighting equipment consists of

an electric generator, placed on one of

the trucks and belted to a pulley on

axle. An auxiliary storage battery

has been placed in steel boots be-

low the car floor. At each seat is

placed an eight candle-power lamp, with

frosted globe. The drinking water is

in my youth a new factory, with a very

fine engine house, was put up. I vis-

ited this factory one day to see the

engine. The engineer was out, and the

fireman showed me about. As we stood

admiring the engine together I said:

SIDE FRAME OF AN ORDINARY PASSENGER COACH.

little wood enters into the construction of

the car ; only about 200 lbs. of wood for

small filling blocks is used. All mould-
ings, etc., are made of fireproof mate-
rial.

In the ventilating system, air is ad-

mitted at the round ends of the car.

through openings about 8 ft. from the rail,

placed at each side of the end doors.

These intakes are 12 ins. in diameter, cov-

ered with a fine brass netting; thence
the fresh air passes downward to an

air-tight galvanized iron box placed be-

neath car which contains two sets of

removable dust collecting screens set

vertically. These screens keep dust and

contained in a large, flat, galvanized

iron tank, set vertically, and placed

back of a removable partition at the

center of the car. From this tank,

which is tilled by a hose fastened at a

connection at side sill of car, the water

flows through a coil of pipe placed in

an ice box within the vertical tank, to

the water alcove, at the center vesti-

bule.

In regard to weight, this coach is

lighter than the generally designed all-

steel coach, with an equal seating ca-

pacity or length. It shows a weight

per passenger of 1,14s lbs. The car

was designed and built under the per-

ROUNDED END OF U. P. STEEL COACH.

"'What horsepower has this engine?'

"The fireman gave a loud laugh.
" 'Horsepower?' he exclaimed. 'Why,

man, don't you know that the machine

goes by steam ?' "

—

N. Y. Tribune.
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Items of Personal Interest

Mr. S. O. Dunn, formerly associate

editor of the Chicago Tribune, has been

appointed managing editor of the Railway

Age.

Mr. J. Kyle lias been appointed mas

ter mechanic on the Canadian North-

ern Railway with hcadqu.11 U-1 ;
al I

<1

monton, Alta.

Mr. F. Wilson has been appointed

locomotive foreman on the Canadian

Northern Railway, with headquarters

at Humbolt, Sask.

Mr. J. A. Zeller has been appointed

traveling fireman on the Western division

of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with

office at Fort Wayne, Ind.

Mr. J. T. Nedwideck, trainmaster of

the Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain

Railway at De Soto, has been trans-

ferred to Poplar Bluff.

Mr. R. F. Doxey has been appointed

master mechanic on the Des Moines,

•Iowa Falls & Northern, with head-

quarters at Iowa Falls, la.

Mr. J. M. McCarthy has been ap-

pointed purchasing agent of the Chi-

cago, Rock Island & Pacific, with

headquarters at Chicago, 111.

Mr. W. A. Walker has been ap-

pointed locomotive foreman of the

Canadian Northern at Dauphin, Man.,

vice Mr. F. Wilson, transferred.

Mr. N. L. Smitham has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Texas

Midland, with office at Terrell, Texas,

vice Mr. O. W. Lewis, resigned.

Mr. F. W. Schulz has been appoint-

ed master mechanic of the Missouri

Pacific-Iron Mountain at McGehee,

Ark., vice Mr. I. T. Johns, resigned.

Mr. W. H. Dooley, master mechanic

of the Cincinnati, New Orleans &
Texas Pacific, at Somerset, Ky., has

been transferred to Birmingham, Ala.

Mr. T. O. Sechrist, master mechanic

of the Cincinnati, New Orleans &
Texas Pacific at Chattanooga, Tenn.,

has been transferred to Somerset, Ky.

Mr. J. R. Dolsen, foreman of the

car department of the International &
Great Northern shops at Palestine,

has resigned to engage in other busi-

ness.

Mr. J. L. Kendrick has been appointed

foreman of the mechanical department of

the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh at

Punxsutawney, vice Mr. H W. Williams,

promoted.

The office of Mr. S. W. Mullinix,

superintendent of motive power on the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, has

I,, , 11 moA ''1 11 on Topi ka, Kan . to

1 1
<

• 1 inn, Kan.

Mr. G. Gasford has been appointed

district master mechanic on the Cana-

dian Pacific Railway, with headquar-

ters at Cranbrook, B. C, vice Mr. R. D.

Smith, resigned.

Mr. A. A. Sheppard has been ap-

pointed acting locomotive foreman on

the Canadian Pacific Railway, with

office at Schreiber, Ont., vice Mr. G. F.

Morton, transferred.

Mr. Wayne A. Clark, formerly as-

sistant engineer of the Duluth & Iron

Range, has been appointed chief en-

gineer on the same road, vice Mr. Rob-

ert Angst, deceased.

Mr. O. Cornelisen has been appointed

general superintendent of the Chicago

Great Western Railway, with head-

quarters at St. Paul, Minn., vice Mr.

G. A. Goodell, resigned.

Mr. F. E. Paradis has been appointed

to the new office of engineer of the

Western district of the New York Cen-

tral & Hudson River Railroad, with

office at Buffalo. N. Y.

Mr. H. McLeod, formerly road fore-

man mechanical department of the

Canadian Northern Railway from Port

Arthur, Ont., to Winnipeg, Man., has

been assigned to other duties.

Mr. J. Y. Hill, formerly trainmaster

of the Northern Alabama, has been ap-

pointed engineer of maintenance of

way of the Southern Railway, with

headquarters at Birmingham, Ala.

Mr. J. T. Carroll has been appointed

assistant master mechanic on the Lake

Shore & Michigan Southern Railway,

with headquarters at Collinwood, Ohio,

vice Mr. O. M. Foster, promoted.

Mr. J. W. Senger has been appointed

supervisor of material of the Lake

Shore & Michigan Southern and the

Lake Erie & Western and the Lake

Erie with office at Collinwood, Ohio.

Mr. W. H. Williams has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, with

headquarters at East Salamanca. X. V,,

vice H. C. Woodbridge, transferred.

Mr. G. W. Sheasley has been ap-

pointed master carpenter of the Mo-
nongahela division of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, with office at Ormsby,

Pa., vice Mr. Robert McKibben, trans-

ferred.

Mr. A. Short, formerly machine

shop foreman on the Canadian Pacific

Railway at Calgary, Alta., has been

appointed general foreman on the

Mr. S. Ncwmarch, re-

sign' '1

Mr .
' master mechanic

of the Louisville & Nashville shops at

Mobile, Ga., has resigned, and will

herafter devote his time to raising

oranges in Florida, where he has a

large grove.

Mr. I). I) Briggs, assistant master

mechanic of the Louisville & Nashville

at Montgomery, Ala., has been ap-

pointed master mechanic at Mobile,

Al.i . on the same road, vice Mr. C. B
Gifford, resigned.

Mr. W. II. Towner, formerly loco-

motive foreman on the Grand Trunk
Railway at St. Thomas, has been ap-

pointed locomotive foreman on the

same road at Sarina Tunnel, Ont., vice

Mr. W. Gell, promoted.

Mr. A. L. Hertzberg, engineer of

maintenance of way, has been ap-

pointed engineer of the Ontario di-

vision of the Canadian Pacific with

headquarters at Toronto, Ont., vice Mr.

J. M. R. Fairbairn, transferred.

Mr. W. Gell, formerly locomotive

foreman on the Grand Trunk Railway

at Sarina Tunnel, Ont., has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Ot-

tawa division on the same road, vice

Mr. J. R. Donnelly, transferred.

Mr. W. H. Elliott has been appointed

engineer of signals of the New York
Central & Hudson River Railroad,

with headquarters at New York City,

having jurisdiction over all divisions

except over the electric zone.

Mr. O. M. Foster, formerly assistant

master mechanic on the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern Railway, has been

appointed master mechanic on the same
road, with office at Elkhart, Ind., vice

Mr. M. J. McCarthy, transferred.

Mr. G. A. Goodell, formerly general

superintendent of the Chicago Great

Western Railway at St. Paul, Minn.,

has been appointed general super-

intendent of the Northern Pacific, with

headquarters at Livingston, Mont.

Mr. R. J. Cottrell, formerly charge

hand on the Grand Trunk Railway at

St. Thomas roundhouse, has been ap-

pointed locomotive foreman on the

same road, with office at St. Thomas,
Ont., vice Mr. W. H. Towner, trans-

ferred.

Mr. J. B. Jackson, formerly pro-

fessor of electrical engineering at the

Pennsylvania State College, has re-
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cently been appointed by the Board of

Trustees of that institution, to the po-

sition of Dean of the School of Engi-

neering.

Mr. Charles J. Laing, formerly sec-

retary to George II. Daniels, while the

latter was general passenger agent ot

the New York Central, has been ap-

pointed manager of the branch office

of Waterman, Anthony & Co., New
York City.

Mr. Joseph Quigley, formerly gen-

eral foreman on the Cincinnati, New
Orleans & Texas Pacific at Somerset,

Ky., has been appointed master me-

chanic on the same road at Chatta-

nooga, Tenn., vice Mr. T. O. Sechrist,

transferred.

Mr. Win. Wratten, formerly general

foreman for the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railway of their locomotive

repair shops at Dubuque, la., has been

appointed district master mechanic on

the same road, with headquarters at

Mobridge, South Dakota.

Mr. James L. Stark, for the past ten

years connected with the mechanical

department of the Cincinnati, Hamilton

& Dayton, and previously with the

Consolidated Rolling Stock Co., has

been appointed general inspector of the

car department of the Hocking Valley.

Mr. Hollis G. Rand, a locomotive

and car building expert, has been se-

lected to instruct New Haven engi-

neers and trainmen in the mechanism

of the New Atlantic and Pacific type

engines recently received from the

American Locomotive Co. Mr. Rand

uses a car specially fitted up for this

purpose.

Mr. Charles C. Rowell, locomotive

engineer on the Chicago, St. Paul, Min-

neapolis & Omaha, in retiring from

active service a short time ago, has

closed a remarkable railroad record.

Mr. Rowell entered railroad service in

1856, as fireman on the Northern New
Hampshire. He handled the scoop for

about three years, after which he was

promoted to the "right hand side."

After about a year at the throttle, he

accepted a position as stationary en-

gineer in Connecticut, but in another three

years was back again at railroad work.

In 1863 he went to Dayton, Ohio, and

ran a train between that point and San-

dusky. The year 1867 found him in

the employ of the C, St. P., M. & O.,

as locomotive engineer, a position

which he has held with credit to him-

self and with the unqualified confidence

of the officers of the road for a period

of forty years. During that time he

has never been in a serious wreck and
has carried with him, all through, the

reputation of being a careful and com-
petent engineman. He retired volun-

tarily after a half a century of hard

work well done and with a record of

which he may justly feel proud.

Lord Kelvin.

The death of Sir William Thompson,
known as Lord Kelvin since 1892, removes

another figure from that group of splen-

didly gifted scientific men who did their

work in what has been called the Vic-

torian era in the history of Great Britain.

Lord Kelvin was the contemporary of

Darwin, Huxley, Tyndall, Spencer and

others who in the various departments of

scientific work did so much to extend and

widen the whole range of human knowl-

edge.

Lord Kelvin had the ability, possessed

by few, of not only being capable of

carrying out original research, and of

solving, in . the laboratory, most complex

problems, but he was able to apply the

results of his labors in a practical way to

the everyday needs of the work-a-day

world around him. An example of how
his knowledge of abstract truth was thus

turned to account may be mentioned. He
devised a deep sea sounding apparatus, by

which the depth to which the lead sank

was recorded in a glass tube which was

carried into the depths with the sounding

line. The tube was of small bore, open

at the lower end and coated inside with a

red powder. It was protected from injury

by a case which allowed the water to

enter. As the lead went down, water rose

in the tube and compressed the air above

it in the tube, and at the same time

washed away the powder which lay along

its interior. When the lead came on board

again, the point to which the water had

forced its way was easily perceivable and

a measuring scale applied to the tube gave

the depth. The scale had previously been

calculated from the known diminution of

volume of a gas under pressure and also

from the knowledge of the increasing

pressure of the water according to its

distance below the surface. The tube

thus registered the vertical depth to which

the lead had sunk even if the sounding

line had been carried far out of the per-

pendicular by an ocean current or the

motion of the ship.

Lord Kelvin was essentially a broad-

gauge man, theoretical and practical ; he

was also a mathematician of exceptional

brilliance and he was a thorough master

of electrical science. His connection with

the laying of the submarine telegraph

cable across the Atlantic was alone suf-

ficient to place his name high on the honor

roll of the world's greatest thinkers and

workers, and his many other achieve-

ments in applied science have but added

to his laurels. An interesting episode in

his later life was his avowal at a public

meeting of his firm belief in God at a

time when other scientific men preferred

to be classed among the agnostics or the

doubters. He was closely in touch with

modern scientific progress and at the ad-

vanced age of eighty-four, when the sum-

mons came, he had not given up interest

or lost heart in the great and noble work
of his life.

Good Pickling Tank.

One of the most novel features con-

nected with the new locomotive shops

of the New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford Railroad which have recently been
put in operation at Readville, Mass.,

just out of Boston, is the lye house.

This very necessary part of the outfit

of a railway repair shop is usually one

of its most disagreeable features. In

the shop plant above named, the pick-

ling process has been robbed of nearly

all its objectionable features, chiefly

because its importance has been recog-

nized to the extent of warranting its

installation in a separate building con-

veniently arranged for the puropses

which it is supposed to serve.

The arrangement of the plant is

shown in our engraving. The build-

ing is 67 by 31 ft. 10 ins. Each vat

is 18 ft. 8 ins. by 10 ft, and the

greatest depth is 7 ft. The bottom
slopes 4 ins. in 20 ft. The pits are

made of concrete with walls 18 ins.

LYE VAT, N. Y., N. H. & H. RAILROAD,
AT READVILLE, MASS.

and floor 9 ins. in thickness. The speci-

fications for construction required that

the interior should be waterproofed

with a soft soap and alum solution, but

it was found that when in use the

grease from the parts which were put

into it was absorbed by the walls to

such an extent as to make ordinary

water-proofing processes unnecessary.

It is the usual practice to line tanks

for this purpose with steel, but thus

far the experience with the concrete

tank seems to indicate that this is un-

necessary.

On account of the ample room pro-

vided, most of the objectionable fea-

tures of the lye tank are eliminated

and the efficiency of the plant corre-

spondingly increased. Each pit has a

concrete platform sloping 4 ins. in 20

ft., covered by a grating of 3 by 6-in.

yellow pine strips spaced 2 ins. apart

on a frame of 4 by 4-in. spruce joists.

All the rest of the floor is small broken

stone generally* called macadam.
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Our New Locomotive Chart.

The new transparent chart with

which Railway and Locomotive En-

gineering marks its twenty-lirst year

of publication, is that of a consoli-

dation or 2-8-0 engine. The loco-

motive selected as typical of this class

was No. 6.31 on the Chesapeake &

the trains is about 12 miles per ton.

The coal used is very fine run of mine:

and averages about 80 per cent, of

slack. About 225 gallons of water is

consumed per mile run.

Mr. Walsh concludes by saying, "we

have, on all classes of our engines,

given the best possible attention to

The Car Wheel.
1 Ine of the most important books

which we have seen, bears the title

given above, and is the result of a

of investigations made by

George L. Fowler, M. E., of New
York. The book is published by the

Schoen Steel Wheel Company, of Pitts-

REDUCED FACSIMILE OF OUR NEW TRANSPARENT CHART.

Ohio Railroad, of which road Mr. J. F.

Walsh is superintendent of motive

power. The engine has piston valves

driven by the Walschaerts gear.

Two of these engines are in service

at present and are very much liked by

the men. Mr. Walsh has kindly given

us some information concerning their

performance. These engines are

simple and have cylinders 22x30 ins.

He says they handle 1,800 tons of

the convenient arrangement of cab

fixtures, as it is our experience that an

engine which is popular with the men
who have to operate it is very likely

to cause little trouble otherwise."

Our chart has been drawn to scale

and is reduced to 25 inches in length,

so that every detail is in proper pro-

portion. Each part has been num-
bered and the name of each is given in

the margin. There are in all such 303

burgh, Pa., and is copyrighted by that

company. The investigations have

been carried out with painstaking ac-

curacy and the fullness of description

which Mr. Fowler gives of his work
leaves nothing to be desired. The
Schoen Company are to be congratu-

lated upon the collection of so much
valuable data concerning cast iron and

steel wheels as is here presented.

The work contains 160 pages and is'

HEAVY, SIMPLE CONSOLIDATION ENGINE OX THE CHESAPEAKE & OHIO RAILROAD.

freight on a grade of 21 ft. to the mile,

1,500 tons on a grade of 30 ft. to the

mile and 700 tons on a grade of 60 ft.

to the mile. The cost of running re-

pairs is less than that of other con-

solidation engines on the road.

They carry a working steam pres-

sure of 185 lbs. to the square inch and
with 65 in. driving wheels have a cal-

culated tractive effort of about 40.000

lbs. The coal consumption handling

names. This chart is the best that

has been issued so far, considered both

from an artistic and an engineering point

of view. It is printed on specially pre-

pared paper and orders for several

thousand copies were on hand before

publication. It seems to surpass in

popular favor any of the numerous
charts hitherto published in connection

with Railway and Locomotive Engineer-

ing.

beautifully and clearly illustrated. The
chapters, for such they may be called,

take up the Design of the solid forged

and rolled steel car wheel. The com-

parative physical and chemical tests of

steel wheels, tires and cast iron wheels.

Micrographic records showing the pene-

tration of work and character of

heat treatment. The shelled-out wheel,

a possible explanation of the causes of

wheel and tire failures. Some areas of
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contact between wheels of various

diameters under loads, and the rail.

Coefficients of friction between wheels

and rails, tractive values, skidding and

slipping. Lateral thrust of wheels

against rails, breaking stresses of

wheel flanges, and the presentation of

the advantages 1 1 tin d for the Sehoen

solid forged and rolled -1 >1 wheel as

based on the investigations, together

with the demonstration of service tests.

Want of space prevents extensive

comment on the value of the work

done; not only reading' but diligent

study is required to grasp the many
new facts brought to light. The data

concerning the friction between wheel

and rail are most instructive, and as

with a skidding wheel than with a

spinning wheel. With a spinning wheel

there is no continuous deformation of

the metal of the rail to be effected.

In skidding there is a depression of

ail to be carried forward like a

which naturally raises the re-

liance and makes the coefficient

greater than where slipping over one.

spot alone takes plai e

"While it is not safe to draw rigid

conclusions from the limited amount
of data obtained, it does appear that

inasmuch as the steel wheel offers

greater resistance to spinning, it is bet-

ter adapted for use as a driving wheel

of an electric car than the cast iron

wheel; and further its higher co-

ENGINES OF THE SHAY GEARED LOCOMOTIVE.

an example we may be permitted to

quote as follows: "When the cast

iron whel is loaded on the rail it in-

dents the rail, in proportion to the

pressure applied, without being dis-

torted itself. If. then, it is turned, as

by a motor, it simply revolves in the

concave depression in the rail, without

undergoing any deformation itself and
with no resistance other than that of

overcoming the friction between the

Surfaces of the wheel and rail. The
steel wheel on the other hand, is itself

compressed, as well as the rail, so that

when it is turned a continuous pro-

gressive compression of the tread is

set up equal to the amount of the

original compression. Hence, the re-

sistance to turning will be equal to the

frictional resistance plus that set up
by this compression."

Further on we read, "This depres-

sion of the rail, due to the imposition

of the wheel load, accounts for the

higher coefficient of friction obtained

efficient of friction renders it less li-

able to skidding."

Geared Engines Built at Lima.

The Lima Locomotive and Machine

Works are situated near the Erie rail-

road station in the town of Lima,

Ohio, and are a fine example of a thor-

oughly modern equipped locomotive

works. The main office, which is just

completed, is an elegant structure of

five stories, and besides the general

offices contain the drawing rooms and

headquarters of the mechanical engi-

neer. The erecting shops are fitted

with every variety of the best machine
tools, and locomotives of the lighter

kind, especially the Shay geared loco-

motive, arc the principal output at the

present time. The utility of the geared

locomotive as manufactured at Lima
is being rapidly demonstrated, especi-

ally in heavy traction work. The gen-

eral type weighs 125 tons and with

BR3KE^ ^

I^BROTli.
±z —^Ai

PUBI iMILD BY

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company.

Jer«y C.ly. N.J..US.A

An Interesting

Book on a

Vital Subject

This is a brand new edition,

just off the press ; a little six-

teen-page affair, illustrated,

printed in two colors, with an

attractive cover design, and,

best of all, chuck full of valu-

able information.

In the first place it tells how
Prof. Goss tested Dixon's

Graphite on a standard air

brake equipment.

It tells how to use Dixon's

Graphite Air Brake and Triple

Valve Grease and how it has

been used by successful engi-

neers. Winter is apt to in-

crease troubles with the air

system. Write for "Air Brake

Lubrication."

Copy 69-1 Free

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE CO.
Jersey City, N. J.
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180 to 200 pounds pressure would in

any form make 1 pow 1
1 ml I moti

'III.' gearing < • f the lo< ti on

than doubles its hauling capacity.

This peculiarity is accomplished by

placing the cylinders, three in number,

on tin right side of the 1 motive im-

mediately in front of tli. rali. As will

id the left 1. in

unting to 13 ins., accord-

it of the cylinders, rods,

eti n lias the ad\

allowing ill- engineer a fuller view of

1I1, trai 1 Mil mith, the clever

and gentlemanly di ter at the

stated that I
plant

EARLY FORM OF Sli.W ..1 \KII> LOCOMOTIVE.

be seen in the accompanying illustra-

tions the three engines are of the ver-

tical kind and drive a shaft which runs

the entire length of the wheel base

of the locomotive and tank, and is con-

nected with the driving wheels and

also with the wheels of the tender

trucks by bevelled spur gears of cast

steel. The cylinders are attached to

the boiler by heavy steel castings and

are also slidably attached to the loco-

motive frames. The driving shaft

works in slidable sockets, allowing

ample swinging motion to the truck

wheels.

The general type of gearing has 19

teeth on the shaft and 42 teeth on the

was already running to its full capacity

.and an increase in the size of the

works in the near future was inevi-

table.

The Shay geared locomotive is cer-

tainly an interesting machine. All its

wheels are used for traction, just as -

those of a switching engine usually

;sre. In this connection it may not be

out of place to give the rule for cal-

culating the tractive effort of this kind

of locomotive, and at the same time

show how it is related to the usually

employed formula for ordinary locomo-

tive engines.

The formula for calculating the

tractive power of a Shay locomotive as

.

THE SHAY GEARED LOCOMOTIVE.

locomotive driving wheels, thus giving

a multiplying power equal to 2.2. The

three cranks are set at different angles,

each being 120 degs. apart. The whole

structure is compact and elegant, and im-

mediately under the eye of the engineer.

It may be added that the superimposed

weight on the right side of the locomotive

is balanced by. placing the boiler a suffi-

ALL WHEELS ARE DKI\ i-K^.

given by the Lima Locomotive and

Machine Company is as follows:

d= X s X 15 X P X G
*T =

D X P

where d is the diameter of the cylin-

ders, and s is the stroke, both in

inches; P is the mean effective pres-

sure, which the Lima people take as
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"5 per cent, of the boiler pressure. G
is the number of teeth in the gear, and

p the number in the pinion. The con-

stant 1.5 is introduced because there

are three cylinders used. The formula

is similar to that for an ordinary simple

engine with the exception of the con-

stant 1.5, and the gear ratio. The
Master Mechanics' Association use 85

per cent, of the boiler pressure as the

mean effective pressure in the cylin-

ders, but the Shay locomotive build-

ers take 75 per cent, of the boiler

pressure for the M. E. P.

In the formula for the tractive ef-

fort of an ordinary simple engine the

constants for the number of cylinders

and the number of strokes in one com-
plete cycle, are also used, but they
happen to cancel out, and, therefore,

do not appear as separate figures in the

rule. The ordinary tractive effort

formula when written out in full, and

as it is logically constructed, is, the

area of the cylinder in inches, multi-

plied by the stroke, multiplied by two;

for the forward and backward move-
ment of the piston, multiplied by two;
for the pair of cylinders on an or-

dinary locomotive, multiplied by the

M. E. P. in pounds, taken as 85 per cent.

of boiler pressure, divided by the circum-

ference of the driving wheel in inches.

In mathematical form the equation for

the tractive effort, T> stands:

d
2 X .7854 X2XSX2XP

T =
r> x 31416

In this fraction the figures cancel out

entirely and leave the letters, which
simplifies the formula very consider-

ably. In the formula for calculating

the tractive power of the Shay engine
the cancellation leaves the letters, in-

cluding those for the gear ratio and
the constant 1.5, to which we have re-

ferred, due to the presence of the three

cylinders.

Gigantic Planer.

Probably the largest and heaviest
metal working planer ever built has re-

cently been shipped from the Philadel-

phia works of Niles-Bement-Pond Co.
The total weight of the machine is 845,-

000 lbs., or 422^ tons. Four motors
with a total capacity of 2071^ h. p. are
required to operate this remarkable
tool.

The machine is, practically, an ex-
tremely large planer, but in addition to

the movements found on a standard
machine, many new ones have been
added. Each head is fitted with a slot-

ter bar independently driven by rack,

giving a cutting speed that is practical-

ly constant from one end of the stroke
to the other, and a quick return. Each
head is arranged for transverse planing,
having a planing movement across the

bed which can be varied within desired

limits, and having a quick return.

These movements for slotting and
transverse planing make it necessary to

throw out the regular driving mechan-
ism to the table and connect it to a

separate feed motion which, in this

case, is entirely distinct from the regu-

lar feed motion. This throwing out of

the driving mechanism, however, means
simply that the pneumatic driving

clutches are thrown into and left in

their idle position.

The machine is fitted with its own air

compressor and motor, thus making it

independent of the air supply in the

shop, to which, however, it can be con-
nected if desired, and a complete
switchboard is furnished for control of

all the motors.

The distance between uprights is

14 ft. 4 ins.; the maximum distance
from table to bottom of cross slide is

12 ft. 2 ins.; maximum stroke of table

is 30 ft.; maximum stroke of' slotter bar
is 8 ft.; total width of bed, 13 ft.; length
of bed, 60 ft.; table ways, 15 ft. each in

width; tool slides, 7 ft. 8 ins., with 4 ft.

vertical traverse ; cross rail is long

11
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The main drive from the IOO h. p.

motor is through the gearing to

the pneumatic reversing clutches at

the base of the upright. The peed

of these clutches can be varied, as

stated above, to some extent, by chang-

ing the speed of the motor, and a great

variation obtained by the simple re-

versal of two change gears. The pneu-

matic clutches which are shown thor-

oughly incased are of the well-known

N-B-P type with a large number of

friction discs, whereby a great friction

area is obtained in a comparatively

small compass. These clutches, as

their name implies, are operated by

compressed air. A small valve, easily

moved by hand, controls the stopping,

starting and reversal of the table, and

handles satisfactorily the power given out

by the large driving motor.

Among the many other new features,

cross and vertica m: obtained

and by using at the same time the

cranks on both sid< an angular feed

can be given to the tool, which is at

times 'I' irable as the whole heads

1 swivel. The valve

for controlling the air to the feed cyl-

inder is thrown automatically at each

end "f the stroke, this movement being

ing taken from either the main driving

gear train to thi '.r the slotter

Rearing, when slotting is being done.

To throw out the feed, it is simply

necessary to close a valve, cutting off

the air supply.

For the main drive, the power is car-

ried through the upright into the bed,

while for the slotter drive it is trans-

mitted to the vertical square shaft and
thence by bevels and spur gearing to

the horizontal square shaft running

along the top of the cross slide. The

LARGE PLANER BUILT BY THE NILES-BEMENT-POND COMPANY.

not the least is the pneumatic feed.

On the side of the upright just above

the gearing is a cylinder with piston

rod extending to the left. This rod

carries a rack which meshes into a

gear near the bottom of the vertical

feed shaft, and this shaft, on its lower

end, has a bevel gear meshing into a

bevel gear on a horizontal shaft which

transmits motion to the vertical feed

shaft on the left hand upright. The
movement of these feed shafts is con-

stant at all times, and variation in

amount and direction of head feeds is

obtained by adjusting the connecting

rod in the slotted cranks on the ends

of the cross slide. These cranks are

graduated in such a way that definite

pinion on 'this shaft drives the large

gear, and the rack pinion which gears

into the back of the cutter bar is on

the shaft with this gear. The pinion

on the square shaft slides and can be

thrown in or out of gear as desired,

so that either or both bars can be used.

The disc shown just above the motor
controls the length of stroke. This

disc is driven from the main train of

slotter gearing and the adjustable stops

on its periphery can be set at any de-

sired point and effect the reversal in

the same way as do dogs on the side

of a planer table. Xear the bottom of

the square vertical shaft is the bevel

gear on the end of a horizontal shaft

which goes across the bed and which
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can be connected to the mechanism

operating the valve of the feed cylin-

der on the opposite side.

The central section of the bed is di-

vided longitudinally into three parts and

the two end sections into two parts, or

seven parts in all. The total weight of

the bed is about 275,000 lbs. The table

is made in two sections divided longitudi-

nally in ili' entei and weighs about 140,-

000 lbs.

The motor for fast traverse of heads

is on the end of the cross slide. The
reversing is done through friction

clutches, and a safety is provided which

prevents throwing in the fast traverse

and the feed mechanism at the same

time.

On the end of the table are shown
finished pads over the V and flat ways.

These are to carry the heads for truing

up the ways when worn out of align-

ment. The method is as follows: The
table is raised say % in. above the

ways and supported in this position on

sliding blocks fitting the inner small

auxiliary shears, which are used only

for this purpose. The truing heads be-

ing fastened to the end of the table,

the ways are trued up from the center

to the end. The heads are then placed

on the opposite end of the table and
the remainder of the ways finished.

Near the center of the bed there are

pockets in the ways in which these

same truing beads are placed, and the

table is in its turn then planed up in

the same manner.

The elevating screws for cross slide

are firmly held top and bottom, and
the nut in the cross slide sets into a

shouldered end in square pocket. It is

expected that this will take care of the

slotter bar thrust satisfactorily, but if

any loosening or trouble is experi-

enced, arrangements have been made
so that the slide can be firmly braced
to the uprights.

Some splendid half-tone illustrations of

famous Atlantic City's hotels, the board
walk, piers and the Dixon graphite

exhibit and figures made in the sand on
the beach make the December Graphite

a unique souvenir of Atlantic City,

the Street Railway Convention and
the Joseph Dixon Crucible Company.
The December Graphite is interesting

and its pages indicate the fact that the

company keeps up-to-date with original

convention exhibits and methods for

making known the style and quality of

Dixon's graphite products, which can be
used in one form or another by almost
every citizen in the world. Write to the

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, of Jer-

sey City, N. J., if you would like a copy
of their neat and interesting monthly
periodical.

General Foremen's Convention.

The next convention of the Interna-

tional Railway General Foremen's As-

sociation will be held in Chicago, 111.,

on May 25th to 29th, inclusive. The
Lexington Hotel in that city has been

decided upon as the headquarters of

the association during the convention.

It is expected this will be a very im-

portant meeting, as a number of inter-

esting and instructive papers are in

course of preparation. The president

of the association is Mr. E. F. Fay,

general foreman of the Union Pacific

shops at Omaha. The secretary is Mr.

L. H. Bryan, general foreman of the

Duluth & Iron Range Railroad at Two
Harbors, Minn. Mr. Bryan will be

happy to reply to any inquiries con-

cerning the association or about the

forthcoming convention.

Catching Carp in the Salton Sea.

A story comes from the West to the

effect that passengers on Southern Pa-

cific trains are said to have had some
rare sport trolling from car windows
for fish in the Salton Sea, and now and
then catches have been made. About
midway on the sea an arroyo extends

back into the mountains. The track

crosses this on a trestle. The depth of

the water varies from 15 to 25 ft. deep,

and it has become the custom of the

dining car porter to throw the scraps

from the table overboard somewhere
along this trestle. A great many fish

of all sizes lie in wait for the train and
can be easily seen.

Some time ago an irrepressible fisher-

man baited his -hook and threw out his

line, and as the train slowly passed over
the long trestle he swung it far out over

the water. A hungry fish mistook this

for the customary meal, and soon a

carp, three feet long, was drawn aboard.

It is not reported whether any of the

passengers threw a time table overboard

so that the fish could keep track of the

flyers and not have to hang round the

trestle doing nothing between trains.

The Romance of Carborundum.

There is a well known saying that

"the man who makes two blades of

grass grow where only one blade grew
before is a benefactor to mankind."

How much greater must be the services

of a man who discovers or invents a

new material which performs functions

previously impracticable and creates a

new industry that promises to give at-

tractive employment to thousands of

pel sons?

This was the achievement of the man
who discovered carborundum, and the

story of his work is admirably told by
F. W. Haskell in a pamphlet entitled,

"The Man Who Didn't Know When He

The Twentieth

Century
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Types of Compound Locomotives.

In what follows I have endeavored

to give a general idea of the action of

those compounds most commonly

used, which are, for cross compounds,

the Mallet, Lindner, GolsdorfT, Von
Borries, Schicau and Worsdell in Eu-

rope, and Rhode Island, Pittsburgh,

Richmond and Schenectady in the

United States.

The Mallet Compound is a converti-

ble, manually operated, change and

starting mechanism that supplies live

steam to the L. P. cylinder when and

only when the H. P. cylinder exhausts to

the atmosphere. At the change from com-

pound to simple, the L. P. steam chest

pressure is greatly reduced in advance of

the admission of live steam, making the

engine partially lame on the L. P. side

until pressure is re-established by live

steam. A still longer period of lame-

ness takes place in changing from sim-

ple to compound, as the change again

empties the L. P. steam chest and the

pressure is only restored by accumu-

lation of exhaust steam from the H. P.

cylinder, which for several revolutions

has to do the work practically one

sided. This is shown graphically in

diagram Fig. 1. It may be remarked

that the name Mallet compound, ap-

plied to the articulated compound en-'

gine, as built by the American Loco-

motive Company, is incorrect, as it is

only Mallet principle of articulation

that is followed, which may be called

the pony truck principle, instead of

the swivelling, as is generally followed

by most designers of articulated engines.

The de Glehn engine is of the four

cylinder balanced type and has been

given his name because he took up the

subject for actual service. His first

attempt was to do away with side rods,

and it has been argued that his engine

was limited to that kind of construc-

tion, that is, the L. P. cylinders work-

ing on the front axle inside the frame,

and the H. P. cylinders driving on the

rear axle. The subject of four cylin-

der compounds was taken up by vari-

ous roads and shops in France, Ger-

many and Swizterland about the same

time, but all applied the side rods, in-

cluding M. de Glehn himself, in his

later designs, and Mr. Henry, chief en-

gineer of the Paris, Lyons & Mediter-

ranean Railway, claims the honor of

having introduced the four cylinder

compound with side rods, but this

claim appears not to have been recog-

nized by other roads or builders, and

neither one nor the other of these in-

ventors are recognized in Germany or

Switzerland, in which countries other

workers claim that they had been plan-

ning the four cylinder balanced com-

pound entirely independent of and even

before M. de Glehn.

The Lindner and GolsdorfT com-

pounds consist simply of arrangement

for letting live steam into the receiver

and L. P. steam chest. The former by

means of an ordinary cock or valve

turned by hand, and the latter by link-

ing down the engine to excessive valve

travel when the L. P. valve uncovers

a live steam passage in the valve seat.

In both of these cases the live steam

backs up against the H. P. piston with

the same pressure as that on the driv-

ing side of the L. P. piston, thus the

engine is losing power on the H. P.

and gaining on the L. P. side. It

amounts practically only to getting

steam for L. P. cylinder in starting if

the H. P. crank pin is on the center,

and produces no gain in power without

an unequal distribution of the work in

both cylinders, as is apparent in dia-

gram Fig. 2.

Von Borries, Schicaus and Word-

Tate Flexible

Staybolt
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Locomotive

BIow=Off Plug Valves

All Brass, extra heavy, with Cased Plug.
For 250 lbs. pressure.

Made with Draining Plug to prevent
freezing.

LOCOMOTIVE

GAUGE
COCKS

For High Pressure

Bordo Self-Closing
Gauge Cocks, made
with renewable Hard
Bronze seat and disc.

Opened and closed
with a quarter turn.

Guaranteed Steam
tight under the most
exacting conditions.

Shanks Threaded to

specifications for Lo-
comotives.

Seats and discs replaced under pressure.

Swing-Joints and

Pipe Attachment

May be applied between Locomotive and
Tender.

These Swing-Joints are suitable for
Steam, Gas, Air, Water or OiL

valve and relieves pressure from the

H. P. exhaust valve. This, however,

opens the exhaust to the receiver and

L. P. steam chest in advance of the

supply of live steam to the L. P. cylin-

der in changing the engine to simple,

whereby a loss is entailed in the same
way as this change is made in the Mal-

let compound. This is shown in Fig. 5.

The Richmond has an automatic

starting and compounding device, con-

vertible into simple engine at will by
the operation of an H. P. exhaust (emer-

gency) valve only, affecting the pres-

sure in an exhaust chamber separated,

except by small vents, from the re-

ceiver by the extension of a piston on

the stem of the intercepting valve when
in compound position. In changing to

simple, this chamber is exhausted,

whereby the intercepting valve be-

comes unbalanced, closes, and cuts off

the L. P. steam chest from the receiver

before or at the moment the exhaust

of the latter takes place, and at the

same moment live steam, at reduced

pressure, is admitted to the L. P. steam

chest. In changing to compound the

H. P. exhaust valve is closed, whereby

Complete Booklet on Application

L. J. BORDO CO,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

FRENCH WIND SPLITTER.

the exhaust pressure accumulates in

the exhaust chamber and receiver, and
at a predetermined pressure it opens

the intercepting valve, whereby the

live steam is shut off from the L. P.

steam chest and the engine is in com-
plete compound working. Thus it is

seen that in this system there is no
drop in the pressure at the change
either into simple or into compound work-

ing of the engine, and a temporary in-

crease in power of 20 per cent, can be

had without risk of stalling under the

change, however slow the speed, and
how often it may be required to change

on a grade, as is indicated in Fig. 6.

The Schenectady compound of 1896

operates in all respects similar to the

Richmond, but it is not provided with

exhausting balance chamber and must,

therefore, in the same manner as

Rhode Island, empty the receiver be-

for the change into simple engine can

take place, and if the speed is slow

there is a great risk of stalling under
the change, which, therefore, must be

made early on a grade, and retained

until the summit is reached, with a re-

duction in the economy of the com-
pound engine, the effect of which is

shown in Fig. 5.

As a general thing it may be said

that on a division with long grades,

most of the saving gained on the level

will be consumed if an engine is work-
ing simple all the way on the grade

in order not to run the risk of stalling,

whereas with the risk removed, nine

out of ten times the engine would
have taken the train over the grade

working compound, and in the tenth

case the simpling feature needs to be

resorted to only in spots.

The non-convertible engines must al-

ways have a power margin left in load

rating for spare power on the grades,

that cag be wiped out with a con-

vertible engine, which, therefore, if re-

liable, must show a greater economy
than any of the other types. All their

characteristics are illustrated in the

diagrams with reference numbers for

each individual type.

In this connection it may be pointed

out that the American Locomotive

Co.'s articulated engine is a convertible

compound on the Richmond system,

with a tractive power diagram accord-

ing to Fig. 6. The Mallet articulated

compound corresponds to diagram

Fig. 1. M. E.

The Philip Carey Company of Cincin-

nati, Ohio, have issued a fine catalogue

of 70 pages showing the Carey Coverings

for steam pipes, boilers and other heated

appliances where the exposed surfaces

naturally lose heat by coming in contact

with cooler elements. The use of asbes-

tos, magnesia, and other substances has

met the requirements of the situation in

an eminent degree and the Carey Com-
pany make a combination of the two sub-

stances which forms a good heat insulator,

the asbestos fibre acting as a binder and

holding the magnesia in form on the same

principle that hair is used on ordinary

plaster. The catalogue describes the

various ratios of the mixture of the com-

ponent parts to meet different degrees of

heats and also a full description of other

coverings used in low pressure steam and

hot wat^r pipes. It should be noted that

the enterprising company have also made
a specialty of furnace and stove lining

cement. Braided tubing, wick packing and

every form of gaskets are also included in

their output. They will be happy to send

their catalogue to any address, upon ap-

plication being made to them.

For a man to conquer himself is the

first and noblest of all victories, where-

as to be vanquished by himself is the

basest and most shameful of all things.

For such expressions show there is war
in each of us against ourselves.

—

Plato.
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Intercolonial Motor Car.

The Intercolonial Railway of Can-

ada have recently put in service a sub-

urban motor car which .has given very

satisfactory results. -Mr. G. R. Jough-

ins, superintendent of motive power,

has kindly furnished us with some de-

tails.

The car has seats for forty passen-

gers, including eight in a smoking com-

partment. A baggage room seven feet

of 347 miles per hour; 925 lbs. of coal

was consumed, which gives an average

of 12.33 lbs - Per mile run '

We have recently received a folder

from the Flannery Bolt Company of

Pittsburgh. Pa., which among other

things shows a ferocious bull-dog ex-

amining a Tate flexible staybolt.

There is nothing particularly wonder-

ful about that except that the animal

-
I 1 \M Mi 1 TOR CAR ON TH

long is also provided. At the for-

ward end is a compartment seven feet

long, which contains the steam gen-

erator, control levers and all accessory

apparatus. The rear end is vestibuled.

The car is handsomely finished in hard-

wood and the seats are upholstered in

leather; it is heated by steam and light-

ed by acetyline. The outside of the car

is of steel and presents a very hand-

some appearance.

The car is propelled by a 120 horse-

power steam motor, which is mounted

on the forward truck cf the car and

which drives on the rear axle thereof.

This motor is of the Ganz inclosed

type, and all parts are free from external

influences. The working parts operate in

an oil bath, thus insuring continuous and

perfect lubrication.

E INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY.

is saying somewhat dogmatically "It

looks good to me." He cannot eat the

iron or even bolt the stay, but he seems

to admire the staying quality of the

bolt, which in that respect resembles

his own strongest characteristic.

Where others break it doggedly hangs

on. The Tate flexible staybolt, we are

told, is in use on more than a hundred

railroads. This style of bolt has been

used with satisfaction all over a fire-

box, but its best service is in the parts

of the box where ordinary staybolts

generally break. The Tate bolt com-

bines the holding power of the ordi-

nary stay together with a certain flexi-

bility which is all its own. It is

screwed into the inner firebox sheet

and its rounded head fits into a cup-

shaped nipple or plug which is screwed

into the outer sheet, and a cap on the

outside completes the job. Write to

the Flannery Bolt Co. if you are in

need of information regarding the flex-

ible, staybolt. Their office is in the

Fric'k Building in Pittsburgh.

MONCTON, N. B„ STATION ON THE
INTERCOLONIAL.

The steam generator is mounted in

the motorman's compartment. It is

of light and compact construction, 42

ins. in diameter and about 4 ft. high.

The design is such that all parts in

contact with fire and water can be

quickly exposed for cleaning and re-

pairs.

On a recent trial trip, a distance of

7; miles was run at an average speed

Fa • /

iring

Locomotives
By ANGUS SINCLAIR

This Book tells about the

various methods of firing loco-

motives and gives all the infor-

mation about the principles of

combustion that an engineer or

fireman needs to learn. Suitable

for the pocket.

PRICE 50 CENTS

Locomotive Suffers Defeat.

When the Union Pacific was being

built newspaper stories of the sad fate

of Indians who interfered with the

locomotive were in order. One of these

stories was to the effect that a re-

morseless brave set out on a bucking

broncho to lasso a full sized U. P. ex-

press. He threw his lariat well, and

got hold of the smoke stack, and pony

and man firmly braced themselves for

the shock, but the train kept on going.

At the end of the run the engineer dis-

entangled a lot of rope from the stack

with only the scalp lock and head feath-

FROM HAND CARS TO EX-

PRESS LOCOMOTIVES.
Drawings for all kinds of railroad ma-

chinery a specialty.

SIDNEY (. CACPEN1ER,
DrtZZrd

PI,»INVII,I<B. CONN.

MICA
CABOOSE LAMP CHIMNEYS

Save 50 per cent.

STORKS MICA CO.,

R.R. Dept. Oweg-o. N.Y

Bf&isTtaio

NO MORE BILLS for PACKING

No Cutting of Rods '

Less Oil. No friction

Guaranteed 3 years. 30 Days' Trial

No Pay unless Satisfactory

Beware of Imitations. Use the Best

Manufactured only by

Holmes Metallic

Packing Company
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Send for Catalogue K

THE WASHBURN CO.
Minnaioolis, Minn.

Automatic Couplers
For Freight. Engine and Pasienger Service
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Homestead
Valves

Straightway, Three-way and Four-way.
and

Homestead
Locking Cocks
Are Famous the World Over

They cost more, but are worth very much
more than other makes. You try

them and tee.

Iron Body, Brass Plag, 1H in.

HOMESTEAD VALVE MFd.CO
WORKS: ',

1 _

HOMESTEAD. PA. PITTSBURG, PA.

American Locomotive
Sander Company

13th & Willow Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Proprietor! and Manufacturers

Leach, Sheebubne, Dun, QAINinPPQ
HouiTOK. "She" and Cubtii o/UWBRa

THE ROBERT W. HUNT & CO.
Bureau of Inspection, Tests and Consultation,

1137 HIE ROOM BY, CHICAGO.
66 Broadway, New York.
Park Building, Pittsburg.

31 Norfolk House, London, Eng,
Inspection of Steel Rails, Splice Bars, Railroad

Cars, Wheels, Axles, etc. Chemical Laboea-
tory—Analysis of Ores, Iron, Steel, Oils, Water,
etc. Physical Laboratory—Test of Metals, Drop
and Pulling Test of Couplers, Draw Bars, etc

Efficiency Testa of Boilers, Engine*
and Locomotives.

ers of the remorseless brave at the

loose end.

We have often hi trd oi a wild bull

charging the steam 1" iti 1 at a

headlong rush and then going over the

neighboring fence in a gfrai

fi 11 in. d Inn wide and high parabolic

.in \ r and landing somewhere in the

middle of tie 1 w< 1 It resoh ed to

up the unequal struggle. We now
quote a tory which shows that the

"touch-downs" are nol always on tin-

side of the locomotive, and that for

once a brave and determined elephant

has actually made a goal. Here is what

The Railway Times of Bombay (12th

Oct., '07) says concerning the way they

do it in India

"On the morning of the _>.5il instant

an elephant, said to belong to the Sub-

divisional Officer Alipur Duar, was

driven to the Terrai forests to fetch

fodder. The beast was crossing the

railway line somewhere up near Alipur

Duar station when a down ballast train

1 !

:

'»n tried to whistle him off the

line. He obeyed the whistle, but in-

stantly was on the line again and

pushed the engine back with all the

strength he could muster, causing the

derailment of the engine and one of

the trucks. The driver fell off and re-

ceived some injuries, and the mahaut,

who had apparently lost all hold over

the animal and had perhaps anticipated

the accident, jumped down but was un-

hurt. The elephant was only bruised."

There is no knowing wdiat kindness

can accomplish, and if these men had

treated the elephant half decently he

might have been induced to wait a few

minutes and put the engine on the

track again, while they fixed up the

truck.

A profusely illustrated catalogue of

over 300 pages has just been issued by

the Newton Machine Tool Works Com-
pany of Philadelphia. The extensive

works of this company, which are con-

stantly expanding to meet the growing

requirements, are the best proof of the

popular favor with which their fine ma-

chines are being received all over the

world. These machines embrace every

variety of form and include horizontal

milling machines, boring, drilling, saw

cutting, planing, shaping and slotting ma-

chines. Among the newest forms are the

rotary planing machine which, mounted

on a circular sub-base, gives a degree of

flexibility of action hitherto unap-

proached. The duplex rotary form of

planer is finely adapted to the mod-
ern exacting requirements in cutting

lengths of beams or other work. In the

important department of cold saw cut-

ting-off machines the fine material used

has made it possible to cut the largest

bodies of metal at a speed of nearly one

pi 1 mini saw-sharpening

machines fill a need that has grown to

^ity and mu '

Slotting machines arc in

every imaginable form and for every use

from the ponderous armor plate slotting

machine to the light portable machine
that can be placi d a nywhen in

The varieties of drillm - and
milling machines are legion ' >i the

lOring machines there are

i new forms ad nit a vari-

work which a perusal of the cata-

logue fully expl: , pies may he had

by those interested by applying to the

company's office, Twenty-fourth and Vine

streets, Philadelphia.

Evolution of a Steel Wheel,

of us ever stop to consider that

the great law of evolution which we are

inclined to think belongs only to the sci-

ence of organic nature, yet follows us so

closely that concerning those things

which we know how to make we are as

completely under its sway as is the life

history of plant or animal. It is only

stating a truism when we say that there

are progressive stages in the formation

ARRIVAL OF THE SIMPLON EXPRESS.

of anything which mankind can make,

and solid forged and rolled steel wheels

are no exception to the rule.

Evolution is really an unfolding, and

the various operations by which a fin-

ished steel wheel grows from a cast ingot

is a case in pojnt. The steel wheels ot

which we are speaking are made from

what is known as an open hearth, high

carbon steel, containing, as it is some-

times called, "point six-five to point

seven-five carbon."

At the outset a cast ingot of open

hearth steel is taken and is heated and

rolled into a slab with a cross section of

about 5x29 ins., and the porrus portion

containing what are known as "pipes" and

segregated matter is cut off. The slab

is cut into squares, and from each square

so cut a solid forged and rolled steel

wheel will eventually come. The slab

may not inappropriately be called the raw

material of the wheel, although there has

been more work put upon the metal up to

this point than is usually given to a steel

tire, and from this point on the particular

processes used by the Schoen Steel Wheel
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Company, of Pittsburgh, Pa., leads up to

and constitutes the visible evolution of the

wheel, where hub and web and tire are

all of one piece.

The first operation consists in shearing

and squeezing the flat square slab in

hydraulic presses capable of producing a

pressure of 7,000 tons. The press shears

the hot rough square slab into a circular

disc just as a chef cuts out a circular-

cake from a flat layer of dough by means

of a clean metal ring. At the same time,

however, this hydraulic chef puts a cen-

tral depression on each side of the steel

cake by means of two acorn-like projec-

tions placed one in the upper and one in

the lower die.

The next operation is carried on by a

press exerting somewhat less pressure

than the first, which, when applied to the

re-heated cake, flattens the hub faces,

punches out the metal between the acorn-

like depressions in .the center for the

axle, forms the web and raises an embryo

flange on the newly made rim.

Hitherto the growing wheel has been

subjected to heavy hydraulic pressure, but

the third operation introduces it to the

rolling machine. Here the again-heated

wheel has the outer portion of the wefi

heavily rolled, the rim takes shape and

the flange and tread assume the exact

proportions of the M. C. B. standard.

To do all this the wheel is revolved by

powerful rolls, while side rollers applied

to the web increase the diameter of the

wheel; the rim rolls compress the rim to

the required dimensions as it forms, and

the contour of the tread is given by a

specially designed roll made to suit the

specification of the purchasing company.

All rolling is under heavy pressure which,

while it produces a highly compact metal,

gives to it the required shape, and it

leaves this machine as a finished product.

The final operation consists of "dish-

ing" the wheel. It is placed under a

1,000-ton hydraulic press which grips

flange and rim in its heavy jaws. While

tightly held, and with outside rim up.

the web is pressed down for a distance

equal to the requisite dish of the wheel,

and in so doing the hub is accurately cen-

tered and the wheel is made perfectly

round, thus overcoming any slight inac-

curacy which might have been caused in

the process of rolling. The web is thus

stretched a little, the rim and tread are

again compressed and the machine de-

livers a solid forged and rolled steel

wheel, awaiting only the hub boring and

facing machine.

Throughout all these evolutionary pro-

cesses the formers have compressed the

hub, and rim, and tread, and by press-

ing, rolling and dishing have made the

cake of hot metal into a wheel with

three inches greater diameter than it had

in the rough. The wheel when made is

allowed to cool gradually, and after the

hub, tread and flange have been machined

it goes into service with hub, web, rim

and tread all of one well worked piece of

metal, there are no parts to work loose

and nothing to break.

The makers claim that the wheel being

all one piece may have its tire turned as

often as need be, and when the wheel

having made its total mileage is at last

scrapped, it will, being a low phosphorus

steel, bring a good market price. The

wheels are said to give a mileage be-

tween 200,000 and 350,000 miles. Thus

has the evolution of the Schoen steel

wheel been made apparent and a few of

the maker's claims stated.

Strength of Structural Timber.

Recent tests by the Forest Service of

the U. S. Government show longleaf pine

to be the strongest and stiffest of all the

timbers named, with Douglas fir a close

second ; while western hemlock, loblolly

pine, tamarack, and Norway pine follow

in the order given. Douglas fir and west-

ern hemlock, of which there are com-

paratively large supplies, have high struc-

tural merit, as has also loblolly pine.

Much of the information hitherto avail-

able concerning the strength of timber

has been secured from tests of small

pieces without defects. This can not safe-

ly be assumed to hold good for large-

sized timbers as found on the market,

since these commonly contain such defects

as checks, knots, cross grain, etc. The

proportion of heart and sap wood, and

the state of seasoning, must also be con-

sidered. Circular 115 of the Forest Ser-

vice, just issued, gives the results of tests

that have been conducted during the past

four years at timber-testing laboratories

in different parts of the country. This

circular will be mailed upon application

to The Forester, Forest Service, Wash-

ington, D. C.

One Year and
Eleven Months'

SERVICE
WITHOUT REPACKING, ON

High-Pressure Locomotives

Style 30O TV.

A throttle failure is an absolute

impossibility where Crandall's

Throttle Valve packing is used.

IT WILL NOT BLOW OUT

Crandall Packing Co.
FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICE

PALMYRA, - - NEW YORK

BRANCHES

Circular No. 2 has been issued by the

Pittsburg Pneumatic Company illustrat-

ing their drills, yoke riveters, chipping

hammers and special devices. The fine

implements manufactured by this com-

pany have taken their place at once in

the front rank of mechanical tools. Sev-

eral improvements have been developed,

especially the long stroke riveting ham-

mer, which has increased the force of the

hammer blows while reducing the vibra-

tion to a minimum by the adoption of anlni*

air cushion. It may be noted that the

air hammer as manufactured by the com-

pany has the peculiarity of taking air

during the first quarter of the stroke

only, the air being used expansively just

as steam is used in the cylinder when the

valve travel is shortened. The result is

a large saving. Of the yoke riveters it

may be said that they are readily adap-

table to any kind of work. Copies of the

circular may be had at the offices in the

New York
136 Liberty St.

Cleveland

9 So. Water St
Chicago

52 West Washington St.

Directory of Railways

of the World
The Universal Directory of Rail-

way Officials, published in Lon-

don, contains a list of the entire

railroads of the world, with

physical particulars and names

of all officials.

Send Yoar Order Now
(or the 1007 edition.

Price $4.00 Prepaid

A. FENTON WALKER
Sole RepresentatlT* for I' C.

14-a Liberty St. N«w YoMC
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THE, TANITE CO.
«eK* the support of
Railroaders becausei
The man who uses a TANITK wheel

will find it safe. Because pay for » TAN-
ITE wheel secures the greatest produc-
tive capacity. Because TANITE MILLS
EMERY is mined in America and ap-
peals to all who earn wages in America.
Because TANITE grinding machines are

practical.

THE TANITE CO. sells Emery, Solid

Emery Wheels, Buffing Lathes, Guide Bar
Grinders, Car Brass Grinders, Bench and
Column Grinders, Surfacing Machines,
Open Side Emery Planers, Saw Qum-
mers, Automatic Planer Knife Grinders,
Diamond Tools, Polishing Paste for Brass
and Nickel, Emery Wheel Cutters and
Dressers.

The Tamte Co. builds special machines
/or special wants

THE TANITE CO.
STROUDSBUHG, PA.

TOOL
Die Blocks

Steel Forgings

First Prize awarded at the
Louisiana Purchase Ex-
position, at St. Louis, for

our TOOL STEEL when
placed in competition
with the best makes in

England and Germany.
Write lor information andPrlces.

Specify Mclnnes Tool Steel when
ordering.

McINNES
STEEL CO.

CORRY, PA.
Agents

sohrock & sQtrraES,
281 Pearl St., New York.

ROY MACHTtTEBY CO.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

Oliver Lippincott

photographer

20 John Street, New York

Process and Mechanical Prints

Perfect reproduction from Tracings,

Black Lines, White Payer, any else, for

Specifications and Estimates.

West Street Building, New. York, or the

Fidelity Building, Pittsburgh, Pa

4-6-2 for the Paris-Orleans Railway.

In our illustration is shown the first

4-6-2 express locomotive built for ser-

vice on a European main line, though
it will not long occupy its unique po-

sition, as this is only one of a number
now in course of construction at the

Belfort works of the Societe Alsaci-

enne de Constructions Mechaniques,

for the same railway. There are, in

fact, fifty "Pacific" type engines of four

different patterns, all, however, being

four-cylinder DeGlehn compounds, on

order at Belfort for .French and Ger-

man railways, those for the Fatherland

being equipped with Schmidt super-

heaters, and three Pacifies built by
Maffei, of Munich, will shortly be at

work on the Baden State system.

For the present, however, the P.-O.

engine shown is the largest and heav-

iest passenger locomotive in Europe,

as the following dimensions will show:

Dudgeon's Hydraulic Jack.

The publication of an elegant new
catalogue illustrating the hydraulic jack

as manufactured by R. Dudgeon, New
York, recalls the original invention of

the lifting apparatus operated by the

pressure of a liquid under the action of a

force pump. Mr. Dudgeon was working

as a machinist on a Southern road over

fifty years ago when screw jacks were

used in hoisting locomotives and other

heavy material. Mr. Dudgeon was tired

of the jack screw and, knowing some-

thing of hydrostatics, he conceived the

idea of the hydraulic jack. The difficul-

ties of introducing even the most meri-

torious invention were much greater at

that time than they are to-day. Mr.
Dudgeon's visit to Europe is a fine illus-

tration. After securing his Britisli

patents he discovered that the hy-

draulic jack was being manufactured

by a firm of whom he knew noth-

ing. At that time Mr. Dudgeon could

not afford to engage in prolonged legal

controversies and so he returned to

4-6-2 EXPRESS ENGINE FOR THE PARIS-ORLEANS RAILWAY.

H. P. cylinders, diam. i5Ms ins., stroke

25J4 ins.; 1. p. cylinders, diam. 25J4 ins.,

stroke 25J/2 ins. ; diam. of wheels, bogie

3 ft. i$4 ins.; coupled drivers 6 ft. Y^

in., trailing 3 ft. 9J4 ins.; wheel base,

bogie 7 ft. 6% ins., coupled 12 ft. g]/i ins.,

total 34 ft. 5^4 ins.; boiler, diam. of

barrel 5 ft. 6% ins., working pressure 227

lbs. per sq. in.; height of centre above
rails 9 ft. 3% ins., containing 261 tubes

19 ft. 4l4 ins. long by 2 ins. diam. ; heat-

ing surface, firebox 165:44 sq. ft., tubes

2,603.62 sq. ft, total 2,769.06 sq. ft.;

grate area, 46 sq. ft. The total weight

of the engine in working order is 89
tons, of which 53 tons are on the driv-

ing wheels, and about 21 tons on the

bogie wheels. The usual continental

revolution counter is attached by a short

rod to the crank pin of the rear drivers.

An interesting comparison of this en-

gine and a somewhat similar one for

the same railway, built at the Baldwin
Locomotive Works, may be made by

referring to our illustration and de-

scription given on page 397 of the Sep-

tember, 1907, issue.

America. Fortunes have been made from
his invention, and while he was yet a

struggling mechanic his invention was
used in moving the Great Eastern, the

launching of which ship seemed in those

days to be a mechanical impossibility, but

which became comparatively easy with the

use of Mr. Dudgeon's invention. It is

gratifying to know that the New York
firm has not only upheld the early reputa-

tion in the manufacture of Mr. Dudgeon's

masterly inve'ntion, but that several im-

portant improvements have been made to

meet the constantly increasing needs of

the time, all of which are fully explained

in the admirable new catalogue, copies of

which may be had on application to the

manufacturers, Broome and Columbia

streets, New York.

The best thing to give to your enemy
is forgiveness; to your opponent, toler-

ance; to your child, a good example;

tc your father, deference; to your

mother, conduct that will make her

proud of you.

—

Anon.
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Use of Dead Timber.

Tlu- Forestry Department of the United

States government have issued an interest-

ing little circular, No. 113, on the use of

dead timber. The writer, who is Mr. E.

R. llodson, forest assistant, says that

sound dead timber is valuable, and though

widely used in some localities is regarded

as not worth using in others. Ignorance

of the value of dead timber is said to be

the cause of its rejection by many. Dead

timber is either fire-killed, insect-killed,

or is dead by reason of drying out or

having been struck by lightning. Fire-

killed timber is the best of the three

classes, and it has the advantage of being

perfectly seasoned. Speaking of the

strength and the uses of fire-killed timber

he says:

"In many places it is the popular

opinion that dead timber is very much

weaker than seasoned green timber. It is

even held that timber which has been

dead a number of years is weaker than

green timber, and that the longer it

stands the weaker it becomes. These

views are quite wrong. By actual test

it has been shown that sound timber,

as a matter of fact, is almost as strong

as seasoned green timber and much
stronger than green timber before

seasoning.

"Since the principal defect of dead tim-

ber is check, it has been used largely in

the round for mine timbers, coal props,

telephone poles, railroad ties, and fence

posts. The better grades are also used

for dimension stock, which is not serious-

ly affected by the shallow checks found

in these grades. It is not much used for

inch stuff, however, except as cut-up stock,

because of frequent cross checks.

"The chief use to which dead timber is

now put is for mine timbers. For this

purpose it is even better suited than green

timber, because it is perfectly seasoned

and is light." A copy of this circular

may be had on application to the Depart-

ment of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

gated fireproof paper with which a heat-

ing furnace may be easily covered.

Another folder gives information con-

cerning a fireproof material called asbes-

tos building felts, sheathings, and roll mill

board. This is adapted for lining side-

walks, floors and wood partitions. Asbes-

tos sheet mill board is good for packings,

fire screens, lining for ranges, stoves,

grates and gas backs as well as for lining

of floors, partitions, etc.

A third folder describes asbestos stove

lining- and is a substitute for fire brick

in stoves, ranges and heaters, also for

lining doors of boilers, furnaces, bridge-

walls, etc.

Still another folder shows the J.-M.

asbestos lead joint runner. It is made of

pure asbestos rope of square cross sec-

tion having a ferule on each end and

provided with a clamping device for fast-

ening it in place on a pipe.

This company also makes the J.-M. in-

sulated arc lamp hanger and high poten-

tial strain insulator as well as the "No-

arc" fuse plugs. The screw shell and

fuse ferule are drawn from one piece of

brass, there are thus no joints to work

loose. These electrical appliances are de-

scribed in a couple of folders and you

can have any or all of the folders enu-

merated above, by applying to the W. H.

Johns-Manville Company, of 100 William

. street, New York.

I"

W. H. Nicholson & Co., manu-

facturers of machinery specialties, Wilkes-

Barre, Pa., have issued an artistic cata-

logue showing their expanding mandrels

and illustrating the various uses to which

they may be profitably put. The eccentric-

turning expanding mandrel for locomotive

eccentrics is undoubtedly one of the most

important additions to the fine tools that

have come into use in recent years. It is

rapidly coming into favor, and all who are

interested should secure a copy of this fine

catalogue and become familiar with the

advantageous peculiarities of the Nichol-

son mandrels.

How to get more heat with less coal is

explained in an H. W. Johns-Manville

folder dealing with their covering for

house and office building furnaces. As-

bestocel is the name they give to a corru-

Kindness is catching, and if you go

around with a thoroughly developed case,

your neighbors will be sure to get it.

—

Herald.
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The Continental Limited. car, day coaches, tourist cars, Pullman the average speed is therefore about

The Continental Limited or No. I sleepers and dining cars. It runs over 30J4 miles an hour. The train, how-

on the Boston & Maine Railroad is one the Fitchburg division and the scenery ever, makes thii ips in that dis-

of the best and fastest trains on that line. along the line is famous in many lands, tance. so that the actual speed bet

It leaves Portland, Me., daily at 8:50 The train is hauled by the largest type stations is considerably above this.

A. M., and runs to Boston, but the train of engines owned by the B. & M . and One of the most striking as well as

THE CONTINENTAL LIMITED ON THE BOSTON & MAINE.

proper starts from the Hub and makes the road follows the valleys of the Mil- the most famous natural feature of
connection with the West Shore Rail- ler's and the Deerfield rivers. this route is the Hoosac mountain and
road at Rotterdam Jet., N. Y., for the The Continental Limited leaves Bos- the railroad tunnel which pierces it.

Western cities of Chicago, Cincinnati ton at 12:30 A. M., and makes the run Hoosac is from a word used by the
and St. Louis. The equipment of the to Rotterdam Jet. in 6 hours and 55 Mohican tribe of Indians. It means
train consists of baggage and express minutes. The distance is 212 miles and mountain of reck. The history of the
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tunnel is interesting. The inception of and is about 400 sq. ft. in area. The was subsequently abandoned. The road
the idea dates back to 1855, when the other ventilation shaft is about 2,500 follows generally along the course of
Massachusetts legislature gfranted the ft. from the west end and is 318 ft. the Miller's and the Deerfield rivers
Troy and Greenfield Railway a couple deep. The tunnel is four and three- and is in the very heart of the most
of million dollars for the construction quarters of a mile long and is one of picturesque and beautiful part of the
of the tunnel. Misunderstandings and the most notable feats of engineering whole country.

--—-"»wi
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The locomotives had increased in num-

ber and size, while the sheds seemed to

have diminished. Portions of the tanks

were projecting out into the open air and

the winds let loose from some glacial

caves in the Northwest were whistling

bank book would care to make a few

hours overtime in weather like that when

other men with large families and no

bank account at all would like to have

the chance to make an extra dollar.

Billy, was thinking his own thoughts. The

DEERFIELD RIVER ALONG THE LINE OF THE BOSTON & MAINE.

melancholy tunes as an accompaniment to

the usual round house pandemonium.

Extra men were called to help the night

gang. Billy was on a midnight job—

a

broken truck spring. It was a case of

gathering from the far ends of the far

reaching round house hydraulic jacks

that acted as if they were on a strike.

Great blocks of wood, water-soaked and

heavy as lead had to be brought from

dark corners. Between the truck and the

tank there were icy formations grim as

Alpine glaciers. The safety chains and

brake rods were sheathed in crystal, and

as Billy's feeble fingers convulsively

clutched at the elusive pins the ice fell in

fragments, sharp-cornered and ponderous

as blacksmith's anvils. It was a rough

job and a fierce night. Billy's new teeth

rattled like dice. Shrieking steam burst-

ing from throbbing safety valves rent the

startled air. Whistles were wildly scream-

ing for invisible hostlers. Cataracts of

water from overhead roared and rattled

as it mixed among the hissing masses of

fiery cinders in the filth laden pits beneath.

The clanging of bells and the clashing of

loose-jointed car trucks lumbering along

the uneven rails on the passing tracks

sounded terrible in Billy's startled ears.

Red and green eyes glared at him out of

the darkness. The heavy pinch bar stuck

to his frozen fingers. Billy was stuck.

Billy was all in.

Jack Macfarlane and Shaw, the ex-

fishmonger came along and put a new

spring in, and thawed out Billy, and

asked him how his bank account was get-

ting on, and how it was that a man with a

iron was in his heart. Like the prodigal

son Billy had struck bottom, but there

was something of a man left. Next day

was pay day, and Billy walked heroically

past Clark's parlors and deposited five

< idi ni and Hilly hastily returned it. The
news spread like wildfire and Billy put

forth the fresh blush of modest ad-

mission. The second day it was pulled

out at Clark's parlors as if to pay for a

double schooner of Clark's "best," but

several bystanders offered loans rather

than see Billy hypothecate his bank book,

and Billy bore his financial honors thick

upon him. The third day there was a

commotion at Clark's parlors. Where
was Billy? There was a run on the Bee-

hive Bank and Billy in his overalls was

in the "far flung battle line" of frenzied

depositors. The police were clubbing

them into order. The paying tellers in

the Beehive were taking their own time

leisurely counting out the withdrawn

funds. The crowd increased. The dismal

day crept on. The bank had funds enough

to meet the emergency, and towards mid-

night it was Billy's turn. His bank book

passed into the cashier's hands, and Billy's

account was closed.

Next day at Clark's parlors Billy stood

at the bar like Napoleon at St. Helena.

He had met his Waterloo. He had made
a heroic effort, but the glory he dreamed

of was not for him. He spent the balance

of the withdrawn funds on the spot, and

delivered an eloquent harangue on the in-

stability of our banking system, and

closed with an exordium on the advis-

ability of being among the foremost to

stand from under when red ruin fell upon

this fair land of ours. Heedless and un-

conscious of having contributed to the

WEST PORTAL OF THE HOOSAC TUNNEL, SHOWING ABANDONED ENTRANCE.

dollars at the Beehive Bank. His head

was buzzing with visions of manly in-

dependence and financial stability. The

bank book was bound in calf and had a

broad elastic band around it. The first

day it fell out of his pocket as if by ac-

needless panic he wrapt himself in a

mantle of self-complacency and turned to

his old job and his new dreams. He took

comfort in knowing that in panics of a

financial kind, the last man in the row

was the first to get left.
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The Otavi Railway.

By A. R. Bell.

The Otavi Railway in German South

West Africa, which was built by Messrs.

Arthur Koppe! for the Otavi Mines and
Railway Company, has the distinction of

beingthe longest narrow gauge light rail-

way in the world, and it was completed

in less than three years at a rate of over

120 miles per year.

The railway is built to a gauge of 600

of 25 tons and a diameter of 4.5 metres,

with platforms made of chequered steel

plates turning on 14 steel rollers, the cen-

tre pivot serving as a support for the

rollers only, so that the friction is re-

duced to a minimum. All the bridges on
the line are of steel, and they are de-

signed for a carrying capacity of 6.5

tons per axle. There are no bridges in

all, the longest being about 330 ft., com-

posed of five spans of about 66 ft. each.

NARROW GAUGE RAILWAY CUT. OTAV] RAILWAY.

mm., or I ft. nfjj ins. The rails are 90
mm. (3 9-16 ins.) high and weigh 15 kg.

per metre (30 lbs. per yard). They are

all in lengths of 9 metres (29 ft. 6 ins.),

and the maximum wheel pressure is 3.5

tons. The sleepers or ties are made of steel,

each 1.24S mm. (4 ft. 1 J4 >ns.) long, and
weigh 12 kg. (24 lbs. per yard) each.

Every section of 9 metres has 13 sleepers,

so that the distance between the sleepers

is 710 mm. (2S ins.). Steel sleepers have

been used throughout, with the exception

of the rails on bridges, which are laid on
oak sleepers. The rails are fixed to the

sleepers by means of steel clips and bolts

and nuts. The clips are of various sizes

and allow of the gauge being widened on
the curves by 24 mm. The track, includ-

ing sleepers and fittings, weighs about 1

cut. per metre.

There are not many severe gradients

on the line, the steepest being 1 in 50.

The standard radius generally adopted

for the curves is nearly 500 ft., with the

exception of about 10 places, where a

smaller radius has been adopted in order

to avoid cutting through the rocks. No
special material was required for the bal-

lasting of the rails, as the quartz sand

found everywhere proved of an excellent

material for this purpose.

The turntables have a carrying capacity

Besides Swakpmund and the terminus

Tsumeb, there are three stations on the

line—one at Usakos, about 95 miles; one

at Omaruru, about 145 miles, and a third

at Otjivarongo. (235 miles), and further-

more there are 42 sidings.

The greatest difficulty that had to be

overcome, besides the supply of labor,

was the question of providing water. No
water could be found between Swakp-
mund and Usakos, but even the water at

Swakpmund and Usakos could not be

used for feeding the boilers without be-

ing previously softened, and water soft-

ening plants had consequently to be

erected. A large repair shop has been
built at Usakos, fitted with a complete

set of machines for repairing and over-

hauling the locomotives and rolling stock.

The necessary power is supplied by a

40 horse power engine. A fitting shop has

also been put up at Swakpmund, where
all the rolling stock is erected.

The first type of locomotive that has

been supplied has six coupled wheels and
a pair of trailing wheels. The centre

driving wheels are flat rimmed, so as to

facilitate curving. The principal dimen-
sions are the following: Cylinders, 12 x

14 ins.; diameter of driving wheels, 28

ins.; diameter of trailer wheels, 22 ins.;

heating surface, 495 sq. ft.; grate area,

8.61 sq. ft.; working pressure, 176 lbs.;

weight in working order, 22.7 tons.;

weight empty, 15.5 tons; rigid wheelbase,

5 ft. 7 ins.; total wheelbase, n ft. 6 ins.;

tractive power, 2,800 kg., or about 6,000

lbs.; total length, 23 ft. 6 ins.; total width,

7 ft. 3 ins.; total height, 10 ft. 6 ins.; tank

capacity, 770 gallons ; coal bunker

capacity, 1 ton. The locomotives are

capable of hauling a gross load of 78 tons

at a speed of 25 km. per hour on a level,

or at 15 km. per hour up a gradient of

1 in 50.

Owing to the increase in traffic a

larger and more powerful type of

engine was adopted later on, and

this type was built to the following prin-

cipal dimensions: cylinders, I2f£ x 18 ins.

;

driving wheels, 34 ins.; trailers, 22 ins.;

rigid wheelbase, 6 ft. 4 ins.; total wheel-

base, 13 ft. 3 ins. ; working pressure, 176

lbs.; grate area, 10.76 sq. ft.; total heat-

ing surface, 610 sq. ft. ; tank capacity, 220

gallons ; coal bunker capacity, J4 ton

;

weight in working order, 22.8 tons;

weight empty, 18.1 tons; length, 25 ft.;

driving wheelbase, 7 ft. 3 ins. ; height, 10

ft. 6 ins. ; tractive power, about 8,000 lbs.

These locomotives haul, exclusive of their

own weight, a gross load of 100 tons at

a speed of 40 km. per hour on a level,

or at a speed of 15 km. on a gradient of

1 in 50.

Owing to the scarcity of water, each

train has its separate tank wagon, and

for this reason the larger engines are not

of the saddle type, but separate tenders

are attached carrying 10,000 litres of

water and 3.5 tons of coal each. Each en-

fine has two injectors and a duplex feeder

pump. Altogether there are now 36 loco-

motives and 20 tenders on the line. On
account of the conditions which had to

be considered there are a great many
types of goods wagons in use. The open

SMALL GOODS WAGON, OTAVI RAILWAY.

goods wagons were at first constructed as

low-sided trucks, but this construction

was changed and the wagons supplied

later on were fitted with high sides. The
low-sided goods wagons have no doors at

all, but are so constructed that the sides

can be swung down. The sides of all

open goods wagons rest in sockets and

can if necessary be removed altogether.

All open goods wagons have a carrying
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capacity of 10 tuns and a floor space of

83 sq. ft. and a tare of 4.4 tons. To re-

duce the wheel loads and to go easily

round curves each wagon runs with two

four-whcolcd bogies, a self-acting brake

applied to four wheels. Up to the pres-

ent the railway owns [32 low-sided goods

LARGE FREIGHT CAR, OTAV1 RAILWAY.

wagons, 52 high-sided, 20 covered goods

wagons, and five cattle trucks.

The State Railway running from

Swakpmund to Windhoek, which con-

nects with the Otavi line at Swakpmund,

has rolling stock with a different buffer

gauge, and to allow of the different types

being coupled together, special trucks have

been designed with extra deep buffers, and

10 of these trucks are now in constant

use.

There are up to the present only three

passenger coaches on the line—first and

second class. Each first class car ac-

commodates 12 passengers, eight inside

and four on the platform; while the sec-

ond class cars have seats for 12 pas-

sengers inside and four on the platform.

To make the cars secure against wind

pressure, the space between the channels

of the underframe has been filled out with

concrete, reinforced wiui iron bars, and

the floor is about 6 ins. lower than the

platform. Each car has a carrying ca-

pacity of 10 tons and weighs inclusive of

the concrete ballast, 6.2 tons.

A special car has been provided for the

inspecting engineer and directors of the

company. This car has a compartment

•erving as an office, sleeping compart-

ment and three folding beds, bathroom
and kitchen. During the construction a

number of motor velocipedes were used

by the engineering staff.

All passenger cars run on four-wheel

bogies, and are fitted with hand-screw
brakes to be worked from the platform.

The rolling stock has been subjected to

«evere service tests from the very first.

The total expenditure, including all the

rolling stock, amounts to about £900,000,

or $4,374,000, and the cost of laying the

track, including rails, sleepers, earthwork,
cuttings, etc., as near as can be esti-

mated, to about £2,300 per mile ($11,178).

The contractors are negotiating for con-

tract tn reconstruct the harbor of Swak-
pmund, the German colony's only port.

Bound Volumes of "L. E."

The bound volumes of Railway and
Locomotive Engineering for tin-

1907 are now ready and can be secured

"ii application to our office, 136 Liberty

street, New York. Cast your eye over the

inde? which was issued with the De-

cember number and you will readily see

how varied were the topics dealt with

during the past year. If you are short

of copies and want to make up a s< 1

will have to send in your order without

delay. The easiest and best way is to

get a bound volume. Price, $3. You then

have the whole year's work in most con-

venient form,

Among the Railroad Men.

By James Kennedy.

\T Mien n. w CITY, IND.

Michigan City on tjie southeast 1

of Lake Michigan is blossoming into a

very popular summer resort Its attrac-

tions arc hardly up to the nerve-racking

standard of Corny Island, or the starry

brilliance of the Board Walk at Atlantic

City, but it is wonderful what a few years

will do. The most puzzling thing to a

stranger is to ascertain what o'clock it is.

Michigan city is not alone in this par-

ticular. The traveller from the East finds

his troubles- beginning at Salamanca,

labi ring under the invoh

solar, sidereal, apparent and mean time,

hut in es they add to the wabble

"t the earth's axis, like apprentices ex-

Ig with the valve motion of an

ngine.

I he Michigan Central Railroad run-

ning from Chicago eastward skirts the

! ion of the great inland sea. The road

and rolling i"ck are in splendid con-

dition. "I he repair shops at Michigan City

are among the oldest on the Continent,

but in the matter of appliances they have

kepi pace with the times. A stationary

engine of the date of 1848 is still doing

excelli It is furnished with a

valve gearing having a strong resemblance

to the Alfree Hubbell variety. Mr. E R.

Webb, M. M , spoke in the warmest way
ird to the performances of a num-

ber of in the

compan ice. He claimed that the

records of expenses showed that in runs

of 1,000 miles the cross compi

be run at 10 cents per mile as against

[6 ' ents in the case of simple loconv

On the question of the adoption < f the

Walschaerts valve gear on the larger class

of locomotives, Mr. Webb spoke very con-

servatively in favor of the Stephenson

gearing, the increase in the valve opening

in the latter type being an important factor

Rl PAIR MIOPS AT USAK05, OTAVI RAILWAY.

X. V., and they continue till he reaches

Chicago. Everybody there seems agreed

that they are an exact hour behind New
York in the matter of time, but they

claim to be ahead in everything else. This

mixture of time is a disturbing element to

all except those in the employ of city de-

partments, who prefer to begin work on
Chicago time and drop off at Xew York
time, and so have a hour more to them-
selves. Of course there is no such thing

as the correct time anywhere. We are all

in its favor, as against the fixed lead of

Walschaerts' invention. Mr. Webb ad-

mitted that the accessibility of the new
type of gearing made up for some of its

organic defects. Both Mr. Webb and Mr.
II. W. Coles, the gentlemanly chief clerk,

spoke in the warmest terms of the educa-

tional work of Railway and Locomotive

Engineering and of its great and growing
popularity among the men of the Michigan
Central. The shops are beautiful situated

near the lake and the surroundings are of
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the most artistic kind. Important en

largements are being spoken of in the near

future.

AT ELKHART, IND.

The round house of the Lake Shore

and Michigan Southern Railroad at Elk-

hart, Ind., is worth going a long distance

to see. Those who have worked in round-

houses so small that ten or fifteen feet of

the modern locomotive projected out in

the wintry blast can immediately recognize

the degree of comfort with which round-

house work can be done at Elkhart. A
grand promenade, as wide and smooth as

a city boulevard, sweeps around inside the

great circus, and the splendid locomotives

look small in the vast amphitheatre. Every

modern appliance in use in locomotive re-

pairing is there in perfection. The pits are

like porcelain, the floors are like alabaster,

the air is balmy as June. By day the

light streams through a roof that is trans-

lucent. At night the electric lights are

thicker than the stars in the milky way.

Wheels disappear like magic from under

the engines and come up again outside

the engine while you wait. The best ma-

chinists prefer being in the roundhouse

because the 800 men in the machine shops

are gett'ng crowded as the expanding busi-

ness of the road calls more locomotives

into service.

Mr. M. J. McCarthy, the master me-

chanic, and his worthy assistant, Mr. O.

M. Foster, manage to keep the locomotives

in splendid condition. Every new ap-

pliance is at their disposal and all they

need is more space for the fine machines

which are rapidly replacing the tools that

have done excellent service in their day.

The mile a minute runs made by the pas-

senger locomotives are looked upon as a

matter of course on the level stretches of

Indiana, 134 miles in 135 minutes being a

daily record for a group of their regular

passenger engines. Their best record for

the same run is 115 minutes. This ex-

ceptional figure was made by one of the

latest locomotives built by the American

Locomotive Company and furnished with

the Walschaerts valve gear. Mr. Mc-

Carthy claimed that there had not been

a single failure in two years arising from

the use of the Walschaerts valve gear.

As a matter of fact the gearing had passed

outside of the pale of the consideration

of the engineers. It stands like the

smokestack, or like the piston rod, re-

quiring no.thing but a little oil on the

massive joints. The bearings on the

gearing look amazingly strong and one

can see at a glance that there is noth-

ing that could accumulate lost motion

excepting perhaps the ponderous bronze

bearings on the return crank.

In the capacious roundhouse there is a

revolving index cylinder showing where

all the locomotives are and the names of

the engineers and firemen attached, and,

in brief, a complete bird's eye view can be

had of the entire division having its

centre at Elkhart. At the polar extremi-

ties of this globular arrangement there is

a kind of limbo or place of darkness

where the names of engineers or firemen

off on a holiday can be seen, and this

open display seems to have a steadying

effect on the men, as one naturally wishes

to be seen at the post of duty like the

sentinel at the gate of Ilerculaneum. Mr.

II. A. Keyser, the scholarly chief clerk,

showed us the mysteries of this revolving

storied cylinder, and it looked as if the

whole world was before us, and we could

see in our mind's eye a vision similar to

that which came to the poet Butler when

he cleverly declared that

"Geographers on pathless downs

Placed elephants instead of towns."

At Altoona 250,000 or more red oak

trees were set out last spring. At Hol-

lidaysburg a forest nursery is being

created, about 13s lbs. of seed being

planted this year in nursery beds, and

many trees being set in nurseries for

use next year.

Preserving Railroad Ties.

E. A. Sterling, Forester of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad, has just returned

from an inspection of the large wood-

preserving plants in the far West He
reports that Western railroads are now
treating a large percentage of their

ties, piling and constructing timber,

with creosote and other oils, similar to

the way European roads have been do-

ing for some years. The timber in the

West used for railroad purposes, pine

and fir, are less durable than oak, the

standard wood of the Eastern roads,

and without creosoting soon decay.

Among the railroads in the West now
treating timber is the Santa Fe, which

has a large creosoting plant at Somer-

ville, Texas. This plant has a capacity

of 15,000 ties a day. The Santa Fe is

also building a new -plant at Albu-

querque, New Mexico, where crude oil

will be substituted for creosote. In

addition to treating the timber the

Santa Fe is planting Eucalyptus trees

on a 9,000-acre tract near San Diego,

Cal. The timber manager of this com-

pany has been sent to Australia to look

up new species of trees.

The Southern Pacific operates two

plants at West Oakland, Cal., one at

Houston, Tex., and another at Los An-

geles, Cal. Red fir and pine are being

treated. In the Northwest, the Oregon

Railroad & Navigation Co. maintains a

zinc chloride and creosoting plant at

Wyeth, Ore.

Among the more important new
treating plants in course of erection are

two by the Northern Pacific; one very

large plant by the Burlington at Gales-

burg, 111.; four by the Rock Island, and

two or three by the Illinois Central.

As a protection against a possible

diminution of lumber for railroad ties

in the future, the Pennsylvania Rail-

road have undertaken large tree plant-

ing operations since the appointment

of a forester. Work upon a large basis

is progressing at Mt. Union, Pa., where

about 225,000 trees have been planted.

Wabash 2-6-2 Fast Freighter.

Not long ago there were thirty engines

of the 2-6-2 type supplied to the Wabash

Railroad by the American Locomotive

Company. In view of the comparatively

small number of Prairie type locomotives

built, the completion of this order by the

Rogers Works is particularly interesting.

These engines are intended for fast

freight service, but they will also be used

to some extent in passenger service. A
number of the same class have been in

service on the Wabash for over a year,

and it is reported that their performance

has been very satisfactory both as to ton-

nage capacity and cost of maintenance.

They are operating on grades of from 26

to 45 ft. per mile and are handling from

1,750 to 2,100 tons. The general appear-

ance of the locomotive recently built is

shown in our half tone illustration.

The engines are simple, having cylinders

ARRANGEMENT OF TRAILING JOURNAL
BOX ON WABASH ENGINE.

22 x 28 ins. and 70-in. driving wheels.

This, with a steam pressure of 200 lbs.,

gives a tractive effort of about 32,900 lbs.,

and the factor of adhesion is 43, as the

total weight carried by the drivers is

143,100 lbs. There are several features

which differ sufficiently from the usual

practice to be of special interest. Prin-

cipal among these is the design of the

cylinders, which are provided with piston

valves, and the arrangement of the valve
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motion, which is of the Stephenson link

type.

The cylinders are so constructed that

the centers of the valve chamber are mid-

way between the upper and lower rail of

the frame and almost in line with the

frame centers. This permits of the use of

a rocker shaft placed on the lower rail of

the frames just ahead of the forward

pedestal, with a single upward-extending

arm inside of the frames to which the

valve rod and the transmission bar are

bcth connected. This is done in order to

bring all the parts of the valve motion

more nearly into the same vertical and

horizontal planes than they are with the

usual design of piston valve cylinders

when the Stephenson link motion is

used.

The frame construction also differs

somewhat from usual practice. The main

frames are of cast steel with double front

rails. The upper rail is spliced to the

main frame in the usual way and is bolted

9>'/t ins., and when that of the tend

added the total wheel base becomes 0,; ft

4'/2 ins. The engine truck wheel

/.y j
ins. in diami ter, and the trailing

truck wheels are 42^2 ins. The piston

alves of this engine are inside admission

and have a maximum travel of (>% ins.

They are set with 1 32 in. lead in full

gear and ha' e a sti im lap of 1% ins. and

inside lap of % in.

I he American Locomotive Company is

also completing an order of 30 more en-

gines of the same type for this road

which are duplicates of the locomotives

here illustrated, with the exception of 64-

in. driving wheels and 33j^-in. truck

wheels.

The boiler is of the extended wagon top

type, 70 ins. in diameter at the smoke-box

end It is equipped with the Barnes boiler

skimmer, designed by Mr. J. B. Barnes,

the former superintendent of motive

power of the road. A detailed description

of this apparatus was given in the April,

A few of the leading dimensions are ap-

pendi d for reference:

Driving Journals—Main, o'A ins. x 12 ins.;

others, 9J4 ins. x 12 ins.; eng. truck, 6 ins.

x 10 ins.; trailing, 8 ins. x 12 ins.; tender,

S'/i ins. x 10 ins.

Boiler—Thickness ring, first 1 in., second >£
in., third Y\ in.; throat. H in.; dome, 9-16
in.; front tube. f, 0-16 in.; side,

}£ in.; back head, '/, in.

Firebox—Depth, front. 73H >ns. ; back, 61 %
ins.; thickness, crown, H in.; tube. y3 in.;

side, H in. ; back, }$ in: ; water space, front
4'/j ins., side 4 ins., back 4 ins.

Scams— Horizontaal, sextuple riv. ; circumferen-
tial, double riv.

Staybolt, Material—Staybolt iron, 1 in. and ft
in. dia.

Crown Stays—Staybolt iron, % in. dia.

Boxes—Driving material, main, cast

Crank Pins—Size main. 7 ins. x 7 ins.; main
side, 7J4 ins. x 5 ins.; front, 6'A ins. x

3
l/j ins.; back, 6% x y/i ins.

Kxhaust nozzles, C. I., sn ins. dia.

Smoke Stack—Diameter at choke, lg'/z ins.; top
above rail. 15 ft. o'/i ins.

Tender— Weight empty, 61,150 lbs.; wheel base,

19 ft. 6 ins.

Driving Wheel—Center, material cast steel;

tires, held by shrinkage.
Westinghouse E. T. brakes.

Gold steam heat.

Practical Advice to Firemen.

A highly practical railroad superin-

tendent who had been impressed with

FAST FREIGHT 2-6-2 FOR THE WABASH RAILROAD

E. F. Needham, Supt. Loco, and Car Depts.

to the front bumper, while the lower rail

is integral with the main frame and ex-

tends only beyond the cylinders. The

principal difference in frame construction,

however, is the use of two auxiliary rails

independent of the main frames, placed

nyi ins. on each side of the center line

of the engine, and bolted to the bottom of

the cylinder saddle and to the filling cast-

ing just ahead of the cylinders. Both of

these features of the design have been

standard practice for this type of engine

on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

Railroad for a number of years.

The trailing truck is of the outside bear-

ing side-motion type, and the trailing

wheels carry a load of 34,000 lbs. The
engine truck supports 26,000 lbs., and

these figures, with those already given for

the adhesive weight, make up a total

weight in working order for the engine,

of 203,100 lbs. The tender weighs 155,317

lbs., so that what may be called the grand

total comes up to 358,417 lbs. The driv-

ing wheel base of the engine is 13 ft. a,yz

ins. That of the engine itself is 30 ft.

American Loco. Company, Builders,

1907, issue of Railway and Locomotive

Engineering on page 176. The boiler

contains 3,559 sq. ft. of heating surface

made up of 190J/2 in the fire-box and

3,368!^ sq. ft. in the tubes, of which there

are 301. They are 2% ins. outside di-

ameter and are each 19 ft. long. The

grate area is 5454 sq. ft., and this gives a

ratio of grate area to heating surface of

as 1 is to 65. The heating surface of this

engine is, roughly speaking, about the

same size as the area of a circle having a

diameter equal to the length of the en-

gine and tender, which is in the neigh-

borhood of 67 ft. 4 ins. The fire-box of

this engine is called wide, inasmuch as it

comes out over the frames. The box is

108% ins. long inside and 72^ ins. wide.

The injectors used are two No. 11 of the

non-lifting type.

The tender is made with steel channel

frame and the tank has a water bottom.

It will hold 7,700 gallons and carry 15

tons of coal. The trucks are of the arch

bar type and the wheels are 33x2 ins. in

diameter.

the success achieved by a certain en-

gineer at both sides of the cab, asked

the man to write out some advice for

firemen ambitious to become experts in

their business, and the following letter

was prepared:

"He should be a temoerate, honest

man, of at least medium size, and

should have a good education. He
should go to his engine an hour before

leaving-time, and should examine the

fire, grates, ash-pan and front end, if

the engine is of that make, and should

see that there are tools and supplies for

the trip, and in fact know that every-

thing is in readiness. He should have

his fire laid, that is, have the grates

covered with incandescent coal, the

thickness to be governed by the amount

of work the engine is about to be called

upon to perform.

"After they have started and the lever

has been cut back, he should give her

a light fire, and jf the engine is work-

ing hard repeat this often, having the

coal cracked about the size of an egg.
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Open and shul the dour in the shortest

possible time; avoid heavy firing, as it

is wasteful in all ways, and a great

source of annoyance to the engineer,

especially in bad weather. Nearing
each station he should allow the fire

to burn down, so as to avoid smoke
and popping, while the steam is shut
off. When the engine is again started,

be governed by the same rules as at

the beginning of the trip. After being
out fifteen or twenty miles he should
see that the grates are loose by 'just

moving them,' then after twenty-five
or thirty miles shake them slightly; re-

peat this a few times during the trip.

He might vary from these rules slightly

according to circumstances, knowing that

as he cannot shape them to him he
must shape himself to them. While
do in this case is to give the engine
if he has not been called for duty, he
may be called upon to perform, do it

with dispatch.

"These rules may be followed to the
end of the trip, and they will be all

right where there is good boiler feed-
ing being done. But when the 'feed'

is shut off with the engine, and started
with it, or just before, or is wide open
or shut off at all times regardless of
conditions, they will not. The way to
do in this case is to give the engine
enough of coal, that is 'try and keep
her hot,' regardless of smoke, waste or
anything. He should not bother the
engineer with talk that docs not con-
cern his work or the engine; he should
teach himself to think about his work
as he do r s it; he should learn the 'pe-
culiarities of the engine' and the cause
for the same: he should recognize noth-
ing as a mystery, but the effect of some
cause: his duty is to learn the cause.
After the engine has been housed he
should get it ready for the next trip
whether he goes out on it or not. But
he should be given a regular engine to
fire, as he can give better satisfaction
to the company, the engineer and him-
self, and in this case he can afford to
keep it clean, and T would advise him
to do this, as it will make his work on
the road more pleasant. Let cleanli-
ness of person and engine be his
motto.

"After his work is done he should go
at once to his home, if he has one; if

not, he should waste no time in getting
one, and if he is in need of rest get it

at once; after this has been done, and
if he ha- not been called for duty, he
should spend his time in studying or
reading something treating on his
work. In this way he will command
the respect of his associates, as well as

the officers of the road, and it will en-
able him to attend to his own affairs,

a great requisite in a railroad man."

Artificial Shop Lighting.

What modern systems of artificial

illumination mean to large manufactur-
ing plants and railroad shops is well

illustrated in the accompanying en-

gravings from photographs taken by
artificial light in the new locomotive
shops of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford Railroad at Readville,

Mass. I he main building, containing

BLACKSMITHS- SHOP AT READVILLE.

the erecting shop and machine shop
with a gallery over one-half its width,
is 904 ft. 6 ins. in length and 150 ft.

wide. The blacksmith shop, which is

illustrated fiom a photograph taken
under similar conditions, is 354 ft. 6
ins. long and 80 ft. wide.

(n the high bays, over the erecting

floor and machine shop, and in the

yard outside, the lighting is by series

arc lamps assisted by Nernst four- and
six-glower lamps over and under the

gallery and along the central row of

columns. On the benches along the

N. V.. N. H. & H. SHOP AT READVILLE,
MASS.

inside walls Faries articulated fix-

tures carrying incandescent lamps are

used, and in addition each machine too!

is provided with an incandescent lamp.

Provision is also made for the attach-

ment of lamps for occasional illumination

by a plentiful supply of Chapman light

sockets along the center row of columns,

on the outer walls and in the pits of the

erecting shop.

The secret of most men's failure is

mental dissipation, wandering energies,

squandering energies upon a distracting

variety of objects, instead of condensing

them into one.

—

London Chat.

Romance of Malleable Iron.

What is known in America as malleable

iron is used to a great extent on vehicles

of all kinds because it is stronger than
cast iron and less expensive than wrought
iron or steel castings. What we call

wrought iron is called malleable iron in

Europe, which has led to considerable

misapprehension about the real nature of

our malleable iron.

Many people who are in a position to

order malleable iron when they consider

it suitable have very vague impressions

concerning the nature or qualities of this

material. They believe malleable iron to

be ordinary cast iron that has been sub-

jected to an annealling process that in-

creases its strength and gives it toughness.

Seventy years ago there lived in New-
ark, N. J., Seth Boyden, a blacksmith

by trade, who became a sort of Admir-
able Crichton in everything relating to

the mechanic arts. This man, besides

possessing great inventive and mechanical

ability, was gifted with extraordinary

acuteness of observation and faculty that

ought to receive more encouragement

than it does from the educational world.

When he was yet a lad Boyden noticed

that a grate bar which had been removed

from a furnace had apparently changed

its quality on the part exposed to the

fire. He broke off the part that seemed

to have undergone metamorphosis and

found that it could be drawn on the

anvil. By some mysterious process the

cast iron bar had become malleable.

Boyden proceeded to search for the

secret cause of, the change. All his spare

time was devoted to the search, and after

long and tedious experimenting he found

out that when cast iron of a certain quality

was kept at a high temperature surrounded

by oxide of iron, the cast iron lost its high

percentage of carbon and became soft,

tough and malleable. The discovery was

so important that Boyden had no difficulty

in finding help to raise the means for

making malleable iron as a business.

The castings are made in dry or green

sand molds that do not differ materially

from ordinary cast iron molding. The
iron is poured very hot, and the product

is a shiny gray, highly brittle casting,

these characteristics being principally due

to the selection of the pig iron. The

castings are then put into square boxes

where they are imbedded in oxide of iron

mostly in the form of iron scale and rust.

These boxes are then closed in a heating

furnace, where they are kept at a very

high temperature for about eight days,

after which the furnace is permitted to

cool gradually. As soon as the furnace

is cool enough the castings are ready for

cleaning. The metal thus treated pos-

sesses the desirable elements of tough-

ness and durability, and has now a mul-

titude of uses for which it is fitted as

no other metal is.
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General Correspondence

A Famous Trial.

Editor:

I am sending you by evening mail a

photograph of my father and a photo-

graph of the old engine "Nashville."

This engine was used to haul President

Lincoln's funeral train from Cleveland,

Ohio, to Springfield, 111., and is a Cuya-

hoga engine, and is the one which made
such a wonderful showing years ago
when used in a competitive test againsl

the Taunton engine "Leonard Case."

My father was born in Kilcullen

Bridge, County Kildare, Ireland, on Oc-
tober 2d, 1830. After serving an ap-

prenticeship in the dry goods business,

he left Ireland in 1849. Going to Cleve-

land, Ohio, he served an apprenticeship

as a shipsmith. Afterwards fired a loco-

motive on the old Cleveland. Columbus
and Cincinnati Railroad, called the

"Bee Line." After firing two years was
promoted to engine dispatcher at Cleve-

land. A'little further on was promoted
to the position of locomotive engineer

and ran the old switching engine "My-
ron Dow," which took its name from a

THOMAS WALSH.

Works of Taunton, Mass., -and the

Cuyahoga Locomotive Works of Cleve-

land, Ohio, as to the merits of the loco-

motives built by the respective com-

to the position of engineer, was re-

quested, on account of his skill as a

fireman, to fire the "Nashville," and

with Taunton engine named "Leonard
Case," engineer Win. Warner, fireman

Ben Blaisdell. These engines had pre-

viously been used regularly to haul the

same train, four cars, between Colum-
bus, Ohio, and Erie, Penna.

The result of the trial was that the

Cuyahoga engine "Nashville," hauling

four cars, with one tender of wood,

hauled the train from Columbus. Ohio,

to Erie, Penna., and back to Painesville,

without taking on any more wood, a

distance of three hundred miles, while

the Taunton engine "Leonard Case,"

with the same train, and under the same
conditions, left Columbus, Ohio, with a

full tender of wood, and only got as far

as Grafton. 115 miles from Columbus,
until they had to put on more wood.

The engineer of the Cuyahoga engine

"Nashville," George Westfall, was pre-

sented by the Cuyahoga Works with a

gold watch and my father a silver

watch.

OLD ENGINE "NASHVILLE,'

the

DRAPED FOR FUNERAL TRAIN" OF PRESIDENT LINCOLN.

man who previously had done the panies. A competitive test was agreed Later on my father ran local freight,

switching by the use of a horse. on. The engine "Nashville," engineer through freight and passenger trains.

By this time there was a great deal George Westfall, fireman my father, and for many years a construction and
of competition between the Taunton who, although he had been promoted wood train. He left the old Cleveland
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and Columbus road in 1871 and took

up construction work on the C, L. ec

W. Railroad, which was then building

After completing that road, he went

into the construction work on the Cin-

cinnati Southern Railroad, and after the

completion of that road he was made
roundhouse foreman, and afterwards

master mechanic, at Sommerset, Ky.,

where he remained until 1893, at which

time he returned to Cleveland, Ohio,

and since that date and up to the pres-

ent time has been in the employ of the

City of Cleveland, in its city engineer-

ing department, having charge of their

street paving. He is still in excellent

health as his photograph will indicate.

I will be under many obligations to

you to take the best of care and return

to me the photograph of the engine

"Nashville," as it has been in the family

for about fifty years.

J. F. Walsh,

Supt. of Motive Power C. & O. Ry.

Richmond, Va.

[The incident of the competition be-

tween the two engines referred to above

is thus described by Angus Sinclair in

his latest work, "The Development of

the Locomotive Engine." He says

:

"There were good talkers among the

engineers of those days, who were not

afraid to express in language, often

more expressive than polite, what they

thought in favor of their own engines

or in disparagement of others, and

many a summer day was made warmer
as a group of engineers on the shady
side of the roundhouse whittled,

bragged and bantered each other. Once,

after an unusually warm debate over

the performance of a newly-arrived

Eastern engine, as compared with a pet

engine built at the 'old Cuyahoga,' it

was decided to have a trial of the two
engines in order to settle the matter.

"The consent of the master mechanic

having been obtained, a trial was ar-

ranged, which in every respect differed

from the trial trips as now made. What

-

they wanted to know was which of the

two engines, having the same quantity

of wood and water, could go farther

on the same day and over the same track.

So it was arranged that the 'Cuyahoga'
engine and the Eastern should both

start on an equal footing from Colum-
bus, and run as far as they could to-

wards Cleveland without replenishing

fuel or water. It may well be under-
stood that each engine was put in the

best possible trim, and each engineer
and fireman was at his best. Along the

line at every town were gathered the

railroad men, from the wood sawyer to

the station agent, to greet and cheer
their favorites as they sped along
northward, until, at last, the Eastern
engine struck the descending grade sev-

eral miles outside Cleveland, and by its

aid it managed to crawl into the depot

bereft of wood, water and steam. Then
the query was, where was the Cuya-
hoga engine, of which so much was
expected? Had it gone dead and cold

somewhere back in the woods, and
would another engine have to be sent

out to drag it in, lifeless and disgraced?

"For a while it looked blue for the

Cleveland boys, but not long, for soon
their pet engine was seen bowling
down the grade, and as it neared the

SPANISH MAIL IN THE PYRENEES.

depot the crowd parted to clear the

track, when the engineer motioned to

open the switch leading to the Lake

Shore track. Then with a defiant blast

of victory it dashed on towards Buf-

falo and never stopped until it reached

Painesville, thirty miles away. The
test was considered complete in favor

of the backwood built engine."

—

Ed.]

Across the Pyrenees.

Editor:

In renewing my subscription for your

esteemed paper for the next year I en-

close two photographs of Spanish rail-

A SPANISH "DOUBLE ENDEK."

road scenery in the Pyrenees moun-
tains. The pictures are taken on the

future Trans-Pyreneen line, that will

start from Barcelona, having its cul-

minating point at Pringcendre. It will

run over Toulouse to Paris. Hoping
that one of these pictures will find a

little place in your paper.

Edmundo Bebie.

La Farga, Barcelona, Spain.

High or Low Steam Pressure.

Editor:

There lias always been a difference of

opinion among firemen about the rela-

tive advantages of high pressure and
low pressure steam, a belief being wide-

spread that an even steam pressure can

be more easily maintained with low

pressure than with high pressure. When
the intensely high boiler pressure came
into vogue many engineers and firemen

thought that they could do better by
permitting the steam to fall 20 lbs.

or more below the popping point and

keeping it there. I hold that the higher

the steam pressure carried the less

steam will be used in doing certain

work and my experience teaches this to

be true.

When I was a fireman this question

of high against low steam was a much
discussed subject on the road where I

was working, and I wrote a letter to

Locomotive Engineering stating my
practice and views, which were en-

dorsed by the editor. The letter read:

"There is a difference of opinion in

regard to a point on firing which we
would like to settle through your valu-

able paper. I am firing a passenger en-

gine. We have a Baldwin engine which

carries 160 pounds of steam. Forty-six

miles of the division is up grade, eighty-

seven miles more to the end of the

division is up and down, undulating as

they call it. The point in dispute is

concerning the best method to save

coal. Some claim that by firing an en-

gine so that the steam will not exceed

120 to 140 lbs., or from 20 to 30

lbs. short of the blowing off point,

the maximum fuel economy will be se-

cured. I claim that you waste coal by
that practice. The engines are free

steamers, and you have to let the fire

burn so low to keep the steam down
that when you throw in fresh coal down
goes the steam, and consequently you
have to work under great disadvan-

tages. By keeping a good fire to build

on and carrying from 140 to 155 lbs.

of steam without permitting the safety

valves to pop you can save coal.

"A Fireman."

[We answered that this correspon-

dent's method of firing was correct. We
say the same thing about engines carrying

200 lbs. steam pressure. Keep the

steam as near as possible to the blowing

off point if you want to obtain the greatest

economy.

—

Ed.]

Old Timers of the Long Ago.

Editor:

I am sending you some photographs

of old timers; you can fix them up to

suit yourself. I have quite a number of

pictures of the long ago which I think

would interest some of the old time

engineers. I was very much pleased
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with the old Hackensack in one of your

former issues. She was working on the

ash pit at Jersey City when I was fir-

ing on the Erie.

I have a- very fine picture of the

Amoskeag built in 1851 with a dome
boiler, cylinders 15 x 20 ins., six driv-

formcd the first all-rail route from

Dayton to Cincinnati. The first engine

for this road came to Dayton on a

wagon in 1851 and was called the

"Seneca." The first engii:> er in rharge

of her was John Hayes. The first en-

gine to run between Dayton and

THE "WILLIAM HALE," AN OLD "49ER," ON THE RUTLAND.

ing wheels. I have a picture of the

same make of engine which I made my-
self done in water colors. She was a

famous engine on the Rutland and Bur-

lington Railroad in the sixties.

The "William Hale" was an inside

connected engine used on the Rutland

Railroad. She was built at Taunton,

Mass., in 1849, and rebuilt in 1866, and
was sold to the Burlington and La-

moille Valley Railroad in 1877. The cylin-

ders were 16 x 20 ins., and she had 5-ft.

driving wheels. Her name on the Rutland

was "Mount Holly."

The "Mansfield" was built by Wm.
Mason at Taunton, Mass., 1876. Cylin-

ders 16 x 24 ins., drivers 4 ft. 6 ins.,

Walschaerts valve gear. She was our

freight engine on the Burlington and
Lamoille Valley Railroad. She could

draw all you could hitch on.

Burlington, Vt. Wm. Linsley.

Springfield was the "Erie," an engine

with a single pair of driving wheels.

This engine was in charge of Mr. Ed-

ward D. Smith, now retired from active

service and a resident of Dayton. He
brought the first regular train into Day-

ton. A conductor, called Fatty Brown,
was in charge of the train.

The first officials of the Mad River &
Lake Erie Railroad were E. F. Osborne,

nected and were bought by this road

in 1853.

re is a list of freight engines in

service on this road. The "Enon,"

"Pattei on," "Dayton," "Burwick."

These four engines had 5 foot drivers

and were built at Lowell, Mass. The
"Lodi," "Belleview," "Carey," "Repub-

lic," "Tiffin," "Kenton," "Hancock,"

had 5 foot drivers and were built by

Rogers Locomotive Works. The

"Champaign," "Hardin," "Clark" and

"Huron" had a'A ft. drivers, and were

also built by the Rogers Locomotive

Works. "Huntsville" and "Sandusky,"

ten-wheel engines with a 4^ ft. driver,

were built at Portland, Me. The

"Clyde," "Green." "Montgomery" and

"Castalia," 4^ ft. drivers, and were

built by the Rogers Locomotive Works.

"Urbana" and "Bellefontaine" were 4'A

ft. freight engines, and were built by

the Ilarkness people of Cincinnati.

"Springfield" and "Belle Center" were

passenger engines with 5 ft. drivers

and were also built by the Harkness

people. "Oregon," "Portland," "West

Liberty" and "Richland" were pas-

senger engines with 5 ft. driving wheels

and built at Portland, Me.

Some of the engineers on the Mad
River & Lake Erie were E. M. Smith,

George Bristol, Wm. Brown, John Car-

son, Joe Windol, Joe Lansdown, Joe

Lease, Johnson, Levi Hancock, Pete

Thomas, Pete Howe, John Smith, Dick

Early Railroading Around Dayton.

Editor:

It will perhaps be interesting to the

railroad men of Ohio as well as those

of Dayton to read an account of early

railroading in and out of Dayton. What
a change there has been since the first

railroad in the State has been built. It

was then the old Sandusky, Mansfield

& Newark Railroad, and was built in

the early forties.

The second railroad in the state was
_

built in 1849, and was known as the

Mad River & Lake Erie Railroad. It

afterwards made connections with the

Little Miami Railroad at Springfield for

Cincinnati. In 1850 an extension of the

Mad River & Lake Erie was built from
Springfield to Dayton, and connected
with the Little Miami at Springfield. It

OLD MASON ENGINE "MANSFIELD," 1876.

superintendent; T. P. Ford, master

mechanic. The passenger engines on

this road were the "Niagara," "Hud-
son," "St. Lawrence," and "Mississippi."

They were built at Lowell, Mass.

These four engines were all inside con-

nected and were named after rivers.

Other engines were named after towns
and counties and were all outside con-

Goodel, Comrod, Crane, George Lane

and Israel Scranton. Mr. Scranton

carried a large bullseye watch in his

pocket and it was a standing joke to ask

him the time. He also carried a rule,

snuff box, pair of callipers in his pant?

pocket. The very first engines on this

road had no hand rails or running

boards on them. They had large spikes
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sticking out of the beams on the front

of engines to catch cows and from this

the name of cow-catcher originated.

Oscar C. Pea.^e.

Springfield, Ohio.

Air Pump Nut Lock.

Editor:

I have here an air pump nut lock and

I think it is the best lock I ever handled

and I am sending you a sketch, as I

think it may be of some advantage to

your readers.

It consists of only three pieces latch,

spring and a piece of 14 in. pipe. This

piece of pipe is tapped into the centre

pump centhc piece

bottle when I finished it. Two months

later I had to grind in that check valve

again. I then began to think things over

and I took down the branch or delivery

pipe where it connects to the Handcock
inspirator. I found that the line check

valve had been left out by carelessness

or by orders from some one. I thought

it might have been left out on purpose,

as the inspirator worked a little firmer

without it.

I ran the engine as it was for two

months more, with the same results. At

the end of that time I had to again grind

in the check valve. This time I sent for

the line check valve and got it and put it

in place. I had ground in the boiler

check three times in six

months. It has now been

eighteen months since I put

in that line check valve and

my boiler check is as tight

as a bottle now. This seems

to me to prove the value of

the line check valve and I

say keep the line checks in

order and in place.

Fred Nihoof.

White Sulphur Springs,

W.Va.

AIR PUMP NUT LOCK.

piece of pump on the back side, and

the latch handle or stem comes through

the pipe, with spring between latch and

pump casting on the inside. The spring

is made of 1-16 in. wire, 4 ins. pitch, 2

ins. long. The latch has a pin in the

end, which drops into the slot when
nuts are locked; and pulls out and turns

half a turn and pin catches on end of

pipe, and holds latch out while packing

pump. When in place the latch fits into

the square grooves in the packing nuts.

L. J. Maloy.
McCoy's, Tcnn.

Good Results From a Line Check.

Editor:

I am glad to give to the readers of

Railway and Locomotive Engineering
something which has been acquired by ex-

perience and practice which are the true

teachers. Two years ago last December I

sent my engine to the shops for a gen-

eral overhauling. After keeping her there

some time she was returned in fair shape.

After running the engine about two
months I found that it was necessary to

grind in the right hand check valve. I

may say that I do my own running re-

pairs and I ground in the check valve my-
self, and can say that it was as tight as a

Air Hardening Tools.

Editor

:

When walking down be-

tween the rows of fires in

our elegant, most up-to-

date and famous smithy the

other day, I heard some such remarks as

these, "Look at this plase. Mr. Toot;

Lord love ye, sure phwen I gets it

hot and hits it, it flies apart like glass and
phwen I thrys to bend it afther it gets

cowld sure it breaks worse than glass

and sure I don't know phat the devil to

do wid it."

Such were the remarks addressed to me
by an Irish tool smith, in sizing up the

situation while making some mushet steel

tools for axle lathes, for be it known
that air hardening steel is almost univer-

sally used for this purpose, and as Pat

had got hold of a bar unusually hard to

work, he was at his wits' end to forge

the tools and shape them, and by the way
he is not the only smith that has fallen

into Jhe same trap, for this class of steel

at times would try any one's patience

when it is forged and shaped in the or-

dinary way.

Like all difficult jobs there is a way to

work this kind of steel almost as easily

as carbon steel, but patience and a

knowledge of just what heat the steel

will stand is the main point to keep in

mind. One would think the high speed

steels would have supplanted the air

hardening ones, and so they have in

other lines, but on axle turning the

air hardening steels hold their own and

is "The" steel seemingly, for the pur-

pose, as they stand up to the work as

well and cost far less than the high

speed tools.
,

For intelligent shaping and working,

a little study will convince any tool

smith that ordinary measures are out of

date with this steel. I know it showed
me very quickly that I would have

to change my tactics or the company
would have to buy a job lot for me
to practice on, before I could get my
order filled for tools. It was always

my custom to get right down to the

whys and wherefores when in a hole

like that, so I dug down in the recesses

of my think tank and raked over the

dormant "thttnks" lying there, and I

came to the conclusion that a longer

heat would help some, and so it did.

The next evolution was accidentlly

stumbled on and as good accidents are

like the little girl, when they are good

they are awfully good, this one was

just what the "Doc" prescribed. I had

run out of coke and was in a hurry,

and as the helper had a lot of pine

blocks by the forge for kindling I had

him split them up for fuel until I

could borrow some coke, but after

working the first heat it was "to the

divil wid coke, the timber for me," for

the mushet worked very nearly as easily

as common tool steel and seemed to

hold heat much longer. Thereafter I

used the pine entirely in heating this

steel and had very few failures. Of
course the steel must be heated very

slowly and brought to a bright yellow

for one-half the length of the whole

tool.

The next move was to trim off with a

chisel instead of shaping with a sledge.

I found this much quicker and gave less

grinding to be done. This pleased the

axle men, for these tools are as hard

to grind as to forge.

TOOT'S TOOL BENDI R.

We had six double-end lathes, so

mushet tools were on the bill of fare

daily, and the next consideration was

to get a tool for the steam hammer to

bend them in and the tool shown in

Figs. 1, 2 and 3 is the tool and the

manner of bending. I bent them and

chamfered them for right or left hand

tools in one heat, and I call that pretty

good for this steel, but the bending

was done very gingerly and delicately,

like making friends with a bench-

legged bulldog. The rest was chisel

work and smoothing with a flatter.
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Patience, a good wood fire with slow

blast and a long heat, is the secret for

these tools, and if you try it, you will

say "me too, Pete." T. Toot.

St. Louis, Mo.

Old Haswell Duplex.

Editor:

In the December, 1907, issue of your

valuable Railway and Locomotive En-

gineering Mr. Shaw says in his article on

the "Shaw Balanced Engine," page 5.34.

"Again the duplex has four valves, one

for each cylinder, whereas the Shaw en-

gine has but one valve for the two cylin-

ders." Mr. Shaw's opinion is not correct.

The old Haswell duplex had only two sets

of valve gears for the four cylinders and

only one valve for each set of cylinders.

For this purpose the steam canals were

crossed. Karl Golsdorf,

R. R. Ober banral, E. M.

Vienna, Austria.

would obviate the need oi I
> g

bo and hubs.

'I he proposed di 1
1 d g bo

would engage thi driving bos

present dimensions as thi longei end "I

the box may projeel ovei thi

tlun the same journal beating surface

would be retained, but the cellat

l Id be of corresponding length so

that when the ends of the boxes are

reversed the box and cellar will be

against the hub.

James Frani is.

Carbondale, Pa.

C, B. & Q. Freighter.

Editor

:

I am sending you a picture of some

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad

power which you may be able to use in

Railway and Locomotive Engineering.

Mv cousin is the fireman and stands .'it

forefathet . for generations all native

Indian . fought for home
niitty against the foreign invader

with an undaunted courage in defeat

or victory. They went forth to battle

against overwhelming numbers, r<-a<ly

to die if necessary. Who were they?

Savage or civilized, the ruins of their

t villages and temples is evidence

that they were a prosperous, enlightened

and civilized people.

The city of Veracruz is at present

building a great railroad terminal

which is estimated to cost $6,000,000.

There will be a grand union depot with

extensive terminals, all roads having

equal rights. The Veracruz & Pacific,

the Mexican Railway fthe Queen's

own), the Interoceanic and the Alva-

rado, the two latter narrow gauges.

By the time the terminals are com-

pli ti d, the city will have paved streets,

Proposed Change in Driving Boxes.

Editor:

Locomotive builders designing driving

boxes and engine truck boxes hold to the

uniform and interchangeable method so

that either end can be placed towards

the hub of the wheel. Presumably, the

object the builders have in view in mak-

ing the boxes uniform is to facilitate the

dispatching of work in the erecting de-

partment, never considering that the en-

gine will some day have to go in for gen-

eral repairs. Then it will be necessary

to shim the driving boxes and hubs of

the wheels in order to eliminate the lat-

eral motion between the driving wheels

and boxes.

The writer would suggest a slight modi-

fication in the designing of driving and

engine truck boxes, that would facilitate

the despatching of an engine through

the back shop at least the first time she

was in for general repairs.

Make one end of the driving box long-

er than the other end. When the engine

is new, place the shorter end next to the

hub of the wheel and the longer end will

be then inside the frame. The longer end

can be made to suit the amount of wear

for one year of the engine, or nearly so.

If a box be designed to have one end

five-eighths (%) of an inch longer than

the other, both sides will eliminate one

and one-quarter (iJ4) in lateral motion

which would be about the wear on

mogul locomotives. Then for heavy

consolidation locomotives the difference

in the length can be increased as the

wear is greater and the lateral motion

correspondingly greater, especially on

roads that are noted for short curves.

This method would be much more sub-

stantial than the process of shimming, as

is now the general practice, and perhaps

slightly more economical inasmuch as it

C, B. & Q. FREIGH I EI A.NU CI' AY.

the right of the group. The photograph

was taken at McCook, Neb. Notice the

difference in the height of cars.

E. C. Allen.

West Stockbridge, Mass.

Ferrocarril de Veracruz al Pacifico.

Editor:

Before leaving the land of the Mon-
tezuma and the extinct Aztec civiliza-

tion, another brief account of railroad-

ing in the State of Veracruz may be

of interest, spiced with sketches of

pioneer life that will throw luster

around the native Mexican in fighting

for home and liberty. Foremost in its

battles since the advent of the present

generation stood the then young lead-

er Porfirio Diaz, now President, and

whose name will go down in history

as one of the greatest men of the pres-

ent age; he is an empire builder. His

underground telegraph and telephone

wires, extension of sewers, electric

street railway to take the place of the

present mule power, and be modern in

every way, and it is hoped, will be as

free from fever as Havana has been

made under American methods of san-

itation. All the above-mentioned roads

do a thriving business at Veracruz; it

is the gateway of Mexican ocean com-
merce. There are others, but this is

the principal one, $30,000,000 having

expended in deepening the har-

bor and building docks and quays with

solid walls of concrete. Its magnitude

will thus be understood and appreci-

ated. All the roads, in addition to

other commercial business, bring in

trains of tropical fruits that are trans-

ferred to fruit steamers direct from

the cars and moved to Galveston, New
Orleans and Mobile, where they are

again transferred to the railroads and
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sent to the different cities in the

States as fast as the endurance of the

iron horse can move them.

The State of Veracruz has a varied

altitude from almost sea level at the

city to 17,906 ft. at the top of Mount

Orizaba, an extinct volcano; its majes-

tic summit wears an everlasting man-

tle of snow. At the foot of this proud

monument of nature can be found

everything the tropics produce, while

at its summit there is polar weather at

all seasons. Prior to the conquest, this

"Tierra Caliente," or warm earth, was

peopled by two tribes of Indians, great

warriors, who, according to a legend,

killed an army of giants who lived

among the numerous mountains. The

descendants of the Indians yet live in

this part of the country, peaceable, but

maintaining their primitive dignity.

Veracruz being long an important port,

suffered from the navies of France and

Spain, and was often assailed by pi-

rates. The valor of the inhabitants on

such occasions is worthy of a page in

history, they giving up life in defence

of their homes and families. A revo-

lution in Texas in 1837 brought the

American fleet to the port of Veracruz.

Commodore Dallas, after a brief dis-

cussion with the Mexican commander,

threatened to defend American inter-

ests by force if necessary. Twenty

years after Commodore Dallas had

pointed his guns on Veracruz, the

great civilizer of nations, the railroad,

started its onward march through rug-

ged mountains, across vast gorges,

weaving its web of steel over rivers

and across ravines. The Mexican Rail-

way was commenced in 1858 and com-

pleted fifteen years later, and carries

the honor of being the first railroad

(ferrocarril) to wend its way in the

Mexican Republic, laying its bands of

iron from the port of Veracruz to the

city of Mexico. It is a grand monu-

ment to engineering skill and to Bri-

tish gold. It followed the old trail

that Hernan Cortes with his band of

followers took 400 years prior to its

construction, when in his onward

march from Veracruz to Mexico City

he conquered the republic.

The principal shops of the Mexican

Railway are at Orizaba. The Inter-

oceanic RaHway, one of the national

lines, is a very important factor in the

upbuilding of Veracruz. It is soon to

be changed to standard gauge. It runs

through several important cities all

full of novel sights to the tourist, an-

cient ruins of Aztec skill and evidence

of a high order of civilization. If we
could only fathom the mysteries of

the ancient races that evidently lived

in this country 400 or 500 years ago,

what wonderful tales we could unfold.

A visit to the pyramids of the sun and
moon, and other evidence of a long

forgotten past along the line of this

railroad would rill volumes, but I ex-

pect you will throw this among the

scrap in the waste basket and say that

you do not publish such ancient stuff,

that the pages of Railway and Loco-

motive Engineering are filled with

modern ideas and you want reports of

modern improvements, but we are

lately adopting ancient ideas and im-

provements for which their inventors

were pronounced crazy half a century

ago. The inventor of the Walschaerts

gear was ridiculed in his time. Had

he lived to-day he would be honored.

Stirring up the forgotten past, if re

tary, Harry D. Vought, 62 Liberty street,

New York City. Treasurer, Frank Gray,

F. B. M. of the C. & A. R. R., 806 N.

Madison street, Bloomington, 111.

Curious Flow of Steam Explained.

Editor:

Reading, in your January issue, the ar-

ticle on "A Curious Flow of Steam,"

leads me to relate my experience.

About three years ago, an engine on

the Rockland Railroad began acting in

the manner described by your correspond-

ent. When the boiler was filled up for

the night, a strong flow of steam would

ferred to in a spirit of fairness, will appear at tne cylinder cocks, and would

bring forth new aspirations and new
]<eep up for about a half an hour. Lately,

ideas. Adios.

Jas. McDonough,

S. M. P. Veracruz & Pacific Ry.

Tierra Blcmca, Mex.

Master Boiler Makers.

Editor:

The attention of our board of officers

has been called to the fact that some of

our friends of the mechanical papers are

overlooking the fact that the Interna-

tional Railway and Master Steam Boiler

Makers' Associations have consolidated

and there is now only one association in

the field. It is the International Master

Boiler Makers' Association, and we

therefore suggest, if consistent with

your rules, that announcement of this

fact be made, together with list of offi-

cers as given on this letterhead. This

would serve to correct a wrong impres-

sion. I may also add the fact that the

next convention will be held in Detroit,

May 26, 27 and 28, 1908.

Harry D. Vought,

New York. Secretary.

[Below is the list of officers of the as-

sociation referred to by Mr. Vought.

—

Ed.]: President, George Wagstaff, Su-

pervisor of Boilermakers, New York

Central Lines, Buffalo, N. Y. Vice-

Presidents, First, E. S. T"itzsimmons,

M. M., Erie R. R., Galion, O.; Second,

E. J. Hennessy, N. Y. C. & H. R., De-

pew, N. Y.; Third, W. M. Wilson,

Blacksmith Inspector, I. C. R. R., Chi-

cago, 111.; Fourth, E. W. Rogers, F. B.

M., Cooke Works, American Locomo-
tive Company, Paterson, N. J.; Fifth,

Peter F. Flavin, Standard Railway Com-
pany, Nat. Bank of Commerce Bldg.,

Box 75, St. Louis, Mo. Executive Com-
mittee—G. W. Bennett, N. Y. C. & H.

R., West Albany, N. Y.; D. G. Foley,

G. F. B. of the I., D. & H., Green Isl-

and, N. Y.; P. J. Conrath, G. F. B. of

the I., M. P. R. R., Seventh and Market

streets, St. Louis, Mo.; A. N. Lucas,

F. B. M. of the C. M. & St. P., Mil-

waukee, Wis.; James J. Fletcher, F. B.

M., Canadian Foundry and Machine Co.,

610 Bathurst street, Toronto, Ont. Secre-

we had a great deal of trouble with iron

scales plugging the cylinder cocks up, or

getting under the cylinder cock valves

and preventing them from closing. Fi-

nally, on the day before Christmas, while

this engine was on the road, running

light, the dry pipe collapsed, which made

things interesting for a few minutes.

After reducing the steam pressure so

that the engine could be handled with the

reverse lever, she was brought home

under her own steam; or, I might say

more correctly, under her own water; as

more water than steam went out through

the ruptured dry pipe.

From my experience in this case, I

should advise your correspondent to have

the dry pipe of his v engine examined for

leaks.

Your half-tone engravings of the Ma-

son, New York & Manhattan Beach en-

gines are very interesting to me and

carry me back to the "good old days"

when I was running on the New York

& Sea Beach, which ran parallel to Man-

hattan Beach, from Bay Ridge to Bath

Junction. This piece of track was the

scene of many an exciting race between

the trains of these rival railroads. The

rules prohibited racing, but if a man was

ahead there was no rule which prevented

him from just keeping ahead. As the pic-

tures show, these engines were equipped

with the Walchaerts valve gear

(the "Monkey Motion," the Sea Beach

boys called it) and the tumbling shaft

passed through the bell frame. The

engineer had to stretch his neck to

peek over it, or else crouch down and

look under it. But they were the easiest

riding engines ever made; as both en-

gine and truck frame turned on a centre

casting.

Mentioning racing reminds me of one

summer when the No. 4 on the Sea

Beach beat the No. 60 on the Manhattan

Beach so often that the 6o's engineer,

Jack Yorke, came over to investigate.

Well, it just happened that the No. 4's

steam gauge had gotten out of order that

day, and the pointer was almost around

to the pin. Yorke climbed up on the 4,

took a look at the gauge, and said to
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Dan Hummer, "You fellows earry a

pretty good pressure over here."

"Oh, thunder!" said Dan, "that's only

been around twice." Yorkc immediately

left for his own side of the fence, fully

satisfied that he had found why the 60

could not beat the 4.

E. W. Gregory.

Hoffmanz'illc, Md.

Re Slipping Shut Off.

Editor:

I have been a reader of your valuable

paper for years and have seen all cor-

respondence and your notes on the

above subject, and as a good illustra-

tion of what takes place came under

my notice, when running an engine

with cylinders 15 x 20 ins. and 3-ft.

drivers fitted with American balance

valves on a regular run, I send it to

you. The track at one place was cov-

ered with a trailing green grass for

about 2O0 yards. Running over this

early in the mornings, shut off, the en-

gine seemed to ride rough, as if slip-

ping. Being delayed one night I ran

over this place after daylight, and

when approaching it I got down on the

step. The side rods and wheels were a

regular blur, but as soon as the engine

ran on to the grass the driving wheels

slowed up, and not only the rods and

wheels but the shape of set screws,

split pins, cotters, corks, nuts, could be

plainly seen and the slipping sensation

was felt. I remained on step until the

grass portion was past; then the driv-

ers quickened up again until the coun-

terweights and spokes seemed all alike

and the side rods a blur as when I first

saw them before running on to grass

part. The speed of driving wheels

when slipping seemed to be uniform,

and I think would have only moved
the train about 5 miles per hour, but

the train was running at least 20 miles

per hour at the time.

I consider the slipping is caused by

the compression in the cylinders and
adhesion between the drivers and rails

being reduced owing to the slippery

condition of the rails with the crushed

grass sap and dew. That is there was
not enough adhesion between drivers

and rails to overcome compression and
friction of moving parts in this engine
with her small drivers, and the piston

speed would be high at 20 miles per
hour.

I consider that with unbalanced slide

valves the engine may have slipped,

but the wheels would not run as

slow as they did with the American
balance valves, which, in my opinion,

causes more compression than unbal-

anced D slide valves, for since the bal-

ance valves have been put on the en-

gines do not drift as free as they did

pn viously. This ei gine lias been over-

hauled since I ran her and no bent

a li or crank pins were found.

E, i:. R.

Rot khampton, Australia.

[The question of slipping shut off

has been very thoroughly threshed out

in our paper and we will have to de-

clare the discussion now closed. Our
readers arc referred to page 489 of our

November, 1907, issue, in which refer-

ences to previous articles are noted and
explanation given.— Ed.]

The Growing West.

Apropos of the growth of new towns

in the west, a locomotive engineer relates

the following, says the Epworth Era:

One day I was driving my engine

across the prairie when suddenly a con-

siderable town loomed up ahead where

nothing had showed up the day before.

"What town's this?" says I to my tire-

man.

"Dunno," says Bill, "it wasn't here

when we went over the road yesterday."

"Well. I slowed down, and directly we
pulled into the station, where over five

hundred people were waiting on the plat-

form to see the first train come in.

The conductor came along up front

and says to me

:

"Jim, first thing we know we'll be run-

ning by some important place. Get this

town down on your list and I'll put a

brakeman on the rear platform to watch

out for towns that spring up after the

train gets by!"

The Petticoat Pipe.

The petticoat pipe in some form has

for years been a feature of American
locomotive practice and is more or less

of a necessity in view of the limited

dimensions of the smoke stack on the

modern locomotive. It serves in a great

measure the same purpose as the tubes

of an injector do in inducing the flow

of water. The draught of air passing

through the flues is led into the bell

mouth of the petticoat pipe by the

action of the exhaust, and it is essential

that in the event of the petticoat pipe

being separate from the smoke stack

its size at the upper end should be pro-

portionate to the size of the smoke
stack, and it should be set exactly cen-

tral with the exhaust nozzle and smoke
stack. The effect of the petticoat pipe

in regulating the draught in the smoke
box is coincident with the deflector

sheet, and both are intended to create

a uniformity of draught through the

flues, so that the heat should be equally

distributed over the entire area occu-

pied by the flues.

Exact rules cannot be laid down for

the location of the petticoat pipe. The
distance from the top of the exhaust
pipe to the lower edge of the petticoat

pipe is usually made about equal to the

diameter of the smoke stack. A slight

change of the height of the pipe has

often a considerable effect on the

draught and consequently in the steam-

ing qualities of the engine. The uni-

ippearance of the flues is the best

test of the uniformity of draught.

Where the draught is strongest the

flues are the cleanest, and if flues are

partially choked with soot or ashes it

is conclusive proof that the draught has

not been sufficiently strong in that lo-

cality to keep them clean. Generally

speaking, if the petticoat pipe is set too

high, the draught will be strongest in

the lower flues, and if the pipe is set

too low the upper flues will receive the

strongest amount of draught. In view
of these facts, very little experimenting

should be necessary to obtain the best

working height at which the petticoat

pipe should be kept.

It need hardly be stated that in the

case of badly proportioned or badly set

petticoat pipes the effect on the fire

is of the most pernicious kind. In cases

where the fire is burned rapidly out in

some portion of the fire box it is safe

to assume that the cause of the trouble
is in the petticoat pipe, and a slight

change of position in the pipe will show
some variation in the fire box. The
petticoat pipe has long been in service

on American locomotives, but it is only
in recent years that it is being slowly
applied on some of the European rail-

ways. The tendency on American loco-

motives is to make the petticoat pipe

a mere extension of the smoke stack
projecting towards the center of the

smoke box and doubtless this method
will eventually become standard.

General Foremen's Association.

We are requested to announce that

it is the intention of the officers of
the International Railway General
Foremen's Association to make the

next convention a great success. In
order to contribute to this end all

members who have not yet paid their an-

nual dues, should do so by March 1st

next at the very latest. Prompt attention

to this matter will be greatly appreciated

by the executive committee, who are work-
ing hard with the determination of making
the convention in Chicago, May 25 to 29,

more than usually attractive. The commit-
tee is looking forward to the next meet-
ing of the association as likely to be the

most successful ever held. Arrangements
have been made with many of the

prominent supply houses for an exhibi-

tion and everything possible will be
done for the convenience and comfort
of the members who attend, but to

carry out the enterprise so as to make
an assured success of it, the members
must help.
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The Permissive Idea.

Within the past year there has been

a great deal of activity in the signal de-

partments of our leading railways. This

activity has not only been in the direc-

tion of new installations of block signals,

but it has extended to that important part

of live railroad operation which has to

deal with the question of whether or

not the signals when set up and worked

are obeyed by the men on the road.

There was an article published in the

January number of the Atlantic Monthly

in which the writer gives what are called

the "Confessions of a Railroad Signal-

man .' In this article one point is strong-

ly insisted on by the author, and it is

this : He says the idea that rules and

signal indications are permissive and not

necessarily positive has in some way got

into the heads of railroad employees. He
states the case something like this, and

the meaning of his contention is plain

:

A flagman will protect his train to the

very letter of the rule if he finds it mani-

festly necessary, but when in his opinion

it is not he takes chances. Locomotive

engineers, he says, constantly run past

caution signals without any reduction in

speed, provided the track ahead is seen

to be clear.

Dealing with this point, the writer

says: "Here we tackle the very heart of

the matter, for in s<> far as the rules and

common sense are concerned, it should

not make a particle of difference to the

engineman whether the track ahead is

or is not known to be clear of trains; his

instructions call for careful running, and

by no possible interpretation or juggling

with words can cautious running or

running under control be taken to mean
running at full speed. Yet in the way I

have indicated the cancer of a very dan-

gerous habit has been allowed to grow
into the American system of managing

trains. This wrong interpretation of the

word caution by enginemen and others

has without a shadow of doubt during

the past few years cost the corporations

thousands upon thousands of dollars

and multitudes of human lives. For if

railroad managers labor under the de-

lusion that enginemen can run cautiously

at full speed when the track is clear and

avoid disaster when from unforeseen

reasons another train happens to be on

the same section, they are very much
mistaken."

In this way it appears that what may be

called the "right of private judgment" has

come to be exercised by railroad employees

and rules are followed and signal indica-

tions are obeyed only when they commend
themselves to the judgment of the man
or men concerned. There is among many
railroad men an undefined belief that rules

are made more for the purpose of shield-

ing the company in case of a civil action

in the courts, than for the guidance of

employees on the road. This feeling has

probably been justified on certain roads,

in the past, and where the feeling has

existed, either rightly or wrongly, it has

tended to foster the growth of the "per-

missive" interpretation, of which the

writer in the Atlantic Monthly speaks.

The growth of the permissive idea with

regard to rules and regulations is nine

times out of ten the fault of the operat-

ing officials. Like master, like man is a

maxim true in railroad operation as it is

in other branches of human activity, and

it is a fair judgment on the discipline of

any road to say that wherever a danger-

ous practice has been allowed to take

root or persistent carelessness has de-

veloped, the head of the department is

the one who is primarily responsible, and

he is the original chancetaker.

There is one significant fact which can-

not be ignored even by those who persist

in believing that rules are made for the

protection of corporations. It cannot be

argued that a signal indication is simply

intended to protect a company when

brought into court. It may do so, of

course, but the primary intention made

manifest by the installation, maintenance

and working of a block signal system

is for the positive government of trains

on the road. This view of the case is

supported by the fact that on many of

our important lines a system of what

has been called surprise checking has been

introduced, and in the published returns,

now before us, of two roads the results

have been found highly satisfactory. The
so-called surprise check system also brings

into prominence the fact that the daily

responsibility of operating railroad offi-

cials for what takes place on the road is

being mqre and more recognized and in-

sisted on. The superintendent who does

not superintend has been found to be

one of the most expensive items in the

whole railroad service.

The writer of the Atlantic Monthly

article says that, "There is practically no

out-on-the-road supervision on American
railroads." The surprise checking system

appears to us to be a very real out on

the road test, and indicates that the rail-

way companies which have spent large

sums for the installation of block signal

systems intend to have them made effec-

tive in every day life on the road and

with little or no idea of just having a legal

defence when brought into court. On the

Union and Southern Pacific the percentage

of efficiency of the men for the month

of November, 1907, was 98.7 per cent.,

and on those roads there is an average

of forty-five surprise tests every day in

the year, made for the purpose of ascer-

taining how closely signal indications are

observed. On the Pennsylvania the

record for the month of October last

shows an efficiency of 98.8 per cent, of

the tests made.

These figures, even if they constitute

banner months for the respective roads

making the tests, yet show that railroad

companies are not indifferent to the per-

formance of duty out on the road, and

the results obtained also indicate that a

healthy and manly intention to "play the

game according to the rules" is making

headway among all the ranks of railroad

men.

Satisfactory intentions do not, how-

ever, constitute even practical perfection,

and there is much to be done before any

of us can rest content. The "Confessions

of a Signalman" is an important contri-

bution to the literature of the subject

from the fact that it puts a finger defi-

nitely down on the bad effects which

must inevitably flow from the "permissive"

interpretation of rules or signal indica-

tions. No one denies that there has been

too much of it in the past and if we

are to guarantee even a reasonable

amount of safety in railroad operation

to the traveling public, it is the para-

mount duty of every man, whether officer

or private, in the railroad army to "set

his face as flint" against the chancetaker

and to play the game squarely and always

according to the rules.
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Fellow Servant Iniquity.

What was the most important measure

for railroad employes ever passed by

the United States Congresses was that

which seemed to end the "fellow servant"

antiquated iniquity, and made railroad

companies liable for accidents to their

men due to any species of careless or

neglect, no matter who the guilty parties

were. It was not to the credit of rail-

road companies that they fought this

eminently fair law to what might be

called the last ditch. That ditch is the

Supreme Court of the United States,

which may always be depended upon to

decide against labor when a suit comes

up where labor and capital are in con-

flict.

Under the combined influence of great

railroad' corporations and capitalistic

power the sympathetic aristocrats of the

Supreme Court of the United States have

decided that the act of Congress known
as the employers' liability law is not in

. accordance with the Constitution of the

United States because it goes beyond the

bounds permitted in the regulation of

interstate commerce, was the conclusion

reached by the Supreme Court of the

United States in deciding two damage

cases coming to the court from the fed-

eral courts of Kentucky and Tennessee

which were brought under the provision

of the law. The decision was announced

by Justice White, the court standing

five to four against the law.

There were two cases before the court;

involving the question of the validity of

the law, one of them being the case of

Damselle Howard, administratrix of her

husband, William Howard, a locomotive

fireman, who was killed in an accident

on the Illinois Central road near Mem-
phis, and the other that of N. C. Brooks,

administratrix and mother of Morris S.

Brooks, a fireman, who was killed on the

Southern Pacific road in Nevada.

There was no question concerning the

responsibility of the railroad companies

for the accidents which resulted from

the carelessness of the employers. The
only question was the right of Congress

to make laws for the protection of per-

sons engaged operating trains doing inter-

state work. The Supreme Court made
the far fetched distinction that the right

given by the Constitution to regulate

commerce between States did not include

the right to protect the lives of employes

engaged in such.

The law was passed owing to immense

pressure put upon legislators by the com-

bined demand of railroad organizations.

In his message in 1006 President

Roosevelt referred to the law as an ex-

cellent one, but said it did not go far

enough. He added: "Neither the fed-

eral law nor, so far as I am informed,

the state laws dealing with the question

of employers' liability are sufficiently

thoroughgoing."

The combined power of the railroad

employes which compelled a reluctant

Congress to pass the Railroad Companies

Liability law ought to be potent enough
to have a constitutional amendment

passed de lining the responsibility of rail-

roads towards the safety of persons en-

gaged in interstate commerce. To the

railroad labor organizations we say get

busy and lose no time.

Many Train Accidents.

Accidents to trains on the railroads

of the United State-s continue to occur

in such large numbers, says the twenty-

first annual report of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, that the rec-

ord, as has been repeatedly declared

by conservative judges, is a worldwide

reproach to the railroad profession in

America. The total of casualties have

largely increased year by year. The
total of passengers killed in train ac-

cidents (nearly all of them in either a

collision or a derailment) aggregates

for four years 1,212, or an average of

303 a year. It is the notable disasters

which alarm the public and which give

rise to demands for the application of

remedial measures by the government.

The most startling cases are collisions,

and the collisions are in a large ma-

jority of instances due to certain de-

fects in management, for which the

most comprehensive remedy is the

block system. This commission has,

therefore, recommended repeatedly the

statutory enforcement of the use of the

block system on all railroads doing inter-

state passenger traffic, and now makes

the same recommendation again. The

collision horror continues to be a crying

evil. There has, indeed, been a steady in-

crease in the use of the block system on

the railroads of the country, but in the

great activity in passenger travel of the

last few years, which has been rapidly

growing year by year, the passenger

business of non-block signaled lines has

increased with that of others, and many
passengers have been killed in collision.

In the few serious collisions that have

occurred on block signalled lines the

management and discipline—in every

case, with possibly one exception—have

been shown to be glaringly faulty, de-

manding government investigation. This

demand is urgent, as has been set forth

in our previous reports.

The Congress has taken no action on

the recommendations here referred to,

except to receive and print a bill pre-

sented by the Hon. John J. Esch, of Wis-

consin, calling for the gradual introduc-

tion of the block system on those rail-

roads which are subject to the act to

regulate commerce.

It will undoubtedly be fair and just to

require the railroads to adopt the block

system in a shorter period of time than

was contemplated when the Esch bill

was drawn. In consequence of the dis-

cussion of the subject by the commission,

and of the introduction of the Esch bill,

and for other reasons, some roads have

nearly or quite as rapid pro

in the introduction of block signals as

would have been required by the bill

had it been made a law. It is believed,

therefore, that no injustice will be done

if railroads, or parts of railroads, having

passenger receipts of $1,500 a mile per

annum are required to be brought under

the block system in two years. Railroads

ig total receipts from all 'raffic of

$3,000 a mile per annum should be sub-

ject to the same requirements.

Carnegie Vanquishes Crane.

It is always a dangerous thing for any

person to generalize on the effects of par-

ticular education or training upon the

future career of one striving to make his

way in the world. In an address before

the Western Railway Club Mr. R. T.

Crane went out of his way to disparage

technical education and to argue that

technically trained mechanics are seldom

a success in their calling or profession.

We have enjoyed many opportunities of

comparing the work and performance of

technically trained engineers with that of

the purely practically trained man and

we certainly take exception to the position

assumed by Mr. Crane. There are tech-

nically trained mechanical graduates who

have no ambition to excel in their pro-

fession and they sink down into draughts-

men or common workmen. There are

also thousands of good mechanics whose

ambition never rises above the ability to

earn the first class pay of a mechanic,

men who never acquire sufficient knowl-

edge to recommend them for the position

of foreman. The callous careless college

graduate and the mechanic whose

thoughts are concentrated upon quitting

time are of the same psychological spe-

cies. But there are other species of edu-

cated engineers and of self-helping me-

chanics. The college graduate who re-

ceives a job in a shop, dons overalls and

goes to work doing his best to learn the

business without fear or favor, will learn

the manipulation part better than an or-

dinary apprentice and he will have useful

scientific knowledge added to his skill and

shop experience. His rival is the trained

mechanic who studies the science of his

business and by degrees becomes an edu-

cated mechanic or engineer. As a rule

the educated mechanic receives first con-

sideration when a higher position' is va-

cant, but it is doubtful if he is more suc-

cessful than the technically trained

man.

In his antipathy to technical educa-

tion Mr. Crane declared that had double

the money that Dr. Andrew Carnegie has

spent on technical education been thrown
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into the sea the country would be better

off.

While preparing his address Mr. Crane

wrote to Mr. Carnegie, asking him a

number of questions apropos of the above

statements and his present occupation of

building technological schools. Three

days after the address was delivered Mr.

Carnegie wrote him the following letter:

New York, Dec. 20, 1907.

My Dear Mr. Crane

:

I have little time to devote to the de-

fense of technical education. I do not

think it needs any. It is speaking for

itself, and will speak for itself, and even

you will be satisfied by and by that we
are on the right path.

You ask me four questions. To the

first I answer that when I started busi-

ness I did not know of one technically

((Incited mechanic, but several families

in Pittsburgh were sending their young
men to Troy, and especially to Boston.

One of them happened to be a relative,

and he has made a great success, and is

a partner now in one of the leading

firms for special steels. I do not believe

he would have achieved this so rapidly

if it had not been for his superior edu-

cation. If I were in business to-day

the young man I should take into my
service would be the most highly edu-

cated mechanic.

This answers all your four questions,

and I should like to ask you one ques-

tion in return. The apprenticeship sys-

tem is a thing of the past; what do you
propose as a substitute? The best one
and the one better than the original

is to give instruction to young men in

technical schools. I asked two high
authorities how they would answer
your questions, and beg to inclose their

replies, which please return.

Hoping all of this will be of use to

you and with kind greetings of the sea-

son, I am, always your friend,

Andrew Carnegie.

Investigation of Accidents.

The investigation of collisions, de-

railments and other serious accidents
on railroads by competent experts,

says the Annual Report of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission is a mat-
ter deserving the careful attention of

the Congress. A recommendation to

authorize such investigation has been
made in previous reports and the same
recommendation is now again made.
Some of the States of the Union now
conduct expert investigations of the

more serious railroad accidents, but in

many States there is no authoritative

and expert investigation whatever, ex-

cept as the facts of accidents may
come before the courts when suits are

brought against railroad companies for

damages.

All persons traveling on railroads

and all men employed on engines or

trains are interested in this matter. A
railroad manager may have reasons,

possibly—in some cases from his own
standpoint good ones—for concealing

the facts of a wreck; but it is to the

public interest that they may be dis-

closed, as a warning to others and to

throw light on means of prevention.

The daily and technical press have
both endorsed the recommendations
which have been made by this commis-
sion. It is universally recognized that

the causes of railroad accidents are*

often complicated and obscure and the

responsibility difficult to define. A
cross-examination and sifting of evi-

dence is necessary in nearly every im-

portant case in order to bring out the

truth and to rightly apportion the

blame. Investigation by officers ap-

pointed by the Board of Trade has

been a powerful lever in the improve-

ment of the management of the rail-

roads of Great Britain, the reports ot

the investigating officers being pub-

lished and widely read.

From reports made to the commis-
sion by its inspectors of safety appli-

ances, the general condition of railway

equipment appears to be much better

than it was a year ago. Somewhat
fewer cars were inspected during the

last year, the number being 271,617 for

1906, and 242,881 for 1907. This de-

crease is explained by the fact that

calls upon inspectors to investigate

complaints of violation of the law were
more numerous than in former years

and that they were also engaged more
frequently as witnesses in court. The
time that could be devoted to regular

inspections has thus been curtailed. A
gratifying feature of these inspection

reports is the marked decrease in the

number of observed defects. For each

1,000 cars inspected in 1906 there were

139.34 defects, while in 1907 there were
but 9414 defects per 1,000 cars in-

spected.

The number of casualties to railway

employes is constantly increasing.

Several causes contribute to this un-

desirable condition, such as increase in

the number of men employed and more
exacting conditions of traffic. It is ob-

servable, however, that notwithstand-

ing the general increase in casualties

the accidents to trainmen due to coup-

ling and uncoupling cars are constantly

decreasing. This result proves the

wisdom of Congress in enacting the

safety appliance law and justifies the

endeavor of the government to secure

its proper enforcement.

The whole tone of the report of the

Interstate Commerce Commission is to

emphasize the need for safe railroad

operation. We are efficient in other

ways. Safety should be paramount.

Locomotive Engineering in 1907.

The railways of this country alone,

says the author of an article reviewing

in the London Times the engineering

progress of the year, continues to build

large numbers of eight-wheeled engines

of the 4-4-0 type, the North-Western,

Midland, and Great Eastern Railways

being the chief adherents to the con-

tinued use of such locomotives both for

the fast and heavy main line passenger

work. Such engines regularly haul

loads up to 350 tons for long distances

at speeds of over 50 miles an hour.

But, in remarking on the fact that en-

gines of this type continue to find so

much favor with British locomotive en-

gineers, it must not be overlooked that

increased boiler capacity has made this

class a far more efficient type of en-

gine than it was a few years since. The
main advantages claimed for such en-

gines are their simplicity in construc-

tion and cheapness, both in first cost

and in maintenance.

An important development in loco-

motive engineering on this side of the

Atlantic has been the introduction of

•the Pacific, or 4-6-2, type engines on

European railways. The first Conti-

nental line to adopt this type was the

Paris-Orleans Railway, and now large

numbers of these engines are being

built both in French and German loco-

motive works. It will be remembered
that the chief mechanical engineer of

one of our railways, after experiment-

ing with Atlantic type engines, decided

early in the current year to revert to

six-coupled engines as a standard, it

being found that the adhesion of four-

coupled engines was insufficient for

modern work. The first British en-

gine of 4-6-2 class is now undergoing
its trial runs and will shortly be placed

in regular service on the Great West-
ern Railway.

British railways for the most part

still continue to employ either six- or

eight-coupled engines for goods and
mineral traffic. On the London and
North-Western Railway, however, some
of the eight-wheeled goods engines of

Mr. Webb's design have been convert-

ed to 2-8-0 type engines and fitted with

larger boilers. Although Continental

goods trains are not generally heavier

than those in this country, most of the

modern goods engines are now fitted

with either two or four-wheeled lead-

ing trucks and with either eight or ten

coupled wheels. It is said, however,

that a ten-wheeled coupled engine may
shortly be tried experimentally on an

English line.

One of the most striking tendencies

in British locomotive design has been

the great increase in the size and power
of tank locomotives and the extended

use of these engines for moderately
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long distance passenger services. It

will be remembered that one of the in-

specting officers of the Board of Trade

some few years ago questioned the

safety of tank engines on the ground

of undue oscillation, but statistics were

forthcoming which proved conclusively

that no case against the employment of

tank engines could be made out on

that ground. Probably the satisfactory

settlement of this point of contention

has not a little to do with the extended

use of tank engines which has lately

taken place. The Midland Railway has

introduced for its heaviest suburban

passenger services around manufactur-

ing centres in the Midlands and the

North of England and for hauling

slower main line trains one of the most

powerful types of tank engines ever

built in this country. It has six coupled

wheels and a trailing bogie. The tanks

extend along both sides of the boiler

right up to the smoke box, thus en-

abling the whole of the bunker to be

used for coal storage. A somewhat
similar type of tank engine is now
largely used on the Great Northern
Railway, but in this instance there is

only one pair of trailing wheels under

the bunker.

It would appear that the simple en-

gine is more than holding its own in

British locomotive practice, which con-

trasts strongly with both Continental

and American practice. Nevertheless,

some progress has been made in loco-

motive compounding in this country

during the past year. For instance, a

large number of compound goods en-

gines have been built for the Lan-
cashire and Yorkshire Railway. In this

type separate axles are driven by the

high-pressure and low-pressure cylin-

ders respectively, but only two sets of

valve mechanism are used for actuating

the four slide valves. Three-cylinder

compound locomotives continue to be

extensively used on the Midland Rail-

way and to a less extent on the Great
Central. It is stated, however, that, al-

though excellent work is done by these

engines, their best performances are

consistently equalled by simple engines
of similar design and size. It is ad-

mitted that the third cylinder is useful

in cases of extra stress in working, but
that the economy in fuel consumption
effected thereby does not recompense
for the extra cost in building. Four-
cylinder, high-pressure, simple engines
continue to be used on the London and
South-Western and Great Western
Railways. On the latest engines of this

type on the former railway the cylinders

have been enlarged by half an inch in

diameter and two inches in stroke. The
dimensions of the four cylinders are

now 16% in. by 26 in. A -water-tube

firebox is used, together with feed

water heater, and it is stated that with

the great boiler power provided on

these engines no difficulty is experi-

enced in steaming to the extra capacity

of the larger cylinders.

The use of superheated steam on lo-

comotives, which is said to have given

such satisfactory results on the Prus-

sian State railways and in Canada, has

made little progress in this country.

The Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway

is, however, now conducting a series of

trials with the Schmidt superheating

apparatus, This apparatus is being ex-

tensively adopted in Belgium, Italy,

and Sweden, and, it is said, would give

good results in this country, particu-

larly on those lines using four-cylinder

simple engines. In the United States

the practice of superheating steam for

locomotives has as yet made compara-
tively little progress.

British locomotive builders have been

kept busy with large orders for loco-

motives from colonial, Indian, and

South American lines. Both passenger

and freight engines of the most ad-

vanced types have been supplied to the

leading Indian and Argentine lines. In

fact, the locomotive equipment of these

lines will soon hardly be excelled by
any country in the world. Up to the

end of November the aggregate value

of the engines exported was £3,353, 139,

as compared with £2,580,330 and £2,146,-

282 for the similar periods of 1906 and

1905.

Book Notices.

Proceedings of the Traveling Engi-
neers' Association. Edited by W. O.
Thompson, Sec, Buffalo, N. Y. 350
pages. Cloth. $1.50.

The annual report of the proceedings

of the Traveling Engineers' Association

which met at Chicago in September last

is just issued and forms a very important

contribution to the railway literature of

the year. The association has been grow-
ing in numbers and its meetings have cor-

respondingly risen in importance every

year during the fifteen years of its exist-

ence. We presented on the pages of Rail-

way and Locomotive Engineering reports

of the most striking features of the meet-

ing, but the volume before us presents

the completed report with a degree of

fulness which a periodical could not be

expected to present. We commend the

volume to the warm attention of all who
are interested in railroad work. All of the

leading problems in connection with the

mechanical appliances used on railways

are treated in a masterly way. The de-

bates are interesting from the fact that

the men taking part in them were nearly

all men of wide experience and accom-
plished in the graces of oratory as well

as in the sterner qualities of railroad en-

gineering. Mr.' Thompson, the worthy

and accomplished secretary, sustains hi*

well-earned reputation as an able and

painstaking editor.

Proceedings of the Master Car and

Locomotive Painters' Association of

the United States and Canada. Pub-

lished for the Association. 125

pages. Cloth.

The proceedings of the annual conven-

tions of this important association have

come to be looked upon as valuable con-

tributions to the technical literature of

our time. The present publication con-

tains the report of the thirty-eighth meet-

ing of the association and worthily sus-

tains the fine instructive and educational

features that have characterized the pre-

ceding publications. These published re-

ports help to build up a better and more

scientific knowledge of an important pro-

fession, and the meeting at St. Paul,

Minn., last September will long be re-

membered as among the most notable held

under the auspices of the association.

Specifications and Contracts. By J. A.

Waddell, C. E., together with notes on

the law of contracts, by John C. Wait,

M.C.E. Published by the Engineering

News Company, New York. 174 pages.

Cloth. Price $1.00.

This is an excellent work, including as

it does a series of lectures delivered by

Dr. Waddell on a subject on which he is

universally recognized as one of the lead-

ing living exponents. The lectures are

ably supplemented by Mr. Wait, an emi-

nent attorney and author, and the whole

forms a textbook which undoubtedly will

take its place in engineering schools. The

"examples" given are sufficient in them-

selves to perfect young engineers in the

writing of technical documents. This is

a matter of great importance in engineer-

ing practice, and it is fortunate that in

one volume all the complex legal forms

and methods are condensed and presented

in a way that is completely capable of

adaptation to any construction contract.

Machine Design. By Charles L. Grif-

fin, S. B. Published by the American

School of Correspondence, Chicago.

186 pages, with numerous illustrations.

Flexible cloth. Price $1.50.

The practical side of machine de-

sign is treated by an accomplished ex-

pert, and is based on a careful study

of the needs that have arisen in engi-

neering and scientific fields. The work

is complete in itself, and is adapted for

home study. The paper and press-

work are of the best. The binding is

in red art vellum de luxe.

There is a great deal of enthusiasm

manifested in some quarters about the

introduction of the "pay-as-you-enter"

car, such as they have in Montreal, Can-

ada. What the public would like to see in-

troduced is a "seat-as-you-pay" car.
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N. Y. C. Apprentices.

In dealing with the education of ap-

prentices the New York Central Lines

have taken a very advanced position, and

one that is not only of advantage to the

twenty-three apprentices at Oswego, di-

vided into two classes ; each class is given

four hours instruction cacli week, attend-

ing two sessions of two hours each. Class

No. I meets Tuesday and Thursday from

they are given back for another trial with

such explanation as is necessary.

The company furnishes a room, draw-

ing board, pencils, paper, 1-45 deg. tri-

angle, one 30x60 deg. triangle, I tri-

angular boxwood scale, curves, pro-

tractors, etc. These are loaned to the

apprentices until their apprenticeship ex-

pires, when they become their own prop-

erty. I send you photographs of both

classes. I think this covers the ground

quite thoroughly. Any other matters per-

taining to the general organization can

be obtained from Mr. Cross or Mr. Rus-

sell.

Aids to Self Help.

N. Y. C. APPRENTICE CLASS, OSWEGO, N. V.

young men who are employed in the vari-

ous shops, but is of material advantage

to the company. Writing on this im-

portant subject Mr. H. S. Ranch, drawing

instructor at Oswego, N. Y., says:

"The Drawing Class at Oswego was

started January 5, 1904, under the direc-

tion of Mr. W. O. Thompson, who was

at that time division superintendent of

motive power. Class meetings were held

once each week from 5 P. M. to 7 P. M.

Mechanical drawing was taught ; the

studies of parts embraced such drawings

as apprentices come in contact with in the

shops. The class was conducted along

these lines until November, 1906, wh 11

the apprentice class at Oswego became a

part of the New York Central Lines with

the apprentice system under the direction

of Mr. C. W. Cross, superintendent, and

Mr. W. B. Russell, assistant superintendent

of apprentices. At this time the courses

were changed to conform with the stand-

ard educational courses of the New York
Central Lines, which includes drawing

from models with the aid of a partially

drawn print, and a set of practical shop

problems in arithmetical form; these

problems are so arranged that a student

can advance as fast as he sees fit and is

not held back by the slower pupils.

The models which are used in the draw-

ing courses are car and locomotive parts,

tools and tool jigs; in fact, all parts of

machinery which will be likely to come
under the observation of a mechanic in

the regular order of shop work. We have

7 to 9 A. M., and Class No. 2 meets

Wednesday and Friday at the same hours.

Work on the shop problems is done at

Owing to the growing strictness of

railroad companies in requiring their

trainmen to pass examinations before

being promoted there is a constant de-

mand for aids to acquiring the infor-

mation necessary to the successful pass-

ing of examinations. No publication

ever offered to railroad men has been so

helpful as the "Railroad Men's Cate-

chism," published by the Angus Sin-

clair Company, price one dollar.

When railroad men go through the

mental drill that enables them to pass

an examination they generally begin

to look for books of an advanced char-

acter. To such men we commend the

study of "Twentieth Century Locomo-
tives," a book that has become a great

INSTRUCTION OF APPRENTICE CLASS AT OSWEGO, N. Y.

home, and handed in during the class favorite with railroad mechanical engi-

session for the instructor to check up; ueers. This book is full of advanced

if correct, they are filed until a certain information concerning the construc-

number are on hand, when they are tion and repairing of railroad rolling

handed back to the apprentice to become stock and contains more valuable infor-

his property; if they are not correct, mation than any book of its size.
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Correspondence School

Controller Handle Button.

By W. B. Kouwenhoven.

There arc two important automatic

protective devices on the trains of the

New York Subway, the button on the

controller handle and a device for open

ing the circuit-breakers in case of the

train breaking in two. The system oi

control employed on the Subway trains

is of the same type of control as that

used on the Manhattan elevated rail-

way, both roads belonging to the Inter-

borough system. This type was de-

scribed in our December, 1907, issue.

There is only one important difference

—the type M control used on the Sub-

way is equipped with a device which

makes its operation automatic. This

makes it possible for a Subway' motor-

man to throw his controller handle to

the full multiple position at the start,

and the contactors will automati-

cally notch themselves up to that posi-

tion.

The button on the controller handle,

or the "dead man's handle" as it is

sometimes called, performs two func-

tions, one is to complete the train line

circuits and the other is to operate an

emergency brake attachment. For sake

of clearness we may say that in this

article the circuits that supply electric

power to the electro-magnets of the

contactors throughout the train are- re-

ferred to as the train line or train line

circuits, and the system of piping that

extends through the train for the air

brake system is referred to as the train

pipe.

When the motorman presses down
the button on the controller handle it

closes two contacts inside the controller

drum, which complete the circuits for

the train line, and thus supplies elec-

tric energy to the electro-magnets of

the contactors. These contactors handle

the heavy current supplied to the mo-
tors. If, while the train is in opera-

tion, the motorman should release his

grip on the controller handle, the but-

ton would immediately rise and thus

open the two contacts referred to above.

These contacts being open, cut off the cur-

rent which flows to the solenoids that op-

erates the contactors, and they open, thus

cutting off the supply of current to the

motors. The train, however, would
coast ahead if it was not for the emer-

gency brake valve, which here comes
into play.

The emergency brake attachment

consists of an emergency brake valve

placed on the right hand side of the

controller drum and shown in our half-

tone illustration and in detail in the line

engraving. From the upper part of

this valve a small pipe leads to a valve

known as a pilot valve which is situated

inside the controller drum. The
emergency brake valve or main valve

as it is sometimes called is divided into

two parts by a piston, which is connect-

ed to a valve opening to the atmos-

phere, this valve being placed at the

bottom of the main valve. The train

pipe connects directly to the space be-

low the piston, and the space above the

piston is connected to the pilot valve
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sibly be as swift and certain in its

action as that which is ensured by the

simple slackening of the grasp of the

motorman's hand.

In case of local derangement such

as, if the controller handle should jam
or stick so that it was impossible to

turn it to the off position, the motor-

man has only to release the button and

the train would automatically come to

a safe stop.

To illustrate what a similar device

would be like if applied to a locomotive

and just for sake of illustration, suppose

that a button or knob held out by a spring

had been placed in the end of the throttle

lever, and that a spring was placed on the

upper disc of the throttle tending to keep

it closed. Then suppose that instead of

having the throttle bolted directly to the

throttle-rod, as is customary, it had a

catch operated by the button or knob.

With such an arrangement as long as the

engineer held the button in, this catch will

engage the throttle-rod and the valve

would follow the movements of the throt-

tle-lever. But if the engineer released the

button, the catch would disconnect the

throttle-rod from the throttle and the

spring on the upper disc of the throttle

valve would close it, thus shutting off the

supply of steam to the cylinders. This ar-

rangement would correspond to the open-

ing of the two contacts inside the control-

ler drum which open the contactors, thus

cutting off the electric power from the

motors. Besides having the button oper-

ate the catch, further suppose that it also

operates a valve in the train pipe of the

brake system. The opening of this valve

would apply the brakes. As long as the

button was held in by the engineer on

this supposed apparatus the valve would

remain closed, but on releasing the button

it would open this valve and apply the

brakes, thus stopping the train. This sec-

ond attachment would correspond to the

pilot valve of the controller drum. A de-

vice of this kind is not necessary on a

steam locomotive because there are two
men together on the engine, but it serves

to illustrate how such an attachment

would operate.

In addition to the "dead man's han-

dle" the circuit breaker on each motor
car is held in the closed position by a

solenoid called a retaining coil, which

is energized through the train line from
the control circuit in the cab, where
the motorman is. If the train should

break in two the train line circuit would
be disconnected, and the retaining coils

would be de-energized, thus causing the

circuit breaker to open. This would
cut off the power supply to the motors.

Not only would these breakers open,

but the train pipe of the air brake sys-

tem would also be broken and the es-

cape of compressed air would apply the

brakes and bring the train quickly and
safely to rest.

Elements of Physical Science.

X. HYDRAULICS.

Hydraulics treats of liquids in motion.

It shows how water is used as a moving
powei, and also describes the various ma-
chines used for raising liquids. It will

be readily observed that the velocity of a

stream of water flowing through an orifice

depends on the distance of the opening

below the surface of the liquid. This ve-

locity is equal to that which is acquired

by a body falling the same distance.

For example, in a reservoir full of wa-

ter three orifices made at the depths of

16, 64, and 144 feet, the liquid would
issue from them with velocities of 32,

64, and 96 feet per second, such as would

be the velocity of a body falling through

the different distances named. These fig-

ures apply only so long as the liquid is

at the same height in the vessel. If the

vessel is not replenished, the pressure di-

minishes as the iiquid gets lower. It take?

twice as long to empty an unreplenished

vessel through a given orifice, as it would

for the same quantity of water to escape

Tracn "Rpe
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if the liquid were kept at its original level.

The ancient Romans measured time by
the flow of water through an orifice. The
instrument was called the Clepsydra, or

Water Clock. It was usually made of

transparent substances with a hole in the

bottom that would allow the water to

run out in a certain time. A scale of

lines marked on the side of the vessel at

different levels, indicated the periods or

hours of the day. The divisions were
necessarily largest at the top of the scale.

Although this instrument served for gen-

eral purposes it was not correct, as water

varies in rapidity according to the tem-

perature and density of the atmosphere.

It may be noted that different liquids

escape through openings at different ve-

locities. Mercury flows faster than wa-
ter, while alcohol has a slower motion

than water. The volume flowing through

an orifice may also be increased by heat-

ing the liquid. Heat lessens the cohesion,

and enables liquids to flow more rapidly.

It may be added that the friction of water

against the sides of pipes has a consider-

able retarding effect on the velocity of the

current, so that an allowance amounting

to 50 per cent, is usually added to pipes

in excess to what would be sufficient if

the clement of friction was left out. It

will be observed that the velocity of

streams is always considerably less near

the banks. The windings of streams also

retard their velocity. In a straight course

a fall of three inches to a mile will give

a river a velocity of about three miles

an hour. A fall of three feet in a mile

will give the impetuosity of a torrent.

The tide, as is well known, is caused

by the attraction of the sun and moon
acting on the water on the earth, as

water being a movable body it yields to

the force of attraction. The effect of the

sun and moon on the tides is readily seen

when these bodies act on the same line

which happens at every new and full

moon, the tides are highest, and are called

Spring tides. When sun and moon act

at right angles, the tides are lowest, and

are called Neap tides.

WATER WHEELS.

Running water is very useful as a mov-
ing power, causing wheels to revolve by

its momentum, and so setting machinery

of various kinds in motion. There are

four kinds of water wheels, the under-

shot, where the lowest float-board of the

wheel is immersed in water, and the cur-

rent striking against several of the lower

boards carries the wheel around. The
overshot wheel is furnished with a num-
ber of buckets on its rim. A stream is

made to fall on the wheel from above

The weight of the water and also the

force with which it falls causes the wheel

to revolve. As the wheel turns the buck-

ets empty themselves. Much power is

saved by this form of water wheel. The
breast wheel is also furnished with apart-

ments on the rim, and the water strikes

the wheel about the centre. This species

of wheel ranks between the overshot and

undershot in efficiency. The turbine, in-

stead of being set vertically, is horizontal.

To the centre of the wheel an upright pipe

is fixed through which the water de-

scends. To the inner rim of the wheel is

fitted a fixed cylinder divided into apart-

ments, the wheel itself being divided into

similar apartments but running in the op-

posite direction. The fixed cylinder is

connected with the base of the upright

tube. The water from the pipe filling the

apartments in the fixed cylinder is dis-

charged into the corresponding apartments

of the wheel which moves and allows the

water to escape after having spent its

force in moving the wheel. Where a

great height can be secured a small body
of water will produce an enormous force

by using this form of wheel.

In recent years the use of this form of

wheel in driving dynamos has been very

successfully introduced in the vicinity of

Niagara Falls.
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Eminent Engineers.

IV. THOMAS SAVERY.

Thirty years after the death of the

Marquis of Worcester, a marked improve-

ment comes into the history of the steam

engine. Captain Savory was evidently

a seafaring man, but of his history we
know little. He was the author of a

pamphlet describing a scheme for rowing
ships in a calm. lie secured a patent

but it seemed at that time it was neces-

sary to have the endorsement of the gov-

ernment before any radical experiment

looking towards marked improvements
could be made. The English government
officials in the seventeenth century must
have been wofully dull in engineering.

Savery submitted to the Navy Department

a working model of his engine in a

wherry, a kind of boat where 16 men
could act as rowers, sometimes assisted

by a sail if the wind was favorable.

Savery's engine consisted of a steam

boiler, the steam acting upon a number of

reciprocating pistons. The piston rods

were furnished with teeth which acting

on a series of racks turned wheels in the

water on the same principle as the paddle

wheels of later inventions. It worked

admirably, but the naval committee dis-

approved of it.

Sir Isaac Newton was then president

of the Royal Society, and brought Savery

to the personal attention of King William,

who encouraged Savery in his inventions.

The inventor shortly afterwards ex-

hibited his most important improvement

in steam engineering before the Royal So-

ciety. This was in 1699. He named hi*

invention "The Miner's Friend." Its sule

purpose was for raising water, and con-

sisted of a series of receivers which when
filled with water, steam from a boiler was
allowed to flow in and the water was

thus forced through connecting pipes to

higher levels. A system of valves readily

controlled the flow of steam or water.

When the receiver was emptied of water

and full of steam a cooling process created

a vacuum and by a system of piping, the

water from another receiver was raised

still higher, and this alternate emptying

and refilling of the receivers was pro-

longed at pleasure. It was the most suc-

cessful scheme of water raising from

mines or into public and private buildings

hitherto attempted. He also carried his

scheme further by first raising a body of

water and then allowing the water to fall

on a water-wheel and so produce rotary

motion.

In his published pamphlets he gives

minute directions for the erection of his

engine, but of the dimensions he says

little. The furnace was so contrived that

the flame took a turn or two round each

of the boilers. The greatest boiler mad?
under his superintendence was 30 inches

in diameter. The fire-place was 15 inches

by 20 inches, but from this limited gen-

erating space he raised water in a thrpe

inch pipe to a height of 60 feet. The
most ingenious part of his contrivance

was the continuance of the current of

water raised during the period of r<

plenishing his boiler. This was accom-

plished by the use of a second boih r of

smaller dimensions, the pressure of which

by a series of pipes and valves kept up

the pressure during the intermittent

changes on the action of the larger

boiler.

This cumbrous contrivance continued in

operation for many years, and while there

has been some variety of opinion in re-

gard to Savery's claim to orig'nality, there

is but one opinion in regard to the use-

fulness, the power, and in many respects

the beauty of the invention, and if his

contrivances are merely considered as a

clever adaptation of other existing ideas,

the results were such as to mark a mind
of the very highest order in mechanical

engineering. It is gratifying to know
that King William did not lose sight of

the inventor.

Questions Answered
CHECK VALVE ON TOP OF BOILER.

(7) J. W. M., Carbondale, Pa.,

writes : In your January issue there is on

the facsimile of your educational chart

No. 9, of the consolidation engine, a

boiler check on top of the boiler back of

the smokestack. Will you please say what

are the advantages of this form of check?

A.—This is the Phillip's double boiler

check valve made by the Nathan Manu-
facturing Company, of New York. Some
of the advantages claimed for this form

of check are, it is in a comparatively pro-

tected position and in case of collision or

other accident might not be as readily

knocked off as check valves placed on the

side of the boiler. There is a • safety

check valve inside which is intended to

close automatically in case of any part

of the body of the device is broken. The
valves being on top of the boiler and not

coming in constant contact with water

are said to wear longer than where
water from within the boiler can get

at them. Either or both passages from

the delivery pipes can be shut off when
desired and one or both check valves

can be ground in or repaired without

blowing off steam. See detailed de-

scription in another column.

E. T. BRAKE EQUIPMENT.

(8) J. W. M., Indianapolis, Ind.,

writes : I had the following experience

with the E. T. equipment : When the

brake valve was moved to service posi-

tion and a reduction made, and the han-

dle then returned to lap position, the

engine brakes would release, no matter

how large or how small the reduction

was. The distributing valve was very

dirty. It was cleaned and put back, but

thing hap -.k the H.5

brake valve apart and cleaned and oiled

it; the equalizing piston was very much
gummed up. After this was cleaned and
put together again it worked all right.

What I want to know is, What was the

I —A. With the E. T. equipment

there must be leakage from the applica-

tion chamber to exhaust off the brakes.

It is likely that when you put the brake

valve together you applied a new rubber

gasket between the pipe bracket and

valve, thereby overcoming a leakage to

the atmosphere through this gasket.

After some service this gasket becomes

more or less oil soaked, which renders

it porous and leaky.

BRAKES SET TOO SOON.

(9) L. B., Salem, 111., writes: We
have had some trouble with an engine,

and the trouble is with the brakes. The
triple is all O. K. and the brake valve

is all right, and the packing leather in the

cylinders gets air properly when the en-

gine stands alone, but when the engine

is on the train the engine brakes will

set. We have tried everything but have

not found the trouble yet. There is no

water in the main reservoir and we have

tried all leaks in train line.—A. If the

triple valve is in good condition and the

engine is coupled to the train with a re-

duced auxiliary reservoir pressure, as it

should be, that is by making two or three

service applications without recharging,

the triple valve will be forced to release

position as soon as the brake pipe pres-

sure is increased beyond that in the aux-

iliary. The brake might reapply due to

an enlarged feed groove, or a wrong triple

valve used on an auxiliary reservoir, or

from a brake pipe leak if the supply

through the feed valve is irregular. If

the reservoir and brake pipe are both

charged without forcing the triple valve

to release position, the brake pipe pres-

sure must have passed the packing ring

on the triple piston. On the light engine

and short brake pipe the rise in brake

pipe pressure at the time of release is

quite rapid, and a triple valve with a

poorly fitted ring will be forced to re-

lease while the increase in brake pipe

pressure, when coupled to the train, is

comparatively slow, which will allow

some time for air to leak past the ring

and charge the reservoir. Where there

are no facilities for testing the triple

valve, the ring can be tested by placing

some obstruction about J4 of an inch

wide above the triple piston which will

prevent the feed groove from opening,

then by replacing the cap and opening

the stop cock slowly, to avoid bending the

piston, packing ring, leakage will be free

to escape at the reservoir bleeder cock.

If an air gauge, a T 4-in. nipple and socket,

can be secured, the leakage in pounds per

minute can be determined. After remov-
ing the obstruction the feed groove can
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be tested; with the proper sized triple

valve and reservoir, the gauge should

show 70 lbs. in from 60 to 85 seconds

after the stop cock is opened.

BOILES WASHING.

(10) B. I. G, Huron, So. Dak., writes:

I would like to learn the best and

quickest method of cooling and wash-

ing boilers in a bad water district. In

one engine house I visited recently they

open the blow-off cock 'just as soon as

the engine gets into the house and blow

the water all out, then take out the

plugs and go ahead washing. On one

road they first blow the steam off

through the syphon cock, then full the

boiler through the syphon cock up to

the whistle, then take out a plug in the

water leg and keep the water going

through the boiler until the boiler is

cooled off, then take out the plugs and

the boiler is ready for washing. The
object is to cool the boiler uniformly.

—

A. Cooling" the boiler gradually and uni-

formly is important. Some roads use

hot water to wash out with, but where

this is not done a good way is to fill up

the boiler as high as convenient with

both injectors, after the fire is out, this

helps to reduce the steam pressure;

then blow off the steam. Take down a

tender hose and attach the shop hose

by a convenient coupling to the suction

pipe of the injector and keep water

flowing into the boiler through the

injector and its pipes. Open the blow-

off cock so as to let about as much
water out as goes in. Cold water is

thus introduced into a full boiler of hot

water at a point not close to the fire

box, and this process can be kept up

until the boiler is sufficiently cool.

Then shut off the water, open wide the

blow-off cock and take out a plug or

two to hasten the outflow, and proceed

with the washing. In this connection it

may be mentioned that when putting

the wash out plugs back in place before

filling up, smear them with a little of

Dixon's Graphite grease ; this will make
them come out easily and quickly next

time the boiler has to be washed out.

AIR PUMP TEST.

(11) H. M., Fort Scott, Kan., asks: Is

there any appliance made or can one be

made in order to test air pumps to see

if they are still furnishing enough air

for their size? It seems to me there

should be something of this kind in use

so when an air pump got below a certain

standard it could be removed before it

caused an engine failure and still use it

as long as there was good service in it.

We have a great many pumps reported

when in reality it is the fault of the train

pipes.—A. Yes. A very good shop test

to determine the capacity of an air pump
was described in the September issue of

Railway and Locomotive Engineering,

page 417. It consisted principally of a

number of reservoirs, to which the air

brake hose at the rear of the tender could

be coupled. The condition of the air

cylinder of a pump can be ascertained by

pumping up the pressure and removing

the air cylinder head. Then run the

pump slowly. Any leak past the packing

rings can be detected and the condition

of the air passages and back leakage from

the main reservoir can be noted. The

lift of the air valves is of more conse-

quence than is generally supposed, espe-

cially when working against a high air

pressure. The pump should be removed

from the engine for inspection at certain

periods. The time the pump is allowed

to remain on a locomotive should depend

upon the class of service it is used in.

If for any reason the pump cannot be re-

moved it should be subjected to a rigid

inspection, which should include all of

the movable parts.

Loss of Our Friend the Atom.

Nearly all intelligent enginemen and

many others who have studied the

principles of combustion are familiar

with the Atomic Theory of matter.

This theory teaches that all bodies or

substances are made up of molecules,

and molecules are made up of atoms.

All chemical changes are changes in

the arrangement of the atoms, and the

combined weights of the elements are

the relative weights of their atoms.

Chemistry has shown that there are

about seventy elementary substances

constituting the earth, water and air,

and that -elements cannot be subdivided

sufficiently to produce any other ele-

ment. Thus, no matter how finely oxy-

gen, the life-giving element of nature,

may be broken up by chemical or elec-

trical processes, nothing but oxygen

atoms will be found. The same with

the elements hydrogen, iron, gold, sil-

ver, mercury, etc.

Dr. Dalton, of Manchester, England,

discovered what is known as the law

of multiple proportions, that is the

proportions in which elements unite to

form different compounds. Dalton as-

sumed: I. That- all matter consists of

ultimate and unchangeable particles or

atoms. 2. That atoms of the same ele-

ment have a uniform weight, but that

in different elements they have differ-

ent weights. 3. That the combining

numbers of chemistry represent these

relative weights. 4. That between these

different atoms there are attractions

which unite them into chemical com-
pounds.

The science of chemistry has been

developed to a great extent upon this

theory that the atom represented the

ultimate condition of any element.

Some theorists held that all matter

must have developed from a single ele-

ment, probably hydrogen, but nothing

was produced to sustain or support

that theory.

The ordinary investigator into the

constitution of matter was contented to

repose with confidence upon the atomic

theory until the discovery of radium

and its marvels which upset many of

the theories and threw doubt upon
chemical discoveries. Experiments

with radium seem to show that the

atom is composed of smaller particles

called electrons or corpuscles.

A most amazing statement follows

to the effect that the corpuscle is noth-

ing but a disembodied electrical dis-

charge. That a corpuscle contains

nothing material, being electricity,

which is merely a form of force. Ac-
cording to the latest discoveries—not

theories, the corpuscle is a disembodied

electrical charge, containing no matter,

and is the term which will be employed
to designate this ultimate of which all

so-called matter is probably composed.

We are sorry for our old friend the

atom, which has been robbed of its

identity by that unscrupulous brigand

radium. Until more discoveries are

made and the new discoveries are ren-

dered more intelligible, we will con-

tinue to make our chemical formulas

according to the discredited atomic

theory of matter, for it is convenient,

a thing that cannot be said about elec-

trons corpuscles.

Why Piston Rods Break.

In nine cases out of ten where piston

rods are broken the fracture occurs

through the keyway and is caused by
injudicious driving of the tapered key.

An examination at the fracture will

generally show that the bit was only at

the end of the taper and at the shoul-

der, caused by driving the key hard

enough to stretch the material of the

rod at its weakest point, which is the

location of the keyway. The crosshead

key has so slight a taper that the rod

can be broken by driving it too hard.

A little intelligent care in driving pis-

ton rod keys would prevent many of

the breakages that entail serious dam-
age to other parts.

G. T. R. Improves Stratford Shops.

The Grand Trunk Railway Company
are making extensive additions to their

Stratford shops. A machine and erect-

ing shop 616 ft. long by 175 ft. wide
is being put up, and a boiler shop 154

ft. long by 135 ft. wide is being added.

The buildings are being built on con-

crete foundations and the walls are of

reinforced concrete.

Call on a business man at business

times only, and on business ; transact

your business and go about your busi-

ness.

—

Duke of Wellington.
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Air Brake Department

Cleaning Locomotive Triple Valves.

This subject and some of the follow-

ing expressions may appear rather old.

but there are young and inexperienced

air brake repair men coming on contin-

ually, and probably always will be.

The present standard types of triple

valves will soon be a thing of the past

and everybody interested in their prop-

er maintenance should be perfectly

familiar with their construction and op-

eration before attempting to keep in

repair the later types of triple and

distributing valves. The Air Brake

Men's Association has for a numbi 1

of years strongly advocated the re-

moval of triple valve from cars and lo-

comotives for cleaning, repairing, and

testing.

The Westinghouse Company also

recognizing the desirability of remov-

ing the valves, has so designed their

later types of triple valves, excepting

those of the type K, quick service, that

they can be removed, and replaced with

Others, without breaking any pipe con-

nections, which is done by making all

of the pipe connections to the brake

cylinder head or triple valve bracket

as the case may be.

The air pressure for operating the

triple valve is delivered through parts

in the cylinder head which correspond

with those in the triple valve, the

valves are known as the "pipeless"

type and the only joint broken when
removing them is the body gasket.

No matter how necessary, or desir-

able it is to remove a triple valve for

cleaning or testing, there are certain

times in almost every engine house,

when this cannot be done, owing to the

short space of time the engine is to re-

main in the house, and to the lack of

material to make the change, and when-

ever it is necessary to clean the triple

valve without removing it, a compe-

tent man should do the work.

Assuming that a quick action triple

valve under the tender is to be cleaned

the triple valve should be cut out, the

reservoir bled, and the graduating

stem nut loosened before removing the

cylinder cap; it may save a trip to the

vise bench or the necessity of replac-

ing the cap for the purpose of loosen-

ing the nut. If a small quantity of coal

oil is put on the part of the bolts ex-

tending through the nut, the nut will

come off much easier and probably

save a few minutes time in removing

the cap.

After the piston and slide vah 1 an

w-iihdrau n and placi d in a can of kern

sene, and a piece of oily cloth is rubbi 'I

around in the bushings, the union nut

should be disconnected and the check

valve case removed.

Particular attention should be given

to the emergency parts. The check

valve should, of course, have a bearing

on ils seat, the check valve spring

should be of eleven coils, and l-}4

ins. long. When any permanent set

shortens this to 1 \s ins, it is out of

standard and should be renewed; the

reason for this needs no explanation.

I hi iii of thi ton in the

guide is very important, and the result

of the piston sticking in the gu.

well known; it should revi ei ly in

lide. After finding out and know-

ing that these parts and the gaskets

are in good condition the strainer can

be cleaned and the lower parts put

togethei

I he triple piston and slide valve, and

the bushings in the -triple should then

I., wiped off, and the feed grooves

cleaned with a piece of hard wood.

It should be known, not guessed at,

that the packing ring has a good bcar-

THE DEERFIELD RIVER, NEAR CIIARLEMONT, MASS., ON THE BOSTON & MAINE.

The emergency valve used in the F-

36 or F-27 triple valves is 3^-g ins.

long and the stem i/$ of an inch in

diameter, that of the F-29 valve is 3%
ins. long and the steam 7/16 of an

inch in diameter; therefore, it will be

seen that the emergency valve of the

F-29 triple is shorter and heavier, and

these should be used in the triple

valves for which they are intended.

The short end of the valve can be

inserted in the emergency piston and

revolved with the thumb and finger

which will show if the valve is bent.

It should have a good rubber seated

gasket, and the opposite side of the

projection upon which it rests should

be examined, as there is frequently a

crack all the way around the stem

which may result in breakage and sub-

sequently in a detention.

ing and comes together neatly at the

ends when inserted in the cylinder. This

can be determined by entering the pis-

ton, holding the slide valve end in the

hand. Then rubbing the piston back and

forth a few times in the dry cylinder

the bearing of the ring will show. By
pushing the piston in as far as it will

go, and revolving it in the bushing a

bent piston will show, when the piston

and slide valve are then entered in the

regular way, the difference between

packing ring and slide valve friction

will be noticed. The slide valve spring

must not be too strong, and when the

ends are worn sharp enough to cut, or

catch on the bushing, the spring should

be renewed.

The slide valve should have a bear-

ing all over its face and be square and

sharp, at the edges of the wearing sur-
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face; if it is not, some particles of dirt

will work under the slide valve, which

would otherwise be pushed away by

the movement of the valve. The dirt

working under the valve will cause the

triple to require frequent cleaning. The

graduating valve can be tested in the

same manner that a gauge cock is usu-

ally tested for leakage by a machinist.

The depth of the exhaust cavity in

the face of the slide valve of an F-29

triple valve should not be less than %
of an inch, not less than 3/32 in the

F-27, nor less than 5/64 in the F-36.

The graduating springs must be ex-

amined, and that of the F-29 and F-27

triple valves should be 2}£ ins. long

and of 13J4 coils, that of the F-36, 2j4

ins. long and of 16 coils; the springs

should have no permanent set or be

distorted in any way and should be

stretched several times, lightly, to see

that they will again come back to the

proper length.

If the inspector finds all the parts in

good condition the valve and bushings

should be lubricated and the triple

valve be put together. The cylinder

cap gasket should be soft, and in good

condition, the graduating stem nut will

be the last to tighten.

From the foregoing it will appear as

if this would take up considerable

time, but it can be done very quickly,

and after the triple valve is cut in and

all the joints tight the brake should be

used in the emergency position several

times as well as the service. All joints

should be tested with a torch, and the

finger should be held over the exhaust

port for a few seconds.

A pretty fair test for a leaky triple

piston packing ring can be made by ap-

plying the brake with a service reduc-

tion, closing the stop cock in the cross-

over pipe, and reducing the auxiliary

reservoir pressure by means of the

bleeder cock. The small volume of

pressure between the stop cock and the

triple piston should force the triple to

release position if the ring is in good

condition, and no leakage exists. If it

is not forced to release, the pressure

bottled up has either passed the ring,

leaked to the atmosphere through a de-

fective gasket, or got into the brake cyl-

inder past the emergency valve.

If there is a little time left the feed

groove can be tested by attaching an

air gauge to the auxiliary reservoir.

This test sometimes proves to be good

practice, as wrongly used triple valves

have been discovered in this manner

which otherwise might have passed un-

noticed.

Inspection of Locomotive Brakes.

The inspection of all air brake ap-

paratus on locomotives after each trip is

a matter that cannot be given too much

attention. That a thorough inspection be

made it is necessary that the inspector's

knowledge of air brake troubles, their

causes and effects, be of such a char-

acter as will enable him to readily detect

any weakness before it gives trouble.

Trouble' is easily detected after it has

entirely developed. In addition to thor-

ough inspection a good practice for better

maintenance is that of a systematic and

periodical test and cleaning of pumps,

triple valves, brake valves, air gauges, etc.

For instance, at such periods as con-

ditions of service may warrant give the

pump an efficiency test, which may be done

by designating a certain length of time

for the pump to raise the pressure to any

number of pounds according to the vol-

ume into which the air is compressed or

by establishing a constant leakage for

the pump to maintain against a certain

pressure at a reasonable number of

strokes per minute. A very reliable test

is, allow a leakage through a hole 3/32

in. in diameter at a pressure of 70 lbs.,

the pump working 40 strokes per minute.

Then remove the air valves and thorough-

ly clean all scale and gum from them with

gasoline or kerosene. The result will

be that not only will you have an ef-

ficient pump, but a systematic record

showing its reliability.

The frequent cleaning and oiling of

triple valves will ensure properly acting

triples and eliminate a great amount of

undesired quick action. An air gauge in-

dicating incorrect pressures may cause

serious delay on account of sticky brakes

because of no excess pressure, although

it may be shown by the gauge. The dis-

covery by inspection of a missing cotter

key that would require five minutes to

replace is a desirable thing. This key

if not replaced usually results in a pin

or bolt working out of place, letting down

a brake beam to be torn off, which not

only delays a train but requires a new

brake beam and considerably more than

five minutes to apply, resulting in an in-

creased cost of brake maintenance.

There are so many delays, accidents,

and so much cost saved by thorough and

systematic inspection that it does not seem

possible to ignore its importance.

Waste in the Independent Brake Valve.

On a new engine equipped with the

E. T. brake, trouble was experienced

with the brake staying on except when

the handle of the independent brake

valve was in full release position.

After taking the brake valve apart a

piece of waste was found to be holding

the rotary valve of the independent brake

valve away from its seat in such a man-

ner as to allow air to leak into the ap-

plication cylinder pipe; also the waste was

blocking the port leading to the automatic

brake valve, which accounts for not being

able to get the brake off with the auto-

matic brake valve.

The remarkable part of the matter is

where did the waste come from.

Cutting Tools.

Among the many changes that have

occurred in the application of ma-

chinery to machine construction and

repair, there are none that have con-

tributed more to make possible the per-

fection of detail in the mechanism of to-

day than the improvement in the qual-

ity of material of which the cutting

tools are composed. To those whose

memories can run back to what may

be called the early days of the loco-

motive, it would seem as if new metals

had been discovered, and in some re-

spects this is the case, for the steel

of fifty years ago was as pig iron com-

pared to the steel of to-day.

In nothing is this more apparent than

in the amount and quality of work that

is now being done on turning lathes.

We have had occasion from time to

time to describe the rapid progress

made in this important department of

machinery, and we confess that our de-

scriptions have hardly kept pace with

the vast strides of recent years. Turn-

ing the tires of locomotive wheels is.

perhaps one of the hardest tests to

which any machine could be put. The

metal is of the hardest and toughest

When worn the steel has by the se-

verest kind of usage changed its con-

sistency to a degree of brittleness and

hardness that seems impenetrable.

These qualities are augmented by

patches of a calcined quality that seems

as strangely mixed as a chilled meteor-

olite that has apparently fallen from

some far-off planet, yet our steel

manufacturers have found means to

produce metals from which cutting

tools can be forged that will strip the

worn rims half an inch deep at the rate

of twenty feet per minute, and leaves a

surface which can be smoothed in one

cut of the finishing tool.

The massiveness and solidity of the

machines have contributed to this im-

portant result, and added to this is the

fact that nearly all of the new rail-

road shops are furnished with their

machinery set on heavy foundations on

the solid earth. The destructive

element of vibration is thereby elimi-

nated, and the old rattletrap machines

rumbling like a thunderstorm in the

Catskill Mountains are happily lapsing

into silence. The gatherings at the

grindstone are mere memories, and the

element of durability seems to have

entered into the composition of the

modern cutting tools.

Recreation is intended for the mind

as whetting is to the scythe. He, there-

fore, that spends his whole time in

recreation is ever whetting, never mow-

ing, and he that always toils and never

recreates is always mowing, never whet-

ting.—Bishop Hall.
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Patent Office Department

SPARK AND CINDER DEVh I

Mr. S. Benson, Chicago, 111., has patent-

ed a spark and cinder eliminating device,

No. 846,448. The device may be applied to

all steam generators in which exhaust

steam is used to force the draught. The

object is to automatically separate the

gases from the solid products of com-

bustion, and to return the latter to the

furnace to utilize their fuel energy. This

is attained by the application of centrifugal

force induced by the impact of the ex-

haust steam upon the smoke within a

fixed duplex turbine wheel, suitably con-

structed and arranged within the body of

the stack, which imparts a rapid horizontal

whirling movement to the gases escaping

through curved ports around the periphery

of the wheel, which is enclosed in a

casing. The smoke when thus centrif-

ugally filtered is pushed back inwardly

and escapes at the usual vent. The heav-

ier matter is driven into the slots pro-

vided in the outer casing. It is then

whirled downward through the separating

also a rotary cleaner journalcd in posi-

tion for engaging with the screen and sim-

ultaneously rotating and cleaning the

REVOLVING SPARK ARRESTER.

screen, the cleaner having projections for

that purpose. A pulley and other means

rotate the cleaner and screen.

CAR TRUCK.

A car truck has been patented by Mr.

W. E. Amberg, Chicago, 111., No. 870,607.

It comprises wheels and axles in combina-

tion with a transom having hinge mem-
bers upon its ends, spring brackets de-

pending from the ends of the transom,

side frame members extending from the

SPARK AND CINDER DEVICE.

chamber and tubular connections back

to the fire-box.

As is shown in the accompanying il-

lustration the outer stack or drum is about

the size of the sand-box or dome. No
netting or baffle plates are said to be

necessary. The draft is regulated by the

petticoat pipes, which are set low to

obtain a long drive column above the ex-

haust nozzle. The automatic action of

the turbine induces a rapid motion of the

cinders, and as all movement is in the

direction of least resistance, the sparks

and cinders readily and rapidly find their

way back into the fire-box.

SPARK-ARRESTER.

Mr. J. H. Hines, Philadelphia, Pa., has

patented an improved spark arresting de-

vice, No. 874,768. It embraces a locomo-

tive furnished with a smoke box, and a

smoke stack extending down into the

smoke box with its lower end extended.

There are brackets in the smoke box with

a rotary screen journaled in the brackets

with its periphery adjacent to the extend-

ed portion of the smoke stack. There is

NEW FORM OF CAR TRUCK.

axles and at their inner ends hinged upon

the transom, the side frame members hav-

ing arms extending beneath the ends of

the transom and springs interposed be-

tween the arms and brackets.

LUBRICATOR.

Messrs. W. and J. W. Leyland, New
York, N. Y., have patented a lubricator,

No. 873,319. It embraces a combination

of a lubricant receptacle having a common

LOCOMOTIVE LUBRICATOR.

conduit for the inlet of steam and the

gravitating outlet of oil and a tell-tale

sight consisting of a screw plug fitted to

ip of the receptacle and having a

1 umiiiunicating passage. There is alio a

glass tube fitting in a bore in the plug and

communicating with the passage therein,

the plug being formed with sight openings

exposing the glass tube in part, and also

means for sealing the upper end of the

rjlass tube.

BOILER.

Mr. W. J. Ogan, Dayton, Ohio, has

patented a boiler, No. 874,423. It com-

prises a shell, a fire tube formed of upper

and lower curved plates within the shell,

one end of the fire tube terminating in a

bell-shape, means for supporting the bell

end within the shell, a fire box to which

the other end of the fire tube is connect-

ed, and a series of water tubes extending

across the fire tube throughout its length.

PISTON AND PACKING.

Mr. M. H. Sullivan, Poughkeepsie,

N. Y., has patented a piston and piston

packing, No. 873,806. The piston has an

annular circumferential channel, with a

PISTON AND PISTON PACKING.

bull ring in the channel, and also a similar

channel in its outer side. There are

screws carried by the piston to adjust the

bull ring, and a carrier ring in the chan-

nel of the bull ring. There is a stop ele-

ment extending across the open side of

the ring r-hich is secured to one end por-

tion of the ring and slidably secured to

the other end portion of the ring to per-

mit contraction and expansion of the ring

Net on Locomotive to Catch Quail.

Engineers who run through the west-

ern part of Oklahoma tell some great

stories about the way in which quail

are killed by coming in contact with

their engines, and claim to have a

bunch of them on the pilot at the end

of every run.

One Choctaw fireman has evolved a

scheme to fix up a net on the front of

his locomotive and catch the birds as

they come against it.
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Engines for the Nickel Plate.

The New ifork, Chicago & St. Louis

Railroad, usually advertised as the

Nickel Plate line, has received a short

time ago a number of locomotives from

the Baldwin Locomotive Works. Six of

them are ten-wheel engines for passenger

service and three are consolidation en-

gines for freight service. Both types in-

shown in half-tone illustrations. Both

are equipped with ordinary balanced

slide valves and both have WalschaertS

valve gear.

The passenger engine has single ex-

pansion cylinders 20 x 26 ins., driving

wheels 72 ins. in diameter, and develop

a tractive effort of 24,670 lbs. In order

to have the motion as nearly as possible

in one plane and thus avoid the use

of rocker shafts, the steam chest cen-

is a steel easting, the sides of the yoke-

being 2V2 ins. wide by 1 7/16 ins. thick.

The bearings against the pedestal jaws
are curved to a radius of % in. The
clamping is effected by a large set

screw with 2'
4 in. thread. Should the

yokes become loose they are prevented

from falling by safety clips, bolted up.

This new design of pedestal binder is

shown in detail in our line engraving.

The equalization of weight is arranged

with inverted leaf springs between the

second and third pair of driving wheels,

while the frames are supported at t he-

rear by means of coil springs. These

features are common to both the pass-

enger and the freight engine.

The boiler of the 4-6-0 engine is of

the extended wagon top type, with two
rings in the barrel, the first being

The headlight bracket is bolted to the

smokebox door.

The tender is built to designs fur-

nished by tile railroad company. It

has a steel channel frame, carried on
archbar trucks, which are equipped

with triple elliptic springs and steel

bolsters. The tank has a deep water
bottom, with sloping floor in the fuel

space. The tank capacity is 6,500 gal-

lons and the fuel carried is 14 tons of

soft coal. Some of the principal di-

mensions are as follows:

Firebox—Length, 955^ ins.; width, 62J4 ins.;

depth, front, 65J4 ins.; depth, back, 50^
ins.

Water Space—Front, 4 ins.; sides, 4 ins.; back,
iVi ins.

Tubes—Material, iron; wire gauge, No.- 12; di-
ameter, 2 ins.

Engine Truck Wheels—Diameter, 33 ins.; jour-
nals, 5j^ by 12 ins.

Boiler—Working pressure, 200 lbs.

E. A. Miller, Supt. Motive Power.

ter lines are placed 3 ins. outside of

the cylinder center lines. The maxi-

mum width over the cylinder castings

is 9 ft. 10 ins. The combining lever is

placed back of the crosshead, the valve

rod guides are supported by a guide

bearer, and the valve rods are rect-

angular in cross section at the points

of support. A suitable crosstie, placed

between the first and second pairs of

driving wheels, supports the link

brackets and reverse shaft bearings.

and is braced to the guide bearer sheet

by two pieces of angle iron. The re-

turn cranks are of cast steel, secured

to the main crank pins by through

bolts. The radius rod hangers are

placed in front of the links, and only

one reverse shaft is employed.

The main frames are of cast steel,

with single wrought-iron front rails.

The pedestal binders in this design are

cast-steel yokes and cast-iron filling

pieces. This Baldwin pedestal binder

NEW YORK, CHICAGO & ST. LOUIS TEN-WHEEL OR 4-6-0 TYPE LOCOMOTIVE.
Baldwin Locomotive Works, Builders.

tapered. It has a diameter at the front

of 62 ins. The dome is placed on the

second ring, which has a welded seam
on the top, with an inside liner l/2 in.

thick and 88J4 ins. long. The center

line of the boiler is placed 9 ft. 9 ins.

above the rail. The grate is sloped

toward the front, and the depth from

the center line of the bottom row ot

tubes to the under side of the mud
ring is 24^ ins. The firebox is sup-

ported by sliding shoes in front and

a buckle plate at the rear. The heat-

ing surface is 2,600 sq. ft., made up of

133 in the firebox and 2,467 in the

tubes. There are 296 tubes each 16 ft.

long. The grate area is 41.8 sq. ft.,

which gives a heat absorbing surface

about. 62 times as large as the grate.

The cab is roomy and comfortable,

with one large window in each side.

Owing to . the height at which the

boiler is carried, the firing deck is

about on a level with the running boards.

Driving journals, 9 ins. by 12 ins.

Wheel Base—Driving, 15 ft. 3 ins.; total engine,
26 ft. 3 ins.; total engine and tender, 52 ft.

4^J ins.

Weight—On driving wheels, 113,700 lbs.; on
truck, 42,650 lbs.; total engine. 156,350 lbs.;

total engine and tender, about 285,000 lbs.

Tender—Wheels, diameter, 33 ins.; journals,

sVi by 10 ins.

The consolidation or 2-8-0 type are of

moderate weighl, with comparatively

large driving wheels, thus making them

suitable for fast freight service. They
can exert a tractive power of 27,700

lbs. The cylinders are 19 x 28 ins.,

driving wheels 62 ins. and 200 lbs. of

steam is the working pressure. The ad-

hesive weight is 148,950 lbs., that on

the engine truck is 18,650 lbs., thus

giving a total of 167,600 lbs., and with

the tender the total weight, comes up

to about 375,000 lbs.

In many respects these engines are

similar to the 10-wheel engines de-

scribed above. The cylinders are so ar-

ranged that the valve gear is in a ver-
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tical piano. In this engine t li e link

bearings are bolted to the guide yoke,

and the valve rods are driven from

crossheads which slide on suitable

guide--. The 1 rm of the reversing shaft,

which is connected to the reach rod,

points downward, but the gear is so

arranged that the block is in the lowei

half of the link when the engine is run

ning forward.

The leading driving wheels are equal-

ized with the engine truck, while the

remaining driving wheels are equalized

together by beams placed Over the

driving boxes and intermediate leaf

springs are used. The pedestal bind-

ers are similar to those used on the

10-wheel engines and which are shown
in our line cut. The frame crossties

include a substantial steel casting,

placed above the main driving pedes-

tals. This casting also serves as a

support for the front of the. firebox,

which is carried on buckle plates at

each end.

The boiler is of the extended wagon
top type and measures 64^ >ns. in

diameter at the smokebox end. There-

are 306 tubes, which being each 14

ft. io'6 ins. long, give a heating surface of

2,361 sq. ft. This added to 153 sq. ft.

contributed by the firebox gives a total

of 2,514 sq. ft. This is a little over

61 times the grate area, which is 41

•sq. ft.

The tenders are similar to those used

011 the passenger engine--, but they have

25 ft, j total engine and tender, ft, 5 yt
ins.

Firebox—Length, 05 ins.; width, 6i'/4 ins.;

dcnili, t t, f,;-
1

, ins, ; depth, back, ' in

Water Space Front, 4 ins.; sides, 3
1

.

back, 3 !
.- ins.

Tubes Material, iron; wire gauge, No. 11; di-

ameter, in

I

3
Ml I ULS OF PEDESTAL BINDER,

N. Y. C. & ST. L.

Engine Truck Wheels—Diameter, front, 32 ins.;

journals, 6 by 12 ins.

Tender—Wheels, diameter, a ins.; journals, 5

by 9 ins.

Economical Locomotive Handling.

Quite a representative body of local of-

ficials, engineers and firemen recently at-

tended a meeting at the Railroad Y. M.

C. A. at Boone, la., to hear Mr. W. H.

Bradley, assistant master mechanic of the

Chicago & North-Western, address them

en, How to take advantage of, and handle

a locomotive economically. His address

lake par) in thi 'I;
' ion, we print Mr.

Bi .i'll- adi 1 B. Our 1 olumn 1 are al-

open to practical men for thi

1 and to give their ex-

perieno

Mr. Bradley said: As this subject
1

with both engineer and fire-

man, the author deems it necessary to

nary trip on a modern
engine, as a fireman and as an engineer.

The fireman should first consult train

and bulletin hoard so that he would know
what engine and train he was going on,

an. I the special instructions that might

affect his train; he should be as familiar

\- ith all instructions as his engineer. He
liould ili" 'pair to his engine in plenty

' f time to do his work properly and in-

telligently, he should first know that he

has plenty of water in the boiler, that

h'ues and fire box are tight, and that his

fire is burning properly; he should know
1 hat the grates are straight and connected,

and ashpan clean; he should inspect

lamps and firing tools, and know that he

has everything needed for the trip; after

he has performed these duties he should

willingly assist his engineer in getting the

engine read}

This latter duty if faithfully performed

will be the means of teaching the fireman

many points that will be valuable to him

when the time comes for him to take

charge of a locomotive. When the en-

gine 1- ready to get out of the house the

fireman should he on the left seat box

lacing in the direction which the engine

E.

CONSOLIDATION LOCOMOTIVE FOR THE NICKEL PLATE.
A. Miller, Superintendent Motive Power. Baldwin Locomotive Works, Builders.

smaller tanks. The fuel capacity amounts

to 14 tons, and 5.500 gallons of water is

carried.

The following are the principal di-

mensions of the consolidation engine:

Driving Journals— Main. 9 by 11 ins.; other
ing journals. S r

j by 11 ins.

Wheel Base— Driving, 6 tt. 9 ins.; total engine,

was followed by an animated discussion

by the men, concerning the different

phases of the subject and the. causes that

lead up to and bring about engine fail-

ures, and how they can best be avoided.

The discussion was eminently practical

and with a view of permitting others to

is to be moved ; this will enable him to

keep watch for anything which does not

clear, or for anyone that is liable to per-

sonal injury. After he has taken a full

tank of water, and knows that he has

plenty of fuel, he should commence build-

ing his fire up gradually with two scoops
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of coal at a time so that when it is time

for train to start he will have the max-

imum steam pressure, and his fire will

be the required thickness for the work to

be performed. As train is started he

should know that the -bell is rung, and

while the train is being forced to the re-

quired speed, and reverse lever is hooked

toward center, he should feed the fire

often enough to keep the fire the required

thickness without putting on more than

3 or 4 scoops of coal at one time, swing-

ing the door between shovels ; when lever

is hooked up to the running notch the

fireman can now fire with more uniform-

ity and precision. Spacing the fires more

closely together, approaching a grade

where lever will be worked well forward

in quadrant, bearing in mind that he

should not increase the amount of coal

at each fire, but increase the number of

fires.

Vfter the summit of the grade is

which he is at liberty to enjoy a well

earned rest, but while doing so should de-

vote a part of his time to improving him-

self mentally, by reviewing his trip as

he surely made a mental note of the bad

effects on the locomotive, when certain

things were done contrary to instructions,

and the good effects when the work is

carried out according to instructions ; this

is the time to resolve to discontinue doing

that which produces the ill effect, and

doing literally, that which produces good

results. For the fireman who follows

these precepts I predict an engineer that

will be, able to take advantage of, and

handle a locomotive economically.

Now, after several years of faithful

service his turn comes for promotion, and

the Master Mechanic is proud to send

him in for the examination for engineer,

there will be no fear as to his not passing

the examination ; so we next find him

going out on the right hand side. He

FIG. 1. THE TWIN TUBE FLOATING, READY TO BE SUNK.

reached, and the lever is hooked back to

the running notch, he should lengthen the

space between fires ; he should also have

a supply of fuel on his fire in time' so

that he can be on his seat box going

around curves or passing through stations

where they do not expect to stop ; ap-

proaching a station where a stop has to be

made he should have his last charge of

coal on the fire far enough back, so that

the gases will be burned off, and the tem-

perature will be lowered enough to avoid

the escape of steam at the safety valve.

. So far as firing is concerned this prac-

tically is the regular routine, and should

be kept up until the completion of the

trip; when signals and tools should be put

away, and fire left in condition to last

until engine despatcher can take charge

of engine. He should now repair to the

round house and register correctly ; after

will know the engine, the train number

and the leaving time of his train, he will

be familiar with the time card, and bulle-

tin instructions.

He will be at his engine in plenty of

time to know that she is in condition for

the trip ; he will know that there is plenty

of water in the boiler, that the fire box

is free from leaks; that his injectors work

properly ; that the air pump will compress

the air to the required pressure, and that

the gauge registers these pressures cor-

rectly, that the brakes set and release,

and have standard piston travel.

He will know that rod cups are filled,

and that all holes where oil is used are

open so that oil can reach the bearings

;

he will know that set screws and bolts

are tight ; he will know that all lights are

burning properly; he will have the max-

imum main drum pressure before coup-

ling to train, and will make his light

engine movements with the independent

brake ; he will know that he has the

[.roper amount of supplies to make the

trip; he will see to it that the fireman

attends to his duties. When oiling he

will see too that he uses the oil judicious-

ly, and puts it where intended ; he will

know that he has the right, before point-

ing to the main track ; he will know that

he has charged and tested his brakes

properly ; he will know that he has suffi-

cient amount of water in the boiler, so

that he may be able to get his train well

under way before starting injector; he

will know that his fireman has his fire

in condition to pull out with, and before

starting he will know that he has the

slack of the entire train bunched to the

rear, so that when he starts the engine

without slipping the drivers will start

one car at a time; he will hook lever

up toward center one or two notches

at a time, as the train is forced into

speed, until lever is hooked up to where

engine will handle train at a speed that

is consistent with the load hauled.

He will feed the water to the boiler in

as near the amount that is being evapo-

rated as consistent, allowing boiler to

lose a certain amount when the strain is

greatest, as he knows he can regain the

amount lost, after he has tipped over the

summit of the grade; in preparing to

haul the maximum tonnage over the rul-

ing grade he will have the boiler moder-

ately full of water, so he can lose some

if necessary to keep the steam up to the

maximum ; he will not try to take a run

for a hill so far back that he will kill

Lis engine by working her out of steam

and water, before the hill is reached.

When he stops his train he will" do his

braking as instructed; by doing this he

will not have to explain why he pulled

nut a draw bar, and delayed an important

train.

If his engine developed an unusual

pound on the road, he will make an in-

spection in time to make repairs before

he has a breakdown, thereby avoiding an

engine failure, and saving himself double

work, that he would have to do if he had

tried to run the engine with loose bolts,

keys, or wedges down; he will scan the

monthly report and see to it that his per-

formance compares with the average, in

the consumption of coal and oil, as he

knows that he cannot be rated as an aver-

age engineer unless his standing is with

the average; in fact, he will handle the

supplies and property of the company

as if they were his own; he will have

time to consult with his fireman, with a

view of getting his cooperation to the

end that each trip will be a successful

one, bearing in mind that each man's rec-

ord is just what he makes it; this is in

the opinion of the writer the proper way

to take advantage of and handle a lo-

comotive economically.

\
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Subaqueous Tunnel at Detroit.

Work on the under water tunnel

which conneets the town of Windsor

in Canada with the city of Detroit in

tin United Slates goes on apace. In

our September, 1907, issue we gave a

very complete description of the whole

undertaking. In the November, 1907,

issue of Railway and Locomotive Engi-

i 1 sG the floating off of the prepared

tubes was shown, and we are now able

to present to our readers a view of the

twin tube sections preparatory to being

sunk and also a view of the tubes partly

submerged as one section was sunk into

place.

The tubes are made of steel plate Yt,

in. thick, and each is 23 ft. 4 ins. in

diameter. There are two tubes side by

side connected by steel diaphragms or

fins which extend out on all sides and

stiffen the tubes as well as holding them

together. The view of the tubes float-

ing on the water shows the wooden

sides which have been bolted to the

outer edges of the diaphragms.

The open ends of the tubes are

blocked up with wood so that both

tubes are filled with air. The four tanks

on top are filled with compressed air

and this, with the atmosphere in the

tubes and the wooden sides, keeps the

whole afloat. At each end of this novel

craft is a mast to assist in the correct

alignment of the tubes when they come

to be sunk, and the two upright tubes,

which look like the smoke pipes of a

steamer, are manhole tubes by which

workmen can get into the tunnel tubes

after they have been sunk in position.

The tubes floating on the Detroit river

are shown in Fig. I.

The other view shows the tubes in

the act of sinking to their final position

in the ditch which has been dredged

across the bed of the river. When the

tubes have been towed to a position on

the surface immediately above the line

of the subaqueous ditch, the sinking of

the tubes is accomplished by letting the

compressed air gradually out of the

tanks, which are carried on top. The
view, Fig. 2, shows the tubes in the act

of settling down, one end being per-

mitted to go down a little ahead of the

other. When the tubes are in place the

tops of the manhole tubes will still be

above the surface a few feet, like the

smoke stacks of a steamer sunk in com-

paratively shallow water.

The whole enterprise has been a not-

able one, and the methods by which the

work has been carried on are exceed-

ingly ingenious. The tunnel will be on

the line of the Michigan Central Rail-

road, and trains will eventually be

hauled through by electric locomotives.

When this is done the car ferries,

which have plied between Windsor and

Detroit in summer and in winter for so

in. 1 n ) fi : 1
ill I"- supei eded by an

uninterrupted a • hii h will be opi

at all t i 1 1 1 1 3 and unaffected by river

traffic, storms, ice or the flow of the

river.

A New Rotary Engine.

In the Sibley College laboratories the

final perfecting work is now bring done

on a new steam engine which will prob-

ably fill an important place in the en-

gineering world. This engine promises

to be the first practical rotary engine

put on llii market, and the final ex-

comotive attached to a heavy train ren-

ders turbines and roiary engines use-

less without tin: addition of clutches or

other apparatu luce high trac-

tive effort, anil such things are likely

to be troiiJ on a locomotive.

We should ad\i-> those interested in

the rotary engine to make certain that

it can do stationary work substantially

before venturing into the railroad field.

Departmental Co-operation.

I he fact that money and tin

and i- losl 1' the want of co-operation

FIG. --. ACTIVE WORK. TWIN TUBE BEING SUNK INTO POSITION.

(Photo. Courtesy of Scientific American.)

periments now being made indicate its

practical use for marine purposes, with

the added possibility of application to

locomotive and other work.

The above paragraph is cut from a

marked paper sent to us from Cornell.

So many ingenious inventors have

worked vainly to develop a practical

rotary engine that we are pleased to

ONE OF THE M. C. R. R. CAR FERRIES.

find that such an engine has at last been

perfected or is in the way of being

made a success. We wish, however, to

caution all the persons interested in

this invention to refrain from using it

as a locomotive until reliable starting

appliances have been perfected. The
immense power necessary to start a lo-

between railroad departments was brought

clearly before the members of the Central

Railroad Club in a paper recently read

by Mr. Dexter C. Buell of Chicago. The
title of the paper was "Some Joint Prob-

lems of the Mechanical and Operating

Departments of a Railroad." The work

of these two departments, Mr. Buell said,

is so closely allied that in order to obtain

the best results the various officials of one

must work in harmony with those of the

other.

First of all, there was the question of

the purchase of power and equipment, and

the speaker held that it is safe to say that

in many instances where power has been

bought without giving the officials who

must use it a chance to be heard, ex-

penditures out of all proportion to the

gain from increased train haul have been

made in order to keep this power in ser-

vice. The same is true to a less extent

as regards equipment. Ideas can be

gained by getting several representative

men among those who will have to use

and repair this equipment to pass upon the

plans.

Just here we may remark that the

view expressed by Mr. Buell was put in
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practical form some time ago by Mr. J.

E. Mulfeld of the B. & O., who bought

a sample engine, the first one of a large

order, and asked for the official criticism

of the engine and its work, by a committee

composed of all ranks. An account of

this may be found in our March, 1906,

issue, page 1 12.

Mr Buell remarked on the subject of

power distribution on a railway that to

properly assign the power the interests

of the mechanical department must be

considered as well as those of the operat-

ing department. A large number of rail-

roads would be well repaid by making a

thorough reassignment on a basis that in-

cluded the needs of the mechanical as well

a 5 those of the operating people.

Any tonnage rating that will not allow

tra ; ns to get over the road in a reasonable

length of time is not only unfair but un-

economical. On the other side, careless

roundhouse work has as bad an effect as

too heavy a tonnage rating because it does

not allow dispatchers to get trains over

the road as they should.

The speaker next dealt with the buying

of coal. He said that what might be ideal

from the purchasing agent's standpoint

might be very uneconomical under certain

operating conditions. The handling of

company's material is also a subject where

co-operation is essential if economical re-

sults are to be obtained. In practice some
one is always out of something he thinks

he wants in a hurry. Much of the

"emergency" handling of company's ma-
terial could be avoided if only real and

undoubted emergencies were permitted

and when such real emergencies arose the

operating department would make every

concession necessary to meet the situation.

He instanced the almost proverbial

apathy of the yardmaster under these cir-

cumstances. This is particularly true in

rush times or when a yard is congested.

Company's material is often buried in a

yard and absolutely no attempt is made
to switch it out and place it for unload-

ing.

The one thing, aside from engine fail-

ures, that an operating official is most
ready to criticize the mechanical depart-

ment for is the bad order car situation;

yet in many cases a car foreman can

get practically no help from a yard-

master in handling such cars, or in

keeping repair tracks properly set and
pulled and having cars spaced so the

work can be done expeditiously.

Dealing with the situation out on the

road Mr. Buell said the most common
cause of friction between the two depart-

ments is over engine failures. It seems
that the only way to handle this fairly is

to formulate a set of rules defining just

what will be charged as engine failures.

This to be agreed upon by proper officials

of both departments, and then those

making up engine failure reports held re-

sponsible for any improper reports made.

Another common source of trouble is the

practice of allowing conductors to report

what is wrong with an engine. Any re-

port of trouble with an engine or inability

to handle a train properly should be made
over the signature of both the conductor

and the engineer.

I here must be co-operation between

yardmasters. dispatchers and roundhouse

foremen in order to get best results in

turning power quickly. It is very em-
barrassing to an operating man, after an
investigatii n of a trouble, to have to ad-

mit that the fundamental cause is due to

indifference on the part of some one in

his own department.

Other interesting points were taken up
and altogether Mr. Buell's paper is one
which is full of practical truths and apt

suggestions. 'Flu- ultimate object of a rail-

STAIR BRIDGE, AYRSHIRE, SCOTLAND.

way which i= to perform a useful service

to the public and to earn money is often

obscured by the desire of some official to

make a "good showing" at all hazards for

himself or the department immediately
under his charge

Knocks Out 2-Cent Fare Law.

The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania
has affirmed a decision of the Common
Pleas Court of Philadelphia to the ef-

fect that the _>-cent law passed by the
last Legislature is unconstitutional.

This decision ought to have a salu-

tary effect upon the minds of rustic

legislators to act on the principle that

railroad companies have no rights that

legislators are bound to respect. Rc-
ducing railroad fares to 2 cents a mile

is in some cases pure confiscation of

property without due process of law.

There was no question in Pennsyl-
vania of the ability of the Pennsylva-
nia Railroad Company to do the

greater part of its passenger business

at a maximum rate of 2 cents a

mile. The company's suburban traffc

charges average much less than 2

cents and it offers 1,000-mile tickets,

good over all its lines, for $20. Yet it

is not clear that it could make a uni-

form 2-cent rate on many of its branch
or leased lines for local as well as for

special 1,000-mile ticket traffic. Un-
doubtedly on some such lines the pas-

senger would be carried at a loss, and
it was a plain neglect of duty on the

part of the Legislature not to recog-

nize the inequalities in earning power
between the different corporations in-

volved. What was practically harm-

less, perhaps, for one was a positive

deprivation of rights and property for

another.

Praise From the "Thunderer."

The Times of London, England, which

is probably the most influential news-

paper in the world, has published a re-

view of the "Development of the Locomo-

tive Engine" to the extent of over one

thousand words. It is very carefully done,

the indications being that the writer

read the book through. Here are two

excerpts

:

"While giving much space to the sub-

ject of locomotive engines, partly Eng-

lish, mostly American, the articles are

particularly interesting for their account

of the development of railways in

America, so that they are instructive even

to persons to whom the subject of steam

engines does not necessarily appeal—that

is to say with its biographical matter ft

is useful reading for the general public

as well as for railway men.

"For the expert the book provides ex-

cellent leisure reading, and for all who
study railways and railway working for

profit or pleasure, the mass of practical

information collected into the work is

both useful and interesting."

There is for sale in the Book Depart-

ment of the Angus Sinclair Publishing

Company a copy of the very famous

book, "Railway Machinery," by D. Kin-

near Clark. The price is twenty-five

dollars. The book ought to be in every

library of any value for reference, yet

there is not a copy in the Congressional

Library of Washington.

Xcarly all the railroad officials who
have risen from the ranks acknowdedge
that while climbing laboriously up the

ladder towards the upper regions, they

received valuable help from the pages

of Railway and Locomotive ENGINEER-

ING
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Items of Personal Interest

Mr. Chas. E. Fuller, superintendent of

motive powei ol the Alton, at Blooming-

ton, III., has resigned.

Mr. C. H. Seabrook has been appointed

master mechanic of terminals of the

Houston Belt & Terminal Co.

Mr. Isaac N. Wilber, master mechanic

of the Burlington at Hannibal, Mo., has

resigned after 50 years' service.

Mr. W. C. Atherton has been appointed

purchasing agent of the Pere Marquette,

with headquarters at Detroit, Mich.

Mr. J. L. Butler has been appointed

master mechanic of the Missouri Pacific

Railway, with headquarters at Atchison,

Kan.

Mr. W. C. Cyr has been appointed mas-

ter mechanic of the Burlington at Han-
nibal, Mo., vice Mr. Isaac N. Wilber, re-

signed.

Mr. B. D. Farwell has been appointed

purchasing agent of the Buffalo & Sus-

quehanna Railway, with headquarters at

Buffalo, N. Y.

Mr. E. G. Courtney has been appointed

master mechanic of the Arkansas, Louis-

iana & Gulf Railway, with headquarters

at Monroe, La.

Mr. G. S. McKinnon has been appoint-

ed assistant master mechanic of the Can-
adian Northern Railway, with office at

Winnipeg, Man.
Mr. M. Marea, formerly road foreman

of engines of the Toledo, St. Louis &
Western, has been appointed master me-
chanic on that road.

Mr. Eugene McAuliffe has been ap-

pointed general fuel agent of the Evans-
ville & Terre Haute Railroad, with head-

quarters at Chicago, 111.

Mr. L. G. Wallace has been appointed

acting master mechanic of the Mexican
Central Railway at Guadalajara, vice Mr.
R. N. Millice, promoted.

Mr. T. L. Kenney has been appointed

road foreman of engines for the west

district of the Cincinnati, Cleveland, Chi-

cago & St. Louis Railway.

Mr. J. E. Cameron has severed his con-

nection with the Atlanta, Birmingham &
Atlantic Railroad Company as superin-

tendent of motive power.

Mr. J. H. Brassard has been appointed

inspector of transportation on the Inter-

colonial Railway of Canada, with head-

quarters at Moncton, N. B.

Mr. W. J. Dempster has been appointed

master mechanic of the Monterrey Divi-

sion of the Mexican Central Railway, vice

Mr. J. A. Lewis, transferred.

Mr. Charles E. Fuller, formerly super-

intendent of motive power of the Chicago

& Ah- in Rail . .1 Bl ington, 111.,

has resigned 1 1 railroad 1
ici

Mr. R. 1). Gibbon ha been appointed

genei al foreman ol the ! [e: ican Central

Railway, with headquarters at Saltillo,

Alex., vice Mr. .1. G. Smith, transferred

Mr. John G. Smith has been appointi '1

acting mechanical foreman of the Coa-

huila & Pacific division of the Mexican

Central Railway, vice Mr. W. C. Burel,

resigned.

Mr. R. A. Weston has been appointed

general storekeeper of the New York,

New Haven & Hartford, with office at

New Haven, Conn., vice Mr. Imley Pres-

cott, resigned.

Mr. G. W. Dickson, formerly master

mechanic of the Chicago, Indianapolis &
Louisville, at Peru, Ind., has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Grand

Trunk Railway.

Mr. K. L. Dresser has been appointed

master mechanic of the Chicago, Indian-

apolis & Louisville Railway, with head-

quarters at Peru, Ind., vice Mr. G. W.
Dickson, resigned.

Mr. F. J. Cole, formerly mechanical en-

gineer of the American Locomotive Com-
pany, has been appointed consulting engi-

neer of that company, with headquareers

at Schenectady, N. Y.

Mr. R. N. Millice, acting master me-

chanic of the Mexican Central Railway

at Guadalajra, has been appointed master

mechanic on the same road, vice Mr. R.

D. Gibbons, transferred.

Mr. R. K. Oliver, heretofore general

foreman at McAdam Jet. on the Can-
adian Pacific, has been appointed mas-
ter mechanic on the Lake Superior di-

vision of the same road.

Mr. Carl J. Mellin, formerly designing

engineer of the American Locomotive

Company, has been appointed consulting

engineer of that company, with headquar-

ters at Schenectady, N. Y.

Mr. C. S. Weston has been appointed

superintendent of the Southwest Division

of the Chicago Great Western Railway,

with headquarters at Des Moines, la.,

vice Mr. C. L. Nichols, resigned.

Mr. C. T. Banks has been appointed su-

perintendent of the W. M. & P. Division

of the Chicago Great Western Railway,

with headquarters at Red Wing. Minn.,

vice Mr. C. S. Weston, transferred.

Mr. H. C. Woodbridge. formerly mas-

ter mechanic of the Buffalo, Rochester &
Pittsburgh Railroad, has been transferred

to Du Bois, Pa., to do special work for

'be superintendent of motive power.

J. Kyle, hi

master mi t M innipi « on the

1 11
1 n Pal has been transferred

in a similar capacity to the Regina

branch, with office at Ldmonton, Alta.

Mr. Harry Walker, a locomotive en-

gineer on the Pocahontas division of

the .Norfolk & Western. n pro-

moted to be assistant road foreman

of engines on the same division of that

road.
Mr. R. G. Gilbride, formerly locomo-

tive foreman on the Grand Trunk at

Palmerston, Ont., has been appointed

round house foreman on the Central

Vermont Railroad at White River

Jet., Vt.

Mr. Harvey Halverson, formerly fore-

man of the coach department of the Wis-

consin Central Railway, has been appoint-

ed master car builder on the same road

and at the same place, vice Mr. William

Percy, resigned.

Mr. T. L. Burton has been appointed

general inspector in charge of air brake,

steam heat and car lighting equipment on

the Central Railroad of New Jersey, and

will perform such other duties as may
be assigned to him.

Mr. F. L. Woolwine, assistant road

foreman of engines on the Pocahontas

division of the Norfolk & Western,
has been transferred to the Kenova
division as general road foreman of

engines on the same road.

Mr. J. H. McGoff, formerly master me-

chanic of the Missouri division of the

Santa Fe at Fort Madison, la., has

appointed mechanical superintendent of

the Eastern grand division on the same

road with office at Topeka, Kan.

Mr. W. P. Chrysler, formerly master

mechanic of the Chicago Great Western

at Oelwein. la., has been appointed su-

perintendent of motive power of the same

road, with headquarters at Oelwein. la.,

vice Mr. J. F Chisholm, resigned.

Mrs. A. Fenton Walker, who repre-

sents in this country and Canada the

Directory of Railways of the World,

has been in an hospital for two months,

but has now recovered and will be found

in her office at 148 Liberty street. New
York.

Mr. C. H. Osborn, formerly division

foreman of the Chicago & Northwestern

at Fond du Lac. Wis., has been appointed

master mechanic of the Madison division

of the same road, with headquarters at

Baraboo, Wis., vice Mr. W. H. Huffman,

resigned.

Mr. M. J. McCarthy, formerly master

mechanic of the Michigan Southern di-
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vision of the Lake Shore & Michigan

Southern Railway, has been appointed su-

perintendent of shops of the Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, at Beech

Grove, Ind.

Mr. William Alderson, general car in-

spector of the Grand Trunk Railway, has

retired from the company's service after

many years' faithful service. Mr. Aider-

son sustained severe injuries in the wreck

at Guelph last March, and is still suffer-

ing from its effects.

Mr. D. E. Gardener, road foreman

of engines on the Kenova division of

the Norfolk & Western, has been

transferred as general road foreman of

engines to the Pocahontas division of

the same road, vice Mr. John Culliney,

assigned to other duties.

Mr. Peter Maher, superintendent of mo-

tive power of the Toledo, St. Louis &
Western Railroad, will now hold the po-

sition of superintendent of motive power

of the Chicago & Alton Railroad as well

as of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western, as

the latter road has acquired the former.

Mr. E. T. James, general foreman of

the New York, New Haven & Hartford

Railroad, has been president of the

Central Railroad Club of Buffalo for

the past year. At the last annual meet-

ing of the club Mr. James was pre-

sented with a past president's badge

made of gold. The occasion called

forth some exceedingly flattering en-

comiums upon Mr. James' zeal in carry-

ing on the work of the club.

Mr. A. E. Robins has resigned from

the Gold Car Heating & Lighting Com-

pany, to take a prominent position with the

Ward Euipment Company of New York.

Mr. Robbins is well and favorably known

to a very large number of railway officials

and supply men throughout the United

States and Canada. He has been remark-

ably successfuly in the railway supply-

business and every indication points to

his continued and still greater success

with the Ward Equipment Company.

Mr. James Coleman has been appointed

superintendent of the car department of

the Grand Trunk Railway at Point St.

Charles, Que., vice Mr. McWood, retired.

Mr. Coleman was formerly on the Cen-

tral Vermont, on which line he occupied

the position of superintendent of the car

department for some years. He was at

one time superintendent for the Canada

Car Company in connection with the com-

pany's works, but after serving two years

in that capacity, he returned to his old

position on the Central Vermont. Pre-

viously he served for some years as gen-

eral foreman of the G. T. R. car depart-

ment at Chicago.

Mr. J. Gibson has been appointed loco-

motive foreman of the Grand Trunk

Railway at Brockville, Ont., vice Mr. J.

E. Rugg, assigned to other duties. Mr.

Gibson began railroad work as an appren-

tice on the Caledonian Railway in Scot-

land, which was also Mr. Angus Sinclair's

first railway. Mr. Gibson remained with

that company for 15 years, after which he

went to the Londonderry & Lough Swilly

Railway shops as foreman and later be-

came superintendent of motive power.

He was also engineer on the P. & O.

steamships between India and Australia.

He came to Canada in 1907 and entered

the service of the Grand Trunk system

at Belleville, Ont.

President Delano of the Wabash

has denied rumors persistently circu-

lated that he intended to retire from

the management of that railroad.

President Delano has been exceedingly

successful in the management of the

Wabash, and the company has been

able to pay 3 per cent, on the deben-

ture A bonds. Mr. Delano says that

the business is satisfactory in view of

the general railroad conditions, and

that the grain movement was larger

than at this time last year. He ex-

pressed himself as hopeful regarding

the 'future, but intimated that it would

take a little time before business and

financial conditions were fully adjusted.

Mr. William McWood, superintendent

of the Grand Trunk Railway car depart-

ment, has been retired under the pension

rules of the company. Mr. McWood was

born in Montreal, in 1830, and served an

apprenticeship with John Thornton, coach

builder. He entered the service of the

Grand Trunk in 1855, and from i860 to

1873 was foreman of the road. He had

been assistant mechanical superintendent

and superintendent of the car department,

in charge of the car department of the

entire line, since 1873. He has been a

member of the Master Car Builders' As-

sociation since 1875, and was vice-presi-

dent of the association from 1882 to 1887.

He was chosen president of the associa-

tion in 1887, and held that position for

three years.

Mr. John Stewart has been appointed

traveling inspector of locomotives and

cars on the Intercolonial Railway of Can-

ada, with headquarters at Moncton, N. B.

The appointment of Mr. Stewart is very

popular among the employees. Our agent

at Moncton writes us concerning this ap-

pointment that all rejoice at Mr. Stewart's

advancement, but that "in his retirement

from the secretaryship of the Grand

Board of Adjustment of the B. of L. E.

on the Intercolonial and the Prince Ed-

ward Island Railways the enginemen are

losing an earnest advocate of all that was

honorable and just, and while sincerely

regretting the loss to the organization

here, every engineman feels that no per-

son on the system is better qualified to

fill the position."

Mr. William Cross, who has been in the

service of the Canadian Pacific Railway

for twenty-five years and latterly in the

important position of assistant to Mr.

William Whyte, second vice-president of

the company, at Winnipeg, has retired

from active service, and the office of as-

sistant to the vice-president has been abol-

ished. In its place, a new office has been

created—that of superintendent of motive

power of western lines. Mr. Cross is well

known in Montreal, having served the

company in that city from 1901 to 1904,

as engineer of tests. During his long

connection with the C. P. R., Mr. Cross

has seen service on nearly every one of

the many divisions of the road, and a

more zealous and better known officer of

the mechanical department it would be

hard to find.

Mr. H. W. Clapp was recently tendered

an informal luncheon at the Engineers'

Club in New York by some of his busi-

ness friends in this city. He has accepted

a position in the electrical organization

of the Southern Pacific Company, and

will shortly remove to San Francisco, and

his friends took this occasion to express

their regret at his departure from New
York and to wish him success in his new

field. Mr. Clapp has given particular at-

tention to the installation and operation

of the rolling equipment used in the elec-

trification of the New York Central Rail-

road and to the cars for the Interborough

Rapid Transit Company's system. He
also equipped the cars for the West Jer-

sey & Seashore Railroad, which it will be

remembered was an installation of pe-

culiar interest, because of the short time

in which the contract was executed. Mr.

Clapp has had long experience in railway

matters. He is a son of F. Beardman

Clapp, managing director of the Mel-

bourne (Australia) Tramway and Omni-

bus Company. Before coming to Amer-

ica he was for four years superintendent

of motive power of the Brisbane Tram-

ways Co., of Brisbane, Australia.

Mr. Grant Hall has been appointed su-

perintendent of motive power on lines

west on the Canadian Pacific Railway,

with office at Winnipeg. Man. This is a

new position which has just been created.

Mr. Hall was born in Montreal and

served his time as machinist in the Grand

Trunk shops at Point St. Charles, Que.

He entered the service of the Canadian

Pacific in 1886, and from then until i8g3

acted in the capacity of machinist and lo-

comotive foreman at Montreal. From

1893 until 1898 he was employed as gen-

eral locomotive foreman on the Inter-

colonial at Moncton, N. B. At the end

of that time he returned to the service of

the C. P. R.. and from 1808 to 1904 was

successively locomotive foreman at Mont-

real ;
general foreman at McAdam, N. B.

;

general foreman at Winnipeg; master

mechanic of the Pacific division, with

headquarters at Revelstoke, B. C. ; and

assistant superintendent of motive power.
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Eastern lines, Montreal. In 1904 he was

appointed assistant superintendent of mo-

tive power at Winnipeg, and has held that

appointment from then till the pri enl

time. In his new office he will have charge

of all rolling stock from Fort William to

the Pacific Coast.

Mr. P. II. Houlahan, general super-

intendent of the Toledo, St. Louis &
Western, has had his jurisdiction ex-

tended over the Chicago & Alton which

has come under the control of the

Clover Leaf Company. Mr. Houla-

han, a most able, practical railroad

man, has also interested himself in tin-

education of brakemen and other train-

men. He has done for brakemen ser-

vices similar to those done by Sinclair

for enginemen. Mr. Houlahan began

his railroad career in 1867 as water boy

on construction of the Ottawa, Oswego &
Fox River Valley Railroad, afterwards

absorbed by the Chicago & Alton.

When strong enough he went to work
on the track and moved ahead through

the positions of check clerk, station

baggage master and ticket agent. Then
he took to train service, wishing to

master the whole business, and was

from 1875 to 1881 first brakeman, then

conductor, on the Fox River branch.

Then he commended himself train-

master, and got there, first as assistant,

then as full fledged trainmaster of the

St. Louis division of the Burlington.

In 1886 he became master of transpor-

tation of the Missouri & Kansas divi-

sion of the St. Louis, Arkansas &
Texas, but stayed there only six

months when he accepted the position

of trainmaster of the Hannibal & St.

Joseph. He rose then to be superin-

tendent and left it to be general super-

intendent of the Clover Leaf, where he

still remains with extended honors and
responsibilities.

Matthias Nace Forney.

M atthias Nace Forney, the famou
11 echanical engineer, journalist and au-

thor, died at New York on January 14

after an attack of paralysis, aged 7.3

years, lie was born at Hanover, Pa.,

in [835 of German ancestry, the pro-

genitors of the family in America hav-

ing conn- to thi^ country in I72I.

His father died when Matthias was
i* years old, leaving the mother with

three sons and three daughters. Han
over having had at that time very in-

different school facilities, Matthias was
sent to school in Baltimore which had

something of a high school character.

He early displayed a strong tendency

cowards mechanism and science, one of

his earliest ambitions having been to

make a steam engine. With such

tastes it was not surprising to find that

he entered the shops of the great pio-

The Falls Hollow Staybolt Company
of Cuyahoga Falls, N. Y., have got out

a very artistic calendar for 1908. It is

in fact a colored reproduction of the

famous painting by Franz Charlet,

called "The first days of spring." The
picture is brimful of life. The call of

the season has come to three little

fellows in a Belgian fishing town. One
of them has sniffed at something in the

breeze, and suddenly there is in him
no desire so keen as that to hunt up

his top, which all winter has lain for-

gotten among his possessions. He
passes the word along to a chum. The
sport is on, and the brick paved wharf

soon beholds a little group of boys in

bright colored jackets, balloon-like

trousers and wooden sabots, spinning

their brightly painted tops. The Falls

Hollow Staybolt Company are to be

congratulated upon the useful reminder

they are sending out to their friends.

THE LATE M. N. FORNEY.

neer locomotive builder as an appren-

tice in 1852. He spent three years

working in the shops and one year in

the drawing office. At the end of his

apprenticeship he obtained a position

as draughtsman in the shops of the

Baltimore & Ohio, then in charge of

Henry Tyson. He remained in that

position three years.

Thinking that prospects of success

in life were very meagre on railroads.

Mr. Forney left railroad work and en-

tered mercantile business in Baltimore.

But the attractions of machinery were

upon him and three years of business

found him ready to return to his first

love. The resulting change was to

enter the employ of the Illinois Central

as draughtsman under Samuel J.

Hayes, superintendent of machinery.

In the course of an autobiography

presented to the Xew York Railroad

< lub in [902 M 1 F01 icern-

ing the Chfcagi

"During my employment on the Illi-

nois Central Railroad their shops were
d in Chicago near where the

nl passenger Btation now stands.

To sli limes

[i ad to more important ones, it will be
explained that my boarding place was
then in Wabash avenue, near Washing-
ton street, a locality now covererf with

sky-scrapers, and my daily walk was
On Michigan avenue to and from the
shops. The track of the Illinois Cen-
tral Road then extended on piling over
the lake, and from the shops to the sta-

tion, which was then about a mile far-

ther north. There were at that time-

on the road some four-wheeled switch-
ing engines which weighed about 20
tons and had four-wheeled tenders.

These engines would pull as heavy a
train as the heavier eight-wheeled
"American" engines with four coupled
wheels and weighing 30 tons. In my
daily walks in pursuit of Chicago nutri-

ment. I saw these switching engines
backing up to the shops on the track

which was in plain view. The question

consequently occurred to me, 'If the
little engines will pull as much as the
big ones, why are the little ones not
u --ed in general road service?' As the
load in this location was in plain view
from Michigan avenue, and the engines
and tenders showed distinctly in side

elevation while running to and fro, it

was apparent that having a short wheel
base they were very unsteady. The
idea then occurred to me why not con-

nect the engine and tender by a rigid

frame and put a truck under the ten-

der? This would give a long wheel
base with steadiness, and retain the

whole weight of the boiler and engines

on the driving wheels for adhesions.

This was the origin of what has since

teen known as the 'Forney' engine,

of which the annexed figure is a rep-

resentation."

After some persistent efforts Mr.
Forney and his friends succeeded in

getting Forney locomotives placed

upon the elevated railroads in New
York and they operated so successfully

in that service that they became the

motive power for all the elevated and
many surface suburban railroads. They
held constant favor for that work until

they were displaced by electric motors.

After serving the Illinois Central for

three years Mr. Forney went to be

draughtsman with the Detroit Iron &
Bridge Works, but remained there only

a short time, having been engaged by
the president of the Illinois Central

Railroad to superintend the building of

some locomotives under construction

at Hinkley & Williams Works in Bos-

ton. This was in the spring of 1863.

and occupied Mr. Forney about six
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months. On the completion of the en-

gines Mr. Forney remained with Hink-

ley & Williams about three years as

mechanical engineer and agent.

When the inspiration is given a per-

son to is thought and ideas in

writing the tendency to do so will not

long remain suppressed. The journal-

faculty permeated Mr. Forney's

mind and for a time he obtained vent

for his thoughts through various rail-

road and engineering publications, par-

ticularly the Railroad Gazette. This

led him in 1870 into negotiations with

the Gazette for a position on the staff

and he was appointed associate editor,

the paper being then published in Chi-

cago. The great fire occurred there

the following year and the headquarters

of the Railroad Gazette were moved to

New York, Mr. Forney having bought

a half interest in the property. His

work very quickly brought the Railroad

Gazette to be recognized as the best

authority in the world on railroad me-

chanical engineering. He began writ-

ing what is known as The Catechism of

the Locomotive in 1873 and it was pub-

thai was always comprehensible, Mr. f

Forney's writings always possessed a

Streak of humor that enhanced their

charm. When Angus Sinclair was

writing his book on the Development

of the Locomotive Engine, he wrote

asking Mr. Forney to send his portrait.

In replying Mr. Forney wrote: "I have

been waiting for several years past to

get sufficiently good looking so as to

have a better picture made. Since my

illness of last summer my friends

tell me I am looking better, but, alas,

none of them say I am better looking."

When he sent a picture a few weeks

later, he wrote: "The photographer

struggled hard to make a handsome

picture, but, as you will see, he did not

succeed. The worst of it is that the

picture looks like me."

As editor of the Railroad Gazette

Mr. Forney never failed to tell the

truth about the engineering heresies and

humbugs that were coming to public

notice periodically. The narrow gauge

fallacy, the Fontaine locomotive idiocy

and many other freaks had their day

of popularity shortened by Mr. For-

LIGHT LOCOMOTIVE FROM ORIGINAL DESIGNS BY M N. FORNEY.

lished in his paper in serial form and

afterwards put out in book form. It

was rewritten ten years later, and the

author was engaged rewriting it at the

time of his death.

Besides his well known locomotive,

Mr. Forney was the inventor of many

devices, mostly for railroad purposes.

In the autobiography already referred to

he says:

"Invention has always had a great

fascination for me as it has many others.

It is akin to the passion which the fa-

tuity of gambling has to a gamester, and

once having developed the taste for in-

vention, its allurements have led me on,

as will be shown by the following list

of patents which have been granted

me." Then follows a list of thirty-

three patents, most of them for im-

provements on the locomotive.

Matthias N. Forney was a fertile in-

ventor and an accomplished designer

of railroad appliances, but his fame well

rests upon his work as an engineering

journalist and author. Besides possess-

ing the faculty of clear, lucid diction

ney's incisive analysis and scathing rid-

icule.

In 1883 Mr. Forney left the editorial

chair of the Railroad Gazette, realizing

that he was overworking himself. A

few months before taking this step he

asked Angus Sinclair to become his as-

sistant, but that gentleman was work-

ing on another paper under a time en-

gagement. Mr. Forney frequently said

that had he secured Mr. Sinclair as an

assistant he would have remained with

the Gazette.

Through his influence the Master Car

Builders' Association was reorganized

and Mr. Forney became secretary, hold-

ing the position for several years.

Three years after quitting the editorial

chair, the allurements of journalism

overpowered his senses and he bought

the American Railroad Journal & Van

Nostrand Engineering Magazine, con-

solidating them under the name of the

American Engineer & Railroad Journal.

That enterprise did not prove success-

ful and he subsequently sold the prop-

erty to Mr. R. M. Van Arsdale. who in-
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corporator! the paper with the National

Car & Locomotive Builder.

Mr. Forney made some flights into

the realms of politics, and published

several books and pamphlets of a political

character. But his great work is the

Catechism of the Locomotive. That
has been an instruction book for sev-

eral generations of railroad men and

will hold a high educational position as

long as steam locomotives remain in

use. 1

Dr. Coleman Sellers.

With the death of Dr. Coleman Sell-

ers which occurred at Philadelphia on

December 28 the country has lost one

of the most eminent engineers that the

American continent has produced.

Railroad engineering has lost one

whose actual experience bridged the

span between the primitive forms of

motive power and the modern locomo-

tive that seems to have reached the

limit of weight and power.

Coleman Sellers was born in Phil-

THE LATE DR. COLEMAN SELLERS.

adelphia January 28, 1827. He be-

longed to a race of mechanics, a party

of whom came from Derbyshire, Eng-

land, with William Penn. The Sellers

drifted into various industrial lines in

which they have always been celebrated

for superior mechanical ability. Cole-

man Sellers, Sr., the father of Coleman
under notice, carried on an engineering

business in Philadelphia. In 1835 the

firm built two locomotives for the Phil-

adelphia & Columbia Railroad which

had several original features, among
them counterbalance in the driving

wheels. Coleman Sells, Jr.. was too

young to take part in the building of

the Philadelphia & Columbia Railroad

locomotives, but his sympathies seem

to have been early turned in the direc-

tion of locomotive building, for in 1851

he accepted a position as foreman in

the Niles Locomotive Works of Cin-

cinnati, where h<: 1 five years.

That position he relinquished to take

rge of the drafting office of his rel-

atives, William Sellers & Co., Philadel-

phia. Realizing that railroads needed

better machine tools than they had

previously been supplied with, Mr. Sell-

ers devoted much time and attention

to designing tools for locomotive work,

and many of the magnificent line of

tools now in use in railroad shops have

been due to his initiative. Dr. Sellers

was a fertile inventor of mechanical ap-

pliances, his productions in this line

covering a wide field.

He was one of the charter members
of the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers and was president 1885-6.

lie was a member of many other engi-

neering and technial societies and the

highest of them delighted to honor this

distinguished engineer. The honorary

degree of Doctor of Engineering was

conferred upon him in 1887 by the

Stevens Institute of Technology, Ho-

boken, N. J.

Of late years Dr. Sellers has been

closely identified with the Cataract

Construction Company of Niagara

Falls. Through his influence the alter-

nating current was adopted against the

recommendation of other eminent

electrical engineers and they all came

to acknowledge that Dr. Sellers had

been wise in his recommendations.

He devised the appliances for adjust-

ment of dynamos which has held the

admiration of the electrical world.

Dr. Sellers put his hand to many

lines of engineering work and in all of

them demonstrated himself to be a

master.

Robert McKenna.
Robert McKenna, formerly master

car builder of the Delaware. Lackawanna

& Western, recently died at his residence

in Scranton. Pa. Mr. McKenna was born

in Girvan, Ayrshire, Scotland, eighty-two

years ago. At the age of fourteen, he en-

tered upon an apprenticeship of seven

years, learning the trade of pattern maker

and joiner. At the age of twenty-three

he came to America and worked at pat-

tern making, in New York City, until

April. 1853, at which time he accepted a

position as pattern maker with the Hud-

son River Railroad Company. Two
months after entering the employ of the

company he was made foreman of the car

shops, which position he held until June,

1870. when he was appointed master car

builder of the Lackawanna. He took

charge of the company's extensive car

shops in Scranton. He held this position

until failing health and his increasing

years made it necessary for him to re-

linquish his duties. The position of M.

C. B. is now held by his son. Mr. Mc-

Kenna was an active member of the
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Master Car Builders' Association, having

joined shortly after its organization. He

was a life member of the association.

During the years that he served as master

car builder he designed many of the cars

which are at present in use on the road.

As a designer and mechanical draughts-

man he had few equals.

The E. H. Mumford Company, of Phil-

adelphia, Pa, has acquired by purchase

all the patent rights, molding machines

and equipment of Ph. Bonvillam and E.

Roncerav in the United States and have

Fire at Elkhart Shops.

The readers of Railway and Locomo-

tive Engineering will regret to hear

thai the magnificent roundhouse of the

1 ake Shore & Michigan Southern

Railroad at Elkhart, Ind, was partially

destroyed by lire on the morning of

Jan. 9. A member of our editorial staff

visited these fine shops a few weeks be-

[ore the occurrence, and a description

of the roundhouse, which was one "I

the best in the country, is printed in an-

other part of this issue. It appears

from the reports art hand that a laborer

went into the lubricant room to pro-

Just Published

1908 Revised and Enlarged Edition

EXTERIOR OF THE BURNED ROUNDHOUSE, L. S. & M. S., ELKHART, IND

added to their own molding machine line

these other and efficient French machines

and pattern processes. The offices of

the E. H. Mumford Company have been

removed from 17th and Callowhill streets

cure a can of crude oil. An explosion

occurred and in an incredibly short

space of time the oil room and tool

room were on fire and several sections

of the roundhouse. The fire del. art.

removed trom 17m aim cdui™""' »"-™ — —
,

. , . .,„

to T315 Race street, Philadelphia, where ment was promptly on hand, and the
lu •> •>

iv"^-
. , ____ _ .. _ _r ., ,. „nv mnn WHS beVOlld

the French machines have been, for some

months, installed as a working exhibit.

and where they may be seen by those

who desire to make a personal examina-

tion of the machines and have the process

explained to them. Information will also

be gladly sent by mail to those who write

to the Mumford Company.

One of the neatest little folders we

have seen in a long time came to us

through the mail a short time ago. We
can quote the whole folder right here

and you won't get wearied reading it

either. It says: "Do you know of any

argument in favor of a weld? If not

why not use the Seamless Detroit loco-

motive Hue made from cold drawn open

hearth steel- The highest product of

this steel age. Do you realize that in a

locomotive containing 330. sixteen-foot

welded flues, a weld one mile long is in

constant service" The folder is

iic and is an effective presentation

of the subject. Write for one and

judge for yourself. Address the Detroit

Seamless Tubes Co., Detroit. Mich.

action of the railway men was beyond

all praise. A number of engineers at

the risk of their own lives brought their

locomotives out through the flame en-,

circled buildings, one of the engineers,

Mr. James Monks, and his fireman. Mr.

A. B. Martin, sustained severe burns,

from which they have recovered. A

fine young lad, William Schemberger,

who was employed as a counter boy,

being in the oil house at the time of

the explosion, his clothing took fire,

and he expired before the fire could be

extinguished.

Mr. O. M. Foster, who was recently

promoted to the position of master me-

chanic. Mr. Bickel, road foreman of

engines, and others of the official staff

were promptly on the ground directing

the details of the reconstruction work

as soon as the lire was under control.

Although a number of the best loco-

motive- were damaged the road was

not m any way crippled, the company

having a reserve supply of engines.

The damage to a number of the engine-

was speedily repaired.

LOCOMOTIVE
CATECHISM

By ROBERT URIMSHAW. M. E.

The 1908 edi-

tiou of Loco-

motive Cate-

chism ie en-

tirely revised,

rewritten and

brought right

up t o-dat e.

IT IS A NEW
BOOK FROM
COVER TO
(OVER. Con-

tains twice as

many pages

and double
the nuniberof

il lustrations

of previous editions. Includes the greatest

amount of practical information everpubliBhed

en the design, construetion.repairand
running

of all kinds of locomotives. Contains special

chapters on the Air Brake. Wal.chaert

Valve Gear. Electric (Headlight. Etc.

NEARLY 4.000 QUESTIONS WITH THEIR
ANSWERS AREi GIVEN

Study them and your promotion iB assured.

Ov, i-srio Pages, nrurlj r,lKIIUn«tratmnH and three

Folding Plates The .standard Bool- on the «1>

PRICE $2.50

Just Published

Revised and Enlarged 1908 Edition

LOCOMOTIVE
BREAKDOWNS

AND THEIR REMEDIES
Bv GEOROE L. FOWLER
Revised by WM. W. WOOD

ThenewliKlBedi-

i^OMOTlVEJoW
I^breakp^

fowler- wo op
1908

<!m

tion of Locomo-
tive Breakdowns
has been revised

by Wm.'YV. Wood,
the railroad ex-

pert, and contrib-

utor to the Broth-

erhood Magazines,

which is sufficient

guarantee that

tins work repre-

sents the best

practice of the

present day and is exhaustive in text, diagrams

and illustrations. This book is vitally necessary

to ..very engineer, fireman, and shop man. be-

cause it treats fully of every possible engine

trouble and gives the remedy. WalBChaertValve

Gear Trouble, Air Brake Troubles, and Electric

Head Light Trouble, are treated among other

subjects.

CONTAINS OVER 800 QUESTIONS WITH
THEIR ANSWERS

Nearly 300 Pages. Fully Illustrated by En-

graving's and Folding Plate.

PRICE $1.00

Send for a special circular of Hose hooks as well

as our other railroad books.

a,i,i of the above books sent prepaid on receipt of

the price.

AGENTS WANTED. Write for particulars.

I.or.o Commission Given.

The Norman W. Henley Pub. Co.

132 Nastau Street, New YorK
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GARS, GABS, SHOPS
AND

ROUND HOUSES
require a roofing that

is unaffected by ex-

tremes of temperature

Trade
mark

RUBEROID

ROOFING

Reglst'd
1 . s Pit.

office

Will not melt, rot, crack or

corrode. Contains no tar.

Outlasts Metal
SPARK PROOF, CINDER PROOF,
QAS PROOF, WEATHER PROOF

Write for Samples and Prices

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.
100 William Street Now York
Chicago. Philadelphia, Boston, Kansas City,

St. Louis, New Orleans.

Ball's Official R.R.

Standard Watches
16 AMD IB SIZE

17 and 21 Ruby
Jewels,
Sapphire Pallets

Ball's Improved
Safety
Double Roller

Are without
question the
flneBt watches
that American
talent and
skilled labor

can produce,
and they are

giving such
universal pa tin

-

faction that we
1 have no hesl-

I tancyln claim*
a ing that they
are the best

and safest
railroad watch
on the market.

Tests severe
and numerous
have proven
this fact to the

most critical

users In all sections of the country, to which
thousands of good Railroad and Brotherhood
men are ready to certify.

We have an authorized agent in nearly every

railroad center. Call on him for Information

and facts. Write us for descriptive matter.

The Weill) (. Ball Watch (o.
Watch Manufacturers

11 BaildlnJ. Cleveland. Ohio. U.S.A.
.

Patents.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY

McflILL BUILDING WASHINGTON. D. C.

Terms Reasonable Pamphlet Sent

New Car Shop Tools.

Two new wood-working car shop tools

have lately made their appearance. They

are got oul by the .1 A, Fay & Egan Co.,

of Cincinnati, Ohio, and have just been

put on the market during the past three

n i 'nit lis. The No. 150 automatic car gain-

er, which is one of them, has capacity

for timbers up to 20 ins. thick and 24 ins.

wide. The gaining arbor and head of this

machine are supported on a large and

powerful automatic ram, gibbed to the

top of the column in planed ways, having

a transverse travel of 26 ins. The arbor

frame is gibbed to the front of the ram

and has a vertical adjustment of 21 ins.

To facilitate the adjustment, this arbor

frame is counterbalanced. The machine

is fitted either with a stationary or a trav-

eling table. The stationary table is fur-

nished with geared rolls to facilitate mov-

ing heavy material, and the traveling car-

riage is operated by rack and pinion.

The No. 214 hollow chisel mortiser, the

other tool, is a very heavy machine and is

guaranteed to do rapid and accurate work.

i ilogue, No. 4, showing the details of

the "Crown" body and Trunk bolsters,

many thousands of which are now in

service. The bolster, it is clai

tains many advantages, its crown-like

formation giving to it an element of flex-

ibility which in Hi' s a longer period of

service. The most prominent feature of

the bolster is the fact that the sid-

ings, center plate and dead lever fulcrum

bracket can be cast integral with the

bolster, thereby obviating the construction

of the separate parts as well as the bolt-

ing and riveting them together. In other

iln reduction of the number of

parts and the elimination of setting up

work are features which will commend
themselves to railroad men everywhere.

Write to the company direct and they will

send you the catalogue.

The Hicks Locomotive and Car Works,

of Chicago Heights, 111., have issued a

circular showing the railroad equipment

which they have on hand at the present

time for sale. There are fifteen rebuilt

COMBINATION HOLLOW CHISEL MORTISER AND AUTOMATIC CAR GAINER

The automatic ram is gibbed to a very

heavy housing, moving in planed ways on

the top of the column and it has a ver-

tical travel of 18 ins. The housing has a

transverse movement of 18 ins. The two

heavy auxiliary boring attachments angle

to 30 ins. in either direction. They have

a transverse movement the full width

of the table and a stroke of 18 ins. The

tables described above are applicable to

this machine. Some car shops require

both of these machines set side by side

with a single traveling carriage, so that

mortising and gaining may be done on a

piece of material without moving it from

one machine to the other. This is a great

convenience, as our illustration will clearly

indicate.

For further particulars concerning these

tools write direct the manufacturers.

locomotives of various types from switch-

ers to consolidation. Nine rebuilt pas-

senger coaches and a number of box and

flat cars. Those requiring equipment of

this kind ought to write to the Hicks

Works for the circular, which gives full

particulars of the stock on hand. Specifi-

cations and prices will also be mailed on

request.

The Gould Coupler Company, of New-

York, have just issued a finely illustrated

New Form of Shaft Coupling.

A new shaft coupling, known as the

Hendershot coupling, is being placed

upon the market by Messrs. Manning,

Maxwell & Moore, Inc., of 85 Liberty

street. New York. This device, we are

told, possesses several new features.

The general appearance of the coupling

is shown in Fig. I. The component

parts are shown in Fig. 2 and in Fig. 3

the meihol of application is apparent.

Two short taper compression sleeves
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are provided, marked S S in Fig. 2. Three

make it possible to put the two halves

of the coupling in place while the shaft-

ing is upon the floor, >o that it may be

hoisted into position and bolted to-

gether as easily as the old fashioned

plain flanged coupling. The shells A
and B, Fig. 2, contain cast lugs which,

interlocked, form a clutch which takes

the strains upon the shells. This re-

lieves the bolts of all shearing strains

and makes a rigid and durable connec-

tion.

Although the bolts are relieved of

shearing strains, about 50 per cent, more
of them than usual are used. This is

in keeping with the very large com-
pression area of this style of coupling

and the unusually large factor of safety

provided. In applying the coupling, the

shells A and B are slipped upon the

.
shafting first. Then the sleeves S and

S are put in place so that the shells

FIG. 1. HENDERSHOT SHAFT COUPLING.

screwing two bolts in holes that are

tapped in the shell for the purpose.

While in coupling shafting together this

construction saves time. The manufac-

turers are sure this feature will meet
with the approval of millwrights and

mechanics, who have had experience in

coupling shaftincr with compression

FIG. 2. DETAILS OF THE HENDERSHOT SHAFT COUPLING.

couplings of the single sleeve type. It

should appeal to shop men, as the time

saved is quite an item.

If the shafts, to be coupled, vary a

little in size, or are a little out of line,

or both, this coupling will adjust itself,

and the compression will be the same
along the full length of the sleeve. The

may be drawn over them. The lugs of

shells A and B are brought into the

interlocking position and the shells are

bolted together. The digits 3 and 4

practically true up the coupling, but

perfect alignment is assured by keeping

the two faces 1 and 2 parallel.

The coupling is easily taken apart by

The Twentieth

Century

Master Mechanic

Won't use Solid Mandrels,

Cost too much, take up too much

room and don't give satisfaction.

Nicholson

Expanding Mandrels

Take everything from 1 to 7 inch

holes. Take up little room

—

always ready and you can buy

four sets for the cost of one of

the solid kind.

Are You UsingThem?
Catalogue tells you

more about them.

W. H. Nicholson & Co.
Wilkesbarre, Pa.

STANDARD MECHANICAL BOOKS

FOR ROAD AND SHOP MEN

BY CHAS. McSHANE.

TheLocomotiveUp to Date

Price, $2.50

New York and

Westinghouse Air Brakes

Price, $1.50

One Thousand Pointers for

Machinists and Engineers

Price, $1.50

All books bound in fine clotb.

FIG. 3. METHOD OF APPLICATION OF THE HEND1 RSH01 SHAF1 COUPLING.

AGENTS WANTED everywhere; write for

terms and descriptive circulars. Wfll ba sent

prepaid to any address upon receipt of arte*.

GRIFFIN &WIINTBRS
171 La Salle Street, CHICAGO
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International Correspondence Schools
Box 805, Scranton, Pa.

Pleaie exp ,
without (ur
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Locomotive

Blow=Off Plug Valves

All Brass, extra heavy, with Cased Plug.

For 250 lbs. pressure.

Made with Draining Plug to prevent
freezing.

LOCOMOTIVE
GAUGE
COCKS

For High Pressure

Bordo Self-Closing
Gauge Cocks, made
with renewable Hard
Bronze seat and disc.

Opened and closed

with a quarter turn.

Guaranteed Steam
tight under the most
exacting conditions.

Shanks Threaded to

specifications for Lo-
comotives.

Seats and discs replaced under pressure.

Swing-Joints and

Pipe Attachment

May be applied between Locomotive and
Tender.

These Swing-Joints are suitable for

Steam, Gas, Air, Water or OiL

Complete Booklet on Application

L. J. BORDO CO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Tiregraph.

The Tiregraph is the name of a unique

little machine that has just been invented

and is now being placed on the market.

It can be connected to the tool post of a

driving wheel lathe and it records, on a

narrow strip of paper, the exact condition

of the tread of the wheel. By its use the

cause of tire wear can be ascertained, and

from it, the manufacturers state, they

have found that nearly all unequal wear

of tire treads bears a fixed relation to the

weights within the wheel centers, and

that if the wheel is short of counter-

balance the tire will be worn most near

the crank pin, and if over-weighted it

will be worn most near these weights.

A Tiregram or record card can be made
from each wheel of a locomotive, "and by

TTTE TIREGRAPH.

comparison with each other the cause

of wear can be determined, and a remedy
may then be applied. If one tire has.

worn more than the others all have to

be turned down to its diameter, thus in-

curring unnecessary loss, and if the cause

of such wear is found and removed, the

tire will not cause this expense a second

time, but will go back into service pre-

pared to give proper results.

The distribution of the weights in the

wheel centers can be established by this

machine, also incorrect valve settings,

soft spots, slid flats and the results of

careless handling of the engine may be

discovered which will enable the shop-

men to apply the proper remedies to guard

against a repetition. The Commonwealth
Steel Company, St. Louis, Mo., are in-

troducing this machine and report a most

satisfactory acceptance of it by the rail-

roads, and especially by shopmen.

Phillip's Double Check Valve.

In our chart of a consolidation or 2-8-0

engine just issued and for which there

has already been a heavy demand, there is

shown a check valve on top of the boiler

placed back of the smokestack. This is

the Phillip's double boiler check valve,

made by the Nathan Manufacturing Com-
pany of 85 Liberty street, New York.

Some of the advantages claimed for this

form .of valve are enumerated in the

THE
BETTENDORF

TRUCK
made in one piece of thoroughly

annealed CAST STEEL will with-

stand the hardest service, and in-

sures no repairs.

BETTENDORF AXLE CO.

Works and General Offices

DAVENPORT, IA.

Offices

Old Colony Bldg., CHICAGO

42 Broadway, NEW YORK

MICA
CABOOSE LAMP CHIMNEYS

Save 50 per cent.

STORRS MICA CO.,

R. R. Dept. Oweuo, N.Y "G»

NEUSTMID

NO MORE BILLS for PACKING

No Cutting of Rods
Less Oil. No friction

Guaranteed 3 years. 30 Days' Trial

No Pay unless Satisfactory

Beware of Imitations. Use the Best

Manufactured only by

Holmes Metallic

Packing Company
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Send tor Catalogue K
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Homestead
Valves

Straightway. Three-way and Fear-way.
and

Homestead
Locking Cocks
Are Famous the World Over

Th<y cost more, but are worth very much
more than other make*. Yoti try

them and see.

Iron Body, Brass Plug, lft la.

HOMESTEAD VALVE Mf(1.(0

HOMESTEAD. PA. PITTSBURG, PA.

answer to question No. " in this issue.

Speaking of the Phillip's check valve the

makers say: "I his check valve is designed

to be placed on top of the boiler, and for

this purpose it consists of a flanged body

part 1, which is bolted to the boiler flange

2, which again is riveted to the boiler

shell, as indicated in the sectional view.

The body is provided with two branches

.1 and 3, di>tinct and s.parale from each

other; each of these branches connects

with one delivery pipe from each in-

jector. These branches are provided with

check valves 4 and 4, which operate in

the usual manner, and through which the

water is delivered into the common centre

chamber ia, of the body, and from there

it passes into the boiler through openings

S and 5, in the depending portion of the

boiler flange 2. Each side of the check

valve is provided with a shut-off valve 6,

American Locomotive

Sander Company
I3th & Willow Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Proprietor, and Manufacturer!

Lbacb, Sninim, Dean. <s ANnFRS
Hovrro*. "Sub" and Cnms OAHUCIVO

THE ROBERT W. HUNT & CO.
Bureau of Inspection, Tests and Consultation,

1137 THE ROOKERY. CHICAGO.

66 Broadway, New York.
Park Building, Pittsburg.

31 Norfolk House, London, Eng.
Inspection of Steel Rails, Splice Bars, Railroad

Cars, Wheels, Axles, etc. Chimicm. Laio»a-
TO»r—Analysis of Ores, Iron, Steel, Oils. Water.
etc. Physical Laboratory—Test of Metals, Drop
and Palling Test of Couplers, Draw Bars, etc

Hfflclency Testa of Boilers, Rnclnea
and Locomotlrea.

AGENT IA/ANTED
WANTED—Man with

selling ability who lias had rail-

road training, particularly in

motive power department, to

sell Air Brake M nd all

other mechanical rubber goods to

Railroads. Splendid opportunity

for right man. Manufacturers'
Agents need not apply. THE
DIAMOND RUBBER I 1 >.,

AKRON, OHIO.

One Year and
Eleven Months'

SERVICE
WITHOUT REPACKING. ON

High-Pressure Locomotives

PHILLIP'S DOlTBLE BOILER CHECK

which in ordinary operation is wide open.

If either of the check valves 4 and 4 is

to be inspected or repaired this can be

done with pressure on the boiler, by closing

the corresponding stop valve 6. After

so doing, the cap 7 of the check valve

to be inspected or repaired may be re-

moved and the valve repaired. The

boiler flange is provided with a safety

check valve 8, which closes automatically

in case any break should occur in any

part of the boiler check above flange con-

nections.

"The claim made for this boiler check

is, that being placed on top of the boiler,

and the valves not coming in contact with

the water in the boiler, they will not be

incrustated or affected by any impurities

in the water, and therefore the checks

will wear better, their life is lengthened,

and regrinding and other repairs are re-

duced to a minimum."

Style 300 TV.

A throttle failure is an absolute

impossibility where Crandall's

Throttle Valve packing is used.

IT WILL NOT BLOW OUT

Crandall Packing Co.
FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICE

PALMYRA, - - NEW YORK
BRANCHES

New York Cleveland

136 Liberty St. 9 So. Water St
Chicago

52 West Washington St.

THE WASHBURN CO.
Minnei polls, Minn.

Automatic Couplers
For Freight, Engine and Passenger Service
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IS THERE A RAILROAD SHOP
IN YOUR TOWN?

If so. y- in.. 1. \ w ..ii, 1 M- i",,r

us. Our men make
Write to-i simps

ami cumber of men employed and we will
give you exclusive agency If you can Qualify.
The Edwards Co., 509 Security Bid?.. Chi-
cago.

THE TANITE CO.
eeKs the support of
Railroaders because:
The man who uses a TANITE whe«l

will find it safe. Because pay for a TAN-
ITE wheel secures the greatest produc-
tive capacity. Because TANITE MILLS
EMERY is mined in America and ap-
peals to all who earn wages in America.
Because TANITE grinding machines ar»
practical.

THE TANITE CO. sells Emery, Solid
Emery Wheels, Buffing Lathes, Guide Bar
Grinders, Car Brass Grinders, Bench .and
Column Grinders, Surfacing Machines,
Open Side Emery Planers, Saw Gum-
men, Automatic Planer Knife Grinders,
Diamond Tools, Polishing Paste for Brass
and Nickel, Emery Wheel Cutters and
Dressers.

The Tamte Co. builds special machines
for special wanes

THE TANITE CO.
STROUDSBURG, PA.

TOOL
Die Blocks

Steel Forgings

First Prize awarded at the
Louisiana Purchase Ex-
position, at St. Louis, for

our TOOL STEEL when
placed in competition
with the best makes in

England and Germany.
Write lor Information andPrlces.

Specify Mclnnes Tool Steel when
ordering.

McINNES
STEEL CO.

CORRY, PA.
Agents

BCHEOCK & SQUIRES,
291 Pearl St., New York.

BOY MACHINERY CO.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

DRAWINGS FOR ENGINES,
MACHINERY AND TOOLS.

Patent Office Drawing.

SIDNEY C. CARPENTER,
Mechanical Draftsman and Designer,

Church Street, PLAINVILLE, CONN.

General Foremen's Association.

The International Railway General

Foremen's Association are striving in

every possible way to secure a large

attendance at the next annual conven-

tion of the association which will oc-

cur at Chicago, at the Lexington Hotel,

May 25th to 29th inclusive.

E. F. FAY,
President, General Foremen*s Assn.

Mr. E. F. Fay, the energetic presi-

dent of the association, informs us that

to assist in securing a larger attendance
than heretofore the executive commit-
tee and the president have decided to

request the superintendents of motive
power of the various railroads in the

United States and Canada to allow

their men to attend the convention,

paying for time lost and expenses. We
trust that these officials will be en-

abled to see their way clea-r to do this,

believing that the educational benefits

derived and which must redound to the

welfare of the company or corporation

which the attending member represents,

will more than repay them for the

monetary outlay.

TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION.

1. The pounding of the left main
driving box in preference to the right.

—What causes the pounding and how
could it be avoided?

C. H. Voces. N. V. C. Bellefontaine, Ohio.
E. R. Berry. C, B. & <>.. Galesburg, 111.

W. H. Kidneigh, U. P., Grand Island. Neb.

2. Modern Shop Construction—Cross
pits or longitudinal?—Location of wash
rooms and lavatpries.—Best location

for each department.—Care of shop or-

der material and convenience of stor-

age.

S R. Bryan, D. & R. Iron Range, Two
Harbors, Mich.

D. E. Barton, Santa Fe, Topeka, Kan.
L. R. Laizure, Erie, Hornell. N. Y.
R. F. Fay, U. P., Denver, Col.

3. Reporting work vs. engine inspec-

tion.—Should either be discontinued or

are both methods essential?

E. B. Moore, U. P., Cheyenne, Wyo.
G. F. B. Warm. Frisco, Fayetteville, Ark.
A. E. Thomas, C. O. W., Oelwein, la.

J. C. Wilkinson, C, R. I. & P.. Chawnec,
Okla.

E. B. Turner. C. & R. L, Danville, 111.

4. The apprentice question.—How
can wc obtain the right kind of mate-

rial and how can we keep them interested?

—The benefit of night schools for appren-

tices maintained at company's expense.

—Does company obtain sufficient bene-

fit to warrant this expenditure?

A. O. Berry, L. S. & M. S., Collimvood,
Ohio.

\I J. Carrier, Erie, Huntington, Ind.
W. C. Groening, Pcre Marq., Grand Rapids,

Mil I:

\Y. G. I.armour. N. & S. Norfolk. \'a.

W. Pohlenan, N. Y., O. & W., Middletown,
N. V.

5. The mileage of a locomotive.—Its

relation to cost of shop and running re-

pairs.—Does it pay to overhaul an en-

gine that will give but 90 days' flue or

firebox service?—How could this be

handled?—Who should determine when
to shop an engine and who should fur-

nish the work report?

E. C. Hause, S. A. L., Savannah, Ga.
G. E. Bronson, C, R. I. & P., Colorado

Springs, Col.

Geo. Moore. Intercolonial. Moncton, N. B.
E. C. Marsh, N. & W.. Portsmouth, Ohio.
Chas. Paskescn, E. P. & N. E., Alamogordo,

N. Mex.

6. Why do stay bolts break more

frequently on the left side?

A. Bradford. Big Four, Urhana, 111.

H. S. Brisklev, £. P. & S. W., Alamogordo,
N. Mex.

B. Buzzell, M. P., Poplar Bluffs, Mo.
W. II. Claugh, Erie, Hammond, Ind.

7. The quick dispatching of engines

at terminals and how to handle most
economically.

D. E. Barb n, Santa Fe, Topeka.
• G. W. Keller, N. & W., Portsmouth, Ohio.

F. W. R. Mark, B. & O., Cleveland, Ohio.
'William Moore, Erie, Carbondale, Penna.
E. G. Brooks, M. & O., Jackson, Tenn.

C. H. VOGES,

Chairman, Executive Committee, G. F. A.

8. Which is the cheaper to maintain,

the piston or slide valve?

W. E. Farrell, Big Four, Columbus, Ohio.
Ben Beland, Frisco, Springfield, Ohio.
Joe Claugh, Frisco, Oklahoma City, Okla-
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The Railway of the Coral Reefs.

The extension of the Florida East

Coast Railway to Knights Key at the

present time, is a noteworthy develop-

ment of land transportation by rail.

This "sea-going railway" is an enter-

prise due to the perseverance and pluck

of Mr. Henry M. Flager, president of

stepping stones, thrown down to make
a Titan's way from the mainland of the

continent to the fertile island of Cuba.

These islets, or keys, as they are

called, were not the work of giants.

They are rather the product of innum-

erable tiny living organisms not, intended

to be the foundations for a modern rail-

The whole peninsula of Florida has

been built up by these small but tire-

less workers. According to Sterry

Hunt, the period of time required for

the polyps to raise the reefs which form

Florida, from east to west, was about

864,000 years, and the building of the

peninsula from north to south must

FLORIDA EAST COAST EXTENSION. OCEAN VIADUCT BETWEEN LONG AND GRASSY KEYS.

the Florida East Coast, and his band way, they were, in fact, the homes of
of associates. The road will eventually the coral insect. The word key, when
reach Key West, which is in a sense used in the sense of a coast reef or
America's "Land's End." The islands, low, sandy islet, comes from the Span-
which stretch out in a sweeping curve ish word cayo, a shoal. The word,
from the southern end of Florida into however, is Celtic in origin, and is al-

the Gulf of Mexico, are like giants' lied to our word quay.

have occupied the prodigious period of

j 400,000 years. Agassiz says that prob-

ably the animaculae built their reefs up
to the surface of the water, and that

afterwards the waves destroyed the

reefs and having reduced them to the

consistency of sand, cemented them
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into one solid mass in combination with

all the debris which is constantly cast

up by the sea. The coral islands,

known as the Florida Keys, are dis-

jointed masses or reefs which have not

half a day nearer the United States and
Havana was for the first time placed in

direct rail connection with New York
and Chicago. The traveler can now
take a Pullman train in either of these

n I'll At. SHORE LINE OF Till-: WAVE WASHED AND WIXI> SWEPT FLORIDA KEYS.

yet been cemented into one continuous

whole. The coral insect cannot live in

deep water, and it is probable that the

sandy wash of the Gulf stream turning

into the Gulf of Mexico, furnished the

polyps with the required depth of water

in which to build their wonderful struc-

tures.

The railway of the coral islands,

though it is a modern
,
enterprise,

traverses a ribbon-like stretch of rocky

and sandy land of the very greatest

geological antiquity. It is therefore to "

the long past action of the Gulf stream

and to the ceaseless labors of the coral

insect through almost countless ages

that this magnificent enterprise of steel

and steam is now possible for the ser-

vice of man.

In another year, when the remaining

47 miles to Key West have been
opened, the distance between the

United States and Cuba will be still

further reduced. Key West is but 90

miles from Havana, and it is planned

to join the two by a ferry service

which shall take the trains themselves

through, thus making the journey an

all-rail one.

The condition which confronted the

builders of the extension was this:

From the southern mainland of Florida

in a long curving line to the southwest-

ward, lay the coral islets called the Flori-

da Keys. These little islands stretch out

into the Gulf to Key West, the last of

the chain. Eastward lies the Atlantic,

westward the Bay of Florida. Beginning

at Homestead on the mainland, 28

miles south of Miami, where the Flor-

ida East Coast Railway ended, the con-

tractors built along the line of those

keys and across the scores of channels

and passages which separate one from
another. They made a road so solidly

based as to withstand the dreaded

autumn hurricanes which have their

breeding place among the West India

islands. Some of the channels are a

few feet wide, some thousands of feet

and some miles. The widest of all, the

The construction of this line is map-
changing work, as well as a unique

piece of railroad building. When the

trains began running to Knights Key.

Cuba was brought, in point of time,

cities, whirl across several degrees of

latitude direct to Knights Key and

there step from the train aboard a boat

which will land him in the Cuban capi-

tal, 115 miles distant, within six hours.

spanning of which was the last piece of

work in the completion of the section

now opened, is five and a half miles

across from island to island. Every-

thing except the rock for the roadbed

and embankments had to be transport-

ed from the mainland, as the keys are

mostly barren and could furnish no
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supplies. Even water had to be brought embankments which cross the shal-

in tanks and the workmen had to lie lower passages arc 25-fool water open
Imiim-fl in lln.'itimr dormitories In smte int'S ;M freniietit intervalshoused in floating dormitories. In spite nigs al frequent intervals

of these difficulties and of the obstacles From Key Largo il extension
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and from Bahia Honda Key to West
Cumberland Key, 5,600 ft., of which

4,950 ft. is to be viaduct, with a 250-

foot draw for vessels.

In all there are 42 of the famous
Florida keys on the route from Largo
to Key West, some large, some but a

few hundred feet in length, but all

alike in their general characteristics.

On the west side of each is a border of

red mangrove swamp and on the At-
lantic side is a coral beach fringed

with palms. In the interior of the

larger islets a luxuriant tropical vege-
tation flourishes and the road, which
follows the highest elevation, passes

through hummock in which grow ma-
hogany trees, cocoanut palms, gigantic

orchids and the cactus, the lime, the

banana, the pineapple and many other
trees and plants which are strange and
new to the traveler from the temperate
zone but which are the natural sur-

roundings of this railway of the coral

reefs.

Southern Pacific Drop Pit.

At the last meeting of the General

Foremen's Association Mr. E. F. Fay, the

president, when speaking of a trip he had

made over the Southern Pacific, referred

to the shop at Spark's, Nev. He believed

it was an almost ideal roundhouse, and

at another point on the same line he said

"they have the finest dropjack or, more
properly termed, drop table, in the coun-

try." The drop jack, or table, or pit, re-

ferred to is situated at San Francisco and

at nine other locomotive stations they

have the same design of table in use.

HYDRAULIC JACK. END VIEW OF DROP
TABLE, AND SIDE VIEW OF

TRUCK PLATE.

We are able to give some details of this

excellent shop appliance, through the

courtesy of Mr. H. J. Small, general

superintendent of motive power.

In the first place, the drop pit itself is

a concrete depression in the shop floor

which is 10 ft. 8]/2 ins, wide, and takes

in three of the ordinary round house pits.

The walls of the drop pit are 18 ins. thick

and the depth of the pit is 8 ft. 7 ins.

On the floor of this pit there is a track,

4 ft. gauge, laid with 62-lb rails and
curved to the radius of the rouud house

itself so that the car which runs on this

track is at right angles to each of the

shop pit rails when it is in position under

any one of them.

This car, or drop table truck, as it may
be called, resembles an engine truck inso-

far that it is a four-wheeled vehicle with

a strong, heavy webbed steel casting or

carries a heavy webbed steel casting

which supports the drop table. The drop
table casting is 3 ft. long and each side

carries a pair of I-beams 10 ins. deep
placed side by side, capped and based by
yi-in. cover plates. On the top of the

upper cover plates are the locomotive

track rails, 75 lbs. to the yard. The four

I-beams, two on a side, are bound to-

gether by the table centre casting and by
a 4-in. tie plate at each end. Thus a sec-

SIDE VIEW OF DROP TABLE, END VIEW OF TRUCK, AND LOCKING ARRANGEMENT.

truck-plate uniting the whole, and having,

as one might say, an exceedingly large

centre bearing, which in reality is the

upper part of the hydraulic jack which

does the lifting and lowering. The truck

wheels are 18 ins. in diameter and the

spread of the wheels is 60 ins. The axles

of this truck have extension ends which

terminate in squares upon which a ratchet

lever can be slipped, in order to move the

tiuck back and forth as desired. The
truck is made with inside bearings like

an engine truck, and the ratchet levers go

on outside the wheels.

The drop table truck has, as we have

said, a large centre casting made in one

piece with the ribbed truck plate. This

centre piece is a cylinder 15 ins. in diam-

eter and 24 ins. deep. On the under side

of this cylinder an extension is bolted.

The extension is 71 ins. deep, thus making

the outside length of the whole vertical

cylinder 95 ins. This forms the barrel for

the hydraulic jack. The plunger is hol-

low and is 15 ins. in diameter and fits

closely into the 24-in. top of the barrel

which belongs to the truck plate. This

close fit of plunger and barrel acts as a

guide for the plunger as it goes up and

down. Below this, and in the 71-in. well

or bottom of the jack, the barrel has a

diameter of 17 ins. This jack, which

might with more propriety be called a

traveling hydraulic lift, has a stroke of

62 ins. ordinarily. The total lift, how-

ever, required for releasing the detents

and other adjustment is 64^ ins.

The plunger of the hydraulic lift is like

a circular pillar, the capital of which

tion of track of standard gauge 10 ft.

554 in. long can be lowered or raised

through 62 ins. as required, and made to

form part of the shop track in any one

c f three round house pits.

When the drop table is up in place, so

that the rails form part of the shop pit

track, they are locked in position in a

very simple but effective manner. The
ends of the double I-beams forming the

drop table, are, as we said, united by

cover plates top and bottom. On the

under side of the lower plates four lock

castings are bolted, from each of which

hangs a locking bolt. This bolt is not

shot in and out, in the usual manner. It

is swung into position in a notched wall

plate, when the table is to be held up.

The locking bolts, for there are four of

them, thus form small short pillars in-

clined at a slight angle, but the angle is

sufficient when the weight comes on the

locking bolts, to cause them to engage

closely with the notches in the wall cast-

ings and the heavier the weight on the

table, the tighter the locking bolts cling in

their supporting position. The notches in

the wall castings, into which the locking

bolts are swung, are such that entrance

only can be made when the rails on the

drop table are in line, and forming part

of the shop pit track. The drop table is

thus like a four legged stool wedged into

the wall and practically forming a bridge

over the drop pit. To release the lock-

ing bolts, the plunger raises the table

slightly, and a lever attached to a disc

with rods, when moved, swings the lock-

ing bolts out of the wall notches and the
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table can be lowered. When down in its

lowest position the plunger bottoms on

the lower end of the barrel and the tabic

and its load is thus carried directly on

the truck without any support from the

liquid confined in the barrel. When up in

place and locked, the table and load are

carried on the short pillar-like locking

bolts, fitting into their wall notches and

the liquid in the jack does not necessarily

support weight. In fact, the liquid in the

jack or hydraulic lift, is employed to

produce the motion of the plunger and

is used when the table is in the act of

going up, or down. The weight when at

rest, may be carried directly, either on the

truck or on the supporting wall castings.

In this way the chances of a slip, due to

leakage, are avoided.

The floor of the drop pit contains a

deep groove, if we may so call it, in which

the lower part of the hydraulic jack bar-

rel moves as the truck is traversed from

Missouri & North Arkansas 2-8-0.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works
have recently delivered to the Missouri

and North Arkansas Railroad five sim-

ple consolidation or 2-8-0 type of loco-

motives for freight service. The road

is laid with 65 lb. rails, the maximum
grades are lJ4 per cent, and the curves

are of 12 degs. radius. The new loco-

motives can exert a tractive force of

37,000 lbs. The cylinders are 22 x 28

ins. and the driving wheels are 56 ins.

in diameter. With the tractive effort

as stated and a weight of 167,000 lbs.

carried by the drivers, the factor of

adhesion becomes 4.5.

While there are few unusual features

in this design, this engine represents a

type which has been giving excellent satis-

faction in heavy freight service. The
average load per driving-wheel is very

nearly 21,000 lbs., which is practically

the limit per wheel that can be safely

mentioned crosstie with the guide

yoke. With this arrangement only one

reverse shaft is necessary, and the link

blocks are down when in forward gear.

This is an advantage, as the slipping

of the blocks is reduced to a minimum.
Among the large cast steel details

used in these engines may be men-
tioned the frames, mud rings, cross

heads, driving boxes and driving-wheel

centers. The latter are fitted with

brass hub liners. The two leading

pairs of driving wheels are equalized

with the engine truck, which is

equipped with a swing bolster hung on

three point suspension links. The
main and rear pair of driving wheels

are equalized through beams placed

over the boxes. The frames have

double front rails and the pedestal

binders are lugged and bolted to the

pedestals. All the wheels are flanged

and the spacing of them is as nearly

J. P. Dolan, Master Mechanic.
MISSOURI & NORTH ARKANSAS RAILROAD 2-8-0 SIMPLE ENGINE.

Baldwin Loco. Works, Builders.

one shop pit to another. The barrel is

fitted with a J^-in. connection for rubber

hose, so that water may be supplied to, or

released from, the jack, no matter under

what track the carrying truck may be.

Suitable valves control the inflow and the

release of water. The plunger having a

diameter of 15 ins. has a circular base of

176.71 sq. ins. and water at a pressure

of from 150 to 200 lbs. per sq. in. would

support a weight in round numbers of

from about 13 to 17 tons.

This useful shop device is in every way
a justification of the remarks made by
Mr. Fay, which we quoted at the begin-

ning of this article, for the design of this

drop table and the details which have

been worked out show that the whole

subject has been carefully studied and
that safety, strength, and durability have
been what musicians would call the

leading "motif" of the whole compo-
sition.

carried on a 65-lb. rail. The valve

gear, as may be seen from our illustra-

tion, is the Walschaerts gear and the

main valves are of the Richardson bal-

anced type, with vacuum valves. The
main valves are driven through rocker

shafts whose bearings are bolted to the

guide yoke. With this arrangement

the valve rods are comparatively long

and it is unnecessary to use knuckle

joints or crossheads to prevent them

from springing. The combining levers

are placed back of the crossheads, in-

stead of in front of them as has been

usual in some previous designs. The
link bearings are bolted to a crosstie

which spans the frames between the

second and third pairs of driving-

wheels. Each bearing is made in one

piece and the links are of the built-up

type with double trunions. The re-

verse shaft bearings are mounted on

braces, which connect the previously

as possible equal. The driving wheel

base is thus 15 ft. 4 ins., while the

wheel base of the engine is 23 ft. 8 ins.

The engine truck carries a weight of

about 14,900 lbs. and this, when added

to the adhesive weight given above,

makes the total weight of the engine

182,200 lbs.

The boiler is of the straight top type,

72 ins. in diameter at the smoke-box

end. The firebox has a vertical throat

and back head. The roof sheet is

slightly inclined toward the rear. A
narrow firebox is used in this design,

but the side water legs are free from

abrupt changes in direction, thus help-

ing to promote circulation and favor-

ing the distribution of the staybolts.

A cast steel furnace bearer, sliding on

a substantial crosstie of the same ma-

terial, supports the firebox at the front

end.

The heating surface is 2.791 Yi sq. ft.,
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made up of 1949 in the firebox itself

and 2,596.6 sq. ft. in the tubes. There

are 344 tubes 2 ins. outside diameter

and each 14 ft. 6 ins. long. The grate

area is 34.9 sq. ft. and tints the heating

surface is very nearly So times that of

the grate area.

The tender is of the Yanderbilt type,

with cylindrical water tank. The frame

is built of 6 x 1
in steel angles. The

trucks are of arch bar design, with

Steel bolsters and triple elliptic springs.

The fnmt wheels in each truck are

steel tired with spoke centers, while

the rear wheels are of chilled cast iron.

The capacity of the tank is 0.000 U. S.

gallons and 14 tons of coal may be

carried. The wheels used are ordinary

33-in. cast iron and the journals are

S
l
/z x 10 ins. The total wheel base of

engine and tender is 58 ft. 8 ins. and

the total weight with tender counted in

is about 300,000 lbs.

Mr. John P. Dolan, the master me-
chanic of the road, through whose
courtesy we have obtained much of the

information given here, says in refer-

ring to this batch of freighters: "We
have these engines in service now and

they are giving excellent results. They
arc good steamers and are good steady

runners on both tangents and curves.

The Walschaerts valve gear is popular

witli the engineers, the machinists and

the management. We use the \\
r
est-

inghouse E. T. equipment, which, be-

sides giving good service in switching,

enables the engineers to prevent ex-

cessive heating of tires on mountain
grades. We are much pleased with the

Vanderbilt cylindrical type of tender

for its steadiness in running and easy

access for inspection." The engines are

of the Baldwin standard type, with

some changes and specialties to con-

form with conditions of service as de-

cided upon by Mr. Geo. L. Sands, vice-

president of the road, and by Mr. J. P.

Dolan. the master mechanic.

A few of the leading dimensions,

etc.. are here appended for reference:

Boiler— Material, steel; thickness of sheets. H
in.; working pressure, 1S0 lbs.; fuel, soft
coal; staying, radial.

Tire Box—Material, steel; length, 121 ins.:
width, 41H ins.; depth, front, 71 l/t ins.;
depth, back, 69 ins.; thickness of sheets,
sides, 5-16 in.; thickness of sheets, back,
5-16 in.; thickness of sheets, crown, 3g in.;
thickness of sheets, tube, y2 in.

Water Space—Front, 4 ins.; sides, 3 r
_- ins;

back, 3 a ins.

Tubes— Material, iron; Wire gauge, No. 11.

Driving Wheels—Journals, 0x13 ins.

Engine Truck Wheels—Diameter, 30 ins.; jour-
nals, 5 t.xu ins.

Nathan triple bulls-eye automatic sight-feed
lubi i

Among the Railroad Men.

l'.v James Kennedy.

AT COLLINWOOD.

Collinwood is a beautiful suburb of

Cleveland, Ohio, and the central shops

of the Lake Shore and Michigan South-

ern Railroad are situated there in a fine

location. The shops are elegantly con-

structed and are divided into squares re-

sembling a miniature city. There is a

\.i-iirss about the interior and a new-

ness about everything that gives one the

impressicn that a great mechanical ex-

hibition is expected to do. There is some

thing spectacular about the splendid loco-

motives that come out of the great works,

and while they do not have the gaudy

glitter of the burnished curiosities of

forty years ago, their very sombreness of

color seems to add to their perfect sym-

metry and is becoming to their great

strength.

The Walschaerts valve gear is exten-

sively used on their fast passenger as

well as on the freight engines. The offi-

Motor car sen ice lias been inaugurated

on the Union Pacific between Grand
Island, Neb., and Ord. This takes the

place of a passenger train which has been

operated between these points for about

20 years. This is the fourth district of

the TJ. P. in Nebraska on which motor

cars are in regular service.

\.\ KK HAULED li\ A VAUCLAIN
COMPOUND.

cials express themselves as well pleased

with the efficiency of the engines in s tr

vice, the comparatively small cost of re-

pairs to valve gear parts between the

periods of general repairing being a

marked feature since the introduction of

the new gearing.

In the shops there were evidences

everywhere of the highest engineering

skill, especially in the moving and con-

veying of heavy material. The ordinary

traveling cranes were relieved by an

extended system of jib cranes serving

a wide circle of machines. This fea-

ture is being constantly added to and

facilitates the work of the heavier ma-
chines very much. It could he readily

noted that the antiquated methods of

carrying material into lofty galleries or

distant buildings was entirely avoided.

The arrangements of cab and truck re-

pairs, brake and spring rigging were all

made on the erecting floors, four pits

being set apart for these purposes. An
interesting feature was the method of

moulding brasses into the driving

boxes, thereby avoiding any fitting.

Five separate dovetailed grooves are

cut in the inner arch of the casting.

The boxes are slightly heated. A man-

drel of the size desired is adjusted to

the box and the mould is completed.

The molten brass or bronze is poured
in and the contraction incident to cool-

ing tightens the metal in the dovetailed

recesses. The bearing is very secure,

no instance of loosening being record-

ed, while a slight taper to the recesses

renders the operation of removing the

brasses from the boxes an easy one un-

der hydraulic pressure.

The system of specialization in groups
of skilled workmen confined to distinct

branches of work seems to be produc-

tive of the most gratifying results. The
stripping gang pass from engine to en-

gine, followed in unbroken succession

by the experts on pedestal jaws and

binders and wedges. Simultaneously

others are at work on the cylinders and

valve seats. Flues are in the hands of

another skilled group. The boiler

mountings are being renewed by an-

other skilled section, and so on with

such little loss of time that in an aver-

age of ten or eleven days the locomo-

tive is out again. The process of steam-

ing up in the shop is cleverly accom-
plished without smoke, an adjustable

hood covering the smoke stack and car-

rying the smoke away by the action of

a strong fan. While the locomotive is

still under a pressure of steam the trav-

eling crane lifts the engine and removes
it to the tracks.

The machines generally are of the

latest designs, the largest being a 90-in.

lathe furnished by the Niles.-Bement-

Pond Co., with a 50 horse power elec-

tric motor drive. The work performed

by this powerful machine is excellent,

while the output is about ten pairs of

wheels per day of nine hours. Among
the drill presses a large number of flat

drills were in use, but the velocity

seemed to be unusually high, the drills

being made of high speed steel. A spe-

cial grinding department kept a con-

stant supply of drills of all sizes ready

so that the drill press men did not re-

quire to wander around like the ten

lost tribes of fsrael.

A new feature was shown in the ex-

cellently classified arrangement of blue

prints in charge of an accomplished

draftsman who, in addition to furnish-

ing the drawing of any part of any lo-

comotive at once, also cleverly sketched

broken parts for the information of the

departments. This is a marked im-

provement on the ramshackle method
generally in vogue of having over-

worked gang foremen searching for

drawings like Oriental scholars rum-

maging among the ruins of Nineveh.

The machine *hop men and methods,

clever as they were, are but "as moon-
light unto sunlight, and as water unto

wine," compared to the blacksmith
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shop. Dies so perfect thai the product looks

like fine castings are at work all over the

vast shop, and new designs are in course

of construction that look strangely out of

place in a blacksmith's simp, hut the won-

ders already accomplished give ample

promise of new miracles to he performed.

Some were small and intricate, others

heavy and powerful. Some ponderous

machines were occupied in making spring

bands, large clasps that hold the leaves

of the springs in place. The entire opera-

tion of cutting and bending and welding

the band was performed by one machine

in an incredibly short space of time. Nuts

with lateral slots for engaging spanner

wrenches were struck into perfect shape

at one Mow, and the smaller forgings

generally could not be surpassed either

in perfection of form or rapidity of con-

struction, the designs of the forging ma-

chine* being largely the product of the

shop organization.

In the boiler shop the flue department

was perhaps the most interesting as show-

ing a systematic manipulation of the flues

that would be difficult to improve upon.

In service the flues are removed after the-

standard run of 50,000 miles are com-

pleted. Their removal, cleaning, welding

and setting anew in the boiler cost eight

cents per flue, and although there are no

piece workers in the boiler shop a stand-

ard day's work is maintained that is emi-

nently satisfactory to all concerned. The
novel flue plant is handled by five men.

one man heating, scarfing and safe end-

ing, the other welding and swedging.

Both men use the same furnace, the flue

not being allowed to cool from start to

finish. In this way the output aver-

aged one flue per minute or nearly

600 per day. The drawings or templets in

the boiler shop are of the best, and it

may he noted that in the case of new
fire boxes or flue sheets there is no such

thing as trying the work on the job and

marking holes from the old on to the

new work, the new part is laid out cor-

rectly from the original design and put in

place and rivetted up without delay. The
rivetting and flue expanding and drilling

and tapping are all done by compressed

air machine. In the twenty main pits in

the machine shop there is every kind of

appliance calculated to facilitate work,

the output of engines completely re-

paired amount to about 50 per month,

not speaking of special and running re-

pairs which are constantly going on in

another section of the shops as well as

in the round house.

The car department kept pace with the

machine shops and a large number of ca-

boose and baggage cars were being com-

pleted which will add greatly to the new
equipment. In special work the most im-

portant feature was a magnificent new
dining car. one of the finest ever built

and the second of its kind erected at the

Collinwood works. It was elegant in de-

sign and gorgeous in adornment and :il

together a palace on wheels.

Several notable features could !>• een

in the great shop yards, one being a

second hand material department where

all worn parts were collected and such

as could be used were senl to the various

departments for repair and much material

is thereby saved that would otherwise be

discarded 1 me man managed tin- impor-

tant branch. I he yard crane was an object

of curiosity. Et reached all over thi greal

yard and every kind of material was under

its spreading wings ami it certainly is

giving ideal service.

It ma\ he noted in closing that while the

great bulk of the work is being done

under the contract or piece work system

there is an underlying wages rate below

which no mechanic is asked to work. The

excess over this rate is in almost every

Jim Skeevers as Traveling Engineer.

I:, John A. I In. 1..

The regular man took a ninety-days'

a while .>: t, and Jim

tppointi d cngi-

1
1 f r" tc »<-

Skeevers' principal dutj eemed to he

examining firemen for promotion and

out to inn 1 snow,

The) new general superinten-

ds nt and he 1 a terror on examinal

I I. ordi I'd all the engineers, old and

young, examined on time card, and if one

of them wavered he sent him to the mas-

tei mechanic for a mi 1 ha

tion.

Finally he turned tin- around ami or-

dered Skeevers to examine all the engi-

neers, and if any of them wavered in the

mechanical line to send 'em to him.

MILITARY TRAIN' ON THE OTAVI RAILWAY.

case very liberal and evidently very satis-

factory to all concerned. The number of

skilled workmen owning their own homes

is remarkable, and the elegance and

beauty of these suburban residences have

to be seen to be appreciated. L'nder such

conditions and in such environment the

daily drudgery of mechanical toil becomes

light and agreeable, and the shops of Col-

linwood might very properly furnish an

example to the entire country of how-

physical comfort can be retained under

conditions necessitating the most difficult

and multiplex engineering operations.

The best way to get along with a com-

petitor is to treat him well. If you abuse

him unjustly you get the name of being

envious and do yourself harm. Pry into

your own business instead of his, and you

will be better respected and more pros-

perous.

—

Cincinnati Enquirer.

The day after the order came out the

Stove Committee were discussing it. when

Skeevers came through the roundh

"Skinny Skeevers fired for me ten years

ago," said Si Lapan, "and I don't guess

he'll monkey examining me much.' Here

he saw Skeevers and continued

:

"Say. Skinny, do you intend givin' us

old timers the same question to answer as

you do these young ducks?"

"Yes. What's the use of doing a thing

kss you do it right? If you know the

answers better than the young fellows, so

much the better for you."

"It's all poppy-cock ; ain't I run here

twenty years?"

"Yes. but the new' management have

made many changes and are going to

adopt a new book of rules ; trains are

getting thicker : we have some signals

;

u ere using joint track, and. all in all,

a fellow has to be pretty well posted to
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keep out of trouble. The fault with you

old fellows is that you don't keep posted

—you learned how once, but never kept

track of improvements.'

"I'll bet you I kin answer more ques-

tions than you can, come now."

"Oh, I'm not setting myself up for an

example. You will pass on your merits,

no doubt. Now, there has been two dozen

young fellows examined, and the same

question is asked 'em all first. You don't

keep track of the run of things, and I'll

bet you can't answer it now."

"Bet you the cigars."

"All right ; for the crowd, Si."

"For the crowd."

"Well, Si. What is a time card?"

"Oh, Lordy ! What's a time card ?

Why, well, a time card is a—well, it's a

thing to run trains by."

"No, it isn't."

"Well, it's the thing that tells the first-

class and second-class trains apart, and

which has the right of the road, and

where to meet, and where to stop, and

when."

"Not much
;
you're thinking of the book

of rules ; we're talking about time card

only."

"Well, it governs the running of

trains."

"Say, Si, if you were out here at Dodd's

on 'No. 1' and '22' wasn't there, what

would you do?"

"Go ahead; 'No. 1' has the right."

"Suppose you were on '22'?"

"Well, if I couldn't get there, I'd lay

back at Somers."

"Yes, but the time card makes you

meet 'No. 1' at Dodd's."

"But if you couldn't get there
"

"Then how does it govern the running

of trains? The book of rules does that.

Si, you don't know. Well, I'll tell you,

as this is no regular examination. A
time card is a list of the stations and the

time at which it is proposed to have the

trains arrive at or leave such stations.'

"I smoke perfectos, don't you, boys?"

depth of cut in inches, f.p.m. is feet

per minute, N is the number of cutting

tools used, C a constant of the follow-

ing values;

Cast iron 0.3s to 0.5

Soft steel or wrought iron... 0.45100.7

Loco, driving wheel tires d.70toi.o

Very hard steel (crucible).... i.ootoi.l

A number of examples of the use of

the formula just quoted are given and

we select three as typical illustrations.

First, a steel tired wheel lathe turning

engine truck wheels with a feed of 1/7

of an inch, a depth of • cut of 5/16 in.

The cut taken at the rate of 16 ft. per

minute, two cutting tools at work, and

the value of constant C taken as 1 for

the material turned off. The equation

to satisfy these values becomes

H P = 1/7 X 5/i6 X 16 X 12 X 2 X C
This gives a horse-power of 17.

Another example is that of a planer

working on a wrought iron engine

frame, with two tools having 5/32 in.

feed, Yi in. cut, 16 ft. per minute, with

H.-P. Required for Shop Tools.

A most instructive and exhaustive

treatment of the subject of the "Power
Requirements of Railroad Shop Tools"

from the pen of Mr. L. R. Pomeroy,

recently appeared in the General Elec-

tric Review. Space does not permit us

to reproduce the whole article, but the

light thus thrown on this important

subject makes a few extracts quite in

order.

The formula used by Mr. Pomeroy
to calculate the horse-power required

to drive various shop tools when en-

gaged in doing work will be found con-

venient by many master mechanics and

general foremen or others interested

in the subject. The formula as given is

HP = F X D X f.p.m. X 12 X N X C
Where F is the feed in inches D is

U. P. NEW BRIDGE AT FORT STEELE,
WYO.

a value for C of 0.5. The equation be-

comes
H P = 5/32 X lA X 16 X 12 X 2 X 0.5

This gives a horse-power of 15.

The third example is of an 84-in.

boring mill, working on 62-in. cast iron

driving wheel center with three cutting

tools at work, a feed of V% of an inch, a

cut of 1/10 of an inch taken at the rate

of 30 ft. per minute with a value for C of

0.35, the lowest value given for cast iron.

The substitutions for this machine make

the formula stand

H P = V& X 1/10 X 30 X 12 X 3 X 0.35

This gives a horse-power value of 4.7.

A machine designed for axle work

and capable of taking two cuts J4 X
1/12 ins. at 24 ft. per minute would

require 18 horse-power. This machine,

Mr. Pomeroy says, would usually be

supplied with a 20 h.p. electric motor,

yet for the average requirements of

railroad shop work 10 h.p. would prob-

ably be sufficient. The table of power

values given below shows the motor

horse-power required in each case, as

given in Mr. Pomeroy 's article: The

figures given at the right hand side of

the column in the following table rep-

resents the motor horse-power required

to drive the tool specified.

POWER VALUES FOR VARIOUS MA-
CHINES.

BOLT AND NUT MACHINERY, HELVE HAMMER,
MULTIPLE DRILL. ETC.

One and one half-inch siiele-head bolt

cutter i :A
Pratt & Whitney No. 4 turret bolt cutter. . 2

Two-spindle stay bolt cutter 2

One and one half-in. Acme double-head bolt

cutter 2J4
One and one half to two and one half Acme

nut facer 2}4
Sixspinale nut tapper 3
One and one half-in. triple-head bolt cutter. 3

Three-fourths to two and a half-in. double-
bead bout cutter 3 ^

Two-in. triple-head bolt cutter 5
~

Four-spindle stay bolt cutter. 5

Bradley hammer 1V1
Niles four-spindle multiple drill ?Vs

GRINDERS.
Air-cock grinder '

No. 3 Brown & Sharpe universal grinder... 3
Link grinder 3
Sellers universal grinder ffr ti-jls 5

Norton i8xo6-in. piston rod grinder 5

MILLERS.

Vertical miller Becker-Brainard No. 2 1

Valve miller No. 2 2

Universal miller No. 3 Brown & Sharpe. .
#

. . 2

1 niversal miller No. 4 Brown & Sharpe.... 5

Universal No. 6 Becker-Brainard 5

Niles heavy vertical 10

PUNCHES AND SHEARS.

No. 4 36-in. throat L. & A. punch 3

No. 9 horizontal flange punch 5

No. 2 Hillis & Jones combination punch
and shear _ 5

Alligator shear (stock 5x1 in.) 5

Lenox rotaiy be /el shear. - lYi
Tbirty-six-in. multiple tank plate punch with

spacing table 1Y*

No. 3 Hillis & Jones combination punch and
shear, 1 2-111.

' throat 7 Vi

No. 2 horizontal punch 20-in. throat IVi

No. 3 Hillis & Jones combination punch and
shear, 36-in. throat 10

No. 3 angle shear sxi-in. bar 10

SAWS.

Band saw, 36-inch wheel 3

Band saw, 42-inch wheel 5

Swing cut-off saw 5

Band saw 48-inch wheel 7 7»

Greenlee No. 1 'A self-feed rip saw 10

Greenlee vertical automatic cut-off saw 15

Forty to forty six-inch saws 15

Automatic band resaw 20

Greenlee No. 6 automatic cut-off saw 20

Greenlee No. 3 rip saw 20

Woods No. 4 rip saw 20

Extra heavy automatic rip saw 25

WOOD-WORKING TOOLS.

Fay-Egan single-spindle vertical boring ma-

chine 3

Fay-Egan three-spindle vertical boring ma-
chine 4

Fay-Egan No. 6 vertical mortiser and borer. 6

Fay-Egan No. 7 tenoner or gainer 7
l/i

Fay-Egan universal wood worker 7
l/x

Fay-Egan four-spindle vertical borer 7 54

Fay-Egan five-spindle vertical borer 10

Fourteen-inch inside mulder
.^

12

Fay-Egan universal tenoner and gainer.... 12

Fay-Egan vertical tenoner 12

Greenlee automatic vertical tenoner 15

Fay-Egan No. 3 gainer, also Greenlee 15%
Greenlee extra-range five-spindle borer and

mortiser
t

.....15

Greenlee vertical mortiser ......15
Fay-Egan automatic gainer, also combination

gainer and mortiser 20
Fay-Egan No. 8 vertical saw and gainer. .. .20^
Vertical hollow chise*. mortiser and borer.. 20
Fay-Egan l4$£-inch double-cylinder surfacer.20$4
Heavy outside molder 20
Six-roll direct-connected planer and matcher. 25
Double-cylinder fast flooring machine 30
Doubie-cylinder planer and matcher 30
Fay-Fgan No. 8 automatic tenonen z°Vi
Woods No. 27 matcher 35
Four-side limber planer, heavy 60

Practice vs. Theory.

An assistant engineer of an electric

power station was up for examination to

pass for a second's certificate. "Tell me,"

said the examiner, "what steps would you

take if the main steam-pipe were giving

out?" The intensely practical man re-

plied : "I would take the engine room

steps three at a time." He passed—the

door, outward bound.
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General Correspondence

Some Designers' Don'ts.

Editor:

In the article on your new chart in the

January issue, page 35, there was a state-

ment which takes up very little room, only

four lines, and probably has attracted lit-

tle attention in itself, but it strikes at

the very foundation of economical loco-

ical engine is the engine which receives

the best care from the men who come into

intimate contact with it on the road and

the engine which receives the best care

is the one which is easiest to care for. I

believe David Harum made the remark

that "there is about as much human nature

in some folks as there is in others—if not

This is not a new subject, but it is

highly important and does not always re-

ceive the care and thought that its im-

portance demands. In general it is up to

the Mechanical Department, but in par-

ticular it is up to the man behind the

drawing pencil. You may have more or

less freedom to use your own judgment

THE "JOHN STEVENS" AS IT APPEARED IN SERVICE ON THE CAMDEN & AMBOY RAILWAY IX 1S49.

motive design. The statement is : "It is

our experience that an engine which is

popular with the men who have to op-

erate it is very likely to cause little trouble

otherwise. This applied especially to

the cab fixtures, but it also applies from

the tip of the pilot to the end of the ten-

der coupling."

Aside from the question of proper de-

sign, in a mechanical sense, the econom-

more," and while engineers and firemen

are human, it takes more enthusiasm

than most men possess to work over a

bothersome adjustment, after a hard run,

which "might just as well be put off till

seme other time." No matter how will-

ing a man may be to keep his engine in

crder, a troublesome adjustment is doubly

annoying when it is in a needlessly incon-

venient position.

in laying out the design, but as far as

possible lay out your engine as though

you were going to run it yourself. In

ether words, put yourself in the place of

the engine crew. A great many questions,

such as the location of different fixtures,

bolts, oil holes, etc., can be settled when

the assembly drawings are made up. A
piece may be perfectly correct in design

when considered alone, but when put in
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place "ii the assembly drawing, a set-

screw or bolt may be so tucked away

against something else as to be practi-

cally inaccessible.

When a bolt or oil cup is situated round

01 between the frames, don't put it where

it requires the arms of a monkey to reach

i: from the outside, or the neck of a

giraffe to find it from under the engine.

Don't fail, especially on fast express lo-

comotives, to group gauges and lexers

where the engineer can see and reach

them with as little change as possible

from his position in the cab window.

Don't put the lubricator where the fire-

man has to fill it through a hole in the

cab roof. Don't forget that the parts of

a locomotive have considerable movement,

not only alone, but in relation to each

other. A bolt or oil hole which is easy

to reach in one position may, in another,

be hidden or made inaccessible by an ad-

jacent piece.

Don't forget that a fireman may handle

several tons of coal a day- and that it

takes 4,000 foot-DOunds. let alone muscle,

to lift a ton of coal two feet. Place the

fire door as low as possible. Don't ex-

pect the fireman to develop the skill of an

Alpine guide or a Rocky Mountain goat

when he goes out to clean the headlight.

Plenty of steps and hand rails may or

not be ornamental, but they are mighty

convenient, especially in icy weather.

Don't use a j4-in. bolt in one place, a

9/16 in. in another and a 7/16 in. in a

third when a J^-in. will do for all three.

It saves considerable adjusting of

wrenches. Don't fail to allow plenty of

room for a wrench to swing. Don't forget

that a piece may get broken and have to

he removed. Make it accessible. Don't

fi met that these are only a few don'ts

out of many. In case of doubt ask the

man behind the throttle. He knows a

dozen to every one we could think of,

because he is on the road with the engine

and we are not.

Svunev C. Cakpexter.

Plainville, Conn.

Green Shade for Headlight.

Editor:

Thinking you might be interested in a

ik \ ice which was built and tested at Mead-
ville. Pa., during the early part of last

year. I send you a brief description of its

working and objects. The inventor and

patentee is A. W. Collom, an engineer on
the Meadville Division of the Erie. Mr.

Collom having had a number of years' ex-

perience on single track road felt that the

means of covering headlights as required

-on single-track were very crude and en-

tirely ineffectual and accordingly cast

about for some better means, with the

result that in May, 1907, he was granted

a patent on a headlight cover that was
heartily approved of by both local officers

and running force of the Meadville

Division of the Erie after a practical

test had been made which extended over

several months.

The inventor contended that a head-

light wholly obscured really stood

lor nothing, ami often became a

source of danger by making a sid-

ing look as if empty when occupied

by train, all lights being sometimes ob-

scured, as when no signals are carried

ami siding on a curve. Instead of covering

the headlight with metal disk or oil cloth

curtain he causes a green cylinder of glass

to be placed around the chimney, thus

changing the color of the light. This does

not obscure the light, so the opposing train

can be sure of the conditions on the siding

and readily identify the train by the en-

gine number if need be, providing the

number is stenciled across the front of

the headlight in large figures. The green

being a mild light does not blind the men
coming toward it.

During the test this headlight was

placed in the worst position possible to

obscure signals at block station, yet men
on fast trains were able to recognize

the color of blocks without difficulty.

The inventor naturally turned to com-

pressed air as a motive power, but prac-

M El DANISM FOR GREEN SHADE ON
HEADLIGHT.

tieal experience had told him that the air

pump already had all it could well attend

to, so he bent his energy to produce a

machine that would do the work with the

least air possible and have no leaks to

supply.

This he accomplishes by means of the

device shown in the accompanying line

sketch. A and A I are two cylinders

placed one above the other and connected

by a small port c. This port is opened

and closed by valve f. A is a cylinder

1 in. in diameter and 2 ins. stroke. It

has a piston whose rod B extends through

port H which serves as a guide and has

on its end a sort of crosshead C having

two arms, one extending sidewise and is

the point of connection. The other arm
extends below and in line with the rod,

making a sort of extension of the rod on

a lower level. Ai is a smaller cylinder

having a very short stroke and '/2 in. di-

ameter. This cylinder is the point of

entry for the air supply, it being threaded

part of its length to receive a J4 m - P'Pe -

This cylinder also has a piston whose

rod Bi also extends through guide port

H and terminates at a point nearly above

the point of extreme travel of the lower

arm of the crosshead C. D is a tee-shaped

catch or lock which is pivoted at the stem

and cross-piece and hung between two

posts I and I, with the stem of the tee

in horizontal position. The top arm rests

against the end of piston rod Bi, so that

when the piston is driven out to its ex-

treme travel the stem of this lock is

slightly above the horizontal. The lower

arm extends down in line with the lower

arm of crosshead C, so as to be engaged

by this arm and be forced back by it until

the stem of this catch or lock D is in the

horizontal position, when piston and rod

B are at their extreme outward travel. In

this position the catch on the stem is

hooked over the crosshead C, holding it in

this position. Valve f is operated by valve

rod fi, it getting its action from the side

arm of the crosshead C by means of two

lugs g and gi. The device is operated by a

three way cock in the cab.

To cover the headlight, turn the three

way cock to application position and leave

it about three or four seconds and return

to release, when all air is exhausted, ex-

cept that in cylinder A, so leakage cuts

no figure. In this time air has tilled

cylinder Ai, fed through port c to cylinder

A, driven piston and rod B out until the

lower arm of crosshead C engages the

lower arm of tee clutch D, forcing it back

and causing it to engage the crosshead C
through the catch on its stem. Just at

this point the lateral arm of crosshead C
has engaged lug gi and caused valve rod

fi and valve f to move and shut off air

frcm cylinder A. Cylinder A being twice

the diameter of cylinder At, it is able to

do its work and at the same time overcome

the pressure in cylinder Ai, so that when
the lower arm of the tee clutch B is en-

gaged by the lower arm of -crosshead C, it

is forced back, while the upper arm is

forced forward and with it piston and

piston rod Bi. At this point the three way
cock in the cab has been turned t'o exhaust

position, the air in cylinder Ai escapes

to the atmosphere, while that in A slowly

leaks away, the valve f having closed port

e. The lateral arm of crosshead C is con-

nected to the short arm of bell crank K by

means of rod J, the long arm of bell crank

K is connected to carriage M by rod L.

This carriage slides on two guides n and

ni, and carries the green glass cylinder

which changes the color of the light. This

carriage and cylinder passing up and

around the burner of the headlight

through an opening made by cutting away

that part of the reflector just below the

burner which always shows in shadow no

matter how clean the reflector may be.

Thus it will be seen that as piston and rod

B moves out, the green cylinder is raised

and once the crosshead C is caught and
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held by the tee-clutch D; the green shack

is also held in position by means of rods

J and L and bull crank K without air

pressure being then in any part of the

device

Wishing to uncover the headlight, the

operator simply turns the three way cock

to application position and immediately

return-, it to release or exhaust position.

The air from tin three way cock passes

through pipe t'> cylinder Ai and drives

piston and rod B] OUt, forcing the top

arm of the tee-clutch D back and raising

its stem, letting crosshead C free. The

weight of carriage M and its glass cylinder

acting on piston I! through lull crank K
and crosshead C and their connecting rods

J and L forces it back into the cylinder.

Valve f being closed, the fall of the green

shade is comparatively slow owing to the

slight compression in cylinder A owing to

valve f being closed, so that the air in

cylinder A 1 has ample time to be ex-

hausted before the valve f is opened by

the lateral arm of crosshead C engaging

lug g on valve rod f 1 just before carriage

M comes to rest and with it the other

parts of the device.

From the foregoing it will be seen that

this device is unlike any other of its kind.

It wastes no air for more than four

seconds to an operation. The operator is

compelled to keep the air shut off from

the device no matter what the position of

the shade may he by reason of the con-

struction of the device. The amount of

air used depends on the length of piping

between the cab and headlight

The device being fastened to the bottom

board of the reflector it is necessary to use

a short hose inside the headlight case so

that the reflector can be pulled out to

light, etc. A ball union is used, so the re-

flector can quickly be exchanged or taken

out for cleaning.

Meadville, Pa. John Fix.

sure of fifteen thousand pounds per

Square inch Mill compress unlet one

twenty-fourth of its volume. Our figuri

are about the same in relative propor

tion. Prof. Everett's work on "lulls

ami Physical 1 'on tanl " and an

haustive treatise in the Encyclopedia

Britannica als :a 1 ly agrei on ,1

relative ratio. Prof. Everett's tables

are particularly interesting. Th< 1

periments are largely based 011 atmos-

pheric pressure.- Ed.]

Hydrostatics.

Fditor:

In a recent article in your interesting

scries. "Elements of Physical Science,"

you state that water submitted to a

pressure of ten thousand pounds to the

square inch loses one-thirty-sixth of its

bulk. My experience in the use of

high pressure in hydraulic appliances

has not led me to believe that the com-

pression of the fluid would amount to

so much. I would be very glad if you

could confirm this or give me the

source of your information, so that I

could correct my own impressions.

J. W. Nelson.

Manager R. Dudgeon*s Machine and

Hydraulic Jack Works.

New York.

[The compressibility of water is

treated at considerable length in an ex-

cellent work by Prof. G. P. Quackenbos,

LL.D. His figures show that a pres-

King of the Continent.

Editor:

There has been a lot of talk Lately

about electricity as a motive power put-

ting steam in a back seat. This may be

happening on short suburban runs, hut

when it comes to transcontinental dis-

tances, here are m\ sentiments:

Till-: KING OF THE CONTINENT.

Oh, '"electric juice" is all the rage,

And it's sure a wonderful thing;

It's taking its place on history's page

And it's making our door-bells ring!

But the old steam engine is still in date

And it's going to stay a while,

And "electric powers" will have to wait

Till steam goes out of style.

Oh, the locomotive they're laughing at

Is all to the good, you bet

!

When it comes to covering leagues of

land

At a pace that's sure and a speed that's

grand

This wonderful creature is still on hand,

It's king of the continent yet.

I enclose a photograph of the king of

the continent, covering his leagues of land

at a mile-a-minute pace.

A. P. Payson.

New York City.

Broken Air Pipes.

Editor:

In my letter on the subject of broken

air pipes which appeared in the October

number, the flow of air under the different

conditions was not explained in detail ; it

was at the time considered sufficient, but

it appears that some of the explanations

should have been made clearer, especially

v. hi re 11 '-.

.

d thai thi automatic

>Mi;e ti .1] Id bi opi rati d

1
moil-

1 quipped with the E. T. b

if the brake pipe \: a torn from the en-

gine.

11 was stated, if the brake pipe

was torn from thi the brake valve

handle could he placed in em. rgency posi-

tion to prevent th of air from the

main reservoir, lie- engine and ti

brake could then I.. by means
of lie- independi n\ braki Ivi nd the

pipe leading from thi distributing to the

t.ii.l.r brake cylinder coupled with the

train brake pipe he driving together the

In 1 ci 'Uplings betwei - ngine and

tender

The stop-cock to the driver brake cylin-

. hould be closed before uniting the

hose couplings, as some of the triple

alvi in the train may he leaking into

the brake pipe, and if the volume of leak-

age was sufficient, would apply the driver

brake, the handle of the independent

brake valve should be held in release posi-

tion while this is being done to pi

pressure from building up in the applii a-

tion chamber of the distributing valve

through the ports m and n as the equal-

izing valve will have assumed the emerg-

engy position when the brake pipe was

broken with its packing ring and the

cover gasket forming a joint which will

prevent leakage to the atmosphere.

After the adjusting nut of the safety

valve is screwed down and the handle ol

the independent valve placed in applica-

tion position the reducing valve will ad-

mit 4; lbs. pressure to the application

and pressure chambers of the distributing

valve forcing the main piston to applica-

tion position and admitting a like amount,

from the main reservoir, to the brake

cylinder pipe on the engine and the train

brake pipe on the tender and train.

It was also stated that the pre—nre

in the application chamber could be in-

creased to any figure desired. 70 or 1 10

lbs., by screwing up the adjusting nut

of the reducing valve, and the main piston

would allow a like amount to How into

the train brake pipe so long as the main

reservoir contains the required pressure

and volume.

The ports m and n will allow a continu-

ous flow of main reservoir pressure to

the application and pressure chambers of

the distributing valve, but as the entire

train signal system is connected with the

application chamber when the handle of

the independent brake valve is in appli-

cation position, the flow of air through

the small ports is not sufficient to in-

crease the pressure beyond the adjust-

ment of the reducing valve. When an

application of the brake is desired and

the handle of the independent brake valve

placed in release position the main piston

will assume the duties of the brake valve

equalizing piston, exhausting brake pipe

pressure until it is equal to that remain-
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ing in the application chamber the single

pointer gauge will show these pressures.

As it was stated in the letter mentioned,

the reduction should be almost continuous

until the train has stopped on account of

the ports m and n building up applica-

tion chamber pressure; for, in this position

of the brake valve, the signal system is

no longer connected with the application

chamber.

On account of the size of the port con-

necting the two chambers the pressure

will be withdrawn from the application

chamber faster than it can flow from the

pressure chamber and if the pressure is

allowed to increase in the application

chamber it will move the main piston to

its application position, closing the brake

pipe exhaust and permitting more pres-

sure to flow into the brake pipe.

The pressure in the equalizing reservoir

cf the automatic brake valve will leak

past the equalizing piston packing ring

to the atmosphere and in a short time the

gauge will show no pressure in this reser-

voir, and as the independent brake valve

handle is moved to make the application,

a reduction in the application chamber

will occur when the handle reaches run-

ning position, due to the pressure flowing

to the equalizing reservoir. If this is

found undesirable the automatic brake

valve handle can be placed in service, or

lap position.

This method of handling a train not

only applies to a broken brake pipe, but

also to a case where both the main res-

ervoir and few valve pipes are broken

;

cr where the automatic brake valve is

disabled from a broken body or a twisted

or broken rotary key, it will only be nec-

essary to stop the main reservoir leak

and proceed as previously stated.

This appears even simpler when the

break occurs with the later H 6 equip-

ment, as there are no ports m and n in

the distributing valve, and in case of the

broken brake pipe the handle of the au-

tomatic brake valve can be returned to

service position which will prevent the

flow of air from the feed valve pipe to

the application chamber of the distribut-

ing valve.

When the brake valve is broken or all

the pipes broken, so there is no air pres-

sure on the brake valve the position of

the handle is of no consequence.

When the brake valve cut-out cock is

located in the main reservoir pipe with

the H 6 equipment a check valve is placed

in the pipe which conducts pressure from

the rotary valve and feed valve pipe to

the application chamber pipe during

emergency applications.

This check valve prevents a backward

flow of air which might unseat the rotary

valve and allow the application chamber

pressure to escape at times when there is

no air pressure on top of the rotary

valve which may occur when the engine

is the second one in double-heading,

should the brake valve on the first engine

be allowed to remain in application posi-

tion until all the brake pressure has es-

caped.

Therefore, it will be noted that if the

H 6 brake equipment with the cut-out

cock in the reservoir pipe is used to op-

erate the train brake while there is no

pressure in the automatic brake valve this

check valve will prevent a flow of air

from the application chamber.

When the stop-cock is located in the

brake pipe of the H 6 equipment, this

check valve is not used, and if the brake

is to be operated under the conditions

mentioned this branch pipe between the

automatic brake valve and application

chamber pipe should be blanked.

From the construction of the independ-

ent valve used with the H 6 brake valve,

it will be noticed that when the handle

is in running position the exhaust port

of the distributing valve is open to the

automatic brake valve and while the

equalizing valve is in application position

the exhaust port is lapped and no re-

duction in application chamber pressure

will occur until the handle is moved to

release position.

Referring again to the letter published

in the October number it states that if

the application chamber pipe is broken

the application chamber leak could be

plugged and the double heading pipe dis-

connected to form an exhaust for the ap-

plication chamber pressure and the driver

brake used during automatic applications

with the H 5 brake equipment the appli-

cation chamber pipe is the lower one

while with the H 6 brake the application

chamber pipe is the upper one and if

broken and plugged the lower one should

not be disturbed, as it would destroy the

driver brake holding feature. To plug

this pipe would be equivalent to plugging

the exhaust port of a triple valve.

On account of the length of the brake

pipe on modern locomotives some diffi-

culty in obtaining full brake cylinder pres-

sure on the train during emergency appli-

cations has been experienced when
double-heading; for this reason the tend-

ers on some locomotives are equipped

with a quick action triple valve in addi-

tion to the E. T. brake.

The standard straight air brake double-

seated check valve being used between the

triple valve and brake cylinder with the

pipe form the distributing valve con-

nected to the straight air side.

When the tender is equipped in this

manner it can be used with an engine

equipped with the ordinary automatic

brake with the combined automatic and

straight air brake or with the E. T. brake.

When used with the E. T. brake the

stop cock in the pipe leading from the

distributing valve to the tender brake

should be left open while the triple valve

is in service.

When the triple valve is cut out the

slop cock should also be closed, and if

this cock is left closed when the triple

valve is again cut in a slight leak past

the gasket on the straight air side of the

check valve will allow pressure to build

up in the pipe between the check valve

and stop cock during applications of the

brake, and as the triple valve starts to

reduce the pressure in the brake cylinder

when the brake is released this stored

up pressure will force the check valve

over, cutting off the flow of air from the

triple valve.

When the brake is stuck in this way it

cannot be bled off; the only way it can

be released is by opening the stop cock

or disconnecting the hose between the

engine and tender.

G. W. Kiehm.

Washington, D. C.

A Freak That Was Missed.

Editor:

I have been reading Sinclair's "His-

tory of the Development of the Loco-

motive Engine," and have been par-

ticularly interested in the chapter on

Freak Locomotives; but I find that one

celebrated freak has been omitted. That

freak was known as the Swinerton Lo-

comotive, and was very much in evi-

dence in New England in 1888. The
designer of that locomotive conceived

the idea that driving wheels covered

with flat facets would adhere more
tenaciously to the rail than those with

a true round surface. A locomotive

was built to put that idea into practice,

a single pair of S-ft. driving wheels be-

ing used with 105 flat milled spots on

the outside of the tire.

In looking over my bound volumes

of The Locomotive Engineer I found

that the editor made fun of the claims

made for the Swinerton engine, and

that for months he permitted the in-

ventors to do their best with the loco-

motive without embarrassing them with

criticism. Then he gave them a final

blast as follows:

"When the Swinerton locomotive

came tap-tapping along with 105 flat

spots and 41,000 pounds on a single pair

of drivers, this paper was taken to task

by some of the Boston stockholders for

condemning 'a new departure in loco-

motive practice before it could be

tried.' So we agreed to keep still for

six months, which we have done.

"We have watched this engine's per-

formance, and find that she has spent

as much time on the jacks as on the

road; that her flat spots have got their

corners knocked off, and that she has

never made twenty-five miles at a

stretch without getting her driving

boxes too hot for safety. She has had

some of the weight transferred from

the drivers to other wheels, and new
axle and driving boxes.

"The engine was built in defiance of
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two well-known laws of mechanics—the

inventor claiming that increasing the

area of surface in contact with the rail

increased the adhesion, and that he

could carry much more weight on a

single pair of driving wheels than ex-

haustive experiments had shown could

be carried. In both these attempts he

has failed."

It is needless to add that the Swin-

crton locomotive stands among the

monumental failures of the amateur

locomotive designer.

Genf.rai. Foreman.

Boston, Mass.

Grease Cup Plug Holder.

Editor:

I am sending you for publication a

snap shot picture taken of a safety de-

vice which I have got up to prevent

grease plugs from being jarred loose

and getting lost. This device is now
being tried on the Erie Railroad and so

far has proved very successful.

The device is a spring 1/16 in. thick

and V% in. wide, bent in a true circle

about 34 'n - smaller than the outside

diameter of the rod cup, and it is tem-

pered. In the center of this spring is a

GREASE CUP PLUG HOLDER.

3/16 in. dowel, rivetted in, that is long

enough to go through the side of the

oil cup and inside about Y% in. A hole,

J4 in. in diameter, is drilled through the

oil cup about Y% in. down from the top.

The dowel in the spring goes through

this hole and engages in a groove cut

in the grease plug. This groove is cut

to a square shoulder on the left side

and tapers out on the right side, which

allows the plug to be screwed farther

in the cup without having to remove

the sprine, ami the tension of the spring

outside of the cup holds the dowel in

the groove and does not permit the

plug to screw out by jarring.

In order to fill the cup with new
grease the spring is pulled out far

enough to let the dowel come outside

the oil cup, and then it can be turned a

little to one side and the plug can eas-

ily be screwed out.

As soon as the plug is put back the

spring can be turned back and the

dowel will snap in the hole and engage

with the groove in the plug. The ends

of the spring are bent back a little,

which gives a good chance to get a

hold on the spring to remove it. On
some roads the loss of grease plugs

is a big item of expense, and it will l>'

found that this device will soon do

away with such loss.

We all know that if an engine is not

Stopped in just the right position thai

THE "YANKEE" IN AUSTRALIA.

it is an impossibility to get at the jam

nut on the grease plug in order to get

it out to refill the cup. With this de-

vice the plug can be easily removed
and replaced, and even if it can't be

screwed in tight it will be safe, for the

dowel will prevent its coming out. An-
other thing to be considered is that sev-

eral of these springs can be carried on

the engine, so that if one breaks it is

an easy matter to replace it.

H. L. Burrhus,
Erecting Shop Foreman, Erie Rtl.

Hornell, N. Y.

Present and Past in Australia.

Editor:

I am enclosing some photographs, two
of goods engines. One was built here in

the city of Marysborough, the other is a

Baldwin. I am "taken" with both en-

gines. The "Yankee" is not a great favor-

ite, as some of the boys get sick when
they have to run her. The other photo-

graph is of the oldest or rather the first

engineer who drove the first locomotive

AUSTRALIAN GOODS ENGINE.

engine in Australia, also his fireman.

This might be of interest to your readers.

The first trip was from Sydney to Parra-

mata. I was personally acquainted with

these men. F. Anschan.
Marysborough, Australia.

Suggestion for g'/2 In. Pump.
Editor:

I here is no denying the fact that the

O'A in. pump has proved itself to be a

faithful servant in years gone by, and the

fact that it is still standard on up-to-date

locomotives, in spite of attempted im-

provements, adds still more to its credit.

There is one point in its construction,

however, which could be considered weak,

and no doubt has cost railroad compa-
nies quite a little.

The life of the steam head, aside from

the renewal of bushings, would be un-

limited, were it not for the thinness of

the casting at the point where the rever-

sing chamber cap screws into the head,

ant it would not be exaggerating to say

that nine-tenths of the heads are rele-

gated to the scrap bin on account of cracks

and breaks at this point. The four holes

which are drilled through the chamber
to form the ports and plugged with brass

on the outside add to its weakness, and

often crack when bushings are re-

newed. The use of the eye bolt when
hanging a pump is often the primary

cause of breaks. Of course there are

makeshift repairs, such as the shrinking

of bands, caulking, etc., but I think every

air pump repairman in the land would

ENGINEER AND FIREMAN OF FIRST
LOCOMOTIVE IN AUSTRALIA.

rise as one, and salaam, if this would be

remedied. Of course there are no "add-

ing on" tools in shop practice, but a little

more stock from the foundry would be

appreciated.

Allen E. Nye.

Air Room Foreman, A. T. & S. F. Ry.

Albuquerque, New Mex.

Broken, But Why?
Editor:

A left back-up U-bolt eccentric had

been loose and running warm, luke-

warm in fact. At the top of a hill train

broke in two about thirty-five car

lengths from engine. When stopped

the slack of the train was all out, and

when the engine started to back it had

made about three exhausts when the

slack all ran 'down against engine and

shoved it ahead about one revolution,

and in doing so the left back-up eccen-

tric and strap were smashed. What
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caused the breakage when the eccentric

was not hot and only slipped about a"

quarter of an inch on the axle and the

any of your readers solve this problem?
valves were in excellent condition. Can

Terre Haute, Ind. H. P.

Good Boring Bar.

Editor:

The boring bar shown on the draw-
ing sent herewith was designed more
especially for boring car wheels, where
a bar of very rigid construction was
eeded. This bar. as will be seen, can

ry quickly and easily adjusted, in-

wardly or outwardly as needed, by the

ADJUSTABLE BORING BAR.

right and left hand screw which passes

through the tool blocks. The blocks

are securely clamped by the binding

screw at the bottom.

We have found in our use of this

tool for over two years that we can

bore out a wheel with one cut, regard-

less of the amount of stock to be re-

moved, and with a feed of % in. per

revolution. The cutting tools are sim-

ply flat pieces of self-hardening steel,

both cut to the same length and may
be made of any size to suit conditions.

We are using on our 4-inch bar steel

H x i}4 ins. cut from the bar of that

si2e. One wrench is all that is needed
to adjust the tools; we use a double
ended box wrench, one end to fit the

adjusting screw and clamping screw
and the other end to fit the set screws
which hold the cutters. We have
found this the best bar we have ever

used for boring wheels to fit the axle,

which is now our general practice.

While this bar was designed for bor-

ing wheels on a vertical boring mill, it

can also be used on the horizontal mill

for boring rod brasses and similar

work and can be used on the turret

lathe as a chucking reamer. This bar
is in use on the Pennsylvania lines at

quite a number of shops and has
proved very satisfactory.

Mr. William Chase, Jr., general fore-

man of the P. C. C. & St. L. Ry. In-

dianapolis shops, was the inventor and
patentee of this bar and he can be ad-

dressed at No. 33 North State avenue,

Indianapolis, Ind., by those desiring

further information.

D. A. Osswald,

P. C. C. & St. L. Ry. Shops.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Side Rod Bushings.

Editor:

After reading several articles in

Railway and Locomotive Engineering,

I submit the following article for

publication concerning side rod bush-

ings:

Some railroads leave a collar on the

inside of the side rod bushing to pre-

vent the side rod from working in to-

ward the hub of the wheel, for as soon
as a rod bushing gets loose it allows

the rod to hit the counterbalance or

wheel center and the result is that

there is generally a set of rods in the

shop for repairs.

On most roads the one idea is to keep
the rods away from the counterbalance

or hub, for they consider that the chief

danger, but from my personal experi-

ence with rods I find that when an en-

gine comes into the round house with

crank pin nuts and washer gone that

side rods are also missing.

I believe that both sides of the crank
pin should be protected, for I have
seen several cases of back and front

ends of side rods rubbing the collar

and the action of steel rubbing steel

causes such a hot pin that serious de-

lays are caused. To overcome this, I

suggest the use of a double collar

bushing, or, in other words, a bushing
having a collar at least Vi in. larger

than the bore in the rod on both sides

of the rod. At first this idea was
laughed at and some said that it

couldn't be done with a bushing, but it

is very easy, for all we had to do was
to cut the bushing in two and simply
press in the two, half-bushings.

The Only objection I could hear of

was that wdiere the two bushings come
together in the center of the rod they
would leave a crease in the pin, but
this crease is so small that it can easily

be filed down. On the other hand, this

style of bushing was perfect, for it held

the rod in place. Another thing to be
considered was that even if the bush-
ings got loose and turned past the oil

hole, the pin would still get oil

through the crack where the two bush-
ings meet. Still another good point is

that even if one of the bushings is a

little loose the other one might still be
tight and the rod would be in fair con-
dition for road service.

I have seen so much trouble with set

screws put in the bottom of rods to

hold the bushing in place that I can
safely say that it is only money wasted
to put them in. With the double bush-
ing there is not any need of a set

screw, and this alone is quite a saving.

Some machine men might consider it

a hard job to turn and bore this kind of

a bushing. The bushing can be chucked
in a lathe and bored for crank pin and
turned on the outside for rod tit. One
collar can be finished, preferrably the

inside one, and then the bushing cut

in two with a narrow parting tool. The
other collar can be now finished very
easily.

My experience proves it is a good
idea to have the bushings about 1/64

of an inch apart and then allow 1/32 of

.in inch lateral. At the most, the rod

can only have 3/64 of an inch side

play, and this is such a small amount
that unnecessary rod failure will soon
get to be a thing of the past.

H. L. Burrhus.
Hornell, N. Y.

Chain Lifter for Air Pumps.

Editor

:

I send you the enclosed sketch which

is an explanation at the same time. The
chain hoist has been used by the writer

with remarkable success in hoisting air

pumps up to their brackets on locomotives.

This does away with the dangerous meth-

ods heretofore used, such as an eye-bolt

(HAIR LIFTS FOR AIR TUMI'S.

secured in the top head of the pump. The
eye-bolt has a tendency to strip the thread

in the head. Hoping this may be of in-

terest to your readers.

Milwaukee, Wis. M. A. Shuster.

The E. T. Brake.

Editor

:

Mr. G. W. Kiehm's article on the E. T.

brake in January's Railway and Loco-

motive Engineering I have read with in-

terest and learned much therefrom. We
have had nothing on main line passenger

trains but engines equipped with the E. T.

brake for the past two years, and have

had some pretty tough experiences, from
which I profited. The part where Mr.
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Kiebm says: "If the brake cylinder and

pipe connections are tiyht, the distributing

valve will exhaust the brake cylinder pres-

sure as the application chamber pressure

reduces, but if the brake cylinder leaks

ran reduce the pressure as fast or faster

than the application chamber pressure

reduces, the brake will leak off without

en nig any warning."

'Phis is true, but.! claim brakes will not

leak nil' without giving warning, for if

HANDY TRIPLE HOLDER.

there is a brake cylinder leak, assuming

that the R-3 reducing valve is working

properly when independent brake is ap-

plied and independent brake valve handle

left on application position, pressure in

application chamber will be 45 lbs.

and a like amount will flow to the brake

cylinders when grduating spring in ap-

plication piston will move the application

piston far enough to the left to lap ap-

plication valve or independent lap.

Now, if there is a leak in brake cylin-

der pressure I claim warning will be

given and should be heeded and trouble

remedied. The warning is the falling and

rising of independent gauge hand with in-

dependent brake applied and valve handle

left on application. The rapidity with

which the independent gauge hand falls

should determine whether brake cylinder

leak is large or small ; also the amount
gauge hand falls before it begins to rise

should determine the sensitiveness of the

application piston.

I would like to see a discussion of the

diseases and remedies and how to detect

trouble in the E. T. equipment and be-

fore it becomes a disease, participated in

by all the air brake repair men who have

to deal with this brake, as I feel we all

could learn thereby. I inclose a picture

of a vise or device with which I hold

distributing valves while cleaning them.

\ alve can be turned in any direction over

and over or any way. and it is very con-

venient and easily made.

George C. McDougal.
A B Dept., A. C. L. Ry., Sanford, Flo.

Triple Valve Release Test Feeds.

Editor

:

I read with considerable interest the

article, "Cleaning Locomotive Triple

Valves" in the February number oi Rail-

way and Locomotive F.ngineerING, and

am sure such matter is bound to be fruit-

ful at least to smile extent. As regards

the mentioned test for bent emergency

valves, that is, inserting the small end in the

emergency piston, I would scarcely think

satisfactory, as sometimes the men clean

ing valves may not have g I judgment

in performing this test, and I believe it is

better to change all emergence valves and

let the removed ones go to the shop to be

overhauled. I have seen this earned out

with entire satisfaction,

I lure is one subject which seem to be

neglected in most articles on the tripli

valve and that is the pounding up of the

emergency piston guide in the brass seat,

ll is well known that frequent emergency

applications will cause the emergen,

ton to pound on the guide, and the con-

sequence is that the emergency piston will

bind in the guide and hold the emergency

valve off its seat. I will here relate the

result of some tests made on our road

which showed somewhat surprising re-

sults. The test was made, before clean-

ing, of all triple valves removed from

freight cars and coaches for a few months

to ascertain defects, etc. During that

time 1,269 quick action valves were tested

and 145 were found to have emergency-

pistons sticking or binding in the guide.

In three cases flat wheels were caused.

In most cases the piston could be returned

to normal position by jarring the triple,

and consequently it is to be presumed that

the piston would return when the car was

running on the road. This result shows

over 11 per cent, of the valves tested had

this defect to some extent.

It is my opinion the difficulty could be

practically eliminated by reaming out the

top of the guide, so as to give it a bevel

of about 45 'degs. and about % in. deep.

A few words might also be said about

testing triple valves, especially in regard

to the release test. Of course to test

triples properly we must use a test rack

specially adapted, and a good many of

these racks are now in use in various

parts of the country and usually have a

train-line feed up of 8 to 10 lbs. per

minute for the release test. A feed-

up of S lbs. or over is too much for

giving the best results in freight ser-

vice. I have seen triples released with

these feeds which had packing rings that

leaked 35 lbs. into the auxiliary in

one minute with 70 lbs. train-line

pressure. How is this valve going to

release on the rear of a sixty car

train, especially if the engineer hap-

pens to move to running position a little

too soon, or in cold weather, when
train pipe leaks are abundant?

As a rule a more severe test is used

for repaired triples, against which th

no objection, but let u be a little m
vere in our cleaner

1

ti I that 1-, for the

release of triple. I

Hi;,, ,
: 1 6-lb feed p r F36

ind tie >' n!' all that could

bi 'i, ired. Tin feed would I
• any

triple in good condition, but if the pack-

ing ring leakage was over iH lbs.

per minute the valve would not be rc-

It would then

packing ring, and if no improvement

could be made the valve was "con-
!" and -cut to the -hop, for rc-

I believi if the 6-lb. fi

1 used all the time for freight triple

I the percentage of "condemned"

would not be as large as mig

pected and tile result- VOuld

provi tb. worth.

II 'innipeg, .1/

Driving Box Brasses.

Editor:

Kindly correct typographical error in

the fifth paragraph on page 61 in my ar-

ticle on the "Proposed Changes in Driv-

ing Boxes," which should read thus : The
proposed design of driving boxes would

engage the driving box brasses of the

present dimensions, as the longer end of

the box may project over the brass, etc.

The two words in italics were printed

house. Some people might conclude that

I am introducing new terms.

James Francis.

Carbondah. Pa.

Portland Express on the B. & M.

Editor:

I have just been reading your inter-

esting article on the "Continental Lim-
ited" on the Boston & Maine Road, and

I am sending you a photo, of one of the

big ten-wheelers used on this and other

fast trains on this road.

PORTLAND EXPRESS OX THE E. & M.

In this picture the engine is not haul-

ing the "Continental" but a Portland

express, and was taken as the train was
passing through the West Lynn yard

on the Eastern division.

F. S. Wvman.
Waltham, Mass.
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Smoke From Switching Engines.

No form of steam making furnace is

so difficult to operate without creating

smoke as that in a locomotive boiler

when the engine is doing fluctuating

work. There is no form of steam en-

gine that works so irregularly as a

switching locomotive. For a few min-

utes such an engine will be working as

hard as a full-open throttle will drive

the engine in full gear, then the steam

will suddenly be shut off after the fire

has be.en stimulated to the utmost by

the fierce exhaust. No care, ingenuity

or air-admitting mechanism can pre-

vent a locomotive from causing smoke
when worked with the extremes of

light and high power common to all

switching engines. Constant care on

the part of the fireman will keep the

smoke from being very conspicuous,

but smoke there will be in evidence, no
matter what may be tried to prevent it.

The smoke that escapes from a few

locomotives or from the chimneys of a

few factories is not detrimental to

health, unless it goes out in volumes

that hold down sulphurous gases to the

evel of dwellings, a condition some-

times found in Pittsburgh and other

metal smelting cities, but a certain class

of quasi-scientists make cheap capital

by denouncing smoke as a menace to

health, and public sentiment is aroused

whicli leads to periodical crusades

against the smoke nuisance. Defective

drainage and inferior ventilation of

houses are much more dangerous to

health than the worst smoke-spreading

furnaces, but the danger of vitiated air

and poisonous earth emanations are not

conspicuous to the senses and so they

escape the odium cast upon more harm-
less nuisances.

When a smoke preventive crusade is

created in any town the switching loco-

motives nearly always receive the first

attention of the health officers, and the

railway company with their engine men
are persecuted for causing smoke which
they cannot prevent, while furnace

owners whose plant could easily be ren-

dered smokeless, are permitted with im-

punity to pollute the air with dense

smoke clouds. Any furnace working

under uniform conditions can be made
smokeless if operated within its capa-

city. Smoke is generally caused by the

furnaces being forced beyond their

means of mixing the combustion gases.

The quasi-scientists are constantly

telling that smoke means waste of fuel,

and that coal burned without smoke
produces the maximum of heat. That

is another humbug. In laboratory ex-

periments, when the exact quantity of

air necessary to maintain combustion is

admitted to the furnace, the maximum
of heat will be generated when smoke
is absent, but in an ordinary furnace

excess of air must be admitted to the

fire in order to provide the oxygen

necessary to effect combustion, and

lu-ating the excess air wastes fuel.' The
most economical condition of combus-
tion is to limit the supply of. air to the

point where smoke begins to be

formed. All enginemen who have

worked under the premium system for

coal saving are aware that an unlimited

supply of air means small premium
money. The factory furnaces that give

greatest cause for complaint on account

of smoke are too small for the work
they are compelled to do, and they pro-

duce smoke because they cannot admit

sufficient air to effect complete combus-
tion.

We are informed that government
experts at Washington have been in-

vestigating the smoke prevention ques-

tion, and that they have issued a bul-

letin showing how the pollution of the

atmosphere by smoke could be avoided.

The thing is ridiculous. All that ever

has been learned about fuel combustion
and smoke prevention was taught in

science primers long before any of the

Washington "experts" were born. The
invention of smoke preventing appli-

ances is older than the steam engine.

As early as 1695 Denis Papin, a French

philosopher, invented a furnace with a

downward draft, an arrangement which

was claimed to effect perfect combus-
tion of the fuel with entire absence of

smoke. As people not directly inter-

ested in steam boilers objected to

smoke from the first time they ap-

peared, the history of steam boiler de-

\ clopment is closely associated with the

invention of appliances designed to pre-

vent smoke. In reading about the ex-

perience of boiler owners with various

smoke preventing appliances, we often

meet with the statement, "the invention

works well when accompanied by

careful firing." No furnace has yet

been made that could dispense with

careful firing when smoke prevention

was aimed at. Given a furnace not

overworked that permits of air being

admitted above the fire it will prevent

the creation of smoke when handled by

a careful fireman.

Reporting Work.
A great many locomotive engineers

display singular unwillingness to enter

reports in the- work book after a trip,

while others delight to display their

handwriting to as great an extent as

their ingenuity will command.
An old roundhouse foreman who had

many years experience with engineers

fond of reporting defects of their en-

gines, always had hot shot ready for

those who reported nuts loose, keys

missing and similar defects that a care-

ful engineer would repair himself. A
favorite expression of this foreman was
"A stitch in time saves nine, but do not

make stitches unless they are needed."

Before proceeding to enter reports in

the work book an engineer ought to

examine his engine carefully and enter

for repair or adjustment only the

things that are necessary. To report a

knock on the left hand side is very in-

definite and gives the repairing machin-

ist no information of what is likely to

be causing the trouble. The intelligent

engineer is in the best position to tell

what causes the knock, and he ought

not to cease investigating until he lo-

cates the defect. We once had a pas-

senger engineer who nearly* always re-

ported at the end of each trip, "Left

hand driving box pounding," which was
varied at times by "Left hand back

driving box pounding." After jacking

up the engine twice to examine the

driving box brasses, we finally discov-

ered the trouble to be in a flat driving

wheel tire.

"Valves blowing, air pump not work-

ing properly, injector to be examined,"

are common reports seen on work
books, but engineers with any pride in
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their business add more particulars for

the guidance of the man who has to

wrestle with the repair work. Tell the

symptoms of the disorder and the

machinist will locate the defect. One
time that a very good repair machinist

took down a main rod that was re-

ported pounding badly he found noth-

ing wrong, but could not make the sim-

ple test of trying for lost motion

because the engine was cold when he

began work on it. The real trouble was

a loose piston head and it went out

through the cylinder head before the

engine went two miles away from the

round house. That was an expensive

penalty the company had to pay for

ignorance.

Adjusting the Rods.

The fitting, adjustment and care of the

main and side rods of locomotives are of

more importance to the successful run-

ning of the motive power than is general-

ly imagined. It might be said at the out-

set that while a constant care of the rods

is a vital necessity, a correct construction

of many other parts is a primal need, the

absence of which no kind of care can
make up. In this regard the fitting of the

wedges to the driving boxes, the exact

alignment of the wheels, the fitting of the

brasses in the straps, and the careful first

adjustment of the rods are all important.

As in the mechanical details of railroad

construction and repair work, generally

there is an absurd haste as the work ap-

proaches completion. Hence it may be

noted that locomotives that have been in

the shop for several weeks undergoing
general or special repairs, there is a mad-
dening rush toward the end not called

for, perhaps, by the requirements of the

transportation department so much as by
the desire to keep up or even beat some
high water mark of a shop record.

If the wild rush at work was made dur-
ing the early days of the repairing of the

locomotive the effect would not be so

pernicious, but it is no uncommon thing

to see a leisurely straightening up of the

pedestal jaws or valve seats and guides

occupying several days with no great re-

sults, then as the time of completing the

work approached the spurt comes on just

as a mile runner astonishes the beholders

with an unexpected burst of speed at the

finish of the race. In the case of the

runner it may mean a valuable prize, in

the case of the repaired locomotive it is

often a serious loss. Rods that are hast-

ily stuck on to the crank pins will be
heard from soon after and will continue

to be heard from, beginning with the hot,

dull grind of the first few days, and rap-

idly breaking into the compound rattle

of a smithy's shop.

Assuming that there is time enough to

adjust the rods properly, this is the way
to do the job: Move the engine until

the right main crank pin is on the for-

ward centre. This will bring the left

main crank pin on the top quarter. A
• striny suspending two small weights may
be readily hung over the left crank pin

and the engine can be moved until the

string shows that the crank pin i

central. In this position the main dminy
uln els should be securely block< d,

the other wheels set to correspond. In

raising the wheels it is well that blocks be

placed between tin bottom braces and the

driving boxes so that the locomotivi

not at any time lose its nearly level posi-

tion. When the crank pins are set in

equidistant position the rods can be read-

ily adjusted to the right side. Care

should be taken to attach one end of the

rod and observe where the extreme end

is pointing to.

It will be rarely found that it is point-

ing exactly central, and this is where the

skilled mechanics show their fine hands

in slightly adjusting the brass to bring

the rod to the desired position. Both ends

should be tried in this way, and in addi-

tion to pointing straight it should also be

observed that there is no oblique diver-

gence in the rod. This will be readily

seen by the relation of the strap to the

rod, and should be carefully looked for

before attempting to drive the bolts in

place. It is presumed that the wedges are

snug in the driving boxes. The extreme

piston stroke should also be marked on
the guides, and in adjusting the main rod

the clearance space should be nearly

equally divided. A slight variation might

be allowed if convenient in allowing a

larger space in the front of the cylinder,

as the driving of the rod keys has the

effect of lengthening the main rod, and
unless this tendency is counteracted by the

careful adjustment of liners from time

to time the space at the back of the pis-

ton stroke will be found to have increased

considerably. When the side rods are

coupled the bearings should all be suffi-

ciently loose to be readily moved, and
the engine should be moved until the pins

are on the back centre, when they should

be tried, and if found difficult of move-
ment at any particular point the bearing

should be removed and the readjustment

of the rod begun again and the opera-

tion continued until every bearing is

slightly movable at both forward and back
centres. Time need not be wasted in ex-

perimenting with the bearings at other

positions than on the centres, for the rea-

son that it is only on the centre that the

pins are immovable. In any other posi-

tion they are very flexible in regard to

their exact position, and as the rods
pre pulling in one direction or another,

their movement is difficult and doubtful

and, in short, no exact idea of their ad-

justment can be had on any other

point except on the centers, and it is

safe to presume that if the rods pass

the centres easily there is no possibil-

ity of difficulty at any other point.

When the right side 1-, properly ad-

justed, the left may be proceeded with

in the same manner, care being taken

that the crank pins on the left si'l

as nearly on t centre as pos-

sible. This is a point of great im-

portance because in another position

ihe pins are easily spread apart to ac-

te a rod that may be a little

too long or easily drawn together to

accommodate a short rod. Even with

the most careful workmanship it will

be found that slight variations occur
necessitating the removal of a slight

portion of metal here, or the insertion

of a thin liner there. In the matter

of solid brasses in use on the side rods
ny engines all that is necessary is

that the brass be bored out, at least

ixty-fourth larger than the pin.

They should be readily removable at

both centres. In regard to the driv-

ing of the keys on the rods, much cau-

tion should always be exercised in

hammering rod keys, the enormous
strength of a wedge-shaped key being
more apt to bend the brass bearings

out of shape than is generally sup-

posed. In no make of the modern
locomotive does good judgment and ex-

perience show more readily or more
continuously than in the adjustment of

the rods.

Heat Value and Distribution of Coal.

The facts stated by Mr. J. G. Craw-
ford, fuel engineer of the Chicago, Bur-

lington & Quincy Railroad, in a paper

recently read by him to the members
of the Western Railroad Club are so

interesting and instructive that we have

made a few extracts for the benefit of

our readers. The subject taken up in

the paper was the influence of heat

value and distribution on railway fuel

cost.

This fuel cost is about 12 per cent,

of the total operating expenses of a

railroad. The heat value of coal may
be determined by laboratory tests or

by evaporation tests made on locomo-
tives. This latter method is preferable,

as the coal is then tested in actual ser-

vice. The unit of coal comparison is

the number of pounds of water evap-

orated by a pound of coal. This unit

of comparison will be affected by the

kind of coal used, class of engine, con-

dition of engine, engine crew (especial-

ly the fireman) and the class of service.

Speaking of the class of engine, he

sa3's: "If possible, all the tests made on
any road should be made on one class

of engine. This is advisable in order
that the coals tested at one end of the

system can be compared with those

tested at the other end without having
to correct for the difference in evap-

orative efficiencies of the engines.

Then dealing with the condition of en-

gine he held that engines should al-
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ways be in good condition, and this

applies especially to condition of flues

and firebox. Whether a brick arch is

used or not, the conditions in this par-

ticular should be the same in all tests.

The relative importance of the make-up

of the engine crew is such that dur-

ing a scries of tests the same firemen

should be used throughout, thus avoid-

ing any difference on this account. It

is not so important that the same engi-

neers be used, for while one engineer

may use more steam than the other,

the ratio of the coal to the water used

will not change materially.

In taking up the question of the

class of service, he said: "Passenger is

preferable to freight service on account

of the more uniform conditions. It is

desirable that the time between ter-

minals, the time using steam and the

weight of the trains shall be nearly

uniform from day to day, and that the

average of these values for all tests

made with each kind of coal shall be

nearly the same. When tests are con-

ducted in freight service at least twice

the length of time will be required to

test one kind of coal, and the expense

will be more than doubled on account

of additional coal weighers being re-

quired."

What Mr. Crawford calls the organ-

ization of the test party is important.

At each terminal a fuel tester is located

to take charge of the supply and
weighing of the test coal and to see

that none of the weighed coal on the

engine is used during its stay at the

terminal. The coal weigher is relieved

by an engine observer before the en-

gine leaves the round house, and he

stays with the engine until relieved by
the coal weigher at the other terminal.

The engine observer keeps record of

coal, water, steam pressures, stops,

shut-offs, etc., in a printed thumb-in-

dexed note book made up of seven

printed forms and three blank pages.

From four to eight men are required

to make the tests properly, according

to whether one or two engines are

used and whether they are single or

double crewed.

Regarding the number of tests, he

said: "Exclusive of that used for firing

up, about 150 tons of each kind of coal

should be used on the tests. From
six to eight round trips are made with

each coal, and where two firemen are

used half the tests are made with each

fireman. This is necessary, as one fire-

man might be slightly better than the

other. Tests in one direction on ac-

count of grades, speed or number of

cars may be more favorable than in the

other, hence the same number of trips

in each direction are necessary.

"Then as to results the data taken

for each test are recorded on blanks

and the more important totals and av-

erages recorded on the final result

sheet. The data and computations of

each test are recorded in a column and

the average for all tests in the average

column. In a series of tests which

have all been conducted under similar

conditions, the heat value of each coal

is proportional to the average of items

which shows the equivalent number of

pounds of water evaporated from and

at 212 degrees per pound of coal."

Having obtained the relative heat

values of the various kinds of coal and

knowing the cost of each, Mr. Craw-

ford then developed a plan for the dis-

tribution of coal to each of the coaling

stations, on a railroad founded upon

the consideration of these items. The
figures on the present and proposed

coal distribution on a railroad taken as

an example showed a daily saving of

over $1,000. It lessened the coal con-

sumed, the miles hauled, the first cost,

and the handling cost. Speaking of

this example, he says:

"It is not expected that every rail-

road company in working out a coal

distribution would find that there could

be a saving of over 12 per cent, made
by distributing the coal according to

the methods herein outlined, but there

is no doubt but what considerable sav-

ing is to be effected on most systems.

"The relative importance of fuel and

oil economy has often been mentioned,

but by way of comparison it may be

said that a saving of about two per

cent, in the fuel bill would pay for the

entire amount of oil and waste used for

locomotive lubrication, and many rail-

roads can save several times the

amount of the lubrication bill by per-

fecting their system of coal purchase

and distribution.

"During the last fiscal year the av-

erage cost of fuel for locomotives and

lubrication for locomotives on several

leading western roads was as follows:

P. C.

Fuel for locomotives. . .$6,042,266 13.2

Lubrication for locomo-

tives 148,160 .3

Total operating ex-

penses 45,604,823 too

"This shows that the cost of lubrica-

tion of locomotives amounts to only

2.5 per cent, of the cost of fuel for lo-

comotives and that at least forty times

the energy that is now spent in reduc-

ing the cost of lubrication should be

expended on the fuel item.

"It is not expected that any railroad

can at all times distribute coal accord-

ing to some predetermined plan, but

the cost of fuel will be considerably

less, when purchased and distributed

according to its heat value and cost,

than when purchased and distributed

in a semi hap-hazard manner.

"The greatest saving can probably be

effected when the commercial demand

is not at a maximum, which will prove

beneficial to purchase and distribution

by allowing more economical coals to

be used and correspondingly less

amounts of the less ecomonical coals."

Report on Superheaters.

The exact status of the locomotive

superheater is likely to be fully re-

ported to next Master Mechanics' Con-

vention, for a strong committee with

Mr. H. H. Vaughn at their head, are col-

lecting facts and making some experi-

ments with superheaters in different

classes of service. The other members of

this important committee are Messrs. Le

Grand Parish and R. D. Hawkins. The
committee have sent out a circular of

inquiry, which is very comprehensive

and is calculated to bring out all the

information concerning superheaters

that experience has made available.

We trust that every railroad man in the

country having experience with super-

heaters will tell the committee what

they know. It is a good plan to an-

swer the circular of inquiry as soon

as it is received.

The locomotive superheater holds at

present a position similar to the posi-

tion held by certain smoke stacks when

stack spark arresters were in vogue. It

is a little too much in the hands of its

friends, who are inclined to magnify its

virtues and to conceal its shortcom-

ings. In the long run the superheater

will endure or depart on its merits

alone. The sooner the real value of

the appliance is demonstrated the bet-

ter it will be for all concerned.

Exhibition of Safety Appliances.

Official announcement has just been made

that an exposition lasting two months,

will be held early in April in New York,

under the auspices of the American Mu-
seum of Safety Devices and Industrial

Hygiene, for showing the best methods

of safeguarding workmen and protecting

the general public. The exhibits will con-

sist of safety devices, protected machinery

in actual operation, models and photo-

graphs. During the exposition illustrated

lectures by engineers will explain indus-

trial conditions and hazardous occupa-

tions, and the most approved methods of

securing safety.

Believing that many accidents are pre-

ventable and to stimulate further inven-

tion of safety appliances, three solid

gold medals are offered for the best

safety device* in the field of trans-

portation, mining, motor vehicles and

motor boats. Two prizes of $100 each,

one for the best essay on "The Eco-

nomic Waste Due to Accidents," the

other on "The Economic Waste Due to

Occupational Diseases," are offered.

The chairman of the committee of
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direction is Mr. Charles Kirchhoff, and of

the committee of exhibits, Prof. P. R.

llutton. There will be no charge for

space. All inquiries and applications for

space should be made to Dr. W. II. Tol-

man, at the museum, 231 West 39th street,

New York City.

Air Brake Car C. R. R. of N. J.

The Central Railroad of New Jersey

have recently put in service an air brake

instruction car which is one of the most

modern examples of this style of "school

car" which we have seen. The car, as

will he seen from our half-tone illustra-

tion, is a substantial seventy-foot coach

mounted on a pair of six-wheel trucks.

along both sides of the room. In addi

tion to this a 10-in. pa 1 ngi 1 brake cylin-

der, with slack adju ti 1 and P-i ti iple in

tandem is mounted on a crane, hinged at

one side of the car. Directly opp

and on a line with the instructor's table

is another era pporting tv 1 to in.

brake cylinders with K and I. ti ipli and

1
.1 ii mal 11 iples arranged in tandem.

Five of the freight cylindi 1 equip

« itli a high spei I redui ing

can be cut in so as to operate as a

senger train. All freight cylinders are

provided with a double bracket for the

attachment of a "K" and "II" triple valve,

either of which may be cut in service, or

both cut out entirely.

The brake piping is arranged in scc-

car train is actually used. In some air

brake cars an equivalent volume is used,

but in this case the piping which would

be used in a train of this length is car-

There is no effort to exactly dupli-

cate all the pipe fittings, but the amount
is there.

i
: instruction ipi d with a

E. T. valve complete, with distribut-

ing valve working in tandem, also a G-6

r's valve which can be used with

or without straight air. The above can

be arranged for high pressure control or

high speed brakes. The g'/^-in. air pump
can be driven by steam or air and can be

operated direel or compounded for in-

creasing the air pressure for high speed

brakes. There is no boiler in the car, as

INTERIOR OF THE AIR BRAKE INSTRUCTION CAR, C. R. R. OF N. J.

and was designed by Mr. B. P. Flory,

mechanical engineer of the road, and by

Mr. G. W. Rink, chief draughtsman, under

the supervision of Mr. YYm. Mcintosh,

the well-known superintendent of motive

power of the C. R. R. of N. J. The car

was built at the company's Elizabethport

car shops, of which Mr. Wm. Alter is

general foreman.

The instruction compartment, which is

56 ft. 2 in. long by S ft. 7
1
; in. wide,

is provided with a 50-car freight air

brake equipment, besides two driver

brake, one tender brake and one passen-

ger brake equipment, all securely attached

to a wrought iron framework extending

tions resting on the regular car flooring

with a false flooring above securely

fastened to the subsills extending longi-

tudinally with the instruction room. Any
portion of this false flooring can readily

be removed for the inspection of piping.

By the use of cut-out cocks it is possible

to cut in groups of cylinders, correspond-

ing to 5, 10, 20. 30, 40, 45 and 50 cars.

The auxiliaries for the driver, tender and

passenger cylinders are located under the

car. The air signal instruction apparatus

consists of a twelve-car train equipment

and is located under the lower deck on

each side of the car.

In this car the piping required for a 50-

it is intended to make steam and air con-

nections from the pipe lines at the vari-

ous shops or stations.

Beside the usual method of ventilation

three hatchways are arranged along the

roof of the car, having hinged covers

which can be held securely open or shut

by a screw adjuster. The office compart-

ment contains two desks, bookcases, pull-

out bed and two upper berths, besides

clothes closets and wash basin. No ac-

commodations for cooking are provided,

as the car will always be located at

points where hotel accommodations can

be secured by those in charge. The car is

lighted by Pintsch gas. and also wired for
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electric lights. It is intended to make

electrical connections, by flexible cables,

to the circuits at the various shops.

The under-framing of the car consists

of eight 5x8-in. sills, the side sills being

reinforcd by a j^x7-in. plate bolted to

same. Four truss rods are used, two se-

cured to sides of body bolster and the

other two extending out to the end sills.

The window posts are made solid so as

to provide n good support for brake cylin-

der brackets.

Some of the principal dimensions are

as follows : Length over end sills, 70 ft.

;

width over side sills, 9 ft. 8 in. ; length of

instruction room, 56 ft. 2 in. ; length of

office, 13 ft. ; truck centers, 54 ft. ; truck,

type, 6-wheel, sx9-in. journals; weight of

car, 150,000 lbs.

hood. Night schools supplied the needed

education and a determination to win in

the battle of life did the rest, till to-day

among the captains of mechanical indus-

try he occupies a position in the front

tank."

Five for a Quarter.

A correspondent has sent us some in-

teresting facts concerning the early life

"adventures" of Mr. James Wares, the

kindly and able shop manager for the

Pullman Company at Chicago. In the

letter "Supurb" says

:

"Mr. Wares first saw the light of day

Safety in Freight Car Operation.

Mr. Edward A. Moseley, secretary of

the Interstate Commerce Commission,

when speaking on safety in freight car op-

eration, contended that no unnecessary

severity was exercised by the commis-

sion in enforcing the Safety Appliance

Law. The commission has always dis-

couraged the idea that the measure

of an inspector's efficiency is the num-

ber of violations he may file against

carriers.

Of the various defects constituting

the basis of prosecution, inoperative un-

coupling mechanism constitutes a large

majority. There are 672 cases of this

character. In 22 cases the chain had

become kinked and wedged in the body
of the coupler, thus rendering it im-

possible to lift the lock block. In 92

cases the lock block was either broken

$0.45 ; another paid $1,300 for defects that

could have been repaired for $2.45; an-

other paid $600 for defects that 80

cents would have fixed; another paid

$300 which could have been avoided by

the expenditure of 15 cents. In four

typical cases, $4,900 would have been

saved by the expenditure of $11.97;

$4,200 by $8.43; $3,100 by $7.80, and

$2,900 by $2.35. A total of 282 viola-

tions, involving fines amounting to

$28,200, could have been avoided by the

expenditure of $68.03, or an average

cost, per violation, of 24 cents. These
estimates have been made with con-

siderable care from the scale of prices

furnished by this association. They
seem to indicate beyond any question

of doubt that it is cheaper to repair

safety appliances than to pay penalties.

Complaints continue to be numerous re-

specting the bad condition of hand
brakes. With the rapid increase in the

use of air the hand brake has been neg-

lected, and I cannot too strongly urge

that more attention be paid to its con-

dition. The hand brake is called into

use to a greater or less extent to insure
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Applied Science Department

Elements of Physical Science.

XI. PNEUMATICS.

Pneumatics is the science that treats

of air and other elastic fluids, their

properties, and the machines in which
they may be applied. The elastic fluids

are such gases as retain their elastic

form under ordinary conditions. It

may be noted that some gases when
submitted to high pressure assume a

liquid form. Among these are car-

bonic acid and chlorine. Other gases,

such as oxygen and nitrogen, cannot be
changed to liquids by any known
process. The vapors produced by heat
from liquids and solids when cooled re-

sume their liquid or solid form. The
vapor arising from heated water is an
example.

Air is the most common of the elas-

tic fluids. It surrounds the earth to a
distance of fifty miles from its surface.
It enters the minutest pores of every
object. It may be removed by the use
of an air pump. Air is invisible, but it

has all the essentials of matter and is

impenetrable. It is readily compres-
sible, and, according to Mariotte's law,
a body of air which under a certain
pressure occupies a cubic foot, under
twice that pressure will be condensed
into half a cubic foot, and so on in an
exact ratio to the pressure. The elas-

tic force increases with the density
and also the weight, for while the com-
pressed air remains invisible its weight
increases in a ratio to the degree of
compression. It may be added that air

on the earth's surface is 815 times
lighter than water, and has the quality
of other elastic fluids in mutually re-

pelling the particles composing it. The
attraction of the earth holds the par-
ticles together or they would otherwise
vanish into space. The attraction of
the earth gives weight to the air, and
this weight is known as atmospheric
pressure.

_

This pressure is variable at different
times and different places, and the
barometer, an instrument invented
about the middle of the seventeenth
century, readily records the varying
pressures. Air is rarefied by heat, and,
being lighter than that which sur-
rounds it, ascends till it reaches a re-
gion of equal density. The lowest parts
of the atmosphere are the densest. In
this the air resembles water, the den-
sity being greatest beneath on account
of the greatest quantity from above.
At sea level the pressure of the atmos-

phere approaches 15 pounds per square
inch. The body of an ordinary-sized
man is subjected to the enormous pres-
sure of 30,000 pounds. The air within
the body almost counterbalances the

pressure and we are unconscious of the
weight.

Compressed air has in recent years
become of great service in the use of
many mechanical contrivances, the
most notable perhaps being in the use
of the air brake where the air is com-
pressed by fluid pressure into a re-

ceiver and released when it is desired
to bring the train to a stop. The re-

leased air is applied to a series of mov-
able pistons attached to levers that
tighten the brake shoes on the locomo-
tive and car wheels. Compressed air

is also used in cranes, drills, rivetting

machines and hammers, and many con-
trivances are now in use to which com-
pressed air has been cleverly applied.

In tunnel excavations, especially
under rivers, the use of compressed air

has made possible many gigantic un-
dertakings that otherwise could not
have been successfully accomplished,
the compressed air filling a compart-
ment at the point of excavation and
having the effect of preventing the fall-

ing of loose matter upon the workmen,
and even preventing the outbreak of
leaks of water that might otherwise
flood the excavations.

Air pressure has also been turned to
practical account for the transmission
of mails. A strong metallic tube, per-
fectly smooth in the inside, is laid be-
tween two distant points, and a piston
is tightly fitted to it. Large air pumps,
worked by steam, are placed at the
ends of the tube. The mail parcels be-
ing attached to the piston at one end
of the line, the air pump at the other
end is set in motion. A partial vacuum
is produced and atmospheric pressure
drives the piston through the tube with
great velocity. Experiments have been
made with atmospheric railways on the
same principle, a train of cars outside
of the tube being connected by an in-
genious arrangement, with the air-tight
piston propelled by the pressure of air
rushing to fill the temporary vacuum.

temperature of a cylinder whose piston
is making two hundred strokes a min-
ute, but the difference is frequently
greater than that between a winter day
with the thermometer standing at 30°

below zero and a summer day with the

thermometer at 8o° above.

Heat and cold can be forced to great
extremes by artificial means. Electri-

cal furnaces produce as high a tempera-
ture as 5,000° Fahr., but there is no
such extreme of cold. Physicists have
calculated that the absolute zero of
cold—that is the point where no heat
exists—is 492 degrees below the freez-
ing point of water. That temperature
has never been reached, but some
scientific experiments have come very
near to it.

Prof. James Dewar reduced the tem-
perature inside a small tube to within
seven or eight degrees of absolute zero,
and this stood as the record of human-
made frostiness until the other day,
when Prof. Karol Olszewski of the Uni-
versity of Krakau knocked off five or
six more degrees. He was trying to
liquefy the gas helium.

Upon suddenly expanding a mass of
this gas, which had previously been
compressed to 180 atmospheres (2,700
pounds per square inch) and cooled
to the temperature at which hy-
drogen is at the liquefying point, the
temperature fell to a point estimated at

—271 degrees centigrade, or but two
degrees above absolute zero. The hel-
ium, says Prof. Olszewski, showed no
trace of interest in its own frigidity,
and there was no indication whatever
of liquefaction.

Extremes of Heat and Cold.

It is difficult for an ordinary observer
to appreciate the full significance of the
variations of temperature in locomotive
cylinders. It seems impossible that
there could be much difference in the

Radium Emanation.

The emanation or gas given off by
Radium has aroused great interest, and
has received considerable scientific at-
tention. It possesses all the properties
of a gas of the Argon family, but with-
out chemical affinity; it is self-lumin-
ous, and follows Boyle's law; and it

would appear to me monatomic, with
an atomic weight of 160 and a density
of about 80°. Its peculiar property of
disappearing and reappearing does not
seem to have been fully explained, but
it has evidently some connection with
its conversion into helium, the element
originally found only in the sun. One
hundred parts of the emanation change
into y/2 parts of helium. The emana-
tion has already proved serviceable in
medicine. One-tenth of a milligramme
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of radium bromide, injected hypoder-

mically, gives rise to emanation in the

tissues, and the consequent radio-activ-

ity has been found to check malignant

growths. A simpler and perhaps less

risky method of treatment is to coat

celluloid plates and such like with a

solution of radium, and to empty the

radio-activity of the emanation thus

generated by means of suitable appli-

ances. A celluloid tube, for instance,

may be coated inside with the solution,

and by means of a rubber bellows the

emanation may be blown into the

lungs.

For use in medicine, thorium prom-

ises in great measure to take the place

of radium, the prohibitive price and

high potency of the latter being against

its use. Thorium is comparatively

cheap, and, though its radio-activity is

slight as compared with radium, its

cheapness allows of a sufficient quan-

tity being used to obtain equal or near-

ly equal results. A number of thorium

salts have been prepared for medicinal

use.

Questions Answered
PARTS OF THE TRIPLE VALVE.

(12) L. C. B., of Covington, Ky.,

writes: What are the three (3) principal

parts of a triple valve? —A. The triple

valve piston, the slide valve and the

graduating valve.

FEED VALVE OR BRAKE VALVE?

(13) L. C. B., of Covington, Ky..

writes: With full pressure pumped up

and both gauge hands showing the same

pressure, how would you test to find if

the trouble was in the feed valve or brake

valve?

—

a. By noting whether the hands

come up together on lap or in running

position. If both hands come up together

when the handle is on lap the brake valve

is at fault. If the pressures equalize in

running position only the feed valve is at

fault, although both may be at fault in

either case.

HISTORY OF THE BRICK ARCH.

( 14) C. C, Two Harbors, Minn., asks

:

When and by whom was the first fire-

brick arch invented? A little history of

the brick arch will be duly appreciated.

Please give dates if you can.—A. In

dealing with the very question you have

asked concerning the brick arch, Angus

Sinclair, in his recently published book,

"Development of the Locomotive Engine,"

says: "Previous to 1857 locomotives in

New England used wood for fuel, and

the price became so high that the roads

must find a substitute or go out of busi-

ness. The inventive workers of the coun-

try labored on producing smoke-prevent-

ing furnaces and boilers, but most of the

products were worthless. George S.

Griggs, with the perception of genius,

conceived the idea of an appliance for

obstructing the flame on its way to the

tubes and produced the brick arch. Soft

coal was tried on a locomotive i6x20-in.

cylinders, 55-4-ft. driver, and it was a suc-

cess the first day. A shelf of cast iron

was placed across the furnace under the

tubes, and filled with firebricks ; not being

very durable an arch of firebricks 24x4x8

ins. was substituted. This was soon re-

placed by the brick arch as it is used to-

day." Griggs was the master mechanic of

the Boston & Providence. The arch was

invented in 1857.

ADVANTAGE OF BALANCED VALVE.

(15) E. E. Rockhampton, Australia,

writes: Would you kindly inform me

what is the advantage of the balanced

slide valves over the unbalanced type?

I do not refer to piston valves —
A. This is simply a case of reduc-

ing friction, and reduced friction means

less wear and tear and less lubri-

cation, and, for that matter, a more

even valve movement. Take, for an

example, a slide valve 18 ins. long by 10

ins. wide. The area of this valve exposed

to steam pressure is 180 sq. ins. Even a

steam pressure of 100 lbs. per sq. in.

would put a load of 18,000 lbs. on the

valve as it moved backward and forward.

If it was balanced to the extent of 50 per

cent, the load would only be 9,000 lbs.

DRAWBAR PULL AND TRACTIVE EFFORT.

(16) G. A., Apalachicola, Fla., writes:

Please explain in your paper the draw-

bar pull and how to calculate same; also

the tractive power of a locomotive and

how to calculate it.—A. We would refer

you to the article on "Geared Engines

Built at Lima," which appeared on page

36 of our January issue. The tractive

effort formula is there explained, not only

for the geared, but also for the ordinary

locomotive. The drawbar pull is simply

the tractive effort minus the internal fric-

tion of the engine itself. The amount of

friction varies for several reasons in dif-

ferent engines. It may, however, be ap-

proximately stated at from 12 to 15 per

cent.

AIR BRAKE PUMP GOVERNOR.

(17) G. A., of Apalachicola, Fla.,

writes: In the E. T. locomotive brake

equipment, and the combined automatic

and straight air locomotive brake equip-

ment and the high speed and double pres-

sure control apparatus, why is the excess

pressure head added to the pump gover

Does not the minimum pressure

head stop the pump when the pressure is

sufficient?—A. As its name implies, the

excess pressure head of the pump govern-

or used with the E. T. brake equipment al-

lows the pump to compress air in the main

reservoir to a certain figure in excess of

that used in the brake pipe regardless of

what that pressure may be, while the

brake valve handle is in running or driver

brake holding positions.

You will note that the air pressure

which is combined with the spring pres-

sure above the diaphragm of this gover-

nor is taken from the feed valve pipe,

which is controlled by the feed valve in

release as well as running and holding

positions of the brake valve.

The pressure below the diaphragm,

which raises the pin valve from its seat

and forces the governor piston down to

close the steam valve when sufficient pres-

sure is accumulated to overcome the com-

bined air and spring pressure above the

diaphragm, flows from the main reservoir

through ports in the rotary valve and seat

of the brake valve when the handle is in

release, running and driver brake holding

positions, and when on lap, service or

emergency positions the rotary valve cuts

off this flow and the maximum pressure

head stops the pump.

With the schedule U or high-pressure

control, or the duplex main reservoir con-

trol system, the low pressure governor

top is operated with air taken from the

feed port of the brake valve, or from the

reversing cock, when the brake valve

handle is in release or running positions.

In the other positions the high main res-

ervoir pressure is accumulated with which

tc promptly release the brakes and re-

charge the auxiliary reservoirs.

CYLINDERS ABOVE CENTER LINE OF DRIVERS.

(18) R. R. S., Chicago, writes: Some

of the engines on the road where I

work have the cylinder centers located

above the center of the driving wheels.

I am sufficiently familiar with physics

to be aware that more useful effort can

be exerted by a direct pull or thrust

than by an angular effort. Why do

the builders of locomotives not arrange

for horizontal pulls and thrusts?—A.

Cylinders are placed above the center

of the driving wheels to keep them

away from the road bed with its dirt

and possible obstruction. The angular-

ity of the power transmission amounts

to very little.

DIAMETER OF CYLINDER AND STROKE.

(19) W. R. H., Sacramento, Cal., asks:

In the same service which engine of sim-

ilar power gives the best service, one with

a comparatively long stroke and smaller

diameter of cylinder or one of larger

diameter and shorter stroke within rea-

sonable limits of course.—A. This depends

upon the class of service. Short stroke

is good for light fast trains, and there is

less counterbalance trouble. Long stroke

is preferable for heavy trains, but much

depends upon the diameter of the driving

wheels. 1,000 to 1,100 ft. piston speed at

6c miles per hour is good practice.

LENGTH OF PORTS.

(20) W. R. H., Sacramento, Cal., writes:

In further dealing with rules for correct

steam distribution I find a great many de-

vices for giving initial port opening, etc.,

such as the Allen valve and others, and
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also find a rule that the length of the

steam and exhaust ports should always

be the length of the diameter of the

cylinder or cylinders. And yet in loco-

motive practice this is very seldom done

even on small cylinders. With but very

few exceptions we find the steam ports

from two to three inches shorter than the

bore of the cylinder even on the smallest

power. The longer port would not entail

a larger valve, as the longer the port

would be, it would be correspondingly

narrower to give the same area. What
mechanical variance from the rule causes

this?—A. In proportioning ports it should

be remembered that an extra long and

narrow port is not so efficient as one that

is somewhat shorter and wider, as the

friction is greater, and the valve edge is

more liable to get twisted and out of

line if there is any cutting of one end

r>f the face. Theoretical conditions fre-

quently do not produce practical results,

and much of the designing of locomotive

parts has been based upon what has been

found to satisfactorily meet various con-

ditions. The conditions which may arise

in practise cannot always be embodied in

a set rule.

LENGTH OF CONNECTING ROD.

(21) W. R. H., Sacramento, Cal., asks:

In an excessively high speed locomotive

what tendency is there shown towards

the length of the main rod, a long or

short rod?—A. In high speed locomotives,

the design of the engine controls the

length of connecting rod, but it is not

wise to make a very long rod ; say

10 ft. or thereabouts, is good practice.

Long rods are theoretically all right, but

in practice, weight, stiffness, ability to

stand alternate strains must be considered.

Short rods are bad in various respects,

and they introduce what is called "angu-

larity," to a marked degree.

SIZE OF STEAM PORTS.

(22) W. R. H., Sacramento, Cal.,

writes : In studying valve design, I find

among numerous rules one for finding

port areas which is a fixed rule in all

sizes. Now in comparing this rule with

the way it is carried out in compound
practice I find a great variance between

the areas of the high and low-pressure

ports of the compound entirely out of

place with their respective sizes. Is it

safe to say that the rule is followed in

the high-pressure cylinder and exceeded

also when a piston valve is used, but in

the low-pressure cylinder about half the

port area is used than is called for by a

set rule? If the low-pressure cylinder

will do good and correct work with this

restricted port area, why will not a like

restriction do as well in the high-pressure

cylinder, especially in this age of exact

science, to make the locomotive more effi-

cient and economical? Is it safe to say

that a great reduction in cylinder clear-

ances could be made in the average loco-

motive if the same rule was worked as

occurs in the low-pressure cylinder of the

compound ?—A. In studying port areas

it must be remembered that the circular

port of a piston valve is much less effi-

cient for a given area than the straight

port of a plain D-slide valve for two
reasons : First, the port is divided by

bridges which introduce friction, and

second, the passageway round the valve

bushing is generally very much restricted,

so that the back portion of the port, oppo-

site the passage to cylinder, is very ineffi-

cient. Large port areas militate against

economy with trains well within the haul-

age power of the engine, as is common
in England, and over there they therefore

do not use large ports, and open them
only about 34 of their width for inlet

of steam at full travel. In America,

where it pays better to develop the great-

tool making purposes. It contains 36
per cent, of nickel and is noted for its

coefficient of expansion. This

i.iakes it eminently suitable material for

pendulum rods and for other purposes

where it is important to maintain an

even length in extremes of tempera-

ture. It might be suitable for metallic

packing, but would be expensive. It

would be a valuable experiment to see

Guillaume steel tried for gland packing

and steam users might be willing to

pay a high price if it proves efficient and
durable.

ELECTRICITY FOR HOUSE-HEATING?

(24) R. Wilson, Cleveland, O.,

writes: During the cold of this

winter I have ridden considerably on
street cars that were heated by elec-

tricity, and they were kept very com-
fortable in spite of the doors having to

be opened frequently. To me elec-

HEAVY "CLASS M" CONSOLIDATION ENGINES ON THE NORFOLK

est possible haulage at the sacrifice of

some fuel, it is common to use larger

ports, to insure free exhaust and the valve

over-travels probably J4 to V% ins. at full

travel, when admitting steam. Thus for-

merly, an 18 in. cylinder would have ports

probably 16 ins. X i
l
/s ins., while later

practice would give 17 ins. X ij^ ins. or

more. In cross compound locomotives it is

common to make the high pressure ports

very large to increase the cylinder clear-

ance, and thus reduce the compression,

and for the same reason the inside of

the valve is given clearance. The low-

pressure ports are made large to enable

the attenuated steam to get out, and this

valve is also given clearance inside to pro-

vide time for exit of steam.

GUILLAUME NICKEL STEEL.

(23) Holder, Jersey City, writes: I

have heard extraordinary claims made
for Guillaume steel, but I never learned

what it is good for. Is it a new form
of self hardening tool steel?—A. 'We

do not think Guillaume steel is used for

tricity is an ideal means of heating, and
I consider that it ought to be intro-

duced into all dwelling houses instead

of the unsatisfactory stove, hot air fur-

naces or steam. Why is that not done?
—A. Electricity is not used for house
warming because direct heat or steam
is much cheaper. When coal is burned
in a steam boiler it is not uncommon
for 60 per cent, of the heat in the fuel

to be utilized for warming a house.

When the heat of the coal is used tc

generate steam that will drive the ma-
chinery to produce electric energy and
that again turned into heat, 10 per cent,

of the original heat is seldom realized.

Procrastination has been called the

thief of time. It is also the purloiner

of opportunity, of wealth, and of all the

comfort, ease, luxury, independence and
varied gratification wealth affords. It

is particularly ruinous to those who
permit procrastination to interfere with
punctuality in keeping engagements.
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Heavy 2-8-0 for the D. & H.

The Schenectady works of the

American Locomotive Company has re-

cently completed an order of thirty

consolidation locomotives for the Dela-

ware & Hudson Company, which are

particularly interesting as representinc;

engine and over a wide firebox. In the

February, 1907, issue of Railway and
Locomotive Engineering, page 64, we
illustrated a culm-burning locomotive

on the Canadian Pacific Railway with

rear cab where the engine crew were

all together. The C. P. R. engine was

D. & H. 2-8-0. WITH CENTRALLY PLACED CAB. SAME DESIGN AS NO. 1054.

a departure from the usual design of

locomotive with the Wootten type of

firebox. This departure consists in

placing the cab at the rear of the fire-

box instead of over the shell of the

boiler, which is the ordinary practice.

This change in the position of the

cab was first tried by the Delaware &
Hudson Company in two of an order

of fifteen ten-wheel locomotives re-

cently built for them by the American
Locomotive Company, and the change
has proved such an advantage that the

built at the railway company's shops in

Montreal.

Our illustrations show two D. & H.

engines, and except for this change,

which, as will be seen, greatly alters

the appearance of the two machines,

these engines are duplicates in design

of a previous order executed for the

Delaware & Hudson by the same build-

ers, having a total weight of 246.500 lbs.

The changes in the design, however,

have increased the total weight of the

thirty engines to 252,000 lbs. each, which

driving wheels. The tractive effort de-

veloped is 49,690 lbs., and with the ad-

hesive weight as given above the ratio

of tractive effort to weight on drivers is

as 1 is to 4.4. The driving wheel base

is 17 ft. and the total wheel base is 25

ft. 11 ins. The main valves are of the

piston type, 14 ins. in diameter, actu-

ated by Walschaerts gearing. These

valves travel sH ins. in full throw and

have 1 in. steam lap, while the edges of

the valve inside are line and line. The
lead is 3/16 in., which is of course con-

stant.

The boiler is a straight top one 83^
ins. in diameter at the smoke box end.

The fuel is fine anthracite, which is

burned in a wide or Wootten firebox,

I26 1/^ ins. long by 114 ins. wide, which

gives a grate area of very nearly 100

sq. ft. It has in fact 99.85 sq. ft. The
tubes in this boiler are 493 in number,

2 ins. outside diameter, and each 14 ft.

6 ins. long. This gives a tube heating

surface of 3,716.6 sq. ft. and the arched

crown ends and sides of the Wootten fire-

box gives 256.6 sq. ft. The total is

therefore 3,973.2 sq. ft. The boiler pres-

sure is 210 lbs.

The tender frame is made of 15 in.

steel channels and the tank, which has

a water bottom, holds 7,800 gallons and
carries 14 tons of coal. The weight of

the engine and tender in working order

is about 403,100 lbs. The tender is

equipped with the Shoen steel wheels,

^i ins. in diameter, and having 2J/2 in.

HI WARE & HUDSON SIMPLE CONSOLIDATION ENGINE.

J. H. Manning, Supt. of Motive Power. American Loco. Company, Builders.

same practice was followed in the en-

gines here illustrated. It necessitates

an extension of the frame, thus some-
what increasing the overhang at the

rear end, but this possible disadvantage

seems to be more than offset by the

advantage of having the engineer and
fireman together in one cab. This is,

however, not the first time that a cab

has been placed at the back of the

makes these engines the heaviest of

their type ever built by the American
Locomotive Co. This added weight is,

of course, all carried on the driving-

wheels, thus increasing the adhesive

weight to 223,000 lbs. instead of 217,500

lbs., as in the same design with cab

ahead of the firebox.

These heavy 2-8-0 D. & H. engines

have cylinders 23x30 ins. and 59 in.

rims. Some of the principal dimen-
sions are as follows:
Wheel Base—Total, engine and tender, 59 ft.

gVt ins.

Axles—Driving journals, 10 x 12 ins.; engine
truck journals, diameter, 6*6 ins.; length,
12 ins.; tender truck journals, diameter, 5 ^
ins. ; length, 10 ins.

Firebox—Thickness of crown, $i in.; tube, 9/16
in.; sides

(
^ in.; back, ^ in.; water space,

front, 4 ms. ; sides, 4 ins. ; back, 4 ins.

Crown Staying—Radial.
Brake—Driver, Westinghouse and American com-

bined on truck; Westinghouse Cross comp.
pump; 2 reservoirs, 2oJ4 x 102 ins.
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Air Brake Department

Fifteenth Annual Convention.

The fifteenth annual convention of the

Air Brake Association will be held at the

Hotel Ryan, St. Paul, Minn., beginning

at 9 A. M., Tuesday, June 9, 1908, and

continuing three or four days.

The Accelerator Valve.

In our December issue appeared an

illustration and description of the New
York Automatic and Straight Air Brake

for Locomotives, in which mention was

made of the accelerator valve. As the

name implies, the duty of the accelerator

valve is to accelerate the reduction of

brake pipe pressure in service applications

of the brake. The accelerator valve

reservoir receives a portion of brake pipe

pressure in service applications corre-

sponding to the volume of the brake pipe.

The pressure from this reservoir enters

on top of the accelerator valve piston

and forces it downward a distance pro-

portionate to the length of the brake

pipe, which will in turn move the port in

the slide valve down, past the V-shaped

port in its seat, thereby reducing pressure

from the brake pipe in harmony with the

brake valve through an opening in size

according to the amount of reduction and

length of brake pipe.

of the compound pump is thus seen to be

a matter of prime importance.

The S. F. pump governor, which is a

part of the E. T. equipment and usually

found with the compound pump, has an

excess pressure head with a pipe connec-

tion from the feed valve pipe. Whatever

amount of pressure the feed valve sup-

plies enters this excess pressure head

above the diaphragm, giving a pressure

there equal to the tension of the excess

pressure spring, plus the pressure supplied

by the feed valve. If for any reason the

feed valve should stick or become de-

ranged in its operation it would cause the

pump governor to stop the pump at a low

pressure or be unreliable in its operation.

From this the importance of carefully

maintaining the feed valve, as well as the

pump governor, is readily seen. The max-

imum pressure head very rarely gives any

ference of about 30 lbs. the pump would

only be compressing about 110 lbs. of

air, which would be very likely to give

trouble with the high speed brake in use.

If the top steam head gasket should

leak steam across from the live steam pas-

sage into the high pressure steam cylin-

der it would drive the high and low pres-

sure pistons on their respective strokes

downward very fast, but would make the

high pressure piston very slow on its up-

ward stroke. This would have a ten-

dency to make the pump loggy, especially

with low steam pressure. The compound

pump is new and we have much to learn

about it. However, with proper care it is

an excellent pump, and it needs care, like

every other piece of mechanism from

which we desire to get results.

Cross-Compound Pump Troubles.

In a great many cases of the Westing-

house 8]4-m. cross-compound pump stall-

ing or working too slowly, insufficient

lubrication is found to be the cause. While

\ery frequently the lubricator feed may be

sufficient the pump may not get the oil

because of a leaky joint at the pump gov-

ernor or some other leakage in the steam

or oil pipe to the pump. The matter of

lubrication no doubt receives proper at-

tention with the 9'/2-in. pump, but even

more attention and more oil should be

given to the cross-compound pump. If

the frictional resistance of main slide

valve and differential pistons in the com-

pound be increased by the want of oil

until the steam pressure acting upon the

differential pistons is unable to move the

main slide valve, the pump will stall and

even if it does not stall at once the wear

upon the main slide valve will be heavy

and it will probably cut the seat so that

the pump will become very loggy in its

operation and stall eventually. The sur-

face to be lubricated in the compound
pump is about three times greater than

that of the 954-in. pump. The lubrication

SECTION OF ACCELERATOR VALVE.

trouble in the way of stopping the pump
except in cases of pipe scale under the pin

valve, which often happens with new loco-

motives.

There have been cases of the compound

pump working slow enough when the

steam pressure fell back to 145 or 150

lbs. to cause the brakes to creep on.

Although it is possible for this to be the

fault of the pump itself, by testing the

steam and air gauge it is possible to find

the trouble there.

The compound pump should work very

well with a steam pressure of about 25 or

3c lbs. in excess of the main reservoir

pressure, and where it does not there is a

strong probability of the steam or air

gauges are indicating incorrect pressures,

tending to increase this difference.

For instance, suppose the air gauge to

be indicating a main reservoir pressure of

130 lbs., when 140 lbs. existed in

the main reservoir, and suppose the steam

gauge indicated 150 lbs. when 140

lbs. was in the boiler. With a dif-

Practical Air Brake Instruction.

A good air brake instructor is a prof-

itable investment for any railroad com-
pany, and is worth many times the sal-

ary paid him in course of a year, while

a poor one is not only a loss to the

company as far as salary is concerned,

but often he is a source of expense.

When an engineer is given air brake

instruction it should be taken into con-

sideration that the air brake is not the

only part of the locomotive upon which

improvements are made, and that he

cannot give the brake his entire time

for study. He also studies the time

table, the bulletin board, and the road

foreman of engines' instructions and a

host of other things, and during air

brake examination the instructor should

bear this fact in mind.

Of what consequence is it whether
the engineer knows or not which side

of the packing leather should be placed

to bear against the cylinder if he is

never called upon to renew one, or of

what benefit is it to him or to the com-
pany for him to know the sizes of the

different parts of triple and brake

valves, and when they are worn beyond
the standard of the road if he never

takes a valve apart.

It is of no practical value to him to

know what degree of heat is generated
in compressing air to different pres-

sures, or how many cubic inches of

compressed air the various reservoirs

contain. Matters of this kind are all

right for illustrations and for instruc-

tion if the engineer desires them, but it

is unreasonable to insist upon them
during examinations.

For practical purposes the engineer
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should be instructed as to what to do

in case of failure of any part of the ap-

paratus, or in case of accidental break-

age of any part while out on the road,

and he should be instructed beforehand

what can be done to get the train in

motion in the shortest possible space of

time, instead of waiting until he has

made some mistake and detained a

train, and then telling him what he

should have done.

Another thing the engineer should

know is how to report work that is

necessary to keep the brake in good

condition, and this should be insisted

upon in the instruction car. Such re-

ports in the engine house as "examine

air pump," "examine brake valve," or

"clean triple valve," reflect no credit

or. the kind of instruction that has been

given or the way the lesson has been

learned.

If the pump will not make enough

air, stops, pounds or runs hot, or if the

brake does not release promptly, does

not apply, or if there is a "blow" at the

triple valve exhaust port, it should be

reported that way. The indefinite style

of report, such as "The brake valve to

be examined," simply causes loss of

time. A statement should be made ex-

plaining how the brake acted on the

road.

When the engineer reports any part

of the brake to be examined, it is fair

to assume that he does not know ex-

actly what is wrong, therefore in the

interests of all concerned he should

state how it behaved, so that the re-

pairman may locate the disorder and

repair it as quickly as possible.

Work in many engine houses is not

always done as it should be, and in

many roundhouses there are no facili-

ties for charging the brake system with

air when the fire is drawn and there is

no steam in the boiler. In cases of this

kind the work that is reported may be

done, and by the time the boiler is

again under steam the engine is prob-

ably due to leave, and the repairman

may find that he has "cleaned and ex-

amined" a triple valve when the pack-

ing leather in the cylinder is worn out,

the piston travel is too long, or a bad
leak exists in the air pipes. Under the

circumstances the engine may leave

with the brake in the same condition

that it was upon arrival.

The engine is sometimes coupled to

a train of unusual length, and the triple

valve on the engine or tender may not

release promptly and have to be bled

off once or twice during the trip. Upon
arrival at the engine house it may be

reported for "cleaning." The repair-

man may clean it and the next man in

charge of the engine may have it

cleaned at some other engine house,

and so on until the defective triple

valve causes a detention and is removed

from the engine. If the first engineer

who had trouble with it had reported

that the brake did not release when
coupled to a long train, the triple valve

might have been promptly removed and
a good one put on. A somewhat un-

fortunate idea possesses some engi-

neers about not reporting any air brake
work. They explain all they know to

the engine house foreman, who usu-

ally has troubles of his own, and, being
human, proceeds at once to forget the

air brake part of it.

It requires knowledge and experience

to handle fast passenger trains safely

and successfully, and a man's knowl-
edge and efforts should not be mis-

directed. The engineer should know
the construction and operation and the

piping arrangement of the air brake
equipment he is using, and the defects

that the different valves may develop.
If he knows this thoroughly he will

give a good account of himself when in

trouble on the road. He may have
ideas of his own and handle trains

safely under conditions that will sur-

prise his superior officers. He can do
all his without having had to study
the full details of how each part is re-

paired in the shop. The main line of a

modern railroad is no place to experi-

ment with the air brake.

Sauvage Triple Valve Attachment.

A patent, No. 875,958, has recently been

granted to Mr. William Sauvage of the

Sauvage Safety Brake Company for an

improved form of air brake triple valve,

or rather an attachment to the ordinary

triple valve, and in the patent specifica-

tion we are told that "it is the object of

this invention not only to provide effective

means for automatically maintaining the

pressure against reduction by leakage and

for automatically recharging the auxiliary

reservoirs to a predetermined pressure,

but also to provide means for cutting off

automatically the continued recharging,

so that the necessary excess pressure can

be exerted to throw the triple valve to

release position."

A further object is to prevent the un-

desired release of the brakes through

leakage at any point. In accordance

with the invention, "provision is made
whereby, when the triple valve piston

is in lap position the train line

pressure is admitted to the auxiliary

reservoir to recharge the same through a

device which can be controlled by the en-

gineer to cut off the further recharging

at any time and permit the triple valve to

be thrown into release position, while at

the same time, through another device,

natural leakage from the brake cylinders

is automatically compensated for and the

unintentional release of the brake is there-

by prevented. Moreover, the provisions

for rapidly recharging the auxiliary reser-

voir under the control of the engineer

renders the system practically a straight

air brake system up to any predetermined

pressure."

This device permits recharging the aux-

iliary reservoir without the use of retain-

ing valves, and the pressure in the brake

cylinders is not released and does not fall

during the period of recharging, but is

maintained at regular service pressure. A
modification of the graduating valve is

made for the purpose of maintaining the

service pressure in the brake cylinder

against leaks. Quoting again from the

patent specification, "The engineer thus

has complete control of all of the triple

valves throughout the length of the train,

when recharging the auxiliary reservoirs

and holding the brakes on long descend

ing grades, and the use of the ordinary

retaining valves is rendered unneces-

sary.

"The slide block and graduating valve

co-operate in the usual manner except

that there is formed, either in the seat of

the graduating valve or preferably in

that portion of the graduating valve which

co-operates with the seat, a channel, so

that when the valve is on its seat and the

transmission of working pressure to the

brake cylinder is prevented, nevertheless

there will be, through the channel a suffi-

cient passage of air to compensate for

SAUVAGE TRIPLE ATTACHMENT.

the usual leakage in the brake cylinder,

the channel being so proportioned as to

permit the passage of air in proportion to

the escape of air from the cylinder

through leakage."

The British government are making
coins of aluminum for use in Africa.

The coins are intended to take the

place of shells called cowries, which

are used as currency in some parts of

Africa.
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Electrical Department

The Contactor and the Reverser.

By W. B. Kouwenhoven.

In our December, 1907, issue the

General Electric type M, system of

control, which is employed on the Man-
hattan Elevated Railway, was de-

scribed. This type of control makes

use of contactors for handling the

heavy currents from the third rail and

also uses the reverser for making the

connections for forward or backward

motion.

THE CONTACTORS.

The motors of a train like that to

which we refer require very heavy cur-

rents, and it is not desirable to make

the master controller drum large

enough to handle them directly. Such

a large and heavy controller drum as

would be required would be not only

difficult to operate, but it would take

up too much space in the car. The

drum, however, is only made large

enough to carry the small current nec-

essary to operate the contactors, which

carry the large current for the motors.

The small current can be readily

handled by a small master controller

drum, and the contactors can be placed

underneath the car body where they

do not occupy valuable space.

The contactor consists of four main

parts, an electro-magnet or solenoid, a

metallic finger, two main contacts, one

fixed and one movable, and a magnetic

blow out coil. The electro-magnet is

energized through the train line circuits

by means of the master controller

which receives the electric power
through two control rheostas or resist-

ance coils. The magnet is made of a

number of turns of wire about an

iron core. Such an arrangement is

called a solenoid. Solenoids of this type

wer described in our January, 1907,

issue.

When this solenoid is energized by
the motorman having advanced his con-

troller handle, the solenoid attracts the

metallic finger against gravity and

against the spring action of the finger.

This finger is raised by the solenoid

until it makes contact with the station-

ary or fixed main contact. The end of

the finger which makes the connection

is fitted with the other or movable main

contact. The motors receive their

heavy current through the connection

made by these two contacts. When the

solenoid is de-energized by the motor-

man shifting his controller handle to

the off position, it (the solenoid) re-

leases the finger, which falls back, due

to the pull of gravity and the action of

the spring. The separation of the two

main contacts through which a large

current was flowing to the motors

tends to form a continuous spark or

arc between them. If this arc were

allowed to continue it would maintain

the current supply to the motors and

would soon destroy the two contacts.

The magnetic blow out coil serves to

extinguish this arc.

One of the phenomena of electricity

is the effect produced upon an arc by a

magnetic field. When placed at right

angles to the arc the effect is to repel

the arc. If the magnetic field produced

by the magnet is very strong it will

blow out the arc, thus extinguishing it.

This fact is made use of in the magnetic

blow-out coil. From the article on the

solenoid in our January, 1907, issue, to

which we have referred, it is clearly

shown that not only does a steel bar-

magnet possess a magnetic field, and

To T'« ' * L.ne C

the motoi These current are large,

and it only requires a few turns of wire

to produce a very powerful magnetic

field. The blow-out coil of the con-

tactor is so arranged that its magnetic

field is at right angles to the arc which

will be formed upon opening of the

main contacts. When the solenoid is

de-energized and the finger drops, the

arc then formed is immediately extin-

guished by the tic field of the

Optrat'-ng Solenoid.
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SKELETON CONTACTOR WIRING.

throws out lines of force, but if a coil

of wire is traversed by a current it will

also set up a magnetic field and throw

out lines of force of its own.

The magnetic blow-out coil of the

contactor consists of a soft iron core

around which are wound a few turns of

large wire which are connected in series

with the circuit supplying current to
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mean? of the reversing handle mounted

on the master controller drum. The
connections to these two solenoids are

sc arranged with an interlocking device

that only one of them can possibly be

energized at a time. The controller

drum is also fitted with an interlock,

and this makes it impossible for any

one to shift the reversing handle when
the motors are receiving power. This

prevents the accidental reversing of the

direction of the current supply to the

motors when the controller handle is

"American" or 4-4-0 Electric.

The latest electric locomotive designed

by the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company of Pittsburgh, Pa., is

the first large high speed locomotive built

for operating on a single-phase current

exclusively, and it differs materially from

any of the electric locomotives heretofore

produced in that its running gear is mod-

eled after that of the standard "American"

or 4-4-0 type of locomotive, and thus many
of the features of steam railroad practice

have been incorporated. This locomotive
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electro-pncumatically operated switches, is

directly over the transformer.

The general principle of operation of the

control system is the same as, that of all of

the Westinghouse electro-pneumatic con-

trol equipments; that is, air cylinders are

used to operate the various switches, and

electro-magnetic valves control the sup-

ply of. air to the various cylinders. A
small storage battery of 10 cells is pro-

vided to operate the control magnets, and

this battery is kept charged by means

of a small motor-generator set in the loco-

motive. The master controller is placed

in the front end of the cab. It has one

operating and one reversing handle, and

Is arranged to give 12 running positions.

The brake equipment is a standard

Eminent Engineers.

V. DENIS 1'AI'IN.

Coincident with the experiments of

! nomas Savery in England is the work

of Denis Papin of France. The first

vision we get of this interesting char-

acter is in 1674, when he came to I '.iris

and settled as a prai tising physii ian in

that city. He conducted experiments

with the air pump and wrote a sen

papers which were published in the

Philosophical Transactions of 1675. He
visited London and afterwards accepted

a position in the Academy of Venice,

where he remained ten years. He con-

ducted a series of important experi

ments in raising water by machines

driven by the current. He removed to

pari that might be properly attributed

to Papin is the safety valve. In com-
mon with the Marquis of Worcester

and Captain Savery, Doctor Papin

to have worked in advance of

time. The feeling against new ma-
chines seems to have been crystallized

in the public mind, and unless under

royal patri othing could be at-

ited. Such patronage was usually

of a whimsical or - kind. In

the case of the Elector of Cassel, as

soon as Papin had perfected his steam

engine for pumping water the vain-

glorious Elector claimed the invention

himself, and Papin was compelled to

look for other patronage.

In 1707 he sailed for London in a

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE WITH FRAME LIKE THAT OF A STEAM LOCOMOTIVE. HIGH CENTRE OF GRAVITY.

Westinghouse single-end type EL equip-

ment. Air for the operation of the brake

is supplied by one D-4-EG compressor

operated by a single-phase motor The
nominal capacity of the compressor is

45 cu. ft. of free air per minute. The cur-

rent is collected from the trolley lines at

11,000 volts by means of a pneumatically-

operated pantagraph trolley. This trolley

is under control of the motorman at all

times and may be raised or lowered by

merely pushing a button located in the

master controller. Connection is made
from the trolley through an oil switch

in the cab to the high tension lead of the

main transformer. In recent tests this

locomotive has attained a speed of 88 miles

per hour with entirely satisfactory results.

All good ends can be worked out by

good means. Those that cannot are bad,

and may be counted so at once and left

alone.

—

Barnaby Rudgc.

Cassell, and here he perfected a ma-
chine for raising water by the force of

steam. He also constructed a carriage

to be propelled by the same means. In

1702 he invented a steam engine for

throwing stones, which he claimed

would make a lasting peace with

France. This engine was used in sev-

eral European wars, and surpassed in

force and weight of projectile the artil-

lery of that period. It was a terrifying

machine, but failed to bring about the

promised peace.

The Elector of Cassel took a lively

interest in Papin's experiments, and it

seems remarkable that having suc-

ceeded in demonstrating the power of

steam in raising water to a height of

over seventy feet and also in moving
carriages on public highways there is

no evidence of any of his machines

coming into general and lasting use.

Of the steam engine of to-day the only

boat propelled by paddle wheels. On
the river Weser he was set upon by the

river boatmen, who objected to any
kind of invasion of their privileges in

the navigation of that river. His fam-

ily and crew were subjected to many
privations and on his arriving at Lon-
don he found himself friendless.

In his time he was furnished with

great facilities for experimental work,

and also with ample means, and his op-

erations were regarded with great in-

terest, but it seemed as if the world

was not in need of the titanic powers
which he dimly illustrated. The mass
of humanity were content to live as

their ancestors had lived, and while

there were a few eminent engineers

who could appreciate the value of the

work of Savery and Papin, many years

had to elapse before their ingenious

labors could blossom into accomplish-

ment.
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Murphy Method of Instruction.

By Prcf. F. Paul Anderson,
Dean of the Mechanical Engineering Dept.

of Kentui ky State College, Lex-
ington, Ky.

While .it Lexington, Ky., as Superin-

tendent of the Cincinnati Division of

FIG. 1. LEADING CAR OF TRAIN WHEN
BEING PUSHED AT NIGHT.

the Cincinnati Southern, in 1896, Mr.
W. J. Murphy, now Vice-President of

the Cincinnati. New Orleans & Texas
Pacific Railroad and the Alabama Great
Southern, devised the most efficient

method that has ever been introduced,

for examining and instructing railroad

employees.

From the Book of Rules, the railway

employee is able to secure only a par-

tial knowledge of the meaning of all

the rules of procedure in the handling

FIG. 3. MARKER FLAGS ON REAR OF
TRAIN.

of trains. A large percentage of rail-

way employees are not able to compre-
hend fully the meaning of terse and
concise English, and an object lesson

in the presentation of actual cases that

may arise in daily practice is the only
thorough and comprehensive way for

training every employee up to the high-

est efficiency in train rule knowledge.

It is not at all satisfactory for em-
ployees to have a mere general impres-

sion, relative to the meaning of rules.

There must be a uniformity of knowl-
edge in order that trains may be han-
dled safely, and with the least possible

loss of time. Mr. Murphy was one of

the first railroad men in the country to

take the stand that modern railroading

is a science, and therefore the training

of men should be dealt with in a scien-

tific manner.

On account of his long experience in

the training of railroad men, Mr. Mur-
phy came to the conclusion that the or-

dinary methods of questioning train-

men on the Book of Rules was ineffi-

cient; and frequently employees would
recite, verbatim, the rules, and it would
be determined later that they had noth-

ing of a definite conception of the mean-
ing of the same.

It is impossible to spend the time

necessary to take trainmen to various

points on the line, and question them
on the meaning of signals in certain

positions or the meaning of the lamp
and flag code, when certain combina-
tions appeared. This would be the

ideal system, but it is not practicable.

He concluded that the only other

method to be employed in instructing

or examining trainmen was a process

practically identical with the actual dis-

play of signals, whether they be elec-

tric or block signals, lamps or flags.

The system of instruction which is

known throughout the railroad world
as the "Murphy Method" was devised

with this end in view. He was the first

one to put into practice the use of the

stereopticon. in presenting to railway

employees, by means of lantern slides,

the various positions and colors of sig-

nals so that trainmen can be questioned

as definitely in the presence of such
pictures, as they could be if they were
looking at the actual track and equip-

ment.

Railway companies throughout the

country were slow to take up this in-

novation in the method of better in-

forming their employees; but during
the last two or three years a great many
of the prominent railroad systems have
adopted the "Murphy Method." Mr.
Murphy has published, from year to
year, a text book called the "Stereopti-

con Method of Examining and Instruct-

ing Railway Employees," and this book
is revised as necessary to take into

account any important changes that are

made in the Book of Rules.

The last road to adopt the "Murphy
Method" is the Union Pacific, and this

railroad has fitted up a large car for the
training of employees who have had
to do with the handling of trains.

This car is supplied with a stere-

opticon, and a number of lantern

slides, which will bring to the atten-

tion of the trainmen, who are being
examined or instructed, the actual con-
dition of signals in their relation to-

equipment, as they appear in practice.

FIG. 2. MARKER LIGHTS, GREEN TO
REAR WHEN ON SIDING TO BE
PASSED BY TRAIN RUNNING IN

SAME DIRECTION.

The "Murphy Method" has been the

means of decreasing the percentage of

accidents on our railroads, caused by
improper interpretation of orders, ex-

pressed to the employees, by means of

the signals in certain positions. In rail-

road operation it is impossible to avoid

accidents that occur, due to the giving

way of equipment. But Mr. Murphy
has always contended that accidents due

FIG. 4. MARKER LIGHTS, RED TO REAR
ON MAIN LINE.

to lack of understanding of signals,,

should be practically eliminated from-

our railroad practice.

While the author of this method of
instruction was superintendent of the

Cincinnati division of the road, a rigid

system of examination was enforced,.
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and the influence/ of the training re-

ceived at that time has been an import-

ant clement in bringing the Cincinnati

Southern men up to their well known
standard of efficiency.

The move that has been made on the

FIG. 5. OBLIQUE POSITION OF SEMA-
PHORE BLADE. BLOCK IS CLEAR.

part of that great system, the Union
Pacific, is a tribute to the genius of Mr.

Murphy, who produced the method of

educating railway employees in such a

manner as to insure a speedier, surer

and safer practice in the handling of

trains on our American roads.

Railroad operation is one of the most
progressive sciences of the day. The
successful operation of a railroad, how-
ever, is entirely dependent upon a thor-

ough education of the employees in all

the necessary requirements of the rules

laid down for their guidance, thereby

enabling them to intelligently and suc-

cessfully apply them in practice. A
thorough knowledge of the signals is of

vital importance. In fact, it is equally

as essential as it is that they read and
write the English language; for upon
a thorough knowledge and a strict com-
pliance with the language indicated by
the different signals depend the safety

of both lives and property.

In order to understand more compre-
hensively the use of the stereopticon

method, a few examples are here given.

Fig. 1.—White light on rear of coach

is shown on screen.

Q. What does the signal on this

train indicate?

A. Indicates that the train is being
pushed by night; the rules require there

shall be a white light on the leading

car when a train is pushed.

Figs. 2 and 3.—The passenger train

with markers (lights) turned with green

to the rear is shown on the screen.

Q. Why are the markers in this posi-

tion?

A. The rules require that the red

lights should be removed and green

displayed when a train turns out to be

passed by another train running in the

same direction, but the red must be
again displayed before returning to the

main track.

Fig. 4.—The rear of a train carry-

ing markers showing green to front

and side, red to rear.

Q. What are the classification sig-

nals?

A. Signals placed on the' front of an
engine to indicate whether a train is an
extra or is followed by another train

running on same schedule and entitled

to the same rights.

Q. What are markers?
A. Two green flags or green lights

displayed on the rear car, or on an en-

gine if it be in rear of a car, to indi-

cate that the train is complete.

Q. In addition to the classification

signals and markers, what signals must
be displayed on the front and rear of

eacli train, running after sunset, or
when obscured by fog or other causes?

A. A headlight on front and two or
more red lights on the rear.

FIG. 6. SIGNAL ARM HORIZONTAL,
BLOCK OCCUPIED; STOP.

Q. What do the signals on this train

indicate?

A. Indicate that it is a section of a

regular train, and is followed by an-

other section on the same schedule and
having the same rights. The markers
on the rear indicate that the section is

complete.

Figs, s and 6.—Electric Semaphore
Block Signals on single track.

Q. What does the signal indicate in

its present oblique position? (Fig. 5.).

A. Indicates that block is clear.

Q. How is this position indicated at

night?

A. By white light.

Q. If signal is in this position (hori-

zontal), what does it indicate?

(Fig. 6.)

A. That the block is occupied.

Q. How is this position indicated at

night?

A. By a red light.

Q. I low would you be governed ap-

proaching the block in the position in-

dicated (horizontal 1 ?

A. Stop the train before entering the

block, send a flagman ahead with

danger signals immediately; wait five

minutes after the flagtn i.irted

and follow him through the block, not

exceeding six miles an hour.

Q. Describe how the signal indicates

that the block is clear and that trains

may proceed.

A. Tin- signal must be in the oblique

position when the train enters the

block and change to horizontal before

the train reaches the signal. Trains
may then proceed at their usual speed
through the block.

Q. Are there any circumstances
under which a train may pass the home
signal when horizontal without send-

ing a flag ahead? Quote the rule.

A. In approaching a meeting point

within the limits of a block, the train

of inferior right will not flag.

Fig. 7—Electric Disc Block signals on
single track. Same rules apply. Color

takes place of position of the signal

arm.

Q. What does the signal indicate in

its present (top arm horizontal, lower
arm oblique) position? (Figure 8.)

A. Improperly displayed signal—in-

dicating signal is out of order.

Q. How is this position indicated at

night?

A. By two lights, red over white.

Q. How would you be governed ap-
proaching the block in this position?

A. Stop before entering the block,

wait one minute and proceed under
control.

FIG. 7. BLOCK SIGNAL DISC. COLOR
TAKES PLACE OF POSITION

Q. What does the signal indicate in

its present (top arm oblique, lower

arm horizontal) position? (Fig. 9.).

A. Indicates the first block in ad-
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vance is clear, and the second block in

advance occupied.

Q. How is this position indicated at

night?

A. By two lights, white over green.

Q. How would you be governed ap-

proaching the block in this position?

A. Reduce speed and be prepared to

.stop at next block.

A. Maintain schedule speed.

The foregoing illustrations present

only a few of the applications of the

use of the stereopticon in connection

with the Book of Rules. When the

method is employed in a suitable lec-

ture room, with first-class lantern

slides, beautifully colored, the impres-

sion made on the mind of the trainman

years ago, he has developed what may be

called a sixth sense, and by touch and

sight he can detect the finest movements
of the instrument and correctly interpret

them. By means of the sense of touch

in his finger tips he takes messages trans-

mitted from the ends of the continent and

can also read a message by watching the

sounder. With his left forefinger placed

FIG. 8. RIGHT-HAND TRACK, SIGNALS OUT
SOMETHING WRONG—STOP.

OF ORDER. FIG. q. RIGHT.HAND TRACK. FIRST BLOCK IN ADVANCE CLEAR,
SECOND OCCUPIED—PROCEED CAUTIOUSLY.

Q. What does the signal indicate in

its present (both arms horizontal)

position? (Fig. 10.)

A. Indicates both blocks next in ad-

vance are occupied.

Q. How is this position indicated at

night?

A. By two lights, red over green.

Q. How would you be governed ap-

proaching the block in this position?

A. Stop before entering the block,

wait one minute and proceed under

control.

is even more definite than could be

created by the actual presentation of

the real signals and appliances.

The "Murphy Method" is presented

in book form which has been copy-

righted, and each road may secure per-

mission to use lantern slides applicable

to local conditions, in connection with

the book.

The instruction book has been put up
in small, compact form, so that it is

easily carried in the pocket for use

during spare moments, that come into

the life of every man.

lightly on the sounder he can take a mes-

sage as accurately as the average oper-

ator.

This may seem extraordinary to the

average newspaper reporter, but tele-

graph operators see nothing in it worthy

of comment. It is a very poor operator

who cannot receive by the touch. A bad

row happened once when two operators

were in a card game and by touching

the feet told contents of each other hands.

A young man and a young woman were

once traveling in a Pullman car. Both

were telegraph operators and they began
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Items of Personal Interest

Mr. J. G. Crawford has been appointed

fuel engineer of the Chicago, Turlington

& Quincy, with headquarters at Chicago,

111.

Mr. J. B. Hasty has been appointed di-

vision foreman of the Atchison, Topeka

& Santa Fe, with headquarters at Shaw-

nee. Okla.

Air. H. Rhoads has been appointed gen

eral foreman of the Princeton shops of

the Southern Railway, with office at

Princeton, Ind.

Mr. Wm. Nix has been appointed round

house foreman of the Atchison, Topeka

it Santa Fe Railroad, with office at Ar-

kansas City, Kan.

Air. J. P. McCuen, superintendent ol

motive power of the Cincinnati, New
Orleans & Texas Pacific, at Ludlow,

Ky.. has resigned.

The position of general master mechan-

ic on the International & Great Northern,

until recently held by Mr. George S.

Hunter, at Palestine, Texas, has been

abolished.

Mr. M. Flanagan has been appointed

division master mechanic of the Great

Northern, at Harve, Mont., vice Mr.

K. A. Frobcrg, transferred.

Mr. J. F. Enright has been appointed

superintendent of motive power of the

International & Great Northern Railway,

with office at Palestine, Tex.

Mr. E. E. Machovee has been appointed

general foreman of shops of the Atchi-

son, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, with

headquarters at Newton, Kans.

Mr. L. N. Bassett has been appointed

superintendent of terminals of the St.

Louis & San Francisco Railroad, with

headquarters at Springfield, Mo.

Mr. J. G. McLaren has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Chi-

cago, Rock Island and El Paso Rail-

road, with office at Dalhart, Tex.

Mr. H. Muir has been appointed road

foreman of engines and general foreman

of the Louisville division of the Southern

Railway, vice Mr. Rhoads, transferred.

Mr. G. F. Moore, formerly traffic man-
ager of the St. Joseph Valley Railway

Company, has been appointed general

manager, with offices at Lagrange, Ind.

Mr. N. N. Boyden, formerly master me-
chanic on the Southern Railway at Bir-

mingham, Ala., has been appointed master

mechanic on the same road at Atlanta.

Mr. G. Armstrong, formerly car shop
foreman, has been appointed general car

shop foreman on the Canadian Pacific

Railway, with headquarters at Winnipeg.

Dr. W. F. M. Goss Honored.

The formal exercises incident i" the

installation of Dr. W. F. M. Goss as

Dean of the College of Engineering of

the University of Illinois occurred Feb

ruary 5 in connection with the formal

opening of the graduate school of the

university. The exercises of installa-

tion included two sessions and a tour of

inspection through the laboratories of

the College of Engineering.

The programme for the morning ses-

sion began with a brief address by the

president of the university, Dr. Ed-
mund J. Janus, introducing the chair-

UK. \Y. F. M. GOSS.

man of the session. Professor James M.

White. Professor Ira O. Baker, who
for more than thirty years has been
identified with the College of Engineer-

ing, described some significant events

in the development of the college. ei\ -

ing special emphasis to the work of

Stillman W. Robinson, the first profes-

sor in the College of Engineering of

the University of Illinois, who con-

tinued in its service for a period of

seven years. Mr. William L. Abbott,

president of the board of trustees and
a graduate of the College of Engineer-
ing, discussed briefly the standing of

the technical graduate in the engineer-

ing profession. Following this a for-

mal installation address, entitled "The
State College of Engineering" was de-

livered by Dean W. F. M. Goss. This
session was made memorable by the

presentation of a token of their esteem

by his associates in thi ( ollege of En-
ing to Dr. N. Clifford Ricker, a

11
1 1 the class of 1K72, the first

professor of architecture, for thirty-

live years a member of the instrm

staff of the University of Illinois, and
for the most of this period dean of the

Colleg' oi Engi eerin Letters

read expressing interest in the occasion

from Dr. Andrew S. Draper, president

of the University of Illinois from 1894

to 1904; from Professor Stillman W.
Robinson, the first professor of me-
chanical engineering, now a resident of

Columbus, Ohio, and from Professor J.

Burkitt Webb, the professor of civil en-

gineering, later of Stevens Institute of

Technology.

The afternoon session included an ad-

dress by Mr. Robert W. Hunt of Chi-

cago on "The Value of Engineering
Research," and an address by Mr. Wil-
lard A. Smith of Chicago on "The Need
of Graduate Courses in Engineering."

Mr. G. Akans, formerly master me-
chanic of the Southern Railway at Selma.

Ala., has been transferred as master me-
chanic on the same road at Birmingham,
Ala.

Mr. C. H. Fisk has been appointed

chief engineer of maintenance of way of

the Colorado Southern, New Orleans &
Pacific Railway, with office at Beaumont,
Tex.

Mr. W. E. New has been appointed

master mechanic of the Kansas City Belt

Railway, with headquarters at Kansas
City, Mo., vice Mr. G. T. Neubert, re-

signed.

Mr. Wm. Jackson has been appointed

superintendent of signals on the Rome,
Watertown & Ogdensburg division of the

New York Central, succeeding Mr. A. E.

Eckert.

Mr. J. McCabe, formerly engine fore-

man at the Harlem River Terminal, has

been appointed general road foreman of

engines on the New York, New Haven &
Hartford, with headquarters at New
Haven, Conn.

Mr Frank Peyton has been appointed

road foreman of engines of the Oklahoma
division of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe Railway, with headquarters at Kan-
sas City. Ark.

Mr. Chas. A. Ktmmell has been appoint-

ed division foreman of the Missouri Pa-

cific and St Louis. Iron Mountain &
Southern Railways, with headquarters at

Greenleaf, Kan.
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Mr. J. H. Talty, road foreman of en-

gines on the Lackawanna, at Buffalo,

N. Y., was elected third vice-president

of the Central Railroad Club at the last

annual meeting.

Mr. W. Kennedy has been appointed

superintendent of motive power and cars

of the Central of Vermont Railway, with

office at St. Albans, Vt., vice Mr. James
Coleman, resigned.

Mr. E. W. Tucker, formerly round

house foreman of the Atchison, Topeka

& Santa Fe at Arkansas City, Kan., has

been appointed round house foreman on

the same road at Newton, Kan.

Mr. C. A. Emerson, formerly traveling

engineer on the Lake Superior division

of the Northern Pacific, has been ap-

pointed general foreman of the Minne-

sota & International Railway.

Mr. R. F. McKenna, master car

builder of the Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western, at Scranton, Pa., was re-

cently elected president of the Central

Railroad Club for the year 1908.

Mr. E. F. Kearney has been ap-

pointed superintendent of transporta-

tion on the Missouri Pacific Railway,

with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.,

vice Mr. T. E. Byrnes, resigned.

Mr. A. E Walton, division superintend-

ent on the New York Central, has been

appointed to a similar position on the

same road at their West Albany shops,

vice Mr. G. H. Haselton, promoted.

Mr. E. B. Brown has been appointed

superintendent of bridges and buildings

of the St. Louis & San Francisco Rail-

road, with headquarters at Beaumont,

Tex., vice Mr. H. M. Henson, resigned.

Mr. J. R. McMullin has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Cana-

nea Consolidated Copper Company's
Railway with headquarters at Cananea,
Son., Mex., vice Mr. Weitzel, resigned.

Mr. Silas Zwight, formerly road fore-

man of engines on the Northern Pacific,

has been appointed master mechanic of

the St. Paul division, on the same road,

with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn.

Mr. W. T. Ingram, formerly engineer

of maintenance of way on the Inter-

oceanic, has been appointed superintend-

ent of permanent way, of the Mexican
Railway, with headquarters at Mexico,

Mex.
Mr. 1. M. Newman has been appointed

president of the following companies,

with offices at Williamsport, Pa. : The
Susquehanna & New York Railroad, the

Tonesta Valley Railway and the Leetonia

Railway.

Mr. J. T. Lendrum, formerly general

foreman on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe at Arkansas City, Kan., has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Oklahoma
division, with headquarters at Arkansas
City, Kan.

Mr. Charles E Fuller, formerly super-

intendent of motive power of the Chicago

& Alton, has been appointed assistant

superintendent of motive power of the

Union Pacific Railway, with offices at

Omaha, Neb.

Mr. J. F. Whiteford, formerly general

round house inspector on the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe, has been appointed

bonus supervisor of the Coast Lines of

the same road, with headquarters at San
Bernardino, Cal.

Mr. C. T. Hessmcr, formerly road fore-

man of engines of the Northern Pacific

at St.. Paul, Minn., has been appointed

master mechanic of the Minnesota divi-

sion at Staples, Minn., vice Mr. W. Lin-

coln, resigned.

Mr. J. L. Sydnor, formerly bonus super-

visor of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe Coast Lines, has been transferred as

'bonus supervisor of the Eastern Grand
Division, vice Mr. E. E. Arison, assigned

to other duties.

Mr. A. Dinan, formerly master mechan-
ic of the Middle Division of the Atchi-

son, Topeka & Santa Fe, has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Missouri

division of the same road, with office at

Ft. Madison, la.

Mr. F. L. Woodwine has been ap-

pointed road foreman of engines of the

Pocahontas Division of the Norfolk &
Western Railway, with headquarters at

Bleufield, Wyo., vice Mr. D. E. Gard-
ner, transferred.

Mr. G. W. Taylor, formerly master

mechanic of the Oklahoma division of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, has been

transferred to Newton, Kan., as master

mechanic of the Middle Division, vice Mr.

Dinan, promoted.

Mr. H. W. Jacobs, the present assistant

superintendent of motive power of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, retains the

same title with duties enlarged, having

jurisdiction of all betterment work, shops,

tools and machinery.

Mr. W. F. Buck, formerly mechanical

superintendent of the Eastern Grand Di-

vision of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe, has been appointed superintendent of

motive power of the system, with head-

quarters at Chicago, 111.

Mr. O. G. Cheatham, formerly mas-
ter mechanic on the Seaboard Air Line

Railway at Jacksonville, Fla., has been
appointed general foreman of shops of

the Southern Railway, with headquar-

ters at Jacksonville, Fla.

Mr. J. H. McGoff, formerly master me-
chanic of the Missouri division of the At-

chison, Topeka & Santa Fe, has been ap-

oointed mechanical superintendent of the

Eastern Grand Division of the same road,

with headquarters at Topeka, Kan.

Mr. W. G. Hodgson, formerly general

car foreman of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way at Winnipeg, Man., has been ap-

pointed district car foreman of the Pa-

cific division on that road, with office at

Vancouver, B. C, vice Mr. Pickern, de-

ceased.

Mr. J. L. Butler, formerly general fore-

man of the Sedalia shops of the Missouri

Pacific and St. Louis, Iron Mountain &
Southern Railways, has been appointed

master mechanic on those roads, with

office at Atchison, Kan., vice Mr. L. J.

Miller, resigned.

Mr. John A. Turtle, formerly assist-

ant superintendent of motive power of

the Union Pacific Railway, has been
appointed master mechanic of the Col-

orado Division of that road, with head-

quarters at Denver, Col., vice Mr. E. F.

Fay, transferred.

Mr. Raymond D. Carter, formerly

managing editor of the Newark Morning
Star, has been appointed general advertis-

ing agent of the Central Railroad of New
Jersey and editor of its monthly maga-
zine, The Suburbanite, with offices at 143

Liberty street, New York.

Mr. J. C. Stone, formerly round
house foreman for the New Orleans &
Northwestern Railroad at Ferriday,

La., has been appointed foreman of the

White River division of the Missouri

Pacific Railway, with headquarters at

Cotter, Ark., vice Mr. W. R. Bruner,

resigned.

Mr. H. P. Latta, formerly superin-

tendent of motive power on the Mo-
bile, Jackson & Kansas City Railroad

at Mobile, Ala., has been appointed

master mechanic of the Seaboard Air

Line Railway, with headquarters at

Jacksonville, Fla., vice Mr. O. G.

Cheatham, resigned.

Mr. E. G. Brooks has been appointed

master mechanic of the Mobile division

of the Mobile & Ohio Railroad at Whist-

ler, Ala., vice Mr. J. F. Enright, resigned,

to accept position with the International

& Great Northern. Mr.. Brooks also

holds the title of master mechanic of the

Southern Railway in Mississippi.

Mr. H. Weitzel, master mechanic of

the Cananea Consolidated Copper
Company's railway at Cananea has re-

signed to accept a position as general

foreman at the Guaymas shops of the

Sonora Railway. Upon leaving he was
presented with a gold watch by the

employees of the copper company.
Mr. James McDonough has been ap-

pointed general foreman on the Trinity &
Brazos Valley Railway at Galveston, Tex.

The company are building very extensive

terminals at that point and also at Hous-
ton, Tex. Mr. McDonough is an old

friend of Railway and Locomotive En-
gineering and has been a valued con-

tributor to our columns.

At the annual meeting of the direc-

tors of the Frost Railway Supply Com-
pany, recently held in Detroit, the offi-

cers elected for the ensuing year were:

President, Mr. Harry W. Frost; vice

president, Mr. George A. Cooper;

treasurer, Mr. Frederick H. Holt; sec-

retary, Mr. James Whittemore; assist-

ant secretary, Mr. Harry C. Smith.
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Doctor of Engineering.

The following letter recently re-

ceived explains itself:

Purdue University, Lafayette, [nd,

February 4th, 1908.

Mr. Angus Sinclair.

Editor of Railway and Locomotive

Engineering,

136 Liberty Street, New York, N. Y.

Dear Sir— I have the honor to in-

form you that the Faculty of Purdue
University, at a recent meeting, voted

unanimously to recommend your name
to the Board of Trustees of the Uni-
versity as the recipient of the honorary
degree of "Doctor of Engineering" at

the next commencement.
In taking this action the Faculty de-

sires to give expression to the high

esteem in which you are held by your
large circle of friends, and feels that it

will be an honor to the University to

be connected with you in this way.
It is customary upon occasions of

this kind for the recipient of the degree

to attend the commencement exercises.

They will be held this year on Wednes-
day morning, June tenth, and I trust

we may have the great pleasure of your
presence at that time.

With many assurances of esteem, I

am, Yours very truly,

(Signed) W. E. Stone,

President.

Obituary.

It is with deep regret that we have to

record the death of a valued member of

the staff of the National Acme Manufac-
turing Company of Cleveland, Ohio. Or-
rin S. Werntz, treasurer of the company
since its organization, died at his home on
February 6, 1908, at the age of thirty-

two. He was born in Canal Fulton, Ohio,

but removed to Cleveland early in life.

His first position was with the National

Screw & Tack Company, which he held

until the organization of the National-

Acme Manufacturing Company. He suc-

cumbed to an illness of about one month's

duration. His wife, his mother, and a

young son survive him.

Peter Steele, the general chairman of

the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen,
died at Ottawa, Canada, as a result of an

accident at Carlton Place, Ont. He was
endeavoring to get on board of the "Soo"
train on the Canadian Pacific and fell

between the cars. Mr. Steele was about

forty-five years old and leaves a wife and
two children. His loss will be deeply de-

plored by a wide circle of friends as well

as by the order he officially represented.

Providence Railroad, first as station

agent, later on as conductor, and finally

as superintendent. In 1857 he returned

to Needham as superintendent of the

Woonsocket Divsion, Boston, Hartford &
Erie Railroad, afterward changed to the

New York & New England Railroad, and

now a part of the Central Division of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford Rail-

road. He held this position until his re-

tirement from railroad life, about 10 years

ago. Mr. Tucker turned his energies

toward political life, and after securing

a seat in the Legislature was elected a

Senator from the Second Norfolk Dis-

trict. He was a member of the committee

on steam railroads while in the Senate.

Hollow Wedge Bolt.

On the Birmingham & Southern Rail-

road they use a hollow wedge bolt on
their engines which Mr. J. A. Monfcc,

FACE OF WEDGE

SQUARE

HEAD

^STEEL WASHER

HOLLOW WEDGE BOLT

LOCK NUT

Enos H. Tucker, of Needham, Mass.,

recently died at the advanced age

of 93. In 1849 he entered the employ
of the Norfolk Countv and the Boston &

WEDGE BOLT

HEAD

5/8 IN NUTS

HOLLOW WEDGE-BOLT ARRANGEMENT.

tlie master mechanic at Pratt City,

Ala., tells us has given every satisfac-

tion. The hollow bolt, he says, is a

good one under the firebox where a

leak may wash off the oil between the

frame jaws and the wedges. Our illus-

tration, made from Mr. Monfee's
sketch, will show what the bolt is like.

A wedge bolt iJ4 ins. diameter is

used, and this has a hole right up
through the center of it, 11/16 in.

diameter. A ^s-in. bolt with a square

head in the wedge is passed down
through the hole in the large hollow
wedge bolt. Where the large wedge
bolt bears against the bottom of the

wedge, a piece of steel % in. thick by
l

l,4 ins. long and 2 ins. wide, is placed

so as to prevent the point of the hol-

low bolt cutting up into the cast iron

of the wedge.

After setting up the wedge in its

proper place, and tightening the lock

nut on the large hollow wedge bolt, a

couple of >«-in. nuts are tightened up
hi tin bottom of the projecting ei

the ;s-in. bolt, which comes down
through the hollow wedge bolt. Hy
this arrangement the wedge is held up by

the large wedge bolt and so cannot

work down, and it is held down by the

bolt and cannot work up. The
wedge therefore stays where it is set

and there is no slack, and no chance

to move either way. The wedge so

held cannot work up and down with the

axle box, and there are consequently

no cut jaws and no wedge bolt heads

jerked off.

The bolt can be applied without tak-

ing down the bottom brace, and the

whole thing has given perfect satisfac-

tion on the B. & S. big 21x26 in. en-

gines. By this arrangement a wedge
once put in place will stay put, and
that saves time, trouble and money.

The Standard Steel Works Company
of Philadelphia have reprinted in stand-

ard size the paper on "Steel Tires

—

Causes of Defects and Failures," read

by Mr. G. L. Norris before the West-
ern Railroad Club on Oct. 18, 1907.

This is one of the most interesting of

the many interesting club papers. Edi-

torial mention was made of it in our

January issue, page 16. The form in

which the Standard Steel Company
have reproduced the article leaves

nothing to be desired. The half-tone

illustrations are beautifully executed.

and the reproductions of defective

wheel treads are simply perfect. The
micro-photographs of the steel at and
about the defective spots in the tire are

clear and distinct and show the struc-

ture at a glance. The presentation of

the subject is complete and the repro-

duction of which we write is such that

it becomes a pleasure to look over and
study Mr. Xorris's facts and figures.

It is a handy, useful and interesting

reference pamphlet and can be had
from the Standard Company by simply
asking for it.

The machine knives of Loring, Coes
and Company, Worcester, Mass., are fast

approaching the popularity already at-

tained by Coes' wrenches. Not only are

the fine products of this company the
very best, but their methods of adver-

tising are masterly. We have just re-

ceived a blotter that rubs out the remem-
brance of anything of the kind we have
seen before. A layer of red, white and
blue pads are overlaid with a celluloid

sheathing whereon are clustered a seg-

regation of youth and beauty bright as

butterflies and lovely to look at. Ask the

company to send you a blotter and they

will be pleased to do so, and you will be

also pleased.
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Patent Office Department

ENGINE VALVE.

Mr. B. Hanson, Schroyer, Kan., has

ted an engine valve, No. 854,036. It

operates on an engine cylinder having a

steam chest with special parts communi-

with the interior of the steam chest

and an intermediate exhaust port. There

brakes are suddenly applied. A stem at-

tached to the air cylinders affords means

for choking the flow of air as the piston

advances. The action of the spring has

the effect of applying the brakes in case

from any accident a car should become

detached from the train, and also in the

case of a failure of the air service in ap-

plying the brakes.

TRAi K-SANDING DEVICE.

Mr. J. W. Brady, Neodesha, Kan.,

has patented a sanding device, No. 877,-

828. The device comprises a casing or

DRIVING BOX WEDGE.

A wedge for locomotive driving boxes

has been patented by Mr. W. J. Barrett,

Chicago, 111., No. 873,148. The device em-

braces a wedge and pedestal brace of the

usual form, with an adjusting bolt pass-

LOCOMOTIVE DISC VALVE.

is a block removably disposed within the

steam chest having ports registering with

the steam ports of the cylinder and also

w ith the exhaust port on which a passaged

valve is mounted to oscillate on the block,

the oscillating valve being furnished with

recesses adapted to register alternately

with the ports in the block, and regulat-

ing the admission of steam into the

cylinder.

AUTOMATIC BRAKE.

Mr. James Lynch. Van Buren, Ark.,

has patented an automatic brake, No 875,-

AUTOMATIC BRAKE VALVE.

543. The device embraces in combination

an air cylinder, a piston working therein,

a spring tending to move the piston with-

in the cylinder to apply the brakes and

means for cushioning the piston when the

DEVICE FOR TRACK SANDING.

dome, air pipes leading into the casing

or dome and cut through the sides

thereof. There are nozzles fitted to

the air pipes, the nozzles being fitted in

couplings connected to the sand pipes

and hoods connected to the sand pipes

inside the casing or dome. The fittings

and couplings are readily detachable.

FLEXIBLE STAY BOLT.

A flexible stay-bolt has been pat-

ented by Mr. H. A. Pike, New York,

ADJUSTABLE DRIVING BOX WEDGE.

ing loosely through the brace. The lower

end portion of the wedge has a threaded

socket which receives the upper end por-

tion of the adjusting bolt. There is an

adjusting nut on the lower end of the

bolt, the nut bearing upon the under side

of the pedestal brace. There is also a

second adjusting bolt passing loosely

through the pedestal brace, and bearing

at its upper end upon the lower end of

the wedge, a dead nut arranged upon the

bolt, the dead nut having a collar which

rests in a socket on the pedestal brace,

the lower end of the bolt having an ad-

justable nut.

SUPERHEATER.

An improved steam boiler superheater

has been patented by Mr. F. J. Cole, New
York, N. Y., No. 875,895- As shown in

the accompanying illustration the device

FLEXIBLE STAY-BOLT.

N. Y.. No. 876,912. The structure com-

prises the usual bolt, a sleeve-plug fit-

ting the plate of a boiler-shell and hav-

ing a seat for the bolt-head. The bolt

has a central bore, and there are means

carried by the sleeve-plug for retaining

the bolt in place and a flexible connect-

ing member between the retaining

means and the bolt. A marked feature

it, means having an aperture communi-

cating with the bore of the bolt.

LOCOMOTIVE SUPERHEATER,

embraces the combination of a steam

header supported to the shell of an ordi-

nary boiler smoke box and divided into

receiving and delivery compartments.

There is a plurality of pairs of super-

heater pipes extending in U form in tubes

of the boiler and having the forward por-

tions bent laterally to communicate with

the steam receiving and delivery compart-

ments.
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Snow Fighting in Scotland.

Bv A xi.rs Si ni 1 \ik.

The snow blockade scenes shown in

the annexed engravings, were pictures

taken on the Caledonian Railway in

Scotland near Laurencekirk, a village

in the northern part of the great Valley

of Strathmorc, twenty-six miles south

of Aberdeen. The scenes give a true

representation of snow fighting as it is

practised to-day on one of the most

important trunk railways in the British

Isles. The scene is peculiarly interest-

ing to the writer for he had undergone

some personal experiences connected

with the buried cutting in the picture

where three heavy locomotives have

vainly tried to force an opening through

the drifted snow.

When I was a hoy five or six years

old my father was a gateman at a level

crossing at the entrance to the cutting

shown. The cutting i-- about one and one-

qaurter mile long and varies in depths

from zero to twenty-five feet. There is a

public highway on the west side of the

railway from whence come most of the

snow drifts, precluding the use of trees to

act as a snow protection. To the west

is a long stretch of fields over which

the snow drifts with ceaseless force

when a snow storm is raging. Very
bad snow storms happen only at inter-

vals of four or five years, which is the

reason why heroic measures are not

taken to protect this cutting.

One of my most vivid recollections

of boyhood days, was sitting in my
father's cabin one forenoon watching

the snow drifting into the cutting.

The storm was something like a west-

ern blizzard for it tilled the air and a

white river kept flowing out of the

fields into the cutting which soon was
filled level on the shallow part.

I clearly remember the trepidation

of my father about the fate of a train

that was due. He was facing a new
condition for which experience or rules

gave no guide. Would he flag the train

or let it dash into the snow barrier

with perhaps dis-

aster to the train ?

Ex pi r i en c e i s

needed to Ceai h

people thai I'llll-

'-: into a deep

snow drift iv nol

dangerous. Like a

wise in. hi. as he

was, he compro
mi ed and signaled

caution. ( In the

tram came, how
e v e r , w i t h o u t

abated speed,
plunged into the

deep drift a n d

Sti ipped.

Getting stalled in the snow was a back into the cold cars.

new experience to railway passengers It happened to be a heavily loaded

SNOW BUCKING <i-\ till- CALEDONIAN RAILWAY.

SUMMER VIEW OF LAURENCEKIRK STATION ON THE CALEDONIAN RAILWAY.

CLEARING THE LINE. WINTER ON THE CALEDONIAN.

in those days, and the people in this

train were seized with blind panic and

proceeded to tumble out of the car-

riages as if a con-

tagion raged with-

in. Where doors

could not he
opened the win-

dows were used

and a tumultuous

mass of men and
women was -001.

struggling in the

snow shouting for

mercy and help.

In vain the guard

assured the people

there was no dan-

ger. By di g

the panic 1

ed itself, and the

passengers climbed

excursion train bound to some high
event in Aberdeen, and the people were
sufficiently numerous to swamp the

sleeping and eating accommodations
strangers provided by the village.

They were with us three days 1

the line was cleared, and oatmeal and
porridge was a luxury before the last

of the excu rted.

Ten years later I was telegraph clerk

at the station when another snow
de happened by the drifting up

of the same cutting. That involved

glorious excitement to me. for I was
kept in the office three days and three

3, eating and sleeping there. The
office was the resort of many of the

1 trainmen, and then I received

the first taste oi th - that train

people all the world over are famous
for telling, about their adventures and
awful experiences.
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When I ventured to repeat some of

the stories to my mother, no mean

story teller herself, she declared them

a pack of lies, and assured me she

could tell better stories herself!

Five or six years more years passed

away. 1 was working in the railway

repair shop at Arbroath, where I had

previously been telegraph clerk to the

Locomotive Superintendent. Mr. Yar-

row. A messenger brought the im-

portant news one day that Yarrow

wanted to see me. Later I learned that

the line was snow blocked at Laurence-

kirk and that I was going with the

relief party, so that I could do any

telegraphing needed. The superintend-

ent gladdened my heart by saying that

I would be permitted to fire one of the

engines.

We started, one of the party full ot

glee and anticipations of a delightful

time. There were two engines and a

heavy push plow. For some idiotic

reason, the engines were placed tender

to tender, that on which I operated

backing up. There was no shelter, and

when a snow drift was struck the snow

plow shovelled it over upon our foot-

plate, making it very uncomfortable

to the enginemen. A stop was made

before we reached the deep cutting. I

filled up the firebox to make sure of

steam, and we were told to work for

all the engine was worth. By the time

we reached the spot, where I had first

seen a train snowed under, no part of

our engine was visible.

I have bucked snow many a day since

that time, but I never was so nearly

getting smothered as I was on my last

dash into the Laurencekirk cutting.

which are supplied with the machine, and

the machine does the rest. The makers say

of this Twentieth Century Outfit that as

a hose fitter it will mount more hose and

apply more clamps with one man to oper-

ate it than a halt do/en men could mount

in the old way. and as a bolt cutter it will

cut more bolts than a do/en men could

cut with chisel and hammer. A- a hose

stripper it will do its work with about the

same margin in -its favor, but when it

comes to cutting hose for splicing its ca-

pacity is limited only by the ability of the

operator to give it hose to cut.

In the opera called "The Mikado" you

will remember that Poo Ba did the work

of quite a number of men in his several

"capacities." Well, here is a machine

which has also a number of capacities,

but there is nothing comic about the 111a-

Up-to-Date.

There is a very handy shop tool on the

market or rather, we should say, tools,

because several are combined in one ma-

chine. Probably on account of the fact

that such a combination has been effected

the makers use an up-to-date name to in-

dicate its various uses. They call the ma-

chine the Twentieth Century Outfit. This

machine does business with hose, air

brake and steam or hose used in the shop

for that matter, and it can be put to four

distinct uses. It is a hose bolt cutter,

also a hose stripper, a hose fitter and a

hose cutter.

The machine only weighs 1,000 lbs. and

stands 5 ft. 6 in. high and takes up just

2 x 6 ft. floor space. It has two air

operated cylinders, one being placed verti-

cally and the other horizontally. It can

therefore hold and push or hold and cut

vertically and horizontally according to

which cylinder does the holding and which

does the work. When you want it to

work in any one of its four ways you arm

the piston rod ends with appropriate tools,

ONE OF ITS USES-A HOSE CUTTER.

clime. It is just business. You may say-

that it has more than a mere major-

ity, if you prefer political language,

for it has really a plurality of func-

tions and when "elected" it serves its

constituents with faithfulness and with

credit to itself. At a recent trial in the

Pullman Company's repair shop at Chi-

cago we are informed that the Outfit

mounted new steam hose of the largest

size at the rate of three every sixty-five

seconds. If you want to know more

about this machine drop a line to Buker

& Carr Manufacturing Company, 19 Fair-

view Heights, Rochester, N. Y., and they

will tell you all about it.

Vapor Lighting System.

For the lighting of branch line cars

which cannot obtain a supply of Pintsch

gas, the Safety Car Heating and Light-

ing Company have developed a system

by which the use of carburetted air is

employed in connection with incan-

descent mantle lamps. This system was

made possible by the previous develop-

ment of mantle lamps for railroad ser-

vice. One disadvantage of the earlier

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company,

Je.-scy City, N. J , U S. A

An Interesting

Book on a

Vital Subject

This is a brand new edition,

just off the press; a little six-

teen-page affair, illustrated,

printed in two colors, with an

attractive cover design, and,

best of all, chuck full of valu-

able information.

In the first place it tells how

Prof. Goss tested Dixon's

Graphite on a standard air

brake equipment.

It tells how to use Dixon's

Graphite Air Brake and Triple

Valve Grease and how it has

been used by successful engi-

neers. Winter is apt to in-

crease troubles with the air

system. Write for "Air Brake

Lubrication."

Copy G9-I Free

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE CO.
Jersey City, N. J.
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GOLD
Car

Heating
and

Lighting

Co,

Manufacturers ol

ELECTRIC,
STEAM AND
HOT WATER
APPARATUS
FOR RAILWAY CARS

EDISON
STORAGE
BATTERY
FOR RAILWAY CAR

LIGHTING

Largest Manufacturers in the World of

Car Heating Apparatus

Catalogues and Circulars

cheerfully furnished

Main Office, Whitehall Building

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK

system was the low luminosity of the

gas in cold weather. Willi incandescent

mantles it is possible to obtain good re-

sults with gas that is non-luminou
Another disadvantage of the old

i !
1

1

"-I Hi' fai t that a cat bi

had to be placed directly over each
lamp, as 11 was impossible to have a

In." carburetoi t" up ply all the lamps,

owing to the condensation of some of

the gas which formed a liquid that col-

lected in the piping at any fall ill I- n

perature. These carburetors had to be

placed on the car roofs, over the lamps,

as ii wa in - - .11
j thai eai h cat buretor

should 1» wanned in cold weather.

Using incandescent mantles it is pos-

sible to get excellent results with non-
luminous gas. If the gas formerly used

had always been of this kind no conden-

sation in the piping would have taken

place, even at low temperatures. In

this new system, the gas is always non-

luminous. The required uniformity of

quality is obtained by varying the pres-

sure under which the gas is generated
in the carburetor, in accordance with

the temperature, thus making it possi-

ble to use a carburetor of substantial

construction under the car. and dis-

tributing the gas to the lamps by a

piping system similar to that for a car

lighted by Pintsch gas.

The operation of the vapor system is

as follows: Air is taken from the auxil-

iary air reservoir of the brake system,

and brought through a check valve to

the air storage tank of the lighting sys-

tem, and from this tank it passes up to

pn ure to thai suitable for burning in

the lamps. The lamps are similar in

ii- ed for I'intsch gas

and have the same mantle. The car-

buretor is contained within the air stor-

nk and is formed by running a

u-in. pipe through the center of a steel

holder 20 ins. in diameter The ends

of the pipe are brazed to the heads of

Ider and closed by iron plates se-

curely bolted on. The pipe is packed

full of wicking which absorbs the gaso-

lene. The air passing through this

wicking takes up the requisite amount

of vapor to form the gas. By this

means the carburetor is well protect-

ed, as it i- wholly within the walls

of the air tank. A combined air tank

and carburetor, 20 ins. in diameter by
S ft. 6 ins. long. has. when charged, 20

gallons of gasolene, and will supply five

100-candle power lamps for at least 200

hours. The Intercolonial Railway of

Canada recently built three gasolene

motor cars for suburban and branch

line service and these car's are lighted

by the Vapor lighting system here de-

scribed. The Safety Car Heating and

Lighting Company of New York will

be happy to answer all inquiries on this

subject which may be addressed to

them.

The Holmes metallic packing which

has been subjected to a very exacting

and at the same time very satisfactory

test on the Philadelphia & Reading last

year, is made by the Holmes Metallic

Packing Company, of Wilkes-Barre.

INTERCOLONIAL MOTOR CAR EQUIPPED WITH THE VAPOR LIGHTING SYSTEM.

the saloon of the car where a pressure

gauge and shut-off valve are placed.

This gauge shows the pressure of air

in the air storage tank. From the sa-

loon the air passes to the high pressure

regulator which automatically puts a

pressure on the carburetor in accord-

ance with the temperature. In passing

through the carburetor the air takes up

sufficient gasolene vapor to make the

proper kind of gas. From the car-

buretor the gas passes through a low
pressure regulator which reduces the

Pa. This packing we are informed by
the makers is furnished subject to

thirty days' trial and is guaranteed for

one year. The parts liable to wear are

the rings which can be renewed at

small expense. The packing is guaran-

teed to be steam tight, and not to

score, scratch or blister the rod, and

references on this point will be given

by the company upon application. The
packing is fitted with a patent swab
pocket which is intended to catch any

foreign substance which may get on
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the rod, and if allowed to find lodg-

ment in the packing tend to score tin-

rod and wear it unevenly. The pack-

ing is made of a special frictionless

metal, thereby requiring less oil and

saving fuel. The Holmes packing on

P. & R. Engine 1356 is still in service

and on Feb. 11 last had been two years

in continuous service. Write to the

company for further information if you

are interested.

The Lima Locomotive & Machine

Company of Lima. Ohio, are the mak-

ers of Shay patent and direct locomo-

tives. They have just issued a very

comprehensive, illustrated catalogue, in

which they give a specification of the

Shay geared engine and indeed of all

the engines they turn out. They also

give the physical tests of materials

used. There are a few words on the

service for which the Shay locomotive

is adapted and some facts which the

makers require to know, so that the

best results- may be secured. The cata-

logue is 6 x 9 ins., and is suitable for

filing in the M. C. B. cabinet. It is ex-

cellently illustrated with a large num-
ber of Shay engines of various sizes and

styles. Under the head of Rod Loco-
motives may be found an assortment of

Forney engines, light saddle tank en-

gines, 2-4-2 type, 4-4-0 engines, moguls,

prairies, switchers, and in fact all ordi-

nary types. In the last few pages there

is a lot of useful information showing
how to calculate the tractive power of

a locomotive, the resistance of trains, a

table of the number of revolutions per

mile of various sized driving wheels,

the estimated amount of material for

one mile of track of different weights

of rails, limit of weight of rod locomo-
tives on various weights of rail. Alto-

gether the catalogue is a very handy
thing to have beside you, and the Lima
Locomotive & Machine Company will

send you a copy for the asking.

Fire Brick and Other Matters.

In our questions answered column
this month we gave on the request of

a correspondent a brief bit of brick

arch history. Almost as a sequel to this

we have just received an exceedingly
valuable catalogue, or rather we should
say, pocket book, from the Harbison-
W'alker Refractories Company, of Pitts-

burgh, Pa. The book is of convenient
pocket size and is handsomely bound
in dark leather, and has gilt-edged

pages. There are some remarks in the

first few pages on what various kinds

of fire brick and other refractory sub-

stances are and what they are most suit-

able for.

The catalogue is illustrated with ap-

propriately colored cuts of the many
sizes and styles of the bricks made.

and any one not familiar with the sub-

ject would be astonished by the variety.

The line cuts which follow, showing
the furnaces, cupola converters, etc..

etc., are beautifully executed and stand

out well on the heavy glazed papi I

used in the catalogue. On page 79

there is some general information

about fire brick and this is followed by

a table of wedge brick showing how a

circle or arch of any diameter may be

laid up with a combination of tin-

standard size fire brick made by this

company. The book also contains a

lot of useful information, such as the

melting temperatures of various sub-

stances, both in degrees Centigrade

and Fahrenheit, also the temperatures

produced in the various process in steel

making.

Then follows a table of the areas and

circumference of circles and the decimal

equivalent of an inch, the weights of

all sorts of materials in pounds per cubic

foot. The equivalent figure for the tempera-

ture of each thermometer, so that if you

want to know what, say 68 degs. F. would

equal in degs. C., you don't have to work it

cut, you look it up, that is all. In fact

this pocket book which contains gen-

eral information in connection with the

use of silica, magnesia, chrome and fire

clay brick and various other refractor-

ies is got up on the "look it up" prin-

ciple and not the "work it out" idea,

so it saves time and trouble, and the

information is there. The book is

worth having, but it is not given away
to everybody. There is one requisite,

however, and that is that you shall

possess the desire to obtain a copy, and

if you express that desire by letter or

post card, addressed to the company, ami

say we told you to do so, the book is

yours. When you get it you will find

some blank pages for your own notes

and memoranda, at the back.

The Smooth-On Manufacturing Com-
pany have recently opened an office at

61-69 North Jefferson street, Chicago,

also another office at 20 Sacramento

street, San Francisco. Cal., and an office

in the British Isles. The latter is at

8 White street, Moorfields, London,

E. C. This company are sending to

their friends a little folder which they

call "History." It is a history and a

brief description of the various Smooth-

On cements. If you have not yet ob-

tained a copy, drop the company a

post card and they will very willingly

send you one. Address Jersey City,

N. J.

On February 5, 1908. the Secretary of

State of Canada issued supplementary let-

ters patent changing the corporate name of

"The Locomotive .\ Machine Company of

Montreal, Limited," to that of "Montreal

Locomotive Works. Limited."

Just Published
1908 Revised and Enlarged Edition

LOCOMOTIVE
CATECHISM

By ROBERT GRIMSHAW, M. E.

The 1908 edi-

tion of Loco-

motive Cate-

chism is en-

tirely revised,

rewritten and
brought right

up-todat e.

IT 18 A NEW
BOOK FROM
COVER TO
(OVER. Con-

tains twice as

many pagea

and double
thenumberof
il lustrations

of previous editions. Includes the greatest

amount of practical information ever published

on the design, construction,repair and running

of all kinds of locomotives. Contains special

chapters on the Air Brake. Walschaert
Valve Gear. Electric IHeadlight. Etc.

NEARLY 4,006 QUESTIONS WITH THEIR
ANSWERS ARE GIVEN

Study them and your promotion is'assured.
Over 800 Pagjs, nearly 500 Illustrations and three
Folding Plates The Standard Book on the Sub-
ject.

PRICE $2.50

Just Published
Revised and Enlarged 1908 Edition

LOCOMOTIVE
BREAKDOWNS

AND THEIR REMEDIES
By GEORGE L. FOWLER
Revised by WM. W. WOOD

The new 1908 edi-

tion of Locomo-
tive Breakdowns
has been revised

by Wm. W. Wood,
the"Brailroad ex-

pert, and contrib-

utor to the Broth-

erhood Magazines,
which issufficient

guarantee that

this work repre-

sents the best

practice of the

present day and is exhaustive in text, diagrams

and illustrations. This book is vitally necessary

to every engineer, fireman, and shop man, be-

cause it treats fully of every possible engine

trouble and gives the remedy. Walschaert Valve

Gear Trouble, Atr Brake Troubles, and Electric

Head Light Trouble, are treated among other

subjects.

CONTAINS OVER 800 QUESTIONS WITH
THEIR ANSWERS

Nearly 300 Pages. Fully Illustrated by En-
gravings and Folding Plate.

PRICE $1.00

FOWLER- WOOD
1908

Send/or a special circular of these books as well

as our other railroad l>ooks.

.1 nit of the ahotw books sent prepaid <>n rem ipi of
tlie price.

AGENTS I'M VTED. Write for particulars.
Largt ( 'ommission <•> ui n.

The Norman W. Henley Pub. Co.
132 Nassau Street, New YorK
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GARS, CABS, SHOPS

ROUNDHOUSES
require a roofing that

is unaffected by ex-
tremes of temperature

THADH
Mark

RUBEROID

ROOFING

Rsglst'd
LI. S. Pat.

Will not melt, rot, crack or

corrode. Contains no tar.

Outlasts Metal
SPARK PROOF, CIMDER PROOF,
O.AS PROOF, WEATHER PROOF

Write for Samples and Prices

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.
100 William Street New York
Chicago. Philadelphia, Boston, Kansas City,

St. Louis, New Orleans.

Ball's Official R.R.

Standard Watches
1G AMD IB SIZE

17 and 21 Ruby
Jewels,
Sapphire Pallets

Ball's Improved
Safety
Double Roller

Are without
question the
finest w»tehee
that American
talent and
skilled labor
can produce,
and they axe
giving a n c h
mil vernal satis-

faction that we
have no hesi-

tancy In claim-
ing that they
are the best
and safest
railroad wstcb
on the market.

Tests severe
and numerous
bare proven
thla fact to the
moat critical

users In all sections of the country, to which
thousands of good Railroad and Brotherhood
men are ready to certify.

We have an authorized agent in nearly every
railroad center. Call on him for information
and facts. Write us for descriptive matter.

The Webb (. Ball Watch (o.
Watch Manufacturers

11 Building-, Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.

Patents.
QEO. P. WHITTLESEY

Jenkins Brothers "I" New York, the

well-known makers of Jenkins' stand

ard V> packing and Jenkins Bro

valves, have just issued a supplement

to their regular catalogue. The sup-

plemi in supersedes pages 70 and 71 of

their [907 catalogue and dials with ex-

tra heavy gate valves for 250 lbs. work-
ing pressure. The supplement contains

twelve pages and is illustrated through-

out in conformity with the catalogue

of which it forms a part. Those who
wish to have a copy should write Jen-

kins Brothers at 71 John street, New
York.

"Air Brake Lubrication" is the title

of an attractive booklet of sixteen

pages and cover recently got out by
the Joseph Dixon Crucible Company,
of Jersey City, N. J. The booklet is

typographically attractive, being print-

ed in two colors, illustrated and having
a striking cover. The little book be-

gins with a description of the air

brake testing rack installed at Purdue
University by the American Master
Builders' Association. This rack em-
braces a full air brake equipment for

two trains of fifty cars each, upon
which Prof. Goss made his first tests

with Dixon's flake graphite. The data

secured from these tests are reported
in Prof. Goss' own words. The book-
let goes on to explain the preparation

and introduction of Dixon's air brake
and triple valve grease and names the

parts of the air brake system on which
this lubricant can be used to advantage.
The lubricating troubles usually ex-

perienced with the air brake system
are pointed out and the remedies are

given. The pamphlet closes with a

few pages on the lubrication of air

pumps. All those interested in the

train service, should have a copy of this

new edition, which may be obtained free

by writing direct to the Joseph Dixon
Crucible Company, Jersey City, N. J.

McOILL BUILDING

Terms Reasonable

WASHINGTON, D. C

Pamphlet Sent

The Arlington Manufacturing Com-
pany, of Canton, Ohio, have just issued a

handsome catalogue descriptive of their

standard paints. Their list includes all

the colors and kinds of paints used bv
tailroad companies, structural steel build-

ers, contractors, manufacturers and in-

dustrial plants. The company's products

have grown in popular favor for many
years, and their iron fillers and machin-

ery paints are much used in railroad

work. One of their recent innovations is

t'ne introduction of a new combination

paint known as "Quikdry," by the use of

which a freight car may be painted two
coats, stenciled and put in service in one

day. In repair work, the use of this

paint is of much value, saving time and

adding to the earning capacity of the

equipment.

TOOL
Die Blocks

Steel Forgings

Firit Prize awarded at the
Louisiana Purchase Ex-
position, at St. Louis, for

our TOOL STEEL when
placed in competition
with the best makes in

England and Germany.
Write ler Information andPrlcea.

Sneclly Mclnnee Tool Steel when
ordering.

McINNES
STEEL CO.

CORRY, PA.
Agents

•OXB.0CK & BQUIEES,
t»l Pearl St., Nsw York.

HOT MACHINERY CO..
Minneapollj. Minn.

STANDARD MECHANICAL BOOKS

FOR ROAD AND SHOP MEN

DY CHAS. MoSNANE.

ThcLocomotiveUp to Date
Price, $2.50

New York and

Westinghouse Air Brakes
Price, $1.50

One Thousand Pointers for

Machinists and Engineers

Price, $1.50

All books bound In tine cloth.

AGENTS WANTED everywhere; write for

terms and descriptive circulars. WTO be sent

prepaid to any address upon receipt of price.

GRIFFIN cXWINTERS
171 La Salle Street, CHICAGO
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I Need A ^
TRAINEDJlA

Man {

"Yes, I'm sorry, too, that you cannot fill

the position, but what I need is a trained

man— a man who thoroughly understands

the work."

'No, there's no other position open

—

we've hundreds of applicants now on the

list waiting for the little jobs. This posi-

tion calls for a trained man. Good day."

I hat's it. There's a big call for the

1 man— the man who can handle

the big things— the man who is an expei t

Yon can easily receive the training that

will put you in the class of well paid

men You can't begin to understand how

j the little coupon below will bring

you success. Already it has helped

incls of men to better paying posi-

tions and more congenial work. It will

ou only a two-cent stamp to learn

how it is all done. Just mark the coupon

as directed and mail it today. The

International Correspondence Schools

have a way to help you.

The sole object of the I. C. S. is to help

poorly paid but ambitious men and others

who wish to better their positions. It is

the largest and most wonderful institu-

tion of its kind the world has ever

known. Mark the coupon and learn

how the I. C. S. can help you.

During last year over 4,000 students

voluntarily reported better positions and

i salaries secured through I. C. S.

training. This is a very small percentage

of the entire number of men that have

been thus helped, but to this small per-

centage there has been brought increased

salaries amounting in one year to over

two million dollars!

Place of residence, occupation, or lack

of capital need not prevent you from

becoming an expert. The I. C. S. makes

everything easy. You don't have to

leave home or your present position.

You can qualify in your spare time.

Don't fill a little job all your life when

you can so easily move up in the world.

THE BUSINESS OF THIS PLACE IS

TO RAISE SALARIES.

NOW is the time to mark the coupon.

International Correspondence Schools
Box 805, Si r..nl..n, Pa.

Please - iplain, without lui
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THE. TANITE CO.
lathi the support of
Railroaders becauiei
The man who usea a TANITE wheal

will find it safe. Because pay for a. TAN-
ITE wheel secure* the greatest produc-
tive capacity. Because TANITE MILLS
EMERY is mined in America and ap-
peals to all who earn wages in America.
Because TANITE grinding machine* are
practical.

THE TANITE CO. sella Emery, Solid
Emery Wheels, Buffing Lathes, Guide Bar
Grinders, Car Brass Grinders, Bench and
Column Grinders, Surfacing Machines,
Open Side Emery Planers, Saw Gum-
mers, Automatic Planer Knife Grinders,
Diamond Tools, Polishing Paste for Brass
and Nickel, Emery Wheel Cutters and
Dressers.

The Tamte Co. builds special machines
fcr special wants

THE TANITE CO.
STROUDSBURG, PA.

MICA
CABOOSE LAMP CHIMNEYS

Save 50 per cent.

STORRS MICA CO.,

R. R. Dept. Cwejro. N.Y

T. NO. eM,**i

• as*, tat

NO MORE BILLS for PACKING
No Cutting of Rods
Less Oil. No friction

Guaranteed 3 years. 30 Days' Trial

No Pay unless Satisfactory

Beware of Imitations. Use the Best

Manufactured only by

Holmes Metallic

Packing Company
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Send for Catalogue K

THE ROBERT W. HUNT & CO.
nan of Inspection, Teat* and Consultation.

1137 THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO.
66 Broadway, New York.
Park Building, Pittsburg.

31 Norfolk House, London, Eng.
Inspection of Steel Rails, Splice Bars, Railroad

Cars, Wheels, Axles, etc. Chemical Laioea
tear—Analysis of Ores, Iron, Steel, Oils, Water,
etc Physical Laborato«y—Test of Metals, Drop
sad Palling Test of Couplers, Draw Bars, etc.

flcUocf Tests of Boilers, Bnglnos
and LocomotlTes.

thirty-three multiple spindle drill
;

thirty-four milling machines and profil

ers; eight boring machines; 1

I'Mii. h presses, shears, etc.; thirty-two

grinding and polishing machines; and
twenty-eight miscellaneous ma<

This makes 3.4 ai Imns in all, ea< h

numbered and described. With this

list in one's hand it is only necessary

tc quote the catalogue number to as-

certain price or other particulars. List

No. 15 will be miu to those who write

for a copy. This catalogue gives the

condition each machine is in, and is a

good list to look over in these stren-

uous times if a few serviceable ma-
. hines are required to compli te .1 shop

outfit.

WANTED

You know what a disagreeable thing a

loose rattling window sash is. It is in

fact a comfort d<--tm\! r, and if you want

to take a nap it won't let you. The Pat-

terson Tool and Supply Company, of

Dayton, Ohio, have been camping on the

trail of the loose sash and they have

bagged the game. They call the device

,1 sash retainer and anti-rattler. A neat

1 AR SASH RETAINER.

little toothed strip of brass is secured to

each of the inner strips of the window
frame. On the sash at each side is their

lock which somewhat resembles the ordi-

nary sash lock in appearance. That is, it

is neat and compact, but it is far ahead of

the old fashioned bolt and socket idea.

The anti-rattler has a wedge shaped piece

fitted with teeth which engages one on

each side with the toothed strips on the

window frame. The teeth make it pos-

sible to secure the sash at any desired

height while its wedge shape causes it to

take up the play between sash and frame.

The sash therefore stays up and does

not rattle and there are no ratchets

exposed, to mar the beauty of the

car. The bolt and socket plan only

gave you the choice of two positions, a

six-inch opening or perhaps a ten-inch,

while the anti-rattler allows you to adjust

the opening to quarter inches. You can

notch up the sash as a locomotive engi-

neer does the reverse lever of an engine,

and with much less exertion. If you are

interested, drop a post card to the com-

pany and ask them for their folder.

SHOP J
' PEBIK1

1

t be thor-

oughly capable of re and

thorough knowlei

v
1 > 1 »

I y I" writing, fully

ifflc-e.

"WANTED
0DNBH \i. I OREil \ N

turlnk' initj for

man of ability and familiarity with piece work.

Bbi :>. this

One Year and
Eleven Months'

SERVICE
WITHOUT REPACKING, ON

High -Pressure Locomotives

Style 3»J TV.

A throttle failure is an absolute
impossibility where Crandall's

Throttle Valve packing is used.

IT WILL NOT BLOW OUT

Crandall Packing Co.
FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICE

PALMYRA. . NEW YORK
BRANCHES

N<m York Cleveland
i3« Liberty St. • So. Water St,

Chicago
5 a Weat Washington St

THE WASHBURN CO.
Minnti polii, Minn.

Automatic Couplers
For Freight, Elgin, and f au.nt.r Serrlce
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L COES
Genuine

Improved

Screw

Wrenches
Manufactured

by

Coes' Wrench Co.
Worcester,

MASS.

j. c. Mccarty ca, co. )

JOHN H. GRAHAM C& CO. > agents
NEW YORK I

REDUCES LABOR COST 15 %

BOWSER PUMPS IN SANTA FE STOREHOUSE AT SHOPTON, IA.

One of America's largest railway systems found by actual test
that they could reduce by 75% the cost of labor in handling their
oil. Tbey did this by installing

THE BOWSER SYSTEM OE OIL STORAGE.
Besides this large saving, the Bowser lowers the oil bills 15%,

insures clean oil and a clean oil house, eliminates all danger from
fire and provides the most convenient method ever devised for
handling all kinds of lubricating and non-lubricating oils.

By installing the Bowser System, an old oil house can be com-
pletely modernized.
BULLETIN D completely describes this system. Sent upon re-

quest to anyone interested.

FORT WAYNE,
INDIANAS.F. BOWSER a CO., Inc.,
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New York and New Orleans, Limited, bound is No. 36. The two cities, which road, however, is the principal link in

I he principal train on the Southern with the prefix "New" in their names the five railways over whose lines the

Railway bears the name of the New were called after .two important centres traveler would pass in going from New

NEW YORK AND NEW ORLEANS LIMITED ON THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY.

York and New Orleans Limited. The of population in the old world, are neither York down to the city of New Orleans.
southbound train is No. 37 and the north- of them on the Southern Railway. That The section of country over which the
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train runs when on the rails of the South-

ern, lies between Washington, D. C, and

Atlanta, Ga., a distance of 04S miles.

The run takes 1954 hours, and is at the

average rate of a little over 33J/2 miles

an hour, though the speed is of course

greater, as brief stops are made at im-

portant points such as Lynchburg, Dan-

ville, Greensboro, Salisbury, Charlotte,

Spartanburg and Greenville. The train's

speed may be quite up to that of the

"White .Moth," if you take the trouble to

work it out.

The Southern Railway between Wash-

ington and Atlanta makes a comparatively

straight line on the map, and as Atlanta

is about 400 miles south of the national

capital and about the same distance to the

west of it, the railway forms the long

side, or hypotenuse, of a triangle whose

right angle would be out in the Atlantic

Ocean, probably beyond Cape Fear.

Washington lies in about the same lati-

tude as the city of Lisbon in Portugal.

That portion of the Southern Railway

over which the New York and New Or-

leans Limited runs may be said to be

along the range of mountains known as

the Blue Ridge. This is one of the sev-

eral parallel ranges which are spoken of

in a general way as the Alleghenies.

The train itself is a solid, electrically

lighted Pullman train with drawing-room,

sleeping and observation cars from New

and arrive at New Orleans at 9:40 on

the second morning thereafter.

The engines which are used to haul this

magnificent train are of the Pacific or

4-6-2 type, built at the Baldwin Locomo-

tive Works. The engines have cylinders

22 x 28 ins. and the driving wheels are

steam which one of our correspondents

has poetically called the "King of the

Continent."

Our frontispiece this month shows the

New York and New Orleans Limited in

an almost straight front view, bowling

along southward with a train, perhaps

72^4

MODERN EXPRESS PASSENGER POWER ON THE SOUTHERN,

ins. in diameter. For the sake of

grasping the idea of what these long train

runs mean we may say that the distance

between Washington and Atlanta is al-

most 2V2 million lineal feet, and the driv-

ing wheels of the engines hauling them

would in all make more than 180,000 revo-

lutions in traveling the distance.

The tractive effort of these engines is

about 34,900 lbs., and with a weight of

A GLIMPSE OF THE ROAD TO THE SUNNY SOUTH.

York to New Orleans, a club car from

Washington to New Orleans, and sleep-

ing cars from Norfolk, Va., which are

added to the Limited at Danville. A
dining car service is of course part of

the equipment. A traveler can leave New
York at half past four in the afternoon

143,690 lbs. resting on the drivers, the

factor of adhesion becomes 4.1 1. The

heating surface is in all 3,878^ sq. ft.,

and the fuel capacity of the tender is

about 12 tons, and the tank carries 7,500

gallons of water. One of our smaller half-

tones shows the machine of steel and

the very counterpart, except in color, of

the millionaires' southbound express of

which Rudyard Kipling tells us when he

speaks of "the White Moth that takes

the overflow from the Purple Emperor,

tears south with her seven vestibuled
1

cream-white cars," and like the Emperor,

just showing "a bar of white light from

the electrics in the cars and a flicker from

the nickel-plated hand rail on the rear

platform."

John Edgar Thomson,
ENGINEER AND RAILROAD MANAGER.

The modern system of railroad man-

agement and operating was inaugurat-

ed in the United States by the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad Company, which con-

stituted a model for the organization

of nearly all other railroad lines on the

American Continent. During the first

thirty years of railroad operating in this

country practically all the railroads

were short sections that could be trav-

ersed in a few hours; and the various

state legislatures displayed a strong

tendency to keep the railroads short

and to throw obstacles in the way of

amalgamation that would promote
through lines of travel.

Under this policy the expenses of

operating railroads were so high that

charges for transportation were neces-

sarily what would now be considered

exorbitant. The movements of travel-

ers were also painfully tedious and sub-

ject to harassing delays at terminal

points short distances apart where
change of cars had to be made, and it

was frequently necessary to move con-

siderable distances over execrable roads

to other terminals.

ORIGIN OF PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.

The Pennsylvania Railroad was or-

iginally a Philadelphia enterprise, pro-

moted by the people of that city to re-

tain to themselves a share of the com-
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merce for the rapidly growing western

population. The Erie Canal and the

Erie Railroad, well under construction,

threatened to monopolize the carrying

trade for the whole territory north of

the Delaware River, while the Balti

more & Ohio Railroad Company were

RIVER BESIDE THE SOUTHERN.

preparing to become the Westward
carriers for all the remainder of the

Atlantic seaboard marts of business.

The danger of innovation upon Phila-

delphia commerce became more and

more apparent as the '40's advanced.

Defensive measures culminated in 1846,

when a group of the most substantial

citizens of Philadelphia organized the

Pennsylvania Railroad Company and

obtained a provisional charter to con-

struct a railroad from Harrisburg to

Pittsburgh. Several short railroads al-

ready connected Harrisburg with Phila-

delphia.

PHILADELPHIA FELL FROM GREATNESS.

Philadelphia had fallen from great-

ness. Until the completion of the Erie

Canal in 1825 Philadelphia had been the

largest city in the Union, also the com-

mercial and financial capital of the

United States, while it held the largest

share of Western business. Disaster

after disaster followed the misfortune

of the Erie Canal. The financial crisis

of 1839 with the failure of the United

States Bank and consequent failures in

commercial circles prostrated Philadel-

phia, and for a time disheartened the

public men who had formerly been noted

for their courage, enterprise and integrity.

The movement of 1846 towards build-

ing an all rail line to Pittsburgh rep-

resented a revival of the old spirit that

had made the great city on the Dela-

ware the largest and richest in the

country. Prior to the organizing of the

Pennsylvania Railroad Company the

people of Philadelphia had made an ef-

fort to retain part of the Western car-

rying trade, but their enterprise pro-

duced very meagre results.

A NATURAL TRADE CENTER.

The confluence of the Allegheny and

Monongahela Rivers forming the Ohio

River constituted a trading post that

had no equal when the United States

was "winning the West." In the days

when the trade products west of the

Appalachian range of mountains con-

sisted principally of pelts and other

products of the hunter's skill, the com-
mercial interests of the Seaboard States

did their best to secure the business.

It was trading instincts rather than pat-

riotism that sent Braddock to disaster

in his expedition against Fort Du-
quesne, which then represented the

Western entrepot of trade.

The promoters of the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad understood the import-

ance of reaching Pittsburgh, and that

was the real point sought when they

planned to arrive at the Ohio River.

THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE ROAD.

As early as 1828, the year after the Bal-

timore & Ohio Railroad was char-

tered, inspired by leading citizens of

Philadelphia, the Legislature of Penn-

sylvania ordered the Canal Commis-
sioners of the State to put under con-

tract the construction of a railroad from

Columbia to Philadelphia via Lancas-

JOHN EDGAR THOMSON.

ter. The promoters of this enterprise

threw poudre aux yeux of the hayseeds

by giving the rural town the greatest

prominence in the name of the rail-

road.

The railroad was duly built and

operated by the State of Pennsylvania,

its principal purpose being to establish

a through route to Pittsburgh. The
route was established sure enough, but

it was too circuitous to prove popular

or to compete fairly with more direct

lines of travel. It was a mixed rail and

water route which entailed several

transfers of freight and took about five

days to make the journey between

Philadelphia and Pittsburgh.

The movement to make an all rail route

route between Philadelphia and Pitts-

burgh was very vigorously pushed after

the charter was secured. An unusually

intelligent board of directors was elect-

ed, and they displayed uncommonly good

sense in appointing John Edgar Thom-
son chief engineer, which was one of

the most important events in the his-

tory of the Pennsylvania Railroad Com-

P^y- JOHN EDGAR THOMSO
John Edgar Thomson was born in

Delaware County, Pennsylvania, Febru-

ary 18, 1808. His father, John Thom-
son, who belonged to a race of Scottish

engineers, had been engaged on im-

portant public works of various kinds,

among them the construction of what was
one of the first railways or tramways on

the American continent, which was made
to connect stone quarries at Crum Creek

and Ridley Creek, belonging to Thomas
Leifer. Mr. Thomson took charge of the

education and professional training of his

son. When 19 years of age young John
began work on the survey of the Columbia
& Philadelphia Railroad, and remained so

engaged until a delay on the survey

happened, through want of an appro-
priation of money by the Legislature,

when he was appointed principal as-

sistant engineer of the Camden &
Amboy Railroad. In 1832 he went to

Europe for the purpose of studying de-

tails of railway construction abroad.

On his return to the United States Mr.
Thomson was appointed chief engineer
of the Georgia Railroad, at that time
the longest line in the world under the

control of one company. He continued
in that position for fifteen years, when
in 1847 he was elected chief engineer of

the Pennsylvania Railroad.

Mr. Thomson held various titles be-

fore he became president of the com-
pany, but from the beginning of his

connection with the road he was really

general manager. To his supreme en-
gineering ability and to his extraor-
dinary business capacity the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad Company was indebted
for its rapid rise to the foremost place
among the railroad corporations of this

continent.

ALONG THE SOUTHERN ROAD.

Extraordinary difficulties had to be

overcome from the initiation of the

Pennsylvania Railroad in order to keep

pace with the demands of those who
were promoting this new route to the

growing West. Many people looked
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upon it as the railroad that was going

to drag the trade of Philadelphia out of

the slough of despond and their eager-

ness to see the work pushed knew no

bounds. Contracts had to be let and

a department of transportation or-

ganized. Surveys of a most difficult

character had to be made and made

with extraordinary skill and care, for a

company constructing a railroad over

high mountains could not afford to have

mistakes made.

The company had the opportunity of

establishing a carrying business be-

tween Philadelphia and Pittsburgh by

means of the Philadelphia & Columbia

Railroad, with its canal and portage

connections westward. The necessary

organization for managing this line of

transportation was organized and put

into successful operation, although the

politicians who managed the State

Road, as it was called, never failed to

throw every obstacle they could scheme

soon progressing at both ends of the

line. Mr. Thomson had organized corps

of engineers that proved highly efficient

in conducting the constructing opera-

tions. Every man had his own duty to

perform, and if he failed there was no

difficulty in locating the defective link

in the human chain.

The physical features of the country

traversed made railroad construction

extremely difficult; and in some por-

tions the obstacles to be overcome were

stupendous: yet the forward progress of

the work was as steady as fate. About

three years after the first sod was cut

at Harrisburg, connection was made

with the Allegheny Portage Railroad

at Hollidaysburg. That was in Septem-

ber, 1850.

ALLEGHENY PORTAGE RAILROAD.

The Allegheny Portage Railroad is

now merely a reminiscence, with marks

of its footprints to be traced in wild

that cars were run from Philadelphia to

Pittsburgh in 1852.

During the various surveys made by

the engineers of the Pennsylvania

Railroad in search of the easiest route

over the mountains a belief prevailed

that inclined planes would have to bo

employed on the steepest portion.

Moncure Robinson, a celebrated engi-

neer engaged on the work, demonstrat-

ed that the railroad could be carried

over the mountains by the aid of one

inclined plane. Mr. Thomson demon-

strated that it could be carried over

without any inclined planes and his lo-

cation was adopted.

When the engineering difficulties sur-

rounding the construction of the rail-

road were practically overcome in 1852

Mr. Thomson was elected president of

the Pennsylvania Railroad Company,

and held that important position until

he died in 1874.

Mr. Thomson inaugurated the policy

of securing control of connecting lines,

a policy which eventuated in building

up the Pennsylvania Railroad Company

to the commanding altitude it holds to-

day. As an organizer he was un-

equalled, and the magnificent organiza-

tion of the Pennsylvania Railroad,

which is to-day the envy of nearly all

other railroad companies, was due to

his fostering ability.

Mr. Thomson possessed in an

eminent degree the faculty of judging

men, which enabled him to select assist-

ants who were invariably capable and

efficient. The strong esprit de corps for

which the Pennsylvania Railroad is

celebrated and the unmatched discipline

among the employees is to a great ex-

tent the result of Mr. Thomson's in-

itiation and management.

RUINS OF THE OLD ALLEGHENY PORTAGE ROADBED.

in the way of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road people.

RAILROAD AS A PUBLIC HIGHWAY.

The Philadelphia & Columbia Railroad

State property was operated as a public

highway on which any citizen could run

vehicles on payment of legal tolls. Har-

risburg was made the first headquarters

of the Pennsylvania Railroad and con-

tinued so to be until the road reached

Altoona. Harrisburg had direct rail

communication with Philadelphia by

means of the State road and the Har-

risburg & Lancaster Railroad.

On July 7, 1847, ground was formally

broken at Harrisburg, a contract for

fifteen miles of grading having been

awarded some weeks previously. The

work of construction was pushed with

extraordinary vigor and grading was

woods and mountain declivities, where

it originally defied the Allegheny Moun-

tains to stand as an insuperable barrier

to stop the Western current of civiliza-

tion. The Allegheny Portage Railroad

—put into operation in 1834—was the

first achievement of carrying a railroad

over a chain of mountains, and it was

for years regarded as one of the won-

ders of the world. The railroad with

its planes was thirty-six miles long and

reached an altitude of i,339 feet-

Mr. Thomson decided that this Port-

age Railroad should be used as a route

over the mountains until the work on

a permanent location should be carried

out. He accordingly directed that grad-

ing from both ends should be worked

towards the Portage Railroad. This

facilitated the railroad building so much

Automatic CO: Recorder.

The Canadian Pacific Railway people

are using at their Angus shops in Mon-

treal an automatic recording apparatus

which gives a continuous and constantly

visible record of the composition of the

waste or flue gases from the stationary

boilers in the power plant which drives

all the machinery and lights the shops,

offices and yards.

The apparatus reveals the percentage

of carbon dioxide, or CO*, in the waste

furnace gases which are passing out of

the power house chimney. Theoretically,

21 per cent, of CO2 in the flue gases

would indicate perfect combustion. The

apparatus is graduated from o to 20 and

the record is within these limits.

It is altogether a cleverly constructed

piece of mechanism which is kept in mo-

tion by the passage of the hot gas as it

goes out to the chimney. The mechan-

ism is not placed in the chimney, but has

a convenient position in the engine room
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and a pipe connecting with the smoke flue

carries a small quantity of the waste gas

to a filter and on to the machine. The

analysis is automatic and depends upon

the absorption of COj by a solution of

caustic potash. The record is made by a

tracing-pen operated by a lever which is

moved by the varying pressure of the

gas above the vessel containing the pot-

ash solution. A clock-work machine

moves a graduated sheet of paper past

the tracing pen and this is visible through

the glass front of the machine. It is

therefore always open to inspection by the

firemen as well as by officers of the com-

pany and any excess of air or the results

of imperfectly burned coal are at once

apparent and a remedy can forthwith be

Texas & Pacific Ten-Wheeler.

The Rogers Works of the American
Locomotive Company recently com-
pleted an order of 20 ten-wheel type-

locomotives for the Texas & Pacific

Railroad, one of which we here illus-

trate. These engines are intended for

freight service, and in respect to

weight on driving-wheels and tractive

effort they hold, to the best of our

knowledge, the record for this type of

engine. In working order they have a

total weight of 197,000 lbs., of which

165,000 lbs., or 84 per cent., is carried

on the driving-wheels. The cylinders

are 22 ins. in diameter by 28 ins. stroke,

and with a working pressure of 210

lbs. and driving-wheels 63 ins. in di-

and has a fixed centre bearing.

Mr. J. W. Addis, the superintendent of

•motive power and rolling stock of this

road, informs us that these engines are

successfully handling 885 tons on maxi-

mum grades of ij/j per cent.

The boiler is of the wagon top type,

with an outside diameter at the front

end of 70J/2 ins. It contains 326 tubes,

2 ins. in diameter and 16 ft. Ion;,', and

has a total heating surface of 2,931

square feet, of "which the tubes con-

tribute 2,731 square feet and the firebox

the remainder. The firebox is 99 ins.

long and 67^4 "1S - wide and has a grate

area of 46.3 square feet. This gives

about one square foot of grate area for

every 63 square fi el of heating surface,

J. W. Addis, S. M. P. and R. S.

applied without waiting for the registering

mechanism to be detached or the paper

taken out for inspection.

The amount of deviation from the

normal in the quality of the firing is

thus constantly before the eyes of the

performers with the coal scoop and also

a useful record of the economy or the

reverse in fuel consumption is kept. The
machine is an English one and is called

the "Sarco" Automatic CO;, Recorder.

We are indebted to Mr. Lacey R. John-

son, assistant superintendent of motive

power on the Canadian Pacific Railway

of Montreal, for the information con-

cerning this device.

SIMPLE TEN-WHEEL ENGINE FOR THE TEXAS & PA( tFIC.
American Loco. Co., Builders.

Intends to Know How.

A recent press dispatch from Berlin

says: Germany is soon to witness the

spectacle of a future ruler in mechanic's

overalls, the Crown Prince having ma-
triculated as a student at the Royal

Technical High School at Charlotten-

burg. A few days ago the members
of the mechanical engineering class at

the school were surprised by the ap-

pearance of the prince, who expressed

his intention of going through the

whole course.

ameter they can develop a maximum
tractive power of 38,400 lbs. Apart

from their tractive power and the large

percentage of the total weight carried

on the driving-wheels, the design pre-

sents no very unusual features, but

serves as an excellent example of an

engine for all-round service. The fac-

tor of adhesion is about 4.3.

The cylinders are equipped with bal-

anced slide valves actuated by the

Stephenson type of valve motion. The
valves have a maximum travel of 6 ins.

The frames are 5 ins. wide and are of

cast steel with double front rails keyed

and bolted to the main frames. A de-

parture from the usual practice is in

the use of under hung springs. The
three pair of driving-wheels are equal-

ized together and the weight on each

journal is supported by a semi-elliptic

spring suspended under the journal

box by means of wrought iron spring

hangers which hook over the top of

the box. The driving wheel base of these

machines is 14 ft. 10 ins., the engine it-

self has a wheel base of 26 ft. 4 ins., while

the engine and tender together extend to

a wheel base of 55 ft. 9J4 ins - The en-

gine truck carries a weight of 32,000 lbs..

which would indicate that these engines

should have good steaming qualities.

The tender is made with a structural

steel frame using 13-in. channels. The
tank carries 12 tons of coal and has a

water capacity of 6,500 LT . S. gallons.

The tender weighs about 132,867 lbs.

Some of the principal dimensions are

here appended for reference:
Driving Journals, 10 x 13 ins.

Engine Truck Journals, 6 x ro ins.

Tender Journals. 5
1
; x 10 ins.

Boiler
—

"Material, basic O. H. steel; thickness
ring, 1st, )i in.; 2d, 13/16 in.; 3d, 13/16
in.; thickness throat. 13/16 in.: dome. 9/16
in.: thickness front tube, 9/16 in.; roof,

9/16 in.; thickness side, 9/16 in.; back head,
9/16 in.

Fire Box—Material, basic O. H. steel; depth,
front, 7334ins.; back, 54^4 ins.; thickness,
crown. }£ in.; tube, j4 in.; side, }i in.;

back, si in.; water space, front, 5 ins.; side,

5 ins.; back, 3J4 ins.

Seams—Horizontal, butt jointed; circumferential,
double riveted.

Stay Bolt—Material, wrought iron; dia., I in.

Crown Bolts— 1 in. diameter.
Boxes—Driving materia], cast steel.

Crank Pin—Size, main, 7x7 ins.; main side,

7K x 5 ins.; front, 5 x 4% ins.; back,
5 x sVi ins.

Cylinder—Steam ports, 1% x 20 ins.; exhaust
ports, 3 x 20 ins.

Injector—R. and L. Nathan Simplex, size No. 9.

Tender—Weight empty, 54.700 lbs.; wheel base,
17 ft. 1 in.

Valves—Type D-slide; travel. 6 ins.; steam lap,

1 in.: exhaust, 1 in.; lead in full gear,

1/32 in.

Driving Wheel—Tires, held by shrinkage.
Engine Truck Wheels—Kind, c. i. spoke center,

30 ins. dia.

Tender Truck Wheels—Kind, c. i. spoke center,

33 ins. dia.
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A Mounted Flagman.

The ordinary railroad flagman is not

usually considered to be a very romantic

figure, though his duty is always an im-

portant one. There are, however, inter-

esting examples of past and present rail-

way flagmen that may possibly be regard-

ed as at least picturesque. The men to

whom this description may apply do not

trudge along the track silent and alone.

They are mounted on horseback and pre-

cede a moving train—the chevaliers of the

iron trail.

The first railway to carry passengers

was the Stocton and Darlington Railway

in England, and. speaking of the event,

Mr. \V. J. Gordon, in a book published in

London some years ago, says : "The Stoc-

<S*>cjnon #.Z>f$i5

FIRST MOUNTED FLAGMAN.
(From "The World's Rail Way.")

ton and Darlington, which now forms part

of the North-Eastern, was opened on Sep-

tember 27th, 1825. The first train con-

sisted of six wagons loaded with flour and

coals, then a covered coach containing the

directors and their friends, and then

twenty-one coal-wagons fitted with tem-

porary seats and crammed with passen-

gers. The engine was 'Locomotive No. I,'

which Stephenson had built, and which he

drove. In front of the train went a horse-

man with a red flag. At a favorable part of

the road Stephenson called upon the flag-

man to get out of the way, and put on

the speed, working up to twelve miles an

hour and then fifteen. The train reached

Darlington in triumph."

This mounted flagman seems to have
been part of what was intended to be a

railway pageant, for Mr. Samuel Smiles

in his work on "George and Robert Ste-

phenson," describes the occurrence as fol-

lows: "Strange to say, a man on a horse,

carrying a flag, with the motto of the com-
pany inscribed on it. Periculum privatum

utilitas publico (Private risk a public

utility) , headed the procession! A litho-

graphic view of the great event, published

shortly after, duly exhibits the horseman
and his flag. It was not thought so dan-

gerous a place after all. The locomotive

was only supposed to be able to go at the

rate of from four to six miles an hour,

and an ordinary horse could easily keep
ahead of that."

When the procession started many peo-

ple ran along beside the engine and a

gentleman on horseback who came to

look on. galloped beside the train. When

Stephenson got up speed, it is needless

to say that the runners and the gentleman

on horseback were soon left far behind.

Our illustration of the procession is

taken from Mr. Smiles' book, which was

published by Harper &
Brothers of New York

in 1868. The other il-

lustration, showing En-

gine No. I of the Stoc-

ton and Darlington Rail-

way, the "Locomotion"

preceded by the mounted

flagman, is from "The

World's Rail Way" by

J. G. Pangborn, pub-

lished in 1S94.

Coming down to the

present day we are able

to present to our readers

an example of the mounted flagman, who,

although he very often form part of a rail-

road procession, is not intended for show,

nor is his flag inscribed with any motto

or badge. In the city of New York a

certain amount of switching has to be done

every day on the tracks of the New York

Central Railroad below Thirtieth street.

A dummy engine burning hard coal is

used, and as it moves slowly along the

streets, notably on Tenth avenue, it is

preceded by a man on horseback, carrying

a red flag. The mounted flagman is in-

tended to warn "all and sundry" of the

approach of the locomotive and cars, and

thus the progress is made from the Thir-

tieth street freight yards to the old New
York Central station at Desbrosses street.

At one time the taking away of this

privilege was mooted and it appears that

the Common Council of the City had un-

Council which recites, among other things :

"The Committee on Law Department, to

whom was referred the annexed resolution

forbidding the use by the New York Cen-

tral and Hudson River Railroad Company

AT THE YARD, N. Y. C, MOUNTED FLAGMAN WAITING
FOR THE DUMMY ENGINE.

of locomotives or dummy engines south

of Sixty-fifth street, and to repeal the

resolutions of June 22, 1867, permitting

such use, do respectfully report:

"The first regulation of the motor to be

used on said railway south of Thirtieth

street appears to have been by resolution

of the Common Council of December 4,

1S50, under which a steam dummy engine

was authorized to be run subject to cer-

tain conditions to secure the public safety

—the speed not to exceed six miles per

hour—the machine to be preceded by a

man on horseback to give warning of its

approach, and 'under such further direc-

tion as the Common Council may from

time to time prescribe.'
"

That majority report bears date Decem-

ber 18, 1885, and was signed by Edward
F. O'Dwyer, James T. Van Rensselaer,

and Bankson T. Morgan, Committee on

OLD PRINT SHOWING MOUNTED FLAGMAN LEADING PROCESSION,
AT THE OPENING OF THE STOCTON AND DARLINGTON-

RAILWAY IN 1825-

(From Samuel Miles' Book on G. and R. Stephenson.)

der consideration in 1885 a resolution con-

templating the termination of the right to

use locomotives and dummy engines south

of Sixty-fifth street, and referred to a

Committee on Law Department the pro-

posed resolution, and in respect of it that

committee made report to the Common

Law Department. The railroad in New
York thus appears to have instituted

the mounted flagman fifty-eight years

ago, or just twenty-five years after the

Stocton and Darlington flagman on

horseback preceded Stephenson on his

memorable trip.
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Car Wheel Flange Failures.

At a recent meeting of the Western

Railway Club, Mr. S. P. Bush read an in-

that is attracting most attention at the

present time is thi breaking off of the

wheel flange. This is not so frequent as

might be supposed, but is a very serious

matter and many wheels are removed be-

fore this failure takes place. Compara-
tively few broken flanges come from the

flange being worn thin and breaking off

1; terally through thi mallest section at

the base of the flange. By far the larger

number come as a result of the develop-

ment of a seam opened on the tread of

by the action of the brake shoe and that of

the flange itself against the rail in con-

on with a heavy concentrated

load. Fig. 1 (on the next page)

shows a wheel with a tread tapered

25 to 1 resting on the rail. The contact

between wheel and rail is reduced to a

small area. If the wheel occupies a po-

sition such that the flange or the throat of

the flange is against the rail the contact

will be as in Fig. 2. Frequently heavy

loads are carried for some time in this

N. V. C. MOUNTED FLAGMAN, A.D. 190R.

teresting and instructive paper entitled,

"The Car Wheel and Its Relation to the

Rail and Car." Comparing the wheel

loads when cars had a capacity of 24,000

lbs. with those of to-day with 100,000 lbs.

capacity, he showed that the total in-

crease which the eight wheels of the

larger cars have to carry is 107,600 lbs.,

or 240 per cent., or 3.3 times as much
load. The light car of former days had a

cast iron wheel weighing 525 lbs., while

the modern car has a 700-lb. cast wheel,

MOUNTED FLAGMAN PRECEDING N. V. C. DUMMY ENGINE AND TRAIN,
NEAR TENTH AVENUE. NEW YORK.

the wheel, and ofttimes beneath the sur-

face close to the base of the flange and
usually before the flange is worn to any

way. There is here an extreme concen-

tration of load at the point of contact, and

this is as a rule wheie the seams develop.

At the same time, if a severe brake ap-

plication occurs, a combination of condi-

tions results which might happen on a

curve and grade to a car traveling at

considerable speed.

The sudden application of heat to the

tread of the wheel at the base of the

flange has the effect of making the metal

at the surface expand quickly. The metal

MOUNTED FLAGMAN AND DUMMY ENGINE WAITING
STREET IN NEW YORK.

AT A CROSS

an increase of 175 lbs., or 33 per cent. The
brake pressure was formerly 12,600 lbs.,

now it is 30,000 lbs., or an increase of 138

per cent.

It has been suggested, he said, that the

cast iron wheel is no longer equal to the

conditions imposed by modern service and

that a remedy might be found in improved

quality of material. While this question

of improvement in quality is under con-

sideration, Mr. Bush thought that possi-

bly other developments might be brought

about which would greatly mitigate the

trouble.

The particular kind of wheel failure

considerable extent. Sometimes this

seam exists and is not apparent at the

surface. In some cases it has existed

beneath the surface for some time be-

fore reaching it. In most cases exam-
ined, it has been noted that the frac-

tured metal had a blue discoloration,

which is an indication of oxidization

trom heat. In stating these facts Mr.
Bush said he was confirmed by experi-

enced railway mechanical men and
wheel makers.

The most logical explanation offered ap-

peared to the speaker to be the develop-

ment of the seam due to heat generated

THE STREET DUMMY" ENGINE AND THE
ORDINARY SWITCHER.

below the surface cannot expand so quick-

ly and resists the expansion of the surface

metal. The surface metal is under com-

pression, while below the surface it is in

tension, and the metal will yield at the
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weakest section, which is the part under

tension. Subsequently if these conditions

prevail for a sufficient time the surface

will crack. Add to these conditions,

brought about by the local application of

heat, the concentration of load at the same

place with lateral thrust against the flange,

and it would seem strange if failures did

not occasionally occur.

When the load is concentrated as here

described it would seem that a piening ac-

tion must take place to some extent, prob-

ably more with steel than with cast iron.

FIG. 1. RAIL AND WHEEL.

This piening action would seem to have

considerable influence in the case of steel

wheels, but the chill of cast iron wheels

is so hard that the metal cannot flow like

steel, but may wear or disintegrate very

rapidly if the pressure is extreme.

In referring to Fig. 3 Mr. Bush said,

"I desire to lay particular stress on the

fact that that part of the fracture which

exists at the base of the flange extends

vertically for a considerable distance into

the tread. If the flange itself was not

sufficiently strong to successfully resist

the lateral thrust it would seem that the

fracture, instead of going vertically down
into the tread, would extend transversely

across the base of the flange. There are

comparatively few cases that have come

to my notice where the fracture has been

transversely across the base of the flange.

In nearly all such cases that I have ex-

amined the flanges have been worn thin

vertically, and the wheel should not be

held responsible."

A number of tests were made at Purdue

University by Prof. L. V. Ludy in order

to determine the pressure required to re-

move a piece of flange as if it were in

contact with the rail. In all 23 tests were

made and it was found that the minimum
load was 47,700 lbs. ; the maximum was

111,600 lbs.; the average being above 60,-

000 lbs. A Schoen steel wheel tested at

Purdue University with the same appara-

tus showed a pressure of 526,612 lbs. was
necessary to remove a piece of the flange.

Speaking on the subject of lateral thrust

Mr. Bush referred to the very inter-

esting publication recently edited by Mr.

G. L. Fowler for the Schoen Steel Wheel
Co. and the comparisons made therein be-

tween steel and cast iron wheels. Mr.

Bush, however, does not agree with the

opinion that the failure of flanges is pri-

marily and ultimately due to pressure

alone. "The evidence," Mr. Bush says,

"which I have collected thus far indi-

cates that the number of flanges broken

as a result, primarily, of lateral thrust

are almost negligible, and that the

ether causes already described are more
likely to be the real ones."

He paid a tribute to Mr. Fowler's care-

ful work and quotes his measurements

taken at the outer rail near the end of

1,307 foot radius curve, with an outer

rail elevation of i'A inches. At a maxi-

mum speed of 30.60 miles per hour the

maximum pressure recorded on Mr. Fow-

ler's apparatus was 12,865 lbs., and Mr.

Bush says no doubt the lateral thrusts

considerably exceed these figures at

times.

Continuing, Mr. Bush said, when the

new M. C. B. axles were designed a very

important item of allowance was made on

account of lateral thrust which reached

the axle through the wheel. Some rail-

roads had taken this into account and had

provided for lateral motion in the trucks.

The old swing motion truck provided this,

FIG. 2. CONCENTRATED LOAD.

and some arrangement for yielding resist-

ance would be highly desirable. In con-

cluding this part of his argument Mr.

Bush held that if the flanges of cast iron

wheels were not sufficiently strong to

stand the thrusts of modern service, we

would have many more failures than we

do. The thickness of the flange has been

increased, the limit of wear has been de-

creased with the idea that more strength

might be had, and greater coning of the

tread had been recommended and adopted

by some for the purpose of keeping the

flange as much as possible away from

the rail.

The consideration of the coning of the

tread was then discussed by Mr. Bush and

we hope to present his views in a subse-

quent article.

human habitations were far apart. When
pushing along at a moderate speed, he

struck ice over the rails at a siding, and

engine and plow were ditched. The en-

gineer escaped without injury, but after

a search he found the fireman insensible

under the tank, with one of his legs badly

crushed and pinned down by the tank

frame. No help was within miles and no

train was due for hours.

This ideal engineer proceeded to make
the very best of the pitiable plight into

which he had fallen. He opened the

switches of the siding so that no stray

train might run into his wreck, then he

proceeded to perform the rescue work.

He crawled under the wreck and exam-

ined the unconscious fireman. There was

no means of raising the tender and the

man's leg was crushed into the frozen

ground, a shapeless mass. On realizing

the condition of affairs the engineer first

proceded to kindle a fire for future use.

Then he returned to the wounded man
and made a tourniquet with the bell rope

for the crushed leg, placing it above

the knee, cut the flesh with his knife

and then sawed through the bone, that

being the only means of releasing the

unfortunate fireman.

But that did not finish this heroic engi-

neer's human exertions. As the night

'

was bitterly cold he realized that the

wounded limb needed warm protection,

and having no clothing for aid to the

wounded he took off his own shirt and

wrapped it around the severed limb.

Then he carried the man to the fire and

with cushions and clothes made him as

comfortable as circumstances would per-

mit. He built a wind break for shelter

and dragged in wood from fences and

piles of ties. The wounded man was-

sheltered and cheered until a train arrived

A Modest Hero.

The rotary snow plow and snow fenced

cuttings have done much to reduce the

dangers that enginemen used to encounter

in the old "snow bucking" days.

An incident related in one of the early

numbers of this journal gives particulars

of dreadful endurance and a heroic res-

cue from death. Engineer Blank was

out with a push-plow on a branch where

FIG. 3. CRACKS THROUGH FLANGE.

when both the rescuer and the rescued

were carried away.

That engineer was so modest that he re-

fused to have his name mentioned when

the account of his heroic actions were

sent by a friend to Locomotive Engineer-

ing. The fireman recovered and is now

the stationary engineer in the shops.
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General Correspondence

The South Manchuria Railway.

Editor:

Some months ago the first steamer of a

big fleet specially chartered for the pur-

pose of carrying hundreds of thousands

of tons of American rails, locomotives,

cars and other railway equipment for the

vast network of lines now being built in

Manchuria by the Japanese sailed from

New York. It came direct to Dalny

(now called Tairen by the Japanese), the

principal seaboard terminal of the road,

called the South Manchuria Railway.

This is the first instance of a direct sail-

ing from New York to Tairen.

Forty steamers will be necessary to

carry this equipment, which will approxi-

mate 400,000 tons, from America. It is

estimated that the expenditure for the

equipment now under contract will reach

$10,000,000; and the undersigned has

thought that some notes and photographs

from Manchuria and the southern ter-

minal of the South Manchuria Railway

would be of interest to the many readers

of your valuable journal, a journal that

I have enjoyed reading and studying for

twenty years and hope to continue that

study and interesting reading as many
more years by the help of the present

ing discharged into cars alongside the

ships and transferred to fields assigned

as erecting fields, or yards. So great is

the stress, the rush and push that the un-

ganization is excellent. They plan, con-

sider their plans and then execute them

seemingly with military precision, and the

way they do it is admirable. In the field

THE GREAT WHARF AT TAIREX.

loading goes on apace in the dark hours

of night, aided by the light of flambeaus

and burning debris. Hundreds of Chi-

nese coolies are engaged in the work re-

ferred to and their merry song of "heave-

TAIREN CITY BRIDGE OVER THE S. M. RY. TRACKS.

organization, your president and co-

workers.

Seventy-six of the locomotives are now
here and the discharging from the steam-

ers of locomotives, passenger coaches,

freight cars, 85-lb. steel rails, railway shop

equipment, bridges and other material is

going on at a great rate; the same is be-

to*' harmonizes with the wail of countless

North Dakota coyotes, and all together

the effect seems stage-like and weird. All

the executive work is carried on by ener-

getic Japanese. Though many of the

coolie class are also here, the bulk of the

work is done by Chinese coolies.

The Japanese "do things" and their or-

that they have assigned for the erecting

of the two hundred or more locomotives,

passenger cars and hundreds of freight

cars can be seen two forty-ton steam

traveling cranes that span two standard

gauge tracks (4 ft. 8yi in.), and ten' or

more ten and fifteen-ton steam traveling

cranes all in operation at the same time,

where in this great erecting field are go-

ing on the setting up of fifteen or twenty

locomotives, as many passenger cars, and

whole tracks full of freight cars. In the

aggregate the South Manchuria Railway

have a herculean task before them; but

it will be done, will be done in time and

done well.

Tairen is the headquarters of the S. M.

Railway and many of the officials live

here, among whom is the president, Baron

Goto, and a number of the directors.

Their buildings are of brick and of pleas-

ing design. The railway company have

provided a neat hotel here and the "Occi-

dental" will find in this hostelry all that

he has been accustomed to at home. The

Yamoto Hotel is a pleasant surprise for

many who come to Manchuria.

I take pleasure in enclosing a photo-

graph of this pretty hotel ; also a photo-

graph of one of the beautiful streets of

this Japanese railroad town, showing on

the left (house with cupola) the residence

of the president, and at the far end of the

street can be seen the S. M. Railway gen-

eral office building, which street also

crosses the beautiful bridge, recently com-

pleted, that passes over the S. M. Railway

tracks. This bridge is a piece of bridge-
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work that would do credit to any city. I

also enclose photograph of Tairen's great

wharf where all the material and railway

equipment will be discharged. Great

works and shops will be erected in this

city for the maintenance of all the railway

equipment of this railway system, and

the material for same is now on the

ground.

The writer has many personal friends

on the railway lines in the States who
read Railway and Locomotive Engi

neeiung, and he desires to take this

means of communicating with them, and

will be pleased to again address the edi-

tor and them.

W. T. Rupert,

Traveling Engineer American Locomotive

Company.
Tairen, Manchuria.

be concluded that the deterioration in the

sheets and rivets, due to age, will not have

been sufficient to require, up to that time,

any material reduction in pressure, but

we have provided that after the boiler has

reached that age a reduction in the pres-

the following rule : Multiply the original

pressure carried, in pounds, by the number
of years of service of the boiler, and this

product divided by 200 will give the

amount the pressure should be reduced.

Example : a boiler twenty years old, the

Reducing Pressure on Old Boilers.

Editor:

Since my early boyhood, when I was

taught by my father, for whom I fired, the

importance of guarding against excessive

pressure on locomotive boilers, I have

endeavored to alw-ays err on the lines of

safety in that respect, if at all. Since

holding an official position, which made me
feel responsible for anything that did or

might occur in the failure of boilers, I

have endeavored to learn from some one

better equipped than myself a safe and
simple method for determining to what
extent the pressure on a boiler of a loco-

motive should be reduced as the age of

the boiler increased. Never receiving any-

thing in the way of definite information on

the subject, we have worked out in this

office what we believe to be quite an orig-

ENCE OF BARON GOTO, PRESIDENT S. M. RV.,

OFFICES AT END OF STREET.
WITH GENERAL

sure will be made covering the period the

boiler has seen service, and for each year

thereafter.

I send you herewith a book, the details

of which have been worked out by our me-

chanical engineer, Mr. J. J. Ewing. The

notes which you will find on the first pages

of the book will make plain the rule we
have adopted for regulating the pressure.

It practically means that after fifteen years

of service, including the first fifteen years

of service, the reduction in pressure will

be on the basis of one-half of one per cent,

per year.

original pressure on which was 150 lbs.,

would be reduced by the above rule, thus:

150 X 20

= 15 lbs.

200

J. F. Walsh,
S. M. P., Chesapeake & Ohio.

Richmond, Va.

THE S. M. RV. HOTEL AT TAIREN.

inal as well as a safe method of regulating

the boiler pressure on old locomotive boil-

ers.

We have assumed for the first fifteen

years of the life of a boiler it can safely

The rule is as follows : To compensate

for possible deterioration of plates and

rivets the steam pressure on a boiler

should be reduced after fifteen years. The

amount of reduction to be determined by

Bronze Truck Plates.

Editor:

I am running an engine that is classed

by you as a 2-8-0. Some call them con-

solidation. The engine truck is the Bis-

sell pattern. The engine weighs 60 tons

coal and water, or, in other words, in

shape for the road. The 25th day of

September, 1905, I had to take out the

engine truck wheels on account of them

"shelling out." I put in a pair of cast

iron wheels which had about 3-16 in.

lateral motion. The wheel hubs had no

hub-plates of any kind on them. The
cast iron wheel hubs and the cast iron

truck boxes wore cast iron against cast

iron.

The first trip I made I noticed the

hubs were very dry and had cut slightly.

I then repacked the truck box cellars and

the tops of the boxes. I wanted to be sure

that they got proper lubrication. But

with all the different devices I got up to

properly and plentifully oil them they con-

tinued to wear and cut the hubs. After

running from Sept. 25, 1905, to Dec. 6,

1905, just a little more than two months,

making a mileage not to exceed 800 miles,

I removed them on account of the lateral

motion, which was then \~/i in.

I then put in a new pair of cast iron

truck wheels" with bronze hub plates I in.

thick. They have been running two years

and one month, making a mileage of
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22,900. When they were put in the lateral

motion was l
/t in. It is now only yA in.,

which is proof positive to me that bronze

hub plates are the proper thing. There

are several 14 deg. curves on the line,

which makes the flange wear excessive on

an engine which has a 15 ft. rigid wheel

base, and of course the boxes have to

stand their share of the wear on account

of the stiff curves. My object in writing

tills is that some one may profit by my
•experience. Fred Nihoof.

White Sulphur Springs, IF. I 'a.

Crude Oil Welding.

Editor:

I take pleasure in sending you an item

for publication which I believe will be in-

FIG. 1. CRACK OPENED FOR FILLER.

teresting to all your readers

:

"We were handed a copy of the pro-

ceedings of the fifteenth annual conven-

tion of the International Railroad Master

Blacksmiths' Association, which was held

at Montreal, Canada, August 21-23, '°7-

We regret very much that our master

blacksmith was absent when the weld-

ing discussion was in session at this

convention, as we believe he could have

given some very interesting facts on this

subject.

"However, we take pleasure in notifying

the public that the Big Four Railroad

shops at Bellefontaine, O., is the Father

of the 'Crude Oil Weld,' as the first suc-

cessful crude oil weld was done at that

point. Furthermore, we are proud to say

POSITION OF BREAKS IN FRAME.

that many witnesses reported at Bellefon-

taine shops to receive instructions con-

cerning the Crude Oil Weld, and all were

astonished to see the results obtained.

"Our first process was to use one burner,

but as we did not get very good results

we decided to try two burners and ob-

tained perfect results : and since we have

experienced no trouble in welding loco-

motive frames. Since 1903 we have made

71 successful crude oil welds, with

1
1

3 on engine, and we take pleasure

in submitting a few sketches showing

how the frames were prepared before

welding. Sketch No. 1 shows how frames

are prepared by machinist and sketch No.

2 shows the small brick furnace used in

welding frames

"From our experience of welding 71

frames, we can freely say that the Crude

Oil Weld is the best weld and just as good

as if the frames were removed and taken

to the blacksmith shop with less than

one-fourth of cost."

(Signed)

F. J. Zcrbee, Master Mechanic.

C. H. Voges, General Foreman.

Trusting that the above will meet with

your approval, C. H. Voges,

Gen'l Foreman.

Bellefontaine, O.

Curious Flow of Steam Explained.

Editor

:

I was quite interested in the article,

"Curious Flow of Steam," in your Jan-

uary issue. The first occurrence of this

kind I remember was about nine years

ago on a Brooks engine on the Cascade

division of the G. N. R. R. I was filling

the boiler up for the night as we were

out on a work train and the watchman

was a green man that had been sent out

to learn the business. The boiler had

numerous leaks, so I filled her up full and

just as the injector commenced to take

over a little water with the steam, I no-

ticed a spurt of steam from the cylinder

cocks and I shut off the injector. I did

not know what to make of it and as it

did the same thing every night I finally

made up my mind to see what it would

do if I left the injector on as long as

it would put any water into the boiler.

One night I left the injector on after

the steam appeared at the cylinder cocks,

with the following result. The steam

gauge pointer commenced to jump back

and forth around the dial of the gauge

so fast I thought it would fly off; the

injector sputtered, the engine commenced
to rock on her springs, the flow at the

cylinder cocks changed from steam to

water, and finally the injector broke al-

together. Then I shut the injector off and

set my "think factory" to work. The in-

jector was a Monitor and would work
down from 180 lbs. to about 20 lbs., and

anywhere from 20 lbs. to 40 lbs. was
where I aimed to have the steam by the

time I got her filled up for the night.

While the commotion, mentioned above,

was going on I was standing with my
hand on the throttle and it felt as if

somebody was on the inside of the boiler

with a mallet, hitting the end of the throt-

tle-stem and trying to drive it out. Now
I reasoned like this : We all know that

the upper disk of the throttle is larger

than the lower one : we know steam is

and water is solid. My reason-

ing was then and has ever since been

that as the water got up in the dome and

commenced to break over into the dry

pipe li ading to the turret in the cab and

then to the injector, the water would jump
up and down, striking the bottom disk

of the throttle hard enough to unseat it

QRiC« PUONACt

FIG. 2. BRICK FURNACE ON" FRAME.

against the springy steam. On account

of the larger disk being on top, more

steam than water would enter at first, but

as the water rose higher more water than

steam would enter and finally it was all

water and no steam.

The amount of water or steam coming

out of the cylinder cocks before the in-

jector would break, depended altogether

on how high up in the dome alongside of

the throttle-box, the dry pipe to turret

was. I afterwards saw inside of the

dome of this engine in the round-house at

Interbay and the turret dry-pipe was an

inch or so above the bottom disk of the

throttle. I have had the same thing occur

on several different makes of engines since

then and with different makes of injec-

Ldl
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PLAN OF FURNACE AND FILLING
PIECES.

tors. Any one can try this filling up pro-

cess and see if they think my theory is

right. The jumping of the steam gauge

hand is due to the water coming over in

the dry pipe to the turret and up into

the gauge. The rocking of the engine on

her springs is something I have never been

able to ferret out. I would like to have

other engineers state their views on this

subject. Harry E. Smith.

Robe, Wash., Canyon Lumber Co.

Never shrink from doing anything

which your business calls you to do.

The man who is above his business may
one dav find his business above him.
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Lehigh Valley Dynamometer Car Test.

Editor

:

I have noticed several articles in your

pages during the last few years concern-

ing the building and operating of dyna-

mometer test cars. As I have had con-

siderable experience in that line in the

last year I take the liberty of sending

you an outline of the policy employed by

the Lehigh Valley Railroad in an elab-

orate test recently made by them. In

this test the aim was to get a reliable rec-

ord of the draw-bar pull, together with

the locations, speed, and steam pressure,

rather than such minute details as the ex-

act valve travel, the exact amount of

water used, the weight of the ashes, and

a thousand and one similar details, the

exact knowledge of which has very lit-

tle bearing on the moving of trains in the

practical every-day runs. A division of

a railroad system is usually subdivided

into a number of routes for through

freight trains.

There is always a spot on each of these

routes where the trains draw harder than

at any other point, on* the route (in the

same direction). If the engine can move

the train over this point, then, the engine

may usually be depended upon to move

the train all the way without trouble. In

making a test with a dynamometer car

we may locate this point, on the record

and divide the tractive effort required to

move the train over the hardest pull, by

the tonnage of that particular train, and

thus obtain a constant, which will be the

number of pounds required to pull one

ton over the hardest pull at the same

speed the train moved over that point in

the trip.

This statement may be made more plain,

thus

:

Tractive effort for train _
)bs per ton

Tonnage of train

The proper tonnage rating may then be

reckoned, thus

:

Tractive effort of engine = tonnage
Pounds required for one ton

for route and that engine.

We may also check up the tractive effort

of the engine by comparing the measured

tractive effort with the designed tractive

effort, and thus determine the necessary

reduction to be made from the mathe-

matical or calculated tractive effort of an

engine for this particular route. Of
course an engine will not exert as great

a draw-bar pull in rounding a curve, as

it would be capable of doing on a straight

track. Next to be kept in mind during

the test, and the subsequent making out

reports from same, is the amount of coal

consumed by the different classes of en-

gines per unit of power delivered.

The Lehigh Valley tests were made in

five months, and covered their entire sys-

tem. The test referred to above was in

charge of the writer.

Sayre. Pa. W. S. Drummond.

Wheel Press Makes Good.

Editor:

Since the introduction of the all steel

car there is quite a multitude of channel

and I-beams and various other shapes used

on these same cars that are exceedingly

hard to bend and at the same time keep

straight if they are heated. Even when

heated and pressed by proper forms in a

bulldozer they frequently get out of

shape when cooling.

I found this out to my sorrow when

I tried it once upon a time and had to

rack my brain for some time to provide

a method of bending, cold. The pieces

were 12-in. channels. We had to keep

a gang around the bulldozer with crow

bars to skid the machine back on the

foundation after having bent a few, cold,

on it.

The bars had to be bent as in Fig. 1

and used for truck bolsters, and as we

used about 24 of them a day, it was up to

me to provide the means for an accurate,

safe and economical method of doing the

work.

Everything was going at top speed and

as the wheel press was idle a good part

of the time, I turned my attention to it to

a sixteenth of an inch and stop it in-

stantly, which is a feature that no other

machine possesses. T. Toot.

St. Louis, Mo.

TOOT'S TOOLS FOR WHEEL PRESS.

help me out of a very bad hole, and I

must give it credit for the excellent re-

sults obtained from its slow and steady

power and my happy thought for a form

to do the bending.

I got two castings made, one to fit

over the ram head and one for the chan-

nel, shaped just right, but slightly deeper

than the bend at A. I took this precau-

tion, for a blow with a sledge would

take some of the bend out of the bar if

too deep (and we always bent them a little

more than needed). If not bent enough

they had to be pressed up again.

Fig. 2 shows this casting fitted on a scrap

axle, which in operation swung in the

hooks on the top bar.

The ram casting is shown in Fig. 3

with a heavy steel knife edge keyed in

it and the working face rounded nicely

so it would not cut the bar. A truck just

the right height to keep the bars even,

and a gauge to test the bends completed

the outfit and Well, my troubles were

a thing of the past on that job when I

got this rig going.

There is plenty of such bending the

wheel press can be made to do, if

called on, for its slow powerful action is

just suited for this kind of work, and the

best feature is : you can run it up a foot or

The Walschaerts Valve Gear.

Editor:

The Walschaerts Valve Gearing is be-

coming more popular every day, as is wit-

nessed by the large number of locomo-

tives now equipped with the gearing, and

to those that are not familiar with this

kind of valve motion, it perhaps would

be well to know that, unlike the Stephen-

son shifting link, which has a vertical

movement up and down upon the link

block, the link with the Walschaerts gear

is pivoted at one fixed central point and

oscillates freely about that point, but has

no vertical movement; and also that the

radius rod carries the link block which

slides up and down in the link slot.

The radius of the link is from point

of connection between radius bar and

combination lever, to center of link slot,

and the curve of the link is that swept

out by this radius.

With the Walschaerts gear, the lead is

constant with reverse lever in any posi-

tion; in other words, hooking up the

lever will affect the cut-off, the same as

with the Stephenson gear, but will not

affect the lead, that always remaining con-

stant.

With the Stephenson gear, lead is ob-

tained by advancing eccentric the amount

of the lap and lead ahead of a vertical

line drawn at right angles to a horizontal

line through center of axle, this ad-

vance being called the angular advance,

while with the Walschaerts gear, center of

eccentric crank pin is placed upon a ver-

tical line drawn at right angles to center

line of motion and cannot be advanced

from that position. Therefore, there is

no angular advance to obtain lead with

this gear, but lead is obtained by, and the

amount depends upon, leverage in com-

bination lever and crosshead connection.

When it is desired to change the lead'

or set the valve, the first important move
to make is to ascertain the correct length

of eccentric rod, which should be of such

length that the reverse lever can be

moved from full gear forward to full

back gear without moving the valve.

Having placed engine upon exact dead

center, forward center preferable, and

having all parts of gear connected, watch

valve while assistant moves reverse

lever as before mentioned. If eccentric

rod is too long the valve will move back

towards link when reverse lever is moved

from forward gear to back gear, while

if too short, the valve will move away

from link.

Having found rod of proper length, or

adjusted it to proper length, we proceed'

to set valve by disconnecting crosshead

connection, and, with engine on exact

dead center, pull or place the combination!
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lever in such a position that a vertical

line drawn up and down through its ex-

act center would be at right angles to a

horizontal line through center of cylin-

ders. The valve should now hip both

ports evenly, and will do so if valve rod

is of proper length. If not, it must be ad-

justed to proper length to enable valve

to cover ports in central position.

Now move combination lever towards

cylinder until valve has moved far

enough to give the required lead opening

upon that end ; crosshead connection

should then be adjusted to proper length

to hold combination lever in this position.

Having obtained the required lead in

this way, and having all connections prop-

erly made, engine should be moved over

upon exact back center and lead opening

observed upon that end. If the various

parts of the gearing are properly designed

and connected there should be but a very

little variation between the lead upon this

end and the other; yet if any difference

exists, it can be equalized by lengthening

or shortening valve spindle. Having ad-

justed this side properly, proceed the same

way with the other side.

When necessary to disconnect on ac-

count of broken cylinder head or from

any other cause while on the road, sim-

ply removing or disconnecting eccentric

rod, or radius rod, upon that side ren-

ders the valve inoperative. Crosshead and

valve can then be blocked in position to

go in on one side, or main rod can be

left up and that side rendered inoperative

by disconnecting or taking down eccen-

tric rod and crosshead connection, placing

valve to cover ports and fastening combi-

nation lever in such a position that cross-

head will clear.

With broken reach rod, engine can be

worked ahead with full train by blocking

link block down in lower end of link slot.

Do the same with broken reversing shaft,

arms, or lifting link.

If any of the different parts of the gear

itself should become broken while on the

road it would render that side inoperat-

ive, in which case it would be necessary

to disconnect or take down eccentric rod

and crosshead connection and place valve

to cover ports, care being taken to see

that crosshead will not strike combina-

tion lever while in this position.

It should be noted here that these di-

rections all apply to the Walschaerts gear

when this gear is so applied that the ec-

centric pin precedes main crank pin in

go-ahead gear, but when, as is sometimes

the case, this valve gear is so applied that

the eccentric pin follows main crank pin

in forward motion, the movements of the

valve to be observed when testing length

of eccentric rod would be the opposite of

those referred to in this article, and

blocking of link-block would be in oppo-

site end of link slot. Some of the large

engines have the link so placed that the

point of connection between eccentric rod

and lower end of link is upon a horizon-

tal plane considerably above that of the

cylinders, in which case the eccentric crank

pin is so placed upon the wheel that it is

at right angles to a line drawn from

center of main axle to center of point of

connection between eccentric rod and

link, but this docs not require any changes

from the method used in setting valves.

E. C. Allen.

West Stockbridge, Mass.

Old Timer on the A. B. & P.

Editor

:

Being a constant reader of your paper

and seeing many queer cuts of old loco-

motives, I have enclosed a sketch of one.

I don't remember seeing anything like it

in your paper. In about the year 1862 this

engine made its appearance on the Con-

cord, Manchester & Lawrence Railroad.

I first saw it on the pay-car and seldom

saw it on anything else. The sketch is not

made to scale, but just as I remember see-

ing it the last time, as it was standing on

same type, which I have been told was

the same engine, but I have my doubts.

It was called Hooksett. I would like to

hear in regard to it from some one that

knows. I have been informed that several

engines of that style were designed and

built on the company's brands by a man
named Thompson, then agent of the Es-

sex Machine Shop at Lawrence, Mass.

They had to dispose of the engines for

"most any old price" and it was the main

cause of closing the works permanently.

L. L. Fletcher.

West Buxton, Me.

Defects of Steel Tires.

Editor

:

With pleasure I have read your editorial

in the January issue on "The Defects of

Steel Tires." I may say that I have found

the conditions exactly as you describe

and have been quite a little vexed at the

frequency of defective treads caused by

shelled spots. I have also noticed in turn-

M. L fiet-eAir.

OLD TIME ENGINE ON THE A. B. & P. RAILROAD.

the siding at Salem, N. H. It had only

run six miles since taking on wood and

the tender was piled high with the same.

Notice the cylinder on a line vertically

with the dome ; there was no saddle to

hold the forward end of the boiler. The
latter was kept in place by several braces

and the centre plate for the forward truck

was also held by trussing and bracing, also

the frames between the cylinders were re-

inforced by bracing. The outside steam

pipes were covered or wound, which made
them look out of proportion. You will no-

tice the main rods were very short, which

must have been hard on the guides. I am
not sure about the half-stroke pump nor

all the fittings on the boiler, nor about it

having a six-wheeled tender, for it is

forty-six years since I last saw it, but the

sketch will be recognized by any of the

old-timers that were on the Concord road

at that time.

Notice the throttle lever at the base of

the dome, with rod reaching back to the

cab and connecting with the hand lever

for the same.

What I would like to know is why was
the Concord Co. using that engine, which
I always calculated was designed for the

Amherst, Belchester and Palmer Railroad

at that time, for they lent some of their

own to the Vermont Central about that

time. They also had one other of the

ing off tender wheels that defects would

develop under the cut which were not no-

ticeable on removal. I also note on page

35 a series of investigations by Mr. George

L. Fowler on the car wheel, and which

has impressed me very much. Speaking

of indentation by the cast-iron wheel and

the compression of both the steel wheel

and the rail, brings me to the point of this

correspondence.

In recent years and since the frequent ap-

plication of steel wheels the accidents from

derailment of tenders have been on the in-

crease. These have not been confined to

any special locality or design, and the rea-

sons for the same have not always been

satisfactorily explained. Would these pe-

culiarities of the two wheels be affected by

the lateral thrust or by increased frictional

resistance on the curve have a greater ten-

dency to derailment? I would be pleased

to hear some expressions of opinions on

this subject.

William S. Gray.

General Foreman L. & N. R. R.
Covington, Ky.

[The article referred to by our corre-

spondent was based on the paper recently

read by Mr. G. L. Norris, ancl a synopsis

can be found on page 16 of our January

issue. The paper has been reprinted in

full by the Standard Steel Works of Phil-

adelphia and a copy of it may be had by
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applying to them for one. The illustra-

tions used in this reproduction are, as we
said last month on page 127, the very

best, and the article is well worth study.

—Ed.]

Pleasant and Instructive Meeting.

Editor:

A special meeting of the Catawissa

chamber pressure reduces, the brake

will leak off without giving any warn-

ing."

It was at this time considered un-

necessary to state that under ordinary

conditions, if a leak existed in the ap-

plication chamber of the distributing

valves, the brake cylinder pressure re-

maining constant would force the main

CALEDONIAN RAILWAY HEAVY 4-6-° ENGINE.

Air Brake Club was held Thursday

evening, Feb. 27, 190S, at Catawissa,

Pa., Mr. James Cook, president. Mr.

F. H. Whitney, of New York City,

one of the Westinghouse Air Brake

Company's representatives, gave the

club a very instructive and interesting

talk on the air brake in general, from

the three-way cock and plain triple up

to the present time. There were thirty-

nine members present at the meeting

and everyone was very much benefited

by his address and would be very glad to

have him visit us at any time.

Paul R. Henry, Secretary.

Catawissa, Pa.

piston to release position as the appli-

cation chamber pressure weakened, and

the exhaust of brake cylinder pressure

from the distributing valve would warn

anyone working about or oiling the en-

gine that the brake has released.

It was left to the reader to infer that

in order to avoid the possibility of the

brake releasing from a leak of this

kind the handle of the independent

brake valve should be allowed to re-

main in application position, especially

handle on lap position the distributing

valve would give no warning that the

brake was releasing, if the leakage in

pounds per minute from the brake

cylinder was equal to or in excess of

the leakage from the application cham-
ber.

In explaining the movement of the

hand on the air gauge Mr. McDougal
shows that he is an air brake man who
gives some attention to the cause and

effect of unusual action of the brake

and, as he states, the rising and falling

of the hand on the brake cylinder

gauge under the conditions mentioned

is usually due to brake cylinder leak-

age, and the main piston of the dis-

tributing valve not working freely.

Sometimes it is due to leakage in the

application chamber or in the signal

system in conjunction with a reducing

valve that does not open promptly and

supply the leakage. There is some-

times a difference of opinion as to

what is to be considered as a warning.

When the automatic brake valve handle

is in release the position of the hands

on the air gauge indicate that main

reservoir pressure is flowing directly

into the brake pipe, but the escape of

air from the brake valve warning port

is relied upon to attract the engineer's

attention to the fact.

I have also noticed Mr. Clegg's criti-

cism of an article which appeared in

the Air Brake Department of the

February issue of this journal and wish

to call his attention to the fourth para-

graph of the article.

"No matter how necessary or desir-

able it is to remove a triple valve for

Air Brake Leaks.

Editor:

I have read the letter written by Mr.

McDougal, which was published in the

general correspondence columns of the

March issue of Railway and Locomo-

tive Engineering, and I would like

to repeat a portion of the article in the

January number which your corre-

spondent refers to.

"If the automatic brake leaks off

with the valve handle on lap there

must be a leak in the application cham-

ber or the pipe connections. If the in-

dependent brake leaks off when the

handle is placed on lap the leak is usu-

ally past the valve seat of the safety

valve. If the brake cylinder and pipe

connections are tight the distributing

valve wiir exhaust the brake cylinder

pressure as the application chamber

pressure reduces, but if the brake cylin-

der leaks can reduce the pressure as

fast, or faster than the application

4-6-0 TYPE ON THE GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY.

when the engine is standing on a

graded track or if the throttle is leak-

ing.

But it was intended to state that with

leakage in both pressures and the valve

cleaning or testing, there are certain

times in almost every engine house

when this cannot be done owing to the

short space of time the engine is to re-

main in the house and to- the lack of
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material to make the change, and
whenever it is necessary to clean the

triple valve without removing it a com-
petent man should do the work."

Washington, D. C. G. W. Kiehm.

Hollow Wedge Bolt.

Editor:

I note in the March number of

Railway and Locomotive Engineer-

ing, page 127, that Mr. J. A. Monfee,

master mechanic of the Birmingham &
Southern Railway at Pratt City, Ala.,

is using a hollow wedge bolt with ex-

cellent results. Relative to this bolt I

desire to state that some three or four

years ago I designed a bolt absolutely

like this, except that the wedge bolt

proper was % ins. in diameter; the use

of such a bolt prevents breaking of

bolts and holds the wedge always in

place. Quite a number of them were

pi " whence the Jew of Tarsus escaped

in a basket over the wall. The British

acting-consul reports that three and a

half miles of the tram line are already

laid, and one wonders if "the street which
is called Straight" affords an avem
the line. Meanwhile it is of further in-

terest to note that traffic on the Mejaz
Railway, which some day may reach Mec-
ca, finds a convenient entrepot in the old-

time emporium of the slow-moving cara-

van.

Pacific Type in Great Britain.

The first Pacific type engine constructed

for service in Great Britain has just

been completed at the Swindon Works of

the Great Western Railway from the de-

signs of Mr. G. J. Churchward, the loco-

motive superintendent of that road.

In working order, the engine weighs 97

tons 5 cwt., and the tender (full) 45 tons

motives on the Great Western Railway,

of which we give an illustration; but the

taction of a pair of trailing wheels

in the design of "The Great Bear" has
enabled the size of the firebox to be in-

d and the boiler to be lengthened

considerably. The boiler barrel is 23 ft.

long and 6 ft. outside diameter, being 8

ft. 2 ins. longer and 6 ins. larger in cir-

cumference than the ten-wheelers. The
engine wheel base is 34 ft. 6 ins., and that

of the tender is 17 ft.; the rigid wheel

base of the engine has been reduced

from the 14 ft. 9 ins. to 14 ft. The total

wheel base of engine and tender is 61 ft.

oyi ins., and the total length over all 71 ft.

2J4 ins.

The four cylinders are all high pressure,

having a diameter of 15 ins. and stroke of

26 ins. The boiler is of the Belpaire pat-

tern, having a wide firebox, and is fitted

with a superheater. The heating surface

FIRST 4-6-2 ENGINE IN GREAT BRITAIN—GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY.

applied and they gave excellent results.

There is a foreman in the Southern
shops at Birmingham, Ala., by the

name of V. H. Winnberg, who no
doubt will remember the circumstance.

So far as known there is no patent on
this device and all railroads can use
same if they so desire and they will

find it a good investment. If you deem
proper you can publish this letter.

St. Louis. Mo. L. Bartlett.

Newest Things in the Oldest City.

Damascus, whose pedigree is the long-

est of living cities, is losing its character.

An enterprising Belgian company is cut-

ting through it with an electric tramway,
and is sprinkling electric lights in its an-

cient streets. What is more, the motive
power for these installations is derived

from the harnessing of the river falls

twenty-two miles off, so that no feature

of the modern invasion is spared the

15 cwt., giving a total weight on rails

of 143 tons, these are long tons thus

showing "The Great Bear" to be

much the heaviest locomotive on any
British railway. The Caledonian Rail-

way has hitherto possessed the heav-

iest engines in Great Britain, one of

which, the "Cardean," is illustrated. In

1905 this company built two locomotives,

each weighing 123 tons, and a year later

built a 4-6-0 locomotive having an aggre-

gate weight of 130 tons. The Great West-
ern 4-6-2 type engine, therefore, exceeds

it in weight by 13 tons; the engine itself

weighing 24 tons 5 cwt. more, and the

tender 11 tons 5 cwt. less. The latter dif-

ference is accounted for by the fact that

the Great Western Railway tender is

fitted with water pick-up apparatus, whilst

the Caledonian carries sufficient water
for the entire run.

"The Great Bear" is somewhat similar

in dimensions to the recent ten-wheel loco-

totals 3,400.81 sq. ft., 158.14 sq. ft., of

which is supplied by the firebox, 2,673.45

sq. ft. by the tubes, 24.22 sq. ft. by the

arch tubes, and 545-00 sq. ft. by the super-

heater tubes. The grate area is 41.97 sq. ft.

The working pressure, 224 lbs. per sq. in.,

and the tractive effort is about 29,430 lbs.

The driving wheels are 6 ft. 8J/2 ins. in

diameter, the bogie wheels 3 ft. 2 ins., and
the traling 3 ft. 8 ins. The tender carries

3,500 Imperial gallons of water.

Yucatan of Central American, located

on a peninsula running into the Gulf of

Mexico, is little known to Americans,

which is to be regretted, for the country

has been making decided progress during

the last decade, and is offering a market
for machinery and for equipment of nar-

row gauge railways. Our railroad supply

houses that find business depressed might
profit themselves by establishing corre-

spondence with merchants of Yucatan.
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Car Inspection Based on Mileage.

Some years ago when the system of car

interchange among railways had become
very cumbersome, there arose a desire

for what was termed "inspection for safe-

ty only" in contradistinction to the then

existing method of inspecting cars prin-

cipally for the purpose of "record." The
"record" inspection took note of any

equipment or repair work which was not

according to the standards of the owning
company. The inspection for safety only,

greatly simplified the work of car in-

spectors and repair men and concentrated

attention on matters which were vital.

A modification of this form of inspec-

tion for safety has been in vogue on the

Interborough Rapid Transit Railway in

New York for more than a year. The
system of inspection adopted on the ele-

vated and subway divisions is inspection

for safety only, but it is based on the

miles run by each car rather than upon
the number of times a car happens to come
within reach of a car inspector. The
•system therefore tends to produce uni-

formity, in the sense that each car comes
in for a systematic "look-over" after it

has done a certain amount of work, rep-

resented by the miles run.

The inspection of cars on the basis of

mileage made, is over and above and a

thing apart from the regular inspection

which a car receives at each end of a

round trip. The round trip inspection

is for the purpose of making such minor
repairs as will keep the car constantly on
the road or promptly take it out of ser-

vice when necessary.

The mileage basis inspection as ar-

ranged on the Interborough system is

very ingenious and has been evolved by
Mr. Frank Hedley, the general manager,
Mr. S. D. Smith, superintendent of the

elevated road, and Mr. J. S. Doyle, super-

intendent of car equipment. The mileage

records are very closely kept and after a

car has made a predetermined mileage, it

is placed on the list of shop cars. This

predetermined mileage, as it were, estab-

lishes a car's right to a thorough inspec-

tion in the shop. If owing to the re-

quirements of traffic or for other reasons

a car cannot be sent to the shop on the

completion of its mileage it is allowed to

make a few more trips, at the end of any
one of which it may be turned in for

inspection. These few trips constitute

what we may here call the "marginal

mileage." The lower limit of this mar-
gin is the minimum and the upper limit

is the maximum mileage. No car is al-

lowed to run after the maximum limit is

reached. Cars having made maximum
mileage must be sent to the shop without

question or delay.

It is thus evident that cars having made
the minimum mileage are eligible for the

shop and the small marginal mileage al-

lowed in addition is for the purpose of

always having a supply of cars sufficient

to keep the shop full. The output of the

shop is thus on the average kept con-

stant, and there is no incentive to make
a record for anything but efficiency. The
marginal mileage principal allows for

fluctuations of traffic, and also, if one

may so say, prevents the slack of the road

1 mining into the shop with a shock. Any
slight fluctuation in shop output is also

taken care of by the marginal mileage.

The Interborough being an electrically

operated road, the predetermined mile-

age of a motor car is the standard, with

its minimum and maximum. Trailer

cars are allowed to make one-third more
miles than the minimum of the motor

cars, and their .Maximum is one-third

more mileage than the moto>- car maxi-

mum.

This system has the advantage of vital-

ly concerning both the operating and the

mechanical departments. A subordinate

in the superintendent's office makes a

daily abstract from the mileage sheets,

of all cars having reached the minimum,

and this list is handed to the man con-

cerned in delivering cars to the shop.

When the maximum is reached by any car

its number is marked with a cross and
the delivery of the car to the shop be-

comes obligatory.

A work book similar to that used in a

round house is kept at the terminal and
notations are made in it as need be, at

the end of each trip. This book remains

a day at the terminal and is then taken

to the shop and is replaced at the ter-

minal by another book. These books al-

ternate each day between terminal and
shop. When a car arrives at the shop,

any work booked against it is written on

a card and this card is hung on the

truss rod or other convenient place. The
card contains also space for specific items

such as brake inspection, and electrical

equipment repair. These regular items

are printed. This card is filled in by the

men appointed to do the various kinds of

inspection and repair work, and when
turned in, form the basis of the repair

record.

The system of inspection here outlined

has resulted in a large saving to the

Interborough, as it enables the company

to maintain a pretty constant average of

cars passing through the shop. The staff

required has been proportioned to the

work, which under this system practically

remains constant. The efforts of the staff

are also concentrated upon only those

cars which require attention and are not

consumed in the needlessly repeated in-

spection of some cars, to the disregard

of others. The staff is never idle waiting

for cars to come in. Each car in service

is constantly adding to its mileage and is

thus constantly approaching the inspection

point. The process is as steady as the

flow of water from a spring. As parti-

cles of water rise in the basin of rock

to a certain level and, with perhaps an

eddy or two, flow off; so one may say the

cars reach the inspection level and,

though they may be held briefly by the

margin of mileage allowed, they all find

their way surely to the repair track be-

fore being put in service again.

Fitting the Rod Brasses.

. In marine engineering the care of the

rods connecting the cross-heads of the

engines with the cranks is a subject of

unceasing anxiety to the skilled engineers,

who seem never to take their eyes off the

ponderous bearings. In locomotive en-

gineering there are such an infinite variety

of other things to attend to, that the rods

generally are allowed to look after them-

selves until some mysterious thump starts

in its gradually increasing vehemence to

call attention to some loosening joint.

The cold water cure and a few blows of

a pitiless hammer, and a few drops of

cheap oil poured out with a frugal hand,
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and away they go again in a desperate ef-

fort to make up for lost time.

Locomotives engineers generally do

their very best to keep the rods in proper

adjustment. The same cannot always be

said of the machinist who fitted the

brasses or the constucting engineer who
designed the rods. Rod straps are often

lighter than they should be. Parts of the

locomotive that are as immovable as the

fixed stars are heavy as blacksmiths' an-

vils, while some moving parts subjected

to great and incessant shocks approach

flexibility in structural weakness. The
thickness of the rod straps is an im-

portant factor. The tendency to wear

and widen at the point where the brasses

meet is very great. This point is un-

necessarily weakened by drilling large

holes to admit the stems of the oil cups.

A good plan to strengthen the strap is

to increase its thickness at the part

where the brasses are located. If the in-

crease is toward the inside it has an im-

portant advantage from the fact that as

the inevitable wear begins to affect the

inner face of the strap, it can be straight-

ened by carefully filing away the unworn
portion. This can be repeated, avoiding

the tedious operation of closing the crown

cf the strap as is usually done by a rough

and ready process in the blacksmiths

shop.

Closing the strap at the crown has sev-

eral serious drawbacks. It naturally leads

to a tapering of the inner face of the

strap, involving much work in refitting on

the butt end of the rod, and while a

slight taper may be an advantage in get-

ting a good fit of the brasses, the advan-

tage is more apparent than real. The
brasses may fit well in the taper strap,

but the necessity invariably arises to add
liners between the bottom brass and the

crown of the strap, in which case, the

brass being moved from its original posi-

tion, it will be found that the imaginary

advantage of the taper becomes a detri-

ment and the brass is soon rattling, loose-

ly, in the strap and producing an indenta-

tion in the region of the oil hole.

The increase in the thickness of the

straps at the brass bearing point necessar-

ily involves an increase of the dimensions

of the butt end of the rod to make up for

the desired increment, but it will be found

that the matter of one-eighth of an inch

does not add materially to the weight,

while it almost entirely excludes the ne-

cessity of ever sending the rod and strap

to the blacksmith's shop. This, of course,

is part of the constructing engineer's or

master mechanic's work. When it comes

to the fitting of the strap on the rod, and
the fitting of the brass in the strap, it

may be said in a general way that the

less tapering work there is the better. It

should be particularly noted that the

brass fits exactly on the bottom of the

strap. The least tendency to rest heavily

on one corner or on the centre of the

strap has the most pernicious effect in a

rapid loosening of the brass. Lathe

hands should also leave as much of the

brass as possible on the sides or flanges

of the brasses. The method, much in

vogue, of leaving a ring of brass about

the same size as the flange of the crank-

pin and reducing the remainder of the

side of the brass to a thin flange is a bad

one. In a short time the brasses neces-

sarily are closing together, and the crank-

pin flange begins overlapping the brasses

at the front and back ends. The thin

brass flange soon loosens and when side

play has begun in the strap the days of

the brasses are numbered.

There are several clever methods of

patching brasses, but it will be found that

soldered strips to the sides and outer

bearings of brasses do not greatly prolong

their lives. The tangental hammer blows

of the flying crank pins soon get their

fierce work in on the soft soldered patches

and the clanging of the loose joints rat-

tles wofully to the tune of a false econ-

omy that is dear in the end.

It is gratifying to note that the rod

bearings are showing a tendency to a

greater degree of massiveness of con-

struction in many of the recently built

locomotives. This is a step in the right

direction, and it is particularly the case

with the designs of main rods. Properly

supplemented by careful fitting, and super-

vision in service, the results are being

found to meet in a larger degree of effi-

ciency the growing requirements of the

locomotive engineering service.

Weathering and Deterioration of Coal.

The weathering of coal is the name
given to the loss of heat-producing value

which takes place when coal is stored in

large quantities for industrial purposes,

usually in large piles or in bins in the

open air. The deterioration of coal is the

somewhat similar losses which take place

when coal is contained in air-tight cases

and exposed to the diffused light of day.

Some interesting conclusions regarding

these sources of loss in Illinois coals have

been published in bulletin No. 17 of the

University of Illinois. The experiments

on the weathering of coal have been con-

ducted by S. W. Parr, professor of ap-

plied chemistry in the University, and by

Mr. N. D. Hamilton, fellow in chemistry.

The examination of coal samples in order

to determine the deterioration was done

by Prof. Parr and Mr. W. F. Wheeler,

assistant chemist of the Illinois State

Geological Survey.

The summary of results obtained in

connection with the weathering of coal

states that submerged coal does not lose

appreciably in heat value. In this con-

nection we may say that an article on
"Under Water Coal Storage," was pub-

lished in the April, 1907, issue of Rail-

way and Locomotive Engineering, page

174. In this article we gave the procedure

adopted by the Western Electric Com-
pany for the submerged storage of coal

in concrete bins. The summary by the uni-

versity also states that outdoor cxp

results in a loss of heating value varying

from 2 to 10 per cent. Dry storage has no
advantage over storage in the open except

with high sulphur coals where the disinte-

grating effect of sulphur in the process of

oxidation facilitates the escape of hydro-

carbons or the oxidation of the same.

In most cases the losses in storage ap-

pear to be complete at the end of five

months. From the seventh to the ninth

month 'the loss is inappreciable. The re-

sults obtained in small samples are to be

considered as an index of the changes

affecting large masses in kind rather than

in degree, but since the losses here shown
(Bulletin No 17) are not beyond what
seem to conform in a general way to the

experience of users of coal from large

storage heaps, it may not be without value

as an indication of weathering effects in

actual practice

In the matter of the deterioration of

coal the bulletin states that an exudation

of combustible gases from coal occurs

from the time of breaking out the sam-
ple from the vein. That an absorption of

oxygen accompanies the exudation of

hydrocarbons. Samples of coal in most
carefully sealed containers are subject to

deterioration. The process of deteriora-

tion is probably due to oxidation of hy-

drogen or hydrocarbons by means of the

absorbed oxygen. It may also be due to

a simple loss of combustible gases and
the replacement of the same by non-com-

bustible gases such as oxygen. The rapid-

ity or extent of this deterioration varies

with different coals, but it is probably

most active during the first two or three

weeks from the taking of the sample, but

does not seem to reach a normal state

till after a few months have elapsed.

Further data on this point especially are

necessarv.

Assigned and Pooled Engines.

In a paper presented to the Central

Railroad Club by Mr. John A. Talty, he

made the following highly sensible points

on power assigned regularly and pow-er

pooled. He said:

I have in mind a road that regularly as-

signs the power. During the month of

January, IQ08, they ran 465 slow freight

trains over a division 141 miles in length.

The average time east was 9 hours 45
minutes and the average time west 9
hours 22 minutes. The fast and manifest

trains numbered 266, with an average of

6 hours 36 minutes east and 6 hours 18

minutes west. With the exception of a

few days summer tonnage was hauled.

This, in my opinion, is a very' remarkable

performance and can only be brought

about by regularly assigning the power
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and holding each engineman responsible

for the condition of the locomotive as far

as his responsibility extends.

On a modern railroad, where it is nec-

essary to pool high pressure power, the

mechanical officials are up against a hard

proposition in mantaining the same; thus

giving the transportation department ioo

per cent, proficiency, for the reason that

with the exception of casualties to engines

the responsibility cannot be placed upon

the shoulders of the enginemen and they

in turn grow neglectful or careless with

only one view in sight, and that is to

complete the trip. They do not, inspect

the engines on arrival, neither make a

proper work report, which in a short

period results in decreasing the mileage

between shopping to locomotives as well

as increases the engine failures, which the

mechanical officials are compelled to ex-

plain.

I know of cases where power has been

regularly assigned and where men have

made 4,000 miles per month and the aver-

age miles per engine, in slow freight, was

4.500 miles per month for each engine in

the service. I doubt very much if this

can be duplicated where the pooling sys-

tem is in vogue.

Steam and Electric Lines.

In addressing the New England Rail-

road Club at one of its recent meetings,

Mr. L. S. Storrs, when speaking on the

"Relation between Steam and Electric

Lines" said there may be a feeling of

protest in the minds of many against any

attempt to show a connection, even the

most remote, between the steam railroad

and the trolley line. Trolley properties

have been developed from the horse-car

instead of looking ahead and taking ad-

vantage of the knowledge obtained from

the development of steam roads during

the last twenty years. Steam railroad ex-

perience is, however, now being made

use of, but it has been preceded by a

somewhat costly process, having the

horse-car as a starting point.

Trolley lines, he said, may be divided

into several classes. First there is the

urban line as seen in large cities, which is

intended solely for the distribution of the

residents of a city to and from their vari-

ous places of business, and in this no re-

semblance to a steam railroad can be

traced. Second, comes the high-speed

inter-urban line, built with the primary

intention of connecting two cities by the

shortest possible route. This class re-

sembles a steam road in that quickness of

service is aimed at, resulting in the elim-

ination of curves, keeping down grades,

and the straightest route is followed with-

out including intermediate points if requir-

ing any deviation of line. The third class is

that of trolley lines which serve villages

more or less remote from the steam

lines. These lines follow the greatest

density of population and do not aim at

rapid service, but are for the convenience

of the whole community.

One of the ways in which trolley de-

velopment may help steam roads is in

the relief afforded by hastening the load-

ing and unloading of merchandise. To

the trolley express car will be transferred

the small shipment destined for a rural

community. This permits steam railroad

cars to be used for other purposes and

relieves congestion on sidings. There is

another side to the question, which is of

more immediate value to steam lines,

namely, in assisting in the distribution of

freight to small villages. This relieves

the steam road of the unprofitable and

slow delivery of small shipments to

country places. The trolley does not

have to hold freight to make up a heav-

ier shipment. Warehouse congestion will

be relieved and the box car becomes

available for more lucrative loading and

its average mileage will be increased.

There is, he maintained, another side to

trolley development, which has just be-

gun ; that is the electrification of lateral

steam lines, whereby trolleys can do the

local service and leave the steam roads

the through traffic. Where this is done the

steam line has been able to economize by

taking off all local service, thus rendering

its equipment available for more impor-

tant service The trolley gets a revenue

formerly unavailable. The community is

better off, having hourly service instead

of perhaps four trains a day. This is an

indication of the value of the trolley as

an auxiliary to the steam road for the

further development of older settled por-

tions of the country.

Another phase, according to Mr. Storrs,

of the development of steam and electric

lines is found in suburban travel. Sub-

urban towns can be better served locally

by electric lines than by railroads. It is

the delay in passing through the con-

gested streets of a large city which makes

suburban traffic by electric lines unsatis-

factory. The solution of this problem is

the electrification of the terminal portion

of the steam line and making connections

with the trolley a short distance from the

city, thus bringing the electric car into the

city over existing railroad tracks. Such a

plan admits of more frequent and flexible

suburban service, distributes passengers

more quickly to their dwellings in the

suburbs, eliminates the smoke nuisance

and is a general improvement. In brief,

the trolley can be made to relieve to a

limited extent the congestion of madn

steam lines by taking from them a por-

tion of the local merchandise traffic and

some of the suburban and local interur-

ban passenger traffic. The chief part to

be played by the trolley as an ally of the

steam road is in the development of trib-

utary territory and in acting as collecting

and distributing agents throughout rural

communities.
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Facts About Alcohol as Fuel.

About two years ago there was a

great deal of agitation calling for the

abolition of taxes on alcohol used for

industrial purposes, the allegation being

made that the American farmer, the

fondling and laughing-stock of politi-

cians, would profit greatly by convert-

ing products of the farm into alcohol.

The law was changed, practically put-

ting alcohol for industrial purposes

upon the free list, but the farmers have

not responded much to the call for con-

verting waste products into alcohol.

That part of the movement has failed.

But the United States Department of

Agriculture engaged certain engineers

to make tests of internal combustion en-

gines to show the relative efficiency of

alcohol and all the various hydrocar-

bons as fuel, which has brought out in-

formation that will be valuable to

many departments of engineering. Among

the experts engaged to make tests was

Professor C. E. Lucke of Columbia Uni-

versity, who carried on a series of most

exhaustive experiments. The report sub-

mitted by Professor Lucke, which can be

obtained on application to the United

States Agricultural Department, ought to

be studied by every person interested in

internal combustion engines. The con-

clusions of the report are:

(1) Any gasoline engine of the ordin-

ary types can be run on alcohol fuel with-

out any material change in the construc-

tion of the engine. The only difficulties

likely to be encountered are in starting

and in supplying a sufficient quantity of

fuel, a quantity which must be consider-

ably greater than the quantity of gasoline

required.

(2) When an engine is run on alcohol

its operation is more noiseless than when

run on gasoline, its maximum power is

usually materially higher than it is on

gasoline and there is no danger of any in-

jurious hammering with alcohol such as

may occur with gasoline.

(3) For automobile air-cooled engines

alcohol seems to be especially adapted as

a fuel, since the temperature of the engine

cylinder may rise much higher before

auto-ignition takes place than is possible

with gasoline fuel ; and if auto-ignition of

the alcohol fuel does occur no injurious

hammering can result.

(4) The consumption of fuel in pounds

per brake horsepower, whether the fuel'

is gasoline or alcohol, depends chiefly

upon the horsepower at which the engine

is being run and upon the setting of the

fuel supply valve. It is easily possible for

the fuel consumption per horsepower hour

to be increased to double the best value,

either by running the engine on a load

below its full power or by a poor setting

of the fuel supply valve.

(5) These investigations also showed

that the fuel consumption was affected by
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the time of ignition, by the speed, and by

the initial compression of the fuel charge.

No tests were made to determine the

maximum possible change in fuel con-

sumption that could be produced by chang-

ing the time of ignition, but when near

the best fuel consumption it was shown to

be important to have an early ignition.

So far as tested the alcohol fuel con-

sumption was better at low than at high

speeds. So far as investigated, increasing

the initial compression from 70 to 125

pounds produced only a very slight im-

provement in the consumption of alcohol.

(6) It is probable that for any given

engine the fuel consumption is also affect-

ed by the quantity and temperature of

cooling water used and the nature of the

cooling system, by the type of ignition ap-

paratus, by . the quantity and quality of
lubricating oil, by the temperature and
humidity of the atmosphere, and by the

initial temperature of the fuel.

(7) It seems probable that all well-

constructed engines of the same size will

have approximately the same fuel con-

sumption when working under the most
advantageous conditions.

(8) With any good small stationary en-

gine as small a fuel consumption as 0.70

pound of gasoline or 1.16 pounds of al-

cohol per brake horsepower hour may
reasonably be expected under favorable

conditions. These values correspond to

0.118 and 0.170 gallon respectively, or 0.95

pint of gasoline and 1.36 pints of alcohol.

Based on the high calorific values of 21,-

120 British thermal units per pound of

gasoline and 11,880 per pound of alcohol,

these consumptions represent thermal
efficiencies of 17.2 per cent, for gasoline

and 18.5 per cent, for alcohol.

But calculated on the basis of the low
calorific values of 19,660 British thermal
units per pound for gasoline and 10,620

for alcohol, the thermal efficiencies become
18.5 for the former fuel and 20.7 for alco-

hol. The ratio of the high calorific values

used above is, gasoline to alcohol, 1.78.

The corresponding ratio of the low calo-

rific values is 1.85. The ratio of the con-
sumptions mentioned above is, alcohol to

gasoline, 1,66 by weight, or 1.44 volume.

Sensible Advice to Firemen.

Firemen, like other human beings,

sometimes become dissatisfied with their

lot and with their prospects. A discon-

tented young fireman having written to

the old Locomotive Engineer, asking if

it was any use remaining on a road
where promotion was strictly awarded to

the oldest fireman, received the following

fatherly advice from John A. Hill

:

It would be better to remain at home,
there can be no doubt. Take a trip next

summer, study the engines and men in

other parts of the country, and you will

come home better satisfied with your own
lot. Keep up your reading and study

your business— it will become useful to

you when you least expect it. Study

your business from your own standpoint,

observe closely, and above all, be so busy

that you will not have time to think of

those years yet to fire. Do your work
well on the road and keep your engine

clean. Be conspicuously useful to your

engineer and to the officers of your de-

partment. You will be promoted because

you are a good fireman, not because you

are a good engineer.

Watch your work and chances to im-

prove yourself, and do not think of the

results. Somebody else will be watching

you. Do not put your nose to the grind-

stone, but take a certain amount of en-

joyment. Select your pleasure as you do

your clothes. It will pay better to spend

$2.00 to see a good play than 25 cents to

see a low variety show. Buy books, not

all mechanical, but good, wholesome story

books, entertaining and instructive. If a

fine painting is on exhibition in town, take

it in and let the circus go. Seek the com-
panies of ladies, and avoid that of mere
females. Take needed rest as soon as

you come in, and be ready to go in an

emergency, and thus establish a good rep-

utation at the roundhouse. Promote dis-

cussion on locomotive subjects among fel-

low firemen, and thus inform yourself

and establish a reputation as an intelli-

gent engineman among a class you will

work with.

II you have a room, make it a

home; have a fire in it, have books, pic-

tures, magazines, and you will soon come
to seek the comforts and enjoyments of

that room rather than the streets. Your
life, your conduct, your abilities, will soon

be noticed, and promotion follow. If it

comes only with age and your "turn,"

you will find yourself a better informed

man and a better engineer. There is hope,

there is a chance for earnest workers in

this line. The next generation of loco-

motive engineers will be a better one than

the present, as the present is better than

the past. Strive to be near the masthead

of the craft, not a mere mussel clinging

to its bottom.

Book Notices

High-Steam Pressures in Locomotive Ser-

vice. By Prof. William F. M. Goss,

Dean of the College of Engineering,

University of Illinois, Urbana. Pub-
lished by the Carnegie Institution of

Washington. 144 pages, 7 x 10 ins.

Profusely illustrated. Price, $1.50.

This is an important addition to loco-

motive literature, from the fact that it pre-

sents in concrete form the results of an

extensive series of tests that have been

made to determine the performance of a

typical locomotive when operating under a

variety of conditions with reference to

speed, power and steam-pressure. One

hundred such tests under the able super-

vision of Prof. Goss are presented in the

I" 1 po ible manner. The description

text is a model of lucidity, while the illus-

trations are of the best. The book should

not only be in the hands of all interested

in locomotive construction particularly, but

it should be carefully studied by steam

engine men generally. The engineering

world is under many obligations to the

learned Dean of the University of Illi-

nois, and the work before us cannot fail to

meet with much warm approval.

Automatic Block Signals and Signal

Circuits. By Ralph Scott. McGraw
Publishing Co., New York. 243 pages,

6x9 ins. ; cloth, profusely illustrated.

Price, $2.50.

The reputation of the McGraw Publish-

ing Company is amply sustained in this

excellent work, which is intended for the

signal and railway engineer, the electrician,

and the layman. Mr. Scott brings to his

work a vast and varied experience and

has the fine faculty of writing in a style

that everybody can understand. He does

not weary the reader with the history of

signalling, but carefully selects from the

varied types of construction employed in

the signal equipment of railroad systems

in actual operation and gives them the at-

tention that their importance merits. Rail-

way signalling has not yet reached a

standard either in method or means, but

Mr. Scott's book is valuable in pointing

out the striking characteristics of the best

features of the various systems in use at

the present time.

Locomotive Breakdowns, Emergencies

and Their Remedies. By Geo. L. Fow-
ler. Revised and enlarged by Wm. W.
Wood. N. W. Henley Publishing Co.,

132 Nassau street, New York. 270 pages,

4 l/i x 6yi ins. ; flexible cloth. Price, $1.

Mr. Fowler's excellent work has been

for a number of years so well known
among railroad men that little that is not

already known could be said in praise of

his paintaking descriptions of locomotive

emergencies and how to remedy them.

An important new feature in the present

edition of the work is the chapter in ref-

erence to the Walschaert's valve gearing

which is rapidly coming into popular favor

in America. The air-brake chapter has

also been expanded and the electric head-

light fully described, so that readers who
may have a copy of an earlier edition need

not hesitate to procure a copy of the new-

edition, which is fully illustrated.

The commission appointed by the Do-

minion Government to inquire into and re-

port upon the failure of the partly built

bridge over the St. Lawrence River at

Quebec, have finished their labors. The
report says that faulty design was the

cause of the disaster.
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Tampa Northern Ten-Wheeler.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works
have recently built three ten-wheel

locomotives for the Tampa Northern

Railroad. These engines are suitable

for either freight or passenger service

and the railroad company reports that

their performance is most satisfactory.

The tractive force of this design is

25.320 lbs. and the weight on the driv-

ing-wheels is 111,850 lbs., which gives

a factor of adhesion of 4.4. The cylin-

ders are 19 x 26 ins., single expansion,

equipped with balanced slide valves,

which are driven by the Stephenson

link motion. The eccentric rods are

straight and the links are placed ahead

of the rocker shafts, to which they are

connected by short transmission bars.

The driving-wheels are 63 ins. in di-

chests and foot plate. The frames are

of cast steel with double front rails of

wrought iron. The equalization sys-

tem is arranged with beams over the

second and third driving boxes and an

inverted leaf spring between them.

The engine truck is equipped with

three point suspension links tending to

the steady riding of the engine on

curves. The truck wheels are steel

tired with cast steel centers.

The boiler is of the extended wagon
top type, with three rings in the barrel,

the middle ring being tapered. The
diameter of the boiler at the smoke
box end is 62 ins. The longitudinal

seams in the first and second rings are

butt jointed with double covering

strips, and the dome ring has a welded

seam on the top center line with a re-

off the rail. The half-tone of engine

No. too, which we publish, has been

made from a photograph supplied by

Mr. McGee and it shows the engine as

it appears on the turn-table ready for

service.

The heating surface of this engine is

in all 2,271 sq. ft. This is made up of

162 in the fire box and 2,109 in the

flues. The tubes themselves number
281 and are each 14 ft. 5 ins. long. The
grate area is 28.2 sq. ft. This gives a

ratio of grate to heating surface as 1 is

to 80.5. There is a fine netting used in

the smokebox suitable for wood fuel.

A change of netting and grate bars is

all that would be required in order to

convert the engines into coal burners.

The tender is carried on two arch

bar trucks of 80,000 lbs. capacity. The

YV. J. McGee, Master Mechanic.

ameter. The guides are of steel, of the

two-bar type, and the crossheads are

of cast steel with brass gibs. Side

plates hold the gibs in place, and by
removing the plates the gibs can be

taken down without disconnecting the

piston-rod or main rod from the cross-

head body. The guide yoke is divided

on the center line and strongly spliced,

and each guide bearer is a separate

piece securely bolted to the yoke. Thus
in making repairs on only one side the

other need not be disturbed and the

leading driving tires can be removed
without taking down the guides or

yokes. The main rods are of I-section.

having a strap stub at the back end
with wedge adjustment for the brass,

while the side rods are of rectangular

section with solid end stubs.

The cast steel details, in addition to

those mentioned above, include driv-

ing-wheel centers, driving boxes, steam

TAMPA NORTHERN' RAILROAD TEN-WHEEL SIMPLE ENGINE.

inforced liner inside. The firebox is

radially stayed with one T-iron support-

ing the front end of the crown. The
fuel is wood and the grate is composed
of plain bars and dead plates. A
straight mud ring is used and it is

placed above the frames and supported

on cast steel bearers. The smoke box
has a short extension and the stack is

of cast iron, 15^2 ins. in diameter.

Both injectors are in the cab, one being

on the right side and the other on the

back head. They feed through a

double check placed on the top center

line ahead of the gusset.

Mr. W. J. McGee, the master me-
chanic of the road, informs us that

these new engines are so arranged as

to make everything convenient in the

cab for the engineer and he is able to

operate the engine and reach the vari-

ous appliances under his control with-

out leaving his seat or taking his eye

Baldwin Loco. Works, Builders.

frame is built of ten-inch steel channels

and oak bumpers, while the tank is

U-shaped with a flat top. The capacity

of the tank is 5,000 gallons and four

cords of wood are carried. The engine

is intended for freight or passenger

service as occasion may require. Some
of the principal dimensions are as fol-

lows:
Fire Box.—Material, steel; length, 96 7/16 ins.;

width, 42% ins.; depth front, 73 ins.; depth
back, 71 ins.; thickness of sheets, sides,

5/16 in.; back, 5/16 in.; crown, }i in.; tube,

Vi in.

Water Space.—Front, 4 ins. ; sides, 3 ins. ; back,
3 ins.

Tubes.—Material, steel; wire gauge, No. xi;
diameter, 2 ins.

Driving Journals. 81^ x toJ^ ins.

Engine Truck Wheels.—Diameter, front, 30 ins.;
journals, 5 x 10 ins.

Wheel Base.—Driving. 13 ft. 6 ins.; total engine,
24 ft., 4 ins.; total engine and tender, 53 ft.

loJ4 ins.

Weight.—On driving wheels, 111,850 lbs,; on
truck, front, 37,550 lbs.; total engine, 149,400
lbs.; total engine and tender, about 250,000
lbs.

Tender.—Wheels, diameter, 33 ins.; journals, 5
x 9 ins.; tank capacity, 5,000 gals.; fuel ca-

pacity , 4 cords wood; service, passenger or
freight.
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Applied Science Department

Elements of Physical Science.

XII. Heat.

Heat is a mode of force arising from

the action of molecules. It is not the

only mode of force originating in molec-

ular action. Electricity, magnetism and

light are varieties of modes. Each of

these forces are interchangeable into the

others, and are frequently converted from

one mode to another. The forces gener-

ated by heat are like matter in the quality

of durability. Force is indestructible and

no portion of it is ever lost. The various

kinds of force are being constantly

changed, but the quantity remains unal-

tered.

In our part of the universe the sun is

the source of heat and light. The dyna-

mic theory is generally accepted that the

heat of the sun is transmitted by the rapid

vibrations on its surface communicating

with the ether and setting waves of mo-
tion through space. It reaches us, pro-

ducing the sensations of light and heat.

The ethereal disturbances striking on

various bodies induces a vibration of their

atoms and the sensation of heat is mani-

fested. .The perpetual and undiminished

heat of the sun through countless ages is

one of the inscrutable mysteries of

creation, defying conjecture, as mighty as

it is unfathomable.

COMBUSTION.

Combustion, or Burning, is perhaps the

commonest process in which chemical ac-

tion is exhibited. It is a chemical blend-

ing together of the oxygen in the atmos-

phere with a combustible body. The heat

which accompanies the action ignites the

gases or vapors and produces flame. A
rapid supply of oxygen induces a rise in

temperature. In the locomotive the use

of the blower is an illustration of how a

rapid current increases the temperature by

inducing a more rapid chemical union of

the oxygen with the material ignited.

Animal heat, on the other hand, re-

mains nearly equable, but is produced in

the same way as the hottest fires. In ani-

mal heat the combustion is slow. The

air taken into the lungs of animals pene-

trate the blood vessels and unites chemi-

cally with the carbon from the tissues,

and in this action heat is generated. The

carbonic acid formed by the chemical

action is discharged into the outer air,

while a fresh supply of oxygen is keeping

up the process. An increase in the sup-

ply causes an increase of heat, as is read-

ily seen in running or other active exer-

cise.

Heat is also induced by mechanical ac-

tion, as in the rubbing of substances to-

gether, as in the friction of the bearing

parts of machinery, and in this regard it

is interesting to note the wide variations

in metals and other substances in the con-

ducting of heat. Metals are all rapid con-

ductors of heat, while porous solids as

well as liquids and gases are not good
conductors of heat. Of the metals, silver

is the best conductor. Professor Tyndal's

tables in regard to the conducting power
of metals are interesting as showing the

marked variations in this attribute in

metals. Placing the conducting power of

silver at 100, that of several other metals

is as follows :—Gold, 53 ; copper, 74 ; iron,

12; tin, 15, and lead, 9.

EFFECTS OF HEAT.

Heat has the quality of expanding

bodies. Atoms in vibration act as if urg-

ing each other apart and consequently

cause the body to which they belong to

occupy a larger space. Solids that pos-

sess the quality of cohesion in a large de-

gree expand the least. Fluids and gases

having less cohesion expand more. Heat
also changes solids into liquids, and

liquids into gases, as in the case of ice,

which heat changes into water and from
water into steam.

It may be noted that bodies expanding

by being heated do so with great force.

This is particularly noticeable in iron

bridges and other large structures. If

provision was not made for this expan-

sion a fracture of the parts would be in-

evitable. The expansion of liquids when
heated is much greater than that of

solids. Water heated to the boiling point

increases in bulk nearly 5 per cent. Al-

cohol heated by the same temperature

increases over 10 per cent., while gases

and vapors increase over 30 per cent, at

a similar degree of heat.

Water at various temperatures forms a

striking exception to the general law that

heat expands and cold contracts liquids.

As water is cooled it contracts until it

nearly reaches the freezing point. It then

begins to expand. This wise provision

of nature prevents ice from sinking in

water.

Water when heated to 212° F. rapidly

passes off in the form of vapor called

steam. In an open vessel the water can-

not be further heated, but in a closed ves-

sel, like a locomotive boiler, the steam, be-

ing confined, presses on the water and
prevents the ebullition or boiling. A

much higher temperature can be obtained,

the steam having the same temperature as

the water from which it emanates. Steam
is invisible. When cooled by the action

of the cooler outer atmosphere, it begins

tc resume its original liquid state, first

by assuming a gray mist appearance and
then forming into drops of water. Steam
has a high degree of expansibility, but

retains this quality only as long as it re-

tains the heat absorbed. As the heat passes

away the condensation proceeds, and the

steam is rapidly reduced in volume until

it assumes its original form of water. It

is this quality of expansion and contrac-

tion of the vapor rising from heated

water from which the steam engine came
into being, and which after long experi-

ments became the perfected machine of

to-day.

Facts About Rubber.

Nearly every person is familiar with

the appearance and characteristics of so-

called india rubber, or caoutchouc, to give

its uncouth scientific name, but few people

are aware that it is by chemists regarded

as one of the most mysterious products of

the vegetable kingdom. Chemists have

carried on many expensive experiments

to produce artificial rubber by synthesis,

which is building up a substance on its

known elements, but they have had very

indifferent success with rubber, and their

failures are said to be due to the general

ignorance concerning the formation of

rubber. They do not know whether it is

actually present in the vegetable juices

from which it is obtained, or is developed

therefrom by chemical change due to the

treatment to which the juices are sub-

jected.

Some interesting facts concerning rub-

ber were made public in an address de-

livered by Professor Dunstan at the last

meeting of the British Association. He
said that the product of the rubber tree

had been greatly improved by culture.

The juice of the tree is a watery fluid re-

sembling milk, which contains the rubber

or its immediate precursor, together with

proteids and other minor constituents.

The constituent furnishing rubber is in

suspension, and rises like cream when the

latex is at rest. On the addition of an
acid, or sometimes of alkali, or even on
mere exposure, coagulation takes place

and the rubber separates as a solid, the

other constituents for the most part re-

maining dissolved in the aqueous liquid

or "serum." The first view taken of the

nature of the coagulation process was
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that, like the coagulation of milk by acids,

it is dependent upon a process of proteid

coagulation, the separated proteids carry-

ing down the rubber during precipitation.

Although the finest caoutchouc for

technical purposes is only yielded by half-

a-dozen plants, under whose names these

varieties of caoutchouc pass, there can

scarcely be a doubt that the elastic sub-

stance in each case possesses a very simi-

lar, if not identical, chemical structure.

Nearly all the latices and similar fluids

furnished by plants contain more or less

caoutchouc. Even opium, which is the

dried juice of the capsule of the poppy,

contains caoutchouc, while the opium

yielded by certain Indian species contains

a notable proportion. Chemistry must de-

termine the means by which caoutchouc

can best be separated from these relatively

poor latices. In view of the increasing

production of the nearly pure caoutchouc,

the question is not a pressing one at the

moment. Moreover, it can not be doubted

that chemical science will sooner or later

be able to take a definite step toward the

production of rubber by artificial means.

Uses of Sawdust.

Many are the uses of sawdust. In the

days when the sawdust wagon made its

lumbering rounds through the streets of

most large cities two commercial uses of

sawdust were to sprinkle floors and to

shelter lead pipes from cold and glass

bottles from breakage.

Near every sawmill was a vat for the

sawdust and it was carried away free by

any one who had any use for it. In this

era of the use of by-products sawdust has

a commercial value. It is no longer given

away, but is sold.

One of the recent uses of sawdust is its

distillation, resulting in acetic acid, wood
naphtha, wood alcohol and tar. Sawdust

may also be burned in special furnaces

or mixed with other material for fuel.

Sawdust, when saturated with chemi-

cals, can be effectively used in the manu-

facture of explosives, but it is more par-

ticularly in demand in paper making than

for any other purpose. Such a thing as

sawdust on the floor of a room as a sub-

stitute for a rug or carpet is now prac-

tically unknown. Sawdust has joined

sand in this respect.

Cotton felt has been substituted for

sawdust as a non-conductor of cold in

winter. Gas can be made from sawdust.

It is also used for briquettes, i. e., blocks

of compressed sawdust and wood chips

burned for fuel. It has also been used in

briquettes made of coal dust and tar,

mixed together and formed under heavy

hydraulic pressure and then dried. These

have been made egg-shaped or in the

form of blocks. Even in the protection

of glassware against breakage sawdust

has been superseded by excelsior, sawdust

being regarded as too valuable for such

use.

Can Go One Better.

"Near the end of the season our boy

announced the height of our tall maple

tree to be thirty-three feet.

"'Why, how do you know?' was the

general question.

" 'Measured it.'

*"How?'
" 'Foot rule and yardstick.'

"'You didn't climb that tall tree?' his

mother asked anxiously.

"'No'm; I found the length of the

shadow and measured that.'

" 'But the length of the shadow changes.'

" 'Yes'm ; but twice a day the shadows

are just as long as the things themselves.

I've been trying it all summer. I drove

a stick into the ground, and when its

shadow was just as long as the stick I

knew that the shadow of the tree would

be just as long as the tree, and that's

thirty-three feet'

"

The above paragraph appeared in one

of the daily papers which come to our

office. The item was headed "A Clever

Boy." Now we do not know who this

advertised boy was, but we knew quite

as clever a boy, one who could have got

the approximate height of the tree with-

out waiting for the sun to shine at a par-

ticular angle or to shine at all for that

matter. The way Boy No. 2 went about

the same problem was this : He got a

stick and planted it in the ground and

then cut it off just at the level of his

eyes. Then he went out and took a

look at the tree and made a rough es-

timate of the tree's height in his mind,

and judging the same distance along the

ground from the tree trunk, he planted

his stick in the ground. Then he lay

down on his back with his feet against

the standing stick and looked at the top

of the tree over the stick.

If he found the top of stick and tree

did not agree he tried a new position

and kept at it until he could just see the

tree top over the end of the upright stick

Then all he had to do was to measure

along the ground to where his eye had

been when lying down and that gave him

the height of the tree.

The point about this method is that the

boy and stick made a right angled tri-

angle with boy for base, stick for per-

pendicular, both of the same length, and

the "line of sight" the hypotenuse or long

line of the triangle. When he got into

the position which enabled him to just

see the tree top over the top of the stick,

he again had a right angled triangle with

tree as perpendicular his eye's distance

away from the trunk, the base, and the

line of sight the hypotenuse. He could

measure the base line along the ground

and knew it must equal the vertical height,

and he could do this without reference to

the sun. It was an ingenious application

of the well known properties of a right

angled triangle.

Intensely Refractory Metals.

The production of the wonderful

material carborundum is not the only

amazing performance of the electric

furnace. The intense heat generated

has enabled chemists and metallurgists

to melt the ores of extraordinarily re-

fractory metals that have proved of the

highest value in the mechanic arts.

The intense heat of the electric fur-

nace has been successfully employed to

separate from their ores metals that

were formerly known to science merely

as curiosities. One of these is tan-

talum, the hardest metal known, and

so refractory that it can be used for

filaments in incandescent electric lamps
for many hours without oxydizing or

burning out. Tungsten is another very

refractory metal whose melting point

is 5,500 degrees Fahr. This metal is

coming into use as filaments for elec-

tric lights and greatly increases the

briliancy and efficiency of the lights.

Questions Answered

LUBRICATION WITH SUPERHEATED STEAM.

25). W. L. M. E, Pueblo, Col., asks:

What kind of lubrication is used with su-

perheated steam? Is it forced feed or

not, and please give outline of pipe con-

nections? A.—One of the railroad compa-
nies which have gone into superheating

very extensively have found every satis-

faction in the use of the Detroit Sight

Feed Lubricator for engines having

superheaters. There are, however, sep-

arate deliveries to the valves and to the

cylinders. Galena cylinder oil is used.

PUMP GOVERNOR OR BRAKE VALVE

(26) L. C. P., of Covington, Ky.,

writes : "Will full pressure pumped up

and both hands on gauge show the same

pressure, is the trouble in the pump gov-

ernor or brake valve?"—A. The duty of

the pump governor is to control the speed

of the pump, by throttling the steam

supply, in such a manner as to maintain

the air pressure in the main reservoir at

the figure for which it is adjusted. The
duties of the brake valve are (1) to con-

trol the flow of air from the main reser-

voir to the brake pipe; (2) to control the

now of air from the brake pipe to the

atmosphere.

PRESSURE WITH FULL APPLICATION.

(27) L. C. B., of Covington, Ky.,

writes : "How much pressure do you get

in a brake cylinder with a full service

application?"—A. The piston travel should

be adjusted so that the brake cylinder,

and an auxiliary reservoir of the proper

size, will equalize at a pressure of 50 lbs.

per square inch when the original brake

pipe and auxiliary reservoir pressure is

70 lbs.
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PERCENTAGE OF CARBON IN STEEL.

(28) A. D. P., Moncton, N. B., writes:

The other day I read about some car

wheels made from what is known as an
open hearth, high carbon steel, containing,

as was stated, "point six-five to point sev-

en-five carbon." These expressions are

usually written .65 and .75; but the mean-
ing is not clear. The steel cannot be

nearly three-quarters carbon. What is the

significance of the figures and what is the

amount of carbon in the wheels?—A. Such
a steel has in it .0065 to .0075 of carbon.

Taking 100 parts as the total, the steel of

which these wheels are made has as one
constituent something between 65/10000

and 75/iooooths parts of carbon. This

steel, though below tool steel in the

amount of its carbon, is capable of being

tempered, if such be required. This range

of carbon percentage is often used for

spring steel. The expression for the

amount of carbon in steel is the fraction

of one per cent. The expression point 75

carbon, when used to indicate the amount
of this element in steel, means .75 of 1

per cent, and that is in the same propor-

tion as 75 cents is to 100 dollars.

CAMEL BACK ENGINES.

(29) F. T. S., Loyalton, Cal., writes

:

1 have heard the name "Camel Back" ap-

plied to engines. Are there any engines

in use now that are properly termed camel

backs? The term is applied now-a-days

by some people to some kind of engine

;

what is that class?—A. In the "Develop-

ment of the Locomotive Engine," by An-
gus Sinclair, there is a description of the

class of engines called "Camels" and the

whole history of them is given. The first

was used in 1848 on the B. & O. There was
an illustrated description of one of them on

page 381 of Railway and Locomotive

Engineering for September, 1902. If you
look at the illustrations either in Mr. Sin-

clair's book or our paper you will see at

a glance what a camel engine is like.

Some people call the engines with central-

ly placed cabs camel backs, but this is not

a good name; the term is purely local,

and not generally used.

pressure on slide valve.

(30) M. J. M., Missoula, Mont., writes:

Suppose you have a steam chest valve

face without ports faced up perfectly

smooth and have fitted to this a piece of

smooth iron 12 ins. square in area and

2 ins. thick. No steam gets between the

flat piece and the smooth face and, there

being no cavity in either, what will be the

pressure on the back of this piece of iron

of 12 ins. square, or 144 sq. ins., suppos-

ing it to be enclosed in a steam chest and
200 lbs. steam pressure turned on?—A.

The fact that there is no cavity in either

makes no difference; the pressure on the

back of the solid piece of iron will be 28,-

800 lbs. under a boiler pressure of 200

lbs. to the sq. in. This is on the supposi-

tion that the two metal surfaces which
are in contact are a perfect fit and no
steam leaks in between them. Care must
be taken not to confuse 12 sq. in., which
would only have a pressure of 2400 lbs.

on it, with the area of a piece 12 ins.

square. In the case of an ordinary slide

valve with the exhaust cavity full of ex-

haust steam at a low pressure, a certain

amount of pressure on the back of the

valve will be neutralized by the slight up-

ward pressure of the exhaust steam, but

the pressure on the back of the valve or
the solid piece of metal you write of, will

in every case be the product of the area

in square inches exposed to pressure

multiplied by the pressure per square

inch. When you balance a slide valve

you protect a certain area of the valve

from the direct pressure of the steam.

double boiler check.

(31) F. T. S., Loyalton, Gil., writes:

Referring to the description of the Phil-

lips Double Boiler Check valve on page

90 of your February issue, I would like

to ask if the water is forced into the

steam space of the boiler? I have always

understood that water could not be forced

against steam by the same pressure. Does
not that theory still hold good?—A. No,

this theory is not correct. With the Phil-

lips boiler check the water is forced into

the steam space of the boiler. The theory

of the injector is briefly that steam from
the boiler when flowing through the injector

is a comparatively light body moving with

considerable velocity and it encounters wa-
ter, which is a comparatively heavy body.

The steam although condensed yet im-

parts a certain velocity to the water and
this comparatively heavy body of water

now moving on a certain velocity is able

to overcome the stationary pressure on
the check valve whether that valve is

submerged in water or simply surround-

ed by steam. The branch of science

which treats of water in motion is called

hydrodynamics, and a study of it will re-

pay you. If the pressure of the water and

the steam were exactly equal and neither

had any motion, the water would not

enter the boiler. The position of the check

valve has nothing to do with the mat-

ter. The advantages claimed for this

form of valve were set forth in our Feb-

ruary issue.

ratios used in compounding.

(32) W. R. H., Sacramento, Cal.,

writes : In studying the various rules for

designing cross, or four-cylinder com-

pounds as regards their relative cylinder

volume ratios in both domestic and for-

eign practice, I find that the ratios be-

tween the high and low pressure cylin-

ders range from 2.5 to I, up to 3 to I,

but never greater. Authoritative text

books upon the subject of compounding

give the hard and set rule of 4 to 1. I

can very easily see where large motive

power is concerned that a 4 to 1 ratio

would entail too large a low pressure

cylinder, but in some of the Pacific type

engines where comparatively small cylin-

ders are used, the apparently authoritative

ratios of 4 to 1 could be used. Would
a student of engineering surmise by this

that a ratio of 4 to 1 to be the most effi-

cient and economical in a condensing
marine engine where full load is encoun-

tered a greater part of the time, and a

3 to 1 ratio the best where varying throt-

tle manipulations are required, as in a

locomotive, the smaller low pressure vol-

ume of a 3 to 1 ratio preventing the ex-

pansion of low pressure steam to too low
a pressure at least to the point found in

the 4 to 1 ratio when throttling to half

speed occurs or similar conditions?—A.

The cylinder ratio for compound locomo-

tives depends entirely upon the type and
class of service. The late Mr. F. W.
Webb, of the London and North-Western
Railway of England, used ratios as low

as V/i to 1 for passenger service. The
four-cylinder Vauclaim type had usually

a ratio of nearly 3 to I. For two-cylin-

der cross compounds a ratio of 2^ to I

was generally employed by such builders

as the Richmond Locomotive Works for

freight service. This ratio gives good
results where the loading is generally full,

but there is considerable cylinder conden-

sation in the low pressure cylinder when-
ever the engine was worked with less

than full throttle. We are informed by a

practical locomotive designer that he had
better results in general freight service

with a ratio of 2% to 1, and for passen-

ger service where the engine is more often

worked with partly closed throttle and
notched up a little higher for speed, it

appeared that a somewhat lower ratio

still, or about 2% to 1, was found to be

more economical. Two-cylinder marine
compounds have usually a ratio close to

3 to 1, but it should be remembered that

a little loss by cylinder condensation dur-

ing the working stroke may be more than

offset by the condenser then having less

to condense, and thus possibly producing a

greater vacuum.

superheated steam.

(33) W. L. M. E., Pueblo, Cal., writes:

In locomotives equipped with the super-

heater why does not the pressure of the

superheated steam back up through the

dry pipe and raise the boiler pressure,

causing equalization to be established be-

tween boiler and steam chest?—A. Super-

heated steam is steam heated to a tem-

perature above that due to its pressure.

It does not rise in pressure so as to back

up through the dry pipe. Superheated

steam contains more heat units than ordi-

nary saturated steam at the same pressure,

and superheated steam has to be deprived

of this heat before it turns to water. It en-

ters the cylinders capable of meeting
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greater heat losses without so much con-

densation as ordinary dry steam. Super-

heated steam is simply dry, very hot

steam but at practically the same pressure

as the rest of the steam in the boiler.

EXPANSION OF RAILS.

(34) F. T. S., Loyalton, Cal., isks : What
is the average expansion per foot of steel

rails? For example, what does an 85-lb.

rail expand, and is there contraction from

extreme cold? —A. The expansion of a

rail such as the one of which you write

would probably vary about '4 in. between

summer heat and winter cold. This means
that the rail would be longer in the hot

summer days than it would be in the cold

of winter by about that amount.

EFFICIENCY OF PUMPS.

(35) W. A. P., of Chico, Cal., writes:

"How do you figure the efficiency of a

Westinghouse cross compound pump,
also a New York Duplex compression

pump? I mean where the steam end
of pump is simple and the air end is

compound.—A. The efficiency of a ma-
chine is the ratio of its actual capacity

to do work, as determined by experi-

ment, to its theoretical capacity.

The displacement of the low pres-

sure air piston in the Westinghouse
8V2-ins. cross compound pump at each

double stroke is 3,962 cu. ins., or very

nearly 2.3 cu. ft. The displacement is

found by multiplying the area of the

low pressure piston by the length of its

stroke.

The theoretical capacity of the & l/2 -
ins. cross compound pump is, therefore,

3,962 cu. ins. per double stroke, and
this is the quantity of free air which
this piston should draw into the air

cylinder, provided there were no losses.

But as losses are sure to occur on ac-

count of cylinder clearance, packing
ring leakage, weight of the air valves,

and other similar causes, the amount of

free air, or air at atmospheric pressure,

drawn into the air cylinder at each
double stroke never equals the theoreti-

cal quantity. Hence, to determine just

how efficient the pump is, it must be
tested, and the quantity of free air

pumped per stroke be carefully meas-
ured.

Such tests of the cross compound
pump have been made, and it has been
found that when the pump is working
at the rate of 55 double strokes per
minute, against a main reservoir pres-

sure of 130 lbs. for one minute, it will

pump 108 cu. ft. of free air. If it could
pump 2.3 cu. ft. at each cycle, its the-

oretical quantity, it would pump 55x2.3

==126.5 cu- ft. Hence, the efficiency

under the above conditions is found by
dividing 108 by 126.5, and this gives

85.5 per cent, as the efficiency.

With the cross compound pump only
the low pressure air cylinder need be

considered, as this is the only one into

which free air is drawn.

The efficiency of the No. 5 duplex
pump is found in a similar way. It has

two air cylinders into which free air is

drawn at each stroke, and its displace-

ment is per double stroke, or for one
complete cycle, 3,912 cu. ins., equal to

2.25 cu. ft. Actual test of this pump
under the same conditions named above
for the cross compound pump shows
that it will make 47 double strokes, or

complete cycles in one minute, and it

will pump 72 cu. ft. of free air.

Theoretically, for 47 complete cycles

it should pump 47x2.25, equal to 106 cu.

ft. Dividing 72 by 106 shows the effi-

ciency of the No. 5 duplex pump to be

68 per cent.

As for the steam end of these pumps,
the cross compound takes boiler steam
only in the small, or high pressure

steam cylinder, while the No. 5 duplex
pump takes boiler steam in both of its

steam cylinders.

The high pressure steam cylinder of

the cross compound is 8j^ ins. in di-

ameter, and the stroke of the piston is

12 ins. Hence the amount of steam
consumed at each complete cycle is

practically 1,362 cu. ins.

As both steam cylinders of the No. 5

duplex pump are 8 ins. in diameter, and
the pistons have a stroke of 12 ins., the

quantity of boiler steam consumed at

each complete cycle is 2,400 cu. ins.

In these calculations no allowance

for the piston rods has been made.

Celebrated Engineers.

VI. Thomas Newcomen.

An important epoch was reached in

the invention of the steam engine when
Thomas Newcomen, a native of Devon-
shire, England, turned his attention to

the water pumping machines of Worces-

ter & Savery. He was an ironmonger

in Dartmouth and one of Captain Sav-

ery's pumping engines was at work in

a mine in the vicinity. In 1705 New-
comen obtained a patent for an impor-

tant improvement on what he called a

fire engine, but which was in fact an

atmospheric steam engine. His inven-

tion may properly be said to be the

first practical success in the operation

of a piston engine. Newcomen's first

important step was in the separation of

the cylinder from the boiler. The ad-

mission of steam from the boiler was
sufficiently strong to raise the piston

in the cylinder, the piston nearly coun-
terpoised by weights attached to a

beam. When the piston had arrived at

the upper end of the vertically placed
cylinder the steam was shut off and a

jet of cold water was admitted into the

cylinder, condensing the steam. Con-
sequently the piston was forced down
by the pressure of the atmosphere act-

ing on the upper surface of the piston.

1 he next entry of steam expelled the

water from the cylinder through an
escape valve. A layer of water on the

upper surface of the piston helped to

keep the piston air tight. The steam

pressure used was little more than the

atmosphere and the force of the engine
was entirely the result of the vacuum
caused by the condensation of the ex-

panded steam. It was purely an at-

mospheric engine, and the opening and
shutting of the valves was an operation

which at first required great care and
attention. Under the best conditions

the apparatus of Newcomen absorbed
in friction and by the imperfection of

the condensing process nearly half of

the entire power of the engine, not

more than eight pounds being raised by
each superficial inch of the piston.

For many years the most important
movement of the machine depended
not only for its production but for its

precision upon the care and attention

of the person who attended the engine.

The most unremitting care fell short of

that demanded for the perfect develop-

ment of the full power of the engine.

After opening the steam cock the up-

ward movement of the piston had to be
observed and at the exact instant the
steam had to be shut off and at the

same moment the jet of cold water had
to be admitted. If the one was not
immediately followed by the other
there resulted a great loss of vapor.
When the condensation had occurred
and the piston had begun its descent, if

the communication between the boiler

and cylinder was not opened at the

proper instant, the weight of the pis-

ton falling with considerable velocity

would shake the apparatus to pieces.

The number of strokes per minute was-

the test of the attendant's skill, and a

clever manipulator reached as high as

fourteen strokes per minute.

Several important improvements were
gradually perfected. A boy named
Humphrey Potter, whose duty it was
to open and shut the valves of an en-

gine he attended made the engine self-

acting by causing the beam itself to

open and close the valves by suitable

cords and catches. This was in 1713
and five years later Henry Beighton
suspended from the beam a rod which
worked the valves by means of tappets.

Newcomen's atmospheric engine did

good service for seventy-five years,

especially in pumping water from
mines.

The bridge at Lethbridge on the Crow's
Nest line of the Canadian Pacific Railway
in British Columbia will, when completed,
be one of the longest if not the longest

bridge in the world. It will be about

300 feet high. Tenders for the construc-

tion of this bridge have been called for.
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Air Brake Department

Brake Valve Cleaning and Repairs.

Taking a brake valve apart, cleaning

and lubricating it is a very simple oper-

ation, but this is not always all that

the brake valve requires.

An inspection of the brake valves on

engines in some round-houses will con-

vince an air brakeman that the work of

cleaning and repairing brake valves is

often sadly neglected or done by care-

less or incompetent workmen. Some-
times they arc "cleaned and oiled"

without taking the valve apart, some-
times the rotary valve and seat are

cleaned without paying any- attention

to the rotary key gasket or the equaliz-

ing piston, the equalizing piston espe-

cially where the reversing cock and
feed valve bracket is used, which means
breaking the pipe joints before the pis-

ton can be removed.

Sometimes a piece of tin is used to

bush the key-way in the valve handle,

when it is worn, until there is consider-

able lost motion in the handle and key.

Frequently valves are allowed to run in

this way until enough lost motion de-

velops to prevent the valve from being

lapped until brought back on the notch

between lap and running position.

When a valve of this kind is brought

to running position there will be but

about one-half of the maximum port

opening.

If no new parts are obtainable to re-

pair the valve when in this condition,

mashing the handle on the key in a

vise is a much better practice than

bushing with tin, and when a workman
becomes careless abemt matters of this

kind he becomes dangerous. There is

one important part of the brake valve

that should never be overlooked, name-
ly, the engagement of the rotary key in

the rotary valve.

The manufacture of the G6 brake

valve will soon cease and there will be

any number of old valves to be worn
out to save the expense of "scrapping"

all of them at one time, and great care

should be taken to see that the valve

and seat are not worn enough to allow

the rotary key to become disengaged

from the valve when in service.

When the valve and seat are new and
a standard 5/32-in. rotary key gasket is

used there is about 1/32 of an inch

clearance between the gasket and valve

body; the key has then very nearly ^jj

of an inch engagement in the valve and
when l/% of an inch is removed from
the combined wearing surface of the

valve and seat it cannot be ground any

more and the worn part should be re-

newed, for when the rotary key gasket

is then about worn out there will be

but about % of an inch engagement in

the valve, or the distance from the

upper outside edge of the rotary valve

to the base of the seat on which the

upper body gasket rests is 2 ins. when
the valve is new and when it is reduced
from wear and grinding to less than

i]4 ins. it is not considered safe to use.

Here is where the repairman some-
times economizes by using two rotary

key gaskets to fill up the space be-

tween the key and the valve body,

which is a dangerous practice, as the

keys have been known to slip out of

tin piston and ring and pressing

in on the end of the ring. With a little

practice the ring can be sprung to a pretty

fair bearing, which will avoid much filing,

scraping and grinding on the outer edge

of the ring, which steadily increases the

opening at the ends.

While it is not desirable to have the

piston ring an air-tight fit, because the

black hand of the gauge should show
brake pressure when the handle is on lap.

and in a two application stop, when the

handle is brought to lap position after the

first application, the equalizing reservoir

pressure should equalize with the brake

pipe as well as the brake pipe with the

auxiliary reservoirs in order to secure a

TYPICAL 4-4-0 LIGHT PASSENGER ENGINE.

the valve when the engine was handling

a train of cars.

If the rotary valve, upper body gas-

ket, the valve body and the rotary key
with the rotary key gasket removed
are placed in their positions the rotary

key can be marked at the point where

it projects from the valve body and
then drawn up as far as it will come
and marked again. The distance be-

tween the marks subtracted from y% of

an inch will represent the engagement
of the rotary key when the gasket is

entirely worn out, which should not be

less than % of an inch.

While the equalizing piston and
packing ring are very important, they

are not actually dangerous during train

brake applications, for if the piston

does fail to respond the direct applica-

tion is not affected. The ring should

be a neat fit and have a good bearing

all the way round.

A good way to fit a ring is to only

file the open end enough to come to-

gether tight at the ends and spring the

ends inward by holding a small piece

of steel, similar to a knife blade, be-

prompt response from triple valves on the

second application, yet the ring should be

a close enough fit that the equalizing pis-

ton can be lifted about four times with a

five pound application from the brake pipe

of the lone engine. Occasionally when
handling a long train of cars a 10-lb.

reduction may be made and by the time

the brake pipe exhaust closes the gauge
will show that the reduction has been but

S'< or 9 lbs., which indicates leakage from
the brake pipe into the equalizing reser-

voir, which can be determined with the

lone engine by plugging the brake pipe ex-

haust, and with full brake pipe pressure

placing the handle in service position.

After the equalizing reservoir pressure is

exhausted and the black hand has reached

the pin the leakage from the preliminary

exhaust port represents that which is pass-

ing the piston packing ring and lower

body gasket into the equalizing reservoir.

The undesired emergency so often dis-

cussed is frequently the fault of the brake

valve. Sometimes it is the result of slight

disorders of both the brake valve and
triple valve, neither in itself sufficient to

cause any unusual action, but when com-
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bined occasionally cause the emergency

application with the valve handle in ser-

vice position. When it occurs every time

the service is attempted, the trouble can

easily be found and remedied, but when it

only occurs occasionally it is more diffi-

cult and somewhat dangerous, as the fire-

man is liable to be thrown from the tender

when backing into the train shed or taking

water.

The triple valve and the brake valve

each have about three common causes for

the emergency, with a service application,

any of which will only cause it under cer-

tain conditions.

The triple valve with the broken gradu-

ating pin may go into the emergency with

a long or a short train, yet if in the rear

of a long train the reduction may be

gradual enough to move the piston slowly

against the graduating stem and partially

compress the spring and reduce the auxi-

liary reservoir pressure past the loosely

fitted emergency piston into the brake

cylinder.

The sticky triple valve in the rear of a

long train may never be moved if the re-

duction in the brake pipe is not very

rapid and the auxiliary pressure will leak

back into the brake pipe through the feed

groove.

The effect of the brake valve disorders

can be found on the lone engine. The

sticky equalizing piston is likely to throw

the quick action triple valve on the tender

into the emergency. The piston need not

be dirty to do this. If the ring is turned

too large and bears too hard against the

bushing it is a sticky equalizing piston.

The opening through the preliminary

exhaust port bushing should be 5/64 of

an inch, and when a 5/64 P'ece of steel

wire can be worked around in the bush-

ing freely the exhaust port is enlarged

and should be rebushed, especially if the

high-speed brake is used.

Insufficient equalizing reservoir volume

is an occasional cause of the undesired

emergency.

The effect of equalizing reservoir leak-

age depends upon the amount of leakage

and the condition of the equalizing piston

packing ring. If the packing ring leakage

is equal to the leakage from the equaliz-

ing reservoir to the atmosphere the piston

will not be lifted with the valve handle

on the lap position, but the leakage may

decrease as the piston is lifted in service

position, and the equalizing reservoir leak

may assist in causing the undesired emer-

gency.

The leakage from the equalizing reser-

voir may occur from the reservoir itself,

in the pipe connections to it, inside of the

air gauge, from the lower body gasket of

the brake valve, from the stud on which

the holding nut is screwed or on the seat

of the rotary valve itself.

When the report, "clean brake valve,"

is entered on the engineer or inspector's

report of the condition of the engine, it is

taken to mean the rotary valve and equal-

izing piston, the feed valve attachment not

being considered unless it is specially re-

ferred to in the report; in fact it is sel-

dom given any attention at all if the

gauge shows the proper brake pipe pres-

sure. If the brake pipe pressure is of any

consequence when it comes to stopping a

train the valve which controls it must also

be of some consequence.

Some feed valves may be said to main-

tain the brake pipe pressure, others may

be said to restrict it to a certain figure.

When the feed valve very slowly increases

the brake pipe pressure above the figure

for which it is adjusted it at once becomes

the subject of a report and a discussion,

while nothing whatever may be said

about one in a much worse condition so

long as the air gauge shows 7° °r II0 lbs -

The feed valve should be cleaned regu-

larly, and it should be tested on a rack

where conditions are always the same.

While the spring box is removed and the

supply and regulating valves are being

tested for leakage, the supply valve and

piston should be moved when the regulat-

ing valve is unseated by pushing the

finger against it. The decrease in the

length of time the supply valve is un-

seated shows the increase of leakage past

the supply valve piston.

When the piston becomes so loose in

the bushing that air passes it as fast as it

can escape from the seat of the regulating

valve, the supply valve cannot be unseated

by the diaphragm's spring pressure, and

the brake pipe cannot be supplied any

faster than the flow past the regulating

valve seat, which will supply the short

brake pipe on the engine, but not the

leakage on the average train.

The flush nut should be removed in

order to clean the feed valve properly,

and it should be known at this time that

the piston and slide valve will travel far

enough to entirely uncover the port

through which the brake pipe is supplied,

as there are several different styles of

feed valves and the parts sometimes be-

come mixed.

Before the feed valve is attached to the

brake valve the pressure should be

pumped up with the valve handle on lap.

Leakage through the brake valve will

then show at ports f, i, or k. Leakage

from port i sometimes comes from the

brake valve cut-out-cock if it is located in

the reservoir pipe.

If a reversing cock is used, the leaks

will show at the corresponding ports in

the cock, and the handle should be moved

to running and release positions to see

that the pipe connections and ports

through the cock are not partially closed.

Leakage through the reversing cock will

show if its handle is placed half way be-

tween the two positions when the brake

valve handle is moved to running and

release positions.

When adjusting the feed valve in some

cases the last two or three pounds will

accumulate very slowly and after the feed

valve is known to be in good condition,

otherwise it can be adjusted with the

bleeder cocks open on the engine and ten-

der auxiliary reservoirs, which will

represent the average train leakage,

although with the larger triple valves it

may represent a little more and the cock

can be partially closed.

Stopping Heavy Freight Trains.

In a highly practical paper presented to

the Central Railroad Club by Mr. John A.

Talty, the able traveling engineer of the

Lackawanna Railroad, the following sen-

sible directions were given to engineers

handling heavy freight trains:

The importance of operating the air

brakes both in passenger and freight ser-

vice, should not be underestimated by the

enginemen.

When expecting to make a stop, the

throttle valve should be closed a sufficient

length of time to give slack time to bunch

before application of the air brake is

made.

On roads handling freight trains from

50 to 100 cars in length, the initial reduc-

tion should not be less than 12 or 15

pounds and a further reduction should

be made after the speed is reduced to 8

01 10 miles an hour, so as to fully apply

brake on engine before the train has been

brought to a stop.

There has been more or less detention

on the road when handling mixed trains

as compared with solid trains, caused by

the unequal braking power of the loads

and empties. When the rear portion of

a train consists of empty cars, in many

instances, after brake has been applied,

the braking power on the empty cars is

sufficient to part a train just before the

train is brought to rest. Instructions that

would decrease the liability of trains part-

ing in such a manner are as follows:

"For instance, wtien handling 25 loaded

cars on head end and 50 empty cars on

rear end, the initial reduction should not

be less than 15 lbs. and after the speed of

train has been reduced to about 4 or 6

miles per hour, a further reduction should

be made to fully apply the brakes on en-

gine and forward portion of train, and if

train can be brought to a stop with air

still flowing through the train line ex-

haust, a less strain is put on the equip-

ment, due to braking power being de-

creased on rear cars."

An agitation was started by some

New York newspapers about twenty

years ago to introduce the teaching of

locomotive engine running into the

public schools. Some of the education

leaders endorsed the scheme, but they

wished to have real locomotives to ex-

periment with. This plan of industrial

education died a natural death.
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Electrical Department

Subway Electric Control.

By W. B. Kouvvenhoven.

In the December, 1907, issue of Rail-

way and Locomotive Engineering the

manually operated type of controller was

described. This controller is known as

the type M control, and is manufactured

by the General Electric Company in both

the manually operated and automatically

operated fornis. The automatically oper-

ated controller is used in the New York

Subway.

The automatic system of control differs

but slightly from the manual system. In

the automatic the train line consists of

ten wires ; in the manual there are only

nine. The motor control of the automatic

comprises sixteen contactors, a reverser

and eight rheostarts or resistance coils.

On the manual control there are but thir-

teen contactors, a reverser and six rheo-

starts. Both types have the same number

and arrangement of circuit breakers, fuses

and third rail shoes. In addition to these

differences the automatic type is equipped

with a relay in the motor circuit, a con-

trol governor placed in the ' controller

box, and the master controller handle is

not connected directly to the controller

drum, the connection being made by a

coiled spring.

On the upper end of the controller drum
or control cylinder, as it is sometimes

called, is situated the control governor.

This control governor is in reality a mag-
netic clutch—that is, it is a clutch whose
operation is brought about by means of

electro-magnets. The clutch consists of

several shoes which are arranged so as to

press against a small wheel or shell

mounted on the upper end of the control-

ler drum. When these shoes press against

the drum they hold it stationary and pre-

vent its further rotation. Ordinarily

these shoes do not press against the shell,

but when the electro-magnet which con-

trols their operation is energized they

clamp the drum in position. The electro-

magnet that operates these shoes is called

the lock coil of the control governor. The
lock coil is energized by the relay, whose
action will be explained later.

On the manual type of control the mo-
torman advances his controller handle as

rapidly as he considers proper and the

rate of application of power depends en-

tirely upon him. No two motormen ap-

ply the current at the same rate, and sel-

dom does a motorman apply the power at

exactly the same rate each time. In the

automatic control the rate of application

of power is not directly under the con-

trol of the man. The automatic type pro-

duces an even rate of current application,

and thus in a sense eliminates the personal

equation. This even rate of current ap-

plication secures a uniform rate of ac-

celeration in the train.

On starting a car equipped with the

manual type of control the motorman ad-

vances his controller handle step by step,

and regulates the time allowed for each

step in the application of power, as was

described in our December issue.

When the automatic type is employed

the motorman throws his controller handle

to the full speed multiple position with

ONE OF THE G. E. TYPES OF AUTO
MATIC CONTROLLER.

one motion when he starts the train. This

motion winds up the coiled spring

which connects the master controller

handle to the controller drum or control

cylinder, as it is sometimes called. The

reaction of this coiled spring advances the

drum to the first point, where a set of seg-

ments make contact with a set of fingers.

When the control cylinder has been ad-

vanced to the first notch, it energizes the

contactors, which feed the heavy currents

to the motors. This motor current, be-

sides passing through the contactors, the

reverser, the rheostarts and the motors,

passes through the relay that operates the

control governor. The control governor

regulates the rate of advancement of the

drum and thus controls the rate of ac-

celeration. The rate of application of

power depends upon the rapidity with

which the drum advances from notch to

notch. This relay is attached to the re-

verser, and consists of a few turns of
heavy wire, forming a solenoid through

which the heavy motor current passes.

The relay is provided with an armature
that is attracted by the solenoid.

As was stated in the article in our De-
cember issue, it is not desirable to lead

the heavy currents into the controller box,

so this relay is employed to handle the

heavy currents and to furnish a small

current to the lock coil of the governor.

The armature of this relay, when at-

tracted against the pressure of a light

spring, closes two contacts through which

is fed a small current from the con-

troller governor. The energization of the

lock-coil holds the control cylinder sta-

tionary. This prevents the rotation of the

drum on to the next notch as long as the

armature of the relay is held closed. The
coiled spring tends to drive it ahead but

the brake shoes of the governor hold it

fast.

As the speed of the car increases the

motors themselves automatically cut down
the current, and when the current falls

below a predetermined limit for which the

relay is set, the spring pulls back the ar-

mature of the relay thus deenergizing the

lock-coil of the governor. This relieves

the pressure of the brake shoes on the

shell and the coiled spring revolves the

controller drum to the second notch,

thereby cutting out some of the resistance

in series with the motors.

This cutting out of resistance causes an

increase in current and the relay again

attracts its armature and again energizing

the lock-coil of the governor and prevent-

ing the further rotation of the drum.

When the speed has increased sufficiently

to once more cut down the current, the

armature of the relay drops and allows

the coiled spring to advance the control

cylinder another notch. This is repeated

until the current is full on and both mo-
tors are in the full speed or multiple run-

ning position. It is impossible for the

controller drum to get in advance of the

controller handle because the coiled spring

would not possess the energy necessary to

advance the drum unless the controller

handle was ahead of the position of the

drum.

This automatic type M control and the

Westinghouse multiple unit control are
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alike in principle; they differ, however,

in the form of the devices used. The

Westinghouse multiple unit control was

described in our January issue.

The unit switches of the one replace

the contactors of the other. The coiled

spring in the controller box of the type M
of the General Electric corresponds to the

interlocks that are attached to the unit

switches of the multiple unit control.

Both tend to notch up the control and to

feed the current to the motors in suc-

cessive steps. The relay with its lock-coil

that regulates the action of the control

governor corresponds to the limit switch

with its two contacts which govern the

closing of successive unit switches. Both

of these devices govern the rate of appli-

cation of power to the motors, thereby

producing a uniform rate of acceleration,

and both depend for their successful op-

eration upon the current fed to the

motors.

Electric Locomotive for Portland.

Among recent electric locomotives

the one here illustrated possesses some
features of unusual interest. It is one

of two 40-ton switching locomotives

built for the Portland Railway, Light

& Power Company of Portland, Ore.,

by the General Electric Company and

the American Locomotive Company at

their Schenectady works.

The motor equipment consists of

the latest types of what is called com-
mutating pole motors as developed by

the General Electric Company. For

locomotive service this type possesses

advantageous features in its freedom

from commutator troubles under ex-

cessive conditions of overload. It

must be borne in mind that in railway

service the maximum torque demanded
of a locomotive under starting condi-

tions, particularly on grades, is often

four or five times that demanded under

ordinary full speed running conditions,

and in addition to this, a locomotive in

switching service is often operated

with power applied to the motors for

a very small proportion of the total

time. The amount of time lost in

drifting, or as electricians call it, coast-

ing, making switches without power,

waiting for couplings and other delays,

in some recent tests amounted to well

over 75 per cent, of the time that the

locomotive was engaged in a service

that could fairly be called continuous.

As an illustration of what these motors

can do, it may be stated that the mo-
tors at their one hour rating exert a

tractive effort of 9,200 lbs. at a speed

of 16I/2 miles per hour. Under starting

conditions the same equipment is eas-

ily capable of slipping the wheels un-

der a 40-ton locomotive and exerting a

tractive effort of 20,000 to 25,000 lbs.

without danger from commutator trou-

bles.

The electric equipment of the loco-

motive aside from the motors consists

of type M multiple unit control, with

contractors and rheostats in what the

builders call the auxiliary cabs, which

look like sloping tank tops. The con-

trollers are placed at the engineer's op-

erating position in diagonally opposite

corners of the main cab. It will be seen

from the illustration that the locomotive

is equipped with two trolleys, in order to

avoid the necessity of turning the trolley

in switching service, and to provide an

additional carrying capacity when en-

gaged in service so heavy as to call

for the full overload capacity of the

locomotive. There is in the center of

the main cab an air compressor,

having a capacity of 50 cubic ft. dis-

placement when delivering air at 90

lbs. pressure.

tural steel angles and sheets, with a

platform of 3s-in. sheet steel covered

with j4-in. hardwood.

The two ends of the locomotive are

equipped with standard M. C. B. vertical

plane couplers, having shank springs

and follower plates, carried in a draw
head casting attached to the main sills

of the locomotive. The truck is of

the bar frame rigid bolster type. It

is an equalized truck, the equalizer bars

being wrought iron and extending from

box to box. The bolster is bolted

rigidly to the side frames and the

weight of side frames and bolster is

transmitted to the equalizers through a

heavy semi-elliptic spring on each side.

The bolster casting extending along

the side frames plays an important part

in squaring the truck. The bolsters and

frames are further stiffened by two

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE FOR THE P.

Referring to the mechanical con-

struction of the locomotive, the cab is

of the type which has been standard-

ized by the manufacturers for switch-

ing service, having, as may be seen

from our half-tone, a main central

operating cab, and sloping ends, con-

taining the auxiliary apparatus. The
ends are each a separate framework

of angles and sheet iron bolted to the

platform and main cab so that they

may be removed without disturbing

any of the apparatus contained there-

in. The main cab is furnished with

RY. L. & P. CO.

arched cross ties located equally dis-

tant from the center of the truck. The
bolster is rigidly bolted to these cross

ties at the center, and they in turn are

rigidly bolted at the ends to the bot-

tom tie bars of the frame. The center

plates, lugs for brake hangers and lev-

ers are integral with the bolster cast-

ing, thereby giving a design of truck

with a minimum number of parts and

great rigidity. The driving axles are 6 in.

in diameter and are made of hammered
open hearth steel, with 33 in. Taylor

fused steel tired wheels having M. C. B.

ample windows, giving practically un- tread and flange.

obstructed views in every direction.

Side platforms run from the entrance

of the main cab to the ends of the

locomotive, giving easy access to

switching steps and couplers. The
locomotive platform is built of four

10-inch longitudinal channel irons se-

curely fastened to the end frames or

bumpers which are of cast iron cored

out to obtain only the necessary weight,

with push pole sockets cast at the

ends. The main cab is built of struc-

The locomotive is equipped with

bell, whistle and headlights. The head-

lights are 32 c. p. incandescent, and 4
candle power gauge lamps are wired

in each headlight circuit and controlled

by the same switches.

The principal dimensions of the loco-

motive are as follows:

Length inside to inside knuckles, 31 ft. 1 in.

Height over cab, 11 ft. 9 ins.

Length rigid wheel base. 6 ft. 6 ins.

Width over all, 9 ft. 6 ins.

Weight on drivers, 81,000 lbs.
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Patent Office Department

WATER-GAUGE.

Mr. C. D. Shaff, M. M., N. Y. C. lines

at Watertown, N. Y., has invented and

patented an improved water-gauge, which

is already meeting with much favor.

Since the adoption of the new

law in relation to locomotive

boilers in New York State glass

gauges are again coming into

favor, and Mr. Shaft's new

device combines a gauge glass

two casings

The glass

or inserted

the gland

HEADLIGHT BLIND.

A locomotive headlight blind for in-

creasing or diminishing the diameter of

the headlight has been patented by Mr. F.

J. Ewings, Duluth, Minn, No. 879,377.

mounted between

in the usual way.

may be removed

without removing

nust, but the chief improve-

>ment consists in the check

valves, which, as shown in the

accompanying illustration, con-

sists of plain metallic balls dis-

posed in the inner chambers of

the casings in such a manner

that they are directly in the path of

the pressure from the boiler and in the

case of the glass tubes breaking thejS

shut automatically, as the balls are larger

than the parts leading to the boiler or to

the gauge glass. A small by-pass valve

is provided, which permits the pressure

to become equalized when a new glass is

installed. A wire gauze completes the

device which in point of safety and sim-

plicity is a marked improvement in

water-gauges.

LOWER WATER GAUGE MOUNTING,

Mr.

FEED WATER HEATER.

S. A. Morgan, Indianapolis, Ind.,

The device embraces a fluid pressure op

erated, means for expanding and project-

ing the blind and for retracting the same.

'''•There is also means forming a part of the

blind for indicating the number of a

train.

MUFFLER.

Mr. E. B. Crocker, Bridgeport, Conn.,

has patented a muffler for safety valves,

No. 871,775. The device embraces a safe-

ty valve with a surrounding muffller, a

shell provided with an inlet and an outlet

and a muffling element, inclosed and fill-

ing the shell, and consisting of a helically

SLIDING DOORS.

Mr. C. M. Donaldson, Chardon, Ohio,

for many years road inspector for the

B. & O. railroad, has patented an impor-

tant improvement in sliding doors. By an

ingenious arrangement of

hanging devices the door is

easily operated, and, combining

strength and durability, it is

impossible for the door to

buckle, bind or drag and can-

not leave the track when once

placed in position. The ex-

terior frame is made of angle

metal, and is divided into pan-

els by vertical and horizontal

bars. The panels are filled by

plates. Attached to the car are

a series of hangers carrying

anti-friction rollers upon which

the door is suspended by sup-

ports, which present minimum
Triction surfaces and enable the door to

has patented means for heating feed water

for locomotive boilers. The chief fea-

tures of the device are means to divide

the draft in its passage from the smoke

LOCOMOTIVE FEED WATER HEATER.

arch of the locomotive and to cause the

draft to pass through smoke chambers at

the sides of the boiler and to return to

the smoke-stack, meanwhile having given

up heat sufficiently to heat the feed

water in the pipes situated within the

•chambers. Means are also provided for

collecting cinders at the bottom of the

chambers and emptying the same. Mud
drums are also attached to the appara-

tus which can be blown out at inter-

vals.

be readily moved in either direction. Com-
petent critics claim that it is the only

non-destructible, easily operating door on

the market. It has been tried on several

western roads with very satisfactory re-

sults, and bids fair to become popular.

CAR VENTILATOR.

Mr. T. H. Garland, general agent re-

frigerator service, C, B. & Q. Ry., has

recently perfected and patented a system

of car ventilation which is rapidly com-

ing into popular service. As shown in

the accompanying illustration, the ven-

tilator is constructed upon the aspirator

principle, and draws out the impure air

SAFETY VALVE MUFFLER,

coiled apertured metal sheet formed with

shelves standing out at an angle from the

sheet, the axis of the coil being substan-

tially parallel to the course of gases pass-

ing from the inlet to the outlet The
shelves are also inclined to the axis of the

coil.

from a car to which it is attached, and

it is impossible that smoke, cinders, rain

or snow can enter the car through the

ventilators. There are two air intakes

and three exit vents, the latter opening

through the roof or deck of the car. The

swift passage of air through the exhaust

tubes produces a suction that draws out

the air from the top of the car. Re-

peated experiments have shown the utility

of the system, not only for refrigerator

cars, but for general passenger cars.
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Tunnel Indicator.

Perhaps the most complete, and one

might also say artistic, piece of appa-

ratus in use on any railway is the indi-

cator for showing the position of trains

in either of the twin tubes which form

the tunnel under the East River at New
York. This unique piece of mechanism
is in the dispatcher's office at the Bowl-

ing Green station of the Interborough

Rapid Transit Subway.

The tubes under the East River con-

nect New York and Brooklyn and are

each a little over a mile and a half

long. In each tube there are seven

blocks, protected by home and distant

signals with the automatic stop appa-

ratus, and the indicator in the dis-

and is cut off from the next, so that the

illumination of each, though separate

and complete in itself, yet forms a con-

tinuous ribbon of light across the face

of the indicator for each tube when
all the bulbs are lit.

This is not all. The beauty and util-

ity of the device become apparent as

soon as the passage of a train through

one of the tubes takes place. In each

of the tiny sections of the indicator,

corresponding to an actual signal sys-

tem block, there are two small electric

bulbs. One of these bulbs is encased in

red glass and the other is encased in green

glass. Suitable electric connection is

made with the track circuit which oper-

ates the signals, so that when the tun-

section, proves that the train is out.

The whole arrangement appears on
the face of it to be simplicity itself, and
like most other effective devices it is in

a sense quite simple, but there are

some details which have been worked
out in connection with the device

which have required considerable skill

and judgment. The ordinary track cir-

cuit carries an alternating current of

about 7 volts. This current operates

an A. C. . relay which governs the

movement of a direct current relay,

which opens and closes a D. C. circuit.

This direct current is used to oper-

ate the electro-pneumatic mechanism
which moves the automatic stop at

each of the signals. On this D. C. cir-

INTERBOROUGH TUNNEL INDICATOR. DARK SECTIONS SHOW BLOCKS OCCUPIED BY TRAINS.
(Small white offset lines show telephone stations; longer white vertical lines show positions of signals.)

patcher's office gives visible announce-

ment of the position of any train which

enters the tubes as it makes its way
under the waters separating the two
cities.

The indicator is a box about 2 ft. 6

ins. long by 12 ins. high and 9 ins.

thick. This box is supported on a suit-

able stand and has a muffed glass front,

on which is drawn a miniature repre-

sentation of the tubes, which consists

of two illuminated bands each half an

inch wide, which dip and rise in ac-

cordance with the grades of the tunnel,

and along which are marked, at ac-

curately scaled distances, the signals,

the telephone stations and the ventilat-

ing shafts. The upper band of light

represents the south tube, through
which the traffic ex New York passes,

and the lower one represents the north

tube, through which pass the trains

coming from the Borough Hall in

Brooklyn.

The indicator, with its miniature re-

production of the actual tunnel, is lit by

a series of small incandescent electric

lights behind the muffed or frosted

glass of the case. Each section on the

indicator corresponds to a signal block

nel is empty of trains and all the large

signal lights in the tubes show green,

for clear, the indicator shows the clear

tubes as a pair of ribbons of pure

green light.

When, for example, a train enters

the north tube, as it does shortly after

leaving Borough Hall station in Brook-

lyn, the home signal behind it turns to

red and at the same time the green

light in the first miniature section of

the indicator dies out and the red bulb

glows, showing that a train is in the

first block. As the train proceeds and

enters the second block the color of

the second miniature section of the in-

dicator turns red and as the tail of the

train leaves the first block in the tunnel

the representative space on the indi-

cator glows again with green light.

In this way the progress of the train

is shown like a glowworm of ruby

hue descending the incline at the

Brooklyn end to the centre and steadi-

ly climbing section by section on the

up grade to New York. Soon the last

section of the indicator burns red and

a moment later the train runs into the

station, clears the block, and the green

light, again showing on the tiny block

cuit is another relay, which, according to

the arrangement for the device, makes and

breaks the 60-volt alternating current

which is used in lighting the lamps in

the indicator and in the signals in the

tunnel.

The glow lamps of the indicator are,

if one may so say, turned in unison

with the home signals of every block,

so that when a block is clear the green

light of the actual block signal is faith-

fully reproduced in the green color of

the indicator band, which represents that

block. When the real block is occupied

the home signal shines red and the indi-

cator block, only a few inches long, glows

with the same color. This device is in a

sense a very perfect scientific instrument.

The spectroscope reveals to the trained

eyes of science the presence or absence of

certain substances in the glowing atmos-

phere of the sun, and so this tunnel spec-

troscope makes visible by the alternation'

of its colored lights the entrance, passage

and disappearance of a moving train.

The inception of this unique device

is due to Mr. Frank Hedley, general

manager of the Interborough system,

and the details have been cleverly

worked out by Mr. J. M. Waldron, the
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signal engineer of the company. The de-

vice is placed above a telephone switch-

board where terminate the wires of

about sixty telephones which are dis-

tributed through the tubes at a dis-

tance of about 300 ft. apart. Chemical

fire extinguishers are also placed at

each telephone station in the 'tunnel,

and a city water main passes througli

each tube with hydrants every 300 ft.,

each supplied with 200 ft. of fire hose.

Not only is there a home and caution

signal at the entrance of every block in

the tunnel, each equipped with an auto-

matic stop similar to those used on the

express tracks of the subway, but the

blocks are proportioned in accordance

with the grade and the estimated speed

of trains either under power or coast-

ing. The longer blocks are necessarily

near the lowest portions of the tunnels.

The indicator in the dispatcher's

office can thus reveal the particular

block occupied by a stalled train and

would give such visible information as

may enable the dispatcher to block

the entrance of the tunnel for all other

trains, while the crew of the stalled

train would never find themselves more
than 150 ft. away from the nearest tele-

phone by which the ear of the dis-

patcher could be reached. A signal out

of order in the tunnel or a burned out

glow lamp in the indicator readily be-

comes apparent. With the correct

working of the whole tunnel apparatus

one may almost say that sight and

Crosby Mechanical Stoker.

In the working of this mecli.n
I

stoker on locomotives there are practically

three operations. They are the transfer

of coal from the tender t<> the fire door,

the application of the force requisite to

throw the coal into the firebox, and the

handled, the variations being arranged

for in the conveyor. I he la I ti p is con-

i.iin 1

1
j 1

i
1 fail 1 onditii m but must be

easily controllable for varying conditions.

It must be automatic for normal condi-

tions and manually controllable for abnor-

mal ri quir< ments.

CROSBY STOKER, VIEW OF THE WORM CONVEYOR.

operation which consists of properly dis-

tributing it.

To accomplish the first operation the

THE DISCHARGING HOPPER IN PLACE.

hearing are extended through the tubes

and are in this way given to the man in

charge whose duty it is to watch over the

movement of the trains as they pass

below the bed of the East River be-

tween the sister cities Brooklyn and
New York.

mechanism must be so arranged as to be

easily and conveniently started and

stopped, and it must also be able to fur-

nish a variable supply, according to the

demands. The second step is to impart

sufficient force to carry the coal into the

firebox, varying only in the quantity

The transference of coal from tender

to firedoor is accomplished by the use of

a screw conveyor, extending from the

coal space in the tender to the firedoor,

and running in a sheet metal trough hav-

ing a circular bottom and flaring sides.

The trough lies upon the bottom of the

coal space from the rear end to a point

just in front of the coal gate. At this

point both auger and trough are so joint-

ed as to provide for the motion of engine

and tender due to unevenness of track

and on curves. Also to allow the remain-

ing portion of the auger and trough to in-

cline upwards to fire door, and also to

allow the trough and auger to be raised

to a vertical position, and stand back

against the coal gate out of the way when
not in use. When in operation the upper

end of this member of the conveyor rests

in a pivoted saddle upon the stoker

proper. The lower section of the con-

veyor is covered when the tender is full

of coal, from its rear end to within a few
inches of the coal gate, with plates about

a foot long; and as the coal supply dim-

inishes the plates are one by one removed.

The conveyor will handle lumps of coal

up to 10 or 12 ins. in size, and will bring

it to where the fireman can reach it.

When it comes to the joint, or as it passes

up the incline it must be broken to about

4 in. lumps. This can be done by the

use of a machinist's hammer, and the

fireman stands without having to stoop

while he breaks the coal. The conveyors

thus bring the coal to him for inspection.
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Hanging under this upper or inclined right side, including the back comer. Then

section of the conveyor is a case contain- it quickly comes back for delivery to the

ing a cone gear by which any one of sev- front left corner, and again repeats the

eral speeds may be imparted to the cycle.

screw; or it may be stopped or started in- A specially designed door replaces the

stantly at will. The complete control of regular fire door, and to this door is

the screw is secured by a lever placed bolted a casting which is called the "main

CROSBY STOKER. THE

within easy reach of the operator.

The throwing of the coal on the fire is

accomplished by rapidly revolving steel

blades within a small receiving hopper,

which are carried upon a "head" similar to

that used on a wood planer. The con-

veyor discharges coal at the required rate

into the small receiving hopper, whence

the blades gather it, and discharge it for-

cibly through a round nozzle in the door.

Each of these blades discharges one-half

of the receiving hopper, as they are off-

set for that purpose, and are run at a

constant speed when in operation.

The distribution of the coal is done

by moving the deflector as the coal

emerges from the nozzle, thus guiding it

over the fire box, not all at once, shower-

like, but from place to place, until the en-

tire grate is covered, and repeating the

operation, each cycle requiring about

thirty seconds. This spreading device was
not designed only to afford means for

scattering coal over wide fire boxes, but

to scatter the coal in obedience to the

laws of combustion. Starting at the

front left corner of the fire box, the coal

is deposited in what may be called a

"strip," about one-third of the width of

the fire box and down the left side, in-

cluding the back corner. The deflector

then with a quick movement shifts and
delivers the coal over one-third of the

width of the box, beginning at the flue

sheet. This covers the middle third, fin-

ishing under the door. It then moves
quickly, so that the coal may be delivered

to the front right corner and down the

DEFLECTOR ATTACHED.

frame." It is essentially a two-chamber

casting, one of which is covered steam

tight by a head. In this steam-tight cham-

ber is mounted a steam turbine disc upon

which four small steam jets impinge. In

the other chamber is the rotarv discharger

projects beyond the journal which carries

it, and has mounted upon the projecting

end a flyball governor mechanism. Steam

is admitted to the governor valve at full

boiler pressure and the governor com-
pletely controls the speed from no load to

full load without attention from the fire-

man. •

The other end of the shaft also projects

beyond its journal and carries a spur

gear which, in turn, drives a worm gear.

This gearing is contained in an oil-tight

case bolted to the main frame. The worm
driven shaft, running at a suitable speed,

projects from this case, carrying a feather

key, over which slips the sleeve connec-

tion which drives the conveyor cone gear.

The other, or inner end of this worm-
driven shaft, carries a smaller worm
which further reduces the speed for driv-

ing the spreader mechanism. This worm
may be engaged or disengaged from the

shaft by means of a small, and conveni-

ently placed lever, and by moving this

lever the spreader may be stopped at any

point of its cycle, in order to build up the

fire where it may have become weak.

This worm and clutch is also enclosed in

an oil-tight case extending from and

bolted to the other case.

Two of our illustrations show the door

standing open, one with the deflector in

position and the other with it removed,

giving full and free access to the fire box.

This deflector can be most easily taken

off or replaced, even when hot, in a few

seconds. In fact, the entire operation

of raising the conveyor and removing

the deflector occupies seldom more

DEFLECTOR REMOVED FOR HAND FIRING.

before mentioned. A shaft runs through

both these chambers and carries the tur-

bine wheel and the discharger, thus mak-

ing a simple, direct connection, with only

a thin partition between.

On the right, or turbine end, the shaft

The total weight

conveyor is about

than thirty seconds

of the stoker and

900 lbs.

The entire work of development has

been accomplished on the Chicago &
(Continued on page 170.)
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Items of Personal Interest

Mr. E. E. Chrysler, formerly master

mechanic of the Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific Ry. at Chickasha, Okla., has

resigned.

Mr. Geo. S. Hunter has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Kansas

City & Southern Railway at Pitts-

burgh, Kan.

Mr. F. W. Brazier, superintendent of

rolling stock on the New York Central at

New York, has had his office moved to

Albany, N. Y.

Mr. R. Anthony has been appointed

locomotive foreman on the Canadian

Pacific Railway, with headquarters at

Moose Jaw, Sask.

Mr. R. R. Neild has been appointed

general locomotive foreman on the

Canadian Pacific Railway, with head-

quarters at Winnipeg, Man.

Mr. T. G. Armstrong has been ap-

pointed general car foreman on the

Canadian Pacific Railway, with head-

quarters at Winnipeg, Man.

Mr. P. S. Lindsay has been appointed

road foreman of locomotives on Dis-

trict No. 3 of the Central Division of

the Canadian Pacific Railway.

Mr. John Howard, superintendent of

motive power on the New York Central

Railroad at New York, has had his head-

quarters moved to Albany, N. Y.

Mr. K. L. Dresser has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Chi-

cago, Cincinnati & Louisville Railway,

with headquarters at Chicago, 111.

Mr. Walter G. Berg, chief engineer of

the Lehigh Valley, has been elected presi-

dent of the American Railway Engineer-

ing and Maintenance of Way Association.

Mr. G. T. Neubert has been appointed

master mechanic of the Chicago Great

Western, with headquarters at Oel-

wein, la., vice Mr. W. P. Chrysler, pro-

moted.

Mr. G. J. Bury has been appointed

general manager of the Western lines

of the Canadian Pacific Railway, with

headquarters at Winnipeg, Man. Mr.

Bury was formerly assistant general

manager of lines west.

Mr. B. F. Farr, formerly foreman on

the Delaware & Hudson Railroad at

Mohawk, N. Y., has resigned to accept

position as master mechanic on the

American Fruit Growers' Railway of

Costa Rica, Central America.

Change of Address.

We have to announce to our many
friends that after May 1st, Railway and
Locomotive Engineering will occupy new
quarters. On that date we will be in

the Engineering Building, 114-118 Liberty

street, New York. Our new location is

only a few doors from our present place

of business and any of our friends who
call upon us will find us on the sixth

floor of the Engineering Building. After

the first of May all letters should be sent

to us at our new address.

Mr. F. J. Ryan, formerly with the

McGuire-Cummings Mfg. Co., is now
acting as special representative for The
Diamond Rubber Co., in its railroad de-

partment.

Mr. J. B. Gannon has been appointed

master mechanic of the Midland Di-

vision of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford, with offices at East Hart-

ford, Conn.

Mr. J. C. Reed has been appointed

locomotive foreman on the Canadian

Pacific, with headquarters at Medicine

Hat, Alberta, vice Mr. R. Anthony,

transferred.

Mr. P. C. Zang has been appointed

master mechanic of the Shore Line Di-

vision of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford, with headquarters at New
Haven, Conn.

Mr. G. W. Lillie, supervisor of the

car department of the St. Louis & San

Francisco at St. Louis, Mo., has been

transferred to the motive power de-

partment at Springfield, Mo., on the

same road.

Mr. G. J. Hatz, formerly master me-
chanic on the Chicago & Alton Rail-

way at Bloomington, 111., has been ap-

pointed general foreman on the Union

Pacific Railroad, with headquarters at

Omaha, Neb.

Mr. R. E. McCarthy, formerly en-

gine house foreman on the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad at Pittsburgh, has been

appointed engine house foreman of the

Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

Louis Railroad.

Mr. George J. Hatz, formerly master

mechanic of the Chicago & Alton at

Bloomington, 111., has been appointed

superintendent of shops of the Union

Pacific at Omaha, Neb., vice Mr. H.

Stovel, deceased.

Mr. O. R. Hale has been appointed

master mechanic of the San Luis Di-

vision of the Mexican Central Railway,

with headquarters at Aguascalientes,

Mexico.

Mr. J. Hocking has been appointed

master mechanic of the Boston Di-

vision of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford, with headquarters at South

Boston, Mass.

Mr. F. L. Carson has been appointed

master mechanic of the Torreon Di-

vision of the Central Mexican Railway

at Torreon, Coah, Mex., vice Mr. O. R.

Hale, transferred.

Mr. E. S. Fitzsimmons has been ap-

pointed master mechanic on the Erie

Railroad at Hornell, N. Y., vice Mr.

G. T. Dupee, granted leave of absence on

account of ill-health.

Mr. W. Sargeant has been appointed

acting foreman of the erecting shops

on the Grand Trunk Railway, with

office at Montreal, Que., vice Mr. R.

Cowan, promoted.

Mr. F. B. Edwards has been appoint-

ed assistant road foreman of engines

on the Chautauqua Division of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, vice Mr. H. R.

Brigham, promoted.

Mr. Smith J. Daly has been appointed

district passenger agent on the Chicago

Great Western Railway, with office at

208 Old South Building, Boston, Mass.,

vice Mr. W. A. Dolan, transferred.

Mr. Geo. S. Hunter, formerly master

mechanic of the International & Great

Northern, has been appointed master

mechanic of the Kansas City Southern,

with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mr. T. F. Carbery, formerly master

mechanic of the Missouri Pacific at St.

Louis, Mo., has been appointed master

mechanic on the same road at Ft.

Scott, Kan., vice Mr. J. J. Reid, trans-

ferred.

Mr. J. H. Carrie, formerly assistant

foreman in the Green Island shops of

the Delaware & Hudson Railroad, has

been appointed foreman on the" same

road at Mohawk, N. Y., vice B. F. Farr,

resigned.

Mr. J. W. Leonard, formerly assist-

ant general manager of Eastern lines on

the Canadian Pacific, has been ap-

pointed general manager of the East-

ern system, with headquarters at Mon-
treal, Que.
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Mr. Albert R. Reese, formerly of the

Chicago Junction Railroad, has been

appointed engine house foreman for

the Pennsylvania Railroad, with head-

quarters at Pittsburgh, Pa., vice Mr.

R. E. McCarthy, transferred.

Mr. E. L. Chudleigh, acting master

mechanic on the Canadian Pacific Rail-

u.iv at Moose Jaw, Alt., has been ap-

pointed train master on the same road

at Cranbrook, B. C, vice Mr. J. P.

McNabb, assigned to other duties.

Mr. W. J. Monroe, formerly general

foreman of the Rock Island lines, has

been appointed master mechanic of the

Oklahoma Division of the same road,

with headquarters at Chickasha, I. T.,

vice Mr. E. E. Chrysler, resigned.

Mr. W. A. Nettleton, formerly gen-

eral superintendent of motive power of

the St. Louis & San Francisco, has

been appointed general superintendent

of motive power of the Chicago, Rock

Island & Pacific at St. Louis, Mo.

Mr. W. Gell, formerly master me-

chanic on the Grand Trunk Railway,

has been appointed master mechanic

on the Grand Trunk Pacific, in charge

of motive power, cars and shops, with

temporary headquarters at Winnipeg,

Man.

Mr. Gamble Patrobe, formerly assist-

ant engineer of the Baltimore Division

of the Northern Central Railway, has

been appointed acting general agent

and superintendent, vice H. W. Kapp,

granted a leave of absence on account

of ill-health.

Mr. Robert Cowan, formerly fore-

man of erecting shops of the Grand

Trunk Railway at Montreal, has been

appointed master mechanic of the Ot-

tawa Division on the same road, with

headquarters at Ottawa; Ont., vice Mr.

W. Gell, resigned.

Mr. George Hancock, formerly

superintendent of motive power on the

St. Louis & San Francisco, has been

appointed general superintendent of

motive power on the same road, vice

Mr. W. A. Nettleton, resigned The
office of superintendent of motive

power has been abolished.

Mr. George Glassford, district master

mechanic on the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way, is at present acting locomotive

foreman in addition to his other duties.

Mr.- W. J. Spearman has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Idaho

& Washington Northern Railroad, with

headquarters at Spirit Lake, Idaho.

Mr. W. G. Hall has been appointed

foreman of the Mechanical Department
of the Trinity & Brazos Valley Rail-

road, with headquarters at Tomball,

Texas, vice Mr. E. L. Rebuck, resigned.

Mr. F. S. Anthony has been appoint-

ed master mechanic of the Gulf Di-

vision of the International & Great

Northern Railroad, with headquarters

at Palestine, Texas.

Mr. T. S. Lloyd, who has been gen-

eral superintendent of motive power
of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

for several years, has resigned to be-

come superintendent of motive power
and equipment of the Delaware, Lacka-

wanna & Western, vice Mr. R. F. Kil-

patrick, resigned. Mr. Lloyd thus re-

sumes the position he held previous to

his connection with the Rock Island

Lines. His headquarters will be at

Scranton, Pa.

The American Society of Mechanical

Engineers, with the desire to further

develop the publication of their pro-

ceedings, etc., have secured the services

of Mr. Lester G. French to direct their

editorial department. Mr. French was
born at Keene, N. H., in 1869, and be-

gan his training in editorial work and
printing at Brattleboro, Vt., where his

father was the publisher of "The Ver-

mont Phoenix." In 1891 Mr. French
received his degree in mechanical en-

gineering from the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology. After four years'

apprenticeship, followed by drafting

room and shop experience, principally

at the Builders' Iron Foundry shops in

Providence, and a year and a half as a

text book writer, Mr. French was en-

gaged on the editorial staff of "Ma-
chinery," and for nine years was its

editor-in-chief.

General Foremen's Association.

Mr. C. A. Swan, Jr., former president

of the International Railway General

Foremen's Association, called at the

office of Railway and Locomotive Engi-

neering a few days ago. Mr. Swan is

engaged in work which keeps him con-

stantly in touch with railroad officials

and with railroad foremen, and he has

found that a constantly increasing in-

terest in the association is being taken

by railroad mechanical department of-

ficers, and among the various general

foremen the feeling is one of en-

thusiasm. The papers to be read at

the approaching convention are on live

railroad topics and a full attendance is

expected. Mr. Swan was the first presi-

dent of the General Foremen's Associa-

tion, and did a lot of good hard work
in the matter of organization and in

getting the association into shape after

it had been started. Mr. E. F. Fay is

president this year, and is supported by

a strong executive committee. All this

augurs well for the future. The associa-

tion is an organization which deals with

practical railroad shop matters in a prac-

tical way and is worthy of support.

Crosby Mechanical Stoker.

(Continued from page 168.)

North-Western Railway, of which Mr.

Robert Quayle is superintendent of mo-
tive power. We are informed by the

makers that when on time freight runs

between Chicago and Fon-du-Lac via Mil-

waukee, a distance of 153 miles, the door

was opened twice, once at Bain while tak-

ing coal and water, 40 miles from Chi-

cago, and again at Milwaukee, 45 miles,

while the train was being switched, then

on to Fon-du-Lac, 68 miles, with door

closed.

Later the stoker was taken to the Iowa
division between Clinton and Belle

Plaine, and while there made a run of

116 miles with only one and two openings

of the door with full steam pressure all

the time. Another engine was equipped

with a Crosby stoker for use between

Chicago and Clinton, 138 miles. This en-

gine gave much trouble on account of

leaky steam pipes, but notwithstanding,

the stoker made some remarkable show-

ings. On two or three occasions the run

from Nelson to Chicago, 100 miles, was
made without opening the door; and on

OUTLINE OF THE CROSBY STOKER.

several occasions this included an hour

or more of switching en route.

During these tests, fuel economy, not

much in evidence at first, was becoming

increasingly prominent; until toward the

close of the tests seldom ever more than

ten tons of coal were consumed for the

138 miles, with a usual tonnage of 1,200 to

1,300 and the time about seven hours.

The last trip of the series was the most

remarkable of all. The coal out of Clinton

was very fine slack, and the tonnage about

1,275 to Nelson, 34 miles, and barely more

than two tons of the slack was used; and

from there into Chicago six tons of some-

what better coal was used. Two cars of

dressed meat were set out at Nelson, the

rest were brought to Chicago. During this

trip some difficulties arose which inter-

fered seriously with economical operation

between Nelson and Chicago, and had it

not been for this there is every reason to

believe that not over seven tons would

have been consumed.

At the close of this series of tests, cov-

ering about eight months of uninterrupted

road work, the stokers were brought in

for some minor improvements that had

been found desirable. Seven new ma-

chines are now being made at the North-

western shops.

The makers also inform us that stoker-
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fed fires are much easier cleaned on the

pit than hand-fed fires on account of

there being much less clinker. The flues

require less work to keep them tight, and

smoke is almost eliminated. Brick arches

last longer on account of the fact that

highest temperatures which occur between

fires in hand work do not occur in this

class of stoker work, where the feed is

continuous, even though the engine is

worked harder on the average than with

hand fired engines. The fireman's work

is reduced by the stoker, according to

conditions. The Crosby stoker is con-

trolled by the International Stoker Com-

pany, Chicago. The engines upon which

this stoker has been tested are N-W,
Class R-I. Cylinders, 21x26 in., type

4-6-0. Drivers, 54 ins. Grates, about

66x102 ins.

The Great Pennsylvania Railroad.

An idea of the vastness of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad system may be ob-

tained from figures in the annual "Rec-

ord of Transportation Lines," compiled

last month by the maintenance of way
departments of the system. These

figures show a total mileage of II,-

080.60, of which 6,154.63 miles are east

of Pittsburgh and Erie and 4,925.97 west

of Pittsburgh.

The lines penetrate thirteen States

and the District of Columbia, the great-

est mileage being in Pennsylvania,

where the system has 4,067.48 miles of

line. Ohio is second with 1,831.13 miles

and Indiana is third with 1,541.82 miles.

There are 823.06 miles of line in New
York and 771.93 miles in New Jersey.

Illinois has 635.24 miles, Maryland

552.70, Michigan 435.36 and Delaware

274.05 miles. In the District of Colum-
bia and each of the States of Kentucky,

Missouri, Virginia and West Virginia

1—termini of different parts of the sys-

tem—the mileage is less than one hun-

dred.

The total trackage of the system

amounts to 23,572 miles, of which 13,-

788 are east of Pittsburgh and 9,784.10

are west of that point. The develop-

ment of the system to meet the re-

quirements of commerce in recent

years is to be seen in the fact that

while the mileage has increased only

518.15 since December 31, 1906, the

total trackage has increased 3,027 miles.

The system at the present time has

3,241.90 miles of second track, 763.28

miles of third track, 551.56 miles of

fourth track and 7,934.98 miles of sid-

ings.

Every day that dawns brings some-
thing to do which can never be don«
as well again. Instead of shirking it

or hurrying over it, we should put our
whole heart' and soul into it.

—

James
Reed.

Steam Pipe Ring Grinder.

A very useful shop appliance for grind-

ing rings to steam pipes was recently

given in the "Erie Railroad Employees'

Magazine," and the illustration of the

handy little tool is here reproduced.

An ordinary air motor is used in con-

nection with this tool, and the rings can

be ground to pipe by simply lifting up the

steam pipe on the floor so that it will be

in proper position to get at conveniently.

The tool is easily made. It consists of

a collar to which are attached three arms.

There is a spreader in the centre, which

opens these arms as it is forced toward
the collar, to which the arms are hinged.

The ring to be ground is placed so that

its inside surface is on the three holding

faces at the end of the arms, and a few

STEAM PIPE RING GRINDING DEVICE.

turns of the collar arms bring things

up tight and the ring is firmly grasped on

the inside and held so that it can be

turned rapidly by the air motor in the act

of grinding. The amount of muscular

effort thus saved is very great.

The advantage of this tool lies in the

fact that it can be used on the floor of

the erecting shop, and it saves labor in

carrying steam pipes to and from the

machine shop. It also saves the time re-

quired to chuck in a machine ready for

grinding. This device was first worked
out, perfected and put in operation in the

Meadville, Pa., shop of the Erie Railroad.

Railroad Political Party.

It is reported through the news agen-

cies that a Chicago lawyer is attempting

to organize railroad men into a n>

litical party. John H. Clark, counsel for

the Nickel Plate System at a public ban-

quet in Chicago, said : "that only one man
can stop the anti-railroad legislation rage

which prevails, and he is the voter. I be-

lieve we should organize railroad men
into a compact political party, and I be-

lieve a great leader will arise who can

effect such a great organization when the

call is sounded."

The great difficulty in organizing rail-

road men to vote down the kind of legis-

lation which people like Mr. Clark regard

as vicious, is that the mass of railroad

employes take an entirely different view

from Mr. Clark and hail as righteous

measures which their employers consider

tyrannical. The rank and file of railroad

employes demand the enactment of a new
railroad employers' liability law to make
constitutional the law knocked out by the

Supreme Court of the United States; but

very few of the higher officials sympathize

with the proposed change. In spite of the

platitudes to the contrary, the interest of

railroad companies and of their employes

are frequently decidedly in conflict

Creosote Treatment.

The Department of Agriculture has

just issued an important report on the

Lumber Cut of the United States, and

points out the fact that the supply is

falling off while the demand is naturally

increasing. This is especially the case

with the best kinds of timber, but the

report also points out the fact that

creosote treatment when applied to the

cheaper kinds of wood adds greatly to

its durability when used as fence post

or sleepers. As is well known among
railway men, most of the so-called in-

ferior woods are well adapted to the

treatment, and when properly treated

outlast the hardest of untreated woods.

The absorption of creosote in ordinary

cases varies from two-tenths of a gallon

in willow to seven-tenths in pine. In the

case of ash, hickory, red oak, elm and
maple, the absorption is about four-

tenths of a gallon. At this small outlay

the durability of the timber is extended

to twenty years. In ordinary con-

ditions the same timber will decay

when placed in the ground in three

or four years.

An advertisement is like a woman; it

may be pretty or it may be plain, but it

isn't a success unless it attracts.

—

Poor
Richard, Jr.

A correspondent who is smitten with
the firing fever thus describes his nat-

ural recommendations: I am twenty-

one years old, good looking, of fine ad-

dress, good parentage, sober, honest,

truthful, no bad habits. I may say with-

out a personal fault, or thought of

fault. Do you think there is a place for

me on the iron horse?
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Strength of Tubes and Flat Sheets.

By Sidney C. Carpenter.

In the following article I have dealt

with some of the principles which apply

to the strength of tubes subject to ex-

ternal pressure and of flat sheets, such

as fire box sheets.

Fig. 1 illustrates the action of the steam

pressure on the flues of a locomotive.

Though the steam does not act directly

upon them, the 1 ressure is transmitted

through the water so that they receive

the full force of it. If the tube is ex-

actly round, the pressure is equal on all

FIG. 1. TUBE SECTION.

sides, as at A and B, but the slightest

deviation from a true circle destroys the

balance, as shown, exaggerated, by the

dotted oval. Now the pressure on B',

tending to flatten the tube, has not only

become greater than the pressure on B.

but the opposing pressure on A' has be-

come less. The difference between B' and

A' is the force tending to collapse the

tube, and any increase in the eccentricity

of the tube greatly increases this force.

Therefore a tube subjected to external

pressure is ver- unstable and should be

made much stronger than if it were de-

signed for internal pressure.

The collapsing pressure for a wrought

iron tube may be found approximately as

follows : Square the thickness of the tube

and multiply by 9600000; divide the result

by the length, multiplied by the diameter.

For the safe thickness, multiply together

tlie length, diameter, pressure per square

inch and a suitable factor of safety, and

divide by 9600000, and then extract the

square root of the result.

If the oval shown, in Fig. I, were sub-

jected to internal pressure, the force on

the long diameter would be greater than

on the short diameter and the tube would

be forced back into the form of a true

circle, as the finger of a glove becomes

round and stiff when you blow into it.

This principle is made use of in steam

gauges, where the pressure in the flat-

tened and curved tube, tends to straighten

it out.

The film of water in a soap bubble

blown up from a pipe is a good illustra-

tion of the action of a flat sheet under

pressure. The film is flat as it lies across

the bowl of the pipe, but when blown up

it bulges out and assumes a spherical

form. The fire box and tube sheets of a

locomotive tend to act in the same manner
and there are two ways of preventing

them from doing so. They may be made
thick enough to be self supporting, or

thinner sheets may be used and the inner

and cuter shells fastened together at

intervals.

The different sheets of a fire box, being

fastened together along their sides, may
be considered as plates supported at the

edges. To find the thickness of such a

sheet, if no staybolts are used, we will

take, as an example, a sheet 60 ins.

square, having a tensile strength of 8.000

lbs., and subjected to a pressure of 200

lbs. per square inch. Take half the length

of one side of the square and multiply it

by the square root of the pressure divided

by the tensile strength of the sheet.

60 I 200— A = 4% ins. nearly.
2 8000

As such a thickness is out of the ques-

tion, we must use a thin sheet and stay-

bolts. The size and material of the stay-

bolts may be assumed at once. We will

take iron bolts, 1 in. in diameter at the

root of the thread.

The total area to be braced, Fig. 2, is

60 X 60 ins. = 3,600 square inches, and

the pressure is 200 X 3,600 = 720,000 lbs.

It is evident that the fewer the number of

bolts used, the more strain each one must

bear and we may set the limit at 6,500

lbs. per square inch. The area of a 1 in.

bolt is .7854 sq. in. and 6,500 X 7854 =
5105. 1 lbs., which is the greatest strain we
can allow on each bolt. Call it 5,100 lbs.,

then 720,000 -4- 5,100 = 142 staybolts

which must be used ; say 144, with 12 on

a side. The pressure per square inch on

the plate is 200 lbs. and, as the pressure

each staybolt can carry is 5,100 lbs., the

area supported by each bolt is 5,100 -r-

200 = 25.5. As can be seen at A in

Fig. 2 each bolt supports a square section

of the plate and one side of this square is

equal to the distance between the bolts,

or the "pitch." The area has been found

to be 25.5 sq. ins., and one side is equal

to the square root of the area, or about

5 ins-

Considering the strain on the staybolts

alone; 142 bolts, spaced 5 ins. apart will

be satisfactory, but we must also con-

sider the thickness of the sheet in con-

nection with the pressure on the surfaces

between the bolts. The sheet must be

thick enough to stand this pressure or it

will bulge. We can calculate the thick-

ness of a sheet for a given spacing of

staybolts, or we can assume a reasonable

thickness and design the spacing by the

rule given below. This will be a check

on the result of the method just illus-

trated. The rule which gives the great-

est area of plate which can be safely sup-

ported by one stay is as follows

:

For plates up to 7-16 in. in thickness,

multiply 112 by (he square of the thick-

ness of the plate in sixteenths of an
inch and divide the product by the steam
pressure in pounds per square inch. For
plates above 7-16 ins. in thickness, use

120 instead of 112. When screw staybolts

are fitted with nuts inside and outside of

each plate, use 140. The pitch of the

stay will be the square root of the area

found by the above rule.

Assuming a ]/z in. sheet, we have

120 X 8
2

— == 38.4 sq. ins. for the area

20c

and the pitch equals 6.2 ins., so that we
are well within bounds if a 5 in. pitch is

used. If the plate were fyi in. thick, the

area would be 21.6 sq. ins. and the pitch

would be 4.64 ins. In this case, if it

were impracticable to use a thicker plate,

the number of stays should be increased

and the proper number could be obtained

by dividing the total area of the plate

by the allowable area for one stay. This

would be 167 for a plate 60 ins. square.

The foregoing methods apply to cases

of direct staying, such as water legs, and

the crown sheet of Belpaire fire boxes,

where the stays are at right angles to

the surface of the sheet. It can also be

applied to the spacing on the crown sheet

when radial stays are used.

Staybolts cannot always be spaced with

perfect regularity and the arrangement

must often be modified to allow for riv-

eted joints, attachment to the shell, etc..

but in no case should a staybolt be al-

lowed to strain greater than calculation

- 5"-

—O O O O O

O O O O O

O O O—o—o

O <A-(>—O

—

— - 60"
FIG. 2. SURFACE OF THE SHEET.

shows to be safe. One bolt breaking

throws increased strain on adjacent bolts

and if another gives way the strain is

still further increased. Another point

which is often taken into account is the

fact that the flanging of the edge

strengthens the sheet for a distance of

about six times the thickness, or 3 ins.

for a Yi in. sheet

We have several times recently re-

ceived applications from railroad men
for a book that would help them to

manage stationary engines and power

plants. Hemenway's "Catechism of the

Steam Plant" is a mass of useful infor-

mation crowded into the smallest possible

space and sells for fifty cents.
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WHEELS MOVING
You can do it. Hot
pins or journals,

groaning cylinders,

hard - working- engi-
neer's valves, any and
all lubrication trou-
bles, great or small,

are cured by the
"positive principle"

lubricant, Dix-
on's Flake Graphite.

It provides t n e

friction surfaces,

which are always
microscopic-
ally rough, with a

smooth, tough coat-

ing that reduces fric-

tion and makes cut-

ting impossible—less
oil is necessary.

Free booklet 69-c has
all the information;
write for it.

Heavy Four Side Molder.

The machine shown in our illustra-

tion is manufactured by the J. A. Fay
& Egan Co. of Cincinnati, O.
The frame is a heavy cast iron struc-

ture built up and mounted on a sub-
stantial sole plate made extra long to
insure good belt service. The bed is

raised and lowered by powerful screws
mounted on ball bearings. It drops to
the depth of 14 ins., and is securely
locked at any position. The section of

the bed behind the lower head swings
down out of the way to give access to

the head. All adjustments of spring
posts, side heads, etc., are made by
hand wheels and locked in position

with lever nuts. The cutter heads are

of crucible steel, four sided and slot-

ted on each side. The upper head has
adjustable, detachable outside bearing
with an upright column extending from
the floor. The lower head has vertical

and lateral adjustments.

Sectional clamp bearings are applied

proved weighted matcher clip, and the

fence is arranged to move simultane-
ously with the spindle and head. The
Feed on ista of four powerfully geared
rolls, the two upper ones are spu-

tions and the two lower ones are solid.

The upper roll down,
which makes it easy to attach a pat-

ent spring hold-down, thus giving an

en pressure on the material.

The machine is designed for e

heavy molding, and is made in two
one for 12-inch and the other for

14-inch material. The manufacturers
will be happy to give further informa-

tion concerning the tool to those in-

terested.

The Era of the Steel Car.

At a recent meeting of the Xew York
Railroad Club, Mr. Arthur M. Waitt read

an exceedingly interesting and instructive

paper on "The Era of Steel and the Pass-

ing of Wood in Car Construction." Among
other things, he spoke substantially as fol-

HEAVY FOUR SIDE MOLDER.

to both the upper and lower cutter-

head spindles on this machine. These
bearings consist of metal plates held in

position by clamp bolts, which exert

no downward pressure on the journals,

and which cannot be screwed tight

enough to bind. Any wear can be

quickly taken up by releasing the

clamp bolts and simply pressing

the plates down with the hand.

This device insures a cool running

journal.

The chip breaker is adjustable, and
slides back out of the way, the pres-

sure bars behind the upper and over

the lower head both swing up out of

the way, and the device is so arranged
that without readjustment it will re-

turn to its original position. The side

heads are mounted on the table and
have independent, vertical, lateral and
angular adjustments, all of which can

be made from the front of the machine.
The outside head is fitted with an im-

lcws
: Car development from a very prim-

itive wooden vehicle of 10 tons' capacity

to the modern one of almost exclusively

metal construction has been rapid, and
yet it has developed only by steps. The
substitution of metal for wood came grad-

ually, necessitated by the rapid wear and
frequent breakage in service of parts that

were too weak for the duty demanded of

them. The modern steel car was not cre-

ated full-fledged and perfect by the mind
of the gods as was the goddess Minerva
by the power of Jupiter. It has been de-

veloped by means of the plodding, persist-

ent study and work of the human minds
and human hands of the master car

builders, whose ruling motto was, to do
with their might whatsoever their hands
found to do.

The speaker glanced briefly at the his-

tory of metal car building and went on
to say:

"At the present time there are three

distinctly different theories and svstems
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in connection with the design for steel

cars, each supported by able advocates.

With one system the designers endeavor

to carry the load on the side sills, using

the center sills for buffing only. Another

school of design endeavors to distribute

the load nearly equally over all the sills.

This design necessitates a somewhat heav-

ier construction of car than the former.

The third school of designers, which have

the support of several car builders, en-

deavor to carry the load largely on the

center sills, which are made very deep

(even up to thirty inches) ; the center

sills thereby not only carry the load but

are also exceptionally strong to resist

buffing. With the rapid introduction of

steel car framing and its permanence in

future practice, it seems at this time de-

sirable as far as possible to eliminate the

present great diversity of designs; for

such diversity makes it impossible to keep

the necessary parts in stock, for inter-

change repairs in the shops and repair

yards of the various roads in the country.

Not only is it desirable to simplify and
eliminate this great diversity of design,

but there are also many strong arguments

for working toward a body framing in

freight cars, which will permit of an
underframing that is interchangeable for

box cars, gondolas and flat cars. The
system of body framing which carries the

load largely on the center sills seems to

have a basis which will readily make it

possible to have the body framing inter-

changeable as above suggested.

"It seems perfectly feasible at this time

to adopt as recommended practice and
later as standards some rolled and pressed

sections, at least in the main members
of the body framing. A move in this di-

rection would before long be felt in in-

creased simplicity and economy in inter-

change repairs. It would seem even pos-

sible at this time to adopt standards in

lengths and widths for steel box, gondolas

and flat cars, and then as a natural se-

quence many standard shapes and sizes

would follow. It would be also practicable

to standardize many of the rolled sections

for angles and channels which are used

in the superstucture of many styles of

cars now being constructed.

"In the construction of gondolas and
flat cars, except where such cars are likely

to be used in service for hot cinders, hot

billets, or some similar lading, it would
seem to the writer the wisest policy to

use a wooden flooring rather than steel.

With now some ten years of extensive

use of steel underframe and all-steel

freight cars the earlier arguments in favor

of their almost universal adoption have
been strengthened and broadened. Even
if the lumber supply was likely to be

ample in the future, there can be little

justification in perpetuating the wooden
car, either by large continued expenditures

for the maintenance of light capacity cars

or by ordering cars with a wooden body

framing for present or future use.

"Observation and inquiry made by the

writer in Europe during his several re-

cent visits, has shown that the use of

steel underframing for passenger equip-

ment is now quite general both on the

Continent and in Great Britain; but the

use of practically all-metal construction

has been quite limited in the past, abroad

as well as in America.

"Very satisfactory designs have been

developed for baggage and postal cars, as

well as for suburban and regular passen-

ger service, and within the past year also

for Pullman sleepers. It is yet too early

to predict the outcome, but it seems to the

writer that in the future development of

the designs for steel passenger equipment

cars there may be a happy medium ar-

rived at, and generally adopted, where the

underframes and the superstructure fram-

ing will be of metal, but a reasonable use

be made of wood or some fireproof sub-

stitute, other than metal, which will per-

mit of a decorative treatment that is more

pleasing to the eye than is the case where

thin metal is used, and which will also

have all of the reasonable and necessary

elements of safety for those who entrust

their lives in such cars."

Triples and Brake Hanging.

We have recently received copies of

three pamphlets, which have been

issued by the Westinghouse people for

distribution among those interested in

the matters treated of. The first is in-

struction pamphlet T-5033; it deals

with type M triple valve. This triple

is of the plain automatic "pipeless"

type, intended for use on electrically

propelled vehicles. The construction

and use of this valve is fully explained

and illustrated in a neatly printed book-

let of 20 pages issued by the Westing-

house Traction Brake Co., of Pitts-

burgh.

The second pamphlet is No. 5034. It

explains and illustrates the L type of

triple, which is used on steam railroads

in connection with high speed brakes.

This triple is of the quick-action, auto-

matic, "pipeless" type, and forms part

of the LN passenger car equipment.

This instruction pamphlet is issued by

the Westinghouse Air Brake Company
of Pittsburgh, Pa.

The third pamphlet is a reprint of a

paper read some years ago by Mr. R.

A. Parke before the New York Rail-

road Club on "The Effect of Brake-

Beam Hanging Upon Brake Effi-

ciency." The whole subject is very

fully covered, and numerous diagrams

illustrate the authors' remarks. This

paper as now issued is Publication No.

0005, and it or either of the others or

all three may be obtained by writing

direct to the Westinghouse Air Brake

Co. and designating the copy or copies

desired.

GOLD
Car

Heating
&

Lighting

Company

Manufacturer! of

ELECTRIC,
STEAM AND
HOT WATER
APPARATUS
FOR RAILWAY CARS

IMPROVED
SYSTEM OF
ACETYLENE
CAR LIGHT-
ING

Largest Manufacturers in the World of

Car Heating Apparatus

Catalogues and Circulars

cheerfully furnished

Main Office, Whitehall Building

17 BATTERY PLACB

NEW YORK
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Just Published

1908 Revised and Enlarged Edition

LOCOMOTIVE
CATECHISM

By ROBERT i.KIMSHAW. M. R.

The 1008 edi-

Hod of Loco-

motive Cate-

rliiHin is i'll-

t iv 1 j iTv iBed,

rewritten un<I

brought right

u p • tO'd ate.

rr is A NEW
BOOK PBOM
cm BB TO
COVER. Con-

tains twice as

many pages

and ilouble
thenuniberof

il lustrations

01 previous editions. lucluaes the greatest

amountof practical information everpublished

OS tin- design, construction.repair and running

of all kinda of locomotives. Contains special

chapters on the Air BraKe. WaWchaert

Valve Gear. Electric IHeedlieht, Etc.

NEARLY 4.000 QUESTIONS WITH THEIR
ANSWERS ARE GIVEN

Ktudv them and vour promotion is'assured.

Over Hi ill Paiges, nearly BOO Illustrations and three

Folding Plates The Standard Book on the Sub-

PRICE $2.50

Just Published

Revised and Enlarged 1908,Edition

$SE^

LOCOMOTIVE
BREAKDOWNS

AND THEIR REMEDIES
By GEORGE L. FOWLER
Revised by WM. W. "WOOD

The new 1908 edi-

tion of Locomo-
tive Breakdowns
has been revised

by Win. W. Wood,
the Yrailroad ex-

pert, and contrib-

utor to the Broth-

erhood Magazines,

which iasufflcient

gu arantee that

this work repre-

sents the best

practice of the

present day and is exhaustive in text, diagrams

and illustrations. This book is vitally necessary

to every engineer, fireman, and shop man. be-

cause it treats fully of every possible engine

trouble and gives the remedy. Walschaert Valve

Gear Trouble, Air Brake Troubles, and Electric

Head Light Trouble, are treated among other

subjects.

CONTAINS OVER 800 QUESTIONS WITH
THEIR ANSWERS

Nearly 300 Pages. Fully Illustrated by En-
gravings and Folding Plate.

PRICE $1.00

FOWLER-WOOD
1908

Send '<) ! special circular of these books as well

os our other railroad books.

Any of the above books sent prepaid »n rea ipt "t

the price.

AGEXTS WANTED. Write for particulars.

I ..-
; pi ' 'ommis&ion Given,

The Norman W. Henley Pub. Co.
132 Nassau Street. New YorK

Early Parisian Suburban Railway.

By A. k. Bell,

There existed in Paris until 1891 one

of Hie most curious railways ever con-

structed. This line, known as the Paris,

Sceaux & Limours Railway, was opened

in 1848 and ran at the time from a

point just under the fortifications of Paris

through the suburbs of Sceaux to Li-

mours, a distance of 40 kilometres. I he

line had many peculiarities, the chief be-

ing its gauge of 5 ft. 8J4 >ns - and the

fact that the engines and carriages had

flanged carrying wheels running loose on

their axles, and guide wheels set obliquely

inside the framing.

I he line was originally worked by in-

side cylinder single engines, which passed

into the possession of the Paris-Orleans

Railway when they became owners of the

line in 1866. As mentioned above, the

carrying wheels of the engines ran loose

inside. The steam brake had two verti-

cal cylinders operating the brake blocks,

which were on the upper halves of the

coupled wheels. These engines were very

smart in appearance, the boiler lagging

and dome casing being of polished brass.

On gradients of 1 in 100 these n
with a goods train of 205 tons, attained

a speed of 19 miles per hour. To ensure

the engines starting well, the sand pipes

ended in fan-shaped nozzles to distribute

and on both ordinary and guard rails at

the circular stations.

Curious Old Train Rules.

There are some curious rules in the

old codes of instruction for train men.

In a book published by the Allegheny

Railroad in [869 the following rule is

found: It is the duty of conductors to

require of the engim lion to the

SUBURBAN ENGINE WITH OBLIQUE GUIDE WHEELS ON INSIDE OF RAILS.

on their axles, and the whole train repre-

sented an articulated system. Until a

few years ago one of these single en-

gines was employed for driving machinery

in a repair shop close to the Paris ter-

minus.

Fifteen engines in all were constructed,

and our illustration of No. 13 shows one

of the last to run, which survived the rest

in a rebuilt state and was then employed

for working the unavoidably sharp curve

near Sceaux. These engines, as will be

seen, were "double enders," the leading

and trailing ends being fitted with guide

wheels. The chief dimensions were : cylin-

ders, 15M ins. by 23^ ins. ; driving wheels,

4 ft. ioJ/£ ins. diameter; leading and

trailing, 3 ft. 4 ins. diameter ; boiler diam-

eter, 4 ft. aVa ins-; total heating surface,

1,242 sq. ft.; grate area, 15 sq. ft.; boiler

pressure, 113 lbs. per sq. in.; weight in

full working order, 49 tons; the drivers

carrying 25 tons. The valves, which were

on top of the cylinders, received their

motion through the medium of rocking

shafts from eccentrics which were placed

Rules of the Road. Negligence or reck-

lessness on the part of the engineer

will be taken as proof of the inefficiency

of the conductor, unless such conduct

has been duly and distinctly reported

on every occasion of its taking place.

He will, at the same time, treat the

engineer with that consideration due to

his very responsible duties and will al-

ways advise with him in case of diffi-

culty.

A very complete catalogue and price

list of packing has been issued by the

Crandall Packing Company of Pal-

myra, N. Y. This company makes

steam, gas, air, ammonia and hydraulic

packing. Each page is devoted to one

style, which is illustrated by an excel-

lent half-tone, showing the packing

ring cut diagonally so that the interior

is laid bare. The style, size, use and

price are given, which is all the infor-

mation necessary for ordering. Sheet

packing is shown on the last pages of
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the catalogue, and the whole has been

most artistically got up. The company

will be happy to send this catalogue to

any one who applies to them direct.

The head office and factory is in Pal-

myra, N. V., but there are branch of-

fices in New York, Chicago, Cleveland

and Seattle.

First Railroad Project

Of all the old inns now on Second

street, Philadelphia, the Bull's Head,

now much changed from its appearance

a century ago, has the most noteworthy

history, for here was shown to inven-

tors and others interested the plans for

the first railroad ever constructed in

this country. This was not a steam

railroad, for at that time the locomo-

tive had not been invented, but it was

simply an easy way for wheeled ve-

hicles drawn by horses, which Thomas

Leiper had in mind, to connect his stone

quarries at Crum Creek with those at

Ridley Creek.

It is interesting to note that the man
who executed this historic plan was

John Thomson, a native of Delaware

County, whose son, the late John Ed-

gar Thomson, was president of the

at the St. Louis Exposition. This

plant enables a complete record to be

made of the performance of every loco-

motive before it leaves the works.

Considerable space in the catalogue

is devoted to the rating and perform-

ance of locomotives, and "hour rating"

and "continuous capacity" are fully dis-

cussed. It is claimed that the Baldwin-

Westinghouse locomotives are de-

signed with particular reference to

their "continuous capacity," experi-

ence having demonstrated that equip-

ment thus rated is the least expensive

for maintenance. The last two chap-

ters are devoted to Gathering locomo-

tives and Traction reel locomotives.

The latter type is provided with a

hooked steel cable which winds about

a vertical reel, driven by means of a

small independent motor. A separate

controller starts the reel motor and the

cars are hauled towards the locomo-

tive, which itself remains stationary

with brakes set. Copies of this cata-

logue may be had on application to

either of the companies.

ENGINE OF AN ARMORED TRAIN.

Pennsylvania Railroad Company. The

engineer of the railroad was Reading

Howell, who designed the plan ex-

ecuted by Thomson. This plan was de-

posited with the Delaware County In-

stitute of Science. Leiper's railroad an-

swered every expectation and similar

railroads were in use in several parts

of the State long before steam locomo-

tives were introduced.

A press dispatch from Chicago states

that the Pullman Palace Car Company
recently distributed $174,850 among

3,770 employees of its car service de-

partment. The bonus amounts to one

month's salary for every conductor and

porter who continued on the pay roll

of the company throughout 1907 and

escaped demerits. The maximum num-

ber of porters employed during the

year was 4,400 and conductors 1,689.

It is the intention of the company to

grant the bonus of one month's pay

each year hereafter to such conductors

and porters as make a clean record

throughout the year.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works and

the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.

Company have just issued a compre-

hensive catalogue of electric locomo-

tives for mine and industrial service as

manufactured jointly by these two con-

cerns. The electric features are West-

inghouse Electric and the mechanical

features are Baldwin. The numerous

illustrations in the catalogue show the

extent to which these locomotives are

used. The testing plant in the Baldwin

Locomotive Works is shown. This is

similar to the testing plant used

Do you know what "Ruberoid Roof-

ing" is? There are two ways of giving

information about a thing like this:

one can say what it is, and also what it

is not. Well, the company's circular

tells us this roofing is made of the

best felt with every fiber saturated

by a patent elastic compound which the

Standard Paint people call "Ruberoid."

The ingredients, we are told in the

company's circulars, do not contain tar

or oil, yet is waterproof and heat-

proof and cannot be ignited by hot

cinders. Brine will not affect it and

it is also alkali-proof. It is used

for locomotive cab roofs, car roofs,

roundhouses and station roofs. In

fact we may say in general that any-

thing that can be roofed can be cov-

ered with Ruberoid. Write to the

Standard Paint Company, of 100 Wil-

liam street, New York, and ask them

anything you want to know about this

roofing, and they will be happy to tell

you.

GARS, GABS, SHOPS
AND

ROUND HOUSES
require a roofing that

is unaffected by ex-

tremes of temperature

RUBEROID

ROOFING

Regist'd

U. S. Pat.

Mice

Will not melt, rot, crack or

corrode. Contains no tar.

Outlasts Metal
SPARK PROOF, CINDER PROOF,
QAS PROOF, WEATHER PROOF

Write for Sample! and Prices

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.
1 00 William Street Now York
Chicago. Philadelphia, Boston, Kansas City,

St. Louis, New Orleans.

Ball's Official R.R.

Standard Watches
IB AMD 1B SIZE

17 and 21 Ruby
Jewels,
Sapphire Pallet*

<*»

Ball's Improved
Safety
Double Roller

Are without
question t b e
finest watches
that American
talent and
skilled labor

can produce,
and they are
giving itch
unl TO rftal satis-

faction that we
hare no heal-

tancyln claim-
ing that they

are tbe bast

and safest

railroad watch
on the market.

Testa severs

and numerous
hare proven
this tact to tbe

most critical

users In all sections of the country, to which

thousands of good Railroad and Brotherhood

men are ready to certify.

We have an authorized agent in nearly every

railroad center. Call on him for Information

and fact*. Write us for descriptive matter.

Tbe Webb (. Ball Watch (o.
Watch Manutacturera

Ball Building. Cleveland, Ohio. U.S.A.

Patents.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY

MoQaU. BUIUDINQ WASHINGTON. D. C.

Tarns Reasonable Pamphlet Sent
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TOOL
Die Blocks

Steel Forgings

First Prize awarded at the

Louisiana Purchase Ex-
position, at St. Louis, for

our TOOL STEEL when
placed in competition

with the best makes in

England and Germany.
Writ* far Information andPrlccs.

Specify Mclnnea Tool Steel when
ordering.

McINNES
STEEL CO.

CORRY, PA.
Amenta

wokrook ft sairaua,
»1 Pearl St., Mew York.

ROY KAOHDTEEY 00.,
MJnuetpolu, Mlno.

Machine for Facing Pedestal Legs.

The practical points of this fi

pedestal facer, are, as one may say,

sell > v idenl \t the top of th<

bar is a steel swivel, allowing the cut-

ting tools to be placed for eithei

There is also a irivel to allov for the

11 . 11 is an admirable machine,

1 nes are made by II. B. I

wood & Company, of Philadi Iph

STANDARD MECHANICAL BOOKS

FOR ROAD AND SHOP MEN

IY CHAS. MeSHANE.

TheLocomotiveUp to Date

Price, $2.50

New York and

Westinghouse Air Brakes

Price, $1.50

One Thousand Pointers for

Machinists and Engineers

Price, $1.50

All hooka bound In line cloth.

AGENTS WANTED everywhere; write for

•era and deecriptire circulars Wttl ha eent

•refold to any addrees upon receipt of price.

GRIFFIN ^WINTERS
171 La Salle Street, CHICAGO

FRAME JAW FACER.

sloping side of the jaw. The top of

the swivel has a large surface, which

can be clamped to the frame, and is

easily changed to allow the device to

work on narrow spaces. On one side

of the square vertical bar or slide for

the milling head is a steel square-thread

feed screw. The milling head has a

bronze half-nut, engaging the feed

screw by a ratchet and pall for change

of feed. The feed is operated by an

eccentric on the milling head, driving

the vertical shaft and making it auto-

matic and variable to suit require-

ments.

As the milling head has two adjust-

ments, to and from the leg, and across

the face, it allows fine and quick ad-

justment without loosening any part.

At the lower end, the universal ad-

justable clamps hold the device firmly and

rigidly to the frame.

A suitable crank is furnished with it.

and power is applied to gears turning

the milling spindle. This is threaded

to receive the milling cutters, which

are made of square high-speed steel,

and are removable for grinding and ad-

justing. The means of applying the

power is by a telescopic shaft, having

universal tumbling joints at each end,

which allows the power to be placed in

a convenient and out-of-the-way place.

A large quantity of metal can be re-

moved in a short time, not by one pass,

but by taking light cuts, as the time

consumed in each transit is very short.

A very complete rig for driving this

and other Portable Tools is the Two
Cylinder Air or Steam Motor, which in

Long Railways.

One of the most ambitious enter-

prises advocated and supported by many
public men in North and South Amer-

ica is the construction of a Pan Amer-

ican Railroad to extend in an unbroken

line from Alaska to Patagonia. A con-

siderable part of what would constitute

the line is already in operation, extend-

ing from Canada into southern Mexico.

The completed line would be about ten

thousand miles long. It would be a

tremendously long stretch of unbroken

rail travel, but it is certain to be given

to the world some day.

A small rival to the Pan American

Railway is a line now under construc-

tion in Africa to connect Cairo with

Cape Town. This line will be about

4,500 miles long when completed.

Improved Dinner Pail.

Railroad men who have no liking for

the cold meals that necessity compels them

to eat may be interested in a home made

fireless cooker, described by Consul Mor-

gan of Amsterdam. He says that a sim-

ple device for cooking foodstuffs without

fuel has been in general use in Holland

for the last two years among the work-

ing classes of people. The device consists

of a wooden box, padded with hay to a

L. 4.

HEAD-OX VIEW OF AN ELECTRIC.

thickness of about 2'<2 inches on the s:de~.

bottom and cover. The box can be made

of any dimension required. The food,

after being partly cooked, is placed on hot

plates in an enamelled utensil made of a

size to fit snugly against the upho'.-

of the box. The lid of the box is then

closed, and the heat generated by the part-

ly cooked food not only continues the pro-
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cess of cooking the food thoroughly, but

keeps it warm for hours. The cooker is

not protected in any way by patents.

The Standard Steel Works of Phila-

delphia, Pa., have just issued their latest

catalogue concerning springs. The first

few pages give a brief description of the

works and state the method of testing

the springs made there before any of

them leave the works. The illustra-

tions are artistic and beautifully printed

half-tones, one on a page, with brief

description below each. The springs

range from heavy locomotive driving

springs to draw springs and freight car

bolster springs, coil and volute springs,

and a standard safety spring intended

for the protection of passengers on ele-

vated roads. Springs, heavy and light,

are enumerated in this catalogue and

at the back there are several very con-

venient "dimension sheets," which are

supplied to customers to facilitate or-

dering. The catalogue, however, will

be sent to any one who applies direct

to the company, Harrison Building,

Philadelphia, Pa.

The philanthropic arrangement that

has lately been made by the Southern

Pacific lor the distribution of second-

hand magazines and newspapers in the

lonely regions along the company's

lines in the Southwest is not confined

to the employes of the company, but

is intended for the benefit of the people

in general. Mrs. Rosine Ryan, the cus-

todian of books and papers in the gen-

eral passenger agent's office, reports

that during the first week she sent out

1,500 papers and pamphlets to 32 sec-

tion foremen, and that the foremen

have distributed this matter among 376

families.

Old Tremendous Enterprise.

To-day it takes a traveler by rail about

36 hours to go from New Orleans to

Washington.

A book on internal improvements of the

United States, published in Philadelphia

in 1835, says concerning railroad projects

in Louisiana: In the Legislature of this

State a bill was lately introduced in which

the most magnificent scheme of internal

improvement ever contemplated was sub-

mitted. The bill proposes the incorpora-

tion of a company with a capital of $20,-

000,000, to construct a railroad from New
Orleans to Baton Rouge, St. Francisville

and Clinton, thence eastwardly to the

boundary line of Mississippi. It is recom-

mended as part of a great route through

Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, North and

South Carolina and Virginia to Washing-

ten City.

One of its advocates affirms that if

these States will pass laws to authorize

the construction, companies will be

formed for continuing the road, so that

within twenty years a trip from New
Orleans to Washington will not occupy

more than six days.

The Michigan Lubricator Company,

of Detroit, Mich., are manufacturing a

lubricator containing a new oil saving

device. It is extremely simple both in

construction and operation, consisting

merely of a ball float working freely in

a cage. The float is so made that it

rises and falls with the water level in

the lubricator cup or reservoir, always

remaining below the level of the oil,

but at the surface of the water when

the reservoir contains both oil and

water, as it usually does.

Who Are the Bosses?

"Bosses generally spring from humble

surroundings, and as a preliminary have

been thoroughly bossed themselves." These

were the words in which Mr. Geo. A.

Post began his address on Who Are the

Bosses? at a recent meeting of the Cen-

tral Railway Club. He went on to say

that bosses came into the world, just as

helpless as any other infant, and have to

go to school like other boys, but they have

"sand" and are not afraid of doing a big

clay's work. They are not afraid that they

will do more than some other fellow who

gets the same pay. They keep their eyes

and ears open. By and by these fledg-

lings become bosses. They know every

inch of the way they have trodden. The

speaker was careful to observe that not

every man who deserves to be a boss gets

to be one, but few achieve the position

of the boss unless they have done some-

thing to differentiate them from their fel-

low-workers.

Mr. Post then gave some interesting

particulars concerning the early life and

work of men prominent in railroad life

to-day. He said:

"Besler, of the Jersey Central, began as

a trainmaster's clerk—surely a most pro-

saic beginning. He learned how to op-

erate a railroad in its utmost detail, and

that's why he's operating one now. Bes-

ler worked.

"Caldwell, of the Lackawanna, in his

thoughtful dissertation on the interde-

pendence of railway departments, gave

abundant proof of the reason why he did

not stay anchored as a clerk in an audi-

tor's office. There's no mystery about

Caldwell.

"That masterful personality, Deems,

looks now as though he always wielded a

sceptre, but he didn't. It wasn't long ago

that he wore a 'jumper,' looking after a

roundhouse out West. But inside of that

'jumper' was a natural, born jumper, and

he jumped, and he landed, too.

"Away down in Shreveport, Louisiana,

not many years ago, the name of the sta-

tion agent of the Texas & Pacific Railway

was Newman. Shreveport is there yet,

but Newman isn't. Now he is president

The Story
the

Street-Car
Tells

Side by side they sit; the one

filling an important position in

the world, enjoying a good in-

come, and with every mark of

prosperity—the other bent down
with hard toil, working in a by-

the-day job at poor wages. Why
is it so?
The answer is training. Prob-

ably they started on an even

footing 10 or 15 years ago, but the

one man secured a technical train-

ing; the other plodded along as an

untrained man.
If you are an untrained man and

want to advance, write today to

the I. C. S. and learn how you

can better your position. You
will be surprised when you learn

what a practical plan this is—how
you can secure in your own home,

in your spare time, without leav-

ing your present position the

training that will qualify you for

rapid and sure advancement.
Last year I. C. S. training

brought increased salaries

amounting in one year to over two

million dollars to the small per-

centage of I. C. S. trained men that

voluntarily reported their advance-

ment. If you want your position

bettered and your salary raised,

mark and mail this coupon NOW.

* International Correspondence Schools
Box 805, Scranton, Pa.

Please explain, without further obligation on my part.

• howl can quality (or a larger salary and advance-

ment to the position beiore which is marked X.

General Foreman R. R.
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Tate Flexible

Staybolt

Holds firebox sheets secure-

ly together, and accommo-
1 dates itself to the unequal

expansion of the plates.

FLANNERY BOLT
COMPANY

PITTSBURG, PA., U. S. 4.

Suite 328, Trick Bid©.

CIO. STAFFORD, • • Geaaral Nihim
Writ* u« for RiftriBt. Beak

of more railway corporations than I have

time to mention.

"Facing the blizzards of the Northwest,

as he trod the icy tops of the freight

cars in the winter, there was once a broad-

shouldered, sturdy brakeman, named Un-
derwood. He isn't a brakeman now. He's

president of the Erie.

"Throwing wood on to a locomotive

tender and working as a section hand are

both mighty good exercises, but there

must be something besides muscle about a

young fellow who began his career by

doing these things, and who has fought

his way up to be second-in-command of

the New York Central lines. Brown ac-

complished that.

"When you read about Mellen, of the

New Haven road, one of the truly great

men of the railway world, equally at

home whether discussing railway problems

in the White House, addressing public

assemblies, or planning gigantic schemes

of transportation—it requires a stretch of

imagination to think of him as once a

cashier's clerk on a little New Hamp-
shire road, with his brow corrugated by

no greater problem than to make the ac-

counts of his inconsequential office bal-

ance.

"To be a printer's devil is not such a

coign of vantage as to give a boy any un-

due advantage over other boys in the race

for professional or financial primacy. But

that was where Baer, of the Reading,

started from. His career tells a story of

energy, study and action that ought to

make every printer's devil in the country

itch with ambition.

"Outfitted with an ordinary common
school education, plus horse sense, pluck,

and an extra ladleful of gray matter,

Truesdale, of the Lackawanna, has winged

his flight from a hard-bottomed chair as

a clerk to the sumptuous quarters of a

railway presidency.

"Finley, of the Southern, originally a

stenographer, evidently took notes men-

tally of what was going on about him

until his mind became a veritable store-

house of useful information. He became

a student of traffic tariffs, and by natural

evolution became an authority upon trans-

portation subjects.

"McCrea, of the Pennsylvania, rising

from a rodman in the engineer crops, is

now possessed of plenary power which

can only be vested in a mental giant, such

as he is.

"To every office boy who does the er-

rands and performs the drudgery of that

lowly station, the story should be told of

Harris, of the Burlington, now the big

boss of one of the biggest of railway sys-

tems, who started in life as an office boy."

The II. W. Johns-Manville Co. are

meeting with much success in the intro-

duction of their new system of lighting

known as Linolite. The electric lighting

system has been known in the past only

in the bulb form, but the new method of

stretching a line of light has under many
conditions superior advantages. This is

particularly the case where the light is re-

quired to be concentrated over a com-

paratively confined area, and is especially

suited to work on fine machinery. In the

matter of ornamentation it is singularly

attractive. Descriptive catalogues may be

had on application at the company's of-

fices, 100 William street, New York.

Tie Material in Oregon.

One of the most loudly reiterated com-

plaints about the destruction of our for-

ests puts the blame upon the increasing

demand for railroad ties. In some parts

of the country timber continues to show

little mark of the woodman's axe.

The Government warnings as to the

exhaustion of the forests of the country

cause little concern in Oregon, which re-

ports 300,000,000 feet of standing timber,

more than any other State in the Union,

and one-sixth of the entire supply of the

United States. At the present rate of

consumption, not allowing for any new

growth, Oregon's timber supply, it is esti-

mated, would last one hundred and fifty

years. The most productive area lies

west of the Cascades, where the average

standing timber is 17,700 feet to the acre,

but many tracts are found that yield 50,-

000 feet, and single logs that in the form

of sawed lumber are worth from $50 to

$100 are reported to be commonplace.

Federal withdrawal of extensive forest re-

serves and the State's new laws for the

protection of its forests are depended

upon to prolong indefinitely the existence

of Oregon's timber supply as its principal

source of revenue. A dispatch says that

there is enough timber in Oregon to build

a solid board fence fifty feet high around

the entire United States.

It is a thing of no great difficulty to

raise objections against another man's

oration—nay, it is a very easy matter;

but to produce a better in its place is a

work extremely troublesome.

—

Plutarch.

A very useful shop tool for railroads

is the Buckeye Heater. This is prac-

tically a portable blowpipe which gives

a very powerful flame of 2,500 degs.

Fahrenheit. The flame can be directed

on any piece of metal, so that only the

part required to be worked will be

heated. This saves time and fuel. The

fuel used in the Buckeye heater is kero-

sene and it is finely sprayed and burned

in connection -with compressed air. It

is surprising the number of uses to

which this concentrated heat-producer

can be applied, among which may be

mentioned steel car repairing, taking off

driving tires, straightening bent frames,

boiler work, skin drying of foundry

moulds, etc., etc There are three sizes

which may be briefly described as having
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respectively flames 15, 20 and 25 ins. long.

A modification of thi that made

for burning off paint, which has a flame 12

ins. long, the fuel for which is gasoline.

The Buckeye heater can also be used

as a light by the addition of a light

burner, chimney and standpipe, and in

this form it is useful for any outdoor

work at night and at wrecks. The

makers are Walter Macleod & Co., Cin-

cinnati. O., and they have issued a very

comprehensive catalogue showing the

heater, light and paint burner applied to

a great variety of uses. The catalogue

is sent free on application.

negie Steel Company. The engine

weighs 750 tons, is 86 feet long and de-

velops 5,000 horse power. The engine

was designed by the Carnegie and

Westinghouse engineers to use the

waste gas of the blast furnaces, which

it is doing successfully. The saving in

the cost of fuel will be very great.

Train Wreck in India.

Our reproduction of a head-on collision

is taken from the Illustrated London

News of Feb. 8. It gives in graphic form

the result of the impact of two trains

The officials of the Chicago, St. Paul,

Minneapolis & Omaha took a rather pe-

culiar means of reducing operating ex-

penses and it seems to have worked like

a charm. General Superintendent Tren-

holm said that during January the em-

ployes, by economy, had saved the road

$160,000, of which $38,000 was on coal.

Last October Trenholm made a personal

appeal to the employes for their assistance,

saying a reduction of wages must occur

unless expenses could be reduced.

THE TANITE CO.
leehi the support of
Railroaders because:
The man who uses a TANITE wheel

will find it safe. Because pay for a TAN-
ITE wheel secures the greatest produc-

apacity. Because TANITE MILLS
EM] RY is mined in America and ap-

peals to all who earn wages in America.

Because TANITE grinding machines are

practical.

THE TANITE CO. sells Emery, Solid

Emery Wheels, Buffing Lathes, Guide Bar
Grinders, Car Brass Grinders, Bench and
Column Grinders, Surfacing Machines,

Open Side Emery Planers, Saw Gum-
mers, Automatic Planer Knife Grinders,

Diamond Tools, Polishing Paste for Brass

and Nickel, Emery Wheel Cutters and

Dressers.

The Tamte Co. builds special machines

for special wants

THE TANITE CO.
STROUDSBURG, PA.

HEAD-ON COLLISION IN INDIA.

(Reproduced from the Illustrated London News.)

coming together at speed. The wreck

occurred in India and involved the loss

of many lives. In the foreground of the

picture may be seen the heads of the awe

struck natives who gathered around the

spot. The British officials are close to

the wreck. The accident took place last

December, 1907.

The largest gas engine in the world

has recently been put into operation in

the Edgar Thomson plant of the Car-

A great many unsuccessful attempts

have been made to apply turbine engines

to locomotives, the great power required

in starting a train being a difficulty that

makes the turbine of little use. For

ether engineering purposes the turbine

engine is rapidly demonstrating its util-

ity. The comparatively small space occu-

pied by turbine engines make them pretty

well adapted for torpedo boats, and, as

might be expected, they are found high-

ly efficient in such boats.

MICA
CABOOSE LAMP CHIMNEYS

Save 50 per cent.

STORRSllICA CO.,

R. R. Dept. Owanro. N.Y

NO MORE BILLS for PACKING

No Cutting of Rods

Less Oil. No friction

Guaranteed 3 years. 30 Days* Trial

No Pay unless Satisfactory

Beware of Imitations. Use the Best

Manufactured only by

Holmes Metallic

Packing Company
Wllkes-Barre, Pa.

Send for Catalogue k.

THE ROBERT W. HUNT & CO.

nawa of Inspection. Tests and Consultation,

1137 THE ROOKERY. CHICAGO.

66 Broadway, New York.
Park Building, Pittsburg.

31 Norfolk House, London, Eng.
Inspection of Steel Rails, Splice Bars, Railroad

Carl, Wheels, Axles, etc. Chmicai. Lasoia-

tost—Analysis of Ores, Iron, Steel, Oils, Water.

etc. Physical Laboratory—Test of Metals, Droa
and Palling Test of Couplers, Draw Bars, etc.

anllclency Tests of Boilers, Rnglnss
and Ltocomotlrae.
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ENAMELED IRON FLUSH OH DRY CLOSETS

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.
II* CLINTON ST.. CHICAGO

One Year and
Eleven Months'

SERVICE
WITHOUT REPACKING, OS

High-Pressure Locomotives
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L GOES'
Genuine

[Improved]

Screw

Wrenches
Manufactured

by

Goes' Wrench Co.
Worcester,

MASS.

j. c. Mccarty c& co.
JOHN H. GRAHAM C& CO.

NEW YORK
AGENTS

Portable Boring Bar
Made in several sizes for

general boring

This tool has fixtures for boring in any position
and in very cramped places. All kinds of engines,
steam hammers, pumps, blowing engines, air com-
pressors, corliss valves, etc., can be bored in place.
Readily operated in a space large enough to take
piston out of cylinder.

CATALOGUE WILL INTEREST YOU

H. B. UNDERWOOD & COMPANY
L. B. Flanders Machine Works

1025 Hamilton Street PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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The Sunset Route. The Sunset Express when running over southern borders of Texas, New Mexico,

It is, of course, not possible that the Southern Pacific proper is between Arizona and the fruit land> and Pacific

Charles Dickens could have made any in- Rio Grande, Tex., and San Francisco, coast of California.

tentional reference to the railroads of Cal. The distance between these two The word Arizona is generally sup-

the far West when he put into the mouth points is 1285 miles, or a little more than posed to be compounded of the two words,

of Colonel Diver, speaking for the typical half the railway mileage between New arid and z<>nc\ and refers to the dry and

OX THE LINE

American, the words, "His answer to the

tyrant and the despot is that his home is

in the setting sun." The tyrants and

despots of modern city life, the rush and

bustle of business may perhaps be answer-

ed almost in the words quoted, for one of

the most beautiful parts of the world is

traversed by the Southern Pacific, the

railway that has adopted the poetical ap-

pellation, the Sunset Route.

OF THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Orleans and San Francisco. The run

made by No. 9, the west bound train, oc-

cupies 51 hrs. and 42 mts., or an average

of nearly 25 miles an hour, and the train

is composed of Pullman drawing-room,

sleepers, library, buffet and observation

car; diner, Pullman tourist, chair cars

and coaches. The road is single track

and with its allied line, the Galveston,

Harrisburg & San Antonio, skirts the

SAX JOSE, CAL.

parched strip of land between the moun-
tains. Outside this strip and on the coast

side of the range there is one of the most

fertile stretches of country in the world.

This is the wonderful fruit and flower

garden of southern California. The por-

tion of the Southern Pacific which tra-

verses this luxuriant region is called by

the company the Inside Track. This

bit of line extends from Los Angeles to
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Kedland Jet., a distance of about 63

miles, and No. 18, the Inside Track Flyer,

is a train which makes the round trip

from Los Angeles in the day, so that a

traveler may have a very comprehensive

view of the fertile San Gabriel valley.

The Inside Track was the first railway

built through southern California. It

passes through the sections in the high-

est state of cultivation. The location of

the line is such that it not only reaches

Covina, Pomona, Ontario, Colton, River-

side, Redlands and San Bernardino, but

also touches the business section of these

cities. The main line is midway in the

valleys, giving the finest possible views of

the mountain peaks and ridges, no inter-

vening foothills being able to hide them

from the car window.

The great warm water stream in the

Pacific Ocean, which we call the Japan

current, on account of its flowing along the

coast of the flowery kingdom, sweeps from

east to west in a majestic curve across to

the coasts of Alaska, British Columbia

and along the shores of California. It

has its origin in the waste of tropical

waters of the Pacific, that vast heating

surface of the earth, as one might say. It

brings warmth and moisture and makes

fruitful these valleys of our western land.

There is a strange contrast between the

fertile stretch of land traversed by the

Inside Track and that so close at hand

in the northern part of Arizona and the

Great Basin of Utah. This region is

practically shut off by mountains from

the monsoons or rainy winds which sweep

up from the Gulf of Mexico.

Writing long ago of this region, Elisee

Reclus* says : "Across these vast plains,

inhabited by a prodigious quantity of

ognized by their bones lying scattered over

the ground. The traveler is obliged to

stop during the night, for fear of losing

his way, when he no longer hears the

sound of the skeletons crushing under the

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROAD NEAR SAN JOSE, CAL.

extraordinarily shaped lizards, the road

employed by the emigrants, used to pass,

which was so soon destined to be sup-

planted by the Pacific Railway from New
York to San Francisco. Since the discov-

ery of California thousands of men have

BRIDGE AT WATERFORD ON THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC.

the moist air and cloud-laden winds which

blow inland from the coast, where the

effects of the Japan current are felt. The

region is shut off in the same way

from the effects of what are practically

perished in this desert, and innumerable

horses and oxen have died of thirst ; the

right direction of the road is indeed rec-

"The Earth. By Elisee
Brothers, New York, 1871.

Reclus. Harper &

feet of his steed." Whether this vision

of the desolation of the desert of Colorado

is overdrawn or not, the fact remains that

even at the present day the traveler from

the East will find the transformation from

arid waste to smiling garden most abrupt

and startling.

That the Southern Pacific is a modern

railway in the best sense of that term is

shown by the steadily pursued policy of

equipping it throughout with the block

signal system. With perhaps a greater

mileage of track protected by automatic

signals than any other railroad, the

Southern Pacific has correspondingly de-

veloped and improved the operation of

its signal system. The company's ex-

perience is that, everything considered,

the automatic system costs no more than

the manual system with telephone com-

munication. The advantage of the auto-

matic system is that it almost entirely

eliminates the danger of mistakes on the

part of operators, that broken rails are

often discovered before they cause acci-

dents, and that, as operated on this road,

the automatic signals increase the traffic

capacity of the road.

On its single track installation, of which

the Southern Pacific has completed and

authorized about 4,000 miles, the stand-

ard arrangement is the placing of sig-

nals in pairs, at a sufficient distance to

provide proper head-on protection. This

is usually from 2,000 ft. to half-a-

mile. No distant signals are used for

home signals between stations, for the

reason that the system was designed to-

meet the requirements of comparatively
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light traffic and moderate speed. At sta-

tions and sidings there are distant signals

for protecting trains standing on the main

line. By this arrangement the trains are

enabled to meet or pass each other at

stations without disregarding signals or

flagging through the block.

This system was developed while the

block signal installations on the com-

pany's lines were comparatively insignifi-

cant, and is now being extended along

with the increase of track under automatic

block. Surprise tests of enginemen are

made at frequent intervals, with the re-

sult that there is very seldom any dis-

regard of signals. The rule is that all

trains must be flagged against danger

signals. No permissive movements are al-

lowed. Whenever it is found that these

rules impede traffic the number of inter-

mediate signals is increased.

When the signal installations already

authorized are completed, the Southern

Pacific will have 557 miles of double

track, in addition to 4,035 miles of single

track protected by automatic block. In

addition to this there are 108 miles of

track operated under the electric staff

system, making a total of 4,700 miles

of efficiently protected track.

Our frontispiece illustration this

month shows a train on the Southern

Pacific at San Jose with the block sig-

nal in the foreground. Trees are in full

Machine Shop Reminiscences. ning into forgotten channels and blossom-

billy's big job. ing into fearful and wonderful inventions.

When visitors came to the machine A genius of this kind came along one

shop Billy was the man that was selected day with a bundle of drawings and a let-

INTEKIOR OF SIGNAL TOWER AT OAKLAND. 1 AI... SOUTHERN PACIFIC.

to show them around. He loved to hear

himself talk. In the presence of ladies he

had the graces of a French dancing mas-

ter. The visitors were of three kinds

—

women, children and nondescripts.

ter from the president of the road. He
was going to increase the heating surface

in locomotives. He was going to save

cinl He was going to burn smoke. He
was going to make a noise in the me-
chanical world.

He made a noise but, as usual, it was
the unexpected that happened. Of course

his invention was patented. The same
tiling had been patented a dozen times be-

fore. Since the days of "Puffing Billy"

down to the present time a series of wise

men have followed each other in un-

broken succession and racked their brains

or their book shelves on the same problem

and evolved the same old devices in the

fire box. Sometimes it is arched longitu-

dinally, sometimes concaved transversely.

Again it is built in with the boiler, a

slanting encumbrance running from over

the fire-box door and merging into the

throat of the boiler under the flues. Of

SOUTHERN PACIFIC SIGNAL BRIDGE AND TOWER AT OAKLAND, CAL.

leaf and the beauty of the whole smiling

region makes one wish to forget the

smoke and noise of our Eastern cities for

a glimpse of this garden oi the West.

Our other illustrations show the admirable

block signal installations along the line.

The interior of the signal tower at Oak-

land and the interlocking signal bridge at

the same place are shown, and they form

interesting examples of what may be

most appropriately called the noble art of

train protection as practiced on the Sun-

set Route.

The hitter were generally of the

fossilized barnacle class that have

some mysterious attachment to the

board of directors of every rail-

road. An air of importance dwells

around these men and as long as they

remain silent they pass for wise men. As
soon as they begin speaking their imbecil-

ity becomes apparent. As a rule they

know as much about the mechanical ap-

pliances used on railways as they know
about the rings of Saturn. Sometimes

their minds are strangely mercurial, run-

ON LINE SOUTHERN PACIFIC.

course the shelf has a hole in it where a

small man can with difficulty squeeze his

head and shoulders through and make an

ineffectual attempt to clean out the lower

flues that become choked in a few hours.

Costlv and cumbrous, and thrown aside
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a hundred times, there is the germ of

perpetual youth about it. Like Banquo's

ghost, it will not down. Of course those

gifted inventors have no knowledge that

the same thing has been invented and

patented before. If they do. they act as

if supremely unconscious of each other.

They have the nerve to pretend that they

never heard of such a thing before and"

nobody has the nerve to contradict them.

Like the assassins of Julius Caesar, "they

are all honorable men."

This was the kind of man and the kind

of invention that invaded the shop, and

Billy and two helpers were put on the

job. Billy began at once wearing white

collars. In a machine shop this is a sure

sign of promotion or of a swelling of the

head. Billy had both. A fire box job

does not require collars, but dignity must

be maintained. In addition to wearing

collars Billy also wore an air of mystery.

Like a star, he dwelt apart. He had a

pit at the far end of the shop where the

old "49" sat on blocks like patience on a

monument. What with drawings and

templets and castings ponderous as tomb-

stones, any one could see from afar off

that something unusual was going to

happen.

The inventor came in every day at ten

course, when this was done some other

preposterous proposition would have to

be attended to. A dark cloud of mad-
dening misery gathered around him every

time he glanced at Billy's big job.

The job was no easy matter. There

were two great castings set slantwise in

the fire box. They touched each other in

the centre, but intercostal spaces inter-

vened between them and the sides of the

fire box. Short pipes were screwed into

the castings and brass sleeves threaded

upon the pipes screwed into the fire box
sheets. A row of brass inspection plugs

ran around the boiler, closing up the

openings where the connecting pipes

could be inserted or withdrawn. The
difficulty in getting these numerous at-

tachments all tight under pressure was
increased by the ponderous weight of the

hollow castings that had no other sup-

port than the threaded pipes. Over the

central aperture formed in the castings

was hung another attachment suspended

from the crown sheet like a Belfast ham
in a Dutch grocery store. This also in-

creased the water space and heating sur-

face, and being directly in the line of the

fire it was something of which great

things were expected.

At last Billy's big job was done. The

on a May morning. Sheets of white fire

flew out at the ash pan lids. Old Pete

went over the back of the tank with a

velocity altogether beyond a man of his

years. Billy's helpers ran like a pair of

ccllege athletes in a regimental relay race.

In a cloud of boiling water and scalding

steam the inventor rushed blindly any-

where out of the terrible tempest, and fell

headlong in an ash pit that was cleaned

out every Wednesday. In the adjoining

streets women shrieked and clutched their

helpless babes to their bosoms. Strong

men stood still. Out of a signal box a

face looked that had never been known
to look out before. It was the signal

man, who seemed inclined to venture into

the open air, but evidently changed his

mind and shrank back into his hole again,

like a rabbit that has been disturbed by

an earthquake.

Where was Billy? Standing like a

statue wreathed in fire and smoke, his

arms folded like a commander in battle.

His feet never moved from his lofty

platform. He majestically met the oc-

casion. The center of the terrible tor-

nado, the apex of the awful avalanche, he

surveyed the maddening maelstrom in an

attitude of colossal calm. When the

wilderness of waters had subsided and

ARRANGEMENT OF

in the forenoon, and without looking to

the right or to the left walked straight

to where Billy was busy on the big job.

The two talked incessantly until it was
nearly time for Billy's cat to make its

mid-day march, preparatory to the grand

stampede for Clark's parlors. The big

job progressed slowly, as do all great

undertakings. Meanwhile the superin-

tendent of motive power groaned in spirit.

The conversations between him and the

chief clerk would make interesting read-

ing, but much of the language would be

unfit for publication. The gist of it was
that at a time when they were short of

hands, ordered to reduce expenses and
short of engines, an absurdity like this

had to take away three of his best men,

not speaking of the use of tools, and, of

FRONT END APPARATUS—LOCOMOTIVE FEED WATER
engine was -steamed up and out in the

yard a fire was kindled under the new in-

vention and Billy and his satellites were

busy. The inventor, of course, was on

the spot, a gleam of triumph in his proud

eye, and a gold headed umbrella in his

gloved hand. Billy was up on a plank

laid across the hand rails setting the

safety valves. Old Pete, the engineer,

was calling out the figures recorded by

the trembling pointer on the steam gauge.

"One hundred and thirty-five—one hun-

dred and"—bang— !!!—one hundred and
forty cannon fired at once from a British

"Dreadnought" could not have surpassed

the appalling crash that shook heaven

and earth and the waters under the earth.

The old 49 fairly danced in the startled

air like a colt throwing up its hind legs

HEATER.

the darkened air had become translucent,

Billy stepped down from his lofty perch
and received the congratulations of the

assembled multitude on the conclusion of

his big job.

—

Finis Coronat Opus.

The General Electric Company has

secured a very large order from the

Chicago Railway Company. It is said

to amount to about one million dollars

and is for 400 four-motor car equipments.

An order has also been received from the

Companquia Pocas de Santos, Brazil, for

a complete sub-station equipment. Small-

er orders have been received from the

Manchurian Railway, Corea, and the Sao

Paulo Light and Power Company of

Brazil.
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Central of Georgia 2-8-0.

Our illustration of a consolidation

engine on the Central of Georgia Railroad

is interesting as the engine is equipped

with a feed water heater. The engine

was built at the Baldwin Locomotive
Works and is simple, with cylinders

20x28 ins., 56-in. drivers and 200 lbs.

boiler pressure. This gives a tractive

effort of about 34,000 lbs. and the ratio

of adhesion, with weight on drivers

I he feed water, having made the

journey through the drums and theii

connecting pipes, passes into a scries

of pipes in the smoke box somewhat
similar to a Baldwin superheater, After

passing through the smoke-box heater

the feed water, now quite hot, 1

the boiler through a check valve plai 1 d

in the usual position on the left side.

()ne of our line cuts shows the gi

construction of the running-board

1 and steam at 200 !bs. i

ire has a temp, of 387^ degs. F.

I In icr heater, as used by

Mr. I -. I 1. .mi' . S \l. P. of the Cen-

tral of Georgia Railroad, is supplied

with water containing very little in-

lattcr, and none of the heat-

ers arc ever sufficiently hot to bake

the scale which docs form. The heat-

ers are arranged so that they can be

washed out in the usual way.

CONSOLIDATION WITH
F. G. Gaines, Superintendent of Motive Power.

150,500 lbs., is 4.4. The driving wheel

base of the engine is 16 ft. The valves

are ordinary balanced slide, driven by

Walschaerts gear.

The feed water heater, which is the

feature of the engine, is briefly a series

of pipes in the smoke box and under

the running board which are warmed
by what would otherwise be waste heat,

and that economy must be the result

is obvious. An approximate saving of

20 per cent, is said to have been ob-

tained with such a feed water heater,

by the locomotive superintendent of the

Egyptian State Railways, Mr. F. H. Tre-

vithick.

The feed -water heater as applied to

the consolidation here illustrated con-

sists of a duplex horizontal pump
placed on the running board and de-

livering water drawn from the tank to

two drums, one on each side of the

engine, secured under the running

board. The one on the left side being

between the air pump and the feed

water pump. These drums are filled

with small tubes, through which the

air pump exhaust steam is made to

pass. Exhaust steam from the water

pump also passes through the tubes in

these drums. The tubes carrying the

exhaust steam from the pumps are sur-

rounded by feed water which is being

slowly urged through the drums, and

in this process it abstracts heat from

the tubes carrying the exhaust steam.

In order to augment the heat in the

drums, a small quantity of steam from

the exhaust passages of the cylinder is

also introduced.

FEED WATER HEATER ON THE CENTRAL

drums and another gives a view of the

smoke-box arrangement. The distance

traversed by the feed water in the

smoke-box tubes amounts to about 25

ft. and the heat from the waste gases

of combustion is absorbed by the water

as it passes through the tubes. De-
flector plates are arranged in the

smoke-box so as to compel the hot

gases to completely surround the

heater pipes.

The water is forced by the feed

SO Tubes 1'^ Dto. in

Eu.'li Drum

OF GEORGIA RAILWAY.
Baldwin Locomotive Works, Builders.

The boiler of this engine is of the

extension wagon type, with a diameter

at the smoke-box end of 61 ins. The
tubes number 283, each is 2 ins. in

diameter and 14 ft. 8 ins. long. The
tube heating surface is 2,161 sq. ft.,

the fire-box surface is 146, thus giving

a total heating surface of 2,307 sq. ft.

The grate area is 44 sq. ft. and the

ratio of grate to heating surface is

therefore as 1 is to 52.

The tender is carried on structural

DETAILS OF HEATERS UNDER THE RUNNING BOARDS

,

'H[.I.pxTT' _i

pump through the several heaters of

the system at a comparatively slow

velocity, about 16 ft. a minute, which

is considerably slower than the rate of

water delivered direct by an injector

through the ordinary short delivery

pipe. It is estimated that water thus

heated on its way to the boiler is

raised to something like 300 degs. F.

steel frames and the tank holds 6,000

gallons and carries 8 tons of coal. Some
of the dimensions of this engine are as

follows:

Weight in working order 168,200 lbs.

Weight on drivers 150.500 lbs.

Weight on leading truck 17,700 lbs.

Weight of engine and tender ... 288,000 lbs.

Driving journals 8Hxio in.

Firebox g6}4x66 in.

Water space f.-4, S- & 0.-3 in-
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The Coning of Car Wheels.

Last month we gave on page 143 a

brief resume of the first part of a re-

cent address given by Mr. S. P. Bush

tc the members of the Western Rail-

way Club on the subject of "The Car

Wheel and Its Relation to the Rail and

Car." In the earlier portion of his re-

marks the breaking of wheel flanges

was discussed. Coming to the "con-

ing of car wheels" the speaker said that

the consensus of opinion seems to be

that coning the tread of car wheels had

rendered some assistance in making

wheels in service track better on tan-

gents, but that the increased coning

served to concentrate the load on a

small area.

Little attention has been given to

the matter of distributing the load, or

to so applying brake shoes as not to

heat the wheel flange. Brake shoes

are often hung so as to wear into the

throat of the flange. When a new
wheel is put in service on new or old

rails the bearing between wheel and

rail shows more or less concentration

of load. As wear takes place, which

must be very rapid with the small bear-

ing, the area of contact increases until

finally the coning is all worn off except

a small portion near the flange, but the

tread in time increases its bearing, so

that iM> or 2 ins. or sometimes more

FIG. 4. WIDE BEARING.

of the width of the tread comes in con-

tact with the rail.

Apparently this is a condition to

which it is desired that the wheel

should come. If wheels are successful

in reaching this condition they are like-

ly to continue in service for their nor-

mal life. It would appear that the por-

tion of the coning that remains may be

at times reasonably effective in pre-

venting the flange from running to the

rail.

It is difficult, if not impossible, to

mount a large number of wheels, and
to have each two on the same axle of

exactly the same diameter. Coning has

for its principal object the equalization

of the differences in diameter. The
wheel of smaller diameter will have a

tendency to run to the flange and the

wheel of larger diameter will have a

tendency to run away from the flange.

In time they seek a level, and so ac-

complish the result desired.

Mr. Bush believes that having

reached this working basis of wear,

coned wheels are then in far better

condition to stand service successfully

than they were when first put into ser-

vice, because the load has gradually

changed from a concentrated condition

on a small area near the flange to a

more distributed condition on larger

area extending toward the* edge of the

tread. If the working basis attained

by wheels after a certain amount of

service be good, why should not this

condition be secured when wheels are

first put into service by making the

contour accordingly?

The speaker proposed a form of

wheel tread derived from a composite

contour which corresponds closely to

that shown in Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7. A
contour that contains a coning beyond

The speaker disclaimed any belief

that this form of tread contour which

he suggested would alone remove ex-

irting difficulties, but he considered it

reasonable to believe that such a tread

FIG. 5. NARROW BEARING.

the fillet having some relation to the

top edge of the rail, so as to avoid ex-

treme concentration of load, but which
permits the wheel to roll for a short

time on a large diameter, would be, he

believed, a more effective means of pro-

tecting the flange than that at present

provided. This contour, Mr. Bush
said, bears a better relation to the rail,

FIG. 6. APPROXIMATE OUTLINE.

would tend to somewhat mitigate the

difficulties if, as it seemed to him, de-

sirable to distribute loads on the tread

of the wheel rather than to concentrate

them.

It may here be said that a glance at

Fig. 7 shows the form of tread which

Mr. Bush favors. The rail is shown
with a crown curved to a radius of 12

ins., and the proposed wheel tread

practically follows the rail contour

from a point 5/16 in. inside the rail

edge to the centre of the wheel, and

from the centre line of wheel and rail

the tread curves upward on with a 12-

in. radius and that the outer portion

follows a 4-in. radius until the edge

of the tread is made by a 3^-in. radius.

Rolling stock belonging to the Inter-

colonial Railway has heretofore been

marked I. C. R. This is said to cause a

certain amount of confusion with simi-

larly marked cars on the Illinois Central

FIG. 7. CONTOUR LINES OF RAIL AND TREAD.

i< quite as effective in equalizing the

differences in diameter, has the ma-

terial advantage of distributing the load

between rail and wheel tread, and
makes the wheel more serviceable with

less opportunity for failure than would

the straight coning of I in 20 or I in

25 recently recommended and now
constituting the practice of the country.

Railroad, and it is announced that the

Canadian road will in future alter the se-

quence of the designating initials to

I. R. C, which stands for Intercolonial

Railway of Canada. The confusion was

in freight car accounting. Initials are

used in reporting the movements of cars

and the change is now being made by the

Canadian road as rapidly as possible.
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General Correspondence

Old Time Experiences on the B. & Z.

Editor

:

Up to December, 1884, our reports of

cut air cylinders, gummed and broken

valves, broken packing, etc., had increased

steadily. The "Old Man" said something

had to be done. I spent some time try-

ing to convince the engineers that they

were using more oil in the air pumps than

was necessary, and that the habit they

had of letting the oil draw up through

the strainer did no good, but was an in-

jury. They seemed to think the more oil

they could use the better. I argued with

them for a while, but the best we could

do was to get them to cut down the lu-

bricator feed on the steam end. so we got

fairly good results therefrom.

After a lot of "cussin' " and discus-

sion, I thought of a scheme, and got Jack

Wotrab to give it a fair trial. The morn-
ing after Christmas he took out the 91

with a new contraption on the air pipe

leading to main reservoir. We had put

a tee in the air pipe close to the pump,
in the outlet of the tee we put a nipple

12 ins. long, with a cap on the bottom.

Jack promised to cut down the supply

of oil as much as he thought safe, and
feed it through the small cup on top,

and give the strainer the go-by. He made

where would that have gone if the nipple

had not caught it?" "Into the main
reservoir," he replied. "Don't you think

we could reduce the amount quite a lot

and 'loubters, began to be convinced that

there was something in the idea after

all, and soon fell in line. Needless to say,

reports of hot air cylinders, broken and

ON THE CANAL ZONE. Oil) FRENCH
HAULING IN

and have plenty yet?" "Yes," said Jack,

"and I am with you now, and will keep

at it until I know just how much oil will

keep the pump in good working con-

dition."

TWENTY YEARS IN THE JUNGLE DOWN ON THE CANAL ZONE. OLD FRENCH
ENGINE READY FOR THE SHOP.

a few trips ; then one morning we re-

moved the cap, and found the nipple

about filled with oil and sludge. Jack

did not know what to say. I said, "Jack,

After we decided that the minimum had

been reached, the boys, who generally were

very much interested, although in the

beginning there had been manv scoffers

ENGINE AFTER A THOROUGH OVER-
THE SHOP.

gummed air valves, etc., decreased very

much, and it was only a short time be-

fore our sheets began to show a big cut

in repairs to air pumps as well as a much
better oil report.

We had ten-wheel engines in use on

our milk trains, and the main reservoirs

on them were placed between the frames

back of the cylinders. These were dif-

ficult to get at to drain, unless over a pit.

As we had no pit at the north end, where

the crews laid over, the engineers were

instructed to have the reservoirs drained

at the south end of the road.

They were due there about midnight,

and we found that the engineers were

paying very little attention to the draining

of the main reservoirs, on account of the

time the engine was held at the ash pit,

having the fire cleaned and coaling up,

which was done by hand. They had to

leave about four in the morning, so the

engineers put in all the time they could

sleeping, after coming in and turning the

engines over to the hostler.

In cold weather we had complaints

come in that brakes were giving consid-

erable trouble owing to the triples freez-

ing, which led to a great deal of annoy-

ance as well as expense, and for a while,

just after the engineers had been called

to account, they would pay some atten-

tion to draining the reservoirs, yet in a

short time the same old complaints would

again come in.

Manv of the milk cars were left at
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way stations on the up trip to have the

emptv cans removed and the full cans

put in ready tor the down trip. Very

often it was necessary to send one of the

inspectors a long distance to thaw out

triple valves. This became intolerable.

Finally. I devised an automatic relief

valve, arranged to remain closed until

the pressure decreased to a certain limit,

and then to open automatically, draining

the reservoir. Thus, when laying over, as

soon as the air line pressure dropped,

say to about 2 lbs., the valve would

open and the system would be drained.

After a few trials in getting the spring

adjusted so that the valve would open

at the defined pressure, we removed the

plugs and put in the automatic valves.

The trouble at once ceased, no more

water was left in the reservoirs to be

forced along to the triples, and conse-

quently no more time was spent in thaw-

ing out. More air volume and better

brake service resulted, and the engineers

all began to have the new valves put in.

An incident that occurred on the next

engine that was equipped with the de-

Railroading in Colorado.

Editor

:

Every year thousands of people visit

"the Switzerland of America" and every

one of them comes back with wonderful

stories of the grand and beautiful scenery,

SHORT LINE 2-8-0

healthful climate and pure air to be found

DIAMOND STACK AND EXTENSION
FRONT.

vice came pretty near hoodooing it, for

one man at least. After the engine had

made the run of sixty-five miles to the

lay-over terminal, the engineer told the

fireman that after they had lunch he

wanted to pack the back engine truck

boxes. He shut off the air pump and

after he had lunch came back to pack

the boxes, and as he approached the

engine he heard a sound, and saw the

fireman coming out from under the en-

gine in a great hurry covered with black

oil all over his neck and back, and swear-

ing like a pirate.

It happened that the fireman thought

he would pack the boxes himself, and as

the air was shut off, the pressure began

to go down, and as he was just nicely get-

ting to work, the pressure reduced enough

to allow the valve to open and the re-

maining pressure was enough to force the

oil and sludge over him. He expressed

himself very forcibly about "d d

patents," and swore by the great horn

spoon that the next time he went to pack

boxes he would know that the air pump

was running. ^ C. E.

Passaic, .V. /.

there, but lew ever tell you anything

about the railroads there. Well, I went

to Colorado in September, just when the

heat and dust of the city begins to tell

on one, and I was duly impressed with

all the things I have mentioned and with

the railroads, too.

I took the Burlington from Chicago,

and arrived in Denver the morning of the

second day. The first thing I noticed was

the Union Station. It hasn't any train

shed, but it is a good building, and as the

weather seemed very dry perhaps they

don't need one. The first thing that

strikes the eye of the engineer as peculiar

are the tracks—they are all laid with three

rails. You see, a lot of the roads out

there are of three-foot gauge.and all the

through lines are of standard width. In

order to accommodate both and save ex-

pense three rails are used, the two outside

ones being 4 ft. 8}4 ins. apart, and one out-

side and the middle one 3 ft. apart. The

switches and crossings look pretty com-

plicated, but I suppose they aren't when

you get down to it.

The Burlington, Union Pacific, Colo-

rado & Southern, the Denver & Rio

Grande and the Colorado Midland come

into this station and it's a busy spot.

The Burlington still has some engines

with the good old diamond stack. They

The C. & S. have both standard and

narrow gauge equipment, and I spent an

interesting morning in their roundhouse.

The pits all have three rails and so does

the turntable, and you've no idea how

funny a little narrow gauge mogul looks

beside a big consolidation. The road uses

some consolidation engines of three-foot

gauge and they look all wheels and rods.

How they ever get at the link motion I

don't know. Here would be a good chance

to use the Walschaerts valve gear, I should

think. The main reservoirs are placed on

top of the boiler or back of the tank and

a good big air pump is provided on ac-

count of the grades. The passenger

trains are hauled by little moguls and the

cars look very comfortable, indeed.

The rolling stock of the other roads

isn't unusual in any way except that you

see a lot of Vauclain compounds on the

U. P. Some of them have tail rods and

they seem to work very well.

I then took a short excursion on the

Denver, Northwestern & Pacific, a new

road being pushed towards Salt Lake

City. It is supposed to cross the Rockies

on an easier grade than any other system,

NO. 23. F. & C. C. RY.

burn lignite coal, I think," and seem to

work O. K. A picture of C, B. & Q.

6 wheel switcher, No. 1369. is given here,

and it will be seen that she has an exten-

sion front, too.

NARROW GAUGE 2-8-0. ENGINE ON THE
C. & S. RY.

but it looked pretty stiff to me and it seems

about all one consolidation locomotive

could do to haul our light excursion train.

The motive power consists of 10-wheelers,

consolidations and 6-wheel switchers, all

built by the American Locomotive Co.

The consolidations have two g'/a-inch air

pumps and they make an odd noise when

working, as they exhaust unevenly, as

though the valves were set wrong.

The road abounds with snow sheds and

has the distinction of owning the largest

rotary snow plow in the world. I guess

they need it, all right, for the road

crosses the Continental Divide, and there

is plenty of the beautiful there even in

summer] Leaving Denver, I took the D.

& R. G. to Colorado Springs. The most

interesting road around here is the Man-

itou & Pike's Peak Ry., known as "the

cog-wheel route." It has been written up

so manv times I won't describe it here,

but it is a mighty fine little road, and the

engines are beauties. If you ride up on

this road and shut your eyes you will

think you are on the engine of a B. & O.

freight train going through the Sand

Patch tunnel, they puff so loud.

From Colorado Springs it is a beauti-
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ful ride to Cripple Creek, the centre oi

the gold fields. You take the Colorado

Springs Cripple Creek District Rail-

way, and this carries you through the

wonderful North Cheyenne Canyon to

Cripple Creek. The road is splendidly

built and climbs the Rockies on a six per

cent, grade. The trains are hauled by

fine consolidation locomotives, as shown.

The scenery is more beautiful and less

rugged than on the D., N.-W. & P., and

on the whole I enjoyed it more. The
car, too, had an observation end, and this

may have added to the pleasure of the

trip.

I have exhausted my paper and had

better stop, but there is more still that

might be said about railroading in one

of the most wonderful States of the

Union. Hugh G. Boutell.

Urbana, III.

The Steam Locomotive.

Editor

:

I should like to see if we cannot get

some discussion started on the steam lo-

comotive in your valuable magazine.

Railroads seem to be staggering under

the heavy expense of fuel. I see very

little difference in the construction of the

DENVER & KIO GR

At Cripple Creek the narrow gauge

roads are in full swing and you see rows

and rows of funny little box cars that

look as if someone had sat on them.

The couplers all seem too big for the

cars, and they have too much overhang.

The Florence & Cripple Creek Railroad

runs in here and it uses about the finest

narrow gauge locomotives I ever saw.

I enclose two pictures of No. 23 on this

line, and, as you can see, she is mighty

well proportioned. The motive power is

kept up in the best possible shape and

the road is much better equipped than

lots of standard gauge ones. "23" was
built by the Schenectady works of the

American Locomotive Co.

The place to see the real narrow gauge

road as it used to be is Salida, on the

Denver & Rio Grande. This road used

to be all three-foot gauge once, but some
of it has since been changed. It still

uses its famous line over Marshall Pass,

however, and has lots of narrow gauge
engines. They are older than the others

I have mentioned, and were mostly built

by the Baldwin Locomotive Works. Dia-

mond stacks are still in use and they

looked good to me, for I used to swear

by them. The D. & R. G. was the orig-

inal road in Colorado and at one time it

seemed as though it might form a long

link in a trans-continental line of three-

foot gauge. Traffic interchange prevented

this, however. I give pictures of some
narrow gauge engines of this line. They
are standard tvpes as used on "the Scenic

Line."

vXliK .-So ENGINE.

present locomotive over that built twenty-

five years ago, particularly as regards the

principle which is involved in locomotive

engineering. To my mind the locomotive

is almost as crude as the first steam en-

gine used by Watt. The locomotive uses

water sometimes as cold as 33 deg., and

has to raise it to 387 deg., many times as

high as a gallon a second. That being

country the foreign Walschaerts gear is

taken up. Some one began the use of it

and now all or most all the superintend-

ents of locomotive power are following.

after this comes the superheater,

and that is taken up and tried; still the

fire box, mud-ring and (lues are suffering.

Cold air enough is taken up through the

with such force as to carry it

through the flues, and we frequently have

a fire in both ends of the boiler. Nothing

has been done to remedy these troubles.

Some roads arc trying gasoline and

electricity, yet here we are with millions

invested in the steam locomotive and con-

tinuously building on the same old plans,

all because we have not devoted sufficient

time and toil to the improvement of the

steam locomotive. There never has been

but one man's name mentioned in your

magazine who has offered a solution for

the troubles mentioned above, and then

he received little or no encouragement.

With fire boxes too large for any fire-

man to keep the cold air from, a draught

sufficient to pull holes through the fire,

and nozzles the same size the year around,

coal almost all sizes down to dust, and

no chance to change the draught in the

different cut-off engine, burning all the

coal on grates, which means waste of

millions of heat units.

We should no more think of using

cold water for the boiler than try to burn

wet wood or green wood in the fire boxes.

Yet when any man takes up the question

of fuel economy they open their eyes, but

when they are told the present system

must be changed, not a cent will they

spend towards the suggested improve-

ment, but will fritter away money in coal,

which means a heavy running expense.

STANDARD 4-4-0 TYPE ON THE D. & R. G.

the case, is it any wonder that the flues,

stay bolts and mud-ring frequently leak ?

The mud-ring is exposed to zero air and

in the fire box to 3,500 deg. of heat,

which soon ruins the side sheets. Still

we go on in the same old way. wasting

millions for fuel and repairs.

The Stephenson valve gear has been

used many years and seldom gives any

trouble. After vears of idleness in this

The idea of running a machine until it is

ready to fall to pieces and then sending

it hundreds of miles to the shops to be

returned with so many things left undone

that should have been done is a costly

and mistaken idea. There was a time

when men were glad to get a machine

b;,ck from the shops, but not so now.

Engineers lose their pride in their

machines. There is nothing but ruin in
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sight. It is not like the teamster who has

a good team of horses and does all in his

power to keep them in good condition.

In fact the locomotive will run as it is

now built, but, cost what it may, is cost-

ing the railroads extra millions for fuel

and repairs each year. After an experi-

ence of twenty-five years as fireman and
engineer I see no reason why the present

locomotive cannot be made more efficient

than any other steam machinery in the

world. The very elements now contended

against can be made to serve to great

advantage. The steam draught is too ex-

pensive ; it throws away millions of dol-

lars spent for heating water.
. The by-

products of many concerns have made
them rich. The fine coal now thrown
out through the stack is a complete waste

and the amount so wasted is enormous.

Steam should produce the draught, but

this same steam should return to water

again, not only to reduce the number of

water tanks along the road but to save

hauling so much water and coal. When
a locomotive raises water 35 deg. to 387
deg., instantly somebody is spending

recklessly for fuel and repairs. The
steam locomotive is the most powerful

means of transportation in the world.

Large cities object to the locomotive be-

cause it emits so much smoke, but this is

the natural result owing to the consump-
tion of so much coal, and under the pres-

ent method of locomotion consequently

cannot be avoided.

I take exception also to the wide, shal-

low fire boxes for bituminous coal, and
my claim is that the deep fire boxes burn
the smoke and gases to better advantage.

It is not always the amount of coal used,

but how it is placed on the grates. The
fireman can fire all day on a "too thin"

fire and not keep a full head of steam;
holes in the fire of varying sizes will beat
any fireman.

The firemen of to-day are receiving

poor training in their line of work owing
to the fact that they have no regular engi-

neer to work with. No one takes any
particular interest in him, and as a result

many time? his work is done in a hap-
hazard and slovenly way. Many old engi-

neers are failing to keep up their former
standard because of poor firemen. An
engine that is rushed beyond its medium
will be expensive from the fuel stand-
point and will soon need repair. I can
say much more along this line if you see
fit to publish this communication. Per-
haps it may set some general manager or
superintendent of motive power thinking
and I hope to start some discussion.

W. E. Wiley,
Locomotive Engineer.

Siou.r City. !•

[In this issue we give particulars of a

feedwater heater, also of the Allfree cylin-

der and valve, also of the Brotan boiler.

Discussion on the steam locomotive is in

order.

—

Ed.]

Handy Testing Device.

Editor:

I send you a sketch of a device for

forcing the main piston of a 9H-in. air

pump to the top end of its stroke after

the top head has been removed.
It consists of a piece of i^J-in. iron,

bent to conform to the curve of the

end of the steam cylinder. There is

a port or steam way drilled in its

face, to conduct steam from the steam
port to the port leading to the lower
end of the steam cylinder. It can be
bolted in its place with two of the top

head bolts and the top head gasket

used to form a joint.

This can be used to test the steam
piston packing rings for leakage, to

raise the steam piston when the revers-

ing plate is torn off, especially if the

i-,
, , r

H»r

BOLT HOLES |K
l3u; :*

SIDE VIEW "T

1 £ c/ I

I STEAM WAY %x%
,

DRILLED &CUTINFACEOF IRON

TESTING DEVICE FOR AIR PUMPS.

pump is above the running board and
very near to it, to pull the piston up if

it is stuck fast to the lower cylinder

head, or it may be used to loosen the

air piston on the rod.

G. W. Kiehm.
Washington, D. C.

Derailment of Tenders.

Editor:

On a certain road running out of

Chicago they have had an average of

one tank derailment a month on their

passenger engines while going at a

good rate of speed, safety chains pre-

venting a serious accident in most
cases. If the defect was in the track,

which is far from being perfect, the

same sort of accident should happen to

the engine or coach, but it is always
the tank. These are all of practically

the same design, and in service for

last ten years, kept in good condition,

on same runs. They never caused
trouble until about one year ago.

The tanks hold about 4,000 gallons

of water, 10 tons of coal; are of aver-

age height, with a double pair trucks,

with wooden bolsters; about '/-in. play
on side bearings; with good flat double
springs in front and back trucks on
sides. Outside are Monarch brake
beams on brake hangers connected to

sill of tank with a hinge or strap on
top end of hangers. Sometimes it is

No. 1 pair that is derailed, while again it

may be Nos. 2, 3 or 4 wheels.

Derailment may occur at a curve and
the next time on straight track going
at high rate of speed, or again at 13

miles per hour. First the officials

placed cause to rough track, then water
splashing from one side to the other;

next drawbar between engine and tank

too close to front tank sill; next too

much weight on side bearings. Then
tank truck did not tram, one wheel
running ahead of the opposite wheel;

next blame was put on the safety

chains being longer on one side than

on the other. Finally they concluded

that the centre castings were not in

proper position.

All of these imaginary defects were
altered with the same result. In fact

the tank that looked in best condition

often caused the most trouble. Cast

wheels 33-ins. diameter are used and re-

moved for the slightest defect. This
continual round of pleasure has been
hashed over so often among the dif-

ferent department heads without their

agreeing upon or adopting a remedy
that no doubt some reader of your
valuable paper who may have had
some similar experience can enlighten

us all. C. B. M.
Chicago, 111.

[In the general correspondence col-

umns in the April issue of Railway
and Locomotive Engineering (page

149) we published a letter from Mr.

W. S. Gray, the general foreman of

the Louisville & Nashville Railway, at

Covington, Ky. In this letter, which
was headed "Defects of Steel Tires,"

Mr. Gray referred to the more or less

frequent derailment of tenders which

have taken place within recent years.

Any of our readers who can throw
light on this matter will find the col-

umns of our paper open to the discus-

sion of this important subject. The
fact is there. What is the cause?

—

Ed.]

Improved Air Brake.

Editor:

In the March number of your maga-
zine there is a description of my auto-

matic brake, patent No. 875.543. In the
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latter part of the article you refer to it

as being used in case the air brakes

fail to work. Permit me to state that

this invention is an automatic brake

within itself, and it is not necessary to

have any other brake.

This brake will work on a car in a

train equipped with other automatic

air brakes in perfect harmony, as a re-

duction of air in the train line sets my
brake the same as any other automatic

brake. It should be understood that

there are no valves in connection with

this brake, except brake valve on the

engine, as the brake is set by spring

pressure and held unapplied by air

pressure.

James Lynch.

Van Buren, Ark.

Brake Valve Ports Corked.

Editor:

The suggestion of Mr. G. C. McDou-
gal of the Atlantic Coast Line Railway

in regard to the discussion of the dis-

eases and remedies, also how to detect

the troubles in the E. T. Equipment,

meets with the approval of the writer.

It is for the benefit of those handling

and repairing this equipment.

A few days ago we received a report

on one of our new engines as follows:

"Engine and tender brake do not fully

release except with the use of the in-

dependent valve in full release posi-

tion."

In testing the brake there was not

the natural exhaust when releasing.

I disconnected the pipe leading

from independent to automatic valve,

tried brake and its exhaust was

O. K. Next the automatic valve came

in for examination. I found in rotary

seat, release port C, a piece of cork

where port makes a turn. To extract

it was impossible, so it had to be

blown out with air. I can find no ex-

planation of its appearance there ex-

cept it be the carelessness of the work-

man in not extracting the cork when
placing valve on engine. All valves

are corked when shipped from factory

to prevent dirt entering ports.

A second case of the same nature as

the one just mentioned was as follows:

"Independent valve refuses to set

brake." Upon examination I found a

piece of cork lodged in port A of re-

ducing valve, preventing air from en-

tering the application chamber. Here
is another: "Brake will not release and

there is a continuous blow at the brake

valve exhaust."

The cause was located by closing the

cut-out cock at the main reservoir; dis-

connected union on the application

cylinder pipe, cut in air to note which

side air came from (brake valve or ap-

plication chamber). Air came from

latter. I then closed the cut-out cock

and disconnected the distributing valve

from the chamber. Found gasket

blown out from main reservoir port to

the application chamber, air entering

same faster than release pipe would ex-

haust it, thus keeping brakes applied.

Hoping these few items will be of in-

terest to the readers of Railway and Lo-

comotive Engineering.

M. A. Schuster.,

A B Dept., C. & N.-W.

Milwaukee. Wis.

Cross-Head Gauge.

Editor:

\Ye have found it good practice when

guides are correctly lined up to put a

gauge on the top guide and scribe a line

at each end of the cross-head and mark
the line with a centre punch. It is im-

material whether the top or bottom guides

or gibbs wear the most. It will be found

after a few months' wear that when the

gauge is applied there is a considerable

variation in the exact position of the

cross-head. When the top guide is oval

shaped, as it is in many engines of this

class, it will be found that the guide is

-v
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one was just pulling in. One of us

happened to look back, and as no one

had thrown the south switch in order

to let the southbound out, and as three

or four lamps were bobbing around

back by the switch, we concluded the

southbound had broken in two. And as

the second one, with 90 cars, could not

get in to clear before the first had

gone I immediately began to hunt for

a bed. However, my sleep was short,

as a "brakie" soon came running up

to the engine and crawling aboard said:

"Hey, didn't you know you were broke

in two?" And sure enough we were,

about 20 or 25 cars back, the whole

end having been pulled out of an old

P. & L. E. coke rack. The hose in its

tantrums had jerked itself around until

the end had caught on one of the

broken draught timbers and an effectual

stopper, the equal of the angle cock, was

then and there made, the hose being

kinked so that no leakage of air

through it occured. If we had not had

to stop we would very likely have gone
two or three miles, or until Jack or the

head man awoke to the fact that our

caboose was not in sight.

I think this has been the only oc-

currence of this kind on this division,

but if anyone doubts the truth of it,

three engineers and firemen and about

ten trainmen saw it and their names
are easily obtained.

Geo. C. Large.
Ashtabula, Ohio.

Thinks "L. E." is OK.
Editor:

I have read your "Coming of Age"
in the January issue with pleasure, and
I am proud of the fact that I have
helped to make it what it is, and what-

ever success I have achieved as a loco-

motive man I owe to your paper. I

can confirm your statement when you
say its influence upon railroad men is

of the highest value. I have read John
Alexander with pleasure many times

and often wondered who he was. I

was at that time on Mr. Norman's list,

when it was a small journal, and after-

wards when the Locomotive was
bursting through the cover, and I have
most of those papers yet, and all the

charts you mentioned. From a driver's

point of view, the best of them all was
the one explaining the angularity of the

main rod.

Reminiscences of war times were
read with interest at the time you pub-
lished them, and away here in New
South Wales. Australia, I admired the

courage the men on the foot-plate dis-

played in such trying times. I have
successfully passed an examination on
the Westinghouse air brake, for which
I must thank F. M. Nellis and Clinton

Conger, and while I am aware of the

fact that a man's success does not de-

pend on what he knows about the

brake, but what he does with it, it has

saved me a lot of trouble many a time,

and I might add, has got me into

trouble when I repeated something I

saw in your paper to the man that

knew all about it before I was born.

If you look up your old files of let-

ters you will see one from me asking

Angus Sinclair out to Australia and we
would convince him that, though they

know something about railroading in

America, it never prevented us from
learning at the same time.

I hope that none of my fellow en-

ginemen will think I hold a brief for

your paper when I say that in my
opinion there is no man living who has

done more for locomotive men than

Angus Sinclair, and I want to see the

man that knows more about combus-

tion than he does.

The splendid pictures of the eight-

hour procession in Australia in your

December issue help to prove what a

large number of friends you have so

far away, and not the least among them
is Mr. A. Percival, a driver at Eveleigh

depot. Mr. James Kennedy, in his

paper, "Among the Railroad Men,"

seemed pleased to see some of the men
worked 51 hours per week. I can add

to his pleasure by telling him the

drivers and firemen in N. S. W. work

48 hours for a week, or 96 for a fort-

night. Any time over that is paid as

overtime, and the pay is, drivers from

II shillings to 15 shillings a day, fire-

men 8 to 10 shillings a day, and I be-

lieve that the men, as a whole, will

compare with any other batch of rail-

road men in the world. The pleasure

your success has given me compelled

me to write this letter, and I trust you

may live long to enjoy it.

Patrick Kirby.

Hornsby, N. S. W., Australia.

Oil Welding of Frames.

Editor:

My attention has been called to the

article in your April number of Rail-

way and Locomotive Engineering

signed by Mr. C. H. Voges, general

foreman, Big Four shops, Bellefon-

taine, Ohio, on the welding of locomo-

tive frames by oil, claiming that this

method originated in the Big Four

shops at Bellefontaine, and showing

that they had welded 71 frames since

1903.

I claim to be the originator of this

process and you will find in your files

description and photographs on the

manner and method of doing this work,

which was the first time it was ever

published, several years before the

time claimed by Mr. Voges.

I made the first weld of this descrip-

tion in June, 1899, in Oakland, Cal.,

and I believe you will recollect that

you witnessed a weld of this descrip-

tion personally at Oakland some time

later and made the remark then that

it was entirely new to you. This pro-

cess was not patented and I published

the facts with full description and fur-

nished detailed instructions to nearly

all the large railroads in the United

States. I would, therefore, like to have

credit for it.

Several years after this process had

been in vogue on this road, Mr. Voges
wrote to Mr. W. F. Merry, then gen-

eral foreman at the Tucson shops of

this company, for further information

and sketches of the process, which
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FRAME READY FOR OIL WELD.

were furnished him. I am enclosing

one of the blue prints which was sent

to Mr. Voges at that time, which you
will notice is nearly identical with the

sketch published in the April number of

your paper.

On this road I have welded over

four hundred frames since the time you
witnessed the one in Oakland, on all

kinds of engines, and we have had a

much smaller percentage of failures

with the oil process than we had with

the original blacksmith weld, or with

the Thermit process. We generally

use the oil, but under centain condi-

tions and in close quarters we use the

Thermit.

D. P. Kellogg,

Master Mechanic, So. Pac.

Los Angeles, Cal.

[A very full and complete descrip-

tion, with numerous illustrations, of

frame welding by means of oil fuel by

Mr. Kellogg was published in Loco-

motive Engineering for June, 1900,

page 234. Mr. Angus Sinclair remem-

bers seeing the operation referred to

in Mr. Kellogg's letter. Mr. Kellogg

was then foreman of the West Oakland

shops of the Southern Pacific and the

welding of frames had been in success-

ful operation under Mr. Kellogg's di-

rection when Mr. Sinclair visited the

shops.—Ed.]

Good Luck to Micheals.

Editor:

No more touching scene was ever wit-

nessed around the shops of a great rail-
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road system than was seen on the South-

ern Railway when the employees of the

Coster shops and the engineers of the

Knoxville division met to say good-by to

Mr. J. B. Miclieals, master mechanic, who

has been sent to Selma, Ala., to take

charge of the shops in that city, leaving

the Coster shops, in which he had been

master mechanic for twenty-two years.

To know "J. B.'.' as he was called on

the road and in the shop was to love him.

He knew the hardships of life as an ap-

prentice boy and never turned the deaf

ear to any one under him. To show

their appreciation of his character the shop

men purchased a handsome diamond stud

and presented it to the man they loved.

The engineers looked upon "J. B." as

a brother, for he too had been on the

right side with his hand on the throttle

and eye upon the rail ahead. To their

brother, as they knew him, they pre-

sented a handsome solid gold watch

and chain with masonic fob. The pres-

entation of these two gifts were

from the hearts of the men.

At the age of four J. B. Micheals was

left an orphan and was reared in

a good Christian home; reaching the

age of 15, he secured a place as water boy

of a construction crew on the Philadelphia

& Reading. In his leisure time he drew

a picture of a locomotive; the master me-

chanic, passing by, saw the picture and

seeing the talent of the young orphan boy

placed him at once in the shops of the road

as an apprentice, where he began to learn

his trade as machinist. Year by year he

worked at his trade until he mastered it,

and by strict attention to business he was

made roundhouse foreman.

After filling the position of roundhouse

foreman he was offered the position of

general foreman in the shops at Marshal,

Texas, which he accepted and filled with

credit. Later he was offered the posi-

tion of general foreman of the Louis-

ville & Nashville shops at Nashville which

he accepted, and after filling that posi-

tion with credit he decided that he wanted

to run a locomotive and was given a

position as engineer on the road. He re-

mained as engineer for five years. He
then accepted the position with the South-

ern Railway as master mechanic at Selma,

Ala., where he has now been sent. It was

in 1886, when the guage of the road was

changed on several Southern roads, that

Mr. Micheals beat all other roads and

divisions by one month and has the record

in changing the guage of rolling stock.

He was then sent to Knoxville, which

was the largest shops on the old E. T. V.

& G. R. R. The shops then were small

when the Southern took charge and un-

der his supervision the old shops have

been torn down and new ones built. They

are known as the Coster shops, which are

the largest on the system. For twenty-

two years "J. B." has been in Knoxville.

His record is one of the best. At the

Coster shops every one regretted to sec

him leave. At the parting there were tears

in many of the old men's eyes. All

wish him success at Selma and all hope

when the rotary system of the Southern

comes into play again in two years he will

be returned to the Coster shops, which he

helped to build R. P. Williams.

Knoxville, Term.

Defects of the E. T. Brake.

Editor:

I noticed in your March issue that a

subscriber hoped for a discussion on

the defects in E. T. equipment and

I think it is a good idea.

1 ran across one myself a short time

since, which could be considered in the

nature of a freak, inasmuch as the com-

bination of defects causing the trouble

would seldom be found together.

When, with pressures at 70 and 90,

and reducing valve set at 45 lbs. on the

H-s equipment, an application was

made with the independent brake

valve, brake pipe pressure would imme-
diately equalize with main reservoir

pressure. Brake pipe pressure when
drawn down with automatic brake

valve would resume normal pressure

when placed on running position. Ap-

parently there is no connection what-

ever between the independent brake

valve and brake pipe feed valve, but

we found after considerable skirmish-

ing around that changing the latter for

one that had been repaired ended the

trouble.

Upon taking the defective one apart

we found the small port through sup-

ply valve piston stopped up, the pack-

ing ring a very tight fit on account of

dirt, and quite a leak around the flush

nut. I considered that the piston be-

ing entirely air tight, the pressure on

the front side of piston would drain

out through regulating valve until

greatly reduced. The slight variation

of pressure on the other side of piston

caused by the application of independ-

ent brake valve, aided by leak in flush

nut, would probably disturb the piston

enough to allow main reservoir pres-

sure to force it to open position. I do

not know that this is the correct ex-

planation and would like to hear from

others.

There seems to be a tendency among
cnginemen to blame the check when
signal whistle blows after an independ-

ent application. I find that leaks in

signal line cause this most frequently.

The check being the dividing line,

when the reduction is made the air is

temporarily trapped and the leaks

cause the whistle to blow.

Allen E. Nye.

Air Room Foreman,

A. T. & S. F. Ry.,

Albuquerque, N. M.

Boiler Explosions.

Editor:

The prevailing idea when a locomo-

tive boiler explodes is that the imme-
1 ause was low water in the boiler.

This, however, to my mind, has never

been satisfactorily proved, yet it seems

to be the consensus of opinion among
men educated in this line that insuffi-

cient supply of water in the boiler was

the direct cause. The newspaper re-

porter will invariably decide "low

water" was the immediate cause of the

disaster and the public concur in con-

demning the lifeless and defenseless

engineer.

Evidence has come under my obser-

vation that would seem to demonstrate

the inaccuracy of this unreliable as

well as uncharitable theory. Many
years agone an instance came under

my observation where an inexperi-

enced man was assigned the work of

firing a small locomotive after the

boiler had been washed. In due course

of time the locomotive got "hot" and

it was the pride and the height of the

young man's ambition to see the loco-

motive relieve herself through the

"pop" valve. Presently he decided to

satisfy himself of his ability to manip-

ulate the injector and replenish the

boiler with water. This part was suc-

cessfully accomplished, but it was dis-

covered that the boiler was leaking

and the bright glow of the fire was ex-

tinguished. It was concluded that the

reason for the crown sheet and the

two sheets on the side of firebox leak-

ing along the top row of staybolts

was on account of the sediment around

the crown bolts and the staybolts had

been removed by the process of wash-

ing the boiler. Wonderful sagacity!

The top row of flues were also leak-

ing. Presumably the rest of the stay-

bolts and flues did not have sediment

and mud removed by the washing of

the boiler. This locomotive carried

125 lbs. pressure to the square inch.

Later a road locomotive of the

Wootten type had been "touched" while

in service on the road and this one

had identically the same kind of de-

fects in the firebox sheets. Since that

time perhaps fifty or more locomotive

boilers that had similar treatment have

come under my observation and all

showed the same parts leaking.

A recent case happened that con-

vinced me more firmly than any prev-

ious instance of similar character that

low water and the effort to recover it

will not explode a locomotive boiler

in good condition. Arriving at the ter-

minal the engineer directed the fireman

to get his fire in shape and keep her

"hot," as there was a "double header"

to put away and it would require full

pressure to handle all the cars. The
fireman, who happened to be only a re-
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cent addition to the force, did his part

well as far as keeping the engine "hot"

went. The train was put away in the

course of twenty-live minutes or more

and the engine was turned into the

ash pit track still holding her full pres-

sure and the fire all aglow. The en-

gineer put on the injector to fill the

boiler as usual preparatory to leaving

her, and which was also required of

him. At the ash pit he dismounted and

began inspecting the engine, and be-

fore he had accomplished* this part of

his work the fireman told him there

was a "leak in the top of the fire-box."

By this time he had regained the water

and there were two solid gauges of

water. This engine was a modification

of the Wootten locomotive and carried

a pressure of 210 lbs. per sq. in. Every

crown bolt and four rows of staybolts

on either side were leaking, together

with the top row of flues. This cer-

tainly was a case of low water in

boiler and it was recovered and no ex-

plosion.

A short time ago my attention was

called to a boiler that had just been

"fired up" on account of a leak in the

back end of the boiler, and that the

attendant was alarmed and would not

go near her. It was leaking profusely

and when cooled down it was discov-

ered that there was a crack about 16

ins. long on the outside shell of the

fire-box. If this locomotive had ex-

ploded it would unquestionably have

been attributed to low water, yet there

was sufficient water in her boiler to

last with perfect safety for several hours.

Early last fall my attention was in-

vited to an explosion of a hot water

boiler that was used for domestic pur-

poses. This was a copper boiler and

less than two years in use. The shell

was knocked from end to end and did

considerable damage to the property.

Possibly the water was low.

A few years since a train of fast

freight was speeding over a division

and all at once a portion of her crown-

sheet came down. The engineer was

dishonorably dismissed from the com-

pany's service for incompetency as

having allowed his boiler to become

insufficiently supplied with water.

Immediately after this incident a

twin sister of hers was taken in for

boiler washing and general inspection.

Thes eengines were comparatively new

and were of the Wootten pattern. The
inspection disclosed the fan that there

were many stay-bolts broken and there

were twenty-eight stay-bolts in one

cluster broken.

The Board of Adjustment of the

engineers became possessed of this in-

formation and the dismissed engineer

was reinstated and is an honored em-

ployee of that road now.

In view of these incidents and others

it would require copious and cogent

argument to convince the writer that

insufficient supply of water in the

boiler, instead of the eternal destiny

of matter wrought by the human mind
and hand, is the immediate cause of

locomotive boiler explosions. Yet the

lifeless and defenseless engineer in the

event of fatality who sacrifices his

life on the altar of duty is ignominious-

ly and perfidiously accused and con-

demand for carelessness and incompe-

tency. James Francis.

Carbondale, Pa.

[Those of our readers who are in-

terested in this subject should turn to

our article on page 161 of the April,

1907, issue; also to the article on "Low
Water Boiler Explosions," page 206,

May, 1907, and to the one on "Causes

of Boiler Explosions" in our Septem-

ber, 1907, issue, page 408, and to the

remarks on page 407. Also to an article

in "Twentieth Century Locomotive," page

164. In all these articles broken stays is

held to be a prolific cause of explosions

and low water is not held to be the imme-

diate cause of an explosion. Low water

means the long-continued

heating of the dry sheets

which soften, bag down and

tear away from the stays,

thus suddenly liberating the

stored up energy in the

water. If cold water is in-

jected into the boiler before

the sheet has been heated

and weakened sufficiently to

tear off the stays, then an

explosion will not take

place.

After an explosion has

taken place there is no oc-

casion for the reputation of anyone to

suffer wrongfully. Broken stay-bolts

show themselves as such and overheated

and bagged sheets tell their own tale.

Each has unmistakable characteristics

which should not be mistaken.—Ed.]

order to expand it; however, I like to

use a wood fire the best. After heating

the cylinder try the pin gauge and if

the pin gauge doesn't go in the cylin-

der easily don't try to put in the bush-

ing, for the bushing heats quickly and
will get stuck before you get it in.

Ordinarily a cylinder will expand 1-16

in., and if the bushing is not turned

too large a person can shove the bush-

ing in by hand. After the cylinder

cools off the bushing will be a perfect

fit. If the bushing is too large, when
the cylinder cools off the bore of the

bushing will be out of round. I re-

cently had to finish putting in a bush-

ing that was stuck when half way in.

I made my pin gauge and tried the

cylinder and found the bushing 1-32

in. larger than the bore of the cylinder.

I built a good wood fire all around the

cylinder and as the cylinder got warm
the bushing got warm and expanded as

fast as the cylinder did. When the

cylinder had expanded enough to take

the pin gauge I cooled the inside of

the bushing off with an air blast from
the air compressor. In a few minutes

Applying Cylinder Bushings.

Editor:

Different railroads have different

methods of fitting and applying cylin-

der bushings and piston valve cages

and I find they all work well if every-

thing is all right, but in most shops the

machinist trusts to luck, and if he hap-

pens to have poor luck the company is

the loser. Now to do away with the

idea of luck and avoid any chance of

breaking the bushings, I have used the

following method and have never had

a failure.

The first and really most important

thing to do is to make a pin gauge the

same size as the bushing. This pin

gauge can be made of J^-inch round

iron, pointed at both ends. There are

several ways to heat the cylinder in

MODERN 4-4-2 SOUTHERN PACIFIC.

the air blast cooled the bushing

enough so I could drive it in with a

block of wood.

In using a wood fire to heat the cyl-

inder there isn't any danger of spoiling

the cylinder, for an ordinary wood fire

is not hot enough to melt cast iron,

but in using a gas blower a person has

to be more careful. Steam doesn't

expand the cylinder enough.

The heavy part of the cylinder is on

top, so takes longer to expand and that

if where the most fire is needed. In

building a fire in the bore of the cyl-

inder, the cylinder will get a perfect

heat all around, and in less than one

minute after you sweep the fire out the

bushing can be shoved in and there

isn't any guesswork about it.

All bushings should be made the

same size as the bore of the cylinder.

It is always best to prove the lathe-

man's work before even trying to put

the bushing in.

H. L. Burehus.

Erecting Shop Foreman,

Eric R. R., Horncll, X. V.
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Elevator for Cars.

An interesting elevator installation

has recently been completed at the Ho-
boken terminal of the Hudson & Man-
hattan Railway tunnels under the Hudson
river at New York. This elevator is for

the purpose of placing in and removing
from the tunnels and subway the elec-

trically equipped passenger cars which

are used in these tunnels. The ele-

vator is in the yard of the Hudson Com-
panies which adjoins the Hoboken pas-

senger terminal of the Delaware, Lack-

awanna & Western Railroad. The cars

are 48 ft. long, over all, by 9 ft. wide,

and weigh empty about 64,000 lbs.;

loaded with passengers they weigh
about 85,000 lbs. To lower and raise

these cars into and out of the tunnel a

suitable lift has been built. It is an
elevator of 100,000 lbs. capacity, with a

platform 50 ft. long and 12 ft. wide

To provide for this elevator there is

a well having reinforced concrete walls

from the ground level to the tunnel.

Upon the side walls of this structure

are placed six steel columns supporting

a steel girder framing directly over the

hoistway, and upon these girders is

PASSENGER CAR ELEVATOR.

placed the machine for operating the

elevator platform.

This machine consists of two drum
shafts each 50 ft. long, one placed near
each side of the well. These drum
shafts are, at the center of their length,

driven by a system of four balanced
worm gears, arranged so that the load

on all four worm gears is equal under
all conditions of platform load. All

thrust loads are balanced by the worm
shafts, which have right and left hand
worms operating the worm gears.

These worms and gears run in oil baths

in tight casings. The entire system of

drum shafts, worm gears and worm
shafts is driven by one 100 h. p. motor
placed at the center of one side of the

elevator machine.

The elevator platform is made with

two longitudinal steel girders, one
under each rail, with suitable steel

framing to support the suspension

sheaves whereby the platform is sus-

pended from and operated by the ele-

vator machine. At the sides of the ele-

vator platform are dropped from the

machine above, thirty-two steel cables,

?4 in. diameter, which pass under sus-

pension sheaves below the steel plate-

floor of the elevator and return to an-

chorage in the steel overhead struc-

ture. By this arrangement one-half the

load is suspended directly by the over-

head structure, and one-half is sus-

pended from and operated by the ele-

machine.

In addition to the machine cables the

platform is suspended by eight counter-

weight cables, making a total of forty

steel cables j4-in. diameter. These have

a combined strength of 1,552,000 lbs.

The machine and cables are so ar-

ranged that the elevator platform can-

not incline from the horizontal posi-

tion, no matter where th.e load may be

placed.

The elevator is electrically controlled

by a pilot switch operated by a hand
shipping cable, and the elevator may be

run at speeds of from 10 to 20 ft. a

minute. The platform stops automati-

cally at the track levels. The rise of

the elevator from the tunnel track to

the surface track is about 30 ft. The
platform is equipped with the third

rail, which is "alive" only when the

platform is at the track levels, so that

the cars may be run by their own
motors.

In addition to the usual lifting ser-

vice this car hoist is arranged for

quickly changing one or both of the

motor trucks under a car body To. do

this the platform travels 3 ft. above the

surface tracks, and when in this posi-

tion blocks are put in place under the

car body, the truck connections are re-

leased and as the elevator platform de-

scends, the car body remains on the

blocks while the trucks go down with

the elevator platform.

The lifting capacity over and above

the weight of the elevated platforir 13

100,000 lbs. Weight of elevator plat-

form, 32,000 lbs. Counterweights, 63,-

800 lbs. The construction of the ele-

vator is fireproof throughout. It has

handled loads of 65 tons. It was built

and installed by the George T. Mc-
Laughlin Company, Boston, Mass., un-

der designs and patents of Mr. Martin

B. McLaughlin.

New Style of Cab Window.

A correspondent has sent us the pho-
tograph, reproduced here, of a novel

cab window. This window is set at

an agle, probably about 45 degs., and
by this arrangement it is said that the

glare on the glass caused when the fire

door is open is completely done away
with. Our correspondent thus de-

scribes the window:
"Mr. C. M. Goodrich, an engineer on

the Iowa Division of the Chicago &

GOODRICH CAB WINDOW.

North Western Railway, residing at

Clinton, la., has devised a locomotive

non-reflecting cab window which is a

great success. This window entirely

eliminates the reflection of light from
the fire-box door on the front glass

while the door is open. A recent test

of this window was made through a

blinding snow storm, on engine 895 on

the fast mail, running at the rate of 60

miles an hour, for a distance of 60

miles. Owing to the diagonal position

of the window the snow did not adhere

to the glass in the least. The snow-

was at the temperature and the consist-

ency to have done so on an ordinary

window. During a test made on a

200-mile run there was not a landmark
missed nor the view in any way ob-

scured by the reflecting of light on the

window, as is the case with the ordin-

ary window when fire-box door is open.

Any further information desired can be
secured from Mr. C. M. Goodrich, 681

Tenth avenue, Clinton, la."

Remember the new address of Railway
and Locomotive Engineering. It is 114

Liberty street. New York. We would

like all our agents and correspondents to

use the new address.
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Introduction of Balanced Valves.

No improvement introduced upon the

locomotive came into popular use more

quietly or more successfully than the

balanced slide valve. When slide

valves were small there was little need

for any part of the pressure being re-

moved by a balancing process. Before

the introduction of the link motion,

slide, valves were made as small as

practicable, but with the advent of the

link, a movement went silently on of

increasing the size of the valves to

meet the requirement of enlarged

steam and exhaust ports. For cylin-

ders 16 x 24 inches steam ports almost

as long as the diameter of the cylinders

began to come into use and a con-

struction rule of the early 70's was, to

make the length of the ports two

inches less than the diameter of the

cylinders. With this rule of practice

appeared the mathematician figuring on

the immense load that had to be moved

every time the valve made a stroke.

According to the calculations, the labor

expended in moving the valves made
serious inroads into the efficiency of

the engine. It took years to explode

the exaggeration indulged in about the

resistance of slide valves.

The sensational revelations of the

loss of the power of a locomotive

caused by the pressure on the large

slide valves set inventors to work, and

they produced such a fertile harvest

of balancing devices that railroad

officials came to dread the visit of a

patent agent with a balanced valve in

his grip guaranteed to save thirty-three

per cent, of the fuel consumed by loco-

motives using unbalanced valves. The

subject of balanced valves was for sev-

eral years a perennial question for dis-

cussion by the Railway Master Me-
chanics' Association, but little good

seems to have accrued from laborious

investigations and exhaustive discus-

sions. Many different forms of bal-

anced valves were applied to loco-

motives, mostly through the recom-

mendation of influential friends of the

inventors. They performed very well

for a time and glowing reports of their

merits would reach the public, but

when an engine having the wonderful

valves passed through the back shop,

plain valves were quietly but nearly al-

ways substituted.

That was the standing of the bal-

anced valve when one day about 1875,

A. B. Underhill, then superintendent of

motive power of the Boston & Albany

Railroad, received a visit from George

Richardson, an old friend, who wanted

to apply a set of balanced valves to one

of the company's locomotives. Mr.

Richardson had invented the valve and

had great faith in its practicability.

Mr. Underhill had endured some grief

from balanced valves and insisted that

they were a delusion and a snare. Mr.

Richardson proved immovably persist-

ent, for he had determined that a Bos-

ton & Albany locomotive was destined

to prove the value of his invention.

He was prepared to apply the valves

himself without expense to the com-

pany, and to take them off at once if

they were found not satisfactory.

Those who knew George Richardson

would predict that he would have his

way and that was what happened.

The valves were applied to one of

the largest passenger engines, and

nothing was said about them, till four

years afterwards, when the engine hap-

pened to be in the shop for general

repairs. The shop foreman, who had

been accustomed to seeing such valve

novelties thrown into the scrap heap,

went to Mr. Underhill and asked what

was to be done with the Richardson

valves. On examination they were

found to be in perfect order and per-

mission was given to leave them on

the engine. They ran for nine years.

Meanwhile their wonderful perform-

ance was reported to all likely to be

interested, and the balanced valve

quickly redeemed its reputation.

The Fallen Bridge.

The finding of the Quebec Bridge

Commission is that the failure of the

partly built structure over the St.

Lawrence river was due to faulty de-

sign. The lessons to be drawn from
the fall of the bridge are many and
impressive. It was to have been a

noble structure, and probably in new
and stronger form it will be raised

again to stand as a permanent triumph

of engineering skill. The work is one

of the greatest of its kind in the world,

and, like other great enterprises, the

first failure may be but a further in-

centive to the more careful and de-

liberate prosecution of the work.

The first Eddystone lighthouse, off

the' coast of Devonshire, built by Win-
stanley, was destroyed in 1703 by a hur-

ricane. Rudyerd built the second tower

on the Eddystone rocks in 1907, and it

lasted for 46 years, until destroyed by fire.

Smeaton's tower, built in 1759, has

lasted until the present time.

The engineer is essentially the stu-

dent of the forces of nature, and nature

teaches her votaries by the severest of

lessons—failure. Success with the en-

gineer is not the winning of popular

approval. His work is tried as that of

no other is tried. A great lawyer

may, by the sheer force of his

eloquence, convince a jury that

wrong is right. A great soldier may
win a battle by reason of the un-

preparedness of the enemy. A great

surgeon may perform a difficult and

daring operation and be successful by

reason of the strong physical condi-

tion of his patient. The engineer

stands apart from all these. He can-

not convince nature that wrong is

right. He never finds nature un-

prepared, and he may not dare for a

moment to count on fortuitous condi-

tions. His work, if it deviates from the

rigid standard imposed upon him by

nature, will fail.

Nearly every one who reads these

lines knows from actual experience

how exacting is the labor, and how im-

plicit the obedience required from

those who do work in obedience to the

laws of nature. You cannot neglect

die laws of friction and make an engine

run. You cannot overlook the water

supply to the boiler, and make up the

deficiency in other ways. Nature takes

no account of tired body or jaded

faculties. Physical law never forgives

"I forgot." The man who attempts

to do the work of an engineer, be it

constructive or operative, can never
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falter, and he can never plead excuse.

It is these very tiling-, above all

others which constitute the nobility of

the profession. The engineer submits

his work to a judge impartial and se-

vere, in whom there is no caprice ami

to whom no cojolery will appeal 1 1 is

most faithful and conscientious effort is

weighed in an even balance without

the addition or subtraction of a feather,

and the scale turns with absolute lidcl

ity to truth, unmixed with flattery or

rebuke.

In modern engineering work no

Athene springs fully accoutered, on the

instant, from the brow of Jove. With

tts to-day there are toilsome steps in

the evolution of the individual as there'

is and was in the evolution of the race.

The ability to achieve is often the

measure of the preparation.

The engineer's work stands, not by
reason of popular approval, but be-

cause of its inherent worth. There are

many seeming contradictions to this in

the experience of us all, but the prom-

ising short cuts generally turn out to be

mistaken paths, and for the engineer

the longest way round is the really

shortest way home. The lesson to us"

who read the verdict on the fallen bridge

at Quebec is that failure is not the end

of endeavor but rather the sign post

pointing out the sure and safe road.

It is not for us to smile self-righteously

at the mistakes of others, but to look

well to our own performance. The en-

gineer has voluntarily entered a severe

and exacting service, but it is in itself

the most noble on earth, for its achieve-

ments are beyond the praise or blame

of man.

Attempts at Heat Saving.

One of the fruitless dreams of phi-

losophers and physicists has been the

devising of some method by which the

energy of fuel could be converted into

work without being turned into gas

or without being employed to boil

water for the purpose of steam genera-

tion. The gas engine has made an

important step in utilizing the potential

energy of fuel, but that form of prime

mover has limitations that will keep

the steam engine in use as long as the

human understanding can penetrate the

veil of engineering progress.

It is a curious and interesting study

to follow the mutations of progress

connected with the use of steam from
the earliest efforts to convert fuel into

work, up to the comparatively per-

fected engine of today which produces

one horsepower from each pound of

steam used, but does not utilize more
than 10 per cent, of the energy of the

fuel. That seems to be a very small

triumph of scientific effort covering

several centuries, yet represents the

improvement obtained by the most

brilliant thinkers and mosl accord

plished in\ «

1 1 1 »!--. oi tl nturies.

Three centuries cover the invi

tions and • periments thai d.-\ , 1. ,,, <j

t he model n iti .1 ngine, bul manj
ci iit 111 ies li.'\ e elapsed since s< ii ntifii

speculators discoi ered 1 ii.it ti am could
perform u ork.

There is no means of knowing when
the potential powei oi steam was first

discovered. A cooking vessel a
by a lid first supplied tin means of

producing steam with pressure greater

than the atmosphere. Observant I

wives soon perceived 1 hal holding in

the savory fumes arising from tin- boil

ing broth tended to bring out tin 1

sence of the meat, \ piece of cloth

employed as a liner to the lid helped to

make the latter steam-tight. A stone

placed upon the steam-tight lid pro-

duced pressure. When the pressure

proved too great and the caldron ex-

ploded, popular ignorance attributed

the accident to diabolical agencies; but
now and again an observant person
appeared who attributed the accident

to the true cause. The person who
could reason out the truth on such an
incident was a philosopher, one of the

class that separated fallacies from fic-

tions and whose work added to that

of many others built up the science

of the line upon which their labors

were devoted.

The first important accumulation, of

what might be termed engineering
knowledge, was made in connection
with the great Library and Museum of

Alexandria, in Egypt, founded three

centuries before Christ by Ptolmey
Sotor. The Alexandrian Library was
the greatest seat of learning which the

ancient world possessed. Connected
with it were such names as Aristotle,

Archimedes, Euclid, Etesibius, Hero
and others whose names are familiar to

modern scholars. Among the engineer-
ing curiosities described in a book
found in the Alexandrian Library was
a steam motor that had been used for

doing such light work as closing church
doors, turning cooking spits, etc. Hero,
of Alexandria was credited with in-

venting the solipile, as the engine was
called, but some historical authorities

doubt this, holding that Hero merely
left a description of the apparatus.

The aeolipile appears to have sur-

vived all the vicissitudes connected
with first a crumbling and then a

renaissant civilization, and was familiar

to the people who devoted themselves
to the developing of a steam engine

capable of performing the drudgery of

the world and of carrying the heavy
burdens of mankind.
Hundreds of investigators and in-

ventors before Watt's time left benefi-

cent marks upon the steam engine, but
their sole aim was to produce an ap-

paratus that would work for days with-

out failure. The idea of saving fuel

doi not
i ;

ir to have influenced any
of the pioneer steam engine makers.
John Sun ineer,

who labored to improve the Newi
i

. was the fii i( heat
saving, lie applied 1 den ca nigs to

the piston i" p ,1 tem-
perature, and lie also applied a feed
v ati i- hi ate r to tie- hoi well. James
Watt, who was well informed concern-
ing heal phenomena, designed tin

arati 1 ondenser to prevent the waste of

heal din
1 te heating and

cooling of the cylinder. When Watt's

engines were first offi red to the public.

they ca tni inl ; n it h New-
comen engines and teed to

do cei tun work on greatly reduced
consumption of fuel. The competi-
tion that ensued brought fuel saving

into active prominence.

After the invention of the separate

condenser, the most important work
tli.it Watt performed, in the interests oi

heat conservation, was the inventing of

the steam jacket. With the long stroke,

slow moving engines of Watt's time,

there was great loss of heat from the

steam condensing in the cylinders. To
remedy this evil Watt had a steam-
tight casing made with the cylinder, in-

to which live steam from the boiler

was applied. This steam jacket pre-

vented cylinder condensation when it

was used properly, but under the man-
agement of ignorance and careless-

ness, the steam jacket has often acted

as a steam condenser that increased

rather than diminished the steam con-

densation naturally due to the cooling

action that follows the reduction of

cylinder temperature due to the ex-

panding steam.

When the high pressure high speed
engines were first introduced, their

friends and promoters assumed that

the trouble from cylinder condensa-
tion would be ended: but a few years'

experience demonstrated that the old

cylinder condensation drawback was
present no matter how high the steam
pressure might be or how fast the pis-

ton might travel. The remedies for

loss of heat by cylinder condensation
in high pressure cylinders have been
legion, and every year brings the in-

troduction of new ones. The locomo-
tive engine has borne the greatest

burden of experiments carried out to

increase the efficiency of the steam
used, and there is no indication that

experimenters are discouraged by their

lack of success. The practice of double
expansion was introduced with the

idea that cylinder condensation would
be materially reduced, since extremes
of temperature would be avoided when
the steam was expanded in two cylin-

ders instead of in one; but the com-
pound locomotive has not proved a

brilliant steam saver. Xow we have
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come to the point whore the argument
is used that the proper way to prevent

loss from cylinder condensation is to

heat the steam so intensely that losses

of heat from doing work by expansion

or from the interaction of the cooled

cylinder metal, will not be sufficient to

cool the steam to the dew condition.

This is known as superheating.

The practice of superheating steam
is by no means new, for it has been

tried, abandoned and tried again, long

before any of the present generation of

engineers was born. That erratic in-

ventor, Richard Trevithick, inventor

of the first locomotive to run on rails,

was the first engineer to experiment
with superheated steam. That was in

1828. A heat saving of about 33 per

cent, was claimed for the superheating

arrangement. A special form of su-

perheating boiler was patented by
Trevithick shortly after his first ex-

periments were carried out, but this

boiler did not become popular. Many
insulated experiments were made with
superheaters between 1830 and 1850
and claims for great steam saving were
always made, but for various reasons
the superheating appliances were quick-

ly abandoned. Their engineering repu-

tation went up like a rocket and came
down like the stick. About i860 a

movement originated to apply super-

heaters to marine boilers, and the pros-

pects of success seemed very bright

at first; but the hot steam soon fell

into disrepute, principally on account
of trouble with stuffing box packing
burning out. There was also difficulty

with lubrication of valves and pistons.

The writer made several trips in the

engine room of a steamer that had a

superheater in the uptake. On the last

trip it burned out and caused some de-
lay, which ended its service. A pe-
culiarity about superheaters has been
the readiness of users to become dis-

couraged by difficulties.

Superheaters for locomotives have
lately come into much favor in Ger-
many, and they are reported to be
saving a large percentage of fuel. The
Canadian Pacific Railway people have
applied superheaters to over three hun-
dred locomotives and are still extend-
ing the use of that heat saver. If that

railway company can reduce the fuel

bills by the use of steam superheaters
other railroads ought to profit through
the same source.

Pounding.

On the east coast of North America
it is a singular circumstance that in every

kind of disease that afflicts frail humanity,

malaria is nearly always mixed up with it.

The tendency to contract this trouble when
the body is weakened by some other cause

is very great. There is something an-

alagous to this in the locomotive, for what-

ever else may happen to the complex mech-

anism of the great machine, there is al-

most always a pounding somewhere in the

multitudinous joints or bearings of the

engines. The causes are many, but, gen-

erally speaking, the trouble may first be

looked for in the driving boxes, and those

who have had opportunities to observe

the exact condition of locomotives in ser-

vice will agree that the conditions of the

wedges in their relation to the driving

boxes is the chief cause of the pounding

so frequently complained of in the run-

ning of the modern locomotive.

It is a remarkable fact that no matter

how carefully fitted the wedges may have

been when the locomotive was constructed

or repaired, the boxes will be found sooner

or later to be rocking in the wedges. Very
frequently the wedges loosen themselves.

More often they are loosened by the engi-

neer while in service and especially when
a tendency to heating may have manifest-

ed itself during the strenuous period while

the engines are in operation. The atti-

tude to loosen the wedges too much is

very great among railway men. This

habit is fraught with the most deplorable

results and it is safe to state that the

great majority of frame fractures are due

to the loosening of the wedges, thereby al-

lowing the shock of the piston to strike

with great force against the pedestal jaws.

This fact is particularly emphasized by

the frequent breaking of the right frame

which, as is well known among railway

men, is subject to greater shocks than the

left frame. These shocks or blows are

greatly increased in intensity when the

driving boxes are loose in the wedges, and

apart from the risk of frame fracture,

there is a rapid wear of the wedges and
boxes and a cutting begun on the pedestal

jaws which in a short time renders it im-

possible to establish a correct adjustment

of the parts.

In fitting the wedges in the machine

shop it is good practice to leave them

narrower in the bottom than at the top.

It will be found that when the weight of

the engine is placed on the driving boxes

there usually arises a slight contraction

of the bottom of the boxes which facili-

tates the rocking of the box. This is ob-

vious from the fact that wedges are near-

ly always more worn on the top than on

the bottom. It seems incredible that the

driving box could contract at the bot-

tom, braced as it is by a cellar of thick

'metal fitted rfghUy between the two

sides of the box, but it will be found by

actual measurement that there is a con-

siderable contraction after service. Hence,

in the fitting of the wedges, as we have

already stated, the space should be slightly

narrower in the bottom.

The loosening of the wedges, while in

the cases of boxes being heated, may be

an absolute necessity, care should be taken

that as the box cools the wedge should

be returned to its proper position as speed-

ily as possible. The operation is simple

enough and need not occupy more than a

few minutes. The wedge should first be

tightened up as firmly as possible and a

mark may readily be made on the frame,

and the wedge drawn down one six-

teenth of an inch below this mark. Both

the wedge and shoe should be equipped

with tap bolts passing through a slot in

the frames. If these are kept tight the

liability to cut the pedestal is eliminated

altogether. Both the wedge and shoe

should also be reduced on their faces by

planing off a portion of the bearing part,

leaving their fitting surfaces about the

same length as the face of the box. This

will preclude the possibility of the box
cutting into the surface of the wedge,

leaving a ridge on the upper part of the

wedge into which the box may become
jammed at any time by some extra vibra-

tion of the springs. It may be added that

in setting up the wedges it is well to ob-

serve that the engine is in such a posi-

tion with relation to the action of the

rods that the boxes are being pulled firmly

against the shoes, otherwise the pressure

of the driving box may, be set strongly

against the movable wedge and prevent its

being readily set to its proper position.

Proposed Changes in the M. C. B. Code

The standing committee of the

Pittsburgh Railway Club recently

made a report on the revision of the

M. C. B. rules of car interchange.

Want of space prevents us from re-

printing the report in full, but among
the suggestions was one about pencils.

They want black indelible pencils to be

used in making out defect and bad or-

der cards, and wish that the use of such
a pencil be insisted on in the rules.

This suggestion arises from the fact

that many car inspectors do not use

ink and ordinary lead pencil writing

soon becomes indistnet.

A proposal is made to print the

cards so that the car number and initial

shall be at the bottom and not at the

top of the card, as it is now. The rea-

son for this is that bill clerks and

others who handle the cards usually

get them fastened to other papers,

vouchers or letters. These are either

pinned or held together with a clip,

and the fastening is usually placed so-

as to obscure the number of the car,

and it is frequently necessary to de-

tach the card from the other papers in

order to see the number. This may
not seem to involve much trouble, but

when it has to be done all day and
every day, the few moments taken for

each card when added together shows
considerable loss of time.

Coming to the practical inspection

of cars, the suggestion is made that in

the rule dealing with seams on the
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tread of a cast iron wheel should read

"Any seams at a distance one-half

inch or less from the throat of the

flange." As the rule is now, wheels

may be removed for seams one inch

long or over when found at a distance

of half an inch or less from the throat

of the flange. The report says, "Any
seam in the throat of the flange is

dangerous, inasmuch as it is impossible

to determine from a surface inspection

the length of the same, as it very fre-

quently shows at the surface, a certain

length and then extends further under

the surface." In rule 14 the addition

of the word "cracked" in the first line

is suggested, because when wheels are

discovered to have cracked flanges, due

to seams, they should be removed from
service, from a safety standpoint.

There is also a suggestion which

deals with the ambiguity as to which

is the "inside" of the flange as speci-

fied in rules 18 and 20. When an in-

spector is required to gauge wheels for

a bent axle, he measures the wheels be-

tween the "inside" of the flanges, which

means from the backs of the flanges.

This side of each flange, the Pittsburgh

Club Committee desire, in rule 18, to

designate by the expression "the oppo-

site side from the throat of the flange."

This certainly removes the ambiguity

arising from the words "inside" and
"outside" of the flange. It seems to us,

however, that the sides of the flange

might be clearly designated by calling

one the "side adjacent to the tread,"

and the other or the back of the flange,

the "side remote from the tread."

Another suggestion regarding wheels

is that in rule 21 the gauges shown in

Figs. I, 2; 3, 4, 4A, and 5 be changed

so as to eliminate the throat radius.

The reason for this suggestion is that

the gauge shown in the M. C. B. code

has a 3/16 in. radius at the throat of the

flange, while the gauge shown among
the M. C. B. standards adopted last year

provides for a fjj in. throat radius.

The gauge proposed by the committee

of the Pittsburgh club is intended to

measure wheel flanges at a point V4 of

an inch above the tread and it is sug-

suggested that the opening in the pro-

posed gauge should be made to con-

demn the same thin flange wheel, that

the present Interchange Code gauge

condemns. This would approximately

be an opening of 1 inch on the pro-

posed wheel gauge for a wheel which
would be condemned with a flange

I-rV ins. thick by the present gauge.

The second opening in the proposed

gauge would be approximate!}' 15/16 of

an inch for a wheel which would be

condemned with the present gauge for

a 1 in. flange. The decrease in the open-

ings in the proposed gauge is owing
to the flange being measured at a point

higher up from the tread than the

present gauge. By eliminating throat

radius the proposed gauge can lie used

so that differeri 1 opinion will not

cxi^t. for it i-. intended that the pro-

posed gauge shall not condemn a wheel

until the bottom of the outer 1 nd of the

in- rests squarely on the tread and

50 remove thi uncertainty now existing

by reason of the- possibility of the in-

spector tilting the present gauge to-

ward or away from the tread.

agent for the banishment of unneces-

sary suffering and pain.

First Aid on the B. & M.

The second regular course of lectures

on "First Aid to the Injured," deliv-

ered to the employees of the Boston

& Maine Railroad has recently been

completed. Dr. H. M. Stoodley was
in charge of the course and delivered

ten lectures to a large and attentive

class.

This course is the outcome of ar-

rangements made with the National

First Aid Association of America by
the Educational Committee of the

Railroad Department of the V. M. C. A.

in Boston. This work has the

hearty endorsation and co-operation of

the B. & M. and the railway con-

tributes to the undertaking, with the

understanding that the lectures are

free to all employees of the road. Mr.

Frank Barr, third vice president and

general manager of the B. & M. is a

firm believer in the benefits to be de-

rived from first aid instruction to rail-

way men and his belief takes this kind of

practical shape.

Following each lecture, the students

are taught how to do bandaging by

practical demonstration with each

other in class. The proper methods
of administrating temporary relief in

cases of injury, shock, hemorrhage, dis-

locations, burns, and other accidents

are clearly explained. Each student is

supplied with the Barton First Aid text

book, and an instruction package con-

taining- an illustrated triangular band-

age, roller bandages and finger splints.

The excellent work done by the Na-
tional First Aid Association, of which
Miss Mary Kensel, of Boston, is the

secretary, needs no encomium from
us. We have before now taken occa-

sion to remark in these columns that

First Aid in railway work does not

aim at turning good railroad men into

poor surgeons. The scope of the w-ork

is rather to eliminate error in the treat-

ment of injured persons and to famil-

iarize railroad men of all ranks with

the easiest and best way of rendering

that help which all desire to give in

cases of emergency.

The knowledge of how to act gives

confidence, excludes misdirected effort

and prevents conflicting and confusing

attempts to render assistance. First

aid is rational and is founded on com-
mon sense and when practised by kind-

ly and enlightened men is a powerful

Exhibition of Safety Appliances.

ning of the American Mu-
seum of Safety Devices took place last

month at 231 West 39th street, New
York. Among the articles on exhibi-

tion may be mentioned lighted 1

that will not explode when turned up-

side down, containers through which
lighted gasoline can be poured with-

out exploding, an Industrial "chamber
of horrors," a model house fire-proofed

within and without, a mine gallery con-

structed with steel instead of wood,

with lagging and fudged with coal,

safety davits, signal lights, life buoys,

collapsible life boats, occupational

dusts, ambulances and emergency

boxes. There was no charge for

space, as the object of the exposition

is not coercive, but suggestive. In-

ventors and makers are invited to com-

municate with Dr. William H. Tolman,

director, at the Museum.
Among the exhibitors were the Car-

negie Steel Company, Westinghouse Air

Brake Company, the American Bridge

Company, the Union Switch and Signal

Company, Yale &Towne Manufacturing

Company, the Travelers' Insurance

Company and others. Three solid gold

medals were awarded for the best de-

vices in transportation, mining and the

best safety device for motor boats and

motor vehicles. The chairman of the

committee of direction is Mr. Charles

Kirchhoff. and of the exhibits com-

mittee. Prof. F. R. Hutton. The Mu-
seum is a permanent institution of

unique educational value, and is de-

serving of generous support.

BooK Notices

Power and Power Transmission. By E.

W. Kerr, M E. John Wiley & -

New York. 366 pages. 6 ins. X 9 ins.

Cloth. Price, $2.

The subject matter of this excellent

book is largely composed of a series of

lectures delivered by the author in his

capacity of Professor of Mechanical En-

gineering in the Louisiana State Uni-

versity. The book has already been re-

ceived with much popular favor and the

second edition is being rapidly distributed

among the younger engineers at home and

abroad, and to them the work cannot fail

to be other than a strong directing force

along the proper lines of study. The
paper and presswork are of the best,

while the drawings, both mechanical and

perspective, are such as stamp the book at

once as a careful and painstaking effort to

treat an important engineering subject in

the way that it ought to be treated. It

will be read with interest and profit by

all those interested in the subject.
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Electrical Railroading. By Sidney Ayl-

mer-Small. F. J. Drake & Co., Chicago.

924 pages. 4^4 ins. X 7 ins. Flexible

leather. Profusely illustrated. Price,

$3-50.

The recent adaptation of electrical

power to city and urban railway traffic

has brought the subject of electrical rail-

roading prominently to the minds of the

younger class of railroad men and those

who will take pains to possess them-
selves of a knowledge of the subject can-

not fail to realize the advantage they will

gain in a feu years. The work before us

admirably suits the student who may not

have the opportunity of attending college

classes. There is in this book all that a

railroad man needs to know. The book
consists of a series of lessons, and each

lesson has the merit of being short enough
to be studied at one time. The popular

style of questions and answers is largely

•adopted. Full descriptions of apparatus

and machinery give a fullness to the work
which cannot fail to fix the subject thor-

oughly in the student's mind.

Locomotive Catechism. By Robert Grim-
shaw, M. E. N. W. Henley Publishing

Co., 132 Nassau street, New York. 816

pages, 5 x y
l
/2 ins., ornamental cloth, il-

lustrated with 437 engravings and 3 fold-

ing plates. Price, $2.50.

A new edition, revised and enlarged, of

Mr. Grimshaw's popular Catechism has

just been issued and will undoubtedly be

reo h ed with much popular favor. It is

gratifying to observe that authors and
publishers are alive to the fact that the

young railroad man of to-day is looking

fur the fullest information on the details

of the modern locomotive, and the supply

seems to be keeping pace with the demand.
The tine typography and binding, which

are characteristic of the Henley publica-

tions, is more than maintained in the

work before us, while the quality of the

illustrations leave nothing to be desired.

Railway Shop Up to Date. Compiled by

M. H. Haig and B. W. Benedict Cran-

dall Publishing Co., Chicago. 243 pages-

9 ins. x 12 ins. Cloth. Price, $4.00.

The necessary revolution that has taken

place in machine shop construction in re-

cent years is such that the bringing to-

gether in one volume of a variety of

descriptive designs, each complete in it-

self, cannot fail to meet the warm ap-

proval of all who are interested in the

involved problem of railroad shop con-

struction. The work is comprehensive in

its scope and the arrangement of details

is logical and shows how carefully the

editors have conned their subjects. The
various departments essential to locomo-
tive and car construction and repair are

classified under separate headings and the

work is altogether a valuable reference on
the great and slowing subject of which it

treats. The numerous drawings are clear

and comprehensive. The letter press is

excellent. The subjects are treated with

a lucid terseness that is commendable.

Easily Made Rod Press.

A handy rod-brass press has been

devised by Mr. Edward Schultz, gen-

eral foreman of the Chicago & North
Western Railway at Milwaukee, Wis.,

which we are able to show in our line

cut made from a shop sketch. The
base casting is a plate used on the ten-

ders belonging to the C. & N. \Y., and
it is set in wooden blocks so that the lugs

help to hold it in place and the bot-

tom of the casting forms a plane sur-

face.

Two upright rods hold a simple

T-shaped forging the top of which
supports the bearing for an axle and
a pair of small guide wheels. The
main part of the whole arrangement
is an ordinary hydraulic jack such as

is used in the shop and this jack is

supported by chains terminating in a

counterweight which slides loosely in

Proud of His Occupation.

"I am proud of my occupation of

locomotive engineer," wrote John Alex-

ander, "and the responsibilities I as-

sume. I cannot think of anything I

would care more to hear of one of my
sons than for some man who knows
what he is talking about to say: 'That

young man is a first-class locomotive

engineer.'

"Enginemen of America, what does

that remark mean? To a workingman
it means a skilled mechanic capable of

earning from two to four times as

much pay as a laborer. To the railway

officials of the country, a man in whom
they can safely trust the trains and
property of the road, safe in his de-

cisions, cool in emergencies, and faith-

ful to his trust. To the thinking pub-
lic, a hero whom it will be perfectly

safe to trust with the lives of the dear-

ROD BRASS PRI SS, MADE IN C. & N.-W. SHOPS, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

a pair of guides fastened to one. of the

posts in the shop. The jack is thus

easily arranged so that its base may
rest on the plane surface of the base

casting or the top of the jack may be

made to bear against the T-shaped
forging on top. This is a matter of

convenience for the man using the

machine as the jack will do business

just as well if the base is jacked down
or the head is forced to rise.

The jack being hydraulic is, so to

speak, self-contained and is always

ready for use. The whole thing is

handy, it takes up very little room, it

can be made of material which is to

be found in any shop, and further-

more if the jack is wanted elsewhere

it can be unhooked from the chains in

the twinkling of an eye and used any-

where about the shop, but when in

position as a part of this apparatus

the everyday shop jack rises to the

dignity of a small hydraulic press, and un-

der its persuasive pressure the brasses

sink slowly into the holes in rod ends and

stay there.

est ones on earth. To his family it

means sobriety, thrift, manhood. To
his friends kindness, benevolence, hon-
esty, honor as a good example. To
society, a man and a gentleman, intel-

ligent, grimy-handed and square.

"A fireman's position bears the same
relation to an engineer's as does a lieu-

tenant's to a captain's—eventually he

takes his place."

What Should a Young Fireman Know?
A modest young fireman has written

to us, asking for an outline of the

knowledge a man in his position ought
to be possessed of in order to make a

first class fireman. We have referred

him to the instruction and rules given

in certain books, but we are by no
means sure that we have covered the

subject properly. We should be

pleased to hear from our readers on
the subject, particularly from travel-

ing engineers.

Time wasted is Existence; used is

Life !

—

Young.
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Applied Science Department

Elements of Physical Science. XIII.

OPTICS.

Light is believed to be produced by
the undulations of ether, a subtle and
elastic fluid that fills all space. The
vibrations of the atoms of luminous

bodies wherever situated set waves of

ether in motion like ripples on the siir-

face of water. The number and veloc-

ity of these vibrations are incalculable,

but their effect upon the membrane of

the eye produce the sensation called

light.

Optics is the science that treats of

the phenomena called light and also

of the faculty of vision. In the trans-

mission of light, all bodies are divided

into three classes—transparent, trans-

lucent and opaque.

The chief source of light, as of heat,

is the sun. Light is also in a lesser

degree received from the stars, elec-

tricity, chemical and mechanical action,

and phosphoresence. All other sources

of light are insignificant in comparison

with the light of the sun. The most
dazzling combination of light that can

be brought together within a few feet

of us is obscured in the light of the

sun at a distance of over 90 millions of

miles.

The fixed stars are also self-lumin-

ous, being suns of other systems. The
immense distance that separates them
from our planetary system renders

their light of little importance to us.

When the sun shines, the most lumin-

ous among the fixed stars become in-

visible. In regard to the degree of'

light supplied by the sun it may be

noted that in comparison with the

light of the full moon, the former ex-

ceeds the latter nearly 550,000 times.

The velocity of light has been care-

fully ascertained by repeated experi-

ments and light is said to travel from
star to star at the rate of about 185,000

miles per second. At this velocity

light travels between the sun and the

earth in about eight minutes. The
velocity of light was discovered by
Roemer, a Danish astronomer, who
carefully calculated the appearance of

the moons of Jupiter when rising be-

hind the planet's disk at a time when
the Earth was nearest to Jupiter and
then observed the phenomena when
Jupiter was at its furthest point from
the Earth. At the more remote dis-

tance the moons were sixteen minutes
later in appearing than at the nearest

point. The graduation of the interven-

di tanci was found to be correct

as Roemer had anticipated and the

phenomena couhl not be account..] For

on any other theory than that of the

time required for light to travel.

REFRAI It Ill

It will be observed that when light

strikes a transparent body some of it

is reflected and some of it is partly

absorbed and partly transmitted

through it. If the light comes from
any other angle than at right angles

the direction of the rays of light are

modified by the resistance of the trans-

parent body. Thus, when an oar is

placed in the water it no longer ap-

pears to be straight but appears as if

broken at the point of contact with

the water. It is evident that the rays

of light on entering the water are

slightly deflected by the resistance of

the water, with the result that a

change of direction occurs, so that

bodies immersed in water are not ex-

actly located where they seem to be.

The same phenomena is true in a

lesser degree in regard to the true

position of the heavenly bodies. Ex-
cept when directly at right angles, the

light from them is deflected from its

straight course by passing through the

atmosphere with the result that these

bodies are not in the position where
the}- seem to us to be. This change
of direction which a ray of light ex-

periences on passing obliquely from
one medium to another is called re-

fraction.

Many of the effects of the refraction

of light are unobserved to us, as in the

case of the rising and settin'g of the

sun. We actually see the sun before

it has risen above the horizon, and it

remains visible for some time after it

has set. We also owe the twilight to

successive refractions of light after the

sun has disappeared. Anyone doubting
this phenomena can be readily con-
vinced by placing a coin on the bottom
of an empty vessel and hold the eye
in such a position that it will just

miss seeing the coin on account of the

side of the vessel coming between the

eye and the coin. Let water be poured
in, then the coin will become visible,

the rays having become refracted or

bent so as to meet the eye. In the

case of the sun or other heavenly

bodies, the atmosphere acts on the rays

of light although in a much lesser de-

gree than the water, because the air is

a thinner fluid.

Attraction Toward Lights.

A scientific puzzle is, why does the

moth fly to the candle and why do all

ol nocturnal insects lly to the fatal

electric light? There are many theories

on the subject. Professor Loeb sees in

the insect's flight candleward only a

directive effect of light similar to that

which causes the flower to turn

towards the sun, while others ascribe

the effect purely to the insect's curios-

ity. One authority notes that only

flying and swimming creatures are thus

affected, and he explains this by re-

minding us that such creatures must
rely for their guidance almost wholly

on sight. Hence a bright light in the

night attracts them, because it gives

rise to the sole external impulse that

can act upon them.

Importance of Water.
Writing in the Century Magazine,

Professor Lowell makes some very
striking points on the importance of

water in making the earth a dwelling

place of animate beings. He say-:

"i if all the conditions preparatory to

life, the presence of water, composed
of oxygen and hydrogen, is at once
the most essential and the most world-

wide. For if water be present, the

presence of other necessary elements
is probably assured. If water exist,

that fact goes bail for the necessary

temperature, the gamut of life being co-

extensive with the existence of water
as such. It is so consequentially, life

being impossible without water. What-
ever the planet, this is of necessity

true. But the absolute degrees of tem-
perature within which life can exist

vary according to the mass of the body,

another of the ways in which mere
size tells. On the earth 212 deg. Fahr-

renheit limits the range at the top, and
32 deg. Fahrenheit at the bottom in

the case of fresh water. 27 deg. Fahr-

enheit in the case of salt. On a smaller

planet both limits would be lowered,

the top one the most. On Mars the

boiling point would probably be about
no deg. Fahrenheit. Secondly, from
the general initial oneness of their con-

stituents, a planet that still possesses

water will probably retain the other

substances that are essential to life;

gases, for the reason that water vapor
is next to hydrogen and helium the

lightest of them all; and solids, because

their weight would still more conduc"
to keep them there. Water, indeed, acts

as a solution to the whole problem.
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Remedies for Burns and Scalds.

People who arc liable to suffer from

accidental burns or scalding would do

well to keep in a convenient place a

bottle of linseed oil and limewater, to-

gether with a roll of absorbent cotton

and pieces and strips of old linen for

bandages. For scalds an application

of glycerine is most useful. Strips of

linen or lint, well soaked in glycerine,

gently laid over the scalded skin im-

mediately after the accident, will afford

relief from pain and hasten a cure.

Questions^Answered

SAFETY VALVES DURING BOILER TEST.

(36) R. E. L., Culebra, C. Z., writes:

In giving any boiler a hydrostatic test

of 50 per cent, above the regular work-

ing pressure, which is the best prac-

tice? To screw the spring down in the

safety valve to withstand the extra

pressure and then set the safety valve

to its regular working pressure after-

wards, or to plug up the hole after

safety valve has been removed from

the boiler, or to gag the valves? A.—

In testing boilers the best practice is

to remove the safety-valve springs and

place pieces of pipe on the valve stems,

then screw caps down on the pieces of

pipe. These will hold the valves in

their places against any pressure. It

is not good practice to screw down the

springs, as the limit of their resistance

might be reached and the spring be

permanently damaged. Plugging the

valves from the inside involves the re-

moval of the dome cap if it is desired

to save the plugs. In any event wood-

en plugs are unreliable against high

pressures. Gagging the valves is not

good practice, because cases have been

known where the gagged valves have

been forgotten after the test was com-

pleted and steam raised with valves in

this condition.

CROSSHEAD MOTION.

(37) J. H. C, Meridian, Miss., writes:

What part of the cylinder does the

piston travel the fastest in? Is it from

the centre to the front end and back

to the centre, or is it from the centre

to the back end and return? I believe

it is from the centre to the front end,

but my friend thinks it is from the

centre to the back end. Which of us

is correct? A.—You are right. This

question depends on what is called

the angularity of the connecting rod.

When the crank pin is on the top or

bottom quarter, the crosshead is slight-

ly back of the centre of the guides.

Call this position anything you like as

long as you understand it. Say it is

the "nearcentre" position for sake of

argument. From nearcentre to back-

end of guides and up to nearcentre is

the to and fro motion of the crosshead

for the crank pin's sweep up from bot-

tom to top quarter, running forward.

That is halt a revolution for the wheel.

From nearcentre to front end of guides

and back to nearcentre is the to and

fro motion for the crank pin's down-

ward sweep from top to bottom quar-

ter, running forward. If the motion

of the wheel is at the same rate all the

time, the crosshead will have to go

from nearcentre to front and return

to nearcentre. in exactly the same time

that it goes from nearcentre to back

end and return to nearcentre, and as

the distance from nearcentre to the

front end is longer than from near-

center to back end, the crosshead

moves in the forward part of the guides

slightly faster than it does in the rear

part.

EXPANSION OF PLATES.

(38) R. A. C. Angelica, N. Y., writes:

Please answer the following: Which

will expand the most when heated, a

one-inch hole in a six-inch piece of

iron, outside diameter, or a one-inch

hole in a twelve-inch piece, outside di-

ameter? A.—The expansion is greater

in the larger piece, for the reason that

the larger the body of metal the

greater the amount of expansion when

heated. In a series of experiments,

made with a piece of boiler iron three-

eighths of an inch in thickness, the

variation was not great, but each occa-

sion showed that the expansion was

slightly greater in the larger plate.

The whole piece of metal has in each

case to be heated.

MEETING OF WORK EXTRA AND REGULAR.

(39) A. H., Wheeling, W. Va., writes:

Suppose A, B C and D are stations on a

railway. No. 20 is a second-class train,

northbound. The following order is sent

to operators at A and D simultaneously,

addressed at A to No. 20 and at D to En-

gine 7852. The order reads, "C & E

No. 20. A, also C & E Eng. 7852. D.—

Eng. 7852 will work 9 A. M. until 3 P- M.

between D and A and will meet No. 20

Eng. 8126 at B." The event turns out that

No. 20 arrives at B at 3- T S P.M. and the

work extra Eng. 7852 is not there and no

notice of having been there. The ques-

tion is, will No. 20 fulfill the "meet" or-

der or assume that work extra Eng. 7852

is dead after 3 P- M. and proceed?—A.

It is not good practice to give a "meet"

order to a schedule train and a work extra,

because the work train may move in

either direction within its working limits.

In the example you give, No. 20 should

ask for orders at B. A ruling of the

American Railway Association dated Sept.

7, 1893, is to the effect that the regular train

could not pass the meeting point without

orders and the work extra has no right

of track after its time limit of work had

expired. The Association also rules that

under the circumstances Form E, a time

order, should have been used. The reason

for this would appear to be that using

the kind of order you quote there arises

a doubt, such as you have indicated, as

to what is the proper course to pursue.

But when the time order is used there is

no such uncertainty because each train

crew knows what the other will do.

WALSCHAERTS GEAR AND WEAR OF BOXES.

(40) J. B. E., Newark, Ohio, asks,

Does the Walschaerts valve gear wear

the driving boxes more than the Stephen-

son motion, and if so, to what extent?—

A. The experience of a master mechanic

on an important railway which is using

the Walschaerts valve gear extensively is

that the wear of the driving box brasses

is greater with the Stephenson motion

than with the Walschaerts gear. He says,

with the reverse lever in usual running

position the lead of valves operated by the

Stephenson motion is considerably greater

than with the Walschaerts, which is con-

stant for all positions of the reverse

lever, and with the Stephenson motion

compression in the cylinders is greater.

The wear on the driving box brasses is

found to be less with the Walschaerts

motion.

NON-LIFTING INJECTOR.

(41) F. B., Philadelphia, Pa., writes:

I have been interested in reading of the

Phillips boiler check, as shown in your

2-8-0 chart, which we all here like so

much. This check is on top of the

boiler back of the smoke stack, and

water delivered through it has to reach

a point away above the level of the

water in the tank. If any injector will

put water into a boiler with this check

why are some injectors called non-

lifting?—A. The term non-lifting re-

fers to the kind of injector. A non-

lifting injector is one which does not

lift water up to its own level. Water

flows to it from the tank by gravity

but it delivers the water to the boiler

without reference to the position of the

check. A lifting injector is usually

placed higher than the average water

level in the tank, and it draws up or

lifts the water to its own height be-

fore delivering it. The lifting injector

has an extra nozzle inside it, which does

the lifting, and another one to do the

delivering. The non-lifting injector has

just one nozzle, and that is for deliver-

ing the water, which flows to it by

gravity.

A German professor has made the

"discovery" that machinery belts some-

times become so highly charged with

electricity that they give off sparks

that may ignite a dust laden atmos-

phere and cause what are known as

dust explosions. Very few observing

persons employed in shops and fac-

tories where heavy belting is used have

failed to notice the sparking. To touch

an electrically charged belt gives very

striking evidence of its dangerous

probability on an explosive mixture.
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Celebrated Engineers.

VII. James Watt.

If the eighteenth century had not pro-

duced anything else to add to the sum
of human achievement besides the

steam engine that would be sufficient

to mark it as a memorable epoch for

all time. James Watt, the inventor ot

the modern steam engine, was born at

Greenock, Scotland, in 1736. He be-

came an expert as a philosophical in-

strument maker at an early age. He
had found his way to London and re-

turned to Scotland at the age of

twenty and tried to establish himself

as an instrument maker in Glasgow.
A city guild of mechanics refused to

recognize him, not because he was a

poor workman, but because his appren-
ticeship had not been of the usual

length. Some of the professors of the

Glasgow University had the fine sense

to discern the rare merit of the young
mechanic's work, and to the everlast-

ing glory of the University they in-

vited young Watt to open a workshop
within the University building. Here
he remained for six years and had ex-

cellent opportunities for meeting many
of the scientific men of his time. It

was during this period that a model of

Newcomen's atmospheric engine came
into his hands to be repaired. It came
into the hands of the right man. The
transformation of the cumbrous pump-
ing machine to the modern steam en-

gine was not the work of a day nor the

work of one man, but all the labors of

all who had worked in the same depart-

ment of human endeavor before him,

as well as all who have come after,

were as trifles compared to the marvel-

ous changes in the machine of which
Watt may justly be said to be the

creator.

It will be remembered that New-
comen's engine consisted of a lever or

beam supported in the middle. At one
end of this beam was attached the rod
of a piston capable of moving up and
down in a cylinder after the manner of

a common syringe. At the other end
of the beam a pump rod sufficiently

weighted to descend caused the other

end to rise up, carrying the piston up-

wards in the cylinder. While the pis-

ton was rising steam was admitted un-

der it, and when the piston arrived at

the top, cold water was injected at the

bottom, and the temperature of the

steam being reduced, a vacuum was
produced by the condensation of the

steam. The pressure of the atmos-

phere forced the piston down in the

cylinder, while the other end of the

beam rose, bringing the pumping rod

upwards, and by this operation the

pumping of water from the mine or

other work was carried on. There
was. properly speaking, no steam pres-

sure. The water was usually ii"t bail-

ing at all, the lid or boiler covering be-

ing left as often open as not. The
purpose of usiiiK the jet of steam >vas

in tlie production of the vacuum, so

that the power of the engine came
from the atmosphere rushing into the

cylinder space made vacant by the con-

densation of the steam jet. This was
the kind of engine a model of which

came into Watt's hands in 1763.

It may be noted that previous to

this Watt had been experimenting with

steam, making many decisive tests of

the elasticity of steam. Among these

he found that a cubic inch of water

will form a cubic foot of steam, witli

a pressure equal to the atmosphere.

He also discovered the remarkable

phenomenon that when a cubic foot ot

steam is condensed by injecting cold

water, as much heat is given out as

would raise six cubic inches of water

to the boiling point. He also dis-

covered that the latent heat of steam

decreases as the sensible heat increases,

and that universally these two added
together made a constant quantity,

which is the same for all tempera-

tures.

It appears that Watt's first thoughts

on the steam engine were in the direc-

tion of traveling carriages, but New-
comen's engine coming into his hands

set his mind in the direction of the

stationary steam engine. He experi-

mented for several years and finally

conceived the idea of condensing the

steam in a separate vessel, keeping the

cylinder at a constant degree of heat.

It was only after working step by

step slowly, but most effectually, that

the new creation began to assume

form in the mind of the master mech-

anician. The condensation of steam

in a separate vessel, the use of a con-

stant vacuum, caused by a pump at-

tached to the beam, the covering up

of both ends of the cylinder, the ad-

mission of steam at a higher pressure

regulated by the strength •>! the boiler

materials, ution of the slide

valve, the invention of the governor,

the use of the connecting rod and
crank, and the use of the flywheel,

nvention of the indicator, together

with tlie adaptation of pressure gauges

—

these are some of the new features

which marked the appearance of the

new engine, which was shortly to be-

come the most powerful, the most
regular, and, unquestionably, the most
ingenious ever invented by man.

Watt's engine was the visible accom-
plishment of the dreams of Worcester,

the visions of Papin, and the wild

theories of Savary. Watt himself was
a dreamer, as all great thinkers are,

but his dreams came true His fame
as an engineer spread rapidly, and by
the time he was thirty years of age, he

was easily the most noted engineer of

his day. He entered into several im-

portant enterprises, the most notable

being that of the establishment of the

firm of Watt and Boulton. As con-

structors of Watt's engines they may
be said not only to have created a new
industry, but they created new condi-

tions in the entire industrial world.

Coincident with his invention of the

steam engine he made many other im-

portant improvements in mechanism,
nany of which are lost sight of in the

ght of the surpassing importance ot

.is great master stroke—the steam en-

gine, which grew into favor with

amazing rapidity, and although the in-

ventor was as usual not free from the

annoyances of unscrupulous or jealous

imitators, Watt was singularly fortu-

nate in his undertakings, and in his later

years honors came thick upon him. He
could hardly have realized the means
that his mighty engine has become in

multiplying the resources of humanity,

in annihilating time and space, in

giving the feeble hands of man the

strength of a Titan. Thirty years after

the appearance of his engine, the loco-

motive, the steamboat, and the steam

hammer came into being—all driven by
his engine. The twentieth century has

seen a new adaptation in a realm of

which he could not have dreamed, in

the adaptation of his mighty machine

to transform the invisible elements of

the earth and air into that mysterious

force called electricity, and as the ages

roll on doubtless newer and wider

realms will open to the use of the

steam engine of James Watt.

Few great men have had such warm
eulogiums passed upon them as James

Watt has had. His steam engine was un-

questionably the crowning invention of all

the ages, and in comparison with the

gifted and the good of every land he was

the world's greatest benefactor.
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Rock Island 2-8-0.

The accompanying halftone is an il-

lustration of one of 30 I onsolidation

.

type locomotives recently built by the

American Locomotive Company for the

Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific Rail-

way. These engines have a total weight

in working order of 204,500 lbs., 183,000

lbs. of which is carried on the driving-

wheels. The cylinders are 23 ins. in

diameter by 30 ins. stroke, driving

wheels 63 ins., and with a working pres-

sure of 185 lbs. These engines have a

maximum tractive power of 39,610 lbs.

The ratio of adhesion is 4.6.

They are intended for heavy freight

service, and although, except for the

application and use of the Allfree de-

sign of valves and cylinders to ten en-

gines of this order, they have no very

special features of design, but are ex-

cellent examples of modern heavy
freight power.

The valves, as will be seen from the

engraving of the side elevation of the

engine, are actuated by the Walschaerts

of this engine is 26 ft., that of the driv-

ing wheels is 17 ft., and with the tender

the total wheel base is 58 ft. long. The
engine truck is of the swing bolster

type with three-point suspension links.

The frames, which are of cast steel with

double front rails double bolted and

keyed to the main frames, are 5 ins.

wide.

The boiler is of the extended wagon
top type and has an outside diameter

at the first ring of 74 ins. The tubes,

of which there are 340, are 2 ins. in

diameter and 15 ft. 6 ins. long, and

have a heating surface of 2,743 square

feet. The firebox, which is 107 ins.

long by 6754 ins. wide, with sloping

back head and throat sheet, has a heat-

ing surface of 167.8 sq. ft., which gives

a total heating surface of 2.910.8 sq. ft.

The grate area is 51 sq. ft., which gives

a ratio of grate area to heating surface

of about 1 to 57, which combined with

a ratio between heating surface and

cylinder volume of 202 would indicate

that these engines should have excel-

7,000 gallons, and 15 tons of coal is car-

ried. Arch-bar trucks and solid rolled

steel wheels are used.

The general dimensions are given

below:

Weight— In working order, engine and tender*
lop lbs.

Axles—Driving journals, main, 10 x 12 ins.;
others, 9 x 12 ins.; engine truck journals,
diameter, 6 ins.; length, 1-' ins.; tender
truck journals, diameter, s

T/2 ins.; length.
10 ins.

Boiler— Working pressure, 1S5 lbs.; fuel, soft
coal.

Firebox—Type, wide; length, 10; ins.; width,

67J4 ins-; thickness of crown, &g in.; tube,

&i in.; sides, -)it in.; back, H in.; water
space, front, 5 ins.; sides, 5 ins.; back,
5 ins.

Crown Staving— Radial.
Tubes—No. 11 B. W. G.
Boxes—Driving-boxes cast steel.

Brake—Pump, No. 6 X. V., 2 reservoirs, i8J4 x
126 ins.

Piston—Rod diameter, 4 ins.; piston packing,
snap ring.

Smoke Stack—Diameter. 14J2 and 16M ins.; top
above rail, 15 ft. y

l/2 ins.

Wheels—Driving, material, cast steel; engine
truck, diameter. 36 ins.; kind.; Std. Steel
Works solid steel plate.

Shortsighted Inventors.

It is reported that a native of New
Jersey built a new and improved
threshing machine, using his cellar for

Jil
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Air Brake Department

Care of the Air Pump.

In fast passenger service an air pump
failure is an engine failure, just as much
as any part of the running gear and
why the pump should not be given as

much care and attention as any other

part of the locomotive is not quite

clear. The air pump is practically an

engine in itself, even if it is not ac-

corded the treatment of one, and, be-

cause it seldom gives any trouble in

sen-ice, it is given comparatively little

attention.

Like any piece of machinery it will

wear out at some time, and if there is

no specified time for it to be removed
from the engine for inspection and re-

pairs, it is quite likely to result in an

engine failure, as it is unreasonable to

expect the pump to break down while

the engine ist standing in the round-

house. It is more likely to break down
shortly after pumping up the brake
pipe pressure on a train of cars.

While pumping air into a leaky brake

pipe has a tendency to overheat the

pump, nearly all of the actual damage
which results in a pump failure is done
at the engine house at the time the

pump is started.

Nearly every hostler, shop hand or

fireman knows how a pump should be

started, but the way it actually is

started is very often by opening the

throttle wide, whether there is any air

pressure in the main reservoir or not,

and if the surge of water in the steam
end of the pump does not break any-

thing, the piston, after a few seconds,

will throw the water of condensation

out through the exhaust pipe.

If this same action took place in the

cylinders of a locomotive in motion it

would probably knock out a cylinder

head, but as there is no pressure on the

pump piston, other than boiler pressure

transmitted through the water, it can-

not knock the top head off. The worst

it can do is to wash out all the lubrica-

tion of the top head and throw a strain

on the bolts holding it, which usually

results in a leaky top head gasket, and
this robs the pump of the small quan-

tity of oil that can be spared from the

lubricator.

When a high air pressure is reached

the discharge valves do not lift until

the piston is very near the end of its

stroke. The stroke shortens some-
what, as the high air pressure checks

the piston speed, thus giving more
time for the reversing gear to operate.

In order to be efficient the pump must

deliver all tin- compre 5sed air po ibl

on each stroke. [f il does not do this

the compressed air that i> nol delivered

to the main reservoir will expand in

the cylinder and occupy space that

should be filled through the receiving

\ . 1 1 \ s . It seems clear that if the

Stroke shortens after a certain pressure

i^ ii Milled in t lie main reservoir there must

have been practically no clearance in

the air cylinder while the air pressure

was low. When the pump is started up
fast with no pressure for the piston to

cushion on, it must strike the heads in

order to stop its movement.

to ]„ ,m impression prevailing in some
quarters that the oil cock is an orna-

ment, and that the strainer is intended

to distribute about a pint of engine oil

(\iiil> about the inner walls of the

linder when the pump is groan-

ing. There are several styles of oil

cups used on air cylinders of pumps,
some witli an adjustable feed and some
with a 1 ed The former may be

fairly well adjusted to feed the re-

quired amount of oil, but the cup with

a fixed feed is very unsatisfactory, as

the air cylinder of a pump in good con-

dition requires very little oil, while a

NATIVES AT WORK OX THE PERMANENT WAY OF THE OT.WI RAILWAY.
SOUTH-WEST AFRICA.

When a nut is rusted on a bolt or

drawn so tight that it cannot be

loosened with a wrench a hammer is

generally used to pound the nut in or-

der to loosen it, and when a pump is

started in the manner described there

is no reason why the pound of the main

piston against the cylinder heads

should not loosen the nuts on the bot-

tom of the rod, and reversing plate

bolts. If the end of the rod is burred

so the nuts cannot work off, the piston

will be loosened in the air cylinder. It

may not occur the first or the second

time the pump is started in this way,

but it will eventually loosen, and the

steel rod will soon cut its way through

the cast iron head.

The use of the oil cock and strainer

are pretty well known, but there seems

pump that is pretty well worn requires

considerably more. As a result of this

the cup with the fixed feed partly stops

up the ports in the air cylinder of the

pump which is in good condition, and

does not feed enough to the average

pump to keep it from groaning. The
piston rod should have a swab, and

when the pump is oiled the swab

should be oiled. The swab will pre-

vent dirt and ashes from cutting and

wearing the rod, and by lubricating the

rod packing the swab will save several

dollars" worth of packing on each pump
in course of a year.

Suggestions are quite frequently of-

fered on how to avoid pump failures.

They generally have reference to the

construction of the pump ; more and

heavier reversing plate bolts, stronger
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valve rods, and a wider shoulder on the

main rod above the air piston being

among the improvements suggested.

It an air pump is used as the manu-

facturer intended it should be it will

run several years without any repairs

whatever, therefore if there exists any

trouble from air pump failures it must

be due to a lack of care and mainten-

ance rather than to construction.

If the pump is run at an excessive

rate of speed about the first disorder

ANGLE COCK DEVICE. VALVE OPEN.

will be an overheated pump. This is

very expensive. It not only reduces

the capacity of the pump by causing

the packing rings and valves to leak,

but scatters hot and burnt oil through-

out the entire air brake system unless

the main reservoirs are very large with

a good piping arrangement.

When once hot the pump should be

run as slowly as possible and kept

oiled. Cooling the air cylinder with

water is bad practice, as the cylinder is

not of the same thickness all the way
round and the temperature will reduce

unevenly and likely warp the cylinder,

which would necessitate reboring be-

fore new packing rings could be fitted,

or it may result in the cylinder having

to be thrown on the scrap pile.

The friction encountered in forcing

the particles of air together generates

the natural heat of compression, and as

the piston passes the end of the stroke

the cool air rushing through the receiv-

ing valve tends to dissipate the heat

generated on the previous stroke, and
from this alternately heating and cool-

ing process it will be seen that a leaky

discharge valve will assist materially

in overheating a pump, although the

common cause of heating is the addi-

tional friction encountered in forcing

the compressed air through a discharge

•valve with too little lift or through
restricted air passages.

A oA-j-in. air pump can be run at

such a high piston speed that the lift

of the receiving valves will not allow

the cylinder to be filled with air on
each stroke. The partial vacuum thus

caused in the cylinder reduces its capa-

city each stroke.

When the speed of the pump cannot

be governed by instruction or discip-

Jine, or regulated by common sense, a

copper gasket with a reduced opening

placed in the steam pipe will prevent

an unnecessary number of strokes per

minute. Leaky air piston rings allow

but a small volume of cool air to flow

into the cylinder, and the "churning"

of air is one of the common causes of

a hot pump.

A blow through the steam end of the

pump can develop at a number of

places. About the only ones that can

be heard on the locomotive are the top

head gasket, the steam piston packing

rings and a leak on the seat of the

main slide valve. Leaks past the main

valve packing rings, the reversing valve

seat, and past the bushings usually stop the

pump. It can then be started by tap-

ping it lightly, and if the feed of oil is

increased the pump may not stop again

for several hours. When a blow is

heard coming from the steam end of

the pump it should immediately be

given attention.

If a pump starts to pound after it

has been in service any length of time,

and is known to be well lubricated,

tight on the bracket and the bracket

tight on the boiler, the pound usually

comes from an improper lift of air

valves, loose main pistons or lost mo-
tion in the reversing gear, and should

be corrected at once or the pound will

result in an air pump failure. When
the pump is neglected until it does

break down in service very little can

be done by the engineer in an attempt

to repair it. Cases have occurred

where the nuts on the rod worked off

in the air cylinder and were replaced

while on the road, and where a bent re-

versing valve rod has been removed
and straightened, but the nuts were not

put on properly in the first place, and
if the valve rod is a neat fit through

the reversing valve bushing it cannot

be removed without taking off the top

head because the plate hammers a

shoulder on the rod in a short time

after it is put in, and if a fit at the

time the burr prevents the valve rod

from being pulled out. The burr can

be avoided by filing the edge of the

rod where the plate strikes it, but the

repairman does not suppose that an

attempt will be made to remove the rod

when the engine is out on the road.

Sometimes a broken pump will make
a stroke in both directions and stop

at the bottom end, and if the steam is

shut off and the reversing valve al-

lowed to drop to its lower position,

and the steam is again turned on, the

pump will make another double stroke

and stop at the bottom end.

If there is pressure in the main reser-

voir and the pump stops with a pound,

it is usually due to a nut having worked
off the rod in the air cylinder and

blocked the main piston; if no pound
can be detected it indicates a broken

valve rod or a loose reversing plate. If

the pump stops at the end of the up

stroke with a pound it is usually due to

a reversing plate bolt having worked
out, although a piece of a broken air

valve, or its seat blocking the air pos-

ton, will have the same effect. If the

pump stops on the up stroke without

any noticeable pound the trouble is

usually in the top head. When the

pump stops on account of insufficient

lubrication it stops on the up stroke,

with the main valve resting against the

cap at the large end, which would ap-

pear to be the proper place to tap the

pump, if necessary, to again start it.

The pump may become "dry" when
it is not being used, and the main

valve may have stopped in the opposite

position. Opening the drain cock in

the lower end of the steam cylinder

will show on which stroke the pump
has stopped.

When a pump apparently in good
condition is reported to be stopping

out on the road, and is known to be

getting dry steam, and that there are

no leaks in the steam pipe, top head

gasket or in the pump governor past

the steam valve, which would waste oil

through the drain pipe, it is good pol-

icy to replace the top head of the pump
with one known to be in good condi-

tion.

When the head is renewed under

these conditions, the packing rings in

the air cylinder should first be tested

ANGLE COCK DEVICE. VALVE SHUT.

by running the pump against an air

pressure with the bottom cylinder head

removed. The air valves should be ex-

amined and cleaned and the packing

rings in the steam cylinder tested after

the top head has been removed.

This can also be done in case the

pump is due to be removed for inspec-

tion and repairs and if there happens to

be no pump to replace it. In addition

tc removing the top head to inspect

the gasket and reversing plate, particu-

lar attention should be given to the

thickness of and the opening at the

ends of the main valve packing rings;

also to the wearing surface of the slide

valve and its seat and to the reversing

valve and bushing. Intelligent care of

the air pump is often the means of avoid-

ing an engine failure.
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Electrical Department

Direct Current Motors.

Any direct current generator, if sup-

plied with the proper voltage and cur-

rent, will operate as a motor. This

is due to the shove produced by the

fields of the machine upon the wires

or inductors of the armature which are

carrying the current. If the generator

is a shunt wound machine and its posi-

tive brush connected to the positive

terminal of the supply, it will run in the

same direction as that it was driven as

a generator. If the generator is a series

wound machine and its positive brush

connected to the positive terminal of

the supply, it will run in the opposite

direction from that in which it was
driven as a generator. Reversing the

direction of the current supply to a

motor will not change the direction of

rotation of the motor. Either the con-

nections of the field coils must be re-

versed with respect to those of the

armature, or those of the armature
must be reversed.

In reversing the direction of the sup-

ply, the direction of the currents in

both armature and field coils are re-

versed, and the action of this double
reversal is to cause the motor to rotate

in the same direction as before. But
when only the held connections or only
the armature connections are reversed,

the single reversal causes the motor to

rotate in the opposite direction. This
is true of both shunt and series motors.
A motor increases the current input

through its armature as the load on the

pulley of the motor is increased. If

no load is placed upon the pulley, that

is. when the motor is running light,

it will take only a very small current.

For example, a certain 10 H. P.. no-volt
shunt motor takes 9 amperes running
light, 4 through the field and 5 through
the armature. The armature resistance

is one-half on ohm. The ohm is the

unit of current resistance. According
to Ohm's rule, it should take 220 am-
peres through its armature. The small

actual current consumption of this

motor is due to the back voltage of

the motor.

This back voltage, or counter electro

motive force, as it is called, is generated
in the wires on the armature. Every
wire or inductor on the armature of

the motor as it revolves between the

poles has a voltage or electro motive
force generated in it. The direction of

this induced voltage is opposite to that

of the voltage supplied to the motor
and tends to oppose it. The difference

between the terminal voltage and the

back voltage i.^ tin- voltage that is

effective in shoving current through

the armature.

Xow as the load on the pulley of a

motor is increased, the motor will slow

up slightly and this will reduce the

number of revolutions per second and
the counter E. M. F. will be lessened,

thus allowing more current to pass

through the armature and the motor to

maintain the increased load. If any-

thing should happen to open the held

connections of a motor, it would run

away or race, because the magnetism of

the fields would fall to a very low value

and the speed would have to become
correspondingly high, due to the effort

of the motor to maintain its back volt-

age.

current that passes through the arma-
ture passes through the field coils, and
when the load is reduced the motor in-

creases its speed This increase of

speed raises the back voltage and cuts

down the armature current. Reducing
the armature current lowers the field

current, this makes a further rise of

speed necessary to maintain the counter

voltage, with another corresponding
cut in armature current. These act

or conspire together to raise the speed
and if not checked by cutting off the

current will increase to such a speed

that the centrifugal force will damage
the armature.

This is why it is that in a shop motor
of the series wound type a sudden re-

moval of the load, as when a heavy
cut in a lathe or planer comes to an

INTERIOR OF AN ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE CAB.

When the armature of a motor is

at rest there is no counter electro

motive force, and a current destructive

to the motor would flow through the

armature, unless some form of starting

resistance be inserted in circuit. As
the speed of the motor increases the

resistance can be gradually reduced
without allowing the current to rise to

too high a value, and when at almost
full speed the resistance must be cut

out entirely to avoid loss.

This is the reason for the resistance

coils or rheostats which are used on
electric motor cars. The various

notches or points through which the

handle of the motorman's controller is

advanced cut out the resistance step by

step and prevent a great rush of current

through the armature.

In a series wound motor the same

end, the motor would race- if the cur-

rent was left on full strength.

Among electricians, torque is a word
used to indicate the pull in pounds
which the motor is able to exert. It is,

however, restricted to certain condi-

tions which may be explained by sup-

posing a cable to be wound on a drum
2 ft. in diameter, and this drum turned

by a motor placed on the shaft. Under
such conditions the pull on the cable

in pounds is the torque of the motor.

If the pull on the cable is say 330 lbs.

and the speed at which the cable is

pulled up is 100 ft. a minute, then the

motor would be exerting 33.000 foot

pounds per minute or one horse-

power. Even if the pull on the cable

was not able to raise the weight at all

the torque would be there, although no
power would then be developed because
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torque signifies the ability of the motor

to produce a pull measured in pounds
on a drum of 12 ins. radius. If the

drum had a radius of 24 ins., or in

Other words, if the drum upon which

the cable was wound was 4 ft. in dia-

meter the torque would be the same,

although the pull on the cable would
only be 165 lbs., or half the former

amount. Torque is always measured

on a drum of 1 ft. radius, just as steam

pressure is always measured in pounds

to the square inch.

When it is desired to compare the

torque, of two motors operating drums,

neither of them alike in size or having

a radius of one foot, the comparison is

made by first measuring the pulls at

the circumferences of the existing

drums. These two pulls are then re-

duced to the torque at a standard drum

of one foot radius. When this is done

the torque of the motors may be com-
pared.

Suppose our motor has a torque of

330 lbs., this torque applied to a 4 ft.

drum would give a cable pull of 165

lbs. If applied to a 6 in. drum would
give a cable pull of 660 lbs. It is evi-

dent that in order to draw the cable up

so as to exert one horsepower with

the large 4 ft. drum the speed of cable

would have to be 200 ft. per minute,

and with the 6 in. drum it would only

have to be 50 ft. per minute. Thus
we see that with a given torque, power
is proportional to speed, and at a given

speed, power is proportional to torque.

The torque produced by a motor is

proportional to the current that flows

through its armature. The speed at

which this torque is developed is pro-

portionate to the voltage supplied to

the motor terminals. The product of

the current and the voltage gives the

power input to the motor. The product

of the torque and the speed gives the

power output of the motor. The power
output divided by the input, multiplied

by 100 gives the per cent, efficiency of

the motor.

Some Forms of Batteries.

An earth cell, so called, may be

formed by a sheet of copper and a

sheet of zinc, both sheets being several

square feet in area and set in damp
earth a few inches apart. A wire at-

tached to both metals and placed so

that it will not touch the earth will

convey a weak current of electricity,

the force of the current depending on

the size of the plates and the distance

that they are apart from each other.

The force thus created does not last

very long. Several causes tend to make
it of short duration. Disintegration of

the plates sets in at once, but just as the

decay of the metals begins they seem

to possess the faculty of shielding them-

selves from the destructive action of

the electric current and gradually

cover themselves with a coating of

hydrogen, which reduces the action of

the current. Batteries of this kind

have been used to operate clocks, and
by changing the coated plates for clean

ones, the battery could be kept in ac-

tion for some time. Sea water cells

have shown more durability than earth

cells. The action of the sea washing off

the coating gave better results than

when the metals were laid in the earth.

One of the commonest experiments

to produce a light current is by at-

taching a plate of carbon and a plate

of zinc in a jar of salt and water, the

proportion being about three times as

much water as salt. The carbon and

zinc are kept apart. The carbon rapid-

ly covers itself with a film of hydrogen,

which arrests the gradually weaking
current. The carbon plate may be

shaken into action again and the film

of hydrogen is easily removed.

The most common form of cell is

the Leclanche cell, so called from the

name of the inventor. It was first

shown in 1868 and is used in various

forms, the most convenient form being

that of a carbon plate surrounded by
carbon dust and peroxide of man-
ganese. These form what is called the

negative element, the positive element

being a rod or plate of zinc. They are

placed in a glass or porcelain jar, the

zinc and carbon being kept apart. The
jar is filled with a solution of sal-am-

moniac, one part, and water, four parts.

The peroxide of manganese has the

effect of depolarization, keeping the

metal and carbon clear of hydrogen

and the electric current continues un-

interrupted until the exhaustion of the

carbon, which can be readily replaced.

This cell has the faculty of partly re-

covering its decreasing strength by

disconnecting the wire joining the zinc

and carbon and leaving it for some
time in this condition. These cells, if

kept clean, last very well. They are

used in their simplest forms for ring-

ing door bells. The solution is readily

renewed as evaporation takes place.

There are many other forms of cells

and other solutions may be used, an

increase of strength being gained by

the use of sulphuric acid in the water,

the best mixture being about 30 per

cent, of acid. Lead or silver plates

platinized are used between two plates

of zinc. This kind of cell is durable,

the platinum preventing the accumula-

tion of the hydrogenic film, but the

strength of the current is not very

largely increased.

Between the copper-zinc type of cells

and the carbon-zinc type it may be

stated that the latter class of cells are

best suited for door bells and other

light work where long period? of rest

give time for recuperation. The cop-

per-zinc variety are best suited for

work where a small current is being

constantly taken from them, and if

large enough are suitable for running
small motors, lamps or induction coils.

Glass jars are preferable to eathen-

ware, as minute cracks in the surface

of ordinary eathenware soon weaken
the cell. Many experiments have been
made to harden the surface of the zinc

used in electric work with a view to

adding to its durability, and some suc-

cess has been obtained in this direction,

the result being that the best cells of

to-day are much more durable than

those made years ago.

Some Electrical Economies.

At the meeting last month of the

New York Railroad Club, known to

members as "Electric Night," Mr. W.
J. Wilgus, consulting engineer of the

Detroit River Tunnel Company, and
formerly vice president of the New
York Central, made some interesting

remarks.

He said, among other things, the

New York Central trains have been

electrically operated between the Grand
Central and Mott Haven, since last

July. The system is considered suc-

cessful from operating, engineering and
financial standpoints; but more inter-

esting is the knowledge that what may
be termed the "by-products" are of

much value.

With electric operation, it is possible

to build offices over terminal yards. The
New York Central property at the

Grand Central terminal is worth very

much more under electric operation

than with steam operation, on account

of the possibility of erecting revenue

producing buildings on it.

Under electric operation, also, money
is saved in the lighting of yards and
terminals. With the propulsion cur-

rent always at hand it is easy to pro-

vide current for other purposes. There

is also plenty of current available for

labor-saving devices at freight ter-

minals; for example, the operation

of float bridges, unloading ma-
chinery, etc. A power house is

always designed so that it is equal to

handling peak loads. Between maxi-

mum requirements, power for other

purposes can be turned out at an ex-

penditure about equivalent to the cost

of burning coal under the' boilers.

Another advantage is the economy
of switching by electricity. Also, when
there is a continuous current-carrying

conductor along the road, it is possible

to use other devices, such as automatic

stops. Automatic stops may take the

place of surprise checking and so cor-

rect careless overrunning of stop •

signals.
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Patent Office Department

WATER GAUGE.

R. Butler, East Boston, Mass., has pat-

ented an improved water gauge which

contains a cleaning device particularly

adapted for use on boilers and pumps or

other apparatus containing fluid under

WATER MOUNTING. CLEANER

pressure. The device embraces a valve

of the ordinary type, fitted with a clean-

ing rod passing through the valve stem

and packing nut. The cleaning rod may
be withdrawn and being hinged may hang

outside the valve handle. To clear the

passage all that is necessary is to

straighten the cleaning rod and push

through the passage, the cleaning rod be-

ing fitted with a conical head which fits

ii: a recess in the valve. The cleaning

rod is fitted with a milled head, and the

rod can be operated while under pres-

sure.

SPIKE PULLER.

An improved spike puller has been pat-

ented by J. D. Gillis, Eden, Mary-

land. No. 882,380. It comprises a

bar having claws, a fulcrum mem-
ber mounted on and disposed under

the bar adjacent to the claws. There is

means for guiding the member to slide

longitudinally, and also an operating

lever connected with the bar, and a con-

nection between the lever and member for

sliding the latter back and forth.

DUMPING CAR.

M. H. Treadwell, New York, N. Y.,

has patented a dumping car. No. 882,129.

RAILWAY SIGNAL.

An invention relating to railway sig-

nals has been patented by Mr. W. N.

Thompson, Tucson, Ariz., No. 877,385.

As is shown in the accompanying illus-

tration the device is mounted upon the

r
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Switcher with Brotan Boiler.

Our hall-tone illustration Fie. I show?

a novel design of shunting engine with

the Brotan type of. boiler and firebox.

It has been built for the Mannesmann
Tube Co.. of Landore, South Wales, by-

Beyer Peacock & Co., of Manchester,

Eng. The chief characteristic is the

substitution of a scries of water tubes

for the usual inside firebox, with its at-

tendant water space and stays. As
will be seen from the reproduced pho-

tographs of the boiler, it consists of a

main barrel containing fire tubes con-

nected by two necks to an upper bar-

rel. The under side of the rear portion

of the upper barrel, or steam collector

as some call it, is made of thick tube

plate in which the water tubes are

fixed. At the lower end the tubes are

expanded into a rectangular steel cir-

culating chamber, connected to the

under side of the main barrel by a larg^

pipe. The pipe is not shown, but the

openings in chamber and barrel are vis-

ible in Fig. 2. The circulating chamber has

on the under side a series of holes corre-

sponding to the water ubes. These

holes are there for the purpose of get-

ting at and doing the work of expand-

ing the tubes into the upper wall of the

chamber. These lower holes are closed

by plugs or doors which can be opened for

repairs or inspection of the tubes and

without removing the boiler from its

frame. Fig. 2 shows one side group of

tubes removed, which clearly illustrates

the method of construction.

As will be seen in Fig. 3, what may
by courtesy be called the back sheet is

a thin plate of steel, the firebox side

plates are similar and the front of the

FIG. 2. BROTAN FIRE-BOX WITH ONE SET OF TUBES REMOVED.

box, outside of the actual tube sheet,

is made in the same way. These light

sheets are protected by fireclay or other

resisting material. The upright tubes

FIG. 3- BROTAN BOILER AND FIRE-BOX SHELL.

are placed as close together as possi-

ble and the walls of the firebox are

therefore not sheets, but tubes.

The water level is of course in the

upper barrel, and this allows the lowet

barrel to be entirely tilled with tubes.

as shown in Fig. 3. The vertical ai-

rangement of the water tubes in the

firebox facilitates water circulation, and"

the elbow pipe leading from the under

side of the lower barrel to the circul-

ating chamber keeps this hollow "mud
ring" always supplied. The tubes are-

very thin and are made of mild steel,

without a weld.

These characteristics increase the effi-

ciency of the heating surface very con-

siderably, ' and the failure of one tube

in the firebox would not cause a serious-

explosion. The firebox tubes are

placed close side by side in the hollow

"mud ring," if we may so call it, but

they are made to enter the upper barrel

in two rows of staggered holes. This

is done so that the under side of the

barrel, although reinforced by a thick

plate, will not be too much cut away
and weakened along one area.

Quick repairing is one of the claims

made for this boiler, and first cost is-

said to be low. The same is also said

to apply to maintenance charges. This

form of boiler gives a larger heating-
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surface than the same size of boiler

as ordinarily made would give, and the

efficiency of the heating surface is

higher. The engine presents a neat and

compact appearance in its finished con-

dition.

The cylinders are 14 ins. in diameter

by 20-in. stroke, and the valve motion

i» actuated by the Walschaerts gear.

The wheels are 3 ft. 1 in. diameter, and

the weight in working order totals 30

tons 10 cwt. The tank carries 700 Im-

perial gallons of water. Utogether the

engine is an interesting example of the ef-

fort to improve the steam engine.

The leading dimensions of the boiler are

as follows

:

Coal Burning Without Smoke.

At a recent meeting of the St. Louis

Railway Club the subject was, "Ho
Burn Bituminous Coal in Boiler

nai 1 Without Smoke." The paper read

by Mr. L. P. Breckenridge, professor of

mechanical engineering in the Univei ity

of Illinois, is interesting to railroad men,

especially that part of it in which the

satisfactory, smokeless burning of coal is

discussed.

Taking the world's yearly coal supply

at 1.100,000,000 tons of 2,000 lbs. each, the

United States contributes 400 millions,

Great Britain 300 millions, Germany 200

millions and all the. others 200 millions.

Anthracite coal, produced almost exclu-

combine. Each atom will meet with two
oxygen atom nperaturc sufficiently

high for ignition. They will combine,

and tl. gas

(COj) will pass out of the furnace, carry-

ing with it the heat arising from the

combustion. In like manner the hydro-

gen and sulphur atoms will combine with

their required number of oxygen atoms.

No more air will be delivered than is just

sufficient to furnish the exact number of

oxygen atoms, and no carbon or hydro-

gen atoms will pass out of the furnace

without finding oxygen atoms with which

they can combine. Thi> is perfect com-

bustion.

Actual condition, differs from ideal

FIG. 1. TANK ENGINE FITTED WITH THE BROTAN BOILER AND FIRE-BUX.

Main barrel, inside diameter. .3 ft. 0^4 in. sively in Pennsylvania, has increased but conditions in many respects. If only the

Top barrel, inside diameter. 2 ft. 3J4 ins. slightly in amount of output from that of theoretically necessary amount of air be

Length between plates 9 ft. 6'-2 ins. twenty years ago, while the output of supplied, some of the fuel atoms will not

Number of fire tubes 153 bituminous coal has rapidly increased, find oxygen atoms on account of the dif-

Diameter of fire tubes 1^4 ins. and at the present rate of increase will ficulty of properly mingling air and fuel,

Number of water tubes 34 probably be about 600 millions in the and some atoms will escape uncombined.

Diameter of water tubes 3% ins. United States in ten years. Some of the carbon may only burn to

Firebox, length outside.... 4 ft. 3
r
4 ins. The problem of smoke prevention is Carbon mon-oxide (CO) instead of to

Firebox, width outside 3 ft. 3 ins. the problem of perfect combustion, and, carbon di-oxide, and this CO gas will

Working pressure 180 lbs. the speaker said, it may be profitable to escape further combustion. In practice

Grate area 9.2 sq. ft. picture a case of ideally perfect combus- an excess of air must be supplied. The

Heating surface: tion. The fuel is composed of carbon, excess is usually 50 per cent and may-

Boiler 746 sq.ft. various volatile hydro-carbon gases and reach 100 per cent. Only 11.3 lbs. of air

Tubes 669 " " perhaps sulphur. This is to be burned are required for the complete combustion
Firebox 77 in the air. Theoretically each atom of of 1 lb. of carbon; it is usually necessary

t . , r" , fuel finds and seizes upon the exact num- to furnish 24 lbs. This extra air lowers
lotal 2.1&5 sq. ft.

, ,

r ..,....„ . ,

of atoms of oxvgen with which it will the furnace temperature.
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Carbon and oxygen atoms will not unite

unless a certain temperature is reached.

In parts of the furnace the temperature

may fall below this ignition point on ac-

count of the inrush of an excess of air

or from cold bounding surfaces. Carbon

particles, even in the presence of plenty of

oxygen may thus refuse to burn. If any

fuel is to be burned without smoke, it

must be supplied with the requisite

amount of air. A torch smokes because

the large round wick brings up oil, espe-

cially in the centre to which air cannot

be supplied. If the air supply through

the centre tube of a student lamp be shut

off, a smoking flame results. The flame

from a flat wick has an extended surface

for air supply. If we try to increase the

oil consumption by turning the wick up

too high it smokes, and because the lamp

is in our room we turn it down.

Furnaces burning coal sometimes smoke

because they are forced too hard, and as

the top of the chimney is not in our room,

but is the air used by the public we do not

turn them down—we let them smoke.

Even when the smoke problem is well

solved, the chimney discharges large quan-

tities of heated gases, and these gases

often carry with them fine particles of

ash. all of which may produce something

of that haze which floats over manufac-

turing cities.

For the public there are two kinds of

chimneys, those that smoke and those that

do not. The emission of black smoke for,

say, three minutes in the hour, is enough

to produce the impression on a casual

observer that the chimney smokes all the

time. If there is deficient air supply there

will be a considerable part of the escap-

ing gases leave the chimney as CO instead

of being burned to CO,. When this oc-

curs there is approximately a loss of 10.-

000 heat units. This is the loss due to

incomplete combustion. It may be 5 per

cent, of the total heat in the coal. The
density of the smoke may or may not

indicate the proportion, though this loss

in perfectly smokeless chimney gases in

practice will usually not exceed 0.05 of

1 per cent.

Smokelessness is a relatively safe indi-

cation that the total heat has been liber-

ated, but it unfortunately gives no indi-

cation of the degree of efficiency with

which the heat is being utilized. The
problem from the standpoint of the oper-

ator demands smokelessness with mini-

mum air supply. Losses due to sensible

heat in the stack gases, while seldom ris-

ing higher than 32 per cent, of the total

heat, may be as low as 10 to 12 per cent,

without smoke or incomplete combustion.

Natural Racing Speeds.

The amazing speed attained in certain

automobile races has made very little per-

manent impression upon people who dis-

play interest in the racing qualities of

machines and of animals. The automo-

bile which attains a speed of 120 miles an

nour or the locomotive that reaches a vel-

ocity of ico miles an hour make little

more impression upon the popular mind

than the speed of a projectile or of the

heavenly bodies or of light or sound. Peo-

ple interested in promoting railroad inter-

ests frequently make systematic boasting

of the speed maintained by certain trains

and the advertising agents of certain

steamboat lines persistently dilate upon

the great speed achieved by certain pas-

senger carrying vessels, but the details do

not impress the popular emotions. Speed

produced by power of steam or any other

artificial means creates very little admira-

We are informed that Falls Hollow
Staybolt iron has been specified for

use in thirty engines now being built

by the American Locomotive Com-
pany for the Paris-Orleans Railway of

France.

cover five miles in the same time. Profes-

sionals have lowered the walking record

considerably. In 1870 Dan Stern of the

New York Athletic Club broke all pre-

vious performances by walking a mile in

seven minutes, a little over eight and a

half miles an hour. Good swimmers make
about two miles an hour, oarsmen in an

eight-oared barge pull about ten miles an

hour, skaters go about twenty miles an

hour when at the fastest effort.

The horse can keep galloping six miles

an hour for a considerable length of time.

The swiftest dog in the world, the borzoi,

or Russian wolf-hound, has made record

runs that show 75 It. a second, while

the gazelle has shown measured speed of

more than 80 ft. a second, which would

sum up to 4.800 ft. a minute, if she had

the necessary endurance.

The gazelle, swift as she is, cannot

equal the ostrich, for that homely but

MACHINE SHOP AT ELKHART. END., DESTROYED BY EIRE. L. S. & M. S.

tion. It does not appeal to the sporting

instincts of mankind.

Some lovers of horses feared for a time

when automobile racing began that the

machine would beat the horse not only in

speed but in popular favor. That has not

happened, and automobile racing wanes

while horse racing grows in popularity.

The racing of men and of the lower ani-

mals has always been highly popular even

from the earliest times, before people had

to excuse the "vice" of horse racing on

the pretence that it led to improvement in

the breed of horses. Very few people re-

member details of the highest speed

reached by the latest automobile racers or

the quickest mile made by the fastest rail-

road train or transatlantic steamer, but

thousands remember that in 1877 Ten
Broekk broke the horse racing record by

running a mile in 1.3934, which was re-

duced in 1890 by Salvator to 1.3554.

Ordinary speed for a man walking is

four miles an hour, but fast walkers can

swift bird can run 94 ft. to the second

when he really gets down to it. He is

somewhat helped by his wings.

The whale, struck by a harpoon, and

scudding in terror, has been known to

dive 330 ft. in a minute. In the air we
have the Virginia rainpiper covering 7.500

yds. a minute and the European swallow

8.000 yds.

The slowest creatures are snails and

certain small beetles. Some of them

habitually move only a foot or two an

hour. But part of the slowness is due

to the fact that they remain motionless at

intervals. A good, healthy snail, when
kept going, does about 5 ft. an hour.

It does not matter what other people

think of you, of your plans, or of your

aims. No matter if they call you a

visionary, a crank, or a dreamer, you

must believe in yourself. If you for-

sake yourself by losing your confi-

dence, you can accomplish nothing.
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Items of Personal Interest

Mr. J. II Sanford has been .i]>i«*>iiit

ed purchasing agent on the New York,

New Haven & Hartford, vice Mr. A.

E Mitchell, resigned.

Mr. I'. R. Cooper lias been appointed

superintendent of motive powei oi the

Kansas City Southern Railway, with

headquarters at Pittsburgh, Kan.

Mr. W. E. Looney has been ap-

pointed general ear foreman of the In-

ternational & Great Northern Railway,

with headquarters at Palestine, Tex.

Mr. F. T. Armistead has been ap-

pointed engineer of maintenance of

way on the Tonopah & Goldtield Rail-

road, with headquarters at Tonopah,
New

Mr. M T. Pratt, formerly superin-

tendent of the Texas & Gulf, has been
appointed division engineer of the Gulf,

Colorado & Santa Fe, with offices at

Beaumont, Tex.

The position of engine foreman on

each of the three divisions of the Santa

Fe in Texas has been consolidated and
all are now under Mr. J. W. Walker,

at Cleburne, Tex.

Mr. John T. Luscombe has been ap-

pointed division master mechanic of

the Toledo & Ohio Central, with office

at Bucyrus. Ohio, vice Mr. John B.

Morgan, deceased.

The office of Mr. F. Tawse, superin-

tendent of motive power of the De-
troit, Toledo & Ironton and the Ann
Arbor, has been removed from Jack-

son. O., to Toledo, O.

Mr. B. H. Bail has been appointed

freight traffic manager of the Phila-

delphia & Reading Railway and allied

lines, with headquarters at Reading
Terminal, Philadelphia, Pa.

Mr. A. Fortin, formerly locomotive

foreman on the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way at Ottawa, Out., has been ap-

pointed locomotive foreman on the

same road at Quebec. Canada.

Mr. John E. Greiner, formerly as-

sistant chief engineer on the Baltimore

& ( Ihio, has resigned. He will open
offices in Baltimore, Md.. Xew York
and Chicago as a consulting engineer.

Mr. F. J. Lass has been appointed

mechanical inspector on the Central

of Mexico Railway, with headquarters

at Aguascalientes. Mexico, vice Mr. A.

S. Williamson, assigned to other duties.

Mr. J. E. Dalrymple, formerly gen-

eral freight aient of the Grand Trunk
Railway, has been appointed freight

traffic manager of the Grand Trunk
c, with headquarter? at Winnipeg,

Man.

Mr. R, 1.. MacFarland has been ap-

pointed erecting shop foreman on the

Burlington, Cedar Rapids & North
>.rii. with headquarters at Cedar Rapids,

la., vice Mr. 1. A. Moure, promoted,

Mr. John C. Sesser, engineer of

maintenance of way of the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy at St. Louis. Mo.,

has resigned to become vice president

of the W, K. Kelly Company, of Chi-

< ago.

Mr. A. S. Williamson has been ap-

pointed mechanical engineer on the

Central of Mexico Railway, with head-

quarters at Aguascalientes, Mexico,

vice Mr. F. J. Lass, assigned to other

duties.

Mr. Hugo Schaefer has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Pan-
handle division of the Atchison, To-
peka & Santa Fe Railway, at Welling-

ton, Kan., vice Mr. O. A. Fisher, re-

signed.

Mr. A. B. Phillips has been appointed

superintendent of motive power, in

charge of machinery, shops and roll-

ing stock equipment on the Tonopah
& Goldrield Railroad, with headquarters

at Tonopah. Nev.

Mr. T. Milne, formerly locomotive

foreman on the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way at London, Out., has been ap-

pointed locomotive foreman on the

same road at Windsor, Ont., vice Mr.
W. H. Kirkby, transferred.

Mr. J. Scott, formerly general fore-

man of the locomotive shops of the

Canadian Pacific Railway at Vancouver.

B. C, has been appointed road foreman
of locomotives on the same road, with

headquarters at Souris, Man.
Mr. A. F. Mitchell, heretofore man-

ager of purchasing and supplies on

the Xew York, New Haven & Hart-

ford, has resigned and is now connected

with the Wyckofif Pipe & Creosoting

Company, of New Haven, Conn.

Mr. Ira A. Moore, formerly erecting

shop foreman on the Burlington. Cedar

Rapids & Northern, has been ap-

pointed general foreman on the same
road at Cedar Rapids, la. This road

is now part of the Rock Island Lines.

Mr. D. R. MacBain. formerly as-

sistant superintendent of motive power
and equipment of the Michigan Cen-

tral at Detroit, Mich., has been ap-

pointed assistant superintendent of

motive power of the New York Cen-

tral & Hudson River, with headquarters

at New York.

Mr. J. W. Storey, mechanical en-

gineer of the Cincinnati. New Orleans

1 Paci y, at Ludlow,
Ky., has resigned to ept a similar

po ition with the < entral of Georgia
Railway, with headquarters at Savan-
nah, G

Mr. G. F. Weiseckel, formerly fore-

man ol ill' li ici '!• partment of
1I1. Baltimore & Ohio at thi 1

I'm -Inn gh, Pa., 1 n ap-
point, J in mi in. , hanii o( the Cum-
berland division on the same road,

with headquarters at Cumberland, Md.,

vice Mr. A. 11. Hodges, resigned.

Mr. G. Fred Collins, after some two
absence representing some ol

our well known railroad supply people
in Mexico, has returned to this

try and has accepted a position with

the Gold Car Heating & Lighting Com-
pany, with office in the Whit. hall

Building, 17 Battery place. New York
City.

Mr. Albert R. Reecc, formerly of

the Chicago Junction Railroad, has

been appointed engine house foreman
on the Pennsylvania Railroad, with

headquarters at Chicago, Ills., vice Mr.

R. E. .McCarthy, transferred. We
stated in a former issue that Mr. Reece-

was stationed at Pittsburgh. He is,

however, in Chicago.

Mr. F. W. Stanyan has been ap-

pointed general superintendent with

full charge of maintenance, operating

and traffic, on the Montpelier & Wells
River Railroad, with office at Montpe-
lier, Yt. Mr. Stanyan has been con-

nected with the Montpelier & Wells
River Railroad as superintendent since

1898, and also as treasurer since 1003.

Mr. M. M. Reynolds, formerly comp-
troller of the Mexican Railway, has

been appointed fifth vice president of

the Grand Trunk Railway, with head-

quarters at Montreal, Quebec. Mr.
Reynolds has special supervision of

the treasury and accounting depart-

ments, and has also general supervi-

sion of the financial matters of the cor-

porations in which the company has

a pecuniary interest.

The business of the Dressel Railway
Lamp Works of New York having in-

creased throughout the West, they have

found it necessary to appoint a Western
sales manager. Mr. Edward W. Hodgkins
has been selected for this position and
now has an office in the Western
Union Building, Chicago. Mr. Hodg-
kins is well known in railroad circles

and assumed the management of the

Western <ales department on May 1.
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Mr. R. E. McCarthy, formerly en-

gine house foreman on the Pennsylva-

nia, has been appointed engine house

foreman of the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati,

Chicago <& St. Louis Railroad at Chi-

cago, Ills. We stated in a former is-

sue that Mr. McCarthy was stat ed

at Pittsburgh. He is, however, located

in Chicago.

Mr. Fred W. Cooke, Jr., seems to be

a worthy successor to the name of one

of our most successful locomotive

builders. Fred is an apprentice in the

Cooke Locomotive Works at Paterson

and one of the second in succession

from John Cooke, the founder of the

works. The other day Fred met with

an accident which resulted in two
lingers of one hand having to be am-

putated. The young man displayed

proper pluck, and remarking that he

had six fingers and two thumbs in

useful condition, he would go on work-

ing at the machinist business.

Much of Mr. Andrew Carnegie's early

education bore the home stamp, his

mother having been the teacher. Con-

stitutionally Andrew is critical and his

criticism of English spelling began as

soon as he was able to read. To all

the objections he raised to the stereo-

typed spelling his mother would re-

mark: "Never mind what you think it

ought to be, laddie. Follow the book

rule and don't argue." The don't argue

advice was followed by good results,

but there is no saying that his readiness

in old age to adopt the reformed spell-

ing was not an echo of his boyhood

predilections.

united effort, and with the convention

in sight, now for a long pull, a strong

pull and a pull all together.

General Foremen's Association.

Now is the time to get ready for the

coming convention of the International

General Railway Foremen's Associa-

tion, which is to be held in Chicago at

the Lexington Hotel May 25 to 29 in-

clusive. The president, Mr. E. F. Fay,

and Mr. C. H. Voges, chairman of the

executive committee, are working hard

to have the convention what it de-

serves to be, a huge success. The offi-

cers of the association wish to impress

upon the members that it is "up to

them" to get ready in time and to bring

their wives and sweethearts with them

when they come. The General Fore-

men's Association, with the assistance

of the Supply Men's Association, have

arranged a most enjoyable programme,

and all members should be "among
those present." Membership in this

association is open to railway shop

foremen, and if any one eligible for

membership is desirous of joining, we
will be glad to send him an applica-

tion form, if he will write us to that

effect. The General Foremen's Asso-

ciation is a body of live men and it

is an organization useful alike to its

members and to the railways they

serve. Success can be attained by

Boiler Makers' Convention.

I'he following notice is given by Mr.

George Wagstaff, president of the In-

ternational Master Boiler Makers' As-

sociation, and is addressed to members
and friends:

"An exceptional opportunity will be

offered to members of the Association

who attend the annual convention in

Detroit, Mich., on May 26, 27, and 28,

to travel via the Michigan Central Rail-

road. If a sufficient number elect to

use this route from either Chicago or

Buffalo they will do so with advantage

as superior service and fares will un-

doubtedly be offered. It may be. pos-

sible for all to travel together and

obtain concessions that would not

otherwise be available. Please advise

the secretary at once whether you will

attend the convention and whether you

wish to be included in whatever ar-

rangements are made."

The secretary of the association is

Mr. Harry D. Vought, 62 Liberty street,

New York City.

Obituary.

Orlando Stewart, formerly superintend-

ent of motive power of the Bangor &
Aroostook, died at his home in Brighton,

Mass., on the 27th of April, aged 74 years.

Mr. Stewart retired from railroad work

last fall and has been in failing health

for some time. He is mourned by a

wide circle of friends and his death re-

moves a veteran railroad man from the

ranks.

It is with deep regret that we have to

record the death of Hall Wilson Watts,

master car builder of the Monongahela

Connecting Railroad at Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mr. Watts was at the time of his death

President of the Pittsburgh Railway Club.

The Railway, the club and a large circle

of friends sincerely mourn his loss.

To the great regret not only of the

whole staff of the Candian Pacific

Railway, but of numerous friends all

over the country, Charles Drinkwater, as-

sistant to the president of the C. P. R.,

and for many years the secretary of the

company, passed away on the 23rd of

April. Mr. Drinkwater had been con-

nected with the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way ever since its inception, and was con-

versant with its every detail before the

late Sir John Macdonald launched the

project upon the young Dominion.

He was born at Ashton-under-Lyne,

Lancashire, Eng., on Nov. 17, 1843. He
entered railway service as a clerk on the

Manchester. Sheffield & Lincolnshire

Railway, in 1859, and was also for three

years on the Great Northern Railway at

London. In 1864 he came to Canada as

the private secretary of Sir John Mac-
donald, who was for many years pre-.

niier of Canada. Mr. Drinkwater served

in this capacity up to 1S74, and ac-

companied his chief to Washington
during the sittings of the Joint Higli

Commission that concluded the treaty

of Washington in 1871. In 1874 he

became chief assistant to the man-
aging director of the Grand Trunk Rail-

way, and in 1881, when the Canadian

Pacific Railway was organized, he was
chosen secretary of the company.

Air Brake Association.

We have received a communication

from Mr. F. M. Nellis, secretary of the

Air Brake Association in which he calls

the attention of members to page 81-89.

of the 1907 proceedings of the Associa-

tions. Members are requested to com-

municate with Mr. S. G. Down, 1545

Railway Exchange Building, Chicago, be-

fore May 10, if in their opinion any im-

provement can be made in the "recom-

mended practice" of the Association. Mr.

Nellis also states that "Mr. L. S. Hunger-

ford, General Superintendent of the

Pullman Company, Chicago, 111., has

granted a concession to members of The
Air Brake Association in Pullman trans-

portation. Each member in order to

benefit from this concession, must secure

a receipt for moneys paid by him at the

local office, where he starts from, when
buying his ticket. Upon presentation of

this receipt, accompanied by his Asso-

ciation credentials at the close of the

convention in St. Paul, he will receive

a free sleeping car ticket returning

home, thus giving him one-half rate for

the round trip in Pullman cars. Agent's

receipts only will be honored, and train

conductor's coupons will not be accept-

ed as heretofore.

Mr. Nellis continues, "We regret

that that the question of railroad trans-

portation has not improved since last

year. All we can do is to suggest

that members apply to their immediate

officials, in the usual way, for transpor-

tation over their own lines and over

other lines to reach the Convention.

"The managers of the Hotel Ryan, our

Convention headquarters, suggest that

members make room reservations as early

as possible, as there are four other Con-

ventions in the city during the same

week, having headquarters elsewhere.

"The Union Depot Car Line passes

the main entrance of our Convention

headquarters in St. Paul.

"Only a few of our members have re-

sponded to the annual call for dues, and

we take advantage of this occasion to

advise that those who have not as yet

sent in their dues, might now do so thus

enabling us to reduce this amount of

work which entails considerable confusion

at the Convention."
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Elevated Railways of New York.

BY GEO. H. JACKSON.

The first great step in the series of

what constitutes the elevated railroads

of New York City was started in the

early seventies. It was thought by

some engineers that an elevated struc-

ture with standard gauge was advisable

and the work was started. The cars

were to be run by an endless chain.

FIRST ENGINE FOR THE ELEVATED.

The road was originally built along
Greenwich St. extending to 23rd St.

and Ninth Ave.

The resources of the first company
being exhausted, the property lay idle

for some time. A new company was
then formed. The principal men were
Messrs. Cyrus W. Field, who laid the

first Atlantic cable; David Dowes, the

"grand old man" of New York; and
last, but not least, the late Samuel J.

Tilden, he being Governor of the State

of New York at that time. It was
he who conceived the idea of having

a special act passed, and under author-

ity of this law the elevated system of

New York City was built.

In order to demonstrate its feasibility

a small force of railway men were
brought together, the writer being one
of them. A small locomotive was pro-

cured and hoisted onto the structure

at the corner of Dye and Greenwich
Sts., on the site of the Ocean Bank.
This engine weighed about 6y2 tons.

The boiler was upright, resembling a

modern steam fire engine. The cylin-

ders were 8 ins. in diameter and 10-in.

stroke, carrying 160 lbs. steam. The
engine burned hard coal. The experi-

ments, which were carried on for at

least a year, proved so successful that

an old horse car was procured for the

use of passengers. Owing to the suc-

cess of these ventures, larger engines

and cars were ordered, and the road
was extended to 34th St. and Ninth
Ave. and the principal business was to

carry passengers who arrived at the

New York Central station at Tenth
Ave and 34th St.

The writer well remembers how, on
the 4th day of July, 1876, the day when
Gen. Newton blew up Hell Gate, the

road carried 10.000 passengers. The of-

ficials were so gratified with this suc-

cess that the superintendent, T. T. On-
derdonk; the engineers and conductors

were invited to meet Ihcni at the resi-

dence of Cyrus W. Field, at 13 Grami 1

1

Park. Mr. Tilden was present and the

writer well remembers souk remark

made by him.

Immediately after this evenl worl

was commenced on plans for the 3rd

Ai <-. c h v ated 1 iad. The writer n as

a fireman on the first locomotive which

ran up 3rd Ave. to 42nd St. All the

important men of New York, includ

ing J. Gould, newspaper men and others,

were the guests of the board of direc-

tors at a reception on the elevated sta-

tion at 42nd St. and I 'ark Ave., oppo-

site the Grand Central Station on

Aug. 17, 1878. There was a great re-

joicing and manifestation of gratitude

toward the promoters of this great

work, which partly solved the great

problem of rapid transit; for the writer

remembers when it took an hour to go
from the Battery to 23rd St. Electric

lights and telephones were then un-

known.
The directors about this time gave

orders for 50 locomotives, which were

OLD TIME "ELEVATED" ENGINE.

much larger and stronger. The cylin-

ders of the new ones were 12x14 ins.

The engines weighed approximately 30
tons. On Dec. 24, 1878, the road car-

ried 100,000 passengers, and the board
of directors at a meeting held at No. 7
Broadway were so gratified at their

success that they ordered 50 more loco-

motives and 200 cars for immediate
delivery.

During this time work was being

pushed on the 6th Ave. road, which was
at that time called the "Gilbert Ele-

vated Railway." This road ran as far

as 58th St. and Central Park. It was
shortly afterward extended to 155th St.

on the west side. The writer remem-
bers seeing 40 engineers and firemen

hired in one day. It was deemed
advisable by the officials that steam

railroad engineers and firemen were

the best. They were paid according to

their experience and ability on the sur-

face locomotives. The earning capacity

of these roads was so great that it was
decided to merge them into one com-
pany, called the Manhattan Elevated

Railway Company. This was done
1 t 1 880.

writer was in New York some
time since, and in calling the roll of

men who started the great work he was
abli i" account for only ten. The rest

way. I was informed
while in New York by Mr. Frank
lleadley, who came to the road in 1880,

that the average traffic on the roads
ii present is 800,000 people a day, and
the Subway, which is operated by the

same company, carries 500,000 people

a day.

For the benefit of the younger g<

I am submitting with this article

some pictures of locomotives which the

pioneers of rapid transit in New York
City had to deal with. These locomo-
tives were built at the Baldwin Loco-
motive Works. The fire boxes were 3

ft. wide and 4 ft. long. The engines

were run from 6 A. M. until 7:30 P. M.,

when employees returned home, there

bring no night service. The locomo-
tives were left in charge of a hostler.

The cars were built by Gibbert-Bush

& Co., of Troy, N. Y. They were called

"bi lly cars." They had stoves in each

end.

I can recall an incident which oc-

curred on the Ninth Ave. road in 1877.

The engineer on engine No. 14 while

going up Greenwich St. put on the

brakes and stopped. The conductor

came forward and inquired the reason

for the stop. The engineer, who was
used to running on a surface road, re-

plied, "I saw a farmer with a load of

hay ahead, and thinking he was about

to cross the track I applied the brakes

to give him an opportunity to do so."

The engineer's name was George Mc-
Leary, and if I am not mistaken he is

still alive. It was a common sight then

to see a farmer with a load of loose

hay driving through the streets. In

those days the Ninth Ave. track ran on
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built and run by him ill the early fifties

It was on Grenwich St. above Cort

landt. li' spent a fortune in trying

to kei ! impan} from passing his

hotel "ii that sid< ol the street, and
strange to relate, he died the night be

fore we ran the first train on the Struc-

ture past his property. The traveling

public was slew to appreciate the ef-

forts in their behalf. 1 recall the lady

FORNEY TYPE ON THE \1 W1IAI I \.\ "L."

who made the first trip on this road,

for the management made her a pres-

ent of a silk dress.

We had no ticket agents at that time.

The conductors collected the passen-

gers' fares, as is customary on street

cars today. The fare was 10 cents. I

remember going to 59th St. and

Central Park on a horse car along West
St., with a little straw on the floor of

the car to keep one's feet warm. The
ride to 50th St. consumed one hour and

fifteen minutes. I do not remember
hearing of a passenger being hurt in

the early days.

The writer, just before he left the

service of the company, ran the first

express train between 155th and Rector

Sts. The late Col. F. K. Haine was at

that time the general manager of the

system, and to accommodate Mime of

transit in New. York for the benefit

oi those now enjoying the present splen-

did transit facilities. f he first car 1 ipei

ated had no powei brakes and had to

be sti ipped bj hand I n the late seven-

ties an air brake was invented which

proved verj satisfactory and was in

service for a quarter of a century on
I his road. This brake differed widely

from the present W'estinghouse auto-

matic brake. It had no automatic fea-

ture. It was known as an atmospheric
brake, There was an ejector used, by
which the air was exhausted from the

train pipes. A diaphragm on the trucks

in which the brake levers were at-

1
1 'lud. applied the brake. The brakes

were released by letting air into pipes

again. This brake was the Eames
vacuum brake. It was cheap in con-

struction and very easily maintained

The Westinghouse brake, which has

taken the place of the old brake, has

done more than any one agency to

bring about the rapid transit that peo-

ple are enjoying today. I have always

considered this the greatest invention

known to the traveling public of to-day.

of drop doors in clear, 2 ft. 4J/I ins.;

width of drop doors in clear-top, 3 ft.

I ins.; width of drop doors in clear-

bottom, 3 ft.
~

s in.; distance from cen-

ter to center of trucks, 21 ft. 9 ins.;

si/e of journals, 5'jxio ins.; light

weight of car, 37.400 lbs.; cubic con-
ii nt> nr \ illume. 1,018 CU. ft.

Grand Trunk Steel Hopper Car.

Not long ago the Grand Trunk Rail-

way- of Canada purchased from the

Pressed Steel Car Company of Pitts-

burgh a number of 100,000 lbs. high

side steel hopper gondolas which we

here illustrate.

The car is a standard all-steel hopper

car, of which 500 were built on one order

and 1,000 on another order for the

Grand Trunk system. These cars arc

equipped with Westinghouse air

brakes. Climax couplers, twin spring

Westinghouse Machine Company.

We have received the following notice

from Mr. George Westinghouse, which

we print with pleasure, not only because

Mr. Westinghouse is an old and valued

friend hut because the notice is an indi-

cation of returning prosperity, which
we hope to see extend all over the

country.

"I have much pleasure in being able

to notify the clients and other friends

of the Westinghouse Machine Com-
pany that the receivers appointed

October 23, 1907, by the Circuit Court
of the United States for the Western
District of Pennsylvania, were, on
March 31, 1908, discharged by the same
authority. All of the matters which
made a temporary receivership ex-

pedient have been satisfactorily ar-

ranged and the company's position is

greatly strengthened from every stand-

pi Hilt.

All contracts made by the receivers

for the sale of the company's product

or for the purchase of materials or

merchandise will be carried out as

though made by the company's own
officers.

I take this occasion to announce the

election of Mr. William H. Dormer as

the vice president of the company in

direct responsible charge of all of its
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WHEELS MOVING
You can do it. Hot
pins or journals,

groaning cylinders,

hard - working engi-
neer's valves, any and
all lubrication trou-
bles, great or small,

are cured by the
"positive principle"

lubricant, Dix-
on's Flake Graphite.

It provides the
friction surfaces,

which are always
microscopic-
ally rough, with a

smooth, tough coat-

ing that reduces fric-

tion and makes cut-

ting impossible—less

oil is necessary.

Free booklet 69-c has
all the information

;

write for it.

Wrecking Crane for the I. C R.

Our illustration shows a new rail-

road wrecking crane- put ii]i< ,n the

market by the Shaw Electrii Crane
Company, of Muskegon, Mi< h. < >ne of

these lia-- just been bought by the [Hi

nois Central. While the crane is of the
- general type as other makes of

wrecking cranes, many advantages are

claimed in the way the d( 3ign has 1" •
11

worked out.

An important feature is the location

and position of the engines, which are

the reverse of the usual position, the

cylinders being placed toward tin reai

and well back, instead of toward the
front of the crane. This makes the
piping short and direct, keeping it

giving th<

work, without placing hi] . ngcr-
ous position. An improvement over

' e use of steam to
apply the mam and auxiliary hoist

brakes in addil to th< usual hand
applying mi 1 hani mi I h auxiliary
hoist is unusually powerful, hav-
ing a capai ity ol 20 tons on a single

line, and 40 tons by the use of 1 one-
sheave block.

I In- jib is also a departun 1
1

1 >m past
practice. The new design avoids the
combined bending and compression
-trains of the old type, and gives a
lighter and stiffei structure, adding to

the safety and stability of the 1

Unobstructed passage for the

WRECKING CRANE ON THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL.

away from the machinery and from the

engineer's head.

The steam pipe branches at the

throttle, and passes down at each side

just in front of the coal bin and water
lank, to the cylinders. The exhaust
pipes pass back underneath and up to

the separator on the back of the boiler,

from which the exhaust steam passes
through tubes inside the boiler to the

stack. The pipes are thus entirely out
of the way. and are not subjected to

strains from shocks that may cause de-

flection or vibration to the part of the

frame carrying the boiler.

In keeping all steam work to the

rear of the engines it makes it possible

to put the side frame- farther apart

and so keep the machinery low, result-

ing in a lower centre of gravity and

neer to and from the cab has been pro-
vided on both sides of the machine.
The engines have an improved Wal-
schaerts valve gear. which gives

smooth action at all speeds and is

easily reversed under load.

Some of the important featur

the steam generating outfit are. forced
draft, telescoping stack, shaking and
dumping grates, and dumping ash pan.
The boiler has good reserve capacity,

and a special arrangement of the tubes
permits of easy cleaning of the crown
sheet. A dry pipe is provided and
every precaution taken to secure dry-

steam under the worst conditions.

The crane is self-propelling by means
of gears driving on one axle of each
truck, but this gearing in no way in-

terferes with the free movement of the
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trucks. A friction drive is provided in

the gearing to each truck, so that any

inequality in diameters t>f drivers is

readily taken care of. Self-lubricating

centre and side bearings make the

crane superior to most rolling stock for

taking sharp curves, and the car will

construction of the big machine shop,

followed by that of the power house, store

buildings, auxiliary roundhouse, boiler

shop, office and laboratory, and the black-

smith shop, with an entire new car plant

now under construction, consisting of

coach shop, freight car repair shop, truck

UNION PACIFIC'S NEW BOILER SHOP AT OMAHA.

drive with load suspended at either end.

The crane has complete air brake

equipment, both automatic and straight

air. By means of permanent pipe con-

nections from the crane to the car, the

straight air system affords means of

complete control by the crane operator.

The crane is principally composed of

steel, very little cast iron entering into

its construction.

Union Pacific Shops at Omaha.

In 1902 the Union Pacific Railroad

Company began the construction of

and wheel shop, coach paint shop, and

paint storage house, and, with the planing

mill, dry kilns, lumber sheds and foundry,

the plant will be complete.

With the building of the new car shops,

which are partially completed, the power

plant has been greatly increased to furnish

power to these buildings, including the

installation of additional boilers, modern

coal and ash handling machinery, con-

densers, and electrical equipment. The

power plant now consists of two 250

K.-W. Westinghouse compound engines,

direct connected to Westinghouse genera-
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Just Published

1908 Revised and Enlarged Edition

LOCOMOTIVE
CATECHISM

By ROBERT (iRIMSHAW, M. E.

The 1008 edi-

tion of Loco-
motive Cate-

chism iM en-

tirely revised,

rewritten and
brought right

up-to-date.
IT IS A NEW
BOOK FROM
COVER TO
COVER. Con-

tains twice as

many pages

and double
thenumberof
illustrations

previous editions. Includes the greatest

amount of practical information everpublished

OH the design, construction, repair and running

of all kinds of locomotives. Contains special

chapters on the Air Brake, Walichacrt

Valve Gear. Electric IHeadlUht, Etc.

NEARLY 4.000 QUESTIONS WITH THEIR
ANSWERS ARE GIVEN

Studv them and your promotion is"assured.
OverSOO Pages, nearly 500 Illustrations and three
Folding Plates The Standard Book on the. Sub-

PRICE $2.50

Just Published

Revised and Enlarged 1008 Edition

LOCOMOTIVE
BREAKDOWNS

AND THEIR REMEDIES
By GEORGE L. FOWLER
Revised by WM. W. WOOD

The new 1908 edi-

tion of Locomo-
tive Breakdowns
has been revised

by Wm. W. Wood,
the railroad ex-

pert, and contrib-

utor to the Broth-

erhood Magazines,
which is sufficient

gu arantee that

this work repre-

sents the best

practice of the

present day and is exhaustive in text, diagrams

and illustrations. This bookis vitallynecessary

to every engineer, fireman, and shop man, be-

cause it treats fully of every possible engine

trouble and gives the remedy. Walsehaert Valve

Gear Trouble, Air Brake Troubles, and Electric

Head Light Trouble, are treated among other

subjects.

CONTAINS OVER 800 QUESTIONS WITH
THEIR ANSWERS

Nearly 300 Pages. Fully Illustrated by En-
gravings and Folding Plate.

PRICE $1,001
~

Send for a special circular of these books as well
as our other railroad books.

Any ot the above books sent prepaid on receipt of
the price,

AOEXTS WANTED. Write for particulars.
Large. Commission Given.

The Norman W. Henley Pub. Co.
132 Natttu Street, New YorK

internally fired boilers, with Jones under-

fed stokers, and link-belt coal and ash

handling machinery. All the large ma-

chines throughout the plant are indi-

vidual motor driven, while a few of the

small machines arc arranged in groups,

and are driven from overhead motors.

The power for the new car shops will

be furnished entirely from the 500 K.-VV.

shop is connected with the paint shop by

a 90 fool electric transfer table, one of

the largest in this country.

Coaches coming to the shops for repairs

an tripped and the various parts and

furnishings are distributed to the <

shop, plating room, upholstering room,

varnish room, or to any of the other de-

partments for repairs or renewals. The

NEW MACHINE SHOP, UNION PACIFICE, AT OMAHA.

Parsons turbines, delivering alternating

current to the car shop at a voltage of

400. The 250 K.-W. and the 75 K.-W.

machines are 220 volt direct current, and

switch boards are arranged so that the

Parsons machines, which are alternating,

can be converted to direct current and

used on the 220 volt line in the locomo-

tive department.

The car department plant includes the

coach, cabinet, freight car, truck, wheel

and axle, and paint shops and freight car

repair yard. This plant, with the mill, dry

kilns and lumber sheds and yard, will be

ready for operation this year. The car

department is provided with a substore

department, to facilitate the delivery of

coach, after the repairs have been com-

pleted, is delivered to the paint shop, and

after being painted, varnished, etc., it

passes out of this shop ready for service,

the same system being used for car re-

pairs as for locomotive repairs—i.e., a con-

tinuous forward movement.

For the removal of the trucks from

coaches, or for re-trucking, the care de-

partment has been provided with a 60-

ton crane. After removing the trucks,

which are sent to the wheel and truck

shop, the car is mounted on temporary

trucks and passes through the shop for

repairs. The wheel and truck shop is

equipped with overhead traveling cranes,

for handling trucks and heavv material,

NEW CAR SHOPS AT OMAHA ON THE UNION PACIFIC.

material ; and the different shops, yards

and material platforms have been so

placed that the cost of handling material

has been reduced to a minimum. Con-

veniently located near the paint shop is an

independent fireproof building for the

storage of paints and oils. The coach

electric trolleys, and electric derrick cars

for handling wheels and axles to and from

the storage platforms and in the shops.

The freight car shop is unusually large,

with overhead traveling cranes for hand-

ling cars and heavy material, and is also

equipped with modern machinery for the
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repairing and building of steel cars. In

connection with this shop, the car repair

yard has a trackage capacity of 280 cars.

The tracks both in the repair yard and

shop are connected at each end with a

ladder track, facilitating the movement of

cars and allowing for the realization of

that system of a continued forward move-

ment which has been inaugurated for the

handling of locomotive and coach repairs.

The repair tracks are 22 ft. centers and

this yard has been well supplied by a sys-

tem of narrow gauge material tracks, so

arranged and connected that material can

be delivered to any point of the yard with

the least expenditure of time and labor.

A 1 o-ton electric crane spanning three

tracks is used for unloading wreckage

and handling heavy material. Centrally

located in this yard is the air-brake shop,

where all air-brake material is repaired.

Altogether the whole plant is a good ex-

ample of well designed and carefully laid-

out railroad repair shops.

All From Missouri.

Some time ago Mr. D. R. MacBain,
speaking at a meeting of the Traveling

Engineers' Association, said: "Road
foremen of engines and traveling en-

gineers ought not forget that they are

instructors, not mere inspectors, and
as good instructors they need never

be without a good subject to discuss,

as the men will furnish the questions

in abundant volume just as soon as

they realize that the instructor is also

an ordinary man who does not pretend

to be beyond 'showing'."

We once knew a traveling engineer

who spent a lot of his time covering

the road in a Pullman car and holding

more or less unsatisfactory "investiga-

tions" at roundhouses. This is not the

business of a traveling engineer. He
ought to be a good man in his own
line, and able and willing to impart

his knowledge as a help to his fellow

employees and for the good of the

service. The right kind of traveling

engineer earns his money all right.

of instruction in air brake matters by
means of correspondence. The motto
of the school is "by reviewing what
we think we know, we learn to know
what we know we know." The course

comprises instruction in the Westing-

house, the New York and the Duke-
smith air brake systems. The course

of study consists of twelve sections

and a diploma of graduation is issued to

the student on the successful comple-

tion of the course. A text book and

colored charts are supplied to students.

A number of air brake experts con-

nected with the various railroads

throughout the country constitute a

i onsulting and advisory board for the

school. Mr. F. H. Dukesmith, Wa-
bash building, Pittsburgh, Pa., will be

happy to supply further information on

this subject to those interested.

The Falls Hollow Staybolt Company
of Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, have issued a

pamphlel dealing with the subject of "Stay-

bolts—Their Use and Abuse." written by

Mr. John Hickey, who was for many
years a prominent master mechanic and

superintendent of motive power. He was

also a former president of the American

Railway Master Mechanics' Association.

He is the author of several papers on the

construction and care of locomotive boil-

ers. The article is clear and candid, and

in pamphlet form will be sent free to any

railroad official who writes to the com-

pany for a copy.

Railroading is a popular subject at

Sibley College, Ithaca, N. Y. For the

first term the major railway course nas

a class of 87 seniors. A one-hour

course on the locomotive has been

elected by 41 seniors who desire that

much acquaintance with the chief

single agent in land transportation:

and a weekly Railway Club of 29

seniors and juniors gives practice in

engineering discussions, with required

reading of general railway periodicals,

and the card index habit for each mem-
ber. A lecture and discussion course

upon discipline and management of

men in shops has been given to 18

seniors.

Catching a Runaway.

One of the finest stories in the his-

tory of the railways centres round a

runaway engine on the Stockton and

Darlington line. The engine was ob-

served by the driver of another and

more powerful one. Seeing the fugitive

speeding in the direction of Darlington

he uncoupled his own engine, crosseil

the points and set out in pursuit on

the same line. .It was a long chase,

but the pursuer, driven at top speed,

gradually overhauled the runaway. At

last it came near enough for the driver

to crawl to the front of his engine and

drop a stout chain over the tender hook

of the other. He returned to his foot-

plate, shut off steam and screwed down
his brake. This steadied the one in

front and so retarded its pace that the

driver was able now to creep from his

own engine on to the runaway, put on

the brake, and bring it to a standstill,

almost in the crowded Darlington sta-

tion.—London Standard.

The Dukesmith School of Air Brakes

of Pittsburgh, Pa., is an educational

institution which carries on a system

I he Erie Railroad offices have been

removed from No. n Broadway to the

Fulton Building, Hudson Terminal. 50

50 Church street. The office of Mr. J. H.

Mri'ldv. special representative, is in room

1077, teleph in' X". 84S0 Cortlandt.

GARS, CABS, SHOPS
AND

ROUND HOUSES
require a roofing that

is unaffected by ex-

tremes of temperature

Trade
I

Mark

RUBEROID

ROOFING

Regtst'd
U. S. Pat.
Office

Will not melt, rot, crack or

corrode. Contains no tar.

Outlasts Metal
SPARK PROOF, CINDER PROOF,
QAS PROOF, WEATHER PROOF

Write for Sample! end Prices

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.
1 00 William Street New York
Chicago. Philadelphia, Boaton, Kansas city.

St. Louis, New Orleans

.

Designed,

built, finished

and adjusted

especially for

railroad ser-

v ic e — the

"Ball
Watches"

are giving
wo nde r f u 1

satisfaction

on all Amer-
ican Rail-
ways.

Send for

(ree booklet

and pass-hol-

der— it gives

full informa-

t i o n and
prices.

We desire reli

able agents
abroad — Please
address

THE
WEBB-BALL WATCH CO.
Ball Building Railway Exchange

Cleveland Chicago
U. S. A.

Patents.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY

McObU. BUILDING WASHINGTON D. C.

Tern* Reasonable Pamphlet Sent
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TOOL
Die Blocks

Steel Forgings

First Prize awarded at the

Louisiana Purchase Ex-

position, at St. Louis, for

our TOOL STEEL when
placed in competition

with the best makes in

England and Germany.
Writ* tor lolermatlen aodPrlcoe.

• ••city Mclaaea Tool Steel wh«
orderlnfl.

McINNES
STEEL CO.

CORRY, PA.
Agents

SCHROCK & SftUIRES,
291 Pearl St., New York.

ROY MACHINERY CO.
Minneapolis. Minn.

Steam Hose Lock and Support.

I hi re is a very neat and useful little

device which is quite in Step with tin-

progress made in art of heating railroad

cars with steam. It is well known thai

STARDARD MECRARIOAL BOOKS

FOR ROAD ARD SHOP HER

RY CHAS. MoSRARE.

ThcLocomotiveUp to Date

Price, $2.30

New York and

Westinghouse Air Brakes

Price, Sl.SO

Price, $1.30

All booki bound In liae clolh.

1 ,1B J

LOCK AND HOSE SUPPORT,

the use of larger hose and heavier coup

lings for long passenger trains has made

the problem of tight joints and hose pro-

tection one of greater importance than

ever before. There are now higher steam

pressures carried in the train pipes, for

the heating of these long trains. The jar-

ring on fast runs causes considerable

leakage of steam, especially on curves.

By the new device the hose is relieved

of the weight of

the couplings when

coupled or sepa-

rated. The coup-

lings are supported

by a chain attached

to the platform end

sill in the usual

way. The device,

which has been de-

signed by the Gold

Car Heating and

Lighting Company
of New Votk, con-

sist-- of a connec-

tion between the

chain and hose

coupling made by a

lever or lock, hinged \UTOM VI

on the coupling

and bearing on the coupling of the ad-

jacent car in such a manner as to force

the gaskets into close contact. This re-

moves all the weight from the hose and

presses the gaskets together with a force

greater than that due to their weight and

to the action of the cam and wedge, which

are still retained as integral parts of the

coupling.

I he lock is made of drop forged stei 1,

and, while light, is amply strong for the

One Thousand Pointers for

Machinists and Engineers

M cast with tin k is

impl pa 1
[hi

cured with a cotter. For couplings which

have no ey< lamp is pi ntain-

ine; thi ilcrum 'I

bi oi Mich length as will

when in use at from

and-a-half inches higher than they would

be if supported by the ho 'I he-

chain is provided with an extra

for making further adjustmen

quired.

Trainmen are suppo '"k up the

couplings when separated, but 'I y are

sometime! neglei tful and hos<

and couplings is very often the

Cold's combination automatti loci

hose support prevents neglect and thus

does away with the possibility -

With this device in use the hose is al-

ways supp rted by the chain and never

AGENTS WANTED everywhere: write for

terms and descriptive circulars. Will be sent

prepaid to any address upon receipt of price.

GRIFFIN & WINTERS
171 La Salle Street, CHICAGO

ADJUSTING
HOOK

STEAM HOSE COUPLED WITH GOLD'S
LOCK AND SUPPORT.

work required of it. It can be applied

to existing Gold couplings with lit;

no trouble. In case the couplings have

[( LOCK AND HOSE SUPPORT.

carries the weight of the couplings, thus

the bending of the rubber hose at either

end 1- entirely eliminated. This means

longer life Eor the hose, and as bhi

ported coupling cannot drag or catch in

anything as it is kept out of harm's way.

The tighter joint which is gained '

use of the lock prevents a waste of steam.

The whole thing is simple, easily applied,

and cheap, and the total result

economy.

As an example of the benefits ol

lock in preventing leakage at the gasket,

it was found that with a coupling weigh-

ing 8 lbs. there would result a pr

agains the faces of the gaskets in contact

of about 200 lbs. Additional p;

can, if desired, be produced by simply

increasing the length of the long arm of

the lock, which is really a lev

during the past winter on several rail-

roads has proved that the right

for maintaining tight joints. This

has been designed in order to accomplish

several purposes, among which are the

natic locking of steam hose couplings

and the proper support of the hose and

coupling. When you see the arrange-

ment you will know how ir is all done

and if you wish any information on the
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subject, write to the Gold Car Heating

and Lighting Company, Whitehall Build-

ing, New York.

A circular, which tells its story pictori-

ally and by a few direct words, has lately

came to our office. It is issued by W. H.

Nicholson and Company, of Wilkes-

Barre, Pa., and it deals with Nicholson's

patent expanding lathe mandrels. The
sizes, and the amount of what the makers

call the "expansion" of each mandrel, are

given, also the length of the arbor and the

length of the jaw bearing are there, and

the price is given. The arbor is an ordi-

nary cylindrical bar of steel turned paral-

lel with four tapered grooves in it. Over

the mandrel is a short sleeve, which slides

on it from end to end. In the sleeve are

four slots corresponding to the four

grooves in the arbor. In each groove and

slot and projecting above the sleeve there

is a taper key. When you move the

sleeve toward one end of the arbor the

keys sink in the sleeve. When you move

An Unanswerable Question.

John F. Mcintosh, the popular loco-

motive superintendent of the Cale-

donian Railway, has a fine, intelligent

family of lads and lasses, of whom the

parents are justly proud. Brought up
as they were in an engineering atmos-

phere the boys were encouraged to ac-

quire knowledge by asking questions.

One of them developed so much per-

sistence in this respect that he was
frequently embarrassing to the father.

One evening the dad became out

of patience and exclaimed, "Now,
sonny, don't ask me any more silly

questions or I shall send you to bed."

"But this is not a silly question, Dad.

I only want to know what complaint

the Dead Sea died of."

"Go to bed at once, you little tease."

About three years ago the Harbison-

Walker Refractories Company of Pitts-

burgh, Pa., makers of fire clay, silica,

POSITION OF GOLD'S STEAM HOSE

the sleeve in the other direction—that is,

toward the shallow ends of the grooves

—

the keys rise a little in the sleeve. Thus,

for No. 1 mandrel the keys will just fit

a one-inch hole when at their "smallest"

and they will fit a Ii^-inch hole when
"expanded" by being pushed to the other

end and at all intermediate positions they

will fill any hole between those limits, and

so on for all the sizes made. The up-

per edges of the keys are parallel, and as

their under sides just suit the taper of

the slots the keys will bear evenly on the

interior of a bushing or other hollow

article throughout their length. The
whole idea of the mandrel is scientific

and its use saves a lot of time and

bother. The makers very truly say

"What's the use of a high speed lathe if

the time it saves as compared with a

slower tool is wasted at the mandrel pile?"

Write for the circular; it's worth a post

card. .

Progress isn't a passing fancy; it's

the life principle.

—

Elizabeth Robins.

WITH PERMANENT CHAIN AND LOCK.

magnesia and chrome brick, erected a

special plant at Templeton, Pa., for the

manufacture of high grade front build-

ing brick. This brick has been used

on many of the largest and most im-

portant office buildings, schools, hos-

pitals, court houses and residences that

have been erected in New York and in

other parts of the country. This com-
pany recently closed a contract with

the trustees of the Carnegie Technical

Schools, of Pittsburgh, Pa., for over

2,000,000 of their high grade, light-

colored front building brick for use in

the erection of this great group of

buildings.

Frugality is good, if liberality be

joined with it. The first is leaving off

superfluous expenses; the last is be-

stowing them to the benefit of others

that need. The first without the last

begets covetousness ; the last without

the first begets prodigality. The two
united make an excellent temper.

RECOGNIZED
as the

STANDARD

FLEXIBLE
STAYBOLTS
Holds firebox sheets securely

together, and accommodates it-

self to the unequal expansion

of the plates.

USED ON OVER 100 RAILROADS

"Stay-bolt Trouble
a Thing; of the Past "

So say many of our customers

who have used the Tate Bolt'

in large numbers, covering a

period of time sufficient to base

comparisons and eliminate all

chances of doubt.

THE TATE BOLT HAS
PROVED ITSELF INDISPENS-
ABLE TO LOCOMOTIVES IN
HIGH PRESSURE SERVICE
BY RENDERING A LOWER
COST OF FIRE BOX REPAIRS
TO A GREATER MILEAGE IN
SERVICE, THEREBY IN-

CREASING THE EARNING
VALUE.

FLANNERY BOLT COMPANY
Suite 328 Frick Bldg.

PITTSBURGH, PENN., U. S. A.

B. E. D. STAFFORD, GENERAL MANAGER
Write for Literature.
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THE. TANITE CO.
laeKl the support of
Railroader! becauiei
The man who uses a TANITE wheel

will find it safe. Because pay for a TAN-
ITE wheel secures the greatest produc-
tive capacity. Because TANITE MILLS
EMERY is mined in America and ap-

peals to all who earn wages in America.
Because TANITE grinding machines are]

practical.

THE TANITE CO. sells Emery, Solid
Emery Wheels, Buffing Lathes, Guide Bar
Grinders, Car Brass Grinders, Bench and
Column Grinders, Surfacing Machines,
Open Side Emery Planers, Saw Gum-
mers, Automatic Planer Knife Grinders,
Diamond Tools, Polishing Paste for Brass
and Nickel, Emery Wheel Cutters and
Dressers.

The Tamte Co. builds special machines
for special wants

THE TANITE CO.
STROUDSBURG, PA.

MICA
CABOOSE LAMP CHIMNEYS

Save SO per cent.

STORKS MICA CO.,

R. R.Dept. Owejro. N.Y

NO MORE BILLS for PACKING

No Cutting of Rods
Less OH. No friction

Guaranteed 3 years. 30 Days' Trial

No Pay unless Satisfactory

Beware of Imitations. Use the Best

Manufactured only by

Holmes Metallic

Packing Company
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Sea * for Catalogue K

THE ROBERT W. HUNT & CO.
1 of Impaction, Toata and Contultatlon

1137 THE ROOKERY. CHICAGO.
66 Broadway, New York.
Park Building, Pittsburg.

31 Norfolk House, London, Eng.
Inspection of Steel Rails, Splice Bars, Railroad

Cars, Wheels, Axles, etc. Chemical Labora-
tory—Analysis of Ores, Iron, Steel, Oils, Water,
etc. Physical Laboratory—Test of Metals,
Drop and Pulling Test of Couplers. Draw Bars,
etc.

Efficiency Tests of Boilers, Engines
and Locomotives.

Pennsylvania All Steel Coach.
I he first all steel passenger coach of

the order for 200 placed 1 >y the Perm

sylvania Railroad Company last year, has

jusl been pul into service between New
York and Philadelphia, I he 1 oach is

70 ft. long, and is the heaviest car of its

kind which has been built. The mahog-

has been built upon the principle of the

cantilever bridge, suspended on the

trucks as piers.

A coupler of a new type, stronger than

anything used before, has been designed

for this car to reduce the possibility of

breakage and the consequent parting of

the train. The floor of the car is of

magnesium cement, laid on corrugated

iron. The coach is lighted by electricity,

derived from train generators or si

batteries. The heating and ventilating of

the car has been carried out on the most
improved principles. Coach No. 1052

was built in the Pennsylvania Railroad

Company's shops at Altcona, Pa., and is

one of the large order for all-steel

passenger cars, 25 of which are to be

built at Altoona, 90 by the American

Car and Foundry Company, and 85 by the

Pressed Steel Car Company, of Pitts-

burgh. It is the declared policy of the

Pennsylvania Railroad Company to have

future passenger equipment of all-steel

construction.

FRAMING Of STEEL COACH.

any window sashes and seat frames are

the only parts made of wood in the

coach. It is as nearly fireproof and col-

lision-proof as. in the present state of

the art, it is possible to make it.

This car, No. 1652, has seats for 88

persons. Its total weight is 116,000 lbs.

or just fifty-three tons. It is hoped that

in later designs this weight may be some-

what reduced. The standard modern
coach weighs only about 84,900 lbs. For

every passenger carried, the new coach

We have recently seen a very neat

model of the Allfree locomotive valve

and cylinders, operated by the Walschaerts

gear. The model is a sheet of white

metal in a little frame measuring about

7 X 5 ins. Cylinder and valves are on

one side and the Walschaerts gear on the

other, the whole operated by a driving

wheel disc with a milled edge like a silver

coin. The outline of the steam chest and

cylinder are raised about % of an inch

and in them a flat piston and valve of

copper, the same height, are made to

move. The main valve is of the piston

type, inside admission, and in its travel

moves the compression valve, also of the

has a dead weight of 1.300 lbs. of open

hearth steel. Each truck weighs about

12,500 lbs.

The feature of construction, and that

which is intended to secure the car

against the dangers of collision, is the

central box girder, 24 ins. wide by 19 ins.

deep, extending throughout the length of

the coach. To further insure the car

against collapsing, its frame structure

PENNSYLVANIA ALL STEEL COACH.

piston type. The delay-action of the

compression valve is thus very clearly

shown. The Walschaerts gear on the "ob-

verse" of the model is not reversible, but

is a neat little piece of mechanism. The
Locomotive Appliance Company, of Chi-

cago, manufacture locomotive cylinders

and valves under the Allfree patents. An
engine fitted with these valves and cylin-

ders on the Rock Island is illustrated and
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described on page 206 of this issue. A
very full and complete description of the

valves and cylinder, with half-tone and
sectional line cuts, has been published by

the company in a catalogue which has

just conic from the press. This catalogue,

which is well worth perusal, will be sent

free to anyone writing to the Locomotive
Appliance Company. Old Colony Build-

ing. Chicago. The method of steam dis-

tribution and the claims made for the

Allfree system are clearly explained in

the catalogue.

"Ruberoid Pete" is the name of a

little pamphlet printed in colors which
tells in a readable way all about Rub-
eroid roofing, a thing which the makers
say, when you come to roofing, is good
for anything from a hencoop to a man-
sion. If you want to know what this

roofing is and what it will do, this

pamphlet gives the information, and it

presents it in an attractive way. The
Standard Paint Company of New York
make ruberoid and they will be willing

to send this pamphlet to anyone who
is genuinely interested in roofing, so if

you are, let them have your name and
address.

Crayons are proving extremely popu-
lar with engineers and surveyors for

marking purposes. Prominent engi-
neers of two of New England's largest

railroads have recently highly compli-
mented the Dixon Co. for their Yellow
Crayons. In surveying work on rail-

roads the Yellow Crayons are used
for marking various points on the rails.

For such work the ordinary chalk is

likely to wash off after a rain storm.
Dixon's Yellow Crayons, however,
leave a clear mark for months. One
case was recently reported where the

marks were seen distinctly after eight

months' exposure to the weather. The
standing committee of the Pittsburgh
Railway Club recently recommended
that one of the rules of car interchange
be altered so as to enforce the use of

ink or black indelible pencil for mak-
ing out defect cards. If this sugges-
tion is acted on by the M. C. B. Asso-
ciation, then indelible pencils making
a decidedly black mark will be in order.

and the Joseph Dixon Crucible Com-
pany, of Jersey City. N. J., have the

very kind of pencil required.

A paradox is something which is in

seeming contradiction to a generally re-

ceived belief. It is a puzzling fact. That

is why the Cleveland Twisl Drill Company,
of Cleveland, Ohio, have called a class of

reamers which they make by that name.

The Paradox reamer is adjustable in the

tool room and solid in the shop. The
blades of this reamer are held down and
in against the back and bottom of the

grooves in which they fit by taper-headed
screws. The blades are unevenly spaced

to avoid chattering and they extend ex-

actly to the end of the body, so that clean,

true reaming can be done to the bottom

of a blind hole. The adjustment is made
li\ removing one or more blades and lin-

ing the bottom of the groove with tin-

foil, putting back the blades and tighten-

ing them in place. The same reamer can

be made to ream holes of different diam-

eters, and the adjustment can be made ex-

ceedingly fine. When the blades do be-

come worn out in service they can be

renewed and the body is always good. If

you want a catalogue or even a folder,

of which there are two, artistically print-

ed and telling the story very plainly and

clearly, write the company and they will

send you one or all.

The term "light locomotives" has to

he understood in a certain sense and

that sense is brought out in the new
tenth edition of the H. K. Porter Co.'s

catalogue, which has just been received.

This catalogue is devoted exclusively

to the illustration and description of

steam locomotives, is up to date in

every way and the locomotives shown
are models of modern practice. The
catalogue also contains about 80 pages

of useful engineering information not

found usually in print. The company

are now prepared to build locomo-

tives up to 17 in. diameter cylinders,

and their facilities for taking care of a

large amount of work and for turning

out the highest grade of work were

never better. The wide range of sizes

and designs of locomotives which this

concern are supplying is very remark-

able. Since they issued their ninth edi-

tion catalogue the progress made as

regards the power and efficiency of

their locomotives has been greater than

during any similar period of their his-

tory. They inform us that their ex-

port as well as their home trade has

increased very largely. If you are in-

terested write to the H. K. Porter

Company, of Pittsburgh, Pa., for a

copy of the catalogue.

The month of May might be thought

rather late in the year to talk about

calendars. Perhaps it is, but a calendar

which we have found very useful is the

one issued every three months by the

Storrs Mica Company, of Owego, N. Y.

It gives the dates of the meetings of

the various railroad associations, rail-

road clubs, etc., and it also gives the

place where the meetings are to be

held. If you think such a calendar

would help you to keep track of these

things, ask these makers of mica head-

light chimneys to send you a calendar.

They call the chimney the "never-

break"; they might call the calendar

the "never forget."

ENAMELED IRON FLUSH OR DRV CLOSETS

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.
II* S. CLINTON ST.. CHICAGO

One Year and
Eleven Months'

SERVICE
WITHOUT MPAOKINO, ON

High-Pressure Locomotives

Style 300 TV.

A throttle failure is an absolute

impossibility where Crandall's

Throttle Valve packing is used.

IT WILL NOT BLOW OUT

Crandall Packing Co.
FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICE

PALMYRA, - - NEW YORK
BRANCHES

NfwTtlt Cleveland

j« Liberty St » So. Water Sk
Chlcaga

51 West Wishing!on St

A very good preparation for cleaning

and polishing highly finished surfaces

and for bringing back the original

THE WASHBURN CO.
Mtnneipolti, Minn.

Automatic Couplers
F«r Freight, EatfbM >' PaMaaaarScnrica
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"PERFEGTOL
11

THE

CAR, LOCOMOTIVE AND

SIGNAL BLADE

CLEANER

AND RENOVATOR

The Modoc Soap Company
228 N. Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Army Auction Bargains
Tenta - #1.90 up
Riftea . 1.95

ARMY SADDLES 3.<iO
•' Bridles - 1.00

Legging, pr. .15 "

Old Pistols - - $ .50 dP
Officers' Swords, new $1.75

''

Cavalry Sabres " 1.50 "
UNIFORMS ,

M 1.25 "

Shot Carbine " - 3.50

1907 MILITARY ENCYCLOPEDIC CAT-
ALOGUE, $60 large pagea. containing thousands of

Iwmtiful Ulustraiinrjk—with wholesale and retail prices

of 15 acres GOVT. AUCTION SALE GOODS.
mailed for 1 5 ceota (stamps). '

FRANCIS BANNERMAN. 501 Broadway, NEW YORK

Air Brake
Instruction

THE AIR BRAKE ART
lias virtually been revolution-

ized during the last five years

and the railroad man who
wants a complete education on

the

Westinghouse, New York and

Dukesmith Air Brake

Systems

at a price and on terms that

will suit any sized pocketbook,

will learn how to get it bv

THE DUKESMITH SCHOOL
OF AIR BRAKES

7th Floor, Wabash Building

PITTSBURG, PA.

luster has been put on the market by

Chas. E. Jlatt & Chemical Company, of

Detroit, Mich. What the makers call

the "cleaner and polish" is for use on
anj smooth surface, either 1

hard oil finish, that is dirty but still

has the finish underneath. It is intend-

ed to remove dirt, grease, finger marks,

ink spots, fly specks, water marks, etc.

It is useful in cleaning up office furni-

ture, interior woodwork. We have

tried it on our own office furniture

after the moving of our whole estab-

lishment to 114 Liberty street, and we
find it is all right. It is also good for

passenger car panel work, car seats,

etc.

What the makers call the "combina-

tion rubbing polish" is a rub and polish

in one. It takes care of heavier work
than the cleaner and polish. It is for

use in renewing a polish that has be-

come deadened from exposure or long

standing without attention. It will fill

in and remove the marring effect

of light scratches and dents. By
following the combination rubbing

polish with an application of the

cleaner and polish, we are told, the

finish will be restored to a condition as

clean and brilliant as when it first left

the shop, and this with a saving in time

and labor. Write to the company for

further information.

The executive offices of the Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany, formerly at III Broadway. New
York, N. Y.. and the New York sales

offices and export offices of that com-
pany, at 11 Pine street, were recently

removed to the new City Investing

Building. No. 165 Broadway. New
York.

A novel feature of the coming Mas-
ter Mechanics' Convention at Atlantic

City will be the exhibit of the Commit-
tee on the Apprenticeship System. It is

expected that all the railroads operat-

ing apprentice schools will send mod-
els, drawings and photographs to show
in a comprehensive manner the rapid

advancement which is being made in

this phase of railroad activity. The
following roads have already consented

to exhibit: The Central Railroad of

Xew Jersey, the Grand Trunk, the

New York Central Lines and the

Santa Fe.

The Modoc Soap Co. of Ohio, with

its Philadelphia office. 2jS North Fourth
street, has adopted the word "Perfec-

tol" as a trade mark for their well-

known car cleaner and their other

products, namely, renovator, powdered
soap and oil soap. This company has

just completed its fifteenth year of suc-

cessful career.

A Fat Mind.

About a quarter of a century ago that

famous child's story for grown-ups,

in Wonderland," came out in Eng-
land. It was written . is Carroll,"

who was in reality C. L. Dodgson, an
Oxford professor of mathematics. A lec-

ture, delivered many yeai

Carrol!, has lately been brought out under

tie of "Feeding the Mind." In it

the author humorously refers to the pos-

sibility of there being such a thing

fat mind." By this is probably meant a

mind so overloaded with a mass of what
may be called undigested or unarranged

facts as to become slow, heavy, and in-

active. Constant and even diligent read-

ing may thus become actually harmful.

Reading to be of value must be followed

by the process of assimilation.

The mind as well as the body needs

food of the proper kind, and mental food

has to be digested in order to result in

mind growth. Thinking over what has

been read is the form which mental di-

gestion takes, and of that process Lewis

Carroll says, 'This is a very much greater

exertion of mind than the mere passive

taking in the contents of one author. So
much greater an exertion is it that, as Cole-

ridge says, the mind often angrily refuses

to put itself to such trouble—so much
greater that we are far too apt to neglect

i
f
. altogether, and go on pouring in fresh

food on the top of the undigested masses
already lying there, till the unfortunate

mind is fairly swamped under the Hood.

Sam Slick tells us that he had learned

several languages in his life, but some-
how 'couldn't keep the parcels sorted' in

his mind. And many a mind which hur-

ries through book after book without

waiting to digest or arrange anything

gets into that sort of condition."
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L. GOES
Genuine

Improved

Screw

Wrenches
Manufactured

by

Goes' Wrench Co.
Worcester,

MASS.

j. c. Mccarty ca co.
JOHN H. GRAHAM C& CO.

NEW YORK

AGENTS

Portable Boring Bar
Made in several sizes for

general boring

This tool has fixtures for boring in any position
and in very cramped places. All kinds of engines,
steam hammers, pumps, blowing engines, air com-
pressors, corliss valves, etc., can be bored in place.

Readily operated in a space large enough to take
piston out of cylinder.

CATALOQUE WILL INTEREST YOU

H B. UNDERWOOD & COMPANY
L. B. Flanders Machine Works

1025 Hamilton Street PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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The Atlantic City Flyer.

Our illustrations for this, the "leafy

month of June," show the Atlantic City

Flyer on the Philadelphia & Reading, or

what may be called the railroad speedway

of America, the road between Camden and

Atlantic City. The distance between these

two points, to be very exact, is 55 6-IO

miles and the road is double-tracked,

block-signaled and balasted with anthra-

Mr S.rf.iml Vauclain, superintendent of

the Baldwin Works, for the Atlantic City

run, Camden being a suburb of the

Quaker City. The original "Atlantics"

were f"iir cylinder or Vauclain com-
pounds and it was on one of these thai

Angus Sinclair made the trip which he

described in the columns of this paper

for August, 1898. The Vauclain com
pounds had cylinders 13 and 22 x 26 ins.,

and of using it to time the speed between
mile posts, which practice has given me
positive evidence of the speed attained

or maintainor

"After watching the speed of celebrated

trains in the Brj I have at cer-

tain times been moved to remark to rail-

way men and others that some trains in

Vmerica made better time than those of

other countries. When I proceeded, by

THE ATLANTIC CITY FLYER ON THE PHILADE] PHIA & READING.

cite cinders. The engines used on these

runs burn hard coal. The road itself

cannot by any means be described as a

billiard table as far as level is concerned.

There are three short grades, 42 ft. to the

mile, one grade 48;^ ft. to the mile and
two 50 ft. to the mile, on the road, but

the trains run over the line with the

smoothness and steadiness of the ivory

ball on the green cloth.

The engines which haul the flyers are

of the Atlantic, or 4-4-2 type, and were
built at the Baldwin Locomotive Works
in Philadelphia. The name "Atlantic"
given to this type of engine originated

with the engines originally designed by

84'4-in. drivers. That the Philadelphia

& Reading has kept up its high reputa-

tion for speed and safe traveling may
easily be seen from a glance over Mr.
Sinclair's remarks of ten years ago, and
comparing the daily performance then

with the train speed maintained at the

present time. Our chief editor intends to

visit friends in the British Isles this sum-
mer after the M. M. and the M. C. B. con-

ventions are over, and his observations

made in 1808 were at that time previous to

a trip to the old land. He said: "It has

been my privilege to ride on a great many
fast trains in America and Great Britain.

I have a habit of carrying a -up watch

referring to my note book, to give par-

ticulars, the best of friends would regard

me with a pitying smile which said as

plainly as possible "he has acquired skill

in the Yankee habit of boasting and

lying.'

"As I am going to be visiting among
railway friends abroad for a few weeks

I wished to witness for myself the run

of the fastest train in the world, that

runs from Camden to Atlantic City, a

distance of 55.5 miles in 50 minutes, an

average speed of 62.2 miles per hour.

"Through the courtesy of Mr. Theo-

dore Voorhees, vice president of the

Philadelphia & Reading Railway, I re-
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ceived permission to ride on the engine 1 ut another train without a minute's de- "I was sitting on the firemen's side and

of that celebrated train. The train is lay. That tine record was due to the could not see how the engineer was

d ue t0 , ,d n. which is across care in seeing that everything was in handling his reverse lever and throttle

the Delaware River from Philadelphia, at good order before the start was made, lever, but I noticed that there was no

3:50 P. M., and I was there in good time In conversing with Vice-President Voor- change in the point of cut-off after the

to witness the preliminary touches given hees I found that he attributed the sue- train was going forty miles an hour, and

to the locomotive before starting upon cessful running of this train in a great it seemed to me that the steam was per-

mitted to follow the piston at a little

more than, half stroke. The steam pres-

sure gauge could be easily noted, and

the safety valve blew off at 230 lbs.

gauge pressure. The fireman appeared to

do his best to keep the pressure about

five pounds short of the popping point,

and he did his work well, but the indi-

cations were that he had more difficulty

in keeping the steam down to the popping

point than in letting it rise. He did not

seem to work much on the fire. He
watched it very closely, and threw in a

few lumps occasionally, but there was no

hard work in supplying all the steam

needed to do the enormous work of pull-

ing the heavy train at the speed noted.

The coal used was small lump similar to
THE ATLANTIC CITY TERMINAL OF THE READING.

house furnace coal.

a trip that must put a severe test upon measure to the care and skill of the en- «Tj, e road is a [;tt
ie undulating, but the

various elements of the engine. gineer and fireman. r ises an(j descents seemed to make little

"Half an hour before starting time the 'At 3:50 precisely the signal came to difference to the speed. Out through

engine was backed up to the train, wdiich start and the engine moved ahead without stretches of farm lands, away through

consisted of seven passenger cars. I slip or quiver. A few turns of the great spreading woods and moor-like regions

happened to be exceptionally fortunate driving wheels forced the train into good of scrub oaks the train rushed along,

to take notes of an extraordinary feat of speed and away we rushed out through neither curve nor grade seeming to re-

fast train running, for it was the first the yards, through the suburban resi- strain its velocity. The engine rode

time that seven cars had been hauled on dences and away past smiling vegetable with astonishing smoothness. When I

this train, five or six cars having been farms. On reaching the first mile post have ridden on other engines working

the usual load last season. Each car to be seen, which was about a mile out, hard and keeping up speed over 70 miles

averages 75.000 lbs., and the engine, in I had my watch in hand and the second an hour, there was always a harsh ver-

working order with tender, weighs about one was passed in 68 seconds. An inter- tical vibration due probably to the jerk

218,000 lbs, so there were 525,000 lbs. of val of 62 seconds brought us to the fol- of compression, but that disagreeable sen-

train, making a total of 743,000 lbs., or

37iyi tons, to be moved. I found a crowd

of interested admirers about the engine

watching every move of the engineer and

fireman, both of whom were quietly at-

tending to the duties of preparing the

engine to do its work without chance of

failure.

"The engineer, Mr. Charles H. Fahl,

kept moving about the engine scanning

every part, and dropping a little oil on

the parts that needed the greatest amount

of lubrication. While I remained watch-

ing him he oiled the principal bearings

twice, and then carried his cans to the

cab, apparently satisfied that his full duty

had been performed. The fireman, Mr.

John Pettit, was engaged throwing a few

shovelfuls of coal at brief intervals into

the enormous firebox, which has 86 sq.

ft. of grate area, and watching at inter-

vals to find a thin spot that needed cov-

ering up. lowing post, and then the succeeding sation was entirely absent in this com-

"These trains were run for three notations were 60, 59, 56, 52, 50, 48, 46, pound. The work done gauged in horse-

months last year on the 50 minute sched- 52, 53, 53. 51, 50, 52, 49, 50, 53, 52, 50, power per hour was enormous, and per-

ule, with the same men on the engine, 4c. 44. 45, 42, 44 seconds for each sue- haps unprecedented for a locomotive,

without a single mishap, or without los- ceeding mile. Then I made up my mind but it was performed with remarkable

ing a minute of time. The engine never that the high speed was authentic and smoothness, and the impression was al-

had a hot pin or bearing, and, in spite of put my watch in my pocket the better to ways present that the engine still had

the tremendous work put upon it, was note particulars about the handling of some margin of power in reserve which

always ready to turn round and take the engine. could be used if necessary.

MODERN 4-4-2 ENGINE ON THE P. S: R. FLYERS.
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"About four miles from Atlantic City

a signal was against the train, anil the

speed was reduced to abpul 20 milt an

hour before the -lenal \\as lowered

That was about three-quarters of a mile

from the succeeding mile post' 1 noted

the tune from that mile post to the next

one arid the mile was run in 60 second

'I hat will give a good idea of the power

of the engine. Two minutes was used

in running the last two miles through

the switches. At least one minute was

lost with the signal check. With these

deductions I calculate that the average

run was made at a speed of over 70 miles

an hour."

The engines used to-day, such as is

shown in our frontispiece, are simple

with cylinders 21 x 24 ins. and driving

wheels 84^4 ins. in diameter. The main

valves are 11! the Richardson type, double

ported. The steam pressure carried is

230 lbs. The engine weighs about 117

tons. The tender carries S tons of coal

and holds 6,000 gallons of water. The

4 o'clock express ex Camden, as our

English friends would say, is composed

of one of these engines, one combination

car holding 64 persons and four other

cars having a seating capacity of 94 per-

sons each, and two parlor cars. The 5

o'clock down express has one more coach.

The train of seven cars weighs about

334J-2 tons and with the engine and tender

the weight moved comes up to about 438

tons, which is a greater load than ten

years ago. This engine, as well as others

of the same class, have made spurts dur-

ing their runs of from 90 to 100 miles an

hour. It was a frequent occurrence to

make the run from Camden to the shore

in 45 and 46 minutes. At the mile a min-

ute speed the drivers make a fraction

over 264^2 revolutions and the piston

speed is close to 1058 ft. per minute.

The daily running of these trains with

their modern equipment, their precise

movement and their swift pace is, the

year round, a steady performance with-

out hurry and without fuss. They are

like shuttles flashing back and forth,

weaving their tight drawn strands in the

web of a nation's commerce, as they ply in

ordered sequence between the little town

of Camden and the city by the sea.

Something About Draw Gear.

Wheels and draft gi ai an th<

mini ntl; impi rtant itei of 1

day in ear nti nance, nd ith

creasing number of fiftj ton all

and 1 ai - « ith >ti el undi
1

ra n

vice, the co I of di aw gi ai repaii

Of -ervice of the ears themSi I

A recent press dispatch from Otta-

wa, Canada, states that, "The Railway

Commission has issued a circular to all

the railway companies referring to a

complaint, that many locomotive head-

lights are in poor condition, and stat-

ing that the commission is considering

the adoption of regulations which

would require the use of electric or

some other form of head-light which

would do away with these complaints."

r has

nearlj

th part of a - ' md. It

will deliver a bl • er joo.ooo lbs.

through a friction gear, to the frame. It

worth while t,j work out

THE MARLBO'RO'-BLENHEIM ATLANTA CITY HEAQUARTERS ill' THE
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEES M. M. & M. C. B. ASSOCIATION'S.

The water and the steam in the boiler

htve the same temperature.

to this item, make it of the greatest

importance to lailroad companies. Thus
in effect spoke Mr. R. P. C. Sanderson,

superintendent of motive power of the

Virginian Railway, in a recent address

to the New York Railroad Club.

The speaker began by dividing the sub-

ject into four heads. These were the

coupler, the attachments, the abutments,

or attachments to the car framing, and the

cushion, generally called the draft gear.

All these are subjected to various forms

of shock and strain. There is only one

reliable source of information as to the

magnitude of jerk shocks, and that is the

dynamometer car record. Examination of

such records shows that in heavy service

the majority of jerk shocks are below

180.000 lbs., those going over this being

rare. The speaker said he had seen the

record of shocks run close up to 300,000

lbs. Apart from the severe jerk shocks

reaching up to and over 100,000 lbs., there

are a continuous succession of serges or

impulses transmitted through the draw-

rigging of trains in service ranging below

35.000 lbs., interspersed with occasional

shocks above this and under 100.000 lbs.

Buffing shocks run from 5.000 lbs. up

to an unknown quantity. Dynamometer

records show blows going over 300.000

lbs. A few figures made by anyone as

to the blow struck by a 50-ton car, even

at moderate speeds, will convince him

that the blow can never be fully cushioned.

A loaded 50-ton car moving at 4 miles

cr 20 cars moving at this speed. They

all go beyond any reasonable chan

being fully cushioned.

Cars are, of course, not perfectly rigid

when struck, but yield more or less as

they are coupled to others, and as the

brakes may be set or not and as the fram-

ing may be more or less elastic the

draw gear cushion may thus become

OF THE FERRY SLIPS AT CAMDEN.

practically effective. The force of the

blow is often mitigated by the nature of

the load, which may shift a little, and so

help in reducing the punishment. Proba-

bly the worst battering ram moved on a

railroad is a full oil tank car, but per-

haps a dead locomotive may be worse.

We must give up all ideas of entirely

cushioning the butting shocks.

A well made steel coupler of reasonable

weight will stand more than the M. C. B.

requirement of 120.000 lfes. without frac-
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ture or diiti rtion. It will also stand

anything in the way of jerk shocks that is

u uli while providing for, say 180,000

The coupler head is not a> well de-

signed to stand buffing shocks, especially

wh< 11 , as it is to stand

pulling The horn was added to

th( M C B coupler to prevent it being

driven 111 between the draw timbers when

buffing shocks were generally within the

limits of the coupler head. We have gone

In v
.
til that now, and the head is in need

of protection.

1 he speaker was of the opinion that an

i ak cushion between the dead blocks and

the steel end sill of the cars would be of

value in mitigating the shattering

1 heavj blows. The horn of the

coupler should not come in contact with

the end sill unless the dead blocks give

way. The 5x7 in. coupler shank, when

made of good annealed steel of proper

weight, has proved itself to be amply

stri ng. and when protected by dead blocks

has a greater margin of strength.

There is room for improvement in the

coupler butt. Drop tests show that the

generally used is about 160,600 lbs. when
two of them arc closed solid. If wc en-

deavor to multiply their number or in-

crease their strength something like up to

the needs of the case, we introduce dan-

gerous conditions of recoil. Those who
have seen the way a pair of springs will

bounce a drop-machine striker weigh-

ing 4! j tons up and down after impact,

will appreciate the danger of breaking

trains in two where spring recoil can get

in its work. To be successful in heavy

service, the draft shock cushion must be

able not only to ease off the blow, but

to ease off the recoil action of the spring.

Continuing, Mr. Sanderson said: "Dur-

ing the ordinary running of a train there

are continuous surges, pulls or pushes

that vary below, say 35,000 lbs., and the

light coupling shocks will also be around

the lower ranges. It is believed to be nec-

essary that the draft cushion should have

a comparatively easy resistance for the

first small part of the stroke, say one-

half to three-quarters of an inch, so that

these lighter blows and surges may be dis-

sipated without causing shattering or dis-

possible for the longest distance. Assum-

ing that two cars strike at seven miles

an hour, the moving car travels ffj of an

inch in about the 1/300 part of a second.

This is too minute a fraction of time to

be effective in practice."

Concluding, the speaker said he be-

lieved that when railroads are ready to

recognize the need of and to pay for more

effective cushioning in draft gears than

can be obtained from a first-class gear of

160,000 lbs.' capacity on 2J4 ins., it will be

done by using a gear connected to the

coupler of this capacity and having a

stroke of say 3 ins. Directly over the

coupler should be placed a friction buffer,

set in a cast steel pocket riveted fast

between the sills, having, say 2-in. stroke

and 140,000 lbs.' capacity, with dead blocks

on either side to take the final 300,000 lbs.

when both gears are driven home by a

600,000 lb. shock.

American Society of Mech. Engineers.

The semi-annual meeting of The
American Society of Mechanical Engi-

LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF BOILER OF N. Y. C. 4-6-2 HEAVY PASSENGER ENGINE.

rivets will sheer long before the other

parts of a well made draw gear will

give way. The future form of the butt of

the coupler must be governed by the

change in the method of attaching the

yoke or its equivalent. When a change of

the coupler butt is made, it should have a

wider bearing against the follower and a

horn or projection to come up against

the inside of the end sill or stops to

prevent the coupler from being pulled

out should the drafl gear behind it

fail. The followers, whether separate

or forming part of the cushion cas-

ing, should have large bearing sur-

faces against the stops or abutments.

Think of blows of 300,000 lbs. and allow

plenty of square inches to take them on,

so that they will not wear bevelled and

tend to spread the sills out. They should

be made, preferably, of wrought iron or

soft steel forgings or low carbon well an-

nealed steel castings that will batter, bruise

and bend, ratlvr than crack. Their form

must depend on the underframe construc-

tion and the type of cushion gear used.

Co to the question of cushion, Mr.

rson said 'the capacity of springs

tress of the coupler parts and their at-

tachments, due to too much initial rigidity.

The initial spring used in some gears an-

swers this purpose very well, but no more

of the stroke should be wasted on this

than is absolutely necessary for a reason-

ably light cushion. Assuming that 160,-

000 lbs.' capacity is all the cushion that

will be worth while to provide for jerk

shocks, and that we can never hope to

cushion the severe buffing shocks, it is

thought that the capacity of the gear

should not run above this for the present

allowance of travel. To increase the ca-

pacity without increasing the travel, makes

the gear too rigid. If a blow of a given

number of foot-tons must be cased off,

we want all the stroke or time we can get

to do this in, if it is to be done well. The

shorter the stroke the less effective the

cushion. Some gears are constructed to

do nearly all their work in the last three-

eighths or one-half inch of the stroke,

which is as wrong as telling a man slid-

ing 1] >w 11 a telegraph pole not to grip

the pole tight until he is Hearing the

ground. The result on his spine would b^

much better If he grips it as tight as

ncers will be held in Detroit, Mich..

June 23-26. An entire session will be

devoted to papers on the conveying of

materials, when hoisting and conveying

machinery, including belt conveyors,

etc., will be discussed. Among other

subjects which will be taken up are

"Clutches," with special reference to

automobiles, by Mr. Henry Souther;

"Some Pitot Tube Studies," by Prof.

W. B. Gregory, of Tulane University,

New Orleans, La., and Prof E. W.
Schroder, of Cornell University; "Ther-

mal Properties of Superheated Steam."

by Prof. R. C. H. Hock, of Lehigh Uni-

versity; "Horse Power, Friction Losses

and Efficiencies of Gas and Oil En-

gines," by Prof. Lionel S. Marks, of

Harvard University; "A Journal Fric-

tion Measuring Machine," by Henry

Hess, of Philadelphia; "A Simple

Method of Cleaning Gas Conduits," by

W. D. Mount; "A Rational Method of

Checking Conical Pistons for Stress,"

by Prof. G. H. Shepard, of Syracuse

University, and "The By-Product Coke

Oven," by W. H. Blauvelt.
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Heavy 4-6-2 for the N. Y. C.

The American Locomotive Company
have recently completed an order of

forty Pacilic or 4-6-2 type locomotives

for the New York Central & Hudson
River Railroad. These arc t lie heaviest

passenger locomotives ever built for

this road and will be used in hauling

through trains \t the present time

these trains are handled li\ a 2\ l/i x 26

Atlantic type engine, having a max
iimnn tractive power of about 23,300

lbs. The leas,, 11 Inr adopting the 4-11-2

type in the new order was because the

Atlantic type engine did not have quite

the adhesive weight for starting purposes.

In general the engines here illus-

trated are duplicates in design of a pre-

working out the design to provide a

boiler of the highest capacity. An ex-

amination of the principal ratios given

below will be found interesting. The
boiler is ni the radial stayer! type with

a conical shaped middle ring, and the

outside diameter of the front ring is

72 ins. The boiler contains 382 tubi

2 ins. in diameter and 20 feet long.

Altogether the boiler provides a total

beating surface of 4.2m sq. ft., of which

the tubes contribute 3,982 sq ft., and

the firebox and arch tubes the remain-

der. The firebox is 108^ ins. long and

;;'
1

ins. wide, and has a grate at ea ol

56.5 sq. ft. The general structural fea-

tures of the design are shown in our

illustrations, and the general dimen-

111 a little room in the middle 01

hop buildings. The truck, with its

train, can be sent forward; it can be

topped; and it- speed forward or back-

ward can bi b olutely controlled by

what is practicallj an application of

vireli aphy.

The antenna-, win. 1. given

to the (dectrical wave-collecting appa-

ratus on this wireless truck, arc ar-

1 in cylindrical form, [44

coppei win bi ing used in mal ing them.

I hey an- set horizontal!} one on each side

of the truck and at a height of about four

feel ft thi ground. The u-f of an-

ti im.e of thi ' pe permits of placing them
-I low "ii the truck or, indeed, on any

similarly equipped car as to permit pass-

HEAVY EXPRES
J. F, Deems, Gen. Supt. Motive Power, Rolling

vious lot built last year by the same
company for the Lake Shore and Michi-

gan Southern Railway, which took the

place of the Prairie type as the stand-

ard high speed passenger engine on

that road and are now hauling all their

important trains, including the Twen-
tieth Century Limited.

In working order these N. Y. C. en-

gines have a total weight of 266,000 lbs.,

of which 171,500 is carried on the driving

wheels. The cylinders are 22 by 28 ins.,

and with driving wheels 79 ins. in diam-

eter and a working pressure of 200 lbs.,

the engines can develop a maximum trac-

tive effort of about 29,200 lbs.

The driving wheel base of these en-

gines is 14 ft., which is short when the

whole length of the engine is consid-

ered. The wheel base of the engine is

36 ft. 6 ins., while that of the engine

and tender is 67 ft. 11 ins. The esti-

mated weight of the engine and tender

together is 430,000 lbs. The main

valves on these engines are of the pis-

ton type actuated by Walschaerts gear.

The valves are 14 ins. in diameter with

6 ins. travel set with '^-in. lead, steam

lap of 1 in. and exhaust clearance of

% in.

Especial attention has been paid to

S PASSENGER 4-6-2 ENGINE ON THE NEW
Stock & Machy.

sions and ratios are given below:

Weight on drivers divided by trac-

tive effort = 5.84
Total weight divided by tractive ef-

fort — 9. 1

1

Tractive effort x diam. drivers di-

vided by heating surface = 550
Total heating surface divided by

grate area = 74.5
Firebox heating surface divided by

total heating surface, per cent.... — 4.74
Weight on drivers divided by total
heating surface = 41.7

Total weight divided by total heating
surface ~ 63.1

Vol. both cylinders cu. ft = 12.32
Total heating surface divided by Vol.

cylinders — 341
Grate area divided by Vol. cylinders. 2= 4 ; S

Heating surface divided by grate
area — 74.5

Axles—Driving journals. io T
_. ins. by 12 ins.;

engine truck journals, diameter 6 T
_> ins.

length 12 ins.; trailing truck 1

diameter 8 ins.: length ij ins.;

truck journals, diameter 5'.< ins.. 1 ngth
10 ins.

Boiler—Working pressure. 200 lbs.

Firebox—Type, wide; length. ioS 1
* ins.:

/5J4 ins.; thickness of crown, \s in.; tube.

in.; sides, ^ in.; hack, 3 S in.; water
Space, front. 4 1

.. ins.; siiles. 4',. ins.; br.ck,

4 ' . ins.

Wireless.

Running up and down a narrow gauge

track in the Union Pacific shop yards

at Omaha. Neb., is an electric truck

weighing about three tons and drawing

other trucks of an aggregate weight, when

loaded, of twenty-five tons. Every move-

ment of this truck can be controlled by

the man sitting at the sending apparatus

YORK CENTRAL.
American Loco. Co., Builders.

ing through tunnels or under bridges.

Antenna; similar to those on the truck and

attuned to them hang from a seventy-foot

flagpole at the central station. From
these antenna; controlled electrical waves

move out into space and incidentally fall

upon the antenna; of the truck in the

yard and govern its movements per-

fectly, the distance of the truck from

the sending station making, of course,

no difference whatever.

The "tuning" of the sending and re-

ceiving apparatus to one another is very

similar to that which may be made to

take place with sound vibrations. Al-

though the word "tuned" is used with

reference to the wireless method, it does

ni t refer in any way to audible vibra-

The science of acoustics has

shown that when any particular musical

note, say the middle C of the piano, is

sounded on a cornet the particular piano

string giving the note will vibrate sym-

pathetically to the sound waves produced

by the cornet. This will only take place

it the piano wire is of the proper length

and is at the requisite tension. Such a

piano string is said to be tuned to mid-

dle C. The cornet player, by pr

one of the valvi - his instrument, can

practically cut in a longer section of his
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trumpet and produce a lower note. This

be r< sponded to by a

r string on the piano and thus the

tube of the o irnei nd the li nger

The "selectivi device" was not the only

thing needed by 1 >r. Millener before he

could control the movements of machin-

ery cii wheels. Me found himself facing

WIRELESS EXPERIMETAL TRUCK

string of the piano are practically said to

be "in tune."

In wireless telegraphy, one of the

several methods for "tuning" the send-

ing and receiving apparatus consists of

making the length of the sending and
receiving wires or antenna; equal, or.

more correctly speaking, it consists of

making the effective lengths of the wires

equal to one another, so that waves
given off by a certain length of antennae

wire will, if one may so say, exactly "fit"

the other as the waves of sound from the

cornet exactly "fitted" the particular piano

wire with which it was in tune. The alter-

ation of the effective length of the antenna;

in the wireless apparatus may be done by

the cutting in or out of a coil of wire or

by altering its capacity by the introduction

of an electrical condenser.

This is only a brief statement of the

principle involved in what is called the

"tuning" of wireless apparatus. The elec-

trician who has done the work and has

so skillfully made an actuality of the wire-

less truck, Dr. F. H. Millener, has his

own methods for producing this effect and
of his particular device we cannot now
give any details except to say that Dr.

Millener calls the invention, which brings

all this about, his "selective device." The
reason for the name is apparent because it

is a device which makes it possible to

select any one of a number of pieces of

machinery and control that alone without

affecting any others. It is a simple de-

vice,, though, of course, the mechanism is

still closely guarded by the inventor.

That which is accomplished by the select-

ive device Dr. Millener calls "remote
control."

IN THE U. P. YARDS AT OMAHA.

the problem of securing a "ground." He
overcame this by the invention of what
he calls a "traveling ground." This in-

vention make- tlu- "gnund" connection

trol by wireless, over the motive power
of an engine or other piece of machin-
ery on wheels.

Under the direction of Mr. W. R. Mc-
Keen, Jr., superintendent of motive power
and machinery of the Union Pacific, Dr.

Millener set about the experiments which
have resulted in the "wireless truck." In

the little workshop shown in our illus-

tration he has developed and perfected

the "selective device," which makes remote
control of machinery possible and com-
pels it to do his will without any visible

connecting apparatus.

I he power for operating the truck is

contained in a storage battery which it

carries and the wireless equipment was
applied for experimental purposes. In

order to practically study the whole sub-

ject, this truck has been equipped with

the necessary receiving wires, or anten-

nae, and Hertzian electrical waves have
been used in connection with a wireless

telegraph coherer for making and breaking

the circuit between the batteries and the

motor on the truck, thus starting and
stopping the car.

It is not claimed that this wireless

truck is of any immediate practical value

of itself in the Union Pacific yards, but

the subject is a large one, that of con-

trolling machinery without material con-

tact with any part of it, and the Union
Pacific pecple are making some interesting

APPARATUS FOR REMOTE CONTROL OF MACHINERY.
(Sending Instrument Marked X.)

constant and unvarying, unbroken by

the passage of the wheels of a car or

other vehicle over any obstacle that

breaks the ground connection. Inci-

dentally, the devising of this "travel-

ling ground" has probably gone a long

way toward solving the problem of

communication with moving trains or

other vehicles, as well as solving the

problem of maintaining sufficient con-

studies of the subject at the present time.

Dr. Millener is now preparing to equip

one of the big Union Pacific locomotives

in the shop yards with the device. In

applying the invention to a machine

moved by steam a small electric mo-

tor is to be used and so arranged as

to respond to the wireless waves thus

opening or closing the throttle of the

engine.
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General Correspondence

Bank Firing of Bituminous Coal.

Editor:

There has been much discussion and

much has been written concerning near-

ly every feature of locomotive practice,

but the first and by no means the least

important step in transforming the en-

ergy stored in the fuel into drawbar
pull, as well as perhaps the most diffi-

cult one to understand, namely, the

combustion of coal in the firebox, has

received comparatively little attention.

A few years ago, however, it was rec-

ognized that with the size of boilers in

use, the narrow firebox required a rate

of combustion per unit of grate surface

altogether too high to be economical.

By keeping the entire grate area thick-

ly covered with a glowing mass of burn-

ing coal, a furnace temperature suffi-

ciently high could be maintained when
an engine was being worked hard to

generate the steam required, but to do

this a draft strong enough to carry a

large part of the more volatile sub-

stances of which the coal is composed
unconsumed through the flues was nec-

essary.

To permit more thorough combus-
tion, wide fireboxes with their larger

grate areas were introduced and with

them the method known as bank firing

has become general. It consists in

building, as soon as possible, a bank of

coked or nearly coked coal across the

back part of the firebox, extending up-

wards at a sharp angle from the bot-

tom level near to the top level of the

firedoor and from there at an angle de-

pending on the way the engine is be-

ing worked to an area of level fire at

the front of the firebox. Coal is then

thrown for the most part just over the

top of this bank and allowed to feed

forward by the action of the draft and

of gravity, assisted greatly at high

speeds by the vibration of the engine.

The advantages of this method of

firing from the fireman's point of view,

briefly stated, are: 1st. The bank can

be kept at a low temperature around

the door and is a protection from the

heat when the firedoor is open. 2nd.

Much le;> work is required to place the

coal evenly upon the bank than to

spread it over the entire grate area.

3rd. The work is simplified, requiring

the same use of judgment to determine

the amount of coal needed, but less skill

in placing it within the firebox.

The requirements made upon a loco-

motive are so varied that conditions

•nly approximately correct for the high-

est economy of its operation can bi

cured at any one time. Examined from

the standpoint of fuel economy, how-

ever, this method will be found to pro

vide much more nearly the conditions

theoretically necessary for the perfect

combustion of coal than the level sys-

tem commonly advocated by motive

itted through it so that the coke of

whii li it -hould consist will burn rapidly

enough to volatilize the hydrocarbons

of the coal spread upon it and as no

surplus air is admitted at this point, all

the heat produced here is available for

this work. Part of each fresh supply

of fuel added will replace what has

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD EXPRESS ENGINE.

power officers. These have been given

as follows:

ist. Sufficient but not an excess of air

in the combustion chamber. 2nd. A
thorough mixing of this air with the

fuel gases, which can usually only be

done by allowing the air and gas to

flow together over the length of the

furnace. 3rd. A sufficiently high tem-

perature to insure ignition.

If a bank is built carefully, as al-

ready described, enough air will be ad-

burned from the bank itself and part

for reasons before stated will be drawn

toward the front of the firebox. Here

the fire is comparatively thin and a full

supply of air is admitted so that the

coke, of which the solid part of the coal

consists when it reaches this area, burns

rapidly, generating intense heat. Over

this heated space the hydrocarbons

evolved nearer the door, mixed no

doubt with a percentage of carbon mon-
oxide formed because enough air was
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net supplied through the thicker parts

of the bank for its complete combustion

and with the air admitted at the door

must pass, and conditions are thus fur-

nished, as nearly as it is possible to se-

cure them, favorable for their complete

transformation into carbon dioxide and

water vapor with the consequent pro-

duction of heat.

In aiding to secure the second of the

conditions noted as necessary for per-

THE CALEDONIAN LAST WINTER.

feet combustion ; namely, the thorough

mixing of the air and the unconsumed

furnace gases, the bank performs a ser-

vice that should not be overlooked.

With a fire kept below the level of the

door, the air which enters here will

pass in a more or less unbroken column

to the flue sheet and become only im-

perfectly mixed with the gases being

generated. Upon being obstructed by
the back slope of the bank, however,
ii will be broken into a spray, or at

least spread out into a thin sheet, and in

this form will become much better mixed
with the firebox gases. If we imagine

water instead of air as being drawn rap-

idly into the firebox and the back slope

of the bank to be a steel plate strong

enough to withstand such a column of

water, we can more readily understand

this action. A further advantage of the

bank in this connection is that the door
opening may be partially closed with

it if so desired, a means of regulating

the amount of air admitted here being

thus afforded.

Upon opening the firedoor to put in

coal when a level fire of about the prop-

er thickness is being carried and the

engine is working briskly, the firebox

will often be found to be clear of smoke
and flame, the coals burning incandes-

cent and with every indication of in-

heat, and it is on account of

this fact, perhaps, that the level fire

gets much of its popularity. We should

mber, however, that at this time

conditions are more favorable to per-

fect combustion with this system than

at any other. The waste has already

occurred. Large quantites of hydro-
carbons were rapidly distilled from the

last supply of coal just after it was
put in and carried unconsumed through
the stack, especially from the fuel that

was spread near the flue sheet. The

clouds of smoke given off at this time

being indisputable evidence that this is

what occurred.

The grate area of wide firebox en-

gines is so large that when an engine is

being worked with the throttle partly

closed and reverse lever hooked near

enough to the center to use what steam

is generated economically, it is often

impossible to keep an even level fire

thin enough to admit the proper amount
of air, and even if this could be done the

rate of combustion would be so low

that a firebox temperature at no time

much higher than the igniting point of

the gases would result and the tem-

perature would be reduced much below

this point by coal added even sparing-

ly and the air admitted at the door in-

dependently of the heat loss occasioned

by the volatilization of part of the add-

ed fuel. The effect of a bank at such

times is to restrict the grate area and

so compel a rate of combustion at the

front end of the firebox rapid enough
to produce a margin of temperature

above the igniting point of the gases

sufficiently large to be less easily de-

stroyed by added fuel or other causes.

Another advantage that bank firing

has over the level method is that the

puddling effect of throwing coal with

considerable force forward into the fire-

box is avoided. Each lump of coal

fired in this way will have a tendency

to cool and flatten out any of the fusible

impurities of the coal which have been

softened by the heat that it may strike,

thus aiding in the forming of clinkers.

Coal fed upon a bank will alight easier

and also usually at a point where the

fusible impurites of the coal have not

yet become plastic and so cannot be

flattened out by its impact. At the

front end of the firebox a temperature

high enough to reduce part of these

substances to gases is maintained and

in this form they pass out of the stack

with other products of combustion.

This principle of bank firing is by no

means new. It is, in fact, essentially the

same as the coking system recommend-
ed by Watt when steam was first used

to pump water from English mines ami

recognized ever since to be sound in

theory, having been superseded by the

level or spreading system only in or-

der to get an increased output of steam

without regard to economy. Successful

mechanical stokers in use on stationary

boilers at present, moreover, with

scarcely an exception, carry a very

Similar fire; coal in process of coking

in the rear of the furnace and a bright

hot fire of coke in front over which

the hydrocarbons must pass and where

their combustion is completed.

But while this method of firing prop-

erly handled is wholy consistent with

fuel economy, it must be admitted that

it is productive of considerably differ-

ent temperatures at different parts of

the firebox and the claim is often made
that this is extremely hard on flues and
firebox sheets. Concerning this phase

of the subject the writer must at pres-

ent confess inability to speak with con-

fidence. It can be safely said, however,

that the damage so resulting is equally

much overestimated, especially by those

to whose interest it would be to have
failures attributed to such causes rather

than to faulty material or workman-
ship for which they may be responsible

and that a practice known to result in a

saving both of fuel and labor should be

condemned on such a score only after

thorough and impartial tests made by

those having the most complete knowl-

edge possible of the physical properties

of the substances dealt with. We should

remember that the number of mole-

cules of water coming in contact with

a square inch of the inside of a boiler

is many times the number of molecules

of heated gas coming in contact with

the same space of the firebox side, and

considering the quality of the firebox

plates as heat conductors, the ability of

the water to absorb the heat of the gas-

es and make the. temperature of the

plates the same as its own correspond-

ingly greater; so that, with proper cir-

culation, it is not probable that the dif-

ferences of temperature extend to any

appreciable depth beneath the surface

of the firebox sheets.

R. G. Donaldson.

Fireman Eastern Div. Penna. Lines

West.

Allegheny, Pa.

Wide Driving Brake Shoes.

Editor:

Wishing your opinion as to my con-

tention of defect of the Cristy Driver

Brake Shoe. I desire to say that shoes

are made Vi in. wider than face of

driving tire. When in service a short

oil! FOR THE GOOD OLD SUMMER TIME.

time there is a double flange on shoe

or l/2 in. flange is on outside of shoe,

which, after constant use on heavy

power on short work, where brake

is frequently applied, tire becomes
warm, the cast-iron shoe contracts

mare than the steel tire, consequently

shoe adheres to tire after brake is re-
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leased with the result of either pulling Webb, have gradually been displaced, grate area, m sq it Bo

eye out of shoe or stripping some part as they were deficient in adhesive 120 lbs. per sq, in, Capacity of tanks,

of brakes. power. They arc still, howevi r, usi ml 4-0 Imp< total weight of en-

I have seen many cases where the within their limits, and Mr. <, Whale, gine, 32 tons 17 cwt.

engineer would knock the shoe loose the present chief mechanical eng :i Fig I ill new class

from tire with coal pick. There were at Crew,-, converted one experimentally of yard shuntil recently built

FIG. 1. L. & N. W. COAT. ENGINE

also a few instances that came under

my observation on consolidation en-

gines where brake was released, the

shoe would cling to tire, breaking eye

in shoe, which got caught between

flanges of tires and actually stopped

train when pulling out of station. For

a shoe to be lifted at least 18 ins. in this

way certainly proves adhesion. B\

cutting -?s in. off outside of shoe there

would remain sufficient surface to pre-

vent any sharp edge on outside of tire

tread forming and reduce repairs to

brakes 50 per cent., not mentioning the

facts the engineer would be relieved

from being continually blamed for im-

properly handling brakes.

C. B. M.

Chicago, III.

Some British Shunting Engines.

Editor:

As a result of the introduction and

extended use of eight-coupled mineral

into a saddle tank engine for working

short distance mineral traffic and shunt-

ing purposes. It proved to be so suc-

cessful that several of the class have

been similarly converted, one of which

is shown in Fig. 2. The leading dimen-

sions are practically unchanged: Cylin-

ders, 17 by 24 ins.; diameter of coupled

wheels with new tires, 4 ft. S'A ins.;

total wheelbase, 15 ft. 6 ins. Heating

surface of boiler: firebox, 94.6 sq. ft.;

tubes, 980 sq. ft.; total, 1,074.6 sq. ft.

Grate area, 17. 1 sq ft. Working pres-

sure, 150 lbs. per sq. in. Capacity of

tank, 900 gallons. Weight, in working

order, 40 tons 9 cwt. The oriental

weight of these engines as shown in

Fig. 1, exclusive of tender, was 29 tons

11 cwt.

Fig. 3 shows one example of half a

dozen four-coupled shunting crane

engines, the first of which was

built in 1892. They have a lifting

capacity of about 3 tons. The leading

at Derby for the Midland Railway It

has: Cylinders, 15 by 22 ins.; diameter of

coupled wheels, 3 ft. g$4 ins.; wheel-

bis,. 7 ft. 6 ins.; length over buffers,

25 ft. 4J4 ins. Boilers: length of barrel,

10 ft. 4 ins.; diameter, 3 ft. 8 ins., con-

taining 141 copper tubes, 10 ft. sH >ns.

long by ij<4 ins. outside diameter. Fire-

box shell, 4 ft. long by 3 ft- 10 ins.

wide. Heating surface: firebox, 64 sq.

ft., tubes, 697 sq. ft., total, 761 sq. ft.;

grate area. 10.5 sq. ft. Working pres-

sure, 160 lbs. per sq. in. Capacity of

tanks, 650 Imperial gallons, and of bunker,

32 ti ns 16 cwt. The motion is work

Walschaerts gear.

Ridgway, England. A. R. Beix.

Crude Oil Welds.

Editor:

I noticed in the May issue of

Railway ami Locomotive Engineering,

page 194. an article from Master Me-

chanic D. P. Kellog. of the Southern

FIG. CONVERTED ENGINE I.. & X. W. RY,

engines on the London and North West-

ern Railway, which permits of econo-

mies being effected by the haulage of

coal in longer and heavier trains, "the

4-ft. 3-in." coal engines shown in Fig.

1, designed by the late Mr. F. W.

dimensions are as follows

14 by 20 ins.; diameter of coupled

wheels. 4 ft. 3 ins., and of trailing

wheels, 3 ft. 9 ins.; wheelbase, 14 ft.

9 in. Heating surface: firebox. 28 sq.

ft.; tubes, 405 sq ft.; total. 433 sq. ft.;

FIG. 4. YARD ENGINE ON THE MIDLAND.

Cylinders. Pacific, at Los Angeles, Cal.. claim:

he is the originator of the Crude Oil

Weld and that I had written to Mr.

W. F. Merry, of the Tucson shop

information regarding the Crude Oil
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This is very true; but, before I wrote

to Mr. Merry, we had successfully weld-

ed 57 frames on locomotives with crude

oil, and I would not have written to

Mr Merry if his blacksmith foreman

had not first written to our blacksmith

foreman for "information on Crude Oil

Welding."

Some time after we had sent Mr.

Merry's blacksmith foreman detailed

information and sketches on Crude Oil

Welding, I wrote to several foremen

(one of whom was Mr. Merry) asking

them for their opinion on Crude Oil

Welding. Now, I did not ask this for

information, but simply wanted it to

present at the International Railway

General Foremen's Association conven-

tion in 1906.

Our own mechanical experience has

taught us how to successfully weld lo-

comotive frames with crude oil, and I

beg to advise Mr. Kellog that we did

not derive this method from any per-

son or paper.

If Mr. Kellog is the originator of

Crude Oil Welding since June, 1899, I

wish to give him the credit; but. as

mentioned before, we did not derive

our experience from Mr. Kellog, but by

our own efforts and mechanical experi-

ence. C. H. Voces,

General Foreman, Big Four Shops.

Beliefontaine, O.

not sufficiently versed in the details of

railroading to assist him by their advice.

If we read the biographies of men
who have been captains and leaders

in commercial life we will find that

this had not been their practice. On
the contrary, they have invariably con-

fined their business exclusively to

business hours. Many of them have

made it an invariable rule that after

closing their office doors they will not

under any ordinary circumstances con-

sider a business matter until they re-

turn to the office the following morn-
ing, never allowing appointments of

this kind to be made at their homes.

There is nothing gained by the discus-

sion of railroad problems at home.

Don't do it. My father being a loco-

motive engineer, I heard my share of

it from the cradle to manhood. I got

so completely wrapped up in it that as

soon as I got old enough I went firing

and worked my way up to running an

engine. I ran on the Bessemer &
Lake Erie for three years, but, happy

ing at the head end, leading switcher

in the cab and his helper on the

back bumper beam. The caller Pongo
happened along at the time and wanted

his picture "took."

Fmitvale, Cal. W. UpDeGraff.

Don't Railroad at Home.
Editor;

I want space enough in your valuable

paper to say this much to railroad

men : Don't poison the little ones'

brains at home by continually talking

railroading, running trains, switching

cars and condemning the officials at

home.

Hundreds of railroad men render

themselves less efficient during work-

ing hours and often shorten their years

by the senseless habit of taking their

business affairs home with them. Some
of them even make their railroading

the chief topic for conversation at the

dinner table or under the evening lamp,

while others brood over it, or worry

over it, in silence. If anything, how-
ever, the latter is the worse of the two.

There is scarcely a more reprehensible

practice; it is wrong in every way. No
railroad man with a continuous re-

sponsibility on his hands has a right

to abuse himself in this manner, and

the practice is also an outrage on his

family. It gives to his home an atmos-

phere of railroading and practically

transforms the dining room, the parlor,

or the porch into a roundhouse, call

boys' office or a switchyard. It de-

prives the man himself of the mental

rest and invigoration which naturally

comes from a new train of thought.

Nor is it of any use, for, generally

speaking, the railroad man's family are

OIL BURNIXG SWITCHER.

to say, to-day I am out of it and in

business for myself.

F. A. Baker.

Meadville, Pa.

Oil Burning Switcher.

Editor:

This photograph is a type of one of

the early oil-burners of the Southern

Pacific system, and is used to do the

shop switching and handle dead en-

gines in and about the roundhouse at

the Oakland shops, California.

Its short wheel base allows it to

handle almost any of the engines on

the turntable, and it is considered a

valuable piece of machinery. The
water tank is on top of the boiler, the

oil tank is on the left side and the fir-

ing valve, atomizer, tank heater and

superheater valves are placed handy to

the engineer so that he can do his own
firing.

The engine is equipped with a West-
ipghouse 8-in. pump, straight air and

pneumatic sanders. There is no need

of a headlight, for this engine works

days only. The crew consists of an

engineer, who in the picture is stand-

What Should a Young Fireman Know?
Editor

:

In the May issue of Railway and

Locomotive Engineering, under the ar-

ticle headed "What Should a Young
Fireman Know?" you request the opinion

of your readers on this subject, especially

traveling engineers. This is a matter

I have given some thought to, and as this

opportunity affords me the privilege of

expressing myself, I take pleasure in

submitting the following:

I think a man to make a good fireman

should be strictly moral in every sense.

He should not drink, swear, use tobacco,

nor permit himself to frequent question-

able places. The absence of these habits

will supplement a man's value in every

instance. So many of our firemen neglect

the law of morality. While running an

engine I had an opportunity of observing

the contrast in firemen that respected

their moral natures, and those that did

i,ot. The fireman that did not partake

of any of the vices just mentioned was

a man that was always awake, always

watchful, and never had to be told any-

thing twice. His ability in the perform-

ance of his manifold duties was such that

he was irreproachable. In fact, he was a

man that one could place that confidence

in which should exist between every en-

gineer and fireman. While on the other

hand, the fireman that was addicted to

these habits was a man that remained

luke-warm ; never seemed to progress in

his work as he should, and did all things

about half way. Do not construe me as

meaning this to always be the case, but

on a general average it is.

A fireman should keep himself in readi-

ness while on duty to go whenever called

upon. If a regular man, he should always

protect his run and never lay off after

being called. In short, no fireman should

ever lay off after being called, for it not

only reflects on the individual, but places

the roundhouse foreman at a disadvant-

age. After being called he should get to

his engine at whatever time the road he

is on requires. I might say that punctual-

ity is one of the best recommendations

that a fireman could have. Not only in

getting to his engine on time, but in the

performance of all his work. He should

acquire a good system of doing his work,

and then practice it continually. Say a

system something like this: (1) After

being called, come to the roundhouse

where the board is kept, and ascertain

what engine and engineer you are going

out with. (2) Change your clothes for

working garb, and put them neatly in

the seat box. Be sure that seat box is
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clean; also engineer's, if he has one.

(3) Sweep out deck, including in front

of both engineer's and fireman's seat

boxes. A clean deck always speaks for

itself. (4) See that all necessary sup-

plies are on engine. (5) Examine all

lights and see that they are trimmed,

filled and in burning condition. (Might

say as a word of caution, never allow

your cab lights to smoke, this is bad

taste.) A wide-awake fireman, after

completing his regular routine of work,

will then proffer his help to tin en-

gineer. This shows the right disposition

and spirit of the individual, and paves

the way to a harmonious feeling between

himself and the engineer. Every en-

gineer appreciates this willingness of the

fireman, whether he accepts his proffer

or not.

A fireman in freight service, after en-

gine is attached to train, will get his

fire well bedded before starting, as at

the time while engine is getting train

under way is the hardest time to keep

maximum pressure of steam. A fire can

t>e very easily spoiled at this time, if one

is not careful.

Never allow coal to accumulate on the

•deck. Keep the broom sitting in a con-

venient place, and after every two or

three fires sweep out deck. If this is

made a practice of, it will come as

natural to sweep deck at these intervals

as to put in a fire when one is needed.

Some firemen after firing a certain

length of time allow a feeling of egotism

to creep in and take possession of them.

They get so that they know more than

TIRE READY TO STRAP OX.

the engineer, and turn a deaf ear to all

his instructions, or have a disposition to

argue with him. I want to say right

here that when a fireman reaches this

place in his experience he is no longer a

useful man for the company, and the

sooner he is gotten rid of the better it

•will be for all concerned. The fireman

that keeps himself humble and ready to

take advice, and allows no prejudices to

harbor within him, is the man that goes

to the top of the ladder.

If a new theory is advanced, train

yourself to accept it upon the terms it is

introduced, and give it a fair and im-

pai tial trial I have In aid in 1 mi n make
all kinds of fun of a m a idi a that was

being introduced, and after a thorough

trial would have to admit it was O. K.

For example :
I recall the time the one-

shovel method of firing was first intro-

duced on the road where I was firing, as

an innovation. Very nearly every fireman

on the road took an adverse view of it

and condemned it before trying. The
road foreman of engines had a hard time

overcoming the prejudice that had arisen,

and only did after having one or two
traveling firemen ride with the boys and

instruct them, and discharged one fire-

man who absolutely refused to try it.

The boys seemed to think they had to

use only one shovel of coal for every

fire, while the theory the managi menl

was trying to advance was "light firing."

By the foregoing example I wish to con-

vey the thought of how much better it

would have been if the firemen had

taken a favorable view of the matter, in-

stead of as they did, fur. as it was finally.

they had to concede it was the better

way.

Another commendable trait of a good
fireman is that of not talking too much
to the engineer. Very few engineers like

to be bothered with a fireman that is

continually talking about something and

attracting his attention from his work.

It is all right to talk about matters that

pertain to one's duty, but other than this

I would advise them to abstain from it.

Do not cultivate the habit of sleeping on

the engine. This is a bad practice, and
one that is likely to get you into trouble

if persisted in. Keep the oil cans free

from grease and dirt. Immediately after

engineer is through oiling, see that hand
oiler is refilled and put in its proper

place. Acquaint yourself with all the dif-

ferent signals that are in vogue. While
switching, if signals are given on the

fireman's side, give the same signal to

the engineer with your hand, if in day-

time ; also speak it in an audible voice.

If you are firing a pool engine, when

rearing the end of your trip, begin to

get things in readiness to leave engine.

such as wiping off oil cans and putting

them in a handy place together. Before

leaving engine blow out all lights and

bring in classification signals, which is

the custom on our road. Leave your en-

gine in a good sanitary condition and

the next man that goes out on her can-

not help but speak well of you.

If a fireman will adhere to the outline

herein given he need nor fear that his

services will not be satisfactory.

M. E. Lewis.

So. Ind. Ry. Traveling Engineer.

Automobile on Rails.

Editor:

I am the inventor of a supplementary

tire made and designed to fit an automo-

bile ruber tire so that the car can be used

<>ii railroads as an inspection ear for road

supervisors, bridge builders, etc. The

railroad physician could also use it with

1 emergency.

I hi tin- 1- strappi d 1
'ii to the spokes of

ill.- wheel and thi- can be done in about

20 minutes and without letting the air out

of the rub!" r til pplementary

tires can be removed in about 15 minutes.

I have tested them and they have given

: 11. 51 rvi 1 T made a speed of 32 miles

AL'TO AS A KAII.Ki INSPECTION CAR.

an hour, fast as the car would run. My
tires have to be made to suit the various

sizes of automobile wheels in use. I en-

close photograph of my tire and of an

automobile so equipped and on a railroad

track. The device has been patented.

Chas. H. Goodman.

Bucyrus, Ohio.

"Elevated" Pits in the Roundhouse.

Editor:

The feasibility and the adaptability of

an elevated pit in an engine house has

not received any consideration in the

designing and construction of modern

roundhouses, yet the importance of

them in an engine house should be ap-

parent to all. By an elevated pit in an

engine house is meant that the rails

should be supported by Iron posts sim-

ilar to those used in the construction of

elevated ash pits, or cinder pits, instead

of laying the rails on a stone, or con-

crete wall.

The elevated pit should extend out-

side of the rails about four feet and be

not less than three feet in depth. A few

pits of this kind in a roundhouse could

be used most advantageously in effect-

ing repairs to tender trucks. Then

it would not be necessary for the man
doing repairs to stand on his head, so

to speak, or be crouched so that he is

not capable of performing good and ef-

fective work. That is, when the work

is on the outside of the truck.

Such pits are almost indispensable in

effecting some repairs to tender truck,

especially diamond truck, as frequently
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the engine has to be returned to the

ash pit to execute the work, and this

adds more fuel to the tire, as the ash

pit is generally congested. Yet this has

to be done occasionally in order to meet
the exigencies of the service'. Some-
times engines come to the house and
they are needed for immediate use and
there is found an arch bar bolt broken,

on a tender truck. Time will not permit

the removing of the truck from under
the tank and the only remedy left is to

cut the head of the bolt and return her

to the ash pit to remove the broken
bolt and apply another by putting it in

from the bottom and putting the nuts

on the top of the arch bar bolt.

This not only entails delay on the ash

pit. but it also retards the progress of

the running repairs to the same engine;

while if an elevated pit in the house was
available all the work could be done in

the regular course and the ash pit

would not be disturbed, and conse-
quently the engine would be dispatched

back into the service more quickly—an
important feature to be considered in

busy times.

An elevated pit would be very useful

in the taking down driver box wedges
and lining them. There would be no
projecting wall to interfere with the

dropping the wedges and replacing

them. Then, too, it would be more
convenient to go beneath the engine,

as you could go between the posts and
not be obliged to go to the end of them
and then come to the place where the
work has to be done. Such pits are

feasible and would be utilized daily and
duly appreciated by the roundhouse
force.

Some may advance the objection to

these elevated pits being dangerous.
Granted. So are all pits. But the pres-

ent roundhouses are so thoroughly and
fully illuminated that it would require

but a brief period to educate the men
as to the location of such pits.

Jas. Francis.
Carbondale. Pcnn.

Repairing Cracked Bell.

Editor:

Did you ever hear an engineer com-
plain about his engine bell being cracked
and sounding like a tin pan?

Must engineers take great pride in

their bells and when one gets cracked,
they generally say something about it.

Here is a little trick that I have seen
tried that saves the tone of the bell,

providing the crack in the bell is not
too large. The cause of the flat sound
in a cracked bell is the two sides not
vibrating in unison with each other.

To overcome this and yet not to inter-

fere with the vibrations will generally

restore the original tone.

If the crack isn't too big take an ordi-

nary hack saw and put in 2 blades and
saw the bell following the crack. By
doing this, you cause an opening wide

enough to allow the bell to vibrate, but

the two sides do not touch and so stop

the vibrations. Of course, a person

can't expect to saw a bell nearly in

two and still save the tone; there is a

limit to all things. However, when
the crack is small, this trick can be tried

and good results generally follow.

H. L. Burrhus.

Homcll, N. Y

Device for Placing Valve Facer.

Editor:

While being foreman for the Illinois

Central I had a convenient tool made
for placing in position the valve facing

machine, without the use of calipers or

measurement. There were four of these

tools to make a set. Anyone is at liberty

to make the tool.

The pieces, four in all, consist of the

DEVICE FOR VALVE FACER.

foot-piece, A, with a hole through same

34 in - >n diameter. The sliding bar, B,

is made of steel and with the point C
flat, say % in. in diameter. D is a

J4 in. steel pin driven in B to stay.

In the top of A is a slot, F, across

the diameter to receive pins, D. The
operation is as follows: Place the tools

mi the cylinder, one in eacli corner

outside of the valve face proper, and

where steam chest joins to cylinder,

raise up the sliding bars so that the

pins, D, are resting on top of A cross-

wise with the slots.

Now place the machine on top of

points, C, and run up the stud nuts un-

der the machine with the same tension;

then tighten up all stud nuts on top of

the machine; you will now find the ma-
chine set mechanically correct with

cylinder, regardless of valve face being

unevenly worn. To remove the tools,

turn the sliding bars, B, one quarter of

a turn, so that the pins, D, will drop in

slots, F, and the tools can be taken

out. When making the tools, the en-

tire height from H to G must be the

same, when the pins are resting on top

of A. The height of the tool depends

on length of tool and tool holder on

the machine. We find it a very convenient

and useful shop appliance.

C. WlEHELMSEN,
Master Mechanic K. & E. R. R.

Kentzvood, La.

A. S. M. E.

Editor

:

The American Society of Mechanical
Engineers is a very august and im-

portant body in the eyes of those who
don't know, and is keeping up its repu-

tation as a notable member of the

Circumlocution Office, or how not to

do it. I believe that I have taken oc-

casion before to allude to the advertis-

ing character of many of its papers

and the demoralized condition of the

bound volumes of its technical litera-

ture, but really in its old home it was
a very decent sort of a place to drop in

and write a letter or read if you hap-

pened to want to read what they had.

But now that they have moved into

their new million dollar building all the

old homeness and convenience seems
to have disappeared; the attendants

that we once knew* are gone and in

their place we have a corps of flunkies

vho are not always as courteous as

they might be.

As a sample of circumlocution,

take this: A member wanted to write

a hasty note the other evening, and

though he was directed to a writing

room on the ground floor, there

were tables and chairs but neither paper

nor pens nor ink nor stamps were

to be had, so he went to a neighbor-

ing hotel. Expressing his opinion in

the matter later, the janitor kindly

offered to let him write in his room
if he wanted to. This was very kind,

but it seemed a little incongruous for

a member of a big club or society that

occupies a building like that to be

obliged to go to the janitor and ask as

a personal favor to be allowed to go

into his room if he wants to write a

letter.

It isn't because they don't know of

it, for one of the managers said that

the matter had been up, but not yet

decided. You see, each society is sup-

posed to supply its own stationery,

and I suppose each is afraid the other

will use what it supplies, and so each

refrains from a five dollar appropria-

tion that will help the thing along.

The fact is it looks as though the thing

and the combination was too big to be

of much personal benefit to the mem-
bers, for they now apparently hold

stock in a corporation instead of being

members of a society. When the Civil

Engineers voted not to go into the

combination and sink their identity

they were criticised, and severely, for

their desire for isolation. Some called

it snobbishness, but in the light of cur-

rent events they are to be congratu-

lated on their foresight and wisdom.

Geo. L. Fowler.

Neiv York, N. Y.

Canada has the largest wheat fields

in the world, 300 by 900 miles.
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Not Generally Known.
Editor:

Everybody knows of the existence of

certain fast trains in the United States,

but there arc many trains which, un-

known to most people, make notably

fast runs. The Pennsylvania Special is

known to everyone as one of the

world's fastest long distance trains, with

an average speed of 51.6 miles an hour,

hew people know, however, that the

time of this train over the 104 mile

stretch from Jersey City to Uarrisburg

is only 196 minutes—perhaps the fastest

run in the world, for the distance. One
French express does slightly better

than this on a 181 mile run, the time

being 180 minutes.

The Union Pacific's Los Angeles

Limited (eastbound), although its aver-

age speed is only 34.3 miles an hour,

runs from Cheyenne to Omaha, 516

miles, in 11 hours 59 minutes, an av-

erage of 43 miles an hour, including 8

stops. This is a very good perfor-

mance, considering the long distance.

The Overland Limited does almost as

well— 12 hours 15 minutes—over the

same stretch.

The South is supposed to have no

fast trains worthy of mention, but a

notable exception is the Atlantic Coast

Line's "Florida Special." which runs

from Jersey City to St. Augustine, Fla.,

1,403 miles, in 27 hours 10 minutes

—

an average speed of 38.3 miles an hour.

This speed compares favorably with

that of the Pennsylvania's 24-hour Chi-

cago trains, and is, moreover, maintain-

ed for a greater distance.

There are a great number of short-

er runs which do not receive much
consideration. The New Flaven road

has six trains that cover the distance

between New Haven and Providence.

114 miles, in 131 minutes, or at 52.2

miles an hour, excluding the stop at

New London. Numerous trains on the

Pennsylvania make the 85 mile run be-

tween Jersey City and North Phila-

delphia in 100 minutes and less; the

Pennsylvania Special does it in 83 min-

utes, or 61.4 miles an hour. On the

Philadelphia & Reading, the 57 miles

between Bound Brook, N. J., and
Wayne Junction are covered in 61 min-

utes—56.1 miles an hour. The "Florida

Special," mentioned above, runs from
Charleston to Savannah. 115 miles, in

130 minutes, or at 53.1 miles an hour.

Andrew Linn Bostwick.

New Haven, Conn.

the menial duly ol acting as a switcher

in yard ervice, h .1
\ onl) a mat

time. I >< .pile .,11 1 li.it has be, n
1

against .Stephenson's King of 111,1, lime,

the snoi line monsti 1 with its heart oi

lire is here yet, and 1
1

I), re to stay.

What is said is intended in no way
1,, detract from electric power a i>

pli.,1 io traction, for it has reached a

point where it is a potent factor in our

modern civilization. At the time that

the telephone sprang into use, the intense

popular favor accorded it seemed to

many to be a positive indication that

the days of the old Morse clicker were

numbered, yet to-day both of these ex-

ceedingly, I might say indispensable,

utilities are working harmoniously side

by side, each having its own particular

sphere of usefulness. It seems to me
it is the same way with the steam loco-

motive and its formidable competitor,

the electric locomotive.

Electrification of Steam Roads.

Editor:

With the advent of the electric loco-

motive, many of the enthusiasts in the

electrical field were very sanguine in

their predictions that the relegation of

the steam locomotive to the scrap heap.

or slightly better, its subordination to

go io show that the visual signal

is far more reliable and trustworthy

than the audible signal. An old sage

put the matter tersely when he re-

d, "An eye can disco

truth than two ears." Now with the

ordinary steam operation in tunnels the

smoke more or less completely inter-

feres with the successful operation of

any system of visual signals; this has

been sadly verified only too often.

No successful illumination of a tun-

nel ,an be carried out in the pre

of smoke and steam; the unburncd
carbon in the smoke, popularly known
as soot, in the presence of moi

and also in the presence of the oil that

is carried out in the exhaust, serves to

give lamp bulbs an opaque coating that

renders the source of light won!
There is, however, a more serious prop-

osition to deal with; all bituminous coal

contains a very considerable sulphur

N. Y. C. APPRENTICES' SCHOOL MODEL OF \V. 3CHAERTS GEAR.

There is one particular case in which

the electric locomotive should by all

means take precedence over its com-
petitor, and that is in tunnel work, espe-

cially where the tunnel is of four or five

miles in length and the traffic is heavy.

In several instances in this country elec-

tric power has taken the place of steam

power for this particular class of ser-

vice.

It is well known that the conditions

in a tunnel of any considerable length

are very poor in regard to the matter

of ventilation, good air and light enough

to render the use of visual signals both

reliable and effective. It is true, the

torpedo is an old and trusted friend,

but the use of the torpedo should be

restricted to cases where, owing to

temporary conditions, the visual signal

cannot be used effectively. The tolera-

tion of a set of permanent conditions

that make the torpedo the principal

safeguard against wreck and disaster,

is a positive indication that the factor

of safety is far below the standard

that it should occupy. Many acci-

dents that have already been recorded

content, and it may interest the non-

technical reader to know that sulphur

is the base of oil of vitriol or sulphuric

acid, which has the formula H. S 0«,

and that the conditions from the loco-

motive furnace to the top of the stack

are practicaly the same as they are in

the acid works where this acid is pro-

duced on a commercial scale. When
sulphur burns it combines with the oxy-

gen of the air just as the carbon of the

coal does, the compound formed being

sulphur dioxide, S : ; this compound
in the presence of the steam and mois-

ture becomes hydrated or takes up water

forming sulphurous acid, which in the

dilute state, while it is inactive on lead,

it is exceedingly corrosive in regard to

its effect on iron and steel. It is with-

out any doubt highly injurious to paint

and varnish.

Under the conditions of an atmos-

phere impregnated with steam, damp-
ness and sulphuric acid, standard steel

rails are found to deteriorate very rap-

idly, the average life being about four

years, the deterioration being due to

the oxidizing influence at work, as
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the sami ice

out of doors in the open air last about

twice as long. When the expense for

material for renew red, to-

gether with the labor item, in connec-

tion with same, it is readily apparent

that such conditions do not conduce

to either safety or economy. With the

elimination of smoke and steam, and

the introduction of standard visual sig-

nals of the automatic type, the tunnel

would be in no way very different from
the same length of track outside, and
its capacity for traffic might be largely

increased. Good illumination, which

would be possible under the changed
conditions, might have very much to do
with increasing passenger traffic, and
this is always desired. Overhead con-

struction in a tunnel, if piactical, would
seem to possess several distinct ad-

vantages, getting the source of power
and light up out of the way and to a

place where such equipment would not

have to be disturbed when the track

required repairs either of a minor or

extensive character.

It has without doubt occurred to all

thinking railroad presidents that the

electric system is the ideal thing for this

particular class of service, but we have

to remember that all radical changes,

such as the abolition of grade crossings,

etc., cost large sums, business depres-

sion is very marked at present and the

Interstate Commerce Commission, like

a stern parent, has a heavy hand on

the shoulder of the railroad president.

All persons who have a really progres-

sive spirit would like to note the in-

stallation of a system that would have

the triple effect of increasing the net

earnings of the carrier, promoting the

safety of the travelling public, and at

the same time lessening the drudgery of

the employee, and enabling him to do

his duty under less trying conditions,

which always means work of a higher

order.

The second scheme for using the elec-

tric locomotive under special conditions

was suggested to the writer by reading

a short article in a recent number of

the Western Electrician. It is, per-

il ! -. not generally known that an elec-

tric motor car running down hill with

its motors reversed can be made to

draw another car of similar construc-

tion up hill, neither car being in connec-

tion with the power station.

The writer read an account of this

being done in Cleveland, Ohio, by the

Brush Electric Co. for a demonstration

fifteen or eighteen years ago, and had

forgotten the incident until its recollec-

tion was revived by reading the notice

mentioned above. Such a scheme is not

used on street railway lines, as is un-

doubtedly introduces complication, but

it has been done and can be done
again, and the idea of one train descend-

ing a heavy grade and helping another

tram to ascend al the same time by
mean- of m invisble rope is something

that appeals to the Superintendent of

Motive Power with a good deal of

forci F. II. Reardon.
' ih Adams. Mass.

Prosperity of Galveston.

Editor

:

In all your travels on the American and

European continents, and your magnifi-

cent write-ups of railroading in both coun-

tries, you have shown some stupendous

undertakings ; even how the iron horse

penetrates the Alps, and with the speed

of Tam o' Shanter's Meg you have shown
the "Flying Scotsman" crossing the straths

and moors of "Bonnie Scotland." You
have pictured the Irish mail thundering

from out the shadows of Slieve-na-Mon

and winding through the fens along the

Lakes of Killarney and casting its phan-

tom shadows beneath the waters of

"Glendalough, whose gloomy shore

Skylark never warbled o'er."

but you have never written a word about

the great railway terminal and seaport of

the Southwest : Galveston.

Soon after the great storm of 1000,

when Galveston's population was reduced

10,000 in a few hours by the combined

horrors of a hurricane and tidal wave,

making the city a vast cemetery and con-

secrating it as holy ground, the world, the

millionaire and the working man, joined

hands and hearts.

"For a city touched with sorrow

Made all the world akin."

Money, supplies and clothing began to

come in ;
physicians and nurses came as

volunteers; the Failroads, ever ready to

assist when needed, handled special trains

of supplies free of charge; there were no

special rates and no rebating. They did

not want money, they wanted to aid the

stricken city and its people. When the

wreckage was cleared away there was a

family gathering, and it was decided to

rebuild a regenerated city.

The road on which the writer is em-

ployed has recently entered this city and

has expended to date about $1,000,000 on

terminal improvements. They have put

down 50 miles of tracks, contemplate ex-

tensive docks and wharves, ail of which

will cost several million dollars. The pio-

neer railway on this island. The Galves-

ton, Houston & Henderson Railway, built

"befo' de wa'," is only 50 miles long, run-

ning from this city to Houston, and is

used jointly for its own business. The In-

ternational & Great Northern, and the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railways mak-

ing it a busy piece of railroad. The Gulf,

Colorado & Santa Fe, built originally by

Galvestonian and Texas capital, was pur-

chased some years ago by The Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe.

The Southern Pacific, which also crosses

the continent, has extensive terminal and

docks here, also grain elevators for stor-

age of several million bushels of grain.

'1 hey have a regular line of steamers ply-

ing between this port and New Y'ork.

Their freight sheds were built by the

acre. Everything is most modern; elec-

tric motors the power. Their wharves

were partly built before the great storm

of 1900; their financial loss was heavy.

They started immediately to repair the

damage and complete the improvements

planned by Mr. Huntington, all of which

cost several million dollars. The Galves-

ton Wharf Company, a chartered corpora-

tion, controlled all the wharfage and

tracks on the bay front prior to the com-

ing of the railways. They own about 200

miles of trackage built on their own prop-

erty. Prior to this season they did not

own any engines; the different railroads

furnished the engines and crews. They

now own eight modern switch engines

and are handling the business with their

own power. They also own several grain

elevators. The locomotive has grow :n

with the growth of business from the little

j-wheel saddle tank switch engine to the

modern consolidation.

The following is the tonnage handled by

the terminals and port during 1907, as

shown by the report compiled by Galves-

ton Daily News:
During the year 1907, 413 foreign ves-

sels with a net tonnage of 1,009,317 en-

tered the port of Galveston, and 533 ves-

sels with a net tonnage of 1,268.297 cleared

the port ; 457 coastwise vessels with a

tonnage of 1,271,067 entered, and 320 ves-

sels with a tonnage of 856,500 cleared.

Just imagine the number of engines re-

quired to handle this vast tonnage, the

number of men required to take care of

this enormous business in all departments

of railroad and ocean service. The value of

cotton and cotton products exported

through the port in 1907 was $175,000,000;

other exports to the value of $41,436,831.

While these figures may not be interesting

they show the enormity of the railroad

and ocean traffic entering the terminal and

port, making Galveston the second in im-

portance in export business in this coun-

try. The railway improvements during

the year amounted to a million and a quar-

ter dollars. The total number of loaded

cars handled in the railroad yards was

167.01 1. In addition to this great traffic

and expenditure of wealth. Galveston

spent during the year in municipal im-

provements nearly $2,000,000. This vast

wealth passing through the banks of the

city makes it one of the strongest finan-

cial centers in this country.

All this has an important bearing on

the subject matter filling the pages of

Railway and Locomotive Engineering.

It affects the builder, the operator and the

repairer of the locomotive and the cars,

and every man in the railway service.

Jas. McDonough.
Galveston. Texas.
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English Fairlie Engine for Burma.

Our illustration shows what may be

called a modified Fairlie type of loco-

motive, built tor the Burmese railway

system, which is one meter gauge, that

is 39.37 inches. The engines, for three

of them have been shipped to India,

were built by the Vulcan Foundry

Company, L't'd, of Xewton-le-Willows,

England. The engines have cylinders

14 x 20 ins. and 39 in. driving wheels.

The tractive effort of one of these

"Fairlics" is about 28,940 lbs,

They are intended for working the

traffic, over the gradients of the system,

where the line crosses the celebrated

Zibingyi Ghat. The two boilers have

each Belpaire fireboxes, and the cen-

trally placed cab is of course arranged

for the working of the machine as a

unit, as electricians would say. The
maximum grade to be encountered is

I in 25 and there are a number of

curves of 300 ft. radius.

The engine weighs in working order

6o}4 long tons, and all this weight is

carried on the twelve driving wheels.

The engines are intended for helper

service and carry 2 l/z tons (long) of

fuel and 500 imperial gallons of water.

The Joy valve gear is used to actuate

the ordinary Richardson type of bal-

anced slide valve. The driving wheels

are arranged in two groups, the wheel

base of each group being 7 ft. 7 ins.

long. The total wheel base is 35 ft.

y/2 ins., and this leaves 28 ft. oy2 in-

between the centres of the inside pairs

of driyers. The arrangement some-

means oi a paii ol li'.u y plate fi

The lowei ed ;e of one of thi 1

may be seen with cun <
•
< 1 outline b

the deck plate I he n hi 1I1 thus 1

a sort of continuous girdi r be1

the points of support. The hi

surface in the boiler amounts to 1

>

sq. ft., math- up of [38 in the fireboxes,

128 in the Drummond watei tub

the fireboxes, and M32 sq. ft. in the

tubes. The area of the grates is 26

sq. ft. giving a 1 itio of about 53.8. The
boilers are 3 ft. 6 ins. in diameter and
each is 8 ft. 5 ins. long. The plates

train. I
I

lirlic type of engine

1
or less "com-

1 :it the design

1 worked out in ac-

cordance with English pn

appearan

Life Savers.

I he dedii atii >n of the 1

1

Locomo me, by

Is

:

d with profound respect to

all his wars. No small achievement this,

and niie f r ,\ hich the respei I

ONE OF THE FAIRLIE DRIVING TRUCKS.

are Yi in. thick and the working pres-

sure is 180 lbs.

The firebox, which is of the Belpaire

type, is made of copper plates l
/i in.

thick, with a ~g in. tube sheet. Each

box is 3 ft. 105-6 ins. long inside, meas-

ured at the top, and 3 ft. 1 in. wide.

The depth at the front is 5 ft. 0% ins.,

and 4 ft. o~s ins. at the back. There

George Westinghouse, the Guardian of

Railway .Men, and the preserver of the

Traveling Public, whose Great Invention

of the Automatic Air Brake has preserved

more human lives than any military tyrant

ever succeeded in destroying."

A eulogist of Lord Lister says

:

"Through his scientific discoveries he has

saved more lives than Napoleon took in

*fc M
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Railroad Mechanical Conventions.

Then.- are many hundreds of technical

organizations, of a voluntary character on

the American Continent, whose purpose is.

disseminating information concerning the

business in which the members may be

engaged, or to make the business done by

the members more profitable to their em-

ployers. This description may be accepted

as applying in the railroad world to all

technical societies and clubs ranging from

the American Society of Civil Engineers,

the American Railway Association, all the

mechanical associations and all the rail-

road clubs. The story is told that a civil

engineer who had an aptitude for writing

concerning his business and passed many
pleasant hours inditing articles for vari-

ous technical journals, was offered and ac-

cepted the position of managing editor of

a technical weekly. The first two or three

numbers were objects of joy to the new
editor. He kept hugging himself about

his good fortune in securing, at a

high salary, work that he had been ac-

customed to perform as amusement.

When four or five numbers had been

made up largely from notes on experience

of the editor, he began to realize that his

fund of material was running short. In a

couple of months he was suffering acutely

from the condition that his friends de-

scribed as being pumped dry, a condition

that many others had gone through. Re-

signing the position was decided upon by

this short-time chief editor to escape a

threatened attack of nervous prostration.

Selecting a variety of subjects for dis-

cussion every week is a most strenuous

task that is only a little harder than the

duty of selecting subjects for investiga-

tion and discussion by technical societies

and clubs. Those who read the annual

reports and monthly accounts of proceed-

ings, have n0 idea of the difficulties over-

come by secretaries and other officials in

finding subjects that will present some-

thing new and valuable to the people in-

terested in the work of technical organiza-

tions. We are not acquainted with any

engineering literature of greater value to

practical railroad men than the Proceed-

ings of the Master Car Builders' and the

Master Mechanics' Associations, yet the in-

vestigations and discussions are always full

of new facts clothed in new thoughts that

display no tendency towards threadbare

conditions.

During the forty-one years of its exist-

ence the Master Car Builders' Association

has been engaged on work that had inti-

mate connection with the management of

freight traffic, since the capacity of cars

settled upon by the Master Car Builders'

Association influenced strongly the

charges made by the freight carriers. With

that line of progress always calling upon

car builders to increase the carrying ca-

ll.!, ity of cars, there was no want of sub-

jects to occupy the attention of the annual

convention committees and no one can

truthfully say that the work done was un-

satisfactory. When the whole work of

making details harmonize with the change

in the capacity of cars is considered, the

wonder grows at the efficiency displayed

with so little sign of pretention. To
enumerate the details of car improvement

worked out by the Master Car Builders'

Association would be to publish a mass or

reading matter beyond the limits of our

available space.

To-day, the Master Car Builders' Asso-

ciation has no less than seven standing

committees, most of them engaged on

semi-expert work that is of the highest

importance to railroad companies. The

work done by the Arbitration Committee

alone is worth more than all the time and

expense incurred in keeping the Master

Car Builders' Association in existence.

Besides that, there are fourteen subjects

under the investigation of committees, and

besides all that the yearly investigations

and discussions on the interchange of cars.

How the useful labors outlined are to be

finished in three days is beyond our com-

prehension.

When the American Railway Master

Mechanics' Association was organized in

1868, the most common form of locomo-

tion was of the eight-wheel American type

with cylinders about 16x24 inches, driving

wheels 60 inches diameter and a boiler

providing about 800 square feet of heating

surface, the grate area being usually about

16 square feet. The engine in working

order weighed about 50,000 pounds. The
railway world had passed beyond the ex-

perimental period of patent smoke prevent-

ing devices and bituminous coal was

burned in plain fire boxes without much
public criticism or opposition. Many rail-

road officials had come to consider that

the locomotive was perfect for all prac-

tical purposes. Iron was king of this

machine, boiler, firebox, tires, frames and

driving wheels being of that material.

The American Railway Master Mechanics'

Association labored under a curious dis-

advantage for a few years, many of the

higher officials having regarded it as an

aristocratic form of labor union. The un-

derpaid condition of the railroad me-

chanical officials naturally suggested the

labor union suspicion. At several of the

early conventions, prominent members

considered it proper that they should deny

that the association had any trades union

tendencies. The published proceedings

contained the best proof that the purpose

of the organization was the collecting of

information concerning railroad motive

power that would improve the perform-

ance of the engine and increase its dura-

bility.

Notwithstanding the prevalent belief

that the locomotive had nearly reached

the summit of perfection, at the first con-

vention committees were appointed to in-

vestigate eleven subjects and prepare re-

ports of their findings. That was a

strenuous beginning, for the convention

lasted only two days, and there was much

difficulty in getting all the business on the

program transacted. In fact, the prevail-

ing practice of cutting off discussions be-

gan at the second convention and has been

continued ever since. The secretaries,

presidents and executive committees, that

have from time to time performed the

duty of arranging the business of conven-

tions, have never been embarrassed by

scarcity of subjects of investigation. On
the contrary, the cutting out of subjects

to keep the business within bounds has

frequently given offence to promoters of

certain investigations.

The Fortieth Annual Convention, which

opens at Atlantic City on June 22, will

present twelve reports of committees and

two individual papers to occupy the atten-

tion of members. All the subjects are well

worthy of renewed investigation. None

of them has the mark of a gap-filler, so

the association will hold up the well-

earned reputation of having plenty of sub-

jects for investigation and a full measure

of able members to conduct the work.

Locomotive Fireboxes.

The members of the Institution of Me-

chanical Engineers of London, England,

have been discussing at considerable

length the combustion processes is locomo-

tives. Exhaustive experiments have been
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made both with British and American

tijpes of locomotive fireboxes and the

general conclusions reached verify the

results of previous investigations. 1 he

fact that the most efficient boiler has the

smallest box surface both absolutely and

with respect to the fire grate has been re-

peatedly demonstrated. In the recent tests

on the London and North Western Rail-

way a locomotive with a British type of

firebox with a surface of 161% sq. ft. was

kept for a period of five months on the

heaviest and fastest passenger train run-

ning from London to Crewe. The dis-

tance covered was 34,348 miles, with a coal

consumption of 882 tons, equal to a con-

sumption of 57^2 lbs. per mile. In the

same period the locomotive equipped with

the American type of firebox ran 34,013

miles, consuming 793 tons of coal, the

equivalent average consumption being

52^ lbs. per mile. The saving of coal

in the latter case was about 10 per cent.

The locomotives were alike in every de-

tail excepting the type of firebox. The

men selected for the work were the

most experienced on the road and they

exchanged engines from time to time,

so that the conditions may be said to

have been identical. An average speed

of 57 miles per hour was made during

the period.

A few general deductions are of value

as showing the results of these interest-

ing tests. The ratios of heating sur-

face giving the best results are as fol-

lows: Grate to total heating surface,

the grate surface being reckoned as r,

the total heating surface should be be-

tween 55 and 65. The ratio of the grate

surface -to the firebox heating surface

as 1 to S to 5.5, and the firebox heat-

ing surface to the total heating surface

as 1 is to II to 12. The range of tem-

perature in the firebox varied from

1,856 degrees to 2,339 degrees. This

temperature is lower than the average

temperature in experiments with an-

thracite coal in America which ap-

proaches 3,000 degrees.

A novel point in the discussion was

the statement by a speaker that loco-

motives were not run in the right di-

rection. They should have the smoke

stack, he claimed, in the rear. In a

large locomotive running at a high

speed, half a ton of air per minute was

put through the firebox. Dealing with

a speed of 60 miles an hour, the air had

to be reversed, and then driven at that

speed, in addition to the speed neces-

sary to pass through the boiler, whereas

if the engine were run in a reverse di-

rection, there would be no reversal of

air necessary; the draught would be

freer.

The speaker may not have been aware

that this style of engine running has

been tried on several railways in Europe.

The results were not encouraging. A
free current of air is not always favor-

able to combustion. It can be readily

demonstrated that it is in the careful ad-

mission of a limited supply of air that

the most complete combustion takes

place. A closed ash pan, with adjust-

able side openings, will hi- found to I"'

more efficient than front or back opi n

ings. It is in utilizing the vacuum pro-

duced by the successive exhausts of a

high pressure engine that the best re-

sults in maintaining a high temperature

in locomotive fireboxes have been ob-

tained, and it was the use of this feat-

ure that gave the locomotives of Treve-

thick and others their early supremacy

over the locomotives using fan blasts

and other devices.

B. of L. E. Convention.

The Eighth Biennial Convention of the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers

was held at Columbus, O., last month,

beginning on the 13th and extending over

the remainder of the month. The ar-

rangements for the convention were car-

ried out by Mr. John H. Baker, one of the

grand officers of the Brotherhood, and by

Mr. Sam D. Hutchins, who was chairman

of the Committee of Arrangements. The

work must have been admirably managed,

for the comfort of the members and guests

was never more satisfactory. A most

attractive opening program was arranged,

about four thousand persons having as-

sembled to honor the delegates and the

organization they represented.

About 400 delegates attended the con-

vention and many friends of the Brother-

hood were there unofficially. The real

business of the convention was begun by

Grand Chief W-. S. Stone, whose annual

report indicated the policy their head

wished the Brotherhood of Locomotive

Engineers to pursue. The Grand Chief

took a decided stand in favor of temper-

ance. The rules at present declare that

any member discharged from any posi-

tion for drinking shall also be expelled

from the order. It is recommended that

this rule be so amended that any mem-

ber who drinks either on or off duty shall

be liable to expulsion. Another recom-

mendation was that the convention care-

fully consider the question of interurban

trolley men ; also trolley men who work

on cars which make up a passenger train

service of railways.

It was recommended that the divisions

ascertain the wish of members as to a

pension plan, as the one adopted at Mem-

phis is impracticable ; that a committee

be appointed to revise the constitution

and by-laws; that an age limit of fifty

years be established, so that no man may

be taken into the order after that age if

he has never been a member.

The Brotherhood of Locomotive En-

gineers is the most successful organiza-

tion in the world for mutual benefit pro-

tection. Many other protective societies

have been formed on the general pi

the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engi-

neers, but no othi r has a< hii vet

success.

I lalf a century ago railroad officials

were, as a rule, very arbitrary animals.

Most of them had risen from h

sitions and were filled with the pride of

egotism, those who had failed to attain

a similar altitude being regarded as weak-

lings whose rights were limited by the

good-will of the head of the department.

I'he infliction of cruel injustice became

of everyday occurrence. Aggravate!

maltreatment, various departments of rail-

road employees combined for mutual pro-

tection, but until the Brotherhood of Lo-

comotive Engineers was formed all were

short lived.

In April, 1863, a few engineers in the

employ of the Michigan' Central Railroad

met at Marshall, Mich., and arranged for

a large meeting, which was held in De-

troit the following month. At that

meeting the Brotherhood of the Foot-

board was organized. The forming of

subdivisions was carried on vigorously

and when a convention was held at In-

dianapolis in the same year, forty-four

divisions had been formed. At that con-

vention the organization name was

changed to the Brotherhood of Locomo-

tive Engineers. The Brotherhood grew

and prospered, the members holding to

the motto "Sobriety, Truth, Justice and

Morality," which comprised much more

than the motto of the first French repub-

lic—Equality and Fraternity.

There are now 744 divisions, represent-

ing over 60,000, of the Brotherhood of

Locomotive Engineers. An insurance

was established in 1867 and over 53.00°

members belong to that medium of self-

help. Like everything else connected

with the order, the Insurance Department

has been remarkably well managed. The

death policy of $1,500 has cost only from

$23 to $25 annually. A life and weekly

indemnity department was established at

last convention and is proving popular.

In 1887 a Ladies' Auxiliary of the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers

was organized and has now about 20,000

members. At the Columbus Convention

the Ladies' Auxiliary, through Mrs.

Sproule, of Toronto, Out., presented a

fine silk British flag to the Brotherhood,

on behalf of the Canadian delegates.

The present remarkably efficient offi-

cers of the Brotherhood of Locomotive

Engineers are : W. S. Stone, G. C E.

;

E. W. Hurley, A. G. C. E. ; H. E. Wills,

A. G. C. E. ; M. W. Cadle, A. G. C. E.

;

F. A. Burgess, A. G. C. E.; W. B. Pren-

ter, F. G. E. ; C H. Salmons, S. G. E.

;

R W. Botterell, F. G. A. E. ; J. C. Cur-

rie, S. G. A. E. ; J. H. Baker, T. G. A. E.

;

F. H. Tucker, Grand Guide; G. R. Dor-

ity, Grand Chaplain. Insurance Depart-

ment—W. E. Futch, president; M. H.

Shay, secretary and treasurer.
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Demanding Coke as Fuel.

It is amazing the number of people

en the American continent who keep

themselves in the public eye by posing

under the guise of reformers or of

playing the Don Quixote by attacking

the windmills that swing their arms

against public comfort. At present

there is a decided crusade against

smoke, pushed in all parts of the coun-

try because the agitators perceive in

opaque smoke issuing from chimneys

deadly poison liable to ruin the health

of every individual who inhales a

breath of soot-infected air. A person

sitting for an hour in a smoking car

will inhale more smoke than he would

draw in even Pittsburgh atmosphere for

a month; but that does not count in

the eyes of the reformers; they are

after the owners of furnaces, particu-

larly those used in locomotives. When
people are sufficiently persistent in

shouting black death they will inspire

their timid neighbors with dread that

becomes an easy victim to agitation.

The remedy demanded at present is

that railroad companies shall burn

coke in their locomotive furnaces.

There is something curious about the

praise that coke as fuel is receiving at

present and it might look as if the

coke making interests are pushing the

agitation in its favor, which we consider

quite improbable. The advocates of

coke fuel assert that it is free of smoke,

gas, soot and dust, which is giving the

material more than its due. It is free

from smoke, nothing more, for its

gas and dust are worse than the eman-

ations of soft coal. Hard coal is a bet-

ter fuel in every respect.

We have received several inquiries

lately about how coke can be burned

in a locomotive firebox so that the

steam needed may be generated. The

writer fired engines burning coke for

several years and the same fireboxes

were employed that afterwards were

used for bituminous coal. The coke

was broken to pieces as large as a

man's fist and lay rather openly on the

grates. On this account a deep fire

had to be carried, otherwise the air

would pass through the mass too free-

ly. We think that engines with large

grates would require the use of some

dead plates to burn coke to the best

advantage. Perhaps the nozzle might

have to be contracted, but that could

be demonstrated on a brief trial. To

railroad companies preparing to adjust

their locomotive fireboxes for coke

burning under the stress of philan-

thropic agitation, we would say,

make as few changes as possible.

The clouds will roll by very soon and

you will then be able to return to the

comfortable smoke-making coal. That

happy day will come all the sooner if

the ordinary firemen are urged to do

their work with bituminous coal in a man-

ner that will reduce smoke to the

minimum. It is not soft coal in itself

that causes agitation in favor of coke;

it is the careless firing of the soft coal.

The Value of the Steps.

Possibilities of High Speed Steel.

The numerous shop foremen among our

readers and other mechanics interested in

finishing machine work at the lowest cost

would do well to read a paper recently

presented to the Central Railroad Club by

Mr. L. R. Pomeroy on Possibilities of

High Speed Tool Steel. The paper gives

an interesting outline of the history of

high speed tool steel, then reviews in

elaborate detail a most exhaustive series

of tests conducted under the supervision

of Dr. Nicholson, of Manchester, Eng-

land, with the object of finding out the

capabilities of high speed steels for ordi-

nary shop operations.

A series of questions formed the basis

of the investigation and were fully an-

swered by the work done. Mr. Pomeroy's

paper makes a full record of the answers,

but unfortunately it is too long for our

columns. The questions are:

(1) What maximum speeds can be ob-

tained with the new steels when taking

light or finishing cuts upon "hard." "me-

dium" and "soft" cast iron?

(2) What maximum area of surface

can be machined in a given time when tak-

ing a 3/16 in. cut with the new steels

upon the six given materials?

(3) What is the greatest weight of

cuttings which the new steels can remove

in a given time from the three grades of

steel and the three qualities of cast iron?

(4) What forces are operative in mak-

ing these cuts, and according to what laws

do these forces vary with the speed of

cutting and the area and shape of the cut?

(5) Can the new steels be forged and

tempered by an ordinary smith and yet be

relied upon to give results as to cutting,

speed and durability which will make

their adoption decidedly remunerative to

steel users?

Winn the startling revelations of what

Taylor-White steel would do was first

made public a strong tendency was dis-

played by shop foremen and others to

make the best of it, but the enthusiasm

gradually wore off and many people are

now contented to use ordinary tool

steel who would greatly profit their

employers by giving high speed steel

every opportunity to prove its cost

saving value. We do not know of any

better methods of persuading all con-

cerned that it is their duty to adhere

to high speed steel than a .close study

of Mr. Pomeroy's paper. We know of

no better investment for railroad com-

panies to make than to supply every

shop foreman with a copy of this ad-

mirable paper. The possibilities of high

speed tool test form not only an interest-

ing subject, but a very important one.

A short time ago the daily papers-

were full of accounts of a famous

French artist who had destroyed a

number of his pictures which were val-

ued at about $100,000 and which repre-

sented three years work. He did this,

it was said, because he had come to the

conclusion that they were unsatisfac-

tory. He declared that none of his

new works were worthy to pass to pos-

terity.

No one denies his legal right to de-

stroy his own pictures, but his action'

has raised the ethical question in a

great many minds, as to an' artist's-

right to destroy his own handiwork.

He is an acknowledged master of the

impressionist school, and the works

destroyed were a series of studies of

the appearance of water under various

effects of atmosphere and light.

While we cannot here discuss mat-

ters which belong to the realm of art,,

it seems to us that the abstract question

as to the quality of work which may

have a distinctly educational value, and

which may be helpful to others, should

not be decided on personal grounds. It

would have been more than unfortunate

if many of the great engineers and dis-

coverers had failed to give to mankind

the fruits of their labors, imperfect or

fragmentary though they were.

Heinrich Hertz, a German physicist,

discovered the wave propagation of

electromatic induction in 1S88. Trou-

ton found that these Hertzian vibra-

tions were absorbed by glass.
_

Prof,

Branley used nickel-silver filings in a

slender glass tube for the purpose of

detecting the proximity of thunder

showers. This instrument is called a

coherer, as the filings cohere when act-

ed upon by the Hertzian waves. Mar-

coni put these discoveries together in

practical form and gave us wireless

telegraphy.

Faraday discovered the principle of

electric induction but left the work of

inventing the dynamo to others.

Darwin worked silently for forty

years on the theory of natural selection,

which was to revolutionize the thought

of the whole world, and though the

theory as he presented it had many

"missing links," it was given to the

world without one touch of personal

vanity.

If any of these men had hidden the

light of their wonderful discoveries or

had deemed them too imperfect to be

passed on to others, the progress of

worldwide science would have been

retarded.

No man lives entirely to himself, and

no man's work is entirely his own.

From the ethical standpoint, even

though the conscientious endeavor^ of

the skilled worker may not satisfy him-
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self it is not his to destroy. The law

of evolution under which we all live

decrees that progress must lie made by

trial, by failure, and by slow advance.

One individual cannot compass all.

The work of one may supply just the

needed impulse for 1 1
1 successful

achievement of another. The old-time

idea of trade secrets has given way to

a broader view, and so-called mysteries

have disappeared. In the ordinary life

of a railroad man he may not have the

opportunity nor even the equipment for

making great discoveries, but he may
safely apply this guiding principle in

his daily occupation. That which he

finds out by hard work or study, and

what is worth knowing or doing rightly

in his own case, must be useful to other

workers in the same field, and the very

steps he has taken to gain his knowl-

edge or his proficiency will most likely

be of some value to those around him

or to those that follow after.

Lehigh Valley's Signal Tests.

After a series of what has been called

surprise tests recently completed, offi-

cials of the Lehigh Valley Railroad find

that the enginemen on every division

have made a perfect record for obeying

signals.

The essence of the so-called surprise

test idea is that a record is kept. The
man at the throttle has no way of

knowing that the signal is not set by

the train ahead; but, whatever the cause,

his duty is to obey, and he does it for

the sake of his own and the passenger's

life. Some other railroads, in recent

years, have adopted this record system

as an incentive to good performance,

and the results have been satisfactory.

On the Lehigh Valley the entire main

line is now equipped with automatic

block signals. The frequency of the

signals is dependent upon the density

of traffic. The signals are in normal

position when they are at danger. That
is, they rest at danger and have to be

changed to indicate a clear track. If,

for any reason, the mechanism is out of

order, or if the electric circuit is broken,

signals are left so as to stop the first

train.

During every test a strict record is

made. First comes the number of the

signal, then the number of the train,

the number of the locomotive, the name
of the engineman, the direction of the

train, the exact time of reaching the

signal, the position of the signal, the

action of the engineman. These facts

tell the whole story. They are put
into tabulated form and kept as a per-

manent record. Three officials, at least.

conduct each test, so that there is no
chance of their incorrectly recording an
engineman's action. The officials' names

ii
i

igrn d i" the i
- port, The ti

sarily produce a high state of effi

in signal maintenam e, w hit h i

fai tion to all concerned. There is

really no "surprise" about this cl

tern. 1 1 nlj thing is that the

men arc not informed which signal will

be used foi test. They are required to

obey the signal without reference to

why it gives a certain indication, and

they do it.

The tests just made ini lude 197 sep-

arate cases. Some of the tests were
made in the forenoon, others in the

afternoon, other in the nighl and 1 irly

morning hours. The signals were set

mostly at danger. Sometimes, at night,

the lights were extinguished. In all

these cases the response of the engine-

men showed that go 1 n irk of a highly

conscientious order was being done by
them, and the officers of the road have

every reason to be proud of the record

made.

At one place on their lines the Le-

high Valley have installed the staff sys-

tem. The six-mile stretch of track be-

tween Silver Brook Jet. and Laurel Jet.,

on the Mahanoy and Hazleton Division,

is equipped with it. This piece of road

is between stretches of double track, so

that it accommodates trains going in

opposite directions. The character of

the country here practically prohibits

double-tracking.

Injectors.

The so-called mysterious action of the

injector in forcing water into the boiler

against the same pressure of steam that

induce- motion in the water cannot be ac-

counted for on any other hypothesis than

that the water being a comparatively

heavy body arid steam a comparatively

light body moving at high velocity the

water has the effect of condensing the

steam and of producing a stream of warm
water moving slower than the steam it is

true, hut heavy enough and fast enough

to unseat the check valve against the pres-

sure of the steam. If the water in the

delivery pipe was not in motion it would
not be able to enter the boiler.

The combination of water and steam

forms a jet which has force enough to

open the check valve and enter the boiler.

It will be observed that cold water will

flow more readily than heated water, but

as the latter is more economical injectors

can be so constructed so as to use water

having a considerable degree of heat.

There are two important requisites in the

proper working of all kinds of injectors.

The first essential point is that all the

joints leading to or from the injector

should be perfectly tight. The slightest

leak affects the operation of the instru-

ment. The other feature, no less im-

portant, is that the injector be kept per-

fectly clear of internal obstructions. In

tnding access to the injec-

tor; this latter trouble is the chief cause

iv man\ The
tapi rin in the cl

the in" that hard sub-

It

will al iter an injector

it will

'ances

idhere to the inner shell of the boiler

and tines. It is good practice to im

thi injectors occasionally in a solution of

muriatic acid and water, the mixture be-

bout ten or twelve parts of water to

one of acid.

The relative size of the nd the

t taper of the tubes .-,r. very impor-

tant and their alignment must be correct.

Any derangement of fthese injuri-

ously affects the working of the in-

jector, In Ea t. it is an instrument of

precision as much as a Winchester rifle

or a Colt's revolver, and its accural

operation depends very largely on the way
it is tread

In the principal locomotive repair shops

a supply of injectors cleaned, repaired

and tested are usually kept on hand, so

that when an injector is reported to be

defective it can be disconnected and an-

other put in its place, thus avoiding delay

and allowing the skilled mechanics to ex-

amine them under favorable conditions

and with proper tools at hand. The prac-

of striking injectors with hammers or

other hard tools is very objectionable.

The blows very seldom have the eft'

clearing any obstruction lodged in the

chambers or tubes of the injectors, while

the appearance of the injector is irretriev-

ably destroyed.

Train Resistances.

At a recent meeting of the Institution of

Civil Engineers held in London a paper

on the Influences Affecting Train 1

ances was read by Mr. C. C. Wilson, in

which, among other things, he said that

regarding roller bearings in railroad serv-

ice the real value of this form of journal

hearing lay in the reduction of running

resistance and not in the reduction of the

starting effort. Some tests of roller bear-

ing on the Eastern Bengal State Railway

showed a saving of one per cent, in the

energy required to keep the cars in mo-
tion, above that obtained by calculation,

using the resistance formulas.

The resistance of the coach was shown

to depend very largely on the wheel base

of the truck and the relation of the truck

weight to that of the whole coach. The
influence of the truck on train resistance

was stated to be greater for goods wagons

or freight cars, as we would say, than it

was for passenger coaches. The greater

resistance per ton of an empty car over

that of the same car when loaded was ex-

plained by the relaticn existing between
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the truck weight and the weight of a wh ile

car. The amount 1 I play between flange

and rail is also an important factor in

train resist aker referred to

the want of uniformity in this particular

on railroad in 1
!: !ii

I 'nited

and on the Continent. The in

,1 resistance and wear occasioned by

large flange play, he believed, indicated

dvantage to be gained by its reduc-

tion to a standard of >s in. as adopted by

the London and South Western Railway.

Referring to the relative importance of

air resistance Mr. Wilson referred to the

work of the St. Louis Electric Railway

rest Commission, by which it was shown

that a large reduction in front and rear

air resistance can be effected by suitably

ping the ends of the trains. On motor-

driven coaches the extra weight of the

i tor trucks increases the flange friction

1 f such coaches and it was stated that the

resistance of electric motor coaches was

Found ui some cases to be as much as 54

per nut. greater than that of trailer

coaches running at the same speed under

similar conditions.

Efficiency of Heating Surface.

There have lately been some experi-

menters in Great Britain who. 111 deal-

ing with the condensation of steam in the

cylinders of engines, have advanced the

theory that the steam is in the cylinder

too short a time to account for all the

heat losses that take place, and that slide

valve leakage is probably the greatest

r in producing the effects noticed.

There is no doubt that some slide

valve leakage takes place in nearly all

engines, but the transference of heat

from steam to cylinder-wall is very rapid,

nevertheless. As an example of heat

transference, the waste gases of com-

bustion pass very rapidly through the

tubes of a boiler, and yet in the short time

they are flowing over 'more or less soot-

covered surfaces they manage to give up a

very great deal of heat, and reasoning by

analogy it is quite fair to believe that

steam in a cylinder can part with its heat

with great rapidity.

In water tube boilers the first few tubes

which the hot gases encounter take up

probably as much heat as all the rest put

together and this raises the question of

what is effective heating surface in a

boiler? There is, as it were, such a thing

quality 1 effectiveness in heating sur-

and that is one of the things sought

for in the design of the Brotan boiler.

1 example we gave last month shows

that the heating surface of the tubes in

the firebox and of the parts of the fire-

ii exposed to the fire when taken to-

gether equals the heating surface of the

horizontal tub's in the boiler. One of

the claims for this design is the increased

efficiency of the heating surface pro-

vided.

Inspecting Boilers in France.

The effect of the laws regulating the

inspection of steam boilers in France,

which were supposed to be somewhat

drastic in their nature when adopted

by the National Government, are show-

ing the most gratifying results in the

important item of freedom from fatali-

ties. Ten years ago the number of

fatal accidents from boiler explosions

approached a ratio of four in each ten

thousand during a five-year period.

The rate has now fallen to less than

two in the same number and period.

The recent regulations adopted by the

Public Utilities Commission in New
York State approach nearer to the

French laws, perhaps, than that of any

other State, but it would be well if the

whole subject was taken up by a Na-

tional Commission the recommenda-

tions of which would likely meet with

the approval of the State Legislatures.

As statistics show, the most frequent

cause of fatal accidents from boilers is

bad maintenance. The French system

imposes the keeping of a regular log,

like that on board a vessel, recording

all the tests, inspections, cleanings

and repairs, all of which are obligatory

on the owner, at regular intervals.

The regulations do not apply to the

very low pressure boilers used for

warming buildings.

lection in chronological sequence of some

of the author's papers on the new move-

ment for the scientific betterment of

American railroading. Many of these pa-

pers have appeared in the press. The

value of these papers is greatly en-

hanced by the classified arrangement in

which they appear in the present volume.

Mr. Jacobs is particularly interesting on

the important subject of standardization

of the small-tool equipment, and it would

be well if his able work had a large cir-

culation among those who are engaged

in the organization and efficiency of the

railway machine shop.

BooK Notices

Locomotive Experiments. Book I. Lo-

comotive Indicating. The Locomotive

Publishing Co., London, England, and

Angus Sinclair Co., New York. 72

pages. Flexible cloth.

This is the first of a series of hand

books on locomotive experiments which

are the results of a series of tests con-

ducted under a variety of circumstances

and upon every kind of locomotive in use.

As is well known, the practical carrying

out of a locomotive test under actual

working conditions on the road is beset

with difficulties of various kinds. Many

of these obstacles are obviated by the

use of shop testing plants, but such ad-

vantages are gained at the sacrifice of

actual working conditions. The first vol-

ume of this series deals with the various

phases of locomotive indicating and will

be found of real practical value to the

practical railway man.

Autogenous Welding of Metals. Trans-

lated from Reports of the National

School of Arts and Trades of France,

by L. L. Bernier, M. E. Published

by The Boiler Maker, New York. 46

pages. Illuminated paper. Price, $1.00.

This work gives a brief and clear de-

scription of the application of Autogenous

Welding to the manufacture of tanks,

gasometers, receptacles for liquids or

gases, steam and hot water boilers, auto-

mobiles, piping, either steel, copper or

brass; and coils of all kinds. It also

gives directions for its application to re-

pairing old or new castings that may be

injured through blow-holes or cricks, and

in the general manufacture of steel, brass,

bars and plates, and other work. The de-

scription of the work performed is in

many instances particularly interesting and

we heartily commend the work to all who

are interested in Autogenous Welding.

The twenty-first annual report of the

Interstate Commerce Commission issued

by the Government Printing Office is at

hand and is of interest to railway men

in view of the fact that it contains a

number of decisions of the United States

Supreme Court in cases affecting rate

schedules and application of rates. An

interesting chapter is devoted to Block

Signals and automatic train stops. The

book has much of the fullness and conse-

quent dullness of Government reports.

Pages 287 and 288 are heroically eloquent

in describing the incidents on which the

awarding of life-saving medals were made

during the period covered by the report.

Betterment Briefs. A collection of Pub-

lished Papers on Organized Industrial

Efficiency, by H. W. Jacobs. Printed

by Crane & Co., Topeka. Kan. 240

pages. Profusely illustrated.

Mr. Jacobs has been long and favorably

known as a writer of marked ability, and

the superb volume before us is a col-

The Railway Magazine, of London, is

publishing extracts from the diary of

David Joy, the celebrated locomotive

superintendent, edited by Mr. G. A. Sekon.

The historical matter is highly valuable

and the publication preserves numerous

facts about pioneer railway times that

would otherwise be lost. The notes made

by David Joy embrace the most valuable

period connected with the early develop-

ment of the locomotive and is for British

practice what a diary kept by Isaac Dripps

or James Milholland would have been to

Americans.
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Applied Science Department

Elements of Physical Science.

XIV. CHROMATII S.

That branch of optics which treats of

colors is called chromatics. All white

light is composed of seven primary colors

combined in different proportions. Tin-

rainbow is the most clearly defined natural

phenomena illustrating the existence of

the primary colors in sunlight and taking

the form of an arch. It will be readily

noted that it appears in the opposite quar

ter to the sun. It occurs only when the

air is filled with drops of water and the

sun shines through them at a certain

angle. It is caused by the refraction an I

reflection of the sun's says. Sometimes
two bows are seen, one within the other.

The eye of the observer is so placed as to

receive but one of the colors from one

drop, but from other drops the eye re-

ceives other colors and so on, the whole
receiving an arched combination of the

seven colors.

The solar spectrum affords a beautiful

illustration of the primary colors and can

be readily shown by admitting the sun-

light into a dark room through a small

opening. Without interruption the ray of

sunlight will form a spot of white light

in the darkened surface receiving it. If

the ray of light be received on a glass

prism at a little distance from the open-

ing, the white spot on the wall will imme-
diately move upwards on the wall and
form an oblong space composed of seven

colors, consisting of violet, indigo, blue,

green, yellow, orange and red. These
colors are always shown in the same posi-

tion, red occupying the lower place and
violet the highest. They do not occupv
equal portions of the spectrum.

Violet occupies more than one-fifth of

the entire space, orange occupies one-thir-

teenth. According to the undulatory
theory propounded by Thomas Young and
elaborated by others, color depends on the

size of the minute waves that produce it.

The undulations from a red object are the

largest and are calculated at one-thirty-

eighth thousandth of an inch in breadth.

The undulations that produce violet are

calculated at one-sixty-thousandth in

breadth. The other colors are produced
by undulations varying between these

limits.

Colors may be said to have an affinity

for each other and each particular color

appears to the best advantage when placed
beside its complementary color, thus or-

ange and blue, and green and red, yellow
and violet are seen to advantage Jvhen
placed together. It is a curious fact that

in this arrangement of colors there is a

natural selection thai pontaneou
t" ill'' eye, as when looking intently at a

red 1 bject a circle nf light of gri en

to gather around it, and so on with the

1 ther colors.

Every ray of light possesses three dis

tinct properties—brightness, heat and the

power of producing chemical effect. This
last quality is called Actinism and is

strongest in violet and indigo rays. Seed,

placed under dark blue glass will germi-

nate much more rapidly than under ordi-

intensitii it pro-

dui ed bj 1 i 1 the three org.

iding to tl atioi -

bright light, whatever be its

color, seems to exciti

tions simulti 1

1

much as whiti

doi
. and ag;

almi 1 unconsciou ol 1 olor In color-

blindness one or mi ire oi - us of

sense is wanting or imperfect. John Dal
ton, the celebrated pi under

of the atomic theory of chemi tl

SCENE ALONG THE SOUTHERN RAILROAD.

nary light. Under red glass seeds will

germinate very slowly, if at all. The
colors also vary in degrees of heat. The
bulb of the thermometer placed in each of

the colors of a fixed spectrum will show
surprising variatii ns, red being the high-

est. Light from burning metals contain

colors similar to those found in the sun

and stars. Hence it is inferred that the

atmospheres of the sun and stars contain

the vapors of the metals in question, and
that these metals are in a state of incan-

descence, a white heat on the surface of

t'.v se heavenly bodies.

VISION OF CtLOXS.

Color blindness has been the subject of

much learned dispute. It is now generally

agreed that the normal eye has only three

color sensations—red, green and violet

—

and that>flie apparent color of any light

which falls on it depends merely en the

the first account of that ocular peculiarity

known as false vision of colors, sometimes
called Daltonism. His own experience is

particularly interesting. Being present at

a review of tro ps, and hearing those

around him expatiating on the gorgeous
effect of the military costume, he asked in

what the color of a s at differed

from that oi the grass on which he trod:

i:l ir was the derisive laughter and the

exclamaticns c 1 his companions which this

' sti nc t first made him
aware of the defectiveness of his eye-

sight. Besid s the blue and purple of the

spectrum he was able t recognire but one

w. The part of the image
called red appeared to him little more than

le or defect of light. Other colors

seemed to him to descend from an intense

to a rare yell w, - that with the excep-

f blue and purple his vision could
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only comprehend vai oi yel-

low.

THE HOLMGREN TEST.

An important feature in testing candi-

dates for employment in many depart-

ments in railways is what is known as the

Holmgren test. This consists of placing a

i of colored \\< u steds i n

good, clear daylight. A test skein

and placed at a distance of about

Eeet from the others and the candi-

date is asked to select from the heap of

colors all that look to him like the test

skein. An exact match is not expected,

but all that are of the same general c lor,

lighter or darker. This selectii n is fre-

quently repeated more than once. A can-

didate detective in color perception may

pick out -ome greens as well as some gray

or brown colors that may appear to him

of the same general color as the test skein.

Prompt or hesitating selectii ns are noted.

No names of colors are mentioned in the

tests, a comparison of colors being the

real test.

If a candidate selects any of the red

shades as looking like green it is a sure

sign of defect in color vision, so also does

a selection of gray or brown as looking

like green. If. on the other hand, green

should be selected as looking like red, the

candidate would likely be rejected. The

naming of colors or shades of colors is no

part of the test, as it is only those who

are familiar by long experience with the

endless varieties of the mixtures of colors

who can name them correctly. Red and

green as commonly used in railway sig-

nals are a sufficient test as to the color

blindness of a candidate, and it may be

noted that this peculiar defect is exceed-

ingly rare.

Soldering.

The term soldering is generally ap-

plied when fusible alloys of lead and

tin are employed for uniting metals.

When hard metals which melt only

above a red heat, such as copper, brass

or silver, are used, the term brazing is

sometimes used. Hard-soldering is the

art of soldering or uniting two metals

or two pieces of the same metal to-

gether by means of a solder that is al-

most as hard and infusible as the metals

to be united. In some cases the metals

to be united are heated, and their sur-

face united without solder by fluxing

the surfaces of the metals. This pro-

cess is then termed burning together.

Some of the hard soldering processes

are often termed brazing. Both brazing

and hard-soldering is usually done in

the open fire on the brazier's hearth.

A soldered joint is more perfect and

more tenacious as the point of the

fusion of the solder rises. Thus tin.

which greatly increases the fusibility of

its alloys-, should not be used for sol-

ders, except when a very easy-running

solder is wanted. Solders made with

tin are not so malleable and tenacious

as those prepared without it. The

Egyptians soldered with lead as long ago

as B. C. I-190, the time of Moses. Pliny

refers to the art. and says it requires

the addition of tin to use as a solder.

The tin came mainly from the Cassiter-

ides (Cornwall). Plumbers use solder

composed of two parts of lead and one

of tin, and a very slight variation in the

quantities makes a very considerable

difference in the working and also in

the soundness of the joint. If a slight

excess over the above proportion of

lead is used, the solder is more difficult

to work, and the joint when made fre-

quently leaks, the water passing

through the small cellules or pores in

the metal, and the joint is then said to

"sweat." If an excess of tin is used,

the solder melts too easily, and con-

siderable difficulty is found in keeping

it on the joint, and it cools so suddenly

that the joints always look rough and

ragged at the ends. They sometimes

require trimming up to make them look-

better; this solder also keeps running,

and then congealing, in such a way as

to be difficult to keep it at a workable

heat. Small portions of the metal also

keep sticking to the cloth used for

molding (technically called wiping) the

joint or seam as the case may be.

Plumbers' solder, with the above pro-

portions, on being melted, and then

allowed to cool, will generally exhibit

several bright spots on its surface, due

to the two metals partly separating.

These bright spots are generally a very

sure guide as to the proper quantities

of each metal used. If none are seen,

it is too coarse; and if too many are

seen, it contains too much tin and is

said to be too fine. If the spots are

small the metal may not be good, al-

though it may have beyond its proper

quantity of tin; but if the spots are

about the size of a threepenny piece the

solder very rarely fails to work well.

In uniting tin, copper, brass, etc., with

any of the soft solders a copper solder-

ing-bit is generally used. This tool and

the manner of using it are well known.

In many cases the work may be done

more neatly without the soldering-bit

by filing or turning the joints so that

they fit closely, moistening them with

the soldering fluid described hereafter,

placing a piece of smooth tin foil be-

tween them, tying them together with

binding wire, and heating the whole in

a lamp or fire till the tin foil melts.

Pieces of brass are often joined in this

way so that the joints are invisible.

With good soft solder almost any work

may be done over a spirit lamp, or even

a candle, without the use of a soldering-

bit. Advantage may be taken of the

varying degrees of fusibility of solders

to make several joints in the same piece

of work. Thus, if the first joint has

been made with the fine tinners' solder,

there would be no danger of melting it

in making a joint near it with bismuth

solder. The fusibility of soft solder is

increased by adding bismuth to the

composition. An alloy of lead 4 parts,

tin 4 parts, and bismuth 1 part, is easily

melted; but this alloy may itself be

soldered with an alloy of lead 2 parts,

bismuth 2 parts, and tin 1 part. By
adding mercury a still more fusible sold-

er can be made. Equal parts of lead,

bismuth and mercury, with two parts of

tin, will make a composition which

melts at 122 degrees Fahr.; or an alloy

of tin 5 parts, lead 3 parts, and bismuth

3 parts, will melt in boiling water. In

melting these solders melt the least

fusible metal first in an iron ladle, then

add the others in accordance with their

infusibility. It is convenient—and, in

fact, often necessary—to have solders

which will melt at different degrees of

temperature to avoid the risk of spoil-

ing the work by subjecting it to too

great a heat, when, with a little easy

flowing solder, there would be no

danger.

Questions Answered

ANGULARITY OF THE CONNECTING ROD.

(42) W. E. V., Harrisburg, Pa., writes :

Regarding Question No. 37 in your

May issue, I do not see why the piston

will have a longer distance to travel in

going from centre of cylinder to front

end and returning to centre, providing

there is no lost motion. Suppose en-

gine to have 24 ins. stroke, and pin is

on top quarter, the crosshead will move
12 ins. forward and return 12 ins. and

engine will then be on bottom quarter.

Why should not the same distance be

covered in going from bottom quarter

to back end and up to top quarter?

With a stationary engine I believe this

would hold true in starting, but I do

not see the point with a locomotive.

—A. The locomotive and the station-

ary engine are alike in this matter.

When the crank-pin is exactly on the

top or bottom quarter, the piston is not

exactly in the centre of the cylinder; it

is slightly nearer the back end. Sup-

pose you put the piston exactly in the

centre of the cylinder, the distance

from the wrist pin to the centre of the

main driving axle is the length of the

connecting rod. Now with that length

fixed, drop the crank-pin end of the

connecting rod from the centre of the

main driving axle down to the crank-

pin on the bottom quarter and look

what happens to wrist-pin, crosshead

and piston. They all move slightly

toward the back end of the guides, be-

cause the connecting rod is now at an
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.angle with the guides and not parallel

to them, and the connecting rod length

is fixed. The same is true with crank-

pin on the top quarter. This little de-

viation of the piston from the exact

centre of the cylinder is due to the

angularity of the connecting rod. With

this fact in your mind read over the

answer to Question Xo. 37 again.

( 4.? ) J. \\ t
. < ampbell, Mo., writes

:

When an engine is pulling a train of

cars on a level track or up-grade, is the

strain greater on the couplings near the

engine or upon those near the rear end of

the train? If the strain is greater upon
the front couplings, how much greater

is it?—A. Tlie strain is greater on the

couplings at the front of the train, but

it is not possible to say how much
greater when no weight of train or

other data is given. Attempts have

been made to use what was called a

continuous draw-bar attachment. This

was a system of through rods connect-

ing the draw-bars at each end of a car.

When a train thus equipped was
coupled up the draw-bars and rods

throughout the train formed, as it were,

one long continuous chain, and the

frames of the cars were relieved of

strain. It was like drawing a chain

along the ground and hooking a weight
into every link. A weight so hooked in

did not get the strain from those be-

hind it, but the chain itself had more
strain put upon it the more weights
were hooked in. As it usually is now,
the car frame is strained in the act of

pulling and the more cars on the train

the heavier the strain on the couplers

at the front end. In making a dynamo-
meter test, the dynamometer car is al-

ways put behind the tender, so as to

record the maximum pull.

LENGTH OF ECCENTRIC BLADE.

(44) J. G., Paris, Tenn., writes : Get-

ting the correct length of an eccentric

blade before the wheels are put under

engine or, for instance, the blade was
badly bent and broken and you wanted to

get length with wheels under engine and

you did not want to use any of the other

blades to get length from. I understand

you cannot get the exact length, but to

get it within % or 3/16 of an inch.—A.

In all classes of locomotives the distance

between the center of the axle to which

the eccentrics are attached and the center

of the rocker is readily found either on

the drawings usually kept in the shop or

by measurement, the frames being almost

always marked across the respective cen-

ters on the top of the frame. Unless the

rocker is offset in the arms, the distance

between the centers referred to is the

same as that between the centers of the

eccentrics and the centers of the links.

The length of the eccentric blade depends

on the amount of space occupied by the

eccentric casting taking the distance from

Hi. 1 ntei "i thi 1 .1 -ting to the pi linl 1 <i

neari 1 1 ontai 1 w ith the blade. Allowance

must also be made for the 'li tance be-

V, ,i ill. ..nil oi the link and the cen-

ter ,,f the hole for the eccentric rod pin.

1 CINE INDIl

(451 Apprentice, Fort Wayne, Ind.,

writes:

I am a reader of several mechanical

papers and I frequently see mention

made of tilings shown by the steam en-

gine indicator. I should like to under-

stand the working of that instrument,

but not having a college education I

suppose the information is beyond my
reach. Can you give me any help? A.

It does not require a college education

to understand the steam engine indica-

tor and to operate it. There is a chap-

ter in Sinclair's 'Locomotive Engine

Running' on Steam and Motive Power
that gives plain instruction about the

indicator. An excellent book on the

subject is Indicator Practice and Steam
Engine Economy, by F. F. Hemenway.
Besides giving plain instructions on the

indicator, that book is one of the best

treatises on steam engineering that we
are acquainted with. It costs only two

dollars when purchased through our

Book Department.

POSITION OF LINK BLOCK.

(46) G. W. C, Mt. Carmel, 111.,

writes: I notice that there is a differ-

ence in the Walschaerts movement on

some of our engines. The decapod

switch engine when in the forward

motion has the link-block in the top of

the link and in the backward motion
the block is in the bottom of the link.

On all our other Walschaerts gear en-

gines when in the forward motion the

link-blocks are in the bottom of the

links. Would you kindly say what the

difference is and why? The decapod

engine I have reference to was built

by the Brooks Locomotive Works and
is a 24 x 28 in. cylinder, piston valve

and is an inside admission engine. I

have studied it out every way and I

cannot see why it is.—A. In this case

it was for the sake of simplicity of

design. The American Locomotive

Company inform us that the re-

verse shaft bearing and link bracket in

this Brooks engine are both bolted to

the guide yoke. With this location of

the reverse shaft the radius rod is

necessarily connected to a backward
extending arm of the reverse shaft and
the reach rod to an upward extending

arm. the result being that when the re-

verse lever is in forward position the

link-block is at the top of the link.

The only difference this arrangement

of reversing mechanism makes in the

rest of the gear is that the eccentric

crank leads the main pin when the en-

gine is running forward; whereas, with

11 11 ua! " menl ol the Wal-
schaerts va n for inside admis-

sion va liere the link-block is at

1 bo "i the link when motion is

rward gear, the eccentric crank
- the pin.

Celebrated Engineers.

VIII

—

Willi

rs, like great commanders
of armies, are generally fortunate in at-

tracting kindred spirits around them.

These lieutenants rarely receive full cred-

it fur their work. Sometimes their merits

are purposely obscured by the leading

iini is to shine alone. Some-
times they prefer obscurity. William

Murdoch is a fine illustration of a clever

inventor and skilled mechanic who was
willing to conceal his own marked in-

dividuality in the overshadowing splen-

dor of a greater kindred spirit. He was a

native of Ayrshire, Scotland, where he

was born in 1754. His father was a

millwright, and young Murdoch followed

the same trade, and at the age of twenty-

two he found employment in the machine

shops where Watt's engines were being

constructed. He became mechanical su-

perintendent of the works and remained

in that capacity over fifty years. James
Watt owed much to William Murdoch.

The ideas of the master inventor found

read)- realization in the skilled hands of

the clever mechanic. He even went be-

yond the dreams of Watt, whose chief

w 1 irk was the perfecting of the stationary,

condensing, steam engine. Murdoch went

a step further and produced a locomotive

that ran about the works, but, strange as

it may seem. Watt did not encourage the

perfecting of the locomotive, or steam

carriage, as it was called. It is difficult

to understand on what kind of reasoning

Watt's conclusions were based. He was

modest and unselfish and very strongly at-

tached to Murdoch. Possibly the harass-

ing lawsuits, in which he was constantly

involved in his honest effort to protect

his inventions in connection with the

stationary engine, prevented the contem-

plation of adapting his great machine to

locomotion or marine service.

Murdoch quietly kept on with his work.

He produced the first engine equipped

with oscillating cylinders, and also the

first rotary engine, both of which subse-

quently came into considerable favor. It

is also claimed that he invented the d

sliding valve, and it is much to the credit

of both Watt and Murdoch that they al-

ways worked harmoniously together,

neither showing any anxiety about the

claims of originality of thought or meth-

od. It seemed that when Watt suggested

something new. Murdoch produced it, and

thus these two master minds brought

the new wonder of the world to a

degree of perfection in their own day

which has been but little improved upon

in the succeeding century.
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In the important department of machm*

shop tools necessary in the construction

of the steam engines, Murdoch produced

a variety of machines hitherto undreamed

of in the mechanical world. Like the

steam engine itself, they were all of mas-

sive design and of the very best workman-

ship Weight in material seemed to be a

strong feature of Murdoch's as well as

oi Watt's work. This degree of pon-

derousness is the more surprising in view

of the light pressure of steam at which

the boilers were kept. In this regard

Murdoch was far in advance of Watt,

who apparently was reluctant in attempt-

ing the use of steam at a high pressure.

It seemed that boiler construction did not

keep pace with machine work and, al-

though Murdoch practically produced the

high pressure engine, he was not en-

couraged on this important feature by

Watt to the degree which might naturally

be expected.

During a period in which the use of

the crank was kept in abeyance by some

legal entanglement, Murdoch devised the

beautiful arrangement in mechanism

known as the "Sun-and-Planet" wheels,

and kept the engine going in spite of the

law's delav. He was great in emergen-

cies Stories are told of personal ad-

ventures that throw strong light on the

character of the man. In Cornwall one of

the engines had broken down and Mur-

doch was sent to repair it. It appears

that a body of miners had become exas-

perated at the delay in resuming work

and threatened personal violence to Mur-

doch Their threats of assault were met

by Murdoch with a battery of blows that

p'roduced a panic among the amazed min-

ers When the engine was set going

again, Murdoch was carried shoulder high

in triumph by his former assailants

Apart from his constant and valuable

improvements in mechanism, he began

later on to experiment with inflammable

gases and about the end of the century

he obtained a patent on gas for illuminat-

ing purposes. It is a remarkable fact that

Watt and Boulton's works, where the

first steam engines were constructed, were

the first buildings to be completely lit up

with gas. The gas producing machinery,

which this new and important method of

lighting called into existence, was largely

the invention of Murdoch, and added

greatly to the amount of construction

work produced by the engineering firm.

Murdoch was also the first to use com-

pressed air as a motive power in the

driving of machinery. In the_ operation

of hoists, and in the transmission of let-

ters and packages, he made use of a

tube from which the air was exhausted

and demonstrated the possibility of the

pneumatic tube as a swift means of com-

mercial intercourse.
_

He lived to see the steam engine adapt-

ed to locomotion and with the exception

of the rails upon which the engine

moved, every other part of the mechan-

ism had been already produced by him

in miniature. He rejoiced in the success

of others in the various fields where he

had labored so long and so well. He was

a lovable and delightful character. Great

in mind and body, he was great in heart

and soul. Envy never seemed to come

near him. He found his life work in con-
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AIR VALVE APPLIED TO PRESS.

structing and perfecting Watt's engine.

The two great men were like Saul and

Jonathan—beautiful in their lives, and

it was peculiarly fitting that near the

graves of Watt and Boulton the remains

of William Murdoch, their wisest and

best friend, were also laid. A fine mar-

ble bust, the work of Chantry, marks

\

DETAILS OF AIR VALVE.

the spot and perpetuates the image and

memory of the great and good man.

Air Valve for Wheel Press.

A very expeditious method of reduc-

ing the amount of time and labor in the

operation of mounting car wheels has

been got up bv Mr. J. J. Acker, the car

foreman of the Rock Island Lines, at

Horton, Kan. The device has also the

merit of increasing the accuracy with

which the work may be done.

The idea is briefly the application of

air to operate the valve of an hydraulic

wheel press, and the air valve is placed

in the position most convenient for the

man in charge. In ordinary wheel

presses the feed water going to the

pump is controlled by a screw valve

operated by a hand wheel, and where

this valve is placed at the end of the

machine it necessitates the operator

walking close up to this valve in order

to regulate it, or else to stand by it all

the time while another man looks after

and gauges the wheels.

The plan adopted by Mr. Acker is to

substitute for the screw valve a plain

compression valve which is held closed

by the air pressure on a piston. The

stem of this valve projects out through

a specially designed packing nut which

has a projection ]/2 in. thick standing

out from it in the form of a loop about

3 ins. long. Up and down in this loop

a wedge-shaped little crosshead is made

to move by the operation of an upright

air cylinder placed below it. This piece

of mechanism is at the end of the wheel

press, and the compressed air for the

upright cylinder reaches it through a

pipe so placed that the operating air

valve is quite convenient for the man

working at the press.

When air is admitted to the cylinder

its piston rises, and the piston rod with

the wedge-shaped crosshead goes up,

the flat back of the wedge sliding along

the outer end of the slot in the packing

nut "loop." The wedge forces back the

water valve stem and so closes the

valve. When air is released from the

upright cylinder its piston and rod

descend and the wedge-crosshead comes

down and the water pressure opens the

water valve by means of the pressure of

water in the press. The water valve can

be opened or closed very quickly and any

degree of opening may be secured accord-

ing to the movement of the wedge-cross-

head.

The operator is thus enabled to stand

right up to his work and has the wheel

right before him as it is pushed on or

off the axle by the hydraulic press. At

the final stage a minute movement of

ram can be obtained by the sharp ac-

tion of air valve.

This device, which is not patented, has

had the effect of greatly increasing the

output of the wheel press, as the little

air cylinder works quickly in either direc-

tion. The device is an ingenious applica-

tion of air in railroad shop practice, and

it reduces labor and saves time.

How would it be when speaking of all

matters connected with the flow of air

into the ash pan, firebox flues and front

end of a locomotive to use the word

'draft," and when dealing with car ma-

terial, couplers, millings and buffing shocks

to use the word "draw?" In this sense

draft appliances would refer to things

connected with the flow of air caused by

the exhaust of a locomotive, and draw

gear would refer to the pulling equipment

of cars. This is just a suggestion, "You

pays your money and you takes your

choice," as the showman says.
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Air Brake Department

Westinghouse Brake Equipments.

QUICK-ACTION AUTOMATIC BRAKE.

The modern steam railroad brake may
be said to date from the appearance of

the Quick-Action Automatic Brake in

1887, at which time it became apparent

that a brake equipment must be provided

capable of satisfactorily handling trains

of 50 cars. The quick-action feat-

ure becomes operative when the brake

pipe reduction takes place suddenly in-

stead of gradually, as when a hose bursts,

a conductor's valve is used or the brake

valve handle is placed in emergency po-

sition. The first triple valve then oper-

ates in such a manner as to vent some

of the air in the brake pipe to the brake

cylinder, in addition to that flowing from

the auxiliary reservoir to the cylinder,

thus augmenting the cylinder pressure and

causing a local reduction in brake pipe

pressure which starts the next triple

valve to "quick action," and so on serial-

ly throughout the train. The straight air

and plain automatic systems, which pre-

ceded the quick-action automatic brake,

soon disappeared from general service.

HIGH-SPEED BRAKE.

In 1894 the high-speed brake was

perfected. The principles utilized by this

equipment had been thoroughly and prac-

tically demonstrated by the Westinghouse-

Galton tests in England in 1878. These

tests showed that, while the adhesion be-

tween the wheel and the rail—which

causes the wheels to persist in their ro-

tation—is practically uniform at differ-

ent speeds, the friction between the brake

shoe and the wheel—which resists the ro-

tation of the wheel, and thereby stops the

train—is considerably less when the

wheels are revolving rapidly than when

they revolve slowly. It was thereby dem-

onstrated that a greater pressure could

not only be safely applied to the wheels by

the brake shoes, at high speeds, but also

that such considerably greater brake shoe

pressure must be applied to the wheels

at high speeds, in order to resist the mo-

tion of the train as effectively as it is

resisted with the more moderate brake

shoe pressure at low speeds. This was

accomplished by the use of the standard

quick-action brake apparatus with only

the addition of a high speed reducing

valve attached to the brake cylinders.

Superior stopping capacity is obtained by

increasing the brake pipe air pressure

from 70 lbs., as used with the quick-action

brake equipment, to no lbs. The oper-

ation of this equipment is similar to the

quick-action automatic brake except that

(1) when mure than 60 lbs. is obtained

in the brake cylinder during service ap-

plications the high speed reducing valve

opens to discharge from the brake cylin-

der so much air as is necessary to restrict

the cylinder pressure to 60 lbs.; (2) dur-

ing emergency applications the blow-down

to the atmosphere through the high speed

reducing valve is slow at first, but grad-

ually becomes more rapid, being so timed

that the high brake cylinder pressure is

held while the speed remains high, but is

gradually reduced as the speed is dimin-

ished and the holding power of the brakes

becomes more effective.

DOUBLE PRESSURE CONTROL—SCHEDULE U.

For freight service, particularly in

heavy grade work, the possibility of util-

izing a brake pipe pressure higher than

70 lbs. is a considerable advantage. The

development of the high-speed brake

equipment suggested a very simple ar-

arrangement by which this desirable re-

sult might be obtained. This was ac-

complished by attaching the 70 lb. feed

valve to a reversing cock, instead of to

the brake valve as before, and attaching

to the other connection of the reversing

cock a similar feed valve set for 90 lbs.

By simply turning the handle of the re-

versing cock, therefore, the brake pipe

pressure could be changed from 70 lbs. to

90 lbs. or vice versa. The pump gover-

nor at the same time was changed from

the single to the duplex type, the com-

munications being so arranged that the

high or low pressure governor top was

made to control the air compressor ac-

cording to the position in which the re-

versing cock handle was placed ; the high

pressure governor top always controlling

the compressor during an application of

the brakes. This modification of the en-

gine equipment is known as the double

pressure control apparatus or schedule U.

It is particularly adapted for use on

heavy grades, where "empties" are hauled

up grades and "loads" down. The low

pressure is used, of course, with the emp-

ty cars and the high pressure cut in when

the cars are loaded, at which time even

the maximum percentages of braking

power with the higher pressure is much

less than that with the lower pressure

on the light cars.

COMBINE) AUTOMATIC AND STRAIGHT AIR.

With the increase in the length and

tonnage of freight trains, it soon became

apparent that some means of controlling

the brakes on the locomotive independ-

ently of those on the train would be of

great advantage, especially in heavy grade

service. This led to the development and

perfection, in 1900, of the combined auto-

matic and straight air engine and tender

brake equipment, also known as schedules

SWA and SWB. It consists of the stand-

ard automatic arrangement previously

employed on engine and tender with the

addition of a straight air brake valve

and a few other simple parts which per-

mit nf straight air brake applications on

the engine and tender alone, without in-

terfering in any way with the automatic

brakes. When handling the locomotive

alone in switching service, such an ar-

rangement is of great assistance in quick-

ening the movement of cars and reduc-

ing damage to lading and equipment. In

the handling of long trains it provides

an efficient means by which the slack of a

train may be prevented from running out,

thus avoiding shocks, strains or break-

in-twos, resulting from an attempt to re-

lease at low speeds, changes of grade,

curvature, and so on. It is also a very

convenient means of obtaining a light

braking power on the train when needed,

as in slowing up a train, making a stop

from very slow speed, to aid the retain-

ing valves to hold the train while re-

charging on a heavy descending grade, or

to hold the train while standing on a

grade.

ET ENGINE AND TENDER EQUIPMENT.

While the various equipments mentioned

possessed distinct operative advantages for

the particular service for which they were

designed, there were certain desirable

features not provided for by any of these

equipments. For example, it was impos-

sible to prevent the loss of braking pow-

er on account of brake cylinder leakage

and impossible to compensate for varia-

tion in piston travel. Moreover, the de-

velopment of new equipments had taken

the form of additions to or adaptions ot

previously existing equipments which at

the same time multiplied the number of

parts and occupied valuable space on the

locomotive. Furthermore, the various

equipments were mere especially adapted

for certain kinds of engines or classes of

service. All of these considerations led

finally to the combination of the desirable

features of all former equipments in a

single and simplified equipment which

should at the same time include many op-

erative functions heretofore unattainable

with any equipment. This is known as

the ET engine and tender brake equip-

ment. The operation of the brakes on the

cars is no different with this equipment

than with former locomotive brake equip-
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. but the engine and tender brakes

used with or independently of the

train brakes; uniform cylinder pressure

is obtained on the engine and tender re-

gardless of piston travel; cylinder pres-

sure obtained on the engine and tender

is automatically maintained, regardless of

brake cylinder leakage ; the engine and

tender brakes can be graduated off with

either the automatic or the independent

iij an increased flexibility

secured for service operations with in-

creased braking power in emergency ap-

plications above the maximum obtainable

in service applications. Instead of a fur-

ther multiplication of parts it has been

possible to reduce the number of pieces

of apparatus considerably, so that in the

number of operating parts the equipment

is much simplified as compared with for-

mer equipments. This idea of simplifica-

tion is emphasized by the adaptability of

this one equipment to all kinds of en-

gines and all classes of service, thus

bringing about a uniformity desirable

from all points of view. In this con-

nection it may be stated that the ET
equipment requires only slight modifica-

tions when applied to electric locomotives

to provide for the requirements of double-

end operation and the use of an electric

pump governor and motor-driven air

compressor.

TYPE K TRIPLE VALVE.

The improved types of car brake ap-

paratus are of two classes, adapted to

the particular requirements of freight and

passenger service, respectively. As the

demands of freight service became more
severe, due to the increase in train lengths,

speeds and car capacities, it became evident

that certain operative features not pro-

vided by the older equipment were rapidly

becoming necessities.

(1) Quick Service. To overcome the

slow application of the brakes toward

the rear of a long train, and the shocks

and damage incident to such a difference

in braking power on the head and rear

ends of the train, it was necessary to pro-

vide means for obtaining a certain and
uniform service application of all the

brakes, and to shorten the time interval

from the movement of the brake valve

handle to the application of the last brake

in the train.

(2) Uniform Release. To avoid

break-in-twos when releasing at low-

speeds, caused by the retardation at the

rear still continuing after that at the

head end of the train has ceased, due to

resulting undesirable effects, it was nec-

sary to insure the uniform releasing of

all the brakes in the train.

(3) Uniform Recharge. Also to avoid

overcharging the reservoirs at the head

end of the train when reJeasing, with the

resulting undesirable effects, it was nec-

. essary to provide means for uniformly re-

charging the reservoirs of the entire train.

All these functions are incorporated in

the type K triple valve. This valve is

similar in operation to the former quick-

action triple valve with the addition of

(1) the quick-service feature, by means
of which a supplementary reduction

of brake pipe pressure takes place

at each triple valve during a service

reduction, similar to that during emer-

gency applications, but less in degree. The
result is a certain and quick serial serv-

ice action of the brakes and consequently

a uniform and much more effective brak-

ing power on the entire train, for light

as well as heavy reductions, due to the

fact that each brake applies and does its

share of the work. Evidently this also

means that the air consumption will be

greatly reduced. (2) The Uniform Re-

lease feature, by means of which the re-

lease of the brakes on the head end of

the train is retarded and that of the rear

brakes quickened so that a uniform re-

lease is obtainable on the train as a

whole; (3) the Uniform Recharge feat-

ure, which so operates as to permit more
air to flow back toward the rear of the

train by restricting the opening to the

auxiliary reservoirs at the head end of

the train. This prevents the overcharg-

ing and reapplication of the head brakes

and because of the uniform recharge of

the train as a whole, makes it possible to

secure an approximately uniform braking

power on the train should a second appli-

cation be called for immediately after a

release. It is plain, therefore, that while

new and advantageous features have been

added to those of the former quick action

triple valve, all the functions of the old

valve are retained, and in mixed trains

the older type of valve improved in pro-

portion to the number of new type valves

present.

TYPE L TRIPLE VALVE.

Many conditions affecting the operation

of passenger trains have changed since

the introduction of the high-speed type

of air brakes. Trains have become heav-

ier, and speeds higher. Traffic has greatly

increased so that trains must be run more
frequently. Better designed trucks per-

mit more efficient brakes to be used, and

more uniform conditions as regards brak-

ing power make their use practicable.

Considerations of safety demand that, on

account of the higher speeds, heavier

trains, and more frequent service, a brak-

ing power be used for emergency stops

limited in amount only by the adhesion of

the wheels to the rails. Regard for the

comfort of passengers and the minimizing

of the wear and tear on rolling stock

;

economy of time, which is of great im-

portance where stops are frequent ; and

the necessity for stops being made with

accuracy as well as smoothness ; all these

require a brake having the highest possi-

ble degree of flexibility in severe opera-

tion. In order that trains may be con-

trolled easily and smoothly when running

at either high or low speeds, and that

stops may be made quickly and with the

least liability of wheel sliding, the brake

apparatus must provide essential features

of operation. A small brake pipe reduc-

tion must give a moderate brake cylinder

pressure and a moderate but uniform re-

tardation on the train as a whole. It

must be possible to make a heavy service

reduction quickly, but without liability of

quick action. It must be possible to grad-

uate the release as well as the application

of the brakes. To insure the ability to

obtain brake applications in rapid succes-

sion and to full pow: er, it is necessary to

quickly recharge the auxiliary reservoirs.

This feature also enables the engineer to

handle long trains in heavy grade work
with a much greater factor of safety than

heretofore, and eliminates the need for

retaining valves.

For high speed trains a high brake

cylinder pressure available for emergency
applications is imperative, in order to pro-

vide a maximum braking power when the

shortest possible stop is required to save

life or to avoid accident.

These requirements have been met by

the type L triple valve, which is similar

in operation to the former type of quick-

action triple valve, with the addition of

the following features : Quick recharge of

auxiliary reservoirs by which a rapid re-

charging of the brake system is secured,

thereby maintaining an approximate equal-

ity of pressure on the auxiliary reservoir

and brake pipe sides of the triple valve

piston, thus making it possible to obtain

full braking power immediately after a

release has been made and permitting as

many applications and releases in quick

succession as may be desired, without ma-
terially depleting the system. Graduated
release, which permits of partially or en-

tirely releasing the brakes on the entire

train. High emergency cylinder pressure,

which greatly increases the avail-

able braking power in emergency
applications over the maximum ob-
tainable with a full service reduction.

With this, as with all quick-action triple

valves, a portion of the air contained in

the brake pipe is vented to the brake cylin-

der in emergency applications, thus pro-

viding for the quick serial operation of

the brakes in the usual way. This, in

itself, increases the brake cylinder pres-

sure thus obtained considerably above

the maximum possible in ordinary serv-

ice applications. The high emergency

pressure feature referred to still further

increases this emergency pressure and the

high cylinder pressure thus obtained is re-

tained without reduction until released. A
supplementary reservoir is used in addi-

tion to the ordinary auxiliary reservoir,

the function of which is to assist in ob-

taining the graduated release of the brakes

and the high emergency cylinder pressure.
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Electrical Department

Steam and Electricity Compared.

By W. B. Kouwenhovj n E.E., M E

In any railroad problem where the num-

ber of stops is large, the speed varies

widely from time to time. The train

starts from the station and at first rapidly

increases or accelerates in speed, then

more and more slowly until practical-

ly a uniform speed is reached. This

period is known as the period of ac-

celeration. The uniform speed or run

ning speed, as it is called, is continued

until the power is shut off and the train

allowed to coast or drift ahead. During

the period of coasting the speed decreases

slowly. Then the brakes are applied and

the train brought quickly to a stop at

the next station. This process in train

performance is repealed again ami again

and forms a regular cycle of events. The

shorter the time required for each cycle,

the higher the schedule speed.

The schedule speed of a train is the

number of miles an hour covered by the

train. If a train covers nine miles in

thirty minutes, including the time spent

in stops at stations for unloading and load-

ing passengers, the schedule speed of the

train is 18 miles per hour. In other words,

the schedule speed for a given run is the

average speed of the train for the entire

run expressed in miles per hour.

The higher the schedule speed the more

trains there are per hour and this means

an increased capacity for the road. For

example, suppose that the arrangement of

the blocks permit the operation of a train

every half mile. With a schedule speed

of 15 miles per hour it would be possible

to run thirty trains an hour, or a train

every two minutes passing a single point

on the line. And for every half mile in-

crease in schedule speed, there would be

an additional train per hour. The num-
ber of trains leaving a station in an hour

is called the frequency of service.

In such a problem as was presented to

the Manhattan Elevated Roads in 1900,

where there are a large number of sta-

tions at more or less regular intervals,

the cycle of events was of necessity re-

peated a great many times in a single

trip. There were also a very large num-
ber of passengers to be carried, and every

six-car train added meant approximately

an increase of six hundred passengers

carried to their destination.

In order to increase the carrying capac-

ity of a line several things are possible

:

First, the trains may be run at a higher

schedule speed ; second, the length of the

blocks may be shortened; third, the length

id the train may be increased. In this

comparison only the first method,

of increasing the schedule speed, will be

considered. In the addition of cat

the train, electricity has an advan-

tage o\ 1 1 '• .1111 becausi v\ it li thi

of the multiple unit system of CO

the length of the train is only limited

by the length of the station platform [n

fact, since the adoption of electricity, the

average length of the train has in-

creased from 3.8 cars in the days of steam

to 5.3 cars with the present electrical

equipment.

A number of changes may be made

that will increase the schedule in any

rate of acceleration. Acceleration is

the rate of change of velocity. For exam-

ple, if the above mentioned train reaches

its inn -iles an hour, in

its rate of acceleration would

half mile per hour, per second. Or

the velocity of the train would increase

ach second for

the first minute. At the end of thirty

seconds the train would be running at a

speed of 15. miles an hour. The rate

of acceleration also depends upon the force

or tractive effort exerted at the tread of

the driving wheels during the period of

acceleration and upon the weight of the

train. The tractive effort may be defined

FORNEY ENGINE, AT ONE TIME USED ON THE MANHATTAN ELEVATED.

given case, but in this comparison only

two will be discussed. First, that of in-

creasing the rate of acceleration, thus

shortening the time required to reach the

uniform speed ; second, that of increas-

ing the running speed.

The running speed of a train is the

velocity at which it travels after the speed

has reached practically a constant value.

For instance, if the running speed of a

train is 30 miles an hour, then it would

travel 30 miles in an hour if the speed

were maintained constant for that length

of time. The value of the running speed

depends upon the force exerted at the

tread of the driving wheels at that speed,

and upon the weight of the train. This

force is known as the tractive effort, and

is measured in pounds pull.

The remaining change to be considered

as the force that the driving power,

whether it be steam or electricity, exerts

at the tread of the driving wheels.

Therefore as both the running speed

and the rate of acceleration depend upon

the tractive effort that the equipment

can produce, with a given weight of

train the one that gives the greatest trac-

tive effort per unit train weight will give

the highest schedule speed. This re-

duces the comparison of steam and elec-

tricity on the Manhattan Elevated roads

to a comparison- of the tractive efforts

per ton produced by the locomotives that

were used from 1S72 to 1902 and that of

the motor cars of the present day. The
one that gives the highest tractive effort

per ton would increase the capacity of the

road the most.

The locomotives used were the Forney
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type and were what are called 0-4-4

engines. They were operated under very

favorable conditions, were not over-

loaded, were of simple construction and

were well maintained. The boiler was

of wagon-top extended type, and had a

heating surface of 498 sq. ft. The ratio

of the heating surface to the grate area

was as 50 to 1. They carried a steam

pressure of 130 to 13s lbs. The cylinders

were 12 x 16 ins. and the diameter of

the driving wheels was 42 ins. The

locomotives had a total weight of 46,93°

lbs.; of this 31,200 lbs., or 66.5 per cent.,

u.i^ carried on the drivers.

I In- tractive effort in pounds for a

steam locomotive is equal to the cylinder

diameter in inches squared, multiplied by

the mean effective pressure in pounds, and

the stroke in inches, the product divided

by the diameter of the driving wheels

given in inches. Expressed as a formula

it is

:

d'XSXP
T=

D
Where T= tractive effort in pounds.

d=di?.meter of cylinder in inches=i2
P=mean effective pressure in pounds.
S=stroke in inches=i6
D = diameter of drivers in inches= 42

When starting from a station and dur-

ing the early part of acceleration the

valve has its full travel and is open for

about 14 ins. of piston travel. The mean

effective pressure would then equal about

85 per cent, of 135 lbs., or 115 lbs. Tak-

ing 85 per cent, of the boiler pressure is

in accordance with the rule of the

Master Mechanics' Association, and sub-

stituting the proper values in this for-

mula we have

:

(i2)
JXn5Xi6

T=- - = 6,310 lbs.

42

: 268.5 1^.

This is the tractive effort at starting

that is produced by the engine. The

tractive effort per ton equals

6310

23S

This ratio between the tractive effort and

the weight on the drivers is 4.95.

The engine can maintain this tractive

effort only at the very low starting

speeds, because as the speed increases the

wheels revolve faster and the boiler could

not economically supply the demand for

the larger consumption of steam if high

speed could be maintained with the late

cut off used at the start. Therefore the

engineer shortens his valve travel by

in. tching up the reverse lever, thus bring-

ing his cut-off earlier in the stroke as the

train gains speed. This smaller quantity

of steam reduces the mean effective pres-

sure and therefore lowers the tractive

effort. At a speed of 16.5 mils an hour,

and with a cut-off at one-third stroke the

engine exerts a tractive effort 3,200 lbs.,

or 136.1 lbs. per ton.

The motor employed in the present

electrical equipment is manufactured by

the General Electric Co., and is known to

the trade as the G. E.-66, railway motor.

1 he motor is a four-pole series 500 volt

railway motor and is rated at 125 h. p.

The motor is attached to the truck by

what is known as the noose suspension.

The driving pinion has 16 teeth, the gear

on the axle 61 teeth, making the gear

ratio 61 to 16, or 3.81. The wheels .of

the motor car are 33 ins. in diameter.

The motor weighs 4.000 lbs. and there

are two motors to each motor cat. jottl

motors being mounted on the same truck.

The total weight of the car, including the

two motors, is 61,000 lbs. Of this, 34,500

lbs., or 56.5 per cent, of the total, is on

the driving wheels. The apparatus for

the motor control and its operation was

described in the December, 1907, issue

of Railway and Locomotive Engineer-

ing.

The tractive effort produced at the

tread of the car wheels depends upon the

torque developed by the motor. The

term torque and its meaning was ex-

plained in our last month's issue. The

torque of the motor is transmitted by

means of the gearing to the rim of the

wheel. The average efficiency of the

gearing is practically 95 per cent. The
tractive effort in pounds developed by

the motor equals 24 multiplied by the

number of gear teeth, multiplied by gear

efficiency, multiplied by the motor torque

in pounds, the product divided by the

number of pinion teeth times wheel diame-

ter in inches. This gives the tractive

effort. Expressed as a formula it is:

24 G e qT=
PD

Where T~ tractive effort in pounds
G = number of gear teeth = 6i.

e = gear efficiency = 95 per cent.

q=torque of the motor in pounds.
P^number of pinion teeth=i6.
D = wheel diameter in inches— 33 ins.

During acceleration the motor takes a

current input of 275 amperes and de-

velops a torque of 1,730 lbs. Substituting

in the formula

:

24X61X.95X1730
T = = 4,550 lbs.

i6X33

This is for one motor only, and as there

are two motors to each motor car, there

will be twice the tractive effort, or a

total of 9,100 lbs. for the car. The trac-

tive effort per ton is

9100-= 298.36 lbs.

305

This gives a tractive effort of 29.86 lbs.

per ton in favor of the electric motor

during the period of acceleration. The

ratio between the tractive effort and the

weight on the driving wheels is 3.8.

The motor only develops this torque

during acceleration. The speed rises

after the starting resistances are entirely

out of circuit and the current falls, until

at 16.5 miles per hour, each motor is pro-

ducing a tractive effort of 2,300 lbs., or

a total of 4,600 lbs. for the two motors.

This is equivalent to 150.8 lbs. per ton

as against 1 36. 1 lbs. per ton for steam at

this speed.

This advantage in tractive effort of

29.86 lbs. per ton in favor of electric

ti action is greater than at first sight.

The locomotive pulled usually a four-car

train. The weight of each passenger

coach was about 15. tons, making a total

train weight of 83.5 tons including that

of the engine. To start this load the

locomotive could only produce at its

maximum a draw-bar pull of 7,000 lbs.,

which would give an acceleration of

about .8 miles per hour per second. On
the other hand a 5-car motor train, con-

sisting of 3 motor cars and 2 trailer cars,

each trailer weighing 18.7 tons, has a

total weight of 129 tons. The three motor

cars will develop a tractive effort of ap-

proximately 27,000 lbs., which will pro-

duce an acceleration of about 2 miles

per hour per second, as against .8 miles

per hour per second for the steam loco-

motive. The schedule speed maintained

by the electric equipment is 15 miles per

hour, as against approximately 12.95 miles

per hour in the days of the steam loco-

motive.

Electricity also has some additional ad-

vantages. It is much cleaner than the

steam engine and there is an entire free-

dom from smoke which is a very impor-

tant advantage in a city. The loco-

motive contains unbalanced reciprocating

parts in the form of rods and cranks.

These unbalanced parts produce vibra-

tion and what is called a hammer blow

on the rails. The tractive effort of the

locomotive is not constant, but varies

widely, depending upon the steam pres-

sure in the cylinders and upon the posi-

tion of the cranks. When it is at its

highest there is a tendency to start the

drivers slipping. On the other hand the

motor is free from unbalanced parts and

its torque is contantly and continuously

applied to the wheels.

When a steam locomotive is standing

at a station or on a siding it is burning

coal. A motor car when lying idle does

not consume power.

From an accurate record of the dura-

tion of all delays taken for the months

from November, 1900, to March, 1001,

when steam was employed, and for the

corresponding months of 1905-1906, with

electricity, it appears that for the five

months with steam operation the total

car mileage was 18,527,773 miles and the

total delay 8,258 train minutes. The car

mileage per train minute delay was 2.243

miles. For the corresponding period

with electric traction the total car mile-

age was 25.482,081 miles and the total de-

lay 5,970 train minutes, or a car mileage

of 4,268 miles per train minute delay.

It must be remembered that the months

involved are those in which the difficulties

of operation due to weather conditions

and the number of passengers carried are

at the maximum.
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Patent Office Department

c HANK TIN TURNING MACHINE.

A crank-pin turning machine has been

patented by M. II. Westbrook, Port

Huron, Mich., No. 884,966 It comprises

a cylindrical bed for attachment to the

outer end of a crank pin, a cylindrical

tool carriage mounted to turn on and

to slide axially on the bed, gearing for

turning the tool carriage, the carriage

CRANK-PIN MACHINE.

having guided movement in the hub

of one of the gears. There is also

means for feeding the tool carriage.

The machine can be readily operated

either by hand or power.

STUFFING BOX.

An improved stuffing box has been

patented by F. A. Dailey, St. Paul, and

B. Long, Minneapolis, Minn., No. 884,-

318. The device consists of a stuffing

box of the usual kind to which is added

a chamber communicating with the in-

terior of the box and extending out-

wardly therefrom, the chamber being

adapted to hold a reserve supply of

IMPROVED STUFFING BOX.

plastic packing, and a screw operated
ram working within the chamber,
adapted to force a supply of the stored

packing into the stuffing box.

GAUGE COCK.

An improved gauge cock for boilers

has been patented by J. J. Finnegan and
C. E. Webster, Benwood, W. Va., No.
880,786. The chief feature of the device

is an automatic attachment which ad-

mits of the removal of a gauge cock

without a resultant exhaustion of

steam from the boiler. As will be seen

AUTOMATIC GAUGE COCK.

from the accompanying illustration the

gauge cock is provided with a tapered

threaded socket, which extends into the

hoihr and is provided with one or more
ports. A coiled spring in this socket

keeps s valve open when the gauge

cock is in place and closes the valve

when the gauge cock is withdrawn.

CAR WHEEL CHILL.

\ patent has been granted to Mr. B. M.

Carr, superintendent Dickson Car Wheel

Co., Houston, Texas, for an improvement

in contracting car wheel chill. The device

consists of a series of segments, made
right and left, with dove-tail ends, placed

together to form a circle with a small

CHILL MOLD FOR CAR WHEELS.

spacing strip on face for the purpose of

forming the slots, also for relieving the

gases from the mold. There is a ring of

metal cast around the dovetail end of the

segments which binds them all together.

No machine work is necessary except to

bore out the proper diameter of the wheel

so that the chill can be speedily put in

use. The inventor claims an important

degree of economy in time and labor.

BRAKE SHOE.

Mr. W. B. Goodwin, Columbus. Ohio,

has patented a brake shoe. No. 882.107.

It comprises a back member, a single in-

tegral shell member having back, side and

end walls, a filling therefore formed of

a composition of matter adapted to en-

gage frictionally with a wheel. There are

bolts embedded in the composition ex-

t< tiding outwardly through the back mem-
ber to secure the shell member rem-

thereto.

BRAKE OPERATING Dl

An automatic air brake operating de-

\ ii e h; i' patented by !'.. M. Cain,

STOP SIGNAL DEVICE.

Wilmington. Del. Xo. 882,372. The de-

vice comprises an air brake controlling

angle cock arranged adjacent to one side

of the train and embodying an operating

lever adapted to be raised and lowered,

and a signal embodying an arm adapted

to be set in the path of movement of the

lever to turn it and operate the angle cock

when the lever is in its operative position.

VALVE-SEAT GRINDER.

F. Kopriva. Xew York, X Y., has

patented a valve-seat grinder, No. 886,-

002. The device consists of a frame

carrying rotatable mechanism, a chuck

VALVE SEAT GRINDER.

spindle with attached gearing. There

is also a rack, and an eccentric engag-

ing the rack, and means for regulating

the orbit of rotation of the eccentric.
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Historic Locomotives at Purdue.

By Robert C. Schmid.

There are, at present, but two im-

portant collections of old locomotives

in the United States. One of these is,

FIG. 1. ENGINE USED ON THE MADISON
INCLINE.

of course, the notable collection be-

longing to the Baltimore & Ohio Rail-

road; the other is at Purdue University,

Lafayette. Ind. The locomotives in

the Purdue museum cover a variety of

operate the inclined plane at Madison,

by means of the rack system. This

incline has a 6 per cent, grade, extend-

ing a distance of three miles out of

the city of Madison, Ind. Accordingly,

a locomotive, the "M. G. Bright," Fig.

1, was ordered from M. W. Baldwin

& Co. in 1847. to work the incline. A
second, the "John Brough," followed

in 1850. Except for the cog arrange-

ment, the engines were very similar

to Mr. Baldwin's standard 8-wheel

connected engine of the time. The
drivers were 42 ins. in diameter, and

the cog-wheel was worked by 17 by

18-in. cylinders set vertically over the

boiler. The cog-wheel could be raised

out of contact with the rack, when not

in use, and the locomotive used like

any other engine. But this arrange-

ment had its drawbacks. Often, while

ascending the steep grade, the cog

Fir,. 2. THE "RUBEN WELLS," EUILT IN 1S6S.

types, largely those which have per-

formed unusually good service in their

day, or which are of particular interest

on account of an especial design, rep-

resenting the work of some well known
builder. The locomotives include the

"Reuben Wells," of the old Jefferson-

ville, Madison & Indianapolis Railroad,

now a part of the Pennsylvania Line*

;

the "Daniel Nason," which belonged to

the Boston & Providence, now a part

of the New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford; Engine 173, an old Baltimore &
Ohio Hayes ten-wheeler; an American
type locomotive, formerly No. 1040, of

the Chicago & North Western Railway ;

an especially designed English locomo-

tive, the "James Toleman," exhibited

at the Columbian Exposition in 1893,

and a full-sized wooden model of the

"Tornado." of the old Raleigh & Gas-

ton, now included in the Seaboard Air

Line Railway.

L'ndoubtedly, the most noted loco-

motive in the group is the "Reuben
Wells," which came to the University

in 1906. It was used in pushing ser-

vice on the Madison incline, and re-

calls an interesting history. When the

Madison & Indianapolis Railroad was
opened, in 1847, it was decided to

would become disengaged from the

rack, and the entire train would go

thundering down the hill. At the bot-

tom of the incline there was a sharp

river, at the foot of the incline, or else

be piled up against one of the sur-

rounding buildings,

These cumbersome and uncertain en-

gines si ion became a detriment to the ever

increasing traffic of the road. In the year

1868 (the road was then known as the

Jeffersonville, Madison & Indianapolis,

through a consolidation of the old

Madison & Indianapolis and the Jef-

fersonville Railroad) Mr. Reuben
Wells designed and had built, at the

Jeffersonville shops of the company,
the locomotive "Reuben Wells," No.

35, Fig. 2, which is now in the museum.
Few persons had thought of abandon-

ing the rack-rail, and depending on ad-

hesion of the driving wheels to the

rails alone, but Mr. Wells made bold

plans and was successful. The per-

formance of the engine attracted at-

tention far and wide. The editor of

London "Engineering," to whom Yan-

kee genius was still new, would not

believe that so steep a grade could

be operated without the use of the

rack, until he sent a representative to-

Madison to investigate.

From Mr. Wells' report on the en-

gine is obtained the following' descrip-

tion: "Some of the dimensions of the

engine are as follows: Cylinders, 20x24

ins.; the drivers consist of live pairs,

all of them coupled and all 49 ins. in

diameter. No truck is used under the

engine, all of the wheels being drivers;

the boiler is 56 ins. in diameter, is of

heavy 7/16 in. iron, and has 201 iron

tubes, 12 ft. long and 2 ins. in diameter.

The firebox is 5 ft. 8 ins. deep, 5 ft. 3

ins. long, 4 ft. wide at the top and 3 ft.

at the bottom, having a heating surface

of 116 sq. ft., while the heating surface

of the tubes is 1,262 sq. ft. It is what

is commonly called a tank engine; that

FIG THE REMODELED ENGINE. "RUBEN WELLS.'

curve, after which the road paralleled

the Ohio River. The train, in its rapid

descent, would either go off into the

is, carrying the water and fuel on the-

frame and wheels of the engine proper,,

the tank holding 1,800 gallons of water.
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The weight of the engine with fuel and

water is 112,000 lbs. The cylinder

power, with an average effective pres-

sure in the cylinders of 100 lbs. per sq.

in., is capable of exerting a tractive

force of 21,818 lbs. on a level road, less

the friction of the working parts of the

engine itself."

FIG. 4. THE "DANIEL NASON."

Some years later the engine was re-

built, in part, Fig. 3, the number of

driving wheels being decreased to four

pairs. A portion of the coal and water

space at the rear was cut off, and a

saddle tank was placed on the boiler.

The J.. M. & I. R. R. was absorbed by

the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis, in 1873, and the "Reuben

Wells" became No. 635 of that road.

One of the old rack-rail locomotives,

the "M. G. Bright," was rebuilt on

similar lines to the "Reuben Wells." It

exploded its boiler in 1S77. The "Reu-

ben Wells" was in constant use until

a few years ago, when the company de-

cided to retire her. The incline is at

present worked by a powerful eight-

coupled side tank locomotive, built in

1896. Before sending the "Reuben

FIG. 5. OLD B. & O. TEN-WHEELER.

Wells" to Purdue, the Pennsylvania

people restored her to her original

form, as nearly as possible, and re-

splendent in a bright coat of paint, her

appearance is not unlike that when she

rolled forth from her shop in July,

1868.

The "Daniel Xason" is one of the

few inside-connected American-type

locomotives still in existence. It was
built in 1858, at Roxbury. Mass., by

Mr. George N. Griggs, master mechanic

of the Boston & Providence Railroad.

This engine, Fig. 4, doubtless recalls

to the minds of manv old railroad men

the inside connected 1 ttvi 1
com-

mon in the Ne I ates in the

50's. Anothi 1 famous insider of the

old Boston & Providence was the "New
York," built by Mr. Griggs in 1851. It

had a diamond stack, of which Mr.

Griggs was the inventor. "The Nason"
is an eight-wheel, 4-4-0 type engine,

with i6x20-in. cylinders inside the

frames, and connected to the forward

driving axle, which is cranked. The
engine weighs 52,650 lbs., has 54-in.

driving wheels, and truck wheels 30 ins.

in diameter. In the driving wheels, a

circle of wooden blocks about 1 in.

thick, as was the practice of that time,

is employed between the centres and

tires of the wheels. Steam pumps,

operated by the crossheads, were used

to supply water to the boiler, and the

bell hung between the two old-time

safety valves seems odd to us now-
adays. A cast plate on the dome reads,

"B. & P. R. R., July, 1858, Geo. N.

Griggs, machinist." The tender is

carried on three pairs of wheels set

in rigid pedestals. The locomotive was
deposited with the University, in 1905,

through the courtesy of Mr. Samuel
Higgins, general manager of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford.

Old B. & O. Engine No. 173 is par-

ticularly interesting on account of its

historical connection with the Winans
camelbacks. This locomotive is often

improperly spoken of as a Winans
camelback engine, but strictly speak-

ing it is neither a Winans engine nor

a camelback; in fact, it was a type

which Mr. Winans was very much op-

posed to. Engine 173, Fig. 5, is cor-

rectly known as a Hayes ten-wheeler,

the type having been originated in

1S53 by Mr. Samuel J. Hayes, master

of machinery of the Baltimore & Ohio;

it was thought that the Winans en-

gines were too hard on the track and

curves. The Hayes and Winans en-

gines differed, in that the former were

of ten-wheel or 4-6-0 type, while the

latter were eight-coupled, without

trucks. The Hayes ten-wheelers are

sometimes referred to as the camel-

back type, on account of the location

of the cab on top of the boiler, near

the middle, and the sloping rear end

of the boiler, the same as in the

Winans engines.

The first locomotive of Mr. Hayes' de-

sign was c instructed in 1853 by W. Dun-

mead & Co., of Baltimore. Many more fol-

lowed, until 1857. when their construc-

tion ceased for a time. For some rea-

son the type was again revived in 1868

by Mr. John C. Davis, M. M.. who had

a lot of them built at the Mount Claire

shops of the company. Engine 173 is

one of this latter lot. The principal

dimensions are as follows: Cylinders

10x22 ins.: driving wheels 50 ins. in

diameter, the driving wheel base being

8 ft. 10 ins.; truck wheel 2S ins. in

tol 1 weight of engine is

lbs., of which 56,500 lbs. is on

:ivcrs; firebox .
-. by 59

]A
ins.; grate area 17.39 sq. ft.; the boiler

contains 132 tubes 2^2 ins. in diameter,

13 ft. long, and the total heating surface

ft. The engine came to

-.ity in Xovember, 1901, after

a five-day trip from Baltimore under

it having been in ser-

vice until a few days before its de-

parture. It was presented to the Pur-

due museum through interest shown by

Mr. J. N. Barr, F. D. Underwood and

F. D. Casanare, of the Baltimore &
Ohio.

FIG. 6. BALDWIN ENGINE OF 1873.

The Chicago & North Western Ameri-

can-type locomotive is a class which

was common for passenger service in

the 70's and 8o's. It was built in 1873

at the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The engine has been changed some-

what since building. Fig. 6 shows it

as originally built, by increasing the

length of the smoke box and substi-

tuting a straight stack for the diamond

stack, as in Fig. 7. The engine is a

16x24, with 62-in. drivers, and truck

wheels 26 ins. in diameter. The total

weight of the locomotive is 72.000 lbs.

The boiler is 4 ft. in diameter at the

front ring, is provided with 134 2-in.

tubes 10 ft. 10 ins. long, and has 780

sq. ft. of heating surface. The firebox

measures 65x34' j ins. The engine was

FIG. 7. C. & N. W. 4-4-0 TYPE.

sent to Lafayette soon after its re-

tirement from active service.

The locomotive "Tornado." Fig. 8,

a wooden model of which is in the

museum, was the second engine owned
by the Raleigh & Gaston, a parent line

of the present Seaboard Air Line Rail-

way. The original engine was imported

from England in 1840, and Mr. Albert

Johnson, who was the first engineer

to run the engine, supervised the con-

struction of the model. It has inclined

cylinders 9x20 ins. and a single pair
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of driving wheels 54 ins. in diameter, The lirebox is 8 ft. z¥a ins. in length, 3
placed in front of the firebox, which is

circular, and is surmounted by the well

known Bury haystack dome. The
boiler is 34 ins. in diameter. The valves

were actuated by hook motion. The

ft. 4 l/2 ins. in width, and of unusual

depth. The tubes, instead of terminat-

ing at the forward end of the firebox

as in common practice, project into the

lirebox a certain distance, in order to

FIG. 8. TI1H "TORNADO," SECOND ENGINE ON THE SEABOARD AIR LINE
RAILWAY.

model was presented to the University

in 1902, by the Seaboard Air Line, as

a result of the interest shown by Mr.
R. P. C. Sanderson, superintendent of

motive power, and Mr. J. N. Barr, gen-

eral manager.

The "James Toleman," Fig. 9, is an

English-built locomotive and was ex-

hibited at the Columbian Exposition

in 1893. It was designed by Mr. F. C.

W'inby, of London, and was con-

structed by Hawthorne, Leslie & Co.,

of Newcastle, England. In many ways
the "James Toleman" represents some-
what radical departures from ordinary

practice. The peculiar construction of

the boiler is the first thing which an

observer notices, it being elliptical in

section, in order to fit between the un-

FIG. 10. AN EARLY COACH ON THE B. & P.

usually large driving wheels. It con-

sists of two intersecting circles 50 ins.

in diameter, the centres of the circles

being 17 ins. apart. Cross stays are

employed to strengthen the boiler

across the flat portions in the middle.

secure greater length. The lower part

of the firebox is of copper, V2 in. thick,

and the upper portion of -y& in. steel.

Besides having a freakish boiler, the

locomotive is burdened with still an-

other peculiarity. Four cylinders are

arranged in two
pairs to drive in-

dependent axles.
Two of them are

17x22 ins., are in-

side the frames,

being attached to

the forward driv-

ing axle, which is

cranked; the other

two, i6'/2X24 ins.,

are outside the

frames and in-

clined slightly,
being connected to

the rear pair of

drivers. This ar-

rangement necessi-

tates the use of a very long piston-rod to

reach the guides on the outside connec-

tions. The valves of the inside cylinders

are controlled by the Stephenson link mo-
tion and those for the outside cylinders by

the Joy valve gear. The engine weighs

120,000 lbs., with 70,000 lbs. on the

drivers, which are 90 ins. in diameter;

the truck wheels being 49 ins. The
boiler has 2,000 sq. ft. of heating surface,

[,817.4 sq. ft. in the tubes, which num-
ber 134, and are 2 ins. in diameter and

14 ft. 914 ins. long, and 182.6 sq. ft.

in the firebox.

The workmanship and materials em-
ployed in the construction of the

"James Toleman" are the best that

could be had. At the close of the expo-
sition at Chicago, the engine was placed

in service on the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, where it failed to steam
porperly or to prove equal to other

engines of its class. A description of

this locomotive, together with a letter

from the superintendent of motive

power of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul regarding the performance of the

engine on that road was published in

the November, 1907, issue of Rail-

way and Locomotive Engineering.

After the failure of the "James Tole-

man" to perform properly on the C,
M. & St. P., the officials presented the

engine to the Purdue museum. An-
other weak point about the locomotive

was the fact that it was very much
more rigid than the American locomo-
tive. Much trouble was experienced in

delivering the engine, as it left the

track repeatedly, when it encountered

some of the numerous curves of the

Purdue switch.

Besides the locomotives, the museum
contains several other features. One of

these is an early coach of the Boston

& Providence Railroad, Fig. 10. It

was built in 1834, and was at one time

drawn by horses between Dedham and

Readville, Mass. It ran for a long

time between Boston and Dedham.
There are also in the museum a full-

sized smokebox and cylinder casting of

a Richmond compound, a full-sized

FIG. 9. THE 'JAMES TOLMAN."

sectional model of a piston-valve, ex-

hibited by the American Locomotive
Company at the St. Louis Exposition;

an old walking-beam steam engine,

several types of car trucks, several

forms of old rails and ties, and numer-

ous other small articles of historical

value.

The collection is at present housed

in a large temporary wooden building,

but it is hoped that, in the near future,

a suitable building will be provided.

Correction does much, but encourage-

ment does more. Encouragement after

censure is as the sun after a shower.

—

Goethe.
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Items of Personal Interest

M. M. and M. C. B. Officers.

This month we have the pleasure of

presenting the portraits of the officers of

WILLIAM M INTOSH

President M. M. Association

the American Railway Master Mechanics'

and Master Car Builders' Associations.

The conventions are held this year at At-

lantic City from the 17th to the 24th of

H. H. VAUGHAN
/ 'ice Prest. M. M. Assn.

June. The president of the Master Me-
chanics' Association is Mr. William Mc-
intosh, Superintendent of Motive Power
of the Central Railroad of New Jersey.

The three vice-presidents of the Associa-

tion, in the order of their election, are

Mr. H. H. Vaughan, Assistant to the Vice-

President of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

Way; Mr, George W. Wildin, Mechanical

Superintendent of the New ifork, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad, and Mr.

K. II. Clark, General Superintendent of

Motive Power of the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy Railroad. Mr, Angus Sin-

clair, Chief Editor of Railway and Loco-

motive Engineer] to, is Treasurer of the

Master Mechanics' Association.

The president of the Master Car Build-

ers' Association is Mr. G. N. Dow. ' . n

eral Mechanical Inspector of the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern Railway.

The vice-presidents of the Association, in

the order of their election, are Mr. R. F.

McKenna, Master Car Builder of the Del-

GEO. W. WILDIN

Vice Prest. M. M. Assn.

aware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad;

Mr. R. W. Burnett, Assistant Master Car

Builder of the Canadian Pacific Railway;

Mr. T. M. Ramsdell, Master Car Builder

of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway. Mr.

John Kirby of the Lake Shore & Michi-

gan Southern, is the Treasurer of the

Association, and Mr. Joseph W. Taylor,

Chicago, is the permanent Secretary of

both the M. M. and the M. C. B. Asso-

ciations.

Professor Ira O. Baker, who has

been for 34 years connected with the

department of civil engineering of the

University of Illinois, has been granted

by the trustees, leave of absence for

one year from July 1st. 1908. It is un-

derstood that Prof. Baker will devote

himself to the work of revising his

well-known book on "Masonry Con-
struction." The executive duties of the

department of civil engineering will be

assumed by Prof. J. P. Brooks.

Mr, ('has. Conlisk, who 1

d thi interests "[ the injector de-

nt of William Selli . Inc.,

so faithfully in the Middle West for

many years, has been compelled to

evei his connection with the company
on account of ill health.

F. H. CLARK

J 'ice First. M. M. Assn.

Mr. \Y. F. Perdue, late instructor in

standard rules for the Chicago & Al-

ton, has been appointed to a similar

position with the Mexican Central.

ANGUS SINXLAIR

Treasurer M. M. Assn.

Mr. Clinton B. Conger, until recent-

ly connected with the International

Correspondence School, has been ap-

pointed to represent the interests of
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William Sellers & Co., Incorporated,

of Philadelphia, in the States of the

Middle West. Mr. Conger's appoint-

ment is in the injector department of

this well-known firm and he will con-

tinue to call on many of his old friends

in his new capacity. Mr. Conger was

president, Mr. H. H. Vaughan, assist-

ant to the vice-president of the Cana-

dian Pacific; second vice-president, Mr.

JOHN KIRBY

Treasurer M. C. B. Assn.

at one time connected with the editorial

staff of Railway and Locomotive En-

gineering and is well known to our

readers.

Mr. Chas. J. Birchfield, in charge of

the advertising department of the San-

ta Fe Gulf Lines, with headquarters at

Galveston, has been promoted to ad-

vertising manager of the western di-

of the Lima Locomotive Works, has

been retained by the committee on Per

Diem of the American Railway Associa-

tion to compile the data upon which

their report will be based.

Mr. Edward C. Rutherford has been

appointed manager of the newly opened

G. N. DOW

President M. C. B. Assn.

A. A. Maver, master mechanic Grand

Trunk System; executive committee,

Messrs. J. H. Calahan, James Coleman,

A. A. Goodchild, T. McHattie, A. W.

Wheatley and W. N. Dietrich; secre-

tary, Mr. James Powell; treasurer, Mr.

S. S. Underwood.

Mr. A. L. Mcintosh, formerly gen-

eral foreman on the Illinois Central at

R. F. M KENNA

Prest. M. C. B. Assn.

. of the SaJita Fe .system, at Los

Angeles. Cal.

The Canadian Railway Club has

elected officers for the ensuing year as

follows: President, Mr. L. R. Johnson,

assistant superintendent of motive

power of the Canadian Pacific; vice-

JOS. W. TAYLOR

Secretary M. M. and M. C. B. Assns.

office and works of The Goldschmidt

Thermit Company in Toronto, Can. The

new branch was opened for business

May 1st. Mr. Rutherford is a Canadian

by birth, and has a wide acquaintance

among the business men of the Domin-

ion, having been for several years man-

ager of the Magann Air Brake Com-

W. K. BURNETT

Vice Prest. M. C. B. Assn.

McComb, Miss., has been appointed di-

vision master mechanic on that road,

with headquarters at East St. Louis,

Mo., vice Mr. H. C. Eich, transferred.

Mr. Kepler Johnson has been ap-

pointed assistant superintendent, first

and second districts, fourth division of

the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad,

with headquarters at Alamosa, Colo.

Mr. George L. Wall, chief engineer

T. M. RAMSDELL

Vice Prest. M. C. B. Assn.

pariyi and also of the Canadian Brake

and Supply Company.

Mr. Wm. Renshaw has resigned as

superintendent of machinery of the Il-

linois Central, after 43 years' service. He

commenced his service in the drawing of-

fice of that road in 1865 and worked his

way up to superintendent of machinery.
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Mr. G. W. Murphy has been appointed

chief train dispatcher on the D., L. & W.,

vice Mr. F. M. Benning, promoted.

Mr. F. M. Benning has been appointed

passenger train master 011 the Lacka-

wanna, vice Mr. Frank Cizek, trans-

ferred.

Mr. C. C. Foltz has been appointed as-

sistant superintendent on the Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western, vice Mr. J. G.

Sickles, resigned,

Mr. J. Archibald has been appointed

locomotive foreman on the Canadian

Pacific Railway at Field, B. C, vice

Mr. A. W. Clark, transferred.

Mr. R. J. Turnbull has been appointed

master mechanic on the Illinois Central

Railroad with headquarters at Waterloo,

la., vice Mr. R. W. Bell, promoted.

Mr. H. C. Eich has been appointed

master mechanic on the Illinois Central

Railway with headquarters at Paducah,

Ky., vice Mr. J. IT. Nash, transferred.

Mr. W. C. Whittaker has been ap-

pointed assistant master mechanic of

the Rio Grande Western at Helper,

Utah, vice Mr. C. E. Deweese, resigned.

Mr. J. G. Neufifer has been appointed

superintendent of machinery on the Il-

linois Central, with headquarters at Chi-

cago, 111., vice Mr. Wm. Renshaw, re-

signed.

Mr. Henry Eisle has been appointed

general foreman of shops of the Wa-
bash Railway, with headquarters at Ft.

Wayne, Ind., vice Mr. J. M. Robinson,

transferred.

Mr. N. L. Smitham, formerly master

mechanic of the Texas Midland, has

been appointed master mechanic of the

Texas Central, with headquarters at

Walnut Springs, Texas.

Mr. A. C. Miller has been appointed

general foreman of the mechanical de-

partment of the Texas Midland, with

headquarters at Terrell, Texas, vice Mr.

N. L. Smitham, resigned.

Mr. W. Cockfield has resigned as lo-

comotive superintendent of the Mexi-

can Railway to become chief locomo-

tive superintendent of the Peruvian

Corporation at Lima, Peru.

Mr. F. P. Huntley, vice-president and

general manager of the Gould Coupler

Company, has just returned from a tr'p

of some few months abroad, where he

has been on business and pleasure.

Mr. J. H. Nash, master mechanic of

the Illinois Central at Paducah, Ky.,

has been transferred as master me-
chanic on the same road to Waterloo,

la., vice Mr. R. W. Bell, promoted.

Mr. J. M. Robinson, general foreman

of shops of the Wabash at Ft. Wayne,
Ind., has been transferred to St.

Thomas, Ont., in a similar capacity,

vice Mr. W. C. Chambers, promoted.

Mr. David Newhall has been appoint-

ed manager of the department of sup-

plies for railroads, manufacturers and

contractors, of the George M. Newhall

Engineering Co., Ltd., of Philadelphia,

Pa.

Mr. John R. Thompson, mechanical

engineer of the Fitz-Hugh Luther Com-
pany at Hammond, Ind., has been ap

pointed mechanical engineer of the

Chicago Great Western, with office at

Oelwein, la.

Mr. Everett E. Stone, formerly engi-

neer of maintenance of way and struc-

tures on the Boston & Albany, has been

appointed chief engineer of that road,

with headquarters at South Terminal

Station, Boston, Mass.

Mr. R. W. Bell, formerly master me-

chanic of the Illinois Central at Water-

loo, la., has been appointed assistant

superintendent of machinery on that

road, with office at Chicago, vice Mr.

J. G. Neuffer, promoted.

Mr. Walter E. Emery, formerly engi-

neer of maintenance of way of the

Chicago & Alton, at Kansas City, Mo.,

has been appointed chief engineer on

the Peoria & Pekin Union Railway,

vice Mr. Stanley Millard, resigned.

Mr. T. C. Hudson, master mechanic

on the Canadian Northern Quebec Rail-

way, will be removed from Shawinigan

Falls to Quebec, and be in charge of

mechanical matters on that road and

the Quebec & Lake St. John Railway.

The appointment of Mr. J. P. Mabee,

heretofore a Justice of the High Court

for Ontario, as Chief Commissioner of

the Canadian Railway Commission, suc-

ceeding the late Mr. A. C. Killam, has

been announced in the Canadian Ga-

zette.

Mr. A. S. Burrows, formerly connect-

ed with the motive power department

of the Buffalo & Susquehanna, but lat-

terly chief clerk of that department on

the Rock Island, has resigned to take

a similar position with the Lackawanna

at Scranton, under Mr. T. S. Lloyd, su-

perintendent of motive power. He was

associated with Mr. Lloyd on the Rock-

Island.

Mr. William R. Toppan, who for the

past six years has been general manager

of the Kenniott Water Softener Com-

pany, has resigned. Mr. Toppan has been

identified with the railway supply business

for the past twenty years, so he will

probably be heard from again in the

same field in the near future. We join

with his many friends in wishing him

every success.

The business interests of the H. W.
Johns-Manville Co., in the City of Detroit,

and the territory adjacent thereto, have

increased to such an extent that a new

branch is to be opened by that company.

This branch will be at Xo. 72 Jefferson

avenue, Detroit, and is under the manage-

ment of Mr. Willard K. Bush. Mr. Bush

is well and favorably known throughout

that section of the country, having been

conected with the Milwaukee branch of

the company for a number of years. The

company will have a complete stock of

goods at the Detroit branch, so that ship-

ments can ordinarily be made directly

from that point.

Dr. Frederick H. Millcner, whose in-

teresting experiments with wireless

control of niacin 'he Union Pa-

cific, arc described in 1 olumn of

this issue, graduated from the Jefferson

Medical College, Philadelphia, in 1894,

at the head of his class. Thence he went

to Buffalo, X. V , and engaged in prac-

tice. I [e, however, spent much time in the

electrical laboratories of De Veaux

College, Suspension Bridge, N. Y.

The big power plants in the vicinity of

Buffalo had an irresistible attraction for

him. He took a course of study in De

Veaux College, including all there was

to be had on electricity. He also took

work in Xiagara University. When his

ability as a physician brought him large

practice he often spent the day attend-

ing his patients and then hurried to a

private laboratory which he had fitted

up and spent the entire night at his

electrical experiments. Two years ago he

gave up his practice and came to the

Union Pacific shops as electrical engineer.

His career has been remarkable, show-

ing as it does a power drawing him ir-

resistibly from the profession of medi-

cine, which was the end toward which

his youthful thoughts and energies were

directed by his parents in his student

days, to the fascinating field of elec-

tricity with all its marvels and its broad

realm of possible discovery.

Obituary.

William J. Murphy, vice-president of

the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas

Pacific and Alabama Great Southern, died

at his home in Cincinnati, Ohio, on May

10th, at the age of 60 years. Mr. Mur-

phy was born at Greenfield, Mass., on

August 23rd, 1848, and entered railway

service in April, 1862, with the Erie Rail-

way, afterward the Xew York, Lake Erie

& Western. He remained with that road

for 38 years, serving successively as mes-

senger in the telegraph office, telegraph

operator and ticket clerk at Deposit, N. Y.,

station agent and yardmaster, telegTaph

operator in the train dispatcher's office,

train dispatcher Delaware division, chief

train dispatcher and division operator

same division, and from August, 1S82, to

November, 1884. he was superintendent of

that division. He then became superinten-

dent of the Buffalo and Rochester divi-

sions, and from August, 1887, to March,

1890, he was general superintendent. In

March, 1891, Mr. Murphy was appointed

superintendent of the Brunswick division

of the East Tennessee, Virginia & Geor-

gia at Macon, Ga., and two years later

he was made superintendent of the Cin-

cinnati division of the Cincinnati, New
Orleans & Texas Pacific. He was pro-

moted to the position of general manager
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in November, 1899, and was chosen vice-

president of that road and of the Ala-

bama Great Southern in April. 1903. Mr.

Murphy was the originator of the stere-

opticon method of instruction in railroad

signalling, which was illustrated and de-

scribed in our March issue.

Leon Millard, after a comparatively

brief illness, died Tuesday, May 5th, at

Rutland, Mass., where he had been stay-

ing for the past four weeks. Mr. Millard

was 21 years of age. His illness was of

short duration, beginning about the last

of February, and rapidly growing worse

until the end. He was born in

Attleboro, Mass., and graduated from

the public schools. About four years

ago he took up the study of loco-

motives and entered the locomotive

works in Providence, R. I., as an appren-

tice. He showed marked progress, and
after many promotions was transferred,

about a year ago, to the drawing office

of the American Locomotive Com-
pany at Schenectady, N. Y. He became
absorbed in his work to such an extent

that he found little time for anything else,

with the result that his health gave way
under the strain. In February, he came
home to Attleboro, but the very best of

loving care did not avail to save him. He
had shown remarkable promise and ability

in the work he had chosen for his career,

and his loss is deeply deplored by all who
knew him.

George S. MacKinnon, assistant master
mechanic on the Canadian Northern
Railway, died last month at his home in

Winnipeg, Man. Mr. MacKinnon had for

many years been connected with the Can-
adian Pacific. He was an engineer on
the South-Eastern Railway many years

ago, in the Province of Quebec, before

that line was acquired by the C. P. R.

When the South-Eastern became part of
the Canadian Pacific he was master me-
chanic at Farnham, Que., and was sub-

sequently moved to Toronto as master
mechanic of the Ontario & Quebec divi-

sion. Later he was transferred to the

Winnipeg shops of the C. P. R., and a

few years ago he resigned from that com-
pany's service and took a position on the

Canadian Northern.

Walter G. Berg, chief engineer of the

Lehigh Valley, died suddenly at his home
in New York from an attack of acute in-

digestion. He had been engaged in rail-

road work since 1879, beginning his career

as an inspector for the Delaware Bridge
Co. He had been connected with the Le-
high Valley for more than ten years.

Mr. Berg was a member of the Ameri-
can Society of Civil Engineers, the Ameri-
can Railway Engineering and Maintenance
of Way Association, of which he was only

recently elected president ; the American
Roadmasters' and Eastern Maintenance of

Way Association, American Association

of Railroad Superintendents, Society for

the Promotion of Engineering Education,

American Society for Testing Materials,

New York Railroad Club, former presi-

dent of the Association of Railroad Super-

intendents of Bridges and Buildings, and

a member of the Founders and Patriots of

America. He received a gold medal in

1876 for a prize treatise on "Spherical

Conic Sections," and was the author of

several scientific works.

William A. Pitcher, who, for the last

two years, held the position of Eastern

Railroad representative of S. F. Bowser

& Co., was one of the twelve who lost

their lives in the burning of the Aveline

Hotel, at Fort Wayne, Ind., on May 3rd.

Mr. Pitcher was forty-five years old and

was highly esteemed, and had many warm
friends throughout the entire railroad fra-

ternity. His loss will be deeply regretted

by all his friends.

50-Ton Drop-Bottom Gondola.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy have

recently received the last of the order for

one thousand cars ; they are 100,000 lbs.

capacity, all steel, drop-bottom gondolas,

which were built by the Bettendorf Axle

Company, of Davenport, la. The car

presents a handsome appearance, and has

some interesting features which go to

make up an exceedingly strong form of

construction.

Car designers have, roughly speaking,

followed two distinct lines of construction

;

one is where the load is carried upon

deep, fish-bellied, centre sills, with side

sheets having little carrying value; the

other plan is to make the centre sills,

usually channels, act as columns to ab-

sorb pulling and buffing shocks. The
Bettendorf Axle Company have produced

a car which happily combines these two

theories. The sides and the centre sill

are made to carry their respective loads,

yet the carrying power of all the mem-
bers is so arranged that no one part is un-

duly stressed or requires to be of abnor-

mal section to give it the necessary

strength.

The general dimensions of the car are

40 ft. long inside, 9 ft. 6 ins. width inside,

51 ins. depth inside. The side sheet is

of J4-'n - steel, shaped at the bottom with

a wide sloping flange, which does not

retain any material when the car is

dumped. Each side is made up of two

sheets, spliced at the middle by the cen-

tre stake and a heavy splice plate. Each

side sheet is stiffened by seven stakes

made of pressed steel. Each stake is

riveted to the end of a cross sill, for a

length of 10 ins., giving firm resistance

against side thrusts. Our illustrations

clearly show the coping roll and other de-

tails which make the entire side present

a neat and compact appearance.

The end sheet is made with a deep,

heavy, top roll, and flanged at the cor-

ners to make a connection for the side

STEEL GONDOLA ON THE "Q," BUILT BY THE BETTENDORF CO.

The car is of quite an open type, which

renders inspection easy. Most of the mem-
bers are made of standard rolled sections,

easy to obtain and easy to apply. The
side and end sheet construction are radi-

cal departures from the generally accept-

ed form. Instead of the ordinary top

chord angles, the side coping is formed

by rolling the sheet at the top into a long

tube, 2% ins. inside diameter. The end

sheet has a heavier top roll and is addi-

tionally stiffened by a heavy corrugation.

sheets. It is further stiffened by a large

star-shaped corrugation, 3 ins. deep. The

sheet is made of ;4-in. steel and is shaped

cold. The end sill is riveted to the sheet

and is made of a 10 in. channel, the top

flange of which is bent upward to lie

flush against the end sheet, and the web

is shaped into a long, straight corru-

gation across the car. Poling pockets are

also pressed into the channel web. The

end sill is shaped in one operation with

the metal cold. The severity of treatment
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given to it ensures only the best grade

of open hearth steel being used.

The characteristic feature of this car is

the single centre sill which is designed,

should concentrated weights be hauled, to

carry the entire load, or when the car is

loaded uniformly, to carry only 58 per

cent, of it. The centre sill is made up

of three distinct members; .1 j.i-in., 80-lb.

I-beam ; an 18-in. cover plate ; and the

Bettendorf cast steel centre sill ends or

centre sill. Permanent floor plates of 5/16

ins. steel extend from the body bolster

to the end sill, and are riveted to the

side sheets with the centre sill compri

sion plate hiding the joint of the plati

Five 10-in. I-beams and two Betten-

dorf body bolsters constitute the cro

sills. In many cars heavy transoms and

light floor-beams arc used. In tin di

sign of car, however, each needle l>< am
has been made strong enough to transmit

flange of side sh

The trucks are the Bettendorf standard

cast steel side frame 50-ton type. The
truck has the journal boxes cast integral

with the side frames, and dispenses with

arch bars, columns, bolts, etc. The cast

luces the weight of the

trucks about 1,000 lbs. per car and elim-

inates nearly 200 pieces per set of trucks.

The light weight of the car is 37,800 lbs.

and trucks alone 14, -'60 lbs. The tare

UNDERSIDE OF THE C. B. & Q. CAR, SHOWING CENTRE SILL.

draft sills. The I-beam centre sill ex-

tends between the bolsters, and the web

is cut out at each end and the bottom

flange thrown up, reducing the beam's

depth at ends from 24 ins. to 15 3/16 ins.

The Bettendorf centre sill ends are cast

steel with draft lugs cast integral and

are arranged for tandem draft gear, but

they can be readily designed to ac-

commodate any desired draft gear. The
centre sill ends extend from the striking

its load to the centre sill, and because of

the beam being continuous from side to

side of the car, it does not depend upon

rivets to properly perform its duty. The
top flange of the I-beam is set down at

the centre, which allows the top of the

needle-beam to come flush with the floor

level without making a cut in the top

flange of the centre sill.

The load is dumped by means of 12

drop doors, operated by winding chains

weight runs about 2 to 3,000 lbs. lighter

than the ordinary car of like dimensions.

The openness and simplicity of the car

permit inspection to be quickly and easily

accomplished. The fact that there are but

a few hot pressed shapes in the whole car

facilitates repairs at small divisional

points, and as the various members have

not their coating of iron oxide destroyed

by reheating, it helps them to resist the

corrosive action of coal or moisture. The

50-TON STEEL GONDOLA FOR THE CHICAGO, BURLINGTON & QUINCY.

plate to back of the body bolsters, where

they are riveted to the centre sill I-beam,

with heavy rivets. The body bolster is

continuous and passes through the cen-

tre sill ends and is securely riveted to

them, both top and bottom. The cover

plate runs the entire length of the car.

The drop door hinge butts are riveted to

the cover plate and web of the I-beam

and a shaft 2j^-in. in diameter. The doors

are made of 5/16 in. steel, flanged and

secured to the centre sills by malleable

iron hinges. Steel hangers riveted to the

needle-beams catch the doors and take

away all strain from the winding chains

when the load is dumped. The dumping
mechanism is a creeping shaft device and

is protected from injury by the bottom

construction of the centre sill gives it

power to resist high buffing shocks and
the principle of distribution of stresses

enable the car to withstand the heaviest

kind of service. A car of this design

will be exhibited on the show tracks at

the M. C. B. and M. M. Conventions at

Atlantic City, and visitors will be amply
repaid by a careful inspection of the car.
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The Strouse Stoker.

This stoker is of the plunger type,

and although it was not evolved from

what was formerly known as the Day-

Kincaid stoker, its general appearance

is somewhat similar. It consists of a

PLAN

SECTIONAL ELEVATION

PLAN AND SECTION OF NOSE.

detachable frame mounted on wheels

for easy handling. This frame carries

a detachable hopper, the reciprocating

plunger which distributes the coal, and

a horizontal steam cylinder with valves,

valve motion, throttle lever, etc. There

is a special fire door hinged at the top

which opens inwardly and is operated

automatically. A simple conveyor, not

in guides. This plunger is fitted with a

specially shaped steel nose, as shown
by the photograph taken from above

at an angle of 45 degs. Coal from the

hopper feeds down into the pockets

and upon the plunger nose platform in

the firebox doorway. The forward

movement of the plunger scatters the

coal forward and to the sides, so that

the forward part and front corners of

the grates and the front corners of the

firebox are properly covered. The
body of the plunger when pushed for-

ward cuts off the coal feeding from the

hopper until the nose returns to its

farthest back position to receive the

next charge. Two pockets are pro-

vided, one on either side of the rear

portion of the nose, and these carry a

part of the coal into the firebox on the

forward stroke of the plunger, and on

its return stroke these pockets dis-

charge this coal into the back corner

and rear part of the grates.

The specially designed firedoor is

hinged at the top and is opened and

closed automatically by the operation

of the stoker throttle mechanism. The
whole apparatus with the exception of

this door is secured to the fire door ring

by two slotted lugs and keys and by

suspension turn-buckle rods which hook^HHI
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Hammer and Chisel. ness and seven or eight inches in marks from surfaces requiring to be
In spite of the fact that the air ham- length. The Hat faces of the chisel perfectly smo

mer is coming rapidly into general use, should be on a perfect plane with one In chipping, care should be taken to
it is not at all likely that the use of the of the sides of the octagon, and the direct the eye on the cutting edge of
old-fashioned hammer and chisel will dressed portion between two and three the chisel. Directing the attention to
ever become a lost art. A good chip- inches from the cutting edge of the tin head ni the chisel cannot fail to
per is a sure sign of an accomplished chisel. Experience speedily determines lead to disaster. As we stated at the

outset, however, nothing can take the

place of a trying experience, and it is

only after long, laborious efforts that

the hand and eye and hammer and
chisel work in perfect unison, and the
rhythmic cadence of successive blows
always marks the master machinist, the

sculptor in metal.

machinist. A mastery of the art does

not come to any one over night. It

can only be acquired by steady prac-

tice, and is generally accompanied by
wounds and bruises. The hand hold-

ing the chisel usually suffers most. A
machinist, like Othello, could beguile

us of our tears recounting the distress-

ful strokes from which his youth suf-

fered. The evil is frequently augment-
ed by poor tools. Hammers unshapely

and ill balanced, chisels of poor steel,

poorly dressed and ill tempered and im-

properly ground form a combination

that jar the delicate sensibilities of the

unhappy apprentice, and each re-per-

cussion piles on the agony, like Pelion

on Ossa, until the weary nerves almost

cry aloud in anguish.

Shop-made, or home-made, hammers
are almost always unfit for use, unless

it might be for cracking hickory nuts.

Factory-made hammers, where the me-
chanical appliances used are perfect in

form and structure, and the steel select-

ed is based on reliable tests, are the

proper tools to use. Apart from the

form and weight of the hammer, the

handle is of vital importance. It should

be slightly flexible and should be so set

in the eye of the hammer that its length

should not only be at right angles to

the axis of the hammer head, but its

longest cross section as described in

the oval form of the handle should be

perfectly parallel with the axis of the

hammer head.

The best chisels are octagon steel,

about seven-eighths of an inch in thick-

BACK VIEW OF STROUSE STOKER

the degree of thinness and also the

angle of the cutting edge. Steel will

require the shortest angle, being the

hardest material; sixty degrees being

about the reliable limit. Softer metals

can be readily cut with chisels ground
at longer angles. The cutting face of

There is a very old expression in com-
mon use and that is "right as a trivet"

Some people paraphrase it by saying,

"tight as a rivet," but this is wrong, as the

original expression is the first one. The
"Tightness" of the "trivet" depends upon
the fact that the trivet is what its name
implies, a three-legged stand; and a
three-legged stool will stand firm on any
sort of rough ground, hence the signifi-

cance of the expression, and this leads

us to remark that one of the points of

excellence of the Johnson Frog is the

fact that it is practically a trivet, and
when in place, ready for business, it is

supported on three points and this insures

a solid bearing on any kind of track. It

will, on account of this triangular shape,

replace at one setting wheels off on either

side of the rail. There are ten points

of excellence enumerated by the Johnson

STROUSE STOKER IN POSITION ON AX ENGINE.

all chisels used on metal cutting should Wrecking Frog Company, of Cleveland,
be slightly rounded, increasing in curve Ohio, in a neat little illustrated booklet
towards the corners. It will be noted which they have recently sent us. Their
that the tendency of the chisels to dig re-railers are substantial, handy, useful
in at the corners is very great and things. Write them for the booklet and
forms an important blemish, involving get the other eight points. We have
much subsequent work in removing the given two here.
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Mikado For the Kentucky & Tennessee.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works have

recently completed for the Kentucky &
Tennessee Railway, a Mikado, or 2-8-2,

type of locomotive which possesses a

number of interesting features. This en-

gine is intended for comparatively short

hauls on a line having grades of 4 per

cent, which occur in combination with

curves of 20 deg., and not compensated.

In order to enable the locomotive to

easily enter sharp curves when running in

either direction, the 2-8-2 wheel ar-

rangement is employed. The piston

stroke is comparatively short, and by

using driving wheels of 44 ins. diameter,

a tractive force of 40.900 lbs. is developed,

while the rigid wheel base is only 1 1 ft.

6 ins.

The leading truck is of the usual swing

bolster design, with radius bar, and is

schaerts valve gear. The link is of the

built-up type, and is supported by a cast

steel bearing which is bolted to the back

of the guide yoke. The valve rod is sup-

ported by a bracket which is bolted to

the top guide bar. There is sufficient

room in this design to place the combin-

ing lever in front of the crosshead, and

thus use a short valve rod, which is sub-

stantially supported, adding to the rigidity

of the motion. The reverse shaft is

placed in bearings which are bolted to

the guide yoke. The radius rod is ex-

tended back of the link, and is suspended

at the rear end. The valves have an out-

side lap of 1 in. and no inside lap. They
are set with a maximum travel of s

lA
ins., and a constant lead of 3-16 in. The
guide yoke is made in three pieces, the

lower extension on each side being se-

curely bolted to the main section. This

feature adds to the convenience in hand-

heavy inside liner. The heating surface

i:i this boiler is 148 sq. ft. in the firebox,

2,529 in the tubes, making a total of 2,677

sq. ft. There are 315 tubes, 2 ins. in

diameter and 15 ft. 5 ins. long. The
grate contains 41.2 sq. ft., making the

heating surface about 64 times the grate

area.

The tender is carried on arch bar

trucks, which are equipped with cast steel

bolsters and chilled cast iron wheels.

The tender frame is built of steel chan-

nels. A pilot is provided at the rear end.

The tank capacity is 5,000 gallons and

6 tons of fuel are carried. This loco-

motive, although not intended for long

hauls in main line service, i9 an inter-

esting example of a design built to oper-

ate under difficult conditions. The
2-8-2 wheel arrangement is particu-

larly suitable for roads having light rails

and many curves, while it allows the use

O. G
HEAVY

Petersen, Master Mechanic.

SIMPLE ENGINE FOR THE KENTUCKY & TENNESSEE RAILWAY.
Baldwin Loco Works, Builders.

equalized with the first and second pairs

01 driving wheels. The two remaining

pairs are equalized with the rear truck,

which is of the Rushton type, with inside

journals. A half elliptic spring, having

arms of unequal lengths, is used in the

equalization system, between the rear

driving wheels and the back truck.

The main frames are of cast steel, with

rear sections of the same material, and

double front rails of wrought iron. The
splice between the main and rear sec-

tions is back of the rear driving wheels,

at which point the frame is supported by

the spring previously mentioned. The
pedestal binders are lugged and bolted to

the pedestals.

The cylinders are single expansion,

21 x 24 ins., equipped with balanced slide

valves, which are actuated by the Wal-

ling these parts. The crossheads are of the

"alligator" form and have cast steel bodies

and bronze gibs.

The boiler is of the straight top, radial

stay type, with wide firebox having a ver-

tical throat sheet and back head. The

mud ring is supported on sliding shoes

in front and a buckle plate at the rear.

The front end of the crown is supported

by one X-bar, and 330 flexible stay bolts

are placed in the breakage zone in the

throat, sides and back sheets. The boiler

barrel is built with three rings, 72 ins.

diameter at the front and the dome is cen-

trally located. The longitudinal seams are

welded at the ends, except on the dome

ring, where the seam is placed on the

top centre line and is welded throughout

its length on either side of the dome

opening, the seam is re-enforced by a

of a larger boiler than could be applied

to a consolidation type locomotive with

the same weight on driving wheels.

Some of the leading dimensions are as

follows

:

Boiler—Type, straight; material, steel; thickness
of sheets, }£ in.: working pressure, 200
lbs.; fuel, soft coal; staying, radial.

Firebox—Material, steel; length, 90 ins.; width,
66 ins.; depth, front, 66 Y2 ins.; depth, back,

59 ins.; thickness of sheets, sides, $i in.;

back, 1£ in.; crown, ^ in.; tube, Vz in.;

Water Space— Front, 4 ins.; sides, 3 J-5 ins.;

back,
2>

lA ins-

Tubes—Material, iron; wire gauge. No. XI.

_

Driving Wheels—Diameter, outside, 44 ins.

;

journals, 8'/i x 10 ins.

Engine Truck Wheels—Diameter, front, 28 ins.;

journals, 5^2 x 10 ins.; diameter, back, 36
ms. ; journals, 6 x 10 ins.

Wheel Base—Driving, 1 1 ft. 6 ins. ; total engine,

25 ft. 5 ins.; total engine and tender, 51 ft.

10 ins.

Weight—On driving wheels, 140,050 lbs.; on
truck, front, 16,350 lbs.; on truck, back,

24,000 lbs.—total engine, 180,400 lbs.; total

engine and tender, about 280,000 lbs.

Tender wheels, diameter, 33 ins. ; the journals are

5x9 ins.
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WHEELS MOVING
You can do it. Hot
pins or journals,

groaning cylinders,

hard - working engi-

neer's valves, any and
all lubrication trou-

bles, great or small,

are cured by the

"positive principle"

lubricant, Dix-
on's Flake Graphite.

It provides the
friction surfaces,

which are always

microscopic-
ally rough, with a

smooth, tough coat-

ing that reduces fric-

tion and makes cut-

ting impossible—less

oil is necessary.

Free booklet 69-c has

all the informati

High Power Wheel Lathe.

The introduction of high-speed steel

lias rendered possible a substantial in-

crease in the cutting capacity of wheel

lathes, and has led to the development of

machines capable of very considerably in-

creased output. Our illustrations show
one of this kind of lathe designed for

turning locomotive driving tires, which

drivers becomes firmer; increasing with

The whi

released by simply loosening the set screw

while the lathe is slowly running. The
driving arm drops open and latches in

thai position. Ihere are no loose pieces

to be handled. These drivers may be

manipulated with great rapidity.

The object of this arrangement was to

LARGE SELLERS WHEEL

has lately been put upon the market by

William Sellers & Company, Inc., of Phil-

adelphia.

It may be said that the actual cutting

time per wheel in these machines has

been reduced to such a point that the

time lost in handling and setting the work

and changing the tools has become rela-

tively more important, and improvements

intended to reduce the time and the labor

of performing these operations have been

made, and a design of wheel lathe having

the necessary power and stiffness to take

the heaviest practicable cuts, has been

produced, with additional features which

facilitate the handling of the work and

the tools.

One of the interesting points of this

lathe is the driving mechanism. It con-

sists in each case of a floating block

bolted to the faceplate. This block has

in it a gripping jaw against which the

outer edge of the tire is pressed. From
the block, and passing over the rim be-

tween the spokes, is a clamping arm.

This is pivoted to the floating arm and

at its outer end contains a set-screw

which, when tightened up firmly, secures

the whole in position. The clamping arm

is provided with a latch which holds it

up clear of the wheel rim when a pair

of wheels are being placed. When the

face plate is revolved, this driver will au-

tomatically open and latch. The side

motion in the clamp is utilized as a toggle,

resulting in a driving power proportional

to the resistance of the cut. The wheel

is here shown clamped by one of the

drivers. When the wheel is revolved and

the tool begins to act, the grip of the

LATHE, MOTOR DRIVEN.

make a form of driver which would se-

curely lock the wheels against the pres-

sure of the heaviest cuts without side

strain in the wheel rims, one that would

hold with a resistance proportional to the

cut and one that would also be self-

THE GRIP AND DRIVING MECHANISM,

contained, without loose parts to be re-

moved or replaced in changing wheels.

The drivers grasp the inner and outer

faces of the tire without straining it

ridewise. They may be each clamped by
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one set screw with an ordinary short

wrench, and they automatically tighten

as the cut is increased. Each driver is

mounted in a swing frame or plate se-

cured to the face plate of the lathe, for

conveniently adjusting the driver to suit

diameters of wheels, location of crank

pins, and number of spokes.

The two turret tool holders are ar-

ranged for the set of tools required for

roughing and finishing the rims. They

are of special construction, so that each

tool can be brought into position in its

turn by simply rotating the turret by

hand lever. When the various working

positions of the turret are reached, a

spring latch holds it securely, while a

further motion of the hand lever clamps

the turret firmly. The turret is of steel,

and the center clamping bolt has a trans-

verse opening for the roughing tool ; thus

permitting a long bar to be used, capable

of frequent redressing. The forming tools

horizontal plane as the tools, and on the

same side of the center. The tool loads

are thus transmitted directly through the

face plate and drivers without imposing

any pressure upon the spindle bearings.

The front of the openings in the turrets,

for the forming tools, is made with a

slight taper, to fit which a corresponding

taper is provided on the tool sockets.

The tools are thus accurately centered and

securely held against side motion. This

also permits a reduction in the size of the

tool body without decreasing the broad

bearing surface which supports the tool

near the cutting edge.

The power is transmitted to the face

plates from the long driving shaft through

two reductions of gearing, and not di-

rectly from the shaft itself. This ar-

rangement, in connection with the large

diameter of the ^haft, produces a drive

which is free from all tendency to chat-

ter. The spindle caps on the heads are

VIEW OF LATHE SHOWING TURRET TOOL HOLDERS AND BENCH.

are not subject to frequent renewals, and

may be conveniently made with short

shanks. The turrets are mounted on slide

rests which are very heavy and low, car-

ried on a bench adjustable by racks and

pinions to suit the diameters of wheels.

The base of the slide rest is arranged to

swivel on the bench to suit the angle of

the wheel tread. The slides are each pro-

vided with a feed ratchet, the connections

for which are fitted with ball joints. A
convenient micrometer screw and stop on

the side of the cross slide enables the

wheels to be rough turned to the same

diameter without calipering. The stop

can be swung aside while finishing.

The lathe is thoroughly well built in

every respect. It is exceedingly massive

and of great weight. The bed is broad

and of unusual depth, forming a very

rigd base. The pinions for driving the

face plates are placed in nearly the same

made in one continuous piece, produc-

ing a nearly solid support for the hard-

ened steel step which is placed at the

end of the spindle for taking end thrusts.

Secured to the face plates are flanged

bearings through which the sliding spin-

dles pass, reducing their overhang when
supporting the work. These bearings are

supplied with split taper bushings for

taking up wear, maintaining an easy fit

without lost motion, which would produce

chatter. When desired, these bushings

may be closed tightly upon the spindle,

thus forming an additional clamp. For

driving the lathe a motor of ample size

is provided, which has a speed range of

2 to 1, which, together with the mechan-

ical changes, gives spindle speeds vary-

ing from Y% to \Yz turns per minute with

numerous intermediate steps. Corre-

spondence addressed to the makers ask-

ing for any additional information with

GOLD
Car

Heating
&

Lighting

Company

Manufacturer* of

ELECTRIC,
STEAM AND
HOT WATER
APPARATUS
FOR RAILWAY CARS

IMPROVED
SYSTEM OF
ACETYLENE
CAR LIGHT-
ING

Largest Manufacturers in the World of

Car Heating Apparatus

Catalogues and Circulars

cheerfully furnished

Main Office, Whitehall Building

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK
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The Superiority
OF

RUBEROID
Roalmtored U. S. Pat. Off.

ROOFING
For railroad uses is no better

demonstrated than by the follow-

ing letter:

"We have gotten better results

from Ruberoid Roofing than any
other rooting of this style which we
have tried. hi fact, where we must
contend with coal smoke, we have
decided that we cannot afford to use
any other kind of composition roof-
ing. B. S. Wathen, Chief Engineer,

"The Texas Pacific Railway Co."

Send for Prices and Samples.

THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY
100 William St., New York

CHICAGO, ST. LOUIS, PHILADEL-
PHIA, ATLANTA, BOSTON, KAN-

SAS CITY, NEW ORLEANS.

regard to these lathes will meet with a

ready response.

Designed,

built, finished

and adjusted

especially for

railroad ser-

vice — the

"Ball
Watches"

are giving
wonder! ul

satisfaction

on all Amer-
ican Rail-
ways.

Send for

free booklet

and pass-hol-

der— it gives

full informa-

t i o n and
prices.

We desire reli

able agents
abroad -

address
Please

THE
WEBB-BALL WATCH CO.
Ball Building

I .Cleveland

V.

Railway Exchange
Chicago

S. A.

Patents.
OEO. P. WHITTLESEY

The order recently received by the

American Locomotive Company from
the New York Central Lines consists

of 20 engines, 22 x 28", Pacific type pas-

senger locomotives, for N. Y. C. & H.
R. R. R.; 45 engines, 23 x 32", Consoli-

dation freight locomotives, for N. Y. C.

& H. R. R. R.; 29 engines 21 x 28", six-

wheel switching locomotives, for N. Y.

C. & H. R. R. R.; 12 engines, 22 x 28",

Pacific type passenger locomotives, for

B. & A. Division; 20 engines, 23 x 32",

Consolidation freight locomotives, for

B. & A. Division; 10 engines, 21 x 28",

six-wheel switching locomotives, for B.

& A. Division.

Good Quality.

One of the sayings of George Wash-
ington which has as much force now as

when he spoke the words, is "Associate
yourself with men of good quality if

the growth of the locomotive from its

elementary form, showing the

gradual step-, made toward the devcl-

opi d engine, with 1 ^
i

-

1 sketches

of the eminent engineers and inventors

who nursed it on its way to the per-

fected machine of to-day. Many par-

ticulars are also given concerning rail-

road development. It contains 680

pages and is profusely illustrated. It

is bound in half morocco. Safety de-

vices, especially the Air Brake and
Safety Valve, arc treated in a clear and
comprehensive manner. In short it may
be said that beginning with the earliest

attempts at harnessing steam, the narra-

tive unfolds itself with the interesting

grace of a romance. The entrancing
story is epical in the greatness of

events. Price $5.00.

"Railroad Men's Catechism." By An-
gus Sinclair. This is a book which
gives information that will be useful

and acceptable to all classes of rail-

road men from the president to the

MODERN ELECTRIC RAILWAY MOTOR CAR.

McflUX BUILDING

Tarma Reasonable

WASHINGTON. D. C.

Pamphlet Saat

you value your reputation, for it is

better to be alone than in bad com-
pany." One application of these words
which we consider fair and proper is

that in a sense the kind of association

with those of "good quality" can be had
through books and periodicals. Books
devoted to special subjects are written

with a definite end in view, and in those

we recommend, the good quality is

among the things which are assured.

To the diligent, studious railroad

man nothing can give a better general

knowledge of his calling than the regu-

lar perusal of the pages of Railway
and Locomotive Engineering, together

w-ith a close study of our standard rail-

road engineering publications, among
which are the following:

"Development of the Locomotive En-
gine," by Angus Sinclair. A history of

newest brakeman. All will find in it

something new and useful. All will

find it worthy of study. The questions
are intended to impart information cov-
ering the entire practice of train oper-
ating, and to explain all details of

mechanism. The questions and an-
swers are the outcome of Sinclair's

"Locomotive Engine Running and Man-
agement," and are an enlarged code
that grew up through many small
forms, the best known having been the

Questions and Answers prepared by
the Traveling Engineers' Association.

The catechism has 260 pages; it is fully

illustrated; bound in ornamental cloth.

Price one dollar.

"Twentieth Century Locomotives,"
Angus Sinclair Co., deals comprehen-
sively with the design, construction, re-

pairing and operating of locomotives
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and railway machinery. First principles

are explained. Steam and motive power

is dealt with; workshop operations de-

scribed, valve motion, care and manage-

ment of locomotive boilers, operating

locomotives, road repairs to engines,

blows, pounds in simple and compound
engines; how to calculate power, train

resistance, resistances on grades, etc.

Shop tools are illustrated and explained.

There are shop recipes, definitions of

technical terms, tables, etc. Descrip-

tions and dimensions of the various

types of standard locomotives. The

book is well and clearly illustrated and

is thoroughly up to date in all particu-

lars, fully indexed. Price, $3.00.

"Locomotive Engine Running and

Management," by Angus Sinclair, is an

old and universal favorite. A well-

known general manager remarked in a

meeting of railroad men, "I attribute

much of my success in life to the in-

spiration of that book. It was my
pocket companion for years." Latest edi-

tion, price, $2.00.

"Firing Locomotives," by Angus Sin-

clair. Treats in an easy way the prin-

ciples of combustion. While the book

deals with the chemistry of heat and

combustion very fully it is easily un-

derstood by every intelligent fireman.

The price is 50 cents.

nals, which is not an M. C. B. standard

and as the rules now stand it is impossible

to apply an M. C. B. axle without making

wrong repairs. The club also recommends

that all cars running on other than M. C.

B. axles be so stenciled on body and

trucks. A further recommendation is that

all journal bearings which are filled, or

have malleable backs, be condemned and

no allowance be made for scrap.

The Gold Car Heating and Lighting

Company of New York have issued several

very useful catalogues, among which

may be mentioned the one on Gold's Im-

proved Gravity Relief Trap. The trap

is intended to prevent accidents to train-

men when uncoupling steam hose be-

tween cars. It indicates the presence of

steam in the train line. Another cata-

logue covers Gold's improved system of

acetylene car lighting, and is well illus-

trated. The letter press fully describes

the system. Gold's improved temperature

regulator and stop valve pamphlet is a

supplement to their 1905 catalogue. It

brings the subject of temperature regula-

tion up to date and the latest devices made

by this company are clearly illustrated

and described. Any or all of these cata-

logues may be had on application to the

Gold Company, Whitehall building, New
York.

Wrong Repairs.

One of the recommendations made by

the Canadian Railway Club for the alter-

ation of the M. C. B. rules of car inter-

change is that where cars are running on

other than M. C. B. journals, the applica-

tion of an M. C. B. standard axle shall not

be considered wrong repairs, and that

owners be charged for all excess in time

for such repairs. The reason given for

this recommendation is stated to be be-

cause cars are now being built and marked

100,000 lbs. capacity, with 5^x9 in. jour-

The Austin Packing and Supply

Company has recently been organized

under the laws of the State of New
York by Mr. H. W. Austin, who has

been New York manager of the Ameri-

can Steam Packing Company for the

past twelve years. Mr. George I.

Mandeville, with the same company

for the last six years, is also asso-

ciated with the new enterprise, and

Air. H. H. Hanson is also a member
of the newly formed company. The

Austin Company have taken over the

local business of the American Steam

Packing Company and it is expected

that much new business will be se-

cured. The Austin Company will ex-

tend their business into other fields,

though they remain the agents for the

American Steam Packing Company and

have become the New York agents

for E. F. Houghton & Co., of Phila-

delphia, manufacturers of greases, oils,

leather packings and the Marck steam

trap. The Austin Co. are also the

agents for the Durabla sheet steam

packing for superheated steam, which

has been adopted by the General Elec-

tric Company on their turbine engines

and which has also been used in the

new Singer building in this city. The
office of the Austin Packing and Sup-

ply Company is at 109 Liberty street,

New York.

Multiple Spindle Screw Machine.

The National-Acme Manufacturing Co.,

of Cleveland, Ohio, will put on exhibit and

demonstrate at the Railway Master Me-

chanics' and Master Car Builders' Con-

vention at Atlantic City, June 17th to 24th,

their No. 56 "Acme Automatic" Multiple

Spindle Screw Machine, equipped with

Motor Drive. Recent improvements in

this size of machine provide for single belt

drive, which is readily converted into a

motor drive by substituting gear "G" for

pulley, and placing the platform and motor

on the machine as shown in our illustra-

tion of this part of the mechanism.

The advantage afforded by the single

belt drive and the related changes, as

claimed by the makers, are : That they

make the relation between the cam shaft

and the spindle driving shaft always posi-

tive, reducing the chance of accidents to

the tools due to belt slippage. Belting

and the resultant troubles are reduced to a

TOOL
Die Blocks

Steel Forgings

First Prize awarded at the

Louisiana Purchase Ex-
position, at St. Louis, for

our TOOL STEEL when
placed in competition
with the best makes in

England and Germany.
Writ* lor Information aodPrlcea.

Saecllr Mclnnea Tool Steel when
ordering.

McINNES
STEEL CO.

CORRY, PA.
Agents

SCHHOCK & SQUIRES,
291 Pearl St., New York.

ROY MACHINERY CO.
Minneapolis. Minn.

STAIDARD MECHARICAL I00KS

FOR ROAD AND SHOP HER

BY CRA5. MoSNRHE.

TheLocomotiveUp to Date

Price, S2.SO

New York and

Westinghouse Air Brakes

Price, SI.SO

One Thousand Pointers for

Machinists and Engineers

Price, $1.50

All •••»• aeaad In llae elesfc.

AGENTS WANTED everywhere; write for

terms and descriptive circulars. Will be sent

prepaid to any address upon receipt of price.

GRirFIIN &WINTBR*
171 La Salle Street, CMICAGO
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Air Brake
Instruction

THE AIR BRAKE ART
has virtually been revolution-

ized during the last five years

and the railroad man who
wants a complete education on

the

Westingbouse, New York and

Dukesmitb Air Brake

Systems

at a price and on terms that

will suit any sized pocketbook,

will learn how to get it by

writing at once to

THE DUKESMITH SCHOOL

OF AIR BRAKES

7th Floor, Wabash Building

PITTSBURG, PA.

minimum on the single belt drivi and an

entirely eliminated on the motor drive,

and the countershaft is simplified or elimi-

nated. The output of the machine

SPRING CLEANING
Now Is the Time to Clean Up and to Use

Halt's Cleaner and Polish
For highly finished surfaces. Brings

back the lustre. Leaves the surface

hard and free from gum or oil.

Used on Office Furniture; Interior

Woodwork; Passenger Car Panel

Work; Car Seats, etc.

Haft's Combination
Rubbing Polish

A Rub and Polish in One.
Fills scratches and dents.

Cleans surfaces exposed to the

weather.
Brightens surfaces deadened by

neglect.

Morhous Manufacturing Co.
Detroit, Mich,, U. S. A.

Write for Circular

11HENOID

The Original
Varnish and
Paint Remover

Patented Dec. 2, 1902

ELLIi-CHALMERS CO.,
Sole Manufacturer!

IOO 'William St.,
NEW YORK

lor drive, with or without motor. Any
tandard motor car may be used without

alteration, The size of the motor re-

1

in 1 is from 3 to 5 h. p., depending

upon the class on which

the machine is used.

MULTIPLE SPTNDLE SCREW MACHINE.

creased because the positive control of the

change of speed for the tools allows the

maximum use of the fast speed. In case

of accident, or when stoppage for any

cause is necessary, lever "E," in the illus-

tration, provides for immediate release of

the cam shaft mechanism. It is possible to

move the tools intermittently when setting

up or testing by use of

lever "E" which throws in

clutch "B." Cranking by

hand is a much lighter

operation, due to the

fact that the transmission

mechanism is cut loose en-

tirely by means of free

wheel "G." The time nec-

essary for changing the

speed of the cam shaft is

considerably lessened be-

cause of the convenient lo-

cation of change gears

"F." The oil pump is

driven at a constant speed,

and the control of hand

and power movements of

the cam shaft mechanism

as well as the flow of oil

is brought within easy

reach of the operator

while in a position to ob-

serve the action of the

tools.

The system of gearing

shown is so designed that

it is practically noiseless.

These changes in the

mechanism of the machine

make the work of oper-

ating it much lighter than

formerly. Visitors at the conventions

will be interested by an examination of

this tool. The company is in a position

to supply this No. 56, 2*4 in. machine

equipped for single belt drive or for mo-

I. B. of K. E.

A recent press dispatch

from Boston, Mass., states

that 8,000 union railway

men in the United States

illfH and Canada were rcp-

*4m/ resented by 120 delegates

at the opening of the

fourth biennial conven-

tion of the International

Brotherhood of Railway

employees held in Boston.

President Robert P. Neil,

of Boston, in his report,

said that the organization

is to-day in the best condi-

tion in its history- He
stated that the Canadian

Government railways had

agreed to recognize the union, and that

2,000 employees of the Intercolonial

Railway had joined the organization.

The Brotherhood of Locomotive Engi-

neers have voted to admit to membership

the engineers of all electrically driven

trains on steam railroads.

DRIVING MOTOR AND GEARS.

The American Locomotive Company,

of New York, have moved their general

offices in this city from n 1 Broadway to

the Hudson Terminal Building, 30

Church street, New York.
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Heavy Car Shop Machinery.

The following are brief descriptions of

three wood-working tools manufactured
by a well-known Cincinnati firm, who
claim special merit for them in connection

with car manufacturing.

Fig. 1 illustrates a Car Gainer, with an

automatic traveling carnage for heavy
timbers. The machine has a capacity for

timbers up to 20 ins. thick and 24 ins.

wide, and with a head 16 ins. in diameter,

cuts gains up to 5 ins. deep. It is known
as the No. 150 Automatic Car Gaining
Machine.

Fig. 2 shows a heavy car mortising ma-
chine, the No. 214 Vertical Hollow Chisel

Mortiser. This machine is provided with

auxiliary boring attachments which can
be moved through an angle 30 degs. in

either direction. It is made with either

Hosen and Hose.

Hose is a comparatively modern word,

hosen is the older form and they (for

the word is plural) were the garments

for the lower limbs of men before trous-

ers came into fashion. The old-time hos-

FIG. 2. HOLLOW CHISEL MORTISER.

en did not necessarily enclose the foot

and it is no great stretch of imagination

to see how the word hose came to mean
a flexible tube, like the leather or rub-

ber water hose with which we are all

familiar. Rubber hose is now used for

water, steam or air. When people save
like that illustrated in Fig. 1. It has money they often hoard it in a stocking,

capacity for motorises up to 3 ins. so the saying there is money in hose is

square and 6 ins. deep, or by re- easily understood. There is money in

reversing timbers up to 12 ins. deep, hose in another sense, and that is in the
Sometimes these two machines are used rapid and expeditious handling of it in

as one with the single traveling table be- railroad shops. Among the economical

r'IG. 1. CAR GAINER.

plain table, or with traveling carriage

FIG. 3- INS

tween them. This facilitates the handling
of heavy timbers which have to be both
mortised and gained.

Fig. 3 illustrates an Inside Molder,
which does work of fine interior finish,

such as is used in car construction. It is

equally useful as a planer and matcher.
It has capacity for material 12 ins. cr 15

ins. wide and up to 6 ins. thick. Further
information may be had by addressing
the J. A. Fay & Egan Co., Cincinnati, O.

THE TANITE CO.
•«oK. the support of
Railroader! becauiei
The man who uses a TANITE wheel

will find it safe. Because pay for a TAN-
ITE wheel secures the greatest produc-
tive capacity. Because TANITE MILLS
EMERY is mined in America and ap-
peals to all who earn wages in America.
Because TANITE grinding machines are
practical.

THE TANITE CO. sells Emery, Solid
Emery Wheels, Buffing Lathes, Guide Bar
Grinders, Car Brass Grinders, Bench and
Column Grinders, Surfacing Machines,
Open Side Emery Planers, Saw Gura-
mers, Automatic Planer Knife Grinders,
Diamond Tools, Polishing Paste for Brass
and Nickel, Emery Wheel Cutters and
Dressers.

The Tamte Co. builds special machines

for special wants

THE TANITE CO.
STROUDSBURG, PA.

IDE MOLDER.

ways of treating hose there is nothing bet-

ter than the "four-function" tool called

the Twentieth Century Outfit. This is a

hose cutter, fitter, stripper and mounter
all in one machine, with no very great

change required to make it do any one
of these lines of work. Write to the

Buker & Carr Manufacturing Co., Roch-
ester, N. Y., and ask them about hose,

they make the machine. It is a handy
one and a good one.

MICA
CABOOSE LAMP CHIMNEYS

Save SO per cent.

STORRS MICA CO.,

R.R. Dept. Owtfo, N.Y

• ICllHIlt)

NO MORE BILLS for PACKING

No Cutting of Rods
Less Oil. No friction

Guaranteed 3 years. 30 Days' Trial

No Pay unless Satisfactory

Beware of Imitations. Use the Beat

Manufactured only by

Holmes Metallic

Packing Company
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Send for Catalaftua K

THE ROBERT W. HUNT & CO.
Kurciiu of Inspection, Tests and Consultattaa,

1137 THE ROOKERY. CHICAGO.
66 Broadway, New York.
Park Building, Pittsburg.

3 1_ Norfolk House, London*, Eng.
Inspection of Steel Rails, Splice Bars, Railroad

Cars, Wheels, Axles, etc. Chemical Labora-
tory—Analysis of Ores, Iron, Steel, Oils, Water,
etc. Physical Laboratory—Test of Metals,
Drop and Pulling Test of Couplers, Draw Bars,,
etc.

Efficiency Tests of Boilers, Engines
and Locomotives.
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ENAMELED IRON PLUSH OR DRV CLOSETS

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.
IIS •. CLINTON ST., CHICAGO

One Year and
Eleven Months'

SERVICE
WITHOUT REPACKING, ON

High-Pressure Locomotives

The Railway Materials Company, of

Chicago, have moved their New York offi-

ces to the 30th floor of the new Singer

building, which is on the northwest cor-

ner of Broadway and Liberty street.

This building is the "cloud scratcher,

a photograph of which appeared in our

issue of November, 1907. The Railway

Materials Co. handle the Ferguson Oil

Furnaces, the Rymco Journal Boxes,

steel back brake shoes, and other rail-

road supplies. The Singer building is

149 Broadway, New York.

Style 30O TV.

A throttle failure is an absolute

impossibility where Crandall's

Throttle Valve packing is used.

IT WILL NOT BLOW OUT

Crandall Packing Co.
FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICE

PALMYRA. • NEW YORK
BRANCHES

N«w York Cleveland
136 Liberty St. 9 So. Water St.

Chicago
52 West Washington St

THE WASHBURN CO.
Minneipolin, Minn.

Automatic Couplers
For Freljhl. Eniln. « n d Pautnt.r S«r»lce

Among the most important Internation-

al Congresses to be held this year in Eu-

rope is the Eighth International Congress

for the Prevention of Accidents. Its ses-

sions are held every three years, and are

always attended by the most influential

governmental officials, publicists, social

economists, men of affairs, and professors.

The reports of the Congress are made by

the most eminent world specialists, so that

the volume of these proceedings is the

record of the world's latest and best ad-

vance in accident prevention. Of spe-

cial value will be the report of an In-

ternational Committee on the Standard-

ization, so to speak, of accidents, their

causes, duration, and results, so that a

world standard may be agreed upon as

the basis for a comparative study. Mem-
bership in this Congress is $2, which en-

titles the subscriber to all the reports and

the complete proceedings. The member-

ship fee may be sent to Dr. W. H. Tol-

man, 231 West 39th street, New York,

by whom it will be acknowledged and

forwarded to Rome.

Il'lvco is the trade name of a very

useful brand of steel. It has a high elastic

limit, and this is in combination with other

features, such as great tensile strength

with an elongation in 2 ins. of about elev-

en per cent. With these characteristics

it would not seem likely to be easily ma-

chined, but if the rolled or hammered bar

be quickly heated to a cherry red and

allowed to cool in the air it can be ma-

chined without trouble. Helvco steel, so

treated, when of ordinary dimensions, will

bend double without fracture. It will

harden in the air without cracking or

warping and its wearing qualities are

excellent. This steel flows readily in

dies when drop forged or in blacksmith

work. It has just been put on the market

by Messrs. Chandler and Floyd, 143 Lib-

erty street, New York, who will be happy

to answer any inquiries regarding Helvco

steel and what it will do and how to work

it.

The Armstrong Short Ratchet drill has

a short head and a long feed. It is also

reversible. It is a useful shop tool for

use wherever holes have to be drilled in

There is a little publication got out

each month by the Joseph Dixon Crucible

Co., of Jersey City, and in the May num-

ber they make some remarks as to what

to read. Here is what they say : "If you

have the 'blues,' read the 27th psalm. If

your pocketbook is empty, read the 37th

psalm. If people seem unkind, read the

15th chapter of John. If you are discour-

aged about your work, read the 126th

psalm. If you are all out of sorts, read

the 12th chapter of Hebrews. If you

are losing confidence in men, read the

13th chapter of I. Corinthians. If you

can't have your way in everything, keep

silent and read the 3rd chapter of James.

When your engine sticks, squeaks or runs

hard and you don't know what to do,

read "Graphite as a Lubricant" or "A
Study in Graphite," and be happy and con-

tented. If you haven't them we shall be

glad to send them to you free of charge."

We do not, of course, know for cer-

tain if the company keeps a copy of the

bible in stock, but they have evidently

read- parts of it. We do know, however,

that they have graphite, and their two

booklets on it are worth getting and they

can be had by simply sending a post card

to the Dixon Company.

SHORT RATUl

places where height of space is limited.

Its short head, strength and compactness

peculiarly fit it for boiler work as well as

for lots of other tight corners in work

about a railroad repair shop. Its parts

are made from bar steel or are drop

forged, the pawl and centre are tool steel,

and are carefully tempered. It is a use-

ful and handy tool and it is evident that

the short head ratchet was designed

by a longheaded man. If you care

for descriptive circular No. 7 (and seven

is the perfect number, you know), write

to the Armstrong Brothers Tool Co., of

104 North Francisco Avenue. Chicago,

and ask for one ; they are "the tool holder

people" and they have a descriptive cat-

alogue about tool holders.

A fine catalogue of engine lathes

has just come from the press, issued by

the Lodge and Shipley Machine Tool

Company of Cincinnati, O. We need

not speak of the excellent way the
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catalogue has been printed, for illustra-

tions and letterpress are high grade,

but there are interesting points and fea-

tures connected with these lathes which

are well brought out and which are

worth perusal. The catalogue will be

sent free to anyone interested upon

application to the company.

The American Locomotive Company
have recently received an order for one

6-wheel switching engine for the St. Louis

National Stock Yards ; one Consolidation

engine for the Fajardo Sugar Co.; two

Mallet type locomotives for the Eastern

Railway of France ; and one 10- ft 7-in. cut

scoop-wheel type standard gauge rotary

snow plow for the Paris-Orleans Rail-

way.

The H. W. Johns-Manville Co., New
York, have just issued an elegantly illus-

trated pamphlet descriptive of their

Magic Boiler Compound, which is gener-

ally acknowledged to be a radical depar-

ture from all other boiler cleaning com-

pounds and devices. The pamphlet de-

scribes the action of the compound in

working its way between the scale and the

iron, loosening the sediment, which can

be readily blown or washed out. The

asbestos and magnesia products of the

company are also described, and all in-

terested should secure a copy of Magic

Methods, the title of the company's new
catalogue.

The Boston and Maine Railroad Co.

have issued a superbly illustrated pamph-

let of 112 pages descriptive of New Eng-

land vacation resorts. It would be diffi-

cult to imagine a more wonderful com-

bination of physical and spiritual beauty

than is to be seen and felt on the land

described in this publication. Here are

the splendors of mountain and valley, the

gorgeous glory of forest and flowers, the

flash of silvery waters, the far-shining

glitter of wave-worn archipelagos, and

all this haunted by historical associations

and illumined by the light of the poetical

genius of Longfellow, Whittier and other

poets who have made New England

classic land. The tired city dweller should

secure a copy of this handsome brochure

before settling on his summer holidays.

The passenger department at Boston is-

sue it.

Last month we called attention to a

very good cleaning preparation for in-

terior woodwork, such as office desks,

tables, etc., and the interiors of railway

cars. This preparation was made by

Charles E. Hatt & Chemical Company.

The same cleaner is on the market all

right and as good as ever, but is now
handled by the Morhous Manufacturing

Company, 845 Front street, Detroit,

Mich. If you want any information about

the cleaner and polish or the combination

rubbing polish write to the new address.

The American Brakeshoe & Foundry
Lompany have removed their New York
office from 170 Broadway to the four-

teenth floor of the Hudson Terminal

(Cortlandt Building), 30 Church street.

.Mr. R. J. O'Neill, Denver, Colo., is

meeting with much favor in the manufac-

ture of his Rapid Flue Welder. The ma-
chine can be adjusted from two-inch to

four-inch flues in a few minutes, and in

point of rapidity is limited only by the fur-

nace for heating. The apparatus is of the

latest improved roller type and only re-

quires to be seen to be fully appreciated.

The Hicks Locomotive and Car Works,

Chicago, show no abatement in their rap-

idly expanding business of rebuilding rail-

road equipment. Their present output

exceeds ten heavy locomotives per month.

At the car works twelve new coaches per

month are being turned out in addition

to hundreds of freight cars. The prices

of the second-hand equipment are such

that it is no surprise that this department

is 'funning to its full capacity. The
company are also earning a reputation for

new work, which fairly places them in the

front rank of locomotive and car builders.

The general offices of the Erie Railroad

at New York have been moved to the

Hudson Terminal (Fulton Building), 50

Church street. The Advertising Depart-

ment of the road directs attention to the

fact that they have moved to the largest

office building in the world and that they

occupy the largest space of any tenant.

May their business and officials increase

and multiply until they occupy the whole

of the building.

A very interesting illustrated descrip-

tion of the National Boiler Washing

Company's system has recently come to

our office. By the method employed a

compact washing plant is installed in a

roundhouse. The one shown in the pam-

phlet is in use on the Chicago &
Eastern Illinois. The steam and hot

water contained in a locomotive boiler

is made to heat up the water used

in washing out and subsequently fill-

ing the boiler. By this means the

heat in the locomotive boiler is not

lost as is usually the case and time is

saved in the operation of washing, and

the clean boiler is filled with water at a

temperature of about 190 degs. F. A
thermostat is used in the system by which

a temperature of about 140 degs. F. is

automatically maintained while the

boiler is being washed out. Anyone who
is desirous of understanding this system

should write the National Boiler Wash-

ing Co., Railway Exchange Building, Chi-

cago, for a copy of their pamphlet on the

subject

TWENTIETH

CENTURY

OUTFIT

BOLT CUTTER
IN

OPERATION.

It will cut bone
clamp, bolts, or

any like substance
as fast as an operator can feed tn.-m to

lta Jaws. With every outfit goes a special
equipment for eacb operation, vU, mount-
ing new, pulling off old hose, cutting .clamp
bolts, everything necessary to Air, Signal
and Steam Hose.
This outfit will do the work of a dozen

men, and costs less than the annual salary

of one man.

Office 19 F»lrvi*w HclghU

ROCHESTER, N. \ .. U.9.ABUKER SGARR JHF6.G0..

U.S
INFALLIBLE

METAL POLISH
REGISTERED IN U.S.PATENT OFFICH

FOR ALL KINDS OF METAL.
Bert, Cheapest, and Goea Farthest

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE. <DD«E«l

CCO W. HOFFMAN, NMr

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

Agenta
Wanted

Chesapeake & Ohio Ry.
"The Rhine, the Alps and the Bat-

tlefield Line."

The most interesting historic as-

sociations and the most striking

and beautiful scenery in the United
States are linked together in this

system.
Connecting

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA
BALTIMORE WASHINGTON

OLD POINT COMFORT
RICHMOND

VIRGINIA HOT SPRINGS
CINCINNATI LOUISVILLE

ST. LOUIS and CHICAGO
For illustrated descriptive pam-

phlet, address

H. W. fuller. P.T.M. Jno. D. Potts. O.P.A.

Washington, D. C. Richmond, Va.

The Jenkins Brothers, the manufactur-

ers of the Jenkins' Standard '96 Packing

and of the well known Jenkins Bros.'

Valves, have moved their Chicago office

from North Canal street to larger quar-

ters at 226 to 228 Lake street, corner

of Franklin street, Chicago.
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The Maritime Express. an inhabitant of Brctagne or Brittany, from Greenwich. This meridian passes
The principal express train on the in France. The Maritime Express very close to Glace Hay, which is al-

Intercolonial Railway of Canada, de- traverses one of the most picturesque most at the extreme easterly point of
rives its name from what are often regions in the world, renowned in song Cape Breton Island. The change to
called the Maritime Provinces of the ami story. eastern standard time occurs at Camp-
Dominion. These are New Brunswick, The express from Halifax to Point bellton, 371 miles from Halifax and
called after the Royal House of Bruns- Levis, opposite Quebec; No. 33 covers there one hour has to be added to the

Till: MARITIME EXPRESS ON THE INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY OF CANADA.

wick, Prince Edward Island, the little

Province named after the late Queen
Victoria's father: and Nova Scotia,

which includes Cape Breton. This Prov-
ince was so called by the first settlers

who originally came from Scotland and
Brittany. "Breton" being the name of

the distance in a continuous trip of 21

hours and 55 minutes, and as the mile-

age is (174 between these cities, the

average speed is about 30^ miles an

hour. This train leaves Halifax at

15:50 o'clock. Atlantic time, which is

sun time for the 60th meridian west

running time on the westbound trip.

The Intercolonial time tables are all

made out on the 24-hour system, in

which the A. M. and P. M. notation
has po place. Our frontispiece illus-

tration shows the Maritime Express
bowling along on a high embankment
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from which a view of the beautiful

Wentworth Valley is seen. The point

where the photograph was taken, show-

ing the powerful ten-wheeler with its

six coaches, happens to be the highest

point on the Intercolonial with the ex-

ception of the summit beyond Mata-

pedia.

The writer remembers with keen de-

light the beauty of that fair region.

Nothing could exceed the exquisite

glow of early light one summer morn-

ing after a night of test work on

the engine of a westbound freight. The
light, gray at first, slowly beat back

the night and made the gauge lamps

THROn;il THE FAMED MATAPE1UA VALLEY.

The Ancient Capital, as Quebec is

called, is still French. "The hand of

time has swept away the ruins of Port

Royal and grass grows over what was

once the well-nigh impregnable Louis-

burg, but Quebec remains, and will re-

main the Niobe of the cities of France

in the Western World." Opposite Ri-

viere du Loup, is the famous old Ta-

dousac, the most ancient European

settlement in Canada and perhaps in

America. Tadousac is close beside the

mouth of the Sagueney, whose waters

flow into the St. Lawrence, between

two mountainous masses of granite.

Cape Trinity, on one side with its

three rounded domes high up aloft, and

on the other side, the mighty wall of

rock, Cape Eternity, with its sheer drop

of 2,000 l'i
1 I

Campbellton, where the time on the

railway changes, is on the south side

of the boundary river, the Restigouche,

between the Provinces of Quebec and

New Brunswick. Leaving the St. Law-

rence at Rimouski, the Intercolonial

cuts across the Gaspe peninsula and

reaches the Baie des Chaleurs which

Jaques Cartier, the adventurous dis-

coverer, so named in grateful remem-
brance of the genial warmth which he

there encountered after leaving the

cold waters of Newfoundland.
Then comes Newcastle, a little sta-

tion not far from the Miramichi river.

in the cab grow pale. The fresh, cool,

morning air, the sunrise, one's senses

drank in refreshment after watch-

ing for the dawn with tired eyes.

Newcastle platform is ordinary enough,

but it was then the vantage ground for

glorious sight. The landscape bathed

Bore moving steadily up the river

against the natural flow of the water.

The tide at the entrance to the Bay
of Fundy is about 9 ft. deep. This in-

creases to about 28 or 30 ft. in the

neighborhood of St. John, and reaches

a height of something over 60 ft. at the

highest, or what are called the spring

tides, in the narrow terminal extremity

known as the Bay of Chignecto. The
high tide in the Bay of Chignecto is

all the more wonderful from the fact

that at the other side of the isthmus,

connecting New Brunswick with Nova
Scotia, a distance of 14 miles, the

waters of Bay Verte only experience a

tidal fluctuation of about 4 or 5 ft. The

impetuous rush of water, as it sweeps

up the Bay of Chignecto, enters the

mouth of the shallow Petitcodiac river

and gives rise to a tidal wave which

follows the windings of that stream

and passes up to and beyond Monc-
ton, where the principal shops of the

Intercolonial Railway are situated.

This tidal wave is called "Eager," but

more generally the "Bore." Some au-

thorities believe the latter word to be

derived from the Icelandic "Bara," a

billow raised by the wind. The pas-

sage of the bore up the river follows

some hours after the high tide has en-

gulfed the falls of St. John and heaped

up the waters in Chignecto Bay, but

the time has been accurately calcu-

lated and notices are daily posted in

the hotels at Moncton, giving the hour
and minute of its arrival, for the bene-

fit of travelers and sight-seers who de-

sire to look at the wall of water, per-

haps a foot in depth, as it rushes up
against the river current and all at once

alters the level and the direction of the

flow.

THE BORE OX THE PETITCODIAC RIVER AT MONCTON, N. B.

in the mellow glow of morning gave The engulphing of the falls at the

that indefinable sense of depth, as of mouth of the St. John river close by

distance made clear without the glare the city of that name is a unique sight,

of strong light, and without the hazy St. John is almost at the entrance of

blur that comes when the dew is gone, the Bay of Fundy, and is about 90

Moncton, headquarters station for miles from Moncton, on one of the

the road, is on the Petitcodiac river, four railway arms which stretch out

One of our illustrations shows the from that point. The falls at the
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mouth of the St. John river, arc about

17 or 20 ft. high, and the average high

water tide rises 6 or 8 ft. above the

general level of the water in the nat-

ural gorge above the fall. Thus it is

that twice in the twenty-four hours,

for a period of about three-quarters of

an hour, ships of moderate tonnage

can pass over the completely submerg-

ed fall ami up the river, which is regu-

larly navigable to Fredericton, a dis-

tance of about 88 miles from St. John.

There are two bridges near the city oi St.

fohn, from which a spectator may behold

the curious spectacle of ;: waterfall lit-

erally drowned out and engulfed, and

at such a time he may even see part

of the water which had previously

tumbled over the cataract flow stead-

ily back over the rocky ledge and surge

up into the gorge through which it had

passed on its way to the fall.

Nova Scotia is the Acadia of Evan-

geline, and the little obliterated, but

not forgotten hamlet of Grand Pre

was beside the Minas Basin, in the

Annapolis valley. Beyond the town of

Windsor lies the great marsh mead-

ows,—the Grand Pre. Few traces of

the old French village are to be found.

The Object Lesson of the Great Rush.

Bv V ( >. Bi

Sam Sandi 1 son

1I1. 1 1 n i! hi character] tic, I"" hi

emploj cd .1 an 1 ngim ei on 1
hi

Ball I & No Dust Kail way, and he

bulgy ol<

: behind him.

Sam I

:•: and

journ by the

MORRISSEY ROCK I. R. C.

It has vanished, hut the road taken

by the exiles as they sadly made
their way to the ships that were to

take them from their beloved land

may still be traced by the lover of

Longfellow's verse, and he may there

see again in fancy. Evangeline, the

"Sunshine of St. Eulalie."

The Grand Trunk Pacific has contracted

for 600,000 ties to be supplied west of Ed-

monton at an average price of 40 cents a

tie. They have secured sufficient ties for

the road west as far as McLeod River, and

arrangements are new being made for ties

to extend the line to Yellowhead Pass.

BADDECK, N. S„ ON Till: INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY.

pulled passenger. Sam had all kinds of

good luck coming his way last week.

He had been told off to take the "push"

over the road, which was the way he

spoke of the annual inspection trip of

the high officials of the railway, and he

had had a chance to speak face to face

with the president w-hile they all wait-

ed in a siding for something to go by

on the main line. Sam had briefly ex-

plained to the president all the hard

things he had to put up with on the

road and had casually referred to the

permanent way as a one-horse creation of

the road department.

The best piece of luck happened on

Saturday afternoon. Sam's engine was

wanted at the other end of the division

and visfons of a light run back on a glori-

ous summer afternoon ami a Sunday

at home floated through his mind, for

he meant to book rest when he got

back and he sick if necessary, and so

have the Sabbath to himself. The dis-

patcher, however, did not care for glori-

ous summer afternoons and hated light

runs very bitterly, so he arranged that

Sam should take a train of coal cars

down, and, so to speak, work his passage

home.

Sam generally covered the division in

three hours and a half on passenger,

and he figured that if he could get

home early he could attend to some

private business, so at the appointed

time he started with the coal train. Sam
forgot he had a lot of rickety, pot-

bellied old gondolas bulging at the sides

and loaded ten per cent, above ca-

pacity, which is putting it very mildly,

and he admired the rich coloring of the

trees alongside of the one-horse crea-

tion of the maintenance of way depart-

ment so much that he flew along at pas-

: 1 Mil he had a hot box train of the

best and most complete description, for

he had covered the distance in almost pas-

senger train time. At Halfway House

was one lone solitary car repairer, as

tliis was a junction point. The R. B. & N.

D. Railway paid half the car repairer's

wages and the junction road paid the

other half, but Wilkinson, the car re-

pairer, preferred to say he was half paid

by both companies.

When Sam arrived with the hot box

extra, Wilkinson saw his work was cut

out for him and as he surveyed the

chmds of smoke arising silently in the

calm, clear air from the hot

he asked Sam why be required a helper

engine with a train like that. Sam ig-

nored the sarcasm and asked Wilkin-

son to get busy. Wilkinson became very

busy and soon used up his small stock

of oil and waste and all his spare

brasses. Sam offered to lend him a can

REVERSIBLE FALL, ST. TOHX, X. E.

of oil and a brass or two, but Wilkin-

son told him that as the company had
now put it up to him to oil all the cars in

America he was so much obliged to

them for bringing the hot ones to him
and not asking him to walk all over the
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continent to do his business, that he

guessed he would worry along some-
how, lie said further that he did not

like to take Sam's offer and that no

self-respecting car repairer could bring

himself to accept a can of lubricant

from an engineer; he felt that it must

be full of tainted oil.

Sam felt deeply wounded at being

classed with the captains of industry

by a mere hot box menial, so he pro-

ceeded to nil several boxes which Wil-

kinson had already fixed up and Wil-

kinson warned him about the sin of

wilful waste. Sam catching the last

word shouted that he had some waste,

but Wilkinson thought that must be

tainted too. When Wilkinson said he

would worry along he had his own
ideas of what he would do, but the wor-

• rying came later.

starting time from Halfway House was

something over four hours after he had

made the start from the terminus. Sam
ran slower on the homestretch, but still

fast enough to keep up the honor of the

hot box extra, as he had some idea that

Wilkinson's time ought to be made up.

The upshot of it all was that he took the

train in over the home plate hotter

than a caboose stove and in about the

same total time that he might have con-

sumed running at a decent kind of

speed on the beautiful summer day

aforesaid. The company had not gained

anything in time and were out a lot of

brasses, oil, waste, etc., and Sam did not

get home early enough to look after his

private business.

Wilkinson's requisition for oil, waste

and brasses next day cast a gloom over

the stores department, and the M. C. B.'s

for private ends or a deep and dark

gloom will surely overtake you, and the

oil which you have helped yourself to

when a car repairer's back was turned

may rise up against you and make you
even as one of the captains of industry.

Heavy 2-8-0 on the C. & S.

The Colorado & Southern Railway con-

solidation engines which we here illus-

trate were built at the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works and are good examples of

modern freight power. The cylinders

are simple 22x28 ins. and the driving

wheels are 57 ins. in diameter. The
main valves are ordinary slide valves

balanced, and the motion is of the shift-

ing link variety. The weight carried on

the driving wheels is 175,250 lbs., and with

the M. E. P. in the cylinders taken at

85 per cent, of the boiler pressure, the

CONSOLIDATION FREIGHT ENGINE FOR
II C. Van Iiuskirk, S. M. P. and Car Dept.

I HE (l IEOKADU \ 50UTHERN.
Baldwin Loco. Works, Builders.

Wilkinson still had quite a number of

boxes to repack and he proceeded to

help himself to oily waste and some

brasses from the cars belonging to the

junction road, and after he had robbed

Peter to pay Paul to a considerable ex-

tent he thought Sam ought to be able

to arrange to think about starting again.

In the mean time the dispatcher had

asked what was keeping the coal train

and Sam gave a splendid explanation,

ulin h cast a deep shadow all over the

whol partment of the road and

particularly on the honesty, integrity,

ability and fidelity of the oilers at the

terminus, which he intimated had sent out

a very heavy coal train without oil, waste,

brasses, wedges, or indeed anything

that a very heavy coal train ought to

have.

Sam had been about two hours on the

n ad and Wilkinson's work had taken

about two hours, so that the train's

letter of the "please-explain" quality cast

a gloom over the Halfway House

for a few minutes, but Wilkinson's re-

ply caused a dark, sunset shadow to fall

over Sam. and the train dispatcher deep-

ened tlie gloom by his remarks, and the

maintenance of way department black-

ened it into night when they told of the

great and many stray lumps of coal to

be found along what they called the

track, and when Sam said he was sick

at the roundhouse everybody told him

he looked it, and he eventually got

some rest without the trouble of book-

ing it.

Moral: It is better to be a humble

railroad man than a great rusher, and

it is always wise to study the habits

and ways of old-fashioned coal cars. Do
not refer to even a poor, neglected sid-

ing as a one-horse creation, when

speaking to the president, and above all

things never try to get home quickly

tractive effort of the engine becomes

about 40,400 lbs., and as it has 175.250

lbs. on the drivers the ratio of tractive

effort to adhesive weight is as 1 is to

4-3-

The driving wheels are very closely

placed with reference to each other, so

that the rigid wheel base is practically as

short as it can be made with the size ami

number of driving wheels. The driving

wheel base is 15 ft. 4 ins., made up of

two spaces 60 ins. long between main,

trailing and intermediate wheels, and 64

ins. to the leader. The engine truck is

8 ft. 4
T 4 ins. ahead of the centre of

the leading driver and this gives the

engine a total wheel base of 23 ft. 8J4

ins. All the wheels are flanged and the

engine truck carries a weight of 19,400

lbs., which gives a total weight of the

whole machine of 194.650 lbs. The spring

system is arranged so that the leading

and intermediate drivers are equalized, to-
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gether with overhung springs and these

wheels are equalized with the engine

truck. The main and trailer wheels are

equalized together with driving box equal

izers, a semi-elliptic spring between them
situated between the frame bars and coil

springs at the outer ends of Hie box

equalizers, the whole forming a very

strong and durable combination.

ANGUS SINCLAIR, D01 .1 ...

The boiler of the engine is of the

straight top type and is 80 ins. diameter

at the smoke box end. The thickness of

the sheets are 13-16 ins.; and the work-

ing pressure carried is 200 lbs. to the

square inch. The firebox is not particular-

ly wide, being 39*4 ins - It is 120 1-16 ins.

long and the mud ring slopes toward the

front, the box being So ins. deep at the

tube sheet and 77 ins. deep at the back.

The water space surrounding the firebox

is s ins. at the front and 4' _• ins., back and

sides. The heating surface is firebox 209

square feet, tubes 2.346, total 2,555 square

feet. The grate area is 32.7 ins., which

gives a ratio of grate to heating surface of

1 to 78. The tubes in this boiler are 334

in number ; they are 2 ins. in diameter and

each is 13 ft. 6 ins. long. The firebox is

radially stayed and the firebox sheets are

^i ins. thick with the exception of the

tube sheet, which is 9/16 ins. thick.

The tender frame is made of structural

steel and arch bar trucks are used. The
tank holds 8,000 gallons of water and

carries 10 tons of soft coal. Some of the

principal dimensions are as follows:

Boiler—Material, steel; fuel, soft coal.

Fire Box—Material, steel.

Tubes—Material, steel; wire gauge, No. 12.

Driving Wheels—Journals, main, 10 x 12 ins.;

others, q x 12 ins.

Engine Truck Wheels—Diameter, front, 30^
ins.; journals, 6 x 10 ins.

Wheel Base—Total engine and tender, 56 ft.

2 l/i ins.

Weight—Total engine and tender, about 350,-

000 lbs.

Tender—Wheels, diameter, 33^ ins; journals,

5J4 x 10 ins.; service, freight.

Angus Sinclair at Purdue University.

At the Commencement exercises held at

Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind., on

the 10th of last month, President Stone

introduced Angus Sinclair, uf New York,

and said :

"
I he Fat ulty of this Univer it)

has unanimously decided to honor it

by conferring the honorary degree of

Doctor of Engineering upon Angus Sin-

clair, famous engineer and author, I his

degree is given but rarely and only by

technological schools of the first rank. It

has been conferred by Purdue onh
before, viz: to Ellwood Mead, an alum-

nus.

"The recipient of to-day's honor is a

native of Scotland and a citizen of the

United States for many years, who has

distinguished himself as a student and

writer in the held of engineering, particu-

larly that relating to railway practice.

He is editor and publisher of Railway
and Locomotive Engineering and the

author of exhaustive treatises on the fol-

lowing subjects: Locomotive Engine Run-

ring and Management ; Combustion in

Locomotive Fire-Boxes ; Combustion and

Smoke Prevention ; Burning Soft Coal

Without Smoke ; Firing Locomotives

;

Twentieth Century Locomotives; History

of the Development of the Locomotive

Engine, and numerous other publications."

President Stone then handed Mr. Sin-

clair the diploma of Doctor of Engineer-

ing.

Purdue University was organized under

n choo I macy, School of

Medicine.

At the recent ' -'02

graduates received bachelor degrees.

About 1,500 people were present at the

exercises. Purdui I

about twenty years 1
: atten-

tion to railway engini more espe-

cially to the department of motive
:

and rolling stock. Their locomotive test-

ing plant is the finest in the world.

No Substitute for Work.

It is an old saying that what costs

nothing is of little value. This is true

in the matter of gaining knowli dge. I >r.

Henry Van Dyke, pro of English

in Princeton Uni n address-

ing the University Club of New York,
said:

"What a man gets into his head with-

out serious effort h not really

learn. He merely possesses it in his

memory as a parrot does, and it would
be a totally valueless factor to him, a

thing of no consequence.
" Ml short cuts to an education are

not only false, but injurious to the in-

dividual and of the greatest possible in-

jury to the community in which they

exist. It is all tommyrot and nonsense,

this outward pretense of learning.

"The only way to master knowledge
is by hard toil. There is no royal road

or automobile road to education. You
have to hoof it."

ENGINEERING BUILDING, PURDUE UNIVERSITY.

Keep your temper, nobody else wants it

!

an act passed by Lmited States Congress

in 1862 and is the State University of

Indiana. The University embraces seven

special schools, as follows : School of

Agriculture, School of Science. School of

Mechanical Engineering, School of Civil

Engineering, School of Electrical Engi-

Much the same idea is to be found

in an article by Dr. Karl Drews, quoted

in Current Literature, in which he

say-. "Workshop practice means hard

work and blistered hands, and kid

gloves are perfect non-conductors of

technical knowledge."
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The Pioneer.

Through the courtesy of Mr. W. B.

Kniskern, passenger traffic manager of

the Chicago & North-Western Railway

we have been favored with an excellent

photograph of an interesting old time

engine called the ''Pioneer." from

which our illustration has been made.

Speaking of this engine Mr. Kniskern

says in a letter to us

:

" 'The Pioneer' was the first locomo-

tive used by any line out of Chicago.

familiar to people who visit the Field

Museum in Chicago. The engine is

well worthy of careful examination by

people who appreciate the great bene-

fits conferred upon humanity by the

locomotive engine.

"After tedious research I have suc-

ceeded in tracing the history of this

old locomotive, which is an object of

keen interest to many people, especial-

ly those about Chicago. 'The Pioneer'

was the thirty-seventh locomotive

'The Pioneer,' writes thus of the feed

water appliance: "The heater consisted

of vertical pipes placed around the inner

side of the inside pipe of the smoke
stack and connected at top and bottom

by return bends, the pump forcing the

water • through these pipes to the

boiler. The stack was of the ordinary

pattern for wood burners in those

days, but to get ample surface for the

water heater, the inside pipe was made
very large to get as many pipes in as

possible. To cap this and to retain

heat in the stack the cone was made
unusually large."

THE FAMOUS OLD "PIONEER"— C. & N. W. RY.

It reached Chicago on a sailing brig

in 1848, and was drawn across the tity

by horses and placed upon the tracks

of what is now the Galena Division of

the C. & N. W., then known as the

Galena & Chicago Union Railway. It

made its first trip in November, 1848,

with a party of prominent people, and

on the return trip a farmer with a

wagonload of wheat hailed the train,

and 'The Pioneer' on its return trip

brought to the city this, the first rail

shipment of grain, to the Chicago

market. Similarly, a few days later, a

drove of hogs was transferred to the

railway a few miles outside of town,

and thus became the forerunner of the

livestock shipments for which the city

is to-day noted. 'The Pioneer' to-day

occupies a place of honor in the Field

Columbian Museum in this city."

The credit of having saved this his-

toric engine from being scrapped must

be given to Mr. Marvin Hughitt, presi-

dent of the Chicago & North Western.

By his sensible act in saving 'The

Pioneer,' Mr. Hughitt introduced a

new fashion which is still popular and

has saved many interesting articles

from the melting pot.

In describing this engine in his well-

known work, "The Development of the

Locomotive Eugine," Mr. Angus Sin-

clair says: "The first locomotive to

raise noise echoes in Chicago was 'The

Pioneer,' whose antique appearance is

built by M. W. Baldwin and was

turned out in 1836 for the LTtica &
Schenectady Railroad. After a few

years of service in the Mohawk Valley

the engine was sold to the Michigan

Central Railroad, where it was known
as 'The Alert.' While in Michigan a

few changes were made on the engine.

As originally built it had a single fixed

eccentric for each cylinder with two

arms extending backward having

hooks to engage with a pin on a rocker

arm which actuated the valve rod.

That motion was removed and double

eccentrics with V-hook put in its place,

the motion now found on the engine.

"When the Galena & Chicago Union
Railroad Company were ready to be-

gin track laying in 1S48, they bought

'The Alert' from its owners and Called

it 'The Pioneer,' a proper name for the

first locomotive to perform service

west of the lakes. 'The Pioneer' is

the same type as Baldwin's second en-

gine, 'The Miller,' long a favorite pat-

tern with Mr. Baldwin, but is larger

and has two inches longer stroke, but

the other details are the same except

the improved valve motion."

'The Pioneer.' when being repaired

in the shop in 1855, was equipped with

a feed water heater. Mr. R. W. Bush-

nell, who was for many years master

mechanic of the Burlington, Cedar

Rapids & Northern, in a letter contain-

ing many interesting reminiscences of

Boiler Makers' Convention.

At the recent convention of the In-

ternational Master Boiler Makers' As-

sociation, held in Detroit, Mr. George

Wagstaff, supervisor of boilers on the

New York Central Lines, president of

the association, said in his opening ad-

dress:

"The importance of correct principles

and good workmanship in boiler con-

struction cannot well be overestimated.

The. steam boiler is today the most

potent factor in our complex civiliza-

tion. Wherever you find man is civil-

ized you find the steam boiler. When
we get down to nature, it will be found

that the final link between the energy

in the coal pile, and its transformation

into useful work is our old friend, the

steam boiler. I point out the wide ap-

plication of our work, not in a boastful

manner, but merely to show the uni-

versality of our calling, that we may
realize our responsibilities and be gov-

erned accordingly. Strict adherence

to established rules and formulas should

be the guiding principle of boiler mak-

ing, and under no consideration should

a boiler maker deviate from those well-

known laws of accuracy and safety."

The secretary of the association, Mr.

Harry D. Vough, of New York, in his

annual report said:

"The effort of the year has been to

establish a working basis and perfect

system in order that later progress may
be conducted upon a solid foundation

and along correct lines. It has re-

quired a careful consideration of mani-

fold details. Important problems re-

quired solution; rough spots had to be

smoothened, troublesome obstacles re-

moved, and records opened in such in-

telligible form that they would here-

after be comprehensive and reliable. All

this, however, has been achieved. The
present membership of the association

is 337, witli a number of new applica-

tions to be passed upon."

Mr. Frank Gray, of Bloomington. 111.,

treasurer, made his report, showing a

substantial surplus.

Manners are not idle, but the fruit

Of loyal nature and of noble mind.
—Tennyson.
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General Correspondence

Some Strange Passengers.

Editor:

The professional railroad man, be he

trackman, or foreman, or conductor, or

locomotive engineer, is sure to meet

with many peculiar people, and many
unusual experiences, in the course of

his career, no matter where his lot may
be cast. The monotony of the daily

round of his life is quite likely to be

broken in upon by many unexpected

happenings. What is coming next he

seldom knows.

How little we know, even in regard

tc the very railroad itself, is well illus-

trated by the following: It is said that

at the time when the Santa Fe was
completed and ready for traffic, one of

the wise ones remarked: "Well, there

is one thing about it, they won't need

any sidings on the road, for one train

will be able to take care of all the,

business they'll have for the next three

hundred years to come!" Some fifty

of the three hundred have now passed,

but what passenger on the magnificent

trains of this road as they roll out of

Chicago for the West would care even

to venture a prediction of what still

awaits this great enterprise in the re-

maining two hundred and fifty.

Every now and then someone pre-

sents himself who insists on riding on

the engine. To be sure it is against

the rules of the road, but he is an offi-

cial, or has obtained permission from
some one high in authority, and there

is no deterring him. His curiosity is

unbounded, and he must know what
every cock and valve and lever is for,

and test them all. He must blow the

whistle and ring the bell, while close

watch is kept that he does not "get

into mischief," or fall from the cab as

curve follows curve.

Then there is the "bull-headed" pas-

senger, who is ever getting into trouble

through ignorance or stupidity. Not
long since the writer saw one such

go through a most thrilling experi-

ence. He ran up to catch a train, just

as it was drawing out of the station.

He approached from the wrong side,

of course, and seizing the railing as

the train was rapidly gaining headway,
leaped upon the steps of a vestibule

Pullman. The door was closed and he

did not know how to, or could not,

open it. Meantime the train had gath-

ered such speed that he dared not let

go, and there he hung, in imminent
peril of his life. A picket fence divided

the inner and outer tracks, and ex-

tended the entire length of the station.

Again and again as the wind Happed
his overcoat about, its skirts narrowly
escaped catching on the sharp pickets.

Had they done so, he would have been
torn from his hold in an instant and
rolled under the wheels. Hundreds of

passengers looked on aghast, expect-

ing to see him hurled to destruction at

any moment, but fortunately the ever-

watchful eye of the engineer took in

the situation at a glance, as he

chanced to look back for a moment,
and in a twinkling the air brake was
applied, and the man removed from his

dangerous position. It is safe to say

that he will never try that experiment

again.

And thus all sorts go to make up the

engineer's load. Perhaps the most un-

desirable load of passengers on record

is that told about by an engineer of

the southwest. It was in the early

shouted, "Injuns!" Sure enough! A
great numbi of them were riding

the prairie at a furious gait, their

dreaded war whoop ringing shrilly as

they came on like a whirlwind.

"Jump into the box car, quick,

boys!" shouted the resourceful en-

gineer, as he withdrew his person as

far as possible within the cab that his

presence on the engine might not be

suspected by the dusky warriors.

It was a moment of intense excite-

ment and suspense for the crouching

form in the cab, waiting with hand on
throttle and bated breath to make sure

that all were safely aboard. Even
as the door of the car was pushed

to, behind the last fugitive, the mur-
derous band dashed up. Furious with

rage that their intended prey should

thus have escaped them, a score or

more leaped from their horses and
swarmed over the gravel cars and up

PABINEAU FALLS ON THE NEPISQUIT RIVER INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY.

days, when the railroads of the plains

were under construction, and his haul

consisted of a construction train at the

most advanced end of the line.

One eventful morning he had just

hauled out his train, made up of a shift

of gravel cars and one box car filled

with tools, equipment and so on. The
gravel had just been unloaded, and the

men were busily spreading it with their

shovels, when of a sudden someone

onto the top of the box car. But al-

ready the hiding engineer had thrown
open the throttle to its utmost, and
the train was beginning to back away
at an ever increasing rate of speed.

The Indians were all astonished be-

yond bounds at this, unable to account

for the motion, and never once sus-

pecting the engine as the cause of it,

or ever guessing that it wa? occupied.

Faster and faster flew the train, until
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a furious rate of speed was attained.

The road, being new construction, was
exceedingly rough and uneven, and the

cars dashed madly about, like a ship

on a stormy sea; but the intrepid en-

gineer withheld his hand, and let them
pitch and plunge as they would, in his

wild run to save his men from harm.

Meantime the warriors on the cars,

partly through sheer fright, partly as

a result of the unwonted motion, one

after another lost their hold, and rolled

to the ground below and were
left behind in the sage brush,

only too glad to escape from
their perilous position. When the

plucky engineer, by peeking cautiously

over the top of the tender, had made
sure that the coast was clear, he

slowed down his train. Not one of the

dusky passengers with whom he had set

out remained aboard at the end of his

wild run. But none ever criticised him
for that. A message from the nearest

station quickly brought some of Uncle
Sam's bluecoats to the scene, whose
presence always had a wholesome ef-

fect upon "bad Indians."

R. B. Buckham.
Salem, Mass.

age of 11.274 miles per month. This

mileage was made without change of

flues, also without having the engine off

her driving boxes. There are three en-

gineers on the run regularly, Mr.
Frank Billings, Mr. A. T. Austin and
Mr. Christner, each of these gentle-

men are responsible to a very large

extent for this good performance.

J. E. Parks,

Div. M. M.

Jackson, Mich.

Good Engine Record.

Editor:

I enclose to you a photograph of

M. C. R. R. locomotive, No. 8450, which

has made a very good record between
general repairs. This locomotive was
turned out of the shop March 24, 1907,

and made 890 miles in freight service

Air Heating Apparatus.

Editor:

I should like to point out to you

that one of the points raised by Mr.

W. E. Wiley in the General Corres-

pondence columns of your May issue,

namely, the heating of the air for com-
bustion before it it admitted to the

fire, is now being tested in England
on the London, Brighton and South
1 oast Railway. The arrangement is

the patent of a Mr. Hammond and con-

sists of two large casings on either

side of the upper part of the smoke
box containing a number of tubes open

to the atmosphere at the leading end.

The interior of the smoke box itself

is divided into two chambers, an upper

and lower. The exhausts takes place

in the top one and the gases of com-
bustion are drawn through among the

air tubes, heating their contents, which
are constantly displaced by the motion
of the engine forcing them back to be-

low the firebars, where they are ad-

mitted to the fire.

HEAVY 4-6-2 ON THE LAKE SHORE.

before being placed on her regular

run, between Jackson and Chicago, in

passenger service. April 2, 1907, the

engine was placed in passenger ser-

vice, hauling trains Nos. 23 and 36,

each train consisting of about 425 tons

exclusive of the locomotive.

On May 2, 1908, locomotive was ta-

ken into the shop, after having made
147,451 miles; 145,561 of which were in

passenger service. This gives an aver-

I cannot say yet how the device is

working, but I think that this note

may interest some of your readers, as

the subject has now been raised.

The locomotive fitted, is an i8j'<x26

in. cylinder, 6 ft. 6 in. wheel, four-

coupled in front, type similar to that

illustrated in Sinclair's Development of

the Locomotive Engine.

T. H. M. Slocombe.

Cookstoum, Ontario.

Question About Walschaerts Gear.

Editor:

Regarding your answer to question

No. 46, in June number of Railway

and Locomotive Engineering, I un-

derstand why such a change was
made after studying same out, but the

misleading feature of this gear to me
and possibly to others, is the fact that

on page 62 of book entitled, The Wals-
chaert Valve Gear, by W. W. Wood,
he states, "With engines of the Ameri-

can type you can always tell, therefore,

whether an engine witli Walschaert

gear has outside or inside admission

valves by noticing the position of the

eccentric, in reference to the main pin

and the method of connecting the

valve-stem and radius rod on the com-
bination lever."

He having stated in a previous para-

graph that with inside admission, en-

gines with Walschaert gear, the eccen-

tric will always follow main pin, in-

stead of leading main pin as with out-

side admission valves. Also, that ra-

dius rod will be connected to combi-

nation bar above valve-stem, with the

Decapod engine, spoken of in question

No. 46, the connection of radius rod

with combination bar holds good, as

Mr. Wood states, but the eccentric

leading the main pin does not hold

good, as Mr. Wood states, eccentric

will follow main pin with inside ad-

mission valves.

After reading Mr. Wood's book, the

difference in gear in decapod engines

spoken of, was a puzzle to me as to

whether engine was outside or inside

admission, but after studying out the

fact that valves are inside admission,

I found Mr. Wood had made the mis-

take, and this same might possibly mis-

lead others.

If convenient, would like to hear
from Mr. Wood on this through the

columns of your journal.

Miles Gibson.

.1//. Carmcl III.

Industry at Youngstown.

Editor:

I was recently in Youngstown, O.,

delivering two locomotives built by the

Baldwin Locomotive Works. They
were for heavy switching service,

weighing about 90 tons. Engines

proved very satisfactory. I was much
impressed with the building operation.

The company having set aside two
million dollars to build an open-hearth

furnace. Some of the finest machinery
that the writer ever saw is being in-

staled in this plant. The demand for

open-hearth steel being so great that

this step was decided upon. The works
are somewhat backward owing to finan-

cial conditions. They expect to have

the furnaces ready by August. They
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will have a capacity of 400 tons per

day. The writer was pleased to see

this industry in such a healthy condi-

tion. They are working 3,800 men,
and have been fairly well employed

On Railroading at Home.
Editor:

hi your June number Mr. F. A Bs

ker lias some very severe thing to >

against the common practice of rail-

This is, without doubt, the best town road men making things connected with
in the Stale for work. They make their works the subject for conversa-

-ThKX .MARYLAND MOGUL NO.

a very high grade of pipe here, and
when their furnaces are finished they

will have as fine a plant as is in this

country. The name of the firm is

the Youngstown Sheet & Tube Com-
pany. G. M. H. Jackson,

Traveling Engineer, B. L. H.

Philadelphia, Pa.

tion at home. He says: "There is

scarcely a more reprehensible practice

;

it is wrong in every way."

I am one of the unfortunates, as

viewed from the standpoint of your
correspondent, who was brought up in

a railroad man's family where shop was

inherent wickedness in my nature, for

as long as I remember, I listened with

avidity to the railroad topics discussed

by my father and his friends, and of-

ti mm
to bed, Jack," was given, I have lin-

gered tening

to tin talk ami tali - thai .-. re relished

more than my most entertaining story

books.

The most ambitious vision! of my
young mind had me doing heroic deeds

as an engineer with my eagle eye upon

the track, detecting thi presence of

washed out bridges in time to save a

train load of p iroin destruc-

tion through 11 rhuman effort'

of throwing her into the brichen while

squealing for brakes. \1..-., a less ro-

mantic life became my reality. While
I was impatient for the day. when I

should I in. ., 1 : the scoop
and make myself popular for kei

her hot, my Fathi as working out

other plans for my future career. Al-

though valve motion and similar things

were hi> favorite subjects of conversa-
tion at home when congenial fri

visited the household, he had
which Mr. Baker would consider more
elevating than shop talk. He beli

in diversity of occupation in a family,

and as two sons were all >rking

for a railroad company, he told me
that nature had intended me for a

tailor. It is needless to repeat the

painful arguments he used to convince

me that I never would make a decent

engineer. My mother had a brother

Old-Timers of the Rail.

Editor:

Noting with interest your recent ex-

cellent articles on old locomotives and
their history, I take the liberty to send

you, under separate cover, two un-

mounted photographs of old loco-

motives, which, on account of their

age, and still in service, I thought

would probably interest you and your
readers.

The small photograph is one of loco-

tive No. 75, of the Western Maryland
Railroad, built by the Baldwin Loco-
motive Works in the year 1884. The
other one is locomotive No. 3, of the

Georges Creek and Cumberland Rail-

road, built by the old Pittsburgh Lo-
comotive Works in the year 1879. This
road was recently absorbed by the

above road, and this locomotive was
up until a short time doing yard duty
in the yards in this city. Should you
consider these of sufficient interest, I

should like to see them in Railway ami
Locomotive Engineering.

Louis J. Lapsley,

Telegrapher, Gen. Offices B. & O.

Baltimore, Md.

GEORGES CREEK & CUMBERLAND CONSOLIDATION NO. 3.

talked very much and it never struck who was prospering in the tailor busi-

me that I and my brothers and sisters ness and to that work I went reluct-

had been victims of a vicious habit antly. I have never, however, regretted

until Mr. Baker denounced so vigor- the selection made by my father on

ously the type of conversation and in- my behalf. In clothing others I have

tercourse that permeated my childhood saved enough to keep myself clothed the

and boyhood home. There must be rest of the journey.
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But I shall cherish romantic aspira-

tions Of the higher fate that might have

been mine as a railroad engineer. And

1113- mind often wanders back again to

the delightful home-circle conversation

that first stirred my ambition to dare

and to do. These conversations are

vaguely mixed up with driving wheels,

main rods, pistons, eccentrics and leaky

flues, but there were echoes of real

life about them that makes me hot at

the suggestion that their use was an

outrage on the family.

My father, sensible man, encouraged

me to take a course of art studies be-

fore learning my trade. That gave me

some knowledge of art and it has been

my privilege to associate, more or less,

with artists in studios and in their

homes. I wonder if your correspond-

ent has any idea of the subjects of

home conversation among artists? I

can tell him. It is art—their business.

In my own profession the fashions of

dress provide the principal themes of

home conversation. I might enlarge on

this subject and cite examples of shop

talk among all sorts of professional

people, which show that human beings

are always human and seldom stray

beyond the influence of their environ-

ments. Shop talk is better than per-

sonal gossip, which readily descends

into scandal. Thank God for rearing

me in a household where the talk and

conversation was clean even if it re-

lated principally to engines and cars

and signals and track, with touches of

the peculiarities of the living entities

that managed these appliances.

John B. Hillson.

Philadelphia, Pa.

the summer months, and for this reason, it

is essential that we know the cause of the

failure in order that we may take the

proper measures to correct them.

Much lias been said and considerable

has been written at various times, many

different theories have been indulged in an

explanation of flue failures. As a rule,

where the water is bad it is usually taken

as a matter of course that the water alone

is responsible ; in fact, too much has been

taken for granted in this respect. The

ERIE YARD AT PORT JERVIS.

advocates of the bad water theory bolster

up their argument by the fact that the

treating of water overcomes, to a large ex-

tent, the flue failures. While there is no

question but that water treatment will

reduce failures, yet the failures are not

always due directly to the water, but to

the manner in which the engine must be

handled, or is handled, on account of the

water. This may sound rather paradoxi-

cal, but the point intended is that with the

proper handling of the locomotive, the

bad water would not affect it as material-

ly as is generally supposed. Among the

many theories advanced as to the cause of

flue leakage in locomotive boilers, the best

and most plausible that has been brought

Care of Boilers.—The Flues.

Editor:

In glancing over the proceedings of any

convention composed of mechanical men

connected with railways, we find that one

of the principal topics of discussion to be

the boiler of the locomotive. This, of

course, occasions no surprise, as we are

all aware that without the boiler the loco-

motive would be useless. Given a good

type of boiler making plenty of steam, the

condition of the machinery need cause but

little anxiety so long as it will continue

to hold together, and if the valves and

cylinder packings are not blowing too

badly, the engine will pull cars. But given

an engine with first class machinery and

a poor, leaking boiler, and consequently,

little steam, the condition of the machin-

ery is of but little aid in getting a train

over the road; therefore, the first consid-

eration is the boiler and its parts.

The parts of a locomotive boiler that

are most apt to fail, and when failing, are

most detrimental, are flues and stay bolts,

the principal item being flues. The fail-

ure or leakage of flues obtains consider-

ably more during the winter than during

OYFRLAND LIMITED ON THE U.

CROSSING THE MISSOURI.

forward was contained in the paper on

"The Care of. Boilers," by Mr. M. E.

Wells, and read before the Western Rail-

way Club in November, 1905. Mr. Wells

claimed that boiler leakage was due al-

most entirely to the variation in the tem-

perature in the boiler, due to injecting

feed water when the boiler was at rest,

or in other words, when the water in the

boiler was not in circulation. As stated

above, Mr. Wells' theory was very plaus-

ible, and he brought out forcibly many

facts in connection with the difference in

the temperature of the various strata of

water in the boiler to prove his theories;

and while no doubt there is considerable

merit in his arguments, we are as yet far

from being convinced that this difference

in temperature is the real cause of leak-

age, or, in fact, that it has any material

bearing on the subject.

Whenever we come in contact with a

certain condition, we should be absolutely

sure as to the cause of this condition in

order to apply the proper remedies, and

for this reason we are laying considerable

stress on the cause of flue leakage in or-

der to add force to our argument as to

the remedy necessary.

Having had considerable experience

with locomotive boilers in various sections

of the country, and feeling experienced

in the handling of all kinds of water,

good, bad and indifferent, the question of

the cause of flue leakage has always been

an interesting one to the writer, and for

this reason, different experiments were

undertaken in order to determine, if pos-

sible, what was the most prolific cause of

leakage. At the last Master Steam Boil-

er Makers' convention, the question of

flue leakage was discussed, and it was

there decided that more flue troubles were

due to poor handling of the engine on the

road by the engineer and fireman than

were caused by poor work in the first

place. In fact, the sense of the conven-

tion appeared to be that neglect on the

part of the engineer and fireman was th

:

principal cause.

We regret that we cannot agree with

either Mr. Wells or with the majority of

the Master Steam Boiler Makers, as the

result of quite a number of experiments

made by the writer proved conclusively

that flue leakage was not due so much to

the abuse on the line of road by the engi-

neer and fireman as by the abuse at termi-

nals. This abuse being the admission of

cold air and the too frequent washing of

boilers. In a series of experiments it was

found that by knocking the fire out and

leaving the water in the boiler, allowing

it to cool off gradually through the natural

circulation of air through the tubes, that

the flues contract considerably more than

the boiler in their initial contraction. This

was found to be due to the flues being ex-

posed direct to the cold air currents pass-

ing through them, while the boiler was

protected by the lagging on the outside

and water on the inside. At first glance

it may be thought that the heat contained

in the water would naturally be imparted

to the flues so that they would retain the

same temperature as the water, regard-

less of the amount of air circulated

through them. It has been found, how-

ever, that scale on a boiler tube offers con-

siderable resistance to the passage of heat

from the flue to the water, and conse-

quently, it must offer the same resistance

from the water to the flue. In other

words, the scale is simply an insulating

medium. After the boiler undergoing
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the test had been allowed to stand six

hours and steam had hccn reduced from

135 lbs. to 6 lbs., with a reduction in the

temperature of the water from 358 to 233

deg.., is was found that the flues had con-

tracted 9/64 of an inch, while the boiler

had contracted 11/64 ot an inch. Thus it

will he seen that when the boiler first be-

gan to cool, the flues contracted 1/32 of

an inch more than the boiler, but that in

the final contraction the boiler contracted

5/64 of an inch more than the flues.

These experiments were continued with

different engines and under different con-

ditions, and in all cases the results were

found to be practically the same—that is,

that the flue leakage was caused almost

entirely by the admission or circulation of

cold air through the flues after the fire

has been knocked. The variations in con-

traction between the flues and the boiler

obtains just the same, regardless of

whether the water was allowed to remain

in the boiler or was entirely drawn off.

In one test made after knocking the fire,

we let the water out of the boiler and

found the temperature of the boiler at that

time to be 172 degs. Prior to letting out

the water, measurements of the flues and

boiler were taken. After the water was
all out, measurements were again taken,

and we found that the boiler had con-

tracted 10/64 of an inch, the top flues

9/64, the middle flues 11/64, and the bot-

tom flues 11/64. After standing three

hours, the boiler was filled with water at

98 degs. and measurements again taken.

It was now found that the total contrac-

tion of the boiler was 20/64 of an inch,

top flues 18/64, and bottom flues 19/64.

This proves conclusively that knocking the

fire produces a pushing and pulling action

of the flues in the flue sheet, and, as the

flues are exposed to the greatest amount
of heat at the firebox flue sheet, the loos-

ening of the flues will naturally take place

at this point. Cases have been noticed,

however, where flues were not firmly set

in the front flue sheet that they were

pulled forward and back in this sheet.

From the above experiments and results

obtained, the theory was formed that the

principal cause of flue leakage was due to

the circulation of cold air through the flues.

This theory is borne out by the fact that

many cases have been noticed where en-

gines that were giving trouble on account

of leakage while in through freight serv-

ice, were afterwards placed in work train

service and held out on line of road, gave

comparatively little trouble afterwards, as,

while held out on line of road, the fire

was not knocked, but simply banked when
engine laid up at night, whereas, while

engine was in through freight service, the

fire was usually knocked at terminal. The
theory is further supported by the fact

that where bad water obtains, making it

necessary to wash engines at the end of

each trip, if the water is treated chem-
ically so as to precipitate the incrusting

matter in the form of sludge, and this

sludge is blown out by mean 1 1 blow off

cocks, and the boiler, instead of being

washed at the end of each trip 1

»

end of every three to six hundred miles

run, is now allow ed to 1 un betweei fifteen

to even thirty daj 1" twi 1 n wa hings, the

flue trouble decrea es in a corresponding

ratio as the decrease in boilei wa hings.

Remarkable decreases in Hue li

have been noted where bad water has

been treated chemically either before or

after the water was put into the boiler,

the decrease in leakage, however, was not

due to the chemicals put in the water, but

to the fact that owing to the chemical

treatment, it was possible to run en

longer between washings, thereby decreas-

ing the number of times necessary to

knock the fires.

If the above theories are accepted as

correct, the natural conclusion will be

that the proper care of boilers resolves it-

ORIGINAL TICKET OFFICE OF THE NEW
CASTLE & FRENCHTOWN RAILROAD,

BUILT 1832.

self into knocking the fires as few times

as possible. In other words, when engines

arrive at terminals, instead of knocking

the fires, simply clean and hank same,

leaving the fire door shut as much as

possible. After the fire has been cleaned

and banked, the ash pan dampers should

be closed except when necessary to re-

plenish the fire with fresh fuel. In this

case the dampers should be open before

the fire box door is open. In order to

accomplish this the chemical treatment of

water is strongly advocated, as. by this

treatment, it is possible to run engines

longer between washouts. When neces-

sary to knock a fire, however, in order to

wash boiler, or to make repairs to the in-

terior of the firebox, grate?, etc.. the stack

should be covered with a metal plate im-

mediately after the fire has been knocked

and the engine housed. In order to pre-

vent sweating and clogging of the netting

in the front end, this stack covering should

in opening, or hole, in it about one

inch in diameter so as to permit the slow

escape of the moisture laden gases, which

would naturally form.

In the course of time flues on accou

continuous service and the pushing and

pulling action above referred to, owing to

repeated coolings, will naturally become

somewhat loosened in the sheet, and con-

sequently begin to leak. When this leak-

age begins to take place, we do not advo-

cate the rolling of flues, but prefer a light

"Prosser," after which the flues should

again be beaded down.

There is another very strong argument

to be advanced in favor of chemical treat-

ment of boiler feed water, and that is

that when water is treated, either before

or after it is put into the boiler, and the

si lid matter precipitated in the form of a

sludge that can readily be blown out or

removed by washing, there is not that

tendency for solid or incrusting matter

to work itself between the various joints

of the boiler, such as the joints made be-

tween the flue and flue sheet, or by the

firebox seams, etc., which, owing to the

expansion and contraction of the boiler,

will gradually have a tendency to force

the sheets apart wherever this incrusting

matter enters, and so with every change

of water have a tendency to cause exces-

sive leakage ; as in changing water, either

by running the engine on a different dis-

trict from where it had been in service,

or, owing to the natural changes which

take place in the water with the change of

the seasons where surface water is used,

the change in the water will have a tend-

ency to dissolve the incrusting matter

that has already formed, and owing to the

sheets and other joints having been forced

apart by this incrusting matter, leakage is

bound to occur.

Our knowledge of what actually does

take place in a locomotive boiler in serv-

ice is comparatively limited, and it is a

subject worthy of the deepest thought by

all men who have anything whatever to

do with locomotive boilers. In this article

the question of flues alone has been con-

sidered. In some following articles, which

I would like to write, the question of stay

bolts, etc., will be taken up showing some

strange conditions noticed in regard to

the breakage of stay bolts, the object be-

ing to start a line of investigation in the

direction pointed out, with the intention

of finally locating the true cause of boiler

trouble ; as, after the causes have been

determined, the remedies will be obvious.

F. P. Roesch.

Spencer, X. C.

Class for Apprentices.

Editor:

The Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville

Railway have started a class of appren-
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tices at their shop at La Fayette, Ind.

They hold their meetings in Air In-

struction Car and Lecture Room, of

Railroad Y. M. C. A. They also make
trips to Purdue School when they have

a test on at the plant. The boys are

taken there by the Assistant Superin-

tendent of Motive Power or by the

Superintendent of Motive Power of the

road. This chance gives them techni-

cal instruction and also practical at the

same time. They have a class of about

30 members. It was started for the

betterment of the boys and the com-
pany. They hold their meetings each

week.

Norman Byrn.

New Albany, Ind.

Lateral Motion Gauge.

Editor:

Cut flanges may be prevented by the

intelligent use of a gauge, of which I

enclose a rough drawing. The gauge
is furnished with an arm made of %-
in. pipe which extends inwards towards

GAUGE, >B STEEL
' RIVET JOINT

GAUGE FOR SIDE PLAY ADJUSTMENT.

the axle. The arm has a flat iron end,

through which passes a thumb screw
sharpened so as to scribe a line on the

axle. A line scribed on the axle from
both tires gives a mechanic the op-
portunity to measure the exact dis-

tances to the hubs of the wheels. We
take off from each side half the amount
to be allowed for lateral play. Flanges
will cut unless they are equi-distant

from the hubs.

All our engines run one way, they
are never turned round, and hence in

always hanging to the outside of the

curves, which are numerous on the road
and quite sharp, the tendency to cut the

flanges is very great. By the careful

use of this guage we have entirely pre-

vented flange-cutting, and no trouble

can ever arise in this way while the

tires are kept laterally correct. The
gauge has the double advantage of being

very easy of construction and is in all

cases very reliable.

A. J. MONFEE,
M. M., Birmingham Southern.

Pratt Citv, Ala.

Oil Burning on the Southern Pacific.

The use of crude petroleum as

locomotive fuel has been in vogue for

some time on the Southern Pacific

and there has by careful and intelligent

appreciation to details been evolved a

system of oil burning which is giving

the company every satisfaction. The
furnace arrangement and the oil

burner are separate features of the

Southern Pacific practice. The general

plan is shown in our illustration, Fig.

1. It is known as the Heintzelman-

Camp furnace arrangement and is fully

covered by letters patent.

The process by which the present

system has been developed has been

gradual and since the advent of fuel oil

for use on locomotives and other fur-

naces the Southern Pacific have had

considerable experience with different

types of furnace equipment, and al-

most every known type of interior ar-

rangement of brick work has been

tried. This consisted of the arch, the

double arch, walls and bridge walls, hav-

ing a certain amount of batter and all in

use with the burner placed at the rear end

of firebox with flash hole through bottom

of firepan. Experience in this direc-

tion has indicated that the fireboxes

so fitted had too many fire brick, and

there was not an equal distribution of

heat to all parts of the box. The ar-

rangement shown is practically the re-

sult of a good many experiments. This

not only accomplishes the object of

free and regular distribution of heat to

all parts of the firebox, but has re-

duced the first cost of fitting up and
the cost of maintenance by about 50

per cent. It also aids materially in

the quick turning of engines at terminals.

When repairs are needed on the in-

terior of a firebox workmen are able to

get at it in much less time than if the

engine had been equipped with arch

or bridge wall, as the operator has

free access to all parts of the firebox

without necessitating the removal of

any of the brick work. The arrange-

BRICK ARRANGEMENT WITH BURNER.

ment has reduced the cost of boiler

repairs to the minimum at all division

points and has proved that a large

mass of brick in a locomotive firebox

tends to add to the expense of repairs,

not only to the brickwork but to the

boiler as well.

Writing on the subject of firebrick

in a locomotive firebox, Mr. T. W.

Keintzelman, superintendent of motive

power of the Southern Pacific at

Sacramento, Cal., says: "We all know
that fire bricks are poor conductors of

heat and even at white heat they do
not convey heat rapidly to firebox

sheets for steam making. We have

taken the most refractory fire brick

END VIEW OF FIREBOX.

and found that it will melt in a

comparatively short time, not only

from the intense degree of heat pro-

duced by the oil fire, but from the

fluxing agent introduced with the oil,

especially salt or alkali-salt, with

which most crude petroleums are asso-

ciated. With this extreme condition

it has been decided that bricks are poor

conductors of heat. To further sub-

stantiate this I quote from the Naval
Liquid Fuel Report made in 1904,

the conclusions being derived from a

test which covered a period uninter-

ruptedly for twenty-eight months."
The report says: "The more experi-

ence the board had with arch construc-

tion the more convinced the members
became that by reason of such con-

struction being subjected to very

severe heat and occasional chilling,

practically but little endurance could

be expected. Before settling, there-

fore, on any approved form of baffling

arch the effort should be made to dis-

pense entirely with any brickwork, ex-

cept a lining for a portion of the fur-

nace length and a simple vertical

bridge wall whose height could be in-

creased or diminished at comparatively

trifling time, trouble and expense."

Acting on the results of their own
experience, which was also in accord

with the opinion expressed in the Naval

Report, the officials of the Southern

Pacific made further practical investi-

gation in order, if possible, to further

substantiate the claim that the least

number of brick used the better. When
engines came to the shop for new fire-

boxes, having previously been equipped

with the arch and battered wall and

flash hole, with burner at rear end of

firebox, it was decided to use less fire-

brick in the firebox. These engines were

equipped with the present arrange-

ment for oil burning and placed in ser-
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vice. These engines gave from 9 to

18 months further service.

Coal burning locomotives sent to

shops for new fireboxes had some

slight repairs done on the fireboxes,

and they were equipped with this oil

burning arrangement and gave from

6 to 18 months' further service. Many

other cases of getting increased service

out of fireboxes by the use of the

Heintzelman-Camp oil burning ar-

rangement are on record. This ar-

rangement the railway officials believe

to be superior to that of the arch, bat-

tered wall or any other form of brick-

work arrangement. Instead of practi-

cally making a retort of a furnace by

building brick walls and arches, they

now use a free and open furnace,

which by properly arranging the draft

appliances, gives an equal distribution

of heat, and this has resulted in an in-

crease in the diameter of the exhaust

nozzles, thus softening the blast upon

the fire and serving to produce a much
less distressing effect upon firebox and

tubes. In some cases the increase in

the size of exhaust nozzles has been

from 34 to j^ in.

The form of oil burner or atomizer

used is a most important part of the

equipment. The burner used on the

Southern Pacific, shown in Fig. 2, has

been patented by Mr. G. B. Von Boden,

oil burning inspector, and Mr. E. F.

Ingles, road foreman of engines, on

thai system, and from this device ex-

cellent service has been obtained with

the firebox arrangement adopted on

the road in which a minimum amount

of fire brick is the prominent feature.

no delicate parts to get out of order

or to prevent its free working. The wa te

of oil, or drip, is said to be practically

eliminated with this form of burm 1

In the operation of this oil burning

arrangement the mixture of atomized

oil and steam, which is delivered in a

rearward direction from the discharge

nozzle of the burner, passes above the

Opposed to Electrification.

One of the n by a vice-

in ident of a steam railroad in the West

ag; electrification of the lines entering

Chicago 1 that in that city are

unlike tho e in New York, where the elec-

tric working of traffic h arried

out. He says, "It is well to remember

1l1.1t the railroads entering Manhattan Isl-

FIG. r. SIDE VIEW OF FIREBOX ARRANGEMENT.

floor of the botton pan of the firebox,

and above the air, which is drawn in

through the draft openings, by the ac-

tion of the exhaust. Air drawn through

the tube holes, which serve as draft

openings, moving in the opposite di-

rection to the oil flame, tends to raise

the flame in its rearward traverse. The

flame meets the oppositely moving cur-

rent of air from the upper air passage

through the lire door and thereafter

passes forward through the firebox, be-

low the crown sheet to the tubes. In

practice the oil is found to be con-

and from the north were forced to electri-

fy chiefly because all trains for the Grand

Central station are obliged to pass through

a long, poorly ventilated tunnel, and, while

it was possible to operate engines on such

trains without smoke or at any rate with-

out any considerable amount of black

smoke, it was not possible to do away with

all the noxious gases. A ride through the

tunnel was unpleasant and often danger-

ous."

lie also says that it would practically

be impossible to electrify railroads in Chi-

cago until track elevation has been com-

pletedo after that had been done the rail-

roads would have hundreds of steam

switching engines for which a substitution

of electricity would be impossible, at least,

until a self-contained motor shall have

been discovered.
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FIG. 2. VON BORDEN-INGLES OIL BURNER.

The particular feature of this oil

burner consists of outside atomization,

combining the fuel nnd vapor on. or

above a corrugated lip projecting in

front of the oil and steam discharge

and below the latter, for the purpose

of more thoroughly mixing the dis-

charge and controlling its movement

before passing into the fire.

The construction of this atomizer is

exceedingly simple, the entire burner

being cast in one piece, and there are

sumed inside the firebox with a very

uniform application of heat to the sur-

faces thereof, and the flame produced,

which is a light yellow, is soft and does

not injure the crown sheet or tube

sheet or cause leaky tubes. It may be

added that the method of reducing the

heat while the engine is standing is not

only economical in practice, but is entirely

free from the usual evil effects of rapidly

cooling that occurs on opening furnace

doors.

Stevens Institute.

The commencement exercises of the

Stevens Institute of Technology, Ho-

boken, N. J., celebrated in the second

week of June, were of more than

interest. The degree of Mechanical En-

gineering was conferred on nearly one

hundred graduates. The president of the

Faculty, Alex. C. Humphreys. M. E..

LL. D., made an eloquent introductory-

address, and Dr. Henry Pritchett, presi-

dent of the Carnegie Foundation for the

Advancement of Teaching, delivered an

address to the graduating class. The

attendance of visitors was very large, and

the Institute buildings, which have lately

been considerably added to, were opened

for inspection. The Carnegie Laboratory

of Engineering was the theme of universal

admiration, the equipment embracing

every description of steam, electric and

gasolene engine and other machinery.
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The Path to Knowledge and Success.

By Angus Sinclair, Doc.Eng.

There is no royal road to learning is a

true saying, but nevertheless there are

roads much easier to travel than others.

That line of reflection kept recurring to

me while attending the Purdue Univer-

sity lately on noting the effective help the

students receive at every step of their

progress on the highway to skill and

learning. To those who have labored

through the ordeal, self help successfully

followed towards fame and fortune is

a source of some satisfaction, but most of

the people who have risen above the com-

mon level by unaided toil would have

gained a higher plane had they enjoyed

the assistance that those educated in their

line could have imparted during the strug-

gling period.

Contrasts are said to be odious, but I

could not help contrasting the lot of en-

gineering students guided directly

towards the goal of their ambition by-

professors pointing the proper way and

guarding the mental travelers against

straying or stumbling, with the lot of

one who had to grope his way to an

engineering education without help or

direction.

When sixteen years old I went from

my village home to the railway shops

in Arbroath, a large manufacturing town,

where I was telegraph clerk in the super-

intendent's office, apprentice and general

utility boy. Life was remarkably dreary

those days, for I was among strangers

of the coarse manufacturing class, who
cared for little beyond living as comfort-

ably as their means would permit, with

no ideals and no ambition beyond sordid

desire for more pay. The desert of

dreary toil was to me illuminated a little

by my taste for reading and the privilege

of a good public library.

Any influence which has inspired a boy

to ambitious efforts ought to be worth

mentioning to young men about to em-

bark upon the careers of their choice.

There was in Lawrencekirk, my native

village, an organization called the Young
Men's Mutual Improvement Society. All

the intelligent boys of the village be-

longed to that society and the earliest

manifestation of ambition was to ac-

quire fluency as a debater or to be re-

garded as an authority on the topics se-

lected for discussion. When I became

settled in Arbroath I began to inquire

about Young Men's Mutual Improvement

Societies, and after a time found one

bearing the more humble name of the

Young Men's Debating Society. I joined

that society and was at once assigned

the duty of leading the debate on the

question, "Was the Flood Universal?"

The encyclopedia has been a very useful

tool of mine and the Flood question first

taught me to seek that aid to knowledge.

The young men belonging to this so-

ciety were above the average in intelli-

gence. They were youths striving to im-

prove their minds. Questions relating to

education frequently came up and mis-

takes in grammar were savagely assailed.

There used to be a new debate every

week and I got into the habit of looking

in the encyclopedia for information on the

subject. The practice increased my fund

of general knowledge, but more import-

ant still, intercourse with ambitious young

men first impressed me with the melan-

choly fact that I did not know anything

about engineering science, the science on

which success in my business depended.

When I came to have a realizing sense of

my dense ignorance in this respect I fell

into a condiiiiin of temporary despair;

but happening to read in some book that

Thomas Newcomen, who had first built a

practicable steam engine, was a working

blacksmith, I took heart again and began

searching for a teacher of applied me-

chanics.

The blunders, misconceptions and auk-

ward mistakes that dominated my search

after engineering education remind me
strongly of a pedestrian tour I once took

part in through the Highlands of Scot-

land. One day's experience will do for

the whole. Three of us started bright

and early up a shady glen with buoyant

step and joyful hearts. When we had

gone two hours on that direct journey,

we came to three gillies who were out

to prevent intruders from disturbing deer

that gentlemen were out hunting. They
informed us that we could go no further

in that direction. In vain we protested

that it was a people's highway. They did

not care. Did we want to fight our way?
We did not.

These Highland gillies or gamekeepers

are a stalwart, vigorous class, who spend

most of their time on the hills, many of

them being trained athletes.

The story is told about one of these

men being prostrated with an attack of

pleurisy and the doctor gave the wife

strict injunctions to apply leeches to her

husband's side. When the doctor made a

visit next day he remarked, "Mrs. Gor-

don, your man is decidedly better ; I'm

thinking you made good use of the

leeches?" "Leeches!" exclaimed the

woman, "I knew that worms widna help

my Hugh, sae I put a ferrit to his side."

The only way open was to climb a

mountain at right angles to our route.

It took us two hours of hard climbing

to reach the top with no road in sight.

All afternoon we toiled along zig-zag

sheep paths through quaking bogs, over

shoe cutting morasses and by torrential

streams that often blocked our course,

and in one case had to be waded waist

deep.

On making inquiries after a teacher

who would impart for a consideration

lessons in science, a superannuated dom-
inie was strongly recommended. On be-

ing interviewed this man urged me to

take lessons in navigation, which had be-

come his specialty, but I could not see

how the art of finding the location of a

vessel on the ocean would aid me in

mechanical calculations. The teacher's

range of knowledge was limited, and
after navigation was refused he proposed

a course of study in Latin, holding that

it would be useful to be able to give the

Latin names of engines and their parts

just as doctors had to give Latin names
to their drugs. I failed to see the par-

allel between drugs and driving wheels.

There was danger of our attempt at

scientific study falling through, when one

evening the old gentleman called at my
lodgings and gleefully informed me that

he had discovered what I needed. It was
a course of study in moral philosophy.

Philosophy was held by Plato, he said, to

be the supreme and only true science,

therefore no better training on the princi-

ples of engineering could be found.

The particular treatise recommended
was Dugald Stewart's "Outlines of Moral

Philosophy." I devoted my spare time

for nearly two winters pondering over

Stewart's abstruse reasoning, but I failed

to see wherein the hair-splitting abstrac-

tions helped to throw light upon a single

engineering problem. The labor was not

absolutely lost, however, for it trained

me into habits of mental concentration,

but it was a circuitous route to reach a

desired goal.

One day that I was doing work in the

drawing office of the works I found a

copy of Clark's Railway Machinery, which

fascinated me as no book had previously

done. That book ended my wrestlings

with Dugald Stewart. The chief drafts-

man, who was owner of the book, gave

me permission to read it whenever I had

time to visit the office, but it must re-

main there. After reading the great

work with zealous care I proceeded to

copy the more important parts, an act of

love's labor that filled my mind with

sound principles concerning the locomo-

tive engine, the proper forms of design,

together with its economical management
and operation.

Many years have passed since Clark's

Railway Machinery was first the object

of my adoration ; but no other book ever

attained the same place in my admiration.

It has been the quarry from which many
other engineering books have been in-

debted for their best material and it is

still a safe reference for those who de-

sire to learn sound principles of locomo-

tive engineering.

For years Clark's book was the prin-

cipal object of my study, but others came
in course of time, principally works on

natural philosophy. There ceased to be

scarcity of material for study, but I al-

ways suffered from the lack of mental

training that produces steady, persistent

application.
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Various forms of gamekeeper gillies

intruded themselves on my path of self-

instruction. Scotland furnishes many ex-

amples of workmen who have worked

their way into the learned professions by

persistent study and unaided labor. But

there are exceptions. Study was not pop-

ular among workmen in my time, and it

took no small amount of fortitude to

withstand the ridicule, raillery and de-

rision of one's associates. They were the

gillies ready to turn aside ambitious in-

dividuals aspiring to rise above their

class.

When a youth is moved by vague am-

bition to study for some ulterior benefit,

he is almost certain to experience lapses

of industry. I occasionally wearied of

well doing and fell back into play or

indulged in dissipations of novel reading.

This would be succeeded by reactions

towards industry. I attempted at one

time to compel myself to study regularly

one hour every evening, but it proved

too much for one often fatigued by hard

work. Then I fell back upon half an

hour, which seemed too long, and I finally

settled upon twenty minutes. That

period of study I stuck to with decided

persistency. A naturally obstinate dispo-

siiton helped me in that practice and after

it had been acquired as a habit nothing

was allowed to interfere with my twenty

minutes of study. The remembrance

monies vividly to me of many times

reaching home weak, sleepy and weary

from many hours of hard work on an

engine, then cleaning myself, with the

book on the washstand, that necessary

labor and study should be combined.

Nodding, sometimes napping, but putting

in the twenty minutes' task.

In thinking about my school masters

as the influences that helped me to a fair

education, I must not forget Willie

Laurie, one of my most valuable instruc-

tors. Willie was a boilermaker, famous

for his skill in tinkering cracked fire

boxes, and in drying up leaky tubes. My
first introduction to Willie was at the

shop gate one meal time, when we were

waiting for the bell to call us to labor.

The men had been discussing the attrac-

tive subject of what each one liked best

to drink. There were great diversities

of taste expressed when some one be-

came conscious that the views of an ex-

pert had been overlooked. Then the ques-

tion was asked

:

"What do you like best to drink, Willie,

vhen you have your choice?"

"Weel," replied Willie Laurie, "when

1 hae my choice there is naething I like

better than one glass o' whisky mixed

with anither glass o' whisky."

A day or two after that I was assigned

as tool carrier to that Willie Laurie, and

we spent much time together in scorching

fire boxes and in humid tenders. On the

first day of my boilermaking duties we
had worked several hours in one fire box,

and after we wi nl out Willie a

"Mow many grate bars had tli.it lire

box?" 1 had not the least id<

many bars thei e %\ 1 '. but he in 1 ti d on

having me make a guess. It was fat "It'

from l»iug correct and he mad' nut ol

my ignorance. I hat wa thi bi ginning

only. Every day he had puzzling qui

tions about boiler details and abused me

for the wild guesses 1 made. Very soon

I fell into the habit of counting the num-

bers of tubes and staybolts, measuring

the dimensions of every part I could

reach and taking careful notice of

detail. A habit was thus formed that

became highly useful in my engineering

It was the developing of the ob-

serving faculties, acquiring tin

see things. I ran locomotives about ten

years and never had a failure on the road

excepl broken prings and tires. The ex-

emption from accidents was due to the

ability t" make a rapid inspection of the

machinery, loose nuts and bolts never

escaping my notice.

The training that Laurie gave me

Whi n d the editorial staff

of a weekly mechanical paper I worked

s of my
* the end of three months found

my source^ 1 dry," as

failures expressed the harass-

edition. I confessed my dilemma

'itor, and he -aid, "Non-

sense ;
you have stuck too close to the

office; go out and visit workshops; it

does not matter what kind. 1 took the

advice and in the course of a day's ram-

iw so many things to write about

thai I never was pumped dry again.

This 1 pi ence taught me that the se-

crel 'i ' mluring technical journalism is

study and observation. '1 his hint may be

useful to others who are ambitious to be-

come technical newspaper men.

The men who have risen from the

lower grades of the mechanical depart-

ment of railways to be master mechanics,

superintendents, managers and presidents,

have displayed characteristics that com-

mended them for advancement. The
most valuable attribute a workman can

OLD DANFORTH-COOK WOOD BURNER ON THE LACKAWANNA.

formed a valuable part of the capital that

contributed to my success in life. The

habits of observation combined with

steady industry and the inclination

towards study were the real friends that

pushed me up the steep grade to the

position of a successful engineering jour-

nalist.

Engineering journalism is a field to

which many have been called and few

have been chosen. When I entered that

field I had enjoyed the advantage of

having previously done much work on

general newspapers and magazine writing,

yet I met with serious discouragements

in the beginning of my experience as an

editor of a technical journal. When a

person passes from the shop, the cab, the

drawing office, or the engineers' corps, to

the editor's sanctum, he naturally draws

upon his experience for articles, but the

end of that source of supply is soon

reached and unless the new candidate for

steady employment has other sources of

mental and professional capital his career

at the editor's desk is soon ended.

possess is a thorough acquaintance with

every detail of his business. Very little

credit is due for being a good operative

engineer or good workman, for every

one worth employing tries to be a good

hand. High credit is due to the man

who acquires thorough acquaintance with

the science of his business, a man who

has knowledge to sell to his employers,

besides ordinary ability to perform a fair

labor. Such men are in demand

to-day, and it pays to devote leisure

lours to study and to developing habits

of observation.

The book engineer and the scientific

mechanic have enemies and detractors on

every railway in the country, detractors

noted for nothing but dense ignorance

and mistaken notions, that always keep

them frozen to the lowest of inferior po-

sitions. The ambitious youth may secure

promotion by deserving it, but the ob-

stacles to be overcome can only be accom-

plished by the intelligent and active ex-

ercise of self-help and well directed

studv.
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The Heroic in Railroading.

The heroic in battle has been the

theme of poets in all ages, as if the

mere killing of our enemies was the

noblest thing imaginable. If war could

be stripped of its spectacular elements

and revealed in its bare brutality, it

would be a poor subject for song or

story. That the noblest attribute of

humanity— self sacrifice—may be called

into action in battle is undeniable, but

it is rarely the dominant factor. It is

in the hope, wise or otherwise, that

our antagonist be made to bite the dust

that we rush on to death or victory.

The humble, and often unrecorded,

acts of heroic adventure, where one

risks one's own life to save another,

perhaps unknown, fellow creature, re-

veals an impulse infinitely nobler than

the mere grappling in a struggle to

the death with foemen. Perhaps in no

realm of human endeavor is there more
exalted heroism displayed than in the

many instances of railroad men, at their

own peril, rescuing the lives of others

who are in jeopardy. The Interstate

Commerce Commission have, by re-

quest of the President, arranged to

award special medals for life saving on

railroads and have established a sys-

tem of collecting satisfactory evidence

in each particular case. The report

recently published shows a number

of cases of absorbing interest as illus-

trating the heroic in the moving acci-

dents that occur in the life of the rail-

road man. In every instance the no-

ble impulse of self sacrifice is evident.

The case of George H. Poell, Grand
Island, Nebraska, is a case in point.

He was a fireman on the St. Joseph

& Grand Island Railway, and saved

the life of a three-year-old boy by go-

ing out on the pilot of his engine and
picking up the child from the middle

of the track while the train was mov-
ing at the rate of about twelve miles

per hour. The child escaped injury,

but Mr. Poell's arms were broken and

his left foot was so badly injured as to

make amputation necessary.

The news of this heroic act with its

attendant disaster was widely known
among railroad men, but Poell's mis-

fortune did not prevent Edward Mur-

ray, Pittsburg, Pa., a freight conductor

on the Pennsylvania Railroad, from

risking his life under nearly similar

conditions. While a locomotive and

tender were backing up in switching

operations, two children stepped on

the track a few yards ahead of the rap-

idly moving train. Mr. Murray leaped

from his position on the tender, lifted

one child clear of the rails and grasped

the other in his arms just in time to

step on the footboard of the tender as

it came up. No one was injured.

Charles W. Haight, Utica, N. Y., an

engineer on the Delaware, Lackwanna
& Western Railroad, also saved the

life of a young girl by running out to

the pilot of his engine and picking her

up from the track in front of the mov-
ing train, both escaping injury. George
II. Wr

illiams, Braintree, Mass., an en-

gineer on the New York, New Haven
& Hartford Railroad, was less fortu-

nate as far as he himself was con-

cerned. While preventing a lady from

a rash attempt to cross the railroad

track in front of a rapidly moving
train, near where his engine was stand-

ing. He managed to save the lady from

injury, but was struck by the engine

himself necessitating his removal to a

hospital for about three months. A
similar incident occurred to Edward A.

McGrath, station agent at Stowell Sta-

tion, on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul Railroad, at Milwaukee. A girl

of six years, crossing the track in front

of an approaching train, and heedless

of the warnings shouted to her, would
certainly have been killed but for the

heroic act of Mr. McGrath, who rushed

to the child and picked her up, but was
himself struck down by the pilot beam
of the engine though not seriously in-

jured.

Other acts equally heroic are includ-

ed in the report, and we have selected

these merely as illustrative of the read-

iness with which railroad men risk

their lives in the saving of others. The
ribbons, rosettes and bronze medals of

honor are fitting and proper as far as

they go, but we are hopeful that Con-

gress may eventually empower the

Commission to make more suitable re-

wards to those who may be permanent-

ly disabled by reason of extreme dar-

ing in endeavoring to save lives. The
Railroad Companies generally act very

liberally towards their employees in

such cases, but it must be remembered
that it is a public duty to reward in a

public way, acts of the kind that we
have described, and not leave the re-

ward to the caprice of corporations

whose means are in many instances,

especially in times like the present, ex-

tremely limited.

Daylight Saving.

The railways of the United States and

Canada are run on what is known as

standard time. There are five divisions

of the continent of North America corres-

ponding to the 60th, 75th, 90th, 105th and

the 120th meridians which give us Atlan-

tic, Eastern, Central, Mountain and Pa-

cific standard time. These meridians are

all 15 degrees apart. At the equator each

division corresponds to something over

1,100 miles.

In the British Isles the time for the

whole country is that of Greenwich, and

there is a proposal now on foot to pass

a bill in Parliament to "save the daylight."

The matter is now being considered by a

committee of the House of Commons, and

if the bill becomes law it will officially or

legally alter the clocks in the United

Kingdom, and thus railway time will un-

dergo a change along with everything

else. The plan is put forward by Mr.

William Willett, is that the hour be-

tween two o'clock and three o'clock in

the morning of each of the first four

Sundays in April of each year shall

be a short hour, consisting of forty

minutes only, and that between two

o'clock and three o'clock in the morn-
ing of each of the first four Sundays

in September shall be a long hour, con-

sisting of eighty minutes. The plan

now proposed will not even cause any

alteration in ordinary railway time

tables, for the station clocks would be

regulated between 2 A. M. and 3 A. M.

on Sundays in April at a time of infi-

nitsimal traffic.

The object of this is to save the light

as one may say, and a longer period of

daylight after business hours will be en-

joyed by the working people. The rail-

way time tables will not be altered and

schedules will not be disturbed ; only

everybody will get up three-quarters of

an hour earlier and stop work that much
before the usual time. The practical ef-

fect will be that the evening will appear
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to have a little more daylight than it has

now.

A number of representative people have

given evidence before the parliamentary

committee in favor of the Daylight Sav-

ing bill, as it is called. Sir George Live

sey, chairman of the iouth Metropolitan

Gas Co., in London, thought the gas

companies would lose about £380,000 by

the change. The general manager of the

Great Central Railway approved of the

bill, but suggested an alteration of the

even hour instead of 40 minutes, to be-

gin the third week of April and end in

the autumn. The representatives of the

London and North Western Railway

also approved the bill.

Sir Robert Ball, the professor of as-

tronomy and Geometry, from his ob-

servatory at Cambridge, says in refer-

ence to this proposal: "Which is the

better for our waking hours, glorious

sunshine, which costs us nothing, or

expensive and incomparably less effi-

cient artificial light?" Only perverted

habits could make us hesitate as to the

answer to this question. The admirable

"scheme of Mr. Willett will rescue 210

hours of our waking life from the

gloom of man's puny efforts at illumi-

nation, and substitute for it—sunbeams.

There are no difficulties connected with

the scheme which could weigh for a

moment against the advantages of its

adoption."

Many places in this country have almost

as much difference in the time they ob-

serve as would be effected by the Day-

light Saving bill. The city of Detroit now
maintains its own local time, which is

28 minutes slower than Eastern standard

time and 32 minutes faster than Central

standard time. Trains going east out of

Detroit are run on Eastern time and those

going west use Central time. Railway

employees at Detroit working on Eastern

standard time have practically the ad-

vantage of the daylight saving system dur-

ing the summer, while in the winter the

advantage is with those using Central

standard time, as in the morning the

period of darkness is shortened.

are, the \\< Ifare of the people at large re-

eeivi less consideration from nur law

makers than the toiling populati

other countries receive from their law

makers.

Take the rase of compensation to la-

borers for injuries received in the course

of his employment. Laws have

passed in twenty 'lifferent countries call-

ing for the awarding of damages for in-

juries. Even Russian law provides that

in case of death, dependent heirs shall re-

ceive a pension not exceeding two-thirds

the annual wages of deceased. In most

countries the compensation consists of

medical treatment, periodical payments

for temporary disability and pensions or

agreed upon sums for total disability or

death,

When the employers of labor in for-

eign countries are willing to compensate

their employees for accidents received in

that service, it appears to be promoting

rank injustice to influence American em-

ployers of labor from doing likewise. The

fellow servants' law, the greatest iniquity

inherited by this country, has been prac-

tically abolished in the land of its birth,

but our unjust employers cherish it as an

excuse for taking advantage of unfortu-

nates.

Compensation for Injuries.

The politicians who are tumult leaders

in the United States have been laboring

in season and out of season to convince

railroad companies that their interests

will suffer severely, should laws be passed

by Congress embodying the principle that

the laborer should be indemnified for in-

juries received in the course of his em-

ployment. The impression is disseminated

that the movement in favor of treating

workmen fairly emanates from a social-

istic spirit that ought to be suppressed

instead of being encouraged by conces-

sions. We are given to boasting that the

United States takes the lead enacting

laws promoting liberty and for the com-
fort of the masses ; but democratic as we

Care of Locomotive Boilers.

At the convention of the Interna-

tional Boiler Makers' Association, re-

cently held at Detroit, Mr. E. W.
Rogers, of the American Locomotive

Company, at Paterson, N. J., in pre-

senting a report on the care of loco-

motive flues, spoke in favor of wide

copper ferules. He urged the treat-

ment of water in bad water districts

and referred to the necessity of care-

ful handling of engines on ash pits.

Mr. F. M. Whyte, mechanical engi-

neer of the New York Central Lines,

thought it would not be practicable for

any man to say which is the best

method of setting tubes, because what

would be satisfactory in one part of

the country would not be practicable in

another. Mr. Whyte suggested that

the association print in their proceed-

ings a description of all the various

methods used and under what condi-

tions the work was done, with the re-

sults obtained.

Mr. J. T. Goodwin, of the American

Locomotive Works, at Richmond, Va.,

presented the report of a special com-

mittee on "Boiler Explosions, Their

Cause and Remedy," his associates be-

ing Messrs. T. C. Best, J. Kelly. H. L.

Wratten, J. A. Doarnburger and C. L.

Hempel. The report includes a val-

uable compilation of data covering all

kinds of boiler explosions from 1879

to 1907, their cause and number of peo-

ple killed and injured. The total num-

ber of locomotive explosions from all

causes during the past 10 years was

232. < in 1 he .pie, lion and

ee -aid that the

proper safeguards against this f<>>

disastei iousness, intel-

ligence, correct design, the employ-

ment of reliable and experienced mak-

ers, capable men in charge of construc-

tion, periodical inspection, prompt re-

1 and the removal of boilers be-

deterioration sets in.

Mr. Garland P. Robinson, of the

New York State Public Service Com-
mission, Second District, spoke of the

rules of the commission, which apply

to 6,000 locomotives. In the past year,

of 17 accidents reported, only three

were explosions of locomotive boilers.

Accidents and fatalities occurring dur-

ing the past year, he said, were due

more to minor causes than anything

else. The few explosions that occurred

were due chiefly to low water, and Mr.

Robinson expressed the opinion that

sufficient care is not given to water

glasses and gauge cocks, especially in

the matter of keeping them clean.

Draw Filing.

Fine finishing was a marked feature of

locomotive work for many years and it

still prevails to a great extent in marine

engines. The milling and polishing ma-

chines now in general use are deemed

sufficient for ordinary purposes, but there

is a degree of fineness in hand work that

no kind of machinery' can equal. On the

locomotive this is especially noticeable on

the guides and connecting rods where the

fine finishing of the skilled mechanic gives

an appearance of elegant perfection that

is peculiarly pleasing to the eye of the

keen observer.

There is a glitter or gloss about ma-

chine finishing that is unapproached by

hand work. Samples of this kind of fin-

ishing are to be seen in its highest de-

gree of perfection on the automobiles

made in France. The buffing wheels must

be very fine in the machine shops there,

or what is more likely as the wages are

small, there is no such hurry about the

work as there is in the general contract

factories in America. This glossy finish,

however, does not conceal the fact that

the surfaces may be defective in the im-

portant element of straightness which is

the crowning feature of finely finished

hand work.

There is no substitute for draw filing

in producing the straight finish, and

while there is not the demand for draw-

filed finishing that there was years ago,

it is still an important accomplishment in

a locomotive machinist, for when this

kind of work is required it has to be of

the finest quality.

As is generally known, it implies the

use of the smooth file in a direction at

right angles to the length of the work.

The best work can be done when the

file handle is removed, and by grasping
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the flat of the tile in both hands the ac-

tion of the file can be better controlled

than in cross filing. When carefully used

the file produces an accurate surface with

the grain of the finish in the direction of

the strokes.

In general practice nearly all surfaces

that are finished are machined smooth to

a correct size so that as little as possible

should be removed by the file. It is good
practice to apply emery cloth crosswise on
the surface while the process of draw
filing is going on. The action of the

emery cloth, which may be wrapped
around a parallel piece of wood, reveals

the scratches which are unavoidable in

draw filing, but which can be readily

lessened by the intelligent use of the file.

The finishing strokes should be given with

fine emery and oil, and when a piece of

clean leather is wrapped around the file

and charged with washed emery and oil,

it will be found to give finer results than

emery cloth which is not always free

from imperfections.

handed rascality. The railway gauge
was a question not easy of solution.

Of all men calculated to settle such a

question, the political camp follower

was the least fitted. Engineering ques-

tions require engineering experts, and
the world is never wanting in the right

men for the right place if those high

in authority have the clear vision to

look for them.

members may feel justly proud. The
attendance at the convention was good,

and the interchange of practical ideas

was beneficial to all. This is a feature of

the greatest importance, and the time will

come when railroad companies will not

only permit their foremen to attend but

will send them to the meetings. The
convention is an educational exhibit.

The Battle of the Gauges.

The restrictions which the Interstate

Commerce Commission and other semi-

political bodies are imposing on the

railroads in our own day, recall the

early acts of the Parliamentary Com-
mittees emanating from the British

House of Commons, and which tended
to greatly hinder the introduction of

the steam railways. Probably the

most absurd of these commissions was
the one appointed to settle the ques-

tion of the distance between the rails

on railways. This battle of the gauges
was brought about by a class of men
who seem to emanate from all legisla-

tures in all countries. Blind mouths,
as Milton called some of the parasites

in his day, men who did not care to

grapple earnestly with any question,

but who were content to let the peo-
ple who represented varying opinions
rend themselves to pieces as much as
they pleased so long as they them-
selves sat in comfort and drew their

exhorbitant salaries. The endless com-
mittees and Parliamentary camp fol-

lowers threatened to absorb all the rail-

way capital in the country. Expert
opinions offered by men like Stephen-
son and Brunei were held to be of no
value. The Legislature preferred to

keep the question open. It has been
frequently asserted that the battle of
the gauges cost more than the cam-
paign that culminated in the battle of
Waterloo.

The saddest part of the story is that
the people eventually pay for all this

nonsense. The result leads to over-
capitalization, which is followed by
high charges and the succession of
what then comes to be unavoidable
iniquities. These are visited upon the
children of those who permit such high-

General Foremen's Association.

The annual convention of the Interna-

tional Railway General Foremen's As-

sociation was held in Chicago the last part

of May and it was a very successful af-

fair. A number of excellent reports

were presented, and the association shows

gratifying evidence of progress in various

ways. We reprint in another part of this

paper a number of the reports, and the

rest will follow later.

This association has just been in exist-

ence four years and it has accomplished

much ; nevertheless there is in the presi-

dent's address insistence upon that very

obvious truth that it is by the exertion of

individual members of the association that

the ultimate success of the organization

must come. Everyone who enrolls himself

upon the books of the association has a

distinct and definite duty to perform in

order to further the work in hand. Each
member must take an active interest in

all that is done. It is not merely the

lending of one's name to the association

or of quietly paying one's dues, though

that is necessarily important. Each mem-
ber must make the results of his daily

work and life in the railroad shop a part

of the association's proceedings.

A good suggestion was made to the

Master Boiler Makers at their recent con-

vention, and that was that the various

methods of doing a certain piece of work,

flue setting, for example, should be de-

scribed and illustrated and embodied in

a committee report and so find its way
into the proceedings of the association.

This same method might apply to the

General Firemen's Association. Some
standard piece of work in locomotive re-

pairs such as frame welding or driving

wheel turning or anyone of the many im-

portant operations which all railroad

shops perform, might be described fully

by the various foremen who are known
to have made a specialty of that piece

of work, and such a report containing

perhaps two or three separate descriptions

of different methods would form a record

of performance from which instructive

comparisons could be drawn and depar-

tures made as occasion might demand.
The many excellent papers presented

show that there is a large amount of

thoughtful work being done by the as-

sociation, and the fact that so much time

and labor have been put upon this work
is evidence of a live and progressive senti-

ment in the association of which the

Shop System and Control.

A right shop system can be made to-

give the means of control. The great

bugaboo in the mind of the practical

man when system is mentioned is its cost

in clerical labor. These remarks were

made by Mr. B. A. Franklin, of Boston,

in a paper recently read before the New
England Railroad Club, on "Shop Sys-

tem as a Means of Control." He referr-

ed to the right shop system as the one
which brings to the practical man, reg-

ularly, comparatively and accurately,

the facts of shop progress. The right

shop system must also present its facts

as to suggest means of improvement

to the practical man.

The facts presented must not be looked

upon as merely figures, but as points of

view, or as pictures of shop occurrences.

There are three elements in the shop.

Material that becomes part of the finished

product. Productive labor, that is ac-

tually engaged in work on the finished

product. Factory expense, or the money

spent on making effective the productive

labor. The central element is productive

labor and it is round this that the whole

shop practice is built. There are two

methods of handling labor, the piece work

and the day work systems. Piece work

if handled rightly is the best. Mr. Frank-

lin was careful to point out that a great

mistake many employers have made on

piece work is to establish an irritating

policy of rate cutting, so that the work-

man is afraid to work at his best speed.

This is because the employer looks at the

labor cost and not at his expense cost. It

often pays to have a higher labor cost, if

it will push out production, because under

these conditions the expense cost, with in-

creased production, may go down faster

than the labor cost goes up.

Gang piece work, where the members
are paid percentage of the set price, the-

foreman getting the larger share, is a good
system and it produces co-operation be-

tween the members of the gang and in-

creases the output above the individual

rate. There is also piece work based on
quality. If the quality of work is up to-

a certain standard the rate is paid. If

the quality is bettered the rate per hun-

dred on all done is increased. If the

quality is lower than the standard, the

rate per hundred on all done is decreased.

The men soon learn that carefulness pays

them. Piece work should carry with it

the penalty for bad work. Quality is a

matter of insistence.
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General Foremen's Association

The fourth annual convention of the

International Railway General Foremen's

Association was held at the Hotel Lex-

ington, Chicago, 111., May 25-29, 1908.

President E, F. Fay, of Cheyenne, Wyo.,

called the convention to order at 2 o'clock

P, M., and addressed the meeting as fol-

lows : Gentlemen, Members of the Inter-

na lional Railway General Foremen's As-

sociation and Guests : We have now as-

sembled for the fourth annual convention

of this association formed in St. Louis

during the month of October, 1905. The

object of the association is the dissemi-

nation of information relative to meth-

ods in vogue in the various railway shops

in the United States, Canada and Mexico.

Unfortunately, our membership, while

large, has not been evidenced by the at-

tendance at our conventions. We trust

that time will remedy this state of affairs,

and that the Superintendent of Motive

Power of the various railways will re-

cognize our worth to the extent of in-

sisting on the attendance of those fore-

men who are eligible to membership, with

all expenses paid by their respective rail-

roads. In the discussion of the past three

conventions there have been brought out

many valuable and instructive points

which have benefited every individual

member. I am sure that we have reason

to believe that this may be said of all fu-

ture conventions. Certain it is that the

members of this association are closer to

the actual conditions both in the round-

house and the back shop than any one

else can be. It is their function to ex-

ercise a close, general or immediate su-

pervision over all departments of modern
railway plants. This being the case, it is

reasonable to suppose that they will have

ideas of immense benefit to their supe-

riors, and it has been conclusively de-

monstrated that they do have.

In my mind there is no question but

that this association is a step in the right

direction and with immense educational

possibilities. I bespeak for it a long and

prosperous life. In conducting its affairs

during the year just passed, I have re-

ceived the cordial co-operation and the

hearty support of its officers and mem-
bers, and we have worked out an elabor-

ate and instructive programme for discus-

sion. I am confident that every member
has taken the same interest in the wel-

fare of the organization as have its offi-

cers. We have, unfortunately, been han*

dicapped to a slight extent by the ar-

rearages of many of our members, a con-

dition which I hope to see corrected at

this convention.

The business of organizations of this

character cannot be satisfactorily trans-

acted unless each member shoulders his

part of the financial burden, which in

any event is not burdensome. I would,

there fon" at this time request that all

delinquent members take care of their

financial obligations to the association. I

am advised that the entertainment com-

mittee has arranged for a very nice pro-

gramme for our entertainment while

here. I have also arranged for several

well-known railway officials to address

us at this time. There is no question but

that these addresses will lie both enter-

taining and instructive. I would also re-

quest that the members of the association

be as prompt as it is possible for them

to be in attending the various meetings

which will be held, as the absence of a few

of our members retards the progress of

our meetings.

With these few remarks and trusting

that the efforts of your officers during

the past year in behalf of the association

have merited your approval, and thanking

you very much for your consideration, the

business of the association for which we
have assembled at this time will now
proceed.

MR. ]. F. DEV0Y, MECH. ENG., C. M. & ST. P.,

SPEAKS.

Gentlemen of this convention : I want

to say to you, and say with all candor, that

I felt honored that you asked me to come
down here and talk to you. One of my
greatest ambitions in life was that I might

sometime be a general foreman. I have

passed through the different stages to a

general foreman and they would not have

any more of me. So one of the things of

my life was lost. But coming down on

the train this morning I picked up a

newspaper and it led me to think of the

necessity of your meeting here.

If I should start in and tell you that

you should use treating tanks for your

boilers or that you should use soda ash,

I do not know but that I might get a

long way from the subject, but if any

one of you should decide and deter-

mine one thing in regard to the

operation of a railroad you will have

fulfilled your mission to Chicago and you

will have done the world some good.

Everyone of you will go back home and

think that you have been a benefit to so-

ciety and you will be a benefit to society

if you have accomplished or directed how
any matter should be done.

Friday morning I received a little book

called Betterment Briefs, written by Mr.

Jacobs, of the Santa Fe. who understands

shop practice better than I do. I show

you this illustration for machinery, a

[1 in « hii h ifferenl sides are

milled at a time In the same book on

page fourteen, I show you a method in

which they arc placed in jigs and planed

that way. There ..ill be a difference be-

tween you and sonic of your colleagues

as to which method should have been em-

1 and why. One man perhaps hasn't

iier of the proper speed to do the

work possibly as fast as the gentleman

from the Big Four or some other road.

But it is up to you to dictate to us the

way that it shall be done, and how you

can do it for the least amount of money.

That is the whole thing in railroading.

Let me emphasize more fully what I

mean. On my way down, I happened to

run across some store keepers and one

of them says, "I hope you will tell the

general foreman that we are all poor, and

how I fooled you on four hundred driv-

ing springs." There were four hundred

driving springs on the St. Paul some

with holes between the spring, known by

the different letters which designated their

class. I said you better take a hammer
and pin out the break. I will get a print

and tell you the nearest engine that will

take that spring, and we got rid of the

whole lot of springs in thirty days. It is

up to you to say whether certain material

or certain methods shall be followed.

To illustrate more fully what I mean

:

It has been my privilege during the past

year to be appointed on a committee of

the Master Mechanics' Association to de-

termine the size and the shape of the

castellated nuts. When we started I

that there wasn't a man on the committee

or a man on any railroad who maintained

that they should be done in any way
other than with milled slots. I did not

believe that it was the proper thing to do

and I want to say that now that nut is

dropped from the forging machine in one

operation. The credit for that belongs

to the general foreman of the machine

and blacksmith department of the St. Paul

Railroad. He didn't do it in a day and

you won't do it in a day. If you accom-

plish anything, it is up to you to get recog-

nition, and you can do it if you want to.

Here is where you should put it forward

and tell what you have done.

The State of New York in operating

its bridges over the Erie Canal was oper-

ating a large bridge by screw power twen-

ty years ago. I passed over that bridge

one day. and in going up and down, as

you all know, there is so much spring to

it, that I went back to the West Albany
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shops and there asked the general fore-

man if we could not apply the air lift to

it. That method is lifting the bridge to-

day and it was a railroad general foreman

that did it. and he did it after the ex-

perts of the Slate of New York had spent

$85,000 monthly.

The first air pump that I ever saw was

cne developed by the general foreman of

the West Shore Railroad. It was a sim-

ple affair with a main rod on top and

two inlet valves on either end. The first

time that I ever saw an engine success-

fully handled to determine what the

pump was doing, was done by a gentle-

man here who is second to none. Mr.

Sinclair, and I take pleasure to-day in

thanking him for the manner in which it

was done at that time.

I have worked piece work. When I

left Cornell University, I went down to

Syracuse to work. I was a pretty healthy

specimen at that time, and there was a

pretty good machinist by the name of

Bill Maher. He put me grinding rods to

straighten them. I knew just about as

much about grinding rods as a duck

would. He called me everything and I

felt pretty sore, but I was a hustler. A
little afterward he said they had a thirty

horsepower frame and would see what I

could do with that. Boys, he got me
right where I lived, because at that time

I didn't know anything that was loose

that I couldn't lift. I took hold of the

cylinder and I said : "Now, will you

show me how to grind that rod?" But

he wouldn't show me. That night we
settled it in the old-fashioned way with

fists, and I want to tell you I did not

come out first, but Bill did not work the

next day. I have to thank Bill Maher,

for within two weeks I knew how to

grind the rods.

There are men with whom I absolute-

ly refuse to take issue, because they are

too big for me, but I am going to say

how to do the work if I know how, and

if they do not listen to me I will turn

my guns at a different angle. If I am put

out one door, I will go in another.

axgus Sinclair's address.

Mr. President and Members of the

Convention : I feel very much flattered

that you invited me to address you, but

I am afraid it is out of my power to tell

you much about how you ought to do

your work for the reason that I think you

are the most technical of the various or-

ganizations of railways, and that those

who can dictate to general foremen

about their best methods need to have

gone thoroughly through the mill, which

I have 11 t done. I have never been a

general foreman, but have had a great

deal to do with the general fore-

man and have very strong im-

pressions about the importance of hav-

ing efficient general foremen, but I should

not like to undertake to perform the du-

ties myself.

In regard, however, to the organiza-

tion of this association and the work that

is left for it to do, I have seen for a

number of years that something of the

kind had to come in the near future. I

have been a member of the Railway

Master Mechanics' Association for twen-

ty-five years and I was secretary of it for

ten years, consequently I have been in

very close relations with the work which

that organization is doing. Moreover, as

a railway journalist, it is necessary for

me to study the work done by the mas-

ter mechanics and master car builders

in the past and I found that while at

first these organizations were performing

the details which general foremen do now,

they gradually wore away from that un-

til their work was more general. It was

specific, and consequently the work that

used to be done by the master mechanic

and was reported on by them and inves-

tigated by them was left to general fore-

men, and the result is nowadays, when the

Master Mechanics' Association or the

Master Car Builders' Association give

reports on shop details they are copy-

ing or reproducing what has been per-

formed for them by their various fore-

men. It naturally came that the

foremen started an association so that

they could talk intimately among them-

selves of what they were doing, and

their efforts on behalf of improving

methods will be much more satisfactory

than it would be working through the

line of their superior officers.

A tendency in that way began to

come when the traveling engineers' as-

sociation was formed. They were doing

work which had previously been done

by master mechanics, but the time

came when it was necessary for them

to attend specifically to the work they

were doing, and do it independently

of the master mechanics. It was waste

of effort for them to report through the

master mechanics; consequently the

Traveling Engineers' Association was

formed and has been very successful.

The same may be said in regard to

Air Brake Men's Associations. That was

another off-shoot that has been proven

very successful, and has been highly ben-

eficial to the railroads and the men en-

gaged in that occupation.

The shop foremen, or general foremen

as you call yourselves (I should think

shop foremen would be a better name
and would comprise a fuller class than

general foremen). That is no business

of mine, but I think if you would

take in all shop foremen you would have

a better field and could work to better

advantage in getting in new members.

This association has been in existence for

four years and has grown very rapidly,

but it has not grown as rapidly as the

Traveling Engineers' or the Air Brake

Mens' Association. And I think that

probably comes from your members

not being sufficiently impressed with

the fact that it is the duty of each in-

dividual to be a committee on advertis-

ing for the association—a committee of

one to bring in as many others as he

possibly can. The strength of the as-

sociation would be greatly increased if

that was done, and the greater your

membership is the greater will be your

influence. And when you get it proper-

ly impressed upon the motive power

officials that you are doing work which

they ought to save themselves from

meddling with, then you will be encour-

aged to go on in the way that you

have started and your organiaztion will

be increased. (Applause.)

President Fay: On behalf of the

members of the association I thank Mr.

Sinclair very much for the address and

the ideas he has given us.

The first topic on the list of the gen-

eral Foremen's Convention was the

pounding of the left main driving box

more than the right. The causes and

how this pounding came to be avoided.

The report is in the form of three separ-

ate statements by the case of Messrs. C.

H. Voges, E. R. Berry and W. H. Kin-

deigh.

topic no. 1.

Mr. President and Gentlemen

:

I think I have a serious topic to dis-

cuss. This refers to high speed engines

only.

We all know that both sides of the en-

gine should be equal in weight and ac-

tion, that is, the reciprocating parts

should correspond with the counter bal-

ance of the driving wheels. All en-

gines of to-day have the right side of the

engine for the lead. When an engine is

turned out of the back shop and properly

broken in and turned over to the round-

house foreman for service, we leave the

wedges down enough so the boxes are

free between the shoes and wedges' face.

Now, when the engine takes the regular

run in passenger service the engineer in

charge must take good care and keep

these wedges up in their proper place at

all times. If he neglects to do this it will

give the box a chance to start pounding

on journal.

We all know the engineer's position is

on the right side of the engine and nat-

urally he would detect anything quicker

in the running gears on the right side

than he would on the left.

Now, if the engine is taken good care

of by the engineer and the wedges set up

properly, why should the left main box

pound sooner than the right one? I have

never given this a thoughtful study until

the last three or four years, or have never

noticed it so much since we have these

large, high-speed passenger engines.

Probably when the left side follows the

(Continued on page 306.)
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Applied Science Department

Elements of Physical Science.

XV.—ACOUSTICS.

Acoustics is the science that treats

of sound. The vibrations of elastic

bodies produce what is known to us as

sound, the vibrations being transmitted

through the air or other medium. All

sounds can be traced to mechanical

action, and are caused by shocks which

are sufficiently strong to put the mole-

cules of the sounding body in vibration.

The movement of the particles of mat-

ter have the effect of stirring the air

in what are called waves similar to the

ripples in water when a stone or other

body is thrown into the water. These
proceed outward from the center of

disturbance and gradually become less

in volume until they are at last imper-

ceptible. A bell struck in a perfect va-

cuum is not heard, the vibrations of

the metal having no means of trans-

mission to the atmosphere.

It is a fact that the approach of a

railway train can be more readily de-

tected by placing one's ear at the rail.

Solid substances are better conductors

of sound that the air, and liquids also

conduct sound a greater distance than

the atmosphere does, which is variable

in its qualities as a conductor of sound.

Denser air conveys sound further than

the lighter air. This will be found to

be so when speaking on the top of a

high mountain where the atmosphere
is rare. As cold increases the density

of the air, it becomes a better conduc-

tor of sound than warm air.

Under ordinary conditions sound
passes through the air at a velocity of

1,120 feet per second, or a mile in 4^4
seconds. Sound passes much more
rapidly through water, the ratio being

over four times greater in velocity,

while iron transmits sound ten times

more rapidly than through the atmos-

phere. Some kinds of wood transmit

sound even more rapidly than iron.

The extreme distance to which sound
will travel in the open air has been
variably estimated, the farthest audible

recognition of the human voice being

given as twelve miles. This seems in-

credible in view of the fact that the

clearest and loudest speaking in the

open air cannot be distinctly heard
over ys of a mile. It is said, on excel-

lent authority, that the call of the sen-

tinels at the rock of Gibraltar can be
heard in Africa over twelve miles dis-

tant.

Sound is capable of reflection, and

1
1 1 mbles light and heat in this pi

culiarity that the angle of reflection is

always equal to the angle of incidi m 1

A sound is sometimes repeated n

than once, according to the number
of reflecting surfaces on which it

strikes. Sound reflected back is called

echo. There are many remarkable

echoes in the Alps and also in the

Rocky Mountains, where as man}
twenty syllables will be repeated, and

others where a single word will 1>

peated thirty times.

Musical sounds, so called on account

of their clearness and regularity, are

produced by regular vibrations, that is,

1 pn idui 1 d, beyond v. I

affect an ordinary ear as sound.

Speed Alters Tone of Bell.

: locomotive bell, which

neci sarily gives out a certain definite

sound, is. to those who hear it as the

train pa ses, a different note to that

which reaches the occupants of the

coaches, and the speed of the moving
train is responsible for this curious dis-

crepancy in the sound. It may even

run down several descending semi-

tones on the musical scale. It would

indeed be a wonderfully interesting

sight, could we but see the waves of

BIRD'S-EYE VIEW OOF THE RAILWAY TUBULAR BRIDGE, THE CARS
PENSION BRIDGE AND THE FOOT BRIDGE AT CONWAY CASTLE.

a certain definite number in a definite

period of time. For instance: The
middle C of the piano is produced by

256 vibrations a second, and may be

said to have three characteristics—loud-

ness, pitch and quality. Loudness de-

pends on the amplitude of the vibra-

tions producing it, pitch on the rapidi-

ty of the vibrations, and quality on the

nature of the overtones peculiar to the

body from which the sound emanates.

Musical notes are said to be in unison

when the vibrations that produce them

are equal in time. The slowest vibra-

tions that produce audible sounds fol-

low each other at the rate of sixteen

in a second of time, and a very low

note is the result. As the vibrations

become more rapid the pitch rises un-

til twenty-four thousand vibrations

may be reached when a very high note

sound as they traverse the atmosphere

around us, as they surge among, over

and around the islands in that ocean of

air in which we live. The sound waves

beat upon the various objects which

lie in their way, and are broken, re-

flected *or turned aside like breakers

on a rock-bound coast.

When a bell is struck by the ham-

mer, caught on the swiftly up-swung

rim, the whole sound-bow of the bell

vibrates briskly and gives out a clear,

strong tone. The shiver of the sonor-

ous metal is communicated to the air

as a series of pulsations which cause

the elastic atmosphere around the bell

to become alternately dense and rare,

and each rhythmic ebb and flow is

what we call a wave of sound.

These rhythmic vibrations given off

from a swinging bell are so rapid that
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each sound wave moves but a short dis-

tance when it is followed by another

and another and another. If a bell has

the shape and size necessary to produce

256 separate pulsations of the air in

one second, the sound it gives out is

the musical note corresponding to the

middle C of the piano. It must be re-

membered that the whole of the 256

vibrations in the second, are all pro-

duced by a single stroke of the ham-

mer on the rim or sound-bow of the

bell. In tranquil air, these 256 sound

waves pass outward in all directions at

a speed of about 1,120 feet a second.

For this musical note, called middle

C, the waves of sound are therefore

each about 4 1/3 ft. long. In one second

of time, the drum of the ear is thus made
to vibrate 256 times in unison with

these sonorous waves, when we hear

this definite and well-known musical

tone.

A bell tuned to the middle C. when

struck once, pours upon the air a se-

ries of sound waves each 4 1/3 feet long

and as many as 256 of them to the sec-

ond. Such a bell rung steadily on a

locomotive moving at high speed does

all this, but the swift pace of the en-

gine modifies the sound waves before

they reach the ear of a man standing

beside the track. An engine going a

mile a minute rushes over the rails at

the rate of 88 ft. each second. The
first vibration flung from the bell tra-

verses 4 1/3 ft. in the air, while the bell

vibrating with the second wave is car-

ried forward something over four

inches. The wave lengths are there-

fore shortened ahead of the engine and

consequently there are more of them
launched into the space in front. A
sharper tone thus reaches the ears of

those who stand beside the track ahead

and hear.

The sound waves flying off behind

the bell are lengthened, for although

the first of the back-thrown waves

traverses its 1120 ft. in the second, the

the last of them has come from the bell

now 88 ft. further down the road. The
re-spacing of the wave crests which

upon the ear of the listener has

caused them to be something over four

inches longer than they otherwise

would be, and a lower or flatter tone

is heard. The same alteration in the

tone value of the note takes place

when the locomotive whistle is blown

and the effect is more marked when
the sound is a musical chord such as

many chime whistles give. The altera-

tion in tone is not so noticeable when
the listener is some distance away and

in a direction approximately at right

angles to the track.

The greatest distortion of the sound

would probably be noticed if the list-

ener was on a fast train, moving in the

opposite direction on a parallel track,

for here the motion of both trains,

banks up, or one might almost say,

bunches the sound waves in front of

the trains, and stretches them out or

drags them apart after the trains have

passed each other. In this way the

bell sounding its fundamental note,

rings true to the men on the engine,

nevertheless at the same time, yields

§harp C to the man beside the track

ahead, and becomes C flat to him long

before the flutter of the marker flags

shows that the train has passed.

Appearance of Things at Night.

The British Medical Journal in a

recent issue gives some explanation for

the strange appearance which objects

may assume when seen at night. Near-

ly every railroad man has had more or

less experience of the changed appear-

ance noticed occasionally in familiar

things. Our British contemporary

says:

"Every one must at times have asked

himself why familiar objects in a dim

light tend to assume fantastic and of-

more or less violent motor impulsion.

In fact, the subject finds himself in the

position of a horse which sees a rap-

idly advancing automobile for the first

time and does not know what to make

of it.

"Imagination aiding, these blurred,

mobile and uncertain images are sus-

ceptible of the most phantasmagoric

interpretation, and in persons who are

not accustomed to control sensorial im-

pressions by the exercise of the intelli-

gence the impressions are accepted as

realities and acted upon accordingly.

Gamekeepers and others who are ac-

customed to night work make allow-

ance for phenomena of this class and

correct the visual deficiency by the aid

of other senses, such as hearing, which

are not dependent on light."

OLD "SINGLE" IN TRANCE.

lentimes alarming appearances. The
explanation is to be found in the special

conditions of night vision. The pupils

are widely dilated and, as in the pho-

tographic lens w-ith a large diaphragm,

the apparatus of accommodation can

only focus for one plane. As the fac-

ulty of estimating distances is in great

measure lost in the obscurity, we can-

not focus with precision, and a blurred,

uncertain outline is thrown upon the

retina.

"The, too, colors viewed in a fading

light lose their distinguishing hue in a

fixed sequence until a point is reached

at which everything becomes of one

uniform gray tint. It follows that the

images which are transmitted to the

visual centres are profoundly modified

in color and outline, and as they enter

the eye through the widely dilated pu-

pil at an altogether unusual angle the

movement of locomotion gives them a

peculiar mobility.

"Now, one relies on experience for the

interpretation of sensorial impressions,

and when these present themselves sud-

denly in an unusual form they create a

feeling of insecurity which finds ex-

pression in mental perturbation and

Railroad Automobilists.

One would naturally suppose that rail-

road men would get all the riding they

wanted by using fast trains; but no class

in the community is fonder of the sport

and excitement that comes from automo-

bile riding.

Any conspicuous defect that will put

the automobile out of service is viewed

with decided impatience by railroad men,

just as they have no use for locomotives

that fail on the road and have to abandon

trains. President Hughitt, of the Chi-

cago North Western Railway, recently

declared that the tire is the weak spot of

an automobile and that it was not credit-

able to makers that tires continued to be

so unreliable, a complaint we had good

reason to endorse. The fact is that pneu-

matic tires have not been improved in

durability since they were first introduced

on bicycles. The unreliability of air in-

flated tires is working up sentiment in

favor of solid tires. The growing favor

that the buggy wheeled runabout is meet-

ing with is due in no small measure tr>

the solid tires used on such vehicles.

There is a substance on the market

called Newmastic which makes an excel-

lent filling for tires and is, we believe,

destined to solve the difficulty with

punctured tires. Newmastic is a springy-

substance used to fill the inner tube in

place of compressed air. The writer has

the four tires of an automobile filled with

this substance and has run them over

twelve hundred miles without the least

trouble. In that service neither pump nor

wrench has ever been used on the tires.

The car rides as well as it did with pneu-

matic tires and there is wonderful com-

fort in the consciousness that no punc-

ture is liable to happen at any moment.
To people who run automobiles for

pleasure, and have their enjoyment fre-

quently marred by tire troubles, we would

say, get the inner tubes filled with New-
mastic, and they will find that their tire

troubles are much decreased if not abol-

ished altogether.
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Questions Answered

GAUGE OF DRIVERS.

47. B. S. asks (1) why is the hole in

tin' link-block not in the center of the

block?—A. It usually is in the center

of the block. (2) Is there any difference

in gauge between front and back drivers

of an engine?—A. No there is no differ-

ence in gauge of wheels, there is gen-

erally more play allowed between hubs

and driving boxes of center wheels in

six and eight-coupled engines where
all are flanged in order to allow the en-

gine to go round a curve more easily.

COVERING STEAM PORTS.

48. B. S. asks what position will

an engine have to stand in to have both

ports covered? Can both be covered at

the same time?—A. Yes, both can be

covered at the same time. The ordi-

nary slide valve has a certain amount of

lap, and when it is in the center of its

travel both steam ports are closed from
live steam and exhaust. The valve,

however, closes to live steam at the

point of "cut off" and in full gear with

24 ins. stroke that may be after the

piston has moved about 21 ins. In mid
gear this closure may take place at

about 16 ins. You can find the posi-

tion by placing the engine with piston

near the end of its stroke moving for-

ward, opening the throttle so that steam
will flow from the front cylinder cock

and draw up the reverse lever toward

center and when the flow of steam
from the cylinder cock ceases both

ports are covered. Both sides of the

engine can be blocked at the same time,

if the lap on the valve is large in pro-

portion to the travel.

BRAKES IN FULL RELEASE.

49. Mr. J. J. M., of Denver, Col., asks

:

"In using Westinghouse air engineer

left brake valve in full release position

till train line and main reservoir equal-

ized, then brought handle to running

position, the brakes set on the tender

and slid the wheels, but the brakes on

the rest of the train did not set and
engineer was unable to release tender

brakes, what caused tender brakes to

set on tender and not the rest of train?

There were forty-five cars in train?

—

A. It is evident that the brake pipe

leakage was insufficient to move the

triple valves to application position

during the time the brake pipe pres-

sure was reducing to the adjustment

of the freed valve, that is, the auxil-

iary reservoir pressure could reduce

through the feed grooves into the

brake pipe without moving the triple

pistons, or if the pistons were moved
the small amount of air leaving the res-

ervoirs could pass through the leak-

age grooves in the brake cylinders.

The fact that both the tender triple

valve and the tender brake piston were
moved and the brake applied under
the conditions mentioned, indicates

that the leakage groove in the cylinder
was partly or entirely closed, or that

there was a considerable difference be-

twi en the auxiliary reservoir and brake
pipe pressures when the triple p
and slide valve were moved. This dif-

ference in pressure could be cau-

the triple valve not working freely and
the feed groove being partly closed

with dirt.

WEIGHT ON ENGINE TRUCK.

50. G. J. D., Panama, asks : What
portion of the weight of the engine is

generally carried on the engine truck

where front truck and front driving

wheels are equalized together, on an

85-ton engine, 4-6-2 class?—A. As an
example of this class take the engine

that was illustrated on page 233 of

our June issue. The weight on the en-

gine truck of the New York Central

Pacific type locomotive is 46,000 lbs.,

and the weight on Trailer truck is 48,-

500 lbs. In the Pacific type of engine,

about 18 per cent, of the total weight

is usually carried on the engine truck,

and about the same per cent, on the

trailer truck, although these propor-

tions, of course, vary as circumstances
may require.

DAYLIGHT SAVING BILL.

51. M. E. A., Santa Barbara, Cal.,

writes: There is a bill before Parlia-

ment, in Great Britain, to alter the

clocks in the first four Sundays in

April and put them back in Septem-
ber. How does this save daylight, and
how do they propose to work the

scheme?—A. The plan is to begin on
the first Sunday in April and between
2 and 3 A. M., alter the clock so as to

gain 20 minutes. That is, when the

clock markes 2:40 A. M. make it 3

o'clock. The week following is run on

this advanced time. The second Sun-

day in April the same thing is done

again. When the clock marks 2:40 A.

M. it is then really 2:20 A. M., but it is

advanced to 3 A. M. The second week
in April is then run on a total advance

of 40 minutes. The third week is run

on a further advance of 20 minutes or

a total advance of one hour, and the

last week of April and all the summer
is run on a total advance of 1 hour and
20 minutes. This means that the

change is, so to speak, gradual in April,

and as the working day begins 80

minutes earlier, railway men and other

operatives in the United Kingdom have

that much more daylight after their

work is done. In the autumn the re-

verse process is carried out week by

week in September, only the clock is

put back 40 minutes each week. That

makes a total retardation on the clock
of 80 minutes all through the winter
nonths, and approximately puts the
working day more nearly in the day-
light hours. This proposed legislation

is in line vsith a good deal of law mak-
ing of late years in the British Isles,

'" '•
I

'

ii rking class

very carefully considered.

TROUBLE WITH AIR i

52. E. W.G., Hoffmanville, Md., v.

When the pump throttle is opened, the

pump will make an up stroke and then

a down stroke and stop there. Then when
I close the pump throttle I hear something

in the pump drop with a click. Then when
1 give it steam again it will make another

double stroke and stop. All bushings and
all packing rings seem O. K., and to make
sure that the top head gasket was tight

I put in a lead one. By slacking the

stuffing box nut I find that the pump gets

a strong flow of steam in the lower end
of cylinder, but still will not lift piston

unless the steam is shut off at pump
throttle at every stroke.—A. The click

you hear is no doubt the reversing valve

and rod falling to its lower position when
relieved of steam pressure, which indi-

cates that the pump does not reverse at

the lower end of its stroke, which may
be due to some obstruction between the

steam piston and the center piece or be-

tween the air piston and lower cylinder

head or a valve rod that is too long be-

tween the button and the shoulder that

engages the reversing plate. It is very

seldom that the rod is not correct in

length, but mistakes are sometimes made
and rods have been found to be one-half

inch too long. The distance from the

shoulder to the button is gji ins., and if

the rod is all right and the pistons are not

obstructed you must be mistaken about

the bushings and rings in the top head be-

ing in good condition, as it is not likely

that the under surface of the reversing

plate is worn enough to keep the pump
from reversing its stroke.

The Channel Tunnel.

The British company interested in the

construction of a tunnel under the Eng-
lish Channel, between England and

France, have withdrawn the bill before

Parliament which was so warmly pro-

moted last year. The company has made
great efforts in promoting the needed leg-

islation, but so far without success. The
committee are hopeful of success in the

near future and there is no lack of funds.

The distance from Dover to Calai-

miles. This would be the longest tunnel in

the world, but the company claims that

its construction would be easier than that

of die Simplon and other tunnels. The
rock is largely of the same chalk forma-

tion as the cliffs of Dover and would be

cut through.
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Celebrated Engineers.

IX. Willi \.M SYMINGTON.

After the complete success of Watt's

steam engine had been universally

acknowledged one would naturally sup-

shire, where he was born in 1764, and

educated in the Glasgow University.

He was thoroughly familiar with the

construction of Watt's engine, and in

a few months he completed the con-

struction of a marine engine which had
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Air Brake Department

The Air Brake Convention.

The 15th annual convention of the Air

Brake Association was called to order

by the president, Mr. G. K. Parker, at the

Hotel Ryan, St. Paul, Tuesday, June 9,

1908. There was a large attendance and

an unusually large number of ladies were

present.

A letter from Governor Johnson was

read in which he expressed his regret at

not being able to be present. His secre-

tary, Mr. F. A. Day, then addressed the

convention, welcoming the members to the

State and city and invited all pres-

ent to visit the new State Capitol build-

ing. He then introduced Mr. E. W.
Gawler, Mayor of St. Paul, and announced

that the Mayor's talk would be "hot air"

rather than on air brakes. The Mayor
responded in an able and eloquent ad-

dress, at the conclusion of which the presi-

dent of the Air Brake Association de-

livered a very interesting and instructive

address, after which the convention ad-

journed for ten minutes to allow the

ladies to retire.

The report of the secretary was then

read by Mr. F. M. Nellis, who also read

the treasurer's report, Mr. Otto Best

being absent. The secretary announced

that the committee preparing the questions

and answers on the E. T. brake equipment

were still busy and that it was hoped that

the report would be completed in time

to be published in the 1908 proceedings.

Brake pipe leakage and automatic hose

coupling were then discussed, and a sug-

gestion that the association recommend

a signal hose coupling that could not be

coupled with the air brake hose was
brought to a vote and the suggestion

adopted.

It is generally understood that some
action will be taken to prevent members
who have had a record of a number of

years in good standing, and who are now
engaged in other business, from being

dropped from membership 'of the asso-

ciation on account of non-payment of

dues.

On the second day a letter from Mr.

E. A. Moseley, secretary, Interstate

Commerce Commission, was read which
expressed his regret at not being able to

be present. Mr. Moseley was represented

by Mr. Borland, who in an address and

in answering questions stated the follow-

ing facts : That a decision of the Supreme
Court holds that the law of the Interstate

Commerce Commission is absolute and

must be adhered to to the letter. That
the air brake must be operative on at least

75 per cent, of the train. That no diffi

culty whatevei is experienced in handling

trains on the steepest grades with the

air brake alone if tin equipment 1 main-

tained 111 a reasonable State "I

That it is against the law to bring a tram

to tin- terminal using the hand bra

case of an air pump or other air brake

failure. That it is consequently against

the law to bring a train down a gradi

when controlled by the hand brake. That

it is against the law to cut out the driver

brake on an engine when in road service

and an additional penalty under the em-

ployers' liability act should any one be

injured during the above violations of the

law.

Mr. Blythe, of the Canadian Railway

Commission, was then introduced. He
announced that the work done by the

will make tli

dings of the [90 te that

no air brake man can afford to be with-

out.

PAY DAY IX THE CANAL ZONE.

Canadian Commission was identical with

that done by the Interstate Commerce

Commission.

Brake cylinder leakage tests were then

discussed. Some very interesting facts

were brought out, which resulted in a

division of opinion concerning brake cylin-

der leakage tests for freight cars on re-

pair tracks ; some members favoring a

test that would condemn the brake where

the piston recession is % of an inch or

more in 3 minutes ; others favored at-

taching a gauge to the triple valve ex-

haust port to note brake cylinder leak-

age and to condemn the brake when the

leakage exceeded 5 pounds in 1 minute.

It was decided to continue investigations

for another year.

Mr. F. M. Nellis read a paper on the

subject of "Break-in-Two of Long Pas-

senger Trains," which was an able and

instructive treatise on the subject. The
discussion following brought out some

startling facts. The H.-C; Westinghouse

equipment was discussed in this connec-

tion and this discussion on the H.-C.

equipment and the papers on brake beam
release springs and losses of braking

Wrongly Used Triple Valves.

From the number of wrongly used
triple valves on lo'-< and tend-
1 is it would, at the first glance, appear
thai there tire a great number of men
employed in this line of work who are

unable to distinguish the difference bc-
11 the different types of triple

valves. This may be true in some
cases, but very often the lack of mate-
rial is the real cause of the wrong triple

valve or wrong auxiliary reservoir be-

ing used.

Sometimes it is intentional, and a

small auxiliary reservoir, short piston

travel, and a large triple valve may be
desirable when the air brake is to be

used on the engine alone in yard ser-

vice, which may give a prompt release

and rapid recharge, but when the en-

gine is to haul a train of cars in road
service the proper sized air brake equip-

ment is absolutely necessary to a suc-

cessful operation of the air brake.

Unfortunately the H I (F 36) or the

P 1 (F 27) triple valves can be used
on the same cylinder head, auxiliary

reservoir, or bracket as the case may be,

and occasionally the passenger triple is

found on a tender equipped with an

S-inch brake cylinder and a 10x24 ' n -

auxiliary reservoir.

When this occurs no difference will

be noticed during the ordinary appli-

cations of the brake as the service

ports of both triples are of the same
size, but the feed groove of the passen-

ger triple will allow the 10x24 reservoir

to charge too fast and on trains of mod-
erate length there is likely to be trouble

from this brake re-applying after a re-

lease has been effected, if the brake

cylinder is in good condition.

The stronger graduating spring used

in the passenger triple under those con-

ditions has a tendency to delay the

emergency action and make it more
difficult to obtain. especially when
double-heading.

On the other hand the freight triple

valve may be found on a 10-inch brake

cylinder with a 12x33 reservoir, and in

this case there will be no likelihood of

the brake reapplying after a release, as

the recharge will be entirely too slow

for a second application unless this
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brake is given more time than the rest

of the brakes require in which to re-

charge.

During service applications this triple
'

valve will then have a larger volume o'f

auxiliary air to expand than for which

it was intended, and festing against

the weaker graduating spring the triple

piston will have a tendency to assume
the quick action position during service

applications.

The P 2 (F29) or "Pullman" triple

valve cannot be bolted to' the 10-inch

brake cylinder head, but very often the

triple valve is attached to a separate

bracket on the tender and sometimes
the wrong triple valve and bracket

may be found.

The effect will be similar to those

just mentioned, the "passenger" triple

valve, if used with the 12-inch equip-

ment, will be slow to recharge and have
a tendency to work in quick action dur-

ing service applications on account of

the larger volume of air to be expanded

The High-Speed Brake.

About 12 years have elapsed since

the introduction of the high-speed

brake; it has in the meantime been ad-

vertised and its merits exploited suffi-

ciently for anyone interested in air

brake matters to become familiar with

its operation and the advantages de-

rived from its use. From a mechanical
standpoint it is a remarkable success,

having greatly reduced—in fact, almost
entirely overcome—the trouble and ex-

pense of slid Hat wheels, which is due
to the auxiliary reservoirs containing
enough air pressure to fill the brake

cylinders and produce an equal braking
power on every car, regardless of the

piston travel, so long as the shoes can
be drawn against the wheels, which
avoids the action of a car with the aver-

age piston travel being compelled to as-

sist in stopping other cars in the train

that have a longer piston travel and
consequently a lower brake cylinder

pressure, as is frequently the case where

DRIVER BRAKE TRIPLE VALVES
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Electrical Department

Fuses and Automatic Circuit-Breakers.

By W. B. Kouwenhoven.

Fuses and automatic circuit-breakers

perform the same function for an elec-

tric installation that the safety valve

performs for the steam boiler. The

safety valve protects the steam boiler

from injury in case of a rise of steam

pressure above normal, by allowing the

excess steam to escape. A fuse or cir-

cuit breaker opens the electrical cir-

cuit when the current reaches too high

a value and protects the apparatus from

damage. Every steam boiler is provid-

ed with a safety valve, and every elec-

trical installation, no matter what its

character, should be provided with one

or the other, or both, of these protec-

tive devices.

There is a common impression that

fuses and automatic circuit-breakers

are alike in their characteristics, but

such is not the case. They both per-

form the same function, namely that

of opening the circuit. The circuit -

breaker, however, depends for its ac-

tion upon the quantity of current in the

circuit, while the fuse depends not only

upon the quantity of current flowing,

but also upon the duration of the flow.

A fuse, as its name implies, is simply

a link of metal placed in an electrical

circuit so that when the current rises

above a certain value it is heated to

the fusing point, is melted and there-

by opens the circuit.

A number of different metals are

used in the manufacture of fuses, the

most common being copper, aluminum,

and an alloy of tin and lead. This al-

loy, in the form of fuse wire, is used

for almost all fuses of low capacity.

For the larger capacities, copper or

aluminum strips are more satisfactory,

owing to the smaller volume of ma-

terial to be melted when the fuse is

blown.

The melting of a fuse with the conse-

quent opening of the circuit is al-

ways followed by a flash or arc, as it

is called, which, although of short du-

ration, forms a quantity of hot vapor,

which scatters the molten metal. The
blowing of a fuse, as it is usually term-

ed, is likely to set fire to any inflam-

mable material that may happen to be

with in reach of the hot metal. Fuses

are usually enclosed in some form of

a fire-proof receptacle, owing to this

fact.

Fuses are more or less sluggish in

their action, due to the fact that it re-

quires a considerable quantity of heat

to raise the temperature of the fuse

to its melting point, and that an appre-

ciable time is required to generate this

quantity of heat. This characteristic

of a fuse is known as the "overload

time element," or the "time-lag" of a

given fuse. This refers to the time re-

quired to blow the fuse- and open the

circuit after the current has reached a

given overload value.

This overload time element forms

one of the main features of the fuse.

Before a current will raise the tempera-

ture of the fuse to its melting point a

certain amount of time must elapse.

The amount of time varies with the

value of the current, and rapidly de-

creases as the current increases. For

example, a 400 ampere, 5oo volt en-

closed fuse will carry 450 amperes in-

definitely. It requires about ten min-

utes to open it at 600 amperes, and

two minutes at 800 amperes; 1,000 am-

MACXETIC BLOW-OUT CIRCUIT DREARER

peres will cause it to fuse in about

thirty seconds, and 2.000 amperes will

open it in less than seven seconds.

The time element increases with the

capacity of the fuse, for instance, a 30-

ampere fuse at fifty per cent, over-

load will open in about one-half a min-

ute, while a 400-ampere fuse will re-

quire about ten minutes with a corres-

ponding overload. The larger fuse re-

quires a much longer time to reach it»

melting point on account of its greater

dimension and greater heat capacity

than the smaller fuse.

Tin principal forms of fuses are the

linl:. plug, enclosed cartridge, and the

expulsion type. The link fuse is the

Minj. lust type of .fuse and consists

chiefly of a piece of fusible metal plac-

ed between the two terminals of a fuse

block. The accurate rating of a link-

fuse is a very difficult matter. A fuse

lying on a porcelain base is cooled

thereby, and will take a longer time to

melt than one suspended in the air.

A fuse mounted in a thoroughly ven-

tilated receptable has a greater cur-

rent carrying capacity than one in air-

tight box. The terminals between which

a fuse link is connected, absorb con-

siderable heat, especially if the fuse is

short. Link fuses are used on nearly

all motor cars to protect the motors,

and are mounted in an accessible place

on each truck, having a third rail shoe.

The fuses used consist usually of

copper ribbon or of a soft, braided cop-

per wire. One of the chief troubles

found with the operation of these fuses

is that the vibration of the train in

time tends to crystallize and disinte-

grate them. The type of fuse that is

used on the New York Subway is

practically free from vibration, and

has been very aptly described by a

practical railroad man as the "feather-

bed" fuse. It is suspended in such a

manner that the vibrations and jars

of the train do not affect it.

The plug type of fuse is rarely used

on circuits above 125 volts and 30 am-

pere capacity, and is almost never used

in railway work. The enclosed cartridge

fuse can be accurately rated, and is

much more definite in its action as the

conditions are more nearly uniform

than in the case of link fuses. The
fuse itself is surrounded with either a

fibrous or powdered insulating mate-

rial, and no visible arc is formed when
the fuse it blown from which the name
"non-arcing" fuses is derived. This

type ranges from 30 amperes, at 250

volts, up to very high voltages and
large ampere capacities. These fuses

are used in the 600 volt sizes to pro-

tect the lighting circuits of motor cars.

The expulsion type of fuse is used

on the high-voltage circuits, and it is

not a common type.

An automatic circuit-breaker, or sim-

ply a circuit-breaker, as it is usually

called, is an automatic switch device,

which has as an integral part a trip-

ping coil, which, when the current

rises above a predetermined value will

disengage or trip a catch and allow the
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breaker switch to be opened by a

spring.

There are many different types of

circuit-breakers, all of which work
practically upon the same principle. A
circuit-breaker consists of some form

of a switch, which is closed against a

powerful spring, and is held closed by

means of a trigger. This trigger or

tripping device, forms the armature of

a solenoid, which is connected in series

with the line. The solenoid consists

of a few turns of heavy wire, through

which the current flows. Attached to

the trigger is a light spring whose ten-

sion is adjustable. This spring holds

the trip away from the solenoid. When
the current passing through the sole-

noid rises above the value for which

the trigger is set, the solenoid attracts

the trigger, which releases the power-

ful spring and immediately opens the

switch, giving a very quick break. The
value of the current that will open

the breaker may be adjusted through

a considerable range by changing the

spring, which holds the trigger away
from the solenoid. The switch element

of a circuit-breaker consists of either

a knife switch or of laminated copper

blocks, which are held in close con-

tact. When the break occurs these

copper contacts or switches would be

damaged by the arc, unless some means
for preventing the formation of the arc

is employed.

There are two devices which are used

to prevent the burning of the main

contacts. One is by the use of auxil-

iary carbon blocks, which remain clos-

ed for a fraction of a second after the

copper contacts open. The arc then

occurs between the carbon blocks and

does not injure the main contacts. The
blocks may be easily renewed when
burnt out. The other device consists

of providing the breaker with a mag-
netic blow-out coil, which interrupts the

arc. The contacts are arranged so that

upon opening they form the arc in a

magnetic field. A solenoid usually pro-

vides the magnetic field required, as

well as operating the tripping device.

This form of circuit-breaker is almost

universally used on railway installa-

tions and on motor cars.

A circuit-breaker is without the time

element; that is when the current rises

above the value for which the trigger

is set, the solenoid immediately at-

tracts the trigger and trips out the

switch. The action is instantaneous.

Circuit-breakers can be made so that

they will handle successfully any cur-

rent and any voltage.

Tlie question of whether fuses or cir-

cuit-breakers should be used in any
particular case depends upon a great

many conditions. A fuse has, as we
have seen a time element and has a

low first cost, but each time the fuse

blows there is a definite expense for

renewal. On the other hand, the au-

tomatic circuit-breaker is instantaneous

in action, and can be set as required

to open at various current values. Al-

though it has a high first cost, it will

perform its duty of opening the cir-

cuit many times without any additional

expense. The use of both fuses and
automatic circuit-breakers connected in

series in the same circuit is a very

common practice, especially in rail-

way work, and on motor cars and
trolleys.

In order to illustrate the use of the

two devices, let us briefly consider a

motor car whose two motors take 200

amperes apiece, normally, and suppose

CIRCUIT BREAKER WITH CARBON BREAK

the circuit be fused with a 400-ampere

fuse. Suppose now that due to an up-

grade or other cause, the motors are

overloaded, and each motor consumes 300

amperes for a time. This makes a to-

tal of 600 amperes for the two motors.

Each motor can safely receive this in-

creased current for about twelve or

fifteen minutes without overheating or

damage. The fuse will carry this over-

load for about ten minutes and then it

will melt and open the circuit, pro-

vided the overload continues for that

length of time. If before the fuse has

reached its melting point the current

falls back to its normal value, the

fuse will cool down and will not open

the circuit. But if the increased cur-

rent had continued, the fuse would have

blown in time to prevent injury to the

motors.

If the overload was caused by a

sudden short circuit and the current

should rise to 500 amperes per motor,

the motors would be instantaneously

damaged before the fuse has time to

act. With a circuit breaker set to

open the circuit at 900 or 1,000

amperes, its action is as prompt as the

emergency. When the short circuit

occurred it would act instantly, and

open the circuit before harm could be

done to the motors. It is not advis-

able to set the breaker to open at 600

amperes, because a momentary over-

load that might raise the current to this

value would open the breaker, although

the overload would not injure the

equipment unless it was of long con-

tinuance, and then the fuse would take

care of it successfully. It would be a

great nuisance to have the breaker

coming out frequently when climbing

a short, steep grade or starting a heavy
train.

The fuse and the circuit-breaker has

each its peculiar functions. In ordi-

nary installations the fuse is designed

to protect the motors in case of a more
or less gradual rise of current value

and the time element which is one of

the properties of the fuse is useful in

preventing too sudden action. The circuit-

breaker acts with exceeding promptness

and responds instantly to a sudden short

circuit overload. It may be said

that the fuses will allow certain fluc-

tuations of current with the danger
point delayed for a brief interval of

time, while the circuit-breaker acts like

the swift parry of the practised sword-
man and guards the vital parts of the

mechanism against the powerful and
sudden thrust of the short circuit over-

load.

Carelessness and Criminal Negligence.

At the Old Bailey police court in

London, before Justice Bingham, Will-

iam John Hollis, signalman, in the

service of the Metropolitan District

Railway, was indicted for manslaughter
in connection with the collision be-

tween two electric trains, which oc-

curred in the fog at West Hampstead
Station, when three persons lost their

lives. Prisoner pleaded "not guilty,"

and gave evidence on his own behalf,

stating, in cross-examination, that he

recognized that his testimony was in

direct conflict with that of the prin-

cipal witnesses for the prosecution.

The judge in summing up said that be-

fore the jury convicted they must be

satisfied that the accused was guilty of

culpable negligence. Mere negligence

in the discharge of his duties was not

sufficient to constitute the offence, and
gross and criminal negligence must be

proved. His (the judge's) own opin-

ion was that the prisoner was careless,

did not take due precautions, and had
told a parcel of falsehoods to explain

his conduct. The prisoner was ac-

quitted and discharged. It will be noted

that juries do not alw-ays take hints from

judges in regard to the innocence or

guilt of a person. In this case the jury

gave the prisoner the benefit of the

doubt.
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Patent Office Department

THROTTLE.

J. VV. Kennedy, Burke, N. Y., has

patented a throttle, No. 887,944- The

device includes a valve arranged to

work in a valve seat, a pipe communi-

cating with the seat, a sleeve com-

municating with the pipe, a gland for

the sleeve and means for operating the

justment of the lever and precludes the

possibility of a sudden movement or

lost motion in the lever.

[I UK-SCRAPER.

A flue-scraper has been patented by

E. F. Fletcher, Worcester, Mass., No.

886,362. As shown in the illustration

the apparatus is furnished with a cen-

tral flexible scraping section of inter-

meshed wire. There is an annular

spring inclosed in the central section

provided with outwardly projecting

THROTTLE VALVE.

valve. There is also a second valve, a

pipe communicating with the first

named pipe and having a valve seat at

its point of communication with first

named pipe, and valve operating

mechanism located within the second

named steam pipe and means for oper-

ating the mechanism.

HAND LEVER.

H. M. Dodd, Moultrie, Ga., has

patented an important improvement in

hand levers, No. 856,451. The device

can be readily applied to locomotive

reverse or throttle levers, and consists

of a lever fulcrumed on the usual way
on a base, a guide block pivotally con-

nected to the lever, a spring pressed

duct arranged in axial alignment and

extending into the upper cone. A hood

is attached to the upper cone and pro-

vided with flexible vertical members

THROTTLE OR REVERSE LEVER.

latch block slidably mounted upon the

lever, a guide plate pivotally mounted

on the base, the guide block slidably

engaging the plate and disposed to rock

it during the actuation of the lever.

A revoluble adjusting screw is sup-

ported by and movable with the plate

and is engaged by the latch block. The
mechanism affords a very minute ad-

SCRAPER FOR CLEANING FLUES.

spurs to engage the meshes of the wire,

whereby the spring is made to con-

form with the change, in form of the

central section when the diameter is

varied.

FLUE-EXPANDER.

A pneumatic flue-expander has been

patented by H. Kelly, Houston, Tex.,

No. 888,239. The device includes a

cylinder with piston, and means for

admitting a motive agent alternately

to opposite ends of the cylinder, of

arms projecting from one end of the

cylinder and connected at their ends

by a collar having a central opening

and a peripheral groove. There is a

die formed of a plurality of sections

and having a bead at its outer end and

LOCOMOTIVE SPARK ARRESTER.

which engage the internal surface of the

lower duct. A lever and fulcrum are at-

tached for actuating the hood.

DRAFT-REGULATOR.

A locomotive draft-regulator has

been patented by W. A. Skinner, Mo-

berly, and T. F. Cain, Montgomery City,

Mo., No. 887,278. The device embraces

a combination with the smoke-box.

stack and exhaust nozzle, of a funnel

supported in the smoke-box with its

open end foremost, the upper end of

the exhaust nozzle and the lower end

of the draft pipe projecting into the

AIR OPERATED TUBE EXPANDER.

a groove at its inner end furnished with

clamps and a spring encircling the

clamps, and a tapering pin extending

through the die and collar and having

its ends secured to the piston rod.

SPARK ARRESTER.

A spark arresting device has been

patented by L .H. Starrett, Portland, Ore.

No. 881,735. The apparatus embraces a

smoke stack, an inverted truncated cone

secured around the upper portion of the

stack or duct to constitute with the latter

a water-containing receptacle, a cone rest-

ing on and secured to the upper end of

the lower cone and provided with an

opening in its wall. There is an upper

DRAFT REGULATING APPARATUS.

funnel. There is a flared thimble con-

nected to the lower end of the draft

pipe, and a damper in the draft pipe

outside of the funnel.

Hopeful.

Excited Traveler— Porter, porter.

can I catch the 3:30 for Bristol ?

Porter—Well, look 'ere, sir. Can ye

run? It's only been gone out o' the

station about three minutes.—Bristol

Mirror.
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General Foremen's Association.

(Continued from page 296.)

right side there must be some resistance

or strain of some kind.

I have prepared sketches showing the

right and left main crank pin in different

position. Sketch No. 1 shows the right

crank pin approaching the forward cen-

ter and the left pin the top quarter. If

the engine is working in the forward mo-
tion the power developed by the steam in

the left cylinder is in the direction of the

arrows shown on sketch. This would

practically make the left front pedestal

jaw a fulcrum between the left crank pin

bearing and the right pedestal jaw. Af-

ter the point of cut-off on the right side

has been passed and the pressure in the

back end of the right cylinder greatly

reduced, whatever lost motion there

might be in the right driving box or in

the shoe or wedge, would be found at the

points marked X in the sketch. Conse-

quently when steam is admitted to the

front end of the right cylinder no pound-

ing would be heard, although there might

be considerable lost motion in the right

driving box. As the wheels revolve and

the right pin approaches the bottom quar-

ter, and the left pin the forward center

as shown in sketch No. 2, a slightly dif-

ferent combination is found. The lost

motion in the driving box will be at X,

shown in sketch, and when steam enters

front end of left cylinder there will be a

pound if there is any lost motion in the

left driving box. According to this view,

it will be seen that as long as the engine

is working in the forward motion the

left side acts more or less as a slack ad-

juster for the right side.

This would give the right side an ad-

vantage over the left side. I believe this

has more or less to do with, if it is not

the direct cause, of the left side pound.

To illustrate what we found on one of

our high-speed engines after having

made 154.570 miles. This engine was
received from the works December 28,

1905, and taken in shop for general re-

pairs November 14, 1907. We found the

left main shoe worn one-fourth inch and
the right main shoe one-eighth inch. This

is a very good illustration that there is

something on the left side which causes

this.

On November 20, 1907, we turned a

Pacific Type engine 6416 out of back shop

after receiving a general overhauling, and
up to February 29, 1908, this engine made
26,826 miles. When this engine left back
shop I personally spoke to the engineer

in charge and told him to watch the left

main driving box, which he did. The en-

gineer in charge of this engine watched
the driving boxes on this engine himself;

he set up the left main wedge during the

time I just mentioned one three-eighths

inches, while he only set up the right

main about five-eighths inches. I am pos-

itive that there was no pound on the left

main driving box on this engine from the

time she left back shop until February

29, 1908. but I attribute this to the care-

fulness of the engineer in watching the

wedges of the left main driving box.

However, I know that if the engineer in

charge of this engine had not watched

the left main driving box there would

have been a pound.

I believe the illustrations I have given

you will prove that there is something on

the left side of an engine which causes

this pounding. I am satisfied it is not

in the counter-balancing of the wheel, as

we have weighed the counter-balance and

reciprocating parts on a Pacific Type en-

gine and found them to be exactly cor-

rect.

Now. I have tried to give you all I

know about the pounding of the left main

driving box and I will be pleased to hear

from all of you on this topic, as I think

it is a very important one and should have

technical consideration.

C. H. Voges,

Bellefontaine, O. X. V. C. Lines.

This is a subject that has been before

the railroad men for a good many years,

and has been discussed, pro and con, by

the railroad men all over the country.

A great many reasons have been as-

signed for it, but in my mind there is very

little to be said on the subject. That it

does exist, there is no question, and on all

locomotives.

The right side of the locomotive being

the lead, the lost motion is concentrated

in the left, thereby producing a pound

;

the more lost motion, the greater the

pound.

When the engine is put in the reverse

motion the pound will transfer to the

right side.

If the engine is properly taken care of,

the lost motion kept up, such as wedges,

driving box brasses and rod brasses, the

pound is not sufficient to cause any great

alarm, or do any great amount of dam-

age.

It has been said by some that it was

due to the engineer not taking as good

care of the left side of the engine as he

does of the right, but I do not think

very much of this theory.

Then again, I think the counter-balanc-

ing of our engines has a great deal to do

with the pounding. I think our present

method of counter-balancing is to a great

extent guesswork. For instance, an en-

gine is counter-balanced so she runs very

smoothly at a certain speed, but when you

increase or decrease that speed, she does

not run so smoothly and then the pound

is more perceptible. I think if our en-

gines were properly counter-balanced, the

pound would be alleviated to a great ex-

tent.

E. R. Berry,

Galesburg. 111. C, B. & Q. R. R.

There are several causes that we find

which would result in making an engine

pound in any one particular box. For in-

stance if the crown brass was bored too

large for the journal and put up in that

condition, especially on the main pair of

wheels, the engine would develop a pound

almost immediately, although this would

not show up so bad if on any other pair.

The main boxes on any engine will begin

to pound before any other box; that is if

the same care has been taken in fitting

brasses, shoes and wedges, etc. The
reason for this is that the power is trans-

mitted directly to this pair of wheels

from the cylinder ; they in turn trans-

mitting the power to all the other driv-

ers, thus putting a heavier strain on these

boxes. The proper laying off of shoes

and wedges has much to do with driving

boxes pounding and so slightly it will

cause a bad pound almost as soon as an

engine is put in service. Especially is

this true if the journal is flat through

center line of motion or when the pin is a

little below front center line. Also an en-

gine that for any reason carries more-

steam on the left side than on the right

will cause a pound in the left main box

on account of the greater amount of fric-

tion caused by this side doing more work.

I have often thought that excessive lead

on one side of an engine, this lead of

course being caused by a slipped eccen-

tric or by putting up an eccentric in

round house without running engine over

to determine where it was set, will cause

a pound on that side, in preference to the

other. This is due to the greater pres-

sure exerted on the pin at center line of

motion as would be the case with the

larger port opening at this point caused

by excessive lead, causing journal to-

pound back and front of brass. I think

that if more pains were taken in laying

off shoes and wedges, getting engine and

rods in perfect trim, also fitting driving

boxes so there would be a bearing for

nearly half a brass, and seeing to it that

wedges were set up properly at all times,

the pounding of driving boxes would be

reduced to a minimum.

W. D. Kidneigh,

General Foreman, Union Pacific Ry.

Grand Island, Neb.

Modern Shop Construction.

Topic No. 2 was on modern shop con-

struction. It deals with cross of longitu-

dinal pits, location of wash rooms and

lavatories, best location for each depart-

ment, care of shop order material and.

convenience of storage. The subject was

taken up by Messrs. L. H. Bryan, D. E.

Barton and E. F. Fay. The report will

be printed in a future issue. Topic 3 re-

porting work vs. engine inspection. Topic

4, the apprentice question will be taken,

later.
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Topic no. 5.

—

The mileage of a locomo-

tive—its RELATION TO COST OF SHOP AND

RUNNING REPAIRS—DOES IT PAY TO OVER-

HAUL AN ENGINE THAT WILL GIVE BUT

pO DAYS FLUE OR FIRE BOX SERVICE—HOW
COULD THIS BE HANDLED—WHO SHOULD

DETERMINE WHEN TO SHOP AN ENGINE

AND WHO SHOULD FURNISH THE WORK
REPORT ?

"Mileage of a Locomotive, Its Rela-

tion to Cost of Shops and Running
Repairs," is in my opinion a subject

which should not be slighted, for in do-

ing so, it will probably give a wrong
impression, as all the details of shop

schedule would have to be gone

through, with its expenses in relation

to engine mileage, The mileage of en-

gines in different class of service and

in different localities should be consid-

ered in the total mileage expected. The
cost of shop and running repairs

should be handled as economically as

possible. The different class of re-

pairs are to be considered in shopping

an engine; light repairs should be such

that will cost for labor and ma-

terial from $50 to $400, heavy repairs

from $400 to $1,000, and general re-

pairs from $1,000 up. Gangs should be

organized with foreman in charge of

each to handle the different class of

work. Also a floating or extra gang,

which could be used to assist in forc-

ing along work which was behind in

the schedule, or to take men from to

fill out where any were absent in other

gangs. There is always sufficient work
in shops which this extra gang could

be used on when not doing as above

mentioned. The work and the num-
ber of men in the different gangs should

be so planned that one gang would not

have more work to do than would al-

low them to keep up with the schedule

as laid out. The work at the ma-

chines should likewise be so planned.

If all the details of organization are

not closely watched the cost of output

will invariably increase. In case of

running repairs the reports of engineers

and inspectors should be closely watch-

ed, and all class of repairs be made
promptly, as neglect of this class

of work invariably leads to more
serious defects and consequently

more expensive. Also the keeping of

running repairs up in good shape will

increase the life of an engine and

lengthen the time between shoppings.

"Does it pay to overhaul an engine

that will give but 00 days flue or fire

box service? How could this be

handled?" It would not pay to over-

haul an engine that will give but 90

days service of flue or fire box. I think

the conditions at point of shopping,

also the size of power to be overhauled

ditions as mentioned does not exist,

should govern this. If there were lo-

cal or branch runs where this power

could be used 10 days or the power

could be used in yard service for that

period, this should be done; if the con-

ditions as menti id do not exist, then

I believe it would he a wise

to repair flues or fire box at the time

of machinery overhauling.

"Who should determine when to

shop an engine? And who should fur-

nish work report?" The mileage made

by engines should, to a great extent,

govern the shopping, but in cases where

engines have not made their allotted

mileage and are unfit for service, con-

tinually having failures on the road,

then the general foreman and road

foreman of equipment should take

these cases up with their master me-

chanic, statins the facts. The work re-

ports should be furnished by the engi-

neer who runs the engine, if regularly

assigned to this engine. The engine

inspector, round house foreman and

road foreman of equipment, if engine

was in pool service, the work report

from engineer would be done away

with. Also when engine arrived at

shops and was stripped, a competent

inspector should go over each part

thoroughly, noting wear of parts, add-

ing his report to that of the others for

the information of the general shop

foreman.

"G. E. BRONSON,
C. R. I. & P. Ry."

Roswell, Colo.

TOPIC NO. 6.—WHY DO STAY-BOLTS BREAK

MORE FREQUENTLY ON LEFT SIDE?

Your committee has advised with a

number of general foremen of boiler

shops, whom it was possible to visit

personally, and have taken the matter

up by letter with others. The general

conclusion from the data obtainable is

that there is no reason, so far as can

be learned, why stay-bolts should

break on the left side of the locomo-

tive fire-box any oftener than upon the

right side. The data which appears in

the tables given below serves to indi-

cate the. general trend of present prac-

tice. It has been suggested that the

practice of using the injector on the

left side almost exclusively, that ob-

tains on some roads, might explain in

some cases why the condition suggest-

ed by our subject might prevail. This,

of course, would be the result of the

widely varying temperatures and re-

sulting stia-^i^ set up in the steel,

brought about by the frequent injec-

tion of cold teed water. It is clear, of

course, that the flow of the cold feed

water is downward along the barrel

and around the bottom section of the

mud ring. However, it must be said

that this reasoning is not conclusive, as

the data obtained fails to substantiate

the proof. We feel that there is no

need of considering in this conm
wdiat conditions might result from the

use of an inferior supply of stay-bolt

iron, or from side sheets that might

have accidentally passed inspection. In

Other words, it is not within the prov-

ince of this report to consider matters

which might be classed as constructive

accidents.

Below, in Table No. 1, is given the

report from the foreman boilcrmaker

of the Chicago & Erie Railroad, secur-

1 I and presented by Mr. W. II. Clough:

TABLE 1. Exo
Broken La:

Stay Bolts. Over
•Engine Left Right KiBht

Side. Side.

1756 °° 47 U
1757 4" 40
1758 45 53 —8
1750 3' 26
60 23 25 — -

19 25 —*
' 30 3'j o

[-63 36 33 3

1764 73 38 35
1 ' 20 3 17

1766 18 22 —4
14 '4 o

1768 27 39 — 12

1769 36 49 —

4

1771 22 28 —6
177 1

2 7 28 —I
1774 3' 29 2

1775 2 7 3o —3
777 9 22 —13

1778 "5 18 —13
1779 " 9 2

1780 5 8—3
1782 '- ^9
Total 622 628 —

6

Table No. 2 presents the record of

stay-bolts from the Urbana shops of

the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis Railway, Peoria and Eastern

Division, the data being compiled from

February 1, 1908, to May 1, 1908.

TABLE 2.

Excess
Broken Left Side

Stay Btlts. Over
Engine Left Right Right

No. Type. Side. Side. Side.

6166—Ten Wheel Frt 03—3
6167—Ten Wheel Frt 7 18 —

«

6231—Ten Wheel Frt 7 23 —16
6160—Ten Wheel Pass... 10 15 —

5

7076—Eight Wheel Pass. 444
7081—Eight Wheel Pass. 7 3 4

7080—Eight Wheel Pass. 4 10 —6

6596—Consol. Hvy. Frt.. 7

Total 46

It is the wish of your committee that

all of the members of the Association

who are in position to present data

upon this subject shall do so.

With the data in hand, as has been

suggested before, the inevitable con-

clusion is that there is no scientific

reason why stay-bolts should break

more often on the left side of the fire-

box than on the right side, and fur-

ther, that such a condition is not borne

out by facts.

A. BRADFORD. Chairman.

Urbana, Ills. Big Four.

W. H. CLOUGH.
Hammond. Ind. Erie Railway.

TOPIC NO. 7.—THE QUICK DISPATCHING OF

ENGINES AT TERMINALS AND HOW TO

HANDLE MOST ECONOMICALLY.

This entirely depends upon the facili-

ties and the condition in which the

•Data from too ton freight engines.
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engineman de-livers his engine to the

cleaning pit. You may have a mod-
ern cleaning pit, coaling and sanding

Station and an engineman to deliver

lu^ engine to the cleaning pit dry and

liler hill of water, and when re-

ceived in this condition, with a mod-

ern cleaning pit, coaling and sanding

station, the power can be dispatched

very quickly and with little cost. But,

where you receive an engine at the

cleaning pit with flues leaking and with

no modern facilities for handling cin-

ders, coal and sand, it requires a great

deal more time to handle the engine,

thus reducing the quick dispatching of

this engine and increasing the cost.

Again an engineman may deliver his

engine to the cleaning pit dry and have

but very little water in the boiler. This

retards the quick dispatching for this

engine should not have the fire cleaned

until the boiler has been filled with

water, for it certainly is injurious to an

engine to clean the fire and then pump
the boiler full of cold water. This, I

think, is the prime cause for so many

flues that start leaking on the cleaning

pits. All this retards quick dispatching.

Instructions issued to the enginemen

by our master mechanic are to deliver

engines to the cinder pits with a full

boiler of water and no water must be

put in the boiler until the fire has been

cleaned and a bright fire placed against

the flue sheets and the engine started

for the round house and filled up while

in motion. Another thing which' adds

to the quick dispatching of power is

that the dispatcher and yardmaster and

round house foreman are in touch with

each other and are working in har-

mony. The dispatcher will very often

ask the engineman at a close office to

the terminal if his engine is in condi-

tion fx> go right back on arrival. If his

reply is "Yes," and the yardmaster will

rush him through the yards to the

cleaning pit it will add greatly to the

quick dispatching of power. Along the

line of quick dispatching of power at

a terminal, I might say that we have

to have the co-operaticm of the engine-

men and have them take the best care

of their engines while on the road. An
engineman should set his injector to

supply the boiler over the division and

then avoid, all he can, putting in water

standing still. Engines that are handled

in this manner you can most always

turn quickly at a terminal. But where

an engineman will let the water get

low and slap on one injector, and prob-

ably both of them, and fill the boiler

quickly with cold water, and make a

practice of filling his boiler at water

tanks, he is always having flue trouble.

When engines are received at the clean-

ing pits, leaking, it prevents the quick

dispatching of power. On the road is

where the power must be taken care

of if we expect to have good results in

the quick dispatching of same. The
flue question seems to be the main
issue in turning power quickly at a

terminal, and as before stated, engines

must be taken care of while out on
the road and the engineman may be

doing all he can to take good care of

his engine and the fireman tearing

down all the engineman is trying to

hold up. With the heavy power we
have nowadays with the wide and shal-

low fire-boxes, the firemen soon have

a fire that they cannot see the flue

sheet at all and the fire has gotten so

high and heavy in the center that he

is unable to shove it ahead and he then

has lost his fire at the flue sheet, which

then starts the flues to leaking and
probably loosens them in the sheet and

they will not take up again until work-

ed in the shop. I do think that this

heavy firing while on the road is the

cause for so much flue trouble and so

many failures. I do think that these

classes of engines with the wide and
shallow fire-boxes should be fired with

a light fire and not have a fire to the

crown sheet in the center of the fire-

box and none at the flue sheet. The
more leaks that develop on the road

lessens the quick dispatching of power
at a terminal and increases the cost.

G. W. KELLER,
Norfolk & Western Ry.

Portsmouth, Ohio.

TOPIC NO. 8.—WHICH IS THE CHEAPER TO

MAINTAIN, THE PISTON OR SLIDE VALVE?

Much has been said on this subject

of late, and unlike many other subjects,

it grows in interest with each addi-

tional opinion and discussion. This

fact shows conclusively that something

can be said in favor of both the pis-

ton and the slide valve, regarding their

economical use. However, my expe-

rience is that the more economical of

the two is the piston valve, in proof

of which I beg to call attention to the

following facts:

(1) Cost of construction. Any me-

chanic will agree with me that the

quantity of material in the piston valve

is less than that in the slide valve, and
also that it requires less work to make.

Further, that it requires less time to

apply the piston valve to an engine

than it does the slide valve.

(2) Its cost to maintain is less than

that of the slide valve because it is

easier to apply new rings to the piston

valve than to take down steam chest

cover and apply new strips or springs,

as the case may be, to the slide valve,

and the ring in the piston valve is no
more liable to break than the strip of

spring in the slide valve. It is true

that in case of the ring's breaking the

engine blows as bad, if not worse,

crippling the engine as quick or

quicker, than the breaking of the strip

or spring in the slide valve, depending
on the size of the piece broken from
the ring. However, valves properly

put up and of good material, should

last from the time an engine is shopped
until she is again ready for shopping.

We find this no uncommon thing. We
have had to repair the slide valve on
the cross-over compound as many as

three times between the shoppings of

the engine, while occasionally we have
had to renew the piston valve on the

simple engine even more than this, but

I attribute the cause of the latter to

the way the valve stem is put up at the

factory. They are fastened to a cross-

head valve stem going through the

crosshead piston with a nut on each
side of the crosshead and a little dowel
pin to hold the valve in position. I

think this a very poor arrangement for

holding the valve in its proper place,

as it is easy for the dowel pin to be

put a little out of line one way or the

other, which would throw the valve

ring joint ofif the broad bridge, allow-

ing the ends of the ring to strike the

ports, and I consider this the cause of

the rings breaking so frequently as

they do. I think the valve stem should

be fastened with a key, which would
eliminate this trouble.

The piston valve operates on one-

third less oil than the slide valve, due,

I believe, to the fact that the piston

valve is more perfectly balanced than

the slide valve, hence less friction and
less oil.

(3) Piston valve engines are smarter
than slide valve engines. This is due
to the fact that the valves are so per-

fectly balanced and they have a larger

exhaust cavity, making the engine
freer to relieve herself at the proper
time.

B. A. BELAND,
Roundhouse Foreman, Frisco System.

Springfield, Mo.

The one hundred and twenty-second

annual report of the General Society of

Mechanics and Tradesmen of the City of

New York has just been issued, and it

is gratifying to observe that in the im-

portant branch of encouraging young men
in acquiring a practical knowledge of

some useful trade the society is doing ex-

cellent work. The evening classes, open

from October until May of each year, fur-

nish free instruction of a high order in

every department of applied science by

competent instructors. The classes are

being constantly enlarged, and at the clos-

ing exercises in the Carnegie Lyceum last

month, nearly one hundred diplomas and

many valuable prizes were distributed to

the graduating classes. The exhibits in

architectural, mechanical and free hand

drawing were particularly fine.
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Items of Personal Interest

At the recent Convention of the Amer-

ican Railway Master Mechanics' Associ-

ation held at Atlantic City, N. J., the

following gentlemen were elected offi-

cers of the association of 1908-9: Presi-

dent, Mr. H. II. Vaughan, assistant to

the vice-president of the Canadian Pacific

Railway; first vice-president, Mr. Geo.

W. Wildin, mechanical superintendent of

the New York, New Haven & Hartford

Railroad; second vice-president, Mr. C.

E. Fuller, assistant superintendent of

motive power and machinery of the

Union Pacific Railroad ; third vice-presi-

dent, Mr. J. E. Muhlfeld, general super-

intendent of motive power of the Bal-

timore & Ohio Railroad; treasurer, An-

gus Sinclair, D. E., Editor of Railway

and LocoMOTivi-: Engineering, New
York. The executive committee includes

the officers above named and in addition

the following gentlemen were elected

:

Mr. H. T. Bentley, assistant superintend-

ent of motive power of the Chicago &
North-Western Railway; Mr. T. Rum-
ney, general mechanical superintendent

•of the Erie Railroad; Mr. T. H. Cur-

tis, superintendent of machinery of the

Louisville & Nashville Railroad. The

•other members of the committee elected

at the 1907 Convention have, under the

constitution, another year to serve. They

.are Mr. C. A. Seeley, mechanical engineer

of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

Railroad; Mr. John Howard, superin-

tendent of motive power of the New
York Central Railroad; Mr. F. W. White,

general mechanical engineer of the New
York Central lines. The following offi-

cers of the Master Car Builders' Associ-

ation were elected for the year 1908-9

:

President, Mr. R. F. McKenna, master

car builder o/f the Delaware, Lacka-

wanna & Western Railroad ; first vice-

president, Mr. F. H. Clark, general super-

intendent of motive power of the Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad;

second vice-president, Mr. T. H. Curtis,

superintendent of machinery of the Louis-

ville & Nashville Railroad; third vice-

president, Mr. LeGrand Parish, superin-

tendent of motive power of the Lake

Shore & Michigan Southern Railway;

treasurer, Mr. John Kirby, of the Lake

Shore & Michigan Southern Railway.

The executive committee consists of Mr.

J. E. Muhlfeld, of the Baltimore & Ohio

;

Mr. C. E. Fuller, of the Union Pacific;

Mr. H. D. Taylor, superintendent of mo-
tive power and machinery of the Phila-

delphia & Reading Railway; Mr. J. F.

Walsh, superintendent of motive power

of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, and

Mr. C. A. Schroyer, superintendent car

department Chicago & North-YV.

Railway.

At the recent convention of the Inti 1

national Railway General Foremen's

Association held in Chicago, the follow-

ing gentlemen were elected for thi <
n

1908-9: President, Mr. E. I- 1

eral foreman Union Pacific Shops,

Cheyenne, Wyo.; first vice-president,

Mr. J. J. Houlihan, general foreman

Wabash Railroad shops, Montpelier,

Ohio; second vice-president, Mr. G. W.
Keller, general foreman Norfolk &
Western shops. Portsmouth, (lino;

third vice-president, Mr. C. II. Voges,

general foreman Cleveland, Cincin-

nati. Chicago & St. Louis shop .

Bellefontaine, Ohio; fourth vice-presi-

dent, Mr. Thos. Zinda, general foreman,

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

Louis shops at Delaware, Ohio ; secre-

tary-treasurer. Mr. E. C. Cook, Grand
Central Pasesnger Station, Chicago.

Mr. O. M. Stimson, master car build-

er of the Swift Refrigerator Transpor-

tation Co., has resigned.

Mr. A. G. Faber has been appointed

signal engineer on the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific Railway, vice Mr.

G. E. Ellis, resigned.

Mr. Frank B. Joynes has been ap-

pointed assistant master mechanic on

the Georgetown & Western Railway,

with headquarters at Georgetown, S. C.

Mr. N. J. Haynen has been appointed

master mechanic on the Gulf & Ship

Island Railway, with headquarters at

Gulfport, Miss., vice Mr. A. Bardsley,

resigned.

Mr. J. M. Marshall has been ap-

pointed superintendent of bridges and
building on the Arkansas, Louisiana &
Gulf Railway, with headquarters at

Monroe. La.

Mr. G. W. Hedge has been appointed

assistant master mechanic on the Can-

adian Northern, with headquarters at

Winnipeg, Man., Can., vice G. S. Mc-
Kinnon, deceased.

Mr. R. G. Kenly has been appointed

engineer maintenance of way of the

Lehigh Valley Railroad Company,
with headquarters at So. Bethlehem,

Pa., vice Mr. E. B. Ashby, promoted.

Mr. E. B. Ashby, formerly engineer

of maintenance of way on the Lehigh

Valley Railroad, has been appointed

chief engineer on that road with offices

at New York, vice W. G. Berg, de-

ceased.

Mr. W. Byrd Page has been ap-

pointed assistant superintendent of

machinery, of the Central of Mexico

Railway with headquarters at Aguas-

calientes, Mex., vice Mr. C. H. Burk,

resigned.

Mr. Harry Murray, of San Luis

Potosi, Mexico, has been elected first

grand assistant engineer of the Brother-

hood of Locomotive Engineers, to' suc-

ceed Mr. K. W. Botterell, of Ottawa,

Ont., Canada.

Mr. W. J. Burton has been appointed

division engineer of the St. Louis ter-

minals of the Missouri Pacific, with

headquarters at Seventh and Poplar

streets, St. Louis, Mo., vice Mr. F. W.
Bettle, transferred.

Mr. Arnold B. Hill has been ap-

pointed general agent, passenger de-

partment of the Lehigh Valley Rail-

road, with headquarters at 203 South

Clark street, Chicago, III., vice Mr.
Geo. Eade, Jr., deceased.

Mr. P. C. Hart until recently super-

intendent of terminals on the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul, at Chicago, is

now on construction work on the

Pacific extension on that road, under

the direction of the chief engineer.

Mr. B. R. Moore, formerly assistant

superintendent of motive power of the

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Omaha Railway, has resigned his posi-

tion with that company and is now at

502 N. 7th street, Kansas City, Kas.

Mr. C. H. Burke, assistant superin-

tendent of machinery on the Mexican

Railway at Aguascalientes, Aguas., has

been appointed locomotive superintend-

ent on the same road at Orizaba, Vera

Cruz, vice Mr. W. Cockfield, resigned.

Mr. E. B. Fischer, general superin-

tendent of the Missouri, Oklahoma &
Gulf Railway, has been appointed pur-

chasing agent on that road, succeeding

Mr. G. H. Bacon. Mr. Fischer is now
general superintendent and purchasing

agent.

Mr. T. C. Hudson, formerly master

mechanic of the Canadian and Northern

Quebec Railroad at Shawinigan Falls,

Quebec, has also been appointed maste;

mechanic on the Quebec & Lake St.

John Railway, vice Mr. J. Clark, re-

signed.

Mr. F. M. McNulty, formerly master

mechanic on the Monongahela Con-

necting Railway, has been appointed

superintendent of motive power and

rolling stock and will also perform the

duties of master car builder on the

same road.

Mr. Frank C. Green has been elected
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president of the Consolidated Car

Heating & Lighting Co., in place of

Mr. R. C. Pruyn, and Mr. Cornell S.

Hawley became vice-president and gen-

with the board to insure the perpetual

maintenance of the building.

The 11. W. Johns-Manville Co., of

New York, announce the opening of a

eral manager of that company in place branch office in Indianapolis, Ind., to

of Mr. J. H. Manning.

Mr. B. B. Gordon, chief engineer on

the Colorado Southern, New Orleans

& Pacific, has resigned, and the position

has been abolished. Mr. C. H. Fisk,

chief engineer of maintenance of way,

whose headquarters are at Beaumont,

Tex., assumes the duties of Mr. Gordon's

office.

Mr. E. Corrigan, of Hillsboro, Texas,

has been chosen as assistant grand

chief of the Brotherhood of Locomotive

Engineers to fill the last of the two new

positions of that title, which the con

take care of the local requirements of

their trade in that territory. This of-

fice, which is at 30 South Pennsylvania

street, Indianapolis, is under the man-

agement of Mr. Charles E. Wehr, who,

for several years, has represented the

company in that section.

Mr. H. R. Charlton, advertising

agent of the Grand Trunk Railway,

recently returned to Montreal after a

two months' stay in London, where

his company has a building and exhibit

at the Franco-British Exhibition. The

architectural beauty of the Grand Trunk-

Mr. Geo. H. Daniels, formerly general

passenger agent of the New York Cen-

tral, is reported to be seriously ill at

his summer home at Lake Placid in the

Adirondacks. Mr. Daniels has not been

in good health for a long time. After

his retirement from active service, he

removed from New York to Buffalo.

Rheumatism attacked him and comL

pelled him to go to Hot Springs, Ark.

We hope, however, that the air of the

Adirondack Mountains will be bene-

ficial.

The many friends of Dr. Charles H.

Benjamin will be pleased to learn of the

honor which was bestowed upon him at

the recent commencement of the Case

School of Applied Science, Cleveland,

Ohio. At the close of the exercises, Presi-

vention created The office carries with Railway building is greatly admired. dent Charles S. Howe, acting in accord

th travel- On the panels of the walls in French ance with the vote f tne Faculty and bj

and English are a series of statistics authority of the Board of Trustees, con-

concerning the progress of the Domin-
ferre(j upon him the honorary degree of

ion. Doctor of Engineering. The ceremony

In our last month's issue we men- was very short and simple. Preceding the

tioned that Messrs. Jerome & Elliott conferring of the degree, a short address

had moved to No. 351-3 Monroe street, was given by Professor C. F. Mabery,

it a salary of $3,500 a year,

ling expenses.

Mr. Thomas C. Powell, vice-presi-

dent of the Southern has succeeded the

late W. J. Murphy as vice-president of

the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas

Pacific Railroad, which gives him au

rity over the operating and traffic which is, of course, the fact, but the senior member of the Faculty, who spoke
tho

departments of that road. Mr. Mur-

phy's successor in the board is Mr.

Fairfax Harrison.

Mr. R. M. Gauthier, formerly store-

keeper on the Canadian Northern Que-

bec Railway at Shawinigan Junction,

has been appointed storekeeper on the

Quebec & Lake St. John Railway, vice,

Mr. A. Hardy, resigned. Mr. Gauthier's

new jurisdiction extends over both the

C. N. Q. R. and the Q. & L. St. John

Railway, with headquarters at Quebec.

Mr. E. E. Calvin, vice-president and

general manager of the Southern Paci-

fic Co., has issued a pass for conduc-

tors, engineers and agents or other

type-setting machine got out the

words, "New York," while we weren't

looking. This correction, while it is

in order, is in a sense, hardly neces-

sary, as the makers of the Jerome

metallic packing are well known as a

Chicago firm. 351 Monroe street, Chi-

cago will find them.

The convention of the American

Foundrymen's Association came to a close

at the Exhibition Grounds, in Toronto,

Can., a few weeks ago. The delegates

unanimously chose as their next presi-

dent Mr. Lawrence T. Anthes, superin-

tendent of the Toronto Foundry Com-

pany. Mr. Anthes is the first Canadian

employees, including their wives, good and the youngest man who has yet held

for one year, and upon which is stamp-

ed "For Meritorious Service." It is

like the distinguished service order and

its effect upon those who receive it is

very marked.

Mr. W. J. Wilgus, formerly vice-

president of the New York Central, is

now president of the Amsterdam Cor-

poration, which is a company recently

this position, which means that he is head

of an Association composed of some of

the leading iron and steel manufacturers

of America. It was the acknowledged

success of this Toronto convention that

led to Mr. Anthes being nominated in

recognition of his untiring work.

Our editor-in-chief, or as he used to be

called by John Hill in the early days

formed for handling large engineering f Locomotive Engineering, the "Senior

contracts and railway problems con-

nected therewith. The vice-president

of the company is Mr. H. J. Pierce of

Buffalo, president of the International

Railway Co. The headquarters are in

New York.

The James Watt Memorial Building at

Greenock, Scotland, which has just been

erected on the site of the great inventor's

birthplace from a fund subscribed by ad-

mirers all over the world, will shortly be

dedicated as an engineering and naval

school and entrusted to the school board

of Greenock. A sum sufficient for the

future maintenance will also be placed

Philosopher," sails for the heathery

hills of Scotland on July 4, and intends

to make a brief stay in the .
British

Isles. Dr. Sinclair will have an op-

portunity of noting the progress made
on British railways, and will visit the

scenes of his former labors on the good

old Caledonian Railway. He will also

visit his brother, Sir William Sinclair,

at Manchester and will probably go

over the famous St. Andrew's links

with the driver, the cleek and the put-

ter, before he returns to the editorial

desk of Railway and Locomotive En-

gineering in New York.

in regard to the work of Dr. Benjamin as

an engineer, investigator, author and ad-

ministrator. Dr. Charles H. Benjamin

graduated from the University of Maine,

1881, receiving the degree of Mechanical-

Engineer. After graduation, he served

his Alma Mater as a professor for a time,

but finally took up engineering work in

the commercial field. A few years later,

he became Professor of Mechanical Engi-

neering at the Case School of Applied

Science, where he remained for a number

of years. Last August, he was appointed

Dean of the Schools of Engineering in

Purdue University at La Fayette, Ind.

Dr. Benjamin is a member of two college

fraternities, the American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers and other national

societies.

Mr. W. Sutherland Taylor, who has

been treasurer of the Canadian Pacifis

Railway since 1884, and who is

now in his sixty-ninth year, has re-

tired from his position. He will leave

for England early in July on a holiday

trip. He has been succeeded as treas-

urer of the company by Mr. H. E.

suckling, who has been his assistant

for twenty-two years. Mr. Taylor was
born at Dornoch, Sutherlandshire, in

1839, and came to Canada in his early

manhood. He was for a time secretary

and treasurer of the Toronto, Grey &
Bruce Railway, and left that office to

become treasurer of the Canadian

Pacific Railway, in 1884. Mr. Suckling

succeeded Mr. Taylor as secretary and

treasurer of the Toronto, Grey &
Bruce, having previously been secre-

tary-treasurer of the old Credit Valley

Railway. These companies were many
years ago absorbed by the C. P. R.
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Obituary.

William H. Houskill, an honored and

highly respected locomotive enginei i

on the Canadian Pacific Railway, dud
from injuries received in a collision

which recently topk place near Pweu
Sound, Out. The accident by which

Mr. Bouskill met his death was a pecu-

liarly distressing one. A freight en-

gine left near the roundhouse after a

trip by an incoming engineer began to

move with no one on it. The runaway
gained speed and on rounding a curve

some miles from Owen Sound collided

with the express from Toronto in

charge of Engineer Bouskill. The lire-

man was severely injured and the mail

clerk on the train was killed. Mr.

Bouskill was over oo years pi agi and

had followed railroading all his life. He
had many years ago been employed .iy

the Credit Valley, but alter that 1 jad

was absorbed by the C. P. R. and for

tin last 35 years he had lived in To-
ronto, working on the T. G. and B.

on the passenger train between I

and (
".ii.i i . i < i Ji t Mi u .1 , known on

the road as a lir-l ' la inn I and

did all the running repairs on his own
engine. For 40 years altogether Mr.

Clarke has been engaged in railroad

work, and for .55 of that 40 he ha

an engine. His son, Roland, is train

despatcher at Eau Claire, Wis.; How-
ard is station agent at Melrose, Man.,

and Percy is a telegraph operator at

\\ .11 1 1 11, \\ 1

Heavy 2-8-0 for the Southern.

The Pittsburgh Works of the Ameri
can Locomotive Company have recent-

ly completed an order for four ( on-

solidation engines for the Southern
Railway, one of which is shown in our

illustration. These engines arc in-

tended for the St. Louis and Louis-

ville division and will be used in fasl

freight service. In working order they

have a total weight of 100,500 lbs., of

which 165,000 lbs, are carried on the

eh the

reversing shaft bearing is also bolted';

the radius rod being connected with

the backward extending arm of the

e shaft by m<
I

link. As
the valve is outsidi

dins I- with the combina-
tion levet 1 belov 1 - alve stem.

The wheel basi is 25 ft.

6 ins. in all, while the driving wheel

is 17 ft. With the tinder the en-

tire whei i. 1 1 1 57 ft. %Yn ins.

The boiler is of the radial stayed

n aigl t top de dia

meter at the first ring of 70 ins. It con-

tains 295 tubes - insi oul aid*

and 15 ft. 6 1/. ins. long. The total

heating surface is 2546.3 sq. ft., of which
tin tubes contribute 2387.7 sq. ft. and
the firebox the remainder. The fire-

box is 107 ins. long and 71^2 ins. wide,

with sloping back head and 1

sheet. tl 1 .ides a grate area of 54

sq. ft. This gives one sq. ft. of grate

area for every 47 sq. ft. of heat-

SIMPLE 2—8—0 ENGINE FOR THE SOUTHERN' RAILWAY.
A. Stewart. General Supt. of Motive Power and Equipment. American Loco. Co., Builders.

section of the Canadian Pacific. His

long record as an engineer was a good
one and death found him at the post of

duty.

Joseph Clarke, one of the most wide-

ly known engineers on the Ontario and
Quebec division of the Canadian Pacific

died at his home in Elora, Ont., last

May. He belonged to a thoroughgoing
railroad family. Three of his brothers

have engines on the Grand Trunk or

the C. P. R. and three of his sons are

in railroad employ. Mr. Clarke, who
was in his 58th year, came to Toronto
from Stockport, Eng., and took service

with the Credit Valley Line, which
then ran into Toronto. When the

C. P. R. took over this line in 1883 Mr.
Clarke went into the service of the big

corporation and has remained with them
ever since. For 27 years he has beea

driving wheels. The cylinders are _m

ins. in diameter by 28 ins. stroke and

with a boiler pressure of 200 lbs. and
driving wheels 63 ins. diameter, these

engines will develop a maximum trac-

tive power of 33,300 lbs. This with a

weight on driving wheels as before

stated, of 165,000 lbs., gives a factor of

adhesion of nearly 5, which is some-
what higher than ordinary practice.

The cylinders are equipped with bal-

anced slide valves, having i-inch steam

lap and no exhaust lap or clearance.

The valves have a maximum travel

of $]/2 ins. and are actuated by the

Walschaerts valve gear. As the cen-

ters of the valve chambers are 3 ins.

outside the centers of the cylinders,

the motion of the eccentrics is trans-

mitted direct to the valve stem with-

out the use of rocker arms. The link

ib carried in a bracket bolted to the

ing surface, which is a greater pro-

portion of grate area than is usual

in this class of engine. The large

proportion of grate area to heat-

ing surface is due to the fact that in

order to obtain large water spaces be-

tween the tubes, a smaller number of

tubes have been provided than is the

usual practice in a boiler of this size.

In ordinary practice from 11/16 to }i
ins. spaces between tubes are provided,

but in this design the tubes are spaced

-?"s ins. between centers, giving a water
space of ^i ins.

The engine is equipped with a West-
inghouse o'j-inch air pump, placed on
the left side and the main reservoir is

made in the form of two cylinders, each
16x140 ins. The tender frame is com-
posed of structural steel channels 12

ins. deep. The tank contains 7.500

gallons of water and I2'< tons of coal.
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A few of the principal ratios involved

in this design, together with some of

the dimensions are here appended for

reference:

Weight on drivers divided by total _ gg
weicht ""

Weight on drivers divided by tractive _

Total* weight" divided by tractive _
effort •

•: \: - 5 ' 7

Tractive effort x diam drivers di- _
vided by heating surface. .

. . — 023

Total heating surface divided by _
grate area • • • • • •

• 4 '

'

Firebox heating surface divided by _
total heating surface :•;•; ~~

Total weight divided by total heat- _
ing surface . ••• _ J

Volume both cylinders cu ........ - n- 20

Total heating surface divided by vol. _
cylinders ,* * ' ,'.' ','

'
' .s-,

Great area divided by vol. cylinders - J-M
Weight—Working order engine and tenaer,

Axles—Divine journals, main, 9Y1 .
>ns -

bv "
ins. others, 9 ins. by 11 ins.; engine

truck journals, diameter, s'A ins.; length,

io ins.; tender truck journals, diameter,

s.Vr ins. by 10 ins.

Firebox^Length,
y

to; ins. ; width £ V> .ns.

thickness of crown, K in., tube ,6 in.,

H in.; back, « m.;, water space,

front. 4/2 ins.; sides, 4# ms., back,

4 ins-

Driving Boxes—Cast steel.
.

. .

FistonlRod diameter. 3

«

ins.; piston packing,

snap fines. , --:i

Smokestack-Diameter, 17 ins.; top above rail,

15.04'.; ins.

Valves—16 ins.; type. Richardson

Wheels Centre material, cast steel, engine

truck diameter, 33 ins.; tender, 33 ms.;

cast iron.

Regulating Direct Steam Heat.

The Safety Car Heating & Lighting

Company have developed their Regu-

lating System of Direct Steam Heat-

ing in order to produce a steam heating

system which is capable of easy adjust-

ment, capable of meeting the varying

conditions of outside temperature, and,

while avoiding the overheating of cars

in mild weather, still insures adequate

heat during extremely cold weather.

The method adopted by this company

is an arrangement of the pipe system

so that the amount of radiating pipe

in service may be varied at will. It is

not possible to secure this result by

maintaining a constant radiating sur-

face with varying the steam pressure.

There is not sufficient difference in the

ability to heat the surrounding air be-

tween a pipe containing steam at say

45 lbs. (290 degs. Fahr.) and one at 2

lbs. pressure (218 degs. Fahr.). This is

moving the water of condensation. It

is thus possible to use either one, two,

three or four pipes, at a time; or, con-

sidering four pipes as the maximum,

to reduce the heating effect either 25,

50, or 75 per cent., as may be desired.

By reference to our illustrations it

will be seen that steam is taken from

the train pipe by means of a cross,

passing through a I in. pipe to the ad-

mission valves or opposite sides of the

car. When both valves are opened

wide, steam will enter both the upper

and lower pipes of the system, and the

maximum heating effect will be ob-

tained. The valve which controls the

lower pipe is arranged to be operated

by a key or wrench, the object being to

keep this valve closed the greater part

of the time, thus avoiding overheat-

ing the car. This will also assist in

preventing the rear cars from being

robbed of steam when first heating up

long trains. In very cold weather,

however, if more radiating surface is

desired, the supplemental steam supply

is opened on either one or both sides

of the car.

The "Regulating System" will not

only result in a saving in steam con-

sumption while the car is in actual

service, but will also reduce the cost

of keeping cars warm at terminals and

MAIN STEAM SUPPLY VALVE

radiating pipe and extends to the coup-

ling a few feet from the end of the 2-

in. pipe. One-inch pipes connect these

special tees on each side of the car

with the fitting, in which are incor-

porated a blow-off valve and two hori-

zontal traps, and constructed in such a

manner that each of the i-in. pipes is

independently connected through a

SUPPLEMENTAL STEAM SUPPLY VALVE

flooh line''

Elevation of valves

VALVES CONTROLLING SUPPLY.

yards, as ordinarily a car which is not

moving and whose doors, windows and

ventilators are closed, may be kept

sufficiently warmed by the use of but

one of the four radiating pipes, with a

consequent saving in the amount of

steam consumed.

By reference to the floor plan illus-

tration, it will be seen that at a point

about two-thirds the length of the car

from the steam inlet, a special tee is

CROSS SECTION OF CAR.

separate passages with its corresponding

trap. The blow-off valve is so ar-

ranged that is may be used to

operate both the upper and lower

pipes. Into the outlet of each trap

and of the blow-off valve is screwed

a i^-in. drain pipe, passing down

through the car floor.

In order to understand the operation

of this system, suppose all valves to

be closed. Now, if either of the main

supply valves be opened, steam will

enter and pass along the upper 2-in.

radiating pipe on one side of the car

until it reaches the special tee. It will

then pass through the j4-in. pipe (which

is introduced to prevent air being

pocketed in the dead end of the radia-

tor), expand and fill the remainder of

the 2-in. pipe, and pass through the

I-in. connection to the inlet of one of

the automatic traps. When the car is

first put in service, this trap is

opened wide and steam allowed to blow

through it until it is thoroughly hot.

It is then closed by turning up the

projecting stem with a key or wrench

and permanently securing it by means

of a locknut. Thereafter the trap re-

quires no further adjustment, as it is

then automatic in its action.

The traps are adjusted and the entire

system operated from within the car,

making it unnecessary to get under the

LOOR PLAN OF CAR WITH DIRECT STEAM HEAT.

a possible range of temperature of 72

degs., or 25 per cent.

In the "Regulating System" there is

a total of four radiating pipes running

the length of the car, two being located

on each side of the car, and each pipe

being supplied with independent admis-

sion valve and automatic trap for re-

placed in each radiating pipe. This tee

is cast with a vertical web or wall in

which are two openings, one tapped

with '4-in. pipe thread and the other

being a small hole for the purpose of

facilitating drainage. A &-in. P«pe

which is screwed into the larger open-

ing lies along the bottom of the 2-in.

car for any purpose. The operation of

each of the other three radiating pipes

is, of course, identical with that of the

one referred to above, and any of the

radiators may be turned on or off at

will without the necessity of touching

the traps or blow-off valves in any way.

On account of the traps being whol-
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lv within the car, it is practically impos-

sible for them to freeze; but even

should either of them become frozen

after strain lias been cut off from the

car, it could still be readily thawed

out by simply turning steam on the re-

maining pipe's.

Air Reversing Gear.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works
have recently equipped one of the en-

gines built at their shops with an air

operated, reversing Rear, which makes

control of heavy valve motion a very

easy matter. The engine in the case

is none other than No. 1918, a Mallet

compound belonging to the Great

Northern.

Application has been made for a

patent covering this device. The air

cylinder is bolted to the side of the

firebox, immediately in front of the

cab. Distribution of air is controlled

by an inside admission piston valve, 3

ins. in diameter, which works in a cast

iron bushing provided with suitable

ports. The piston of the air cylinder

is directly connected to a crosshead,

which is coupled to the reversing shaft

by means of a suitable link. The cross-

head has a cast-steel body and cast-

iron gibs, and slides on a single guide

bar. The gibs arc held in place by a

wrought-iron plate, which carries a

projecting stud. This stud engages in

a short distance below thi pn iou '

mentioned connection to the op<

The rocker is provided with

safi ty arms which strike adjustable set

screws when the limit of travel of the

piston valve, on either side of the cen-

ter line, has been reached.

i

head stud as a fulcrum and the piston

valve is moved to the left, thus ad-

mitting air to the rear end of the cyl-

A forward movement of the

follows; the combining

swings about its upper end as a ful-

crum, thus moving the piston valve to

the right. The near is so adjusted that

when the link blocks have been shift-

ed to give the desired cut-off as indi-

cated by the position of the operating

lever in the cab, the piston valve closes

the admission port, and the movement
of the piston ceases.

It is evident, that when the gear is

The operating lever in the cab is

locked in place by a toothed sector.

When this lever is in its central po-

BALDWIN AIR OPERATED REVERSING GEAR.

set for any particular point of cut-off,

the piston valve is in its middle posi-

tion, and a slight movement of the

combining lever will shift the valve a

distance equal to its inside lap, 1/32 in.,

and admit air to the cylinder, thus

locking the mechanism. In other words,

after the air has been shut off, a fur-

ther movement of the valve of only

1/16 in. will open the port leading to

the opposite end of the cylinder and

thus lock the gear.

One of the incidents of the annual ball

connected with the Master Car Builder?

and Master Mechanics' Conventions which

gave much amusement to those attending

the assembly has suddenly grown into

desuetude. This was the dancing of the

Virginia Reel. When Frank Barbey and

other young men of sense looked after the

amusements of the Conventions, they

made special efforts to induce the older

members and visitors to take part in the

Virginia Reel, and it always proved a

most popular dance. The assortment of

imbecile dudes who manage the ball now

have done their best with success to

suppress the old people's dance.

BALDWIN AIR REVERSING GEAR ON GREAT NORTHERN MALLET.

a slot which is placed in the lower end sition, as shown in our line illustra-

of a combining lever. The upper end of tion, the combining lever stands verti-

the combining lever is connected, by cal and the piston valve covers both

means of a rocker and suitable links, admission ports. When the operating

with the operating lever in the cab. lever is moved into forward gear, to the

The stem of the piston valve is also right, looking at the drawing, the corn-

connected with the combining lever, bining lever swings about the cross-

It is well know that the awkward

people who try to swim at bathing re-

sorts and incidentally swallow much

salt water receive the greatest benefit

from bathing. They imagine that the

cool salt water is productive of health,

but the salt water they swallow is of

more benefit than the outside treatment.
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Convention Exhibits.

'1 he exhibits at the Atlantic City con-

vention of the M. C. B. and M, M. Asso-

ciation this year surpassed anything that

had previously been brought together by

the Railway Supply Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation, and the whole formed a presen-

tation of railroad appliances which was

ari object lesson of the most valuable

and interesting character. The attend-

ance of members was better than last

year, the total number of registrations

being ten per cent, greater than in

1907, and the floor space actually

used for exhibits, which, of course,

does not include the wide aisles

and passageways provided, was seven per

cent, greater than that occupied last year.

The conventions were a great success

in every way. Some of the exhibits were

as follows.

American Balance Valve Co., Jersey

Shore, Pa. A striking feature of this

company's exhibit was a beautifully made
model of the Walschaerts valve gear.

There was also a model of the modified

Stevens gear operating a Jack Wilson

double acting admission valve. The ex-

hibit consisted of balanced semi-plug pis-

ton valves, balanced high pressure slide-

valves, balanced semi-plug valves ar-

ranged to suit Baldwin compound en-

gines. Various other models were also

shown.

American Brake Shoe & Foundry Co.,

Mahwah, X. J., had on view a large

number of steel back car, coach and loco-

motive brake shoes, which formed an in-

:i)<-; bit of evidence of the variety of

styles made by this company to suit all

sorts of conditions. Brake shoes for

heavy electric railway service were also

exhibited.

The American Vanadium Co., of Pitts-

burgh, Pa., had an extensive and most in-

teresting collection of the ores of vana-
dium. Bars of vanadium steel of all

types and sizes, springs made of vana-

dium steel for engine and tender trucks,

driving springs, axles, crankshafts, lathe

tcols, pneumatic hammer rivet dies, loco-

motive driving tires, locomotive frames,

s lid vanadium steel wheels and many
other articles made from this fine grade
of steel.

The Anchor Tacking Co., of Philadel-

phia, had an interesting display of metal
and fibrous packings for railway use.

The Armstrong Brothers Tool Com-
pany, of Chicago, 111. "The tool holder

people" had a splendid exhibit of all

sorts of tool holders, the variety of which
is truly wonderful. Among the many
shown were the kind that appeals to the

railroad man very convincingly. There
were tool holders for lathes, slotters,

shapers. planers: ratchet drills, lathe

tools, and dogs, planer jacks and drill

press vis.--;, and many other handy de-

vices.

The Bettendorf Axle Co., of Daven-

port, la., had an exhibit which attracted

a great deal of attention. In a conveni-

ent portion of the pier and in good light

was a completely equipped 100,000-lb.

steel box car made by this company. The

car was equipped with the Bettendorf

single I-beam centre sill with cast steel

ends. The car was mounted on the Bet-

tendorf steel truck in which axle boxes

and frames are all one. Another Betten-

dorf car was also in evidence. This was

the 40-ft. all steel drop bottom gondola

which was fully illustrated and described

in our June issue on page 264. A Bet-

tendorf single centre sill 36 ft., 30 ton

steel stock car under frame equipped with

Bettendorf swing motion trucks, and

several examples of the Bettendorf car

trucks and bolsters.

F. S. Bowser & Co., of Fort Wayne,

Ind., had a complete line of oil pumps,

tanks, etc., which exemplified the Bowser

system of oil storage. Self-measuring oil

pumps, which we have ventured to de-

scribe as a practical example of the

"square deal" idea as applied to issuing

oil for locomotives and cars. There were

also long distance pumps where the sup-

ply was a considerable distance away,

power pumps, adjustable measure cab-

inets, tanks and pumps suitable for ma-

chine shops, paint shops, round houses,

engine rooms, storerooms, and in short

everything for holding and delivering oil

for railroad use.

The Buffalo Brake Beam Co., of New
York, displayed a series of all steel brake

beams made by them. These were

equipped with forged steel brake heads,

cleverly designed and easily applied,

forged fulcrums, forged wheel guards,

safety brake beam hangers, forged chain

clips and steel back brake shoes.

The Butler Drawbar Attachment Co.,

of Cleveland, Ohio, exhibited their at-

tachment as used in a variety of ways.

They showed the Butler attachment with

the Piper friction drawgear with stand-

ard springs and the Piper friction gear

having special springs. Tandem gear

with 6J4 x 8 in. springs applied to wood-

en underframe. Tandem drawgear at-,

tached to steel underframe with 8x8 in.

springs.

The Carborundum Co., of Niagara

Falls, N. Y. This exhibit has each year

almost the fascination of a new discov-

ery. The display consisted of crystals of

carborundum in various forms ; the

beautiful irridescent colors of the many
facets of the crystals never fail to strike

the beholder with delight. Beauty of

color here, however, goes with the high-

est degree of utility. Carborundum crys-

tals are used in the well known car-

borundum grinding wheels and for sharp-

ening stones all applicable and useful in

the railroad repair and machine shop.

The Chicago Car Heating Co., of Chi-
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cago, 111., had an exhibit showing their

Vapor system and their pressure system

of car heating, also steam hose couplers,

steam traps, train pipe valves, and vari-

ous hot water specialties.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., of

Chicago, had a very full and complete

line of their numerous and varied prod-

ucts on view. Among them were the

well known Little Giant, the Boyer and

Keller drills, reamers, wood boring ma-
chines, flue rolling machines. A com-

pound belt driven air compressor with

its mechanically and therefore positively

operated inlet valves. Boyer and Kel-

ler pneumatic riveting, chipping, and

caulking hammers. Electric drills, for

alternating or direct current blowers,

grinders, railroad shop hoists, and vacu-

um cleaners for railroads, hotels and resi-

dences.

The Cleveland Car Specialty Co., of

Cleveland, Ohio, showed an interesting

assortment of their pressed steel carlincs,

some suitable for inside and outside car

roofs, also pressed steel window forms

suitable for baggage, express and passen-

ger cars with curved windows. Pressed

steel passenger coach side posts and win-

dow posts for the same and pressed steel

lower deck roof supports for use in

passenger cars.

The Central Railroad of New Jersey

exhibited their new air brake instruction

car, which had recently been built from
designs made by Mr. B. P. Flory, me-
chanical engineer of the road, and Mr.

G. W. Rink, chief draughtsman, under

the supervision of Mr. Wm. Mcintosh,

superintendent of the road, and president

of the Master Mechanics' Association for

1907-8. This car was illustrated and

described in our March, 1908, issue, page

in.

The Commercial Acetylene Co., of New
York, had a very interesting display,

showing their safety storage system of

acetylene as applied to car lighting. They
also showed locomotive head-lights, sig-

nal lamps, etc. The safety .system con-

sists in filling a tank with porous asbestos.

This asbestos has about 80 per cent, poros-

ity, or in other words the tank appears to

be completely full of asbestos while onu-

s's of the entire volume is occupied by the

asbestos. This porous asbestos is saturated

with a liquid called acetone and this has

the property of being able to dissolve

about 23 times its own volume of acety-

lene at a temperature of 62 degrees F.

Acetylene gas, when dissolved in the ace-

tone, is non-explosive. Sections of these

tanks were exhibited and the various car

fixtures supplied by this company were also

displayed. The whole exhibit was most
interesting, as in the evening all the lamps

installed by the company were lighted and

the effect was illuminating in more senses

than one. The variety of globes, brackets,

hanging lights, was such as to leave noth-

ing to be desired. An acetylene cigar

lighter also attracted considerable atten-

tion and lit up a great many cigars, and

the operation lit up the faces of those

who used it, with pleasure.

The Commonwealth Steel Co., of St.

Louis, Mo. Thi9 company had as an ex-

hibit an excellent display of all sorts of

steel castings made by them, truck bol-

sters, truck center frames, etc., and they

had on the exhibit track a cast steel tender

frame made in one piece. It was alto-

gether a very interesting exhibit and

showed the advance made in the art of

making steel castings for railroad use up

to the present time.

The Consolidated Railway Electric

Lighting & Equipment Co., of New York.

The exhibit of this company consisted of

a passenger car truck equipped with the

consolidated axle light dynamo which fur-

nishes electric current for lighting the

cars while the train is in motion. The

over-plus of electric energy is used to

charge a storage battery, which battery is

gradually called into action for lighting

train as the speed diminishes, and also

while the train is standing. The whole

of this system, with its apparatus, was on

view, together with the Kennedy regulator

and indicating and recording attachment.

The John Davis Co., of Chicago,

showed a number of back pressure valves,

pump regulators, float valves, regulating

valves for water and for air, blow-off

valves, valves for steam hose couplings,

etc.

The Detroit Lubricator Co., of Detroit,

Mich., had on exhibition their well known

bullseye lubricators, for from one to seven

feeds. There was also a section of their

21-feed lubricator and a section of an air

cylinder lubricator device, whereby the air

cylinder of a Westinghouse or of a New
York duplex air pump may be regulated

directly from the cab. Packless radiator

valves were also shown.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., of Jer-

sey City, N. J. This well known com-

pany had an interesting selection of their

pencils on view, blacklead plumbago,

graphite lubricants, graphite paint, cruci-

bles of all kinds, and what they call auto-

mobile grease. The display was carefully

arranged and many were the requests for

their excellent pencils which this company

received at their booth.

The Dressel Railway Lamp Works, of

New York. This company had a remark-

ably fine display of locomotive head-lights,

tail marker lamps, locomotive gauge

lamps, head-light burners, locomotive

classification lamps, switch lamps, sema-

phore signal lamps, etc. There is nothing

in the way of railway lamps that the Dres-

sel Works do not seem to handle. One

of the new features of their railroad

lamps was an exceedingly clever device

which prevents a colored lens when once

displayed from being shaken down and
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altered for another color. The main lens

of the lamps are made of white glass af-

ter the ordinary semaphore lens pattern,

and inside the lamp there is carried a

green and red glass which can be dropped

down and interposed between the flame of

the lamp and the white lens outside. This

enables the lamp to show a white, a red,

or a green color, as occasion may require.

The safety device consists of a little metal

frame pivoted at one end and so arranged

as to accommodate only one of the arms
attached to the colored glasses. When
the red light is shown, the arm attached

to the red glass occupies the slot to the

exclusion of the green, and when the

green is shown there is no possibility for

the red to interefere with it. The de-

vice is exceedingly simple and most ef-

fective, as wrong indications cannot be

given where this simple but cleverly de-

vised apparatus is used.

The Falls Hollow Staybolt Co., of

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio. At this company's

exhibit were to be seen the hollow and the

solid staybolt iron made by them. The
quality of the metal and its fibrous nature

were exemplified by numerous samples

bent and broken so as to display the inte-

rior structure. Samples of staybolt iron

were shown doubled flat on themselves

without fracture and other pieces had
been hammered flat endways. The exhibi-

tion constituted, one might almost say,

a bird's-eye view of the quality and kind

of iron made by this company, which is

not only used widely in this country, but

is extensively used abroad.

The Flannery Bolt Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

The well-known Tate flexible staybolts

were shown here, together with the tools

necessary for applying them to locomotive

fire-boxes. The company had also on dis-

play an extensive photographic record of

their flexible staybolts, in some cases cov-

ering the danger zone and in others the

whole side and throat sheets of the fire-

box. These bolts are being very exten-

sively used.

The Franklin Manufacturing Co., of

Franklin. Pa. In this exhibit were shown
the Curtis asbestos smoke jacks, corru-

gated asbestos, roofing and siding, asbes-

tos building lumber and shingles, to-

gether with the asbestos steam pipe cov-

ering, wool-felt pipe coverings, asbestos

rope and wick packings and asbestos ce-

ment. Ambler asbestos ring air pump
and throttle packing, also their 85 per cent,

magnesia boiler laggings.

The Franklin Railway Supply Co., of

Franklin, Pa. This company exhibited

their pneumatic fire door, their automatic
driving-box lubricator, the McLaughlin
metal flexible conduit and the Franklin
automatic connector and the Franklin hy-

draulic jack. They also showed the Mis-
er-ShafF water gauge. The Terry grease
plug, the O'Connor fire-door flange and
the Franklin grate shaker.

The Frost Railway Supply Company, of

Detroit, Mich., had on exhibition the va-

rious sizes of Harvey friction draw
springs, also the Detroit metal strips for

coach windows and various models show-
ing the application of the company's prod-

ucts for railroad work.

The Galena Signal Oil Co., Franklin,

Pa. This company had what might be

called a reception room rather than an

exhibit of their well known products. The
booth was most artistically furnished with

antique chairs, tables and settees and the

walls were hung with elegant and costly

tapestries. Their many friends were re-

ceived by a corps of representatives and
it is safe to say that the reception parlor

of the Galena Company formed a pleasant

resting place for the many visitors and
sightseers at the Convention.

The Garlock Packing Co., of Chicago.

This company had on view a full line of

metal and fibrous packings for locomotives

and for shop machinery. The display was
tastefully arranged and a sample of the

many varieties of their products was thus

brought comprehensively before the visi-

tors.

The General Compressed Air & Vacu-
um Machinery Co., of St. Louis, Mo.
This company exhibited a pneumatic rail-

road car cleaning truck with automatic

control valve, and a complete set of tools

and fittings necessary to do the work of

rapidly and effectively cleaning coaches at

railroad terminal yards. The truck can

be taken about from place to place and
attached to the ordinary compressed air

system which is usually found in railroad

yards for charging and testing brakes.

With this device the compressed air sys-

tem of the yard can be readily utilized for

cleaning the plush cushions and carpets of

the cars.

The General Electric Company, of

Schenectady, N. Y. This company had on
exhibition several railway motors, and
among them was the G. E. No. 205, which
was designed for the subaqueous tunnel

at Detroit a,nd the line of the Michigan
Central. They also displayed a locomotive

head-light set, run by a small Curtis tur-

bine, which is usually carried on the top

of the locomotive boiler in front of the

dome. A 20-K. W. train lighting set was
also shown together with a number tanta-

lum lamps, switch panels, etc., for car

lighting. The application of other motors
for various tools used in railway repair

shops was shown and also a universal saw
bench, band saw and lathe.

The General Railway Supply Co., of

Chicago, 111. This company had a very

interesting exhibit showing the steel car

sheathing which they manufacture, also

a National steel trap door and lifting de-

vice for passenger coaches. The Schroyer
friction curtain rollers and curtains for

passenger cars, also Garland ventilators,
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The Gold Car Heating & Lighting

Co., of New York, had a very extensive

and complete exhibit showing their well

known system of car heating and lighting.

I he numerous improvements and devices

which this company has got out from timi

to time and with which our readers have

become familiar were there shown as they

would be applied in regular service. 1 1 1 u

exhibit practically formed a demonstra-

tion of the Gold system.

Gould Coupler Co, of New York, dis-

played a number of Gould couplers, malle-

able iron journal boxes, side-unlock coup-

ler, Moritz M. C. B. couplers, Gould fric-

tion draw gears, cast-steel journal box,

special malleable iron draw rigging and

striking plates, Crown truck side frame

with Crown bolster, also Gould journal

boxes, Gould steel passenger platform with

friction buffer, Gould special electric loco-

motive coupler, Hartman ball bearing

center plates, Hartman side bearings,

frame with Gould body bolster, Gould

freight coupler, new passenger coupler,

rightning device and Gould vestibule.

Greene, Tweed & Co., New York, had on

exhibition their Palmetto packing for lo-

comotive air pumps. Palmetto braided

and twist packing. The Palmetto air

pump packing is made suitable for West-

inghouse, and for N. Y. duplex pumps.

They also showed their Favorite reversi-

ble ratchet wrench.

Hunt-Spiller Manufacturing Corpora-

tion, South Boston, Mass. Various loco-

motive parts made out of gun iron were

displayed in this exhibit, such as driving

boxes, driving shoes and wedges, pistons,

cylinder bushings, piston packing, head-

ers for superheaters, piston valve cages,

piston valve packing rings, false valve

seats, eccentrics, straps, crosshead gibs,

etc.

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chi-

cago, had a fine assortment of air drills,

reaming, tapping and portable pneumatic

grinding machines, pneumatic reversible

flue rolling and wood boring machines,

one-piece pneumatic long stroke riveting

hammers, pneumatic chipping, calking,

beading and scaling hammers, pneumatic

wood saws, close quarter piston air drills,

air hose and couplings, pneumatic holding-

on device, motorcycles and other devices.

Jenkins Bros., of New York. This con-

cern had a remarkably complete exhibit of

Jenkins valves, consisting of globe, angle,

check, cross, radiator and gate valves. The

Jenkins Bros.' patent gauge cocks, dia-

mond traps, automatic air valves and the

Jenkins '96 sheet packing. There was also

shown the Sellers restarting injectors,

Jenkins pump valves, Graber indicating

automatic water gauges, Prouty Wire

valve wheels, together with the Jenkins

gasket tubeing.

II. W. Johns-Mansville Co., <'

York, This company's exhibit included

1 to

among which may be mi

per cent, magnesia locorm r lag-

ging and pipe covering, asl 1 rub-

eking for many and various uses,

bi tos cement, asbestos wood, I ransite

lumber, asbestos roofing, asbestos mill

board and fin felt sheets, Phoenix smoke-

jacks, electric fuses, blocks and switches,

magic boiler compound. Morris metallic

packing. A very neat arrangement of

brake cylinder packing was also shown by

this company. The ordinary spring ring

packing is made out of round steel wire,

the Johns-Mansville ring is flat, thereby

insuring a greater bearing surface of

leather against the walls of the air brake

cylinder. The ring is split on the bevel

like an ordinary piston packing ring and

is easy to apply and to remove. The life

of the leather packing is said to be great-

ly increased thereby.

Lawrenceville Bronze Co., of Pittsburgh,

Pa. Among the very many interesting

articles displayed was their Corinthian

bronze driving boxes, Robertson blow-off

valves, McGillivray hydraulic valves, rod

brasses, journal bearings, etc., bevel wheel

and shafting, three-way tuyere air cock.

There was also on view a large assortment

of unions, bevel wheels, pinions, etc.

Locomotive Appliance Co., of Chicago.

This company had a full sized Alfree pat-

ent slide valve on a locomotive cylinder

as used in connection with their valve

gear. Also a number of Newton wreck-

ing frogs.

McCord and Company, of Chicago. In

this exhibit the well-known McCord jour-

nal box was in evidence, also the McCord
draw gear and the McCord spring damp-

ner. There was also shown the National

equalizing wedge and the McKim gasket.

One of the most interesting features of

this exhibit was the McCord force feed

lubricator as applied to locomotives. This

device was set up on a large frame and

was operated in the same way as it would

be from the crosshead of a locomotive.

All the parts were clearly shown and one

comprehensive glance at this device thus

put the whole mechanism before the eye

of the beholder.

Michigan Lubricator Co., of Detroit,

Mich. This display included the Bulls-

eye locomotive lubricators of the 2, 3. 4

and 5 feed type, also the Michigan by-pass

lubricator, their air pump lubricator, their

automatic drain valves for locomotives

whereby, by the use of a small metallic

ball which sinks in water and floats in

oil, the water of condensation may be

drawn off without the loss of a single

drop of oil. Michigan stationary engine

and compressor lubricators were also

shown.

Modoc Soap Co.. of Philadelphia, had

an interesting display of their "Perfectol"
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car, locomotive and signal blade cleaner.

Also their Perfectol metal polish and Per-

fectol renovator for use in the interior of

railroad coaches.

The McConway & Torley Co., of

Pittsburg, Pa., had on exhibition at

the M. C. B. and M. M. Convention

at Atlantic City last June, various types

of couplers manufactured by them.

Among them was a new modification

of the Janney Coupler, which has been

designated as the "Janney X." In this

coupler they have embodied with the

simplicity of the original Janney Coupler

with vertical locking pin the up-to-date

requirements of a "Lock-to-the-Lock,"

providing effectually against any creep-

ing of the lock or accidental uncoupling,

a "Lock-Set" making it unnecessary

to lock up the uncoupling lever on the

end of the car in shifting, and a

"Knuckle-Opener," complying with the

requirements of the M. C. B. Associa-

tion as to the functions desirable in an

automatic coupler. The M. C. B. speci-

fication of a "Knuckle-Opener" requires

one "which will throw the knuckle

completely open and operate under all

conditions of wear and service," and

in the "Janney X" coupler this has been

accomplished, as the knuckle-opener

opens the knuckle to its fullest range of

movement from either a fully closed

position or from any partially open
position. The old style of Janney
Coupler has always been popular with

the trainmen on account of its sim-

plicity, and this desirable characteris-

tic has been preserved in this new de-

sign.

The Nathan Mfg. Co., of New York,

exhibited a full line of their well-known
injectors, lubricators and boiler ap-

pliances. The exhibit was tastefully

arranged and was much admired.

The National-Acme Mfg. Co., of

Cleveland, Ohio, showed their auto-

matic multiple spindle screw machines,

one with single belt drive and the other

with independent motor. These ma-
chines are wonderfully efficient and
were much admired.

The National Boiler Washing Co., of

Chicago, had an exhibit which showed
their boiler washing appliances. Flexi-

ble copper tubing, blow-off valves ami the

Atlas side bearing were on view.

The National Malleable Castings Co.,

of Cleveland, Ohio, showed a variety of

car couplers, which were the Tower,
the Climax and the Vulcan. Both Na-
tional and Climax journal boxes and
other railroad specialities were shown.
The couplers and other articles ex-

hibited were mounted for easy inspec-

tion.

The Pressed Steel Car Co., of Pitts-

burgh, Pa., had on the convention ex-

hibit track a very beautifully fitted

all steel passenger coach. The car was

elegantly and tastefully though plainly

furnished and the imitation of wooden
arm rests for the seats was perfect.

The window sashes appeared to be the

only thing which were not made of steel

in these cars.

Ralston Car Co., of Columbus, ex-

hibited models of steel underframe car

construction. On the exhibit track they

had a gondola dump car of 100,000 lbs.

capacity and a box and stock car of 80,-

000 lbs. capacity.

The Safety Car Heating & Light-

ing Co., of New York, had an extensive

and interesting exhibit showing all their

apparatus for the safe heating and light-

ing of passenger coaches, by the Pintsch

system. Both mantle and flat flame

lamps were shown. The vapor system

of lighting and the axle light were

seen in operation. Their steam heating

systems were also shown; these were

the jacket and the new direct steam

regulating systems, which is illustrated

and described in greater detail in an-

other column of this issue. All the

appurtenances and accessories of these

systems were on view, and a large

corps of skilled representatives were

on hand to explain and demonstrate

the use and working of the various de-

vices.

The St. Louis Car Co., of St. Louis,

had an exhibit comprising car seats,

rattan goods and spiral journal bearings

for railway cars.

William Sellers & Co., Inc., of Phila-

delphia, had what may be called a work-
ing exhibit of tool and drill grinding

and shaping machines. Their 1908 non-

lifting injector, attached to which was
an automatic lazy cock. A very inter-

esting part of the exhibit consisted of

models made in section, showing their

locomotive and stationary boiler injec-

tors, check valves, strainers, etc.

The Standard Car Truck Co., of

Chicago, exhibited a couple of trucks,

one for tenders and one for freight

cars. Roller bearing center plates' were
also shown, together with several truck

models showing their double action, and
other forms of trucks.

The Standard Coupler Co., of New
York, maintained a very attractive

reception booth, wdiich was always well

filled with visitors.

The Standard Paint Co., of New
York, showed their Rubberoid car roof-

ing, which is applicable also for build-

ings of all kinds. Rubberoid is very

effective on refrigerator cars and wher-
ever cold storage is required. The com-
pany had also examples of their preser-

vative paints for iron and wood, and
their insulating varnishes. The whole
exhibit was tastefully grouped and made
an exceedingly interesting display.

The Stoever Foundry & Mfg. Co., of

TOOL
Die Blocks

Steel Forgings

First Prize awarded at the

Louisiana Purchase Ex-
position, at St. Louis, for

our TOOL STEEL when
placed in competition
with the best makes in

England and Germany.
Writ* Ur Information andPrlce*.

Specify Melanee Tool Steel when
ordering-

McINNES
STEEL CO.

CORRY, PA.
Agents

SCHBOCK & SQUIRES,
291 Pearl St., New York.

EOT MACHINEET CO.
Minneapolis, Minn.

STANDARD MECHANICAL BOOKS

FOR ROAD AND SHOP MEN

BY CNAS. MoSNANE.

TheLocomotiveUp to Date

Price. $2.50

New York and

Westinghouse Air Brakes

Price, $1.50

One Thousand Pointers for

Machinists and Engineers

Price, $1.50

book* bound In tine cloth.

AGENTS WANTED everywhere; write for

terms and descriptive circulars. Will be sent

prepaid to any address upon receipt of price.

GRIFFIN & WINTERS
171 La Sail* Street, CHICAGO
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THE TANITE CO.
•••Ka the support of
Railroaders becautei
The man who uses a TANITE whee!

will find it safe. Because pay for a TAN-
ITE wheel secures the greatest produc-
tive capacity. Because TANITE MILLS
EMERY is mined in America and ap-

peals to all who earn wages in America
Because TANITE grinding machines are
practical.

THE TANITE CO. sells Emery, Solid

Emery Wheels, Buffing Lathes, Guide Bar
Grinders, Car Brass Grinders, Bench and
Column Grinders, Surfacing Machines,
Open Side Emery Planers, Saw Gum-
mers, Automatic Planer Knife Grinders,
Diamond Tools, Polishing Paste for Brass
and Nickel, Emery Wheel Cutters and
Dressers.

The Tanite Co. builds special machines
for special wants

THE TANITE CO.
STROUD9BURG. PA.

MICA
CABOOSE LAMP CHIMNEYS

Save SO per cent.

STORRS MICA CO.,

». R. Dept. Owtfo, N.Y

NO MORE BILLS for PACKING

No Cutting of Rods
Less Oil. No friction

Guaranteed 3 years. 30 Days' Trial

No Pay unless Satisfactory

Beware of Imitations. Use the Best

Manufactured only by

Holmes Metallic

Packing Company
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Send for Catalogue K

THE ROBERT W. HUNT & CO.
tturMD of Impaction, Te«U and Conioltatloa.

1137 THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO.
66 Broadway, New York.
Park 3uilding, Pittsburg.

31 Norfolk House, London, Eng.
Inspection of Steel Rails, Splice Bars, Railroad

Cars, Wheels, Axles, etc. Chemical Labora-
tory—Analysis of Ores, Iron, Steel, Oils, Water,
etc. Physical Laboratory—Test of Metals,
Drop and Pulling Test of Couplers, Draw Bars,
«tc

Efficiency Tests of Boilers, Engines
and Locomotives.

Lebanon, Pa., had on exhibition their

3-in! motor driven pipe threading ma-
chine.

The Storrs Mica Co., of Oswego, N.

Y., gave an object lesson on the heat

resisting qualities of their mica lamp

chimneys by having a number of small

mica chimneys mounted on incandes-

cent gas lamps. Their well-known

"Never Break" mica headlight and ca-

boose lamp chimneys were exhibited.

The T. II. Symington Co., of Balti-

more, Md., displayed the axle boxes

bearing the company name. Side-bear-

ing and center plates with the bearings

were exhibited and various malleable iron

car castings were to be seen. Loco-

motive castings made of "refined iron"

formed part of an extremely interesting

and well handled exhibit.

H. B. Underwood & Co., of Philadel-

phia, had a good exhibit of their various

portable shop tools and appliances,

among which were their rotary planing

machine for valve seats on locomotives,

their portable frame pedestal planer,

a description of which was given in

Railway and Locomotive Engineering

last April, page 177. Their new design

of crank pin turner and reborer, capable

of use by hand or driven by power.

Their standard portable boring bars for

locomotive cylinders. Their portable

pipe bending machine and their two-

cylinder air or steam motor for driving

these handy portable appliances.

The Ward Equipment Co., of New
York, had an extensive exhibit of heat-

ing apparatus for railway cars. Ward
steam couplers in three sizes were

shown. End train pipe valves and auto-

matic steam traps were exhibited to-

gether with pressure regulating valves,

starting valves, steam gauges and all the

fittings and attachments necessary to a

complete installation. Ward's car ven-

tilator was also shown and the very

ingenious Ward's automatic connector

for air brake signal and steam pipes.

Watson Stillman Co., of New York,

displayed their portable shaft straight-

encr, their hydraulic jacks, rail benders,

independent pump jacks, their hydrau-

lic crank pin presses and hydraulic

wheel presses. A glance at the number
and variety of jacks made by this com-
pany gives a good idea of the state of

the art up to date.

Whiting Foundry Equipment Co., of

Harvey, 111., exhibited models of their

mechanical and electrical brake for

hoisting machinery as applied to cranes.

Wilmarth & Merman Co., of Grand

Rapids, Mich., exhibited their Yankey
drill grinders; of these one was motor

driven, one was a wet grinder, one was a

dry grinder, one a combination cutter,

reamer and drill grinder, one new sur-

face grinder, and one Nelson loose pul-

ley.

Regular Rail Record.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has recently

placed a large order for steel rails amount-

ing to about 55,000 tons, which are to be

rolled according to the new specifications

of the company. The manufacturer may
use either the Bessemer or the open-

hearth process, the desired composition

being 0.50 per cent carbon, 1.00 manga-

nese and 0.12 silicon for Bessemer rails

and 0.75 carbon and 0.12 silicon for open-

hearth rails. These quantities are, of

course, fractions of one per cent.

It is the intention of the railroad to

maintain a very close record of the dura-

bility and reliability of these rails so that

future practice may be based on the ac-

curate statistics and data. In addition to

the usual markings on the rails, a letter is

to be stamped on each rail in order to

indicate the part of the ingot from which

lhat particular rail was made.

Rail failures will be carefully recorded

and periodical measurements of rails will

be made in order to determine the amount
of wear of different sections and different

•ompositions, notice being taken of the

locality and the amount of traffic car-

lied.

In order to compile and consider the re-

sults of the company's experience with

rails a special committee has been ap-

pointed whose duty it will be to supply

the officials with data that will enable them

to obtain rails which, at the time any or-

der is placed, will be the best that it is

possible to manufacture.

Bulletin No. 15 of the Engineering

Experiment Station of the University

of Illinois on "How to Burn Illinois

Coal Without Smoke," by Prof. L. P.

Breckenridge, was published in Decem-
ber, 1907, but on account of the large

number of requests for it, a second

edition of 10,000 copies has just been

issued. A few pages are devoted to

the principles of combustion and the

losses due to smoking chimneys, but

the larger part of the bulletin relates to

the constructive features of those boiler

settings and furnaces that have been

found practically smokeless in opera-

tion at the power plant and in the ex-

periment station at the University of

Illinois. The leading dimensions of

the settings and furnaces are given and

sectioned cuts show the general char-

acter of the settings. While the smoke-

less burning of Illinois coals furnishes

the main discussion, the principles and

methods explained apply equally well

to the burning of all kinds of soft coal.

A large number of the copies already

distributed have been requested by the

smoke inspection departments of many
of our large American cities. Copies

of this bulletin may be obtained gratis

upon application to the Director, En-
gineering Experiment Station, Urbana,

Illinois.
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Tang, Tind, Teen.

Anyone knows what the tang of a knife

blade is. It is the part which is inserted

into the handle to hold the knife, and

many people think the word "tang" is a

corruption of "tongue,'' but it is not. A
tang is really a sharp point and comes

from the old Anglo-Saxon word tind,

which means a prong, and this is allied to

teen, the word used 111 describing the vari-

ous prongs on the antlers of a deer. The

TWIST DRILL WITH DOUBLE TANG.

prongs of a fork are teens. The tang of a

knife or a sword is the part which fits

into the handle and the tang of an ordi-

nary twist drill is the part of the shank

which when fitted into the socket does the

driving.

In nearly every railroad shop there are

always a lot of old drills, quite good as

far as that goes, but with the tangs twist-

ed off. To make these drills serviceable

again the shank has to be turned down
to fit the socket and a new tang put on.

This is not an easy thing to do accurately,

and there is a good deal of work involved

in the process. The Cleveland Twist Drill

Company have taken hold of this very

thing and have got out what they call the

Perfect Double Tang Sockets for drills.

When one of their latest drills is new it

has two tangs, one above the other on
the shank, making a kind of step, and
when slipped into the double tang socket

the two stepped faces of the tangs drive

the drill. The lower and thicker tang

is of course the stronger of the two, but

both do their work at the same time.

Now comes the advantage of the double

tang idea when dealing with the other-

wise serviceable drills on the scrap heap.

You do not have to turn down the whole
shank to fit the taper socket; it fits now,
but the tang is gone. All that is neces-

sary is to grind on a new and thicker

tang, lower down the shank, and let it

go at that. You then have a drill with

one tang, as you had before, but the tang

is stronger because it is thicker and will

probably last as long as the drill. The
perfect double tang drill socket takes new
drills with the double tang, or it will take

drills with the one small original tang

(though you can easily put the second

one on), or the socket will take the drill

with the original tang twisted off, if you
grind on the second and stronger one.

The double tang socket will take what-

ever you have, and the idea seems to have

a lot of economy mixed up with it some-
where. The Cleveland Twist Drill Co.,

of Cleveland, Ohio, have a very interest-

ing little circular on this subject. We
have mentioned some facts about the

origin of the word tang. Drop a post

card to the Cleveland Co. and thev will

tell you about their double tang idea and

the economv contained therein.

Strength of Chain Lengths.

A series of experiments on chain links

and circular rings, covering a period of

two years, lias been made for the purpose

of confirming or disproving a theoretical

analysis of the stresses in links and rings.

A comparison of calculated and measured

distortions affords the desired test. The
result of the experiments is a complete

confirmation of the analysis. It is shown

that the usual formulas for chain loads

give maximum tensile stresses of 33,000

to 40,000 lbs. per sq. in. and maximum
compressive stresses of 60,000 lbs. per sq.

in. New formulas for safe loads are

proposed. This bulletin, No. 18, on the

strength of chain links, will be of interest

to engineers and manufacturers who are

concerned in any way with hoisting and

transmission. Copies may be obtained

upon application to the director, Engi-

neering Experiment Station, University of

Illinois, Urhana, 111.

New Railway in Palestine.

A railway is in course of construction

from Jerusalem northward joining the

branch already opened from Mount Car-

mel to the Sea of Galilee. The route will

pass many points of historic interest, in-

cluding Bethel, Shiloh, Jacob's Well,

Mount Gilboa and Jezreel. Pilgrims to

Jerusalem will soon be carried in first-

class accommodation cars from Joppa to

Jerusalem, thereby avoiding the tedious

mule and pony relays which are not only

expensive, but painful experiences. Doubt-

less the new railway will have the effect

of attracting thousands of extra visitors

to Palestine.

To Close the Dampers.

A curious little machine has been in-

vented whereby, when the heat of a candle

is applied to it from the fraction of a min-

ute, a man weighing 150 lbs. can be raised

several inches. This wonderful piece of

ENAMELED IRON FLUSH OR DRY CLOSETS

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.
II* S. CLINTON ST., CHICAGO

One Year and
Eleven Months'

SERVICE
WITHOUT REPACKING, ON

High-Pressure Locomotives

DOtT.I.E TANG HOLDER.

mechanism is known as the regitherm,

and its purpose is to control the tempera-

ture in houses by closing and opening the

draughts in stoves and furnaces. Her-

metically sealed within the regitherm is a

small amount of volatile liquid, the vapor

of which changes its pressure at the rate

of one-half pound per square inch for

each degree of change in temperature. A
change of a single degree in the tempera-

ture develops a force of 15 lbs. within the

motor. This force acts to expand the ves-

sel through a distance of half an inch,

Style 300 TV.

A throttle failure is an absolute

impossibility where Crandall's

Throttle Valve packing is used.

IT WILL NOT BLOW OUT

Crandall Packing Co.
FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICE

PALMYRA. • NEW YORK
BRANCHES

Now York Cleveland
ij» Liberty St. . So. W»ter St

Chicago
52 Welt Washington St.

THE WASHBURN CO.
Minneapolis, Minn.

Automata Couplers
For Freight. Engine and P»t««ni« r Serrlca
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WILLIAM BONNET, M. E.
OF ZURICH

desires to represent in Switzerland, American
Firms for the sale of Railway and Locomotive
supplies. Best references given. Address

WILLIAM BONNET, M. E„
46 Strenlistrasse,

Zurich, Switzerland.

"PERFEGTOL
M

THE

CAR, LOCOMOTIVE AND

SIGNAL BLADE

CLEANER

AND RENOVATOR

The Modoc Soap Company
228 N. Fourth St., Philadelphia. Pa.

IF
you have ever

had trouble with

Flange Packings,

you have NOT
used our celebrated

DURABLA
H. P. SHEET PACKING

Write us and we will supply

you with a working sample

for test—used exclusively on

the Singer building. Ask them

THE AUSTIN PACKING
AND SUPPLY CO.

109 Liberty Street New York City

and lliis movement is magnified eightfold

in being transmitted to the dampers, tints

imparting to the latter a movement of

four inches.

Lacquers and Paints.

One sometimes hears persons who do

not even know what ordinary paint

really is speak enthusiastically of the

rich lustrous colors of French or Jap-

anese lacquers. As a matter of fact

lacquer has no color of its own, and

is gi uerally composed of a clear resin-

ous gum dissolved in turpentine and oil.

It is usually applied to a surface which

already has a color of its own, and the

addition of the lacquer adds a hard,

transparent, glossy finish which gives

brilliance to the color underneath in

very much the same way that a plate

of glass placed over a portrait will

enhance the color effect of an oil paint-

ing. Lacquer without any color value

itself spreads as an homogeneous film

mixture purr and simple. A very suc-

cessful attempt to unite the features

of lacquers and paints has been

achieved in the production of a pro-

tective coating called "Eldo." The body
of this coating is a carbonaceous or car-

bonized gum which is capable of being

held in solution in various vehicles and
yet retaining its color quality. Being
in essence carbon it has the property

of resisting the action acids or alkalis,

and its heat resisting qualities are very

marked. This protective coating, like

lacquer, is homogeneous, and like true

paint it possesses covering qualities,

and has distinctive color of its own.
The makers say of it: "The fact that

it is a clear solution gives it covering

qualities of far greater extent than any
paint, and if properly applied it will

coal from two to four times the surface

that can be covered by any pigment

paint, and also owing to the nature of

its composition, it exceeds the cover-

OLD DAXfORTH COOK & CO.'S ENGINE ON THE ERIE.

on the surface to which it is applied.

Paint differs from lacquer in the fact

that it possesses color. It is made by

the grinding up of some pigment into

a very finely divided or powdery state

and mixing it with oil and turpentine.

When spread upon a smooth surface

the film imparts its own color to the

surface. Paint is a mechanical mixture

in which minute particles of the pig-

ment are completely surrounded by oil.

As the film dries, as we call it, the tur-

pentine evaporates and the oil solidifies

so that a fine close mass of coloring

particles and dry oil, if one may so

say, lies on the surface. Viewed
through a powerful microscope paint is

analogous in its structure to thin ice

impregnated with sand. The ice re-

mains ice and the sand is still sand,

though closely and intimately mixed
with each other. The oil solidifies and
holds the pigment as ice holds sand.

Lacquer, as we have said, is a solu-

tion of gum, while paint is a mechanical

ing qualities of the majority of lac-

quers."

It is of course a patented article and
has been the result of a series of very

carefully conducted research experi-

ments by expert chemists. It is appli-

cable to a variety of uses in railroad

work and on the front ends of loco-

motives it has been found most satis-

factory as the heat of the smoke-box.
instead of rapidly drying and cracking
it. tends to bake it into a solid tenaceous

though thin coating. The Eldo Com-
pany of 100 William street. Xew York,
are manufacturing this protective coat-

ing, and will be pleased to answer any
questions whether general or technical,

concerning their product. "Eldo" has
only recently been put on the market
and is worth inquiring about, especially

as a smoke box coating.

A man is already of consequence in

the world when it is known that he can

be implicitly relied upon.

—

Lytton.
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An elegant, thirty-page pamphlet, il-

luminated with tinted illustrations has

been issued by the Garlock Packing

Company, Chicago, 111. The high pres-

sure packing manufactured by this com-

pany has been a prime favorite among
railroad men for many years. The use

of superheated, steam has called for

the highest quality of materials and

workmanship in ring, spiral and coil

packing. A diagonal ring style is il-

lustrated which shows some new feat-

ures and is especially adapted for scor-

ed rods or flat-bottom boxes. The
various styles of hydraulic packing are

also shown adapted to any pressure up

to 2,500 lbs. The sheet form of pack-

ing is also fully shown, and all who
have had an opportunity of testing the

qualities of the wire insertion asbestos

packing are loud in its praises. A copy

of this fine pamphlet should be in the

hands of all who are interested in high

pressure packing. Send for a copy of

catalogue "L," to the company's offices,

115 S. Franklin Street, Chicago, 111.

householders who may have neglected

to insure. She was working two days

and one afternoon per fortnight, and
her weekly pay, exclusive of meals,

came to 2s. 7j^d. per week. A prick

from a pin in the floor cloth was fol-

lowed by blood poisoning, and the wo-
man has permanently lost the use of

her left hand. At Preston County
Court the judge held that as she work-

ed at fixed times she was a regular

and not a casual employee, and there-

fore he awarded her 7s. per week un-

der the Workmen's Compensation Act.

For this sum the employer, who paid

only 2s. 7'/2<i. per week for her work,

will be responsible during all the years

of her enforced idleness."

The Pyle National Electric Head-
light Company, Monadnock Building.

Chicago, have just issued a finely il-

lustrated pamphlet with descriptive let-

Jenkins Brothers, 71 John Street,

New York, have issued a neat pam-
phlet showing their specialties in globe

valves. An admirable opening essay

on valve troubles will be warmly ap-

preciated by all who have handled

valves. The common troubles are point-

ed out and the methods of evading

them are led up to in a way that is as

interesting as it is valuable. A variety

of valves are passed in review and all

are fully described and finely illustrat-

CUI. .VI N< IK I 111 RN \l \IJ I COMI'iU'ND

ter press, showing the merits of the

"Ross Special" case and reflector as

applied to their electric headlights. The
chief features of the new device are a

front goggle and inner ring which al-

lows perfect ventilation, which prevents

the breaking of headlight glasses. The
goggle and attachments are so hinged,

as to give free access to the reflector

for cleaning. The apparatus is readily

removable if necessary, and the old-

fashioned oil headlight can be used

if emergency requires.

WITH BALDWIN REVERSING GEAR.

ed. It may be noted as a leading pecu-

liarity of the Jenkins valves that it is

not necessary to shut off steam to

pack stuffing-boxes, as by opening them

wide they can be packed under full

head of steam.

They Do It Thus in England.

Concerning what in this country we
call Employers' Liability, but which our

English friends call Workmen's Com-
pensation, the Pall Mall Gazette says:

"The case of Emma Dewhurst, char-

woman, contains a solemn warning to

Asbestos roofing is coming into pop-

ular favor since the H. W. Johns-Man-

ville Co., of New York, perfected

several improvements in the adapta-

tion of asbestos as a covering for

roofs and walls. In the perfected

form as supplied by the company, any-

one can put it on. Nails and cement

are furnished with each roll. A ham-

mer and a sharp knife is all that is

necessary. Samples and prices will be

furnished on application to the Com-
pany's offices, 100 William street, New
York.

THE DRAKE &WIERS CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

ASPHALT CAR ROOFING

The Original Torsion-Proof Car Roof

IN USE ON OVER 75,000 CARS !

Has stood the test for 18 years without ft

failure. The strongest and most durable Car
Roof known. The ONLY GENUINE ASPHALT
CAR ROOFING ON THE MARKET. Guaran-
teed to last 10 years.

PLASTIC CAR ROOFINGOF SUPERIOR QUALITY

SPRING CLEANING
Now is the Time to Clean Up aod to Use

Halt's Cleaner and Polish
For highly finished surfaces. Brings
back the lustre. Leaves the surface
hard and free from gum or oil.

Used on Office Furniture; Interior

Woodwork; Passenger Car Panel
Work ; Car Seats, etc.

Haft's Combination
Rubbing Polish

A Rub and Polish in One.
Fills scratches and dents.

Cleans surfaces exposed to the
weather.

Brightens surfaces deadened by
neglect.

Morhous Manufacturing Co.
Detroit, Mich., U. S. A.

Write for Circular

Air Brake
Instruction
THE AIR BRAKE ART

has virtually been revolution-

ized during the last five years

and the railroad man who
wants a complete education on

the

Westinghouse, New York and

Dukesmith Air Brake

Systems

at a price and on terms that

will suit any sized pocketbook,

will learn how to get it by

writing at once to

THE DUKESMITH SCHOOL
OF AIR BRAKES

7th Floor, Wabash Building

PITTSBURG, PA.
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TWENTIETH

CENTURY

OUTFIT

BOLT CUTTER
TN

OPERATION.

It will cut bow*-

clamp, bolte, or

any like substance
as fast as an operator cau (v,-.i in, in tju

Its JawB. With every ontflt goes a special

equipment for each operation, viz, mount
lng new, pulling off old hose, cutting clamp
bolts, everything necessary to Air, Signal

and Steam Hose.
This ontflt wll] do the work of a dozen

men, and costs less than the annual salary

of one man.

mil.- 19 Fafrrlvil Heights

ROCHESTER, N.T., U.S.AB0KER8GARRMF6.G0.,

The Dressel Railway Lamp \\

of New York City, have just peri

a new burner which they have called

the "Dressel No. o." They have real-

ized for some time that there is a de

mand for a burner which may be used

in places where il is found to be de-

sirable to have a somewhat gl

flame than that supplied by the "Long

Time" or, as it is corhmonly calli d,

"SeVen Day Burner." To meet this

demand, the No. o burner, using a col

ton wick, has been devised. This

burner may be applied to any fount

using the long time burner, as it is so

constructed as to be interchangeable,

the flame being in exact focus when in

the fount. The oil consumption, on ac-

count of the perfect combustion, 1-

TRADE C[ MARK

INFALLIBLE

METAL POLI
REGISTERED IN U.S.PATENT OFFICE

FOR ALL KINDS OF METAL.
Bert, Cheapest, »nd Goe» Farthest

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE. ADDRESS

CEO W. HOFFMAN, Mfr

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

Agenta
Wanted

Chesapeake & Ohio Ry.
"The Rhine, the Alps and the Bat-

tlefield Line."

The most interesting historic as-

sociations and the most striking

and beautiful scenery in the United
States are linked together in this

system.
Connecting

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA
BALTIMORE WASHINGTON

OLD POINT COMFORT
RICHMOND

VIRGINIA HOT SPRINGS
CINCINNATI LOUISVILLE

ST. LOUIS and CHICAGO
For illustrated descriptive pam-

phlet, address

It W. fuller, P.T.M. Jno.D. Potts, G.P.A.

Washington, D. C. Richmond, Va.

SINCLAIR'S
LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE RUNNING

AND MANAGEMENT
" VKaCPiT"" price $2.00
ANGUS SINCL4IB CO., I 14 Liberty SI..N.Y.

Running Time Is Fast.

What we show in our illustration is not

exactly a mechanical appliance u.v

railroads, but is a reproduction ol

excellent photograph sent us by our old

friend, Mr. I". W. Blauvelt, of New York.

i nol Ihi fil I I
" the work of

imera has appeared in the pages of

Railway and Locomotive Engineering,

as many of our readers know. This time

he has sent us a high speed bird, if we
may so say. While al Hot Springs,

Ark., he and a friend and the bird "got

together." In his letter enclosing thi

tograph he

"Whili al Hot Springs a friend of mine,

Mr. L. G E ''it. of Sioux City, la., and

: wanted to take a ride, and not be-

A "BLACK DIAMOND" OF THE WEST.

very small, being only about ^4 ounce

per hour, so that it may be depended

on for about 50 hours, with the ordi-

nary 25 oz. oil pot. Samples of these

burners will be sent for trial to any

signal engineer or maintenance of way

official who will request the Lamp
Works for one.

Experiments continue to be made in

regard to the loss of the calorific value

of coal during storage. Coal under

various conditions of storage shows a

loss from two to ten per cent., except

when entirely submerged in water. It

is noted that the loss almost ceases

after five or six months. Next to com-

plete submersion in water, the repeated

drenching by water has some saving ef-

fect on the value of coal exposed to or-

dinary dry temperatures.

ing able to get an automobile we finally

procured a 'horseless carriage' of one os-

trich-power, and to say the least 'it was a

bird.' This particular ostrich is somewhat

noted ; he is 28 years old, is broken to har-

ness, and is said to be worth $10,000. He
is known as 'Black Diamond,' and it might

be said that we were riding on the 'Black

Diamond Express,' for his Ostrichship

has a 'track' record, to the wagon shown.

of one minute and five seconds for a half

mile.''

That is a speed of very nearly 30 mile

an hour pulling the vehicle. An ostrich,

when going it alone, is said to be able

to cover the ground at a speed of 94 ft.

a second, and it is also said that he uses

his wings, though, of course, he cannot

fly. That pace is equal to more than

a mile a minute, and is a creditable per-

formance no matter how it is done.
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by
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NEW YORK
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NEW PORTABLE

PIPE BENDING MACHINE

i,pep.--i , e , Mr "- iBinM

Operated at 80-100 lbs. pressure of steam or compressed

air.

Bends pipe cold up to 2 inches in diameter without filling

or flattening.

Will make a right angle bend in 2-inch pipe in 2 minutes.

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR

H. B. UNDERWOOD & CO.

1025 Hamilton Street PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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The California Limited

The California Limited on the Atchison

Topeka & Santa Fe Railway is a splendid

passenger train which runs every day, the

year round. It starts from Chicago at

8 P. M. and arrives in San Francsico at

7:45 A. M. on the fourth day thereafter.

It begins the journey say on Monday on

just 59 hours 59 minutes on the road.

I In- mileage between Chicago and San

Francisco is 2,576 and the schedule gives

No. .? an average speed "I 11.73 miles

an hour, and No. 4 travels at about 42.9

miles an hour.

The equipment of the train is of the

finest. The train is made up of a l-.ii-

trie lighted throughout, each section hav-

ing two separate lights conveniently

placed. Electric fans are also provided.

Current periodicals and newspapers and

tationerj are furnished in both the buffet

smoking car and observation car, also the

market reports by wire. No extra fare

is charged beyond the cost of regular

THE CALIFORNIA LIMITED ON THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA & SANTA F£\

Central standard time, and at Dodge City

in Kansas the time changes to mountain

time. One hour is added to the time table

for Nn. .?. the west hound train, and
again at Seligman in Arizona, near the

Grand Canyon, another hour is added, as

the time here changes to Pacific standard.

In this way the train is on the road 61 J4
hours and No. 4, the east bound train, is

section double drawing-room Pullman

sleeper, a ten-section single drawing-room,

and two staterooms Pullman sleeper, a

standard compartment sleeper, a dining

car, a buffet smoking car, reading, and

smoking room, and barber shop, and an

observation car with library and a commo-
dious parlor. The entire train is wide

vestibuled, anil well ventilated. It is elec-

first-class one-way or round-trip tickets.

The train runs daily between Chicago.

Kansas City, Los Angeles. San Diego, and

San Francisco, on rock-ballasted and oil-

sprinkled tracks, safeguarded by block

signals. The scenery through Colorado.

New Mexico, and Arizona is unique in

all the world. At times the traveler is

more than a mile above the sea, where the
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air is always dry, pure, and bracing. The

California Limited runs through the

southwest land of enchantment over the

historic Santa Fe trail.

The traveler in this region can visit

the old missions, which were planted in

the early' days of struggle and danger.

an wander among forests of mam-

moth trees, such as are found nowhere

else on earth. He can explore the incom-

parable Yosemite Valley, nature's won-

derland, and he can scale the snow-

crowned Sierras or enjoy the cool breeze;

from the Pacific.

Among the many wonders of this west-

ern land of the new world one may see

the works of primative man and of na-

ture, old before the dawn of civilization

as we know it, had begun. In New Mex-

ico are the famous Pueblo Indians, so

called from their town-building character-

istic, as tlu-y were more advanced than

the savage tribes which peopled the east-

ern portions of North America. The

Pueblo Indians had abandoned the no-

madic or wandering habits and lived in

what may be called a communal habita-

tion, a town so to speak, in one structure.

It was primitive, flat life, if one may bor-

row a present day term and apply it to

past times. Pueblos were built of stone,

but oftener of adobe or sun-dried brick.

They were several stories high, each story-

being built back from the front of the one

as to permit the inhabitants to obtain a

view of the surrounding territory and

thus render the stealthy approach of an

enemy impossible. They were often

arranged so as to surround three sides

of a court and the ground floor had

no doors or windows. Ladders were

native tradition, for which Mr. C. F. Lum-
mis is authority," so says Mr. C. A. Hig-

gins, writing for the Santa Fe, "the orig-

inal pueblo of Acoma stood upon the crest

of the Enchanted Mesa, 430 ft. above the

valley. Its only approach was one day de-

stroyed by the falling of a cliff, and three

\KiKl I'UKBLO OF WOLPI ON THE SANTA IE ROUTE.

used to enter the pueblo, which was done

over the roofs of the lower tier of dwell-

ings and these ladders were then drawn

up and entrance to the lower dwellings

was effected through trap doors.

The idea in the location and design of

the pueblo was that of community life,

with the most effective means of defense.

One such building frequently housed a

whole tribe. The form of government

adopted by these Indians was peculiar to

them, each village or pueblo electing a

governor and council. Thev cultivated

THE GRAND ( \>:

(Copyright Kolb

. so as to afford those on each of

the upper stories a sort of terrace in

front of their dwellings. The general

plan adopted was that of a hollow square,

though sometimes the ground plan had

a curved outline. Many of these pueblos

were built on commanding eminences, so

VON, COLORADO
Brothers. 1508.)

the soil adjacent to the village and also

subsisted on the proceeds of the chase.

Pueblo architecture possesses nothing of

the elaborate ornamentation of the Astec

dwellings in Mexico. The most striking

pueblo along the Santa Fe route is that

of Acoma. "Anciently, according to a

sick women, who chanced to be the only

occupants, the remainder of the popu-

lation being at work in the fields below,

perished there, beyond reach of aid from

their people, who then built a new pueblo

on the present site. In 1897 an eastern

college professor laid siege to the Mesa
Encantada with a mortar and several

miles of assorted ropes, supplemented by

pulleys, a boatswain's chair, and a team of

horses. By these aids the summit was.

reached, but the party reported that noth-

ing was found to indicate that it had ever

been visited before by man."

Another of the wonders of this west-

ern land is what are called the petrified

forests of Arizona. As one stands amid

the fallen and now stone giants of the

primeval forest one is in the presence of

such hoary antiquity as makes the time

covered by the pages of recorded history

dwindle into utter insignificance. Thou-

sands of acres are here strewn with

trunks and segments of what once was
a living leaf bearing vegetation. Some
of these prostrate trees of stone are-

over 200 ft. in length and 7 to 10 ft. in,

diameter, now broken into sections by

transverse fracture. One of these huge

trunks, its integrity still spared by time,

spans a canyon 50 ft. wide, a bridge

of jasper and agate overhanging a tree-

fringed pool.

Mr. John Muir, the well known Califor-

nia naturalist, says of the North Sigil-

laria Forest that the many finely pre-

served Sigillaria, Lcpidodendron and

Dadoxylon trees, with their peculiar roots

and leaf-marks, show plainly that in this

place flourished one of the noblest forests,

of the Carboniferous period. The trees,

grew where they now lie, instead of drift-

ing in from elsewhere, and there are many
standing stumps visible. The forest cov-

ers many thousands of acres, in five sep-

arate tracts."

These trees of the carboniferous pe-

riod were not flowering plants, and in a-

general sense they may be described more

as gigantic weeds and grasses than trees
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as we know them. Sigillaria was a sort

of tree fern and had a curious arrange-

ment of roots which radiated from the

central mass of the trunk something like

an enormous cart wheel divested of its

rim. The Lepidodendrons were great

plants of the club-moss type which rose

upwards of seventy feet in height. I he

Dadoxylons were allied to the conifers

or pine trees. The growth was luxurious

and greedily drank up moisture from the

damp soil in which it stood. There was

110 blow of bright color and no luscious

fruit ; it was hard, dry and flowerless.

lapse of time required to effect the won-

dei ful 1 hat

In his work on "Gems and Precious

Stones of North America/' Dr. G. F.

ECunz thus describes the theory of pet-

rifaction. He says, "Wood buried in soil

soaked with some petrifying material be-

comes highly charged with the same and

the cells filled with the infiltrating matti 1,

so that when the wood decays, the petri-

fying material is left, retaining the struct-

ure of the wood. Furthermore, as each

particle of organic matter passes away

by decay a particle of mineral matter

AGATIZED TREE SPANNING RAVINE. ALONG THE SANTA FE.

Hugh Miller, in his notable work, "The

Testimony of the Rocks," when speaking

of the plants which in the lapse of ages

were transformed into coal, says, "In no

other age did the world witness such a

flora; the youth of the earth was a pe-

culiarly green and umbrageous youth, a

youth of dusk and tangled forests of high

pines and stately araucarians, of the reed-

like calamite, the tall tree fern, the sculp-

tured sigillaria and the hirsute lepidoden-

dron. Wherever dry land or shallow

lake or running stream appeared, a rank

and luxuriant herbage cumbered every

footbreadth of the dank and steaming

soil ; and even to distant planets our

earth must have shown through the en-

veloping cloud with a green and delicate

ray."

The petrified forests of Arizona, how-

ever, did not turn to coal. Owing to

chemical action they became masses of

agate, jasper and chalcedony. They orig-

inally grew beside what was millions of

years ago an inland sea and the process

by which they have become turned into

blocks of stone, capable of being cut, pol-

ished and wrought into gems casts a side-

light on the complete but slow-moving

processes of nature and the prodigious

takes its place, until finally all the or-

ganic matter is replaced. The process

of petrification is therefore one of sub-

stitution as well as of interstitial filling.

From the different nature of the process

in the two cases, it happens that the in-

terstitial filling always differs, either in

chemical composition or in color from the

substituting material. Thus the structure

remains visible, although the mass is solid.

It is perhaps allowable to liken this

process to the filling of a sponge with

mucilage. The gummy substance enters

all the minute pores of the sponge and

thoroughly impregnates the whole. In

time the mucilage hardens and the sponge

becomes a solid mass. Later, suppose

the very fiber of the sponge decays and

as each particle disappears, it is replaced

by a particle of heavy dark glue, so that

when the spongy material has entirely

passed away, there remains the form of

the sponge faithfully preserved. The
structure being easily discernable, for

what once were the minute spaces and

pores, are now occupied by solid mucilage

and the material of the sponge itself has

been replaced by hard, dark colored

glue. In some such way these stone trees

were made.

Speaking of one of the most wonderful

ie regions, Dr. Kunz says : "In the

silicified forest, known as Chalc

Park, situated about 8 miles south of

1, a station of thi \tlantic & Pacific

Railroad, in Apache County, Arizona, the:

country formation is sandstone or vol-

canic ash and the trees are exposed in-

gulches and basins where the water has

worn the sandstone away.

"The jasper and agate generally re-

placed the cell walls and fibers and the

transparent quartz filled the cells and in-

terstices, especially where the structure

was removed by decay. * * * There is

every evidence to show that the trees

grew beside some inland sea. After fall-

ing they became water-logged, and dur-

ing decomposition, the cell structure of
the wood was entirely replaced by silica

from sandstone in the walls surrounding
this great inland sea.

"It is by the washing and weathering

away of this formation ("sandstone) that

the tree trunks have rolled down to the

level plane below. None of those lying

below were ever in place there. None
that are in the upper layer are in the up-

right position, nor were any roots visible,

and since none of the trees retain any of

the original bark, it seems very probable
that all this deposit was once the bed of
an inland sea or lake.

One must not forget in this wonderland
of old the modern locomotive by whose
aid the traveler is carried over plain and
mountain and through forest and ravine.

The dimensions were given by Mr. W. F.

Buck, superintendent of motive power.

The magnificent 4-4-2 engines are bal-

anced compounds, weighing 201,500 lbs.

Of this amount the engine and trailing

trucks carry 102.300 lbs., leaving 99,200

lbs. on the drivers. The engines are

equipped with traction increasers which,

when in use, alter the weight on the driv-

ers to 109,700 lbs. and reduce the total-

on the trucks to 91,800 lbs. The cylinders

are 15 and 25x26 ins., with 79 ins. in

driving wheels. These engines were
built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works
and do excellent work on the famous
daily trains of the California Limited of

the Santa Fe, through the country where
"even- month is June."
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Car Ferry "Ontario."

Our illustrations show the new Grand

Trunk Railway car ferry "Ontario No. 1."

This magnificent steamship, for such it is,

plies between Cobourg, Out, and Char-

lotte, the port of Rochester, X. Y.

The length of the boat is 315 ft, beam 54

ft., depth of hold 20 ft., height between

decks 17 ft., making her the largest car

ferry of Canadian register. Twenty-eight

loaded coal cars can be carried at once,

while the vessel has been built so as to

enable Iter to run all the year round. Her

speed is 15 knots. There is stateroom

accommodation for about one hundred

passengers on the upper deck. The total

cost was about $375,000.

The object of this car ferry service is

to shorten the distance between the cen-

tral portion of the Ontario and the East-

ern States. The all-rail route makes it

necessary to haul freight and passengers

by way of Montreal or Buffalo and thus a

great deal of parallel mileage would have

to be made on either side of the lake. The

car ferry across the lake, where it is about

40 miles, greatly reduces time and total

mileage made by the cars.

There is a great deal of traffic now

originating in Pennsylvania, such as coal

and iron, which goes to Canada via tin-

Railroad Jumbles.

At a recent meeting of the Richmond

Railroad Club. Mr. Wm. M. Bickers,

chief train dispatcher of the C. & O. Ry.,

Richmond, Va., read an original paper

on the subject of "Railroad Jumbles." It

was a happy departure from the matter

and style of papers usually delivered be-'

fore railroad clubs. Mr. Bickers had a

del-'ghtful collection of humorous rail-

W up
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Oil Burning Ten-Wheeler.

Last month wc gave some intere ting

particulars of the firebox arrangement

and burners used on the Southern Pacific

engines which use crude oil as fuel.

The details of the method were worked

out by Mr. T. W. Heintzelman, super-

intendent of motive power of the road.

I his month we arc able to present to our

readers a fine example of the oil burn-

ing passenger engines used on that road.

The Brooks Works of the American

Locomotive Company have recently com-

pleted an order of 24 tCn-wheel locomo-

tives for what are sometimes called the

Harriman Lines. The engines are part

of a total order for 125 locomotives placed

with the American Locomotive Company
for that system. The order included 43

consolidations, 30 moguls, 10 Atlantics,

18 switchers and .'4 ten wheelers. Of

The cylinders are equipped with pi ton

valves having a maximum travel of 6 ins.

and one inch team lap and [/16 in 1

haust clearance. The valve-, arc actuated

by the Stephenson shifting link mot
and are set for 1/32 in. lead in full

gear. The main frames are of cast steel

with double front rails and are 4J/2 ins.

wide. The wheels are all flanged, and
main and side rods are of the I-section

type. The butt-end of the connecting rod

being furnished with strap with wedge ad

justment for the brasses. The side rod

brasses are solid.

The boiler is of the wagon top crown

bar type with vertical backhead and

throat sheet. The barrel is built up of

three courses, the outside diameter of

the first course being 72 ins. It contains

3SS tubes 2 ins. in diameter, so spaced as

to provide V% in. bridges in accordance

I he principal ratio, and dimentions of

thi di ign ar low:

Weight "ii drivers ¥ tractive effort \.(A

Total weight :- trai

I

Tractive effort x diam. d
surface 731

'Petal heating surf.- area 93.2
Fin box In Mine surfaci at sur-

face

Weight "ii driven total heating sur-

54-3
uting surface .... 69.

1

Volume I** -tli cylinders cu. ft 12.32
vol. cylinders. . . . 243

G ati area -f- vol. cylinders 2.6

1: Driving, 13 ft. 10 ins.; total, 25 ft.

10 ins.; total, engine and tender, 58 ft.,

o 3-i'

Weight tn working order, engine and tender.
,oOO.

32.1.

Axles—Driving journals, main, 10 ins. x 12 ins.;

others, ins. x 12 ins.; engine truck jour-
nals, diamett , 6 i . length, jo ins.; tender,
truck journals, diameter, 5'/i ins.; length,
10 ins.

Kire Box—Type, top of frames, length, 124 ins.;
width, 37 !4 ins.; thickness of crown, M in.;

tube, '/2 in.; sides, yi in.; back, H in.; water
spaces, 5 ins.

Length, 15 ft.; No. 12 gauge.
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Pennsylvania Steel Coach.

The Pressed Steel Car Company of

Pittsburgh recently built a number of pas-

senger cars which are being delivered to

the Pennsylvania Railroad on an order of

85 cars. The design was prepared by the

Pennsylvania Railroad. The car is non-

combustible, no inflammable material be-

ing used except for the window sash and

seat arm rests, which are of mahogany
and which In weight represent about two-

tenths of one per cent, of the entire car.

These cars have the distinction of hav-

ing less wood in their construction than

any coaches ever built in this country for

use on a steam railroad, the small percent-

age of non-fireproof material is not a

part of the structure, but merely a part

of the trimming.

The car has a seating capacity for 88

passengers and weighs complete 113,800

lbs., which includes storage batteries

weighing 5.800 lbs. It is interesting to

note that the dead weight per passenger

is about 1,290 lbs., which compares favor-

ably with a modern wooden coach if such

cars are equipped with the same specialties

and storage batteries as are used on this

car. The weight of wooden cars average

about 1,450 lbs. per passenger. From this

it will be noted that by taking the average

weight of a passenger as 160 lbs., which

is rather a high figure, the steel car loaded

to its full capacity will weigh no more
per passenger than the empty wooden
coach of the same length. The general

and pulling stresses be transmitted in a

direct line through the sills. The super-

structure is carried by side girders form-

ed of the side sheathing below the win-

dow sills with the side sill angle, 5 x 3j/> x

9/16 ins, as a bottom chord and the belt

rail forming the top chord, the latter is

a special section of an area approximately

the same as the bottom chord. This girder

is stiffened vertically by the side posts

which extend to the bottom of the same.

No body bolsters are used, the side gir-

der loads being transferred to the center

sills through the body end sills and two

cross-bearers, they being located respect-

ively the same distance in front and back

of the center sill support or truck center,

which produces a balancing effect of the

transferred concentrated loads and obvi-

ates the possibility of any stresses corning

into the superstructure by the deflection

of the center sills. Each side girder is

further tied to the center sills with eight

5-in. channels, which do not transmit any

of the vertical loads, but act as braces

to keep the side sill in line.

The floor is formed of "Karbolith," a

non-inflammable material l
l/2 ins. thick,

laid on top of corrugated steel sheets

which are supported at the center sills and

side of car. The sub or false floor is

made of asbestos board bound with gal-

vanized sheet steel. Composite board, a

non-inflammable material, is used for the

headlining at ceiling; the rest of the in-

side finish is of steel, having a layer of

of the car ; and the supporting of the

truck bolsters which are hung from the

side frame by hangers and gibs.

Popularity of Certain Boys.

Those who have studied the ways of

boys in shops and in offices are often

moved to ask the question, what makes

a boy popular? Surely it is manliness.

During the war how many schools and

colleges followed popular boys? These
young leaders were the manly boys

whose hearts could be trusted. The
boy who respects his mother has lead-

ership in him. The boy who is care-

ful of his sister is a knight. The boy
who will never violate his word, and

who will pledge his honor to his own
hurt and change not, will have the con-

fidence of his feelings. The boy who
will never hurt the feeling of anyone

will one day find himself possessing all

sympathy. If you want to be a popu-

lar boy be manly and generous.

Acquired Common Sense.

To substitute acquired common sense,

knowledge and reflection for the cruder

and tardier process of learning by hard

personal experiences and mistakes, is, of

course, the object of all education. In

"From Sail to Steam" Capt. A. T. Mahan
says that a student reciting, and con-

fronted suddenly with some question or

step in a demonstration, which he has

PENNSYLVANIA ALL STEEL COACH, BUILT BY THE PRESSED STEEL CAR CO.

dimensions of the car is as follows

:

Length over buffer face plates, 80 ft. 314

ins. ; length over body corner posts, 70

ft. 554 ins. ; length inside, 69 ft. 7H ins.

;

width over side sheathing, 9 ft. '9,14 ins.

;

width inside, 9 ft. l
l/& ins.

The general scheme of construction is

to carry the whole weight of car on the

center sills, which are of sufficient strength

to resist excessive buffing shocks. These

sills consist of two, rolled channels 18

ins. deep, spaced 16 ins. apart and tied to-

gether at top and bottom with cover plates

yi x 24 ins. This girder is set at such a

height as to permit the draw gear to be

placed between the center sills near their

center line, thus providing that buffing

3/16 in. Ceilinite, glued to the unexposed

surfaces for the purpose of insulation.

The outside finish, roof covering and

steps are of sheet steel of from No. 16 to

No. 11 gauge.

Four-wheel trucks with 5 x 9 in. jour-

nals are used. These are all-steel and of

a special construction to accommodate the

deep center sills, the lower surface of

which are but 30 ins. from the top of the

rail. The features of these trucks, in

which they differ from usual construc-

tion are, the extension of the bolsters un-

der these side frames ; the location of the

side bearings outside of the side frame,

for the purpose of meeting the body side

bearings which are under the side girder

failed to master, or upon which he has

not reflected, is apt to feel that the prac-

tical thing to do is not to admit ignorance ;

to trust to luck and answer at random.

Such a one, writes Capt. Mahan, ex-

plaining a drawing of a bridge to my
father, an instructor for many years at

West Point, was asked by him what

was represented by certain lines, showing

the up-stream part of a pier. Not know-

ing, he replied : "That is a hole to catch

the ice in." "Imagine," said my father

in telling me of the story, "catching all

the ice from above in holes in the piers
!"

A little common sense exercised first,

not afterward, is the prescription against

leaping before you look.

—

World Wide.
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General Correspondence

Derailment of Tenders.

Editor

:

I have read the article in May number

entitled "Derailment of Tenders," written

by C. B. M., of Chicago, and note your re-

quest for readers who have had like expe-

riences, and who might be able to throw

any light on the subject, to direct same

to your columns.

I will say briefly that on this road we

had trouble with tenders derailing a good

deal, both on straight and curved track,

good and rough track alike, and at fast

and slow speeds, while the trucks would

be found to be in apparent good order.

Now that this trouble seems to be a

thing of the past, 1 will give your read-

ers my opinion of what brought this

change about, and think my reasons are

valid ones.

The tenders are of 3,000 gals, water and

9 tons coal capacity, formerly with cast

iron 28-in. wheels. Having several wheels

break on the mountain, I changed all

these wheels, putting in the "Krupp" steel

tire wheels, and at the same time I

changed the brake beams, putting in the

inside hung steel beams, which are hung

from truck bolster, while the old wooden

beams were hung outside of wheels and

in same manner as described by C. B. M.,

"from the tank sill with a hinge at top

of hanger."

The brake beams hung in this manner,

with the shoe below the center of wheel,

exerts a "lifting force" when brakes are

applied, and while in this position, with

the tender rolling, either from bad track.

or low water, or a top heavy load of

coal, the brake being applied, would actu-

ally lift the wheel off the rail, with the mo-

tion of the tender rolling.

I have seen actual demonstrations of

this "lifting force," as I will call it, where

one pair of wheels were derailed with

the brake on, this wheel passed over an

open culvert and did not drop down, the

brake carrying it to opposite side, and

barely marking the tie at that end, which

shows what a factor the brake so hung is

in lifting the wheel off track, and derailing

the tender.

The inside brake between the wheels,

hung from truck bolster, is an entirely

different matter, for now the truck is in

no way connected to the tender outside

of center castings, allowing the tender to

roll with the brake on, and has no effect

on the truck that would cause it to de-

rail.

C. B. M. says that the coaches do not

derail, that it is only the tenders. If my
reasoning in the foregoing is correct.

then 11 neci aril) fi illow s that the coach-

es do not derail for the reason of hav

r'ng brakes hung from frame of truck, and

not from sills of coach; tins an

11. in allows the coach to roll wi

in .il.es lining the wheel-, I don't .up;..
.

1

thai many coaches nowadays have brakes

hung from car bottom.

I will add, in closing this article, thai

our derailments of tenders have 1

mistaken. I was the first man to use

crudi oil in this method for welding

m, and Mr. Merry was

my general foreman. I had gained my
knowledge from my brother, who was

then and still is foreman* of the black-

iniih shop on thi Big Fi mr al 1','llefon-

laine. Ohio. This was Jan. 15, 1906, and

if am "in can 1 , 11
1 date of weld-

thod on Southern Pacific

0^L
PETRIFIED WOOD LYING ON A SAND DUNE, SANTA It Hi >UTE.

since the changing of wheels and loca-

tion of brake beams, so it is reasonable to

believe that our trouble was in the man-

ner in which the brake beams were hung

to the sills of tender.

W. S. Tempi.etox.

Supt. M. P. & E. Central Ry. of Guatemala.

Guatemala Citv.

Frame Welding With Oil.

Editor:

I noticed in your Ma}' issue of Railway
and Locomotive Engineering that Mr.

Kellog, master mechanic So. Pac, at

Los Angeles, Cal., claims to be the origi-

nator of oil welding, also showing sketches

of frame ready for oil weld and that Mr.

Voges, general foreman Big Four Shops,

Bellefontaine, Ohio, wrote to Mr. Merry,

general foreman, at Tucson, Ariz., for

information and sketches of oil welding.

I wish to place this matter in the right

light and give credit to whom it belongs.

In regard to Mr. Kellogg being the

originator of this process, he must be

I would like to have him do so. Further-

more, the proposition that Mr. Voges

wrote to Mr. Merry asking further in-

formation as to the method is very amus-

ing to me when I happen to know that

the reverse is true. I don't see why prop-

er credit cannot be given to the Big Four
shops for inventing this process; there-

fore, I cannot keep still and see those

that learned from me claiming to be the

originators.

I received sketches and information re-

garding frame welding from the Big Four

shops, Bellefontaine, Ohio, several years

before the date mentioned by Mr. Kel-

logg and on Jan. 15. 1906. successfully weld-

ing the first frame with this method on

this system. My general foreman. -Mr.

Merry. Tucson shops, then made the re-

mark that this was away ahead of Mr.

Kellogg's method of welding frames. Mr.

Merry then wrote to Mr. Voges for fur-

ther information regarding frame welding

and all the details. As I said before, this

method was entirely new to Mr. Merry,

and bv far a better method than the one
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employed by Mr. Kellogg, M. M. Bakers-

field, at the time.

The sketch shown in your May number,

with letter signed by Mr. Kellogg, M. M .

Los Angeles, Gil., is identically the same

as the original one which I introduced at

. .md Mr. Merry, general foreman,

had several blue prints copied from it at

the time. I beg to advise Mr. Kellogg that

I still have the original sketches of same.

Trusting you will see the justice of giv-

ing me the space in your valuable jour-

nal to rectify this error.

P. Excels,

Foreman Sunset Blacksmith Shop,

Satl Antonio, Texas.

Editor

:

Ques.ions About Walschaerts Gear.

Instruction on special subjects by cor-

respondence, and self help through the

reading of technical books, are wisely and

widely taken advantage of in this age of

universal education, and while the bene-

ficial results therefrom to those long past

school age are evident in the general in-

crease in efficiency of enginemen, and the

value of instruction books is unquestioned,

there is one weak point in the system of

trying to impart knowledge through the

unresponsive type, and that's it :
the print-

ed paragraphs are unresponsive; but the

question from a correspondent of this

journal, an engineer who has read and re-

membered a portion of page 62 of the

book "The Walschaert Valve Gear," writ-

ten by the author of this article, as fol-

lows :

"With engines of the American type

you can always tell, therefore, whether an

engine with Walschaert's gear has outside

or inside admission valves by noticing the

position of the eccentric in reference to

the main pin, and the method of connect-

ing the valve-stem and radius rod to the

combination lever." This follows a de-

scription of the general American practice

in the designing of this gear of placing the

eccentric a quarter ahead of the main

pin in connection with outside admission

valves, and a quarter behind the main pin

with valves of inside admission; but, if

the correspondent had read carefully the

preceding pages, he would have found on

page 49 the following:

•'While the foregoing covers the stand-

ard method of application of the Wal-

schaert valve gear by American locomo-

tive builders, there are variations, and re-

ferring to Fig. 8, it is seen that Auchin-

closs, whose book on various valve mo-

tions is considered an authority, sets the

eccentric a quarter behind the main pin.

instead of ahead of it, as is usual with

outside admission valves; but he reverses

more closely he would have seen that

common American practice was there re-

versed in that the radius rod was carried

at the top of the link in forward gear.

It is inadvisable to begin a book at the

middle, quit reading it. and comment

•,
r
«*7*Mi

UCERICAN RAILWAY MASTER MECHANICS' ASSOCIATION IN SESSION AT ATLANTIC

CITY, JUNE, 1908.

man who reads closely, between the lines,

as it were, will find his questions antici-

pated and further light on the subject

somewhere within the covers of the book.

The Walschaerts valve gear, although

extremely simple in principle, seems rath-

er confusing to some students of that mo-

tion when any change is made from the

original design with which they were

familiar, and the suggestion that closes the

preceding paragraph is exemplified by the

the effects of that change by carrying the

link-block (and radius rod) at the top end

of the link when the engine is to run for-

ward."

The engineer referred to was puzzled

by the seeming discrepancy between the

paragraph first quoted and the fact that

on a Decapod engine he had observed

the eccentric to be located a quarter ahead

of the main pin, with inside admission

valves; but if he had noticed the Decapod

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.'S EXHIBIT
AT ATLANTIC CITY.

thereon without realizing that there may

be modifications to any statement that

may have caught one's attention. Further

along, in the division of questions and an-

swers, on page 161. occurs the following:

"Q. 26. With the reverse lever in for-

ward gear, the radius rod is carried at the

lower end of the link, and in back gear

at the upper end of the link, is it not?

"A. Yes, this is American practice, but

it can be arranged otherwise if more con-

venient, and will make unnecessary the

multiplicity of levers in the reversing

gear that is sometimes seen wdiere the

above arrangement is adhered to. The

radius rod may be carried in the upper

end of the link to make the engine run

forward, and at the lower end to run back-

ward, and in such cases it is only neces-

sary, for further change, to move the

position of the eccentric 180 degrees—

from a quarter ahead to a quarter be-

hind the main pin, or vice versa."

I think this can be made quite plain to

your correspondent. The Walschaert link

is suspended from an exactly central ful-

crum pin, and the top end and bottom end

are swung an equal distance, and the same

distance all the time, by the single ec-

centric connected at the lower end, and

through the radius rod and valve-stem the

link gives the long, or main, travel to the

valve. Imagine the eccentric to be at

the top quarter, directly above the center

of the axle—and the link-block and radius

rod at the bottom of the link ; now, there

is, mechanically, a straight line of motion

from eccentric to valve, and if the wheel

should begin to turn in a forward direction

the eccentric would move forward, the

eccentric rod would move the lower end

of the link forward, and the radius rod

would push the combination lever, valve-

stem and valve forward.

And suppose we wanted the valve to

move forward; if it was of inside admis-

sion we should, if the main pin was on the

forward dead center, so we will suppose
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these things to be as suggested, anil the

valve moves forward as it should. But,

suppose again, that for some very good

reason we want to carry the radius rod

at the top end of the link, instead of

the bottom end, when the engine runs for-

ward; we will raise the radius rod to top

end of link, and find that as the eccentric

moves ahead the radius rod, valve-stem

and valve will be drawn backward instead

of forward, the change has exactly re-

versed the travel of the valve, and the

remedy is to reverse it again ; this can

be done by changing the position of the

eccentric from the top quarter (a quarter

behind the main pin) to the bottom quar-

ter (a quarter ahead of the main pin).

Isn't it plain? After making this double

change imagine the wheel turning for-

ward ; the eccentric and lower end of

the link moves backward, and the upper

end of the link and radius rod moves for-

ward, pushing the combination lever,

valve-stem and valve forward, the front

admission port opens from the inside of

the front valve-piston, and the main pis-

ton in the cylinder starts under steam

pressure to turn the main pin on its down-
backward stroke.

Of course, with outside admission valves

such double changes are made in the same
way. When it is considered necessary and
the running position of the radius rod is

changed to the opposite end of the link,

the eccentric location is shifted 180 de-

grees—to a point on the wheel directly

opposite.

And thus is the adaptability of the

Walschaert valve gear exemplified. The big

Erie Railroad engine of the latest Mallet

type, that was described and illustrated in

the September, 1907, number of Railway
and Locomotive Engineering, is a special

representative of the advantages that may
be obtained from the use of this gear, and

may be taken to illustrate the text of this

article. In the sectional side elevation,

page 422, all crank-pins of both the front

OLD FRENCH MACHINERY
CANAL ZONE.

ON THE

and back "engines" are on the lower

quarter, although but one is shown—the

main pin of rear engine—and, odd as it

may appear to the uninitiated, while the

forward engine has outside admission

valves, and those of the rear engine are

of inside admission, the eccentrics of both

engines are a quarter ahead ol th<

pins. The gear "i the forward

conforms to regular An a

dropping the 1 adiu rod as thi revei l<

<r is thrown forward, and with il

side admissii m valvi
I po iti f this

ei 1 enl 1 ic in relation 1 3 the main pin is

the common one; bul on thi reai engine,

it will be noticed, throwing the n

lever ahead raises the radius rod; it is

contrarj to common practice, but, "tl

.1 reason," and that reason is that with

the movemenl <>f the rev< 1 li ei drop

ping one set of rods, levers, etc., while thi

advanced in exactly opposite directions

for thi those of i

and those of out ide admission, th

com-

li d by

thi tyli of valve—whether 1

I
..III. llll' Il .

. hamber. W. W. \\

La Fayette, I

Suburban Service Power.

Editor

:

I inclose photograpl
I ..mc up-to-

iwer "11 the Boston & Al-

M. C. B, ASSOCIATION HOLDING JUNE CONVENTION AT ATLANTIC CITY, N. I.

mate to it is rising, the weights of the

operating parts are equalized and it gives

a nice balancing effect, dispensing with

the use of counterweighing springs.

The elevation of the radius rod to the

top of the link in go-ahead gear would

make the inside admission valve of the

rear engine have a contrary travel, only

that the designer has shifted the eccentric

also, and instead of being a quarter be-

hind the main pin he has placed it a

quarter ahead.

But there is one unfailing way to tell

whether a valve—say a piston valve—is

of inside or outside admission that is not

affected by any changes that may be made
in the rest of the gear, and a way that

makes it unnecessary to figure on the rela-

tive positions of reverse lever and radius

rod ; and that is the manner of connecting

the valve-stem and radius rod to the com-

bination lever, as referred to by the cor-

respondent. Always with outside admis-

sion valves the valve-stem is the top con-

nection to the combination lever; and al-

ways with inside admission valves the

radius rod has the top connection : because

the short motion given to the valve by

the combination lever is only to pro-

vide the lead, and as the valve must be

banj division of the New York Central

lines, which would, perhaps, be of inter-

est to some of your readers.

The first is a picture of one of the

six coupled double enders, built "by the

American Locomotive Co.. and placed in

service in January of the present year.

They have a straight top boiler 80 ins.

in diameter, with a wide fire box 92 ins.

long by 82 ins. wide extending back about

midway in the cab. The cylinders are 20

ins. in diameter by 24 ins. stroke, while

the valves are of the piston type with s
lA

ins. stroke, operated by the Walschaerts

Valve Gear. On this locomotive the valve

rod guide extends from the valve casing

back to the guide yoke and is bolted at

both ends, the end nearest the guide

yoke being lowered slightly so as not to

interfere with the radius rod. which ex-

tends back of the link and is suspended

at the rear end. The link is of the built

up type and the link bearer is fastened

to the back of the guide yoke. The re-

versing shaft bearings are also bolted to

the guide yoke while the combining lever

is placed in front of the cross-head. The
driving wheels are all flanged and are

equally spaced, being 62 ins. in diameter.

The tank is of the water bottom pattern.
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extending under the cab floor nearly to

the back of the fire box and is supported

by a six-wheel swinging truck, There

are two types of these engines, some with

the Stephenson valve motion, which were

put in service in December, 1906, and

the later ones have the Walschaerts gear.

SUBURBAN TROLLEY CAR.

They are used for the suburban traffic on

the Newton circuit where they are called

upon to haul heavy trains and make fre-

quent stops.

The other two pictures are of the elec-

tric motor car which is operated on the

Newton Lower Falls branch, which ex-

tends from Riverside to Newton Lower
Falls. This car is the same as the stand-

ard N. Y. C. coach and is divided into

passenger, baggage and smoking com-

partments. The electric equipment con-

sists of two 125 h.p. motors suspended

on the truck under the smoking com-

partment, using a direct current of 550

volts. There are two controllers, one

on each end of the car, of the automatic

type, equipped with the safety button on

the controller handle while the contact-

ors, resistances and the reversing mech-

anism are all placed beneath the car. The
power is transmitted to the motors by

means of two trolleys, one at each end,

only one of which is used while the car

is in motion, the other being held down
from the wire by a hook on the roof, un-

til the car is run in the opposite direction

when the trolleys are changed. The car

is heated and lighted by electricity. Com-
pressed air is used for the brakes and

whistle and is furnished by a motor

driven air compressor underneath the car

floor and the air storing tanks are also

located there.

Waltham, Mass. T. S. Wyman.

to get superintendents of motive power tc

look favorably on new things, as, for

instance, it took years to displace the

wooden shoe on truck breaks. The cry

was that iron would not hold. It took

,15 years to displace the side pumps on

locomotives; they said the injector was

not reliable, although the injector came

out in 1859; still Wm. Mason, in 1868,

used to put side pump on right side and

an injector on the left side and it was

hardly ever used. In 1S68 I knew an en-

gineer to be discharged because he put

a small coil of lead among hemp packing

to pick his valve stem.

The Dunbar cylinder packing was an

improvement, but still they stuck to the

old block packing that would fall down
every trip and have to be set out or the

engine would stand and blow; for that

matter, standing or running, they were

blowing and wasting steam. After the

steam gauge was put on, no one had

confidence in it ; the engineer, when the

engine was not blowing off, would' take

hold of the stillards and raise them up

to find out how much steam he had be-

fore he would start. When the foot-cock

New Things Adopted Slowly.

Editor:

I have been reading your journal and

consider its articles on the method of

running a railroad from every point of

view to be the best common sense and

good for both the railroads and rail-

roaders ; therefore, I want to get your

advice about the introduction of some
new devices. One is a draw gear device

and the other is a knuckle pin fastener

for rods of locomotives.

I know from experience how hard it is

offered, it was relegated to the rear till

about 1857. It was claimed that the

blower was detrimental to the flues. I

never could reason why.

It took years to get the center beam

truck introduced. All those great im-

provements had a long hard struggle to

get recognition.

Bloomington, III. M. Kelly.

N. V. C. SWITCHING ENGINE.

was put on engineers would not use

it, preferring to regulate the feed water

with a chip to raise or lower the tank

valve and, by the way, in this manner

they too could pump an engine very free-

ly. This would not do now. Well, you

know how some people used till lately to

shrink a tire on and then put four

•;4-in. rivets through the tire and rim of

wheel, and rivet them hot.

Still they put keys in to key the wheel

on shaft, a fad; a key there is of no more

use than the fifth wheel to a wagon. It

might be of some account in Peter Coop-

er's engine when he used wooden spokes.

Again, you know how hard it was to in-

troduce cylinder lubricators, or sight feed.

The real thing was to wait till you struck

some long down grade, then the fireman

would run out to the steam chest and

pour the tallow in while the engine was

drifting, and as almost all throttle valves

leaked, the poor fireman when he opened

the cock to oil the valve would get his

face burnt with steam and water. After

a long time this was improved by a cab

oiler, that fixed it. The drop feed had to

wait. Well, the blower, though it was

Bank Firing of Bituminous Coal

Editor

:

I desire to reply to an article entitled

"Bank Firing of Bituminous Coal," printed

in the June, 1908, issue of Railway and

Locomotive Engineering, in which the

writer, Mr. R. G. Donaldson, advocates

the bank firing method of firing wide fire-

box locomotives.

In advocating this method and pointing

out its probable advantages, Mr. Donald-

son presents his views in an able manner.

However, I beg to differ from most of his

opinions relative to bank firing. Not only

because it is inconsistent with the prin-

ciples of firing taught by men recognized

as authorities for their knowledge of both

the science and combustion and its prac-

tical application to firing, but because we

ourselves came to the conclusion as a re-

sult of experimenting and also observing

the several methods of firing practiced by

our firemen, for the purpose of deter-

mining the method best suited to our re-

quirements with the view of making it

effective as a rule for firing ; that bank

firing gives results in every way inferior

to the level fire ; that it necessitates the

use of more fuel, causes the emission of

more smoke and does not maintain the

steam pressure as constant as the level

fire.

It not only was long ago realized that

the commercial rate of combustion per

unit of grate area had been exceeded with

the narrow firebox locomotives, but that

the steam demanded of this type of loco-

motive for sustained speed or tractive ef-

CAR FOR SUBURBAN TRAFFIC.

fcrt required a rate of combustion impos-

sible to attain, and the introduction of

wide firebox locomotives followed as a

natural sequence. Yet, there is a great

number of firemen that practise—and quite

a few that defend the practice—a method

( f firing wide firebox locomotives that vir-

tually reduce their grate area; in some
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cases to an area less than the narrow fire-

box locomotives had. A mass of unburn-

ing fuel acts as a damper, and so the

bank of eoal used in hank firing, which

is a mass of unburning, or at the best

poorly burning fuel, and not coke as some

claim, certainly reduces the grate area to

the extent of grate it covers, and thus de-

feats the very objects for which the wide

firebox was designed.

Bank firing produces firebox conditions

that presented graphically show some in-

teresting features, and a study of their

character should make the deficiencies of

this method clearly apparent. The bank

produces a distribution of air and gases

that is not conducive to ideal conditions

required for combustion. For it should

be remembered that a thorough mixing of

air and hydrocarbons is not the only

requisite for their ignition, but that it is

positively essential that the mixture be

heated to a temperature of l,Soo degs.

F. before combustion can take place; and

even should the mixture be heated to that

temperature it still must have flame way,

that is, both time and room to burn before

coming into contact with the comparatively

cool heating surfaces of the boiler, or it

will chill and combustion will be arrested.

When the firedoor is open during the

act of firing, the distribution of air and

gases form a strata of three layers. Some
air forces its way through the thin fire in

front, and the resulting gases flowing to

the lower row of tubes form the bottom

layer. The large volume of air entering

the open door is deflected upward by the

back slope of the bank—not sprayed and

mixed with the volatile gases, as ad-

vocates of this method claim—and flowing

forward along the crown sheet forms the

top layer. This acts as a comparatively

cool blanket to both the heating surface of

the firebox that it comes in contact with,

and to the middle layer, which consists

of the volatile matter expelled from the

smoldering front slope of the bank flow-

ing in the state of smoke to the middle

rows of tubes ; absorbs useful heat from

the water in the boiler, and lowers the

temperature of the middle layer's constitu-

ent gases which prevents their ignition.

When the firedoor is closed the distribu-

tion is changed, though the conditions are

not improved. The tightly shut firedoor

and the thick bank of fuel at low tem-

perature prevent access of sufficient air at

high temperature in the back part of the

firebox, and results in forming consider-

able carbon monoxide that probably passes

to the tubes in this state; as its conversion

to carbon dioxide can hardly take place

in the short flame way of the hot region

over the thin fire in front.

This loss of combustible gases and con-

sequent loss of heat necessitates an intense

draft through the grate, its production

making obligatory the tightly shut fire-

door, a characteristic feature of heavy or

localized firing, because nearly all of the

required heat must be generated from the

solid matter burning on the front part of

the grate, and also because a strong draft

is desired to drag forward from tin front

slope the fuel, which, on account of the

caking properties of bituminous coal when

fired with heavy applications, must fre-

quently be broken up and assisted with

tin' use of firing tools. Tins burning' of

so much solid matter on the front part

of the grate also results in the deposit at

that place of an excessive accumulation

of ash and clinker, as these non-combust-

ibles are associated with the solid matter

of coal. The great disadvantages of this

are obvious and need no elaborating here.

Clinker, by the way, is not formed by the

puddling action of either lumps of coal

falling with force on the surface of the

fire or the use of the 1 k; nor i-, it ever

formed at the surface of the fire, but al-

ways underneath. Clinker forming sub-

stances are associated with the solid mat-

ter of coal, and consist, in the greater part,

ROCK XEAR MONCTON, N. B.. ON THE
INTERCOLONIAL.

of silicates and pyrites, which at a very

high temperature fuse, and percolating the

burning fire, mingle with the compara-

tively cold ashes beneath, bind them to-

gether and solidifies, thus forming the

cakes of hard matter called clinker. Lo-

calized or heavy firing is productive of

more clinker than an evenly burning fire,

because in order to generate in the aggre-

gate a given quantity of heat the maximum
temperature required of a fire burning in

spots naturally must be higher than the

more uniform temperature of an evenly

burning fire; as such fires burn through

in holes or spots that have a sort of blow-

pipe action which generates intense heat,

and if their temperature is higher than the

fusing point of clinker forming substances,

these melt and form clinker as previously

illustrated.

Locomotives that operate regularly un-

der conditions of service that impose a

rate of con- r unit of grate area

less than considered economical, can have

their grate luced by a plan

efficient and con .
1

than hi

a bank of coal on the grate. If a re-

duction of grate area becomes desirable

the front pari of the grate should be

1, which can be done by bricking off

the undesired grate. In fact, this is doni

on a great many I'ennsylvania Railroad

locomotives running on some of the level,

1, and it is believed that

it results both in effecting a saving of coal

and reducing the volume of smoke emit-

ted. Indeed, this plan of reducing exces-

sive grate area commends itself as desir-

able and one worthy of experiment on

broad lines to determine whether or not

it might prove a paying idea if applied to

the greater number of wide firebox loco-

motives, even if it should increase to a

limited extent the rate of combustion on

the grate ; as it improvises a combustion

chamber with all of a combustion cham-

ber's advantages and without some of its

disadvantages, and it is probable that the

loss due to a slightly increased rate of

combustion would be more than offset by

the benefits obtained from better com-

bustion which results in improved boiler

efficiency.

Localized high temperatures in the fire-

box should not result in serious injury to

the boiler; provided the boiler is properly

designed, and that provision is made for

free circulation of water to the heating

surfaces. Of course, the effect of high

temperature causes boilers to deteriorate,

though the effect of expansion and con-

traction of boiler sheets due to the vary-

ing temperature of the surrounding water

is really destructive, and is the cause of

most boiler troubles. This varying of

temperatures can be controlled to a great

extent by regulating the feed water and

fire so as to maintain a constant steam

pressure, which will maintain a constant

temperature ; because water and steam in

a boiler have a temperature due to the

pressure of its steam in a saturated state,

and a variation of pressure causes a cor-

responding change of temperature.

Motive power officials do advocate, logi-

cally too, level firing. A better phrase

would be "a uniformly burning fire."

They do not claim for it though, that it

obtains all of the conditions required for

complete combustion ; but their experi-

ence and observation has taught them that

it produces conditions more nearly ideal

than any other known method so far. It

dees, perhaps, require more skill than

some other methods, particularly bank

firing, for it certainly does not require

the exercise of much skill to throw coal

just over the apex of a heap, allowing it

to roll down the other side.

The introduction of bank firing and

other hit or miss, shipshod methods, and

their practice, antedates the advent of the

wide firebox, as they came into vogue
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about the tunc the use of the brick arch

was generally abandoned. The use of the

brick arch does not permit their practice,

and if the brick arch serves no other pur-

pose, it serves this one well : it makes im-

perative the practice of skillful firing.

Looking at the matter from this point of

view, abandoning the brick arch was a

mistake ; for it is generally understood

that careful and skillful firing, in conjunc-

tion with skillful operation of the loco-

motive, is the prime requisite for fuel

economy, and if the brick arch enforces

the practice of skillful firing a return to its

general use is desirable, for the resulting

benefits would more than compensate for

the grief and expense incidental to their

maintenance.

It is a deplorable state of affairs that

even suggests the thought that coercive

measures should be necessary to induce

men to strive for high efficiency in their

respective callings, not to speak of observ-

ing the rules and regulations instituted for

their information and instruction; yet this

seems to be the actual condition that con-

fronts the motive power department of

every large railroad to-day, and any ap-

pliance, device, or imposed system of fir-

ing that will impel firemen to think for

themselves and use brains in their work is

worth more than a trial.

In concluding, I may say that I would
be glad to elaborate on our rules for, and

our method of firing, but the fear of im-

posing on the editor's hospitality forbids,

though with his permission I may do so at

some future time.

Clarence Roberts,

Instructor of Firemen, Phila. Term'l. Div.,

Pennsylvania Railroad.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Extra Chimney Holder.

Editor:

Considerable difficulty has been experi-

enced in finding a suitable place on a lo-

comotive for carrying an extra headlight

HEADLIGHT CHIMNEY HOLDER.

chimney, so that same could be had quick-

ly when required. When carried in en-

gineer's seat box, they were often broken

by articles thrown on the chimney, or by

the lurching of the engine. To over-

come this difficulty an extra chimney hold-

er has been designed, as shown on the

drawing. It is attached to the headlight

so that same can be had for instant use

when required. This holder has proved

a great success and has greatly reduced

the number of headlight chimneys broken

since its adoption.

O. Bendill.

Boone, la.

Proposed Wheel Flange.

Editor:

I inclose sketch, which is subject to dis-

cussion by the readers of your later is-

sues, and I would like to know the opin-

ions of others, and ask you to publish my
idea when you have space. I was re-

cently reading the difference in power re-

quired to break off piece of wheel flange

in cast iron and Shoen's pressed steel

wheels. Undoubtedly the manufacturing

of Shoen's wheels and common cast iron

PROPOSED STRENGTHENING OF FLANGE.

wheels are the cheapest, while the pressed

steel wheels are the strongest, safest and of

longer life. My idea is a compromise be-

tween the two, and consists of a ring made
of boiler steel or iron plate, say ¥$ of an

inch thick, pressed into the shape shown

at A. One row of holes are punched all

round to permit the iron to flow into and

make a better tie between the ring and

wheel. Before the mold is closed and be-

fore pouring, the ring is placed in mold

and anchored so that the cast iron will

evenly divide both sides of ring. I think

the chill on the tread of the wheel will

be increased and deeper, as the cooling

process will be increased from the ring.

If the flange should break off or crack,

I believe it would remain on and be kept

in its place by the ring. The idea, how-

ever, may be worth talking about.

C. Wilhelmsen,
Master Mechanic.

Kentwood, La.

Air Pump With Exposed Valve.

Editor

:

Inclosed please find photograph of cl-
inch pump in air room at this place. It

is equipped with sectional steam head

AIR PUMP WITH TANDEM VALVES.

with reversing valves working in tandem,

and main valve pistons connected by rig-

ging. Shop line is piped through air cyl-

inder and Duplex governor is used to

control pressures. L. P. head is set at

go lbs. for test racks, etc., in air room,

and H. P. head is set at 120 lbs. The
latter is used when air is cut into line

connected to large air hoist used in load-

ing and unloading fireboxes, cylinder sad-

dles, etc., on transfer track.

A. E. Nye,

Air Room Foreman, A. T. & S. F. Ry.

Alberquerque, N. M.

Superheated Steam Lubrication

Experiments have been made at the

the University of Liverpool, England,

with a view to determine the best method

of lubrication in using superheated steam.

Much difficulty has been experienced in

properly lubricating the internal rubbing

parts. The steam admission valves

present the greatest difficulties. It was

readily demonstrated that fractional dis-

tillation of the oil took place; a pitch-

like residue being deposited in a receiving

chamber. From an engineering point of

view, the experiments were disappointing,

inasmuch as little or nothing has been

learned about the lubricating properties of

the oils. In such cases experiments in

actual service seem to be more valuable

than those conducted in the laboratory.
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Papers Presented at the General Foremen's Convention

Topic No. 3, which was on the pro-

gramme of the International Railway Gen-

eral Foremen's Association, was entitled

"Reporting Work vs. Engine Inspection-

should either be discontinued or are both

essential?" The report on this important

subject was not printed and was conse-

quently not read at the convention held

in Chicago last May. It is to be hoped

that the subject will be taken up next

year.

TOPIC NO. 2. MODERN SHOP CONSTRUCTION

—

CROSS PITS OR LONGITUDINAL. LOCATION

OF WASH ROOMS AND LAVATORIES—BEST

LOCATION FCR EACH DAPARTMENT.

In bringing out a paper on this subject

the writer believes that the machine,

boiler, blacksmith shops and "round

house should be considered as to their

location to each other and the equipment

of same, so as to give the largest output

most economically.

The buildings should be large enough

to take care of the division system. On
about one-half of the railroads in this

country you will find the shops and

round houses entirely too small for the

volume of business done, and in conse-

quence it puts the round house and all

other foremen at a decided disadvantage.

The shops should be equipped with a

suitable number of traveling cranes; no

shop is modern without them.

As to cross pits or longitudinal pits

there is no doubt in my mind which is

preferable ; with the cross pits the engine

can always be taken in and out of the

shop without any delay ; can also be

transferred to and from the boiler shop

without causing a delay to any engine in

the machine shop. With a longitudinal

pit it would be necessary to transfer the

men on to other work until the engine

desired to be shifted was out of the

way and the rest put back in their places.

With cross pits the work is centralized

for the machines.

Herewith a sketch showing the location

of the different shops, which I think

would be a modern affair, with the black-

smith and boiler shops in close proximity

to the round house, all running repairs

to engines could be handled expeditious-

ly. As a general thing you will inva-

riably find these two shops especially-

tucked away in some remote corner of

the shop yard, or else occupying a val-

uable corner in one of the larger shops.

The machine and boiler shops should be
wide enough so that the machines could
be placed on one side, in such a posi-

tion as will he most convenient for the

class of work intended for them, and still

leave ample room for the handling of
flues taken out of the boilers, without
opening the doors or interfering with the

machines or the placing of material at the

machines. Only light boiler work should

be done in the machine shop ; heavy

work interfen i with the work of the ma-

chinist, and I know that the company
1

1 receive the capacity of the shop

it the machinists are compelled to work
in the continuous noise made by air ham-
mers and general or heavy boiler work.

It is also very important that the shops

lie u.ll ventilated and lighted. Money
spent in extra windows is a good invest-

ment and gives more returns than fig-

ures can tell. Another very important

thing is to keep the shops well cle im d

at all times ; I believe it is economy for

the company to employ enough sweepers

to keep the shop clean and in good or-

der at all times; as cleanliness is next to

Godliness, it is the prime mover in the

shop as well as the office ; the man in

overalls, either at the vise or on the ma-
chine, appreciates your endeavors in that

direction and will show it in the work
performed.

There should be ample room between

the pits for work benches placed parallel

with them, for it is more convenient to

do the work on the engines with benches

in this position than if they were placed

at one end or against the wall between

the doors. The benches should have racks

in the centre to hang pipes and other ma-
terial on, and have a suitable number of

drawers for the men to keep their tools

handy for the work; if the benches are

built right, there will be enough shelf

room so that all small pieces from the

engine can be properly taken care of and

kept off the floor, and the very small

pieces can be placed in the drawer, prop-

erly tagged, ready for immediate use

when the time comes. There should be

at least four vises to each bench, two on
each side, spaced alternately. The lights

should be placed in the center of the

benches, lengthwise, in clusters. I find

that three four-light clusters on each

bench gives a good light. The wiring

should be done so that each bench clus-

ter could be turned on or off at will;

suitable places provided for attaching ex-

tension plugs ; these give better satisfac-

tion than candles or torches. I also be-

lieve that each machine should have one
or two incandescent lights ; one should

have a flexible connection so that the

workman can adjust it to the best advant-

age in doing his work.

In having a modern shop we must not

ight of the very imporant factor of
having modern and up-to-date machines.

The best are none too good. Experience
has taught us that there is no investment
which pays better dividends than to dis-

card the old machines and replace them
with new, up-to-date, high duty. ones: we
also know that when the company erects

an up-to-date shop, they expect in return
an up-to-date output, and this cannot be
accomplished on old antiquated machines.

Labor, at the present time, is very ex-

pensive, and the difference in time used

in dome 1 job on the old style machines

to what it can be done for on the best

tools, will show an enormous saving in

cost of output, to say nothing of delay

time to the erecting floor. A small trav-

eling crane should also be installed over

the machines to serve them ; this would

also increase the output.

The tool room should be placed in the

centre of the shop, lengthwise, and a full

supply of tools kept constantly on hand,

so that no delay would be caused by wait-

ing for tools. A competent man should

be placed in charge whose duty would be

to see that all tools, wrenches or ap-

pliances were returned to the tool room
at the end of each day; to have repairs

made to such tools which had become
broken or damaged ; to keep an accurate

account of the condition of all contained

in the room, and to know who gets the

tools from the tool room. This should

be done by a system of checks.

Another very important feature in

modern shop construction is to provide

the shop foreman, shop superintendent,

erecting foreman or by whatever title he

may be called, with a suitable office in

some central part of the shop and built in

such a manner that he could glance from
one end of the shop to the other without

moving from his work. While I believe

that this same foreman should spend his

time among the workmen, there are times

when considerable office work falls to his

lot and this must needs be done in a

clean, comfortable place. This office

should be supplied with telephone connec-

tions to all shops, thereby saving the fore-

man many extra steps and the company
many dollars paid out in wages to those

who would take advantage of his absence

and spend a "fiver" or two telling his

fellow workman what a nice time he had
at the dance last night. He should have

convenient shelves and drawers built in-

side the office ; the shelves for mechanical

books and catalogs ; the drawers for blue

prints laid flat ; some smaller drawers for

correspondence, of which, in his career

with the company, a great deal will ac-

cumulate. A good, clean office, dust

proof and sanitary, supplied with wash
bowl, adds dignity to his position and he

may command more respect from the

workmen under his charge than if the

company furnished him with an open af-

fair in some remote corner of the shop,

or nailed up a board along the side wall

just about large enough for him to write

shop orders on.

Wash rooms and lavatories, if there is

ample ground room, should be placed con-

veniently near the shop, plentifully sup-

plied with wash basins and lockers. Tow-
els and soap should also be furnished by
the company. Sanitary metal lockers are
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the only kind I would recommend, and

these should be placed on the same floor

with the wash bowls. If there is no

ground space available, they should be

suspended from the roof. A man placed

in charge who would keep it clean, clothed

with authority to keep out loiterers.

As to the handling and storing of ma-
terials, I can say very little at this time.

This subject is a live one and should have

been by itself. The method employed by

the Duluth & Iron Range Company is a

good one, but can be improved upon, for

no system is perfect. I will leave this

question open for discussion.

Luther H. Bryan,

D. & I. R. R. R.

Two Harbors, Minn.

TOPIC NO 2, CONTINUED.

As many of the members of The Inter-

national Railway General Foremen's As-

sociation are interested, principally in the

working of a shop after it has been con-

structed, the discussions which will fol-

low will be naturally on that line; thus

this paper will be confined to that feature.

It is said of a certain manufacturing

plant which builds many locomotives, the

two principal factors, proprietors and

constructors, were diametrically opposite

in their methods. One would adopt meth-

ods, ways and means used by others in

the same business to improve construc-

tive methods and finished output ; while

the other one must have something orig-

inal. It was said that they made a good

team and rapidly improved on their own
construction, and were foremost in the

race to bring to the present, almost per-

fect state of usefulness, that "monster,"

which brings the products of one part

of the hemisphere to the doors of the

users thousands of miles away and trad-

ing the commodities of one locality for

that of another, building up a commerce,

that will survive even the "big stick," or

the "big slipper," as it has been recently

called.

The construction of the modern locomo-

tive repair shop, which has gradually evo-

luted from the primitive "back shop" and
which was accessible only from one or

two of the various round house stalls,

usually placed in front of it (hence back

shop) or perhaps from a track or two lo-

cated so fuel and material on the cars

which came off the road, could be run

to the rear of the blacksmith shop, which

was generally located in the rear of the

erecting and machine shop.

From this gradually worked out the

idea of a second turntable, other than the

one at roundhouse proper, with its tracks

leading to the various parts of the back

shop, with the machine shop in turn locat-

ed along the ends or terminals of these

tracks.

It was then found that a track wai
necessary to transport material from these

tracks, longitudinally, with line shaft from

which the various machines were driven

and conveniently located. The material

was stripped from the engine, dragged

out on little wagons and carts of every

design imaginable, until it reached these

tracks, where it was loaded on trucks and

run either to the machines or to a dirty

corner of the shop, (later a lye vat),

where it was cleaned and run to various

departments.

This is old and uninteresting history

to most of us ; but it leads us to the

point where the educated sons of the

principal stockholders and prominent offi-

cials came in to help take care of the

vast properties of their sires. Later, this

property was to become their own and

must be taken care of and run in such

a way that a fair return on money in-

vested would result.

These gentlemen found that it cost

money to jack up even a forty-ton engine,

place it on blocks, high enough to run

large diameter wheels out from under

cylinders, which hung down from the

frame and boiler and which were getting

larger and even added to by reason of

compounding. These would hang down
still further as new and more modern
equipment was purchased and were more
and more in the way of removing driving

wheels until the result was, that engines

were blocked up so high and required so

much good blocking, heavy to handle, and

in the way when in use or not in use.

They were so high after being raised that

it was dangerous to go near them and also

much lags convenient to do work on them.

After the wheels were out, they must be

turned quarter around when they got to

the tracks, which served the machines for

turning tires and did other necessary

work.

It also cost money and required the

time of a high-priced foreman to chase

up and down, through, between and around

these engines, and stir up lazy and indif-

ferent workmen and some alert appren-

tices and helpers, to get material off the

engines to proper places for treatment

and back to place again.

It was thought quite the proper thing

to provide transfer jacks and communi-

cating pits, so the wheels could be remov-

ed, by merely setting jacks under each

end of the frames, taking the weight and

removing one wheel at a time, placing the

frames and boiler on temporary wheels

and axles. The engine was then moved
along until all wheels and trucks were

out and then the engine was switched to

other tracks until ready to wheel again.

This involved expense, a switch engine

was not always available and it cost

money to pinch engines. Where? Why
out to turn table, of course, and then back

again on some of the available tracks.

Better 'build a transfer table, then we
would not have to pinch it so far, put a

small pair of reversible engines on the

table with a rope hauling device. By this

means, the engines were pulled out and
in turn pulled in again on the unused

track, the men who did the pinching

could be sent to where tires were remov-
ed and applied and set to doing that work,

but that is another story.

Now, by this time the sons of these sons

of their fathers were coming out of their

technical training schools with new and
improved ideas. Now, the discussion is

fairly on, competition has begun. Engi-

neers of shop construction have come into

the field. Experts are employed and large

contracting firms have developed systems

and have on hand plans of shops of re-

cent construction which are operated with,

economy at various places and which'

cover different conditions and are suited

to the localities where some have been>

built or contemplated.

Take your choice, gentlemen, recently

constructed with transfer tables and

transverse pits. Out of twenty such and
such shops shown in "Railway Shop Up
To Date," recently compiled by editorial-

staff of the Railway Master Mechanic,,

fifteen of them show one or more trans-

fer tables which are used to place en-

gines in and out of erecting shops. This-

would necessarily make the locomotives

stand on cross pits. But five of these

have track approaches to erecting shop-

and must therefore call for longitudinal

pits. Some of both of the mentioned

are car shops, but must, of course, handle

material and distribute it to proper places.

The locomotive shop which is the most

important in this discussion is elaborate-

ly treated on pages 36 to 73. One of the

contributors to this treatise, compiled by

Railway Master Mechanic, Mr. R. H.
Soule, who stands at the head of au-

thorities on railroad shop construction-

and who was originally chairman of the

committee on shop lay-outs, who reported

their findings to the American Railway

Master Mechanic Association, 1905.

He sums up the situation very concise-

ly in nine items, which cover almost every

phase of the situation. I have copied them.

Item 1. "The longitudinal shop can be

placed parallel to a general line of tracks

and entered by direct track connections,

while with the transverse shop, if placed

parallel to a general line of tracks, it

must be entered by a turntable.

Item 2. From a structural standpoint,

the distance between roof trusses over

erecting floor in the longitudinal shop can

be determined by conditions of economy

alone. In the transverse shop this dis-

tance must be the same as spread of stall

tracks, whether economical or not.

Item 3. The longitudinal shop is less

compact and the transverse shop more

compact.

Item 4. Considering access from shops,

in the longitudinal, traffic must be across

the pits. In the transverse shop it is not

necessary to cross pits.

Item 5. Lighting, both day and night,
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is more difficult in the longitudinal shop

and in the transverse shop is easier and

better,

Item 6. In lifting engines in the longi-

tudinal shop, it is necessary to lift them

only high enough to clear driving wheels,

consuming less time, while in the trans-

verse shop engines have to be lifted

enough to clear adjacent engines, con-

suming more time.

Item 7. In moving engines horizontal-

ly in the longitudinal shop, less distance

is covered under average conditions. In

the transverse shop more distance is cov-

ered under average conditions.

Item 8. In dropping engines on their

wheels in the longitudinal shop this work
includes more use of cranes and less

manual labor (in handling wheels) while

in the transverse shop this work is done

with less use of cranes and more manual

labor.

Item 9. As a summary of these various

points, greater flexibility is attributed to

the longitudinal shop and less to the

transverse shop.

In discussing these several items, Mr. F.

F. Gaines, then mechanical engineer of the

Philadelphia & Reading Railroad, argue.3

as follows

:

Item 1. The first item may be stricken

out from general consideration, as it ap-

plies only to localities where the ground

space is limited and governs a design

rather than the general utility of the

shop itself.

Item 2. From data given in report it

is seen that the width of bays necessary

with either class averages nearly the

same, being sixty-five and one-half feet

for the longitudinal, sixty-three and one-

fourth feet for transverse with cranes on

two levels.

Item 3. Admits desirability of trans-

verse arrangement.

Item 4. Admits desirability of trans-

verse arrangement.

Item 5. Admits desirability of trans-

verse arrangement.

Item 6. Lifting Engines: Unless at

all times the middle track of the trans-

verse shop is kept open, or sufficient

space between the tracks is left for

standing an engine, it will be neces-

sary to lift engines over other engines,

either to bring them in or take them
out. If the middle track is kept open
or space between the tracks is allowed

it becomes a very uneconomical distri-

bution of floor space. On the other

hand, granting it takes more time to

lift engines in a transverse shop, which
is questionable, the amount of such

time is small and affects only a very

small percentage of the force.

Item 7. For the same reasons as

given under Item 6, it is questionable
if it is at all favorable to a longitudi-

nal shop.

Item 8. If the work is handled prop-

erly there is absolutely no difference in

either system, in either time or man-
ual labor.

Mr. Gaines adds tun items not in-

cluded in Mr. Soule's summary, which

cover the distribution of material. One
refers to access to machines and move-
ment of men to and from tool room,

and it is decidedly in favor of the

transverse shop arrangement; and the

handling storing locomotive parts dur-

ing repairs, the transverse shop afford-

ing much more flexible arrangement as

well as keeping the shop looking much
neater.

Item 9, being a summary of various

points for and against the two system^,

would then appear as follows:

With Items I, 2, 6, 7 and 8 equally

favorable and Items 3, 4, and 5, in ad-

dition to the two items by Mr. Gaines,

he considers the summary in favor of

the transverse arrangement.

From the above it would surely in-

dicate that modern construction favors

transverse shop.

D. E. Barton,

Topeka, Kan. Sante Fe Ry.

TOPIC NO. 2, CONTINUED.

It appears to be the tendency at the

present time, particularly on large rail-

way systems, to construct shops with

repairing capacity for locomotives of

from 30 to 60 or even 90 engines a

month, whereas the shops which were
constructed prior to 1900, we will say,

ordinarily bad not more than ten pits

and a capacity of from 16 to 25 en-

gines per month as they run and de-

pending, of course, on the number of

men employed.

In comparing the output of the aver-

age large shop with that of the aver-

age ten pit shop, we find that even un-

der the most efficient management that

the work deteriorates in the larger

shop. There must, of course, be a

reason for this, and to my mind the

reason is not hard to find. While I fa-

vor centralization of work as far as

possible, I do not believe that there is

the same relative efficiency in the lar-

ger shop that is obtainable in the

smaller one, and for this reason: Pri-

marily in the smaller shop a foreman

will supervise the work and inspect the

output of from 20 to 35 men, all of

whom are in a necessarily contracted

area. It is possible for him to see

from nearly any point in his shop every

workman in it. This is an advantage,

as all would readily admit. In a large

shop it is not ordinarily possible for a

foreman to exercise this personal su-

pervision, as sometimes the number of

men under one foreman will exceed 70

distributed over a wide area. Thus it

is not possible for a foreman to come
in personal contact with each employe
sufficiently to insure maximum effi-

ciency. This is particularly true of the

1

'
1 ing fl and applies mi ire partic-

ularly to shops in which each gang has

mi part of the work to do on each
locomotive. Adequate supervision un-

der such circumstances is almost im-

possible; of course there is apparently

an advantage in the large shop in the

supervision which is saved by having
a fewer number of foremen to super-

vise the work of the plant. I di

11 ider this at all an advantage and
I believe that a comparison of the work
turned out of a modern ten pit shop
under good supervision and the work
turned out of a modern locon

shop with a capacity of 45 engines a

month, enn-idcring the mileage made
by the locomotives in both cases be-

tween shoppings, and the cost per mile

of each locomotive between shopping-,

will result in favor of the small shop
with its necessarily closer personal su-

pervision and closer inspection.

THE LARGE SHOP CROSS PITS OR LONGITUDI-

NAL PITS—WHICH ARE PREFERABLE?

Personally. I believe in the cross pit,

for a variety of reasons. In a shop con-

structed with cross pits it is possible

to hold one or two at one end for the

stripping from which the engine (with

wheels removed) that may be set to

any other pit with a single crane.

Thus eliminating the necessity for us-

ing two heavy cranes every time an
engine has to be moved, as is the case

in a shop of any other type of con-

struction. With a cross pit shop your
wheels may stand out of doors be-

hind the engine, their driving boxes
may be fitted (if this has not already

been done on the machinery side), cel-

lars packed, front and back sections of

side rods put up and the wheels put;

in readiness to roll under the engine
without using a crane at all and with-

out moving the wheels here, there or

elsewhere, which is practically dead la-

bor. This cross pit is certainly an ad-

vantage from the fact that all material;

necessary in repairing and reconstruct-

ing an engine has to be moved but

twice, from the stripping pit to the
point of repairs, and from the point of

repairs to the engine. Distances in a

shop of this kind are shorter, fore-

men are closer to their men, therefore

the supervision is more intimate and
better results can be achieved. I am
not at all in favor of a shop with longi-

tudinal pits as I consider it a tremen-

dous handicap. Another criticism of

the modern tendency which I would
make is inadequate lavatory and toilet

facilities. These most necessary feat-

ures of modern shop construction re-

ceive the least attention at the hands
of those intrusted with the designing

and arranging of the buildings. More
time is lost by employes going to and.

{Continued on page 3S-
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knew that the master mechanics were

underpaid. The General Foremen's

Association is somewhat in the same

position to-day as the Master Me-
chanics' Association was in the first

two or three years of its existence.

There is some doubt as to what the

real purpose of the organization is.

The sooner you get the proceedings

printed and sent out to the various

officials so that they can see what you

are doing, and what you are aiming at,

the better it will be for the whole or-

ganization."

Tins issue of Railway and Loco-

motive Enginnering now contains the

concluding papers read at the General

Foremen's Association. The first in-

stallment appeared in our July issue.

While waiting for the proceedings to

be printed in the regular form the

members of the association should

lose no opportunity to let their su-

perior officers know of their aims and

objects as shown by the papers pre-

sented. These two issues of our paper

contain them all.

Copyright by Angus Sinclair Co., 1908.

Value of the Proceedings.

In writing of the early days of the

American Railway Master Mechanics'

Association attention has been called

to the curious disadvantage under

which the then newly organized society

labored. For a few years after it was

started many of the higher officials of

the railroads regarded it as an aris-

tocratic form of labor union. The

underpaid condition of the master me-

chanics naturally suggested the sus-

picion.

On practically the same subject,

when speaking at the recent convention

of the International Railway General

Foremen's Association, Dr. Sinclair

said:

"I would like to add a word to what

I have already said. It has been sug-

gested that some remarks be made in

connection with the standing of the

General Foremen's Association before

railway officers. When the Master

Mechanics' Association was first

formed there was a very positive preju-

dice among many railroad officials that

tli.- society had been organized for the

purpose of compelling the companies

to pay their master mechanics better

salaries. That, of course, came from a

guilty conscience. The railway officials

Cowan was not seriously injured. He
faced death and endured patiently and

bravely with a strong heart, and with an

intelligent appreciation of his predica-

ment. His cool judgment in directing

the willing and fearless workers around

him contributed in no small measure to his

rescue. He displayed brave, strong,

manly qualities and is alive to-day to

tell the tale.

Pinned Below Water in Wreck.

It has often been said that the life of

an active railroad man out on the road is

fraught with many dangers, and fre-

quently calls for as much heroism as may

be developed on the battlefield. A strong

case in point is that of Mr. C. Cowan, a

locomotive engineer on the Delaware &
Eastern Railroad.

At a place near Arena, Pa., his engine

and part of the train was thrown from

the track, it is believed purposely, by a

spike placed on one of the rails. The

engine rolled down an embankment of

about fifteen feet high and was partly

submerged in the east branch of the Dela-

ware River. Cowan's legs were caught

and held by the reverse lever and sector

in such a way that it was impossible for

him to free himself and he was thus

pinned down in the river with the water

above his chin.

The fireman, who was unhurt, endeav-

ored to pry the wrecked lever over, but

was unable to do so, after which he held

up and rested the engineer's head so that

his mouth and nose were kept above the

water. The rescue work was difficult,

as the lever was several feet under water

and the men had to work below the sur-

face to loosen the bolts and nuts. The

men not being able to stay down long,

and the current being swift, the work

progressed slowly. Cowan directed oper-

ations and at length suggested what

turned out to be the most effective way

of doing the work. He had several men

stand on the trucks and other debris and

thrust one of their number head first under

the water. Turns were taken and after

five hours steady but difficult work the

engineer was lib< rated.

Smooth Filing.

In smooth filing cylindrical work, when

it is necessary that truth should be re-

tained, as in the bearings of shaftings,

great care must be taken to advance an

equal distance along the work at each

stroke of the file. The pressure, which

should also be equable, is placed on

the forward stroke only, but the file

should not be removed from the work

in drawing back the file. The cut-

ting velocity should not be too high,

as the file teeth are rapidly spoiled at

high speeds. It may be noted that the

less the amount of filing done the better,

as it is physically impossible to retain a

perfect round surface with much filing.

For this reason as smooth a surface as

possible should be made by the lathe tools

before applying the file. A long stroke of

the file is preferable to a short stroke, as

the pressure can thereby be made fairly

equal and the teeth of the file having time

to cool, are not so readily damaged.

It will be found that the file cuts very

sharply on rotating work, for the reason

that the number of teeth in contact with

the metal are very few as compared with

filing flat work. If it is desirable to re-

move a considerable quantity of metal

from a cylindrical body it will be found

advantageous to hold the file in a diagonal

position on the work, occasionally chang-

ing to the opposite angle.

Rubbing the face of the file with chalk

is good practice, although it somewhat in-

terferes with the cutting quality of the file

it has the advantage of preventing the

filings from adhering to the file. A fine

wire brush, mounted on leather and fast-

ened to a wooden back, is very useful in

cleaning the file. It is necessary to re-

chalk the file after each cleaning. Files

that are unfit for use on fiat surfaces on

account of being hollow may be used

to advantage on cylindrical surfaces.

In the case of rotating disks care must

be used in selecting files for such work

;

the necessity for the flat part of the file

being slightly convex will become ap-

parent, and it may be noted that in lathe

work, generally, the utmost care should

be taken in handling the file, as the ten-

dency of the file to catch on corners or

collars or other irregularities on the work

is very great. Handles should in all such

work be attached to the files as the tang

of a file in the hand of even the most

skilled mechanic in lathe work is an invi-

tation to accident.
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Forms of Iron in Commerce.

One of the descriptions of the land of

promise given to the Israelites by the

sacred writer in the book of Deuteronomy

was that it was a good land
—

"a land

whose stones are iron and out of whose

hills thou mayest dig brass." The known

importance of iron to the whole human

race, even at this early dale, is thus in-

dicated. Iron to-day is known to us in

several different forms, but the origin of

its use dates back into the dim and dis-

tant past of the race.

Iron is known to us as pig iron, cast

iron, steel and wrought iron. A brief

but useful description of the various forms

of this wonderful metal was recently

given to the St. Louis Railway Club by

Mr. Henry Koehler. Pig iron, he said,

was the product of a blast furnace and it

is here brought into the metallic state.

A blast furnace is an upright tunnel or

shaft. Coke, iron-ore and limestone are

charged at the top, a blast of heated air is

forced in close to the bottom. The coke

besides furnishing heat absorbs the oxy-

gen in the iron ore. Lime is used to flux

the impurities in the ore. Even the purest

iron ore contains about 72 per cent, of

iron and 28 per cent, of oxygen. About

99 per cent, of iron charged into a blast

furnace will reduce and about one per

cent, will remain in the slag. Manganese

will reduce to metal in the proportion of

from 50 to 75 per cent., the rest will re-

main in the slag. It is possible to dis-

solve about 15 per cent of silicon in the

iron. Aluminum cannot be reduced in a

blast furnace.

Cast iron is simply pig iron remelted,

usually in a cupola. The air blast is cold

and enters the cupola higher up than the

heated air enters the blast furnace. In the

cupola there is very little change produced

on the iron ; there is, however, some ab-

sorption of sulphur from the coke. The

making of malleable iron is in a sense an-

alagous to the operation of case harden-

ing. In both processes the surface only is

affected. To make castings malleable they

are placed in pots and covered with iron

ore and exposed to a red heat, the object

is to withdraw the carbon from the cast-

ing. Case hardening is practically the re-

verse process. Cast iron, steel or wrought

iron, when heated to redness, with air ex-

cluded, in presence of some material con-

taining carbon, can be made to absorb it

over its entire surface and so acquire hard-

ness.

The definition of the word steel is still

somewhat vague. It expresses the idea of

iron that is harder than wrought iron and

stronger than cast iron. A blacksmith

will call an iron steel when he can temper

it, and a manufacturer will call iron steel

when any substance has been put in it to

improve it. The terms "acid" and "basic,"

as applied to the making of steel, are rela-

tive, and their true significance demands

seme knowledge of chemistry. When the

hearth of a regenerative furnace is made

of sand is is called an acid furnace. When
the hearth is made of manganese or 1

mite it is called a basic furnace. Dolo-

mite 1 tains lime and a good deal of

manganese.

In the acid process practically no acid

elements except carbon and silicon

the metal. I he silicon, mi absorbing '

gen from the air, or iron ore Ei and

This oxide of silicon or silica as it is called

on coming in contact with the oxide oi

iron or manganese forms part of thi

the greatei pari forming on tin botton oi

the furnace. Carbon, the other acid

ment, its oxides are gases and leavi thi

slag in this form. Pig iron used in this

process is usually low in phosphorus. I he

basic or open-hearth process is one in

which the metal is confined in material

that acts chemically on elements having

acid properties. In this process there must

be enough lime added to combine with all

the phosphorus and silica liberated from

the pig, other elements of an acid char-

acter are taken up by the slag.

The Bessemer process is now confined

to acid practice. Air at about So lbs. pres

sure is forced into the bottom of a huge

vessel containing molten metal. In pa

ing through it burns the silicon inti

of silicon; when this is got rid of the air

acts on the carbon and burns it out. The

carbon flame is blue like that from hard

coal. All the manganese is eliminated ; its

presence prevents an equivalent amount

of iron from being consumed. A prod

resembling the Bessemer is employed in

making acid steel. In this process air en-

ters the converter at the side instead of at

the bottom. This allows the carl" n to

absorb its full amount of oxygen at the

surface of the metal. In this way the

metal becomes much hotter and no carbon

flame can be seen at the mouth of the con-

verter. The manganese does not prevent

iron from absorbing oxygen.

Many engineers prefer acid steel. This

may be due to the priority of the acid pro-

cess, and perhaps the unreliable results

obtained in the early days of basic practice

may have caused prejudice. It is. how-

ever, safe to say that steel having the same

chemical composition and receiving the

same heat treatment will be practically the

same physically. Basic steel will supplant

acid steel in proportion to the increasing

scarcity of the ores that are suitable for

acid steel.

Spring Hangers.

In machine shop practice there is a ten-

dency to ignore the exact figures set down

by the draughtsman. While there may be

occasions here and there in the details of

locomotive construction where it may be

allowable to depart a little from the me-

chanical engineer's plans, it may safely

be said that the drawings are nearly al-

ways correct. Perhaps one of the most

common and most pernicious practices

machinists is the alterations that

are ofti n the length of the spring

hangers. As may be expected when the

engine is lowered upon the wheels and

in place and the binders

attached, it will be found that when the

light varia-

tions in the distance that the driving box-

- 1 1 1 In many cases

thi ba< 1 drivei .'.ill be found to approach

i :arly to the binders, in some cases

actually bearing upon the binders. In any

condition it is the best practice to look

upon the situation, whatever it may be, as

a temporary one. Springs strong enough

to suspend a locomotm do not settle to

their normal position at once. It is only

after considerable vibration induced by

movement of the locomotive that they as-

sume a settled position. It should also be

borne in mind that the addition of the

weight of water has a material effect on

the springs not only in sheer vertical

weight, but generally by slightly lowering

the back of the locomotive.

The practice of lengthening or short-

ening the spring hangers to suit the ap-

parent immediate condition has several

disadvantages. It creates confusion in the

material of that class of locomotive to

which they may belong, and as in all

classes the quality of interchangeability is

a valuable one, it will be found that the

changes in the length of the spring hangers

rarely meet the requirements of the situ-

ation for any length of time. It need not

be wondered a1 if another change is nec-

1 ssarj in a short time when the springs

find their true limit of flexibility and

settle into position.

I he best practice is to have the slots

in the spring hangers sufficiently long to

admit of different sizes of keys. These

can be changed speedily and if the hangers

should require shortening, clips of simple

construction may be added under the

keys. In the event of the hangers having

their bearing under the frame the ad-

mission of liners can be readily made to

suit the required position.

It should be established as a rule that

the dimensions of the hangers should not

be changed under any condition. It is a

costly and doubtful remedy, and in the

end is calculated to add to the troubles

of a locomotive instead of mitigating

them.

A more important defect in spring hang-

ers is their tendency to cut into the frames

of the locomotives. This evil can be con-

siderably guarded against by a careful

adjustment of the springs on the saddles.

The clearance of the spring hangers on

the sides of the frames should be care-

fully noted and equally divided and in the

case of a tendency to bear upon one side

of the frame the evil can readily be recti-

fied by the admission of a thin liner under

one of the legs of the saddle.

In some locomotives it will be noted

that there is a low corner where the driv-
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ing box is further removed from the

binder than on any of the others. This

is a sure sign of an organic defect in

the setting of the frames and being past

remedy is one of those evils which must

be endured and made the best of. A de-

fect of this kind may be compromised by

the adjustment of the spring hangers so

that the variation, whatever it may be,

may be divided between the two sides of

the locomotive.

Removal of Facing Points.

The possibility of an accident from an

"open switch" has been removed at 1,078

different points on the Pennsylvania Lines

east of Pittsburgh and Erie during the

past four years, according to a compila-

tion which has just been completed by the

Pennsylvania management, following the

adoption by the United States Senate of

a resolution directing the Interstate Com-

merce Commission to investigate and re-

port on the use of facing-point switches on

railroads in the United States.

From January 1st, 1904. to January 1st,

1908, on the Pennsylvania Railroad, 743

hand operated facing-point switches were

removed and in place of all these 125 trail-

ing switches were substituted. One hun-

dred and ninety-eight facing-point switches

at interlocking plants were removed en-

tirely and 12 trailing switches substi-

tuted. In the work of eliminating facing-

point switches, especial attention was di-

rected toward abolishing those not pro-

tected by interlocking signals.

Owing to the growth of traffic in the

four years previous to January 1st, 1908,

and the constantly increasing number of

industrial plants requiring switching con-

nections, as well as the consequent addi-

tions to the second, third and fourth track

mileage, it was necessary to install many

switch connections and crossings which

were not needed prior to the year 1904.

This is evident from the figures showing

that the total mileage of the running

tracks increased in the four years from

7,599 to 8,114, while 409 siding connec-

tions were established in that time. With

this large increase in both siding connec-

tions and additional switch crossings from

one track to another, only 1,094 facing-

point switches were installed during the

four years, and all of these were safely

interlocked.

point is known as the point of recal-

escense. In steel containing a moderate

proportion of carbon there are two such

breaks, with steel containing 1.25 per cent,

of carbon there is only one arrest; it be-

gins at 700 degs. C, and has a duration

of 76 seconds. When a distorted axle is

heated to redness it would appear that at

red heat it would take less strain to

straighten, but in spite of this, when it

passes through the critical point it will

straighten with less force than at any

other degree of heat. Critical point is not

peculiar to iron or steel ; almost every

substance has a critical point. Take

water for instance, when steam is heated

to 358 degs. Centigrade, no amount of

pressure can keep it liquid; this is known

as the critical temperature. Its recal-

escense is at its freezing point; it is a well-

known fact that water has the same tem-

perature as ice immediately after the ice

has melted. When steel containing carbon

is heated above its critical point, the car-

bon is dissolved; if it is rapidly cooled to

allow no time for re-crystallization the

steel will be much harder than when the

cooling process was slow."

BooK Notices

business is indissolubly connected. The

book deserves and undoubtedly will receive

much popular favor. While it does not

cover the entire field of railroad operation,

ic throws a flood of thought on many de-

partments that cannot fail to be of lasting

benefit to all interested in the complex

problem of railway organization and work-

ing.

The Critical Point.

Speaking at a recent meeting of the St.

Louis Railway Club, Mr. H. Koehler,

chief chemist of the Scullin-Gallagher Iron

and Steel Co., referred to what is known

as the critical point in the temperature of

iron and steel. He said

:

"When pure iron is allowed to cool from

say 1,200 degs. C. at a rate of 2 degs. C.

per second," to a temperature of 858 degs.

C, there is a sudden arrest, and it will

require 26 seconds to cool 13 degs. C. : this

Railway Organization and Working. Ed-

ited by Ernest Ritson Dewsnup. Pub-

lished by the University of Chicago

Press. 500 pages, cloth. Price $2.00.

This work is a compilation of a series of

lectures delivered before the railway

classes of the University of Chicago. The

lectures were originally undertaken, in as-

sociation with a number of railways, with

a view to aid in the training of railway

employees, with the object of increasing

their professional efficiency. The demand

for printed copies of the separate lectures

has been very great, and the editor and

publishers have acted wisely in presenting

the collected discussions in one volume.

In a certain sense the book occupies a

unique place. It is the collected thoughts

of twenty-five railway experts of the high-

est reputation on subjects of their own

choosing, and which, to say the least,

their words are worth listening to.

A careful study of this volume will give

the student of railway econor.-ics a clear

appreciation of the vast field of human en-

deavor under his consideration. It shows

very clearly how important and multiplex

the organization and working of the mod-

ern railway system has become, and how

necessary it is that men properly equipped

for the work should be found to carry on

the work which has been so far nobly ad-

vanced. On the subject of railway educa-

tion there is an admirable essay from the

pen of the editor, which is worthy of the

earnest attention of young railway men.

It is indisputable that the more efficient

training of railway men receive, the great-

er good they will be able to confer upon

the community with whose interests their

Air Brake Catecnism, by Robert H. Black-

all. Published by the Norman W. Hen-

ley Company, New York, 1908. Twenty-

third edition, revised and enlarged.

Price $2.00.

This is what may fairly be called a

thoroughly up-to-date book. It is a com-

plete study of the equipment manufac-

tured by the Westinghouse Air Brake

Company, including the Schedule ET
Locomotive Brake Equipment ; the K
(Quick-Service) Triple Valve for Freight

Service; and the Cross-Compound Pump.

The operation of all parts of the appara-

tus is explained in detail, and a practical

way of finding their peculiarities and de-

fects, with a proper remedy is given. This

book has been endorsed and used by air

brake instructors and examiners on nearly

every railroad in the United States and

Canada.

It contains nearly 2,000 questions with

their answers, giving a detailed descrip-

tion of all the old standard and improved

equipment and also all the necessary infor-

mation to enable a railroad man to pass a

thoroughly satisfactory examination on the

subject of air brakes. The book is fully

illustrated by plates, half-tones and line

cuts. It is well and clearly printed, and

has 3S0 pages. Among the new apparatus

which is .dealt with in this book may be

mentioned Nos. 5 and 6 ET Equipment;

H-5 Brake Valve. SF (independent)

Brake Valve. SF Pump Governor. Dis-

tributing Valve. B-4 Feed Valve. B-3

Reducing Valve and the Safety Valve.

Construction and Maintenance of Railway

Roadbed and Track, by Frederic J.

Prior. Published by Frederick J. Drake

& Co., Chicago, 1908- Price, $2.00.

This book has been arranged and com-

piled with a full description of railway

surveys and construction. It is very fully

illustrated and is of convenient size. Mr.

Prior modestly assigns to himself the

role of compiler and editor of this work

rather than that of author. Credit is

given in the text where it is due, and thus

the practical nature of the methods ex-

plained is at once apparent. The book

covers the whole field indicated by its title.

It takes in railway construction, construc-

tion accounts, land, track, structures, sup-

plies and equipment for field parties, main-

tenance of way, testing steel, rail joints,

laying track, easy rules, bridges and build-

ings, curve and embankment tables,

trestles, tables of ordinates to vertical

curves, the six-chord spiral, engineering

tables, etc., etc.
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Four Cylinder Simple Engine
WaUchaerts Gear, One Eccentric "Dri-Ves Utvo ValsJes

High on the roll of eminent British

locomotive engineers stands the name
of G. J. Churchward, who, after render-

ing able assistance to the late Mr.

William Dean, in 1902 succeeded that

gentleman as Chief Mechanical Engi-

neer to the Great Western Railway

Company, and since that date he has

amply justified the confidence with

which his appointment was hailed. He
has introduced into British practice

the coned or taper boiler without dome
or perforated pipe for the collection of

the steam; the 225 lbs. steam pressure;

the design of compound Atlantic loco-

motives associated with the names of

M. M. du Bousquet and De Glehn; the

30-in. piston stroke, and the super-

heater. He has utilized the Belpaire

firebox and the principle of six-coupled

wheels for express work. He has re-

vived the ordinary domeless boiler and

the outside crank.

We here illustrate one of his locomo-

tive designs for express passenger

work. This is a ten-wheeled locomo-
tive of the 4-6-0 type, with four high-

pressure cylinders, and it represents

the logical outcome of Mr. Church-

ward's experiments and experience.

The present example of Great Western
practice is not novel in respect of the

use of four high-pressure cylinders, for

During the summer months traf-

fic on the G. W. R. increased so that

loads of 350 to 450 tons behind

the tender had to be hauled at speeds

of 57.7 to 59.1 miles per hour for 3-hour

The engines of which we write are

ten 4-6-0 machines of what they call

on the Great Western the "Dog-Star"

class, as the first of the series bore

that name. In these ten engines the

SECTION BETWEEN FRAMES.

non-stop runs, with numerous slow-

downs and severe gradients to be

climbed, and the necessary rapid ac-

celeration when starting and prompt
recovery after checks, lead to the 4-6-0

design. The Atlantics. although power-

inside pair of cylinders are placed for-

ward of the bogie center line and drive

on to the leading cranked axle; the

outside cylinders are placed at the back

of the bogie center line and drive on to

the centre coupled wheels. The cranks

FOUR-CYLINDER SIMPLE 4-6-0 ON THE GREAT WESTERN OF ENGLAND.

engines of this type have been for sev-

eral years at work on the London and
Southwestern, the Great Northern and
the Glasgow and Southwestern. It is

in the combination of the six-coupled

wheels with the four high-pressure

cylinders that Mr. Churchward's type is

unique.

ful enough in other respects, had been

found deficient in adhesion with heavy

trains. The tractive effort of both class-

es is practically the same—26,560 lbs.,

but with the four-coupled wheels the

adhesive weight is only 39^2 tons as

against 58^2 tons for 4-6-0 engines with

same boiler, etc.

are set on all quarters, the outside

cylinder crank being at 180 deg. to that

of the adjacent inside cylinder.

The prevailing practice in the use

of Walschaerts valve gear in this coun-

try is to put it on the outside of the

rods. The fact that the gear is readily

adaptable to this form of design is one
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of the reasons for its popularity in

America. With us it has the merit of

accessibility. Through the courtesy of

Mr. G. J. Churchward, chief superin-

tendent of the locomotive, carriage and

wagon department of the Great West-

ern Railway of England, we are able

to show a design of Walschaerts valve

gear actuated by eccentrics on the

main driving axle of this 4-6-0 express

engine, and so arranged as to have

horizontal rocker arms to transmit

motion to a pair of piston valves placed

in the usual position.

that two eccentrics operate four valves,

and the whole design is compact, the

valve rods passing through the leading

ends of the valve chests.

The boiler has a barrel 14 ft. 10 ins.

long, coned from the smoke-box, the

extremes of outside diameter being 4

ft. io-}4 ins. and 5 ft. 6 ins. The Bel-

paire firebox is of the following di-

mensions: Outside. 9 ft. by 5 ft. 9 ins.

by 4 ft. Inside, 8 ft. 2 7/16 ins. by 4 ft.

9 ins. by 3 ft. 2% ins. Height, 6 ft.

6H ins. and 5 ft. Y$ in., having a fire-

grate area of 27.07 sq. ft., and supply-

the Great Western has 28, have been

doing magnificent work. One of them

has recently hauled 15 8-wheel coaches,

weighing 410 tons full, from London

to Bath (106^ miles) in 105 minutes,

and another has taken 22 8-wheel ve-

hicles, total weight 530 tons, from

Swindon to Reading (41 !4 miles) in

50 minutes, start to stop. The "Evening

Star," like the others in the "Dog
Star" class is a fine example of simple

4-cylinder engines, and the whole de-

sign is at least original and preserves

the exceedingly neat appearance of the

WALSCHAERTS VALVE GEAR ON G. W. R. ENGINE "EVENING STAR."

The "Evening Star" is a simple en-

gine. The Walschaerts valve gear

actuates the valves, governing steam

admission to the cylinders inside the

frames, and from the little crosshead

on the valve rod the inside end of the

horizontal rocker is attached. The
rocker has a horizontal offset of 7 ins.

This arrangement of the horizontal

rocker compensates for the position

of the eccentrics with regard to the

crank pins. The eccentrics are set with

reference to the inside cranks and by

the use of the horizontal rockers the

eccentrics are made to do duty in driv-

ing all the valves. It thus appears

ing 154,26 sq. ft. of heating surface,

which, with the 1988.65 sq. ft. given by

the 250 2-inch tubes, 15 ft 2 5/16 ins.

long, makes the total heating surface

2142.91 sq ft. The boiler pressure is

225 lbs. per sq. in., and each of the

cylinders is 14J4 ins. in diameter by 26

ins. stroke.

Steam ports are 25 ins. by VA ins.,

and exhaust 25 ins. by 3 ins. The bogie

wheels have a diameter of 3 ft. 2 ins.,

and the driving wheels 6 ft. 8% ins. The

total weight of the engine is 75 tons 12

cwt. and of the tender 40 tons, each in

working order.

These 4-6-0 locomotives, of which

engines which is in conformity with

English practice.

The belief that there is one road to

knowledge is fundamentally wrong.

There are as many ways of getting

ideas as there are individuals. No one

has a monopoly on the manner in which

children arrive at the number concept,

though some have tried to patent the

process. Mental flexibility is essential to

intellectual growth, and the ability to

adapt oneself to the innumerable ways in

which mind matures, marks the born

teacher.

—

Mind in the Making, by E. J.

Swift.
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Applied Science Department

Elements of Physical Science.

XVI. MAGNETISM.

Magnets are of two kinds, Natural and

Artificial. The natural magnet is an ore

of iron, known as loadstone, and has the

quality of drawing other metallic bodies

to itself. Some other metals and com-

pounds possess the same quality in a less-

er degree. Among these nickel, cobalt,

and brass when hammered, all have some

magnetic quality. A peculiarity of the

natural magnet is the fact that its at-

tractive power is not equally distributed

Over the entire body or mass of the mag-

net, but is strongest at the extreme ends.

This is readily shown by rolling a piece

of lodestone in iron filings, when it will

be seen that the filings will cluster about

the ends while the middle is left bare.

These points where the greatest attrac-

tion is manifested are called the poles of

the magnet.

Magnets will sustain many times their

own weight, and their attractive power

may be increased by applying to their op-

posite polar surfaces strips of soft iron.

These strips may be used to bring the

two polar extremities nearer to eacli

other, as the ends of the strips then be-

come the two Poles. The effect is still

further increased by uniting these poles

with a cross piece of soft iron.

When a natural magnet is brought in

contact with a piece of iron or steel, its

peculiar attractive qualities are caught by

these metals and they in turn become

magnets and attract filings or other light

metallic substances. When soft iron is

removed from the magnet the iron loses

its attractive properties, but pieces of steel

brought in contact with the magnet retain

them permanently, while the original mag-

net from which the steel obtained its new

quality does not suffer any diminution of

attractive force. Such pieces of steel so

magnetized are called artificial magnets.

When several pieces of bar steel so mag-

netized are riveted together the power is

greatly increased and they are more effi-

cient and regular in their action than

natural magnets. A horseshoe magnet,

so called from having the two poles

brought near to each other, something

like the ends of the shoe and made of

steel bars, and weighing one pound, will

suspend a weight of over twenty pounds.

A singular attribute exists in all mag-

nets, whether natural or artificial, in the

fact that their attractive power may be

increased by adding a little weight each

day to that which it already supports.

Heat diminishes the power of all mag-

nets, and if the metals composing the

magnets are heated to a red heat tin ii

power is entirely destroyed even afti

magnet is cooled.

Magnetic force corresponds exactly

with the law of gravitation, that i-., tin:

power decreases according to the square

of the distance.

A small rod of magnetized steel left

free to move by being balanced on its

centre always points north and south or

nearly so. Not only so, but on being

disturbed the same points return to their

positions. This property is called mag-

ueii, polarity, and while subject to mag-

netic variations, the causes of which have

not been fully discovered, the polarity of

the magnetic needle, as applied in the

mariner's compass, enables us to deter-

mine a given direction at any place on

the earth's surface.

THEORY of magnetism:.

Magnetism, like electricity, is now' gen-

erally regarded as a mode of force op'

erating on matter, the particles of which

it polarizes or arranges in a definite di-

rection. A magnet is said to be a collec-

tion of metallic molecules polarized, all

of the positive poles being turned in the

same direction, while the negatives are

arranged in the other direction. The op-

posite polarities are shown in force at the

extremities of the magnetized body, but

nullify each other at the centre of the

magnet. The loadstone is by natural

forces constantly in a polarized condition.

The earth in its entirety may be consid-

ered as a vast magnet. At the centre or

equator of the earth there is no percept

ible magnetic force. The seats of mag-

netic energy appear and increase in in-

tensity toward the polar extremities.

It may be noted that there is an in-

timate connection between electricity and

magnetism and that their forces, as ex-

hibited in natural phenomena, are merely

the same, only acting under different cir-

cumstances. Steel bars may be magne-

tized with an electric current more effi-

ciently than in any other way. Various

attempts have been made to utilize mag-
netic force. Boats and even locomotives

have been constructed, but except in

short distances they have not successfully

competed against steam.

The electro-magnetic telegraph has been

among the crowning practical triumphs

of human ingenuity. Its principle of ac-

tion consists of the fact that an electro-

magnet may be alternately endowed with

and deprived of the property of attract-

ing iron by connecting and disconnecting

it with a galvanic battery. The battery

may be at a remoti di tance from the

magnet. If the magm battery are

nected by wire- the electric current

u ill produce th<

The circuit ma\ bi completed or broken

at pleasure. A simple mechanism 1

in long distance lines i" maki and

the contact for a local circuit which op-

erates what i^ called a sounder. Years

when the electric telegraph was com-

parativel) new . a recording instrument

was used whereby a ribbon of white paper

was drawn steadily along under the point

or stylus of the recording machine

series of dots and dashes were thus in-

dented in the paper and this was used

with the Morse code. In time operators

learned to distinguish the various sounds

made by the formation of each letter and

figure and the recording mechanism gave

place to the metallic click of the p

ful telegraph sounder.

The Alphabet-Dial Telegraph.

The earliest practical form of electric

telegraph was that invented by Sir Charles

Wheatstone in 1840. It was called the

alphabet-dial telegraph, and was a very

ingenious though simple piece of mechan-

ism. The receiving instrument consisted

of a white disc upon which, near the cir-

cumference, the twenty-six letters of the

alphabet were painted in black, very much
as the figures are on the faces of our

clocks to-day.

The dial had one hand and behind the

disc were two electro-magnets with long

arms which, when the magnets became

active, were made alternately to strike

against suitable stops. At each movement
of an arm one tooth of an escapement

wheel was advanced and the dial-hand

moved from one letter to the next.

The sending instrument was somewhat

similar and was called the commutator,

but consisted of a wheel, upon which

were a number of pieces of brass and

ivory arranged alternately. Pressing

against the circumference of this wheel,

one on each side, were two spring con-

nections which were in circuit with a

battery. These connection ends of the

springs made contact and were insulated

alternately as the wheel was turned in the

proper direction by the operator. As the

spring ends made contact with the brass

knobs on the circumference of the wheel,

a current of electricity flowed and this

energized the magnets of the receiving

instrument, one of the arms moved and

the ratchet wheel carrying the dial-hand
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moved from one letter to the next. The

wheel of the sending instrument was pro-

vided with letters on a disc so that the

sending operator could see when the de-

sired letter was reached.

In sending a message with the word

"Railway" in it, the operator turned his

wheel slowly until the letter R was at

the neutral point and as by this means

eighteen electric impulses had traversed

the wire and eighteen teeth of the ratchet

wheel had been taken up, the dial-hand

stood at R, and a pause was made to en-

able the receiver to record the letter. The
sender then moved the wheel to the start-

ing point and the receiving instrument

hand traversed over the remaining letters

and came to zero on the dial. The next

letter. A., was made by one motion of the

wheel followed by a pause. Then eight

more teeth were taken up and a pause

was made at I. Three more impulses

were sent and L was reached, and a re-

cording pause made. Then on to W.
and the hand was again brought to the

zero point and the letter A was again

struck, and to complete the word the

wheel was moved to Y and the receiv-

ing dial clicked round to the twenty-

fifth letter.

The method of sending messages was

necessarily slow, as unless the letters of a

w ord followed each other in their natural

sequence the whole alphabet had to be

gone over. A pause indicating the re-

quired letter. The instrument was a suc-

cess and was fairly reliable, but the pos-

sibility of missing a tooth led Wheat-
stone to improve on this machine by in-

venting a type printing mechanism which

was more accurate and simplified the

work of the receiving operator.

When one speaks of this machine as

slow in action and of wanting somewhat
in accuracy, it is necessary to remember

that we are perhaps unconsciously com-
paring a primitive machine with the well-

nigh perfect instruments of to-day.

Wheatstone's telegraph was a truly mar-

velous affair, as before his time there had

been no such thing, and with nothing to

guide him but his genius he strode for-

ward and blazed a path for others to fol-

low in the hitherto unexplored field of

applied science.

Celebrated Engineers.

X.

—

Richard Trevethick.

About the time that Watt's steam en-

gine was superseding Newcomer's atmos-

pheric pumping machine, a young lad

named Richard Trevethick, was growing

up among the Cornish mines. He came

of a family remarkable for their physical

strength and at an early age the lad ex-

celled in throwing weights and wrestling.

His father was a mine manager, and al-

though young Trevethick had little more

than the rudiments of an education he

early exhibited a rare inventive faculty

in mechanics. His first invention of im-

portance was what is known as the pole

plunger pump, which was immediately

recognized as the best pump in deep

mining. The success attending the rapid

introduction of Watt's engine induced

many engineers to endeavor to adapt it

to other purposes than those which had

been so successfully established by Watt.

Not only was Trevethick successful in

extending the uses to which the steam

engine may be put, but he gave something

of his own Titanic strength to Watt's

engine. He was the first to abandon the

low pressure, condensing engine, and in

1798, at the age of twenty-seven, he pro-

duced the first high pressure non-condens-

ing steam engine. This immediately be-

came a successful rival of Watt's slow

moving, low pressure, condensing engine.

In fact it looked as if Trevethick had

breathed new life into the steam engine.

The increased strength and velocity of

the wonderful machine amazed the engi-

neering world and Trevethick at once

became the rival of Watt.

Some years previous to this he had

met with Murdoch, the able superintendent

of the works where Watt's engines were

constructed. There were many points of

resemblance between Trevethick and Mur-
doch. Both were of colossal stature and

Herculean strength. Both were clever

inventors and both have left their mark
on the steam engine. Of the two, Treve-

thick was the more original. With less

skill and perseverance than Murdoch he

had a wider mechanical vision. His work
was not the work of slow, laborious,

painstaking endeavor. It came in master

strokes, and impatient of results his mer-

curial mind, instead of pushing his in-

ventions to popular success and the ad-

vancement of his own fortune, seemed to

run into new channels.

He produced the first locomotive engine,

a model of which is in the South Ken-

sington Museum, and on Christmas eve,

1801, his common road locomotive carried

the first load of passengers ever conveyed

by steam. For several years his locomo-

tive was run on the streets of London,

but the cost was too great. Trevethick

next produced a steam locomotive for

tramways which ran with facility up and

down inclines of between two and three

per cent. In 1808 he constructed a cir-

cular railway in London on which the

public were carried at a speed of fifteen

miles an hour. Meanwhile he applied his

high pressure engine to other work, and

the steam drill for rock boring, as well

as the stone breaking and crushing ma-

chine are both of his inventing, and both

were at once completely successful.

In 1806 he invented the steam dredg-

ing machine and secured an extensive con-

tract from the Government to lift ballast

from the bottom of the River Thames.

He also engaged in the first effort at

tunnelling under the Thames. After the

battle of Trafalgar his active mind ran

toward ship construction and he was the

first to submit plans for the construction

of iron ships. In rapid succession he pro-

duced steam ploughs, threshing machines

and other agricultural implements. In

1814 he secured an extensive contract for

the construction of mining machinery for

the Peruvian government. He also en-

gaged in engineering work in Costa Rica.

It is indeed surprising that he found

time to engage in so many enterprises

and also to produce so much in mechanism

that was really new. In addition to what

has been already alluded to, he produced

the first cylindrical boiler which soon be-

came universal in use. In one patent he

minutely described the modern screw

propeller. In another he projected the

heating of apartments by steam now com-

mon in America. In steam engine im-

provements in addition to the really im-

portant advance made by the use of

steam at a high pressure he experimented

with superheated steam.

It is to be regretted that in spite of his

industry and remarkable ability he lacked

that degree of patience which is essential

to success in any department of human
endeavor. He moved from place to place

and seemed always on the verge of mak-

ing a great fortune out of his great proj-

ects. His Peruvian adventure was very

promising when one of those periodical

revolutions occurred and he barely es-

caped with his life. His repeated appeals

to the British government met with little

or no encouragement. Beginning with

high hopes and bright prospects, a giant

among men, a prince among engineers,

possessed of many eminent qualities, it is

sad to think that his life darkened toward

its close. Even during his lifetime oth-

ers were reaping the fruit of his inven-

tions. He died poor and friendless in

1833 at the age of sixty-two. His grave

is unknown.

Such in brief is the life's history of

Richard Trevethick, who, because of his

masterly adaptation of the steam engine

to locomotion, may justly be called the in-

ventor of the modern locomotive.

Beavers' Hint to Dam Builders.

Human science owes many a debt, espe-

cially on the practical side, to the instinct

of the lower animals. One of these obli-

gations is cited by an eminent authority.

Engineers frequently build dams straight

across streams, the object being, in some

cases, to save expense by sparing material.

But the beaver arches his dam against the

current, and experience has shown that

this form of dam is best to resist floods

and the impact of floating ice. Acting

upon the knowledge which is instinctive

with the beaver, and which human calcula-

tion approves, the Great Bear Valley Dam,
in California, and some other dams in that

State have been constructed and so made

that their stability depends upon the re-

sistance which their arched form presents.
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Derivation of the Semaphore Lens.

Every railroad man knows what a head-

light reflector is like, and every railroad

man is familiar with a semaphore lens.

The reflector and the lens do not look very

much alike but they are closely related,

nevertheless. They have one thing very

/
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DERIVATION OF THE PARABOLA.

clearly in common, and yet they are them-

selves dissimilar. The reflector, as its

name implies, reflects light and the lens

transmits and refracts light. The reflector

is opaque while the lens is transparent.

The thing they have in common is the

property derived from that very wonder-

ful curve, the parabola. A parabola is

the curve made when a cone is cut by a

plane parallel to one of its edges. The

shadow of a cone on a wall is a triangle

or like the outline of the letter A. Now
if the cone represented by A was sawed

down along a line parallel to one of the

long legs of the letter, the outline would

be a parabolic curve, and this curve re-

volved about its axis gives us the familiar

form of the headlight reflector. The

curve is one of the family of conic sec-

tions, so called from the fact that each is

derived by the cutting of the cone.

The property of a reflector made in this

form is that when a light is placed at one

particular point on .the axis of the reflec-

tor, light radiating from the illuminating

point in all directions and striking the re-

flector, leaves it in lines parallel to the axis,

and make one powerful non-divergent

beam of light. The point where the light

must be placed to produce this result is

called the focus of the curve or of the

reflector.

The semaphore lens does the same thing

in another way. It gives out a powerful

beam of light, the rays of which are all

parallel. This is done by refraction or

the bending of the ray of light as it passes

through the glass, so that no matter at

what angle a ray of light strikes upon the

inner surface of the lens it will so pass

through the glass that it will leave the

outer surface in a line parallel to the axis

of the lens.

The principle which is made use of in

the semaphore lens was invented by a

celebrated French scientist named Fresnel.

who, in T822, applied it to a system of

lighthouse illumination. The Fresnel lens,

as it is called, consists of a disc of glass,

flat on the inside and curved on the outer

side. This central area is, of course, cir-

cular, and the exterior surface is really a

parabolic curve. A light placed in the fo-

cus of this curve is refracted so that it

leaves the lens in parallel lines. Surround-

ing this central circle are a number "i

concentric rings which are really prisms,

having flat inside faces and with their

exteriors so curved as to produce the same

effect. The overhang of each prism is

flat, and being parallel to the axis of the

lens docs not receive or transmit any light.

The semaphore lens is practically a Fres-

nel lens. It is, if one may so say, a para-

bola shut up like a concertina for the

sake of the economy of space. It is very

much as if one should saw a headlight re

flector up into a number of sections paral-

lel to the glass in the front of the case, and

should then push them all together up

against the casing glass. If the now "tele-

scoped" parabolic headlight reflector could

be transformed into glass by the touch of

some magician's wand, we would have for

all practical purposes a Fresnel lens sim-

ilar to that used in our semaphore and sig-

nal lamps. Strictly speaking, the prisms

PARALLEL REFL.ECTE.D RAYS
FROM PARABOLIC REFLECTOR

ACTION OF THE PARABOLA.

are not parabolic curves. To make them

to this curve would require considerable

space. The curve of the prisms is so cal-

culated that they may all be kept about the

same size and a light placed in the focus

of these concentric rings gives off rays

which are parallel after passing through

Questions Answered

AIR PUMP LUUKICAT10N.

53 A. II., Wheeling, W. Va., asks : What
if any, is the objection to putting oil sup-

ply pipe to air pump directly into steam

chamber of >/ .- and 11-in pumps as prac-

ticed by Mr. J. R. Alexander of the P.

R. R.? Is it absolutely necessary that the

govi rnor receive part of the oil that goes

1 the pump?—A. Leaks from the air

pump, steam pipe, from the gov

drain 01 waste pipe, or from the top head

gasket, rob the pump of part of its oil

supply when the oil pipe connection is

made in the usual manner, and if the pump
1 supplied in the manner you mention,

those leaks cannot prevent the pump from

getting the oil fed to it. It is not neces-

sary that the governor receive any oil and

the connection to the top head is the in-

convenience of drilling and tapping the top

head and changing the pipe, and care

should be taken to arrange the pipe so

mi water can accumulate and freeze.

POSITION OF DIAPHRAGM.

54 A. H., Wheeling, W. Va., writes

:

Please give rule for finding the area of

opening between draft plate and bottom

of front end. Should this equal total

area of opening in flues, as a basis for

arriving at a standard height for dia-

phragm with any given class of engine as

a starting point to work from?—A. There

is no set rule for the drafting of an en-

gine. No two engines are exactly alike

in this respect and the kind of coal burned

makes a good deal of difference. Your
idea about the opening below the dia-

phragm being equal to the combined area

of the flues is not recognized as the rule.

Parabola
CONDENSED StCTIOr-

OP
Parabola.

Fre.sne.i_/
I Semaphore/

LE.NS LENS

EVOLUTION OF THE SEMAPHORE LENS.

the lens. In this way the practical result

of using a parabolic lens is gained, and the

semaphore lens is perhaps more accurately

described as a modified Fresnal lens. The

headlight reflector and the semaphore lens

are thus found to be first cousins on their

mother's side, and she is a Parabola and

belongs to that honorable old family of

curves, the Conies.

All the smoke box gases and the exhaust

steam eventually go out of the smoke-

stack which is much smaller than the

combined area of the flues. They all pass

out with great velocity, and the dia-

phragm is made adjustable so that as the

opening is enlarged or contracted the

speed of movement of the smoke box

gases will be slow or fast as circumstances
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may demand. The only way is to set

the diaphragm where you think it is likely

to produce the hest results, watch the ef-

fect and alter accordingly. It is finally

always a case of cut and try.

SIZF. OF STORAGE RESERVOIR.

55 G. I. D., Panama writes : Please in-

form me what size reservoir it would be

necessary to use for a 95^-in. air pump to

supply compressed air for small shop for

use of air motors and air tools in general?

—A. This question is more concerned

with supply than with storage. If the

amount of air required to operate the

tools in your shop is not in excess of the

capacity of the pump, a locomotive reser-

voir should answer the purpose, of the

size 22J4 x 60 ins. This contains 12H
cu. ft. of air and weighs about 390 lbs.

If, however, the supply is insufficient, the

larger the reservoir, the more air the

pump can compress and store during the

about the condition of the air cylinder of

a repaired pump we would suggest the

use of a vacuum gauge, which should show

about 26 ins. if cylinder is in good con-

dition. As the capacity of the 8-in. air

pump is now insufficient for either road or

yard work, you probably refer to the

Westinghouse 8^2-inch cross compound

pump; this pump is designed to be run

with 160 lbs. or more steam pressure and

will easily maintain 90 lbs. pressure with a

'4-inch opening. With 200 lbs. steam

pressure this pump has compressed air

from 118 to 120 lbs. in 2 minutes with a

1 7/64 opening.

ALTERATION OF VALVE TRAVEL.

57 A. L.. Fort Wayne, Ind., writes:

If an engine is designed for six inch

valve travel, and is reduced to five by
means of a change in the eccentric,

what effect will it have, if any, on steam

distribution at full gear and close, or

happy looking men. Clean-limbed fel-

lows, as Rudyard Kipling might call

them, and in a characteristic way the

Alton has these men "linked at last,"

as well as Chicago, St. Louis and Kan-

sas City.

The flyer has 22 x 28 in cylinders, a

boiler pressure of 200 lbs. and 80-in. driv-

ers. Its tractive effort is about 28,798 lbs.,,

and it weighs in working order 221,30a

lbs. The. tender weighs 166,600 lbs., mak-

ing a total of 287,900 lbs. Compared to

this, the men look very insignificant, as

they probably weigh all together about

9,000 lbs., but the men are not so in-

significant after all, because as these men
are like those out in the Soudan that

Kipling speaks of when he says, "These

make come and go great boats or en-

gines upon the rail, but always the Eng-

lish watch near by to prop them when
they fail," and if it wasn't for the corps

of intelligent and capable men who do. the.-

ONE OF III1'. CHICAGO .V ALTON FLYERS WITH THE SHOP STAFF.

time the tools are not in use. This is only

a very general answer to your question, as

it is impossible to get closer to your re-

quirements, unless we knew how much air

you require, or what tools you operate by

air.

SIZE OF ORIFICE W. A. B. PUMP.

56 D. O. B., Morton Park, 111., writes:

Please let me know the size of the leakage

orifice that a No. 8 and No. 9. Westing-

house pump should keep up a pressure of

90 lbs. against, with 100 lbs. of steam.—A.

The steam and air pressures you mention

are too close for an efficiency test, the 9^-
in. air pump will scarcely compress more

than 90 lbs. of air with 100 lbs. steam if

tlie air cylinder has ever been rebored

or if there is a slight leakage past the

packing rings or valves in the air cylinder.

With 160 lbs. of steam the 95-j-in. pump
should maintain the pressure at 90 lbs.

with an orifice of 3/32 of an inch. You

may have in mind a test for repaired

pumps on shop rack; if you are in doubt

six inch cut-off? Will it change the

lead at either point.—A. In reducing

the size of an eccentric the effect on

the travel of the valve is the same as

if the eccentric had been of the full

size and the reverse lever drawn some
distance away from the extreme front

or back notch. The exact position at

which the valve will travel one inch

less than the full travel can very read-

ily be found by experimenting with the

lever. The lead will in either case be

slightly increased. It is poor practice,

however, as the cut-off will occur

sooner and the full force of which

the engine is capable can never be

again put in effect.

"Linked at Last."

Our illustration of the Chicago & Al-

ton passenger 4-6-2 engine is a striking

one as it shows the size of the machine

when compared with a group of men.

There are in the picture about sixty

"propping," the engines would not be

kept going at all. It's "the only way,"

as they say on the Alton.

The heating surface inside the boiler

is 3,436 sq. ft., and that is nearly equal

to the surface of a board walk 2 ft. 754

ins. wide and a quarter of a mile long, so

you can see what sort of a conflagration

the fireman has to attend to keep her hot,

The over-all length of the engine and

tender is 75 ft. 6 ins., but the men's over-

alls don't measure anything like that.

The engine is a fine specimen, and so is

each one in the group. Good luck to

them all

!

The Alton has recently cut out some

good work for these engines to do, for

there was recently a thirteen-hour express

train put on between Kansas City and

Chicago. The train connects with the

Twentieth Century Limited of the New
York Central and the New York express

of the Pennsylvania, and the Alton's pas-

sengers from Kansas City now reach New
York in 31 hours,
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Broken Air Pipes.

After being in service for a considerable

length of time the large, powerful loco-

motives of to-day have a tendency t"

break air pipes. If the locomotive is kepi

in good condition, and if the different

parts of the air brake apparatus are se

curcly fastened to the boiler and frame,

and if the air pipes have been properly tit-

ted, very little trouble will be experienced

from leaky and broken air pipes.

\ cry often the reservoirs and cylinders

are shaken loose and an air pipe broken

off, and frequently an engine failure is the

result. A broken air pipe dues not always

result in an engine failure, sometimes the

break can be overcome and a failure

avoided by stopping the flow of air from

the broken pipe and connecting the vol-

ply valve Hi" the signal reducing valve then

viiin ived.

I he brake pipe and signal pipe can be

c icted by hammering the ho 1 coup-

lings on the pilot togi ther, ope g the

stop cocks on the pilot will then connect

the main reservoir - with the brake pipe

through the signal pipe . the top cock in

the signal pipe at the rear of the tendei

should be closed. By starting the
|

the main reservoir and brake pipe will

be charged, and with the brake valve

handle in running position the supplemen-

tary or smaller end of the divided n er

voir will be charged; the pump governor

can be adjusted for 70 or no lbs. as the

case may be. and when ready to applj the

pump should first be stopped, except in

cases of emergency, and the brake valve

1
mi the brake valve to the brake

pipe, must be -I" ed when doubl< heading,

and will in tin third position cut off the

brake valve, ami make an opening in the

brake pipe, 'Ibis -1

placed hi thi brake pipi because the brake

valve i-' ii"t expi cted to

any mm e than a train i 1 icpi cted t" jump
tin' track "ii a bridge because then

guard rail there, but there is always a

possibility of a brake valve handle

broken off or becoming disconnected from
the valve it operates, th

vantage of a stop cock of this kind is ap-

parent. During the reduction the signal

whistle would likely blow, but the escape of

air would be of no consequence, and when
ready to release, the brake would hi

be pumped off, the flow of air through the

PIPING DIAGRAM OF THE B2-H S EQUIPMENT X. V. BRAKE.

times separated by the break, in some other

manner.

It will be the object of this article to

show, by means of the piping diagram,

how a number of different breaks in air

pipes on a locomotive equipped with the

New York Air Brake Co's. B-J HS equip-

ment can be handled to prevent an engine

failure and the train brought to the ter-

minal with the brake pipe charged ready

for application.

BROKEN RESERVOIR PIPE.

Suppose that the main reservoir pipe

should be broken off at the brake valve

;

at a first glance it looks like an engine fail-

ure, but the train can be brought to the

terminal with full brake pipe pressure.

As the break occurs the main reservoir

and brake pipe pressure will escape and

the pump should be stopped, the reservoir

cock can be closed to stop the main reser-

voir leak, and a blind washer should be in-

serted in the union connection at the brake

valve or the opening plugged and the sup-

handle placed in the graduating notch for

which the amount of reduction is desired,

and the pressure will be reduced in both

the brake pipe and main reservoir, the ac-

celerator valve will assist in the redui tii n

If a leak exists at the reservoir union

or at the lever shaft, packing that will al-

low- the pressure holding the main slide

valve to escape the valve is likely to be

forced off its seat during applications, and

if any difficulty whatever is encountered in

operating the brake valve under those con-

ditions, the stop cock in the straight air

pipe and the one in the brake pipe under

the brake valve can be closed and the valve

handle placed in the emergency position,

the reduction in brake pipe pressure can

then be made by opening the stop cock

under the brake valve.

If the stop cock under the brake valve

is of the 3-position type, the brake valve

handle need not be removed from running

position in order to apply the brake; under

ordinary conditions this cock is always

reducing valve even with the supply valve

removed 1- n t verj free, but the release

on occasions of this kind is of secondary

importance, the application being the first

msideration.

The reason for closing the stop cock in

the signal pipe at the rear of the tender

is that the high pressure might cause an-

other delay by bursting a weak signal hose,,

and it is not likely that the whistle would

respond, anyway when the car discharge

valve was opened on account of the vol-

ume of air flowing through the signal re-

ducing valve.

BROKEN- BRAKE TlrE.

If out on the road and the brake pipe

should become broken off at the brake

-

valve we would place the brake valve

handle on lap position, to prevent the loss,

of main reservoir pressure, close the stop

cock under the brake valve, which would

stop the brake pipe leak, plug the broken

end of the pipe leading from the brake

valve, unscrew the union connection and"
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cap of the high-speed controller, remove

the valve and connect the pipe again;

screw down the adjusting nuts on the con-

troller safety valve and straight air reduc-

ing valve to create a greater tension on

the springs than the brake pipe pressure

to be used, and cut out the driver brake

triple valve, leaving the bleeder cock open

and the stop cocks to the brake cylinder

closed. By placing the brake valve handle

in realese position, the port in the slide

valve seat of the brake valve will be

opened, which will allow the air pressure

to flow from the main reservoir through

the straight air reducing valve, double

check valve and the high-speed controller

valve into the brake pipe.

The duplex controller will govern the

brake pipe pressure, and when the valve

handle is placed in running position brake

pipe pressure will il. w from the brake pipe

through the high-speed controller, double

check valve, straight air reducing valve.

sibility of leakage past the check valve

gaskets, building up a pressure between

the check valve and stop cock during the

applications of the tender brake, which

would operate with the train brake. If

pressure was at this time built up in this

pipe from check valve or other leakage, it

would force the check valve over and cut

off communication between the tender

brake cylinder and triple valve, when the

brakes are released and the pressure could

not escape from the cylinder. A brake

"stuck" in this manner cannot be bled off;

an opening must be made in the pipe on

the straight air side of the double check

valve. If the special cock of the 3-position

type is used it will do this and the hose

need not be disconnected.

During applications of the brake the ex-

haust of brake pipe pressure through the

brake valve will be rapid enough to set the

brakes on a train of the ordinary length

in the service application, and the handle
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Electrical Department

Resistance and Impedance.

By VV. B. Kouwenhoven.

When an electric current flows through

a wire part of the energy represented by

the current appears in the wire as heat.

The passage of the electric current is op-

posed by a property of the wire which is

termed resistance. This property of re-

sisting the passage of an electric current

is somewhat similar to the frictional re-

sistance offered by a pipe to the flow of

water.

In a water pipe, the longer the pipe the

greater the resistance offered to the pas-

sage of the water, and the resistance of-

fered by the pipe is inversely propor-

tional to its area. There is an exact an-

alogy between the resistance of the wire

and that of the water pipe. The resist-

ance of the wire varies directly as its

length, and is inversely proportional to its

cross sectional area. The resistance of

the wire also depends upon the material

of which the wire consists. Silver is the

best conductor and copper the next on the

list. The conductivity of copper varies

very much with its purity.

The resistance offered by an electrical

circuit is of two kinds; first, there is the

resistance of the wire itself and, second,

there is the resistance offered by the

joints in the wire. The resistance of these

joints varies all the way from infinity to

an almost perfect contact of negligible

resistance. All joints should be either

soldered or welded whereever it is possi-

ble.

The resistance of a wire depends not

only upon its length, size and material,

but also upon the temperature of the wire.

Most metals increase in resistance as their

temperature rises, although there are a

few substances whose resistance de-

creases with a rise of temperature. This

change in resistance is approximately con-

stant for each degree of change in tem-

perature, and is called the temperature

coefficient of the material.

The unit by which electrical resistance

is measured is the ohm. It is easily re-

membered as the resistance offered by ap-

proximately two hundred and fifty feet

of No. 16 B. & S. gauge wire at 70

degs. F.

The resistance that is possessed by a

wire is the same for both direct and al-

ternating currents. A continuous direct

current is a steady non-pulsating cur-

rent that flows in one direction only, while

an alternating current is one that suc-

cessively changes from a positive value

to an equal negative value and back again.

The number of times that an alternating

current passes in a second from zero to

a maximum in one direction, and to zero

to a maximum in the opposite direction,

and finally to zero again, is known as the

frequency of the current in cycles per

second. It takes two alternations to make

one cycle.

Assume that a coil of wire has a resist-

ance of 10 ohms. A direct current at a

pressure of 120 volts would send 12 am-

peres through the coil. It would, however,

take considerably more than 120 volts, al-

ternating current, to send the same

amount current through the coil. This is

due to the reactance that is offered by the

coil in addition to its resistance, to the

passage of the alternating current.

Now, the reactance of the coil depends

upon the amount of inductance possessed

by the coil. When a wire is traversed by

a current, lines of magnetism or force

K e sistanc e

GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION.

emanate from the wire in the form of cir-

cular rings ; the plane of these rings is

at right angles to the axis of the wire.

These circular rings go out in very much
the same way that the waves radiate when

a stone is thrown into a pond. When
the current ceases to flow through the

wire these lines are drawn back into the

wire. The wire in throwing out these

lines of force and in drawing them back

sets up a voltage within itself. This in-

duced voltage tends to oppose the start-

ing of the current and tends to keep it

going when the current dies out. The in-

duced voltage is known as the electro-

motive force of self induction.

The alternating current in varying back

and forth from positive to negative meets

the inductance which set up a voltage

that acts to oppose the passage of the

current through the coil. The amount of

inductance of the coil depends upon the

number of turns in the coil, the amount

of iron about the coil, and several other

conditions. The unit of induction is the

Henry, and it is usually represented by

the letter L.

The amount of reactance offered to

the alternating current depends upon the

frequency as well as the inductance and

it is equal to the frequency multiplied by

the inductance, multiplied by twice 3.1416

(2 X 3.146 = 2 r ). The reactance is

measured in the same unit as resistance,

namely in ohms.

The ordinary resistance offered by the

wire to the direct or alternating current

may be graphically represented by a

sjfaight line drawn to any convenient

scale. The reactance which is due to the

self induction of the circuit acts at right

angles to the resistance. It may also be

represented by a line drawn perpendicular

to the first line at one end of it. This
second line should also be drawn to

scale.

These two lines form the two sides of a

right angle triangle. To complete the

triangle it is only necessary to draw the

hypotenuse, and this line represents the

impedance offered by the coil. The im-

pedance is sometimes called the apparant

resistance. According to geometry, the

hypotenuse of a right angle triangle is

equal to the square root of the sum of

the squares of the two sides. Therefore,

the impedance of a circuit is equal to the

square root of the sum of the squares of

the resistance and of the reactance.

In the coil previously mentioned the

inductance is equal to .2 Henrys. At a

frequency of 60 cycles per second the

reactance of the coil would thus equal

2 X 3.1416 X 60 X .2 or 75.4 ohms.
The impedance equals the square root

of the square of the 10 ohms resistance

plus the square of the 75.4 ohms react-

ance. Solving this equation the im-

pedance equals 76.1 ohms. According to

ohms law it would take 913 volts of al-

ternating current to push 12 amperes
through the coil.

Ohm's law for continuous direct current

is: E
C=—

R
And Ohm's law for alternating current

circuit having inductance becomes

:

E

R= + 2 r £ L
where

C^current in amperes.
E = impressed voltage.
R= resistence in ohms,
f^frequency of alternating current.
L = inductance in henrys.

It must be remembered that circuits

only offer reactance to alternating cur-

rents. In the case of continuous direct
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currents the frequency is zero and the

reactance in the formula drops out.

The purpose for which resistances coils

are manufactured are numerous. When
several resistance coils are grouped to-

gether with contact points over which

an arm moves the combination is known

as a rheostat. Rheostats are used in

every electrical field from the experi-

mental laboratory to the large central

powei station. Their principal use in

railroad work is to vary the voltage of a

current on the motor car they serve to re-

duce the voltage at the start and to per-

of them are connected in series between

the line and the machine to be protected.

A lightning arrester is connected between

them and the ground. Now, under certain

conditions a lightning discharge may
l>a<s the arresters that are supposed to

protect the line, and come into the central

station. The inductance offered by the

choke coil to the line current of the ordi-

nary low commercial frequency is

negligible, but lightning is a current of

enormous frequency. The discharge

comes into the station on its way to the

earth and meets the choke coil which it is

NOW CARRYING WHAT MAY ONE DAY PULL IT.

mit the gradual applicaion of power to the

motors.

A rheostat or resistance coil must

be simple, strong and durable. The in-

sulating material must be of good qual-

ity and must be able to withstand heat,

and above all the rheostat must carry

its rated load current without over-heat-

ing.

Resistances should not remain in ser-

vice for great periods of time because of

the energy consumed by them. The pow-

er lost in a resistance is equal to the

square of the current in amperes multi-

plied by the resistance in ohms. Rheo-

stats are not economical and are usually

cut out of circuit as soon as it is safe to

supply the full voltage to the machine

which is being started. They neverthe-

less provide a very simple and safe means
of applying the voltage to a motor, step

by step, and gradually bring it up to

speed and to full voltage.

The ordinary rheostat is seldom used

for alternating currents for which a spe-

cial type is employed. The resistance

that is designed for alternating currents

is usually called a choke or impedance

coil. Impedance coils are employed in

starting motors in order to reduce the

voltage, but they have other character-

istics which make them valuable for other

uses.

A choke coil is, essentially, simply a

number of turns of wire. Choke coils

for lightning arresters are sometimes

wound as a spiral and sometimes as a

helix. They are often used in conjunc-

tion with lightning arresters or transmis-

sion lines. They are made of fiat copper

strips when spirally wound, and several

unable to pass because of the reactance

offered by the coil to the high frequency

of -the discharge. The lightning then is

forced to find a path through the ar-

rester to the earth and thus is prevented

by the choke coil from passing into the

station and doing any damage to the

generators.

In some systems of automatic railway

signaling where the track is used as the

negative return to the sub-station, and al-

ternating current is used to operate the

signals, the choke coil plays an impor-

tant part. The track is divided into blocks

or sections ; only one train being per-

section to the next section. Thus each

section of the track is separated from the

other as far as the alternating current is

concerned, but the direct current can pass

through without any interruption.

The action of a choke coil may be com-

pared to a sieve in which is placed two
different sizes of stones. The large

stones represent the alternating current

and the small stones the direct current.

The mesh of the sieve corresponds to

the reactance of the choke coil, and pre-

vents the passage of the large stones,

while allowing the small stones to pass

freely through. One may almost say that

the choke coil filters the electric flow.

The direct current goes through while the

alternating is held back as the solid mat-

ter in water is held back by filtering ma-
terial.

Car for Exceptional Loads.

We are able to illustrate a special

car, through the courtesy of Mr. J. F.

Mcintosh, the locomotive superintend-

ent of the Caledonian Railway. It is a

new type intended particularly for the

conveyance of armor plate and miscel-

laneous iron and steel plates of excep-

tional dimensions, and up to 30 tons'

weight. The car measures 61 ft. 8 ins.

over the buffers, and is carried on two
four-wheel bogies of the diamond frame
pattern, the wheels of which have cast

steel centers and journals 12 x 6 ins.

diameter.

The well consists of four girders of

I-section 1 ft. 4 ins. deep by 6 ins.

broad, strengthened by riveted plates

on top and bottom flanges. The center

girders extend close to the inside axles,

and are placed at 1 ft. 6 in. centers, in

order to afford sufficient side play for

the wheels when taking the sharpest

curves. The girders are tied together

CAR ARRANGED WITH TEMPORARY TRESTLES.

mitted on a block at a time. Through-

out each section of track the rails are

bonded together in the ordinary way.

At the end of each block the rails are

bonded to the rails of the next block by

what is known as an inductive bond.

These inductive bonds are in reality choke

coils and offer but very little resistance

to the passage of the direct current on its

way to the sub-station, but they will not

permit the passage of the alternating cur-

rent which operates the signals from one

with wrought iron knees of rectangular

section 2.\A ins. by ij^ ins., thereby pro-

viding a clear space of 35 ft. in length

between the center and side girders,

and at a height of only 10 ins. above

rail level, thus accommodating the ut-

most sizes of plates possible with the

gauge limitations.

The trestles shown on the car can

be readily shifted from one side to the

other to suit loading requirements, and
may be removed when necessary.
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Patent Office Department

Ml IV VALVE.

J. C. Blanchard and P. G. Darling,

Bridgeport, Conn., have patented a

safety valve, No. 889,895. It consists

of a casing provided with a valve seat,

a valve co-operating with the valve seat,

a spring casing mounted on the valve

casing and having an annular skirt pro-

jecting toward the valve, a muffler

mounted on the spring casing with

steam passages between the outer wall

and the annular skirt of the spring cas-

ing. There are, also, passages from the

steam passage to the muffler. The

valve has a flange projecting into the

steam passage and in sliding engage-

ment with the annular skirt. An ad-

Mass., No. 886.40-'. The device em-

braces in addition to the usual form of

cylinder and piston and valve control-

ling tin- admission ami exhaust of the

NEW SAFETY VALVE.

justing ring is attached to the outer

lip of the valve, and being provided

with a rim, constitutes, together with

a flange of the valve, a flaring nozzle

that facilitates the free flow of the

steam after it leaves the valve seat.

BRAKE SHOE.

S. A. Crone. New York, N. Y., has

patented a railway car brake shoe, No.

889,510. The device comprises a brake

shoe having a cast-metal body and plate

back, the back having between its cen-

ter and ends inwardly depressed edge

portions over which the cast metal ex-

tends and the outer edges of which por-

tions are integral with the plate. The
plate being less in width than the body,

the back is furnished with headseats

at each side of its center and at its

ends, and are depressed to clear the

brake-shoe head.

CUSHIONING VALVE.

A cushioning device for pistons has

been patented by A. S. Pike, Maiden

Stir;

CYLINDER CUSHIONING VALVE.

motive fluid to and from the cylinder,

a valve for cushioning the piston at the

end of its stroke, and means for ad-

justing the valve. These valves are at-

tached to the upper ends of the cylinder

and are furnished with springs which

aid in cushioning the piston.

FRAME GRINDER.

A machine for facing locomotive

frame jaws has been patented by Alex.

Forsyth, Aurora, III., No. 888,604. The
machine which has the general form of

a cross, one end oi one arm of the

cross being adapted to engage the base

of the frame, and the ends of the

other arm being adapted to engage the

sides of the frame. A carriage is

mounted on the cross frame and adap-

ted to reciprocate parallel to the legs

,

Sii r.

MACHINE FOR GRINDING FRAMES.

of the frame. A transverse shaft on

the carriage having grinding wheels at

each end is driven by a motor.

TRAIN STOP.

An automatic train stop has been

patented by J. H. Lynch, Red Bank,

N. J., No. 891,556. The device em-

braces a combination "i a vehicle p

controller, an actuating n rating

on the same to throw off the power,

. mil
1 illing di . i' es 1 ontrolling the appli-

e agent to the actu-

ating motor, and resetting mechanism

adapted to reset the controlling devices

and cut off the flow of the motive agent

when the motive power controller has

oved to a predetermined extent.

R. T. Crane, Chicago, 111., has pat-

ented a valve, No. 891,672. As shown
in the illustration, it comprises a body

provided with a valve seat, a bonnet,

secured thereto and provided with a

projecting stop member at its lower

sidi . a valve stem th irough the

ANGLE VALVE.

bonnet and carrying at its lower end

a valve disk, and a stop secured to the

stem above the disk and adapted to en-

gage the stop member along a sur-

face parallel to the axis of the stem

when the disk is in open position,

whereby binding due to changes in tem-

perature is avoided.

Train Coming.

A traveler waited at a certain English

provincial town in vain for the much

overdue train on the branch line. Again

he approached the solitary' sleepy-looking

porter and inquired for the twentieth

time, "Isn't that train coming soon?"

At that moment a dog came trotting up

the line, and a glad smile illuminated the

official's face. "Ah, yes, sir," replied the

porter, "It'll be getting near now. Here

:omes the engine driver's dog."

—

The

Argonaut.
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General Foremen's Association.

{Continued from page 339).

from distant lavatories in the great ma-
jority of modern shops than one has

any idea of. Twenty minutes from

work to work on a trip of this kind is

not at all extraordinary, and on investi-

gation has been found, in most cases,

to be really legitimate and necessitated

by the inadequacy of arrangements.

Ordinarily shop cupboards are placed

in lavatories for the employes. I have

never yet been in a shop where the ra-

tio of cupboards was nearer than one

to two for each employee. Why not have

enough? All of these criticisms tend

to directly increase the advantages to

be derived from small shop construc-

tion. Ordinarily the criticisms above

mentioned which would hold good with

the larger shop construction do not

obtain with the smaller. Then again

it is the tendency of the present time

to centralize the manufacture of loco-

motive repair parts and tools used on

railway systems in some one or two
plants on the system. This manufact-

uring work carried on in conjunction

with repair work in one shop results

to the disadvantage of the repair gang

or to the disadvantage of the point out

on the line that is waiting for the ma-
terial. It doesn't work properly. It

seems as though it would be wise to

centralize the manufacture of repairs

in some one shop where no repair

work whatever is done. Conduct a

manufacturing shop pure and simple

and good results will be obtained ; in

fact the same results that a commer-
cial manufacturer gets, because there is

nothing to distract his attention from
the new work on hand. I also believe

that even in the centralization of manu-
facturing (which is distinctly an ad-

vantage) that all the manufacturing

should not be done in the one plant. There

are a great many times when the work
doesn't balance, when the erecting floor

is waiting for the machine side or the

machine side is not crowded, owing to

the conditions on the erecting floor,

which are unavoidable and cannot be

foreseen ; then each shop should be al-

lowed two or three, or possibly more,

specialties of manufacture. For in-

stance: Take one of the outside shops

of a division on which are operated a

number of engines of one class ; let us

say then that this shop be allowed to

make and furnish for local or general

consumption, piston heads, piston rods,

main rod brasses and wrist pins in the

rough for this one class of engine. This

work to be sandwiched in between,

jobs and at odd times in order to se-

cure to that shop the maximum labor

for each man employed all the time.

I consider that an arrangement of this

kind could not but result advanta-

geously. Very few modern shop

builders seem to appreciate the bene-

fits to be derived from industrial rail-

ways (with curves and switches always,

rather than turntables) on which may
be operated storage battery electric lo-

comotives with which to handle the

narrow gauge cars that are used. The
saving over the old method of push

cars with men as the motive power
will be something enormous, and there

is no place where the small industrial

cars may not go. The installation of a

sufficient number of cranes in every

shop is of prime importance. The time

that an employe waits for crane ser-

vice is absolutely lost. I have no

doubt that in almost any modern shop,

and certainly in the majority in which

I have been, the time that is lost would

pay for an additional crane and its in-

stallation in one year.

I have endeavored in this paper to

cover the principal points of difference

between the small and the large shop

and some of the faults of the large

shop as well. Trusting that the paper

may bring out some points which will

be of interest to future shop builders

and therefore of benefit to those in-

trusted with their management, it is

placed before you for such considera-

tion as you choose to accord.

E. F. Fay.

Cheyenne, Wyo. Union Pacific Ry.

TOPIC NO. 4—THE APPRENTICE QUESTION

—

HOW CAN WE OBTAIN THE RIGHT KIND OF

MATERIAL AND HOW CAN WE KEEP THEM
INTERESTED? THE BENEFIT OF NIGHT

SCHOOLS FOR APPRENTICES MAINTAINED AT

COMPANY'S EXPENSE—DOES COMPANY OB-

TAIN SUFFICIENT BENEFIT TO WARRANT

THIS EXPENDITURE?

The apprentice question has been en-

gaging the attention of railroad men as

well as the manufacturing corporations

for the past eight or ten years and many
prominent railroad men have been giv-

ing it very serious attention for the last

four or five years. Several manufactur-

ing corporations have quite elaborate

systems for the instructing and educating

of their apprentices and at the present

time several of the large railroad cor-

porations are establishing apprentice sys-

tems. There is very evident need of such

systems when we consider what is re-

quired at the present time.

For years past large amounts of money

have been spent by the American rail-

roads in perfecting rolling stock and in

fact all equipment for the perfect and

speedy operation of trains. The success,

however, of all mechanisms and equip-

ment in the end depends upon the intelli-

gence with which they are handled, and

no more important subject, I believe,

is before the railroads to-day than that

of the apprentice question.

Railroads have spent large sums also

in equipping shops with high speed steel

and heavy duty machinery, but if the in-

telligence and efficiency of the mechanics

do not progress in a like degree, with

mechanical improvements, there is still a

lack of efficiency and an unbalanced con-

dition.

It is also not so much a question of to-

day as it is of the future and the place

to start is with the boys by some ration-

al apprentice system. The old way of

hiring a boy out as an apprentice and

leaving him entirely to himself to pick

up such information relative to his trade

as he could or as the foreman was pleased

or had time to give him, is entirely inade-

quate to meet the demands of modern

times or prepare for the future.

The apprentices that are now our me-

chanics were developed in practical skill

only, unless by their personal effort they

worked out such knowledge as they could

in their spare time evenings. They were

expected to become journeymen in from

three years to a life-time and the profi-

ciency developed depended entirely on

their own energy and personal effort. The

result has been a body of journeymen

about as varied as it is possible to con-

ceive.

I do not claim, however, even with a

modern apprentice system and methods

of instruction that all apprentices will be

developed to an equal degree of profi-

ciency. This is just as impossible as it is

for all men to think alike. What the

apprentice system does do, however, is

to give the ambitious apprentice a chance

to advance as fast as he is desirous of

doing in his four-year course, and through

the personal effort of the instructor in

charge of the work it brings the slower

ones to a higher degree of proficiency

than they could ever obtain being left to

themselves.

In a rational apprentice system, there

is no stopping or graduating position.

What is desired and aimed for is great-

er output and better work continually, and

to produce this requires greater skill and

more intelligence. I do not believe a sys-

tem founded on college methods or even

on high school methods will meet the

present demands of the apprentice and in-

terest him. I believe it is necessary to

start from the beginning and by a system

of development introduce such learning

as the apprentice can see the actual need

of in his everyday work.

No formal or initial examination will

give us a correct line to draw in the em-

ployment of apprentices. It will give

us a knowledge, however, of how the ap-

prentice has been spending his time previ-

ous to entering the apprentice ranks.

The question of interesting the appren-

tice and keeping him interested is a mat-

ter of showing him the way by opportuni-

ties presented to him and not by forcing

him along any particular line of advance-
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ment. If the opportunities for advance-

ment as given in the New York Central

Lines Apprentice System are not suffi-

cient to interest the apprentice of the pres-

ent day, I am at a loss to say what will.

The apprentice will not appreciate a lec-

ture or class work as he would individual

attention. By the system of instruction

in the shop by a practical mechanic, and

a period twice a week, for instance, in a

drawing class with personal instruction

from someone competent and interested in

the work, I believe any body of appren-

tices should become interested.

Another feature which- 1 believe is im-

portant in any apprentice system is sys-

tematic and periodical changes in all

branches of the trade to be learned. This

opportunity was not given to the old-time

apprentice, or even the apprentice of late

years. For example : within the past two

years a young man presented himself at a

railroad shop for employment, and after

stating that he was just out of his time,

he was asked the question, "Why is it

necessary to lay out shoes and wedges on

a locomotive?" and after hesitating a lit-

tle, the young man replied, "So the en-

gine will not sound lame."

The benefit of night schools for appren-

tices is doubtful. I do not believe it

would give as much benefit to as many
apprentices as a school maintained at the

first part of the working day. A boy,

when through with the day's work in the

shop, unless he is a rare case, is ready

for recreation of some kind rather than

classroom work, and while there is no

doubt that night schools do a great deal

of good to both apprentices and mechanics

who attend of their own accord, I do not

believe they are practical for the whole

apprentice body. It is, therefore, a ques-

tion as to whether the company obtains

sufficient benefit to warrant the expense

and the reply to this I would prefer leav-

ing to local shop managements.

However, if I may be permitted, I would

like to say that a stated period of in-

struction to apprentices at the beginning

of the day is surely going to pay for it-

self inside of a very few years, if it is

not doing so already. While it is a hard

matter to get an accurate line on, it is

evident where this has been tried that it

pays in conjunction with other features

of a modern apprentice system, inasmuch

as a great amount of money is saved by

eliminating a per cent, of spoiled work,

and I can say from experience that

spoiled work has been reduced to a sur-

prisingly low per cent., due to the meth-

ods of systematic shop instruction. An-
other and apparently fully as important

source of benefit is derived from the in-

creased output. An apprentice, if left

entirely to himself when given a new job,

will naturally approach it with timidity

and is pretty well occupied in avoiding

trouble with both the machine and the

work and consequently does not work the

machine or the '""1 to the full cap:

At tin- same time, if, under thi old

methods, tin- foreman starts the job with

him, the shop loses the benefit of that

foreman's supervision during that time.

With a system of instruction that will

teach the apprentices these points, the

amount expended for instruction, I be-

lieve, is certainly a profitable investment

for the company in saving of tools, and

work and the increase in the output.

There is one more point I would like to

bring out in connection with interesting

the apprentice and that is to try to avoid

employing those apprentices who are not

naturally inclined to become interested.

In order to accomplish this, I have seen

a system worked out whereby prospective

apprentices are hired as oilers and to run

light machinery, such as bolt cutters and

nut tappers. By the shop instructor ob-

serving such boys for a period of from

three to six months, it should be a very

rare occurrence to allow a boy to enter

the apprentice list who shows no apt-

ness for the trade. The particular case

of running nut tappers or bolt cutters

refers to only one trade, but the same
principle can be applied to any or all

trades in the railroad shops.

I am not in favor of offering any finan-

cial bonus to apprentices on the comple-

tion of their time. I would consider each

apprentice hired to be on a six months'

probation. If during that time he shows

himself apt, I believe that is sufficient to

warrant carrying him to the completion

with the ordinary amount of disciplinary

methods. At the completion of an ap-

prentice's time, I would give him papers

signed by the local as well as the general

officials under whom he has served his

time. A. O. Berry,

L. S. & M. S. Ry.

Elkhart, Ind.

TOPIC NO. 4 CONTINUED.

Now, as the selection of young men
of the proper calibre and ambition to make

good mechanics is a problem that has oc-

cupied considerable time and thought of

our most successful manufacturers for

years, who have foreseen the necessity for

the educated mechanic and they have gone

so far as to attach schools to their shops

for the education of apprentices, but I be-

lieve the most of them have been aban-

doned as an expensive experiment, owing

to the indifference or lack of interest of

the average apprentice boy of to-day, who
generally is the son of an employe, who
gets the opportunity to learn a trade

through the long and faithful service of

his father, or some other relative, and oft-

times through this, the young man is placed

at a trade which he has no desire to learn,

and this is more particularly the case in

the railway shop, than with the manufac-

turers or private shops, and, owing to the

laxitv of rules between the different rail-

i in i el the hiring of me-
inn the average young man leaves his

ii, ill. ..In 11 he has served about two years

and gin to the next railway shop and

hires out for full pay as a mechanic, in-

stead of serving the full term of four

years.

Now, I presume someone will say,

"how can they get along"; well, the ap-

prentice of to-day joins the union the first

year he is in the shop and about one-half

of the men in the railway shops are of

the same class. They try and carry him

along, and, as a rule, giving the company

a poor class of mechanics and bad ser-

vice, for which the railways themselves

are to blame, as their rate of pay is most

always below that of the manufacturer

or private shops, who take the choice of

the mechanics and the railway shop gets

what's left. However, I will attempt to

give you a few ideas that appear to me at

this time and if they should suggest any-

thing that will help you out in compiling

your report, for the betterment or effi-

ciency of the service, we shall all feel

that we have been well rewarded for any

time spent in the cause.

SUGGESTIONS AS TO RULES AND REGULATIONS

OF APPRENTICES IN RAILWAY SHOPS.

In my opinion, it would not pay a rail-

way company to maintain a school at their

shop, for the technical education of ap-

prentices, as now handled, as about eight

out of every ten young men that start to

serve an apprenticeship nowadays, are

very indifferent to study and not very am-

bitious to learn the practical part of the

trade, and if they serve four years, they

generally quit, and go to some other shop,

through the advice of their associates, who
tell them they must travel and work in

other shops to get experience and in such

cases the company who maintained the

school would derive no benefit for their

expense, but I believe that it would be

beneficial to the railway company to fur-

nish, through the drawing department,

about two lessons a month to each appren-

tice for home study, and when finished

they be returned for examination by the

mechanical draughtsman, who would

mark them a percentage, according to the

quality of the work. This would be a

means of inciting the young men to self-

study and teach them to correctly read

drawings. This would cost the company
very little, as one set of tracings would

do for blue prints for all time, as copies

of lessons.

No apprentice should be hired to the

machinist's trade under sixteen (16)

years. He should be of good character

and should have passed the primary grades

in school in writing, reading, arithmetic

and drawing. He should be hired on three

months' probation, to give him an oppor-

tunity to decide if he is satisfied to learn

the trade and the employer to satisfy him-

self the young man has the proper quali-
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lications for a mechanic. Then, after

three months, if agreeable to both par-

ties, there should be some form of con-

tract to be tilled out and signed by the

apprentice and his guardian and the em-

ployer, setting forth that the young man
would serve four years apprenticeship,

of not less than three hundred (300) days

each, for which he shall receive .... per

hour, first year; .... second year; ....

third year; .... fourth year and the min-

imum mechanics' wages to start the fifth

year. For the faithful performance of

his duties and living up to the rules of

the company, at the end of four years, he

shall receive one hundred ($100) dollars

as a premium, as I think the one hun-

dred dollars would be an inducement

for the faithful performance of the con-

tract and would bring double returns to

the company, and. at any time after sign-

ing the contract and before the expira-

tion of four years, it can be annulled by

mutual consent by the apprentice sign-

ing a contract that he will not enter the

employ of any other firm at this particular

trade and forfeit all claims to the pre-

mium. The apprentice is to be given

every reasonable opportunity to learn the

trade and changed at least once in six

months to a different branch of the trade.

W. Pohlman,
N. Y. O. & W. Ry.

Middletown, N. Y.

topic no. 4 continued.

The average force of apprentices found

in railroad shops may be divided into four

•classes as follows

:

FIRST CLASS.

Boys who have had the advantage of

fair technical educations, and occasion-

ally some experience in a drawing office,

who, thus well equipped, enter the shop

for the purpose of gaining the practical

experience which they have found to be

so necessary to a successful mechanical

career.

These boys are generally older than the

ordinary apprentice at entering, and are

steadier and more appreciative of the op-

portunities presented to them, applying

themselves industriously to the work, and

wasting no time in acquiring the practice

they are hungry for.

Some individuals of this class may try

to impress the foreman or instructor in

charge with their superior technical

knowledge, even to the extent of becom-
ing annoying at times, but by careful

handling these lofty ones may be grad-

ually brought down to their proper level

without damage, so that by the time they

have finished their apprenticeship, they

are found to be good all around men, well

balanced, and fitted for more or less re-

sponsible positions.

As a whole this class will be found to

be more efficient than any other, and the

boys might be obtained by keeping in touch

with the heads of the different technical

schools.

Numbers of these boys are at present

forced into other lines of business, through

lack of influence to get them into shops

where they might follow the work for

which their education has specially adapt-

ed them.

SECOND CLASS.

Sons of mechanics whose fathers and

grandfathers were in the trade before

them, and who though generally possess-

ing nothing more than ordinary common
school educations, and often not much of

that, nevertheless enter the shop at an

early age, mechanics by right of birth,

ready to develop a talent, handed down
to them by heredity through generations

of mechanics. They have lived in a me-

chanical atmosphere and have listened to

shop talk since they were born. These

are the boys who take to the work nat-

urally, and who, if given the opportunity

to acquire a technical education, gladly

avail themselves of it, realizing the defi-

ciency in their educations more and more
as they advance and come in contact with

problems, which bother them, but which

they see their shopmates of, the First

Class handle with ease.

To obtain boys of the Second Class, the

foreman or instructor should inquire of

their fathers in the company's shop and
others in the locality, and keep well post-

ed on the amount and age of this grow-

ing timber.

THIRD CLASS.

This class is made up of sons of offi-

cials and employes in various branches of

railroad service other than mechanical.

These boys have not had the mechanical

advantages of those in either of the pre-

ceding classes, although many of them
may have received better general educa-

tions, but not with any particular trade or

business in view, and after having dabbled

a little in this or that occupation, are sent

to the shop as a last resort.

The whole class is virgin soil, and par-

takes more or less of the nature of a

grab-bag, containing some prizes and a

good many blanks.

In point of numbers, this class is usually

the largest in the shop, and may finally

turn out as many good men as any of the

others. It is up to the foreman to separate

the sheep from the goats in the develop-

ing process, and when a boy is found, who
after a fair trial finds the work uninter-

esting and simply drudgery, it is best

for that boy and all concerned that he

be relieved at once.

It is not a difficult matter to secure

boys of this class, as they usually come
unsolicited and plentifully.

FOURTH CLASS.

This brings us to the fourth or last

class of apprentices—the sports.

These are the young men wrho might,

under normal conditions, be placed in

some one of the preceding classes, but

who, owing to their fondness for staying

out all night, must needs be plaecd in a

class by themselves.

The writer has known boys of this

stamp who would have some business of

a sporty nature to attend to every night

in the week, from a beer garden dance

down to a chicken fight, and then come
to the shop next morning, looking and

smelling bad, with the one idea of find-

ing some out of the way corner where

they might obtain much-needed sleep un-

disturbed, and be prepared for the next

night's activities. Have known the space

on top of the flues in a locomotive boiler

to be converted into a boudoir, by the in-

expensive addition of a piece of burlap,

and the proprietor sleep peacefully therein

all day long with his check in his pocket.

Very few of this class come to realize

the folly of their ways till too late, and the

sooner they are weeded out the better for

all concerned.

I am now speaking of the "natural,

born, dead game sports" and not of the

boys who occasionally are led astray and

go on a payday spree, losing the next day

to sober up in.

They are at least decent enough to stay

away till they are fit to be seen, and honest

enough not to expect their employers to

pay them while sleeping off the effects

of a debauch.

It is needless to advise where appren-

tices of the Fourth Class may be found.

Nobody needs them, but they creep in

among the others and every shop is like-

ly to enlist a certain percentage of them

unknowingly.

TO OBTAIN THE RIGHT KIND OF MATERIAL FOR

APPRENTICES.

It would seem that too much care can-

not be exercised in enlisting apprentices,

so as to feel reasonably sure that you are

getting good material to start with, that

your sweetness may not be wasted on the

desert air.

In this connection, it might be well to

get out printed application forms with a

footnote or fly leaf setting forth the

requirements, rules, advantages, wages,

etc., and have these distributed among
technical schools and other educational in-

stitutions for boys, including orphan boys'

homes, also to agents along the line of

road, and to any others where the adver-

tising matter would be likely to bring re-

sults.

Applications should be accompanied by

proper vouchers as to character, and if

the applicant lives in the vicinity of the

shop, the foreman or instructor should,

if possible, make personal efforts to be-

come acquainted with his habits and

morals.

Before entering the shop, applicants

should be required to pass an examination

in simple arithmetic, reading, writing, and

spelling, but this examination should be
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stiff enough to insure keeping out boys

with practically no education.

TO KEEP APl'RENTICES INTERESTED.

This question brings the foreman or

instructor in charge to the front. Much,

if not all, of the responsibility is his.

Heaven help him.

In addition to his being a capable, all

round mechanic with a good technical

education, he should be a man of high

moral character, able to command the re-

spect of his boys at all times, also a close

student of human nature, especially that

part of it which pertains to boys between

the ages of sixteen and twenty-two years,

or thereabouts.

He must look backward to the time

when he was a boy, and be prepared to

make all due allowance for their short-

comings and failures, but on the other

hand not forgetting the hard knocks in the

line of penalties imposed for like fail-

ings at the same critical period in his own
life.

Strict discipline should be maintained

at any cost, and to this end it is not good

for apprentices to join labor unions, neith-

er is it a good thing for the management

of a shop to allow labor unions to dictate

to them in regard to the number of ap-

prentices there shall be in the shop.

The chief cause for flagging interest in

an active, ambitious apprentice is the fact

that he is often held on one class of

work long after he has become thoroughly

proficient in that work, and feels that he

is losing valuable time.

This practice may show greater effi-

ciency for the machine in the course of

time, but it is hardly just to the appren-

tice. His advancement should be as rapid

as possible, consistant with his ability.

Occasionally this method may necessitate

pushing a boy ahead of the one next

above him, but a dull boy canot expect

to hold all below him back, till he has ab-

sorbed sufficient knowledge and practice

to warrant a shift.

"Variety is the spice of life," and so

it is with apprentices.

BENEFIT OF NIGHT SCHOOLS FOR APPREN-

TICES MAINTAINED AT THE COMPANY'S

EXPENSE. DOES IT PAY?

I think not. Night school maintained

jointly at the expense of the company and

apprentices have proved failures in the

long run, but accepting the general prin-

ciple that "where a man's money is there

is his heart also," it would, at first sight,

seem that these schools should be suc-

cessful.

But we are not dealing with men, we

are dealing with boys, who have not yet

learned the value of money, and who, as

a ru' lid sooner have their evenings

to them I to be devoted to pleasure

rathi study, and are ever ready

to in eessary financial sacrifice,

so thM ' are willing to neglect a

night naintained partly at their

own expense, how can we expect them to

do any better with the one which

them nothing but their own tim<

Then again, school work, ami
1

mechanical drawing by artificial light, will

slowly but surely damage the best eye-

sight, and in a great many cases, not so

slowly either. This I can vouch for, to

my sorrow.

If the company is willing to maintain

a night school, why not go a step fur-

ther and maintain a day school, along

the lines adopted by the New York I

tral and other large roads, which

are known to be successful.

The instruction is not only free, but the

boys are paid for attending school, during

regular working hours, and cannot get out

of it.

Such educational systems as have been

inaugurated by the large roads, may prove

too elaborate for smaller ones, but tht

same general principles might be followed

in modified form to suit conditions, with

beneficial results to the company and

apprentices alike.

The paper entitled "The Apprentice Sys-

tem on the New York Central Lines," by

Mr. C. W. Cross, Supt. of Apprentices,

read before the Twentieth Annual Con-

vention of the American Master Mechan-

ics' Association, which, with the subse-

quent discussion, was published in the

Report of Proceedings for 1907, covers

the whole ground in detail, and to which

I would respectfully refer all interested

persons.

W. G. Larmour.

N. & S. Ry

Norfolk, Va.

TOPIC NO. 4 CONTINUED.

The question of how to obtain the right

kind of material for apprentices and how
to keep them interested is a question that

requires a good deal of study of human
nature. We have young men serving ap-

prenticeships in a good many shops that

will never make machinists, and then

again, there are young men serving time

that have push enough in them that « ill

make good machinists. When I have an

apprentice that stands in the way of one

of these apprentices I make him stand

aside. I believe in giving an apprentice a

warning and if he does not heed it he

should be taken out of the ranks. As a

rule he should have an eighth grade school

certificate before entering the employ-

ment of the company and be seventeen

years of age and have good habits and

should be under inspection as to what

company he keeps.

I change apprentices every ninety days

to different work. I find it a good plan

to keep them interested. A good many
shops turn out machinists that have only

had either machine or floor experience,

and I think that this is an injustice to

the apprentice. I think that the General

Foremen's Association should go on rec-

ord this coming convention to have all

railroad companies issue a certificate stat-

ing how long the apprentice has served in

the various branches. I believe if this

was suggested to the different Master Me-

chanics, they certainly would be in favor

of it, as it would have a tendency to stop

many of the apprentices from leaving the

shop before they have served their time.

Then again, the railroad company would

not have to try the man as to his quali-

fication.

The rules of the Pere Marquette Rail-

road Company governing apprentices are

as follows

:

First 6 months in tool room. Kate 75

cents per day.

Second 6 months, nut tappers, bolt cut-

ters and small drill presses. Rate $1.00

per day.

First 6 months second year, bolt lathes

and other small tools. Rate $1.25 per

day.

Second 6 months second year, shapers,

planers and milling machines. Rate $1.50

per day.

First 6 months third year, piston lathe,

packing lathe, wheel lathe. Rate $1.75

per day.

Last 6 months third year. Erecting

floor. Rate $2.00 per day.

First 6 months fourth year, rod work, ec-

centric work, valve setting. Rate $2.25

per day.

Last 6 months fourth year and all of

the fifth year, general floor work. Rate

$2.40 per day.

Thus you will see it requires five years,

which I think is a very good schedule.

I warn all foremen to explain all work-

ings of machinery, grinding of tools, the

quickest manner of chucking work. A
foreman should at all times feel that he

has a special interest in an apprentice and

if it is appreciated by the apprentice he

will make a good machinist.

In regard to night schools maintained

by the railroad companies, I think they

are very beneficial. The Pere Marquette

Railroad Company gave me permission to

start a school at Wyoming where the

shops are located, which is about three

miles from the city. We have a dummy
that runs every half hour and carries

the men to and from the shops. We
hold a school in mechanical drafting once

a week, the railroad company furnishing

everything. We have a good attendance,

and I believe the company will benefit by

it. We have a class of 53 members, 29

of whom are apprentices. I insist on the

apprentices attending this school, and so

far it has been beneficial.

W. C. Groexing,

Pere Marquette R. R. Co.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

This concludes the papers presented at

the General Foremen's Convention and

this and our July issue form a complete

record.
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Idaho & Washington Northern 4-6-0.

The Idaho & Washington Northern

Railroad have recently received from the

Baldwin Locomotive Works, two ten-

wheel locomotives for passenger service,

hi se engines arc employed on a line

having four per cent, grades and 16 de-

gree curves. They ran exert a tractive

f 25,320 lbs., and as the weight on

the driving wheels is 108,850 lbs., the fact-

or of adhesion is 4.3. These locomotives

are equipped with single-expansion cylin-

ders, having balanced slide valves which

are driven by the Walschaerts valve gear.

The valves have a maximum travel of 5'^,

ins. The outside lap is
"

s ins. and no in-

side lap, while the constant lead is % in.

rhe rocker shaft hearings are bolted

to the guide yoke, and the combining lev-

ers are placed back of the cross-heads.

A substantial cross-bearer, placed back of

the leading driving wheels, supports the

combined link and reversing shaft bear-

ings. The links are of the built-up type.

bj sliding shoes in front and a buckle

plate at the rear. The heating surface

is in all 2,281 sq. ft., made up of I2g in

the fire box and 2,152 in the tubes, which

are 14 ft. 5 ins. long. 2 ins. outside diam-

eter and No. 12 gauge. There are 287

tubes in the boiler. The grate area is

37.9 sq, ft. and this gives very close to

1 sq. ft. of grate surface to 60 sq. ft.

of heating surface. The water spaces

around the fire box are 4 ins. in the front

and 3 ins. on the sides and back.

The equipment includes automatic and

straight air brakes on the driving and

engine truck wheels, while the Le Cha-

telier water brake is applied to the cylin-

ders. A large air drum is hung under the

running board on each side, and a third

drum is placed between the frames ahead

of the main driving wheels. The tender

frame is built up of steel channels, and

the trucks are of the arch bar type with

steel bolsters. The tender wheels are of

forged and rolled steel, made by the

The Quebec Bridge.

An elaborate and exhaustive report

covering more than 1,000 pages has been

issued by the Royal Commission of the

Canadian Mouse of Commons. The re-

port deals with every aspect of the ques-

tion concerning the fall of the bridge,

and while there is little that is new in the

report, there is much that adds to the cor-

roboration of what was formerly con-

jectured. The bridge was not strongly

financed, and the general lightness of the

structure was in keeping with this weak-

ness. The originally proposed span of

1,600 feet was stretched to 1,800 feet,

without any organic change in the size

of the structural members. It appears

that the distance added to the original

plans increased the stress 29 per cent, and

that the bridge, even if completed, could

not have resisted this overstressing. The
exact point of failure is definitely indi-

cated, but this is of little consequence as

the whole structure was weak. The most

4-6-0 FOR THE IDAHO & WASHINGTON NORTHERN.
W. T. Fitzgerald, Supt. of Motive Power.

with cast steel side plates and double

trunions. The eccentric cranks are also

"i casl steel. This is a simple arrange-

ment of gear, employing but one revers-

ing shaft, which reduces twisting strains.

Cast steel is used on a number of large

details in this design, among which are

engine frames driving-wheels centers,

driving boxes and cross-heads. The
equalization system is arranged with leaf

springs above the first and second driving

axles, and beams over the back boxes.

Inverted leaf springs are placed between

the main and rear driving wheels, and

the frames are supported, at the back

end, on coiled springs.

The boiler is of the straight top type,

with wide fire box. sloping throat and

Straight back head. The longitudinal bar-

rel seams are butt jointed and sextuple

riveted. The firebox is radially stayed,

with one T-iron supporting the front end

of the crown. The mud ring is supported

Baldwin Locomotive Works, Builde

Standard Steel Works. The tender has a

water capacity of 6,000 gallons and car-

ries 9 tons of coal. The weight of en-

gine and tender taken together amounts
to 265.000 lbs. The engine presents a neat

and well proportioned appearance and is

a thoroughly serviceable machine for the

work to be done. Some of the principal

dimensions are as follows :

toiler.— Diameter, 62 ins.; thickness of sheets,
% ins.; working pressure, 200 lbs.; fuel,
soft coal; staying, radial.

Eire Box.—Material, steel; length, 905/16 ins.;
width, 60 ins.; depth, front, 61 14 ins.;
depth, hack. 4-K ins.; thickness of sheets,
sides, 5/16 in.; thickness of sheets, back,
5/16 in.; crown. J£ in.; tube, l/2 in.

Driving Wheels.—Diameter, outside, 63 ins.:
journals, main, 8^x10 ins.; others, 8x10
ins.

Engine Truck Wheels.—Diameter, 30 ins.

;

journals, sJ^xto ins..

Wheel base.— Driving, 13 ft. 6 ins.; total engine,
24 ft. 4 ins.; total engine, and tender, s-'

ft. &y2 ins.

Weight.—On driving wheels, 108,850 lbs.; on
truck, 37,750 lbs.; total engine, 146,600 lbs.

Tender.—Wheels, number, 8; diameter, 33 ins.;

journals, 5x9 ins.

melancholy detail of the disaster referred

to in the report was a loose supervision

of the work, as evidenced when the buck-

ling of the first failing strut began. There
was no one on the ground sufficiently

responsible to stop the work without ask-

ing a consulting engineer, who, at the

time, was a great distance away. A tele-

gram from this engineer arrived after

the bridge bad collapsed.

In forging lathe tools a fine surface

may be given to the swaged part by using

a little oil on the metal while it still re-

tains a dull red heat. It has a particularly

fine effect wdien used on the rounds of

the tool by applying the oil to the swage

during the finishing strokes of the ham-

mer. This process, like everything else,

.

has to be done carefully but the result

pays for the effort.
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Items of Personal Interest

Mr. K. E. Fulmer has been appointed

master mechanic of the Tremont & Gulf,

with office at Eros, La.

Mr. W. F. Perdue lias been appointed

instructor and examiner on standard rules

and signals on the Mexican Central.

Mr. R. Fitzsimmons, has been appointed

master mechanic of the Vera Cruz & Pa-

cific, vice Mr. J. 11. Gimpel, promoted.

Mr. C. H. Spencer has been appointed

engineer of the Washington Terminal

Company, with office at Washington, D. C.

Mr. W. F. Purdy has been appointed

chief engineer of the Wabash, Pittsburgh

Terminal, in charge of construction and

maintenance.

Mr. C. H. Hedge has been appointed

assistant master mechanic on the Cana-

dian Northern Railway, with headquarters

at Winnipeg, Man.

Mr. A. C. Miller has been appointed

master mechanic of the Texas Midland,

in charge of all motive power and equip-

ment, with headquarters at Terrell, Tex.

Mr. W. T. Fitzgerald has been ap-

pointed superintendent of motive power of

the Idaho & Washington Northern Rail-

way, vice Mr. W. J. Spearman, resigned.

Mr. R. B. Smith has been appointed

foreman of motive power and equipment

of the Cincinnati. Lebanon 5: Northern, at

Pendleton, Ohio, vice Mr. John Stutter,

resigned.

Mr. J. J. Waters has been appointed

superintendent of the machinery of the

Mexican Central, with headquarters at

Aguascalicntes, Aguas., Mexico., vice Mr.

Ben Johnson, resigned.

Mr. J. H. Gimpel, formerly master me-

chanic of the Vera Cruz & Pacific, at

Tierra Blanca, has been appointed master

car builder of the road with office at

Terra Blanca, V. C. Me.x.

Mr. F. C. Pickard has been appointed

master mechanic of the Mississippi Cen-

tral and of the Natchez & Eastern, with

headquarters at Hattiesburg, Miss., vice

Mr. W. J. Hayden, resigned.

Mr. Frank Maher, for a number of

years at the head of the motive power de-

partment of the Clover Leaf, at Delphos,

has been appointed master mechanic for

the Chicago & Alton, at Kansas City, Mo.

The title of Mr. D. J. Durrell, general

foreman of the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis, and of the Cincin-

nati. Lebanon & Northern, at Cincinnati,

Ohio, has been changed to that of master

mechanic.

Mr. J. H. P.roadbent, assistant signal

supervisor of the West Jersey & Seashore

Railroad, has been appointed assistant su-

pervisor of signals on the Pennsylvania

at Kittatming. Pa., succeeding Mi 1'. B,

Bartholomew.

Mr. W. R. McKeen has resigned a

perinti ndent "i mi ti\ e power and ma-

, l.iii.iv of the 1 Hioit I 'ai ifii to a isume

the management of the McKeen Motor

Car Shops, which will 1"' establi In d in

i imaha, Nebr.

Mr. A. J. Isaacs, foreman of locomotivi

repairs of the Chicago & Alton, at Kan

sas City, Mo,, has been appointed ma h 1

111, , 1 1 . 1 1 1 1

<
- of the Mexican Central, with

headquarters at Chihuahua, Chili., vice

Mr. S. E. Kildoyle, resigned.

Mr. F. C. Smith, assistant general man-

ager of the Aransas Pass R'd., ha

signed to engage in other business. Mr. F.

L. Lewis, superintendent of the same

road at Yoakum, has been made superin-

tendent of transportation at San Antonio.

Mr. C. F. Fuller, formerly assistant su-

perintendent of motive power, has been

appointed superintendent of motive power

and machinery of the Union Pacific Rail-

way, with headquarters at Omaha, Nebr.,

vice Mr. W. R. McKeen, resigned.

Mr. M. E. Towner, assistant to the

vice-president of the Chicago. Rock Is-

land & Pacific, has been appointed pur-

chasing agent of the St. Louis & San

Francisco, with headquarters at St. Louis,

Mo„ vice Mr. W. E. Hudson, resigned.

Mr. \V. T. Fitzgerald, master mechanic

of the Wisconsin & Michigan, has re-

signed to accept service on the I. & W. X.

The position of master mechanic ha- been

abolished. The duties of master mechanic

are now performed by Mr. S. N. Harrison,

superintendent of the road.

Mr. Cole, the son of Mr. John Franklin

Cole, is announced as winner of a Cana-

dian Pacific Scholarship at McGill Uni-

versity. The scholarship entitles him to a

course in Applied Science, leading to the

degree of B.Sc. The successful pupil is

19 years of age, and was educated at the

Collegiate Institute.

Last month we recorded the resignation

of Mr. A. Bardsley from the position of

master mechanic of the Gulf & Ship Is-

land Railway, at Gulfport, Miss. We
have since received a letter from the

general superintendent of the road, Mr.

G. F. Gardner, in which he states that

Mr. Bardsley's withdrawal from the ser-

vice of the company is due to ill health

from which he has been suffering for

more than a year past. Mr. Bardsley's

resignation has been received with sin-

cere regret by the officers of road, and bis

speedy recovery is earnestly hoped for.

Mr. W. J. Hayden has been appointed as

successor to Mr. Bardsley.

Obituary.

I he death of Gi .
for

manj yeai - the gem ral p agent

of the New York Central Railroad, re-

1.1,
1 a unique figure fn m tl

world. Mr. Daniels began thi

railroad work of his life

eral passenger agent of the '

I 'ai Hie Railroad, which w a- tl

road about 40 mil's long. In [880 he be-

came general ticket agent of tin W.

St. L an- & Pacific. Two 1 that

he was appointed o immissii ni r of the

< olorado Railroad Association and to

this was soon added the Utah Railroad

Association. He held various positions

until in [889, he was appointed general

passenger agent ,.f the New York Cen-

tral, a position which he held with mani-

fest ability for a period of nearly 17

years. In 1906 he was placed at the head

of a new department called into being by

allied railroad interests known as the Xew
York Central Lines, which had to deal

with the important subject of advert

of which Mr. Daniels had proved him-

self to be a past master. His ability as an

advertiser did more to make the Empire

Etate Express, with 999, and the

X. Y. C. trains known all over this land

and foreign countries a- well. In 1907 he

retired from the active management of this

department. He spent his retirement at a

beautiful -pot on Lake Placid, in the

Adirondack^, which he had made his

home: and his death, which occurred a

short time ago, comes upon bis many
friends like the removal of a time-honored

landmark and the dropping of a well-

known name.

It is with regret that we have to re-

cord the death of Dennis S. Dockstader,

formerly general foreman of the car de-

partment of the Erie Railroad. Mr.

Dockstader died at his home at Meads-

ville. Pa., on the 13th day of July, at the

age of 78. In 1862 he began work on the

Atlantic X: Great Western, which is now
part of the Erie. He was master car

builder for the Erie for 20 years. He
went to Kent. Ohio, in 1887. and became

general foreman of the car department,

retiring from active duty 12 years ago.

Mr. Dockstader built the only private car

ever owned by the Atlantic & Great W- st-

ern. Later, the car was used as a station

and office at Marion. Ohio, and is now-

used in a similar way at Columbus. Pa.

When the new Columbus station is built

the old private car will be taken to Sus-

quehannah, Pa., for preservation.
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The Care of Locomotive Boilers

STAYBOLT BREAKAGE:
By

F. "P. "Roesch. Master Mechanic Southern "Railbuay

The failure of stay bolts is not al-

ways given the same prominence as the

failure of flues, for the simple reason

that a staybolt failure very seldom
results in an engine failure, yet when
we take into consideration the fact that

as an item of expense in the care and
maintenance of boilers the staybolt,

especially on high pressure boilers,

runs the flue a close race, and in some
localities is even ni^re expensive, it is

patent that from a dollar and cents

point of view alone, it is worth our

every consideration.

Owing to the increase in steam

pressure, together with the increase in

boiler dimensions of the modern loco-

motive, the renewal of broken stay

bolts is becoming quite a serious mat-

ter; its expense is not so noticeable,

however: where these bolts are cared

for promptly and systematically as

soon as they are discovered to be

broken, the engine is seldom held out

of service while renewals are being

made; or if held, is held but a day or

so, and not several days as in a re-

newal of flues.

Eliminating the cost, and viewing the

matter of broken staybolts simply as a

question of safety, the problem is one

of the most serious confronting me-

chanical men today.

Our knowledge of what really takes

place in a modern locomotive boiler

when in service is indeed limited: and

while we may have all formed theories,

few of which are based on actual

knowledge, as to the cause and remedy

for broken staybolts, yet our theories

remain but theories, and absolute

knowledge is as yet an unknown quan-

tity.

The generally accepted theory for

broken staybolts is, that the breakage

is due to the vibration of the bolt

caused by the movement of the firebox

as it expands and contracts with the

variations in temperature; the bolt be-

ing subject at the same time to a

tensile strain of anywhere from 1,000

to 3,000 lbs.

Granting this theory as correct, so

far as it goes, what causes this vi-

bration or movement? The heating

and cooling of the firebox, you say?

That is every time an engine is fired

up the firebox due to the expansion of

the sheets moves up and of course car-

ries the staybolt with it, and when the

fire is again drawn and the box cools

off, it returns to its former position,

thereby causing a vibration?

Let us look into this theory to see

how far it is borne out by facts.

Repeated vibratory tests of stay-

bolt iron made at the instance of both

the railroad companies and the various

manufacturers, prove, that a good long

tibered piled iron will stand from 5,000

to 9,000 vibrations of one-sixteenth on

either side of a common center; that

is, that it will stand bending one-eighth

of an inch from 5,000 to 9,000 times

before breaking entirely, the iron being

subject to a tensile strain of from
2,000 to 4,000 lbs. average as found,

but cases have been frequently noted

while making tests, where the stay-

bolt was not screwed tight into the

outer sheet, where over 200,000 vibra-

tions were obtained. Taking the low-

est figure, however, 5,000; if we only

obtained a vibration every time the

boiler was fired up and the fire again

knocked, and, assuming that the engine

is fired up once every day, we would
get but 365 vibrations per year, and
consequently it would take at least 14

years to break a staybolt. This we
know to be absolutely wrong, as too

many can bear witness.

The theory has been advanced that

it is not necessary to knock a tire in

order to produce a vibration, but that

every change in steam pressure pro-

duces a corresponding change in tem-

perature in the firebox sheets, this

change causing an expansion and con-

traction sufficient to produce a vibra-

tion.

Let us look into this theory. As-

suming that the sheets have approxi-

mately the same temperature as the

firebox gases, which while the engine

is in service, that is, on the road

between terminals, will vary from 1,500

to 2,100 degs. F. After a sheet of iron

as thin as a side sheet has been heated

to 1,500 degs., the addition of 600 degs.

will make no perceptible difference in

its elongation or expansion.

If we take the water side as indi-

cating the temperature of the side

sheets, we would have a variation of

but 48 degs. to correspond to a variation

of 100 lbs. of steam pressure, and again,

this would be offset by the expansion

of the outer or wrapper sheets, assum-
ing that these sheets expanded in the

same direction. This would indicate

that this theory of accounting for the

vibration of staybolts is not tenable.

Again, we have what are commonly
termed breaking zones; that is a cer-

tain part or parts of a boiler, or a cer-

tain location, where bolts break more
frequently than at any other point. If

the breakage of bolts is due solely to

expansion, why do they break more fre-

quently at one point than another?

The expansion is equal!

The advocates of the expansion

theory claim this is due to the greater

rigidity of the outer sheets at these

particular points. The cut shows what

is usually termed the breaking zone in

a side sheet. We will admit that rigid-

ity of the outer sheet has some bear-

ing on the subject, but that it is not

the only factor is proved by the fact

that the breakage of staybolts imme-
diately above the mud ring, or behind

expansion pads, does not occur as fre-

quently as should obtain, were this the

only cause.

The writer had occasion to examine

many boilers which failed through

various causes during the past eight

years, and during the course of his ex-

aminations made a careful study of the

staybolt feature, noting where possible,

the average length of time the boiler

was in service before the bolts began

to show indications of fractures, also

noting at what particular point of the

bolt the fracture first started; that is,

whether it started from the bottom,

top, front or back.

As there has been quite a forward

stride in boilers since 1900 we will

only speak of those of later construc-

tion, say high pressure boilers built

since 1903.

In examining some of these we
found that the staybolts in the side and

throat sheets invariably began to break

from the bottom; thus showing an up-

ward movement of the firebox, so that

the bolt was in compression on its up-

per side and in tension on its lower

side. This would go far to prove the

case for the advocates of the expansion

theory were it not for another curious

fact noticed : viz., all the belly brace bolts

and belly braces began to break, 'or, in

other zvords, shoived fractures at the top
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or upper side, which would indicate that

either the boiler moved up, or that the

firebox moved down, at this particular

point, either of which effects are mani-

festly impossible.

It was further noticed that although

many of the boilers had been in ser-

vice less than two years, that quite a

number of staybolt renewals had been

found necessary, and in one case noted

where a boiler was cut apart for the

purpose of thorough study and investi-

gation, that although the boiler had

not been in service five years, there

were but few bolts in the entire in-

stallation, with the exception of the

long radials, but what showed the

beginning of a fracture. It is true that

the fracture was slight in many cases,

not extending more than from 1/16 in.

to % in. into the bolt, but others were

found where the fracture extended half

way through. All the bolts were of a

very high grade ductile iron, having a

tensile strength of 50,000 lbs. per sq.

in., and a high per cent, of elongation.

This boiler had been running in what

is termed a good water district, and is

therefore a good example of the aver-

age life of a staybolt under favorable

conditions to-day.

In a series of careful observations

in the West in what is termed, and

really is, a bad water district, it was
found that the average life of stay-

bolts in high pressure boilers, 200 lbs.

and over, was considerably less than

five years, and the question naturally

arose, why? Why should there be a

difference in the life of staybolts in a

good and a bad water territory, espe-

cially when the failure of the bolts was

due solely to breakage, and not to any

pitting, corrosion, or other chemical ac-

tion of the water referred to?

As stated in the beginning of this

paper, the vibratory tests of staybolts

showed that if a bolt was slightly

loose in the outer sheet it would stand

double and triple the number of vibra-

tions that a tight bolt would.

We know that in applying staybolts

we do not depend on the fit of the

bolt to make it steam tight, but pre-

vent leakage by hammering up the

ends. This hammering simply upsets

the outer end of the bolt, that is the

end projecting through the sheet, and

consequently if the bolt was screwed

in loose enough to shake, the hammer-
ing or upseting will simply make it

tight in the outside of the sheet and

leave it loose on the inside, conse-

quently it is free to vibrate in the hole,

without leaking, and without putting

the same vibratory strain on the bolt

that would obtain were the bolt per-

fectly tight in the sheet through its

entire thickness.

It is a known fact that where there

is any slight leak about a boiler or any

joint <>r seam that is not perfectly tight,

any solids held in suspension in the

water will invariably gravitate toward
the leak or opening. In good water
such sediment is soft and easily re-

moved, and therefore the sediment col-

lecting between a loose fitting staybolt

and the sheet offers little resistance to

vibration. In a bad water district, how-
ever, this sediment soon bakes hard

as the iron itself, and therefore a stay-

bolt which was originally slightly loose

in the sheet, soon becomes absolutely

rigid, and all vibratory stresses must
of necessity be absorbed in the bolt

This has been proved to be the logical

reason why staybolts have a seem-

ingly shorter life in bad than in good
water districts, as it was found where
measures were taken to prevent in-

crustation, by participating the solids

in the form of a sludge and removing
this by blowing it out, the life of the

staybolts was materially lengthened.

This brings us back to our subject

matter, "The Care of Boilers," and
what we can do by increased care or

STAYBOLT BREAKAGE ZONE.

change in present methods of caring

for boilers, to prevent, or if not pre-

vent, at least to decrease the breakage

of staybolts.

Careful investigation has show-n that

where the bolt was originally screwed

in straight, without any tension being

applied in the installation, that as the

firebox moves upward it puts the upper

part of the bolt, where it is screwed

into the outside sheet, in compression,

at the same time the under side of

the bolt is in tension. (In speaking of

the upper and under side of the bolt,

we refer in relation to the mud ring.

That side of the bolt toward the mud
ring being termed the under side.) As
the firebox is returnd to its original po-

sition, either through contraction in

cooling, or other causes,, the fiber in

the lower half of the bolt, having been

in a measure distorted even though

but infinitessimally, is now slightly in

compression, and this being repeated

hundreds of times finally produces

what may be termed a crystalization of

the iron, but in the lower half of the

bolt only, and eventually starting a

fracture until at some time when the

boiler is being abnormally forced, re-

sulting in a high degree of expansion

lieets and a high tension

on the staybolt iiigh pres-

sure, complete rupture of the bolt

takes place Thi theory is [.roved by
the fact at all staybolts which are but

partially broken or fractured, show a

short crystalinc fracture where origin-

ally cracked, but if the bolt be now
entirely broken the rest of the area of

the bolt will show a long, fibrous frac-

ture.

The only exception noted of bolts

starting to break from the bottom, was

in cases where the bolt was screwed

into a double thickness in the outer

sheet, or in some rigid corners, in these

instances it was noticed that after the

fracture had extended about half way
through from the bottom, that the bolt

began to show indications of fracture

from the top, a fracture to the depth

of about one-sixteenth to three thirty-

secondths of an inch being noted, ex-

tending all the way round the un-

broken or upper half of the semi-

circumference of the bolt.

Therefore to decrease breakage

where rigid bolts are used, we would
suggest that while the bolt be made a

tight fit in the inner or firebox sheets,

it be left slightly loose in the outer

or wrapper sheet, depending on the up-

setting to make it steam tight. Further,

that in bad water districts, means be

adopted to prevent as far as possible,

incrustation, so as to allow the bolt to

retain a measure of flexibility in the

outer sheet. That boilers be cooled off,

or fires knocked only when absolutely

necessary, and then slowly to prevent

rapid and extreme changes in tem-

perature, and last, when a bolt is found

to be broken, remove it, to prevent an

excessive strain on the neighboring

bolts, thereby shortening their term of

service.

Now a word in regard to a theory

as to one of the causes of staybolt

breakage.

It is hardly reasonable to suppose

that a bolt which will stand from 5,000

to 9,000 vibrations in a vibrating ma-
chine will, if applied to a boiler, break

after but 500 or 600 vibrations, and yet

we must accept this as correct if we
assume that the breakage is due to the

vibrations and tensile strain (which

is correct beyond a doubt) and that

the vibrations are caused by the vari-

ations in temperature, causing an un-

equal expansion and contraction be-

tween the inner and outer sheets.

If this were the correct solution, why
did we not have the same trouble with

broken staybolts years ago that obtain

to-day? We had the same expansion

and generally shorter bolts, conse-

quently the angle of vibration would
have been greater and consequently

more destructive to the iron fibers : each

bolt sustained practically the same ten-
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sile strain per square inch of bolt

area, as, although the pressure was

less the bolts were smaller and
- spaced farther apart. Do not under-

stand me to say that we had no broken

bolts in the olden days, because we had

them, but we did not have as many
in proportion to the number of bolts in

a boiler as we have to-day.

1 There is but one other theory that

we can advance that will explain the

increased breakage of staybolts, and

at the same time explain why the stay-

bolt*; 'begin to break from the bottom,

shewing an upward movement of the

'firebox, while the throat sheet belly

braces break from the top, showing an

upward movement of the belly of the

boiler; and that is, owing to the re-

duced steam space and increased

throttle, dry pipes, and cylinder area,

of the modern engine as compared to

the old time engine, and also owing

to the change in form of the boiler,

especially the wide firebox type, there

is .1 constant pulsation going on in the

boiler when the engine is laboring hard,

causing an upward and downward

movement of the firebox and also an

expansive and contractive movement

of the cylindrical shell.

In order to understand this clearly.

only in fractions of a pound, and that

these fractions of a pound multiplied

by the area of the hrebox, relieve the

compressive strain by just that amount

and the firebox immediately responds

to the momentary relief in pressure

and moves in the direction of least re-

sistance, which is up. The cylindrical

part of the boiler which is in tension,

momentarily contracts in its diameter;

then as the heating surfaces again gen-

erate enough steam to replace the

volume withdrawn the former condi-

tions are restored and the firebox is

again in a state of what may be termed

expansive-compression, while the boiler

is in a state of expansive-tension, the

whole process or action of the boiler

while the engine is laboring hard being

almost similar to a man breathing.

It would naturally follow, therefore,

that an increase in boiler capacity, and

especially in steam space as compared

to cylinder volume, would considerably

lighten our costs of boiler maintenance

and reduce our boiler failures.

The "General."

A handsome colored picture of a very

famous old engine is being issued by the

passenger department of the Nashville,

>3-
tz

&=¥r&sz*'
^tsS^

LOCOMOTIVE ON THE ICE. NOT NOW. BUT SOON.

we know that as the firebox sheets be-

come heated they naturally expand; as

the mud ring prevents any downward

movement the expansion is upward

and endways, in fact the natural ten-

dency of the firebox is to become

larger. As steam is generated, how-

ever, it begins to press in on the fire-

box from all sides, at 200 lbs. per

square inch, you can easily see what an

enormous pressure is' being brought to

bear on the outside of the firebox.

We therefore have the two forces act-

ing one against the other, the heat ex-

panding the firebox, while the steam

pressure is trying to collapse or com-

press it.

It is virtually a battle of the giants.

Is it not reasonable, therefore, to as-

sume that as each cylinder volume of

steam is withdrawn from the boiler

that the pressure is momentarily re-

lieved, not necessarily in pounds, but

Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway. The

picture itself measures about 18 x 12 ins.

and has a border of 3 ins. around that.

It is of the old wood burning locomotive

type, called the "General." It was the war

engine of the Western & Atlantic Rail-

road. During the Civil War the "Gen-

eral" was captured at Big Shanty, now

Kennesaw, Ga., on April 12th, 1862, by the

•'Andrews Raiders." It was recaptured

near Ringgold, Ga., by G. A. Fuller, con-

ductor, and Anthony Murphy, shop fore-

man of the railroad, assisted by Confed-

erate soldiers and others, after an exciting

chase of about ninety miles. The picture

which is well worth framing will be sent

to anyone for ten cents who applies to

Air W. L. Danley, general passenger agent

at Nashville. Tenn. The passenger depart-

ment also give a full description of the

stirring event. The engine is now on

permanent exhibition in the Union Sta-

tion at Chattanooga.

WHEELS MOVING

You can do it. Hot
pins or journals,

groaning cylinders,

hard - working engi-

neer's valves, any and
all lubrication trou-

bles, great or small,

are cured by the

"positive principle"

lubricant, Dix-
on's Flake Graphite.

It provides the
friction surfaces,

which are always

microscopic-
ally rough, with a

smooth, tough coat-

ing that reduces fric-

tion and makes cut-

ting impossible—less

oil is necessary.

Free booklet 69-c has

all the information

;

write for it.
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By

^/Ingus Sinclair, D.E.

livery lime tli.it it has been tn\ privilege

tn cross the \ 1 1 . 1 1 1
1 ic ( >cean I haA e sub-

mitted notes on the voyage to thi n aders

of Railway and Locomotive Engineer-
ing, and the letter., have proved popular

although they have contained little rail-

way reading, so I venture to submit an-

other epistle.

The passengers on a transatlantic

steamer form a small colony in them-

selves that for a few days represent in a

concentrated form a village or town.

When New York and all the United

States were resounding with patriotic

noise on July 4, intending voyagers urn-

collecting on the decks, staterooms and

cabins of the good steamer "Columbia" in

New York, bound for Europe via Scot-

land. The usual stirring incidents of de-

parture were to, be seen. Hurry and hus-

tle prevailed, with friends protracting the

parting agonies. The final hugs and

kisses were exchanged, watered in many
cases by profuse tears. The missing bag-

gage that had caused so much worry was

found or given up in despair, visitors are

chased ashore with difficulty, and then the

big vessel draws slowdy out of the dock

amidst the plaudits of a multitude assem-

bled on neighboring wharves.

What seemed an odd extra marked the

departure of the "Columbia" from the

Hudson River. Two lusty pipers walking

on the deck with martial tread, sent forth

the wailing notes of their noisy instru-

ments as the vessel moved away from

the dock, an incident that might have

taken the minds of beholders away back

into Scottish history when thousands of

Highlanders were embarking for Canada

from every harbor in the north of Scot-

land. They were frequently involuntary

emigrants driven from their native glens

through want and grim starvation that

stalked on the ruin of industry which

marked the close of the wars that gave

Great Britain temporary prosperity at the

beginning of the 19th century.

Then the unwilling voyagers left the

land of their sires under the doleful pipes

screaming "'Lochaber No More," the most

melancholy of tunes; and it was curious

to hear the same tune resounding in New
York Harbor to speed the parting guests

bent in search of health, pleasure and en-

joyment. Probably among the crowd

were prosperous descendents of the High-

landers forced abroad three-quarters of a

century ago,

"Like limbs from their country cast

bleeding and torn."

While on this subject, I cannot help

reflecting upon the change of condition of

modi rn sea
1

the dis-

comforts that pi 1 I a iled ' <' n our grand-

parents wet. irated emi-

grant ship plied between tl ast of

Scotland tin that took many
person, to carve fortune, in the back

wood of Om he, and Ontario. The ship

was a sailing vessel about 500 tons bur-

den and carried abo mind emi-

grants who wen packed 1 nhout

regard to health or dei I he voyage

lasted from forty days to three month-,

forming a period of Inferno never to be

forgotten in the longi

This "Columbia" is a steel vessel built

in 1002, and is reckom d of 8,292 tons bur-

den, with engines of 9,000 horse power

that push her through the water at an

average speed of 165-2 miles an hour,

which takes the ship from Xew York to

Glasgow in 7V2 days. To perform this

work about 170 tons of coal are burned

per day, in six double ended and one

single ended Scotch tubular boilers, pro-

viding 27.370 sq. ft. of heating surface and

869 sq. ft. of grate area. Natural draft

is employed which does not make steam

so rapidly as forced draft. The boiler

pressure carried is 183 lbs. to the square

inch.

There are two sets of triple expansion

engines, which means that the steam en-

ters the high pressure cylinder and on

doing its work there passes in turn to the

intermediate or low pressure cylinders,

thence into the surface condenser where

it is converted into water. Then it is

pumped back into the boiler to perform

the same cycle of force producing opera-

tions. Our locomotive friends who are

accustomed to wrestling with scale and

sheet burning impurities will understand

that the water used in marine boiler- is

always soft, since the condensing keeps

in use the same water from start to finish

of the voyage. There is some loss due to

leakage of glands and tubes which used

to be made up by the admission of sea

water into the boilers. That practice has

now been abandoned and distilled sea

water produced by a vaporator is used

tc make up for leakage li

For many years after steam boats were

introduced, what was known as jet con-

densers were employed in which a spray

of cold water was thrown into the vessel

receiving the exhausted steam to produce

a vacuum. To my young readers I might

explain that the vacuum produced in a

condenser sucks on the exhaust side of

the low pressure piston, increasing the

power about 12 lbs. per sq. in. of the pis-

ton area. As there are two low pressure
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cylinders each 85 ins. diameter in these

engines, the power derived from the

vacuum is considerable.

Jet condensers, in which the water

forming the steam was poured into the

sea at each stroke, were abandoned many
1

years ago in favor of surface condensers,

which condense the exhaust steam by

contact with small tubes kept cold by the

circulation through them of sea water.

That of course permits the feed water to

be used over again indefinitely as de-

scribed.

The principal advantage of using sur-

face condensers was the providing of soft

water for the boilers, which really effect-

ed material saving of heat, for sea water

is a most undesirable liquid for steam

making. It contains all the impurities

that embarrass boiler users that draw

water from land sources and a large ad-

mixture of salt rarely found on land.

When condensed water first came into

use for marine boilers, it was found that

the pure water had a deleterious effect

upon the boiler sheets, causing serious

corrosion that proved dangerous in some

cases. The simple remedy of using salt

water until the evaporation covered the

sheets with a thin covering of scale, was

found to stop corrosion.

The engines in this vessel are what is

known as vertical inverted and there are

two sets of them, one set for each pro-

peller shaft. The cylinders stand in a

line with the piston rods reaching through

the bottom, which in stationery en-

gines and locomotives is called the back

head. The cylinders in these engines are

S'-S. Sl-5, and 85 ins. diameter by 54 ins.

stroke.

Long ago when I first began to go down
to the sea in steamships everything need-

ing power was connected to the main en-

gine, but nowadays the policy is to pro-

vide independent engines for all opera-

tions outside of driving the propellers.

There are two air pumps driven by the

main engines, but all other auxiliaries are

separate, which includes two electric light

engines with dynamos, 4 Weir pumps, 2

circulating pumps, 2 ballast pumps. 2 fire

pumps, 2 fresh water pumps, 2 sanitary

pumps, 2 boiler pumps, and one large re-

frigerating machine. I mention all these

details to show the responsibility of the

engineering department on a modern
steamer.

On some ships that I have crossed on

the refrigerator machine was said to be

very troublesome, but Chief Engineer

Denholm of this vessel says his refrig-

erating plant gives him no trouble, the

only work called for being new packing

for the pumps. It makes much difference

who is in charge, just as it does with

care of railway machinery.

This ship is not of a pretentious char-

acter like the "Mauretania" species, but

she takes her load very comfortably across

the ocean and puts them ashore refreshed

and rested from the trip—a thing the

rushing, exciting, five-day boats fail to

accomplish.

A transatlantic steamer's load forms a

community with as much population as a

large village. There are on board this

ship 215 saloon, 288 second cabin, 402

steerage passengers and 234 of a crew,

making a total of 1,139 souls. The ladies

are decidedly in the majority, the saloon

having 138 women to 67 men, while the

second cabin and the steerage have a

greater proportion of the fair sex. Like

all idlers the passengers on shipboard are

very much occupied with means of amus-

ing themselves and for promoting their

personal comfort in every possible way.

Captains on long voyages exert all their

ingenuity to keep the sailors busy, hence

happy. Work or amusement seems essen-

tial to keep away evil spirits, be it among

mariners or passengers.

There is as much difference in the char-

acteristics of passengers on shipboard as

there are among communities ashore. The

passengers on some steamers seem to go

on board determined to clothe themselves

in thick garments of reserve that act

as non-conductors toward every move

toward sociability on the part of people

not duly presented and provided with

testimonials of their snobility. It is dif-

ferent here. By the time the vessel was

two days at sea all the passengers were

talking together like old acquaintances,

although the theme of conversation gen-

erally was where they came from or

where they were going. It is known to

chemistry that certain elements when

mixed with others excite the affinities

toward combination in a marked degree.

We have here in the presence of David

Cliishnlm of Kingussie-Nevv York a hu-

man element very successful in putting

other human elements into social intimacy.

Mr. Chisholm is president of the Scottish

Gaelic Society of New York and has been

piper to the St. Andrews Society when

the members met for social enjoyment,

and he has the capacity of making friends

at every turn. When he proceeded to

make the people on the "Columbia" ac-

quainted with each other the success of

his efforts was immediate.

It is curious to watch how the tendency

toward friendliness increases as we

descend in the social scale, and a passen-

ger steamer is a good place to note the

phenomena. The people in the second

cabin display manifestations of jollity

that make the saloon people envious, and

the steerage people seem as free from re-

straint as a crowd of school children.

The officers in charge of a passenger

steamer do much to promote or depress

the pleasures of the passengers. Those

in charge of this boat are decidedly pleas-

ant gentlemen. I have been under par-

ticular obligations for favors received
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from Chief Engineei Denholm and Chief

Sti ward U like In my intercom 1 with

the former gentleman I received many in

teresting points concerning current marine

engineering practice and gained the im-

pression that Engineer Denholm was as

well informed on his business as any man

I had ever met

A suggestion has come to me about

ship surgeons. When the British Gov-

ernment first required all ships carrying

emigrants to carry a surgeon, medical

Students with very limited knowledge of

their business used to secure positions as

ships' surgeons. One time an emigrant

ship left Aberdeen and the surgeon was

soon called upon to prescribe for drunken

sailors and seasick emigrants. His child-

hood experience had led the surgeon to

believe that epsom salts was the most

certain remedy for all temporary maladies,

so he dosed sailors and emigrants with

the too laxative salts. The result was

that the ship bad to enter the nearest

port until the effects of the physic wore

off.

I sometimes think that the way medical

men are turned out of some Scottish col-
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leges robs the plough of creditable fol-

lowers and puts boors mixing with re-

fined people.

Writing of amusements, one of the

most popular forms of pastime on ship-

board is eating. The warm devotees of

the dining room are about at 7 A. M. to

fortify their stomachs with a cup of coffee

and a biscuit. At 8 o'clock they are ready

for breakfast, which is a substantial meal.

About 10 130 they drink a cup of bouillon

which keeps them comfortable till noon

when lunch is ready, a meal that would

pass for a good dinner on shore. Between

.5 and 4 the stewards pass tea or coffee

and biscuits, which are relished by the

eaters to put their receptive organs ready

for the bountiful dinner which comes

at 6. Before going to bed they fortify

their stomachs for the silent watches of

the night by partaking of a Welsh rare-

bit or something equally as substantial.

Wry frequently those who have followed

this regime for a week complain of loss

of appetite and assert that, as a health

giver, a sea voyage is not what it is

cracked up to be. But whatever preten-

sions people make of enjoying them-

selves, a new and joyous light comes into

their eyes when land appears.

Interesting Brochure.

I h. Red 111 Construction No.

65, isui '1 b thi Bald 1 in L motive

more than usu-

ally interesting. It is on Mallet articulated

comp id locomotives. It begins with a

instructive paper, reprinted by per-

il, which was read before tb(

gineers' Club of Philadelphia by Mr.

Grafton Greenough in March, last. This

paper traces the evolution of this class of

engine from the earliest of double truck

locomotives, through all its stages up to

the present day. The Fairlie type as

built in Great Britain, is shown, the

Mason-Fairlie built in this country years

ago, and the Fairlie engine built by the

Baldwin Works for the Mexican Central.

These are compared with a Baldwin

double truck engine for the Sinnemahon-

ing Valley Railway and an eight-wheel

Mallet built in Switzerland. The distinc-

tion between the Fairlie and the Mallet

forms are very clearly shown and the

Baldwin design of Mallet for the Great

Northern is illustrated generally and in

detail.

There are also illustrations and descrip-

tions of the various Baldwin Mallet en-

gines built for a number of our leading

railways in recent years. The paper not

only gives the descriptive specifications

of these interesting railway monsters, but

shows a profile of the principal grades on

which they work, but takes up the whole

subject in a comprehensive way. There is

a mass of useful, interesting and instruc-

tive matter contained between the covers

of this little brochure. Not only are

engines built in this country described,

but those of Europe are in evidence, and

a careful reader is more than repaid for

the perusal of this epitome of American

and European practice as relates to ar-

ticulated compounds. There are a num-

ber of excellent line illustrations showing

the details of articulated locomotives.

The formula for finding the tractive effort

of this class of engine is given, and the

McCarroll air operated reversing mechan-

ism is illustrated.

The discussion on Mr. Greenough's

paper is contained in the "Record," con-

sisting practically of an historical paper by-

Mr. S. M. Vauclain. which was illustrated

by sketches on the blackboard, and which

are here reproduced. Record No. 65 can-

not fail to interest the general railroad

man who is seeking information on the

subject of Mallet Compounds and the tech-

nical man, the student and the engineer

will be instructed and delighted. The

Baldwin Locomotive Work? will be happy

to send a copy of this publication to any-

one who sends them a request for one.

A man's worst enemy is his selfish-

ness. It narrows and poisons his ex-

istence, and transforms him into a slave

of himself. Selfishness is a narrow un-

healthy cage where all our being lan-

guishes.

—

Charles Wagner.
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Several Things.

In the correspondence department of

our paper this month there is a very im-

portant letter on the subject of the de-

railment of tenders, which we commend

to the attention of our readers. Those

wh" have had similar experiences or who

can throw any light on the subject are

welcome to make use of our columns for

that purpose.

The discussion of hank firing which has

been brought out by a couple of letters

id the editor, the second one printed this

month, ought to interest firemen, en-

gineers and others in the most efficient

methods of "keeping her hot." The let-

ters are well worth careful reading.

I he care of boilers is a very important

subject, and in this month's issue there is

an article from Mr. F. P. Roesch, of the

Southern Railway, in which he gives our

readers the benefit of his experience, and

his conclusions on the cause of staybolt

breakage. We would be glad to have the

opinion of others who, like our corres-

pondent, have given the subject serious

thought.

Our correspondence columns are open

to the fair expression of opinion and

argument, and while the editor is not re-

sponsible for any but his own views, Rail-

way and Locomotive Engineering aims

to promote the healthy discussion of rail-

road topics and to be the vehicle for

disseminating useful information.

Strong and Efficient.

There is a most interesting and up-to-

date shop situated in the environs of New
York where they turn out an exceedingly

practical machine for pipe threading, pipe

cutting and nipple making. The builders

call this their No. 2A machine, and a

glance at it will soon reveal a number of

chine we may say that the arrangement

of the chuck is such that pipe is gripped

or loosened by the simple movement of a

hand lever, without the necessity of stop-

ping the rotating motion of the gripping

chuck. It will be readily seen that there

is a great saving of time by this improve-

ment. The lever is handy, but is out of

tlic way when not in use. The movement

of the gripping jaws is applied through

a system of sliding blocks and levers,

which gives the required motion to the

chuck jaws to grip any size pipe within

the range, % to 2 ins. It provides suffi-

cient leverage to grip the pipe firmly by

an easy motion of the lever. The opera-

tion of adjusting the jaws to grip the dif-

ferent sizes of pipe is very quickly made.

All the gripping jaws center by one move-

ment. When adjusted to any one size

pipe the rotating motion of chuck need

not be stopped until pipe of a different

diameter is to be held. These jaws are

of tool steel, and can be readily sharpened

by grinding, without drawing the temper.

The cutting-head is arranged with the

die-head on front, sliding in ways, which

allows the die-head to be brought close

to the gripping chuck. By this means

short pieces of pipe can be threaded with-

out the use of a nipple chuck. After the

pipe has ben threaded and has to be

moved for cutting off, the die-head is

pushed to one side, allowing the pipe

ample room to pass through the cutting-

head without passing through the die-

head and without causing injury of the

chasers, by the pipe sliding over them.

The cutting-off arrangement is very com-

plete. There are two tools operated by a

right and left hand-screw, bringing both

tools in contact with the pipe at the same

time. The adjustment of the tools is

quick, accurate and simple. By this ar-

OLD PRINT OF I1ARI

good features which naturally appeal to

the man or to the company who has much
of this kind of work to do.

The machine is a strong and well de-

signed piece of mechanism, and by that

we mean that it will stand a lot of hard

service and will do its work rapidly.

Both these characteristics mean economy
in shop operation. In describing this ma-

OR AND RAILROAD.

rangement a pipe can be cut off in less

than half the time than when one tool is

used.

Two hardened steel V-jaws are used

for steadying the pipe while being cut

off. They are adjusted by a right and

left hand-screw operated by a hand-wheel,

automatically centering the pipe. When
equipped with adjustable expanding die-

TOOL
Die Blocks

Steel Forgings

First Prize awarded at the

Louisiana Purchase Ex-
position, at St. Louis, for

our TOOL STEEL when
placed in competition
with the best makes in

England and Germany.
Writs tar Information aodPrlces.

Specify Mclnnes Tool Steel when
ordering.

McINNES
STEEL CO.

CORRY, PA.
Agenti

6CHR0CK & SQUIRES,
291 Pearl St., New York.

HOY MACHINERY CO.
Minneapolis, Minn.

STANDARD MECHANICAL BOOM

FOR ROAD AND SHOP MEN

DY CHAS. MeSHANE.

TheLocomotiveUptoDate
Price, $2.SO

New York and

Westinghouse Air Brakes

Price, $1.30

One Thousand Pointers for

Machinists and Engineers

Price, SI.SO

All keek* bound In Mac cloth.

AGENTS WANTED everywhere; write for

terms and descriptive circulars. Will be sent

prepaid to any address upon receipt of price.

griffin swiiNTBRS
171 La Salle Street, CHICAGO
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We Supply

LOCOMOTIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

LOCOMOTIVE POST CARDS

LOCOMOTIVE BOOKS

Littt Free

The LOCOMOTIVE PUBLISHING CO. Ltd.,

3 AMEN CORNER,

LONDON, E. C. :: u ENGLAND.

MICA
CABOOSE LAMP CHIMNEYS

Save 50 per cent.

STORRS MKA CO.,

R.R. Dept. Owgo. IN.Y

ICIsnMO

NO MORE BILLS for PACKINQ

No Cutting of Rods
Less Oil. No friction

Guaranteed 3 years. 30 Days' Trial

No Pay unless Satisfactory

Beware of Imitations. Use the Best

Manufactured only by

Holmes Metallic

Packing Company
WUkes-Barre, Pa.
Send for Catalogue K

THE ROBERT W. HUNT & CO.
1 at Inspection, Testa and Consultation.

1137 THC ROOKERY, CHICAGO.
66 Broadway, New York.
Park Building, Pittsburg.

3i_ Norfolk House, London, Eng.
Inspection of Steel Rails, Splice Bars, Railroad

Cars, Wheels, Axles, etc Chemical Lab. ua
TOlY—Analysis of Ores, Iron, Steel, Oils, Water,
etc Physical Laboratory—Test of Metals
Drop and Pulling Test of Couplers, Draw Bars,
etc

Efficiency Tests of Boilers, Engines
and Locomotives.

he,-id, with interchangeable chasers, there

is lnii one die- head with a numbi r oi el

of chasers, all fitting into the head to

take .1 range of % to 2 ins. The dii

is arranged to slide in ways on the fronl

of the cutting-head. It opens by means

of a lever, releasing the pipe al once, when

the required thread lias been cut, without

stopping or reversing thi spindle of the

machine.

B. of L. E. Union Meeting.

A most successful and probably the

I gath< 1 ing of railroad

for many year opi tling of the

1.1I mi 1
1 ing if tl '

,: :

of the Brotherhood oi 1 En

gineers at Ottawa, Canada, on July 21-23.

1 1 i-, lu Mil two a miliar

gathering wa held in thai city, all

OLD TIME WOODEN RAILROAD I1RIDG1 SND TRAIN.

The cone pulley has four speeds, and

with the changes of gearing gives eight

changes of speeds in all ;
practically a

speed for each size pipe l
/i to 2 ins. The

gearing is changed by the movement of a

lever. There are no loose gears ; all

remain on the machine. This gearing is

all machine cut, and runs almost noise-

lessly. An automatic oil pump is pro-

vided to keep a constant flow of oil on

the chasers and cutting-off tool.

When the machine is arranged to hold

nipples, the jaws for gripping the pipe

are removed, and replaced with jaws to

hold nipples. There is a set of jaws for

each size nipple, l/± to 2 ins. They can

be changed from one size to another quite

readily, and they hold to thread either

right or left hand. The threaded end of

the nipple is placed in the jaws while

chuck is revolving. The jaws are so ar-

ranged as to mash in pitch while in mo-
tion. The movement of the lever will

cause the chuck to grip or loosen the nip-

ple while revolving. The machine is al-

together a very carefully designed piece

of mechanism, and as we said before it

will stand a lot of hard usage and do its

work rapidly and well. Write for a cir-

cular on the subject to D. Saunder's Sons,

Yonkers, N. Y., and they will give you

full information of this very efficient

machine.

a convention^ took place there in 1896.

Visitors from all parts of Canada and

the United States were present and en-

joyed themselves to the utmost in the

capital of the Dominion. The committee

of arrangements, upon whose shoulders

fell a heavy share of the work, was com-

posed of Messrs. R. W. Botterell, C.

Henry. P. Ray, J. Casey, A. R. Barr and

Win. Dewar.

No man is so foolish but he may give

another good counsel sometimes, and no

man so wise but he may easily err. if he

takes no other counsel but his own : he

that was taught only by himself had a

fool for a master.

—

Ben Johnson,

Oilstones are obtained from many
parts of the earth, but only in small

quantities. On this account they are

rarely mounted as grindstones, and work-

men generally must content themselves

with flat pieces, five or six inches long,

and to prevent them from being broken,

it is always best that they should be

mounted on or in pieces of hardwood, and

be provided with covers. Their flatness

should be maintained, as they are general-

ly more rapidly worn in the middle than

at the ends. They can be readily ground

on the side of a grindstone, or on a flat

plate by the use of sand and water. The
operation of sharpening a cutting tool on

an oilstone is very simple. It is merely

the formation of two flat facets, inclined

to one another at a certain angle, their

intersection being the cutting edge. Care,

of course, being taken to keep the faces

flat on the stone while rubbing, and in

no case to form a separate facet on tbe

edge, which is a sure method of destroy-

ing the efficiency of the tool. Oilstones

are of a soft and porous quality, but the

silica embedded in them will readily cut

the hardest steeL
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Chemical Fire Extinguisher.

The H. W. Johns-Manville Company,

of 100 William street, New York, have

recently put on the market what they call

the Success Portable Fire Extinguisher.

It is made of extra heavy Lake Superior

cold rolled copper, securely riveted and

reinforced by heavy shoulders of solder,

every one of which is tested to withstand

a pressure of 350 lbs. to the sq. in., this

gives a factor of safety of 4. The

joint where the cover is attached is usual-

the weakest part, but the method of

attaching the dome to the body of the

shell is said to make that joint the strong-

est part in this extinguisher. The large

wheel at the top of the machine is a con-

venience in opening and closing it, at the

same time serving as a base on which to

rest it when reversed, when in use, play-

ing on a fire. The framework, or bottle

holder, containing the supply of sulphuric

acid, is cast brass and virtually inde-

structible. The bottle is of standard size

FIRE EXTINGUISHER.

and style for holding acid. It is obtain-

able anywhere in case of accidental frac-

ture from any cause. The hose, tested

to 400 lbs. to the sq. in., cannot be pulled

off and is only detachable with a wrench,

being joined to the body by a swivel

ground joint. The nozzle is said to be

absolutely non-corrosive.

No mechanical force is needed to put

the apparatus in action ; it is simply turned

bottom up and the resultant mixture of

sulphuric acid in the three gallons of

water charged with bicarbonate of soda

develops instantly force enough to throw

a chemical stream of 50 ft. This chemical

stream acts as a blanket and smothers

fire which water cannot reach. By means
of a lead stopper, fitting loosely, the flow

of sulphuric acid is regulated and just

the correct amount of gas generated at

all times, making explosion impossible,

so the company states. As this extin-

guisher neutralizes the acid before it

leaves the machine, the stream, it is said,

will not injure material with which it may
come in contact. This extinguisher is in-

cluded in the list of approved chemical

extinguishers issued by the National

Board of Fire Underwriters.

Spline Milling Machine

Nearly everyone knows what a spline

is. It is simply a slot, and the spline mill-

ing machine which is a new tool just put

on the market by the Pratt & Whitney

Company, of Hartford, Conn., does slot

milling and is particularly adapted for

cutting slots with closed ends. This has

always been an expensive item and many
designers who would have preferred to

use the slot with closed ends have had to

consider the time and cost involved and

in many cases have had to content them-

selves with another form.

With the spline miller, slots having a

depth of twice the diameter of the cutter

and up to 4-in. centres and from 1/16 to

I in. may be cut, and special fixtures for

cutting circular slots may be had with the

machine. The work-table, which is ad-

justable both in rate and amount of feed,

travels between two cutter spindles which

are adjustable in and out. These cutter

spindles may be used simultaneously or

independently, and are fed into the work

automatically at any rate desired.

A so-called fish-tail cutter, with two,

three or four lips, is used for milling slots,

this form permitting the cutter to be fed

into the work at each end, thus dispensing

with the necessity of drilling a starting

hole for closed end slotting. The tools

or cutters are quite inexpensive to make,

and sizes up to seven-sixteenths-inch cut

are made double ended. The cutters are

ground and held in the cutter spindle by a

draw-in collet. For resharpening the cut-

ters used in the machine, a fish-tail cut-

ter grinding machine is recommended by

the makers.

The Pratt & Whitney Co. have issued a

beautifully illustrated descriptive catalogue

of this spline milling machine and samples

of its works shown give a comprehen-

sive idea of the scope of its work.

General foremen, master mechanics, su-

perintendents of motive power and other

mechanical department men will be great-

ly interested by a look through the pages

of this catalogue, which is sent free on

request to anyone who writes for one.

The American Locomotive Company
have recently received an order for two

compound consolidation, meter gauge lo-

comotives for the American Railroad of

Porto Rico. These engines have high

pressure cylinders 14 in. in diameter, and

low pressure cylinders 20 ins. in diameter.

The stroke in both cases being 20 ins.

The same company have also recently re-

ceived an order for one 3 ft. 6 in. gauge

Mogul Tank Locomotive, 2-6-0, T type,

for the Imperial Taiwan Railway of Japan.

ENAMELED IRON FLUSH OR DRY CLOSETS

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.
116 9. CLINTON ST.. CHICAGO

One Year and
Eleven Months'

SERVICE.
WITHOUT REPACKING, ON

High-Pressure Locomotives

Slyle 30O 1\.

A throttle failure is an absolute

impossibility where Crandall's

Throttle Valve packing is used.

IT WILL MOT BLOW OUT

Crandall Packing Co.
FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICE

PALMYRA. - - NEW YORK
BRANCHES

New York Cleveland

136 Liberty St. 9 So. Water St.

Chicago

52 West Washington St.

DEVELOPMENT
OF THE

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE
By ANGUS SINCLAIR

Sold at the office of Railway and
Locomotive Engineering,

114 Liberty Street - - New York
price, $5.00
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WILLIAM BONNET, M. E.
OF ZURICH

desires to represent in Switzerland, Americanfirms for the sale of Kailway and Locomotive
supplies. Best references given. Address

WILLIAM BONNET, M. E.,

46 Strenlistrassc,

Zurich. Switzerland.

"PERFECTOL"
THE

CAR, LOCOMOTIVE AND

SIGNAL BLADE

CLEANER

AND RENOVATOR

The Modoc Soap Company
228 N. Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

IF
you have ever

had trouble with

Flange Packings,

you have NOT
used our celebrated

DURABLA
H. P. SHEET PACKING

Useful Shop Derrick.

A very useful portable shop derrick,
which is shown in our illustration, has
been devised by Mr. W. Whitingham,
the senior blacksmith of the Milwaukee
shops of the Chicago & North Western
Railway. The derrick or crane is

mounted on a small lorry or truck and
can be conveniently moved about the shop
as circumstances require.

It is used for hoisting steam chests,
main rods, etc., and will hold up con-

The Safety Car Heating and Lighting
Co., of New York, report having r(

received orders for beating equipment
from the Grand Trunk Railway and
Grand Trunk Pacific as follows: 1 private
car in service for the Grand Trunk; 12
coaches built at the railroad shops; 20
coaches built at the railroad shops for
the Grand Trunk Pacific; 6 sleepers built
by Barney & Smith Car Co.; 12 baggage
built by Rhodes, Curry & Co. ; 6 mail
and express built by Canada Car Co.; 6

SHOP DERRICK USED ON THE C. & N. W. RV.

Write us and we will supply

you with a working sample
for test—used exclusively on
theSinger building. Ask them

THE AUSTIN PACKING
AND SUPPLY CO.

109 Liberty Street <ew York Cily

siderable weight for the reason that the
jack on one end of the little car is run un-
der the buffer beam of an engine, tight-
ened up and the little cart and crane can't
move, and there is no slip to the derrick
although it is mounted on wheels. This
outfit is found useful by those who prefer
not to use smoke stack cranes. The der-
rick is provided with suitable chain slings
for taking hold of various articles and
can be made use of in a lot of ways about
railroad repair shops. Our illustration
made from a pen and ink sketch sent to
us by our Agent Mr. Max Schuster, gives
an excellent idea of the labor saving and
handy arrangement.

combination built by Canada Car Co for
the G. T. P.

The Whiting Foundry Equipment Com-
pany, of Harvey, 111., have met with grat-
ifying success in the issue of a neat little

illustrated catalogue of their product.
They tell us that the booklet was origin-
ally prepared for distribution as a souve-
nir at their exhibition booth at the Foun-
drymen's convention, held at Toronto
Canada, on June 8-12, 1908. The demand
has led to a second edition for general
circulation, being got out, covering as it
does practically everything needed by up-
to-date foundrymen in the way of mod-
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Air Brake
Instruction
THE AIR BRAKE ART

has virtually been revolution-

ized during the last five years

and the railroad man who
wants a complete education on

the

Westinghouse, New York and

Dukesmith Air Brake

Systems

at a price and on terms that

will suit any sized pocketbook,

will learn how to get it by

writing at once to

THE DUKESMITH SCHOOL
OF AIR BRAKES

7th Floor, Wabash Building

PITTSBURG, PA.

SPRINC CLEANING
Now Is the Time to Clean Up and to Use

Halt's Cleaner and Polish
For highly finished surfaces. Brings
back ihe lustre. Leaves the surface
hard and free from gum or oil.

Used on Office Furniture; Interior

Woodwork ; Passenger Car Panel
Work ; Car Seats, etc.

Halt's Combination
Rubbing Polish

A Rub and Polish in One.
Fills scratches and dents.

Cleans surfaces exposed to the
weather.

Brightens surfaces deadened by
neglect.

Morhous Manufacturing Co.
Detroit, Mich., U. S. A.

Write for Circular

THE DRAKE &WIERS CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

ASPHALT GAR ROOFING

The Original Torsion-Proof Car Roof

IN USE ON OVER 75,000 CARS !

Has stood the test for 18 years without a
failure. The strongest and most durable Car
Roof known. The ONLY GENUINE ASPHALT
CAS ROOFING ON THE MARKET. Guaran-
teed to last 10 years.

PLASTIC CAR ROOFINGOF SUPERIOR QUALITY

em equipment ; it is sent out as a book

of reference, for the use of those who re-

quire first class foundry equipment. The
catalogue contains many illustrations and

there are descriptions of the Whiting

Cupola and of cupola accessories. Their

charging machine is an interesting device.

The car containing scrap iron, pig, etc.,

is tilted by power at such an angle that

the contents are discharged into the cu-

pola, the car being anchored to the plat-

form for the time being. Their electric

traveler when carrying a lifting magnet

does a lot of heavy work about a foundry

very expeditiously. They also have jib

cranes of every type, ladles, tumblers,

foundry turntables, core oven trucks and,

in fact, anything connected with up-to-

date foundry practice that you may think

of. Write to them for one of their sou-

venir catalogues.

The L. S. Starrett Company of Athol,

Jhh>., write us that they have opened a

warehouse at 36 and 37 Upper Thames
street, London, E. C, England, and will

hereafter carry their fine mechanical tools.

hack saws, steel tapes, etc., in stock at that

place. The London branch will execute

orders, render invoices and receive pay-

ments. The advantages of this arrange-

ment to their British and Continental cus-

tomers they say will be a saving of three

or four weeks in being served. The goods

will be brought freight paid to London;

the bills will be rendered in pounds, shil-

lings and pence, and payments are to be

made in London. The company's cata-

logues, with sterling prices, and discount

sheets, may be obtained at the above ad-

dress. Their London branch is in charge

of Mr. E. P. Barrus.
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Asbury Park Flyer

Our frontice picture this month shows

the Asbury Park Flyer on the Central

Railroad of New Jersey. The liver has

been "snapped" for Railway and Lo

comotive Engineering by our friend Mr.

F. W. Blauvelt of New York. His work

has often appeared in our pages and his

miles, in one minute less than the hour,

and although no stops are booked for

tliis train in the time table there are five

slow-downs which cause the actual run-

ning time to be much faster than the

figures themselves would indicate. The

train consists of six coaches of the latest

style and most up-to-date design. The

10 ft. That is the side resistance to wind

winch such a car would present without

counting the trucks. The exposed side,

11 in the picture of the first three

cars, would ab put equal 219 or just

line,' square feet raon than '

-urface contained in the firebox and tubes

if 1 1 1 1
s eng

ASBURY PARK FLYER CROSSING DEAL LAKE. C. K. K. OF X.

(.Photographed by F. II'. Blaut-elt, New York.)

ability to photograph moving trains is un-

questioned. When the flyer was taken

it was on the stone bordered embankment
which carries the road across the pic-

turesque little stretch of water known as

Deal Lake, near Asbury Park.

This train makes the run from Jersey

City to .\9bury Park, a distance of 50

engine is one of the C. R. R. of N. J. en- The cylinders are 19 x 26 ins. and the

gines built at the Brooks works of thedriving wheels are 69 ins. in diameter.

American Locomotive Company. The en- The engine can exert a tractive effort of

gine is a hard coal burner with wide fire- 24,276 lbs. This is equivalent to the

box. The total heating surface is 2iSy weight it could draw up out of a weli

sq. ft. As an example of the extent of against the force of gravity, with suitably

this area, suppose the coaches hauled by placed single cable and pulley. The en-

this engine to be 73 ft. long and the height gine itself weighs in working order
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161,000 lbs., and out of this 120,000 lbs.

are carried by the driving wheels.

The country traversed by the New York

and Long Branch Railroad, which is one

of the leased lines of the C. R. R. of N. J.,

is one of deversified interest. It attracts

the literary man, the scientist and the

lover of the historic. Atlantic Highlands,

pier is the New Jersey terminus of the

line of magnificent twin-screw steamers

owned by the Central Railroad, and which

ply between New York and the High-

lands, is where the rail route to the

pleasure resorts of the Jersey coast, or

the "shore," as it is commonly named.

Close to the Highlands is the low lying

island called Sandy Hook, which is a

government reservation. On this island

arc the proving grounds where modern

high power ordnance is tested.

On the high bluff of the Highlands

stands the Navesink Light station, a little

to the south of Sandy Hook. This is

probably the most important light on the

whole coast, and many transatlantic trav-

elers look for this light with eager eyes

when returning from a trip abroad.

The station was established in 182S, the

old style of illuminating apparatus, con-

sisting of reflectors, was discontinued in

1841, and the station was then furnished

with lighthouse lenses, such as are in use

to-day, the apparatus being imported from

France. It was the first of its kind in

this country. One of these lenses was of

the first order, and the other of the sec-

focal plane of the light on both towers

being 246 feet above mean high water,

giving a geographical range of 22J4 nau-

tical miles

In 1898 the first-order, fixed-white light

in the south tower was extinguished and

replaced by a second-order bivalve-lens of

Cooper's story of that name. Many of the

scenes and incidents which he describes

are grouped around this charming spot.

Navesink River, the mouth of which is

practically behind Sandy Hook, is good

fishing in the Indian meaning of the word
and is a popular resort.

LIFEBOAT AND CREW, SEA BR

the new lightning light type, using an elec-

tric arc lamp, and giving a white flash

every five seconds, the duration of the

flashes being one-tenth of a second. At

the same time the light in the north tower

was also extinguished, but the lens was

held in reserve for a while. The new
electric light, on account of its brilliancy,

caused much complaint among the resi-

dents of the neighborhood, and in order

to correct this panels 14, 15 and 16 of the

lantern were made opaque. The flash has

been estimated at 90,000,000 candle power

—in fact, the makers of the lens claimed

ELBERON STATU 1

ond order, and they were a great improve-

ment on the old apparatus. Owing to the

delapidated condition of the towers they

were rebuilt in 1862, and are those now
in use. They consist of two brownstone

structures 228 feet apart, S. by E. 34 E.

and S. by VV. 34 W., connected by a

brownstone dwelling. The north tower

is octagonal and south tower square, the

N. C. R. R. OF N. J.

250,000,000 candles. In the first case the

luminous range is estimated at 59 nautical

miles for medium condition of weather on

the ocean, but the elevation of the light

remains as in the past—that is, 246 feet

—

and permits of a geographical range of

22% nautical miles.

Not far from Atlantic Highlands is

Water Witch, made famous in Fennimore

IGHT, ON THE C. R. R. OF N. J.

One of the government life saving sta-

tions is situated at Sea Bright. Our il-

lustration shows the rescue crew with

their life boat prepared to push off into

the surf. The ocean and lake coasts of

the United States are dotted with stations

of the Life-Saving Service, which is under

control of the Treasury Department.

There are in this branch a corps of in-

spectors, superintendents, station keepers

and crews, extending over the entire coast

line, also a board of experts on life-

saving appliances selected from the

Revenue Marine Service, the Army, the

Life-Saving Service and some civilians.

There are about 278 of these life-saving

stations, 200 of which are on the Atlantic

coast, 60 on the Great Lakes and 17 on the

Pacific coast. The work done by the life-

saving service is beyond all praise.

Near Long Branch is the famous boule-

vard along the ocean bluff, the highest

elevation on the Atlantic coast from

Maine to Florida. It is popular with auto-

mobilists and others who love to speed

along a smooth, level road.

One of our illustrations shows the rail-

way station at Elberon. This little town

was where President Garfield was brought

after he had been shot. Franklin Cottage

at Elberon was selected in order to give

the sufferer some respite from the intense

heat at Washington. Elberon was also

where President Grant transferred his

official residence for a time during the hot

weather.

Asbury Park has been called a World

Mecca, a place where the people of a hun-

dred countries foregather in the pursuit

of recreation and health. Asbury Park can

justly claim to be cosmopolitan, neverthe-

less there is a civic unity about the place.

By way of affecting a uniform stand-

ard of decoration, all beach front build-

ings have been painted white, and to per-

fect the system of night illumination

festoons of incandescent bulbs have been

stretched along the boardwalk, and the
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sea-front buildings have been outlined

with electric lamps.

Sea Girt, the next door neighbor of

Spring Lake, is famous less as a shore

resort than as the place where every Mini

mi i a "white city" springs up, and there

ma\ he seen jaunty soldier lads. At Sea

Girt the National Guard of New Jersey

make their annual encampment every

summer, and there, too, is the head

quarters of the International Rillc Asso-

ciation, where the crack shots from all

over the world contest for marksmen's

honors. The annual tournament brings

many guests. From up and down the

coast, and from the inland resorts, people

come to visit the wonderful city of tents.

Memories of Robert Louis Stevenson

make of Briellc something more than a

mere summer resort, for lure the author

once lived for a time, thereby investing

every scene of Glimmer-glass, of old

ocean, of the twisting Manasquan, the

shining white road, even the trees and the

flowers with an atmosphere that the vis-

itors to Brielle would not change for all

the world.

Point Pleasant represents one of those

instances where a place lives up to its

name, and it is said that the real reason

his lust experience. 'This grew to be

quite popular in the early '6o's, when

mining coi pm ations meni ed to

build mills, and scud in their produi I i"

the station, in stages, locked in the strong

SHREWSBURY RIVER, SI \ BRIGHT.

box of the stage. The West was the ob-

jective point for the loafer, and for the

thief, and for the workingman who was

thicvingly inclined. The whole western

country at that time was tilled with

men out of employment, men who had

mill who knew anytime
I

tins

ihipment to the bank.

.-.hat they called the "l He
i t little ingots of gold from the hut-

tens that came from the mill, and he

the only one who knew about the

shipment. There were, however, four

or five diffi rent men who atti

him, bringing the products to him—
gold and silver—into the room ti

occupied—a room about 10x15 ft. sq.

He occupied this room alone, with the

exception of these attendants who
brought the gold to him,

"I made up my mind that this man1

was the one who had planned th<

bcries, if not executed them, because

he knew just when the shipments were

made. Therefore, I l'

my men—his name was Little, but he

was very big—that is usually the way

with names, you know. He stood

about 6 it 1 in h, had long am -

was born in Maine. He was

strong. I sent him up there to work

as one of the attendants.

"I soon discovered that it was

the moulder, but two of the attendants

who had planned and executed these

two robberies, and they were only wait-

LOOKING FROM THE BRIDGE, DOWN THE RIVER AT SEA BRIGHT ON THE C. R. R. OF N. J.

the Long Branch Railroad made Point

Pleasant its terminus was because it was,

metaphorically, tin- last word as to

shore resorts. There is less verdure to

be seen along the shore than at many
of the other resorts, but a short distance

back from the beach there are dense

woods. The beach has a boardwalk, at

either end of which sand dunes, capped by

little bunches of ribbon grass, flutter in

the sea breeze northward to the Inlet, the

Manasquan River rolls out against the

ocean tide, and southward are the dis-

tant towers of Bay Head.

Gold Mill Robbery.

One of the stories which Mr. C. O.

Eanes, chief special agent of the Mis-

souri Pacific, told the St. Louis Rail-

way Club a short time ago. when read-

ing a paper on Train Robberies, is well

worth reproducing. He said: "The
train-robber, or rather the hold-up

man, first started, in this country, in the

extreme West. The stage hold-up was

gone to the west seeking gold and not

finding it, were looking for it in some-
body else's pocket or strong box.

"At first the robberies commenced
with the product of these gold mills.

I remember one experience I had in a

stage coach robbery; there had been

two stage coach robberies out of Mary-
ville, Col., in which the money or gold

belonging to the London Mining Co.

had been taken from the strong box;

ii happened that each of these rob-

beries had occurred at times when this

milling company had sent in about

$5,000 worth of gold to the bank. The
output of gold and silver was generally

sent in U. S. Government wagons, as

the Government was buying the output

of this mine, but occasionally they

shipped some gold to the bank.

"These two robberies had occurred,

when my attention was called to it by

the president of the company, and I

went out there to look into it. I found

that there was one man only in the

ing for another chance, in order to get

what they wanted and get out of the

country. My man, of course, was
taken into the scheme, and I waited

until the proper night came. The in-

formation was given by the moulder
casually, not intentionally, to his as-

sistants that a shipment was to be

made to the bank.

"The three men went about ten

miles from Marysville one night— it

NORWOOD PARK AT LONG BRANCH.

was a moonlight night—and I hap-

pened to be there with the sheriff and
two deputies. We took the passengers

out of the stage coach and let them
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wait until we came back, while we went

out with an empty strong box, of

course, to be robbed.

"The funny part of it was that— I can

hardly explain why, or how it hap-

pened—when we came to the desig-

nated point, we could see these three

men rise out of the sage brush with

the shot-guns which they had and come
towards the stage coach. My man was

slightly in the rear, in the middle. We
were to wait until they held up the

stage coach; my man was to come
.around to one side, and we were to

'fill them full of holes. That was the

plan. My man, however, who had

associated with them, felt that they

ought to be punished differently—that

is, punished by the Government and by

law. Therefore, when they got pretty

near the stage coach, and we could see

them plainly, for they were silhouetted

against the moonlight. There was my
man behind the rest of them, and he

grabbed the two of them by the neck

ind bumped their heads together.

Well, they did not know much of any-

thing until we got them back to Marys-

ville. Those men were sent to the

penitentiary for twenty-five years, at

iiion City.

"Stage robberies continued to occur

Yery fast, until finally they had reached

the Middle West, and train robberies

were the order of the day. Trains

were held up at first by large gangs of

men, men who did not deserve any of

the leniency shown them, because any

train robber is a murderer at heart, and

must be in order to choose train robbery

for his avocation.

"I believe that the advancement of

train robbery was due, at least nine-

tenths of it, to the advertisement that

train robbers got in the newspapers.

When a train was robbed, that L, when
a train robbery was successfully car-

ried out, the whole front page of the

newspapers was covered. But when
train robbers were caught and punished

there was a little item, quite short, in

the middle of the paper, somewhere.

That resulted only in one way, and it was
in the elevation of train robbery to the

place of honor.

"Then, following that, came the yel-

low backed literature that was sold by

newsboys on the trains. Nothing took

so well as a train robbery
—

'Seven

Buckets of Blood, or Diamond Dick
the Train Robber,' that attracted peo-

ple in the trains. Sometimes when it

came to be known that there was little

care taken of the trains, and little done
to stop train robberies, or to prevent

hold-ups, one man managed success-

fully to make a splendid train robbery.

We had one out there on the Frisco,

only one man, and he is a telegraph op-

erator. This man succeeded in hold-

ing up a train. It is true that one

of our St. Louis detectives, when he

looked at that one man, saw seven men,

but it was only one man. As a rule,

however, train robberies were com-
mitted by gangs.

"The Missouri Pacific Co., which I

represent at the present time, has been

unusually free from this class of crime,

and I think that this is due to the posi-

tion taken by the officers of the com-
pany, their willingness to spend money
and to ferret out the criminals, and the

fact that they stand back of the officers

until the criminals are punished."

Practical, Good Sense, Talk.

The address of Mr. Robert Quayle, su-

perintendent of motive power of the Chi-

cago & Northwestern Railway, was a

plain practical talk to practical men, at

the recent convention of the International

Railway General Foremen's Association.

Space does not permit us to give Mr.

Quayle's admirable address in full, which

will be published later on in the proceed-

ings of the association. Among other

things, Mr. Quayle said:

"The first essential toward the success

of a man is for a man to think, and

think clear down through whatever you

have. The man who takes up air brake

mechanism must first begin with the at-

mosphere—the component parts of the at-

mosphere; he must understand what the

pressure of the atmosphere is. He must

see it through the engineer's valve—

•

through the triple valve, and so on ; he

must take a little wire and trace it from

the time it is received into the pump.

He must know what the offices of the

different pieces of mechanism are and

have an intelligent idea so that if anything

goes wrong he knows probably by the

weakness of the different functions of the

air brake where to look for the trouble,

and if he does not locate it there he

knows the next point to go to, where the

second greatest number of failures occur,

and this man is equipped to accomplish

something in a moment's time. So it

ought to be with you and so it ought to

be with me. You are filling positions be-

cause of your alertness—because of your

intelligence and because you have

shown to the man who in position

is your superior—you have shown to

him clearly that you have something

in you that the other fellow did not have

and that quality that is in you he has

discovered, and he says, 'There is the

man we want to promote, because he has

qualifications that will make us a man that

will be efficient, and he has the ability

that will help to raise other men up to a

higher efficiency.' If that be true, you men
as superintendents of shops or general

foremen ought to get about you men of

intelligence—men of such rare qualities

and ability who will see things and be

able to eliminate and cut out all the un-

necessary movements that are being made

and get down to the actual movements

that are necessary to accomplish a certain

thing in a certain time. We should make
every movement count.

"You see a man in your shop take a cer-

tain piece of work and it has to go from

the machine shop to the tin shop and the

man has to travel several hundred feet

and back. What is the matter with us

having a little machine and doing all

that cross-head work right where the

cross-head is being fitted and save all

this going back and forth? These are

things that count. Where you have a

shop, as some of you may have, and have

charge of two or three thousand men,

you can readily see that the movements

of these men amount to a good deal.

Your office is to know that these men
are not making any more movements than

is absolutely necessary. It means labor

to walk back and forth—it means effort

on the part of the men ; whereas, instead

of putting- that effort into useless move-

ments, put it into things that count. If

you have been advanced to a position be-

cause of your intelligence, how much of

that intelligence are you imparting to the

under fellow?

"You have these men about you and you

should ask them why they are doing such

things so and so. If they are turning

off a piston rod, ask them why they do

not grind it. Is it possible that in thirty

years there has been no improvement in

this line? Get these men before you.

Do not drive it into them in a rough

manner, but in an intelligent way, and

they won't feel that you are clubbing

them. A club over your head don't do

you any good and if you have a man
who has to have a club over his head,

get rid of him. When a man feels that

you are driving him, he gets discouraged

and don't care
; you drive away his use-

fulness and his interest, and when his

interest is gone he is no good to himself

or anybody else. Encouragement ought

to be the shop motto. Get every man to

do the best he can and to lift himself

up to the highest within the limits of his

ability.

"I take great pleasure in the thought that

in so far as the motive power is con-

cerned, it is not I but the men who are

associated with me, are working with me
and assisting me in every way possible to

make it a success, and they are helping

themselves. If any of you think that

the superintendent of motive power is

the only fellow, get it out of your heads.

He is only a little factor and they get

him on their shoulders and they pass

him along and keep carrying him along.

It is a continual delight to me. Why
should not I get around these men and

help to lift them up—make them more
iseful to themselves and their fellowmen?

Would I be a man if I did not? If that

is true of the superintendents of motive

power, isn't it true of you? The same
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kind of flesh, the same kind of sentiment,

the same kind of heart power, and the

same kind of everything that goes to

make up a human being is in you and in

me. Let us use it to the very best pos-

sible advantage for the other man, and

when we arc doing that the other man
uses his powers to lift you up."

Tank Engine for the Rahway Valley.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works
have recently delivered to the Rahway
Valley Railroad Company a ' four-

coupled tank locomotive which is

shown in our illustration. This engine

is in passenger service on a short line

having grades of 2 per cent, and 17 deg.

curves. As it was desired to run in

and at the same time curves equally

well when running in cither direction.

All the truck wheels arc of solid rolled

and forged steel, and were supplied by
the Standard Steel Works Company of

I 'hiladelphia.

The main frames are of cast steel,

while the front rails are of wrought
iron, in the form of slabs, and are

bolted to the main frames back of the

rear driving pedestals. A cast steel

filling piece bolted in between the up-

per and lower rails of the main frames,

serves as a combined equalizing beam
fulcrum and brake hanger support. The
guides are of forged steel of the alli-

gator type, and the crosshcads are of

cast steel. The slide valves are bal-

a sloping floor for fuel space. The cab

is roomy and comfortable, and is ar-

ranged with due regard for the con-

venience of the enginemen. This is a

pact and well-designed locomotive,

simple in construction, with all parts

readily accessible, and well adapted to

the service to be performed. Our half-

tone shows the principal features of

the design, while the dimensions are

given in the table which follows:

Valve, Balanced Slide.
Boiler.—-Thickness of sheets, 11/16 in.; working

pressure, 180 lbs radial.

Firebox.— Material, |th, 78 11/16 ins.;

width, 33H ins.; depth, front, 85 ins.;
depth, back, 8354 ins.; thickness of sheets.
sides,

_
5/16 in.; thickni of sheets, back,

5/16 ins.; thickness of sheets, crown, )i in.;

ton kness of sheets, tube, y2 in.

Water Space.—Front, 4 ins.; sides, 3 ins.; back,
3 ins.

2-4-4 TANK ENGINE FOR THE RAHWAY VALLEY
H. F. Dankel, Gen'l Manager.

RAILRO \l'

Baldwin Locomotive Works, Builders.

either direction without turning, the

2-4-4 wheel arrangement was adopted.

The four-wheeled rear truck improves
the riding qualities, and permits the use

of ample fuel and water capacity with-

out placing an excessive amount of

weight on the rear wheels.

The cylinders are 17 x 24 simple and
the driving wheels are 56 ins. in dia-

meter and with a steam pressure of 1S0

lbs. The engine can exert a maximum
tractive force of 18,950 lbs. The two-

wheeled leading truck of this locomo-
tive is equalized with the driving-

wheels by two equalizing beams, placed

one on each side of the center line, and
fulcrumed under the cylinder saddle.

The front truck is thus virtually side-

bearing. The rear truck is center-bear-

ing, and is of the usual type, with cast

steel swing bolster and wrought iron

frame and pedestals. The locomotive is

thus supported like a three-legged stool,

anced and are driven by a simple form
of Stephenson link motion, having the

eccentrics placed on the second driving

axle.

The boiler is straight top type, with

a deep firebox arranged for soft coal

burning. The box is placed between
the rear frames and is supported by ex-

pansion bearers. A brick arch is pro-

vided and it is supported on studs. The
boiler shell is 64 ins. in diameter, and

the heating surface is liberal for a

locomotive of this class. There are

223 steel tubes in the boiler each 11 ft.

7 ins. long, 2 ins. in diameter, and these

provide 1,343 sq. ft. of heating surface.

The firebox contributes 152 sq. ft.,

making a total heating surface of 1,495

sq. ft. The grate area is 1S.2 sq. ft. and

this gives a proportion of 1 sq. ft. of

grate area to every 82 sq. ft. of heating

surface.

The tank has a water bottom with

Tubes.—Wire gauge, No. 12.

Driving Wheels.—Diameter, outside, 56 ins.

;

journals, 8xS^2 ins.

Engine Truck Wheels.—Diameter, front, 30 ins.

;

journals, '5x8 ins.; diameter, back, 30 ins.;
journals, ^ : xio ins.

Wheel Base.—Thriving, 7 ft.; total engine, 31 ft.

4 ins.

Weight.—On driving wheels, estimated, 70,000
lbs.; total engine, estimated, 136,000 lbs.

Tender.—Tank capacity, 2,500 gals.; fuel capac-
ity. 3 tons.

Service.—Passenger.

The Car Ferry, owned by the Grand
Trunk Railway and running between

Coburg and Charlotte, was built by the

Canadian Ship Building Company of

Toronto, Ont. In the August, issue of

Railway and Locomotive Engineering

the Poison Iron Works was incorrectly

mentioned as the builders.

I knew a wise man who had it for a by-

word when he saw men hasten to a con-

clusion : "Stay a little, that we may make
an end the sooner."

—

Bacon.
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New Canadian Mail Cars.

The car department of the Grand Trunk

Railway System recently turned out and

have put into service between Montreal

and Toronto, two fine new mail cars.

They are 60 ft. long inside measurement,

Emergency Thimble.

What is called an emergency thim-

ble for locomotive and other boiler

flues has been devised and patented re-

cently by Mr. Max Toltz, of the Su-

perheating and Engineering Company.

be rolled or expanded just inside the

flue sheet. By rolling it into the flue,

and thereby expanding the flue as well,

the joint between the flue and flue-sheet

(in the inside is sealed.

To facilitate the withdrawal of the

NEW GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY .MAIL SERVICE CAR.

equipped with improved single mantle gas

lamps made by the Safety Car Heating

and Lighting Co., of New York. This

inverted single mantle lamp is used in con-

junction with the standard Pintsch light-

ing equipment and is very popular in

the Dominion, there being quite a num-

ber of them used on the railways in Can-

ada.

The Grand Trunk mail cars are, of

course, supplied with all modern fittings.

The interior arrangements are in accord

with the plans furnished to the govern-

ment by the railway company. The body

of the cars are painted in the Grand Trunk
standard color and bear the Canadian

coat-of-arms on both sides as required by

the Railway Mail Service. The cars are

set up on two six-wheel trucks with 38-

in. steel tired wheels. The cars have

Westinghouse quick-action air brakes and

I UERGENCY THIMBLE FOR FLUES.

air signal, automatic coupler buffing de-

straight steam heating, etc. Our
illustration shows the exterior of one of

these cars. They are of the non-vestibule

or no platform type and in the Grand
Trunk service they will always be in the

forward part of the train. They were

built at the Point St. Charles Shops of the

railway.

The object of his invention is to pro-

vide a thimble which may be readily in-

serted into, or withdrawn from, the end

of the flue, when leakage is caused or

threatened by reason of the burning

away of the exposed parts. The thim-

ble covers the exposed end of a flue

and so seals the joint on the inside of

the flue sheet.

Our illustration represents the flue

sheet of a tubular boiler, with a flue

secured in place in the usual way. In

ordinary practice the projecting end of

the flue which is rolled over on the

outside of the flue-sheet forms a head,

while just inside the flue-sheet, the flue

when expanded, forms an annular de-

pression which seals the joint between

the flue and flue-sheet on the inside.

The "emergency" consists of a short

piece of tube made to fit snugly into

the flue and externally tapered towards

its inner end, to facilitate insertion into

the flue and for removal therefrom.

Near to, but not quite at its outer end,

it is formed with a rearwardly cupped

circular flange large enough to extend

beyond the bead and touch the outside

of the flue-sheet, thereby covering the

exposed end of the flue and protecting

it and the adjacent portion of the flue-

sheet. To enable the thimble to be

driven into the flue without injury to

the bead, the tubular portion of the

thimble is extended beyond the flange

so as to form a projection in line with

the tube and upon this projection the

hammer blows are received.

The thimble is preferably a drop

forging of steel or malleable iron so

that when driven into the flue, it may

thimble from the flue, the thimble is

made with laterally projecting lugs,

one at each side. By driving a wedge-

shaped tool between the flue and the

lugs, the thimble can be forced out of

EMERGENCY THIMBLE IN PLACE.

the flue. By the use of the emergency
thimble, when injury takes place, or

leakage is threatened at the joint be-

tween the flue and flue-sheet, it may be

stopped or patched up as it were, with-

out removing or replacing the flue, un-

til such time as regular repairs can be

made. The idea in the emergency thimble

is to stop a leak and yet keep the

boiler-tube in service for the time

being. It is, of course, not designed to be

a permanent fixture, but is useful for what

it is intended, an emergency.
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General Correspondence

Bank Firing of Locomotives.

Editor:

Down here in the South they tell a

story of an old darkey who was sent

to jail for a minor offense and was
advised by his friends to employ an

attorney to defend him. The lawyer

visited his client in jail and the follow-

ing conversation ensued.

"Well, Uncle Mose, what are you in

here for? What did you do this time?"

"Nothin", boss, 'clare to goodness,

boss, I ain' done nothin' at all."

"Why, Uncle Mose, you certainly

must have done something, they can-

not put you in jail for nothing."

"Cain't, hey, cain't put me in jail fo'

nothin'?"

"Why no, certainly not."

"Well, boss, dah may be, I doan'

wan'ah 'spute yo' all, but I'se shore

here."

Quoting from the article on "Bank
Fireing" by Mr. Roberts in the August
number of Railway and Locomotive En-
gineering, "bank firing gives results

in every way inferior to the level

firing; it necessitates the use of more
fuel, causes the emission of more
smoke, and does not maintain the

steam pressure as constant as the level

fire."

To paraphrase his remarks. You can-

not maintain a steady pressure, you
cannot prevent the emission of black

smoke, and you burn more coal in the

bank than with the level method of

fireing.

I can only say with the Southern

darkey: "Well, boss, dah may be, I

doan wan'ah 'spute yo' all, but we shore

does it."

Mr. Roberts article is good. It shows
considerable thought and study, and

no doubt, there is no question but

what he is exactly right as applied to

the type of locomotive he comes in

contact with, and to the particular

circumstances under which they op-

erate. We must not forget, however,

that firing methods, like front end

standards, are subject to change to

suit local conditions, and likewise, we
can not advance a purely local success

as a standard for universal adoption.

Bank firing is practiced very success-

fully in this section, but only on en-

gines whose grates have a decided

downward slope from the fire door to

the flue sheet. The level method has

frequently been tried with this style of

grate, but at this end of about fifty

miles, involuntarily, resolved itself into

the bank method, as the natural ai 1 ion

of the draft aided by the vibrati 1

the engine had such a tendency to

draw tlu- coal forward, that the lire

soon became excessively heavy at tin-

flue sheet. It was then neci ary to

if we simply substitute for

hi
1 Ificiency, and

"not" in the second sentence;

bank firing when correctly practiced

idi al 1 ondil for 1

steam certainly prevail, providing al-

that the grat> ticient

Ijb^i *
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is necessary to begin with a glowing

incandescent bed of fire upon which

the bank is built, and thereafter care

must be exercised to see that the glow-

ing heat under the bank is maintained.

This has the effect of slowly distilling

from the green coal the volatile gases,

which in their passage over the bright

fire ahead are at once heated to the

combining temperature and converted

into CO: instead of passing off as

smoke.

All exponents of economical, and of

course comparatively smokeless firing

advocate maintaining one half of the

fire bright always, by applying the

fresh charges of coal to alternate sides,

leaving the bright side of the fire to

consume the gases distilled from each

fresh charge. In bank firing this con-

dition always obtains, with the added

advantage that fully three fourths of

the fire is kept bright, and no part is

ever materially lowered in temperature

even momentarily, by the fresh charge

of coal, as must obtain with the level

system of fireing.

"Consistency, thou art a jewel." Mr.

Roberts declaims against restricting the

grate area with a bank fire in one

sentence and in the next advocates

with equal fervency the bricking up

of the grate. He also claims in one
hi. nee the carbon mon-oxide distilled

from the bank at the rear of the fire-

box, will not have time to be converted

into CO ; , between the bank and the

flue sheet, i. e. in the full length of the

firebox, on account of short flame-

way. In the name of Dr. Sinclair who
has forgotten as much about com-
bustion in a locomotive firebox as half

of us ever knew, what course should

these gases pursue to obtain greater

tl ame way?
The point in regard to the separation

of the air entering the firebox into

three distinct strata will not be ac-

cepted by the advocates of bank firing

until further proof is furnished. "We
are all from Missouri." And why a

column of air flowing into a firebox

by the induced action of the draft

should take a course contrary to all

natural laws, simply because it meets

with a bank of coal partially restrict-

ing its entrance, will also require eluci-

dation. The burden of proof rests with

the opposition as the advocate of

bank firing, Mr. Donaldson, in Rail-

way axp Locomotive Engineering in

June, first made the assertion that this

air was sprayed and mixed with the

gases. Mr. Roberts simply denies this.

If it does not, why don't it? We also

offer strong objections to bank firing

being classed as of the "hit or miss

method." Bank firing correctly

practiced requires equally as much
judgment as the level system, and is

not performed any old way.

In conclusion, we must take espe-

cially strong exception to the conclud-

ing paragraphs in Mr. Roberts' article,

relative to coersive measures being

necessary to induce firemen to strive

for high efficiency. According to the

experience of the writer, dating back

several years and extending over the

major portion of the U. S., this charge

is absolutely and entirely wrong.

Further, the writer will venture the as-

sertion that in no other calling, either

in railway or any other service, can

there be shown as high a percentage

of the total number employed, who are

striving with equal fidelity to improve

themselves in general knowledge relat-

ing to their avocation, many of them

striving under the most adverse con-

ditions and trying circumstances, yet

they go ahead undiscouraged until by

trial and observation they learn to mix

VIEW FROM CAB OF BALDWIN- ENGINE
Ml. 1. SAX FAI VEL \ ATI.IXl ()

RAILROAD.

brain with CO L in the process of com-
bustion and so lighten their labors.

Bank firing is one of these results,

and if upon fair trial it is found to

lighten the labors of the fireman, with-

out a corresponding loss in fuel and

locomotive efficiency, it certainly

should receive the endorsement of the

motive power officials. What the fire-

man needs is help and encouragement,

and if this be rendered fully and freely,

coersion will be found unnecessary.

F. P. Roesch.

Spencer, N. C.

Bank Fireing vs. Level Firing.

Editor:

Having read with interest the articles

in your June and August numbers of

Railway and Locomotive Engineering

regarding the burning of bituminous

coal in locomotives, I would say both

parties have expressed their views in

a very able manner.

I must confess, however, after hav-

ing had considerable experience in

burning difficult grades of bituminous

coal in both narrow and wide fire-

boxes, I have been very forcibly con-

vinced that the object in designing the

wide firebox was other than a re-

ceptacle for the storage of coal. While
I do not claim this bank firing cannot

be successfully carried out under cer-

tain conditions, but speaking from an

economical standpoint the level or

spreading system is superior for the

following reasons

:

First, that it permits of higher as

well as a more uniform temperature

being carried at all times, which is the

ideal purpose for which this wide fire-

box was designed.

Second, that it permits of a more
perfect mixture of the oxygen of the

air with the fuel gases, thereby ensuring

their more perfect burning.

Third, that it permits of the firing

being done with the scoop and doing

away with the necessity of using other

firing tools, such as hooks and others,

which is one of the most wasteful

habits practiced at the present time in

different localities.

Fourth, that it permits of the fire be-

ing kept cleaner at all times and under

all conditions.

It has been demonstrated that in or-

der to properly burn these gases as

they are liberated or roasted out of the

coal the firebox temperature must not

be lower than 1,800 degs. The exact

temperature is not so important for a

fireman to know as the effect of a low

temperature.

Now, if air is admitted in large

stream as would be the case where

this bank is in rear end and light for-

ward thus keeping the temperature be-

low 1,800 degs. and possibly about 900

degs. at which the gases pass from the

fresh coal or bank, the most valuable

heat producing elements in the coal

are roasted out and are lost owing to

their not having sufficient time to com-
bine with the oxygen of the air in

passing over this fraction of exposed

firebox surface to burn and produce

heat. If, however, the coal had been

evenly spread over the fire so as to

make the supply of air containing the

oxygen come as evenly through all

parts of the fire, it would be burning

fiercely all over the surface and thus

would be producing a greater amount
of heat and therefore causing the ex-

pansion and contraction to be more
uniform, which is a very important

factor in guarding against choking

flues, broken bolts and cracked sheets,

as this temperature would be heating

the air and gases to a higher tempera-

ture at the instant they passed above

the fire to where the gases were ready

to be consumed so that a more perfect

combustion would have taken place.

Here is where the brick arch assists in
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the economy of fuel, for it not only-

retards the flow of air and gases to-

ward the flues, but it assists in more
intimately mixing them, while they are

held in a higher temperature by the

glowing fire on one side and the hot

arch on the other. The flues can in a

lesser degree mix the air and gases,

but over in the flues the temperature

is reduced below the igniting point, as

the water surrounding these flues has a

temperature of about 380 degs. when
carrying 180 lbs. boiler pressure, there-

fore the cooling takes place the in-

stant they enter the flues. The tem-

perature in the centre of the firebox

properly drafted and properly fired, is

usually about 2,000 degs. W'c can pre-

sume that the temperature of the brick

arch in company with the air that has

come thijpugh the grates and fire there

is a better chance for the oxygen of

the heated air to combine with all the

gases and produce a full amount of

heat, thus more perfect combustion is

accomplished.

Peter Deneef,

Instructor of firemen. E. & C Div.

Pennsylvania Railroad.

Elmira.

For Metitorious Service.

Editor

:

We have had for some years in opera

tion on this road the Brown System of

Discipline, originating, as you know, with

Mr. George Brown of the Fall Brook

Railroad, which provides for a debit and

credit record of practically all transpor-

tation employees on the line. I have

thought for some time that good results

could be obtained and a spirit of emula-

tion cultivated by some sort of recogni-

tion for good service performed, and for

this reason we inaugurated the system of

issuing passes to employees for meritori-

ous service, with a view of extending

same later on when the details could be

worked out.

In the issuance of passes that have

been sent out we took into consideration

the length of time the employee had been

i"> service, those who had clear record for

the past year and who had also received

commendation for unusual interest mani-

fested in the company's welfare in one

way or another. The pass issued was a

System pass, good for the employee and

his wife, and stamped on the face "For

Meritorious Service." The classes of em-

ployees included were conductors, en-

gineers and station agents.

E. E. Calvin,

Vice President and Gen. Mgr.

Southern Pacific Co.

San Francisco, Cal.

engineer who at some time h.

driven to cuss words by having In oil

can plug up at the tin, • it was most
needed. This little device is a piece of

3/16 in. tubing reduced to % in. at the

straight end and inserted in the spout of

an ordinary oil can reaching at least one
inch below the point of the spout, thus

forming a pocket, as shown by dotted

lines in the sketch, that will catch all for-

eign matter that otherwise would plug

up the taper spout. A anything that will

3/i6"0UTLET

/e"lNLrIT

NOX-CLOGGIXG OIL CAN.

enter the Vs in. inlet is bound to come
out, it is always ready for business.

E. A. Kelsev.

Santa Cruz, Cal.

Non-Clogging Oil Can
Editor

:

I am sending a rough sketch of my
"Profanity Preventative." Where is the

Strength of Beams.

Editor:

The design of many parts of a loco-

motive is founded on the principles

governing the strength of beams. The
subject of beams is a rather extensive

one and some of the formulas appear

pretty formidable until the underlying

principles are known. Beams can be

divided into three general classes. Sim-
ple b< upon twi pports, one
near each end. A crown bar is a sim-

ple beam. A beam may have both ends
fixed, as a crosshead guide. A canti-

lever has one end fixed and the other

end free, as a crank pin, or the middle
supported and both ends free, as the

•'Piilizing bar for the driver springs

The load on a beam may be equally

distributed or there may be one or more
concentrated loads. When the beam
itself is heavy the weight should be con-
sidered as a uniform li

A simple experiment will show the

action which takes place in a timber
or metal beam when under load. Take
an ordinary ink eraser, or, better yet, a

piece of rubber of the same shape, but
rather open and porous, support it with
a pencil under each end and press

down on the middle. The pores in the

upper part close up, those in the lower
part become larger, and in the middle
they neither open nor close. Place the

piece of rubber with the pencil under
the middle and press down the ends.

This time the beam is a cantilever and
the lower fibers close while the upper
fibers open.

This experiment illustrates several

terms which apply to beams. The pen-

cils are the supports, your finger is a

concentrated load, the part of the beam
where the pores close is the compres-
sion member, as the fibers are in com-
pression ; that part where they open is

the tension member, as the fibers are

in tension, and the line through the mid-
dle is the neutral axis. This neutral

effect extends through the beam and
forms what is called the neutral sur-

face. The neutral axis is any line in

this surface.

It is usual to consider the axis which
passes through the cross section of the

beam, and in determining the effect of

a load this neutral axis is what might

be termed the starting point. The
strain on any portion of the cross sec-

tion depends upon its distance from this

line, thus, a fiber 4 ins. from the line

bears twice as much strain as one 2

ins. away, and the outermost fiber bears

the greatest strain of all. The distance

of this outermost fiber depends upon
the shape of the cross section, for the

neutral axis always pas-es through its

center of gravity. If a thin section of

the beam were balanced on a knife edge,

the edge would correspond with the

neutral axis. For regular shapes, as

the square, rectangle, circle, I-beam,

etc.. the axis coincides with the center

of the section. In other shapes it de-

pends on the disposition of the metal.

Thus, if a channel-iron has the web
vertical the axis will cross the web at

the middle, but if the web is horizontal

the axis will pass through the flanges,
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but near the web instead of through

the middle of the section.

A beam usually fails by bending and

breaking, but if it is very short or the

load is close to the support, it may fail

by shearing. The strength of a beam
deepnds not only upon the amount of

metal in the section, but also upon its

arrangement with respect to the neutral

axis. The tension member should be

strong enough to resist flexure, or bend-

ing, and the compression member, if the

beam consists of thin webs, should resist

not only crushing, but also buckling side-

ways.

The engineering hand-books give

tables of beam sections and different

methods of loading, with the formulas

for the section modulus, bending mo-
ment, maximum deflection, etc. In do-

signing a beam the distance between

the points of support, the load and

the shape of the beam having been de-

termined, the object is to find the size

resistance of the metal in the beam.

This opposing force is called the re-

sisting moment and is usually denoted

by the formula S -, in which S is the
c

ultimate strength of flexure of the

metal and c is the distance from the

neutral axis to the outermost fiber of

the beam. I, called the moment of in-

ertia, is obtained as follows (I give here

the formula for the benefit of those

who desire to work out an example, but

the theory of the subject is practically

contained in the foregoing remarks) :

Considering a cross section of the

beam, suppose the surface to be divided

into a large number of minute rectan-

gles, like the tiles in a fireplace. These

minute tiles might be considered as the

ends of the fibers. The stress on any

tile is equal to the area of the tile mul-

tiplied by the stress per square inch,

Mnd the force tending to rotate this tile

around the neutral axis, that is, to bend

EIGHT-WHEEL FAST PASSENGER ENGINE OF i860.

of section which will safely carry the

load. The maximum bending moment
can be determined from the method of

loading, and from this the size of sec-

tion can be calculated.

The bending moment may be called

a measure of the force tending to ro-

tate or bend the beam around the point

of support. Its value depends on the

weight of the load and its distance from

the point of support. The maximum
bending moment is given in the engi-

neering tables for the usual methods of

loading, but it can be found for any

method by means of a diagram. Many
of the beam problems can be worked

out by means of diagrams, but I shall

not discuss the method in this article.

As the maximum bending moment is

the force tending to bend the beam, a

little consideration will show that the

proper size of the beam can be found

when the bending moment is known.

If the beam is to resist bending there

must be an opposing force at least equal

to the bending force, and it is evident

that this opposing force is due to the

the beam, is equal to the stress on the

tile multiplied by the distance of the

tile from the neutral axis. Suppose the

beam to be 5 ins. from the neutral

axis to the outermost fiber, and the

maximum fiber stress to be 1,000 lbs.

per sq. in. We will also suppose, for

the sake of illustration, that the area

of a tile is .1 of a sq. in. The stress,

therefore, on the outermost tile is 1,000

x .1 lbs. The stress on a tile 1 in. from

the neutral axis is one-fifth of this, or

yi X 1,000 X -i, and on a tile 3 ins. from

1,000 X -i

the axis, X 3-

5

The force tending to rotate this tile,

or the turning moment about the axis,

is the quantity just given multiplied by

3, the distance from the neutral axis,

1.000 X 1

or (- - X 3) X 3; it may be

1,000 X .1
,

reduced to - - X 3 I" the
5

same way for a tile 2 ins. from the axis

1,000 X 1 . ,

the moment would be X 2 ,

etc. Let r* be the average of the square

of the several distances, 2 ins., 3 ins.,

etc., and n represent the number of

t ., „, , 2' + 3
2 + etc.

tiles. Then r = —
n

or 2' + 3
J + etc. = nr3

. But m, the

total moment, which is the sum of

the moments for all the tiles, equals

1,000 X I

1,000

(2
3 + 3' + etc.). Therefore

X .inr*. Now .in equals the

area of one tile multiplied by the num-
ber of tiles, that is, the total area of

the section, or A. The moment, m =
1,000

- X Ar3
. The factor, Ar", is called

5

the moment of inertia and is denoted

by I. The exact calculation of I is

rather complicated, but its yalue for

the usual section is given in the beam

tables.

I I .

In the formula S , the part— is

c c

called the section modulus. S should

be divided by a suitable factor of safety,

S I
f, so the formula becomes-

f c

I

I have

already shown that M = S — , or, with
c

S I

a factor of safety, , therefore
f c

I M f—=—-— . The value of this is already
c S
supposed to be known, and the dimen-

sions of the beam can be so calculated

from the tables, where I is given in

terms of the height and width, that

the value of —shall not be greater than
c

M f

the value already found for . Some-

times the value of — is given directly
c

for different sizes of beams, and in that

case a suitable size can be selected

from the table.

Sidney C. Carpenter.

Plainvillc, Conn.

At the Franco-British Exhibition the

"Invicta," the first locomotive that ran on

the Canterbury and Whitstable Railway

on its opening on May 3, 1830, is attract-

ing much attention. It was designed by

George Stephenson and built by Robert

Stephenson & Co., Newcastle. It has cyl-

inders 10 in. by 18 in., wheels 4 ft. diam.,

boiler barrel 3 ft. 4 in. by 8 ft., working

pressure 40 lbs. per sq. in., wheel base 4

ft. 7 in. The boiler contains 25 tubes 3 in.

diam. The weight is between 5 and 6

tons. The "Invicta" stands beside one of

the largest locomotives of the South-

Eastern and Chatham Railway, a 4-4-0

express passenger engine weighing 91

tons, 55 ft. in length, coupled wheels 6 ft.

6 in. diam., boiler pressure 180 lbs.
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Miniature Railway.

Editor:

I enclose a couple of photographs

which I thought might be of interest 1
1

•

readers of your magazine if you should

find space to insert them.

No. 1 is a picture of a little narrow

gauge pleasure train in East Lake Park,

Los Angeles, Cal. The locomotive is

complete in every respect with the ex-

ception of brakes; the engineer control

ling the train with the reverse lever.

No. 2 shows the train returning over

the trestle.

West Oakland, ( al E Mi Burney.

Old Brooks Locomotives.

Editor:

I have been enjoying nailing your

valuable magazine for several years

and, although 1 have taken many
others, I have never found any to com-

pare with Railway and Locomotive En-

gineering.

I send you two photos, one of them

shows an old American type engine of

the "Pennsylvania Lines" hauling a

passenger train out of the Union Sta-

BIG FOUR 0-6-0 BUILT AT BROOKS
WORKS.

tion in this city. If I am not mistaken,

I think that it is still running on the

"L. & V." division of Vandalia Line.

The other photo, shows one of the

"Big Four's" 0-6-0 type locomotives

{"98" class) with a "Lake Shore" box

car.

These locomotives were built at the

Brooks Locomotive Works, and they

are serviceable machines.

If you see fit to publish these photos

it will be appreciated by me.

Indiana folis, In,

I

C. W. G.

A model of a new high-speed electric

railway is being exhibited in London, Eng-

land. The cars run on a single rail. There

1 also a guide rail above the car, so that

derailment would be impossible unless a

breakage occurred. The centre of gravity

is kept low by building the motors in the

wheels. Great economy is claimed for the

system. The proposed speed is 50 miles

an hour. Mr. Kearney the inventor ex-

pects that the North-West London Tube
Ci mpany will adopt his system.

Thirty Days for Flirting.

1 ditor: While it is true that a railroad

man will receive a large number of

"knocks" in a lifetime spent on the road,

11 is also true thai if he will keep hi 1 -

MIXATURK TRAIN IN LAST LAKE PARK,
I
i>s ANGELES, < AL.

and cars open, and lock for it, he will

aNo see and hear many funny anecdoti -.

Several years ago I was employed on

• -lie of the large roads in the East as fire-

man. I was on a pusher engine with an

engineer named Thompson. Thomp 1 n

was a good man on an engine, and a good

man to work with, but a perfect dude in

dress and manners. If he could throw a

girl a kiss, and she would smile back at

him', Thompson was in heaven.

One bright sunny day I was with

Tompson on our engine going cast, and as

we approached Willisburg I saw three

ladies walking down the track toward

Libertyville. Thompson could not see

them, as they were on my side and the

train we were pushing hid them from his

view. But knowing his weakness and en-

ji ying his monkey actions I let him know
about the ladies on the track. He imme-

diately took possession of my seat box,

and as the engine passed the ladies

Thompson was throwing them kisses with

one hand and doffing his cap with the

other. The ladies, seeing the kisses com-

ing their way, commenced to laugh, and

as our engine ran by them and they were

hid by the tank, Thompson climbed out

"It for thirty day. It turned out that two
>.f the ladies were the wife and daughter

of thi upi 1 inti ndi nt.

After thai, \\li. n the i;. tch his eye,

him a kiss, but we always

had the front end of an engine or a box

car to dodge behind.

A few months after Thompson got his

lay-off I was firing for an engine

li freight by the name of Duke.

I Juke was a fine engineer and a

partner to work with, and whil

looking Eel nd a littl ioul his

appi nance, he was not a dud'

alwaj r a joke.

One Sunday morning we were

west, and had liken the siding to let a

passenger train go past. As soon as we
stepped 1 11 the siding Duke got down to

oil around. In a few moments I heard

someone talking down on the ground be-

ide the engim I got my head out of the

cab window in time to hear the following

li tween Duke and a farmer:

"Be youns the injinecr?" asked the

CROSSING A MINIATURE LAKE.

en top of the coal and kept bowing and

throwing kisses until the ladies were hid

by a curve in the track.

A few days after that there came an

crder to the roundhouse to lay Thompson

OLD BROOKS P. R. R. ENGINE PULLING
PASSENGER.

farmer. I could -see Duke's chest swell

out as he answered. "Yes, I am the en-

gineer."

"Be youns the man what starts and

stops the cars?" was the next question.

Duke's chest came out a couple of

inches farther as he answered

:

'Acs. I am the man that starts and stops

the cars. When I say go. they go. and

when I say stop, they st

The hayseed stepped back a couple of

yards, and after looking at Duke a half

minute remarked. "Well, it don't take

much of a man for a injineer, do it?"

This was too much for me. I let a

at of me that the "Con" heard back

in the "dog house," and the front "shack"

came back from the switch to see what

was the matter. Duke shook his fist at

me, but the farmer never smiled. The

joke was too good to keep, and in a

short time all the boys on the division

were smiling.

I fired for Duke several months after
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that, and whenever I saw that lie was
getting the best of me I would remark,

"Well, it don't take much of a man for

an engineer, do it?" That would always

land him. Frank Phelps.

Fort Bayard, N. M.

Air Pump Piston Rod.

Editor:

The weak point on all of our Westing-

house air pumps in the J^-in. shoulder on

the piston rod. This shoulder works in

the piston head, which invariably loosens

it, thus causing many engine failures.

I would suggest making the following

improvement: Counterbore the piston

head to 2 ins. diameter and 3/16 in. deep.

Put a 2-in. steel washer 3/16 in. thick in

Hanges is so very great that a loose tire

cannot be made to retain its position

for any length of time if it has to de-

pend on the points of two or three

small bolts set at considerable distances

from each other.

A temporary tightening can be made
without removing the wheels if any
means can be procured for heating the

tire. In the absence of a gas or other

regular tire-heater pieces of old rims or

even bent pieces of rails may be heated

and laid around the loose tire in such

a way as to expand the tire sufficiently

so that pieces of Russia iron cut into

suitable strips may be inserted between

the tire and rim of the wheel center.

It will be necessary to lift the wheel

from the rail. This can be readily ac-

PROPOSED PISTON FASTENING.

counterbore. This will make the piston

rod shoulder tight against the washer.

There would then be no possibility of the

shoulder working in, and piston head
working loose. Attached please find pho-

tograph of sketch showing same.

Henry Ott,

Foreman of Air Brake Dept.

Lehigh Valley.

Sayre, Pa.

Loose Tires.

Editor :

Among the many troubles that beset
the modern locomotive there are few
that are more annoying than loose tires.

They occur more frequently in summer
as the heated rails tend to expand the

rims of the wheels with which they
come in contact more than the spokes
of the wheels, which are to some extent
kept cool by their larger exposure to

the currents of air. When the tire

slackens at a distance from the shop
it is unsafe to proceed except at a very
moderate pace, even if the wheels are

furnished with bolts projecting through
the whe.el casting and set in a recess in

the rim. The friction against the wheel

complished by jacking the axle and
blocking between the binder and driv-

ing box. The operation will be facil-

itated by keeping the wheel as cool as

possible and heating the pieces to be
applied to the rim as hot as possible.

It may be necessary to loosen the main
and connecting rods, but the operation
has been successfully accomplished
without disturbing the rods. It is ad-

visable to have as many pieces of

heated metal as can be applied to the

tire at once so that the rim may be
equally heated.

It is good practice in such operations
to loosen the springs. A pair of screw
jacks under the front and back of the

locomotive will readily hold it in posi-

tion. Any operation that involves the

application of extra pressure to an in-

dividual spring is not good practice, the

tendency being to over-reach its re-

siliency and thus sow the seeds of some
future trouble. It is hardly necessary

to add that the rapid cooling of the

heated tire after the strips have been
inserted is an important feature in the

tightening of the tire, the slower that

the cooling process occurs, the more
likely is the tire to stretch sufficiently

to bring on another attack of loose tire

at an early date. R. B. A.

New York.

stitute in London he showed the large

amount of energy expended in the pro-

duction of a small amount of light. The
following figures show how inefficient the

various lighting devices now employed

are from a scientific point of view

:

Candle—Percentage of light, 2; non-

luminous energy, 98. Oil—Percentage of

light, 2; non-luminous energy, 98. Coal

gas—Percentage of light, 2; non-lumin-

ous energy, 98. Incandescent lamp

—

Percentage of light, 3; non-luminous en-

ergy, 97. Arc lamp—Percentage of light,

10; non-luml is energy, 90. Magnesium
lamp—Percentage of light, 15; non-lumi-

ous energy, 98. Incandescent lamp

—

tage of light, 99; non-luminous energy, I.

New German Signals.

Several recent railway accidents in Ger-

many have been traced to the failure of

engine drivers to see signals, and this

circumstance has caused the Prussian

railway administration to adopt a new
signal apparatus. The feature of the new
system lies in the warning given the en-

gine driver that he is approaching a sig-

nal about no yards before the signal

itself is actually reached. This is accom-

plished by the use of an electric cab

signal system which arouses the driver's

attention by ringing a bell and exposing

a white slide directly before his eyes in

the cab. With his attention thus stimu-

lated the driver will have no excuse for

running by a signal in a fog.

—

Railway
Magazine.

Milling Done on Lathe.

Editor:

The enclosed photograph shows a forty-

inch gear wheel having the teeth cut in a

lathe. The milling cutter was revolved

Energy Consumed for Light

In a lecture delivered by Sir James
Dewar on "Flame" before the Royal In-

GEAR WHEEL MILLED ON LATHE.

between the centers of the lathe and the

wheel was worked back and forward over

the cutter by the cross-feed.

W. J. McLean, Master Mechanic,

Bellingham Bay & British Columbia Rd.

Bellingham, Wash.
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General Foremen's Association.

TOPIC NO. 7.—THE QUICK DISPATCHING OF

ENGINES AT TERMINALS AND HOW TO

HANDLE MOST ECONOMICALLY.

The question of quick dispatching of

engines at terminals is a very live subject,

and a very important factor toward suc-

cessful railroading.

The management of the various rail-

roads of to-day want all the power pos-

sible to be in continuous service, earning

dollars and cents, instead of lying idle in

the round-house at the various division

points. The question is : How shall this

be accomplished in the shortest given

time?

There are several important features

that must play a part in this, viz.: Ad-

vance information, harmony, efficiency,

promptness, aggressiveness and well

planned and arranged conveniences.

Advance information: The round-house

foreman should keep in close touch with

the train dispatcher, as to what engines

are coming in, and what time they are

expected. The round-house foreman

should also be advised in advance of the

nature of repairs that might be needed

upon the arrival of the engine, provided

the repairs be other than ordinary run-

ning repairs. This will enable him to get

a line up of the material needed and dis-

tributed to the various departments, and

have it advanced as much as circumstances

will permit.

Engineers should lose no time upon ar-

rival in examining their engines, and

make their report, reporting only such

work as is necessary, thus enabling the

round-house foreman to get his work-slips

lined up by the time the engine reaches

the house. The engine inspector should

be alive to the situation, and can be of

valuable assistance to his foreman by get-

ting his inspection done immediately when

the engine arrives. He should be on the

lookout for engines coming in, so that no

delay will be caused by his inattention to

business.

Perfect harmony should exist at all

times between the train dispatcher, round-

house foreman and the heads of the vari-

ous departments ; all friction should be

eliminated, and each one should be loyal

enough to work for, and advance the best

interest of, the company employing him.

An efficient organization is quite an im-

portant factor in the quick dispatching of

engines, and should be able to cope with

the situation at any and all times. The

round-house foreman should have an as-

sistant outside, having charge of the dis-

patchers, clinker-pit force, table men and

common help around the house. With a

live man in this position some wonderful

results can be accomplished. He should

relieve the foreman of the supervision of

dispatching engines and other outside

work, thus enabling him to keep in close

touch with the force doing the repair

work.

The outside assistant should be notified

as to what engines arc wanted first, such

engines as are wanted in specified stalls,

engines wanted in without coal, sand or

water; also be furnished with a list of

engines due for wash-out each day, and

if he be a live man he will immediately

notify the round-house foreman every

time an engine due for wash-out comes

in, and find out if he should put her in

the wash-out stall or not. Telephones

should be used wherever practicable, as

many steps and much time will be saved

by their use.

The foreman and his assistant should

keep in close touch at all times ; in fact,

the foreman should give his assistant a

general line-up from time to time as con-

ditions change.

Engines from the time of arrival to

the time of leaving should receive prompt

attention from all concerned, working on

the "Do It Now" principle, and not put-

ting off till to-morrow what can be done

to-day.

There should be sufficient force of men

to accomplish the desired results, and here

is where the outside assistant can get in

his work by seeing that engines are not

kept waiting to be dispatched.

Upon the arrival of an engine at the

terminal she should immediately be taken

in charge by the dispatcher, who should

see to it that the boilers are filled with

water, provided there is no boiler work

to be done or flues caulked. He should

examine the fire-boxes while the fire is

bright, and if everything is all right he

should consult with the assistant as to

whether the fire should be knocked out

or simply cleaned. If no boiler work is to

be done the fire should be properly cleaned,

thus saving contraction of the flues, also

saving time and fuel.

Now, as to the conveniences, these

should be so well planned and arranged

that there should be no reverse movements

of an engine. There should be at least

two or more tracks leading from the turn-

table so that the outgoing engines will

not interfere with the incoming engines.

The turn-table should be operated by air

or electricity, as the operation of the table

by hand is old-fashioned and antiquated.

Modern clinker pits should be used and

conveniently located, the sand towers and

water tanks should be so located that the

engine will be advancing with each opera-

tion.

The round house should be well lighted

and ventilated, as men will work to better

advantage. It would also be a good plan

in large and busy round houses to divide

the force so as to work the full twenty-

four hours, thereby taking care of the

running repairs promptly and avoid hold-

ing the engines over. Engines that need

more than is commonly known as running

repairs, however, should be held over for

the day force, when the round house is

backed by the ma< htm hop, bla-

nd boihr shop, this work being

more cheaply in the day time than at

ihis plan of taking care of engines

during the entire twenty-four hours a

Lines can be had for

the prompt movement of traffic.

All round houses should have a few

machine tools, so that if it is necessary to

drill a hole, turn up a bolt, or any small

job, it will not be necessary to start up

the entire machine shop; or if this is not

practicable a few tools should be grouped

in the machine shop and run with a line

shaft, connected with an independent mo-
tor. This should be so arranged that the

motor should be used only at night, the

shaft being driven from the main shaft

during the

When engines arc- held in for other than

light repairs, and after being re-examined

by the inspector, the round-house fore-

man should look over his work reports

;

work which requires the assistance of the

machine shop or other departments should

be removed and taken to the respective

departments at the earliest possible mo-
ment so as to give them a chance to get

their work done without delay to the

round-house force, thus working hand in

hand with each other. The foreman of

each department that has work to do

should be notified of the time the engine

is expected to leave the house, so that they

may be gc veined accordingly, always giv-

ing running repairs the preference.

Wherever it is practicable separate stalls

should be used for washing-out purposes

as it does not interfere with the rest of

the round-house force while engines are

being washed out. These stalls should

have good drainage.

A hot-water plant is a very necessary

adjunct to a round house, as by the use

"t" hot water for washing-out purposes the

1>< ilers are not subjected to such severe

trains due to expansion and contraction

hen washing out with cold water.

The hot water could be used for filling

up the boilers after they are washed out,

so that an engine can be gotten into serv-

ice in the shortest time possible.

Harmonious co-operation between the

mechanical and operating departments,

especially during periods of congestion, or

when power is in great demand, will facil-

itate matters greatly, and be a great fac-

tor in accelerating the movements of en-

gines at terminals.

An aggressive progression policy should

be adopted by each and every one. each

man putting it up to the next one to see

that no delay is caused through his negli-

gence. William Hall,

C. & X W. Railway.

Escanaba. Mich.

This paper, read at the General Fore-

men's Association Convention in Chicago,

was crowded out of our August issue.
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Correctives in LinR Motion Design

The Shifting link motion was one of

the best steam distributing devices ever

d, but like everything else in the

mechanical world it is not perfect. There

are one or two interesting modifications,

or one may say correctives which are

often introduced into link motion design

and which when intelligently done pro-

duce very satisfactory results.

One of these "correctives" consists in

"By "Roger AtKjnson

controls when in full back gear. When
notched up, the valve is under control of

both, and either one dominates according

as the link block is above or below the

center. Their effects are of course equal

in mid-gear. In this position the half

travel is equal to the sum of the lap and

mid-gear lead, which is greater than full

gear lead. This can be shown on the

diagram, Fig. 2, thus :—Assume lap to be

-
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can be made generally by placing the

saddle from 1 in. to 2 l/i ins. above the

center of the link as well as back of the

center. This has the advantage that it

decreases the slip in forward gear where

the motion is mostly in service, but adds

to the slip in back gear where the wear

is not so detrimental. This is another

instance where sacrificing something of

the accuracy of the back gear adds to the

efficiency of the forward.

A Continuous Unloader.

The Continuous Unloader here shown

is a device, by means of which, cars may
be unloaded continuously, and with small

delay. It was designed to take the place

of trestles in the construction of high

embankments, and was recently given a

practical test on two of the largest fills

011 the Western Pacific Railroad at Alta-

comotivi to lie unloader, where they arc

picked up by the cable and hauled around.

Three or four yard, side dumping cars.

36 in. gauge, are used. The cars are un-

leaded while in motion, one man, with a

dumping stick, dumps tbem as fast as they

come. Two men knock the chains loose,

and two men pull them back and chain

up. One engineer and two block men

FIGS. 4 5. AND 6 SLIP OF LINK BLO< K.

There are other points in valve motion

design which are necessary to be care-

fully adjusted in order to obtain equal

cut-off and exhaust at all points, for in-

stance the position of the top of the lift-

ing link when in mid-gear should be

somewhat forward of the center of rocker

shaft ; and where the link radius is very

short, the curve of the location of top

lifting pin has an appreciable effect.

CON! I M i)i UNLOADER u:

The Great Western Railway of Eng-

land have put in service several locomo-

tives, the largest in use in England.

Measuring 71 feet 2 inches in length, in-

mont, Cal., and has proved satisfactory.

The work being well done, in less time,

and for less money than by the older

methods in use for this class of work.

The danger from the use of high tempo-

rary trestles is eliminated by this method.

The Unloader consists of a circular

track, resting on radials, and partially

supported by rods, suspended from a

\ 1111 \\ ES I EKN PACIFIC.

complete the force required to operate

tlie unloader.

While the cars are going around the

circle, the engine switches from the de-

livery track to the receiving track and

is then ready for the empties. The empty

cars having been delivered to the engine.

the ball on the cable is pulled back and

is ready for another train. On this work,

trains of cars were handled faster than

a 65-ton steam shovel, side cutting, in

good material, could load them. It can

easily handle all the material loaded by

two steam shovels. The time consumed

in moving the machine forward is about

go minutes, and this work is usually done

during a meal hour, so as not to delay

the steam shovel. One fill on which this

unloader was used, was 125 ft. high and

750 ft. long. The other was 114 ft. high

anil 1,200 ft. long. The unloader is

1 eadily taken apart, and can be shipped

on any ordinary flat car.

CLOSE VIEW OF THE CONTINUOUS UNLOADER.

eluding tender, and weighing in all 143

tons, they fairly measure to the average

American freight engine. The working

pressure is 225 lbs. per square inch, with

four cylinders 15 inches by 26 inches. The
engines are of the 4-6-0 type, the boiler

being of the extended wagon-top variety,

and is fitted with a superheater of special

design, as also is the Belpaire firebox. The
four cylinders are of the single expansion

type.

mast, in the center of the structure. The

entire frame rests on rollers, under which

are short stringers, an 1 is m ved ahead,

by its own power, ten or fifteen feet at a

time, as the work progresses. On the

unloader is a double drum hoisting en-

gine, which operates a cable that leads

round the circular track, between the

rails, and is held in place by cast rollers.

A train of six, eight, or ten loaded in-

dustrial railway cars are pushed by a lo-

The H. W. Johns-Manville Company,
of New York, have issued a little folder

on how to preserve gauge glasses. The
gauge glass preserver is a specially de-

1 washer which not only makes a

tight joint, but the rubber lips of the

gauge glass preserver, coming between

the glass and metal parts of the gauge

cock, allow for the difference in expan-

sion and contraction and thus prevent the

glass from breaking.

The Gilbert Gauge Glass Preserver, as

il is called, is made of the highest grade

rubber stock for the sake of durability.

It is said not to harden and is thus suit-

able for hot water or steam.
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A Possible Alternative.

At the present time there is a certain

amount of business depression through-

out the country, though the skys are cer-

t; inly clearing and railroads are expected

b. many to make some move to help the

situation. Transportation companies are

vast collectors of money but they are also

vast spenders. They use an enormous

am. mnt of all sorts of manufactured prod-

ucts. One may say it with truth that a

railroad buys for its own use manufac-

tured articles from a needle to an anchor.

The prosperity of our railroad goes hand

in hand with the prosperity of the coun-

try. In fact as President Winchell of the

Rock Island recently said to the Traffic

Club of Chicago: "The prosperity or the

failure, the woe or the weal of the trans-

portation companies is written in the

books of the commercial houses of this

country, and I think perhaps that is true

to a greater extent than the commercial

people have ever realized."

This is practically admitted by every-

one who has given even superficial atten-

tion to the situation and there have up to

the present been only two alternatives

presented as a solution of the problem.

These alternatives are either a general re-

duction of employees' wages or an in-

crease in freight rates. Railroad men are

naturally opposed to any wage reduction

and the manufacturers are against an in-

of rates. The object sought in

each case is the same, viz. : that railroad

companies may have more money at their

disposal, to spend.

The situation is grave but it is not

without hope, because things have with-

out doubt taken a turn for the better, and

there is one partial solution of the problem

which is not contained in either of the

alternatives which have been put forward.

It: fact it may be possible to see the re-

turn of normal conditions without either

an increase of rates or a decrease of pay.

This may be done by the legitimate reduc-

tion of operating expenses, not by laying

off men or paying them less for their

services, but by the co-operation of the

whole railroad staff in an earnest and

systematic effort to practice economy in

the true meaning of that word. Not an

oil famine here or a spasmodic attempt

to pinch there, while wasteful practices

are unchecked yonder.

There are a great many things which

railroad employees themselves can do,

without experiencing any hardship in the

performance of their duties, and which

being cumulative in their effects are

powerful in the production of results. It

has been truly said that one swallow does

not make a summer and one conscientious

fireman cannot save his road, but think of

the bulk result in dollars and cents if every

fireman all over the United States, Canada

and Mexico were able to put a stop to the

waste of coal caused by steam blowing

off at the pops for the entire month of

September.

We remember when the depression of

1003-4 overspread the country, hearing of

a certain master mechanic who made an

effort to save coal by giving greater at-

tention to the washing out of boilers. His

object was to render the heating surface

of his boilers more effective by frequently

removing heat resisting scale on flues and

sheets. We do not say that these par-

ticular instances alone will bring back

prosperity to railroads or to the country

at large, but we instance them as indicat-

ing the line of thought and action which

if put in practice could not but help.

Another possibility in the same direc-

tion lies in the hands of the mechanical

engineer and the shop foreman, and that

is the fair cost reduction of articles pro-

duced in the shop, not by cutting prices

but by the careful designing of castings,

forgings, etc., so that their manufacture

shall be comparatively easy and by the

adoption of such methods as will tend

toward increased output. These objects

have already been pursued with marvelous

results, and the fact that attention is

called to them is no reflection on the ex-

cellent work that has been accomplished

in this direction, but rather because it is

known that even a rapidly advancing

army may find it necessary, in the pres-

ence of peculiarly pressing circumstances,

to reach a certain point by a forced

march. Such extra exertion is but the

exhibtion of the reserve force always

to be found in a well organized and dis-

ciplined army, and only such an army can

so respond in an emergency.

Railroad men in this country are a well

trained, intelligent and efficient body of

men, who understand their business and

appreciate the quality of their acts. The
excellence of the work done by engineers

on many of our leading roads in the mat-

ter of safe railroad operation as evinced

by the records of the so-called surprise

checking system in the matter of signal

observance is proof, if any were needed,

of the ability and willingness of the men
of all ranks to co-operate fully and loyally

in maintaining a high standard of effi-

ciency. The same spirit applied to the

even further economical operation of our

railways now in what we may call the last

days of the commercial depression, can

only have the most beneficial effect. In the

tug-of-war now on, let every employee

in whatever department he may be, take a

fresh foot hold, a firm grip on the rope,

and throw his full weight of muscle and
brain into the game and pull the now
weakened hard times squarely and de-

finitely over the line.

Electrically-Driven Lathes

The rapid adoption of electricity as a

motive power in lathe work is a gratifying

sign of the spirit of progress which is

one of the best characteristics of the age

in which we live. The mechanical world

has happily outgrown the absurd notion

that it was wise to let well enough alone.

It is not necessary to make invidious

comparisons between the steam engine

and the electric motor. It is for the in-

telligent engineer to discern where either

or both are best suited for the work to

be done. It does not require much ab-

struse calculation to know that the steam

^engine set in some remote corner loses

much of its power when its force is con-

veyed through extended lines of shafting

or run through far-reaching ropes, or

through a bewildering maze of belts.

With regard to the application of elec-

tricity as a motive power, as is well

known, there are three general methods

of electric transmission. There are, the

direct current system, the alternating-

current system, and the motor-dynamo or

re-generating system. The selection of

these systems is naturally governed by the

conditions surrounding the work to be

accomplished. In regard to lathes and

other machines the electric motor of the

alternating-current type is acknowledged

to have several advantages, especially in

automatically adjusting itself to give con-

stant speed as different loads are placed

on it. On the other hand the variable

speed motors are generally applicable

where they are always under the im-

mediate control of an operator, as on

street cars.
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In the matter of speed variations in

lathes and other machines with spindles

having a velocity of 24 to I, the variation

can readily be obtained with four runs of
gears and a speed variation in the motor
of 3 to 1. The speed control of motors
is usually arranged in one of three ways.
Either by altering the total amount of

magnetism in the iieldcoils of the motor,

•or by changing the armature voltage, or

by the number of poles and the armature
connections.

Every calculation in regard to the im-

portant item of cost that we have seen

all point in favor of the electrically-driven

lathe. Besides reducing the cost of power,

the increase of output cuts down the cost

of labor. In many cases the product is

improved and there is every indication

that at no distant date not only every

lathe but every metal-working machine
will be equipped with its own or group-

driven electric power.

To Reduce Smoke.
In an effort to secure still greater econ-

omy in the use of coal, and, at the same
time, to reduce the smoke nuisance, the

Pennsylvania Railroad has instituted a

special campaign of education among its

engineers and firemen. A general order

has just been sent out all over the lines

east of Pittsburgh to the effect that "smoke
means waste and must be avoided."

The company has five assistant road

foremen of engines at work in and near

Pittsburgh instructing firemen with a view,

especially, to reducing the quantity of

smoke emitted by engines. Now it is the

purpose of the railroad to reduce the

smoke not only in places where the smoke
itself is particularly objectionable, but

all over the system, in order to secure

more economy in the use of coal.

What even a small economy in the use

of fuel will mean to the Pennsylvania

Railroad, in addition to the reduction of

smoke, is seen in the fact that on the

Pennsylvania Railroad proper, it required

last year approximately 10 lbs. of coal

—

just about one large shovel full—to gen-

erate the steam necessary to haul one
freight car one mile. The safety valve

of an engine, if left open a minute, will

lose an equal amount of steam. The
Pennsylvania Railroad last year hauled

1,248,449,300 freight cars one mile, and its

coal bill was about $10,000,000. There-
fore, the saving of even one per cent., by

more efficient handling of coal, will re-

sult in a saving to the company of $100.-

000 annually.

In this general order the company has

gone into the very elementals of locomo-
tive firing, in the attempt to impress anew
upon the men the importance of attention

to the most minute details. Coal no larg-

er than three inches thick may be used

;

tenders must not be overloaded so that

coal is dropped along the track
;
grates

and ash pans must be kept in repair.

Scrapers.

The marked improvement s in plan

ing and milling mai I and their

general use in all kind, ..1 metal work
has diminished the importance

si rapei in 1 In- list of machinist's tools.

Its use is also not nearly

on valve seats and cylinder heads and
other work as it formerly was in spite

of these curtailments it is, however, in-

dispensable in line titling and its

proper construction and use merit at-

tention.

The scraper should be forged from

a piece of flat steel about one inch

wide by one-eighth thick, and it is good
practice to slightly upset or thicken

the tool towards the point. This form

has the advantage of furnishing two
cutting edges if the tool is properly

ground. If only one cutting edge is

desired the tool may be drawn out thin-

ner towards the point and ground with

the face slightly bevelled. It will be

noted that the working edges of the

tool will cut much more readily when
the angle is slightly under ninety de-

grees. The face should also be rounded

lengthwise to prevent the corners from

digging into the work. It is also note-

worthy that a broad, straight cutting

edge has the undesirable quality of

producing a wavy surface, whereas a

slightly rounded cutting face will work

smoothly and precisely if properly

tempered and sharpened. The temper-

ing should be as hard as the steel will

permit, and as the cutting edge should

be of the finest it is necessary to finish

the edge of the tool on an oil stone.

Even the best of steel scrapers will re-

quire frequent applications of the oil

stone.

In cases where the planing machine

work may not be of the best a form

of scraper that is very effective may
be made by turning down the cutting

end of the tool. The cutting edge

should be ground with a slight clear-

ance making the cutting angle consider-

ably less than ninety degrees. A
scraper of this kind will remove much
material in a short time but it is un-

suitable for finishing. The best

mechanics usually have a number of

scrapers adapted to the various kinds

of work passing through their hands.

Very necessary among them are round-

nosed and concave scrapers suitable for

work on joints of steam pipe rings, etc.

A three cornered scraper, generally

made from a three cornered file is very

useful in scraping bearings or other

circular work. In using the scraper on

flat surfaces it is well to change the

direction in wdiich it is used occa-

sionally as its constant operation from
one point is apt to induce irregularities

en the surface of the metal.

The scraper properly used is a useful tool.

High Speed Tool Steel.

what are economical

limil ntting tools ha

very 1 iated during the past few

'.aid Mr. I.. R. Pomeroy, at a re-

meeting of the Central Railway Club.

t in the subject was aroused by a

de nstration made at the last Paris cx-

, prepared

by the Taylor-White process, were shown
10 1m capable of cutting thick spirai shav-

ings from a mild steel forging at a speed

1 them to come off at a blue

heat, while the point of cutting-tool itself

was visibly red-hot. The interest in the

subject was increased rather than dimin-

ished when it was discovered that the

properties of the Taylor-Win;

pended mainly on heat treatment. It fol-

lowed from the discovery that while the

cutting qualities of air-hardening steel

were seriously injured if it was heated

up to a maximum temperatun , between

1,350 and 1,725 degs. F., and then allowed

to cool, they were greatly improved by

beating beyond this point up to about

2,000 degs. F., in fact to the point at which

the steel begins to crumble if touched, be-

fore the steel was allowed to cool.

Continuing, Mr. Pomeroy said that in

repetition work, forgings can be done

closely to size, and only fine cuts need

be taken. In general work, however,

lathes, which can take heavy roughing

cuts are necessary, for it is cheaper to

forge only approximately to size, and af-

terwards remove the excess material in

the lathe, when a small number of pieces

of any one kind are required. The amount

which may nowadays be economically left

on the forging is greater than it was, be-

cause it is less costly to produce a ton

of shavings with high speed steel than

with low; not because the work required

to machine off the ton is any less, but

because the "on" cost charge is smaller.

The vertical pressure exerted on the

point of a tool of ordinary shape is 100

tons a sq. in. for soft steel, and about

80 tons for cast iron. These figures ap-

pear not to vary much with either the area

of the cut or its shape, and to be independ-

ent of the speed. The cutting force is

the same whether carbon or high-speed

steel is used, and, the standard cut having

been assumed the same for both, the pow-

er required depends only on the speed of

cutting.

High-speed steel has increased the speed

about threefold for the heavy and moder-

ate cuts, and about fivefold to sevenfold

for light cuts. The power required is

therefore from threefold to sevenfold as

great for high as for low speed steel.

Heavy cuts are more economical than

light, if both are taken at their appro-

priate speeds, because the high-speed steel

will cut a greater weight per unit of time,

without damage; and also because the

gross power is less per unit of weight

machined.
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Perhaps one of the most useful of all

applications of high-speed steel has been

the manufacture of twist drills from it.

In former days many attempts were made

to produce twist drills from the ordinary

self-hardening steel with usually but in-

different success. Now, however, drills

of high-speed steel are to be found in

most shops, and high-speed drill trials

have been made very severe. For the

purpose of trial a number of drills were

taken from stock, so that the results

would be representative of the capacity

of drills usually manufactured. The re-

sults show beyond any possible doubt that

under ordinary conditions, and in suitably-

designed machines, it is practically impos-

sible to break these drills.

Doubts have arisen at times as to

whether high-speed steel would take fin-

ishing cuts. In the early stages of its

manufacture, such contentions were some-

what justifiable, but the early difficulties

have now been largely overcome.

Mr. Pomeroy said he wished it to be

understood that he did not state that rap-

id-cutting steel will produce a high fin-

ish under all conditions, for with certain

metals a special carbon alloy steel, suit-

able for hardening in water, will give

greater satisfaction ; but, on the other

hand, there are very many operations

where high-speed steel will produce the

desired finish, and by reason of greater

endurance continue to work for very

much longer periods than water-hardening

steels, and in such cases there can be no

doubt of its advantage for this work.

Book Notices

First Aid on the Pennsylvania.

For some time past Pennsylvania

Railroad employees have been carefully

instructed in the art of rendering first

aid to the injured.

There has been a large attendance at

the lectures on the subject which has

shown the interest taken in it by the

men. At a lecture in Verona 646 em-
ployees were present, at the 28th street

station in Pittsburgh 317 employees at-

tended at one time, while at various

other meetings held the number ex-

ceeded 150. About 12 lectures are given

each month.

Instruction in first aid is given by the

medical examiners of the relief depart-

ment. Employees are taught how to

place injured persons on stretchers, and

how to carry them. They also learn to

take primary care of wounds, fractures,

burns, and shock, without the use of

drugs, until medical aid can be had.

The Pennsylvania has furnished

stretchers to all baggage, mail, express,

work and wrecking cars, terminals, yard

offices, shops and important stations.

Locomotives, cabooses, terminals, yard

offices, shops, and important stations

are supplied with "First Aid" boxes.

First Aid is simply knowing what to

do and how to do it.

Mechanical Engineering and Machine
Shop Practice, by Stanley H. Moore.

Hill Publishing Co., New York. 502

pages 6 ins. x 9 ins. Ornamental cloth,

profusely illustrated. Price, $4.00.

The latest book from the Hill Pub-

lishing Company is a very comprehen-

sive manual designed for the younger

men in shops, and for general reference

in every department of mechanical en-

gineering as applied to machine shop

practice. The field is covered com-

pletely and the careful classification of

subjects and their relation to each

other is such that the student follows

with growing interest the logical se-

quence of the mechanical problems.

These are treated with a degree of

fullness that leaves nothing to be

guessed at. Beginning with materials

and passing through the various de-

partments of tools, machines, processes,

power generation and transmission,

the work fittingly closes with a highly

interesting chapter on motor drives and

motor-driven machine tools. The work

is divided into twenty chapters. There

are several hundred excellent illustra-

tions. The paper and press work are

of the best and the work is in every

way creditable to author and publisher.

Reinforced Concrete. A Manual of Prac-

tice. By Ernest McCullough, M. W.
S. E., Civil Engineer. Published by the

Cement Era Publishing Company,

Chicago. 128 pages, cloth. Price, $1.00.

Mr. McCullough has been long and

favorably known as an engineering writer

and in the department of construction of

buildings where steel and concrete are

used, he has shown a thoroughness which

can come only to men of wide experience.

In the work before us, the principles

stated are the result of personal observa-

tion, and apply to all kind of work in re-

inforced concrete. The classification of

the book is excellent. Beginning with the

strength of beams, it leads naturally to

loads on beams, sizes of columns, walls,

tanks and footings. Design and cost and

forms are treated of as well as the conduct

of work. The work closes with an ex-

haustive treatise on tools which is alone

worth the price of the book.

The Plane Table and its use in Survey-

ing, by W. H. Lovell, topographer U. S.

Geological Survey. Published by the Mc-

Graw Publishing Co., New York. 50 pages

with illustrations. Cloth, $1.00.

It is a remarkable fact that the Plane

Table, which has been in use for over

three hundred years in European coun-

tries, is little known in America. A few

of the more advanced technical schools

are beginning to give some instruction on

the subject. The author of the work be-

fore us points out very clearly the many
advantages of the instrument, especially

for railroad and land surveyors. The
style of the author is admirably suited for

educational writing. His language is

terse, clear and elegant. The illustrations

are readily understood, and the adoption

of Mr. Lovell's work as a text book on

the subject would be a lasting benefit to

surveyors generally.

Fuller's Complete Manual of Questions

and Answers for Examination on the

Standard Code of Railroad Rules and

Train Rights. Published by A. W.
Fuller, R. F. D„ No. 1, Hartland, Me.

128 pages; boards. Price, $1.00.

This compact little book, comprising 611

questions and answers, is designed to fur-

nish a catechism on the standard code of

train rules and telegraph orders as used

on the principal railroads in America. It

is the work of a practical railway man,

and presents in a very handy form the in-

formation calculated to assist brakemen

and firemen who are endeavoring to quali-

fy themselves for promotion. The work

is classified in sections, and leads on by

single-track rules and signals to the more

involved regulations in vogue on double

and also three or four tracks.

Several Things.

Among the many articles of interest

which are to be found in our columns this

month the Bank Firing discussion has been

carried a stage further, and the straight-

forward expression of opinion backed by

experience is valuable. It exemplifies the

old adage that "circumstances alter cases."

A very interesting article on link motion

correctives practically answers a number

of questions which come up in the design

of the shifting link motion. Mr. Quayle,

in his address to the General Foremen's

Association, said that with a little study

any of them could master higher mathe-

mathics. This should be of encourage-

ment to those who get puzzled with the

intricacies of link motion. We print this

month a synopsis of Mr. Quayle's address

to the general foremen.

There is also a very carefully reasoned-

out theory of the derailment of tenders,

with the calculations given in the shape

of a few simple formulas which will en-

able the reader to get at the author's full

meaning. A letter to the editor on the

strength of beams shows how these simple

load carriers must be viewed by the de-

signing engineer. The paper, No. 7, read

at the General Foremen's Convention, on

the "Quick Dispatching of Engines at

Terminals and How to Handle Most

Economically," appears in this issue, hav-

ing been crowded out of the August paper.

All these topics and any other live matters

of interest to railroad men which our

readers may send in are suitable to our

columns.
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Recent Locomotive Types Abroad

Novelties in locomotive design

abroad appear to be less frequent than

they were a year or two ago, most de

"By A. 7?. "Bell

I
j

111. long and a J ins. di;nin ter, hich

give a heating surface of 2,628.00

ft.; firebox 1 1; 17 sq. ft.; total 2,775.53

1:1 \i;.\L-NAGPUR 4-4-2-

signers being in favor of standardizing

more. The Atlantic type engine is now
favored for express passenger traffic in

almost all countries, the latest being

for India, where the Bengal-Nagpur

Railway recently put in service the

type illustrated in our half-tone cut.

In Austro-Hungary, the Prairie type

made its debut some time ago. II err

Golsdorf has now designed a very

handsome 2-6-2 express engine for the

Kaschan-Oderberger Railway. It is a

four-cylinder compound with high

pressure cylinders inside the frames,

and the low pressure cylinders outside.

The leading dimensions are H.P. cylin-

ders 14H x 28,'4 'nso low pressure

2454 x 283^ ins.; diameter of leading

and trailing radial wheels, which have

no controlling springs, 3 ft. 4-J4 ins.;

the diameter of the driving wheels is

5 ft. II-1 ! ins.; wheelbase. leading radial

to leading coupled wdieel centres, 7 ft.

6^4 ins.; coupled wheelbase equally

divided, 12 ft. g
1/- ins.; trailing coupled

to trailing radial wheel centres, 10 ft.

gyi ins.; total, 31 ft. i?4 ''is.; the boiler

barrel has its centre 9 ft. 5 ins. above

the rails, and contains 282 tubes, 17 ft.

sq. ft.; grate area, 43.05 sq. ft.; boilei

pressure 213 lbs. per sq. in.; weight of

engine, empty, 61 tons 16 cwt.; and in

working order 69 tons 2 cwt„ of which

asian Colo It lias been desii

by Mr. T. H. Woodroffe, the chief

mechanical engineer, and is known as

the A2 type. Mr. Woodroffe'a belief

has always been that the greatest effi-

ciency is to be got from simple, gen-

erously proportioned and carefully de-

signed engines well handled, rather

than by any strikin tures from

ordinary practice, and the new engine

is illustrative of this theory. The work-

in bi performed in the running of the

Sydney Express includes many miles

of 1 in 50 and like gr over a

a curving hilly road, and a recent run

by engine No. 572 with 309 tons behind

the tender, proved the capacity of this

machine. In the first 33 miles out of

Melbourne, there is a rise of 1,115 ft..

and this distance was run at the rate of

34 miles an hour (with the engine in-

dicating 1,156 horse power) at the sum-

mit of Glenroy bank of three miles of

i in 50. with of course no assistance of

any sort. The following are the chief

dimensions of the class: Cylinders, 21

GOLSDORF 2-6-r COMPOUND FOR HIE KASCHAU-ODERBEKGER RAILWAY.

42 tons 18 cwt. are available for adhe-

sion.

The Victorian Railways have turned

out from their Newport Works one of

the largest locomotives in the Austral-

-qH
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1.6-2 TANK ENGINE FOR LOCAL TRAFFIC.

Bath. The maximum gradient in their

new concentration yard is I in 146, and
the engine is required to push trains

of 80 loaded wagons, weighing approx-

imately 1,200 tons, up this gradient to

the summit, whence they descend by
gravity on the other side into the sort-

ing sidings. In order to meet this de-

mand, and at the same time keep so

powerful a locomotive within the limits

of interchangeability which tends to

economy in locomotive construction

and working, Mr. J. G. Robinson has

adopted for the new engine the wheels,

axles and axle-boxes, coupling and out-

side connecting rods and motion, of

his eight-coupled mineral engine, and
the standard boiler as supplied to his

Atlantic type of express engine. He
has, however, made an important inno-

vation in the introduction of a third

cylinder between the frames, all three

having a common diameter of 18 ins.

with a stoke of 26 ins., but here again

lie has simply utilized a single cylinder

and motion identical with those fitted

to his standard six-coupled goods en-

gines. The inside crank on the second

axle, and the two outside crank-pins

on the third axle, are set at angles of

120 degs., thereby securing an almost

ideal turning moment, when giving a

maximum tractive effort. The frames

are extended well behind the footplate.

the drivers is 18 tons 7 cwt. for the

leading pair and 18 tons 13 cwt. for the

two rear axles. The total weight of the

engine is 96 tons 14 cwt. The tank

carries 3,000 Imperial gallons of water

and 5 tons of coal. The calculated

tractive effort of this engine with three

simple cylinders is in the neighborhood

of 40,000 lbs.

The Great Northern Railway of Eng-
land have just put into service a num-
ber of new 0-6-2 side tank engines for

local traffic, a view of which we give.

This engine has cylinders 18 x 26 with

5 ft. 8 in. drivers. The tank carries

1.600 gallons of water and 4 long tons

of coal. The total heating surface is

i .-'49.8 sq. ft.

This road has also built at Doncaster

a new four-cylinder compound express

having the following leading dimen-

sions: H. P. cylinders 13 ins. by 20

ins., low pressure 18 ins. by 26 ins.,

operated by Walschaerts valve gear.

The leading coupled crank axle is of

a built-up, balanced type patented by
Mr. H. A. Ivatt, an illustration of

which we give. The boiler is some-

f™
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Applied Science Department

Elements of Physical Science.

XVII. Electricity.

Electricity is a mode of force acting on

matter the molecules of which it polarizes,

or arranges in a definite direction. Elec-

tricity may be developed by friction, by

chemical action, by magnetism and by

heal. Friction is the commonest source

of electrical excitement. It may be

readily noted that, if a dry glass tube or

a stick of sealing-wax be rubbed with a

piece of flannel and then held a short

distance above some shreds of cotton,

they will be immediately attracted to it,

and after adhering to its surface for a

moment they will be thrown off. If the

tube or sealing-wax be presented to a me-

tallic body in a dark room a spark of fire,

accompanied by a sharp cracking sound,

will be seen darting from it to the metal

This force is what is known as

electricity. Experiments readily determine

the fact that there are two kinds of elec-

trical excitement, which are distinguished

as positive and negative. As a general

law it may be observed that substances

charged with opposite electricities at-

tract each other, while those charged with

like electricities repel each other.

The cause why one body when excited

becomes positive and the other negative

has not been discovered. It requires ex-

periment to determine what kind of

electricity a body will exhibit. It is a

n markable fact, that the same body ex-

hibits different kinds of electric force

when rubbed by different substances.

Polished glass is positively electrified

when rubbed with flannel, but becomes

negatively electrified when rubbed on the

back of a cat. Rough glass becomes

negatively electrified when rubbed with

flannel, but positively when rubbed by

dry oiled silk.

All bodies can be electrified, but not

with equal facility. Electricity is con-

fined to the surface of an excited body

and does not in any way affect the in-

terior. This is readily proved by elec-

trifying a hollow sphere which will con-

tain as much electricity as a solid ball

of the same size. Substances that trans-

mit electricity freely are called con-

ductors, those that do not, non-con-

ductors. Some of the principal con-

ductors are the metals, silver and copper

being among the best. Among the prin-

cipal non-conductors are india-rubber,

shellac, amber, glass, leather, wood, air

and gases generally.

Good conductors, when brought in con-

tact with excited bodies, draw off their

electricity, and transmit to all parts of

their own sulfa.- i I conductors do

not retain electricity communicated to

them, but merely serve as a highwaj for

its passing to other bodies, The best

non-conductors are called insulators, be-

cause they cut off the communication

with such objects as would withdraw the

electricity from the body through which

ii ni;i> be passing. The atmosphen i a

perfect insulator, otherwise no bodj could

remain electrified for an instant. Excited

bodies even when insulated will slowly

part with their electricity. Moisture in the

air acquires a conducting power, so that

damp weather affects the insulation of

electricity.

Experiments on the velocity of elec-

tricity show that on the best conductors

a speed of about seven and a half times

around the earth in one second can be

made. Indeed the velocity with which

electricity travels along the best conduc-

tors may be said to be inconceivable. It

equals the velocity of light which can be

much more readily measured than the

speed of electricity.

Electricity is also developed by chem-

ical action. Every chemical compound

seems to consist of a positive and nega-

tive element, held together by electrical

attraction. The simplest and most com-

mon development of chemical action with

electricity is to be found in the immer-

sion of zinc and copper plates in water

in which sulphuric acid has been mixed.

If the two plates are connected by a cop-

per wire the water is decomposed into its

elements, oxygen and hydrogen. The

oxygen combines with the zinc, for which

it has a strong affinity, and forms oxide

of zinc, while the hydrogen appears

about the copper in the form of minute

bubbles of gas. The zinc parts with its

[ositive electricity, while the copper be-

comes positively electrified.

It may be said that dynamic electricity

is far more intense than that produced

by chemical action, and is far greater in

quantity. In recent years the application

of electricity as a motive power has made

much progress and especially in the field

of transportation applied to densely popu-

lated districts. Our readers will scarcely

require to be informed that in this im-

portant adaptation of electricity the pages

of Railway and Locomotive Engineer-

ing furnish an interesting department

that is keeping pace with the progressive

spirit of the age.

The series of articles on the Elements

of Physical Science that began early last

year and have been continued up to the

present time closes with the present issue.

Science Applied to Everyday Things.

A very clever adaptation of one of the

properties of what is called spongy plat-

inum has been made use of in the form of

a cigar lighter or a gas lighter without

matches. The property of this spongy

platinum which makes the cigar lighter

efficacious is its ability to condense upon

its surface the vapor arising from liquids

and to condense particles of a gas with

which it comes in contact.

This ability to condense vapor on its

surface is common to almost every solid

substance, but varies in degree in differ-

ent solids. Charcoal is a good example

of a solid body having the power of con-

densing vapors in a very marked degree.

Porus charcoal exposes a very large sur-

face to the vapor, and consequently on

account of its comparatively large inter-

nal and external area it condenses a rela-

tively large quantity of vapor. I his prop-

erty is made use of especially where dis-

agreeable smelling gases are dealt with.

The condensation of different gases on or

within the pores of the charcoal follow

very closely the order of their solubility.

Ammonia gas, which is very soluble in

water, is most readily absorbed by char-

coal.

Platinum in the spongy form, or plati-

num black as it is also called, has this

property very highly developed, as for any-

given bulk of spongy platinum its porous

nature enables it to present a compara-

tively large area for the condensation of

vapor. Spongy platinum, or platinum

black, is platinum in a very finely divided

state, and may be obtained when platinous

chloride is dissolved in a strong solution

of caustic potash, adding alcohol to the

hot solution in a large vessel and stirring.

Platinum will then be deposited as a very

spongy, porous black soot. This must be

washed very thoroughly with alcohol,

caustic potash solution, hydro-chloric

acid, and lastly several times with pure

water.

In the finely divided or spongy state

platinum black has the property of absorb-

ing many times its own volume of hydro-

gen gas and oxygen gas, and when these

are condensed in the minute pores of the

spongy platinum they chemically combine,

and their chemical union genera!

much heat that the platinum is rendered

hot enough to glow, and the gas takes fire

and burns, just as very finely divided iron

filings burn when dropped into pure oxy-

gen gas.

The principle here involved was made

use of in Dobereiness' lamp, which was
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an arrangement by which a minute spraj

of hydrogen was driven against some
spongy platinum and with the oxygen of

the air both were condensed on the sur-

face of the metal. The heat generated by

their chemical union causes the metal to

and this was followed by the igni-

tion of the gas. The vapors of gasoline,

alec hoi and common illuminating gas will

do the same as hydrogen, and the cigar

lighter is a clever and interesting little de-

vice, which makes use of the same prin-

ciple as was previously used in Dober-

einess' lamp.

The cigar lighter of which we write is

a double cylinder of thin nickel-plated

metal, pocket size, arranged like the high

and low pressure cylinders of a Vauclain

compound. When you pull off the cap

you expose a small cylinder lined with

wick in which some Columbia spirit has

been absorbed. The cap also contains a

brass cage which just fits the hollow in

the circular wick, and within this pro-

tecting cage there are four minute wires

of spongy platinum. When the cage is

inserted within the wick and drawn slowly

out the minute filaments of platinum glow

and the vapor issuing from the wick takes

fire and burns with a pale blue but very

hot flame. The little platinum wires, how-
ever, do not glow until drawn out level

with the top of the wick, as the presence

of oxygen is necessary to generate the

required heat and the oxygen of the air

is always present. The wick being simply

saturated, there is no spirit to spill out

of the little lamp, and the flame can be

readily used to light a cigar or pipe.

As the protecting cage, containing the

filaments of platinum black, is pushed down
into the lighter, the platinum wires are

surrounded by the circular wick, and they

are thus bathed in the vapor of Columbia

spirit. The platinum filaments are each

about one-half inch long, and there are

four of them, so that, minute as they ap-

pear to the eye, yet being porous they pre-

sent a very large surface for the condensa-

tion of the vapor in comparison to their

size. The platinum wires are coated with,

and the pores penetrated by, the vapor of

the spirit, and each particle of vapor as it

forms on and within the spongy platinum

is in an exceedingly finely divided state.

As the cage with filaments is drawn out

they are met by the oxygen of the air at

the top of the wick. The oxygen is re-

duced to an extremely fine state of divi-

sion as it penetrates the pores of the

spongy platinum, already filled with an-

other finely divided gas, for which the

oxygen has a chemical affinity. The union

of these two develops heat, which shows
at once by the bright glow of the slender

platinum wires, as the heat so generated

causes the gases to burn in a clear, blue,

smokeless flame. The little cigar lighter

is perhaps more or less of an interesting

toy, but it is nevertheless an example of

the function of science in the adapting

means to an end. One of the laws of

nature has here been appealed to, and it

operates as surely in small things as it

does in large. The wires of spongy plat-

inum in the hands of applied science is

responsible for the tiny lambent flame.

Celebrated Engineers.

XI. George Stephenson.

From 1803, when Trevethick's high

pressure locomotive made its appearance,

until i.Sp, when the "Rocket" was
triumphantly projected along the Liver-

way history. The appearance of his

type of locomotive demonstrated beyond
question the adaptability of steam as the

motive power of transportation. His his-

tory is peculiarly interesting as showing
how earnestness of purpose, wisely

guided, overcomes seemingly insuperable

barriers. He was the son of the fireman

of a colliery engine in the neighborhood

of Newcastle, England, and grew up

literally without any education. At
eighteen he could not even read, but his

work in the collieries had brought him in

contact with Watt's engine, and he began

attending a night school with a view to

acquaint himself more fully with the

steam engine. His improvement was

rapid and with a natural bent for

mechanics he soon secured a position as

engine-wright. He turned his attention

to the locomotive. He made several ex-

periments producing his first engine in

1S14, and continuing to improve on it he

was the first that gave serious attention

to the important subject of locomotive

roadways. He foresaw that it was neces-

sary that the roads should be as nearly

level as possible. In 1822, he succeeded

in impressing the projectors of the Stock-

ton and Darlington Railway with the ad-

visability of using steam locomotives on

their road which had been constructed

with a view to using horses. So struck

were the owners of the railway with Mr.

Stephenson's earnestness and ability that

he was appointed engineer of the rail-

way with liberty to carry out his own
pians. In 1825 the road was successfully

opened and passengers and goods were

carried regularly by his locomotives.

The success of this railway led to the

GEORGE STEPHENSON.

pool and Manchester Railway, there were

many experiments in locomotive con-

struction. The most successful, perhaps,

was in 1813 when William Hedley, a

Newcastle colliery superintendent, pro-

duced an engine that worked fairly well

and is now to be seen in the South

Kensington Museum, London, bearing the

name of "Puffing Billy". The main

f( atures of Hedley's locomotive were the

double beams moved by two vertically

driven pistons.

It was literally

two of Watt's

engines set on

w heel s, and

from the ap-

pearance of the

lofty beams it

got the name of

the "grasshop-

per" type of

engine.

George Ste-

phenson, t h e

builder of the

"Rocket," occu-

pies a unique

position in rail- STF.PHENSON'S "ROCKET."
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projection of the Liverpool and Man-

chester railway. Stephenson was ap-

pointed as chief engineer and in the face

of much opposition not only successfully

completed the construction of the road, a

most difficult and costly undertaking, but

produced a locomotive so far surpassing

every other attempt at locomotive con-

struction that it may be truly said that at

the close of the century marking its ap-

pearance little modification or improve-

ment has been made on Stephenson's

locomotive. The success of his engine

lay in the simplicity of its parts. Treve-

thick's engine was cumbered with a series

of ponderous toothed wheels, while Med-

ley's "Puffing Billy" had a top-heaviness

which on the rough and uneven roads

was an element of real danger. Both were

costly and cumbersome and subject to

frequent fractures. Both were the work

of clever inventors, but neither -was com-

mercially successful.

There was no inventive quality dis-

played in Stephenson's locomotive. It

was a masterly combination of the best

elements of all that had gone before. As
an inventor he is not to be spoken of in

the same breath with many who had gone

before him. As an engineer working

among the material already on hand, and

profiting by the best work of others he

was of surpassing ability. He improved

the tramways, he shaped the rails, he used

a multitubular boiler, he abolished inter-

mediate gears and walking beams and

attached the piston to a main rod con-

necting to a crank on the driving wheel.

He saw the utility of leading the exhaust

steam up the chimney thus superinducing

a rapid combustion and a correspondingly

intense heat in the fire box.

It is interesting to note that the general

public were early alive to Stephenson's

ability. In 1815 he was presented with

iiooo, as a mark of public admiration

for the services he had rendered to man-
kind. A safety lamp for use in mines

which he had perfected gained him much
popular favor and the money which its

general use brought to him he wisely

used in perfecting his locomotive. It

seems incredible when the gifted engineer

was thus making his way into popular

favor and preparing a machine that

would revolutionize the traffic of the

world, many of the members of various

City Councils were devising means to

stop the beneficial progress of the great

work. The opposition to Stephenson's

work could scarcely be believed in our

days. At the meetings of the Parliament-

ary Committees the fine figure of George

Stephenson, manly, eloquent and earnest,

was an element of impressiveness that

would not down. Like George Wash-
ington in the American Revolution, he

had a patience that never wearied, a

fortitude that disaster could not quench.

a courage that kindled hope in others,

and a vision of prophetic clearness rarely

given to humanity.

It must have been an inspiring spectacle

mi that memorable day in September,

1830, when the projectors of the Liver-

pool and Manchester railway held a com-

petition in locomotives running on their

new road. The distance was 29 miles.

There were four competitors and

Stephenson's "Rocket" was the only one

that completed the distance. Stephenson

ran the engine himself, at a speed exceed-

ing thirty-five miles an hour.

Henceforth honors and emoluments

came thick upon him. By the time he

was fifty years of age he was either act-

ing or consulting engineer in many rail-

ways. He established nearly all of the

railways in England and many on the

continent of Europe. Many of his loco-

motives were sent to run on the first

railroads in America.

His life was altogether an ideal one.

From the very humblest origin he passed

through the hardest kinds of human ex-

Questions Answered

THEORY OF THE INJECTOR.

I5.HJ A correspondent writes us: Will

you kindly have the makers explain their

pressure theory of the working of the

injector in some number in the near

future? Your article in June number re-

garding the theory of operation of the in-

jecti r is very good, and I should also like

to see the other side oi thi tory in print

—A. We do not exactly understand what

you mean by the other side of the story.

We, however, submitted your question to a

prominent maker of injectors, viz.: The
Nathan Mfg. Co., and thi us as

follows : "We beg to state that the ex-

planation of the action of the injector in

the June number of your paper is perfect-

ly correct. The same might be somewhat

MODEL OF TREVITHICK-S ENGINE WITH GEAR DRIVE.

perience, but want and drudgery seemed

to brace the man and nerve him for

achievement. He was not spoiled by early

success. Fashion with its hollow mum-
meries never allured him. He had his

joys in the abiding love of what was

natural.

He passed the evening of his days in

retirement as a country gentleman, be-

loved by everybody. He quietly declined

many public honors that were offered

to him. He seemed to take his greatest

pleasure in the contemplation of the

beautiful in nature. He was a great lover

of flowers and his private gardens were

said to be wonderful. He was altogether

one of nature's noblemen, a delightful

character, in brief as Shakespeare says

of one of the poet's noble creations,

—

"His life was gentle, and the elements

so mixed in him that nature might stand

up before the world and say, 'There was

elaborated upon, by stating that the action

of the injector is due to the high velocity

with which the jet of steam strikes the

water entering the combining tube of the

injector. The steam imparts its momen-
tum to the water, and forms with it, dur-

ing condensation, a continuous jet, moving

with considerably less velocity, of course,

than that of the steam issuing from the

steam nozzle, but with considerably higher

velocity than that at which the water

would issue from the boiler if an

opening, shaped like the delivery

tube of the injector, were connect-

ed to the boiler. The difference between

the velocity of the moving jet, passing

through the nozzles, and that at which

water, at the operating pressure, would is-

sue from the boiler, is sufficient, not only

to deliver the water into the boiler against

the boiler pressure, but to deliver it

against a pressure of 25 to 75 lbs. higher

than the boiler pressure, varying with the
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pressure, care in designing of the injector

and condition of the same. The remarks

contained in the June paper, concerning

the maintenance and care of the injector,

we can only approve of as deserving the

attention and consideration of enginemen

using injectors.

S \i RIFICTNG THE BACK MOTION.

(59) J- O., Mankato, Minn., writes:

We have a ten-wheel passenger engine,

20 x 26 in. cylinders, piston valves, out-

side lap, 1 in. inside cleaners, yz in. valve

travel, 5% "is. forward motion set % in.

blind in corner. Back-up motion set yi in.

blind in corner. What effect does the

back up eccentric produce being set J4 in.

blind, on the go-ahead, when the engine is

hooked up on first notch from the center

going ahead, and what is meant by sacri-

ficing the back-up lead for the go-ahead,

ami to what extent does this affect the

go-ahead and why?—A. You will find this

matter fully dealt with in an article in

this issue entitled "Correctives in Link

Motion."

CONCERNING OIL AS FUEL.

(60) Subscriber, Mexico, Mex., writes:

(1) How can an engineer tell when front

end is properly adjusted on both coal and

on oil burner?—A. With coal the proper

adjustment is apparent when fire burns

evenly all over the box and the genera-

tion of steam should be good. With oil

the result of the adjustment is not so ap-

parent, as the oil flame does not need to

be stimulated in the same way as that of

coal, but it should be such that the hot

gases will be drawn evenly through all

the flues. This can be ascertained by

noticing if there is more deposit of soot

in one lot of tubes than in another.

—

( J ) What color should oil fire be when
combustion and draft are perfect?—A.

Color of fire should be light lemon. When
not perfect? A. Generally red.— (3) Will

oil fire be same color irrespective of kind

of oil used?—A. Yes.— (4) What will

indicate too much or too little air through

the draft pan?—A. Change in color of

flame.— (5) How can one tell whether

burner is too high or too low?—A. When
burner is too high the flame generally

impinges on the crown and side sheets,

causing radial stays, crown bolts and

stay bolts to leak. A burner should never

be set over 10 ins. from the floor of the

fire chamber, and the fire chamber should

be as low as the construction of the en-

gine will allow. When burners are t*i"

low the oil drips on floor of fire chamber,

carbonizing there and causing engine to

smoke and steam poorly. Practical ex-

perience has demonstrated that the best

results have been obtained when the

burner is from 6 to 8 ins. from the floor

of the fire chamber.— (6) What causes

the drumming sound sometimes heard in

oil burning engines which are not steam-

ing well, other than the use of too much
or too little atomizer?—A. The drum-
ming of oil burning locomotives is caused

by faulty construction of brick work in

tire box, careless handling of oil valve by

fireman when engine is working slowly,

or too great a volume of air passing

through dampers.— (7) What kind of

fuel oils are u^ed on the Southern Pacific

and on the Mexican Central Railways?

What are these oils composed of? Are
they crude or refined to some extent? and

about what do they cost per gallon placed

in engine tank ready for use?—A. The
Southern Pacific Co. uses a Kern River

oil which runs from 14 to 16 gravity.

They are composed mostly of hydro-

carbons containing besides a little oxygen,

sulphur and nitrogen. Carbon equals

82.45, hydrogen 11. 18, balance oxygen,

sulphur and nitrogen. They are crude

oils. They cost per barrel of oil of 42

gallons, delivered to engine, 45 cents. The
oil used on the Mexican Central Railroad

is a much lighter grade of oil than that

used on the Southern Pacific.

POSITION OF SADDLE TIN.

(61). J. G. T., Lancaster, Ohio, asks:

Please inform me how to find point of

suspension on link saddle, or distance

when in full stroke in starting train, but

after the engine is cut back the blow does

not exist. Engine has the same blow in

back motion. A.—This is one of those

defects which can only be definitely as-

certained by careful investigation. If

it occurs in only one engine of a class,

and not always in that case, it is prob-

ably due to the valve being cocked at one

end of the travel by binding in the yoke.

If, however, it occurs in more than one
engine it is possibly due to something in

the design of the motion, or the valve seat

may be rather short, and the half travel

long on one end.

The Grand Trunk Pacific, according to

recent returns, now owns six thousand

freight cars, which are being delivered

from the East at the rate of twenty-five

a day. They have also one hundred loco-

motives, all made in Canada, and seventy-

five of them are in the West at the pres-

ent lime. There is a train of thirty new
passenger coaches in Montreal ready to

pull out for the West whenever they are

wanted. Advices received at the head-

KKD SAND JFFS AT HOPEWELL CAPE
CANADA.

OX INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY OF

from center of link to center of lifter pin

or saddle. How does it affect valve travel,

and when does it produce the greatest

effect, in full stroke, or cut-off, and why?
I have given this some thought but fail to

solve it to my satisfaction.—A. You will

find this matter very fully dealt with in

an article in this issue entitled "Cor-

rectives in Link Motion."

DLOW IN ONE EXHAUST.

(62) M. B., Sen Haven, Pa., writes

:

I am a locomotive engineer, and have a

question to ask about an eight-wheel con-

nected Long John engine that not only

puzzles me but other engineers. The
question is this : What is the trouble with

a locomotive that has a blow in one ex-

haust only, the other three exhausts clear

and square and the blow is noticed only

quarters indicate that satisfactory progress

is being made on the line both East and

West. In the West, where the work is

under the direct supervision of the G. T.

P. Company, the work is going ahead

speedily. The contractors on the first 50

miles from Prince Rupert east have the

right of way well cleared.

Continued reports from the German
railways agree that excellent results are

being obtained in the use of superheating

appliances on locomotives. A concensus

of these reports would show that a saving

in fuel amounting to 15 per cent, is made.

The reports of the cost of the appliances

and the maintenance are of the most

meagre kind ; but it is claimed that the

life of the apparatus would be equal to

that of the locomotive.
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Air Brake Department

Broken Air Pipes.

In an article on this subject recently

published in these columns it was stated

that the subject would be continued, and

il will be the object of this article to ex-

plain how the brakes on a train of cars

lish a communication between the hrake

cylinder pipe and the brake pipe and pre-

vent 1 lie escape nf air at the triple ex-

haust.

The piston should then be removed

from the double cheek valve and the pipe

MISPLACED SWITCH DID IT.

can be < pcraled from a locomotive

equipped with the New York Air Brake

Company's B = H. S. equipment when the

brake valve branch of the brake pipe is

broken between the brake pipe and the

connection to the high-speed controller

valve and how the hrake can be operated

should the brake valve itself be broken.

If the brake valve branch is broken off

from the brake pipe when out on the

road the handle can be placed on lap po-

sition and both ends of the break plugged,

care being taken not to obstruct the flow

of air through the brake pipe, the stop

cocks to the brake cylinders can then

be closed and if there are stop cocks to

the auxiliary and truck hrake reservoir

they should also be closed.

The triple valve can then be taken

apart and the triple valve piston re-

moved, the back cap and gasket replaced

in their proper position and the triple ex-

haust port plugged, which will estab-

again connected up, and the adjusting nuts

on the straight air reducing valve and

the highspeed controller should be

screwed down to create a greater tension

on the springs than the brake pipe pres-

sure to be used.

If these parts can be reached when the

locomotive is out on the road this work
can be done in a very few minutes' times

and it may take several hours to secure

another engine to haul the train.

If it can be done at all it can be done

as quickly as most any other breakdown

on a locomotive can be handled out on

the road and when done the brake valve

handle can be placed in release position

and air will flow from the brake valve

through the straight air reducing valve,

double check valve and the triple valve

into the brake pipe on the engine and
train. The adjusting nut of the reducing

valve is screwed down to prevent it from
closing when 40 lbs. pressure is attained

in the brake pipe, the duplex controller

will govern this pressure.

The safety valve adjusting nut on the

high-speed controller is screwed down to

prevent it from exhausting brake pipe

pressure when it reaches the figur-

which the controller safety valve is ad-

justed. When it is desired to apply the

brake the valve handle can be pla'

running position and brake pipe pp
will flow from the brake pipe through the

triple valve, brake cylinder pipe, double

check valve, straight air reducing valve

and the brake valve to the atmosphere

applying the train brake. The flow of

air through the triple valve would not be

free enough to apply the brake in quick

action, but when the shortest possible

stop is desired, opening the lever on
the high-speed controller would have a

tendency to assist in reducing brake pipe

pressure. The stop cocks to the reser-

voirs are closed so that their volumes are

not added to the brake pipe volume.

BROKEN BRAKE PIPE IF THE TENDER IS

EQUIPPED WITH THE COMBINED AUTO-

MATIC AND STRAIGHT AIR.

If the tender is equipped in this man-
ner and the standard 34 of an inch hose

are used to connect the tender and driving

brake cylinders, sometimes the standard

brake pipe hose are used by bushing the

angle fitting to H of an inch, in either

case if the brake cylinder pipe at the rear

of the engine can be connected with the

brake pipe on the front of the tender,

this connection can be made in case of any

broken brake pipe on the engine.

If the brake pipe is broken anywhere
below the high-speed controller connec-

tion or anywdiere above it, it will only be

necessary to plug the break toward the

brake valve, the rest of the brake pipe

can be removed from the engine, but if

the controller is also broken off the break

must be plugged.

It will then only be necessary to cut out

the driver brake triple valve, close the

stop cocks to the driving brake cylinder,

leaving the cock in the pipe to the tender

cylinder open and when the connections

hit ween the engine and tender are made,

placing the brake valve handle in release

isition will charge the train brake pipe

through the engine brake cylinder pipes,

and placing the handle in running position

will reduce the pressure in these pipes

and apply the brakes.

As in other cases the adjusting nuts

on the reducing and controller valves

must be screwed down to fully charge

the brake pipe and prevent the escape of
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air. The lever on the high-speed con-

troller can be used to assist the brake

valve in cases of emergency.

BROKEN BRAKE VALVE.

Should the brake valve become entire-

ly disabled, such as the connecting link

breaking or becoming disconnected, the

valve handle broken off, the valve body

broken or both the main reservoir and

Vake pipe breaking off, the brake pipe

could be charged by closing the reservoir

cut out cock and the stop cock under the

brake valve and removing the supply

valve from the signal reducing valve and

connecting the brake and signal pipes on

the pilot as with a broken reservoir pipe.

The brake would be applied by open-

ing the stop cock under the brake valve

and released by starting the pump. In

cases of emergency the pump can be

stopped afterward. The stop cock in the

signal pipe at the rear of the tender should

be closed and the pump governor can be

adjusted to no or 70 lbs.

TRIPLE VALVE BROKEN OFF.

Any broken pipes about the triple

valve can be handled in the usual manner,

but with this equipment the absence of the

triple valve would not destroy the driver

brake.

Moving the handle to release position

will apply the driver brake with any de-

gree of force desired and admit no reser-

or disconnected we would plug the con-

nection at the brake valve, then, in ser-

vice applications, lap the brake valve by

hand, returning the handle slowly to posi-

tive lap position after the required reduc-

tion in brake pipe pressure has been made.

By breaking this pipe connection we
would only lose the automatic lap feature

of the brake valve.

Should the pipe connecting the acceler-

ator valve be broken off, it would only be

necessary to stop the brake pipe leak and

the accelerator valve could no longer as-

sist the brake valve in brake pipe reduc-

tions.

Should the brake cylinder pipe be brok-

en at a point between the double check

valve and the high-speed controller the

broken piece from the check valve must

be plugged in order to retain the brake

cylinder pressure during applications of

cither the automatic or straight air, and

in order to prevent the possibility of

wheel sliding, the union 3-way cocks in

the governor and duplex pressure con-

troller pipes can be reversed, which will

set the low-pressure brake.

Should a break occur in the pipe con-

necting the brake valve branch with the

high-speed controller it would only be

necessary to plug the brake pipe leak, the

safety valve would still be operative and

would reduce the high brake cylinder

pressure developed during emergency ap-

ing valve with the double check valve be

broken the stop cock in the pipe leading

from the brake valve to the reducing

valve would be closed which would cut

out the straight air brake without inter-

fering with the automatic brake. Should

*— - 4—-
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voir pressure to the brake pipe passing

the handle on to the graduating posi-

tions will apply the train brakes promptly.

BROKEN SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVOIR PIPE.

If the pipe connecting the supplement-

ary or small end of the divided reservoir

to the brake valve should become broken

plications promptly, instead of gradually

reducing pressure to the figure for which

it is adjusted. If the break is between

the brake valve branch and the Tee, to

which the duplex air gauge is connected,

the hand of the gauge will not register

the brake pipe pressure.

Should the pipe connecting the reduc-

TIE AND TIMBER CAMP, APAPASCO
MOUNTAINS, SAN RAFAEL &

ATLIXCO RAILROAD.

the pipe connecting the brake valve and

the accelerator side of the divided reser-

voir be broken there would be no leak

to plug, but the accelerator valve would

be inoperative as the pressure used to

operate the controller would escape

through the break.

The broken gauge pipe, governor pipe

or high-speed controller pipe have the

same effect as with the older equipment,

rendering inoperative the parts to which

they are connected and must be plugged

to prevent a waste of air. The main res-

ervoir equalizing pipe is 1 ^4-inch pipe

and when broken it is usually an engine

failure and at such times it is also well

to remember that the thread on the air

hose nipple is also a standard 1 J4-inch

and if the broken parts of the pipe can

be removed from the fitting into which

they are screwed very often two brake

hose can be used to make a connection.

The reservoir pipe is also ij^-inch pipe

and the same thing applies to this pipe

the lJ4-inch air brake hose will screw

into any Ell, Tee, socket or union swivel

in this pipe or in the equalizing pipe be-

tween the reservoirs.

If the foregoing has been followed

closely it may also occur to the reader

that it may be possible, under certain con-

ditions, to operate the train brakes from

the engine even if the equalizing pipe be-

tween the reservoirs is broken and no

connection can be made.

To dream through the hour that should

be filled with doing is one of the snares

and delusions in life. When a noble or

clever deed is announced as accomplished,

what a chorus goes up to the tune of "I

thought of that years ago!"—5". 5". Times.
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Electrical Department

Short Circuits.

By W. B. KOUWENHOVEN.

A short circuit is the name applied to

the circuit produced when a connection

of low resistance is accidentally formed

between electric wins, which are at dif-

ferent potentials. As the name implies,

the circuit thus formed offers a short path

for the passage of the electric current. A
short circuit permits an instantaneous rush

of current from one wire to the other, and

the value of this current is usually very

great. They are not always accidental but

they are usually so.

Short circuits that are liable to happen

on a railroad employing the third rail as

a power distributor are of numerous

varieties and a consideration of a few

of the more common ones is interesting.

A "short," as it is sometimes known,

may be caused by the dropping of an iron

tool or a piece of wire so as to form a

contact between the third rail and the

track; by the wearing away of some por-

tion of the insulation; by a derailed car

tearing up the third rail and bringing it in

contact with the track ; and in many other

ways.

The conditions of two wires between

which there exists a difference in voltage

is similar to two bodies of water at dif-

ferent levels, the body of water at the

higher level being separated from the

body of water at the lower level by a

wall or dam. The difference in heights

or the difference in pressure between the

two bodies of water corresponds to the

difference in voltage between the two

wires. The terms pressure and voltage

are analogous in their meanings. The

dam separates or insulates one water

level from the others, and in the same

manner the coverings and the air space

between the wires separate or insulate

them from each other.

When a wrench or some other tool

falls so as to form a contact with the

third rail and the track or structure,

there is an instantaneous rush of current.

If the wrench be small in cross section

the enormous current will quickly bring

the metal to its melting point and the

hot metal will be thrown about thus in-

terrupting the short circuit. This kind of

short circuit corresponds to knocking a

very small hole in the dam, through which

the water would instantly flow, but in

which some dirt or debris might lodge and

clog the hole up.

If the wrench was of large size the

circuit breakers that protect that section

of the track would very likely be opened.

There is no doubt, however, that the

wrench would be destroyed and there

would be burnt spots on both third rail

and the track, where the metal bad 1

fused.

If the insulation of one of the Eeedei

which supply current to the third rail or

the insulator of the third rail itself be-

comes worn away by continual chafing

thus allowing the feeder to come in con-

tact with the iron structure, a very heavy

current would flow through the contact

thus formed. This current would heat

the place of contact to incandescence and

the heat would probably set fire to the

structure. The circuit breakers of course

would open and cut off the power supply

from the section where the trouble

existed.

A short circuit of this type would cor-

respond to the gradual forming of a large

hole through the dam. The water would
pour through in great quantities and re-

pairs would have to be made. In much
the same manner the trouble would have

to be located on the structure of an
elevated road and the damaged insulation

repaired and any fire that had been

started would have to be promptly ex-

tinguished.

When a car leaves the track there is

usually trouble ahead for the electrical

circuits. The third rail and the track

become tangled up and a very bad "short"

is often the result. The circuit breakers

cut off the power, but repairs more or

less extensive would be necessary before

it can be turned on again. This action

of the fuses and circuit breakers in cut-

ting off the power was described in the

July issue of this paper.

Short circuits are usually unexpected

and accidental as was stated before. They
are dangerous in that the hot metal that

is thrown about may not only set fire

to the wood work in the vicinity but also

workmen may be severely burned. The
sudden heavy rush of current produced

by a bad short circuit may form a surge

and open the circuit breakers all the way
back to the central station.

A very curious case of short circuit

occurred some time ago on the electric

wires of the Vancouver, B. C, power and
light lines which supply that city. The
wires from the power house are sus-

pended high in air from lofty towers on
either side of Burrard Inlet. These wires

are high above the water, so that the

masts of passing vessels are far below the

sag of the wires. The towers are not in

the vicinity of human habitation and on
one occasion a little animal of the rat

species climbed one of the steel towers

and in the course of his unauthorized in-

vestigations, while resting on the top of

the tower, put both fore paws on 01

the live wires.

The body of the little animal thus

formed a in between wire and

tower and a powerful short circuit was

the result. The little animal was of

course instantly killed in the position it

had assumed, but the dead body remained

where it was, ai lly as the circuit

breakers responded, the body of the small

rodent was burned to a crisp and now

forms one of the curiosities which the

superintendent of the company shows to

interested visitors who come to his office.

Three Wire System for Lamps.

The three wire system of power dis-

tribution for illumination purposes is

very common and is used in many rail-

way station platforms and other similar

places. It has many advantages over the

other systems of incandescent lighting.

This system is also used to some extent

in lighting railway shops and offices.

It is difficult to manufacture incan-

descent lamps for voltage above 120. In-

candescent lamps are very sensitive to

slight variations in voltage, their candle

power varying as the fifth power of the

voltage. The employment of incan-

descent lamps in series for electric light-

ing is not entirely satisfactory, due to the

danger attending high voltage and to the

fact that when one lamp burns out, some

device must be used for shunting it, or

the current will be interrupted and the

other lamps will go out.

There are several methods employed

for the generation of power for three

wire systems, but the description of one,

however, will here suffice. In this system

two dynamos are employed each generat-

ing a direct currect at no volts. Each

machine has two terminals, a positive one

and a negative one. The positive termi-

nal of one generator is connected to the

negative terminal of the other, thus form-

ing a single common lead. This lead

forms the middle wire of the system and
is known as the neutral or the "plus or

minus" wire. The remaining terminals

of the generators are led out and form

the two outside wires of the system.

This gives a difference of potential of

no volts between either outside wire and
the neutral wire, and also gives a dif-

ference of 220 volts between the two out-

side wires.

There is no direct analog}- to this sys-

tem in the mechanical field, but one may
liken it to an imaginary hydraulic pump-
ing system, where pumps provide water
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for small water wheels, the same water

being used oyer and over again. Suppose

thai there are two pumps each capable of

delivering water at a head of 100 ft., each

pump having a delivery pipe and a suction

pipe. The delivery pipe corresponds to

the positive terminal of the dynamo and

the suction pipe to the negative terminal.

The delivery pipe of one pump is at-

tached to the suction pipe of the other,

p*, ii.i in

Neutral Vv«re~

IT
" o

11
PRINCIPLE OF THE 3-WIRE SYSTEM.

and a pipe line is run out from this junc-

tion. This pipe line corresponds to the

neutral wire of the three wire system.

The remaining suction and delivery pipes

are also connected to two pipe lines

forming the two outside lines of the

system. The one outside pipe would be

at a pressure of 100 ft. higher that the

central pipe and the other outside pipe

would be at a pressure of 100 ft. less. The
difference in pressure between the outside

pipes would be 200 ft. This is similar to

the electric circuit.

Suppose that all the water wheels are

of the same size, handling the same
quantity of water and operating at a

head of 100 ft. Consider at first only

two water wheels. Place one of these

water wheels 'between the outside pipe

and the neutral pipe, and the other be-

tween the neutral pipe and the other out-

side pipe. Now the same water that flows

through the first water wheel would pass

on through the second and return

through the suction pipe to the station.

Thus two pumps could be operated with

the same volume of water.

As long as there are an even number
of water wheels and they are equally

balanced on the two sides of the system,

there would be no water flowing in the

neutral pipe. If, however, they were not

equally balanced, as might be the case

with incandescent lamps, and more wheels

were in operation on one side than on the

ether, only the water necessary to operate

the unbalanced portion would flow back

through the central pipe. Thus the middle

pipe could be made smaller than either

of the two outside ones, and the loss due

to friction would be less because of the

smaller volume of water that was used.

In a similar manner as long as the

lamps are equally divided on both sides

of the circuit, no current flows in the

middle or neutral wire of the three wire

system. It is only when the circuit is un-

balanced that there is any current in the

neutral wire. This current is usually very

small, as an effort is usually made

when the installation is planned to divide

the lamps equally and thus balance the

two sides of the system as far as possible.

The power loss in the wires varies as

the square of the current multiplied by

the resistance. Thus the three wire sys-

tem by making the same current do

double work, by passing first through one

lamp and then through another, saves

loss of power in the wires. This system

makes possible the use of small feeders

and so saves in the amount of copper

necessary to supply the proper voltage to

the lamps. It is a very satisfactory sys-

tem for lighting incandescent lamps.

Traveling Engineers' Convention.

The sixteenth annual convention of the

Traveling Engineers' Association was held

at Detroit, Mich., August 25 to 28, 1908.

There was a large attendance and the vari-

ous reports read brought out some very-

interesting discussions. The papers were

practical in character, as can be seen from

their titles.

The papers were seven in number, and

were: (1) How Much Territory Should

a Road Foreman of Engines Cover? Over

How Many Engines and Crews Should He
Have Jurisdiction? (2) How Can the Road
Foreman of Engines Interest Engineers

and Firemen in Keeping Posted on Prog-

ress in Locomotive Developments, Includ-

ing Valve Gears and Steam Distribution?

(3) What Is Good Practice for Traveling

Engineers Relative to Coaching and De-

monstrating to Firemen Economical Meth-

ods of Firing Locomotives and Prevent-

ing the Emission of Black Smoke, and the

Best Method of Interesting All Concerned

in Coal Economy? (4) In What Manner

Can the Road Foreman of Engines Best

Assist in Increasing the Net Earnings?

(5) Terminal Tests of New Types of

Locomotive Brakes to Locate Defects, and

Remedies for Defects. (6) Superheated

Steam and the Best Method of Getting

Good Results When Engines Are in Serv-

ice on Trains. (") The Influence of a

Thorough Education on the work of an

Engineer and Fireman as a Factor in His

Success.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters

The thirty-ninth annual convention of

the Master Car and Locomotive Painters'

Association will be held at Atlantic City,

N. J., September 8, 9, 10 and II, 1908.

The Hotel Rudolf has been selected as

headquarters and arrangements have been

made by the Hotel Committee for rates

upon the American plan to all attending

this convention.

The programme reflects credit on this

years' advisory committee, for the instruc-

tive and interesting list of subjects, es-

says and queries it has formulated ; also

in its selection of the corps of members

who have consented to prepare and pre-

sent the papers and compositions.

There will be an increased number of

essays presented this year, by gentlemen

of long and practical experience in their

respective lines. This is a departure from

the custom followed in former years and

it no doubt will be a feature that will be

appreciated by all.

These papers will be interesting and

instructive to members as well as to offi-

cials of railways.

All foremen and assistant foremen of

railway paint shops, steam and electric,

in the United States and Canada, and all

others who are, in any way, interested in

the good work of this Association, are-

very cordially invited to be present.

Work for the De Glehn Compounds.

On the Paris-Orleans Railway in

France, where the De Glehn Com-
pounds recently built at Schenectady

will work, on the road coming from

Brive, there is, with the exception of a

few short level stretches, an almost

continuous up grade averaging about

J4 per cent, for a distance of 29.5 miles,

while going in the other direction, the

road from Limoges to the summit of

the rise is more undulating and the

grades steeper but shorter, the steepest

grade being about .95 per cent, and 7.14

miles long. The fastest trains weigh

from 300 to 325 metric tons behind the

tender, and make the run between

Limoges and Brive in one hour and 29

minutes, including 16 stops, while from

TEPATATE LIT. SAN RAFAEL &

ATLIXCO RAILROAD.

Brive to Limoges, with the same

weight of train, the time is 8 minutes

longer. To meet these requirements

a powerful engine with a large boiler

and capacity for high speed has been

designed, and the engines are illustrated

and described in another column of this

issue. The engines are intended to

haul trains of 400 metric tons on a 1

per cent, grade at a speed of 30 miles

per hour. The American-built Paris-Or-

leans De Glehn engines which will be

operated over this road have a spark

extinguishing device which will be illus-

trated in another issue of Railway and

Locomotive Engineering.
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Patent Office Department

UH'o.YloTIVE SANDER

An improved Locomotive Gravity

Sander has been patented by C. E. Rich-

ards, Boonvillc, N. Y. The device em-
braces a pair of reversible, intercommu-

nicating sand receptacles mounted on

journals, a casing inclosing the receptacles

and having a concave bottom adjacent to

KEVERSIP.I.E SAND ROX.

which the lower receptacle is adapted to

take position. There are discharge open-

ings in the receptacles and openings in

the shield coincident with those of the

receptacles, and a cut-off controlling the

openings. There are also means for sup-

plying air pressure, and the apparatus has

the decided advantage of completely pre-

venting any caking of the sand, as the re-

ceptacles may be readily reversed at any

time, thereby avoiding the necessity of

emptying the sand boxes before they can

be put in working order.

AUTOMATIC STOPPING DEVICE.

An automatic vehicle stopping device,

which may be applied to locomotives, has

been patented by R. de Halmy, Dios-Gyor,

Austria-Hungary, No. 893,489. The de-

vice consists of wedge-shaped blocks sus-

pended by means of rods in front of the

wheels above the rails, a cylinder and a

piston in the same, a rod depending from
the piston to the block, the cylinder beinsr

in communication with the atmosphere at

the bottom and with a vacuum chamber

at its upper end, and means for simultane-

AUTOMATIC TRAIN STOP.

ously cutting off the vacuum, and a trip-

per adapted to operate the means on col-

lision with an obstacle.

TRACK CLEARING DEVICE.

A track clearing device for railroads

has been patented by J. A. Shires, Denver.

Colo., No. 893,878. In combination with

a locomotive, or other similar vehicle, the

device is furnished with a nozzle mounti d

thereon, and occupying a position above

the track rail, a spring-retained housing

inclosing the nozzle, and a pipe system

connected with the air source and com-

municating with the nozzle. A portion

of the pipe system is located within the

fire box, so that the air delivered to the

rails is suitably heated. There is also a

funnel-shaped air receiver communicating

with the system at its opposite extremity,

the receiver being swivelled and provided

with a vane for maintaining it in proper

position with reference to the direction

of the wind.

DRAFT REGULATOR.

W. A. Skinner and T. P. Cain, Mo-
berly, Miss., have patented an improved

locomotive draft regulator, No. 887,278.

As is shown in the accompanying illus-

LOCOMOTIVE DRAFTING DEVICE.

tration, the device combines a smoke-box,

stack and exhaust nozzle. A funnel is

constructed in the smoke-box, with its

open end foremost, the exhaust nozzle

projecting into the funnel. There is a

draft pipe extending downwardly from

the stack into the funnel above the ex-

haust nozzle, with an opening, and a dam-

per hinged to the draft pipe and arranged

to fall inwardly therefrom. The effect of

the device is to induce an equable draft

through all of the flues.

LOCOMOTIVE.

George L. Wall and L. E. Feightner,

Lima, Ohio, have patented a locomotive

and assigned the same to the Lima Loco-

motive Company, No. 893,041. The de-

vice embraces a locomotive furnished with

frames having cross-ties, a horizontal tu-

bular boiler supported upon one of such

frames. There are body bolsters con-

necting the side frames near opposite

ends and provided each with a center-

plati . a •-. ing bolster pivol

id iiceled

trucks pivoted 10 the end center

and free to turn therein when pa

curves.

1 INDEK VALVE.

J. Manton, Clairton, Pa., has pati

an automatic cylinder valve,

535. The device consists of a pair of

drain cylinders having opposing heads

formed with inlet nipples, and pipes for

connecting the nipples together. Each

AUTOMATIC CYLINDER VALVE.

of the drain cylinders is furnished with

an outlet port and also a connection

engaging with the engine cylinders.

A piston is mounted in each of the

drain cylinders, and also a spring bear-

ing against the piston. A fluid pressure

supply pipe communicates with the pipe

branch, and there are means reaching

to the cab of the engine for control-

ng the supply of pressure.

TUBE EXPANDER.

An improved expanding tool has been

patented by F. H. Cunningham, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., No. 892.981. The device is fur-

nished with a rotary head, carriers mov-

ing outwardly therein, with rollers sup-

ported by the carriers. There are pins on

the ends of the rollers and bearings on

the carriers to receive the body of the

rollers without reduction in their diam-

eter. There are also projections on the

carriers to co-operate with the pins to

-r~r

FORM OF TUBE EXPANDER,

prevent the separation of the rollers and

their respective carriers. A rotating man-

drel moves the carriers outwardly. A
screw is swivelled to the mandrel, with

means for preventing the rotation of the

screw, and a non-travelling nut to cause

the longitudinal travel of the screw and

mandrel.
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Concerning the Derailment of Tenders
"By F. T. "Roesch, Master Mechanic Southern *Railtuay

I was very much interested in the ar-

n tender derailments contributed to

•:gust number of Railway and Lo-

comotive Engineering by Mr. W. S.

Templeton, S. M. P. of the Central Rail-

way of Guatemala. The cause of and

remedy for tender derailments has been

a mooted question among not only me-

chanical, but transportation and roadway

men for years, and one on which appar-

ently few men as yet agree.

The old saw, "What is one man's meat

is another man's poison," seems to ap-

ply very forcibly in this instance. It is

natural to assume that in a straight me-
chanical proposition, such as design and

action of tender trucks under given con-

ditions, that like causes would produce

like effects, and yet apparently just the

te obtains.

For instance, many cases have been

noted where derailment of tender trucks

was attributed to a certain location of

side bearings. On one large system in

particular the writer recalls where the

side bearings had originally been placed

outside of the arch bars, cessation from
derailment was obtained by moving the

side bearings inside of the arch bars,

while upon another system operating un-

der apparently similar conditions, on
which the tenders were originally

equipped with inside side bearings, de-

railments were attributed to this location,

and the bearings moved to the outside,

and strange to say. equally as good re-

sults followed the change as in the first

instance.

On a certain road, derailments were at-

tributed to lack of flexibility due to hav-

ing side bearings on both trucks, and

good results followed the removal of the

bearings from the forward trucks, while

on another road the absence of side bear-

ings on the front truck was given as the

cause of continual derailments, an argu-

ment apparently borne out by the fact

that derailments ceased upon the appli-

cation of side bearings all round. There

are more seeming anomalies in locomotive

practice than in any other mechanical art.

There is no question but that Mr. Tem-
pleton's solution of the problem as applied

to the particular type of tender in vogue

on his line, is eminently correct; but that

the same remedy will not obtain on all

roads is borne out by the fact, that we
have equally as many tender derailments

where the tenders are equipped with in-

side hung brake beams—as obtains on all

modern large capacity tenders—as with

tenders equipped with the outside hung
beam, and therein we come into contact

with another of the seeming anomalies.

And yet there is a reason for this ap-

parently strange state of affairs, and if

the real cause of derailment is determined

beyond question, the mechanical inconsis-

tencies soon vanish, and it will readily

be seen that although in each case noted

a diametrically opposite course was pur-

sued to obtain relief, yet in each instance

the proper measures were taken. New
trucks are more prone to derailment than

old trucks. This applies to both tenders

and cars, but more especially to tenders

owing in a measure to the shorter wheel

base. As a general proposition this tend-

ency to derailment on the part of new

trucks is due principally to their extreme

stiffness or rigidity. We are, however,

often loath to admit this fact, and are

FIG. 1. REAR VIEW OF TENDER.

prone to attribute all derailments to de-

fects in the alignment or surface of the

track, and as after each derailment it is

usually necessary to make some repairs

to the track. We prove our assertion by

the fact that after a series of derailments

followed by subsequent track repairs—

where derailments occurred—the derail-

ments gradually cease.

This places us in postion to say to the

superintendent or roadmaster, "What did

I tell you, don't this prove that the fault

all lay in the track? As soon as you

picked up the rough spots the trouble

ended," when the real facts were, that

during all this period the trucks had been

running a sufficient length of time to

have become thoroughly limbered up and

flexible enough to adjust themselves to

any slight irregularities.

This is no argument in favor of bad

tracks ; the fact remains, however, that if

a truck is properly designed, correctly ap-

plied, has sufficient flexibility, and the

right side bearing clearance, it will adjust

itself and run with perfect safety over

some very uneven track. In fact, any

track that is sale for a locomotive should

certainly be safe for the tender.

Let us be fair and give the devil,

whether he presents himself in the guise

of a superintendent or a roadmaster, his

full due, and not render unto Caesar what

properly belongs to Antony.

To get back to our subject: Cause of

derailments of locomotive tenders and the

logical remedy. As previously stated,

there is no doubt but that in the case

mentioned by Mr. Templeton, the correct

cause was ascertained and the proper

remedy applied. We will now, however,

look into the causes of tender derailments

of the modern high capacity, steel bol-

ster, inside hung brake beam type.

Fig. 1 is a rear view of a tender show-

ing the section through the rear truck

just ahead of the back pair of wheels, so

as to show the bolsters, springs, side bear-

ings, etc.

The view shows the tender on an even

keel with cistern half full of water. The

side bearings are shown in full lines and

placed inside the arch bars. The point

where outside side bearings would be lo-

cated in case applied is shown at the ex-

treme ends of the bolsters and in dotted

lines.

Were the track perfectly straight anc*

smooth the entire load could be carried

on the center casting and the side bear-

ings dispensed with in perfect safety. As

this is a condition that does not obtain,

however the side bearings are added to

catch a part of the weight, as the tender

strikes a curve or the truck drops into a

low place in the track, and so prevents

the body of the tender from being rolled

clear of the trucks.

We know that as a tender enters a

curve, and especially if at a high speed,

that the action of the centrifugal force

has a tendency to impel it at a tangent,

or, in other words, to the outside of the

curve; this causes a change in the dis-

tribution of the weight on the truck, due

partly to the shifting of the fluid load

(water) and partly to the impulse im-

parted to the body of the tender by the

centrifugal action referred to.

The weight which on level track was

carried entirely by the center casting is

now distributed between the center bear-

ing and the outer side bearing. This side

bearing, therefore, in conjunction with

the bolster, the spring-seat, the arch bar

and the axle journal, all form a series

of levers and fulcrums, all having a defi-

nite action on the stability of the truck,

and which action must be traced in order

to determine wherein the design is de-

fective.

Assuming that the tender is entering a
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curve of a stated radius at a certain

speed. The centrifugal force has a tend-

ency to impel the tender forward in a

straight line instead of following the

curve; this tendency, however, is over-

come so far as the truck is concerned by

the wheel Manges acting against the outer

rail, thus keeping the truck in bounds.

The body of the tender, however, being

but loosely supported on the center bear-

ings is free to move to the extent of the

side bearing clearance and the compress-

iveness of the springs ; the centrifugal force

therefore produces the effect of a heavy

blow delivered to the bottom side bearing

by the kinetic energy of the tender body.

The striking force of the blow so deliv-

ered is hard to calculate to a nicety, but

is above the weight originally carried by

the center bearing, and can be expressed

as follows:

WVJ

F =
2 g R where

W = Weight of striking body in pounds.
V = Velocity of striking body in feet per

second.
g = The constant 36.16 = acceleration due to

attraction of gravitation.
R = Amount spring is compressed in feet.
F = Force of blow in pounds.

It will be seen by the above that the

force of the blow is in ratio to the side

bearing clearance, every increase in clear-

ance increasing the blow proportionally.

Let us now trace the effects of the blow

as delivered. It is first received by the

truck side bearing, and thence conveyed

to the truck bolster; from there it passes

to the spring where the violence of the

shock is converted from a direct blow to

a push, the moment remaining the same;
it now passes to the spring plank,

thence to the arch bars, to the journal

boxes, to the journal and then back

through the wheel to the rail. It will

thus be seen that we simply convert the

axle into a lever, the force being applied

to one end, or journal, the wheel at the

same end acting as a fulcrum, while the

other end of the axle, together with the

wheel and truck side, represent the weight

to be raised.

With the exception of the centrifugal

action on the truck, the moment of all the

other movements is governed by the ki-

netic energy of the body of the tender,

and this energy is combined with the cen-

trifugal action on the truck in such a

manner as to raise the wheels bodily off

the rail on the inner side of the curve,

and hold them suspended while this force

has been dissipated or until normal condi-

tions have been restored by the tender

coming out of the curve. It is at this

point that trouble generally begins. In

case the kinetic energy of the tender was
sufficient to raise the wheels enough to

clar the flanges, or if the build or condi-

tion of the truck is such as to produce a
like effect, the wheel in resuming its nat-

ural position, may fall with the flange

on top of, instead of inside of, the rail,

and the spring action on the loose bodv of

the tender, giving the entire load an im-

pulse in (ho direction opposite to that im-

parted by the centrifugal action, will cause

the wheel which now has the flange rid-

ing on top of the rail, to take an outward
course and consequently result in derail

ment.

This is borne out by a careful study of

tender derailments. In nearly all

of curve derailments it will be found that

the truck left the rail on the inside of

the curve, or the tangent immediately fol-

lowing the curve, while on straight track

derailments where kinetic energy

obtains, the wheel will drop off outside

of the rail opposite the low spot which

first caused the rocking.

In order to trace the effects of the

rolling or tilting of the tender and its

effect on the truck more readily, we call

attention to Fig. 2, which illustrates this

without the intervention of springs, 'arch

bars, etc.

When the tender enters a curve at speed

or strikes a low place in one side of the

track on straight line, so as to cause a

rocking of the tender, the major portion

->

FIG. 2. SKELETON DIAGRAM OF TRUCK.

of the weight is momentarily transferred

from the center to the side bearing. In

Fig. 2 we assume that the pitch of the

tender was toward the right. \\
r

e there-

fore have a redistribution of the weight

originally all carried by the center bear-

ing (a) so that side bearing (b) will now
take a part of it. To that part of the

weight transferred to the side bearing,

however, we must add the speed or force

at which it was transferred, and would

therefore be equal at the journal (c), if

delivered direct, to,
W V-

2gR , but as the

other end of the lever rests on the jour-

nal (d) a part of this force is necessarily

transmitted to that point, the amount being

governed by the location of the side

bearing in relation to the spring saddles

E and K. It is a downward push called

C, and exerted at the end of the axle at

the point marked C and it would be ex-

pressed thus.

wv*
X (H-y)

end of the axle, and called D, would be,

W V
V (U x,

2gK
D =

II

and the force, C, resolved into lifting

force, L, would equal at the end of the

axle, at the point, D,

C x S
L =

The downward push at point D at the

and with the side bearings placed as in

Fig. 2 would give 60 per cent, of D a

change in the position of the side bear-

ing b, to a point nearer the arch bar,

however, would produce a balance be-

tween the downward force at D and the

lifting force, L, at D—as moving the side

bearing toward the arch bar decreases the

downward force at D and at the same
time increases the lifting force, L—so

that the two forces would become equal,

and therefore leave nothing but its own
weight to hold the truck to the rail on

that side.

From a casual glance it would appear

that the best way to reduce the lifting

force, L. at D would be to move the side

bearing (b) inward toward the center,

thus decreasing the distance, b-d. and in-

creasing the distance, b-g. A glance at

Fig. 1, however, will show that this

would increase the force, F, by the addi-

tional overhang of the tender body, which

now enters into the calculation. With
the tender on an even keel, the weight

as said before is carried on the center

bearing fa), Fig. 2. With the shifting of

the body as in curving, a tilting action is

produced in direct ratio to the distance

a-b (Fig. 2). and were this distance de-

creased to any extent by moving the side

bearing Cb"! inward, the overload due to

the shifting of the water in the cistern,

together with the kinetic energy of the

tender body, would be sufficient to com-
pletely overturn it. The difference in the

weight carried on either side of the cen-

tre bearing when the load (water) shifts

is shown by the angle. C, D. E, (Fig. 1),

the greater portion of which is shown as

beyond the point, a. (Fig. 1) and thereby

increasing the force of the blow. F.

It is plain that any reduction of the

force. F. would likewise reduce the lift-

ing action. L. and consequently any de-

crease in the distance, a-b (Fig. 1) would

be desirable. This might naturally lead

to the conclusion that it would be well

to eliminate the distance, a-b. entirely by

moving the side bearing (a) to coincidt

with the point, b. that is. outward, to the

extreme end of the bolster, as shown by
dotted lines. With the spring seat in its

present location, however, we here come
in contact with another factor, which, un-

considered, will only lead to disappoint-

ment and further derailments. By this

proposed change in location of side bear-

ings it will be seen that the side bearing

is thrown outside the arch bar and also

beyond the spring seat, the spring sea.'

therefore would simply act as the ful-
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crum of a lever having one arm equal to

f-g and the other equal to f-h (Fig 1),

this in case of insufficient bolster clear-

ance (between top of bolster and bottom

of arch bar), or in case the bolster clear-

ance were less than the side bearing

clearance, would therefore tend to pro-

duce a lifting action on the end of the

boster at h equal to F multiplied by dis-

tance f g, and divided by the distance h f,

calling these distances x and y, respective-

ly, we have the equation, lifting force at

• x
h = F x — this added to the power, L,

would easily raise the wheels clear of the

rail.

We see that we must therefore effect a

compromise between the different forces,

and this is no doubt, exactly what had

been done in the seeming anomalous in-

stances before noted. The logical com-

promise as can be seen is to move the

side bearing to a point nearly over the

spring saddle center, keeping between the

spring saddle center and the truck center,

however, and this is why in some in-

stances freedom from derailment was ob-

tained by moving the side bearings in,

while in others equally good results were

obtained by moving the side bearings out.

In both cases the proper relationship be-

tween spring and side bearing was estab-

lished, the springs not occupying the same

position relative to arch bars in the dif-

ferent instances noted.

A Single Steel Casting

The cast steel industry, although quite

new, lias grown to be one of the most
important factors in the proper designing

of railway equipment. Cast steel being

both strong and light reduces the cost of

maintenance be-

cause it per

mits of simpler

and stronger

const rue 1 ion,

the elimination

of joints," or

the use of

bolts and nuts

which may get

loose.

The Common-
wealth Steel

Company of St.

Louis have al-

ways been pro-

gressive in

working out

improvements
in railway de-

vices, and the one-piece cast steel tender

frame, which is shown in our illustrations,

is a good example of what the Common-
wealth people have done toward simpli-

fying and strengthening railway equip-

ment. One view shows' the tender frame

just as it was taken out of the sand, with

the risers and pouring gates still attached.

On top of the casting can be seen a group

The Jenkins Bros.' pump valves are

not only in use in hot and cold water serv-

ice, continuing to grow in popular favor,

in which they have long been prime favor-

ites, but in air compressors, the valves,

while extremely hard and durable, yet

STEEL TENDER FRAME FRESH FROM THE SAND.

possess sufficient elasticity to insure abso-

lute tightness under all conditions of

pressure. In elevator service where the

water is often slightly oily, the valves

admirably meet the requirements.

The Tate Flexible Staybolt, having be-

come an article of standard merit, the

Flannery Bolt Company, of Pittsburgh,

COMMONWEALTH STEEL COMPANY'S ONE PIECE TENDER FRAME.

The principles above set forth are well

illustrated in the latest type of Pullman

sleeper trucks and accounts for their easy

riding qualities and comparative freedom

from derailment.

A very handsome illustrated catalogue

has come to this office from the Hicks

Locomotive and Car Works, of Chicago

Heights, 111. The half-tones show a 54
ft. passenger car for the Atlanta & St.

Andrews Bay Railroad, also a 54 ft. com-

bination car for the Western Allegheny,

and a 54 ft. passenger, mail and baggage

car for the Arkansas, Oklahoma & West-

ern. A copy of the specification of the

first car is given and the modification re-

quired to cover the other two types is

indicated. The folder is tastefully got up

and will be useful to any one interested.

of the foundrymen who were responsible

for the good work done.

The casting of this tender frame with

the difficult coring and intricate section

was a very difficult foundry problem. It

was necessary to have immense flasks

which were expensive, and the whole un-

dertaking necessitating special facilities

which were arranged for after much ex-

perimenting.

The successful manufacture of these

cast steel tender frames is an achievement

in the open hearth cast steel industry. The
cast steel one-piece tender frame will last

indefinitely without corroding, rotting or

breaking. It is also much stronger

and lighter than the ordinary channel

steel frame, and will resist severe shocks

and collisions. It is altogether quite a

notable achievement as a steel casting.

Pa., have established the manufacture of

a set of tools for applying the bolts in a

most satisfactory manner, and it would

be well for boilermakers to get these tools

in order to insure a perfect application of

the staybolts to the boiler. The preserva-

tion of the standard taper of the Tate

sleeve is an essential requisite of good

work.

A recent press dispatch from Quebec in

referring to the fallen bridge at Point

Levis, says: Thirty-six actions for dam-

ages were issued against the Quebec

Bridge Company, and the Phoenix Bridge

Company, the plaintiffs being the widows

or heirs of some of the victims of the

bridge accident in August last. The

amounts claimed vary from fifteen hun-

dred dollars to twenty thousand dollars.
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Items of Personal Interest

Mr. I J. J. Ackworth has been appointed

storekeeper for the Erie, at Kent, O., vice

Mr, II. E, Lind, transferred.

Mr. B. G. Calloway has been appointed

purchasing agent of the Tennessee Cen-

tral, with offices at Nashville, Tenn.

Mr. W. C. Hayes has been appointed

superintendent of locomotive operation on

the Erie Railroad, with headquarters at

New York, N. Y.

Mr. L. C. Crady has been appointed

roundhouse foreman of the Pennsyl-

vania at Phillipson, Pa., succeeding

Mr. F. B. McKelvey.

Mr. H. E. Lind has been appointed

storekeeper for the Erie, at Susquehanna,

Pa., vice Mr. T. H. Keffer, resigned to

engage in other business.

The office of the superintendent of mo-
tive power of the Mexican National Rail-

road has been transferred from Laredo,

Tex., to San Luis Potosi.

Mr. Sherman Smith has been appointed

superintendent of construction of the

Grand Trunk at Portage la Prairie, Man.,

vice Mr. Otis Weeks, resigned.

Mr. I. Jefferies has been appointed act-

ing locomotive foreman on the Grand
Trunk Railway at Palmerston, Ont., vice

Mr. W. Hamilton, transferred.

Mr. Richard Voges has taken a posi-

tion with the Ward Equipment Company,

New York, as chief inspector of materials

in their car heating department.

Mr. H. A. Bonn has been appointed

Northwestern passenger agent on the

New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad

Company, with office at Seattle, Wash.

Mr. George Wagstaff, supervisor of

boilers of the New York Central & Hud-
son River, has resigned to go to the Rail-

way Materials Company, of Chicago, 111.

Mr. E. E. Machovec, formerly general

foreman of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe at Newton, Kan., has been appointed

division master mechanic at the same
place.

Mr. Edward Tucker, formerly round-

house foreman on the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe, has been appointed general

foreman at Newton, Kan., on the same
road.

Mr. F. K. Edwin has been appointed su-

perintendent of bridges of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford at Stam-
ford, Conn., vice Mr. V. V. Wiggin, re-

signed.

Mr. J. A. Mitchell, locomotive foreman
of the Grand Trunk at Stratford, Ont.,

has been appointed locomotive foreman

of the Grand Trunk Pacific, with oi

Rivro, Man.

Mr. L. 1\ Dwyer, formerly foreman of

locomotive repairs, has been api>

general foreman, having charge of loco-

motive and cars, on the Illinois division

of 1 he Iowa Central Railroad.

H. L. Mills, formerly in the sales depart-

ment of the Whiting Foundry Equipment
Company, has resigned to accept the presi-

dency of the American Specialty Company,
1440 Monadnock Bldg., Chicago.

Mr. J. H. Muuro has been appointed

locomotive foreman on the Canadian Pa-
cific Railway, at Muskoka, Ont., the divi-

sional point on the new line between Bol-

ton Junction and Romford Junction.

Mr. H. H. Hale, superintendent of mo-
tive power of the Nevada Railroad, has

been appointed master mechanic of the

Gulf & Ship Island, with headquarters at

Gulfport, Miss., vice M. J. Haynen, re-

signed.

Mr. E. C. Gossett, formerly master
mechanic on the Chicago, Rock Island

and Pacific at Armourdale, Kan., has
been appointed master mechanic on the

Iowa Central, vice Mr. T. M. Feeley,

resigned.

Mr. G. E. Carson, formerly master car-

builder of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie,

on Sept. 1 took a like position with the

New York Central at West Albany, and
has been succeeded by Samuel Lynn, at

present car foreman.

Mr. T. C. Hudson, formerly master me-
chanic of the Canadian & Northern Que-
bec Railroad at Shawinigan Falls, Que.,

has also been appointed master mechanic

on the Quebec & Lake St. John Railway,

vice Mr. J. Clark, resigned.

Mr. G. Kydd has been appointed chief

clerk to Mr. William Downie, general

superintendent of the Atlantic Division

of the Canadian Pacific Railway, with

headquarters at St. John, N. B., vice

Mr. J. G. Shewan, resigned.

Mr. R. V. Hogue, formerly assistant

master mechanic on the Denver & Rio

Grande Railroad, has been appointed mas-

ter mechanic on the same. road, with head-

quarters at Grand Junction, Colo., vice

Mr. A. H. Powell, tranferred to Alamosa,

Colo.

Mr. E. F. McCrea, assistant engineer of

maintenance of way of the Pennsylvania

Lines west at Cleveland, Ohio, has been

appointed assistant engineer of mainte-

nance of way on the same road at Pitts-

burgh. Pa., vice Mr. S. W. Hodgin, trans-

ferred.

Air. W. Hamilton, heretofore locomo-

tn on the Grand Trunk Railway

at Palmerston, Ont, has been appointed

locomotive foreman on the same road at

Stratford, Ont., vice Mr. J. A. Mitchell,

resigned to enter Grand Trunk Pacific

Railway service.

Mr. G. W. Taylor, formerly division

master mechanic on the Atchison, Topeka

& Santa Fe at Newton, Kan., has been

appointed superintendent of motive power
and machinery of the San Antonio &
Arkansas Pass Railway, with headquar-

ters at San Antonio, Tex.

Mr. W. E. Davis, passenger traffic man-
ager; Mr. G. T. Bell, general passenger

agent, and Mr. J. E. Quick, general bag-

gage agent, all of the Grand Trunk Rail-

way system, have been appointed to the

same offices with the Grand Trunk Pacific,

combining the supervision of both lines.

Mr. W. B. Russell, formerly assistant

superintendent of apprentices of the New
York Central Lines, has resigned to ac-

cept the position of director of the new
technical school in Boston, known as the

"Franklin Union." Mr. Henry Gardner,

apprentice instructor at the McKees
Shops at Pittsburgh, has been selected to

fill the vacancy. His office will be at the

Grand Central Station, New York.

Mr. F. D. Crawshaw, B. S. in Electrical

Engineering, Worcester Polytechnic In-

stitute, who has served as head of the

Manual Training Department of the Cen-

tral High School, Minneapolis, Minn. ; as

first assistant, Manual Arts Department,

Bradley Polytechnic Institute, and as

principal of the Franklin School, Peoria,

111., has been appointed assistant dean of

the College of Engineering of the Uni-

versity of Illinois.

Mr. Shelby S. Roberts, B. S. ; C. E. Rose
Polytechnic Institute, for the past ten

years engaged in railway work, chiefly

with the St. Louis, Peoria & Northern

Railway; the Louisville & Nashville, and

the Illinois Central, has been appointed as-

sistant professor of railway civil engi-

neering in the University of Illinois. Mr.

Roberts will give his entire attention to

instructional and research work, with ref-

erence to railway track construction and

maintenance and with reference to rail-

way signalling.

At the convention of the Traveling En-

gineers' Association held in Detroit last

month Mr. J. A. Talty, of the Delaware,

Lackawanna and Western, was elected

president of the association. Mr. C. F.

Richardson, of the Frisco System, was

elected first vice-president; Mr. F. C.
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Thayer, of the Southern Railway, second

vice-president, ;md Mr. W. C. Hayes,

of the Eric Railroad, third vice-presi-

dent. Mr. W. 0. Thompson, of the N. V.

C. lines, East Buffalo, N. V.. was elected

secretary, and Mr. C. B. Conger treas-

urer.

About a couple of weeks ago Mr.

D. McNicoll, vice-president and gen-

eral manager of the Canadian Pacific

Railway, completed his forty-second

year of active railroad work. On
Aug. 20, 1866, Mr. McNicoll, then four-

teen years old, did his first day's work

as a clerk in the goods department of the

North British Railway. He continued in

railway service in Great Britain until 1874,

when he came to Canada and entered the

employ of the Northern Railway. Later

he went over to the Toronto, Grey &
Bruce, and in 1S83 he joined the C. P. R.

Announcement

We take pleasure in stating that in ad-

dition to our Educational Charts which

are given free to subscribers to Railway

and Locomotive Engineering, we have

now ready a new chart, No. 10, which

combines the quality of a working model

and educational chart, illustrative of the

angularity of the main rod. The movable

parts are made of celluloid, mounted on

superfine cardboard. The chart also con-

tains a complete series of questions

adapted from those in use by traveling

engineers.

A careful and studious perusal of these

questions, in conjunction with the object

lesson, afforded by the movable slide

valve, piston, and main rod, cannot fail

to familiarize the student with the chief

It is interesting to note that the first

issue of this chart involved a production

and distribution of nearly 25,000 separate

copies among American railway men.

With our new and rapidly expanding field

opened up by the publication of our Euro-

pean edition, we expect the present issue

of the chart will be much larger. Our
hundreds of agents and our tens of thou-

sands of subscribers must bear in mind

that our regular subscribers on renewing

their subscriptions are entitled to a copy

of this combination chart and working

model, the same as if they were new sub-

scribers.

We need hardly remind them that they

can have an alternative choice of any one

of our locomotive or car charts. They

are distributed free to all subscribers.

Our locomotive chart published last year,

showing a consolidation locomotive

Educational Chart N° 10

- Position of Pin when Crossdead is on Centre

Lower Quart"

FACSIMILE OF OUR EDUCATIONAL CHART No. 10—THE PISTON AXI) VALVE ARE CELLULOID AND ARE MOVAB]

Here he rose from one step to another till

in December, 1903, he became vice-presi-

dent and general manager. He is also a

director of the company.

Mr. A. O. R. Huddell, who recently re-

tired from the position of cashier of the

Grand Trunk, before leaving the office for

the last time as an official, was called in

by the treasurer, Mr. Frank Scott, to a

room where the rest of the employees of

the department joined them, together with

Messrs. William Wainwright, fourth vice-

president : N. J. Power, general auditor,

and W. H. Ardley, auditor of disburse-

ments. On behalf of the employees of the

department. Mr. Scott presented Mr. Hud-
dell with a handsome onyx clock, and

briefly expressed the regret felt by the

staff that their old comrade was leaving.

He assured Mr. Huddell that he carried

with him the best wishes of all his fellow

employees and expressed the hope that he

might live long to enjoy his rest. Brief

speeches were made by Mr. Wainwright

and other officials.

organic features of the locomotive. The
changing of a reciprocating motion into

a circular motion, and the attendant ir-

regularities caused by the angular advance

of the connection between the crosshead

and crank are clearly defined, and a thor-

ough knowledge of this interesting prob-

lem in engineering is gained that is at

once simple and clear. More can be

learned in a few leisure hours with this

chart than can be gained from years of

hard experience in active railway service.

We may add that this chart is not a

Twentieth Century product. It was origin-

ated by the publishers of Locomotive En-
gineering last century. As our readers

well know. Railway and Locomotiyk En-
gineering is a larger growth of Locomo-
tive Engineering, combining all the feat-

ures of the original publication with the

added requirements of the constantly ex-

panding field covered by the latest mechan-

ical appliances used on railways. Our new
chart is a reproduction of one of our earli-

est charts, with letter-press descriptions.

equipped with the Walschaerts valve

gear, met with an unprecedented demand
and is still being constantly called for.

Our aim is to produce something new
each year, so that our readers may have

some tangible reminder of our interest in

their welfare as well as something of

real value. Many publishers as well as

other prominent business establishments

content themselves by issuing a glaring

poster from which one may learn what

day of the month it is, or what quarter

the moon is in. We have no fault to find

with the productions. They are useful re-

minders. But we prefer to go on in the

way we began. We know that railway

men, especially the younger men, need

something more than days and dates and

moonshine. They need education in their

high calling, and to this end our best

efforts will be as unsparingly made

in the future as they have been in the

past. Chart No. 10 is now ready for

distribution to all renewed or new sub-

scribers.
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American De Glehn for France.

The Schenectady Works of the Am-
erican Locomotive Company have re-

coil ly completed an order for 30

Pacific type locomotives for the Paris-

Orleans Railway of France. These en-

gines were built strictly in accordant

with specifications and drawings fur-

nished by the railway company, which

means, that the work was executed to

metric system measurements, all the

dimensions on the drawings being

given according to that system. The
engines will be used in fast express

service on the division between Limo-

ges and Brive, a distance of 61.27 miles

where the grades are long and heavy

in both directions.

These locomotives are of the 4-

cylinder, balanced compound type, the

four cylinders being compounded and

arranged on the De Glehn system. A
departure from the usual practice in

lh> De Glehn type of locomotive will

be noticed, in that the high pressure

cylinders are furnished with piston

valves, and the steam pipes to the high

pressure cylinders are in the smoke-

box instead of being outside the boiler.

The low pressure cylinders are be-

tween the frames underneath the

smokebox and drive on the cranked

axle of the leading driving wheels. The

high pressure cylinders are outside the

frames, some distance hack of the low

pressure cydinders. and are connected

to the middle pair of driving wheels.

bronze, are of the plain slidi type, mi-

balam 1 d and h.i\ e inclim d eai In

order I" pi o\ ide clearanci fi u I Li<

ing truck, all 1 he cylinders an

inclined. I hi two lets oi alvi

operati d by independent valvi

the \\ al 11 hai 1

1 Hi" ll ars for

the onisiile cylinders are driven b) re

turn cranks foi gi d olid w ith the

a horiz mtal le\ erage which
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twin vhich

is so
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BOILER OF THE PARIS ORLEANS DE GLEHN, SHOWING NARROW FRONT
WIDE BAI K OI I [REBOX.

AND

crank pins of the middle pair of driving

wheels, while the inside gears arc-

driven from eccentrics on the leading

axle.

As the centers of the high pressure

valve chambers are 4.92 ins. outside

of the cylinders, all the parts of the

high pressure valve motion are in the

same vertical plane; so that the mo-

tion of the eccentric crank is trans-

mitted direct to the valve without the

thus permitting of independently vary-

ing the cut-offs in the high and low

lire cylinders.

The steam pipes to the high pressure

cylinders are seamless drawn

tubes. Steam from the high pr<

cylinder exhausts into intercepting

valves, placed in chambers cast on the

side of each low pressure cylinder, di-

rectly beneath the steam chests. These

valves are in the form of hollow cylin-

DE GLEHN 4-6-2 FOR

M.'ns, E. St lacroup, Ingenieur-en-Chef.

THE PARIS-ORLEANS RAILWAY OF FRANCE.
American Locomotive Company, Builders.

The high pressure cylinders are 15. ,55

ins. in diameter, the low pressure are

25.19 ins.; the stroke of all is the same.

viz.: 25.59 ins. This engine can exert

a tractive effort of about 24,940 lbs.

with driving wheels 78.83 ins. in dia-

meter and a boiler pressure of about

240 lbs. per sq. in.

The two low pressure cylinders, to-

gether with their steam chests and a

receiver, are found within one casting.

The low pressure valves, which are of

use of rocker arms. With the inside

valve gears, however, the eccentric be-

ing located on the lirst axle between

the inside crank cheeks, the centers of

the eccentrics are 13.78 ins. inside of

the valve centers. In order to trans-

mit the motion from one plane to the

other, therefore, the inside trunnions

of the links are extended and provided

with downward extending arms, to

which the eccentric rods are connected.

This arrangement, of course, intro-

ders and have suitable openings cut in

them which, according to the position-

of the valve, allows the high pressure

exhaust to pass to the low pressure

steam chests and receiver, or to the at-

mosphere, through a direct exhaust

passage cored out in the front of the

low pressure cylinder casting. These

valves are operated by air pressure,

controlled from the cab. the air cylin-

der being between the frames just

ahead of the low pressure cylinders.
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and the ends of the piston rod being

connected to crank arms on the ends

of the intercepting valve stems.

Steam direct from the dome is ad-

mitted to the low pressure steam

chests, and receiver in starting or when

working simple, by means of a valve

on the back-head of the boiler, which,

when opened, allows steam to flow

through a small copper pjpe, extending

it through the front tube sheet

and connecting to the copper pipe,

which connects with an opening in the

recei er on the right of the exhaust

The ire of steel plate made

in two sections. The frames are offset

at the front end in order to provide

i] them for the low

cylinders and are very

strongly braced together. The low

pressure guides and also the low

lire link supports are bolted to the

heavy steel box casting between the

high pressure cylinders. The outside

guides and high pressure link supports

are bolted to cast steel guide yokes

secured to the frames. All the axles

are forged steel, the crank axle being

a single forging. The driving boxes

are of forged steel.

The three pairs of driving wheels

are equalized together, the under-hung

spring system being employed. Con-

trary to American practice in this type

of engine, however, the trailing truck

i- not equalized with the driving

wheels. The trailing truck is of the

side motion type with inside bearings;

lateral motion is provided by allowing

sufficient play between the boxes and

pedestals on each side, and the load on

the truck is utilized to bring the truck

back to its central position. The engine

truck is the Paris-Orleans standard de-

sign of wheel truck, all the weight be-

ing transferred to the truck by means

of two hemispherical side bearings

seated in castings which can slide on

the cast steel center frame. The truck

is brought back to its central position

after leaving a curve by means of two

transverse coil springs, one on either

side of the center plate.

The boiler is of the straight top type

with Belpaire firebox, the inside fire-

box being of copper. All the stays in

the water legs are of manganese

bronze, while the crown and the boiler

stays are of Falls hollow staybolt

iron. One of the most interesting

features of the design of the boiler is

the shape of the firebox, which ex-

tends out over the frames at the back

end. and is made narrow at the front

end to come between the frames. This

was, of course, necessary because of

the location of the rear driving wheels

which, instead of being ahead of the

firebox as in the ordinary American

design of Pacific type locomotive, are

so placed that they extend back of the

front and of the firebox.

The barrel of the boiler has an out-

side diameter at the front end of about

66% inches. It contains 261 tubes,

2.165 > ns - i' 1 diameter and 19.54 ft- long.

The total heating surface of the

boiler is 3,048 sq. ft., of which the

tubes contribute 28,635 sq. ft., and

the firebox the remainder. The fire-

box provides a grate area of 45.7 sq. ft.

The smokebox is provided with a

high exhaust pipe fitted with a variable

< xhaust device. This device consists

of a hollow cone fitted in the top of the

exhaust nozzle, the largest outside

diameter of which is equal to the in-

side diameter of the tip of the exhaust

nozzle. This cone is connected to the

horizontal arm of a shaft which ex-

tends out of the side of the smokebox

and is operated from the cab by means

of a screw and a hand wheel. By

lowering or raising the cone, the

amount of the exhaust opening is in-

creased or diminished. The blower

nozzle which is of bronze is a hollow

ring surrounding the exhaust nozzle

and provided with a number of holes

in its upper face. A sprinkling device

is also provided in the smokebox for

extinguishing hot cinders. The smoke-

stack is of cast iron, and is provided

with a hood by means of which the

draft may be checked when the engine

is standing in a station or drifting.

The tender tank is of the water bot-

tom type and has a water capacity of

20,000 litres or 5,281 gallons. It is

provided with three gauge cocks to

show the level of the water in the tank.

The tender frame consists of two steel

plate side frames, placed outside of the

wheels and strongly braced together.

The tender is carried on six wheels and

the weight is transmitted to the journal

boxes through semi-elliptic springs

over the top of each box; the two

rear pairs of wheels being equalized

together.

The principal ratios of the design are

given below:

Weight on drivers -S- tractive effort = 489
Total weight -4- tractive effort = 7-8

1

Total heating surface 4- grate area = 66.6

Firebox heating surface -5- total

heating surface, per cent = 6-4

Weight on drivers * total heating
surface — 40

Total weight -f- total heating surface = 64
Tractive power X diameter drivers,
— total heating surface = 595

Volume of equivalent, simple cylin-

ders — S.48

Total heating surface ¥ volume
equivalent, simple cylinders : 359

Grate area -f- volume of equivalent,

simple cylinders = 5-38

Wheel base, driving, 12 ft.; total 34
ft Wheel base, total, engine and tender,

58 ft. 5 n/64 'ns. Weight, in working order,

195,000 lbs.; on drivers, 122,000 lbs. Weight, in

working order, engine and tender, 294,800 lbs.

Boxes, driving, forged steel; brake, driver, West-
inghouse; truck, Westinghouse; brake, tender,

Westinghouse; air signal, grate, style, dump ar-

rangement; piston packing; metallic; tender

frame, steel; tank, style, water, bottom; wheels,

material, cast steel.

Left Driving Box Pound.

At the General Foremen's conven-

tion Topic No. 1 was "The pounding
of the left main driving box more than

the right—The cause and how this

pounding can be avoided." There were
three papers presented on this subject,

one by Mr. C. H. Voges, of the N. Y.

C. Lines, one by Mr. E. R. Berry of the

C. B. & Q. and another by Mr. W. D.

Kidneigh of the U. P. These papers

are printed in the July issue of Rail-

way and Locomotive Engineering, pages

296 and 306.

Without exactly quoting the papers

we may give the following epitome of

the subject, which may assist our

readers in following the discussion.

If an ordinary locomotive in which

the right hand crank leads the left

hand be considered, and assuming that

when starting, the right crank is, say,

4 ins. to 6 ins. above the forward

center, so that the right valve forward

port is not yet open to lead, then if

the throttle is opened steam will not

enter the right cylinder, but will enter

the back end of the left cylinder, and

will pull the L crank forward until the

LD box strikes the front main pedestal,

which will act as a fulcrum and the RD
box will move against the RB pedestal.

When sufficient pressure is exerted the

engine will move and the wheels re-

volve. When the RF crank nears the

center, the R front port opens and

steam strikes the piston which trans-

fers the pressure to the R crank pin

and then to the RD box. This box,

however, is hard against the back

pedestal, (as stated above, from the ac-

tion of the forward pressure on the L
piston) and therefore there is no lost

motion to be taken up, and no tendency

to knock is produced.

Next, assume 90 degs. passed and

the L crank to be 4 ins. to 6 ins.

above the forward center so that the

valve is not opened to lead. Then

R crank under the force of the

steam is ,pressing the RD box against

the back pedestal, which, acting as a

fulcrum, enables the pressure on the

R main pin to force the LD box

against the forward L pedestal. Now
when the L valve opens the front port,

the pressure on the piston forces the

LD box back against the back pedestal

with a sudden blow proportional to the

lost motion in the LD box and axle,

and thus creates more lost motion.

When the exhaust takes place on the

R side as the R crank comes up toward

the back center it allows the RD box

to come gently forward against the

forward R pedestal under the influence

of the L cylinder pushing the L crank

pin back, so that when the R crank

reaches the back centre and the R back

port opens, the steam pulls the crank
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OLD GEAR

that is all over the engine, but we don't

have any more on the left side than we
do on the right, but if we do have it on

either side it is due to the wedges not

being put up by the engineer, or an un-

equal distribution of steam. I do not

see anything in it except for the en-

gineer to keep the wedges up on the

left side. We have a great many broken

frames, and with very few exceptions

it is always on account of the binder

being loose and the wedge not set up.

and about nine out of ten break on the left

side. Sometimes we have a number

that break on the cylinder side. We
know what the trouble is when we find

the binder pulled loose. We found

two or three broken by men throwing

their engines into simple on a heavy

pull and doing it while the engines

were working the hardest. I believe it

is up to the engineer, if anybody."

Mr. Gorman said: "An engineer

should take care of his shoes and

ENGINE AND SOME SCRAP HEAP (OMKAI
Plwtograpked by L. C. Woolcy.

about the only explanation that I have

arrived at. In the last two years I have

run against another disease on the left

side which I think comes from the

same thing, but I have been unable to

determine. On the double shaft type

of the Soo Line engines, the left side,

that is the high pressure side, the en-

gines pound their left main tire from

18 to 24 ins. ahead of the pin, and they

are having the same difficulty as with

the left main driving box. We have

had left main tires pound out in six

weeks. For a long time we thought it

was soft spots in the tires and hap-

pened to catch in the left main wheel,

but as soon as the spot commenced to

show up we would take it out and put

it on the front wheel. And while I

think it comes from the same cause we

cannot lay it entirely to slack. There

must be a back pressure of some kind

and it may develop in a cross compound

engine oftener than in a simple."
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Mr. Kell) of the N. W. remarked:

''As I sec it. the pound in the left main

driving box is due to the right lead and

that subject is covered very well in Mr.

Yoges I- ip er. We had trouble with

the left frame breaking more than the

right, and I understand that the broken

frame was transferred to the right side,

showing that the lead has all to do with

the pound. It seems to me it is con-

clusive that whichever side has the

lead, the other will have the pound."

Mr. Maultbie said I have never noticed

anything of the kind. It seems to me
that if the same care were taken of the

left as with the right that such a pound-

ing more on the left side could not

happen. I have heard of that being

the case., but I have been unable to find

a reason for it. I think if the box is

properly bored out and properly fitted

and the same care taken, there should

not be any more pound on one side

than on the other.

Speaking about boring out the boxes

Mr. Voges said: "In regard to the

shoes and wedges being set properly

engine 6416 received first class repairs.

A mileage was made of about 25,000.

We renewed all the bolts and the en-

gine was fitted up Ai. The engineer

is a mechanic himself and he takes

good care of his engine. Why did he

set up the left wedge lower than the

right one? We paid particular attention

to shoes and wedges. On some roads

they bore the back 3/32 larger than

the journal and the main box they

bore 1/32 larger. We bore all boxes

and fit them close to the journal."

Mr. Hanse said: "There is some-
thing in the journal being out of round.

An engine was brought in with a

pound, taken to the pit and I gave that

engine two new boxes. The journal

was out of round about 1/32 in. I had

its brasses bored and box fitted, and it

was a perfect job. and to-day that en-

gine is pounding badly on the left side.

The right side is just as nice as ever.

In regard to setting up wedges, as a

rule the Seaboard Air Line have regular

engineers on through freight and pas-

senger and engineers set up their

wedges. With the grease boxes you
cannot set up a wedge until after you
run the engine 15 or 20 miles. All

grease cellars heat the boxes. They
have to create friction before they get

any lubrication. When they get warm
they will expand. If you set up a

wedge on a grease cellar box when the

te is cold you will get a stuck

_e. The best time is when it comes
in at the end of a trip. I have a Rich-

mond engine that went through the

shop on the 5th of January. It was
given a thorough overhauling. It has

as good an engineer as there is on the

road, and to-day it has a terrible pound
in the left side. What causes that

pounding I am unable to say. I do not

depend entirely on the engineer's re-

port. I can get on one of my engines

with a machinist and we set the wedge

up just as tight as we can get it, and

we try it. I have actually seen them
jump, it seemed to me a quarter of an

inch, but of course it wasn't that much.

It is in the brass; it isn't in the shoe

or wedge."

This forms a brief synopsis of the

remarks of most of the speakers and

the discussion shows that the subject

is worthy of careful attention. Any
of our readers, engineers and others

who can throw any light on how this

left side pound can be mitigated, should

send in the result of their experience;

we will be glad te. publish what they

say.

Instrument for Testing Hardness.

By J. F. Springer.

There have recently been developed sev-

eral methods for determining the amount

of hardness in various substances. The

instrument described is one of the best of

these, and is called the scleroscope, from

the Greek words meaning hard and see.

This device is intended to measure how
much harder one thing is than another.

Thus it determines hardened tool-steel to

be about three times as hard as the same

material annealed. Further, it gets down
to close quarters and distinguishes the

slight difference in hardness that some-

times exists between a brass box and the

steel journal within it.

By referring to Fig. I, a glass tube is

seen to be a prominent feature of the de-

vice. This tube is open at the lower end.

There is a little hammer much the same

shape as a cartridge, but having a sharper

point. When operating the instrument

TESTING THE HARDNESS OF METAL.

this hammer is dropped freely through the

length of the tube, about 10 inches, w'ith

the point down. When this tiny hammer,

weighing about one-twelfth of an ounce,

strikes the specimen to be tested, it makes

a permanent indentation. The blow struck

is a very severe one, notwithstanding the

light weight, on account of the sharpness

of its point. In fact, the impact is cal-

culated to amount to 75,000 lbs. to the
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square inch. This i beyond the i

limit of most substances. Consequently,

:i permanent deformation is effected, [n

doing this work energy is expended. The

amount of energy is measured by the re-

sistance to actual displacement of metal.

But whatever this resistance is, the re-

action against it is equal to it. This is

measured by the rebound of the hammer.

Assuming, as it seems reasonable to do,

that the resistance at the moment of per-

manent deformation is due to hardness,

we have in the rebound a means of meas-

uring the amount of this property.

A scale is placed behind the glass and

the rebound measured, thus readily gives a

quantitative value for hardness. The scale

actually used is graduated from o to 140,

each graduation being about 1-14 of an

inch. If a piece of babbit metal causes a

rebound of 7 graduations, while a gold

coin shows one of 14, we say that the

gold is twice as hard as the babbit metal,

inasmuch as the one rebound indi

twice the resistance to deformation of that

disclosed by the other.

The glass tube is held in position by a

suitable framework, the rod seen to the

left being a part of the support. The rod

to the right of the tube swings freely

from its attachment at its upper end. It

is, in fact, a plumb-bob, and accomplishes

the service of indicating if the tube is in

a vertical position. The bulb at the top is

for the purpose of sucking up the little

hammer after it has performed its duty.

The hammer, upon being thus drawn up

the tube, is held in position by a suitable

catch. When it is desired to make a test

the hook, seen near the top and to the

left of the tube, is held down and the

lower rubber bulb is compressed. The

hammer is then free to fall.

There is a magnifying glass, which may

be adjusted to any position in front of

the tube. As a rule, in testing, it will be

known approximately where the rebound

will be completed. The magnifying glass

is adjusted to cover this region of th«

tube. The reading of the rebound against

the scale may then be easily performed.

What has now been described consti-

tutes the essentials of the instrument. It

may be used without other attachments.

With the device in this skeleton form one

may climb up on a shaft and test journal

and box in position. This adaptability to

the duty of measuring hardness without

disturbing the parts is of importance.

The abrasion of metal is very minute

and may be disregarded, unless one

thinks that the sharp point will set up an

initial point of fracture. In such case a

blunt hammer may be used for the lower

degrees of hardness. The rebound is less.

however, and one might need to make a

couple of comparative tests beforehand in

order to be able to translate the reading

with the blunt hammer into the proper

number corresponding to the sharp one.

Indeed, this blunt hammer is recommend-

ed lor use with the softer metals, as it

enables finer distinctions to be made.

The :• may be used in con-

nection with a rigid upright, or it may be

attached to a swinging bracket. It is of

importance that the specimen present a

clean horizontal surface. If it is regular

in shape and small, it may sometimes be

secured in a suitable clamp, and it is

ary that its support be rigid. If

the specimen i- small and irregular undcr-

THE SCLEROSCOPE.

neath the device may be employed of em-

bedding it in a preparation of tar and

asphaltum. This substance has the prop-

erty 6f being very rigid for instantaneous

blows, but of yielding to slow pressures.

Both of these qualities are utilized. The

irregularities of the under portion of the

specimen are slowly pressed into the tar-

asphaltum. The blow struck by the

scleroscope hammer is practically instan-

taneous. Consequently, the specimen is

well supported despite the irregularities,

and is rigidly supported for the quick-

blow.

It is interesting to note the different

degrees of hardness possessed by various

metals, and even by the same metals under

different conditions. Lead in the ordinary

condition is so soft as to effect a rebound

of but 2 gradations. When its particles

are compressed by hammering or rolling

it may disclose a hardness of 3. Brass

varies all the way from 12 to 30. depend-

ing upon its composition and upon

whether it is cast or compressed. Wrought

iron may show a hardness of but 18 gra-

dations, but upon being hammered may
rise to 30. This is about the same degree

of hardness as that shown by tool-steel

when properly annealed. Unannealed

steels show their condition by means of

the scleroscope. Hardened tool-steel

shows a hardness number which may
range from 90 to as high as no. This is

somewhat better than high-speed steels.

which vary from about 80 to 105.

The scleroscope is especially valuable in

enabling the machinist to determine the

hardness of his high-speed tool when it is

at the temperature of actual service. This
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is of very great importance, as what one

wishes to know about a high-speed tool-

steel is, not so much how hard is it when
cold, but how hard is it when as hot

as it will be when making a heavy cut in

a railway repair shop or when cutting

work having a high peripheral speed.

A very important law has been formu-

lated, which should be of great practical

interest to machine people. It is main-

tained that the cutting tool must be from

three to four times as hard as the work

to be cut if its length of service and

effectiveness are to be of commercial

value. Thus, if the tool-steel to be ma-

chined be so poorly annealed as to be,

say, 35 hard, then it is barely a commer-

cial proposition to attempt to cut it. For

the best steel discloses but a hardness of

105 or no. But annealed to 31, it can

readily be cut by steel of 100 to 105.

New Era Journal Box.

There is a new axle box on the mar-

ket for railroad use which is called the

New Era, but as a matter of fact it

could be called the new departure box

because it has some excellent features

which rcommend it to any practical rail-

road man who uses it.

The box is M. C. B. standard and

made of any desired material and is a

good, clean, strong casting. The point

that this box makes its appeal on, is the

lid. When open the lid drops down out

of the way and leaves a completely un-

obstructed opening for the removal of

brasses and wedges for oiling and inspec-

tion. When we say that the lid drops

down out of the way we mean it, because

the whole front of the box has a slight

SECTION, SHOWING LID SHUT AND LID
OPEN.

curve which the lid fits, and when down
it is really out of the way and lies close

against the bottom face of the box, and

is protected from being struck by any
passing object. The lid slides in two
grooves cast in the edges of the box
so that the sides are dust-proof. When
the lid is in place closing the box,

its upper edge fits into a recess in

the top of the box so that it is dust-

proof and at the same time the lower

edge of the lid fits on the sharp lower

edge of the box opening and rests there

free from jar or vibration, thus forming

a good dust-proof joint. When the lid

is down so that the box is open, the lid

rests on a pair of lugs cast at the lower

end of the grooves in which the lid slides

and the lid rests on these in the position

which we described as being out of the

way.

This dust-proofing is accomplished

without any machine work having been

resorted to in order to make the joints

tight. The box and the lid are simply

good, clean, accurately made castings and

BOX WITH LID OPEN AND SHUT.

suit one another as a glove suits the hand.

Across the centre of the lid a spring is

inserted. It passes through a little boss

in the middle of the lid. The spring is

flat steel capable of being sufficiently put

in place by hand. The spring is just as

long as the box is wide, and when in place

it cannot come out, and being encased in

the front of the cover it is not liable to be

injured. When the lid is in its closed

and locked position it is like a trap door

dropped home with all its edges tight and

a full bearing on each edge. The spring

simply serves to hold it in this locked

position. The work of the spring is there-

fore so slight that there is practically

no wear to it, and it can perform its

light but important duty indefinitely.

The opening and closing of the lid is

positive, and it can be very quickly

done, thus enabling inspection and oiling

to be most rapidly accomplished. The
lid never remains in a partly opened or

closed position. It is either full open or

shut, and that is all there is about it.

The opening of the lid is easy and there

is no possibility of its working hard, so

that there is no incentive for an oiler to

pass by this box because of trouble in

getting at the interior. The lid is not

only dust-proof, it is water-proof.

As to the manufacturing of the box
and lid, and the fitting of the lid to the

box, the working of the lid depends on
making of the grooves properly, and as

the grooves depend on the core only

there is no trouble in making the box
with proper grooves and no trouble in

the fitting or working of the lid. The
opening and the ways are not quite par-

allel, thus making the lid fit tight on the

sides when closed and giving it a little

play on the sides when, open. All that is
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One Thousand Pointers for

Machinists and Engineers

Price, $1.50

••ko bonnd In line etath.

AGENTS WANTED everywhere; write for

terms and descriptive circulars. Will be aent

prepaid to any addreas upon receipt of price.

GRIFFIN &WINTBRS
171 La Salle Street, CHICAGO

m 1 ded is a mooth casting ij the lid and
.•1 (-lean core Eoi the groove in thi

'1 he lid and spring arc quiti light and

there is no n a on « hj tl and lid

should be madi •
. h 1 than any

other box, and nol having any machim

NEW ERA BOX, OPEN.

work or bolts, nuts, cotters, etc., the box

can be made cheaply.

To open the lid, pull it out at the bot-

tom by taking hold of the lug, and when

pulled out as far as it will go, a down-

ward movement causes it to pass below

the cam and it will readily fall to its full

open position, and is stopped there by

the spring coming against the offset or

bottom lugs in the groove. To close the

lid, lift the lid up till the spring strikes

the cam then force it up till the lid comes

against the top of the opening when the

bottom of the lid is forced past the offset

to its closed position by the spring and

holds ; it is there held and locked. To
take the lid off, put it in the full open

position and compress the spring so that

it will pass the stops in the groove, and it

readily comes out. Then to put the lid in,

as the stop has a cam face on the lower

side, the lid is simply pushed up so as to

pass the spring over the stops and the

lid is then in position for use. It goes

in or comes out from the bottom, but it

does not shake out; it requires to be

definitely taken out, when required.

The New Era Axle box is worth look-

ing at, for it is a simple and effective de-

vice. Mr. Sinclair J. Johnson, of 10 Wall

street, New York, who is the patentee of

the box, will be happy to send a descrip-

tive circular to anyone who writes to him

for one, or he is prepared to supply the

boxes on short notice. The box in use

has proved satisfactory.

A pamphlet recently issued by the

American Locomotive Company is a

reprint of the paper on the Wal-

schaerts Valve Gear read by Mr. C.

O. Rogers, Travelling Engineer of the

company, before the Eighth Biennial

Convention of the Brotherhood of

Locomotive Engineers, at Columbus.

Ohio. May. 1008. The purpose of the

was to explain in and

plain manner the principle, action, and

the Walschaerts Valve

and the difference between it

and the Step ition; and

the pamphli 1 will, th< refore, I

pecial interest to locomotive en-

gini 1 ra and firemen 1
1

containing sugg<

ing what to do in case

,,i In ill in

particular be of value to those 0]

ing engines eqi type

of valve motion. A number of illus-

tration, of engines, disconnected and

block' en to

assist in a clear under- of the

text. A copy of the pamphlet will be

in request. Tl let is

standard with the other publications

of the con p; id is No. 10,033. It

is an interesting and useful tr

which can be had for the asking. The

address of the American Locon

Company is 30 Church Street, New
York. ;

Red lenses used in railway signals are

often more or less defective from what

may be called the spectroscopic point of

view. If the glass gives a good red color

it probably does so at the expense i its

BOX CLOSED AND LOCKED.

light-transmitting qualities and vice versa.

When the color becomes thin the light

carries farther but it is . tinged yellow.

Even solid ruby glass is not free from this

possible defect.

In speaking of these matters the Signal

Engineer says that red lenses should be

tested for the presence of yellow, by the

sodium flame, which is intensely yellow,

and all lenses should be tested on a pho-

tometer, also tested for focus and for

minimum dark crescents due to the corru-

gations of the lens.

Good practice in dealing with lenses is

for a railroad to determine the maximum
range to be allowed, and the hue of a

given color. The manufacturer might

then test each lens before it goes to

the customer, and each lens should be

sent the customer with its photometric

value marked on it.
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New Caledonian Brake Vans.

Our illustration show? the latest

•Caledonian Railway innovation, name-

ly, a Corridor Bogi< Passenger Brake

Wan, which, in addition to having a

gangway at either end, is 2 ft. longer

and 6 ins. wider than any previous

type. The length of body is 50 ft.,

height from floor to ceiling 7 ft. 9^2

ins. and width 9 ft. The underframe is

•of composite construction. The side-

soles, headstocks, bogie and centre

cross-bearers are of channel section

steel 9 x yA x 3^ x ]/2 ins., the inter-

To reduce the cost of freight car repairs

and increase the usefulness of each car,

the Pennsylvania Railroad has recently

impressed upon brakemen, repairmen and

inspectors the necessity for careful

coupling of cars in yards, the care of air

'brakes, and the making of minor repairs

to cars. A general notice has been issued,

going into the matter very fully. Bumping

cars together with a severe impact is one

of the things specifically referred to, the

speed of cars is not to exceed two miles

an hour. Brakes must be handled care-

fully so that cars going over humps in

We Supply

LOCOMOTIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

LOCOMOTIVE POST CARDS

LOCOMOTIVE BOOKS

Listt Free

The LOCOMOTIVE PUBLISHING CO. Ltd.,

3 AMEN CORNER,

LONDON, E. C. :: - ENGLAND.

niklilliiiU i' \SS KXi.l N i:i< \K I VAX, < VLEDONIAN RAILWAY

MICA
CABOOSE LAMP (HIMNEYS

Save 50 per cent.

STORRS MICA CO.,

K. R. Dept. Owtjo, N.Y

mediate cross-bearers being of angle

section 3 x 3 x l/2 ins. The cross-

iearer to which the dynamo is at-

tached has its lower member of 4^
X2j4 x l/2 ins. section. The longitudinals

and diagonals at headstock are of oak.

The floor for a distance of 20 ft. from
each end slopes toward the longi-

tudinal centre, along which is a 2 x 1

in. gutter, communicating with three

drain pipes.

There are four double luggage doors

on either side, and a centre Guard's

•door opening inwards. In the Guard's

enclosure, which is partitioned with

glazed screen, are two side seats, un-

der which are placed storage heaters

and a locker for valuables. The elec-

tric light for night illumination is sup-

plied by an axle-driven dynamo and

accumulators,, there being six double

roof lights, two Guard's lights and two
side lights. The internal fittings in-

clude electric bells, cycle racks. The
four-wheeled bogie frames are of

pressed steel. The wheels are 3 ft.

9 ins. diameter and have steel centres.

The journals are 9% x 4 ins. The
axle-box bushes are of gun metal, lined

with white metal. Wheel base of bo-

gies 8 ft., and of the Van 42 ft. 6 ins.

The tare of the Van 2454 tons.

These Vans, of which six are now in

traffic, have been built at the com-
pany's workshops, St. Rollox, to the

designs of Mr. J. F. Mcintosh, Lo-
comotive, Carriage and Wagon Su-

perintendent of the Caledonian Rail-

way.

yards will not move fast enough to exceed

the two-miles-an-hour order when coup-

ling. Records are to be kept of cars

damaged in shifting, and these are to be

carefully followed up by general foremen

and master mechanics. Repairs to air

brakes and the replacing and tightening

of bolts must be done in the yard by re-

pairmen, so as to avoid the greater

damage that results from neglect. Each

repairman is to be required to carry a

kit of tools for making all manner of

minor repairs.

An attractive little 'booklet of envelope

size entitled "Dixon's Ticonderoga Flake

Graphite'' has 'been received at this office

from the Joseph Dixon Crucible Com-
pany of Jersey City, N. J. It is printed

in two colors, black and red, and the color

scheme is carried out on the cover by us-

ing a black paper and red ink for print-

ing the cover design which shows a title

in the form of a seal. The subject mat-

ter is so arranged that each page deals

with some particular phase of the graphite

subject. At the bottom of the page is

given some reliable testimony bearing,

whenever possible, on the particular point

treated of on that page. Anyone who is

interested in machinery of any sort will

probably find in this 'booklet some matter

to interest them. There are only a few-

pages, but some interesting and valuable

information is given. Any of our readers

desiring a copy of this booklet may se-

cure it by writing direct to the Dixon

Company for it

p.TExT NO Ht,«»
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ENAMELED IRON FLUSH OR DRY CLOSETS

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.
116 S. CLINTON ST., CHICAGO

One Year and
Eleven Months'

SERVICE.
WITHOUT REPACKING, ON

High-Pressure Locomotives
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The mistress sat with her weary hands

folded and waited the coming of the

train that was to her a notice that it was
time to peel the potatoes. The multi-

tudinous murmurs of the city came to her

like a lullaby and softly the weary eyelids

i and visions of green fields and

shining waters came to her. She was

dreaming dreams of the Fatherland,

blessed dreams that rub out the unkindly

piesent with the hallowed and trans-

figured memories of happier things.

Suddenly the whistle of the "Dolly Var-

den" was heard rending the startled air.

Then the Buffalo Special came thunder-

ing on like a black eagle chasing a wood
pigeon. Then the "Nelly P.ly" came
screaming along, followed by a loose-

jointed coal train. By the time a rattling

string of "empties" had passed, the shop

whistle joined in the crowding clamor and

the hungry boarders swarmed around the

bewildered boarding mistress. She tried

in low Dutch and poor English to explain

the cause of the delay. She appealed to

Billy and he mounted the dining room
stairs and began haranguing the mad-
dened multitude. A heavy laden, delega-

tion of European raw material arrived

upon the scene and gaped in open

mouthed wonderment at the threatening

tumult. The boarding master, who had

flashes of sense at times, performed a

skillful manoeuvre by deploying the

new contingent, including baggage, to

a temporary retreat in Clark's parlors.

Billy went on with his speech. When
Billy had once fairly begun speaking there

was no stopping him. He roused the

boarders to action as Demosthenes roused

the Athenians. One unruly boarder, a

red-headed Scot, refused to be persuaded.

With his trunk on his back he brushed

Billy rudely aside. He had passed the

disputatious period and he was moving.

Jack Macfarlane and Shaw the haddock
man and Billy sallied forth with baskets

and brought them back filled to overflow-

ing. Pumpernickel shaped like case shot,

and cabbages which, when a kettleful of

boiling water was poured upon them be-

came apparently palatable, were in plenty.

Pyramids of pretzels and pig's feet from
Clark's parlors were added to a variety

of odds and ends from a neighboring gro-

cery furnished by a promising lad who
slept under the counter and who was
growing fat by eating what nobody else

would buy.

Just as they were about to sit down to

their belated supper an order came from
the shops for the day gang to report for

duty at once. There was no rest till the
"49" was out again. Billy and his com-
panions had a hard night of it, and when
the "five-forty" came along next morning
the weary workers tottered feebly to

Clark's parlors. The "49" was ready for

the road again, and in the still morning
air could be heard the repercussions of
the wooden hammer that was beating the

beef-steak into some semblance of edibil-

ity in the back kitchen of Billy's boarding

house.

Motor Driven Car Wheel Borer.

Our illustration shows a late type of

motor driven car wheel boring mill with

improved automatic chuck, friction feed

discs and crane attachment. It is a

54-in. machine and its heavy construc-

tion and powerful gearing renders it

capable of taking the heaviest cuts re-

quired for this class of work. The
automatic chuck is self-closing, self-

opening and self-centering. It has three

adjustable abutments, each provided

with an equalizing steel jaw with two
bearing points. The work is thus held

and centered by six points on the cir-

cumference, insuring accuracy in cen-

tering.

The first movement of the driving

shaft causes the jaws to close in upon

the work, after which the motion is

transmitted to the table to produce ro-

tation. When the work is completed,

ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN BORING MILL.

the chuck is released by disengaging the

driving clutch and retarding the driving

shaft by means of the friction brake

provided for the purpose. The inertia

of the table and work thus imparts the

necessary force to open the jaws. The
work is secured in its correct position in

the machine and released with no loss

of time and without labor. Since the

power of the clutch grip increases with

the resistance of the cut, it is not nec-

essary to stop the table to tighten the

chuck.

The boring mill is especially arranged

for electric drive, and the motor is

mounted on the vertical housing of the

frame. The motor is a Westinghouse
type "S" for a variation in speed of

approximately two to one, and there-

fore eliminates the cone pulley required

by line shaft drive. This increases the

machine capacity because the variable

speed motor gives the desired range of

speed in much smaller steps, permitting

WILLIAM BONNET, M. E.
OF ZURICH

desires to represent in Switzerland, American
Finns for the sale of Railway and Locomotive
supplies. Best references given. Address

WILLIAM BONNET, M. E.,

46 Strenlistrasse,

Zurich, Switzerland.

"PERFECTOL"
THE

CAR, LOCOMOTIVE AND

SIGNAL BLADE

CLEANER

AND RENOVATOR

The Modoc Soap Company
228 N. Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

IF
you have ever

had trouble with

Flange Packings,

you have NOT
used our celebrated

DURABLA
H. P. SHEET PACKING

Write us and we will supply

you with a working sample

for test—used exclusively on

theSinger building. Ask them

THE AUSTIN PACKING
AND SUPPLY CO.

109 Liberty Street New York City
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Air Brake
Instruction
THE AIR BRAKE ART

has virtually been revolution-

ized during the last five years

and the railroad man who
wants a complete education on

the

Westinghouse, New York and

Dukesmith Air Brake

Systems

at a price and on terms that

will suit any sized pocketbook,

will learn how to get it by

writing at once to

THE DUKESMITH SCHOOL
OF AIR BRAKES

7th Floor, Wabash Building

PITTSBURG, PA.

SPRING CLEANING
Now Is the Time to Clean Up and to Use

Halt's Cleaner and Polish
For highly finished surfaces. Brings
back (he lustre. Leaves the surface
hard and free from gum or oil.

Used on Office Furniture; Interior

Woodwork; Passenger Car Panel
Work; Car Seats, etc.

Hatt's Combination
Rubbing Polish

A Rub and Polish in One.
Fills scratches and dents.

Cleans surfaces exposed to the
weather.

Brightens surfaces deadened by
neglect.

Morhous Manufacturing Co.
Detroit, Mich., U. S. A.

Write for Circular

THE DRAKE&WIERSCO
CLEVELAND, OHIO

ASPHALT CAR ROOFING

The Original Torsion-Proof Car Roof

IN USE ON OVER 75,000 CARS !

Has stood the test for 18 years without a
failure. The strongest and most durable Car
Hoof known. The ONLY GENUINE ASPHALT
CAR ROOFING ON THE MARKET. Guaran-
teed to last 10 years.

PLASTIC CAR ROOFINGOF SUPERIOR QUALITY

the mill to be run a< all times at its

maximum. The mill is manufactured

by William Sellers & Company, Inc.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

A large number of ap] tmenl i have

reci i i>ly been made to the staff of the Col-

lege of Engineering in the University of

Illinois, of which rullegc Prof. W. P. M.

Goss is dean. The organic growth of the

School of Railway Engineering ami .VI

ministration, which was establi hed two

years ago by tin- University of Illinois,

has been remarkable, I liis school stands

. between the College of Engineer-

ing ami the Department of Economics.

Its director is Dr. Goss. Its organization

within the College of Engineering at

present consists of an associate professor

of railway engineering, in general i

and especially concerned with the prob-

lems of railway equipment; an assistant

professor of civil engineering, especially

ha enab d them to in< "i poi ite in

these mill iny minor points which it

i impost ibli to cover in jpei ifii ations,

hni which conduce much towards the

hine. The use of speed

bo drive, rapid power traverse of

In ad and positn e gi ar fi i ds, has

somewhat increased the complexity of

Midlines, but even a cursory ex-

amination of the illustrations on the

of the i .
•• that

implicity of design has been always

1 pi in view. A copy of this catalogue

will be sent to anyone who will send

his name and address to the company,

1 1 1 Broadway, Xew York.

The Westinghouse Air Brake Com-
pany have issued Instruction Pamphlet

No. T 50.37 which covers their N'o. 12 EL
locomotive brak' nt. This equip-

ment i- an adaptation of the ET steam

LONE TREE" FILL. UNION' PACIFIC. 400 FT.

AT TOP.
WIDE AT BOTTOM, 8 FT. WIDE

concerned with problems of the track ; an

instructor in railway mechanical engi-

neering, especially concerned with loco-

motive performance and train resistance,

and an associate in railway engineering,

particularly concerned with the specialized

problems of electrical traction. Its or-

ganization within the Department of

Economics consists of a professor of rail-

way administration and an instructor in

railway accounting.

locomotive brake equipment to meet the

requirements of construction and opera-

tion of electric locomotives. The book is

standard with other publications issued

by the company and contains a very full

and complete description of the appara-

tus. The pamphlet is sent free on appli-

cation addressed to the Westinghouse

company at New York, and any one who
is connected with or interested in the

operation of electric locomotives should

secure a copy.

The Niles-Bement-Pond Company of

Xew York have placed before the pub-

lic a very artistically printed catalogue

of their boring mills. The half-tones

are excellent and the descriptive letter-

press is clear and to the point. The re-

sults of fifty years' experience in the

building of boring mills are shown in

this catalogue. Not only are these

mills of superior general design, but

particular attention has been paid to de-

tails, and the builders' long experience

A heat-proof putty is formed by mix-

ing a handful of burnt lime with 4.25 oz.

of linseed oil. boiling down to the usual

consistency of putty, and allowing the

plastic mass to spread out in a thin layer

to dry in a place where it is not reached

by the sun's rays. When required for use

it is made plastic by holding over the fun-

nel of a lamp ; on cooling, it regains

its previous hardness.

—

Blacksmith and

Wheelwright.
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Boring Multiple Cylinders.

At the Topeka shops of the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Ke there has been built

a cylinder boring mill for all classes of

compound engines. This machine is so

arranged that it can bore cylinders on
engines which have one cylinder or cham-
ber at an angle to the others, and the

work can be done at one clamping by the

mere raising or lowering of the table.

This table has an elevating movement of

37 ins: also lias a cross-travel of 35
ins. The table which lias the cross-

travel movement has also a swiveling

motion by which a range of 15 degs.

incline may be had.

This new boring mill is direct motor
driven. The table is raised or lowered

by power connection with the main motor
through beveled gears and clutches,

II. P. CYLINDEH PARALLEL WITH BOR-
ING BAK, VALVE CHAMBER AND

L. P. CYLINDER OUT OF
PARALLEL.

handled from the operator's side of the

machine. The boring bar is 7 ins. in

diameter and is made from open hearth

steel, and is fed through the cylinder by

means of a spur gear and rack which
makes it rigid in operation and gives a

very smooth bore. One of the facing

heads on the machine is made so that it

will move along on the bar and is driven

by means of 1 in. key and set screw.

The facing heads are fed by means of

a star feed attachment. The screws that

elevate the table are made from soft

steel and are s]/2 ins. in diameter and
are J4 in- pitch; the screws, set at right

angles to the boring bar, make everything

rigid. The total weight of the machine is

about 15 tons, and it takes up a floor

space of 223 square feet, having an ex-
treme length of 21 ft. and overall

range in width of 14 feet.

This machine is capable of boring a

three-chamber compound cylinder in 15
hours. A simple cylinder can be bored
in three hours.

On the old style boring mill it has taken
from 26 to 28 hours to bore a three-

chamber compound cylinder. It is said

that by the use of a modern boring
mill of this kind 11 hours can be saved
on each three-chamber compound cylin-

der, where it used to take from 8 to 10

hours to bore a simple cylinder. One of

these cylinders can now be bored in three

hours on this machine, thus making a

saving of 5 hours on each simple cylin-

der bored.

The \ can Locomotive Company
report that they have recently received

an order lor two consolidation or 2-8-0

type of freight locomotives with cylinders

20 x 28 ins. and weighing 184,000 lbs
. for

the Eastern British Columbia Railway
Company, and also that they have an or-

der from the Central Northern Railway
of the Argentine Republic for ten 10-

wheel freight locomotives of the 4-6-0

type, having cylinder- 15 x 22 ins. and
total weight in working order of 82,000

lbs. and 20 Pacific, 4-6-2 type, passenger

locomotives having cylinders 17 x 26 ins.

and total weight in working order of

114,000 lbs.

The "Progress Reporter," issued by the

Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York, not

only furnishes a most interesting compendi-
um of the machines manufactured by this

company, but it sets a high water mark
in the matter of illustrations. The twenty
pages of the issue before us contain no
less than twenty-seven of the best illus-

trations of machines that we have ever
seen. They embrace combination slotting,

boring, drilling and milling machines, car
wheel lathes, driving wheel lathes, forge
and engine lathes, milling and locomotive

rod-fluting machines. There are several

varieties of spline milling machines, be-

sides illustrations of cutters and grinders.
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OUTFIT
BOLT CUTTEK

IN
OPERATION.

It will cut hot,*

clamp, bolts, or
any like substance
as fast as an operator can feed tnem to
its JawB. With every oatflt goes a special
equipment for each operation, t!», mount-
ing new, pulling off old hose, cutting clamp
bolts, everything necessary to Air, Signal
and Steam Bote.
This outfit will do the wort of a dozen

men. and costs less than the annual salary
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NORTH COAST LIMITED ON UPGRADE BETWEEN ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS. NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

The North Coast Limited. cities of St. Paul, Minn., with Portland. Train Xo. 1, traverses the distance in

The Northern Pacific Railway is, as Ore., and is also called the Yellow- 68-Kt hours, accprding to the time-
its name implies, the most northerly stone National Park Route. The dis- table. There are, however, two changes
of the great transcontinental lines in tance between these two cities is 2.052 in time, one at Mandan, N. D., where
the United States. It connects the miles and the North Coast Limited, on the West-bound trip one hour must
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be added for mountain time, and at

Trout Creek, Mont., the Pacific stand-

ard time adds another hour. The actual

running time of the train is, there-

PYRAMID PARK. NO. PAC. RY.

fore, 70J4 hours, which gives an aver-

age speed of very nearly 30 miles an

hour.

The equipment of the train is well

up to the high standard maintained on

our Western lines. This train was
1 I ed in service during 1900 as a sum-

of 598 tons. The engines are 4-6-0,

heavy fast passenger machines.

The Northern Pacific Railway runs

through the Northwest States of the

Union, Minnesota, North Dakota, Mon-
tana and Washington. It passes near

the Northern boundary of Wyoming,
in the northwest corner of which is

the famous Yellowstone National Park.

There is a branch of the road at Liv-

ing tone, in Montana, which takes the

traveler to the entrance of this won-
derful region at Gardiner.

At the beginning of the last century

not much was known about the north-

wi si portion of the United States. In

tact, the government had at that time

no definite claim to the region, and

President Jefferson recommended to

Congress that an expedition be sent

out to explore the headwaters of the

Missouri River. Jefferson's private

secretary, Meriwether Lewis, was ap-

pointed with Captain William Clark to

conduct the expedition. In 1803 the

party, consisting of twenty-eight men,

was organized and they set out in the

FORI ROCK OF LEWIS AND CI.ARK. NO. PAC. RY.

mer train, but the demands of travel

almost immediately necessitated its

operation during the entire year. It

is broad-vestibuled, strain in ated and

electric-lighted throughout. It con-

sists of a postal car. dynamo and bag-

gage car, smoking car, first-class

coaches, tourist sleeping car. dining-

car, Pullman standard sleeping cars

and an observation car of attractive

design and accommodations. The in-

terior finish of the entire train is of

mahogany. The color scheme is

worked out in harmonious green and

liades which leave a pleasant

impression. Each train has more than

300 electric lights, two of which are

placed in each section of the standard

sleeping ears and may be turned on or

off at will. Each "limited" train weighs

ci rnplete 418 tons and the engine and
tender \\ i •_; h 180 tons, making a total

Spring of 1804. In the following

year the Lewis and Clark expedition

reached the headwaters of the Mis-

souri. This great river is formed

by the union of three large streams.

the Jefferson, the Madison and the

Gallatin. These meet at the foot

of the Gallatin Valley at a place

known as the "Three forks of the

Missouri." The actual junction point

of these rivers is called the Lewis

and Clark rock and is. historically,

the most interesting. This point has

always been kiown as the Three

Forks of the Missouri, and the three

streams just mentioned come together,

two of them at the head of the rock

and the third circles the rock on the

east side and joins its volume to the

other tw^o at the foot of the rock. It

is a very interesting region. The
stream seen in the picture is the Galla-

tin River, which flows through one of

the most prolific and beautiful valleys

of the West. The view which forms

one of our illustrations is taken from
the high ground opposite and shows
the figure of a man with arm extended
pointing directly to the rock at the

continence of the rivers flowing from

the heart of the Rocky Mountains and
destined to reach salt water in the

Gulf of Mexico. Lewis and Clark were

the first explorers to reach the Pacific

by crossing the continent north of

.Mexico.

The Yellowstone National Park was
established by the government in 1872.

Subseciuently a Forest Reserve was
added on the east and south sides.

The park proper is about sixty-two

n 1I1 - long from north to south, fifty-

four miles wide, and has an area of

3,312 square miles. It is mostly in

northwestern Wyoming, a narrow strip

being in Montana and Idaho. It is

situated about midway between St.

Paul, Minneapolis and Duluth on the

cast, and Seattle. Tacoma and Port-

land on the north Pacific coast. The
park is an elevated plateau surrounded

by mountains and has an average ele-

vation above sea level of about 7,500

feet. Large streams of lava have

spread over the park, and these have

been greatly modified by glacial action

and the erosion of rivers. The first

man to see and know any portion of

what is now the Yellowstone Park,

was John Colter. Colter had been with

I ewis and Clark to the mouth of the

Columbia River, and on the return in

1806 severed his connection with those

explorers and retraced his course to

the headwaters of the Yellowstone.

During the Summer of 1807 he trav-

ersed at least the eastern part of the

Yellowstone Park country, and the

map in the Lewis and Clark report,

published in 1814. shows "Colter's

Route in 1807."

One of the curious things connected

with the Northern Pacific is the desig-

nating symbol, printed on the com-
pany's time-tables, folders, stationery

and even forming part of the corporate

seal. Many have wondered whether

;lhe peculiar design used by the com-

pany was adopted by them in a

haphazard manner, or whether a real

LAKE PENDQCILLE. NO. PAC. RY.

significance attaches to it; whether it

is simply an ingenious geometric de-

vice, or whether in its origin, meaning
and adoption there is hidden a story.
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Part of the story of the origin and

meaning is thus told by Mr. Olin D.

Wheeler writing for the railway. The

tale runs that "In A. D. 1017 a young

Chinaman, Chow Lien Ki, was born.

As a young man he delighted in nature,

and roamed the hills and dales. One
day in bis rambling he found a cave.

The cave ran through a bill and hail

ail entrance on each side of it. Both

entrances were double crescent shaped.

but the cave itself was round as a

moon inside. Out of these crescentic

entrances and the moon-shaped cave

be evolved the diagram that has be-

come noted among the Chinese. This

diagram, the Great Monad, he used to

illustrate a system of philosophy estab-

lished by Fuh Hi more than 3,000

years I'.. C, and, of course, 4,000 years

before Chow found his wonderful

cave."

The original significance of the two

commas, as they really are, enclosed

in the circle, seems to be emblematical

of light and darkness. 'The Chinese

centuary, if we may so call it, or the

cycle of Cathay, consists of 60 years,

each with a separate name. These
were arranged round the Monad, which

represented the dual forces, the Yin

and Yang, which symbolized light and

darkness. These form the starting-

point of Chinese philosophy. It is

practically the idea of the positive and

the negative in nature, of which good
and evil, heat and cold, strength and

weakness, are a few examples. Spaces,

each representing one year, with its

distinguishing name, are evenly spaced

around the Monad and thus pictorially

represent the cycle of Cathay.

Tennyson, in his "Locksley Hall,"

"march "i mind, in thi steamship, in and matter, motion and re and

the railway, in the thoughts thai Bhaki atei al! ntained within this

mankind," glories in the rich promt • mj terious figure, and all

.if tin 1 11 1 11 1 < as revealed by what lias related in the calling for which the

already been accomplished in the past, emblem stands bay and night the

YELLOWSTONE RIVER IN "VANKEY JIM'S" CANYON. NO. PAC. RY.

"Through the shadow of the globe we
sweep into the younger day;

Better fifty years of Europe than a

cycle of Cathay."

The symbol, though it has no di (5

cite connection with a large modern
railway, nevertheless lends itself easily

enough as a distinguishing badg
a railway such as the Northern Pacific

freight and passenger trains of the

Northern Pacific Railway, through the

agency of lire and water! are in rapid

on and again at rest throughout

the mid-continent region of the great

republic of the Occident.

FLATHEAD IXIUAX RESERVATION. NO. PAC. RY.

contrasting the older, and to us. less

advanced civilization of the Western
world with that of the nations who
had prospered by what he calls the

where one might say, contrasts are

many and vivid. It takes its place as

the symbol of a great transportation

company. Light and darkm -

Steam Motor Car for the C R. I. & P.

The Schenectady works of the Amer-

ican Locomotive Company have recently

completed a 250 h. p. compound steam

car for the Chicago, Rock Island

Pacific Railroad, the general appcar-

of which is shown in our illustra-

tion The car body i- of steel through-

out, with the exception of the interior

finish. The car is divided into three

partments, an engine

mi. m. baggage room and

compartment,

having a seating cap

for 40 passengers. This

last compartment

includes toilet facilities

The car is 55 ft. 9 ins.

ver platforms, and weighs in work-

ing order 100.000 lbs. Of this weig'

300 lbs. is carried on t.-.e trailing truck

and 61,700 lbs. is on the motor truck, of

which 32.400 lbs. is on driving wheels. On
test rims made on the experimental tracks

"! the New York Central Railroad, the

car has shown ii- for high speed.

1) several of the runs speeds of 60

miles an hour were made.

In the design of the car body which

was built by the American Car & Foun-

THE MONAD.
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dry Company, the aim was to make it as

liglit as possible consistent with great

strength. With this object in view, there-

fore, the truss rod construction was em-
ployed instead of following the more usu-

al practice in the construction of steel

cars of making the side frames below

the window plate in the form of a gird-

er or truss of sufficient strength to carry

the whole weight of the car. The side

posts are rolled steel angles riveted at

the bottom to the side sills, and at the

top to the side plate angles, which extend

in one continuous piece the entire length

of the car, on each side, and are bent

at ends to the shape of the end of the

car. The carlines are steel channels, bent

to conform to the contour of the roof,

which is of the round type.

The side sills, consist of 6 x 4 x i
1/*-

in. steel angles reinforced by Ij^-in. truss

1 ids and the center sills are 8-in. I->beams

For a distance of 30 ft. back from the

front end, the side sills are reinforced

by 6 x 4 x J^-in. angles riveted to the

sills in such a manner that the horizon-

tal leg is uppermost furnishing a bearing

surface for the floor of the engine room.

The end sills are 8-in. steel channels se-

curely fastened to the side sills by means

of wrought iron corner plates and to the

center sills by angle connections. A
number of steel angles, fastened to the

side sills and center sills by angle con-

nections tie the centre and side sills to-

gether between the bolsters. These cross

braces also serve as supports for the

floor.

The bolster at the trailer end of the

car is of the built-up type, while that at

The floors of the passenger and bag-

gage compartments consist of two lay-

ers of wood, the upper layer being laid

diagonally across the car, while the floor

of the engine room is of steel with wood

END VIEW OF BOILER AND ENGINE.

covering ; the section ahead of the en-

gine between the center sills, being as be-

fore mentioned, removable. The inside

sheathing of the passenger and baggage

compartments is of mahogany and the

head lining is fire-proofed board. Light

is provided by five pairs of oil lamps hung
from the center of the car, there being

four pairs in the passenger compartment

and one in the baggage room.

the gases of combustion pass through the

few tubes to an intermediate smoke box
chamber at the back end, and thence for-

ward through the return tubes to the

smoke box. The barrel of the boiler,

which is in one sheet 61 Vt ins. long,

measures 49 ins. in diameter inside at the

fire box end and 44 ins. in diameter in-

side at the intermediate smoke box end.

It contains 214 fire tubes 1% ins. in diam-

eter, and 3 ft. 9 ins. long and an equal

number of return tubes of the same diam-

eter, but 3 ft. nj^ ins. long. The total

heating surface of the boiler is 624.4 sq.

ft., which gives 2.5 sq. ft. per horse power.

Of this heating surface, 527.8 sq. ft. is in

the tubes and 37.6 sq. ft. in the fire box
and the remainder in the superheater.

The fire box is 3Z
lA ins. long and 43^

ins. wide and is bricked for burning oil.

The oil burner, which is in the fire door,

is of special design and is provided with

a fan shaped deflector which directs the

oil downward toward the hot fire bricks

and also spreads it out over the fire box,

thereby tending to produce better com-
bustion. The superheater is of the smoke
box type and is in the intermediate smoke
box chamber where the temperature of

the gases is high. The superheater tee

head is bolted to a cast steel box saddle

casting which in turn is bolted to the top

of the boiler, and covers the opening cut

through the sheet by which the superheat-

er tubes extend down into the smoke
box chamber. The tee-head is divided

transversely into a front and a rear com-
partment by means of a vertical parti-

tion. There are sixteen superheater tubes

bent into the shape of a double loop, one

STEAM MOTOR CAR FOR THE CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC.
\Y. A. Nettleton, Genl. Supt. of Motive Power. American Loco. Co. Builders.

the motor end is of cast steel, made in

three sections so that the middle section

may be readily removed to permit of the

boiler and engine being drawn out from
the end of the car. The middle section

of the front end framing of the car body

and the flooring ahead of the engine are

al-c made removable for this same pur-

pose

The car is equipped with spring buffer

and M. C. B. single spring draft rigging.

In the design of the boiler the prob-

lem of providing the required amount of

heating surface within the necessarily

limited space available has been very sat-

isfactorily solved. The boiler is of the

horizontal return tube type. The fire box

and smoke box are at the front end and

end of each loop being connected with

the front or saturated steam compart-

ment, and the other end with the rear or

superheated steam compartment. Steam
flows from the dome through a short

dry pipe into the saturated steam com-
partment ; and thence through the super-

heater loops into the superheated steam

compartment, and from thence into the
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steam pipe to the high pressure steam

chest. The boiler is rigidly connected to

the motor truck frames, so as to eliminate

the necessity of flexible steam joints. The

engine is of the two cylinder cross com-

ound type, the high pressure cylinder be-

ing 9
l
/i ins. in diameter by 12 ins. in

stroke, and the low pressure cylinder,

I4J/2 ins. in diameter, by the same stroke.

The Mellin system of compounding is

used, the intercepting valve being in the

high pressure cyinder casting. Both cyl-

inders are equipped with piston valves

actuated by the Walschaerts valve gear.

The cylinders are in separate castings and

are rigidly bolted to the side frames of

the motor trucks. They drive on the rear

wheels of the truck, which are 38 ins. in

diameter. With a boiler pressure of 250

lbs. the engine will develop a theoretical

maximum tractive effort, working com-

pound, of 4,300 lbs.

The motor truck is of the four wheel

swinging bolster type. The side frames,

which are of cast steel, are y/2 ins. wide,

and are rigidly tied together by the cast

steel transoms and by cross ties suitably

placed. The bolster is carried on double

elliptic springs. The weight on the rear

or driving journals is carried by a semi-

elliptic spring, suspended between two

cross equalizers whose ends rest on top

of the journal boxes, while the weight

on the forward journals is carried by

coil springs, one on top of each journal,

thus giving a three-point suspended

truck. The trailer truck is of the four

wheel, two bar equalizer type, with solid

wrought iron top frame, swinging bol-

sters of the built up type, channel iron

transoms and cast steel transom gussets.

The wheels are 34 ins. in diameter and

the journals are 4^ x8 ins. Both motor

and trailer trucks are equipped with New
York Air Brake Co.'s air brakes operated

by an 8-in. Westinghouse pump. New
York air signal equipment and Gold steam

heating equipment is also provided. The

oil for fuel is carried in a tank in the

engine room and having a capacity of 100

gallons. The water supply is in three

tanks, having a total capacity of 1,000

gallons, suspended beneath the car mid-

way between the trucks.

The principal dimensions of the car

are as follows

:

Total weight, 100.000 lbs.: weight on leading
truck, 61,700 lbs.: weight on drivers, 32,400
lbs.; weight on leading wheels, 29,300 lbs.;

weight on rear truck, 38,300 lbs.

Total wheel base, 45 ft. 10 ins.; distance be-

tween truck centers, 3S ft. 3 ins.; wheel
base of driving truck. 8 ft. 4 ins.; length

of car body over sheathing, 52 ft.; length
of car body over platform, 55 ft. ins.

Diameter of Cylinders.—High pressure, g\i ins.;

low pressure, 14V2 ins.; stroke, 12 ins.;

valves, piston; valve gear, Walschaerts.

Wheels.—Driving, diameter, 38 ins.; leading,

diameter, 33 ins.; rear truck, diameter,

34 ins.; journals, driving. 6x12 ins.; jour-

nals, trailing truck, 4^4x8 ins.

Boiler.—Outside diameter at intermediate smoke
box end, 444 ins.; fire box. length, 33!^
ins.; fire box, width, 43 V* ins.: tubes,

diameter, iJ4 ins-I tubes, number and
length, 214, 3 ft. 9 ins.; 214, 3 ft. zi'A ins.;

heating surface, tubes, 527.8 sq. ft.; heating
surface, fire box, 37.6 sq. ft.; heating sur-

face superheater, 59 sq. ft.; heating surface,

total, 624.4 sq- ft-

On the Lehigh Valley Railroad.

There is a world beyond the Alle

ghanics, and its development is owing

largely to the steam locomotive. I
-

than a hundred years ago ibis «

trackless wilderness. The steam

gine, and more particularly the loco-

motive, has changed all this Thi

shining path of the, iron horse is now

in every valley, and along by

stream, the tide of traffic rolls as on

the wings of the wind.

It is a wonderful panorama that

passes before the eyes of the tra elei

on American railways, and it is a rare

pleasure to leave the city with its miles

of brown and red and white walls and

look out upon the green fields wreathed

in the glow and glory of the earl)

As we approach the classic valley of

Wyoming a stirring wave of human
into the vision, i

buildings, dries, hamlets half-

liidden, i lustered villages, busy towns,

and presently the noble Susquehanna,

shining in silver majesty. 1 here is

something oi thi ubstantial dignity of

the metropolis about Wilkes-Barrc.

The city is finely set in one of the

i \;alleys of the world, rich in

agricultural and mineral wealth, rich

in industrial enterprise and rich in the

great arteries of traffic which converge

there. The clang of the locomotive

bells are accompanied by the rattle of

the heavy-laden trains that pass and

repass in every direction. We pass a

i thriving towns set by the banks

THE "MOTIVE POWER DEPARTMENT" OF THE CAR.

Autumn. Mountains broad-based and

laurel-crowned rise as by the touch of

an enchanter's wand. Dark forests,

solemn as cathedral aisles, golden

fields and grassy knolls sprinkled with

•daisies, pass in rich and spangled

beauty. There the shining Lehigh

River spreads far and wide and still

as a burnished mirror, with all the

tvonders of heaven and earth reflected

in its crystal depths. There it lingers

under the dark branches of spreading

pines. In the dim shade the primrose

blooms. Aloft the fiery finger of Octo-

ber is transfiguring the leaves to varie-

gated vermillion.

of the Susquehanna and presently we

are at Sayre, the great workshop of

tlie Lehigh Valley Railroad.

The eluster of buildings forming

these extensive workshops are among

the largest in the world. The main

shop is 750 ft. in length by 360 ft. in

v idth. There is accommodation for

over 60 locomotives undergoing general

repairs. Every modern appliance used in

the construction and repair of locomotives

is there, from the 150-ton cranes that

traverse the vast building to the small-

est kinds of needle drills. The larger

lathes are all of the electrically-driven

kind, as also are the larger planing
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machines and drill presses, the smaller

\ .iricty of machines being driven from

shafting that runs in parallel sections

of 100 ft. in length. A notable feature

i; the number and variety of corn-

ed air-driven tools, nearly all "t

the boil rk being done by tools

of this kind.

A new and important addition to the

boiler department is the establishment

vast circular well into which the

entire shell of a boiler may be sus-

pended b giant air hoist and any

part of the boiler may be readily

placed against a strongly supported

column adjacent in which is a compres-

sion ram. There the heated rivets maj
be placed in the rivet holes ami one

stroke of the sliding ram makes the

rivet heads nape The rapidity

v :th which two men and a boy can

manner towards tin- army of skilled

mechanics at Sayre. There has liter-

ally at no time been any dismissal or

suspension from work. In some de-

partments there lias been a shortening

of the hours of labor, and in other- a

limitation of the quantity of piece

work. This has given rise to no spirit

of discontent, and now that a marked

improvement in railway traffic ha-- set

in. every indication points 1" a resump-

tion of fullest acth it) .

We cannot close without alluding to

the elegant ami commodious dwelling

houses built by the company for the

accommodation of the railway men.

Of these there are many hundreds set

1 1 delightful surroundings ol trees, each

with its separate lawn and garden.

These bouses are rented to any em-

ployee desirous of doing so, the matter

interest may had them to wish that

the phrase was literally true. Mr.

Symons goes into the growth and his-

torj of the iron horse and shows that

the "passing" of this form of motive

power is still in the dim and distant

future.

He .incites Mr. Frank J. Sprague, one

of the principal promoters of electric

transportation in this country, as hav-

ing given utterance to one of the most

sobei and rational views of the whole

subject of steam and electricity. Mr.

Sprague is quoted as follows: "Let

us lay aside, then, some of the vision-

ary prophecies concerning electric rail-

ways with which probably no one has

been more closely identified than my-
self; no one has greater faith in the

electric railway than 1, but its future

is not in the wholesale destruction of

existing great systems. It is in the

development of a field of its own with

recognized limitations, but of vast pos-

sibilities; it will cover such field to

tin- practical exclusion of all other

mi thods of transmitting energy; it will

replace the steam locomotive on many
suburban and branch lines; it will oper-

ate almost all street railway systems

and elevated and underground roads;

it will prove a valuable auxiliary to

Trunk Systems, but it has not sounded

the death knell for the- steam loco-

motive any more than the dynamo has

sounded that of the stationary engine:

each has its own legitimate field, and

will play its proper part in the needs of

all civilization."

POPOCATEPETL MOUNTAIN, ON THE SAX RAFAEL & ATI.IXCO RAILROAD, MF-XICO.

handle such ponderous work is sur-

prising. The numerous attachments of

a new lire box can be secured in place-

in an incredibly short time.

It was particularly gratifying to note

the orderly arrangement of material in

the store-rooms and yards. The ,36.000

horse power engines are of the vertical

kind common in marine service and

their noiseless operation shows how
perfectly adjusted their attachments

aie. \\ 1 observed that changes were
being made in the fire-rooms, the origi-

nal self-feeding furnaces being replaced

by those of the ordinary open furnace,

hand-fired kind. It appears that the

liability to get out of order on the

part of the automatic stokers was the

cause of the return to hand-firing.

During the period of business de-

pression through which the country
has been passing it is pleasing to learn

that the Lehigh Valley Railway Com-
'Vuiy havi acted in the most generous

being purely optional. The rents are

from eight to twelve dollars a month.

Our visit was too brief to examine the

interiors of the various kinds of houses,

but to a dweller in a city fiat a feeling

o! envy came nearly choking us. When
we go back to work in a railroad shop

may our lot be cast among the social,

1 ndly men And happy homes that bless

and beautify the city of Sayre.

In a very interesting paper by Mr.

\Y. E. Symons. published in a recent

i-sue of the Journal of the Western

Society of Engineers, he discusses "the

passing of the steam locomotive." It

'- hardly necessary to say that the

author of the paper has used this title

not from any conviction on bis part

that the locomotive is passing away.

but rather to deal with what one might

almost call the flippant phrase which

is often used by thoughtless or igno-

rant people or even by people whose

Reports of the progress of work on

the prairie section of the Grand Trunk

Pacific show that the material for the

round house at Wainwright is on the

ground and excavation work started.

At Watrous the wall foundations, en-

gine pits and pedestals are completed.

The bridge over the Assiniboine River

near Lazarre, is practically completed.

Characteristic Epitaph.

Engineers' epitaphs arc scarce. Here is

one that may be seen on a tombstone in

Bromsgrove Parish Churchyard, England.

A sketch of an engine is carved on the

stone. It is to the memory of Thomas
Scaife, engine driver, who was killed in

a boiler explosion at Liarnt Green Station,

November 10, 1840:

—

Montreal Witness.

M v engine now is cold and still,

X-> water does my boiler fill.

My coke affords its flame no more.
My days of usefulness are o'er.

My wheels deny their noted speed,
X.. more my guiding hands they heed;
My whistle, too, has Inst ils tone.
Its shrill and thrilling sounds are gone.

My valves are now thrown open wide,
My flanges all refuse to guide:
My clacks also, though once so strong,
Refuse to aid the busy throng.

No more I feel each urging breath.
My steam is now condensed in death

;

Life's railway's o'er, each station's past.
In death I'm stopped, and rest at last.
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General Correspondence

Flue Sheet Bracing.
Editor

:

The articli ur July number on

the "i a rs and Flues" gave

some valua lation concerning ex-

periment- thai were made of unequal

expansion bel ;een the boiler and the flues.

Accepting all that has been said on

this subject of leaking flues and the

causes therefore, we are still dependent

on the i>r> p and handling on the

road, at the ash pit and in the shops for

better results or a partial remedj of this

almost universal trouble, or what ap-

pears to be, in general, the summing up

of all discussions that have been had on

this question.

The pn per and prescribed methods

a- laid down we hardly can expect to get

at the present time, especially when

pushed to meet the demands as we were

during the 1 I | oressure of prosperity

when efficiency was very low and help

scarce. Therefore, to profit by past ex

periences and to free ourselves from being

dependent i mmon labor to carry

out detail instru I ms, we should look

for a remedy of flue troubles by, if

possible, departing from past practices

and improve methods.

We have bee:: following the present

practice of flue -etting for the past quar-

ii is me rr than the flues i an bi

i tand, and, ai 1
1 i g I hi in the

article of July be referred to, show

ing i hi unequal i icpan ion b I en the

boiler and necessarily the bacl and Eronl

flue sheets and the flue, and we know such

inequalitj exists regardless of th<

amount brought about wdten cleaning

t any beads in the back

and flush with the < of the

the flue then can take- indepi

ion to the boiler and

slip in the back sheet. This might appear

adi I tep after Mich a long

of depending on the beads to the

form, depth, etc., but,

TV Rivets

BOILER BRA( INI \ ON TUBES.

on the ash pits or injecting cold water

when the engine is standing and otlv

causes. Knowing this unequal expansion

does go on and that it is one of the laws

of expansion and contraction that we

cannot overcome we must accept it and

give it freedom and change our methods

et the demands, and make the hold-

FRi NT AND BACK VIEWS OF BOILER BRACK ATTACHMENTS.

ter of a century and requiring the flues

to act for the purpose of carrying oft*

gases and radiating heat and also to act

as braces for the flue sheets. This func-

tion the flues performed when 140 pounds

was the steam pressure and the flues were

not twenty feet long but now with in-

creased steam pressure of 200 pounds or

more and an additional length of flues

ing of flues tight in the sheet regardless

of road and shop abuses as much as possi-

ble.

As before stated, the flues must be re-

lieved of the responsibility of acting as a

brace for the flue sheet and the sheets

properly braced to the boiler so they will

not bulge or have any diaphragm action

but remain in permanent set. The flues

if we consider that thi value

I as a brace, an

former tests that have been made

he flue contracts under

nore than the boiler and that

[ovement of the flue (by pushing

illing action) takes place in the

back flue sheet due to the greater heat in

the fire box. the flue shortens conse-

quently pulls on the bead and end.

to pull the bead through the sheet, more

; this causes the circumference of

the flue to decrease as the strain exerted

on the bead contracts the flue in

in the sheet and has a contracting action.

quently when the flue again ex-

to it- normal length it is loose in

the -beet and is leaking.

I do not agree entirely with some pre-

vious arguments that the admissii

cold water or the injection of cold

contracts the lower flues in their diame-

ei fit in the flue sheet on account ol

thickness of the flue being so mud
than the flue sheet and will contract to a

1 degree. It is admitted that

of flue leaks is due to contr;

but this is brought about by a longitudi-

nal contraction which imparts the strain

on the flue end at the back flue sheet

setting and is not caused entirely by a

temperature contraction.

This strain has been so great that it

is common to insert a hand hammer

handle in a flue that has been leaking

badly and move it in the sheet. There-

fore, without the beads to bring about

this strain and allowing the flue freedom

to move leaks may not be entirely over-
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come but what leaking does occur will

give no serious trouble.

One method of flue sheet bracing is

given on the enclosed sketch. This re-

quires the sacrificing of about twenty

flues but although this engine has been

running for the past ten months no pre-

ceptible difference is noticed in the steam-

ing of this engine due to the loss of the

flue heating surface over other engines

of the same type with a full complement

of flues. There are other methods of

bracing equally as good and some do not

require the taking up of any of the flue

space, the writer having in mind the

"Auxiliary Flue Sheet" which has been

fully explained in previous "mechanical

journals." J. S. Pearce,

Ma :r Mechanic Norfolk & Western.

Portsmouth Ohio.

The Murphy Stereopticon Method.

Editor:

The matter of safe transportation has

grown to be so important that our great

railroad lines have come to realize that

something must, can and shall be done

in order to lessen the danger of travel by

rail, to eliminate as far as possible the

immense loss and damage by accident

which has for so many years gone to

swell their expense accounts to such an

enormous amount.

Thus from day to day, month to month,

and year to year, we have drifted along

with the current of time, consoling our-

selves with the thought that all this was

"unavoidable.'' and must be endured, for.

proved more than a single step in the

direction of decreasing the fearful calam-

ities which were still of frequent occur-

rence, it occurred to him that the secret,

in all probability, rested largely with the

employee, individually and collectively.

The problem thus presenting itself was

not easy of solution, indicating as it so

plainly did, the great need of some new

and practical method tending toward the

education of the railway man in his daily

duties.

A large number of the C. N. O. & T.

P. men he knew personally and was con-

vinced that they were good men, that any

railway company might feel proud of.

He was still more strongly convinced

that the old practice of dismissing such

men from the service for apparent in-

fractions of rules was not only unjust

and cruel to the men, but was fraught

with deadly results to the interests of the

company. He found that letting old and

experienced men go and replacing them

by new, had the effect of producing the

very same results as before with no pros-

pects of improving the situation. Reason-

ing along these lines, the idea of a higher

education of his men in their daily and

practical duties seemed to burst upon and

impress him to such a degree as to leave

no doubt in his mind that he had at last

found a solution if it could be made prac-

ticable.

At first he tried the written examina-

tion. There were upwards of three hun-

dred questions requiring written answers.

These question were printed and put

up in pamphlet form with space left blank

INSTRUCTION CAR FOR 1IIK Ml'

as long as there are railroads, there will

be accidents, and where there are acci-

dents there also is loss of life and prop-

erty and consequently a very large ex-

pense account as the inevitable result.

During many years of his active and

very successful railway career, there was

at least one man who was wide awake

to the importance of this great subject.

This man was the late W. J. Murphy,

who was vice president and general man-
ager of the Cincinnati, New Orleans &
Texas Pacific Railroad. Realizing the

fact that a world oi railway appliances

already in successful operation had not

RPHY .METHOD. UNION I'M. RY.

for the answers. His idea was to bring

out the true worth and accomplishments

of the applicant in an educational man-

ner and make use of this as a basis

for judging the fitness of the man. These

applications were filled out. not only by

new men entering the service, but by all

men in the Transportation Department,

no matter how long they had already-

been in the service. The men were

brought in to headquarters and were re-

quired to give up their book of rules and

fill out the code of questions without ref-

erence to the rules. No information was

to be asked as a help to the answers,

they were to be the product of the indi-

vidual mind and were to form the basis

for an official decision as to the man's

fitness to enter or to remain in the ser-

vice of the company. This method was

followed for .several years and while it

was helpful and served to instill a new

interest in a comprehensive study of the

rules on the part of the men, it was also

found that many of the questions were

necessarily long, and ambiguous to not

a few, therefore hard to interpret and not

understood alike by all, failing to produce

the standard of excellence which it was

desired should prevail on a well regulated

railway. Mr. Murphy, wide awake to the

interests of his men as well as to his com-

pany, saw man after man failing on this

test. Many of them were men he knew

well and admired, as much for their

honesty as for their integrity. They were

all right and he could not afford to lose

and was determined not to lose them.

Here another obstacle presented itself.

It was admitted that the mthod was good,

that many men had been forced to bright-

en up on the rules and that much real

merit had been visibly manifested in all.

but the fear still lingered that men would

again fall into the same old rut, and an-

other examination would be necessary.

This was admitted even by the men them-

selves and was a source of great per-

plexity, but the same brilliant mind ever

eager to push on and save his "boys" was

preparing a surprise for them.

He had been working secretly but per-

sistently and untiringly for a long time

with the view of producing some method

by which he could reproduce or "vivify,"

as it were, the rules into the minds of his

men, producing a lasting impression, not

alone of the simple rule itself but pictur-

ing its meaning and application upon the

mind and imprinting and planting it deep-

ly and firmly into the heart. His idea was

to make this exceedingly attractive to the

men. To accomplish this he ordered that

the "School," or lecture room, should be

perfectly free to all and open discussion

without the slightest reserve should be

encouraged rather than restricted. The
brakeman, fireman, conductor and en-

gineer were all on the same footing with

the superintendent or the general man-

ager pending all discussions or debates

upon rules, customs, theme or practice, or

any topic of any nature whatsoever hav-

ing for its object the interests of the

railway company or its employees while

upon the floor of the lecture room.

Men crowded into these "Schools" no

matter how tired, sleepy or hungry they

were and each helped to enliven the audi-

ence by some valuable idea brought to

light by practical experience. Many such

ideas originated from the brakemen and

firemen or some one else among the rank

and file, and due credit and commenda-

tion was given in each case. This feature

of the method is one of its most valuable
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adjuncts, being a source of much im-

portant information concerning actual

practice and personal experiences with

recommendations, suggestions, etc., that

was scarcely obtainable in another way.

Men in the ranks appreciate this and are

constantly spurred on with renewed inter-

est, each becoming a vigilant watcher of

the other in the actual performance of

their daily duties. They are always on

the alert looking out for and constantly

grasping every item of new material to

be used at the next "School." They vied

with each other in these respects, always

in the best humor and kindly feeling pro-

ducing results in many instances that

would do honor to those much higher up

the ladder of fame and success. Recog-

nizing all these features from a long and

varied experience in all branches of rail-

roading, I am sure it will be admitted that

to this gentleman is due a world of

honor as much by the train and engine

men all over the country as by the rail-

way companies and the traveling public,

to say nothing of those who have large

investments in railway property.

When the message passed over the

wires telling all employees who could

possibly be spared from duty to report at

his office upon a certain Sunday, some

fifteen or sixteen years ago, there was

great excitement and wonderment as to

what the "Old Man" had up his sleeve

now—every one was anxious to go and

be at the opening of this great surprise.

Special trains were run and extra coaches

attached to other trains for the accom-

modation of all who could attend. Much
guessing was indulged in and many jokes

were cracked, some thought that there

was a general reduction in salaries to be

announced, while others feared there

would be many heads dropped as a means
of curtailing expenses, to which the "Old

Man" was known to be always wide

awake and exceptionally alert. Many
there were, however, who had more faith

and could not bring themselves to believe

that there was any reason for serious ap-

prehension, but thought it might be a

"Helping Hand" from the "Old Man."

The doors and windows were closed,

thereby darkening the room until it was
difficult to see. Presently an electric light

wire was connected with an instrument

which had been standing in the middle of

the room, and a second later there burst

forth upon a large canvas stretched against

the distant wall the flash of a magic lantern,

disclosing in unmistakable terms and pro-

ducing a most inspiring scene, the "W.

J. Murphy Stereopticon Method" for ex-

amining and instructing employees. There

was truly and really the "Helping Hand."
The men sat there in astonishment, wit-

nessing and thoroughly understanding

without the slighest difficulty the many
problems exhibited upon the canvas which
had so often perplexed them during the

past two or three years. It was photo-

graphing an "idea"—taking the picture

of a "thought"
—"reproducing a memory

by machinery." It was wonderful, though

simple.

Show me the "A. B. C." system, or any

other system, and if a picture can be

taken of its rules, methods, appliances, or

instructions, I can prove to you that the

"W. J. Murphy Method" can he admi-

fit the employee, especially thi

tngineman and the telegraph op>

other system has been so far found

that is so thoroughly explanatory or that

can approach this method. Train men are

eager for his system everywhere, they

have heard and know of it by its reputa-

tion and influence. There has not been

a passenger killed on the C. N. O. & T.

INTERIOR OF UNION PACIFIC INSTRUCTION CAR.

rably applied, rendering it plainer, more

easily, more rapidly and more thoroughly

understood, and making it decidedly bet-

ter than before. There is no possible sys-

tem for the safe movement of trains, the

operating of signals, the examination and

instruction of men but that the "Murphy
Method" can make it better. This method
is cheaply arranged for, first cost amount-

ing to very little, but would be well worth

its price at any cost. Among the pictures

from the Union Pacific Railway, who
are using the "Murphy Method." the

first is the exterior of an ordinary old

coach which has been fitted up at cost of

about $150.00. The other one is of the

interior of the same car.

Mr. T. G. Matthews, an old train dis-

patcher, is Chairman of the Board of Ex-
aminers, and when not out on line of the

road his headquarters are at Denver,

Col. Mr. Daniel H. Brees is the General

Air Brake Inspector in charge of the

"Air Car"—his headquarters are at

Omaha.
There is little doubt that this will

sooner or later become the accepted

method for all well regulated railroads

in this country. There is nothing that

will so largely interest or so widely bene-

1'. Ry, where Mr. Murphy first put this

system into service, for more than fif-

teen years. The "Murphy Method" has

never been seen except to be admired: it

carries its own inspiration and train men.

the world over will always have a good

word for the "Old Man" of the "Help-

ing Hand." W. B. Blanton.

Sausalito, Col.

Historic Locomotives at Purdue.

Editor:

I have been reading with great interest

an article on page 258 of the June number
of this year headed "Historic Locomo-
tives at Purdue." As the writer of this

letter served nearly 27 years on the old

Madison & Indianapolis railway as loco-

motive engineer and M. M. and often

acted as engineer on what was at that

time called the Inclined Plane, I would

like to correct some of the errors of that

history.

The "M. G. Bright." the first of the cog

rack engines, was designed by Mr. An-

drew Cathcart the master mechanic of the

road, and he went to the Baldwin works

and supervised her construction. It is

stated in the historv that often
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ascending the steep grade the cog would

become disi from the rack and the

entire train go thundering down the hill.

There wen vays of cars and a

few of runaway gines down that hill,

but never one of the "Bright" or "Brough"

as described. There was a steam cylin-

der laid irizi 1 tally on the top of the

boiler of each of these engines connected

to the cog gearing for the purpose of

putting it in and out of gear, and when

in gear the steam was let into the end of

the cylinder ti lold the cog wheel in

gear, and as long as this remained intact

it was impossible for it to become disen-

gaged. These engines often hauled cars

up the hill without using the cog rack.

and were in service for about 20 years

before tin "We s" was built, and before

the'T'o -.
it we had an 8-wheel

connected Baldwin engine that was called

"Colin. d all the work on the

bill that was required, and after the cog

rack w; - tal :d the engines "Lan-

nier" . Whitcom" were often

used on the hill. The peculiarity of the

"Reuben Wells" was in having 5 pair of

driving wheels and tank arrangement, also

large cylinders for the drivers. These

old Mi son & Indianapolis engines in

those days were not considered cumber-

some or 1 tal to the business of

the road, and the writer of this letter has

often taken each of them down the hill

depending entirely upon their adhesion

to the rails and never had any trouble

in so doing. The editor of the London

Engineering could have been convinced

20 years before the "Wells" was built,

that common -."gines could climb such

grades. Bent. W. Smith.

broken parts open mi the bottom rail,

then we applied the pieces prepared

for welding, after this we made the

weld in the rail. The cost for welding

this frame amounts to $16.59.

It has been customary to remove

frames from engines that were broken

Crude Oil Frame Weld.

Editor:

I take pleasure in sending you a

photograph sh wing "Preparation for

a Double 1 eld with Crude Oil"

which we successfully welded without

removing the frame from the engine.

I also send two sketches: Fig. 1 shows

the appearance of the broken frame;

K. 1 \KS IX FRAME.

and Fig. 2 shows the preparation of

frame.

This represents the right-front jaw,

welded on back the leg and bottom
rail. After the break was prepared for

welding we welded the leg, then we
put the pedestal bolts in front and main
jaws for the purpose of pulling the

WAITING FOR THE OIL FURNACE.

in this way. but by our method of

Crude Oil Welding we have accom-

plished successful welding without re-

moving the frames from engines. We
have pleasure in giving the public an

account of our successful work and

money-saving plans.

C. H. Voces,

Gen. Foreman Big Four Shops.

Bellefontaine, Ohio.

What We Know and Don't Practice.

Editor:

This may appear to many a trite sub-

ject to discuss after so many have aired it.

and held it up to be viewed from all sides,

and it is a trite subject, hut it is hoped

that its presentation at this time will be

the means of awakening the dormant

thoughts of some of the young engineers.

and old ones too, of this country.

In our travels up and down, how many

we meet that think that they have a

"kick" coming, that think that they are

not getting all that is coming to them,

when in fact it is their own fault that

they do not get on anyr faster, but they

are too short sighted to see their own
shortcomings. The writer once fired for

a man who in every respect was nice for

a companion, on or off the engine, but he

did not "practice what he knew" and con-

sequently he made firing a bugbear and

drudgery.

I le was in the habit of starting out with

the boiler as full of water as it could be

carried without throwing it out the stack

and then he would let her get hot and

blow off till there was only one gauge of

water in the boiler. Then he would

start the injector and try to fill the boiler

up again and at the same time he would

have her down in the third or fourth

notch in place of the sixth or seventh,

where, with 140 lbs. of steam, she would

handle a full train for one engine, or push

20 cars of a double header in good style,

and with ease for the engine and comfort

for the fireman. It was all the same

to Turney. If she was up to 140 and blow-

ing off with the fire door open, or down to

eighty with the injector wide open and

hogging along with the lever down among
the oil cans, be would look at the coal

pile and laugh and ask me if I thought we
could get to the next coal chute before

the fuel was all used up.

\fier I had fired a few trips for Tur-

in v. lie laid off for a rest, and a younger

engineer that had only been set up for

about ten days, caught the 264 on her next

tiip out. I was filling the side rod cups

when young Anderson showed up with

his overclothes and "chuck bucket" and

my heart settled away down in my shoes

wdien he told me that he was going out on

my engine. For a few minutes I was

undecided whether to quit or lay off sick,

but 1 did neither and have always thanked

no lucky star that I stuck it out, for

Anderson's way of handling an engine

v ,1- a revelation to me.

As I climbed up on the foot board af-

ter filling the oil cups, Anderson asked

me a few question about the 264, how she

was steaming; how Turney got along

with her, how many cars he hauled, and

how much coal she burned on a round

trip.

I noticed that he indulged in a quiet

laugh at some of my answers, and as he

started to oil round, he made the re-

mark that he guessed that we would get

there, but I had my doubts about it just

nne. While we were getting ready

to pull out, Anderson kept his eye on the

steam gauge and the water glass, and

when we got the "dog house" and coupled

FIG. READY FOR WELDING.

en behind 40 loads, he had her full of

water and the steam gauge showed 135

pounds pressure. The first four miles

was a stiff grade with several sharp

curves, but as soon as the train was well

started. Anderson put the reverse lever

hi the fifth notch, and as she had com-

menced to sing and show a white feather

before blowing off, he put on the injector

and as soon as she stopped singing, set

it at the notch that would keep her from

blowing off, but still let her stay hot.

I soon noticed that she was not burning

her fire out so fast, and was not los-

ing her steam pressure as she did when
Turney was on her, but I was green and

bad not "caught on" to what a fuel saver

a reverse lever was in the hands of the

right man, but I did "catch on" to the

fact that I was not shoveling so much
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coal to keep her hot, and was therefore

not working so hard to gel over the road.

When we go! up the hill onto the level,

she showed o lbs. of steam and two

md a hall gaugi of water, in the water

glass. As soon as the train was on the

level tl lever w .1 pulled back

t 1 ili< 1 enth m h, and kepi there until

we reached the foot of another grade

But it was not necessary for me to fol-

!, u am 1.1: thei It was the -.mie all

over the road Anderson watched her

and took advantage of everything, she

never blew off unless the boiler was

as full as she would carry, and the gauge

never showed less than [25 lbs.

Now, Mr. Editor, there may not be any

new or im] act pn nted by ray

little serial, but the facts go to show that

while Anderson practiced what he knew,

Turney did not, and as we were employed

by a ci 1 that paid engineers and

firemen a coal premium, it has always

been a mystery why Turney did not han-

dle his engine in such a way as to get his

share of the premium money. A few

months aftei rm experiem with Turney,

after I had fired long enough to get

a good run and a new engine just out of

the shop, my regular engineer laid off

a few days, 1 luck to catch

a new runner making his first trip over

the road after Icing prom
Kimball was a good hearted young fel-

low, but as the class of engine I was

firing was new on that division, he had

never fired one, and being promoted from

a ten-. te had never handled one

of the gs" and he was honest

enough I tell me that he did not know
much about thi m. The first train we
took over the division was a stock train.

and as Burdett and myself had made a

good record for the 22 on stock trains, I

did not like to give it up, but for my
life I could not keep the 22 hot for Kim-
ball. In a very few minutes after getting

out of the yard I saw that he was not

hand-lit g hi ike Burdett did, but as I

only a fireman, and he did not ask

for any advice. I kept quiet, but as we
reached the top of the first grade going

at a snail's pace and with just steam

Ugh to keep from stalling, the "Con"
came over to the engine and wanted to

know what was the matter. Kimball told

him that the engine was a , and
would not make steam enough to pull

his hat off.

After a growl about losing time the

"Con" told Kimball that if he could not

make time over the road they would hear

from the dispatcher about it. He then

went on and told him about the runs that

Burdett had made and finally wound up
by telling Kimball that he did not know
how- to run an engine. By letting the

train "fall" down the grades in our favor

we finally got over the road without lay-

ing anything out, or hearing anything
from the dispatcher. When we got in,

I was about played put, and "all in." I

found out then- was an extra fireman at

that end of the di\ ision and I a iked the

round lion se foreman for a lay off, It

» as granted, and .1 I left the oflii e Kim

ball followed me out and 11 anted to

know w hat was the matter thai 1 was lay-

ing off. I told him thai I was played out,

sick and di gusti d, thai the ti ip \\ ith him

w as the hardest I had e\ er madi 1 n er the

road, and thai I wa going to la) off till

Burdett came to wot k I le turm d his

1 yes away and locked hurt. After .1

moment or two lie lin ned bai k to me and

said, "Frank, I ha\ e tired on this divi 1 rt

three years and a half, I have passed my
examination and hen promoted, this is

my fir-l inn as an engine! r, and if I make

a failure of it. I will be put on in engine

to fire again and all of the young ru

will be put ahead of me. and it will take

me years to work up again, Burdett will

1.
1 .di ovet thi 'oad Aft. r 1

ii I said to him, "Now, Kimball,

1 :
r

1 ] .,. •

1 [ havi told ou

Burdetl run

don't take a bacl fo ngi

1 mi d 11 v, hi n

Over the road. Now jn

.hit the 22 will do if you handle her

right. I will fire her and r miles

to thi top of the first grade, and thi

can have her" When we Icfl the yard

v nil our train. I had a good fin in the

mi and 1.?; team with three

solid gaug n the boiler, As

01 in .1 1 1 gol a clear trai

i-i pi I up thi train, and a- wi

track for fo > k the

first fivi mile grade I had them 1

about i; mile, .in hour « ith the 1

in thi • enth notch. A
mi in ed io feel the [mil of tie

I dropped her down a notch and at the

BRAKE TEST TRAIN ON THE

be off for several days and I would like

to hold the 22 down till he comes back,

but if yon are laying off because I don't

handle the engine right, I will lay off too,

for I won't go out on one of those en-

gines with a green fireman. You are an

old fireman and understand how to fire

and handle them and if I did not handle

her just right coming in, and you will go

out with me next trip I will handle her

just as you say and see if I can do any

better with her."

I felt sorry for him, and his frank

way of talking won my heart at once,

and I felt hurt about the 22 coming in

so near a failure, I went back and re-

ported to go out on my engine on her

next trip. When we met next day at the

round house, myself and Kimball got up
in the cab of the 22 and I showed him
where to put the reverse lever when on a

level to handle 30 loads. I explained to

him the best I could how Burdett handled

ARLBERG RAILWAY, .MTRTBAI Tft,
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same time eased the injector off a notch.

When we reached the top of the hill and

got on the level I had 130 lbs. of steam

and two gauges of water to the good,

when the train was on the level I pulled

the lever back in the seventh notch, got

down in the gangway, picked up the

scoop to put in a fire, and gave Kimball

a nod to take her. As be got over on A/
the right side I gave the grates a shake,/^

threw in a fire and closed the door. In

about a minute the -'-' was popping off

with the injector on. You should hav

seen Kimball smile.

Here is another case in point : Mr.

Pierce was acknowledged to be one of

the best master mechanics that a man
ever worked under, and a man had to do

something out of the ordinary run of

little misdemeanors, that engineers will

be found doing sometimes, before he

would say anything to him. There was

a man on his road, an engineer by the
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name of Smith. This man was noted for

always being late getting around when
called to go out, and as was to be ex-

pected, was always in a hurry oiling

round and ready to start. One day Mr.

Pierce was going through the yard where

Smith was putting the oil on as if it was

plenty as water and did not cost a cent.

Smith as usual was late and in a hurry.

He spied Smith and after watching him

a moment, stepped up and remarked

:

"Smith, one drop of oil on those guides

will run you farther than a pint on the

ground." Smith looked foolish and stam-

mered something about "being in a

hurry." Mr. Pierce turned on his heel

and walked away. Smith knew better

than to waste oil that way, he knew
better than to be late getting around af-

ter he was called. Yes, he "knew," but

he did not "practice what he knew." And
right here I wish to say to the young
engineers, "Practice what you know."
If you don"t know, then learn, and then

"practice." Don't go over the road with

the reverse lever down in the corner,

"hogging it" along, for I have been

through the mill, and I find that that

a man that is a hog on an engine, is a

hog off one.

Fort Bayard, N. M.
Frank Phelps,

Trip to B. C.
Editor:

Leaving Philadelphia in July with a

locomotive, consigned to the "Western
Fuel Co." of Nanimo, B. C, the distance

being approximately 4,000 miles, I ar-

rived in Chicago via L. S. & M. S. and
transferred to the Wisconsin Central and
arrived at Fond du Lac two days later.

This is a beautiful city, and after having
a good night's rest, I was off on Sunday
morning for St. Paul. I was much
amused to see everyone working, painters

painting houses, people working in the

fields and I was compelled to appeal to

the train crew to know if it was Sunday.
I wish to make mention of the fine water
in the State of Wisconsin.

Arriving in St. Paul I was transferred

to the Soo Line and at 4 :oo a. m. was
off on the great trip across the Canadian
plains. The average passenger sits in

a comfortable Pullman chair and allows

the beautiful panorama of the great Can-
adian Northwest to glide by. It is doubt-
ful if he gives a thought to the question
of how this wonderful railroad was ever
built. Anxious to obtain a better view
cf this great work I spent the greater part

of my time riding on top of the caboose.
I arrived at Enderlin, N. Dakota, on the

24th of July. This is the country of
bad water. I was much surprised on
hearing from the master mechanic of the
troubles they had with the water. The
water is so bad you could not boil an
egg in it. In order to alleviate their trou-
bles they installed a water filter which
paid for itself the first year.

Next I was off for Portal. Arriving

there I was under the British flag after

the engine had passed the customs of-

ficer. I went on to Moose Jaw, a divi-

sional point on the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way, and after a night's rest at Moose
Jaw 1 left for Medicine Hat. and on from

there to Calgary in the Province of Al-

berta. This without doubt is the Chicago

continue his exploration he named the

river after the kicking horse.

A few miles west of the Continental

Divide we commence our descent. At a

point a few miles west we go down a

4 per cent, grade. They will not allow

a train of cars to exceed 10 miles an

hour on this wonderful piece of track,

following the Kicking Horse river which

SALMON ROCK. NORTH BEND, B. C, CANADIAN PACIFIC.

of the Canadian Northwest. A city of

25,000 inhabitants, beautiful hotels, grand

streets, and lots of work with good wages

for industrious people. It is situated at

the confluence of the Bow and the Elbow

rivers about 80 miles east of the Rocky

Mountains.

It is tributary to a very rich country.

The C. P R. at this point maintains a

machine shop for heavy repairs to loco-

motives. It is also the headquarters of

the British Columbia Land & Irrigation

Co. of the C. P. R. This great ditch is

now irrigating 3.000.000 acres of land

along the valley of the Bow River. This

rcuntry will soon be all taken up. I was

told that the land would yield 28 to 30

bushels of wheat to the acre. This is

becoming a great dairy country. I found

butter to be about 35c. per lb., the same as

in Chicago.

I was soon off for Laggan. This is the

wonder part of the world. Twenty-five

miles this side of Laggan commences the

great National Park of Canada. The park

is 50 miles long and 40 miles wide. At

Banff I saw a fine herd of buffalo, forty

odd in number, they being about the only

ones in the Dominion of Canada. Leaving

Banff I was on my way across the great

Rockies of Canada. Arriving at Field.

we crossed the great Continental Divide,

where a pass was discovered by James
Hector in 1858 making it possible to build

a railroad through this wonderful coun-

try. His remains lie buried at Laggan
and a beautiful monument has been

erected to perpetuate his memory. On
our way westward we followed the Kick-

ing Horse river, brought to light by a

vicious animal that kicked Sir James
Hector, and it was supposed that he was
killed and after recoverying sufficiently to

is 3,000 ft. below and great snow covered

mountains, 6,000 ft. higher up on the

other side. It is almost beyond the power

of man to describe this wonderful scene.

I was so enchanted that I forgot the day

of the month and frequently the day of

the week. The sun rose at 3 140 and you

could see to read a newspaper at 9:30 at

night.

Vancouver, B. C, is a great city; en-

tirely destroyed by fire less than a quar-

ter of century ago, it has been rebuilt

and is now inhabited by nearly 65,000

people. This is the end of the Canadian

Facific Railway. The engine was now
run on a transfer boat and was off on

my trip across Puget Sound to Lady-

smith, B. C. I was then transferred to

the Esquimalt & Nanimo Railway, which

is operated by the C. P. R. I arrived

at Nanimo on Aug. 2, the end of my
journey. This is the great coal city on
the coast of Vancouver Island. They

NORTH BEND, B. C. ON THE CAN.
PAC. RV.

mine approximately 5,000 tons of the

finest steam coal in the world in one day.

Steamships from all parts of the world
come here for coal. The coal brings

$4.50, f. o. b. on the dock. The popula-

tion is estimated at about 8,000. They
have no "Great White Way" there and
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no Singer Building and no Atlantic City,

but they arc a contented and happy people.

Money is plentiful and they spend it

as if they got it easy. Twenty-live cents

for a shave and everything accordingly

high. After installing the locomotive, I

returned by the way of Victoria, B. C,

75 miles from Nanimo. It would be hard

for me to describe this great place in

this letter. Steamers sail from there to

all parts of the world. Seattle is 80 miles

away. 1 took the steamer Princess Vic-

toria for Vancouver, a beautiful sail of

• 85 miles across Puget Sound. Arriving

once more in Vancouver, Aug. 9. Traffic

was very heavy in both directions. I

noticed some of the trains had two din-

ing cars in order to accommodate the

people going to the great country for op-

portunities. I noticed while in transit

thousands of idle freight cars and after

a careful analysis I found that many of

them had long since outlived their use-

fulness. Many locomotives that I noticed

were sadly in need of repairs and many
fit for the scrap pile. I think there is a

bright future in store for locomotive and

car manufacturers. After being 6 days in

transit I arrived safely in Philadelphia.

George H. Jackson,

Traveling Engineer, Baldwin Loco. Wks.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Theory of the Injector.

Editor:

Contrary to the usual idea of the

injector there is nothing mysterious

about its action. This being simply a

Question of volumes and velocities ami

the correct proportions of the different

parts of the injector to obtain the

desired results.

Let us briefly consider a No. 10

injector of the simplex type, made by
the Nathan Mfg. Co. of New York,

which is rated at a maximum discharge

of 3,800 gals, of water per hour with

a boiler pressure of 200 lbs. Steam
at this pressure has a velocity of 2,000

ft. per second, that being the speed

at which it would flow into the atmos-

phere. It also has a volume of 140

at this pressure, that is, a cubic inch

of water would fill a space of 140 cubic

inches when evaporated into steam at

a pressure of 200 lbs., and herein lies

the secret of its power. Its great

velocity, and reduction in volume when
condensed.

When the injector throttle is opened
to start the injector, steam from the

boiler passes through the combining
tube at the high velocity spoken of,

viz., 2,000 ft. per second, and this great

rush of steam past the opening from
the suction pipe exhausts the air from
this pipe and the pressure of the

atmosphere upon the surface of the

water in the tank forces water up into

injector where it is seized by the

steam and carried with it through

the various parts and out al deliver]

nozzle from which it is discharged at

a velocity far below that 01 the Steam

from boiler to injector. This reduc-

tion in velocity being caused by the

heavier weight of the water carried

along by the steam.

At tin- moment the steam comes in

contact with the water it is condensed

3 (ill. mi amount, that amount <1. pend-

ing upon the temperature of the water

in tin- tank, the colder the water the

greater the condension; and in this

case let us suppose that the water is

cold enough to entirely condense the

'•team upon the moment of contact.

We then have a reduction in volume

of 140 and the space that was occupied

before by steam is quickly filled with

to unseat check valve and enter bi

This is again a question of volume

and velocity and weight of water

eli 'red.

If we know the size of the opening

through which a stream of water or

any liquid is issuing and know the

velocity of its flow wc can find the

volume delivered in a given time by
multiplying the cross sectional area of

the opening by the velocity; likewise

we can find the velocity where the

volume is known by dividing the vol-

ume by the cross sectional area of the

opening. The diameter of the delivery

nozzle of a No. 10 simplex type in-

jector is ioj4 millimeters or approxi-

mately 27-64 of an inch, and the cross

sectional area of that diameter would

WHITE'S CREEK BRIDGE, E. C, ON THE CANADIAN PACIFIC.

water from the tank which again is

carried along with the steam. This

action is continuous and at an enor-

mous rate of speed. The amount of

water delivered depending partly upon

the pressure in the boiler and partly

upon the temperature of the feed

water, a greater amount being deliv-

ered with a high boiler pressure for

the reason that there is a correspond-

ing increase in the velocity and a less

amount with a rise in temperature of

water in the tank, for the reason that

there is less condensation of steam with

a corresponding reduction of the space

to be filled with water from tank,

as before described, and from this we
can see why it is impossible to use

very hot water with an injector.

It has been stated that the water

leaves the discharging tube at a veloc-

ity far below that of the steam from
boiler to injector; and the question

arises. How then does it have power

he .1397, and the water delivered ac-

cording to the catalogue is 3,800 gals,

per hour. Reducing this to seconds

will give a little over one gallon as the

amount delivered in that time; call it

one gallon. Now a gallon of water

weighs 8 1-3 lbs. and has a volume
of 231 cubic inches, and by adding as

many cyphers to the volume, viz., 231,

as there are figures in the number denoting

the cross sectional area, and dividing by

the same, we get the velocity in inches

per second. Reducing this to feet we

get a velocity of 138 ft. per second.

Here then we have a weight of 8 lbs.

moving towards boiler check at the

rate of 138 ft. in one second.

Now if we know the weight of a

moving body and the velocity of its

movement, we can find the total force

it will exert against a stationary body
with which it comes in contact. This
is done by multiplying the weight by
the velocity, and 8 lbs. of water multi-
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plied by 138 gives 1,10.4 lbs. as the

fi rci exerted against check to enter

boiler against the resistance of the

boiler pressure of 200 lbs. per square

inch.

Referring to the catalogue it is seen

that a x <> to simplex calls for a deliv-

er} pipe with a diameter of 2 in., and

the cross sectional area oi a pipe of

that diameter would be 3.1416 inches.

Dividing this total forci oi [,104 lbs.

bj the area acted upon would give the

per square inch; which is 351

11- Mere we have a pressure of 351

lbs. per square inch on the under side

of check against 200 lb-, per square

inch in tin boiler, and it is not only

sufficient to overcome the resistance

of the boiler from which the injector

UTO TUN X EL, R\\, JAPAN.

is taking steam, but would be able to

raise the check and enter the boiler

of another locomotive that was carry-

ing a pressure of 300 lbs. per square

inch. From all this we can deduce the

fact that there is nothing mysterious

about the action of the injector. It is

simply a question of volume and veloc-

ity and weighl of water delivered in

.: gi\ en length of time.

The Nathan Co. does not give a

minimum rating of water del'

in their catalogue, hut the minimum
amount would be readied by cutting

down the water supply to that point

where the weight delivered would be

just sufficient to overcome boiler pres-

sure upon check valve, and this serves

as an object lesson to show why an

injector will not work if the tubes

become dirty or limed up. In which

case the openings would be so re-

stricted that the proper amount of

water and consequent weight would
nut pass through in one second

We often see the pressure theory

advanced in which the action of the

in an injector is likened to that

of tlie plunger in a pump—forcing the

through a restricted opening
with a velocity high enough to u

check valve against the pressure in

the boiler. This theory would per-

haps look plausible with a high boiler

pressure, but would be exploded when
we come down to a pressure of 30 lbs.

per square inch, or lower. For in-

stance, the Sellers Company claim that

their improved. self-acting injector

will work with a pressure down to 15

lbs. per square inch; and in connection

with this if we use the usual formula

to determine the velocity of the dis-

charge due to a given pressure or head,

it would be found to be very low and

V.Ould call for a large bod} of water

at that velocity in order to get force

enough to enter boiler. On the other

baud, the supply of water has to be

cut down when operating an injector

at this low pressure, and for the fol-

lowing reason:

Steam at a pressure of 15 lbs. per

square inch still has a high velocity,

and a volume greater than it would

have at a higher pressure, the velocity

being given as 1,400 ft. per second and

the volume as 883. In other words,

a cubic inch of water evaporated into

steam at a pressure of 15 lbs. per

square inch would fill a space of 883

cubic inches; likewise if a given amount
of steam is condensed it would fill a

space only one one-hundredth and
eigthy-three times as large as it did

before condensed. It is thus seen that

at the low pressure of 15 lbs. the steam

is still moving at a high rate of speed,

and that space, left to be filled with

water from the tank as before de-

scribed, is greater than it was with a

boiler pressure of 200 lbs. Conse-
quently the .supply has to be cut down
to that point where it can be handled

by the steam, and the proper amount
delivered to give the required weight

A LOCOMOTIVE CORNER IN THE PARIS
EXPOSITION.

and velocit} to overcome boiler pres-

sure upon check valve.

E. C. Allen.

West Stockbridge, Mass.

Leather Tie-Plates and Steel Ties.

1 ditor :

It seems evident that railways must

come to steel ties. But these are fatigued

In a certain number of vibrations and

break. Mow can the vibrations of the

rails be prevented from being communi-

cated to tlie tie- r

In my stone cutting machine I found

that a sheet of belt leather between the

hammers and the toolholders prevented

any vibration being produced by the

Mow, and at tlie end of two seasons' use.

200 lb. hammers giving 300 blows per

minute, the leather was as good as ever.

Would not leather between the rails

and the ties do the business? The vibra-

tion would still be transmitted by the

bolts. I think this would he prevented

by leather washers between pairs of iron

1 washers.

(n v- r. Porter.

Wontclair, X. J.

Round House Foremen Attention.

Editor:

If you have room will you please put'

tile following note in your next issue?

Why not have a Round House Fore-

man's ,\s>ociation? Let me say to

each round house foreman, don't you
think we could get up an association

ADINKj lot A KOL'NL'HOUSE.

where we can tell eatr troubles and
hear the troubles of others and the

best way to avoid them?
There is the Master Mechanics, the

Traveling Engineers and General Fore-

nun's Associations and I think we are

as important as the two latter; we are

the men who move things and have

al! the grief.

I would like to set what the men
all over the country think of this,

through the columns of Railway and
Locomotive Engineering.

A. H. Riddle.

Round House Foreman. Colorado-

Midland Ry.

Colorado City. Col.

Hurry and Dispatch.

Xo two things differ mon than hurry

and dispatch. Hurry is the mark of a

weak mind, dispatch of a strong one.

A weak man in an office is like a

squirrel in a cage—is laboring eternally,

but to no purpose; like a turnstile, be

i.- in everybody's way. but -tops no-

body; he talks a great deal, but says

very little: looks into everything, but

sees into nothing, and has a hundn 1

i-ons in tlie lire, but very tew of them
are hot, and with the few that are he

burns his lingers.

—

Cot

Let us do our duty in our office, on the

street, and at home, just as faithfully as

if we stood in the front rank of some

great battle and we knew that victory for

mankind depended on our bravery,

strength and skill.

—

Theodore Parker.
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Smokebox Sprinkler. ready for operation, thai i
. in 1911.

In our September issue on page 504 I* ls probable thai the bridge will bi

we gave an illustrated description of one rebuill where the old one stood, and

of the De Glchn compounds built by the ,lu ' three eminent engineers will de

American Locomotive Company for the
''" '-' whethei thi pn enl piei shall

Paris-Orleans Railway of France. This ,JC usc(1 again, and also whether any

„
portion of the steel mad. by the Phoe-
nix Bridge Company for the old bridge

shall enter into the construction of the

new one. [f the new bridge i= simply

a mi idificatii 111 of the oldei oni the

-1 I I [ON OI SPRINKLER.

work can be completed in considerably

less time than it would take to work
out a completely new design and let

ci ntracts.

engine is equipped with a smokebox
sprinkler which is intended to extinguish

lighted cinders, so that when thrown out

of the smokestack thej will be quite

dead.

The device consists of an iron pipe

with several small holes in the bottom,

which extends across the smokebox .310

millimeters above the center line of the

boiler and 130 millimeters from the front

end. This pipe is plugged at one end

and connected at the other end by means
of a union nut and elbow to a small pipe

on the outside of the boiler, which runs

back underneath the running board, and

is connected to a valve tapped into the

injector check on the left side of the

boiler back head. In this way water from
the boiler feed pipe can be turned into

the sprinkler pipe in the smokebox to

extinguish hot cinders. The device is

operated from the cab and if desired a

drip of water can be constantly main-

tained which is capable of killing the

sparks in the smokebox, and which is

vaporized by the heat of the front en I

so that the smokebox does not at am
time contain any appreciable quantity of

water.

The Quebec Bridge.

The fallen Quebec bridge is to be re-

built. The Railway Department of the

Dominion Government has entrusted

the preparation of new plans to three

e.\perts in the profession. They are

Mr. H. E. Vautelet of Montreal, Mr.
Maurice Fitzmaurice, an eminent Old
Country engineer, who was associated with

the late Sir Benjamin Baker, the erector 01

the Forth bridge in Scotland, and Mr.
Modjeski, of Chicago, who is recog-
nized as one of the best authorities on
bridge building in the United States.

In rebuilding the Quebec bridge, it

is believed, an effort will be made to
have the structure completed by the
time that the Grand Trunk Pacific is

Loose Pulley Oil Cup.

The loose pulley oil cup probably
fills a long felt want, and it is said

that it will keep a loose pulley con-

stantly oiled when in operation. The
cup consists of three distinct parts:

A body, piston or plunger, and an oil-

tight cover. All parts are made of a

special Swiss brass and are highly pol-

ished. The cup is tilled with ordinary

lubricating oil, after unscrewing the

cover, and making sure the plunger i-.

SMOKEBOX WITH SPRINKLER.

pushed down to- the bottom. The
cover is then replaced and the cup is

ready for use. This cup has a stem with

standard pipe threads which screws
into the hub of the pulley.

The operation of the cup is simple.

The rapid revolving of the pulley-

causes the piston in the cup to move

upward, in obedienci 1 the centrifugal

force, thus making the oil flow

through the by-pas

-

;•. In. Ii th< 1 1 Ives. The
oil which natural!}

I

way from 1

ing pulley is thus counter-
march right to th( place ol iction. A
small hole is drilled through the bot-

tom of the cup

1I1. piston as it ri-.-i. The flow of

oil is control!, d by I djusted

by a screw-drivi shown in our
illustration, and b regulated

ding to thi pulley.

When the pulley stops, oiling automat-
ically .. ., When it starts again.

oiling -his cup is at-

tached dingly high-speed loose

I
nib;.

1 ular sprn

OIL CUP FOR LOOSE PULLEY.

directly above the piston to prevent

the too-rapid rise of the piston.

It is claimed for this cup that it need
be filled but once a week. The cup
has been placed on trial

establishments, especially where it

would receive severe treatment, and
in every case it has proved satisfactory.

It was submitted to one of the large

technical colleges in New York
for examination and th -tated

that it was the pie and -

titic thing that had come to that col-

lege in many a year The Gould Coup-
ler Co., of Depew. X. Y.. have been
giving this cup a thorough test in their

shops for the pas: several months.
The cup is made in two sizes by the

Lawson Mfg. Co Pulleys havii a

diameter of from 6 to u ins. take size-

No. I. Pulleys having a diamei

13 ins. or over requ .\'o. J. By
the economical oiling of loose pulleys

considerable expen; minated in

repairs as the properly oiled pulley-
do not become hot and require rebush-
ing.
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Supervision.

"The lack of supervision is the great-

est criticism which may be lodged

against the railways of the country to-

day." This very striking statement is

quoted by a contemporary as the opin-

ion of Mr. W. A. Garett, president of

the Seaboard Air Line, and whatever

may be the actual state of the case

now, there is little doubt that it was

true in times past. The accident rec-

ord has in many instances appeared

to justify this view of the case.

The need of supervision is an ever-

present necessity even on the best-

regulated roads. It cannot for one

moment be dispensed with and the

work of supervision is never ended.

Bernard Shaw, the well-known play-

wright, dealing with the theme, "Why
law is indispensable," says "Imagine

taking the field with an army which

knew nothing except that the soldier's

duty is to defend his country bravely."

From our own standpoint we believe

the industrial army, such as is found

in the rank and file of our railways, is

superior in general intelligence to the

man behind the gun, but to paraphrase

Mr. Shaw's words. Imagine operating

a railroad, even with willing and intel-

ligent men who were imbued with a

-praiseworthy desire to do their best

but who lacked any definite knowledge

of railroad tactics. It is drill and

instruction which makes the soldier's

work effective, and it is instruction and

supervision which brings the railroad

man's performance up to the standard.

So much for the duty of the official

to whose lot falls the work of super-

vision. There is another side to the

case and that is if the responsibility

for constant and efficient supervision

rests upon the official an equally im-

perative duty rests upon the employee,

and that is "amenability to supervision"

and to so act that he may help to

uphold and strengthen the discipline

of the road rather than take a sharp

turn and trust to chance or his ability

to explain away some questionable act.

The force of example is powerful and

the older men on a road knowing that

the charge of want of supervision has

been leveled against American rail-

road operation, have a duty to perform

by example at least, to say nothing of

the word of mouth, to the younger

men on the road, in helping and guid-

ing them toward a safe and sane line

of conduct.

One of the best examples we know
of in the matter of amenability to

supervision may be found in the excel-

lent record made by the engineers on

some of our largest and most crowded

roads in the ready response they gave

to the so-called surprise check system

in signal observance. A noted preacher

once said that if a hardened old money-

grubber could get into heaven he would

lind himself woefully out of touch with

his surroundings. In like manner on

a modern railway properly managed,

where are men who welcome and help

the work of intelligent supervision, the

Chancetaker would find himself to be ut-

terly out of harmony with high standard

of efficiency which is brought about and

practically maintained by the men them-

selves.

Some Important Things.

This month our readers have before

them some very important topics, dis-

cussed by men who have given the sub^

jects they write of a good deal of care-

ful thought. In the correspondence col-

umns, which are open to all ranks of

railroad men who have something worth

while to say, there is bit of actual and

helpful experience on the subject of what

we know and don't practice, and the

writer very properly remarks in closing,

"if you don't know, then learn!"

The Murphy Method of Stereopticon

views, illustrating the actual working of

railroad rules, is described by Mr. W. B.

Blanton, of Sausalito, Col. In his letter

to the editor he reviews the "Helping

Hand" method devised by the late W. J.

Murphy of the C. N. O. & T. P. for the

better instruction of the men on his road.

The method does credit alike to the head

and heart of the late general manager of

the Queen & Cresent, for he not only

had a kindly feeling for the "boys" who
lie knew were doing their best, but he felt

that it was his duty to provide a way to

substantially aid them in the pursuit of

knowledge. One might almost think that

the straight question asked by the Apostle

James came home to him, "and one of

you say unto them, depart in peace be ye

warmed and filled; notwithstanding ye

give them not those things which are

needful to the body; what doeth it

profit?" Mr. Murphy saw the need for

a certain clear method of instruction and

he gave it.

The question concerning the derail-

ment of tenders has been taken up by Mr.

J. F. Walsh, superintendent of motive

power of the Chesapeake & Ohio, and by

Air. T. A. Lawes, mechanical engineer of

the Nickel Plate Line. Both these gentle-

men have made important contributions

to the literature of this subject and their

communications will be read with inter-

est. The Traveling Engineers' Associa-

tion believes this a live topic, for it is

to be one of the subjects for report at

their convention for next year. Mr.

Walsh has given a great deal of attention

to the subject, and he says that, whether

the track happens to be good or bad, the

mechanical department is expected to find

a remedy.

In the matter of flue-sheet bracing, Mr.

J, S. Pearce, master mechanic of the Nor-

folk & Western Railway, has offered a

possible solution for the leakage of flues

trouble, which is worthy of careful atten-

tion. His method is based upon a trial

on his own road, and the results he states

are satisfactory. In this connection it

may be interesting to turn back over the

leaves of Railway and Locomotive En-

gineering to November, 1902, page 484.

We gave there the result of an experi-

ment on the L. S. & M. S. to practically

answer the question : "Do long tubes vi-

brate and so become loose at the ends?"

The tubes referred then were 19 ft. 6 ins.

long and were in some fast passenger en-

gines of the 2-6-2 type. It was found

that these long tubes had a certain nat-

ural sag between the flue sheets, due to

their weight, and that when the en-

gine was worked hard this sag was in-

creased as the tube became hotter than

before and so expanded. The tube when

cooler became shorter again and did not

sag down more than the amount caused

by its weight. There was no vibration or

shaking of the long tube, although there

was some leakage.

Mr. Pierce's experiment and that on

the Lake Shore engine are in the

right direction, for they increase our

knowledge of the actual behavior

of flues under exacting service con-

ditions. The results of study and ex-

periment are what we want, and when we
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speak of study wc think of those men
who are not in a position to order or con-

duct experiments, but who intelligently

apply their reasoning powers to the so-

lution of any problem and who can in-

terpret phenomena and who can give the

results of their knowledge and experi-

ence.

Minor Repairs to Cars.

Some time ago the Car Foremen's

Association of Chicago discussed what
we have called minor repairs to cars.

The discussion turned upon the loss of

bolts, nuts, cotters, etc., from freight

cars. The fact that these defects are

spoken of as minor does not imply that

they are not important. Proper repairs

in this respect are very important.

There is one minor defect which ap-

pears more frequently than all the

others and that is the loss of nuts, loss

of axlebox covers perhaps comes next,

but a very serious difficulty which is al-

ways present in making the necessary

repairs is the want of time. Railways

have the material and the men, often

they have men specially detailed to do

this work, but the operating department

does not give the men time to do the

work. A nut off a bolt is not considered

of sufficient importance to delay a car

and the car goes on without it, and in

practical everyday life there really never

comes a time when the car gets its

quota of nuts renewed until it has to

stand still for heavier repairs.

One of the speakers at the meeting

made a very strong point when he said,

"We do as much as we can. We have

men go through the yards who carry a

string of nuts, cotters, and such tilings;

and tools to apply the nuts, and they

do what they can without endangering

their lives." This sort of work is

usually done where cars are not def-

initely held for the repairs and when
a car is liable to be moved at any
moment.
The importance of the so-called minor

repairs is evidenced by the remarks of

another speaker, who said : "I think

the operating department should con-

cede this much to us, and give us an

opportunity to do this work. There are

many times that we find a coupler

slightly defective, the carrier iron com-
ing down, or missing truck bolts. If we
could apply them then and there it

would many times save serious trouble

in the way of additional defects.

One of the remedies proposed for the

loss of nuts was the use of nutlocks and

cotters, but they take time to apply just

as the nuts do and there is no pro-

vision for the use of cotters on every

bolt. The loss of axlebox covers is a

serious thing. The loss of the cover

permits sand and grit to get into the

box and lie upon the exposed portion of

the packing, and when the packing is

shoved in by the oiler and new packing

applied, he has really pushed in the

sand and grit to a place where it will

do most harm.

There is nothing more humorously
illogical, if one may be permitted to a}

so, than to sec a car of important freight

supplied with an excellent and possibly

expensive dust guard at the back of the

box and no box cover on in front. In-

ventors have been quick to recognize

that condition, and there are now on the

market box covers that will not come
off and these are not held by bolt and

nut. In this way the security of the

cover is guaranteed and there is in each

case one bolt less to look after. With
the same idea in view the boltless truck

has been designed. The fact that these

minor repairs are difficult to make and
that when made they may require to be

looked after again in a sort time makes
the performance, what theatre managers
would call, a continuous one. The re-

duction of parts which can jar off and

be lost is one of the features that mod-
ern designers are now constantly keep-

ing in view when getting out new equip-

ment.

Compound Locomotives.

It is to be observed in many of the larg-

er locomotive repair shops that there is a

kind of reactionary movement going on

against the continued use of the com-

pound locomotive. The same change is

observed in the repair shops of Europe

as in America, and is particularly marked

in the chief railways in England. In

spite of this tendency it is an undoubted

fact that the compound engine has ad-

vantages that cannot be gainsaid. That

these advantages are not altogether theo-

retical is evidenced by the general adop-

tion of the compound principle for many
engines in the marine service. The facts

are that what may be found practicable

and advantageous in one kind of service,

may not be suitable in a service embrac-

ing totally different conditions. Station-

ary engines admit of a massiveness of

bearings and a general structural solidity

not possible in the locomotive, and it was

readily observed that while the compound
engine as used in locomotives generally

gave evidence of excellent service for the

first few months, the deterioration was so

rapid that it is no mere figure of speech

to state that after a period of hard serv-

ice a compound locomotive began to act

like a ship that had sails set to move
both ways at once.

The tendency of the intercepting valves

and reducing valves with their expansible

rings and three-way cock attachments,

and gradually widening dash pots and

ground joint seats to get out of order,

was not to be wondered at, and to the

average round-house foreman's life was

too short and the available forces too

limited to maintain these complex ad-

.i thi 1
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perfect condition. Labor, particularly

skilled labor, lias its limitation

general feeling of weariness of the flesh

ii overcome the railway men in dealing

with the compound locomotive.

lb'- return to first principles is nothing

new in mechani m 01 in ethics. It is the

natural evolution that comes to the seeker

after the ideal. Perfection eludes, and

ever will elude the inquiring mind. In

mechanism, as in art, it is the simple

that is the most enduring. In the use of

the compound locomotive lessons have

been learned that will be of value to fu-

ture constructors, and the constant im-

provement of the locomotive will go on
irom trial to triumph and from the ex-

perimental to the practical.

Crown Sheets.

The rarity of locomotive boiler explo-

sions is owing largely to the constant

attention given by the engineer and fire-

men to the boiler, to which is superadded

the work of the boilermakers and boiler-

washers. Boiler explosions in the twen-

tieth century occur largely in remote saw-

mills and quarries and other industrial

establishments where the lack of skill is

pitiful, and the lack of common sense

almost criminal. A short time ago we
heard of a farmer who, in his anxiety to

get a little more power out of a wornout

boiler, tied the kitchen poker to the

safety-valve lever. The increase of power

brought down the crown sheet and threw

the old boiler in the air.

Locomotive engineers have too much
tespect for old age to attempt an experi-

ment of this kind, and the rule among
skilled engineers is to lower the pressure

as the age of the boiler increases. Much
progress has also been made in boiler

construction, and while a variety of opin-

ions exist as to the best form of locomo-.

tive fireboxes it is becoming more and

more generally conceded that radial

stayed crown sheets are not only the

simplest, but best form of firebox con-

struction, the cylindrical shell enclosing

the flues being universally conceded to be

the best form in that particular portion of

the boiler.

The use of crown bars has several im-

portant drawbacks. The flattening of the

crown sheet forms at once a kind of re-

ceptacle for the accumulation of mud and

the presence of the crown bars renders

the perfect cleaning of the crown sheet

almost impossible. The crown bars take

up much valuable water space, and it is

generally found that crown sheet trou-

bles occur more frequently when fire-

boxes are constructed with flat crown

sheets. On the other hand, when radial

stays are used the crowned sheet may be

arched and the stays placed at right an-

gles. Mud; cannot readily accumulate and

can be easily removed, and the entire in-
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ner surface of the firebox can be easily

ted.

The important improvements in the

structure and quality of the staybolts

contributes also in no small degree to the

comparatively high degree of safety of

the boiler of the modern locomotive, and

it is gratifying to note that the adoption

of systematic inspections and tests all

tend in the direction of making locomo-

tive boiler explosions of less frequent oc-

currence.

Mud Remover on Locomotive.

On the Austrian State Railways some
experiments in water purification have

been made in rather a novel way, yet

the apparatus used is quite simple.

Deposits" are formed on the inside of

the boiler immediately below the top

check. Water entering the boiler

loses its velocity as it emerges from
the check valve and the higher tem-

perature of steam and water inside pre-

cipitate a large quantity of the solid

matter contained in the water.

The arrangement used on the Aus-

trian railways is to provide a long flat

receptacle inside the boiler, into which

the check valve opens. This receptacle

is in communication with the interior

of the boiler through several holes in

the top, and it lies close along the

boiler shell inside, clear of the flues.

At the bottom of this receptacle there

is a blow-off cock wdiich carries off the

mud which collects in the receptacle.

This blow-off cock is opened and closed

from the outside and discharges below

the engine.

These receptacles are blown out

about every 100 miles on the trip, the

injector being worked at the time so

as to augment the pressure in the mud
chamber and forceably drive it out.

Very satisfactory results are said to

have been achieved by this apparatus,

which practically compels the mud to

form in a given place. The deposits

are reduced to the consistency of sand,

which are readily removed, instead of

forming in hard masses which tightly

adhere to the boiler.

The receptacle is cast iron, made in

two pices bolted together. Compara-
tively little space is occupied and the

frequent use of the blow-off cock al-

ways keeps it clean.

Railroad Club Proceedings.

The fall season is upon us, and the

many railroad clubs are beginning to

take up the serious work ahead of them.

These gatherings of railway and supply

men an- somewhat informal in character

and permit of social intercourse which is

not only pleasing but useful in bringing

men together.

The New York Railroad Club held its

first meeting this season a short time ago,

and a large and representative audience

listened to the paper on "Better Service at

Reduced Cost," a brief synopsis of which

we give in another ceolumn under the head-

ing "Supervision and Standardization,"

for this was the keynote of the subject.

The advanced copy of the New York
Club proceedings contained an innovation

which is both convenient and useful. The
paper was printed in the usual way, but

there were a series of marginal headings

cr paragraph captions which made it easy

for those discussing the paper to indi-

cate the parts of the paper to which they

referred and their hearers had no diffi-

culty in finding the place. Mr. Harry

Vought, the secretary of the club, is to be

congratulated on this handy little im-

provement.

Another point which is of the greatest

convenience is the printing of the title

of the paper on the front of the cover

of the proceedings. This has been done

by the New York Railroad Club for

years, and, indeed, it may be said to be

the general rule, though there are excep-

tions. When it is done, it is of the great-

est convenience when one comes to turn

back through the year's file for some pa-

per of particular or unusual interest.

Book Notices

Prospects.

The return of prosperity is bound up
more or less intimately with the har-

vest. The political situation in any
country is important, but it is not the

only factor. The state of the crops

has a great deal to do with what we
call prosperity, and in this direction

the outlook is good.

The crops in the United States are

from all appearances bountiful and
those in Canada will be all that can

be wished if reports are true. A recent

press from Winnipeg says:

"Taking the average of the estimates

of the wheat crop made by those who
have given the matter sufficient study

and attention to enable them to speak

with some authority, the figure 110,-

000,000 is arrived at, and may be safely

taken as a fair approximate estimate of

the total wheat yield of the Canadian

Xorthwest.

"The estimate of the oat crop, of

91,000,000 bushels, and of barley of

33,000,000 bushels, added to that of the

wheat, will give a good idea of the

large volume of traffic which the rail-

ways are confronted with, and which
will tax their capacity and keep them
all busy for the next twelve months.

"An important feature in connection

with this season's harvest is that the

crops are fairly uniform, no district

I
articularly suffering to any extent,

and, consequently, money will be pretty

generally distributed over the whole
country."

The C. P. R. have their main line be-

tween Winnipeg and Fort William

double-tracked all but about 25 miles.

Railway Track and Track Work. By

E. E. Russell Tratinan, A.M. Third

Edition. 520 pages. Cloth. 6 by 9
inches. 232 illustrations and numerous

tables. Published by the Engineering

New- Co.. New York Price, $3.50.

Mr. Tratman has long been known as

an eminent authority on railway track and

track work. The favor with which the

first edition of his book was received

showed that there was a strong demand
for such a work, and the appearance of a

new edition will be gratifying to all in-

1 in the subject, and especially to

young engineers intending to enter this

important department of railway service.

Mr. Tratman has kept abreast of the sub-

ject and those who have copies of the

earlier editions should not hesitate to se-

cure a copy of the new work, embracing,

as it does, a full description of all of the

important changes both in materials and

methods since the appearance of the edi-

tion twelve years ago. The author's style

is at once descriptive and critical and

shows how thoroughly he has mastered

the subject, while the higher faculty of

imparting information to others is shown

in his lucidly interesting pages. It is

the best work of its kind.

The first annual report of the Public

Service Commission of the State of New
York has just been issued. It has the

usual ponderous appearance of State re-

ports, making a heavy volume of nearly

800 pages printed in small type. Perhaps

the most interesting' part of the book is

that devoted to the inspection of steam

railroads, from which it would appear that

the railroads of the State are in a condi-

tion of repair that leaves little to be de-

sired. It is gratifying to note that the

fencing in of railway tracks is being rap-

idly proceeded with, as also is the recon-

struction of many bridges. The accom-

panying railway maps are very beauti-

fully executed and add much to the value

of the book.

At the Chicago meeting of the General

Foremen's Association a paper was read

en the question : "Why Do Staybolts

Break More Frequently on the Left

Side?'' It was Topic No. 6 and was print-

ed on page 307 of our July issue. This

month we give some remarks made in the

discussion which followed on the reading

of the paper. We would like to hear

from some of the boilermakers who are

directly concerned in locomotive repair

and maintenance on this subject. The
left-hand pound in the driving-box of a

locomotive, when it exists, has a definite

reason. Do staybolts break more readily

on one side of a boiler than another, and

if they do, whv is it?
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OBSERVATIONS ON BRITISH RAILWAY MATTERS

\iur having resided in America [3

years, in 1885 I went on a visit to Eu-

rope, holding high 1 xpectations of the

• great change I would be able to describe-

as having happened during my absence.

I landed at Southampton, which is in the

south of England. I had been familiar

with the railway rolling stock of bulh

England and Scotland before I went to

America and I landed on my return keen-

ly impatient to note the marks of progress

imprinted upon the railways during my ab-

sence and it became a matter of disap-

pointment to find that everything remained

very much in the same condition as it was

when 1 went away. It was my privilege

at the time to travel nearly the entire

length of the Island of Great Britain,

which includes England and Scotland, and

the conclusion reached was that the rail-

way locomotives and carriages displayed

no sign of progress.

In looking over a British railway paper

of recent date I notice some compliment-

ary remarks about locomotives that were

put into service on an English railway in

1S44 being still in use. That implies a

sense of veneration for old things that

moves people of the Old World to build

museums for the preservation of antiqui-

ties and to look with admiration upon the

pioneer machines that took part in the

introduction of new industries. The
practical result of this sentiment works to

keep our British friends slow in making

changes and to cling with peculiar tenacity

to the things that have proved useful.

During the thirteen years that I had

been in the United States. 1 had seen so

many reputed improvements made upon

the railroad machinery and had become

so much inspired by the phrase "progress"

that the doings of my boyhood world

looked paralyzed when the people were

only making haste slowly. Soon after

reaching the end of my journey I "fore-

gathered," as the Scots say, with my very-

old friend and associate, John F. Mcin-

tosh, now locomotive superintendent of

the Caledonian Railway, and found him
inclined to boast about the great improve-

ment effected since we had parted some

fifteen years before. The Hawthorn type

of engine, a favorite in my time, w it li

two pairs of coupled drivers in front and a

single pair of carrying wheels under the

foot-plate, had gone or was consigned to

branch lines ; the engine with a single pair

of driving wheels was becoming less popu-

lar than it had been when I was pulling the

throttle, the form with two pairs of

coupled wheels behind and a single pair

of small leading wheels in front was be-

coming the favorite passenger engine and

was rapidly finding favor and the four-

"By Angus Sinclair

Reminiscent
wheel truck (called bogie) wa

011 1 ime Inn :s. Mcintosh reminded 1

thi days when the bare boiler head had

been our only shelter from the fierce Scot-

tish weather and pointed with pride to

the protecting weather boards that almost

deserved the name of cab.

Pointing to a substantial-looking six-

coupled "Goods" engine, my friend pro-

ceeded to dilate upon the imbecility of

the scrap heaps made to do duty as goods

( freight I engine- a decade or two earlier.

In passing I may remark that the six-

coupled engine without truck, almost uni-

versally employed hauling freight trains 111

Europe, lias been wonderfully popular and

successful. On reflection and more de-

tailed investigation I found that the period

which I had considered barren or short of

growth was merely a backward springtime

that brought forth the crops of our mod-
ern practice.

Since that first visit, I have returned

about every second year, every time pay-

ing close attention to the progress made
during the interval, and it has been a

series of interesting experiences.

LOCOMOTIVE DEVELOPMENT IN EUROPE.

In one of his interesting treaties on

the development of the locomotive. Pro-

fessor Goss devotes considerable attention

to what he calls "The Passing of the

Eight-Wheel Locomotive." That is the

engine so long and favorably known par

excellence as the American Locomotive.

From what the learned Professor said,

most of us were convinced that the 4-4-0

locomotive had passed the day of its use-

fulness and that other forms were rapidly-

pushing it out of service. That was true

of America, but not of other countries.

About the time Professor Goss made the

prediction referred to the 4-4-0 type

seemed to be solidly establishing itself

into favor in Europe as the favorite pas-

senger engine. With us the American

engine jumped into favor perfectly formed

in 1836, when Campbell added a pair of

driving wheels to the old 4-2-0 of Jervis

that had suffered so grievously from de-

ficiency of adhesion.

Our British friends reached the 4-4-0

form through a more tedious process of

development. As my memory and ob-

servation cover all the forms tried since

the time of the Stephensons, with all par-

ticulars of this important evolution stand-

ing before me like an open book, I may
be permitted to outline briefly the lines of

labor that established the favorite engines.

The tendency to preserve old engines as

monuments or as curiosities gives excel-

lent data for a graphic history.

The first British locomotive to obtain

populai 1. one four

wheels like the Pennsylvania Railroad

"John Bull" and the -New York Central

'Di Witt Clinton." The shortcomings

of that on made then.

manifest. Oni >e( of British lo .motive

superintendents or builders added a pair of

carrying wheels under ill' fool plate to

lengthen the wheel base to maki

riding engine, while others tried to effect

the same improvement by putting a pair

of carrying wheels in front to perform

the functions of the Jervis truck. A fa-

voi " form of passenger engine had a

single pair of large driving wheels beneath

the middle of the boiler and a single pair

of carrying wheels in front and rear.

The practice of Continental railways

did not differ materially from that of

Britain, which gave them forms of motive

power and gauge of track even down to

the odd half-inch.

On my various visits to my native land

I was always watching the line of progress

and noted year by year a strong tendency

to follow American practice except in

some unimportant details, if slab frames

and inside cylinders may be considered

little different from bar frames, and out-

side cylinders. Gradually the fast running

engines with the coupled driving wheels

in front were abandoned, gradually the

single pair of carrying wheels under the

smoke box were replaced by a tour-wheel

truck and to-day that form of engine is

found pulling nearly all passenger trains

in the British Isles. The Atlantic type is

coming gradually into favor and is known

by the name given it by Baldwins. There

are a great many oddities among the pas-

senger train locomotives seen on Conti-

nental Europe, but the 4-4-0 is the most

common form in use. The motive power

officials belonging to the Continent seem

to have been ahead of their British rivals

in perceiving the necessity for powerful

freight engines and those seen in Austria,

Switzerland and some other parts rival

the heaviest American freight power.

One finds curious diversity in some im-

portant feature- of motive pofl - in dif-

ferent countries. The compound locomo-

tive first found favor in France and that

type of engine continues to be a favorite

on many Continental railways, but on

others it has no standing whatever. In the

British Isles there were a great many com-

pounds introduced by the late F. W. Webb.

of the London and Northwestern, and his

imitators, but their name is [chab

day—that is no more. The anecdote is

told of a school class being under ex-

amination when the teacher asked : What
man's name in the Bible means "no more"?

The question was too much for the urchins
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at first; then one bright little chap held up
his hand and exclaimed "Dennis"! and

Dennis it has been since that daj

STANDING OF COMPOUNDS
When I was visiting Cluny Castle in

Scotland some fifteen years ago I met a

director of the London and Northwestern
Railway, who had very positive views con-

cerning the compound locomotives with

which Mr. Webb was stocking the railway.

He said to me that he told Mr. Webb that

the Board of Directors would compel him
to change all the engines back to simple.

Mr. Webb seemed to be sufficiently influ-

ential to defy that threat during his life

time, but he had no sooner gone than his

successors began making the change and
the work is going on so steadily that it

promises to be completed within a very
few years.

Some other British railways are using
compound locomotives to a limited extent.

The sentiment concerning the merits of
such engines is here similar to what I

have noted at some Railway Master Me-
chanics' Association Conventions. Mem-
bers would express their opinions frankly
and freely about compounds in private

conversation, but when the subject would
come up for public discussion the same
members would be as dumb as oysters.

The lines favored for increasing the effi-

ciency of the locomotive are similar 10

those in favor in America. The promoting
of careful firing has produced excellent re-

sults, for very little smoke is to be seen
from engines burning very rich bituminous
•coal. The only smoke preventer in use
is a simple method of admitting air above
the fire, a low set fire-door and brick-

arch. In starting from stations with
"heavy trains most locomotives produce
considerable smoke, but the local authori-
ties pay no attention to temporary nui-

sances of that character. But then there
is no super-zealous official trying to make
for himself petty political capital by abus-
ing railroads.

LINES OF IMPROVEMENT.
The mechanical officials of some few

British railway companies are standing
with reluctant feet resisting attempts to
make them believe that steam superheaters
are money-saving appliances; others have
ventured over the brink and are accumu-
lating experience. Several forms of steam
superheaters are proclaiming themselves
willing, but the caution, not to say obsti-
nacy, of John Bull prevents any rush for
the latest steam saver. Some parties are
whispering feed-water heaters above their
breath and offering to effect great saving
by utilizing heat that is generally wasted.
There is nothing new under the sun, or
in the smoke box when it takes the form
of a feed-water heater. When its apostles
alight upon our shores, I shall pursue the
subject.

One Yankee invention is becoming popu-
lar in Europe, viz.

: asbestos covering for
locomotive boilers. Only a few years

ago wood lagging was considered satisfac-

tory, but one day a fluent talker from the

United States began calling upon loco-

motive superintendents armed with speci-

mens of asbestos lagging and he con-

quered ingrained prejudices.

British railways constitute a form of

property that pays less to the investors

than any other kind that has a legitimate

foundation. The dividends have been

steadily decreasing and the indications are

that some of the lines will soon cease giv-

ing any returns to the shareholders. This

condition of affairs prevails on roads doing

an excellent business. It is a case of the

expenditures being too close to the in-

come. In studying the details of British

railway operating, it strikes me that the

weak business point is senseless competi-

tion which manifests itself in numerous
fast trains that are run without carrying

paying loads.

Supervision and Standardization.

Among the points brought out by Mr.

Raffe Emerson of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe in a paper recently read be-

fore the New York Railroad Club was
the economy of standardizing engine

equipment ; and by that is meant the

small tools used by the engineer and fire-

man, and the easy recognition of what
belongs to engines as distinguished from
similar articles used in the shop and else-

where on the road. Among other things

he said

:

These locomotive equipments consist

of all the movable tools and furniture

carried on engines such as wrenches,

hammers, chisels, shovels, oil-cans, torch-

es, tool-boxes, cab-curtains, cushions,

arm-rests; wrecking tools, such as frogs,

jacks and chains; shunting poles, bell-

cord, headlight chimneys, and such small

supplies as soap, headlight and signal oil,

headlight carbons, waste, etc. Most of

these articles are included in Account
number 85 (for road engines, the corre-

sponding account for yard engines being

number 76) of the Interstate Commerce
Commission Prescribed Classification of

Operating Expenses, in force July 1st,

1907, and by supplement of July 1st, 1908.

As an example, take the simple cold

chisel. The style used on the engines of

the Santa Fe is made out of hexagon
steel, and those for the shop are octagon

in section. The name of the road is plain-

ly stamped on each. The result of this

is that a shopman found with a hexagon
chisel or a locomotive engineer using

one of octagon section may fairly be de-

scribed as having been "caught with the

goods." The locomotive hammer has

also distinctive characteristics. It has

a short handle so that it can be used in

tight places. It weighs 2 pounds and is

thus about the weight of a boilermakers'

hammer. It has a cross wedge-shaped

pern, which not only differentiates it

from the ball-peined shop hammer, but

the wedge pein is as useful on an engine

for lifting axlebox lids as the pein of a

car-inspectors' hammer is useful in car

yards. The engine broom is short and

stiff, and is purposely made so that mis-

appropriation is easily detected.

Not only should all articles of the

equipment be properly selected for the

best service and standardized, but the

tool-boxes, racks and other receptacles

are designed for accommodating each
*

article in its proper place, according to

the convenience of the enginemen, and

also with the purpose of locking articles

up securely yet simply, and of permitting

ready and rapid inspection.

Of necessity the process of standardi-

zation must be a gradual process. It

must be a gradual replacing article by

article, engine by engine, wherever

changes are necessary to secure the bet-

ter service incident to standard practice.

In many cases the new standard articles

need not replace the older designs that are

in actual service until the latter are prac-

tically worn out or are lost. In other

cases, the articles in use may be made
standard without change in design. On
most roads such a change would probably

pay for itself in two years; in actual prac-

tice, where the process of standardization

was a gradual one, the cost of the change

would never be felt.

From standardization we have drifted

into supervision, which must be complete.

In the first place, there should be an

equipment inspector, or engine supplyman,

cr tool-checker at every large engine

house and repair shop. This man should

have the entire handling of all supplies

that are put on engines or taken off them,

both turning at roundhouses, and passing

through shops. He should check over

the equipments each time the engine

comes in, and again before it goes out.

He should fill shortages. He should see

that damaged articles, as can be, are re-

paired. He should be a man of some ex-

perience about engine houses and engines,

perhaps an old engineer whose eyesight

may bar him from service. His rate may
amount to as much as 40 cents an hour

at a large engine house or in the Far West,

It may be as little as 15 cents an hour

—

but a rather higher rate will usually get

a man who will save the difference many
times over. If additional men are needed,

as at a busy terminal, and also for night

duty, they should report to the head sup-

plyman who alone should be responsible.

We have now touched upon the prin-

cipal considerations involved in a closer

supervision of locomotive tool and sup-

ply equipments. It is almost needless to

point out to railroad men that what is

everybody's business—generally—becomes

no one's business—specifically, and

that, to secure certain and complete re-

sults, the carrying out of the plan should

be entrusted to a competent man under

the direction of the S. M. P.
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Applied Science Department
Elements of Physical Science.

Second Sei ia

I. Steam.

In beginning a series of articles on

the production and use of steam it may
be slated that our aim is to present in

an elementary way a study of the meth-

ods necessary in the generation of

sir,
1
in and its application so that the

highest degree of efficiency may be ob-

tained from the use of steam as a mo-
tive power. It is hardly possible in the

space at our disposal to' point out the

endless variety of forms of boilers and
other structures used in the production

of steam, and we shall confine ourselves

more properly to what may be regarded

as the essential elementary tacts re-

garding steam which should be known
by steam engine men generally and
railroad men particularly.

It will be readily noted that the effect

of heat on water enclosed in a vessel is

manifested by the water becoming
warm, and that the degree of heat to

which the water may attain by the

heating process does not in any way
affect its weight. Should the applica-

tion of heat be continued until the

water has changed into steam, the

weight of the steam will still continue

to exactly correspond with the weight

of the water and on being allowed to

cool the steam will return to the orig-

inal form and bulk of water. This, of

course, is based on the assumption that

the vessel is perfectly tight and none

of the steam has been allowed to es-

cape. It will thus be seen that heat

being as Tyndall has shown, simply a

mode of motion, is without weight and
the application of heat does not affect

the weight of any body. Heat, how-
ever, has the quality of affecting the

cohesion of bodies. The force of at-

traction which holds the particles of

bodies together is disturbed by heat.

All bodies are at times in a state of

minute vibration and the greater the

degree of heat that is applied to a body
the more violent becomes the agitation

or vibration of its particles. If a degree

of heat is reached which entirely over-

comes the cohesion of the particles of

the body which is being heated, the

particles will fly off in all directions

and assuming a gaseous form become
invisible. It must be remembered that

they are not lost, as all matter is in-

destructible. The separated particles

may not be brought together again in

the same form, but they have lost noth-

ing and exist somewhere.

In regard to the heating of watei in

an enclosed vessel, when the heal has

become so great that the particles of

water begin to lly off in a gaseous form,

it is this rushing into space of the

loosened particles or maddened mole-
cules as they may be called that

produces what is known as steam

pressure. The greater the degrei of

heat the greater will be the degree of

force exerted by the escaping gases.

This is what is occurring when a boiler

is being heated and when a pressure of

steam has been generated from the

water enclosed in the boiler, and the

inventive genius of intelligent humanity
has succeeded, after centuries of experi-

ment, in successfully harnessing this

mysterious and mighty force. Heat is

therefore a form of energy, and trans-

fused through water can be made to

perform mechanical work. The ratio

of the degree of heat and the amount
of work possible of accomplishment
can be readily demonstrated as the rela-

tion between heat and work in an un-

varying constant.

In recording the degrees of heat the

thermometer is at once a simple and
perfect instrument. The ready ex-

pansibility of mercury when heated
renders that metal well adapted to in-

dicate on a graduated scale the degrees
of heat. As is well known a supply of

mercury is held in a bulb to which a

tube is attached. The quantity of mer-
cury can be readily adjusted so that it

will reach a certain height in the tube

at the point when water freezes. On
the Fahrenheit thermometer this point

is marked 32 degrees. If the. mercury
bulb is placed in boiling water the col-

umn of mercury in the tube will rise

rapidly and become stationary at an-

other point. This is marked 212 de-

grees. A graduated scale is arranged,

between these points and may also be

extended upwards or downwards.

It is a singular fact in nature that

vastly varying amounts of heat are

necessary in raising the temperature

of bodies. In this regard water is gen-

erally taken as the basis j n e-timating

the various amounts of heat required

to raise the temperature of other bodies.

This ratio is called the specific heat of

bodies, and in comparison with a few
of the most common metals, we might
place the amount of heat necessary to

raise the heat of a body of water one
degree as 100. A piece of steel of the

same weight as the water could be

raised in temperature the same amount

than 12 nun "i hi at V,
1

1

iron should bi d by 1 1,

and copper by 10, while lead would only

require 3. It will thus be seen that it

takes 3.5 in eat to raise the

hi at of water one degree than it would
take an equal weight of I

This phenomenon is of inestimable

value in the conservation of energy
derived from the use of steam as •

tive power. It will be readily under-

stood that the amount of energy to

be derivi <1 from steam is an exact ratio

to the quantity of heat in creating the

energy, and if water could be as easily

heated as lead is, the capacity of the

modern locomotive boiler would re-

quire to be more than thirty times

larger than it is at present. A machine
of this proportion could not be made
to move itself, and even a stationary

steam engine so constructed would be

almost useless.

Locomotive Whistles.

By Sidney C. Carpenter.

The sound produced by a whistle de-

pends upon three things: its length,

form, and to some extent on the rela-

tion between tire diameter and length.

Sound itself consists of a series of

waves, or vibrations, spreading out in all

directions from a vibrating body as a

center, and the pitch of the sound de-

pends upon the wave length from one
point to the corresponding point in the

next wave. The longer the wave length

the lower the tone. When the steam
strikes the edge of the lip it sets the

thin metal into rapid vibration which.

in turn, causes the air in the bell to

vibrate. The wave length of the sound
produced and, therefore, the pitch, de-

pends on the length of the air column
in the bell.

The following experiment illustrates

the effect of the length and form of the

bell. A paper tray covered with a thin

layer of sand is lowered into the end
of an open organ pipe which has one
side made of glass. When the pipe is

sounded and the tray is at the top the

sand dances violently. As the tray is

lowered the motion decreases till it

practically ceases at the center of the

pipe: if the tray is lowered still further

the motion increases till the sand is

again dancing at the bottom. If a cover

is placed on the pipe, with a small hole

through it for the string, the sand still

dances at the bottom of the pipe, but is

quiet at the top. The point of 1.0 vibra-

tion is called a node and the distance
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from the node to the point of greatest

vibration is one quarter of the wave

length. The air column in the first

case was half a wave length long while

in the second case, which corresponds

in form to the bell of a whistle, it was

only one quarter of a wave length. The
closed bell of a whistle gives a wave

as long as it would if it were

open at the top and the note is lower.

In the same way a longer bell gives a

lower note.

The chime whistle depends on the

foregoing principle. A whistle with a

valve forces it to its seat. In another

type of automatic valve there are open-

ings in the piston so that the pressure

on both sides is equal. The small op-

erating valve opens directly into the

piston chamber and exhausts the

pressure on one side of the piston to

the atmosphere and the pressure on the

other side promptly pulls the valve

open. It is said that a piece of light

twine will operate this whistle with

200 lbs. boiler pressure.

For the upright valve the wfiistle

lever is a bell crank, the short arm of

OIAGRAM OF PRESSURES ON" WHISTLE VALVES.

single bell gives a single note, but if

the bell is divided into several com-

partments of different lengths a com-

bination of several notes is the result.

In a somewhat different way the prin-

ciple is applied to steamboat whistles,

sometimes have a piston fitted in

the bell. By raising and lowering the

piston the length of the air column and

the tone of the whistle can be changed

at will.

There are three general types of

valves used to admit steam to a

whistle: the upright, side and auto-

matii The upright valve is placed

vertically in the pipe at the base of the

whistle and is operated by an arm of

the bell crank. The second type is

placed horizontally across the pipe and

the valve terminates in a rod which

bears against the lower arm of the

whistle lever. These two types are

used principally for small whistles and

low pressures. As the steam pressure

or the size of the valve is made greater,

the pressure against the valve rapidly

increases, as is graphically shown in

the diagram, which gives the pressure

on valves from x j inch to 2 ins. dia-

meter for several steam pressures. For

large whistles and high pressures, some
#

means must be used to enable the valve

to operate easily and rapidly and the

automatic valve has been adopted for

this jmrpose.

This type is somewhat similar to the

second type described, but the valve

ends in a large piston working in a

chamber to which steam is admitted

by a small independent valve. When
the independent valve is opened steam

enters behind the large piston, which,

being larger than the valve, promptly

forces it open and admits steam to the

whistle. When the small valve is closed

the steam behind the piston escapes

through an opening provided for the

purpose and boiler pressure on the

which operates the valve. For the

side valves a straight lever is used.

By straight we mean that the straight

lines from the center of the pivot to

the point where it operates the valve

and to the hole where the operating

rod is attached are practically in the

same direction. These distances de-

termine the leverage, which is not af-

fected by the actual shape of the metal.

The power required to operate the cab

lever depends upon the proportions of

the connecting parts. Suppose the

long arm of the whistle lever is 8 times

as long as the short arm and there is a

total pressure on the valve of 800 lbs.

Then it' will require a pull of roo lbs.

on the end of the whistle lever to op-

erate the valve. If the operating lever

in the cab has a leverage of four to one

it will require a pull of 25 lbs. on the

operating lever to blow the whistle.

With the automatic valve the small one

is the only one operated by the en-

gineer and it is so small as to require

very little force to move.
1

1 you know the size of valve in the

whistle on your engine and can de-

termine the leverage between the valve

and cab operating lever, it might be an

interesting experiment to calculate the

force required to blow the whistle and
then use a spring balance to pull the

lever with and note the actual force.

A whistle, like any other mechanism,

is subject to defects and, as it is not of

much use if the valve is out of order,

the operating parts must be carefully

designed to do their work with the

least attention. As far as possible they

should be so designed that any de-

rangement will not tend to operate the

whistle. In the first type of automatic

valve described the small exhaust port

from the piston chamber takes care of

any leakage past the operating valve

and when the whistle is blowing any

steam which escapes past the piston

or stem will reach the air through

small holes in the casting without rais-

ing the pressure sufficiently to stop the

whistle. In its exposed position a

whistle is subject to extremes of tem-

perature and allowance must be made
for expansion or contraction. If the

piston binds for any reason the whistle

either will not blow or will not stop

blowing. All wearing parts should be

capable of easy removal for inspection.

This applies to the valve seat as well

as to the valve, as they are both subject

to the cutting action of the steam.

Celebrated Engineers.

XII. Robert Fulton.

In the early settlements of America,

however difficult the problems were

that confronted the pioneers, the en-

couragement to mechanical engineering

was exteremely limited. The Mother

Country was supposed to furnish the

machinery and implements necessary jn

the struggle with the grosser elements

of the earth. After the Revolution a

new order of things set in and the

nineteenth century has seen American
inventions take their place among the

highest and best.

One of the earliest and most dis-

tinguished of American engineers was
Robert Fulton, born at Little Britain,

Pennsylvania, in 1765. He began at

an early age as a portrait and land-

scape painter. In his twenty-second

year he visited England and, in addi-

tion to pursuing his studies as a

painter, he devoted considerable atten-

tion to mechanical engineering. He
obtained several patents in Britain, one

in relation to an improvement in canal

locks, and others for flax-spinning and
rope-twisting machines. At the age

of thirty-two he removed to France

and remained for seven years in the

house of Mr. Barlow, the American
minister at the court of France. He
continued his mechanical investigations

and produced among other inventions

the first moving panorama ever ex-

hibited in Paris. He also made some
important experiments on submarine

explosives. In this he was encouraged

by Napoleon, and through hi« influence

Fulton was enabled to perfect a subma-

rine boat, the first of its kind to remain

under water for several hours.

His fame as an engineer was now
world-wide, but neither the French nor

British government gave him such en-

couragement as his marked inventions

deserved, and he returned to America.

In 1810 Congress appropriated $5,000

to aid him in further experiments, and

he was latterly appointed a commis-
sioner in connection with the scheme

of connecting the Hudson River with

the Great Lakes by canal. While in

France he had experimented with steam

navigation, and had had the oppor-
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made up, :in«1 on account of the different

tunity hi seeing 1 he results ol other

eminent engini ers' work in tin same

direction. Hi was undoubtedly the

best-equipped engineer of his time to

bring the subject of steam navigation

to a successful issue. On his return

to America he began the construction

of a steamboal named the "Clermont,"

which was destined to successfully

establish tin propulsion of vessels by
si,, mi lii this projeel he was warmly

aided by Chancellor Livingstone and

other influenti: \mericans.

The in w vessel when completed was

13.5 feet long. 160 tons displacement,

and was by far the largest and most
substantially constructed steam vessel

hitherto experimented with. It was

eminently sui i ssful from the begin-

ning and sailed regularly between .Yew

York and Albany for many years. In

the successful introduction of steam

navigation tiiere is much resemblance

between the work of Fulton and that

of Stephenson, who at a later period

established the locomotive. Both
availed themselves of the work of

others. Neither introduced any new
feature in steam engineering. Both

used Watt's engine exactly as perfected

by the Scottish inventor. The others

who had worked in the same field,

however, had fallen short of success,

chiefly from the lack of support. The
Hudson River formed an admirable

channel for the operation of Fulton's

steamer and its appearance marked an

epoch in the history of navigation.

Among the last works of Robert

Fulton was the designing of a floating

battery, the forerunner of the modern
battleship. His plans were approved

by Congress and he was appointed sole

engineer, but before the completion of

the coast defence ship he died at the

early age ol fifty years. He was a

fine gentleman, an excellent scholar,

an accomplished engineer, universally

respected and greatly mourned by all

who had the honor of his acquaintance.

Generous.

"Good morning!" said the claim agent

cheerfully to the patient with a broken leg

and head in bandages. "I have good news

for you. Yes, sir. The company feels

sorry for you. It is willing to forgive and
forget. Soulless? Why, man, it's all

soul."

"Ready to pay about five thousand?"

"N-no, not 1 sactly that. But I am au-

'horized to sign its agreement not to prose-

cute you for letting yourself get thrown
on the right-of-way and blocking rush

hour traffic."

—

Philadelphia Ledger.

Questions Answered
CORRECT PRESSURE AT EQUALIZATION.

(00) F. C. D., Omaha, Neb., a

How is it that in making a 20-lb.

reduction on train line you get 53 lbs.

pressure in driving brake cylindi 1

A. Because there is a sufficient vol-

ume of air stored in the auxiliary res-

ervoir to expand into the brake cylin-

der and equalize at 53 lbs. per square

inch. The total force pressing the

brake shoes against the wheels is a

certain percentage of weight holding

the wheels to the rails and is the power
developed by the brake cylinder, multi-

plied by, and transmitted through, the

foundation brake gear. In order to pre-

vent the liability of wheel sliding the

forces tending to check the rotation of the

wheel must not exceed the forces that are

compelling the wheel to rotate and the

maximum retarding effect is based upon a

brake cylinder pressure of 50 lbs. per

square inch when the plain triple valve

is used. The sizes of brake cylinders

and auxiliary reservoirs are so propor-

tioned that 70 lbs. pressure per square

inch in the auxiliary reservoir will

equalize with the brake cylinder, with

a proper piston travel, at 50 lbs. per

i.i' UN . • 11

11 1 , Apalachicola, Fla.,

iiiln your Vugust, [908, issue,

wak Of a 4-per cent.

what is a 4-per cent, gi

—A. The expression means that the

track has a vertical rise of 4 ft. in

every loo horizontal feet. This makes
a very steep grade for a railway as the

vertical lift in one mile is a little over
2.1 1 ft. 1 2) Wii ,.,

A. Curves are generally designated by
thi angle which is subtended by 100 ft.

\ ne-degree curve is such that an
angle of i degree contains approxm
i"" ft. of track and the radius is there-

' ii something over a

A sixt too ft. of track

taken in by the angle of 16 degrees, If

the circle was complete it would, of

course, contain 36b degree-,, and if each i'j

degrees contained too ft. there would be

on the circumference or complete circle

2,250 ft. of track. This circle would
have a diameter of 716 ft. or a radius

of 358 ft. A railroad curve is, of a
• ml) a very small 1 the whole-

circle which would be described if the

radius was swept round through the

whole 360 degrees. (3) The adhesion
of a locomotive is spoken of at say 4.3;

what does that mean?— A. This is the

THINKING OF THE GOOD OLD SUMMER TIME.

The Railway Signal Association will hold

their twelfth annual convention at the

Yew Willard Hotel, Washington, D. C.
on October 13, 14 and 15. A number of

interesting papers have been prepared.

square inch. As the auxiliary reservoir

and brake pipe pressures are always
equal, up to the point of equalization

between the auxiliary reservoir and
biake cylinder, you will readily see

why a 20-lb. reduction from a 70-Ib.

brake pipe pressure results in a brake
cylinder pressure of 50 lbs. per square

inch, and if the 20-lb. reduction results

in a 53Tb. brake cylinder pressure it

must be due to a short piston travel.

too large an auxiliary reservoir, or an
incorrect air gauge.

ratio of adhesion and it is the propor-

tion which the tractive effort of the

locomotive bears to the total weight on
the driving wheels. Suppose an engine
carries a total weight of 100,000 lbs.

on its drivers and that its calculated

tractive effort is 25.000 lbs., then its

ratio of adhesion is 4. That is, the

tractive effort of the engine is to the

weight on its drivers (called adhesive

weight) as 1 is to 4. You get the ratio

of adhesion by dividing the total weight

on the drivers by the tractive effort. See
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article on this subject, called "The Fric-

tional Limit," published on page 20 of

our January, 1903, issue. Also see an

article on "Grades, Profiles and Climb

ing," page 312 of our July, 1903, paper.

ASBESTOS BOARD LAGGING.

(00) G. H. G., Los Angeles, Cal.,

writes regarding the process of making

asbestos boards for boiler lagging.

What I want to know is how these

boards are pressed into shape and

whether it is done wet or dry.—A. The

asbestos boards are formed in a mould

so as to have the curvature of the

boiler and they are pressed into this

shape when wet. The sectional boiler

covering as made by the J.-M. Johns-

Manville Company consists of 85 per

from a water softening plant is not like

distilled water as it still contains some

traces of impurities, but the heavy incrust-

ing matter has mostly been removed.

Salt water in a locomotive boiler would

soon cause a heavy deposit which would

have to be constantly removed, but would

not cause foaming or leaking. The pres-

ence of just enough coating to protect

the sheets is not a detriment to the boil-

er, but anything beyond this in the nature

(if a heat resisting deposit is very ob-

jectionable.

TEN-WHEELER, BRITISH TYPE.

cent, of carbonate of magnesia com-

bined with 15 per cent, asbestos fibre.

When dry its heat-resisting properties

and its insulating quality make it an

excellent boiler lagging.

RESERVOIRS, CYLINDERS AND TRIPLES.

(00) F. C. D., Omaha, Neb., writes:

Would you please let me know how
I could obtain information as to cor-

rect sizes of driving brake cylinders,

auxiliary reservoirs, and kinds of triple

valves used with same?—A. In the

air brake department, page 302, of the

July issue of Railway and Locomotive

Engineering there is a table which will

give you the information desired.

SALT WATER IN BOILERS.

00. D. W. F., San Louis Obispo, Cal.,

writes: In your August issue the follow-

ing paragraph occurs on page 364: "When
condensed water first came into use for

marine boilers it was found that the pure

water had a deleterious effect upon the

boiler sheets, causing serious corrosion

that proved dangerous in some cases. The

simple remedy of using salt water until

the evaporation covered the sheets with a

thin covering of scale was found to stop

the corrosion."' What effect do you think

salt water would have if used in a loco-

motive boiler: would it make the engine

leak or raise the water?—A. The mean-

ing of Dr. Sinclair's remarks in "Editorial

Correspondence from Abroad" was to the

effect that distilled water, that is chemical-

ly pure water, attacked the clean sheets of

the boiler, but that after enough salt water

had been used to form very thin coating

on the inside of the boiler, so that the

sheets were covered, there was no more
corrosion. Treated water such as is got

Reflection of Light.

When a ray of light falls upon a highly

polished surface we say it is reflected,

that is, bent back, and the polished sur-

face we speak of as the reflector. The

reflection of light is analogous to that of

sound or heat, but in all reflection there

is a certain amount of loss, or, rather, dif-

fusion. The light of day by which we

see objects about us is really reflected

light, but it is so broken up and diffused

about us that we do not usually think of

it as being reflected light. Light waves

are so exceedingly short that even the

most highly polished surfaces are rough

and irregular as measured by the length

of the waves of light.

Irregularly reflected light enables us to

see the objects about us. If a reflector

was absolutely smooth we should see, not

the reflector but the object from which

the rays of light came. It is the diffused

light reflected from the clouds, the air

and the earth, with the objects lying upon

it that illuminates our rooms and enables

us to see things upon which the direct

light of the sun does not fall. Investi-

gation, however, has proved that reflec-

tion obeys definite laws.

When a ray of light falls upon a pol-

ished surface it is called the incident ray

and if it falls obliquely upon that surface

it makes a certain angle with a line at

right angles to the surface. Suppose you

made a chalk line across the center of a

billiard table and were to roll a ball ob-

liquely against the cushion so as to hit it

exactly where the line touched the side of

the table. The angle made by the path

of the ball with the chalk line would be

called the angle of incidence. A ball so

rolled would rebound away from the

cushion, and its new path away from the

cushion would be found to have made
the same angle with the chalk line as its

path of approach to the cushion had made.

The angle of its path of rebound is called

the angle of reflection, and one of the

laws of optics is that the angle of inci-

dence is always equal to the angle of re-

flection.

Now if the ball upon striking the cush-

ion at the point where the chalk line end-

ed, had there broken up, or had thrown

off some small fragments, we would find

that the larger bulk made up of what

remained of the ball had oheved this law

of optics and had pursued a path in

which the angles of incidence and reflec-

tion were equal. The small fragments

striking the cushion which was not per-

fectly smooth, but which may be sup-

posed to be an irregular surface, would,

in endeavoring to obey the law, fly off in

various directions and be scattered here

and there upon the table. In this irregu-

lar action of the small fragments we have

a sort of picture of the phenomenon of

diffusion. To these fragments the cush-

ion presented not the equivalent of a

polished surface, but rather a rough one

with innumerable facets upon which the

fragments fell, and as each facet present-

ed a differently placed surface, each frag-

ment while securing a rebound angle

equal to its incident path would neces-

sarily be thrown outward over a more or

less fan-shaped area and so diffused.

Danger of Air Navigation.

A few flights made successfully with

flying machines set the prophets of prog-

ress predicting that in a few years all the

transportation of the world would soon

be made in the air. The Wright air ship

was the most successful flying apparatus

ever tried, but it came suddenly to grief

in a flight attempted on September 17.

By the breaking of the propeller shaft

the machine suddenly became helpless

when at a height of 75 feet and dashed

to the ground, killing one of the enter-

prising occupants.

Railroad trainmen who have been look-

ing forward to changing their occupation

to enter upon the flying machine operat-

ing, will learn from the accident to the

HOSPITAL TRAIN USED IN WAR TIME.

Wright flying machine that they might

leave the dangers of locomotive operating

for one that would have dangers more

serious than collisions and track jumping.

When a valve stem or main rod breaks

the results are frequently very annoying,

but the engine stops on terra Anna with-

out any jumping. The failure of any

part of a flying machine would lead the

whole thing to fall to the ground like a

rocket stick, then woe to all on board.

A darkey describing the perils of vari-

ous occupations, said: "If yous get into

a railroad train smash, dar you are ; but

if you get into a steamship smash, you're

nowhere." It might be added, if you are

in an air-ship accident, you go somewhere

in too great a hurry.
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Air Brake Department

Handling Trains.

By Geo. W. Kieh.m.

Nearly all railroads aid and encour-

age their employees, especially engineers

and firemen, to become familiar with the

construction and operation of the air

brake.

The majority of engineers avail them-

selves of every opportunity afforded to

study the air brake ; others, however, are

indifferent and neglect one, if not the

most important, part of their occupation,

but the time is now at hand when it is

absolutely necessary for an engineer to

have, if not a thorough, at least a good

general knowledge of the air brake. If

he has not, he will see others handling

the trains of various lengths successfully

while he is having annoyance and trouble,

he does not understand, consequently he

is very often busy explaining, that be-

cause his train was handled roughly some

part of the equipment or some other in-

dividual is at fault.

A fair knowledge of the air brake

coupled with a little thought and rea-

son, will solve any ordinary air brake

problem, and the new equipment found

on the modern locomotive, and the

changes in car equipments, make this

knowledge and reasoning essential. Some
engineers, upon being questioned con-

cerning a rough stop with a passenger

train, blame the E. T. engine brake,

while others handle the same train and

engine and make smooth, accurate stops.

The absurdity of blaming the E T. brake

for a rough stop is apparent, while the

fact is well known that this equipment

accomplishes more with less apparatus

than the brake previously used.

There is no doubt that the ordinary

two application stop will result in a shock

to a passenger train if the H5 or the H6
brake valves are used alone, as the G6
brake valve would be under similar cir-

cumstances, that is, by making a heavy

initial reduction, and as the speed of the

train is reduced sufficiently, placing the

brake valve handle in release position

long enough to force all the triple valves

to release position, then bringing the han-

dle to lap position to avoid overcharging

the brake pipe, depending on the second

cr light application to bring the speed of

the train down at the point the stop is to

be made so the brakes can be released on
the last turn of the driving wheels.

Should a train and an engine having

the E. T. brake be handled in this man-
ner, it will result in most anything but a

smooth stop, as by this method of han-

dling the brake valve the pressure in the

driving and tender brake cylinders will

not havi reduced, and the train running

against the modi 111 locomotive with the

brake set in full is similar to running

against a stone wall.

To avoid this it has been a practii 1 in

some instances to disconnect the double

heading or release pipe, the engine and

tender brake would then release with the

triple valves in the train, but this ap-

pears to be a very thoughtless and un-

necessary proceeding, as the pressure in

the driving brake cylinders can be re-

duced or exhausted entirely at any and all

time 5, bj means of the independent brake

valve.

ard type 1
witii the

same b reduction, which is due

to uting brake-pipi pressure into the

brake cylinders during service applica-

tions, and if the slack in the train is taken

it] b fore the automatic brake is applied

those triples will surely run it

with a shock to the train, which they

could not do if the train was stretched.

Making the first application before the

throttle is entirely closed would pi

train from bunching, and with the long

passenger train the brake can be held

en lightly until the train has stopped.

When the independent brake is used

to bunch the slack in the train it should

be applied very lightly and the brake cyl-

UX IlIK LINE OF THE SAX RAFAEL & ATLEXCO RAILROAD.

Instead of being difficult to operate, the

E. T. brake has decided advantage- in

this respect as the 10 and 12 inch brake

cylinders on the head end of the train are-

emptied before the 14 and 16 inch cylin-

ders on the rear cars and by holding

the driver brake applied in release posi-

tion of the brake valve it automatically

guards against the engine and forward

portion of the train pulling away from the

rear cars while their brakes are not yet

fully released. While a long heavy pas-

senger train and a freight train should be

handled similarly in some respects, there

are times when it is better to have the

train stretched than bunched when the

automatic brake is applied, for instance,

quite a number of the later type L triple

valves, which have the quick-service fea-

ture, are in use and are found on the

heavy cars on the rear end of the train.

Those triple valves produce a higher

brake cylinder pressure than the stand-

inder pressure gradually increased unlit

the slack is all in. Applying this brake

in full instantly will throw a severe

shock into the train especially if the

speed is low, and when the brake is re-

leased it should be graduated off and in

this way the engine and tender will not

have a tendency to jump away from the

train while the train brakes are lightly

applied.

If used in this manner the brake will

assist in making smooth stops anywhere

that accurate stops are required.

After handling a train of 25 or 30 air-

braked freight cars, one of So or 90 cars

is an entirely different proposition, but

they can be handled without damage to

the cars or their contents. There are. of

course, cases of unequal braking power

and defective equipment which make it

very difficult to handle a train without

doing some damage to it. Because of the

various wavs in which freight trains are
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condition of the brakes on them, a

rule 1 ling one kind of a train

can seldom be applied to another. There

are. however, a few general rules which

should be followed as closely as possible.

One of tlit most important is. that with

the long tram the light application should

be avoided, not only because but a cer-

tain per cent, of brakes will apply, but the

light reduction can be considered in a

measure as a test for a sticky triple valvi .

that is, if there is a sticky triple valve

spring overcoming the packing leather

friction and drawing up the brake rig-

ging, and owing to the absence of brake

beam release springs, it requires a train

movement i" shake the shoes loose from

the wheels, so that the light application

is very often the cause of stuck brakes,

stalled trains and broken couplings.

What is referred to as a light reduction

is one less than 12 or 15 lbs., and with

an initial reduction of this kind there

can be no light applications.

"JEW OF THE LAVVRENTINE HILLS NEAR STE. AGATHE, QUE.

in the train that can be induced to assume

lergency position during a service

application, the light reduction will cause

it to do so. The reason is apparent, if

the reduction is light the triple piston will

be drawn against the slide valve gently

and the slide valve may not be moved, and

the feed groove will be closed, and on the

following reduction, or when brake pipe

leakage creates enough difference in brake

pipe and auxiliary reservoir pressure to

move the piston and slide valve, the pis-

ton will jump against the graduating

stem, : the spring, and throw the

lick action, where if the

first reduction had been sufficiently heavy

to move the slide valve when the piston

was first drawn against it, the auxiliary

pressure would have reduced by flowing

into the brake cylinder.

The release is also more difficult fol-

- the light application which leaves

a high ary reservoir pressure con-

tly more triple slide valve friction

is encountered during the release, for

after a 20 lb. application, there will be

but 50 lbs. per square inch bearing on the

slide valve, while after a 5 lb. application

there will be 65 lbs.

The light application gives very little

holding (• ..- - for the amount of air used

as considerable air is wasted in passing

through the leakage grooves and in filling

the space between the piston and cylinder

and most of the resultant power is wasted
:ln compressing the brake cylinder release

1 here are different way? of releasing

the brake. It can he released with safety

at low speeds if the engine is equipped

with the E. T. brake, or the combined

automatic and straight air, and no loco-

motive should be allowed to handle cars

without either. The E. T. Brake is not

an experiment but a necessity in modern

air brake service.

When the brake is released at low

speeds the driver brake will be held ap-

plied. It can be applied in full by the

independent brake if it is not, and the

head end of the train will not drift away
from the rear end before those brakes

are released, thus preventing the loss oi

time and occasional damage to a train

from starting in an unfavorable place

where the only reason for coming to a

stop is the danger of breaking in two

by releasing.

The independent brake applied will

also prevent the slack running out so

fast, on short grades and curves, as to

cause a severe shock or to separate the

train.

As stated before, the independent brake

can be used to bunch the slack in the

train before applying the automatic brake.

Vet there are times when it is better not

to bunch the slack, for instance, if it

is observed that there are a number of

new cars in the rear of the train they

are quite likely equipped with the type K
triple valves and their quick service fea-

tures give a higher brake cylinder pres-

sure than the quick action triples, and the

leverage on those cars has probably been

increased from 70 per cent, of their light

weight to 85 per cent., not by the type K
triple valve, but by actual change in lev-

erage in the foundation brake gear.

1 herefore the brake cylinder utilizing

this higher pressure and transmitting it

to the shoes, through the increased lever-

age will give enough holding power to

run the slack out again with as severe

shock, and probably part the train, if the

slack has been bunched before the appli-

cation.

In handling a train of this kind it would

be good policy to apply the brake while

the engine is using steam closing the

throttle after the application. In releas-

ing this brake the independent brake

would be used to release the driver brake

with the train brakes and there would be

no danger of parting the train if steam

was not used until after the rear brakes

released except possibly at very low
speed-. When the driving wheels of a

locomotive were locked on a grade it was

at one time a case of releasing the brakes

on the entire train or flattening the tires.

With the independent brake it is only

necessary to partially release the driver

brake and as the wheels begin to revolve

reapply with any degree of force de-

sired. It has been demonstrated that

trains can be controlled on any grade by

the air brake alone if maintained in a

reasonable state of efficiency, and this

will in all probability be insisted upon in

the near future, and what more could be

desired than the independent brake to

alternate with train brake and assist the

ing valves in holding the train, and

the release of the driver brake to

prevent heating the tires while the train

brake is applied. The holding power of

the brake is such that a train can be held

on a fairly heavy grade while the brakes

on the train are being recharged and in

this way guard against a runaway due

to a depleted brake system. A rule to be

followed in the use of the independent

crake is to apply with light applications

gradually increasing the brake cylinder

pressure, and to release gradually by

short successive movements of the valve

handle, remembering that the lower the

speed the more holding power the same
cylinder pressure will give due to the

increased brake shoe friction.

For the same reason the driver brake

should be partially released just before

coming to a stop to relieve the coupler

spring tension and the possibility of wheel

sliding, and on ascending grades the

driver brake should be released entirely

as the stop is completed and reapplied

lightly in case the train starts back.

Why not make the best of what you

have? Since you cannot grasp that which

you wish, why let what you have slip

through your fingers.

—

Heartsease.
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Electrical Department

Storage Batteries.

By W. B. KOUWENHOVEN.

Storage batteries or electric accumu-

lators, as they are sometimes called,

are used for the storage of electric

energy which may be used at a future

time. The part they play in a railroad

power house is similar to that oi thi

water storage tank of a pumping sta-

tion. Without the tank the pumps
would have to operate twenty-four

hours a day and their capacity would

have to equal the maximum load.

Moreover the efficiency of the pumps
would be very much reduced owing to

the widely varying loads to which they

were subjected.

\\ lure a storage tank is used the

pumps need to have only the neci s-

sary capacity for the average demand,

and can be operated at practically full

load all the time. When the demand
for water is below the average the

excess water from the pumps is stored

in the tanks. When the demand is

above the average the tank supplies

the excess, and in addition tends to

maintain uniform pressure in the

mains.

Wherever electric generators are

operated without storage batteries they

are subjected to the maximum or peak

of the load and also to all the varia-

tions of the load and their total capac-

ity must be equivalent to the highest

peak. Upon the addition of storage

batteries to the plant the generator

supplies only the average load. Dur-
ing periods of light loads the batteries

are charged by the generators, and
when the heavy load comes on, the

batteries unite with the generators and
together they carry the load. This

relieves the generators from the neces-

sity of sustaining all the peaks of the

load by itself. This arrangement is

known as floating storage batteries on
the system. It tends to maintain the

voltage at the third-rail very much
more nearly uniform, and permits the

operation of the generators at a verv
nearly constant load which is conduc-
ive of a high efficiency. It also removes
the sudden strains from the engines
due to widely varying loads.

This property of a storage battery
makes it a valuable asset to any elec-

tric road. They are used in a number
of railway systems to help the gener-
ators during the rush hours and in

casi i a shut down of the generator
tnd of the station they usually can
carry the load for several hours. Thus

it is evident that they are an insu

against a complete shut down of the en-

tire power supply.

WB vi i in: i: vn ER1

A storage battery is a voltaii couple

that is reversible. \ voltaic couple

consists of two substances which when
immersed in a liquid have .1 difference

of voltage between them. Any couple

that is capable of recharging

exhaustion by passing through it an

electric current in the opposite direc-

tion to that of the discharge current

constitutes a storage battery or - an

electric accumulator.

There are very many voltaic couples

that fulfill this condition and ma;
employed as storage cells, but with

the two exceptions of lead against

lead peroxide, and of lead against zinc,

none have proved commercial suc-

cesses. The iron nickel cell for

automobile propulsion can never competi

substance "t 1 brown chocolate 1

Sponge lead, on the othei hand, is very

mmI i-. lighl gray in color.

Spongi lead is not ordinary mi

lead, but i- an allotropii form of the

metal. Thesi two form an active

coupli wlu-n immersed in dilute sul-

phuric acid, and this liquid is called

Hi. Tin olyte.

actly what '.11 during the

periods of charge and dischargi

fully known. During tin- discharge

small quantities of spongi- lead and
l.ad peroxide are changed to lead sul-

I hate. During the charge this lead

sulphate is changed back to lead per-

oxide and sponge lead and the process
is reversed. A charged cell is one in

which the positive plate is coated with
I. ad i'.

1
1
ixide and the negative

with sponge lead. \ discharged cell

i- one in which lead sulphate has been
i' rmed on both elements, although it

EXPERIMENTAL TRAIX FOR TESTING BRAKES OX THE ARLBERG RAILWAY.
READY TO START FROM BRAZ, AUSTRIA.

with the lead-lead cell for centr.

tion service.

The lead-lead battery is the

common type. It consists of t\\

ments. the positive, the negative and
the electrolyte. The positive is lead

peroxide and the negative, sponge lead.

They are easily distinguished, being
different in both hardness and color.

Lead peroxide is a comparatively hard

only partially covers them. Electricity

it -elf plays no part in this whatever,
except that during discharge the elec-

tric current is a product of the chemi-
cal change, and during charge it acts

as a reducing agent.

The active area of a plate is the

length multiplied by the breadth mul-
tiplied by two. as both sides of the
plate are active. The unit of ba'terv
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capacity is the ampere-hour, and the

rated discharge is at an eight-hour

rate. For example, if a battery has a

capacity of 120 ampere-hours, it will

give a continuous current of IS am-

peres for eight hours. If the discharge

is maintained at a higher rate than this

the ampere-hour capacity of the bat-

tery will be lowered materially. How-

ever, if the battery be allowed to

remain idle without recharging for a

time it will recuperate and a further

discharge may be obtained.

A single storage cell consisting of

a lead peroxide plate and a spongy

lead plate immersed in sulphuric acid

will give when fully charged a little

over two volts. The ampere-hour

capacity of the cell depends upon the

active area of the plate. To obtain the

voltages necessary in railroad work

requires a large number of individual

cells. These are connected in series, and

each cell must have sufficient area to

maintain the ampere-hour capacity.

Spongy lead and lead peroxide both

exist in a finely divided or porous

state, and do not possess sufficient

strength or rigidity to support them-

selves, and they have a low electrical

conductivity. A lead frame work,

known as a grid, is used to support the

elements and to furnish the necessary

conductivity.

A grid must meet a number of

requirements, as follows: First, the

current must flow equally throughout

all portions of the grid; second, the

grid must allow for the expansion and

contraction of the active material dur-

ing charge and discharge, and we may

say in passing that more battery trou-

ble originates from this cause than any

other; third, the active material should

be firmly attached to the grid and in

good electrical contact therewith;

fourth, the grid must not be attacked

by the acid; fifth, there should not be

any local action between the grid' and

the active material; sixth, ample pro-

vision should be made for the circula-

tion of the electrolyte; and seventh,

the greatest possible area per unit

weight should be provided.

There are two types of plates, the

Plante and the Faure. In the Plante

the lead plate is first formed from

sheet lead of very good quality. The

plate is then treated by either a chem-

ical or an electro-chemical process and

the surface is changed to lead peroxide,

thus producing the positive plate. The

negative plate is formed from the posi-

tive plate by a further treatment which

reduces the surface to sponge lead.

Various schemes, such as grooving and

scoring the surface, are used to increase

the active area of the plates.

The Faure type, sometimes called

the pasted plate, consists of a lead

grid provided with recesses. The

active material in a finely-powdered

and porous state is forced into these

depressions or recesses under heavy

pressure, lead peroxide being used for

the positive plate and spongy lead for

the negative.

Each type of plate has its advantages

and disadvantages and each fulfills

certain conditions. The Faure type

has the greatest active area per unit

weight, but the material is liable

to disintegrate and fall to the bottom

of the cell. The methods of manufac-

ture of plates are legion, and many of

the best processes are kept secret and

are never exposed to the patent office

or to the general public.

The electrolyte used is sulphuric

acid made from sulphur. Acid made

from iron pyrites should never be used

owing to the likelihood of its contain-

ing impurities. The acid should be as

nearly chemically pure as possible.

Concentrated acid has a specific grav-

ity of about 1.84, but for battery pur-

poses the acid is diluted with distilled

water until the specific gravity is 1.24.

The addition of water raises the tem-

perature of the mixture and it must

be allowed to cool before being used.

During discharge the specific gravity

falls to about 1.1S, and practice has

demonstrated that it should never be

allowed to fall below 1.15.

A storage cell when fully charged

has an electro-motive force of about

2.5 volts. On discharge this falls very

rapidly to about 2.0 volts, and con-

tinues almost constant until near the

end of the discharge, when it falls

rapidly. It should never be allowed

to fall below 1.8 volts, which corre-

sponds to a specific gravity of the elec-

trolyte of about 1. 18. If the discharge

is continued the voltage falls lower,

lead sulphate is formed in quantities.

Lead sulphate is a very good insulator

and increases the resistance of a cell

very materially. It offers a high resist-

ance to the passage of the charging

current, and it is impossible to com-

pletely reduce a badly sulphated plate

back to its original condition. There

is no satisfactory remedy for removing

it from the plate, and the plates are

thus very easily ruined. In the next

issue the care, operation and mainte-

nance of storage batteries will be con-

sidered.

Driver's Cab Signal.

A form of audible and visual cab sig-

nal is in use on the Whitney-Fairford

branch of the Great Western Railway of

England. The installation has been made

by the Western Syndicate, Ltd., and con-

sists of a device in the cab of the engine

which responds to an electric connection

made at or near the spot where the dis-

tant signal is placed. The "danger" in-

dication is given by the blowing of a

small steam whistle in the cab and the dis-

play of a red card in a box, bearing the

word "Danger." The "all right" is indi-

cated by the ringing of an electric bell on

the engine and the display of a white card

in the box.

In the case of the "danger" apparatus,

the whistle valve is normally held shut and

so prevented from sounding by two elec-

tro-msgnets which are energized by a bat-

tery carried on the engine. Breaking this

circuit causes the whistle to blow and the

red cord to appear.

The track apparatus consists of a spe-

cially designed central rail insulated on

wood, either 60 or 40 feet long, as may

be required. This central rail has sloping

ends and is called the ramp. A suitable

shoe carried on the end of a short lever

under the engine, slides up on, over and

down each ramp along the line as the en-

gine proceeds. In passing over the ramp,

the shoe is pushed up about V/i in?, and

this movement breaks the battery circuit

on the locomotive and the "danger" indi-

cation is given in the cab The normal po-

sition of this shoe keeps this circuit closed.

\\ Inn the "all right" indication is to be

given, the action of the signalman m
throwing the distant semaphore to "clear"

closes a switch in the signal tower an. I

the closing of this switch makes electrical

contact with the tower battery and the in-

sulated rail of the ramp. The ramp is

now electrically charged, if one may so

say. The shoe under the engine when

passing over the ramp, although it breaks

the engine battery circuit, picks up cur-

rent from the ramp, as from a third rail

system and energizes a second pair of

electro-magnets on the engine, and these

hold the armature governing the whistle,

which the first two de-energized magnets

on the engine battery circuit had just let

go. In this way, when the ramp is elec-

trified from the tower as the distant sig-

nal is set at "clear," the danger whistle

cannot sound.

The ringing of the "all right" bell is ac-

complished by having a polarized relay on

the circuit in which are the two magnets

which are energized by current from the

ramp. This polarized relay is energized

at the same time by the ramp current and

it closes a second battery circuit on the

engine and this rings the bell. Both bell

and whistle, when either is once sounded,

will continue to sound until stopped by

the definite action of the engine driver.

In this way he is compelled to take heed

of and perform an act as either one of the

signals is given. The failure of the ap-

paratus gives the "danger" indication.

Failure of the tower battery or connec-

tions, or the presence of grease, dirt,

frost or snow on the ramp will cause the

"danger" signal to be given on the engine.

The ramp must therefore be kept clean

and the whole apparatus maintained in-

tact. This audible signaling system is be-

ing tried on the Midland Railway and it

is being experimented with in South Af-

rica and Italy.
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Patent Office Department

CROSSHEAD.

H. H. Walck, Chambcrsburg, Pa., has

patented a crosshead for locomotives,

No. 896,339. The device embraces a head

cf which are deflected toward each other

to bring them into vertical parallel re-

lation. This pressing of the blank pro-

\ ides a body portion of great strength and

NEW CROSSHEAD DESIGN.

or body, upper and lower shoes, a dove-

tail rib and groove connection between

the head or body and each shoe extending

longitudinally of the crosshead. There

are attaching bolts or screws, some of

which pass vertically through the parts

and some horizontally through the parts,

and locking devices engaging the screws

or bolts.

PISTON PACKING.

A metallic packing for pistons has been

patented by S. Barnett, Puyallup, Wash.,

No. 894,791. The packing comprises al-

ternate layers, one of the layers consist-

ing of sawdust and the other comprising

a mixture of pellets of zinc, lead, tin and

METALLIC PISTON ROD PACKING.

copper, brass, borings and graphite. The

packing is said to combine the elements

of economy and durability.

CONNECTING-BAR.

An improved pressed-steel connecting-

bar has been patented by Mr. Neil Mc-

Innes, Allegheny, Pa., No. 840,237. As

will be seen by the accompanying illustra-

tion, the bar consists of a pressed-steel

cennection comprising a blank slotted and

perforated at its ends and pressed to

provide a body portion, the side walls

m—,..
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CONCERNING THE DERAILMENT OF TENDERS
Cure for Tender-Truck Derailments.

By J. F. Walsh,

SUPERINTENDENT OF MOTIVE TOWER.

CHESAPEAKE & OHIO RAILROAD.

We have our own individual opinion

as to the cause but as mechanical

department people, whatever the cause

may be, we are expected to find a

cure. I am therefore sending you here-

with a blue print of a model made to

scale and representing a tender with

~,O0O gallon- water capacity and 10 tons

of coal.

To any one interested specially in

determining the cause of tender

truck derailments I would suggest

that they make a model of thin

board on the full lines shown on

the blue print, using only to start

with the side hearings marked .? 1

ins. from center of center plate to

center of side bearing, or 60 ins.

from center to center of side

bearings.

Place a thumb tack at the point

marked "C. G." (center of gravi-

ty), attach to the thumb tack

preferably a thin rubber band.

draw the band tight in line with

the center of the track then slow-

ly move it to a point indicated

by the line which intersects the

side bearing ; about the time it

has reached that line the wheel

at the opposite side will have

been found to have moved at

least the height of the flange

above the rail, thus showing quite

plainly that with certain speed

and track conditions it will throw
with great force the weight of

the tender upon either of those

side bearings and the wheel

flange will be carried above tin

rail, and before it can again drop
in behind the rail another move-
ment of the tender has occurred

which will bring the flange either

on top or outside of the rail,

resulting, of course, in derail-

ment.

After that experiment has been made
remove the temporary side bearings
from the model and place it in the posi-

tion provided, marked 18 ins. from cen-

ter of center plate to center of side

bearings, or 36 ins. center to center of
side bearings, then using the rubber
band again as mentioned above it will

be found quite impossible to bring
pressure enough there to disturb in the
slightest the position of the wheel
upon the rail.

The above information is given, not
from a standpoint of theory alone

;

but from actual experience and the
result of investigations and study, not
to mention uneasiness and uncertainty

which preceded the actual cure of the

1 ase.

Originally our tender truck side

bearings were spaced 60 ins. from cen-

ter to center. Later on we reduced it

to 56 ins. center to center, from which
we found some relief, but not a cure.

Again working in the same direction

we reduced our side bearing spacing to

4? ins. center to center, with consider-

able relief, but not a cure.

Finally, after much thought and ad-

vising with the best authorities in the

country, most of whom concluded that

tl.e side-bearing spacing was all right,

tc center, on the front truck, we sug-

gest the advisability of arranging for

a comparatively short side bearing on
the truck bolster with a long leg side

bearing on the body bolster, giving a

greater tendency to bring the -blow

from the body of the tender, or the

blow caused by irregularities in the

track in such a way as to tend always

to keep the effects of it towards the

center of the track instead of towards

the rail.

With the side bearings on the front

of our tenders spaced 36 ins., center to

center, we allow Y% in. vertical clear-

ance on each side.

With side bearings on rear

trucks of our tenders spaced 48

ins. center to center, we allow

4 in. vertical clearance on each

side.

By the above vertical spacing,

it brings the side bearings on

either side in contact at the same

moment.

Tt may be said, and very truly,

that the removal of the side bear-

ings from the front truck of the

tender will avoid derailments of

front trucks ; but, with the high

capacity tenders, and the high

speed of trains, that cannot be

done unless by distortion of the

tender frame itself, and probable

destruction of the rear truck, if

not the derailment of it.

In working out the above we
must give credit to Mr. J. J.

Ewing, our mechanical engineer,

for having worked diligently and

faithfully, which enabled us to

reach the results represented in

the above.

t£=:
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trucks, truck bolsters not clearing arch

bars, wheel base too short, center of

gravity too high, rigid coupler at rear

01" tender, side bearings wider than

rails.

In the Spring the action of frost is

bound to make track bad, and that bad

condition will continue until the track

is lined up. The writer believes that

it is a poor excuse to lay derailments

to bad track, which, while it allows

the engine to pass over safely, derails

the tender. I have never been able to

fnd a convincing reason for the use

of side bearings on front trucks. On
the four-wheel engine truck carrying a

heavy load, side bearings are not nec-

essary. On an uneven floor, a three-

legged stool is stable while a four-

legged stool is unstable. The two
side bearings on the rear truck with

the center bearing on the front truck

make a stable condition. With side

bearings on the front truck, however,

we have an unstable condition. On
bad track, side bearings on the front

ti ticks cause strains which would not

be there if the side bearings were

omitted.

On account of large and heavy

capacity tanks requiring large spring

space, designers of locomotives some-

limes do not make bolsters to clear

the bottom arch bar sufficiently. In

the rolling of the tank, if the bolsters

do not clear the arch bar, the tendency
is to lift the wheels off the track. It

would be well if engine tanks had
linger wheel bases. However, as so

r-.any round houses were built when
engines were shorter than they are

now it is impossible to increase the

length of the wheel base without

increasing the length of the round

house. Certainly the value of a longer

wheel base cannot be questioned.

Radial couplers, with which modern
tenders, as a rule, are equipped, are

of great advantage in passing curves.

DERAILMENTS.

In my experience derailments take

place most often at high speed with

the tank about two-thirds full of water.

As a rule, examination shows the tank

to be in good condition and low places

on the track. Generally it is the rear

truck that derails. A tank (capacity of

6,500 gallons) containing 5.000 gallons

of water, weighing about twenty tons,

which is on a track having a succes-

sion of low places, oscillates and
throws the water from one side to the

other,—twenty tons of water allowed

to go where it will. In the stowing of

cargo on ocean vessels great care is

taken to place each article so it cannot

shift when the vessel rolls, thus endan-

gering its stability. The shifting of

water in an engine tank can largely be

prevented by the use of longitudinal

baffle plates. Baffle plates arranged at

ught angles with the track are in gen

eral use but longitudinal plat' - are

limited in use.

The drawing I ha - -Hi shows a

tank with two cross baffle plates, and

two longitudinal baffle plates, dividing

the tank into seven compartments

Access is had from one compartment

to another through an eighteen-inch

man hole, closed with a plate held by

four bolts. Access to the bolts is had

through the small holes which arc

open. The plates have openings at

the bottom to admit the passage of

watei from one compartment to an-

other. In a test, a float placed in a

tank, without longitudinal plates, and

running at the rate of forty miles an

hour, had a maximum movement up

and down of ten inches. In a tank

equipped with the plates, the float had

two inches maximum movement.

I.o,' pany ti ipped

throughout with Fall •. bolts, as

well a- the six locon from

1 hi Baldw in Li Works by the

Iowa Central Rail

tive or.]. 1. .! 1,'. the Me> ii I Rail-

way, 'I In I »• ' .1' tin 1

built bj the American I. Com-
pany for the Paris-' (1 Railway of

! ram e ippi d wit ; bolts.

Conserving the Eyesight.

The averagi man I .rnalism in

i_.iv. Tiim. nl take from

him the management of 1 :- own affairs.

II. agrei with the • "That

they who arc governed 1-east are gov-

erned best."

Women, on the other hand, incline

towards constant meddling, even with

petty details. Railroad men often com-

(
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THE QUALITY OF HEADLAMP LIGHT
It is difficult to give any hard and fast

rule as to what is meant by the quality

of artificial light and it may sound some-

thing like a truism to say that artificial

light should be judged according to its

tendency to make things appear as they

really are. This seems to be a generally

satisfactory standard to apply when it is

remembered that many of the seemingly

wonderful effects produced in theatres de-

pend for their effectiveness upon the skill-

ful manipulation of light. In recognition

of the fact that the quality of the light

plays an important part in determining the

effect produced, many shops where ladies'

dress goods are sold provide a show room

where daylight is excluded and the ap-

pearance of the fabrics is observed under

the rays of an artificial light.

An interesting demonstration of the

effect produced by light from different

sources may be had by a very simple expe-

riment. At one of the gas fixtures sup-

ply houses in the city there was in a

dark room, a screen of white silk lighted

from behind by four illuminants. Each

one of these was in a box so that none of

the various kinds of light could mix.

Each shone only upon the portion of silk

in front of it. The result was that the

whole silk curtain appeared like a win-

dow with four frosted glass panes of dif-

ferent hues. The ordinary house illumi-

nating gas produced a yellow effect on the

silk. An incandescent electric light gave

a characteristic tint, the Welsbach light

imparted a green color to the curtain and

the light from an acetylene flame pro-

duced practically no alteration in the color

of the white silk. It showed the article

as it was.

These facts show in a general way what

is usually meant by the quality of a light

and the quality is an important factor in

determining the use to be made of any

form of illuminant. Turning our atten-

tion to the locomotive, we may say that

broadly speaking a headlight is used to

illuminate the track in advance of the lo-

comotive, in order to show an open switch

or any obstruction on the track. It is

also of use to persons in the vicinity of

the track as it indicates the approach of a

train. If the light is strong enough to

fulfil these conditions and to reveal the

presence of danger soon enough for the

engineer to make a stop, it is for all

practical purposes an efficient light.

The oil-burning headlight, it is safe to

say, has not satisfactorily met these con-

ditions to the full, especially in fast pas-

senger service. Part of the want of effi-

ciency with the oil light may be traced to

badly mounted lamps, which, as engines

became larger and boilers higher, was still

carried on top of the smoke box. Many
of our more modern engines have the

headlight placed at the centre of the

smoke-box door, but the oil lamp even

when reinforced with a powerful reflector,

and well placed, is at best too feeble a

source of light for the exacting condi-

tions incident to fast passenger runs.

The natural remedy for the defects of

the oil lamp would be the production of

a much more powerful light, of which

there are several kinds in existence, and

while such a light might be very satisfac-

tory to the occupants of the cab as far

as track illumination is concerned, it is

advisable to consider the effect which the

more or less concentrated beam of strong

light from any head lamp necessarily pro-

duces on those who come within its range,

and also the quality of the light to show

things as they really are. The color that

a horse and cart is, or appears to be, when

on the track in front of a locomotive is

not important. The essential in the matter

is that the obstruction be seen at a suffi-

cient distance ahead to allow for a stop,

and it is of the greatest advantage if this

can be accomplished without, at the same

time, dazzling the driver of the rig, and so

possibly rendering his movements uncer-

tain. But in the matter of signal observ-

ance where colored lights are used, the

quality of light from the headlamp and

its ability to show things as they are, is

of the greatest importance.

Headlights as we use them are practical-

ly unknown in Great Britain, and there

level crossings are few and far between

and usually specially protected, and in that

country any serious attempt at track il-

lumination is left out of consideration.

The colors of signal and switch lights in

England are not affected by the feeble sig-

nal light on the engine falling upon them.

There is no dazzling or blinding effect

produced upon the crew of either train

when two trains pass. In this country

where conditions are very different the

problem of proper track illumination is

one which has to be solved. The increase

of traffic, and the high speed of trains, the

introduction of block signals, the train sig-

nal system and the presence of level cross-

ings, makes the solution of the problem

for American railroads one in which all

the conditions must be fully considered

and adequately dealt with, and the result

may have to be something in the nature of

a compromise.

Some years ago Tyndall made a series

of experiments on the fog-piercing qual-

ities of variously produced lights, and de-

termined that the gas flame was the most

satisfactory for that purpose. Although

the conditions which are present in

marine lighting do not occur in the same

form in railway practice, yet the fact that

fog is encountered on land as well as at

sea must have some weight in determining

the quality of the light used in this form

of railroad work.

In brief, we may say, some of the prin-

cipal requirements of a locomotive head-

light are that the light from it shall be

powerful enough to illuminate the track

far enough ahead to permit of an emer-

gency stop. That the light shall not be so

brilliant as to cause temporary blindness

or bewilderment in those upon whom it

falls, that in the matter of signal observ-

ance it must not alter or modify the

colors of the lesser lights which come

into its field, and that it shall be as ef-

fective a form of light as can be devised

for foggy or snowy weather.

Among the various sources of lights

available for headlights the use of acety-

lene gas seems to have several points

which are worth considering. A storage

system of dissolved acetylene is now being

used in locomotive work by several rail-

roads, with very satisfactory results. The

acetylene flame is much more powerful as

a source of light than that from oil, and

its greater power extends the range of vi-

sion of the engineer without seriously in-

conveniencing those on a train moving in

the opposite direction, and without be-

wildering those who come within the beam.

The quality of the light, or, one may say,

its approximation to sunlight is such that

it does not fade out or modify the colored

lights upon which it falls, and its fog-

piercing qualities have brought it to the

attention of the maritime world, and the

production of acetylene gas by the process

now in vogue has brought its cost down

to very satisfactory figures. The whole

headlight question has aroused a great

deal of interest in this country and in

Canada and it is certain that the possi-

bilities of acetylene gas in this connection

are well worthy of serious consideration.

The twentieth annual report of the In-

terstate Commerce Commission shows that

the number of passengers carried by the

railways during the year ending June 30,

1907, was 873,905,133, this item being 75,-

959,017 more than for the year ending

June 30, 1906. The passenger-mileage, or

the number of passengers carried 1 mile,

was 27,718,554,030, the increase being

2,551,313,199 passenger-miles. The number

of tons of freight shown as carried (in-

cluding freight received from connections)

was 1,796,336,659, which exceeds the ton-

nage of the year 1906 by 164,962,440 tons.

The ton-mileage, or the number of tons

carried I mile, was 236,601,390,103, the

increase being 20,723,838,862 ton-miles.

The number of tons carried I mile per

mile of line was 1,052,119, indicating an

increase of 69,718 ton-miles per mile of

line in the density of freight traffic.

A gentleman was traveling in the north

of Scotland. When he reached his desti-

nation he discovered that he had left

his waterproof in the compartment. He
hurried, as the train was leaving, and

shouted : "Is there a black macintosh in

there?" One of the gentlemen replied,

"No; they are all Macgregors."—Tid-

Bits.
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Items of Personal Interest

Mr. James Martin, master mechanic

of the Liberty-White Railroad at Mc-

Comb, Miss., has resigned.

Mr. X. E. Baker has been appointed

signal engineer of the Illinois Central

vice Mr. M. II. Hovey, resigned.

Mr. W. M. Saxton has been ap-

pointed locomotive foreman of the

Grand Trunk Pacific Railway at Bigger,

Sask.

Mr. A. C. .Merry, purchasing agent

of the Chicago Terminal Transfer, has

resigned, and his office has been

abolished.

Mr. John H. O'Brien, master car

builder of the Mexican Central and in

the services of that road for 25 years,

has resigned.

Mr. H. C. Ackworth has been ap-

pointed storekeeper of the Erie Rail-

road at Kent, Ohio, vice Mr. H. E.

Lind, transferred.

Mr. John Stewart, inspector of loco-

motives and cars on the Intercolonial

Railway, has resigned, and the position

has been abolished.

Mr. G. P. Robinson has been ap-

pointed supervisor of boilers of the

New York Central Lines, vice Mr. Geo.

Wagstaff, resigned.

Mr. H. C. May has been appointed

master mechanic of the Louisville &
Nashville at South Louisville, Ky., vice

Mr. W. L. Tracy, resigned.

Mr. C. L. Webster has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Cana-

dian Northern Ontario Ry., with offices

at Parry Sound, Ont.. Can.

Mr. Frank Howard, general foreman

car department of the Wabash Rail-

road at Toledo, Ohio, for 23 years, has

resigned and will engage in private

business.

Mr. W. M. Armstrong, locomotive

foreman on the Canadian Northern Ry.,

has been appointed locomotive foreman,

at Edmonton. Alta, vice Mr. F. Knight,

transferred.

Mr. H. E. Nichols has been appointed

traveling engineer over the southern

district of the Chicago. Minneapolis &
St. Paul Railroad, with headquarters

at Perry. Iowa.

Mr. Chas. Anderson has been ap-

pointed general foreman of the car de-

partment of the Wabash Railroad, with

headquarters at Toledo, Ohio, vice Mr.

Frank Howard, resigned.

Mr. E. F. Jones has been appointed

acting master mechanic of the Chicago

& Western Indiana and the Belt Rail-

way of Chicago, in place of Mr. P. H.

Peck, who has been granted a leave of

absence.

Dr. Angus Sinclair, chief editor of

Railway and Locomotive Engineering,

returned to New York last month. He-

is looking remarkably well and says he

feels as well as he looks, lie i-njoyed

his trip to Great Britain very much
but made his visit one of social 1

ill

among relations and old friends rather

than one of official visits to railway

centers, lie took the opportunity of

testing the golfing qualities of some of

the inhabitants of the heathery hills of

Scotland and in these encounters the

"chief" gave a good account of himself.

Dr. Sinclair is much benefited by his

summer outing but remarked in the

office on his return that the finest sight

he had seen abroad was the harbor

lights of old New York from the deck

of the incoming "Etruria."

The title of Mr. D. J. Durrell, general

foreman of the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis, and of the Cin-

cinnati, Lebanon & Northern, at Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, has been changed to that

of master mechanic.

Mr. E. W. Kolb, formerly supervisor

of signals of the Nebraska division of

the Union Pacific has been appointed

engineer of electrical signals of the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

Mr. John Schrader. formerly foreman

of the car department of the New York
Central at Buffalo, N. Y., has been pro-

moted to general foreman of the Mott

Haven Yards, New York City.

Mr. W. F. Girten, formerly general

storekeeper of the Central Railroad of

New Jersey, has resigned and accepted

a like position with the Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western at Scranton,

Pa.

Mr. C. B. Williams has been ap-

pointed general storekeeper of the

Central Railroad of New Jersey, with

headquarters at Elizabethport, N. J., vice

Mr. W. F. Girten, resigned.

Mr. A. H. Morris has been appointed

general storekeeper on the LTnion

Pacific at Portland, vice Mr. A. H.

Cunningham, resigned after having

been with the company for the past

27 years.

Mr. F. Knight, formerly locomotive

foreman on the Canadian Northern Ry.

at Edmonton, Alta., has been appointed

locomotive foreman on the same road

at Port Arthur, Ont.. vice Mr. G. H.

Hedge, promoted.
Mr. Frank T. Hyndman, formerly

mechanical superintendent of the XTew
York, New Haven & Hartford Rail-

road, has been appointed eastern rail-

road representative of the S. F. Bowser

. Inc., of Fort Wayne, Indiana,

manufacturers of oil storage systems.

Mr. Hyndman takes the place of the

late William A. Pitcher, who met his

death last May in the Aveline Hotel

fire at Fort Wayne. Mr. Hyndman's
n e and extensive acquaintance

among railroad men will no doubt serve

him well in his new capacity.

Mr. W. L. Tracey, formerly division

master mechanic of the Louisville &
Nashville at South Louisville, Ky., has

been appointed assistant superintendent

of machinery of the Missouri Pacific,

with headquarters at Kansas City, Mo.
Mr. James M. Campbell has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the

department of the Birmingham & Gulf

Railway & Xavigation Company, and

Mr. E. B. Kirkbride has resigned as

commercial agent of that company, at

Mobile. Ala.

Mr George Wagstaff, formerly super-

visor of boilers on the Xew York-

Central Lines, resigned a short time

ago to accept a position with the Loco-

motive Appliances Co. and not with the

Railway Materials Company as stated

in a previous issue.

Mr. A. H. Gairns, formerly master me-

chanic on the Denver and Rio Grande

at Salt Lake, has been appointed master

mechanic of the Oregon Short Line

Railroad, vice Mr. H. Garrick, assigned

to other duties. Mr. Gairns' headquarters

are at Pocatello, Idaho.

Mr. J. J. Sullivan, master mechanic

of tfie Louisville & Xashville at Louis-

ville, Ky., has been transferred as mas-

ter mechanic to New Decatur, Ala., vice

Mr. H. C. May, who was transferred

as master mechanic on the same road to

Louisville.

Mr. W. J. Hoskins, for the last two
years master mechanic on the Chicago

Great Western Railway at Des Moines.

la., and previously for some years on
the Missouri Pacific, has been appointed

master mechanic on the Chicago & Al-

ton, with headquarters in Bloomington.

Ills.

Mr. D. MacXicol, leading hand Port

Arthur, Ont.. shops of the Canadian

Xorthern Ry., has been appointed loco-

motive foreman, on the same road at

Brandon, Man., vice Mr. W. M. Arm-
strong, transferred.

At the recent convention in Cincin-

nati of the International Railroad Mas-
ter Blacksmiths' Association the follow-

ing gentlemen were elected officers for

the ensuing year: President. Mr. J. W.
Russell, Renova. Pa., P. R. R.; first

vice-president. Mr. G. W. Kelly. Eliza-
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beth, N. J., Cent. Ry. of N. J.; second

vice-president, Mr. John Conners,

Montgomery, Ala., A. & W. P. Ry.;

secretary-treasurer, Mr. A. L. Wood-
worth, Lima, O., C, H. & D.; chemist,

Mr. G. Ii. Williams, Boston, Mass.,

with B. M. Jones & Co. The president

appointed the members of the executive

committee as follows : Messrs. J. S. Sulli-

van, Penna. Lines, Columbus, O, chair-

man; Geo. Hartline, Collinwood, O.; M.

F. Gorey, Ft. Worth, Tex.; F. F.

Hocfflc, Louisville, Ky., and Thos.

Keane, Hilburn, N. Y. The town of

Niagara Falls, N. Y., was chosen as the

place of meeting for 1909.

Mr. M. J. Powers, who for the past

three years has held the position of

master mechanic of the Delaware &
Hudson Railroad Company's Pennsyl-

vania Division, with office at Carbon-

dale, resigned last May as was stated

in these columns. It may truly be said

that Mr. Powers' high mechanical abil-

ity and excellent method of organiza-

tion have been important factors in pro-

ducing the present high standard of the

motive power on the division of which

he had charge. By his straightforward

and impartial manner of handling all

matters pertaining to the working

forces of the shops, Mr. Pow-ers had

endeared himself to the hearts of the

many men in his charge, as was at-

tested by the fact that on his leaving

the company's service a "smoker" was
given by those who had worked under

him, and on that occasion he was pre-

sented with a beautiful diamond ring

of no small value. Many of the most
prominent residents of Carbondale par-

ticipated in the presentation excercises,

and all had a most enjoyable time. Mr.

Powers is living in Carbondale, not

having as yet looked for a position of

any kind. Mr. W. J. McAndrew,
formerly general foreman at the One-
onta shops of the Delaware & Hudson
Company, succeeded Mr. Powers.

From Fireman to Millionaire.

By Angus Sinclair.

The old readers of Railway and Lo-

comotive Engineering will remem-
ber the McGrane locomotive clocks and
watches and not a few of them still

carry McGrane watches in their pockets,

timepieces that came to them through

the publicity facilities of Locomotive

Engineering. All the goods handled

by John J. McGrane were first-class in

every respect, the genuine article

guaranteed by a genuine man.
One day last month as I was ascend-

ing a gang-plank at Queenstown, Ire-

land, on my way to the home-coming
steamer, a friendly hand grasped mine
and a familiar voice exclaimed: "Why,
Angus, what in the world are you doing
here?" On looking up I recognized the

well-known face of John J. McGrane,
my old-time advertiser who had along

with him a party of tourists which

nearly filled the whole first-class accom-

modation of the big Cunard steamer.

I have been well-acquainted with John

J. McGrane for about twenty years,

knew that he was an old locomotive

engineer who had devoted his high busi-

ness faculties to the building of a sub-

stantial fortune, but it was not until we
were together for seven days "rocked in

the cradle of the deep" that I understood

the lines of endeavor worked by my
friend on his upward way to fame and

fortune. Our readers deserve to know
how every successful man performed

in- better part, and the outlines of John

J. McGrane's career ought to have a

stimulating effect upon those beginning

to climb the ladder of life.

When he was only sixteen years old,

although large for his age, John J. Mc-
Grane began work as a fireman on the

New York Central Railroad. At that

time his greatest ambition was to be-

come the best fireman on the road. He
may not have reached the altitude aimed

at in that line but he was among the

best, and five years after first beginning

to handle the scoop he was promoted
to the position of engineer. That was

sufficient glory for a short time, but by

degrees the inquiry began to haunt his

waking hours—how much farther up can

I go on this line of occupation? The re-

sult of that mental struggle was that

John quit the locomotive for a time and

accepted a position under the New York
City government. That did not turn

out as fancy painted. There was more
unrequited toil and jars in the position

than had been calculated upon, and he

left it to run an engine on the New
York Elevated Railroads. While there

his natural bent for mercantile business

asserted itself and he began working
up a trade in selling railroad clocks and

watches. As the business was well-

managed by personal industry, fair

dealing and push Mr. McGrane soon

found that it demanded the whole of

his time, so he abandoned railroading

for good.

As the clock and watch business was
not sufficient to exhaust the stupend-

ous native energies of Mr. McGrane,

he proceeded to devote attention to

real estate in the neighborhood of his

home in Long Island City. By degrees

he acquired possession of a large tract

of land on Long Island which was
increased in value by the new bridges

and tunnel so that he was lately able

to sell to the Pennsylvania Railroad

Company for yards facilities, property

that constituted a substantial fortune.

The occupation mentioned did not,

however, fill up the measure of Mr.

McGrane's capacity for work. He had
found that many visitors to Europe
went there through very unsystematic

methods, rambling about, spending
much money and receiving very un-

satisfactory returns. He resolved to

undertake a business of personally con-

ducted tours through Europe and made
a great success of the enterprise. He
was finishing his last tour when we met
at Queenstown, and intends leaving

that business to be cared for by his

sons.

That tour was representative of pre-

vious systematic outings. On July 16

the party left New York on a steamer

specially chartered for Naples. On
landing there and doing the city the

tourists were taken by special trains

through Italy, Switzerland, Germany,
Holland, Belgium, France, Great

Britain and Ireland. Stops were made
at all the places of interest worth visit-

ing, and the crowd of people ended

their rambling enthusiastically de-

lighted with the pleasure of the pro-

tracted tour.

But the party did not confine them-

selves to mere talk. At a mass meet-

ing resolutions were passed praising

Mr. McGrane for the admirable man-
ner in which he had provided for the

comfort of the party, and a magnificent

loving cup was presented as a substan-

tial token of appreciation.

Friends who are able to judge the

value of Mr. McGrane's property assert

that he has the right to be ranked

among our self-made millionaires and

that there are no tainted titles among
his holdings. His success in life is a

triumph of energy and fair dealing.

Any of our readers who possess the

natural ability displayed by John J.

Grane have the capital on which a

fortune may be reared.

Obituary.

The death last month of Frank P.

Sargent. Commissioner of Immigration

in the Department of Labor at Wash-
ington, removes from the service of the

people a zealous and efficient officer.

He was born in East Orange, Vt., on

November 18, 1854. He attended

school in his native village in the win-

ter months, working on a farm in the

summer. For a few years the boy
worked in the Kinney Mills, near

Montpelier. He afterward spent a year

at the old academy in Northfield, and.

when seventeen years old, went to New
Hampshire, where he became a mes-
senger in the Manchester Mills.

Railroading then attracted him, and
he entered the service of the Southern
Pacific Railway Company at Tucson,
Ariz., as an engine wiper. Within six

months he became a locomotive fire-

man, and within one year he was ad-

mitted to membership in the Brother-

hood of Locomotive Firemen, now
called the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Firemen and Enginemen. He was
initiated in Lodge No. 94 in an im-

provised lodge room, which really was
a coal bin near the Tuscon round-

house.

In a short time he became financier of
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thi loi al lodge, and he there displayed that

capacity for executive detail which after-

ward enabled him to fill the ch'air of

Grand Master. In [882 he annul.. 1 the

national convention of the Brotherhood

of Locomotive Firemen, and at its ih-.ni

annual meeting, in Denver, Col., he was

made Vice-Grand .Master. In 1885 he was

elected to the office of Grand Master of

the order. The keynote of his success

as a labor leader and of his selection

as Commissioner-General of Immigration

was that he studied both the demands of

the workingman and the counter conten-

tions of the employers and decided defin-

itely and clearly what, in his judgment,

would be a fair solution of the difficulty,

ami then worked indefatigably to secure

such a settlement. Fairness of labor to

capital was Frank P. Sargent's funda-

mental rule of action. Mr, Sargent has

always been a strong conserving influ-

ence. He never spoke in the language

of the agitator, whose catch phrases he

abhorred and condemned. He led the

way in teaching organized labor to regard

contracts made with employers as sacred

and binding. He has argued that the

rights of employers were to be respected,

and that thus workingmen would gain

more surely the recognition of their own
rights. On April 4, 1902. President

Roosevelt appointed Mr. Sargent to the

office of Commissioner-General of Immi-

gration, which was accepted, and he as-

sumed the duties of that office July 1.

1902. He was a thirty second degree

Mason and a member of the National

Civic Federation. He also was a mem-
ber of the Creve Cceur Club of Peoria,

111., and of the Fifty Club of Philadel-

phia.

Harris Tabor, founder of the Tabor

Manufacturing Company, and for recent

years acting in the capacity of its con-

sulting engineer, died in Philadelphia in

the latter part of last July.

Mr. Tabor's death is attributed to the

result of an automobile accident with

which he met on Christmas day more than

a year ago while driving along a narrow

hillside road in New Jersey. Although

he had sustained serious injuries at the

time, yet later he appeared to show grad-

ual improvement, however, until, during

March, he contracted a cold which in his

weakened condition became a serious ill-

ness and resulted in his death.

Mr. Tabor was born in Clarence, N. Y.,

January 26, 1843. Here he received a

common school education and at an early

age showed signs of rare mechanical and

inventive ability. He was of a studious

disposition, and gave promise of excep-

tional attainments.

On May 16, 1861, at the age of 18, he

enlisted in the Twenty-third Regiment of

New York Volunteer Infantry for a term

of two years, at the end of which period

he was honorablv discharged.

Twi 1 . .11 previou t' hi enlistment

I,, bi "..11 In mi 1 hanii al 1
1
aining a an

appri ntice in the shop of his brol hei
,
Mi

1 1 abor, Sr . at I ioga, Pa Mter

In- discharge from thi Harri
1

bor enti red thi emploj ol i Payne, al

["ro Pa : a 1 chinisl Hi n. t po

sition was with B. W. Pa; m S

'
1 ing, X. Y., and on the removal of

this concern to Klniira he was mad

erintendent. I te was for a year al I lart-

1. n d, 1 '."in . acting as superintend! m of

the Ilartfi.nl Strain Engine Company, and

latei be win to Pittsbui gh to ai 1 epl a

simil ir po litii m with the \\ 1

Machine Company, He remain..! aboul

three years with this company,

S.i far Mr. Tabor's work had been

fined t" Steam engineering, and be had 111

vented and placed On the market a steam

engine indicator and a throttle governoi

While with the Westinghouse Machine

Co. he conceived the idea of a powei

operable molding machine, which came to

him as a result of observations he had

Harris Tabor.

been making in the foundry. In order to

carry on this work he associated himself

with Messrs. Manning, Maxwell & Moore,

under an agreement which provided for

their assistance in developing, perfecting

and marketing these machines, and he

moved to New York so that he might

give his entire attention to the develop-

ment of his molding machine. For three

years from 1885 he experimented with

and built molding machines, and in 1888

produced and placed on the market the

first successful power molding machine,

operated by steam, with a cylinder over-

head. In 1888 the manufacture of the

machine was taken up by the Pond Tool

Works of Plainfield, N. J., and in the

early 90s the Tabor Manufacturing Com-
pany was organized and transferred the

manufacture of the machines to S. F.

Moore Sons Company, Elizabeth. N. J.

It was liere that the vibrator molding

machine was brought out and the first

air prod I

In 1000 Mr, 'I abi ir

tion of hi iteri t in the company to Mr.
Willi.. 1 and the mam: 1

iii. machim was transferred to Phila-

delphia, I Mr. Tabor
1 1 :d in looking after various in-

and acting as consultir

company, having relinquished the

on the disposal of his larger

holdings. In [901 oolc up residence

in Philadelphia, and. from then on to the

time ... hi death t"ok an active interest

in the affairs of his company. Thi

the co rti ol thi rican Machinist

1 torn illustration, which is an ex-

celli in hi . "' of Mr. I abor, is repro-

duced.

Last July among our item
- .1 int. r. 1 we had occasion to men-
tion the resignation of Adam Bardsley

..in the position of master mechanic

of the Gulf & Ship Island Railway at

Gulfport, Miss. Subsequently we re-

ceived .. letter from the general super-

int( ml. in of the road who indical

us that failing health had compelled the

retirement of a faithful and valued of-

ficer In our AugUSl issue we referred

tu tin sincere regret thus expressed and

which was felt by the officials of the

road at the retirement of so valued

and skilful a man. Mr. Bardsley re-

tired to Bradford, Pa., where he

died a short time after, at the age

of 60. He was a native of Ken-

dall, England, where he w^as born

in February, 1848. From his early

years, Mr. Bardsley was identified with

railroads as an expert mechanic. At

the age of i~ years he left England and
was engaged in railroad work in Egypt,

at Alexandria, Cairo and Suez. He re-

turned to England, and after visiting

Continental countries came to the

United States, settling in Vermont.

From there he went to Pittsburgh and
subsequently to Minnesota, where he

remained for about 20 years, being

master mechanic on the Northern
Pacific Railroad. He came to Brad-

ford in the fall of 1893 and became
master mechanic of the Buffalo, Roch-

ester and Pittsburgh Railroad. This

position he held for a number of years,

after which he became a traveling rep-

resentative for the American Loco-

motive works at Dunkirk. When Cap-

tain Jones of Buffalo opened the

Gulf road, Mr. Bardsley was given

the position of master mechanic of

the Gulf and Ship Island Rail-

road, with headquarters in Gulfport.

This position he held until he was obliged

to resign owing to ill health. He
was a man of most excellent qualities

and was held in high esteem by thosi:

who knew him.
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clears-: it form of instruction in
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bead caused by the angular advanci ol

the main rod and its peculiar effect on the

piston and valve. In addition to this «-
planatii n there are a Si rii - of thirty-six

questions to be answered, by placing the

valve and piston in various positions,

es embody the Traveling-

Engineer's examination questions. A
careful study of these questions will pre-

way men, and our paper is within easy

1 1
.1, h mi thi nimblest, as well as the high-

est man in the railway service.

\ l [ONAL MEDIUM.

The regular readers of oar illustrated

monthly periodical are furnished at once

with the cheapest and best medium calcu-

lated to meet the mental requirements of

all engaged in the construction, repair

and running of the mechanical appliances

used on railways. The hundreds of

warm testimi nials that come to us every

year tell the eloquent story of grateful

recognition of the success of our efforts.

The claim that promotion in railway

service has come to thousands of our

readers because of the valuable informa-

tion they have gathered from our pages

is not made by us. It is made by men
high in the railway service, and we are

morally bound to believe them, and their

words of praise is the highest and best

in Europe are among our regular readers.

In brief, wherever railway men are en-

gaged, the brightest and the best among

them are our readers .and our friends. It

is our aim to meet their expectations and

to keep in the forefront in the matter of

giving the best expression to the best

thoughts of the railway men of our time.

OUR ILLUSTRATIONS.

Our illustrations are generally conceded

to be the best of their kind published.

Details of the latest work of the chief

locomotive constructors, as well as the

work of the skilled mechanics engaged

in perfecting shop tools and general

appliances, are given with a degree of

clearness that could not be surpassed.

Interesting railway scenes, pictures of

locomotive and other appliances typical of

varied services, past and present, and not

only is there made a careful selection of

all that is new in the mechanical railway

service, but a select presentation of all
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pare any intelligent railway man for any

kind of examination that may arise in

regard to the chief features of the loco-

motive engine. The answers to these

thirty-six questions will be given in a

comprehensive and consecutive series be-

ginning with the issue of January, 1909.

FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

This chart is offered free to all new sub-

scribers, as well as to all who are already

subscribers and who renew their subscrip-

tions for Railway and Locomotive En-

SlREEKING for one year in advance. The

chart is not for sale and will not likely be

for sale for some time. The demand for

has already far exceeded our ex-

tions. The chait bids fair to out-

rank in popular favor any of our previous

1,-iiblications offered as premiums to paid-

up subscribers. The demand for copies

i
s a strong proof of the growing desire

in. educational publications among rail-

kind of encouragement to us in the edu-

cational field that we have chosen.

CONTRIBUTORS.

From among the two thousand railway

officials, whose names are on our lists of

subscribers, many are regular con-

tributors to our columns, and the record

of their experiences adds much that is of

real value to our readers. Among the

other twenty thousand readers, whose

m irk is more immediately of a manual

kind, there are many wdio also contribute

their experiences, and it is agreeably sur-

prising to note with what clearness of

thought and felicity of expression their

welcome letters are written. Our pages are

open alike to the highest and the humblest.

EUROPEAN EDITION.

Of late years Railway and Locomo-

tive Engineering has found a wider field

in foreign countries, and already many

hundreds of the leading railway officials

that is interesting in the past forms a

new and ever-changing panorama of rail-

way experience, at once instructive and

1 ntertaining.

OUR DEPARTMENTS.

Our departments are intended as it

v ere to specialize or focus the view on

various particulars connected with the

mechanical world. Our air-brake depart

-

ic. ut is one of our oldest and best known
and appreciated features. The electncal

department is up to date on matters con

nected with this new and interesting field.

'1 he patent office department is at once

a valuable record and a condensed refer-

ence guide to the work of inventors of

railroad appliances. The personal items,

the society column, as it were, of Rail-

way AND LOCOMOTLVE ENGINEERING are

always of interest, and it has been, and is.

our pleasure to record the promotions of

men whom bard work and ability push to

the front.
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Passenger 4-6-2 for the C. & A.

I In- first standard gauge Pacific typi

locomotives built by the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works were completed early in

1903 for tbc Chicago & Alton Railroad.

These engines were two in number, hav-

ing driving wheels respectively 7.? and 80

ins. in diameter. Otherwise they were

similar throughout, with cylinders 22x28

ins. In the following year three addi

tional Pacific type locomotives were sup

plied to this road by the same builders

These engines, although built, with the

flanges and two h< avj tie bolt 2 ]

1 in

in diameter, enlarged to 2}/i ins. at the

threaded ends. The piston valves have

cast-iron bodies and L-shaped pack-

ing rings, and the drifting valves are of

Pennsylvania Railroad style with flat

plati over the relief ports. Vacuum re-

hef valves are placed in the live 5ti am
passages and a safety valve, set for 225

pounds pressure is screwed into each cyl-

inder head. The cylinder heads arc of

cast steel, and the steam-chest heads of

cast iron.

I he frames, where they are secured to

teel. Each link 1

i by two longitudinal cast

bearers. These are bolted in front to

the guide yoke and at the hack to a cross

tie, which also serves to support the re-

verse shaft beai 1 valve stems are

driven by crossheads which are mounted

on suitable guides. The valves are set

with a maximum travel of 6 ins. and a

constant lead of '4 of an inch. The stem

lap is 1 in. and the exhaust clearance 1/16

in.

The leading truck is of the usual swing-

bolster type with heart-shaped links. This

CHICAGO S \ 1 1
1

|V
.

Peter Maher, Supt. of M->ii\, Power and Equi] merit. in Loco. W :ks. P.uilders.

exception of the tenders, to Associated

Lines standards, were in many respects

similar to those delivered in 1903. They

bad driving wheels 77 ins. in diameter,

and the same-sized cylinders as the prev

if us locomotives.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works have

recently completed five additional Pacific

type locomotives for the Chicago & Al-

ton, the design being shown in our half-

tone illustration. The principal differ-

ences between these locomotives and those

above referred to, lie in the use, on the

new engines, of Walschaerts valve-gear

and wagon-top boilers with narrow fire-

boxes. This form of firebox was applied

to a number of Atlantic type locomotives

built for the same road by the Baldwin

Locomotive Works in igo6.

The new locomotives have cylinders

23x28 ins. With 73-in. driving-wheels

and a steam pressure of 200 lbs. the trac-

tive force exerted is 34,500 lbs. The
cylinders are spaced 90 ins. between cen-

ters, while the piston valves, which are

16 ins. in diameter, are 98 ins. between

centers. The maximum width over the

assembled cylinder castings is 10 ft. 2

ins. The saddle is comparatively low. and

the castings are securely fastened together

by double rows of bolts in the vertical

the cylinders, are in the form of single

rails 5 ins. wide by 10 ins. deep, and each

cylinder casting is secured to its corre-

sponding frame by nine horizontal bolts,

1V2 ins. in diameter, and four vertical

studs, i4 ins. in diameter. The cylinders

are keyed at the front only. The frames

are of forged iron, and are continuous

from the front bumper to a point back

of the rear driving pedestals, where they

are spliced to the rear sections. The
main frames are 5 ins. wide, while the

rear sections are in the form of slabs,

2J/2 ins. wide. The splice between the

main and rear frames is secured by 20

bolts, lis ins. in diameter, and by two

keys which are driven, with their tapered

faces in contact, into a single key way
having parallel sides. The pedestal bind-

ers are of cast steel, and are lugged and

bolted to the pedestal. Substantial trans-

verse frame bracing is provided in these

locomotives. In addition to a cast steel

footplate at each end, cross ties of the

same material are placed back of the

cylinders: between the first and second

pairs of driving-wheels; above the main

driving pedestals : and in front of the

firebox.

The valve gear details include built-up

links, having side plates and end-filling

gives three points of support. The rear

truck is of the Rushton radial type with

outside journals. The supplemental

frames for the rear truck are bolted to

steel castings which also serve as furnace-

bearer supports. In this way, the fire-

box is carried, on each side, by two slid-

ing bearings of ample length. The rear

truck is equalized with the driving-

wheels in the usual manner. All the driv-

ing springs are placed over the boxes,

and are mounted on cast steel saddles.

The engine and tender truck wheels have

casl steel spoke centers, and were made

by the Standard Steel Works Co. of Phil-

adelphia. The driving-wheel center; and

boxes are also of cast steel, and the driv-

ing tires are secured by retaining rings.

Greese lubrication is provided on all driv-

ing axle and crank-pin journals. The
guides are of the two-bar type, of forged

steel, and the crossheads are of cast ^teel.

As has been mentioned, the boiler is of

the wagon-top type with a narrow fire-

box. The center line is placed 9 ft. 5 ins.

above the rail, and the diameter is 72 ins.

at the front end and S3 ins. at the dome
ring. The longitudinal seams in the bar-

rel have diamond welt strips inside and

arc on the top center line. On the dome
ring the seam is welded throughout its
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length on cither side of the dome open-

ing.

The firebox has a sloping back head

and roof sheet, and is radially stayed

Four rows of sling stays support the

crown sheet in front, while a total of

57.5 flexible stays are disposed in the sides,

back and throat. The crown and sides of

both the inside and outside fireboxes are

each made in one piece. The fire-door

opening is formed by flanging both sheets

outward and uniting them with a sleeve.

The mud ring is of cast steel, double

riveted and re-enforced in thickness at

the corners. As almost the entire firebox

is placed back of the driving-wheels, with

the mud ring above the trailers, large

curves are used in the side water legs,

thus avoiding abrupt changes in direc-

tion.

The entire grate lies in one hor-

izontal plane, and is rocked in thn

tions. A drop plate is provided at the

back. The ash pan is ot the hopper type

with cast iron bottom pans. This boiler

is liberally supplied with means for wash-

ing out. Five blow off cocks aiv

vided. Two in the waist, one in each side

water leg, and one in the front water leg.

The safety valves are mounted on an aux-
iliary dome, and the whistle is screwed
into the roof sheet immedately in front

of the cab. The injectors are located in

front of the cab, and they feed through
checks placed right and left, [8 ins. back
of the front tube sheet. The total heat-

ing surface is 3,927 sq. ft.

The tender is constructed in accordance

with Chicago & Alton standards. The
frame is built of 13 in. steel channels.
and the trucks are of the arch-bar type
with cast steel bolsters.

The table of dimensions shows that

these high power machines are for pas-

senger service, and as the design has

been worked out in the light of experience

with locomotives built some time ago.
Boiler.—Thickness of sheets. 11/16 in. and

13.(16 in.; working pressure, -00 pounds; fuel,
soft coal; staying radial. Firebox.—Ma
steel: length, 120^ ins.; width, u>J$ins.; depth
front, &2</2 ins.; depth, back, yS'/, ins.; thick-
ness of sheets, sides. Yt in.; thickness of sheets,
back, H in.; thickness of sheets, crown,
thickness of sheets, tube, ;., in. Water Space
—Front, 4'A ins.; sides, 4 ins.; back, 4 ins
lubes.—Material, fron; wire gauge, \'o. 12;
number, 357; diameter," 2 ins.;" length, 20 ft
Heating Surface.—Fire box, 206 sq. ft.; tubes,
3,721 sq. ft.; total, 3,927 sq. ft.; grate area,
33 sq. ft. Driving Wheels.—Outside diameter,
73 ins.

; journals, main, 10H x 12 ins.: jour-
nals, others, 9 x 12 ins. Engine Truck Wheels.
—Front diameter, 33 ins.; journals, 6</2 x izyi
ins.; back diameter, 42 ins.; journals, 8 x 14
ins. Wheel Base.—Driving, 13 ft. 9 ins.; to-
tal engine, 32 ft. 8 ins.; total engine and
tender, 6s ft. 8'/, ins. Weight, on driving
wheels, 146.500 lbs.; on truck, front, 47,600
lbs.; on truck hank, 49.100 lbs.; total, engine.
243,200 lbs.; total engine and tender, about
405,000 lbs. Tender.—Wheels, diameter, 36
ins.; journals, 5'/. x 10 ins.; tank cap

8,250 gals.: tank capacity, coal, 12'/;
service, passenger.

The American Locomotive Company
recently received an order for two

six-wheel switching locomotives for

the Chicago Junction Railway, with
cylinders 20x26 ins. The engines will

have a total weight of 144,500 lbs.

Left Side Staybolts

The question, why do staybolts break

more frequently on the left side of a lo-

comotive than they do on the right, was

topic No. 6 at the last convention of the

General Foremen's Association. The
paper was printed on page 307 of our July

issue. Messrs. A. Bradford of the Big

Four and W. H. Clough of the Erie,

formed the committee which brought in

the report.

Discussing the report Mr. Voges said

:

"I talked to our boilermaker foreman

who has had quite a large experience,

and I made it my business to find out

if larger breakage on the left side was the

case. For the past 8 months I have

fcund 15 more on the right side of the

throat sheet than on the left, and 3 more
en the right side of the back end than

on the left and I do not see anything in

it."

Mr. Rhuark offered a reason for left

side breakage when he said: "The only

reason that a bolt will break more readily

on the left side is due to the fact that the

air pumps on a good many of our large

engines are on the left side, on the fire

box, and the constant jar of that air

pump will naturally work something loose

if there is anything that will break. We
have them break on the right side when
the pump is there. About five months ago

we had an engine in the shop. We re-

moved 6 bolts from the left side ; she made
62 miles and came back with 4 more broken

staybolts on the left side. We renewed

these and she went out again to Wheeling
and when she got back to the shop she had

18 more broken on the left side. We be-

gan to make an investigation and knocked
down 117 bolts on the left side that were
broken. We sent the engine to the back

shop and before they got done with her

they had 378 bolts out of the left side

of the engine and 16 out of the right.

That was something very unusual but it

was due to the fact that she had an old

fire box that had been running a long

time."

Mr. Kelly remarked: "I see no rea-

son why they should break more on one
side than on the other. I took this sub-

ject in to the boiler maker and asked

his opinion on it and he said in his ex-

perience he found no reason why stay-

bolts should break oftener on one side

than on the other, and that they didn't

in his cases. There is one reason and
that is that the fire box may not be spaced

properly. On one side you have a greater

space than on the other. The fire box
had been put in wrong and not spaced

right, and we had a good deal of trouble

with staybolts breaking there, due to

about 2 ins. difference in the length of the

slaybolt and the expansion caused the

breakage. When the boss boilermaker

found it out he knocked all the staybolts

out."

Mr. Ball said: "I do not seen anv reason

WHEELS MOVING
You can do it. Hot
pins or journals,
groaning cylinders,

hard - working engi-
neer's valves, any and
all lubrication trou-
bles, great or small,
are cured by the
"positive principle"

lubricant, Dix-
on's Flake Graphite.

It provides the
friction surfaces,

which are always
microscopic-
ally rough, with a

smooth, tough coat-

ing that reduces fric-

tion and makes cut-

ting impossible—less

oil is necessary.

Free booklet 69-c has
all the information

;

write for it.
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why there hould be more broken on one

side than on the other. I take it from the

[i 1 given in the paper which has been

read, thai the engines are all of the same
class, and I think it is clue to some partic-

ular design in that boiler that is causing

the trouble."

Mr. Kidneigh, referring to the flexible

bolt, said: "We have founil that the

Flexible staybolt does not break off on

the outside, consequently the removal of

ill' cap would not do any good except

unli the hammer test. Of course when

they break off on the inside of the sheet

you discover them the same as any other

bolt. They break next to the sheet."

Mr. Zincan said, a former speaker is

ready to go to a lot of labor in removing

the air pump. I cannot agree with him.

To counteract this strain what must we
do? We admit air to the outside sheet.

If I am not mistaken 90 per cent of the

locomotives in the United States today

have little or no jacketing against the

boiler. We have seen them standing

just so to get air in. If the sheet under

the air pump is allowed to become cooled

off and the one on the outside still re-

mains hot, why should there not be a

difference. If we have a little leak in

our air pump that helps the matter along.

So far as the pound of the pump is con-

cerned, I think that has very little to

do with the breaking of the staybolts.

In my experience we have more broken

staybolts under the running board than

we have above it, along about on the

fire line. From the running board down
the fire box is left unjacketed and the

cold air strikes it. What do you think the

leg of this boiler is going to do with the

air right against it? Is it any wonder

that staybolts break when we stop to

consider these things. They will break

under the running board where the fire-

box is exposed quicker than they will

above. The cool sheet under the pump
allows contraction and I believe that

breaks more staybolts on the left side.

Mr. Kidneigh here remarked: "I would

like to say that we find there are more
broken in the two top rows in the Ogee
bend than anywhere else and that is cov-

ered with asbestos lagging. I understand."

President Fay in concluding the dis-

cussion said: "Some one has spoken

about the expansion of the fire sheet.

What becomes of that expansion? In a

scries of tests which have recently been

conducted on prominent railroads, they

have attached plungers, one on the throat

sheet and one on the other end.

When the engine was cold they marked
on the piston and when the engine was

tired up that mark was identically where

it was when she was cold. What became

of the expansion? It could not crush the

staybolt. The only thing it could do was

to bulge the back end and that did not

occur. But they did find that the con-

tour of the fire sheet was corrugated. In

a series of tests in England they spent

three months on this one thing and did

110I arrive at any definite reason why it

-hould be so or what became of that ex-

'ii."

discussion of this important topic,

which we have outlined above, taken in

connection with the remarks on Stay-

I "It Ilreakage, by Mr. F. P. Rocsch of the

Southern Railway, given on page 360 of

our August paper, makes very instructive

reading. The more light that can be

thrown on the staybolt question, the bet-

ter it will be, and the more men who
think seriously over the problem and are

willing to let others have the benefit of

their experience, the sooner we will ar-

rive at the real causes and get to the

remedies for the trouble. The columns
of this paper arc open to the further dis-

cussion of this subject by anyone who
has something practical to offer.

Uselessly Good.

When one speaks of a person as be-

ing uselessly good, one is apt to think

that the individual described is too

good or too righteous to be of any
serious account in the world. These
terms, however, must be taken sep-

arately and, as a case in point, which

those in a railway repair shop will-

readily understand, take a twist drill

with the tang broken off. The drill is

good as far as being able to bore a

hole through metal but it is bad or,

more correctly, it is useless if you think

of it only with the broken tang. It is

an exasperating state of affairs for the

reason that the drill is uselessly good.

There is, however, a way of making
such a drill or reamer all right and that

is to secure a socket made by the

American Specialty Company of Chicago,

and you will find that this socket is

made outside like the original tang of

a drill and inside it is hollow and fits

over the broken tang if you just do one
thing. Grind a flat surface on the

tang. This flat surface fits along an-

other flat surface left in the socket.

This is what the socket drives the drill

by, and the grinding of the flat on the

broken tang is a simple operation.

The two flats are equivalent to a key
in both and the socket fits over a tang

like an extinguisher on a candle, and

the useless but good drill becomes a

hard-working member of society again.

When you put the socket on it ex-

tinguishes your drill troubles. When
you write for a circular on this sub-

ject address the letter or postcard

to the American Specialty Company.

1440 Monadnock Building, Chicago,

and call the socket a "Use-Em-Up,"
and the company will understand you
and give you all the information you
want as they invented the name and
the socket.
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Making and Repairing Frames.

A very interesting paper on the mak-
ing and repairing of locomotive frames
was presented by Mr. A. W. JVIcCaslin
of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad,
at the recent convention of the Inter-
national Railway .Master Blacksmiths'
Association held in Cincinnati. A sum-
mary of the paper is briefly as follows:
We repair some of the engine frames,

as many others do at this time, without
removing them from the engine, and we
have very good results in the heating,
and as far as the appearance of the com-
pleted job superficially would indicate.
I do not say that we weld these frames,
for I do not consider such an operation
made without a lap of some kind deserv-
ing of the name weld: in fact, this butt-
ing of frames is simply a burlesque on
proper welding. I have satisfied my-
self as to the virtue of this so-called
weld by making several in shop, grant-
ing them many advantages that cannot
be offered on an engine and invariably
they would separate, showing very little

resistance from a light blow crosswise
the weld under a small steam hammer;
the breaks would show that a union of
the metal had been effected but would
also show a very feeble tenacity, yet
knowing these facts we are very much
in favor of repairing frames this way
wherever it is possible to spread the
frames and take the heat, as it fre-
quently keeps the engine in service un-
til it comes for general repairs, and this
means quite a saving in money to our
companies.

We have what we think splendid
burners and build a very satisfactory
furnace with standard size fire brick.
Mr. Shoenberger, foreman blacksmith
in the Ft. Wayne shops in Pittsburgh,
kindly furnished me the original design
for both of them. I build the furnace
with the bottom inclined, making it

about one inch lower at its center than
at the fuel holes at the ends; have
also added a small slag hole at the
center near the bottom so the slag will
not gather and be blown up against the
frame; we use two burners to this fur-
nace and use crude and carbon oil as
fuel, and take a very slow heat. The
bottom inclined as mentioned helps to
prevent the wasting of bottom side of
the frame and gives the heat a start to
return over the top of the frame and
out the peep holes. When the heat is

complete the furnace is pushed away
into the pit and the work completed
with light sledges with side V-welds.
I do not approve of making the side V
under a heavy steam hammer without
using a channel tool; I do approve of
making this weld under a light steam
hammer or with heavy sledges.
When making this weld under a

heavy steam hammer the laid-in pieces

travel or flow both ways from its center
crosswise the frame without interfering
or resistance and does not spread
enough with its angles to increase the
lap, or weld properly against the wall
of the V cut in the frame; that is, it

cannot weld properly while flowing in
a direction paralleling the walls of the
V in the frame. This laid-in piece will
travel along the bulk of the frame, pre-
venting the walls of the V-cavity fol-
lowing. If cut off the ends of this weld,
i<: will appear all right; the drag of the
iron being just sufficient to hide the
weld and the iron in the piece laid in
will not be compact near its end;
neither will the weld near its end be
meshed to a sufficient depth. This will
be entirely different as well as a satis-

factory piece of work if done under a
small steam hammer with light blows
or with heavy sledges. In this case the
laid-in piece should be properly made
and the over-hang not cut too close to
the frame; then side heats drawn well
up to the front of the V-piece and this
stock driven back into the weld, and at
the same time form a lap where it is so
much needed, that is, at the end of this
weld on top and bottom of frame back.
Again, if the side V-weld is made in

the frame under a heavy steam hammer
there should be a heavy channel tool
placed on top. This tool, if 8 ins. wide,
cut out 2}/2 ins. deep, and half inch
longer in the crown and three-quarters
longer at the mouth than the cross-
section of the frame, that it may re-
lease readily, will shear off the extra
stock, prevent the laid-in piece from
lengthening endwise and will drive it

back into the weld, thus forcing it

against the wall of the V, and lengthen
the lap lengthwise of the frame. Then
take a second heat on the laps. There
will be no holes or openings at the
points of this weld. This is not only
the most convenient weld to make in
repairing frames but it is the best. I

certainly agree with Mr. Uren that the
lap weld is the best weld made, but it

is very seldom we can make this weld
in new or repaired frames.
We sometimes make in front sections

of frames and large hammered piston
rods what we call a lap and V-weld.
We flatten the end of each piece nearly
one-third, make the lap and weld, then
drive back the ends of the laps and lay
in V. which insures a solid center and
a solid side opposite each V. This
throws the laid-in pieces about 6 ins.

apart. This weld will elongate evenly
when being reduced and will not slip or
shear as the ordinary lap or V weld. In
my opinion the end V is the worst weld
made unless separate heats are taken
and the parts put together with a heavy
ram and a second heat taken on the
laps. It takes time to prepare this
weld. The parts are often placed to-
gether in th'e fire, but I never could
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quite understand why some prefer

drawing a beat through a five-inch

square bar than to heat to the center

from one side with the advantagi <

seeing heat that enters into the center

of the side V-weld, with the uncertainty

of the end V-welds being welded at all

in the center, its liability to contain

dirt, and its general successful disposi

tion to separate at the point of the V
This weld I avoid when it cannot be

lainnied or forced together.

Glasgow Engine in Sweden.

Our illustration shows a 4-4-0, on the

Stockholm-Westras- Bergslayens Rail-

wax- of Sweden. The engine was
built in Glasgow, and has cylinders

'(r\_'4 ins.: driving wheels 5 ft. 7' i m- .

. ml carries 170 lbs steam pressure

According to our method of calculaJ

ing the tractive effort of au engine,

(his machine can develop a starting

power of between 13,000 and 14,000 lbs.

The heating surface i^ [,032 sq. ft. in

cordance with our own railway practice,

but under the Danish system the

ti', n" indii
!

the entrance to the

block does not necessarily indicate the

condition .,f die j
j

. 1 ignal ahead.

Under the Danish system when "line

clear" is intended it is shown by the

1 ibliqui pi 1 He 'ii "i both ai m . and at

night two green lights an The
stop position i-, indicated by both arms

being horizontal and at night a red light

on top and a brandgult light below. The
"caution" or entrance to the block at re-

duced speed is shown by the upper arm

being oblique and th' lowi rizon-

tal. and at night a grei n upp r light and

a brandgult light below.

In this way when a train i- approach-

ing a block the brandgult light, if shown,

is seen before the upper light becomes

visible and when thus 51 en alone, caution

is inculcated because "ii nearer app

the signal may he found to in

trance at reduced speed" 1 r "stop," but

never line clear. Wl i tant signal

I
1 PASSENGER ENGINE AND TRAIX [N SWEDEN.

all, of which the tubes give 943 and
the firebox contribute 89 sq. ft.

Home and Distant Signals in Denmark.

According to the Bulletin of the Inter-

national Railway Congress Association, a

white light is never used on Danish rail-

ways for giving a signal to a train, as

white lights are used on roadways and in

dwellings near the track and the proba-

bility of colored lights being used in the

neighborhood of railway tracks is very

remote. The caution color is a shade in-

termediate between yellow and orange to

which the name "Brandgult" has been ap-

plied. This color has the advantage of

being visible at a much greater distance

than either red or green.

The home signal of the Danish system

lias two signals on the same post arranged

in the same way that the home and dis-

tant signals are in America, and on the

Danish lines, the double blades on the

home signal indicate whether the entrance

to the block is to be at full speed or re-

duced speed or stop. So far this is in ac-

is used, it is placed on a separate and low-

er post and has one arm, which, if hori-

zontal, or, at night, showing a brandgult

light, indicates the stop position of the

home signal. If the home signal is at

''line clear" or "caution" the distant is in

the oblique position with green light at

night. In this way the distant signal pre-

pares for the observation of the home by

indicating directly its stop position, but in

the oblique position, with green iights, it

does not distinguish between the "entrance

at reduced speed" and the "line clear."

In other words, the distant gives the

"stop" and the "proceed" of the home, but

leaves the home signal to tell its own
story as to whether the proceed is to be

at reduced or full speed.

I do the very best I know how—the

very best I can; and I mean to keep do-

ing so until the end. If the end brings

me out all right, what is said against

me won't amount to anything. If the

end brings me out wrong, ten angels

swearing I was right would make no

difference.

—

Abraham Line
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Work of the Road Foreman

Among the excellent papers presented,

what might be called a very personal and

appropriate paper was read at the recent

Traveling Engineers' Convention in De-

troit. It was on the subject: "How the

Road Foreman of Engines Can Assist in

Increasing Xet Earnings." A brief sum-

mary of what was said will be of inti

The paper was read by Mr. James 51c-

Muiiamy, road foreman of engines on the

Pere Marquette Railway, chairman of the

committee.

"The road foreman of engines occu-

pies in reality an important position in

the railroad organization, for there is

probably no one element which enters

more largely into the railroad's cost of

producing what it has to sell, viz., the

transportation of freight and passengers,

than the movement of trains; and the cost

of moving passengers per mile or the

thousand tons of freight per mile is af

fected largely by the manner in which the

power is handled, and it is largely the duty

of the road foreman of engines to get

cut of the power the possible one hundred
per cent, of its revenue capacity. It is

generally conceded that a freight locomo-

tive should make an average of not less

than 30,000 miles per year. We will as-

sume that the average freight carload is

twenty tons per car. Let us consider

the net result to the railroad if through

the careful guidance of the road foreman
of engines one additional car can be add-

ed to the train. This would increase the

tonnage revenue of the locomotive 600,000

tons one mile per year, and assuming the

average returns to the railroad to be one-

half of one cent per mile, we have in-

creased the revenue of each locomotive

$300 per year.

" 'Can't' is the unfortunate attitude of

thought held by a large number of men,
and all of us have met in our experience

this ready 'can't' each time we have pre-

sented to others some such possibility as

above stated. In writing the preceding

sentence I have not overlooked the fact

that on some lines the tonnage question

has been carried to an extreme, and that

the power has been so completely over-

loaded that in the effort to move tonnage

the reverse condition has resulted, and
unfortunately on those lines two extr. un-

ties have met with disastrous results to

the net earnings of the railroads. One
side has insisted upon the enforcement of

the exaggerated idea of tonnage per

train, with the result that trains actually

spend more time on sidings than is re-

quired to cover the distance between ter-

minals, and at the same time those trains

consumed more time waiting for orders

than the actual running time required

between the terminals. In other words,
more time is lost on sidings and waiting

for orders twice over than is required to

cover the distance between terminals, and
I question the economy of such opera-

tions. But I do not justify the attitude

of tin- other extremist who always insists

ni '"it 'can't' and therefore does everything

in his power to defeat the other plan by

increasing the delays above stated.

"In all of my railroad service, I have

insisted that there is only one department

nn a railroad, and that is the department

of profit or loss, and it is therefore the

sole duty of every officer of the railroad

to let the idea of increased net profits

be the mainspring of each act as relates

to railroad operation. Therefore, there

should be no opposing influence between

those connected with the motive power

and those who are giving their undivided

time and attention to the matter of trans-

portation. There should be no conflict

between those at the head of the motive

power and those at the heel of transporta

tion. There should be a close co-opera-

tion between the road foreman of en-

gines, train masters and train despatchers,

and each should be perfectly willing at

any and all times to set aside his personal

opinions in deference to those of the

other in an earnest effort to bring out the

highest possible good for the railroad as

a whole. This statement applies to every

person in the employ of the railroad from

the highest to the lowest, and working

along these lines I do not hesitate to say

that there are thousands of locomotives

in service to-day that will easily handle

one more car per train than they are haul-

ing now on an average year in and year

out, and if properly kept moving will han-

dle one train more each month instead of

consuming this time on side tracks. Des-

patch is just as valuable to the shipper

as a lower freight rate, and he will always

patronize the road that delivers the goods

to him with the least delay.

The road foreman of engines and those

whom he represents can do a great deal

toward drawing the line of consistency

between prudence on one hand and over-

loading the locomotive on the other, and

in this way will be able to get the loco-

motives over the road with less delay and

yet them into terminals where they can

receive proper attention in the way of

n'y work and with very little de-

lay have them ready for another success-

ful trip, all of which proves economical

in the cost of maintenance and fuel and

will enable you to greatly increase the

miles per locomotive in your charge.

"This means more tons of freight over

the road in a given time with the same

number of locomotives, and less cost per

ton mile. Nothing requires more careful

thought and closer co-operation between

the road foreman of engines and the

transportation department than this one

question. By taking hold of this problem

with a determination to improve condi-

tions, you can do a great deal toward

solving the transportation problem and

increasing the net earnings of the rail-

road. The road foreman of engines can
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AGENTS WANTED everywhere; write for

terms and descriptive circulars. Will be sent

prepaid to any address upon receipt of price.

GRIFFIN & WINTERS
171 La Salle Street, CHICAGO
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We Supply

LOCOMOTIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

LOCOMOTIVE POST CARDS

LOCOMOTIVE BOOKS

List* Free

The LOCOMOTIVE PUBLISHING CO. ltd..

3 AMEN CORNER,

LONDON, E. C. :: u ENGLAND.

MICA
CABOOSE LAMP CHIMNEYS

Save SO per cent.

STORRS MICA (0.,

R. R. Dept. Oweeo. N.Y

Bioisnmo

NO MORE BILLS for PACKING

No Cutting of Rods

Less Oil. No friction

Guaranteed 3 years. 30 Days' Trial

No Pay unless Satisfactory

Beware of Imitations. Use the Best

Manufactured only by

Holmes Metallic

Packing Company
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Send lor Catalogue K

THE ROBERT W. HUNT & CO.
Bureau of Inspection. Tests and Consultation.

1137 THE ROOKERY. CHICAGO.
66 Broadway, New York.
Park 3uilding. Pittsburg.

3: Norfolk House. London, Eng.
Inspection of Steel Rails, Splice Bars, Railroad

Cars, Wheels, Axles, etc Chemical Labora-
tory—Analysis of Ores, Iron, Steel, Oils, Water,
etc Physical Laboratory—Test of Metals,
Drop and Pulling Test of Couplers, Draw Bars,
etc

Efficiency Tests of Boilers, Engines
and Locomotives.

do a great deal to reduce the cost of pro-

dui tion or im rea e the nel eai nings by

properly educating the men under Kim,

"
I he factor of safety is of the first and

greatest importance and requires constant

vigilance on the part of all concerned to

avoid accident to passengers and em-
ployees and damage to property ; next in

order of importance is economy in the

use of fuel, oil and all supplies. This re-

quires close co-operation between the

road foreman of engines and the engi-

neers and firemen and close attention t'>

the making of steam and then avoiding its

u.i ite. The engine must be properly

drafted, so it will steam well. Brick

arches must be cleaned off and flues kept

clean. Keep all leaks out of the fire-box

and plug up every other leak around thi

engine. I might add here that many road

foremen of engines would be surprised if

they knew the actual loss by leakage on

the locomotive; in other words, the sur-

plus steam the locomotive has to make in

order to have the amount necessary to do

the work. The outside machinery will

ordinarily be inspected. The valves, cyl-

inder packing, front end, flues and fire-

box do not always get tested or examined

until trouble of a serious nature exists

An engine with badly worn machinery

that has a good boiler and uses the steam

without leaks will handle a train fairly

well, although it may take a little more
coal. Yet the coal is doing the business

because it is getting the nam over the

road, while the same engine with the or-

dinary leaks would burn more coal and

not come near doing the work. In other

words, any engine with tbe boiler kept in

e 1 steaming condition and without

leaks will after the first three-months'

service out of the shop begin to increase

its superiority over its sister engine that

i:. cared for as many locomotive

cared for to-day. and it will increase its

superiority day by day as tbe time out of

the shop grows longer until finally when
they go to the shop the first one will still

be able to do pretty fair work while the

other will be, in common language, 'ready

for the scrap pile.'
"

In the report of the Master Mechanics'

committee that tested slide and piston

valves for leakage in 1904. the following

conditions are shown :

The best piston valves tested leaked 26S

lbs. per hour and the worst tested at a mile-

age of 36.000 leaked 2.880 lbs. per hour.

The best slide valves tested at a mile-

age of 17,500 miles leaked 3S4 lbs

hour and the worst tested at a mileage

of 39,000 miles leaked 2.610 lbs. per hour.

LEAKAGE IN LBS. OF WATER PER HOUR.
Least. Great-

est, age.
Piston valves. 14 engines 26S 2,880 1. 208.00
Slide valves. 11 engines 3S4 2,610 1,224.54
Average leakage, all

valves, 25 iiiuuies 1,215.83

Average loss in coal for each engine

per day, month and year, in both freight

and passenger service, averaged at ten

hours per day, evaporation figured at 7

<
i

I [onth,
26.05 - 312. 1

-,

Average loss in dollars and cents per

day, month and il fig-

ured at $1.90 per ton :

liny. ah. year.
$1.64 $49-23 %W-77
"I he '<n two differ-

ent railroads and with great care. The

leakage was calculated by condensing the

leakage steam and measuring it in pounds

of water ; the common snap-ring piston

valve and the strip partially-balanced

slide valve were the ones tested. Multi-

ply these figures by the number of en-

gines in your service and the result gives

food tor reflection. Note the mileage

at which this appalling waste occurs.

Then, if you can, just imagine or estimate

the amount of this waste during the time

and at which time the engine reaches a

atisfactorj mileage or period of service,

it will give you a fair estimate of the

amount of steam and fuel wasted on ac-

count of steam leaks in valves and cyl-

inder packing of the average locomotive."

The Daylight Saving Bill, as it is

, called in Great Britain, is a

iiv which has received the ap-

proval of the committee of the House

of Commons which has had the matter

in hand. It is probable that next April

the clocks in the United Kingdom will

be officially set "fast," so that although

work and business will begin earlier

than if regulated by "sun time" so

much more daylight will be secured

after hours in which tbe workingman
will be able to take his recreation.

Although this arrangement is new on

the other side of the Atlantic there is

at least one instance in which "day-

light saving" has been resorted to by

a well-known manufacturing concern

in America. We understand that for

a number of years the Joseph Dixon

Crucible Company, of Jersey City, at

their graphite mines at Ticonderoga,

X. Y.. have had the clock at that place

set ahead one-half hour so that the

workmen may have more daylight for

work in their gardens or for recreation

and rest.

We are informed that the Mobile &
Ohio Railroad recently purchased one

of the Twentieth Century Outfits made
by the Buker & Carr Manufacturing

Company of Rochester. X. \. This

machine, as many of our readers know,

is for handling airbrake hose, and that

it is able to perform four distinct oper-

ations with minimum change and is

al all times easy to operate. What it

does is to mount new- hose, pull off

old, cut clamp bolts, and cut hose to

proper length. The rapidity with

which hose work can be done on this

machine is surprising. The purchasing

agent of tbe M. & O. reports that the

machine is giving entire satisfaction.
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Band Rip and Resaw.

A very ingenious tool, and a prac-

tical and economical one, is the ( on
bination Rip and Resaw made by the

I A. Fay ^ Egan Co. of Cincinnati,

1 1 ["his machine is useful in shops

that do both ripping and resawing but

have nol enough of each to keep

rati n busj

i )ur illustration gi\ f - a g 1 id<

the machine when ready to ri

The fronl part of the table, which car-

ries tin' resaw rolls, can be quickly

sed, thus converting it into a rip

..ik or visa versa, as occasion requires.

The table is made in two ran-.

mounted on a rocker bearing, which

permits it to be pi ced 1 "

Standard Office Supplies.

The Pennsylvania Railroad have

lately made some curtailment in office

expenses, not by discharging men, or by

paying them less than formerly, but by

reducing the waste of what is used in

their offices. Expenses, even in small

things, are being cut closely, but with-

out sacrificing actual needs. No article

in the way of office supplies is so insig-

nificant as to escape consideration. This

applies to rubber bands, pens, ink and

pencils and stationery.

It was found that rubber bands cost

annually a very large sum of money,
and this expense has been very mater-

ially reduced. Instead of every clerk

having a box of each size, an assortment

of bands is supplied, office supplies are

being standardized, such as lead pencils,

erasers, pens, paper tablets, letter heads

and all printed forms, and less ex-

pensive paper is being used for sta-

tionery.

This form of retrenchment, which i?

in the hands of a committee, is one that

can only meet with approval all over

the road as it is simply applying the

Ii gitimate principle of stopping the

leaks and practising economy where

ecessary without hampering the em-
ployee in the discharge of his duties.

BAND RIP AND RESAW.

of 15 deg>. for bevel siding. The feed

rolls for ripping are placed as close

together as possible, so that short

pieces can be fed in without difficulty.

The machine will rip work measuring

24 ins. wide and 18 ins. thick. The

resaw rolls are self-centering and will

open to saw to the center of 8 ins.

The machine is equipped with the

company's patent sensitive straining

device. which permits running the

blade at about twice the usual speed

without danger of breaking. Inter-

ested readers can obtain further details

by address ;ng the manufacturers.

A very artistic catalogue, dealing with

the important matter of packing, has late-

ly been received at this office. It is is-

sued by the Revere Rubber Company, of

Boston, Mass. The advancement made by

modern steam engineering has increased

temperatures and pressures to a point

where non-combustible material is a neces-

sity in many cases. To meet this condition

the Revere Company has placed on the

market a number of asbestos packings

and gaskets which are all illustrated and

described in the catalogue, which, though

of convenient size, contains 60 pages. The
effect which special heat resisting lubri-

cants have upon packing have been con-

sidered in the manufacture of their prod-

ucts. In this catalogue there are various

forms and sizes enumerated and their ex-

tent and variety is such as to meet all re-

quirements in railway as well as station-

ary and marine work. A copy of their

catalogue will be sent free to anyone who
writes to the Revere Rubber Company
for a copy.

Independent Audit.

The Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
1 any, the strongest financial institution in

Canada, in order to conform to a prac-

tice that is becoming quite general on this

continent, and is universal in Europe,

had its last annual report, the balance

sheet and accounts, examined and certi-

fied by Messrs. Price, Waterhouse & Co.,

one of the most reputable firms of Eng-

lish chartered accountants. The financial

Fuller's Complete Manual of

Questions and Answers for

Examination
On I11 Standard Code of Railroad Rules and
Train Rights; 611 questions with their nn-

swers "i Single, Double, Three and Four-
Track Roads, and Block Signals.

i 'in- Manual may be obtained through your
local dealer or will be sent postpaid tor one
dollar by

A. W. FULLER
P. O. Box 14, fast Hampden. Maine

Usual Discounts to News Dealers

One Year and
Eleven Months'

SERVICE
WITHOUT REPACKING, ON

High-Pressure Locomotives

Style 30O TV.

A throttle failure is an absolute

impossibility where Crandall's

Throttle Valve packing is used.

IT WILL NOT BLOW OUT

Crandall Packing Co.
FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICE

PALMYRA. NEW YORK
BRANCHES

New York Cleveland

136 Liberty St. o So. Water St.

Chicago

52 West Washington St.

OUR EDUCATIONAL CHART No. 10

HOW TO GET IT

See page 452, this issue
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ENAMELED IRON FLUSH OR 0«> CLOSETS

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.
IIS S. CLINTON ST.. CHICAGO

"PERFEGTOL
!»

THI

CAR, LOCOMOTIVE AND

SIGNAL BLADE

CLEANER

AND RENOVATOR

The Modoc Soap Company
228 N. Fourth SI., Philadelphia, Pa.

IF
you have ever

had trouble with

Flange Packings,

you have NOT
used our celebrated

DURABLA
H. P. SHEET PACKING

Write us and we will supply

you with a working sample

for test—used exclusively on

theSinger building. Ask them

THE AUSTIN PACKING
AND SUPPLY CO.

109 Liberty Street New York City

statement of the company for thi

ended June 30, [908, is thi refi >i e m
vouched fur by Mr. [, G I Igdi n, third

v ii e pre idi nt, as in the pa t, bul 1 at

ti ted bj 1 hi following auditoi \ certifi-

cate : "We havi 1 tamined thi
I I tnd

record of thi 1 anadian Pai ific Railway
I

1 impanj foi the fi ical feai ending \i\nc

30, i')i 8, and having pai 1 '1 thi an
1 balance sheel and income ai

I

I

1 rew ith, « e certi fj that, in oui 1 ip

thi balani e shei 1 h pi 1 ipei Ij di a h n up

a i" ihow the 1 rue- financial po il ii >n

of the comp inj al thai date, and that the

1 1 lative ii" ; un( foi thi yeai

correct."- Montreal II itn<

Technical education in thi ensi oi

a full college course is no! available

for everybody, and for the man who is

ilreadj i ngaged in wi irk it is impi

ble. To meet the demand for instruc-

tion in thr various branches of engi-

neering, Columbia University offers at

night during the year [908-09 twenty

evening courses specially adapted to

the needs of technical and profes-

sional workers. This includes work in

applied mechanics, applied physics.

; :'chitecture, electricity, tine arts, in-

dustrial chemistry, mathematics, and
surveying and structures. The work
begins on October 26, and continues

foi twenty-five weeks. A full descrip-

tion of the courses may be obtained

nn application to the Director of Ex-
tension Teaching. Columbia Univer-

s ity, New York.

*I'1h' American Locomotive Company
have just issued their report for the

year ending June 30, 1908, and it is

very gratifying to observe that in spite

of the general business depression the

company's works have all been kept at

nearly their full capacity. The falling

off in the demand for locomotives for

American service has been almost

made up by the increased foreign busi-

ness, a large number of locomotives

having been exported to Japan. Corea,

China. Europe and South America.

The development of business in Canada
has also been very satisfactory.

We understand that the business of

The Dukesmith School of Air Brakes has

grown considerably during the past Tear,

and that larger offices are now required

in which to conduct the business. They
have therefore moved their headquarters

In Meadville, Pa., the original home of

the school. Owing to the many recent

changes made in the air brake art. it was
found necessary to add a great deal of

matter to the course of instruction and

to entirely rewrite the text book used by
the school for its students. The school

offers a very practical course of instruc-

tion for railway men and others.

Motor Driven Cold Saw.

1 11 1

or ni" [uired in

mon or less inconvenient plai

1

small 1

on i" bi without :

to any 1 il the

work through.

Thi unit of motor and

11 pii Iced up by a crani

d to any pari of the buildil

if neci 1 ry.

'I hi 1 old saw which v. e ill

one thai doi s nol usi a bi

I hi saw is made by the Lea Equip-

i 1 Co., and is fitted with a We
house shunt 1 shown
requin 5 a 2 • 11 I

' motor and i

able "i cutting 8-inch round stock. A
vioi silent chain is used to connect

the motoi to the saw, in nee to

gearing, a 1 peri n the

former to be more satisfactory.

It is necessai djust

tin speed of the saw in order to cut

Ml ITI IR-DRIVEN ( ILD SAW.

different metals with maximum effi-

ciency. For instance, experiment has

shown that the peripheral speed of the

saw should be 52 ft. per minute with a

very coarse feed for structural iron.

machinery steel and metals of that

class. For annealed tool steel a lower
speed of but 37 ft. a minute is the

most efficient. This same speed is also

used on Krupp's chrome nickel steel.

In order to obtain these speeds, an
adjustable speed motor with speed
range of 1 1-3 to I is used, with a

speed controlling rheostat. It is only

necessary to move the handle of the

controller to obtain any desired speed.

The Bettendort Axle Compan;
Davenport. Iowa, secured a new
tory site several years ago which en-

abled them to manufacture all classes

of railway equipment, including the

building of complete railway cars.

This concern has come rapidly to the

fore in recent years and their large

plant, situated at Bettendort", a suburb
of Davenport, is being constantly ex-
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Air Brake
Instruction

THE AIR BRAKE ART
has virtually been revolution-

ized during the last five years

and the railroad man who
wants a complete education on

the

Westinghouse, New York and

Dukesmith Air Brake

Systems

at a price and on terms that

will suit any sized pocketbook,

will learn how to get it by
writing at once to

THE DUKESMITH SCHOOL
OF AIR BRAKES

MEADVILLE, PA.

SPRING CLEANING
Now Is the Time to Clean Up and to Use

Halt's Cleaner and Polish
For highly finished surfaces. Brings
back the lustre. Leaves the surface
hard and free from gum or oil.

Used on Office Furniture; Interior

Woodwork ; Passenger Car Panel
Work ; Car Seats, etc.

Hatt's Combination
Rubbing Polish

A Rub and Polish in One.
Fills scratches and dents.

Cleans surfaces exposed to the
weather.

Brightens surfaces deadened by
neglect.

Morhous Manufacturing Co.
Detroit, Mich., U. S. A.

Write tor Circular

THE DRAKE &WIERS CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

ASPHALT CAR ROOFING

The Original Torsion-Proof Car Roof

IN USE ON OVER 75,000 CARS !

Has stood the test for 18 years without a
failure. The strongest and most durable Car
Hoof known. The ONLY GENUINE ASPHALT
CAR ROOFING ON THE MARKET. Guaran-
teed to last 10 years.

PLASTIC CAR ROOFING
OF SUPERIOR QUALITY

tended and increasingly provided with

improved machinery. This company
have now over half a million bolsters

in service and the Bettendorf car truck

with the "one-piece" name is growing
in favor with the railwaj systems of

the country. At the present turn an

order for j.500 steel underframes for

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway is being turned out at the rat.e

of about 35 a daj

Sir George Barclay Bruce.

( )ne of the last of the early railway

pioneer-, has died, in the person of Sir

George Barclay Bruce, whose death oc-

curred last month at London, in his

eighty-sixth year. He learned engineer-

ing under Robert Stephenson. One of

his first works was the construction of the

railway bridge crossing the River Tweed
at Berwick. This bridge is 2,160 ft. in

length and 126 ft. in height. He was
live years in India engaged in railway

construction. Returning to London he

became consulting engineer on many Eu-
ropean and South American railways. He
was present at the opening of the North-

ern Pacific Railway and represented the

Institution of Civil Engineers. He was

a man of distinguished and commanding
appearance, a general favorite among all

classes, an accomplished engineer, an able

writer, a ready and eloquent speaker, a

genial gentleman. He always claimed

that men were more difficult to engineer

than matter. He was the first British

official who succeeded in getting a fair

day's work out of the natives of Hindu-

stan. They were formerly impressed into

service. Mr. Bruce had the faculty of

transforming them into contented work-

ers. He was a great and good man, much
esteemed and much honored during his

later years.
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TWENTIETH

CENTURY

OUTFIT

BOLT CUTTER
IN

OPERATION.

It will cat hose
clamp, bolts, or
any like substance
as fast as an operator can feed tot-m to
Its Jaws. With every outfit goes a special
equipment for each operation, viz, monnt-
Ing new, pulling off old hose, cutting clamp
bolts, everything necessary to Air, Signal
and Steam Hose.
This outfit will do the work of a dozen

men, and costs less than the annual salary
of one man.

Diii/rn y pflnn urn nn otf** »» Faii^w Heitbu
Dlllun fiuAKn IfllUlU., Rochester,*. Y.,r.s.A.

TRADE . %»T MARK

INFALLIBLE

METAL P0L1S
REGISTERED IN US.PATENT OFFKE

FOR ALL KINDS OF METAL.
Be»t, Chfapeit, and Goea Farthwt,

SEND FOR FREB SAMPLE. ADDRESS

CEO W. HOFFMAN, Mir

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

Agents
Wanted

Chesapeake & Ohio Ry.
"The Rhine, the Alps and the Bat-

tlefield Line."

The most interesting historic as-

sociations and the most striking

and beautiful scenery in the United
States are linked together in this

system.
Connecting

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA
BALTIMORE WASHINGTON

OLD POINT COMFORT
RICHMOND

VIRGINIA HOT SPRINGS
CINCINNATI LOUISVILLE

ST. LOUIS and CHICAGO
For illustrated descriptive pam-

phlet, address

H. W. Fuller. P.T.H. Jno.D. Potts, d.P. A.

Washington, D. C. Richmond, Va.
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Luxurious Travel on Erie.

By Angus Sinclair.

A few weeks ago I was called to Chi-

cago to one of those events where rail-

road men constitute the speakers and the

audience, the kind of meeting that an

observer can see and hear many things

Erie in the succeeding three weeks gave

me the impression that all the through

passenger trains on that road are vesti-

buled, but that does not detract from the

comfort of the Vestibuled Limited.

Everything else being equal I prefer the

Erie to any other route, probably bci.ni e

of the Vestibuled Limited is, that the

train is one of the most luxurious means
of transportation to be found in this or

any other country. The dictionary has

been ransacked for words to describe the

luxurious character of this train, but

words fail to do justice to the condition .

THE FAMOUS "VESTIBULED LIMITED" ON THE ERIE RAILROAD.
(Photographed by Mr. F. W. Blauich. New York.)

that the ordinary stay-at-home person

likes to read about. In considering the

means of transportation I decided to take

train No. 3 of the Erie, known as the

Vestibuled Limited—illustrated in the ac-

companying engraving. My experience

with quite a number of trains on the

it was the first railroad that carried me
to the hopeful West and led me towards

the spot where my labors entitled me to

consider myself one of the country's pro-

ducers and an humble member of the

American railroad fraternity.

A well-founded boast of the promoters

these must be enjoyed to be thoroughly

appreciated. The most comfortable hotel

to be found is what this train aspires to

and meets in every particular.

My recent trip on this train naturally

sent my mind back to the conditions of

travel that prevailed when I made my
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first journey over the road, some thirty-

cars ago; it also set me reflecting

upon the growth of luxurious accommo-

dations in traveling and the incessant de-

maud for more comfort that has come with

ever) contribution to ease and refinement.

To >it all night cramped up in a jolting.

stuffy stage coach was the common lot

of traveling humanity little more than

half a century ago. and no bitter com-

plaints were heard about discomforts that

were considered inevitable. It was only

when railroads began to provide real

comforts that the taste for luxuries be-

gan to arise. Think of the time when the

chief of the longest railroad in

the United States recommended that pas-

senger cars should have springs under

them. When the germ of the modern car

(entered at the end) was introduced into

New England, a demand arose for the

cars being lighted at night. The superin-

tendent m charge granted the use of a

single candle and on request being made

that a candle be placed at each end of the

car he returned a very gruff refusal say-

ing that it was impossible to satisfy some

people.

In 1S38 a crude form of sleeping car

wax placed upon the line between Balti-

more and Philadelphia, but it was op-

erated only about three months, when the

new contribution, to comfort was with-

drawn for want of patronage. Some
twelve or fifteen years later a newspaper

writer said: "I ran across an early

sleeper somewhere in the Blue Ridge

Mountains in South West Virginia. It

was low and narrow and dark and stuffy.

It wobbled and creaked and jolted and

jumped in all directions like a boat in a

choppy sea. It had little windows that

you could look out of only by bending

narrow and so short that you had to lie

in one like a half-opened jack knife, with

your knees in the air and the bed clothes

pushed up like a tent. You did not need

to be pious in order to thank heaven when

you got out ol that car."

and oftentimes looked upon with com-

placency, if not with longing."

On the failure of the early attempts to

introduce comparative luxury into rail-

road travel, modern conditions forced

their way upon railroad companies, thanks

STARRUCCA VIADUCT NEAR SUSQUEHANNA, PA., ERIE RAILROAD.
PIECE OF RAILROAD MASONRY IN THE UNITED STATES.

OLDEST

For many years a plain pine board was

considered a soft enough seat for rail-

road cars, and cushions were provided

reluctantly. A New England molder of

public opinion is on record as saying

:

"There were no soft, effeminate cush-

ions in those grand old days ; no cun-

ningly contrived easements to back, body

and legs were imposed upon the passenger

to rob him of his manliness and his en-

to George M. Pullman and others who
had never been satisfied with anything

short of perfection.

I have dwelt upon the luxurious side

of travel as a contrast to the conditions

of my first trip on the Erie. At that time

the use of sleeping cars had not come
to be regarded as a necessity to the ex-

tent it is now. The demand in that re-

spect much resembles what it is in Great

VIEW ALONG THE ERIE RAILROAD, NEAR PARKER'S GLEN, PA.

. and a narrow passage walled in

b\ iron rods, one reaching to the roof

from the back of every seat. On these

rods the upper berths were hitched till

nearly bed time. The lower berths were

ergy and his powers of resistance. Every-

thing was constructed upon heroic prin-

ciples ; everything was so ordered that

death, at any time likely, and at all times

probably, was robbed of half its terrors

Britain to-day. When I was making in-

quiries about a sleeping car from London

to Manchester in August last, a good-

natured recipient of one of my tips as-

sured me that no person used sleeping
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carriages except (looks, doods and Yan-

kecs.

An extract from my note-honk made
many years ago gives a very faithful de-

scription of the conditions of night travel

about the time I first made acquaintance

with American railway trains. The story

reads

:

"At Port Jervis a six-foot-and-a-half

lumberman enters a day car and prepares

to make himself comfortable. Takes off

his boots and rests his feel upon his bag

to keep them off the floor, After a brief

trial finds his knees in the way and slides

them up to the top of the seat in front

Body and legs now form an inverted N
and he falls asleep, when the conductor

rouses him half an hour later to ask for

his ticket, lie imagines that his neck is

broken, but it has only got the cramps

He decides to try another plan, so he

takes his bag to use as a pillow. As be

lays his check upon it In finds that the bag

has picked up from the floor an aban-

doned chew. He says two

or three times and then he takes out his

knife and scrapes off the tobacco and after

that he lies down and stretches his legs

over into the aisles. Comfort at last he

grunts, and has just fallen asleep wdien a

man comes along to take a drink and calls

upon him to take his legs out of the pas-

sage. He holds them in a perpendicular

position like the roller lift span of

the Alton bridge at Chicago, until

the man gets through going and re-

turning. Again he goes to sleep and has

less passenger as lumbermen bli , pn
pares to warm up with a drink, but finds

that his bottle has gol broken and he

remarks again and walks in

in 1 railroad bi n and the

made numi rous him

; but they

who I 11 original !

LONG EDDY, N. Y. ON THE DELAWARE RIVER. ERIE RAILROAD.

the aisle to renew his circulation. By the

time he reaches Jamestown he has made

up his mind to adopt in future the prac-

tice of patronizing sleepers or walking."

But we in the Vestibuled Limited are

HORSESHOE BEND IX THE DELAWARE RIVER, ERIE i.\D.

hardly begun to snore when another pas-

senger demands the right of way to the

water cooler. By the time that eleven

others have taken their turn and the train-

men have claimed the right of way seven-

teen times, he decides that it is better

to sit up. After a time he prevails upon

the hrakeman to turn the back of the seat

next to his which was empty. Taking

his bag for a pillow be curls himself into

an irregular U and occupies both seats.

He is now comfortable and dreams that

he is visiting Florida, but presently the

scene changes to the Arctic regions and

he imagines himself searching for the

North Pole and awakening with a start

he finds that the passenger who went out

at Corning had forgotten to close the

door and a zero wind is blowing in at

forty miles an hour. He blesses the care-

spinning through space under very differ

ent influences from those around the

overgrown lumberman. From the start

we .ne traversing scenery of a majestic

and striking character, with which few

countries out of Switzerland can make

even comparison. Forest, stream and

mountain make up combinations of scenic

beauty that delight the artist eye and

move the most prosaic imagination to

_ admiration.

The scenes that delight the eye

to appear as soon as the train passes out

of the station at Jersey City, and the at-

tractions are so numerous throughout the

whole journey that the observation car

is constantly crowded with people eager

to enjoy the scenes presented to their

eyes with ever-varying plentitude. The
engineers wdio surveyed and located the

in working the line through regions wdiere

there always was something worth seeing.

The banks of streams were favorite lo-

cations and the road is almost constantly

following some famous river or the head

waters of one known to the whole world.

When the Erie was first opened to Dun-
kirk in 1851 its future as a prosperous en-

terprise reposed more upon hope than upon

faith. It traversed a country rich in nat-

ural resources, a land that would flow

with milk and hone) .1- soon

ami the bees were in evidence, but they

had not come yet and there was little to

haul except some lumber and the enter-

prising settler going West. It was no

wonder that tile company supped Si

and other forms of hard fare for many
\ears. But the conditions that carr>

1 course of time. Farm
:rew into villages and towns

GATEWAY. TUXEDO PARK.

sprung up in numerous places where the

raw materials for manufacturers were

found in abundance or where Nature's

power invited the wheels of industry. To-
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day the Erie Railroad from New York to

Chicago presents throughout the long route

a string of golden beads in the form of

prosperous cities, towns and villages near!-,

every mile, showing some jewel, priceless

after its own kind. To repeat the words

of a speaker at the last Erie Club's ban-

quet: "The old Erie is getting there

and don't you forget it."

Smoke Preventing—Jim Skeevers and

the Fourth Vice Try Experiments.

By John A. Hill.

There is going to be a reform on Jim
Skeevers' road about smoke making, or

smoke preventing. We know there is

going to be a reform because the fourth

vice-president says there is, and he

knows.
The Fourth Vice has read three

scientific books on combustion, and all

by his lone self wrote out a bulletin

notice about preventing smoke, that

showed he was master of the subject.

When the boys consulted the bulletin

board one morning they read the fol-

lowing: Official Order, No. 39. (The
Fourth Vice was educated at West
Point and married the president's

daughter.)

OFFICIAL ORDER, NO. 39.

The careless habit of enginemen in

allowing black smoke to issue from

their engines must be discontinued from

this date. By firing in such a way as

to distribute the carbon evenly on the

grates and admitting about four-fifths

of the total volume of air to the ash-

pan and one-fifth above the fire, the

oxygen and hydrogen will mix and all

smoke will be consumed before reach-

ing the flues, thereby abating a nuisance

and showing a great economy in fuel.

Controllable air jets will be put on

all passenger engines at once; but men
on freight can prevent smoke by put-

ting their fire door on the first notch

of the latch for one and a half minutes

after each new supply of fuel, then clos-

ing it. When the engine is standing,

open fire door and put on the blower

slightly.

The penalty for a disregard of this

rule will be instant dismissal from the

service.

John Massey, Gen. M. M.

Approved, A Verry Newe,

Fourth Vice-President.

Of course, all the boys knew that the

Old Man, John Massey, was never

guilty of writing anything about oxygen
and hydrogen, and that he knew too

well how heavy the trains were and how
much coal they had to burn per hour;

then, years ago, the Old Man fired and
run, and he would just as soon expect

the men to obey an order to hold their

left hands on the seat of their pants

when passing all mile-posts as to half

close the fire door for one and a half

minutes after each fire.

Skeevers pulls the express freight.

It's heavy, the time is lively, and the

"93" never was known to go over the

road without burning coal; never was

known to burn much coal without some
smoke; never was known to steam any

too' well with the fire door shut, and

never was known to steam at all with it

half open.

Skeevers determined to work in an

object lesson on the man that wrote

that bulletin. (Skeevers' specialty is

object lessons.)

Skeevers went home and put on his

store clothes and presented himself at

the office of A. Verry Newe, fourth

vice-president.

He worked his way past the outside

guard, made the grand hailing sign of

distress before the altar of the "assist-

ant to" and was permitted to send in

his name and business on a little piece

of paper. He wrote:

"Skeevers, engineer '93'; come to get

help and advice about smoke-preven-

tion."

He was admitted to the holy of holies,

salaamed before the Fourth Vice, hung
his hat on his left thumb, and said:

"Mr. Newe, I am very much inter-

ested in smoke prevention. I think it

can be entirely stopped if the men are

instructed right. Now, what I called

for is this : I think if you can get one

engine to run without smoke you can

make the other crews do as her crew

does, and the job is complete; it would
take two years to instruct all the men
on the road. Now, I want the honor
of having the first smokeless engine.

You know that my train—the express

freight—is considered of the most im-

portance on the road. You sidetrack

passenger trains for it every day. Now,
I thought I could get you to put on
some old clothes and go out with us

this afternoon. You know more about

smoke-prevention than anyone else be-

cause you have made a study of it (the

Fourth Vice smiled here and stroked

his mustache approvingly). The signals

are so thick and the importance of time

so great that I cannot watch the fire-

man and give him the right instruction;

but if you would sit on his seat for half

a trip and tell him when to shut the

door and when to leave it on the latch

and prevent him from using too much
coal at a time, I think the '93' would
throw no smoke and be an example to

all the rest."

The Fourth Vice agreed to Skeevers'

plan, and Skeevers went home with a

pay-day smile on his phiz.

That afternoon as the "93" backed

down on to her train, A. Verry Newe,
fourth vice-president, stepped upon her

hurricane deck, and Skeevers introduced

him to the fireman, Pete Doyle.

"Mr. Newe; my fireman. Mr. Doyle.

l\ te, Mr. Newe is going over the road

with us to give us a few pointers on

smoke preventing. You fire just as he

tells you; I am anxious that the '93'

should be the first to run without

smoke."

Pete said "All right, sorr," but there

was a sneer under the coal dust as he

glanced at the "dood collar" and effem-

inate face of the Fourth Vice.

The Fourth Vice got a clean piece of

waste to wipe his hands, and looked

around nervously. He had never been
on an engine before with any responsi-

bility at all.

Skeevers oiled around, and then shut

himself upon his side of the boiler

—

the "93" was a mogul—and said to Mr.

Newe:
"I shan't be able to notice you much,

as it keeps me pretty busy with the

signals and all; but Pete will do just

what you tell him, and I am sure we
shall learn something before we get

over the road. But here's the orders.

Are you all right, Pete? Well, we're

off."

The "93" picked up her twenty-four

loads and started out of the yard.

"Phwat about the firin', sorr?" asked

Pete of the Fourth Vice.

"Well, fire lightly, and don't close the

door at first."

"Shall Oi putt in a foire now?"
"Well, yes, I suppose so; fire about

as often as you do regularly."

Pete jumped for the shovel and fired

in three or four scoops of fine coal; the

black smoke rolled the second the door

closed; the Fourth Vice glanced at the

stack and spoke sharply to Pete:

"Open that door on the latch, sir;

don't you see how the smoke is coming
out?"

Pete opened it, waited a couple of

minutes, then the Fourth Vice motioned
with his hand to have it shut.

"That's the way to do it, my man; do

you see there was no smoke at all?"

"Oi do, sorr, but she dropped foive

pounds of stheam, do ye moind, and
it's harder to git than to lose."

There was just the trace of a wrinkle

on the brow of the Fourth Vice, as he

glanced at the gauge.

"Shall Oi putt in another foire, sorr?"

"Yes, if it's time."

Pete chucked in three shovelfuls, well

distributed, and the Fourth Vice

watched the stack with joy—there was
no smoke. Pete turned his shovel over

and held it in the door for a second,

looked up at the stack, and jumped for

the tank, commencing to fire coal into

the furnace like mad.
Skeevers was wrestling with the sand-

lever, for the "93" was slipping.

"Stop!" shouted the Fourth Vice,

"are you crazy? you put in ten shovels

of coal there at once; leave that door

on the latch."

"But she jerked a hole in her foire,

sorr."

"How's that—a hole in her fire?"
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"In course, phwen he slipped her she

histed the coal off the front av her

grate, the foire wor too thin."

"She didn't throw smoke until you

put in the fourth or fifth shovelful."

"Oi'm onto that, sorr; phwen there

wor no smoke I knowed- there wor a

hole, an' all the draft wor goin' in

there."

Skeevers kept himself busy and ap-

parently paid no attention to the play

en the deck.

The "93" lost another 5 pounds of

fog.

The Fourth Vice, Pete and Skeevers

each had a wrinkle on his brow now,

and Skeevers looked at his watch, then

at the steam gauge anxiously, when-

ever the Fourth Vice looked his way.

This kind of anxiety is catching.

Pete left the door on the latch one-

and-a-half minutes by the watch after

every fire; fired as he was told, worried

to see the steam go down, sweat like a

butcher and wished the Fourth Vice

was in Halifax.

Skeevers kept his eagle eye on the

rail and looked anxiously at his watch.

Steam was down to 105 pounds, ten

miles out, and at Peeksboro he was four

minutes late and there was a red flag

out.

"Please put Pete on to the way to use

that blower and door to prevent smoke;

there's an ordinance against it in this

town," said Skeevers.

Skeevers went to the telegraph office

for orders, and returned with this mes-

sage:

"Report cause of delay to your train

at once. J. E. B."

This he handed to the Fourth Vice.

"What's this for?"

"Bluff wants to know what has de-

layed us. We were four minutes late

and he has held us six more to ask us a

useless question; does it every day we
get three minutes late."

"Don't pay any attention to him."

Skeevers jumped onto the engine,

glanced at the gauge and said:

"Pete, why in the devil didn't you
blow her up and get her hot? She ain't

gained a pound."

"The gintlemon said, kape the doure

open and the wind-jamber on aisy

loike."

It was hard starting with 105 pounds

of steam, and when they got back to

speed they were fifteen minutes behind

time, and had to lay back one station

for the Flyer. Skeevers pretended to

be mad at Pete and raved about being

disgraced; never was so late before.

Why in the—couldn't he keep wind on

the engine?

"Is it fog yer wantin', Misthur Skeev-

ers?"

"Yes; here's a sixteen mile hill ahead

of us. thirty minutes late, and no

steam."

"Well, sor, Oi can fix ye out if ye will

let mi' foire this kittle for stheam; but

Oi am foirin' l « undei instruc-

tions fur smoke, and ycz can have yer

chice."

"Will, get her hut anyway, no

Pete shut the door, opened the

blower wide and then fired in a half-

dozen shovels of coal. She smoked, but

the finger on the gauge comment 1
'I to

crawd up toward a hundred and enough.

"Mr. Newe, don't you think that if

we could get more oxygen to combine

with the hydrogen over the fire that we
could complete combustion better?"

asked Skeevers.

"Well, I don't know but we could;

but what we need is in"

The Flyer went by here, and the

Fourth Vice didn't finish, for the "93"

was tugging at her train when the last

sleeper passed. Pete and the Fourth

Vice "fired her for smoke," and the "93"

laid down half way up sixteen mile hill

and had to be "blowed up."

At Hilltop they got another sassy

message about delay of train, and at

Sumerton they were an hour and five

minutes behind the schedule and had

delayed most of the other trains on the

road—the "93" hadn't done such a thing

in years.

The coal dust and sweat mixed with

the wrinkles on the brow of the Fourth

Vice. As they were taking water at

Springvale he asked Skeevers how
much steam he needed to keep the train

on time.

"One hundred and sixty."

"Do you generally have it?"

"Always."

"Why don't she keep it up now?"
"Oi can give yes a straight tip on

thot," said Pete, sliding into the pit.

"Well?"

"Foire her for stheam."

"Well, fire her for steam, then; we've

got to get this train over the road some
time," said the disgusted official.

"But she'll schmoke a little, sorr."

"Damn the smoke."

"That's what Oi say all along, sorr."

The Fourth Vice slid off and took

No. 4 back to town.

Pete, the "93" and Skeevers finished

the trip with 160, and, well, she did

throw some smoke.

When they got home the next day

there was a note for Skeevers to report

to the general superintendent at once.

He reported.

"Old Calamity." as the boys called

the general superintendent, was in a

swearing rage.

"What's the matter with your en-

gine, Skeevers?"

"Nothing at all, sir."

"How came it, then, you lost an hour

and forty minutes yesterday, missed

your connection, delayed half the trains

on the road and raised hell in general?"

"Experimenting to save smoke."

"What right have you got to experi-

m< mi all the trains on the road late, tell

me that?"

"I wasn't doing the experimenting."

"Well, who was?"

"I he fourth vice-president, sir."

"What in the name of the bald-

headed Abraham docs he know about

smoke?"
"You saw the new bulletin about it,

didn't you?"

"No."

"Well, any engineer who can't burn

soft coal with a forced draft at thi

of a hundred or two pounds per square

foot of grate per hour without smoke
is to be discharged."

"Who says so?"

"The fourth vi"

"The fourth jackass."

"I asked him to show my fireman

how to combine the hydrogen and oxide

and the choloric and the carbolic and

the debolic, so as to do away with

smoke—and that -was what was the

matter with the '93' yesterday."

"She didn't steam?"

"Pete says she was fired for

'schmoke.'

"

"Well, you make time, smoke or no

smoke; I know you fellows make too

much smoke around stations and can

prevent it some; but you can't burn

coal without some smoke any more
than you can boil water without making
steam."

"Well, what about the bulletin? There

are already a lot of rules and orders in

force that if obeyed would stop every

train on the road. You officers know
we have to disobey them to do our

work, but if anything happens we were

disobeying orders. Mr. Newe might

just as well have ordered us to have

burned no coal at all—it's one or the

other, which shall it be; smoke, steam

and time, or no smoke, no steam and no

time?"

"That bulletin will come down and

the man that put it up will take it down.

I'm getting tired of this kindergarten

railroading."

"What about stopping a train that is

three minutes late to ask what delayed

it, and give it five minutes more in the

neck?"

"It's bad business; they do that on

the G., M. & T."

"They do it right here."

"Who the h
"

"Read that: ask Mr. Newe, he was
with us." handing him the message re-

ceived about delay.

"Look here, Skeevers: you knew how
this smoke business would come out,

didn't you?"
"I could guess fairly well."

"What did you let this Newe go out

to bother you for?"

"To teach him an object lesson."

"Well, what do you suppose he

learned?"

"That you can figure out more about
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smoke preventing on a mahogany desk

ili. in you can show in practice and do

the work at the same time. That it

would be easy enough if all yon had to

do was in prevent the smoke, and that

was more cry than wool in this

smoke nuisance howl, anyway. That

what can be done with a big stationary

with natural draft, burning

twenty pounds of coal per square foot

of grate per hour, cannot be done on a

locomotive burning more than a hun-

dred, any more than a Corliss valve-

gear will do on an express engine."

"Well?"

"Vmi put up a request something like

this and you will have lit lie cause I'm'

complaint, and take down the old one."

Then Skeevers sat down and wrote

out a bulletin:

"Considerable complaint conies from

\ ,1 1 1 in - towns about the throwing of

heavy cloud- of black smoke. ["he

management of the road recognize the

fact that the enginemen cannot burn

"Old Calamity" put on his specs, read

the order over twice and then said:

"That's worth trying, young man;
it's worth trying, and damme if I don't

think you'd make a pretty good railroad.

official yourself
"

"[ think so, myself," said Skeevers,

"but the president has no other daugh-

ters, and I'm married, anyway."

Mogul for the Iowa Central.

The Baldwin Locomtive Works have

recently built six 2-6-0 type of loco-

motives for the Iowa Central Rail-

way Company. These engines are de-

signed for freight service, and can ex-

ert a tractive force of 33,400 lbs. The
general plans were prepared in accord-

ance with drawings and specifications

furnished by the railway, although many
of the details were designed by the

builders. During recent years the Mogul

type has been largely superseded by lo-

comotives having more elaborate wheel

simple arrangement of valve motion

with all moving parts practically in one

plane. The link bearings are bolted to

the guide yoke, which also supports the

reverse shaft bearings. The valve rods

are coupled directly to the combining

levers, and are supported by suitable

bearings which are bolted to the top

guide bars. Cast steel links and return

cranks are used. The valves are set

with a maximum travel of 5% ins. and a

constant lead of 3/16 ins.

The driving wheels are 57 ins. in di-

ameter, and all wheels are flanged. The
driving-wheel base is 14 ft. 6 ins., and

the engine base is 23 ft. The weight

distribution is 128,000 lbs. on the driv-

ing wheels, 26,300 lbs. on the engine

truck, which gives a total of 155,200 lbs.

for the whole engine. The weight of

the tender when added to that of the

engine gives a grand total of 265,000

lbs. The. guides are of hammered iron,

case-hardened, and the guide yoke is

also of hammered iron. It is made in
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line engraving, the tubes are arranged

in approximately vertical rows, and the

horizontal spacing is uniformly in-

creased Erom (lie top to the bottom.

'The same spacing is used in both the

front and back tube sheets. The boiler

barrel measures 64 ins. at the front end.

The firebox is radially stayed, with two

X-rons supporting the front end of the

crown. The side water legs slope outward

slightly as they rise. The mud ring is

a steel casting, double riveted to the

firebox shell, and supported on sliding

shoes in front and a buckle plate at

the rear. The shoes bear on a steel

cross-tie which forms a substantial

frame brace under the front end of the

firebox. The heating surface is pro-

portioned to the size of the boiler, and

consists of 153 sq. ft. in the firebox, and

2,OJ(> sq. ft. in the tubes. This makes

a total of 2,179 sq. ft. The grate area

is 40 sq. ft. and with reference to the

heating surface is in the proportion of

1 to 54.

The construction of the tender calls

for no special comment. The frame is

built of 13-in. steel channels, and the

trucks are of the arch-bar type witli

cast-steel bolsters and double elliptic

springs. The tank is U-shaped, witli a

sloping floor in the fuel space. The
tank has a capacity of 5,500 gallons and

the fuel space holds 9 tons of bitumi-

nous coal.

The principal dimensions of these

locomotives are given in the table and

our half-tone illustration shows the gen-

eral features of the design.

Boiler.—Material, steel; thickness of sheets, %
ins., 11/16 ins., }i ins.; working pressure,
200 lbs.

Firebox.—Material, steel; length, 96 ins.; width,
60 ins.; depth, front, 71 ins.; depth, back,
61^ ins.; thickness of sheets, sides, 3$ ins.;

ttiickness of sheets, back, H ins.; thickness
of sheets, crown, }& ins; thickness of sheets,

tube, V2 in.

Water Space.—Front. 4 ins.; sides, 3J4 ins.;

back, iVi 111s.

Tubes.— Material, steel: wire gauge. No. 11;
number, 318; diameter, 2 ins.; length, 12 ft.

3 ins.

Driving.—Journals, 9x12 ins

Engine Truck Wheels.—Front diameter, 30 ins.;

journals, 6x10 ins..

Wheel Base.—Driving, 14 ft. 6 ins.; total engine
and tender, 50 ft.

Tender.—Wheels, diameter, $i ins.; journals,

5x9 hi-.

Service.—Freight.

Wood Preservation.

The action by the board of directors

of the American Railway Engineering

and Maintenance of Way Association

iii appointing a committee of seven-

teen to investigate and report upon the

subject of wood preservation has shown
that the practical railroad men of the

country recognize the importance of

taking steps to conserve the rapidly di-

minishing timber supply of the United

States.

Timber is one of the principal ma-
terials purchased by the railroads and

its economical use is a subject of far-

reaching importance. More than 100,-

000,000 crossties are used annually by

the different railroad companies, and

their average life in this country i not

more than six or seven years. From
a study of European methods, and the

Knowledge of wood preservation un-

der conditions in this country, timbi 1

listing engineers say it is reasonably

certain that an average life of from 15

tc 20 years may be secured by treat-

ing the tir »ith a good preservative

and the use of improved devices for the

prevention of mechanical abrasion, thus

to a large degree diminishing the drain

upon the timber supply.

While the quantity of timber used for

ties is very great and the problem of
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a future supply is a serious one. yet this

class of timber is not the only one

which should receive consideration. A
greater length of service from timber

now used by railroads for bridges, tres-

tles, piles, fences and transmission

poles is greatly to be desired.

Prizes for Good Track.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has dis-

tributed a -inn of money, amounting to

$5,400, in the form of prizes to super-

visors and assistant supervisors of track

for maintaining sections of track in the

best condition during the past year. Mr.

\Y. W. Attebury, general manager, with

a large party of operating officers, recently

went over the road on the annual inspec-

tion, and the prizes were awarded upon

the arrival of the inspection party at the

end of the trip.

I hi 11 •' iVard" W6te mad' upon the ba-

1 frequent inspections during tie

lecial < ommittee cotnpi

of Mi ,-i .. J I R ii hards, chief eng

oi maintenanci of way; L. K. Zollinger,

engineer of maintenance of way; W. G.

Coughlin, superintendent of the western

1

; W. L. Co 1 intendent

of the Bedford divi ion, and C. I

1 uperintendenl of the central division.

One of the methods used to learn the

comparative excellence of the alignment

and surface of the main lines was to

plai e gli r on the window sills

on each sidi ol the inspection car. I

"spill" of water occurring on each super-

visor's section was carefully recorded.

I In n .1 also a machine on the

of the car which recorded the jolts of tie-

train from side to side and up and down.

rhese record ed the basis on which

the committee decided the prize awards.

To Students of Drawing.

One of the most accomplished drafts-

men who ever made artistic delinea-

tions of locomotives was J. G A.

Meyer, who was for years chief drafts-

man of the Grant Locomotive Works.

Mr. Meyer was author of several books,

among them. "Easy Lessons in Mechan-

ical Drawing and Machine Designs." a

most comprehensive work that every,

aspirant at being a mechanical engini 1 r

ought to study with zeal and indusrtj

The hook is ill two volumes, hand-

bound, and costs ten dollar-, but is cheap

at the nn 'iii-i

Some of the Xew England philan-

thropists who devoe themselves to

promoting human comfort have com-

menced an active agitation against un-

necessary noises. The particular noise

they wish to suppress at present is the

sound of steam exhausts that locomo-

tives produce when starting from sta-

tions. A remedy for this would be the

general use of expanding nozzles, but

should railroad companies go to the ex-

pense of equipping their locomotives

with this cure for noise, the use of the

device would be neglected. It is a case

of one person leading a horse to the

watering trough and an army being

unable to make him drink.

Standard Time.

Would-be Passenger lout of breath

from running') : "When does the half-past

five train leave ?"

Porter: "Five-thirty."

Passenger: "Well, the town clock is 27

minutes past, the Post Office clock is 25

minutes past, and your clock is 32 min-

utes past. Now, which clock am I to

go by'"

Porter : "Ye can go by any clock ye

like, but ye can't go by the train, for it's

gone."

—

Birmingham Weekly Post.
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General Correspondence

Some C. & N.-W. Engines.

Editor:

I am sending you four photographs

which would, no doubt, be of interest

to your readers. I have numbered each

one and will give you some information

regarding them. No. 1 is a picture

taken at the Narrows, Ableman's, Wis.

from the cab window of C. & N.-W.

Engine 217 going 55 miles an hour.

Picture No. 2 shows the new style of

C. & N.-W. smoke stack as applied to

an atlantic type engine. No. 3 is a view

of a 4-4-2 type locomotive No. 1080 as

is also No. 4.

The views are striking and as rail-

road photographs may be of interest.

Walter H. Bentley.

Oak Park, III.

Roundhouse Foremen Attention.

Editor:

In connection with roundhouse
foremen, and Mr. A. H. Riddle's let-

ter about an association of round-

house foremen, let me say, I believe

the formation of such an association to

be a step in the right direction and
should receive the support of every

roundhouse foreman who is ambitious

to become a more useful man. We
can of course gain lots of information

from printed articles handed out by the

other associations, but our line of work,

in a great many cases, is vastly dif-

ferent from theirs, we being "cobblers."

The successful roundhouse foreman,

at an outlying point, is the man who
can quickly and safely cobble up a job

to get the engine, with her tonnage, to

the main shops for permanent repairs.

There is no limit to the amount of

help we can be to each other with a

journal of our own, as a medium
through which we can explain our lit-

tle devices for the quick despatching

of power. I hope this is not the last

of this talk, but would like to see it

carried out.

It has been demonstrated that the

other associations have been the means
of saving dollars for the railroad com-
panies and why would not ours?

A. B. Glover,

Roundhouse Foreman.

.„ , , „ Pere Marquette R. R.
lolcdo. O.

train up this hill in the time allowed,

locomotive boiler will leave station

with what water the boiler will con-

veniently carry, and a good fire in the

firebox.

The engineer in order to save coal

runs as far as possible on the boiler

Now let us take the same hill, with

the same train, late, and engine is

worked very hard and fast, and if the

engine steams hard, due to poor coal,

which may be dusty or fine, or green,

the engineer has most likely to hold

Up steam to make his time, work his

CLOSE TO THE BIG ATLANTIC, C. & N. \V.

A Trip Over the Road.

Editor:

To begin with, a full train up a long

hill with many curves. To get this

of water, and if the hill is not too long,

may go to the top, and if down the

opposite of this hill the train will run.

the engine is shut off, the draught is

gone, except very little natural. If the

time will permit, and the hill enough,

the injector will have the boiler full

again.

injector to lose water, and try to make
up the lost time and get the water back

again. Going down, the injector will

be on full head most likely.

The draught, by use of the steam

exhaust, in the stack, was made to do

the work of a natural draught. Equal

to a stack probably five hundred feet
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high, say five to eight hundred or

more. We had to have this strong

draught, in order to burn the coal

fast enough, to get heat to boil the

water from low temperature. The water

receiving no heat except what was

put intu it as it went to the boiler.

This putting the water in the boiler

at the low temperature, and so fast,

caused the engine to burn so much
coal and get the very low percentage

of the heat.

Down this first hill you will strike a

level track. The work then will be

more steady. Yet the time is hard to

make with several stops in say thirty

miles. In approaching each station,

the engine is shut off, injector on full

head, fire door open until the fireman

has put in a fresh charge of coal, frosty

water going to the injector and frosty

coal into the firebox.

The conductor is through at the sta-

tion, a signal is given to leave, off

goes the injector. It has filled or put

all the water in the boiler in the time

allowed. The water being cold, heat

units were gobbled up faster than the

steam gauge indicated. Finally after

leaving the station, no water going to

boiler, the fire begins to put heat units

back again. Yet all this time the cut-

off is long, and the steam cylinders are

after your surplus water. Water or

fuel should not be used unless ready

to boil and burn at once. The water

should not go to boiler only as it is

used, and no faster.

Now let us take the same trip with

the power pump driven by the motion

of the engine.

On leaving the station, the speed of

the engine necessarily will be slow, also

the flow of water. As the speed of the

engine increases, so does the draught.

Speed, water and draught working in

unison. The power pump will enable

the engineer to heat the water before

going to the boiler. This can be done

with what is not thrown away. The
water being heated more or less,

flashes into steam sooner. The wealth

of the water and coal is the heat in

them. Time is what the coal needs

more than anything else in delivering

up its heat. All manner of heating

surface will not save coal if the heat

is hurried through the flues. Theo-

retically so many cubic feet of air is

necessary to burn a pound of coal. But

to burn the coal faster, almost twice

as much air is used, and in doing this,

holes are made in the fire-bed and much
of the coal, gas and sparks are lost.

But what is the engineer to do? Time
is calling on the engine for more power,

the cut-off is increased, the exhaust in-

creased, and the fireman doing every-

thing to keep coal on the grates.

Talk about expense. Is it any won-

der? Trying to raise water say from

50 degrees to 387, the temperature at

200 lbs. pressure, ami at the rate of a

gallon a second. No wondei mud-

ring staybolts Hues and leaks. Xo
wonder tin- side sheets crack,

and low tempi 1 atui e 1 ontinui m -ly. If

50 lbs. of coal can In- burned an hour

with 6/10 inches draught per square

foot of grate surface, whal an you go-

ing to do with live to ten inches of

draught?

To-day we are where our fore-

fathers first begun, as far as handling

water in the locomotive boiler is con-

cerned, except purifying the water. Bui

it is plain to us all that heat is necessary

to dissolve the encrusting matter from

the water. No wonder the railway

president is up against it on the fui 1

question. Ten million dollars ($

neer of three or

four 'i' - -I had many an interest-

' vith which rc-

1 ent by "rough and
1 method- witl engaging

ttention of the master mechanic or

the superintendent of motive power. The

al tact ai es of many of

11 who were identified with early-

railroading was such mnand
1

pn 1 an. I who

tood ! abovi the plane of manual

In the old by-gone days, the "link and

pin" and the "non-air" era, 11 was indeed

interesting to note the rough and ready

1 hand for any

"freak occurrence" that might develop.

The writer has often seen trainmen

making a coupling when the two drawbars

would n t come anyv meeting in

VIEW TAKEN FROM THE CAB WINDOW OF A MOVING ENGINE. THE
NARROWS, ABLEMAN'S, WIS.

000.) for coal, and by far the most of

it wasted, for it goes out of the stack,

:md more yet will be, if engine is run

a large number- of miles each month.

No time to clean firebox and bore out

flues. Too hot. Men won't do good

wo;k in such places. Too much coal

lost in transit. Out of the car doors,

tops of tender and the gangway, and

also shaken off by running fast over

rough roads, which is another loss.

Wm. Wiley,

Sioux City. Ta. Loco. Engineer.

Locomotive Repairs in Early Days.

Editor

:

In the days long past on many railroads,

in fact on all of them, prevailing customs

left much to the individual immediately

in charge for his attention and repairs

that is at present handled in a more sys-

tematic, if not to say in a better, way.

With lighter locomotives and poorer

either the horizontal or the vertical

planes. For vertical adjustment of such

a difficulty, it was usually only necessary

to use some blocking making a sort of in-

clined plane which would cause the ap-

proaching car to rise sufficiently so

that it would be on approximate-

ly the same level with the other car

to which it was desired to couple, when a

forced coupling would be brought about.

If the difference in height was too great

to be treated in this manner, one link

would be thrust through another link, a

pin stuck through for a toggle, and a short

length of pin and link chain would be

made in less time than it takes to tell

it. the length of chain so constructed al-

ways being short enough so when the

coupling was made there would be enough

tension on it so that no slipping or sliding

of any of its parts would ever result and

thus allow the integrity of the improvised

chain to be impaired. For crowding a

car sideways to force a coupling the proc-
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ess was slightly modified; a couple of

pieces of short, stout plank, or an old tie

perhaps, would be put in place so that on
the high side it would rest on the rail,

forming a descending slope toward the

side to which the car was to ]>, coaxed;

this would generally suffice, but if the car

was at all obstinate in complying with

the d( ire oi the self-made mechanic, a

couple of links, well oiled, would be placed

in position on the high side so that when
the wheels climbed them there would be

a verj strong sliding tendency toward the

low side, when the hitch would be made
as in the first case.

The description of couplings so far in

this article may appear as a digression

from the subject indicated by the heading,

but as it is merely an introduction to the

narration of an interesting reminiscence

from real life, and further, as in the days

of short trains, the engineer was never

very far from the rear end, except when
the train parted, the engineer was usually

the master of ceremonies on such occa-

sions, so if the matter be regarded in this

way. the digression may be pardoned.

'I he Troy & Boston, of which it has been
said never had any track at all, but only

"two streaks of rust and a right of

way," could probably furnish as many in-

teresting reminiscences in regard to phen-

omenal -peed, hairbreadth escapes and
getting something out of nothing as any
railroad in the country. Our narrative

dates back to '72, at a time when railroad-

ing, if not in its infancy, certainh, was
not out of its teens, not, at hast, if il is

measured by development rather than by

The engine that could handle twelve was nothing uncommon when a runner

cars in good shape was the exception and that knew his business put a "bum" engine

not the rule and the runner that had pos- in such good shape that some other fellow

session of her was as satisfied with his was very anxious to get hold of her for

good fortune as he was jealous of the his own use.

C. & N.-W. TYPE ENGINE.

engineer that was "pulling wires" to gel

her away with him. Our narrative at

this point leads to the mention of a partic-

ular engine, a soft coal burner, inside con-

nected, called the "John Paine," Xo. 1.

Out of deference for the engineer, to

whom this "good-in-its-day" locomotive

passed, we will witllhi Id his name, hut as

it will be necessan to refer to him fre-

!"' ntly in what follows, lie will he identi-

NEW STYL1 OF i X N.-W. SMOKESTACK.

the span of years. Twelve cars of freight

of the kind of cars in vogue at that time

T. & B. big freight, and the addi-

tion of one more car meant a stall on
rade even more certainly than it

1 with forty cars anchored to a mod-
ern "battleship."

ned by the letters F. L. Q., and he was
a born mechanic, and he had strategy in

even a greater degree. Xow, it happened

there was quite a lot of "wire pulling"

between the boys for the best engines,

some of them having more "drag" with

the master mechanic than others, and it

Anyway, this engine, the "John Paine,"

which none of the boys had much use for,

was shifted around until it landed with

F. L. Q. ; he was willing to work and the

rest of them were willing he should work.

Somebody has remarked that the chef wdio

can prepare an elaborate spread with no

resources in the larder from wdiich to draw

is the fellow that has his job down pat.

This axiom seems to be particularly

true as far as the improvement of the

"John Paine" was concerned. The en-

gine would not steam and could not be

made to burn her coal, notwithstanding

that the case had been carefully diagnosed

and all kinds of treatment prescribed and

administered. F. L. Q. seems to have

formed the opinion that it was a throat

and lung difficulty, for he devoted all his

skill and knowledge to the proper adjust-

ment of that mechanical paraphernalia

known as the petticoat pipe, which acts

as a policeman for sparks and cinders

and which furthermore is not by any

means neutral as far as its action is con-

cerned in connection with the draft of the

locomotive. The petticoats were tried

first in one position and then in another,

the results being watched with eager con-

templation that wdien the proper adjust-

ment was secured there would be very de-

cided improvement in draft.

After tedious experimenting the keynote

was finally struck, the draft was better

than it had ever been before and the

"John Paine" became really a model

steamer. Honest toil always has its re-

ward, so the poet says, and F. L. Q.

scarcely had this engine up wdiere she

belonged before he had good reason to

surmise that some other runner ere long

would enjoy the fruits of his toil. Not
being given to napping on his job, he had
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taken the pains to make a memorandum
of the results of the different experiments

made in the front end of the "John I'auie"

ami, further, he was in a position to put

her back on original lines it" it should ever

serve any important purpose to do so.

Our master mechanic had a little daugh-

ter, some ten years of age, who was a

great favorite with the trainmen at the

terminal. She had formed a particular

attachment for F. L. Q., often staying

around watching him working mi his en-

gine, for he really was in a class by him

self, and in such work he nearly always

stayed until the others had gone. One
particular evening as the train drawn by

the "John Paine" pulled into the terminal

the engineer received a merry greeting in

a childish voice: "Ma, Mr. Q., you don't

know what my 1'a U going to do to you

to-morrow; George is going to have your

engine; he is going to run that Vermont

excursion. Don't saj I told you!" she

Bridgton & Saco River Railroad.

I ditor;

There probably are not many readers

of Railway and Locomotive Engi-

neering who havi evei been in Bridg-

ton, Mam.', though some oi out I"
I

known railroad men are gradual'

II
1 famous academy, w In. h has jusl

celebrated its hundreth anniversary. It

1- also the hi adquai tei s 1 .1 on. .,1 thi

most interesting railways in the world

The Hi 1. lei. hi and S.i. o River Railroad

runs from Bridgton Juncton to I In

rison, a distance ..1 1 \\ enl y 1 me miles,

and is one of the few two-foot gang
roads in existence Bridgton Junction

is a point on the White Mountain Divi-

S011 of the Maine Central, and the I'. &
S. K is the only means of cominiini

cation between Bridgton, Harrison and

the outride w orld.

The railroad was built to Bridgton in

[882 and extended to Harrison in [898

puffs and 1- -0011 under way. You are go

near tl und when in the car that the

effect i- bk. riding on a hat

11.
. dh

NO. 6 TWO-FOOT GAUGE BALDWIN ENGINE ON Till. B. & S. R.

added, and then she disappeared, laughing

merrily, as she ran toward home. F. L. Q.

stayed after school that evening; he had

some work of minor importance on his

eng ne until after the rest left, then the

front end was opened up; there was a

change in "petticoats" and the "Paine"

was herself again !

The Vermont excursion left the T. & B.

terminal next morning as per programme,

drawn by the engine "John Paine

Xo, 1," No particular trouble was en-

cour.tered until tnd curves near

the 1 iininii' of the run weie encountered,

when the "John Paine" had a balky spell

that would discount a dozen bucking auto-

111. b les, and although she did get hack to

I 1 j with the train and under her own
steam, there really was a "pusher" in the

shape of the force of gravity, it being

nearly all down grade, which probably

was the only thing that saved the engine

"Paine" from final relegation to the

scrap heap. Mr. F. L. Q. kept his smoke-

box notes to himself and let others do all

the guessing they wanted to.

North Adams, Mass. T. H. Reardon.

It does 1 freight and passenger busi-

ness and operates all the year round

the same as any road. It is controlled

largely by local interests and Mr. J. A.

Bennett of Bridgton is president and
general manager.

I left Portland one morning, and after

a pleasant ride of about one hour the

train pulled into Bridgton Junction I

had never seen a 2-ft. gauge road and

was naturally curious to see what one

looked like. As you first get sight of

the track it looks almost like a to\

it is so narrow. In a few moments a

whistle is heard and the train for B

ton pulls in. As we started in a few

moments I was obliged to wan !. se<

the locomotive till later, hut I looked

over the car carefully. Th.

cars are regular little day coaches built

like large ones, but narrow and high,

looking a little top heavy. They are

set on four-wheel trucks and have

seats for one passenger on each side.

The lighting is by oil lamps and the

cars are heated by stoves.

The signal is given, the little engine

Kin .11. -
; \ 1 BRIDG 1 1

track 1 perfect, and thi looks

I oad was originally laid

n ith 30 II. rails, hut these are bein

I

laci d with 50 lb . .in-. The gi

part of thi ji lU 11
J

is through ;-

and the scenery is beautiful. The foli-

age is just beginning to turn and the

red leaves among the green look like

little dang.

The re an along the

way, mostly at saw mills, and the road

carries a great deal of lumber. In 55

minutes the train pulled int.. B

when I off. I always make
for the round-house or shops, and that

is what I did this time. I soon made
ih. acquaintance of Mr. M. M. Caswell,

Superintendent of Motive Power and

Purchasing \gent of the road. A more
obliging or a plcasantcr gentleman I

never met. and he knows his road like

a book and every thing he manaj
well done.

The motive power consists of five

locomotives, three of the Forney type

and two of them are 2-4-4's. Xo. I

was built by the Ilinklev Locomotive

Works, of Boston, and is the smallest

locomotive I have ever seen in regular

service. She has the bell on the sand-

box and the cab looks out of proportion

in relation to the re-t of the engine.

She weighs sixteen tons in working

I'. n< I 1 K "Fl IRNE^ " EN< [NE I X THE
B. .v S. R.

order. Xo. 3 was built by the old Port-

land Co. in 1892 and is also a Forney,

but three tons heavier than Xo. 1. The
next engine No. 4. is a Porter-Forney,

built in 1902, with the dome inside the

cab. Xos. 5 and 6 are beauties, buil*
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by the lialdwin Locomotive Works, and

weigh about twenty-eight tons, a big

increase since No. I, and also quite an

engine tor a two-foot gauge. They
were designed by Mr. Wilfred Caswell,

son of the superintendent, who is a con-
sulting engineer with the Baldwin
Works. The leading truck has out-

side bearings and makes a very steady
running engine. The cabs, though small,

are very comfortable, and have all the

I fittings. In a word, the machines
show careful designing everywhere. I

am sending you a good picture of No.

6, cylinders nj^ x 14 ins., 35-ins. drivers,

41-ins. boiler. Weight in working order

55,650 lbs.

There is on this road a real little

round-house and turn-table and some
very complete shops. The tools are

driven by belting from an alternating

current electric motor. Mr Caswell
keeps all the motive power himself, and
has made several improvements for his

machines. All the equipment, engines,

passenger and freight cars are provided
with the Eames vacuum brake, but in-

stead of using a rubber diaphragm, a

regular brake cylinder is employed. A
spring outside the cylinder normally
keeps the brakes off, and the atmos-
pheric pressure compress this spring
when the brakes are set. These cylin-

ders are a great improvement over the

old-fashioned diaphragm and save lots

of worry.

Another fact worth mentioning is

that the road is equipped with Climax

Y\ standard couplers.

As before mentioned, there is a full

assortment of rolling stock, including
three sizes of box cars, 26, 28 and 30
ft. long by 63/4 ft. wide. There is even
a red tank car; so the Standard Oil
Company has reached out to Bridgton.
In -winter the line is kept clear with a

wedge snow plow. This is a fine piece

I hoped to also enjoy the sail down his own resources. He is interested in

Lake Subago and through the Songo his work as a rule, but he is too apt to

River, which completed my interesting simply learn how to do the work with-
day's trip from Portland. out considering the why and wherefore.

Hugh G. Boutell. The first time conditions are changed
- rbana, III. from what he knew them in learning to

FORNEY TYPE ENGINE BUILT BY THE
HINCKLEY LOCOMOTIVE WORKS.

of work, built of dove-tailed wood and
loaded down with pig-iron.

Though the road has been operated
for twenty-six years not one passenger
has ever been killed. I was really

sorry when I was obliged to say good-
by to Mr. Caswell and his interesting

system, but the boat was waiting and

Railroad Apprentices.

Editor:

In these days of intellectual progress,

when everyone has an opportunity to

study the details of any branch of me-
chanics, when text books and maga-
zines are to be had at nominal cost,

there seems to be little or no excuse
for young men to grow up to-day with-

out being thoroughly posted. Many
men consider practical experience the

only reliable teacher. The ignoring of

text books and magazines intended to

educate us is merely the putting aside

of the experience of those men who
have brought mechanical thought to its

present high standard; it is the same as

saying "We do not care how much any-

MAINE CENTRAL EXPRESS AT BRIDG-
TON JUNCTION.

one knows ; we are going to find it all

out by ourselves."

There are many machinists to-day

who are excellent workmen, who have
acquired all their knowledge by hard
knocks, by long association with their

particular line of work. In the major-
ity of cases, these men, while being able

to do the work themselves, are unable

to tell anyone else how to do it, or to

explain the necessity for the various

operations. They can do the work only

one way, because it is the only way
they learned. These men are valuable

in their place, but when we consider

their ability, we must regret their lack

of education.

Many of our machinist apprentices

to-day are growing up in much the same
way. The tendency all over the coun-
try nowadays is to have schools for

apprentices, where they are taught to

read drawings and make drawings
themselves; where they are given ex-

amples to solve which affect their

chosen calling; where they are given the

most careful attention with a view to

aiding them to become intelligent work-
men. But in the smaller institutions,

where there are no apprentice schools,

the young man is left more to

BALDWIN 2-4-4 ON B. & S. R.

do the work he quickly discovers how
little he really knows about the matter.

In locomotive work most apprentices

become good machine men, but general-

ly do not become so efficient in floor

work. This is evidenced by the fact

that it is an easy matter to secure a ma-

chine hand, but good floor men are

scarce. There are not many branches

of floor work which must be mastered

by the apprentice in order to make him

a desirable machinist. First of all, he

should be thoroughly familiar with

shoes and wedges. This of course in-

cludes the boxes and the rods, which

can hardly be separated from the sub-

ject. The fitting of driving boxes, at

one time a job only second to the mys-

terious operation of setting the valves,

is to-day almost lost sight of. In some
locomotive shops they even bore the driv-

ing box brasses larger than the jour-

nal and the "fitting" of the box is done

simply by touching up the high spots with

a file, merely an extra precaution. We
used to hear the old-time engineers tell

about reducing their rod brasses. They
gave this work the most careful thought

and considerable time. To-day, this is

such a short and insignificant job we
put but small time on it and pay but a

small price.

The second important detail of floor

work are the guides and pistons. This

of course takes in general cylinder

work, crossheads, etc. The third detail

referred to is the valve motion, which
includes the laying out of main axles,

proper placing of eccentrics, work on

valve motion parts and the setting of

the valves. If a machinist is properly

equipped in these three details of floor

work, he will be able to overhaul an

engine truck, put up spring rigging,

brake rigging, take out or replace

frames, or any other work around the

locomotive.

Too many men will work on a piston

valve without considering whether it is

inside or outside admission: they will

work on the compounding features of an
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engine without taking interest enough

to learn its operation; and there have

even been cases when men who have

worked around locomotives for a con-

siderable length of time could not prop-

erly describe the passage of steam from

the boiler to the cylinders and out to

the atmosphere. The object the writer

has in view is simply to bring out the

idea that it is absolutely necessary for

young men learning to be machinists

to keep posted on what other people

are doing, to go into the subjects of

the business in more than a superficial

manner, so that they will not only know
"how," but "why" also. The first thing

necessary is proper interest and deter-

mination. One great help is to take a.

magazine which treats of locomotive

work, and, as time goes on, get prac-

tical books on the important features.

This article, while having reference to

machinist apprentices, is not out of

place for apprentices of other callings,

as the same principles are true in their

cases also. It is one of the greatest

privileges a young man has
—

"to learn."

Employer.

Jcrsev Shore.

Bank vs. Level Fireing.

Editor:

Having been a constant reader and
subscriber of your Journal since 1891,

and seeing no little comment on bank

vs. level fireing of bituminous coal in

locomotives, I beg leave for a small

space in your very valuable paper, to

give a little of my experience in the

above fireing methods.

First of all I am like Mr. Phelps in

his letter printed in your October is-

sue, headed, What We Know and Don't

Practice. Now, what we know and
practice is the greatest coal saving de-

vice and also the greatest smoke con-

sumer yet known to science. But what
we know and don't practice is vice

versa.

I have also been of the same opinion

as Mr. Donaldson and have always ad-

vocated bank fireing, especially on long

road or division engines, for on page
37" of September number where it says

making a good start, has always been
my experience with light or level fires

on hard runs.

In the first place there should be more
care taken at ends of divisions with

ash pans, grates, dampers, etc. Now,
if a fire is built new or is an old one
pushed down in good time, say two
hours before train leaving time, and is

allowed to burn through, and the fire-

man is a good careful man who will add
coal to the fire from time to time, so

as to have a good solid bank before

leaving, he is prepared to go on the

open road with any kind of a train, and
make any kind of time with very little

trouble to keep up his fire, and with

very little smoke if any; but the fin man
who starts witli a light lire has all kinds

of trouble with his fire, and

kinds Hi smol 1 nd as the old saying

is, he is never up with the game until

he is half and somi hum 5 two I hirds of

iln way over the division. This has

bi en my experience especially with the

Atlantic type engines, but on the othi 1

hand as Mr. Phelps says in his exper-

ience with his differenl engim mi n, poor
fireing does not always lie with the fire-

man. This may be my case, but I will

leave it for some one else to be the

judge.

I have just returned from a trip of

about 6,500 miks in which I rode sev-

eral hundred miles on the locomotives

of the following railroads: New York,

New Haven & Hartford, Penna. and
leased lines, Grand Rapids & Indiana,

Chicago, Great Western, Chicago, Bur-

lington & Quincy, Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific, and Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, and found that all the fire-

men carried a bank fire except the

NORTHERN PACIFIC LOGGING TRAIN.

Santa Fe men, who carried a very light

fire, in fact there was not over 6 ins.

of fire on the grates of any Santa Fe
engine at any time that I rode on them.
This I attribute to Baldwin Balanced
Compound engines, as the exhaust was
very light on fires, thus permitting the

fireman to do as above stated. Those
men have not used a fire hook or hoe
in 18 months, and by the look of the

tools covered up in the coal on tender
I think it would be safe to say they
were never used since engines were
built.

The Rock Island, and the Chicago,
Great Western men deserve great credit

for their smokeless fireing. I will give

you some facts of heavy bank fireing

that you will say cannot be done with a

level fire. This was done by the writer.

When I first started what I termed
long distance fireing (I had one of the

best scientific firemen in the country
and who could make any coal saving
or smoke consuming device sick in one
trip) we were a little timid as to the

distance we could go with a heavy
train and an Atlantic type engine having
a modified wide firebox, having 38
inches of front end of firebox bricked
off. making it that much shorter. We
made the following trips, with distance

and number of cars hauled without put-

ny coal in firebox or in fact with-

out looking into the firebox, much less

putting coal into it.

1 st. 27 miles, having eight Pullman
sleeping cars 12 whei I, and one 12

wheel combination car.

2nd. 33 mil

Pullman pai lor 1 ai .. and three H

.

|rd. 34 miles, eight 12 wheel Pull-

man sh 1 ping cars and one 12 wheel
1 1 imbination car.

4th. 42 miles, having nine 12 wheel
Pullman sleeping cars and one 12 wheel

combination car.

5th. 52 miles having six 12 wheel
Pullman sleeping cars, one 12 wheel
combination car and one 12 wheel mail

car.

6th. 68 miles, having same train as

on 5th trip.

7th. 79 miles, having same train as

on 5th and 6th trips.

8th. 47 miles, having four 12 wheel
Pullman parlor, three 8 wheel day
coaches, and one 12 wheel mail car,

making four regular stops for pass-

engers, baggage and mail. On all other
trips we made two regular stops.

On the 8th trip the fireman on arriving

at the engine-house only had tender filled

witli water and after covering the fire

over witli about 15 shovels of coal the

engine was put in the engine-house.

Two hours later we started on our re-

turn trip, the fireman fired the engine
in the regular way for first 24 miles and
then put the shovel and all firing tools

away and came over the rest of the

division (66 miles) without getting off

his cab seat, having three 12 wheel
Pullman parlor and three 8 wheel day
coaches. We covered the 90 miles in

1 hour and 45 minutes, and made three

regular stops. The engines of which we
had four on these trips, were all of the

same class, and none of them went be-

low 190 lbs. of steam—they all caried

205 lbs. Now some of your readers may
think this division is all down grade, but
it is what is termed a level road, as

grades are few and not very long. In

this long distance fireing I can say I

never had a fire knocked out or a flue

to leak and we have been doing this

for years.

Mr. Roesch in his remarks says it re-

quires just as much skill and judgment
to fire a bank fire as it does a level fire.

I think it requires more, and if any of

your readers will try a 79 mile run with-

out fireing engine in any way, as we did,

they will agree with us.

Only for fireman being promoted to

engineman we were going to tr

cover the 90 miles without fireing the

engine.

In conclusion I will say that the

rbove is the reason I always have been
in favor of bank fireing. and especially
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so for smokeless fireing in and around

these large cities, We had 2 hours and

8 minutes on all trips except this one.

Now let some of your good readers

on other roads try their hand at long

distance fireing, and let us know through

the columns oi your valuable paper

what they can do. Wishing you every

success.

Mart i.n H. Lee.

Kngr. X. Y. Div. of P.R.R.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Railroads Need Friends.

Editor:

At a recent meeting of railway sup-

ply men the remark was made that the

railroads are in need of friends. Be-

lieving that tli is is true, the writer begs

permission to make certain observa-

tions which he conceives to be material.

The writer frankly admits at the very

outset that his sympathy is with the

railroads, not because the latter are

always right in their contentions, but

for the reason that many of their trou-

bles have been, and still are, due to

governmental ignorance, incompetency

and prejudice. One has only to glance

back at the history of railroads in this

country to find that the above state-

ment is incontrovertible. It is a well-

known fact that the present agitation

against railroads is largely the result

of the misdirected efforts of unscrupu-

lous and self-seeking politicians.

The time has therefore arrived when
all courageous citizens should come
forward and give their support to some
scheme by which those public men who
thrive on the perverted uses of politi-

cal power may be crushed and swept

into oblivion. Railroad men of all

ranks are beginning to realize that they

must either institute an organized war-

fare against demagogism and all the

other pernicious "isms" of the present

time, or suffer the consequences of

their political inactivity. The writer is

well aware of the fact that a letter on

some technical subject would have been

more appropriate for your paper, but

hopes that the sincerity of his interest

in the welfare of American railroad

men will entitle him to a fair hearing

in your correspondence columns.

Arthur Curran.

.\Y-o York, .Y. Y.

won't hold water. Then bad track to

some one else. It occurs on points of

curves at ends of curves, on straight

line going up hill, running slow, also

fast, and a very few times of drifting

down hills. They have changed side

bearings, placed trucks farther apart, all

of these defects were fixed and they

still have the derailments. I notice the

center castings have not been increased

in proportion to increase of weight on

the tenders, and the splash of water

is not provided against, as it was in

small tanks.

I notice when tanks are raised off

center, it is found that centers are rub-

bing one another. If you put graphite

grease in centers you will more than

likely stop the derailments till this is

worked out, and the castings become
dry again, causing extra friction and de-

railment. The splash of water in tank

in almost all cases takes place when
tank is half full or less of water, and you

have your derailment.

I would say that if these things are

noticed they could improve the center

castings on the tenders and could rem-

edy this splash of water if they would.

I might give figures and hash over quite

a number of cases, but I think all roads

that have large power have got these

troubles.

One That Rides These Engines.

New . llbany, hid.

Derailment of Tenders.

Editor:

As all railroad men are interested

about the derailment of tenders, those

on the road more than any one lot. It

seems the superintendents of motive

power are in the woods about this. Be-

fore the large power was put in use

we had a very small number of derail-

ments of tenders, the reasons given

are: First it is fast running, so the en-

gineer is brought on the carpet, but this

Derailment of Tenders.

Editor

:

From the articles in your October

number I conclude that some one is hav-

ing trouble from derailment of front

tender trucks, and from the daily press

I learn that some of our Presidential can-

didates are being delayed from the same

cause. I, therefore, give you my per-

sonal experience with five or six such de-

railments on different roads.

There are usually two or more causes

for any derailment, and when the engine

wheels pass and front tender trucks de-

rail, it is time for mechanical men to

hunt the trouble, which will often lie

found in long drawbar connections. We
often find drawbars with eighteen inches

or more under the deck and still more

back of front end sill of tender, which

in my opinion is wrong. We sometimes

find front trucks too far back from end

sill.

Tenders with drawbar connections ar-

ranged so that the pin will pass through

drawbar in front of end sill so that

tender will be pulled by the end, as it

were, and free to swivel in either direc-

tion, with wheels as far ahead as pos-

sible to clear water hose and with back

side bearings clearing about 1/16 in., no

front side bearings and with center plates

of the flat bearing surface type, as large

as bolster will allow, will not derail but

will ride nicely on most any old rail.

This kind of drawbar connection also

prevents, in a measure, the irregularities

due to counterbalance being transmitted

to the coal pile, though a spring arrange-

ment on chaffing casting of engine is

preferable for this purpose.

The writer has stopped derailments by

making changes along the lines suggested.

The derailments referred to have in

nearly all cases been on curves and at

reasonably slow speed.

The drawbar casting on tender should

be reasonably massive to absorb the shock

from coupling to cars in switching, etc.,

and thus prevent injury to end of tender

frame.

If you think this will be of benefit to

any one you are at liberty to use it as

you may think advisable.

J. S. Booth,

( hestcr, S. C. Master Mechanic.

Nuisance of Automatic Stokers.

Editor:

"Advantage of the automatic stoker,"

is a subject that has received a great

deal of discussion during the last ten

years: but very little useful information

upon it has been forthcoming. What 1

should like to know, and what many
''enginemen would like to know is: what

are the advantages of automatic stok-

ers? 1 have run a locomotive provided

with an automatic stoker, and I watched

the operation of the apparatus very

carefully, having been prejudiced in its

favor at first; but I failed to find any ad-

vantage either to the company or to the

enginemen. The fireman has about the

same amount of work to do as when he

is doing the firing unaided, and there is

always added responsibility in seeing

that the coal jerker is kept in order.

Then the work of making the machine

put the coal on the right place is more
arduous than using the scoop. The en-

gineer has added to his responsibilities

the caring for an extra attachment to

the already overburdened engine with-

out improving the working of the en-

gine in the slightest degree.

An automatic stoker uses more coal

to make steam indifferently, than a

good fireman would use to keep her

hoi .ill the time. Smoke prevention is

a very exacting demand with railroad

officials now-a-days and an automatic

stoker is an automatic smoker at its

own sweet will, which brooks no inter-

ference without risk of disaster. I have

never met an engineer or fireman who
have used an automatic stoker wdio

hankered for that adornment to the lo-

comotive he was connected with. A
fireman has fairly hard work keeping a

battle-ship hot, but he bears the hard

work cheerfully when forced from the

annoyance of keeping machine stokers

going when it has as many kicking

moods as an army mule.

Marion, Ohio. Freight Engineer.
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Angus Sinclair's First Engine

The old locomotive 65 of S. N. E. R.,

which menus Scottish North-Ea tern

Railway, has a particular interest to us,

through having been the first engine run
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Power Direct from Coal.

A short time ago a press dispatch

from Denver, Col., printed in one of the

daily papers under the heading of

"Power Direct From Coal," represents

Mr. Thomas A. Edison, when referring

to this matter, as saying:

"If I do not reach it myself I will

live to see the day when power will be

utilized from coal without the aid of

steam. We are working in that direc-

tion, and some morning the world will

be informed that the discovery is a fact.

Electricity is many times more effec-

tual than steam. In a few years a

steam railroad will be a novelty."

Whether or not Mr. Edison used the

words attributed to him is of no great

consequence. It is very probable that

he has been misquoted, but the dis-

patch reveals the spirit and desire for

the very novel, and the sudden, which

is characteristic of the daily press of

our day. The desire may or may not

be natural, but the confident expec-

tation of it has always appeared to us

as unwarrantable.

The history of the development of

the steam engine, the locomotive, the

steamboat, or even the flying machine
has but one lesson for all thinking men.
The history of all these is the record

of long, laborious endeavor, marked by

slow progress and many failures. There

is nothing in all the stages set down
on the page of this history which even

remotely resembles sudden achieve-

ment. The law of evolution is as po-

tent here as it has been 111 the gradual

uprising of mankind from brute an-

cestors. The lapse of time in the

growth of man's knowledge and mas-

tery of the forces of nature is small in-

deed compared to the vast period re-

quired for his own development, but

there is present in both cases the order-

ly sequence of events which we call

progress, and that there have been

steps is apparent in each.

Some years ago attention was at-

tracted to the work of Dr. W. W.
Jacques of Boston, in the production of

electricity direct from coal. His was
a laboratory experiment, and the pro-

duction of the electric current, we are

told by a writer at the time, was
effected by the insertion of a prism of

carbon into a melted mass of caustic

potash, the whole contained in an iron

pot. One wire was given off from the

pot and the other from the carbon

prism. An incandescent lamp on this

circuit proved the flow of current. The
iron pot however, was heated to a tem-

perature of between 400 deg. and 500

degs. Centigrade by means of ordinary

coal fire beneath it. The caustic soda

was impregnated with air, forced into

it by an air pump, and the oxygen in

the caustic soda combined with the car-

bon prism, and a current of electricity

was produced.

There is here the burning of fuel in

order to heat the pot and there is the

operation of an air pump, both of which

consumed energy from some outside

source, and it is a question whether the

expression "electrictiy direct from coal"

when applied to this ingenious and in-

teresting experiment is not somewhat
misleading. No great progress has so

far been made, so far as we know,

in the production of electricity direct

from coal, and certainly nothing has

come to light that can be called a

commercial success.

It is of course unwise to predict from

one instance of honest endeavor not

wholely successful, that all attempts

will be failures, whether this be in the

production of power from coal or the

development of the airship, but it is

only sane and rational to look to the

future by the light of the past, and in

so doing one will be compelled to ex-

pect attempt followed by failure and
greater knowledge slowly acquired

wherewith to prosecute further re-

search. The sudden retirement of the

steam engine or the locomotive would

be nothing short of an economic calam-

ity, and the history of the past gives

no hint that such is, or can be, in store

for us. We do not for a moment say

that the present order of things cannot

change, we confidently expect the

change that orderly progress will bring,

and no man can doubt that great and
mighty advances will be made in every

department of human endeavor, as time

goes on, but time is not only one of

the factors in the solution of the prob-

lem, but it is an important and essen-

tial factor.

Herbert Spencer in his "First Prin-

ciples" says that "it is an established

mechanical truth, that if a body mov-
ing at a given velocity, strikes an

equal body at rest in such wise that

the two move on together, their joint

velocity will be but half of that of the

striking body. * * * * A body mov-
ing at velocity 4, cannot by collission,

be reduced to velocity 2 without pass-

ing through all velocities between 4
and 2."

There is here in this law of contin-

uity, as it is called, the absolute neces-

sity for the conception of an infinite

number of velocities or rates of mo-
tion which is gone through by the body
in changing from velocity 4 to veloc-

ity 2. There is no such thing as in-

stantaneous starting or stopping in na-

ture, though the process may appear

rapid to us, and it seems fair to apply

this method of reasoning to the case

before us. Progress may have sur-

prises for us, but it is never sudden.

"For precept must be upon precept,

precept upon precept; line upon line,

line upon line; here a little and there

a little."

Steam vs. Electricity.

The relative merits of steam as

against electric traction have many
times been set forth, and the advocates

of electricity have always evinced a re-

markable readiness to "show cause," as

the lawyers would say, why their meth-

od of train operation should be adopted

and why the steam locomotive should

be relegated to the scrap heap. The
more conservative thinkers on both

sides, however, are now pretty well in

agreement that steam has its recog-

nized field of operation, and electricity

has also its well defined sphere of in-

fluence, to borrow a diplomatic phrase.

It is probable, though by no means

certain, that if at the present time there

were no railways in operation, and that

the railroad world had as much ex-

perience and knowledge as it now pos-

sesses, electricity might be chosen in

preference to steam. We have not to

choose now for a primary installation

our choice as a rule, involves the dis-

carding of a satisfactory and a proved

system and the adoption of another.

Steam locomotives are self-contnined

units, and are not dependent on a cen-
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tral station for their power. If one of

them breaks down so that it cannot be

temporarily repaired, another can be

substituted without disorganizing traf-

fic. The electric locomotive is also a

unit which if temporarily deranged can

be side tracked and a substitute pro-

vided. Both arc thus far on an equal

footing.

The electric locomotive, however, be-

ing dependent on a central station, has

the disadvantage of possible disable-

ment by a failure at the power house,

in which case a whole section of the

line becomes inoperative. This con-

tingency is no doubt remote, but it ex-

ists. There is another and even more

important factor in the problem, and

that is the commercial value of the

steam when compared with the electric

locomotive. In this as in many other

things, circumstances alter cases, and

the successful and economical installa-

tion of electric traction on one road,

does not necessarily imply that its

adoption would prove equally nemun-

erative on another, and differently con-

ditioned railway. So widely do condi-

tions vary that there are undoubtedly

cases where the adoption of electricity

is the wiser course to pursue, even if

the financial aspect of the case may not

seem to warrant it. Operating dense

traffic through tunnels or in crowded

cities, is a case in point, and at termin-

als where electric current can be used

for other purposes as well as for mov-

ing trains, is another case in point. The
several particular cases however, where

electricity may be found advantageous

do not constitute a basis for conclud-

ing that electrictiy is always the better

of the two, nor do they lend sanction,

to the idea that steam propultion even if

more economical from a monetary

standpoint is necessarily always the

best. The question of steam vs. elec-

tricity is very much like a case, in law

which has to be tried upon its merits in

court. There may be precedents and

there may be authority for this view or

that, but the case stands or falls in the

end by reason of its own inherent mer-

its or its own inherent defects, judged

by themselves and without depending

upon how other seemingly similar cases

have been decided.

snarl of the master mechanic when im-

possibilities arc noi made practicable

performam i

In the care, maintenance and prompt

repairing of locomotives, heavy respon-

sibilities are frequently put upon the

engine house foreman. Many of the en-

gineering problems discussed by the Mas-

ter Mechanics and the Traveling Engi-

; i Associations, nun on the work and

duties performed bj the roundhouse

foreman. There is every reason then

why he should be given the privili |

discussing in .m ation of his own,

the duties ami difficulties that fall upon

his shoulders.

We shall be glad to give all assistance

in our power to this movement and

hope to see its practicability discussed

in our columns by the men most in-

terested.

Roundhouse Foremen's Association.

The suggestion made by Mr. A. H.

Riddle in our Oct ber number, that

a Roundhouse Fort men's Association

be formed is excellent. The round-

house foreman is certainly the man
who keeps things moving, the man who
has to endure more grief than any other

railroad official. He hr.s to stand tin

fault-finding of enginetr.en who cannot

have their own way "hen two or more

claim favorite engines or the same com-

fortable runs, and he has to stand the

good I mploye knows that if he

is careless in the performance of his

duty, his home town, and in fact the

whole neighboring community, will

I no .'. oi it, hi will 1m- a marked
mi .f his friends and

fellow employi This syst'

cally means thai an employe who fails

in his duty is held up to the publii

with his unenviable record full in the

light, and it acts almost automatically

to stimulate each individual to such

wholesome efifott .ill relieve him

from the necessity of appearing before

ili. world as a careless of incomp

man.

Full Publicity Works Well.

A curious result of the practice of

giving out full particulars concerning

railway accidents, adopted by the Union

Pacific Railroad, is the fact that it has

greatly diminished the appetite of news-

papers for sensational details concern-

ing railway wrecks. It has also pro-

tected the road from false statements

and has prevented many communities

from forming hasty, biased or hostile

estimates of the road when an ac-

cident takes place. This might seem

to be a good reason for the adoption

of the publicity plank in their platform

by the Associated Lines, but there is

also another and much more satisfactory

reason why this kind of systematic

publicity does good. It helps to main-

tain efficiency and supports discipline.

The method adopted by Mr. Julius

Kruttschnitt, director of maintenance

and operation of the U. P., is briefly

the ascertaining of the cause of any

disaster, placing the blame squarely

where it belongs, and at once letting

the public know all the newspapers can

tell about it. The way the system is

carried out is briefly this:

When an accident occurs, the super-

intendent, master mechanic and engineer

of the division go at once to the scene

and at once form a board of inquiry,

composed of themselves and one or

more leading citizens of the community.

If this board fails co ascertain the cause

of the accident, a second board is

formed of the general superintendent,

superintendent of motive power, en-

gineer of maintenance of way and one

or more prominent citizens. Should

this board fail, a third board is formed

with the general manager at its head.

The board of inquiry does its work

quickly and often a newspaper repre-

sentative is one of the number. The
newspapers are given a full and correct

statement of the facts. The effect upon

the discipline of the road has been

To Prevent Breakage of Metal Ties.

The article on "Leather Tie Plates

and Steel Ties," contributed to our Oc-

tober number by that eminent and ven-

erable engineer, Charles T. Porter, de-

serves the serious attention of rail-

road managers and of every person

whose influence might be felt in the

conservation of our National resources.

The demand for wooden track ties has

led to the denuding of our forests to

an alarming extent, and the evil pro-

gresses with increasing danger, because

no substitute has been found to prove

so cheap as wood with all its tendency

to premature decay under the conditions

a tie must endure.

When iron and steel ties were first

introduced as a durable substitute for

the evanescent wood, high hopes were

entertained of the success of the

stronger and more durable material, but

the high hopes have gradually changed

into depressed disappointment. The
first difficulty with metallic ties was im-

perfect forms. By long and expensive

experiments added to experience in

different countries, a form evolved it-

self capable of being tamped and not

given to too easy side movement.

When this condition was reached it

looked as if the problem of putting

durable steel into the place of the de-

caying timber had been solved: but it

only brought the engineering world to

new and what seemed to be insuperable

difficulties. In the first place the im-

pact of metal to metal in the rail and

tie produced disagreeable noise. The

multitude of inventions tried to obviate

the noise proved worthless, so some

railway companies, particularly on the

continent of Europe, said in effect: "What

harm does the noise do? Let the pas-

sengers grin and bear it. The noise will

help to keep people awake, something very

much to be desired."

But the noise had a more serious in-

dication. It turned out that the hate-

ful noise was the product of vibration,

and that vibration produced fracture.

The theoretical advantage of using

metallic ties was principally the dura-

bility of the material which would out-
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live many sets of wooden ties. When it

turned out that iron and steel ties were

shortlived owing to breakage, the ob-

ject for using them had vanished. Now
Mr. Porter with a simple remedy

for both noise and breakage that ought

to convert failure to success. The rem-

edy is merely the placing of a leather

lining between the metallic surfaces.

The remedy proposed had proved

successful in stone-cutting machines.

There is no doubt but it would be

equally efficient in preventing break-

age of steel ties. We hope that some of

our enterprising railroad companies
will make the experiment, which could

he carried out at trifling expense.

Railway Regulation in Canada.

Regulations as to trains, car^. engines

and railway employees have been for

-0111,
• time under consideration by the

Railway Commission sitting at Ottawa,

I anada, in conjunction with representa-

tives of the various railways. Amongst
the proposed regulations are the follow-

ing:

Each locomotive engineer must have

had at least one year's continuous experi-

ence as a fireman, he must pass a satis-

factory examination as to handling en-

gines, brakes, etc., and undergo an eye

and ear test. In fact, the proposal is that

every employee shall have his sight tested.

Regulations are also made concerning

footboards on engines.

It i> further proposed that railway

companies must conform to the rules and
regulations of the Master Car Builders'

Association governing the loading of

heavy materials. No material shall be

carried on top of a car.

Crippled cars shall not be allowed be-

hind the caboose on frieght trains. Cars

containing live stock or perishable freight,

when crippled in minor respects, shall be

chained up ahead of the caboose and
taken to the first terminal for repairs,

when it is safe to haul such cars on
chains. In no case are more than two
such cars to be hauled in any train ex-

cept where the cars have been disabled

by a wreck and a special pick-up train has

been sent out to bring them in. The ob-

ject of the proposed regulation relating to

the position of the one or two crippled

cars in the train would seem to be for

the purpose of guarding against the dan-

ger of crippled cars breaking away and

being left on the main line without the

knowledge of those in the caboose.

The definition of a crippled car has not

been left to the individual judgment of

the train crew, for the proposed regula-

tion specify that a crippled car shall in-

clude one with any of the following de-

Broken coupler, disabled coupler,

cracked wheel, chipped flange over 2V2

ins., broken wheel flange, bent axle or

journal, broken arch-bar or truck steps.

In order to enforce the strict compli-

ance with these regulations the commis-

sion recommends that railway companies,

or their officers, agents or employees, or

any of them, disobeying or failing to

comply with the provisions of these regu-

lations shall be liable to a penalty of $50

for each offence. Thus it appears that

the individual is not to be allowed to

shelter himself behind the company, but

in case lie, and not the company, is to

blame the penalty will be indicted upon

the person or persons at fault. The ob-

ject sought in this case is evidently a

determination by the commission to com-
pel the company to use all diligence in

the matter of constant effective super-

vision of its employees, and that when
such supervision is held to be defective,

by reason of non-compliance with the

regulations, the company will be fined

Other regulations, proposed by the com-
mission were sent to the various Cana-

dian roads. These provide that every

freight car built after December 1 shall

be equipped with air brakes and have op-

erating levers for couplers on both sides

of the end. No freight train shall be al-

lowed to proceed on its journey unless

three-quarters of the cars comprising it

have air brakes. The number of cars to

a train shall be left to the judgment of

officials, but in the case of a double-

header the leading engine shall control

the train.

On the main lines no light engine shall

be run more than 25 miles in one direc-

tion without a conductor, in addition to

the engineer and fireman. On branch

lines the operating officials shall deter-

mine the need of conductors on light

engines.

Passenger trains shall carry at least

one brakeman of not less than one year's

experience as a brakeman, and shall also

carry a baggageman, provided that pas-

senger trains of eight or more cars shall

have at least one additional brakeman.

Conductors must have one year's ex-

perience as brakeman and be 21 years of

age. Telegraph operators must be at

least 18 years of age, able to write a

legible hand, to send and receive at least

twenty words a minute, and to pass an

examination upon train rules and the

working of telegraph offices.

These regulations, which have been

practically concurred in by the railways,

will when sanctioned by the commis-

sion have statutory force. The object

is to secure a greater measure of

safety for the traveling public and

also for the trainmen, locomotive engi-

neers and firemen themselves. The regu-

lations seek to definitely embody good

railroad practice without the introduction

of restrictions which would hamper traffic.

The adoption of the Master Car Builders'

Association rules for loading heavy ma-

terial is a compliment to the careful

work which has all along characterized

the recommendations of that bodv.

Fewer Idle Cars Means Business.

A recently issued bulletin from the car

efficiency committee of the American
Railway Association shows that the

number of idle cars has been reduced

to approximately 8 per cent, of the total

number owned by all the railroads that

are members of the association. It has

been estimated that the association

roads own and control about 2,200,000

cars. Since the end of July last, there

has been a steady decrease in the per-

centage of idle cars. The number of

cars out of service was practically sta-

tionary, and compared with April it is

now considerably less than the cars not

in use at that time.

Following the reports of a constant

decrease in the number of idle cars, rail-

road officials, especially those in the

Trunk Line Association, speak encour-

agingly of a revival of business and
predict an improvement in the volume
of traffic. The principal carriers of

grain are hopeful and railroad men say

that the iron, steel, coal and manufac-

tured goods business is picking up.

In a press dispatch from Boston last

month Mr. Lucius Tuttle, the President

of the Boston & Maine Railroad, is

quoted as saying, "Traffic conditions

are beginning to improve. Since Sept.

I there has been accumulating evidence

of an improved business situation. This

improvement, of course, has not been

very pronounced, but sufficient to make
us believe that we have struck bottom.

We are looking for this improvement to

continue."

Railway Mileage in the U. S.

There is always a great deal of in-

teresting and accurate information con-

tained in the report of the Interstate

Commerce Commission. Here is some-

thing on the railway mileage of the

country:

The report shows that on June 30,

1907, the total single-track railway

mileage in the United States was 229,-

951.19 miles, or 5,588.02 miles more
than at the end of the previous year.

An increase in mileage exceeding 100

miles appears for Arkansas, California,

Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Idaho,

Louisiana, Mississippi, Nebraska, Nev-

ada, North Dakota, South Dakota,

Texas, Utah, Washington. West Vir-

ginia, Wisconsin, Wyoming, and New
Mexico.

Substantially complete returns were

rendered to the Commission for 227,-

454 83 miles of line, operated, including

8,325.97 miles used under trackage

rights. The aggregate length of rail-

way mileage, including tracks of all

kinds, was 327,975.26 miles. This mile-

age was thus classified: Single track.

227.454.83 miles: second track. 19,420.82

miles: third track, 1.960.42 miles; fourth

track, 1,389.73 miles, and yard track
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and sidings, 77,749.46 miles. I hi 1

figures indicate that there was an in-

crease of 10,892.07 miles in the aggre

Hate length of all tracks, of which

3,988.55 miles, or 36.62 per cent, repre-

sented the extension of yard track and

sidings.

The number of railway-, for which

mileage is included in the report was

2,440. During the year railway com-
panies owning 2,811.65 miles of line

were reorganized, merged, or consoli-

dated. The corresponding figure for

the year [906 was 4,054.46 miles. The
report shows that for the year ending

June ,1,0, 1907, the mileage of roads

operated by receivers was 3,926.31 miles,

or a decrease of 45.12 miles as com-

pared with 1906. The number of roads

in the hands oi receivers was 29.

The Steam Gauge.

In spite of the fact that much im-

provement has been made in the con-

struction of the steam gauge it is well

known that these gauges are not al-

ways correct. The variation, however,

when it does occur is usually on the

side of safety, that is. the gauge will

record a higher pressure of steam than

is actually in the boiler. The trouble

is frequently owing to the location of

the gauge and also to its particular

form of construction. If the gauge is

of the bent pipe variety, the expansion

of which under pressure moves the

pointer in the dial, it has been found

that unless these gauges are set with

much care in the matter of their at-

tachments, they are apt to err in the

record of the steam pressure.

In this connection we may mention

that there is in the Patent Office, de-

partment of this month's issue of Rail-

way ami Locomotive Engineering, a

description of a clever device intended

to remedy the weakness in this par-

ticular form of steam gauge. Instead

of one hollow bent tube, there are a

number of smaller pipes attached to a

header, and these pipes are linked to-

gether at their flexible ends so that

any variation occuring in them is

equalized and the tendency to thus

correct any variations that may arise

from any cause is- at least a mechani-

cal possibility.

The practice of adjusting steam

gauges by a cold water pressure might

be improved upon. Metal subjected

to any considerable degree of heat is

not as rigid as under ordinary cold

water temperature. It is therefore rea-

sonable to presume that if a bent pipe

will straighten out to some extent by
the internal application of cold water

under pressure, it will straighten out

further when the heat applied reaches

the boiling point, and everything else

being equal, a heated guage will show
.1 greater pressure, as recorded on the

dial, than if the gauge and attach-

ments remained quit I This vari

ation 1- on 1 ea sed in the ca - "i a

gauge that is attached in close

mill \ lo the surface of tie- boiler 1

1

is go, "I prai 1 ice to use 1 : wood
bi 1

' een 1 he gauge and the stand 01

bracket to which it is attached.

As if, uiniri approaches it i- good

pi .1. tice lo u oid by all means the

possibility of the gauge or pipe had-

ing to the gauge becoming frozen The
freezing of water in pipe-, and i pi i ial

ly in mechanism so delicate a- that oi

a -Lain gauge, ha- a mi >-i pernii ii iu -

effect. It may be claimed that undei

any condition, even when the gauge is

incorrect, the safety valve- being mon
substantially constructed are less liable

to error, and that a slight variation of

ilic steam gauge 1- of little consequence

It must be remembered, however, that

the safety valves are often adjusted and

occasionally readjusted to conform

with the pressure recorded on the steam

gauge, and while the construction of

steam gauges has reached a high de-

gree of excellence, there is room for

improvement on a great many roads

in the testing, and especially in means

of attachments to the boilers of the

modern locomotive.

Mechanical Stokers.

We do not remember of any device

offered for the use of railroads that re-

ceived a hearty welcome equal to that

extended to mechanical stokers; but

strangely enough, the success of the in

vention has practically been nothing.

The automatic stoker came into use un-

der the most favorable circumst

Tt bad many influential friends, and it

appeared to be popular with engine-

men and railroad officials. Automatic

stokers have been introduced upon

locomotives on several railroads, re-

ported to be working satisfactorily,

kept at work for a few weeks or

months, then quietly removed. Noth-

ing seemed to he against them except

that the engincmen preferred to do

their work without mechanical aid.

"Freight Engineer'' discusses the auto-

matic -toker iu another column of this

paper, and we judge from his letter

that the real objection to the device is

that it adds an extra apparatus to be

cued for. Similar objections were

raised to injectors, air brakes, lubrica-

tors, balanced valves, and nearly every

attachment to the locomotive, when

first introduced, but they all made their

way into favor. Tt may be the same

with the mechanical stokers. We would

lie glad to have some information on the

operation of the mechanical stoker when

the work to be done clearly exceeds the

physical endurance of the fireman, and we

want to hear from firemen what they think

of mechanical stoking.

Officers and Men on Co.Timon Ground.

dispati h

1

ciation 1 tlj foi mi d 1
alii d the

"American Rail '1 I"-

I this

organi,

publii sentiment toward the- railways.

In our personal column we give the

nami 1 if the offi

in which may be found the chief- of the

i
1. 1. ,11 1,1 otherhoods and pi

: .ii. lads The 11.nn.

gethei how that responsible represen-

..I capital and labor are to stand

shoulder to shoulder in an endea

prevent the enactment of legislation in-

imical to the interests of railroad-.

The new association noil-

partisan and will tal rt in con-

trovei i ecu railroad employees

and officials. Wherever the interests of

railroad ni\'-r<.t- and employees are at

stake, however, 11 1- expected to exert a

pi . erful influence.

Ih, ami- and objects of the associa-

tion are thus set forth in a declaration

of principles recently issued: "By all

mean- to cultivate and maintain be-

tween its members such Spirit of mu-

tual interest and such concern on the

part of all of them for the welfare and

prosperity of American railroad

will best promote their successful and

profitable operation for the benefit alike

of their employees, investor- and the

public.

"To publicly provide mean- and

methods of obtaining consideration and

hearing from all legislative bodies, and

commissions empowered to enact laws,

rules and regulations affecting the con-

duct and operation of railroads.

"To do whatever lawful things may
1,, necessary in order to secure a fair

return alike to capital and to labor in-

t, ri -ted iu American railroads, with

due respect at all times to efficient ser-

vice, fair treatment and safety to the

public."

BooK Notices

Confessions of a Railroad Signalman.

by J. O. Fagan. Published by Hough-

ton. Mifflin Company. Boston and

Xew York. 5 X 7
1

- >ns., 181 |

with illustrations, ornamental cloth.

Price $1.00 net: $1.10 postpaid.

This is a notable contribution to the

railroad literature of our time and has

already attracted wide attention as the

work appeared serially in the pag -

one of the leading literary magazines.

Railroad men should read this book.

The effort to awake a determination to

-er obedience to printed rules and

regulations in railroad matters is laud-

able, and the moral effect of a perusal

of the work is altogether wholesome.
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Having said this much, we may be

permitted to look a little deeper into

the work. The author presents to us

no real record of personal experiences.

The work is not in any sense the con-

fessions of a railroad signalman. It

seems to us that it is rather the report

of a railroad spy. The author is safely

ensconced in an office, apparently in the

yardmaster's department. It is difficult

to know whether he graduates up or

down when lie becomes a signalman.

His vision, of course, is broadened in the

tower. He sees things, and tells what

the railroad men say about each other.

The signals they pass unhcedingly, the

blanks they sign by proxy, the hot-

boxes they run along upon in. the hope
of reaching their destination, are re-

corded with solemn gravity. It is the

vision of a child who sees the things

that a child might see, and tells it all

with open-eyed wonderment. Not only

is there nothing new, but the real inner

life of the railway man is absolutely

not touched on in the pages of the

book.

Some of the propositions advanced
by the author are absurd in this age of

advancing civilization. His claim that

higher wages means less efficiency is

abhorrent in principle, and followed to

its logical sequence is equal to a state-

ment that the best work is that which
is done for nothing. There may have
appeared to be some truth in this idea

about the time that the Pyramids were
built, but in justice between man and
man it was false then and it is not true

now. The laborer is worthy of his hire

here and elsewhere.

The author's advocacy of the immedi-
ate discharging of railway men who by
an error in judgment may cause dam-
age or disaster is as senseless as it is

cruel. An accident is a sharp lesson to

a railway man, just as the spoiling of

a piece of work is a sharp lesson to a

mechanic. The chances of the same
accident happening again in the hands
of the same man is lessened. The real

masters of the men are they who can
so mould the minds of common men
that they become uncommon. The
best railroad superintendents are they
who, ever watchful, train the men to a

fine obedience to rules. The man who
lets discipline decline from laxity to

carelessness, and then suddenly, as if

in anger, discharges some one, unfor-

tunate enough to be mixed up in some
accident, which is the outgrowth of his

own weak system, is unfit to have au-

thority over men.

We would not be understood as al-

together condemning the author and
his work. He has some, but not much,
literary ability. His view is more the
passing view of the earnest newspaper
reporter anxious to expatiate lengthily

on what he saw and heard, but was

himself little or no part of the passing

panorama.

Air Brake Catechism. By V. C. Ran-

dolph, Air Brake Instructor, Erie

Railroad. 170 pages, flexible cloth.

Price $1.00.

The author of this book is a railway

man of much experience, and the work
shows how thoroughly he understands
the subject. The work includes a gen-

eral discussion of the Westinghouse
Brake and a very complete treatment

of the New York air brake. The
work has the merit of being up to the

present date in the matter of explaining

the latest details of the variations and
additions, including the Duplex Straight

air and automatic brake as well as the

new E. T. equipment. The work is

profusely illustrated and the drawings
are of a superior kind. It is pocket
size and a handy, useful and practical

book.

Manual of Reinforced Concrete and
Concrete Block Construction. By
Chas. F. March and William Dunn.
Published by D. Van Nostrand Com-
pany. New York, 1908. Price $2.50.

The object of this work is to give as

concisely as possible, and in a handy
form for everyday use, the methods to

be employed in everyday problems.
The authors have covered the whole
field of reinforced concrete construc-

tion as it is ordinarily practised, and
have also gone into the kindred sub-

ject of hollow concrete block construc-

tion. The contents include: Materials,

construction, waterproofing and fire re-

sistance, loads, bending moments, etc.,

hollow concrete blocks, tables, dia-

grams and general information. The
book is about 4^/2 x i>y2 ins., has 290
pages, is bound in red morocco lea-

ther, and is illustrated with 113 dia-

grams and figures. Among the dia-

grams are some which give at a glance

the safe superload on slabs of various

thicknesses, spans and reinforcements;

strengths of hooped columns according
to the French Commission's report.

The new tables include useful data for

obtaining the pressures on retaining

walls, bins and silos; the spacing of

stirrups in beams; sectional areas of

metal per foot, width of slab for round
or square bars, etc. The subject of

earth and grain presures has also been
fully treated.

The singular phenomenon of hard
steel being cut by a rapidly revolving

disk of soft steel has been somewhat
puzzling. A microscopic examination

by an English engineer, F. W. Har-
board, has now shown that the metal
acted upon is heated nearly or quite to

the melting point of steel, but only at

the point of contact with the disk.

Old, Old Firemen.

It would be interesting to know how
many firemen there are on our railroads

who have accepted the handling of the

scoop as a permanent occupation. The
writer noticed an old gray headed man
filling the fireman's side on a switch-

ing engine one day lately, and by in-

quiry learned that the man had been
a fireman for nearly thirty years. He
was sent permanently to the left-hand

side, because, as the engineer mildly

put it, "Tom was no scholar." That
meant that Tom could neither read nor

write, and the master mechanic did not

like to deprive him of the means of

livelihood for himself and family.

At one of the Traveling Engineers'

conventions, one of the members talking

about the examination of firemen for

promotion, intimated that some men
failed after repeated trials, and were
put to firing switching engines because
the management did not believe in

turning good men into the street even
when they failed to pass examinations.

That is a very humane attitude to take

in such cases, but its wisdom from a

business standpoint is doubtful. The
proper time to gauge a fireman's in-

telligence is before putting him upon
the payroll. A man may fail to pass an

examination, and yet be a first-class

fireman, in which case he should be

permitted to remain in road service, if

he is competent to read orders. Some
good intelligent men who make first-

class firemen, never make even indif-

ferent engineers, and ought not to be

trusted with a locomotive. Every trav-

eling engineer knows of such men; but

promote them once, and they have ac-

quired certain rights that stand between

them and discharge. Men of that char-

acter may be deficient in self reliance,

lacking of good judgment and habitu-

ally given to losing their heads in emer-
gencies, but these are not faults that

can be formulated into a charge for in-

competency, although the men are in-

competents of the most dangerous type.

It is amazing how many men of this

kind fail to become acquainted with their

own shortcomings.

A most respectable engineer of the

incompetent type on'ce confessed to the

writer that he used to listen to the ex-

haust notes, and imagine that they were
saying, Iord-bless-my-soul. One night

as he was pulling a passenger train, one
of the notes went astray, and the best

he could make out was lord-bless-my.

It did not strike him that the lost note

meant anything going wrong, until an

eccentric strap broke, and then he ex-

claimed lord-what-a-smash.

People who enjoy reading a good story

and like to combine pleasure and profit

in their reading, should use the length-

ening evenings to read Sinclair's "Devel-

opment of the Locomotive Engine."
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Applied Science Department

Elements of Physical Science.

/,.
1 ond Series.

II. UKAi. WORK AND HORSE POWER.

The relation between heat and work

has been experimented upon so care-

fully that the unit of heat has been

established with a degree of certainty

equal to the measurements used in

space or weight. Taking water at its

greatest degree of density, which is 39.2

.legs. Fahrenheit or 4 degs. Centigrade

the unit of heat is calculated as the

amount of heat necessary to raise the

temperature of one pound of pure, dis-

tilled water one degree. Work may

be measured on a basis equally sim-

ple and correct by assuming that the

amount of work accomplished may
be measured by raising a certain quan-

tity of weight through a certain amount

of space. It is literally pressure acting

through distance. On this basis the

unit of work becomes a simple prob-

lem of multiplying the weight of the

object moved by the space through

which it has passed. One pound in

weight raised through one foot of

space is known in such calculation's as

a foot-pound, and this is the mathe-

matical conception of work, and in

steam engineering the conversion of

heat into work is the mechanical prob-

lem, while the measurement of the

amount of work accomplished may prop-

erly be called the mathematical prob-

lem.

Horse power is the unit of work

universally accepted by engineers, and

it may be noted that James Watt, the

inventor of the steam engine, was the

first to establish this standard for the

measurement of work. It represents

33,000 foot-pounds of work per min-

ute, in other words, a horse power may
be calculated as raising this weight one

foot per minute.

It was the average of work performed

by a London dray horse for a short

time when Watt made his calculation,

but it is somewhat in excess of the

average work done by a horse for any

extended period of. time. It has never-

theless been accepted as a convenient

unit by engineers. Any equivalent is also

considered as a horse power. The
raising of 330 lbs., ioo feet against the

pull of gravity in one minute is a horse

power, or the raising of 550 lbs. one

foot high in one second of time, also

constituted a horse power. The essen-

tial feature about a horse power is that

it includes the time element, and in this

Ei ature it differs from the mat hem; il

1 1 hi. 1 pti 'i b "i k. In iii her words,

i is tin rate at which work is

done, and a horse povi er is a di finiti

tandard of work done in a spi

mi ,

, » hi 1 e the unit pi iund, foot and

minute are employed.

The application of heat to watei

already stated, has the effect, jf the

water be closely confined, of producing

a pressure of steam which lias tin

ei' of moving a weight as is shown in

the moving of a piston backward-, and

forwards in a cylinder. By this means

it is readily shown that the heat in

the furnace can be transformed into

energy that is sufficiently strong to

move the piston against the resistance

incident to the weight of the locomo-

tive and the load to which it may be

attached.

of 120 stro

per minute. I hat is, the piston moves

from the 11 of the cylinder to

tck end of the cylinder and returns

gain, thus traveling

Igh 40 inches of space, for one rev-

olution of the driving wheels. The cal-

culation for the Inn-, power is as fol-

[1

80 per cent, effective pressure of 180

His. is equal to 144 lbs. acting on the

face of the piston. Area of piston 24 X
24 X 7854 = 452 square inches X 144

lbs. pressure taken as the average for

the full stroke = 65,088 lbs. X 4° ins.

or 3 1/3 feet = 216,960 X 120 number

of strokes per minute = 26,035,200 foot-

pounds per minute, divided by 33,000

= 789 horse power. A locomotive con-

sisting of two engines would on this

calculation equal to twice this, or 1.578

A 4-6-2 ON THE PARIS-ORLEANS RAILWAY.

In calculating the horse power of

steam engines it must be remembered
that the pressure of steam is not equal

during the entire length of the stroke

of the piston. Not only is the initial

pressure in the cylinder lower than the

boiler pressure, but the tendency is to

a further decrease on account of the

rapid cooling of the metal of the steam

chest and cylinder. Furthermore as

the slide valve closes some distance

before the piston has completed its

stroke, a considerable allowance must

be made for this decrease from the

boiler pressure, even when the valve is

in full travel. The ratio of loss usually

allowed is equal to twenty per cent.,

so that eighty per cent, of the pressure

of steam in the boiler is reasonable

allowance in calculations of this kind.

Tn the case of a locomotive where

the pressure in the boiler may be

at 180 lbs. per square inch, the cylinders

measuring 24 inches in diameter by 20

inches in length, the velocity of piston

horse power. The formula as generally

stated is easy to remember, being

PLAN
H P = ,

33,000

where P is the average or mean effective

pressure in the cylinder in pounds. L is

the length of the forward and backward

movement of the piston and is twice the

stroke in feet, A is the area of the piston

in inches, and N is the number of double

strokes per minute, and is equal to the

revolutions of the wheel. The Master

Mechanics' Association takes 85 per cent.

of the boiler pressure as the mean effect-

ive pressure in the cylinders but for aver-

age condition 80 per cent, is perhaps

better.

Prospects of Aerial Travel.

When any new device is brought

orously before the scientific or ind

world with any rational claim to decided

merit, the tendency nowadays is to give
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11 an enthusiastic welcome. There have

been great fluctuations of sentiment in

the manner of welcome in tilings of a

character, or of inventions that de-

part radically from the accepted forms.

At various periods the facts have been

permitted to lead sentiment towards in-

ons calculated to accelerate the

wheels of progress, at other times the

hard headed unromantic business man.

the man who rides by the force of ac-

cumulated capital displayed the will and

had the power t" make or mar the success

of any inventor calculated t<> effect radical

changes upon existing methods of produc-

tion "i- ,.f transportatii m.

During the long speculative period con-

cerning the wonderful things that steam

might he employed to perform, the poets

gave the greatest encouragement to in-

ventors and to engineers. There was no

Eormance beyond the con-

ception of p.ople whose imaginations were

restrained i>> no earthlj obstacle. They

peopled the air with wonderful prodigii

flying through illimitable space under

the inspiration of compressed steam.

When the progress of invention brought

to the capitalist invitations to aid in util-

izing the forces that steam put at man's

command he was content to confine his

operations to the surface of mother earth.

After more than a century of experi-

menting with balloons—drifting and din

gible—some indifferent success has been

achieved by living machines and the over-

sanguine members of the world perceive

in the performance the beginning of uni-

versal aerial navigation. Some enthu-

siasts are already predicting that within

a few years railroads and steamships will

he rendered useless through the general

introduction of flying machines. Rail-

road people have become so inured to the

destruction of that business by the intro-

duction of electrical methods of trans-

portation that they are not likely to be

much alarmed by the living machine

bogy. It is amusing to watch the con-

tortions of the aerial navigation advo-

cates, on small mercies coming their way

after such long, tedious years of famine.

The first balloon ever tried was made

at \nnonery. France, in 1873. hot air

having been the inflating medium. The

1 11.11 xcited much interest and

it seemed as if a Balloon Age was im-

minent. After a great many costly ex-

periments the active delusion subsided,

but the French people always clung to

the belief that their nation was destined

to make aerial navigation successful.

Railroad men are interested in experi-

ments with baloons made about 1850

by Henri Giffard who endeavored to in-

troduce a dirigible balloon. This required

the 11- .1 .1 -team engine. Having had

trouble with the water pump. Giffard in-

injector which afterwards be-

came so popular for boiler feeding.

In spile of the existing furore about

Hying machines and dirigible balloons,

very small success has been achieved with

those 1 les if motion, considering the

persistent attempts long carried on re-

gardless of expense. Huge structures

have been put together that carried con-

siderable weight. These things could

carry up masses oi explosives that might

be Used f>r destructive purposes, but as

a peaceful means of carrying burdens

from place to place the dirigible balloon

and the flying machine desei \ es to be clas-

sified mere!} is interesting playthings.

which is not possessed by a table is

that it automatically points out any

error in making it up, as you can see

at once that the result is too far to one

side or the other of the general line.

The calculation of the mean effective

pressure in the cylinder will serve as

an illustration of the construction and

use of a diagram. The one in the illus-

tration is calculated from the following

table, which is taken from Sames's

"Mechanical Engineering" and gives

the mean effective pressure as an ap-

proximate percentage of the boiler pres-

sure at different points of cut off.

Diagrams of Mean Effective Pressure. Cut off Mean e ffective pressure.

By Sidney C. Carpenter. ys 2 of boiler pressure.

In locomotive design, as in any other
J/j 4

machine' design, you cannot get away
ty& 55

from calculation, but the amount of y, 67

work expended in solving problems 5^ 79

depends largely upon the way you go .34 89

about it. You may solve each prob- ~/
& 93

lem as it comes up—and do it all over Full stroke 1.00

again the next time it comes up, which

is an unnecessary waste of time and The table itself is plotted in the lower

energy and contains a large chance of part of the diagram and the uper part

error if the formula is complicated, gives its application to a number of

This method may be improved upon by problems. The lower curve is laid out

solving the formula for a number of as follows: On the horizontal line lay

conditions and placing the results in a out the fractions of stroke; on the verti-

table. Here you have the advantage of cal line to the left consider every space

seeing the solution for a number of con- as .1 of the boiler pressure and ntiiii-

INCHES "I- CUT-OFF IN PERCENTAGE OF STROKE.

ditions at a glance, but if a problem

comes up where the conditions are

slightly different from those given, the

calculation must be go»e over again, or

a guess made from the table; also each

result in the table must be calculated

si parately.

A method which, to the writer, is better

is to plot your results as the curve of a

diagram. This means the least amount
of calculation and it is done once for

all, as the diagram will show by in-

spection the answer to any problem,

with any combination of condtions,

within its limits. In short, you can

solve your problem forwards, back-

wards, and sideways, so to speak. A
peculiar advantage of the diagram

ber the spaces to r, which represents

full boiler pressure. Now all the ver-

tical lines on the diagram pass through

the horizontal line which has just been

laid out and represents points of cut off,

while the horizontal lines, in the lower

part of the diagram, represent parts of

boiler pressure. From the table, or, say,

in general, from the result of your cal-

culation, the mean effective pressure at

Vi cut off is .4 of the boiler pressure.

Follow down on the vertical line from

Vi till it meets the horizontal line from

.4 and make a point. Do the same thing

for the other results given in the table

and you have a series of points passing

across the diagram. Join these points

by a line. Suppose steam is cut off at
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7/10 stroke and you wish to know the

n latum of mean effective pressun to

boiler pressure. This point is nut given

011 the table and in order to find it you

would have to subtract .55 from .67,

lake half the difference and add it to

.55. On the diagram you simply fol-

low down from the 7/16 point till you

reach the curve, and passing alone, the

horizontal line you hud the result to

be a bit over .6— say .61, which is the

same as you would get by the longer

method from the table.

The upper part of the diagram shows

the actual mean effective pressure for

n hal <
1 lations, if any. exist betwi 1 n

different propoi dons oi a 1< icon otivi

l- 1 he pi - ifii al ii m 1 of 25 eight-

wheel types 1 laid out the total weight!

on a horizi mtal I tnd n hi - 1 « 1 lights

on a vertical line and then plotted oul

the weight On the driving wheels and

the weight on the trui k for diffi 1 1 nt

total weights oi engini Taking two
or three engines alone there was con

siderable variation in the proportions,

the weight on the trucks 01 drivei

sometimes even decreasing as the engine

V 1
ielil oi For this reason the

two series of points funned a

S.C.C Pt B .1,Y.//,, ft

BOILER PRESSURE PERCENTAGE OF MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE.

different points of cut off and boiler

pressures from 150 to 250 lbs. The
curve for each boiler pressure is laid

out in the same way as the lower curve,

but the points are obtained by calcu-

lating the pressure from the fractions

given in the table. As the line happens

to be a curve a number of points were

calculated to get the general direction.

It often happens that the line is straight

and only two points at the extreme

ends need to be calculated, the points

being joined by a straight line. It is

well, in a case like this, to test by cal-

culating one or two intermediate points

to be sure they fall on the line.

With the diagram given, a number of

problems can be solved. An engine

has a boiler pressure of 230 lbs. What
is the mean effective pressure when she

is cutting off at 7/16 stroke? From the

7/16 point follow the vertical line to

the 230 lb. curve and the horizontal

line passing through the point of inter-

section gives 140 lbs. as the mean effec-

tive pressure.

An engine carries 22$ lbs. What
point of cut off will give an approxi-

mate mean effective pressure of 100 lbs?

From the 100 lb. mean effective pres-

sure point follow the horizontal line to

a point about a qaurter of the way
from the 230 lb. to the 210 lb. curves

and then straight down. The cut off is

found to be a little over 5 '32

Diagrams can also be used to find out

of narrow bands, but the direction of

these bands was such that a straight

line could be drawn through the cen-

ter of each from one end to the other.

A series of these diagrams for different

types of locomotives would furnish a

rough approximation of the proper dis-

tribution of the weight.

Celebrated Steam Engineers.

XIII. John Ericsson.

The sixth day of October 1829, was
a memorable day in the history of the

steam engine. The directors of the

Stockton and Darlington railroad in

England were undecided in regard to

the motive power to be used. Some
advocated the continuation of the use

of horses. Others were in favor of try-

ing some form of steam carriage. Sev-

eral eminent engineers suggested sta-

tionary engines, set at equal distances

apart, operating a rope. A majority of

the board finally decided to offer a re-

word of £500 for the best locomotive

engine and prescribed a number of con-

ditions as to weight, height, speed and
tractive power.

It was a busy time among the en-

gineers. Private trials of engines, some
of them fearfully and wonderfully made.
resulted in a selection of four contest-

ants. Among these the "Novelty,"
constructed by John Ericsson, was the

favorite. His engine was a well-de-

d and 1 1 1 1
< ly proportion, d mi

I
Ii on had leal 1 1 < < 1 I n. in the

Swedish army, and was a lini

of the stalwart Norsi 1

1

j n 1 hi

i rial oi hi nything in

i" i 'I hit herto i ded, makii

mill an houi It-, weak point, the

blowing apparatus with which it was
equipped, ly gave way at the

crucial i nent and the result was that

Ericsson's "Novelty" succumbed to the

uperioi tabilit) oi Stephen's "Rocket."
I he v it I diffen m e in the tv

was in the use oi the exhaust

a di .oi appliam e in thi ol the

"Rocki t," a ag tins! the b

bellows contriva I in the "Nov-
elty." It may be added that on< of the

competitors, thi 11 p riel" by I lack-

worth failed on account of the extreme
intensity of its blast which caused the

expulsion of uni d coal from the

furnace while the "Perseverance" built

by Burstall was found unabb to

the specified sj

The high spirited young Swedish en-

gineer, then in his twenty sixth

seems to have dropped the 1

out of his further ci lion. His

mercurial mind ran into a hui

other channels. He invented a kii

rotary steam engine, and perfected the

form of steam lire engine which, with

little improvement, is now in universal

use. He also invented a blower for

marine boilers which was extensively

used. In 1837 he produced a screw
propeller which, although completely

successful from the beginning, was very

slow in being adopted by marine engine

builders. In 1839 he came to America
and became associated with Mr. Dela-

mater, the eminent Xew York marine
engine constructor. The introduction

of the screw propeller progressed rap-

idly in America. Among Mr. Ericsson's

inventions during this period was the

caloric engine from which great things

were expected. The press reports

greatly exaggerated the performance of

the caloric engine on its first appearance.

Its construction was ingenious but its

efficiency was extremely limited. In the

atmosphere of American enterprise. Mr.

Ericsson found ready encouragement,
and although much of his work was not

commercially successful, he kept on
constantly working in new fields pro-

ducing in rapid succession water meters,

hydrostatic and steam gauges, instru-

ments for measuring distances at sea,

and among other forms of steam engine

he built the first compound engine in

use in the marine service.

His extensive experience and work in

marine machinery culminated in the

production of an armored warship

equipped with a revolving turret which
had the effect of completely revolution-

izing battleship construction. There
are few events more dramatic in his
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than the appearance of Ericsson's

"Monitor" during the American Civil

War. The "Merrimac" a Southern gun-

boat on which some clever engineers

had improvised an armor of rails ren-

dering it invulnerable to the light guns

used in the wooden ships of that time,

had begun a career of havoc that bid

fair to destroy the warships of the

North. The two ironclads met at Nor-

folk Harbor, Virginia, on March 9, 1862,

and not only was the career of the

"Merrimac'' speedily closed, but it may

be truly said that every other wooden

warship became useless, and the adop-

tion of armored, turreted ships for

fighting purposes became complete and

immediate.

Great honor and good fortune came

to Ericsson in his later years, but he

seemed to care little for either. He
took much pride and joy in his work.

His great mental and physical strength

seemed to abide with him to the last.

At eighty-six years of age, shortly be-

fore his death, he was still at the draw-

ing board twelve hours a day. Among
the engineers of the nineteenth cen-

tury few have equalled and none have

surpassed the work of John Ericsson.

Questions Answered

COMPENSATED CURVES.

67. R. B. A., Port Huron, Ont., asks:

What is meant by the expression a com-

pensated curve?—A. This expression is

used concerning a curve where there is

also a grade. Suppose there is an up-

grade on a tangent or straight line, and

before the top of the up-grade is reached

it is necessary to put in a curve. The

resistance offered by the grade to the

train would be greatly augmented if the

same grade was continued through the

curve. In order to keep the train resis-

tance about equal to what it was on the

grade, the grade would be made more

level on the curve, and this flattening of

the grade is the compensation for the

curve. For light grades this compensa-

tion is not always necessary, but for heavy

grades where a curve is necessary, a

certain leveling of the grade is generally

resorted to so that the train resistance

will be about equal on the tangent grade

and on the curve.

EASEMENT CURVES.

68. R. P.. A., Port Huron, Out., asks

What are easement curves on a railroad?

—A. An easement curve is one interposed

en a straight line and a regular

curve so as to make the motion of the

train more easy. A railroad curve is

really part of a circle, and the straight

portion of line is called a tangent. Sup-

post a 4 deg. curve was in the In

tween two tangents, the suddsil cl

of direction would be too great for fast

speeds and the proper elevation of the

outer rail would be too abrupt if made
exactly where the tangent and 4 deg.

curve joined. At each end of the 4 deg.

curve an easement curve is introduced,

that is, a curve of greater radius, 111 order

tu shade off, so to speaK, or ease down the

sudden change of airection. In this case

perhaps a short segment of a 1 deg.

curve would be put in with gradual ele-

vation of the outer rail. In this way a

train passing from the tangent would first

encounter a short 1 deg. curve, then the

regular 4 deg. curve, after that a short 1

deg. curve and then on to the tangent.

DIFFERENT MZLS OF WHEELS.

69. L. C. P. Coomyton, Ky., writes:

We have had quite a discussion and

would be glid 11 you will give us your

views througn the medium of your val-

uable paper. We have three wheels

mounted on and fixed to an axle, the

two outside wheels are each two feet

in diameter, while the center wheel is

one foot in diameter. All wheels run

on a track. The center wheel, on ac-

count 01 its smallness has tlie track

built up to it. The question is, does

not the small wheel have to slip on the

track in order to keep up with the large

wheels?—A. Yes, the small wheel slips

on its rail. The distance between any

two points on the track is the same
whether measured along the high rail

or along the lower rails. The rail

measurements are all equal, but the cir-

cumference of a one foot wheel and

of a two foot wheel are different quan-

tities. In fact, the circumference of

the larger wheels is just twice that of

the smaller wheel. Here you have a

fixed rail length, and two different cir-

cumferential lengths, and if the circum-

ference of the large wheel measures out

a certain distance along the track for

one revolution, the smaller wheel, in

one revolution can only measure out

half that distance and it is compelled

to slip the other half.

PUSHING AND PULLING COMPARED.

70. D. H., Toronto. Ont., writes : A
car can be moved along a level line of

railway about as easily one way as it can

the other; why is it thought to take more
power to push a train than to pull the

same train?—A. There is more power
consumed in pushing than in pulling a

train. This can easily be demonstrated

by the experiment of pushing and pull-

ing a chain even in a well oiled and
smooth straight groove. When the chain

is pulled it comes along all right, but

when pushed it has a decided tendency to

buckle and its resistance to motion, when
pushed, .is much greater. The train of

cars is in this respect like the chain, each

car corresponding to a link, and when
pushed the tendency of the train to buckle

shows itself by increased flange friction

against the rails.

TRIPLES AND RETAINING VALVES.

71. W. B. S., Princeton, Ind..

writes, What objection can there be to

using low release, say about 30 lbs.,

and dispensing with triples and retain-

ing valves.—A Y'ou do not state in

what class of service you wish to dis-

pense with triple valves In view of

tlu fact that the triple valve makes
1 ossible the operation of the automatic

brake, we imagine there would be con-

siderable objection to disposing of

triple valves in a class of service severe

enough to warrant the use of retaining

\ alves.

The Modern Railroader.

Aspirants on railroads ought to look

upon the business as permanent, and
prepare themselves with the acquire-

ment of knowledge relating to the

work, the same way as lawyers, doctors

and all classes of engineers prepare

themselves for their future duties.

When railroads were in the primitive

stage, farmer youths, shopkeeper

youths and all sorts of bright laborers

entered railroad employment, and be-

came satisfactory enginemen and train-

men, with a few months' experience

;

but railroading has become a more com-
plex business than it was in those days,

and better educated men are necessary

for performing the more difficult duties.

Early railro-ading was beset with diffi-

culties and hardships that weeded out

the unfit entrants very quickly. Rail-

roading of to-day has nearly all the

difficulties and hardships of old times,

and has a great many new problems

that can be solved properly only by ed-

ucated men and students. The purely

practical man who used to boast of his

ignorance of book learning is very little

in evidence now-a-days, and the man
who understands the principles of his

business and applies them properly,

forges ahead of the whole tribe of

know-nothings.

Discipline.

Discipline is a fine sounding word,

but the action it describes is more often

revenge than justice. Discipline proper-

ly defined, is the treatment suited to a

disciple or learner. The definition put

upon it by many petty railroad officials

is, the privilege of inflicting punishment
upon people who through ignorance,

carelessness or design, violate rules.

The more savagely the discipline can

be inflicted the better it pleases the men
who have no mercy in their souls.

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

Railway between Buffalo and Chicago

has been equipped with block signals.

The distance is five hundred and forty

miles, and the work has taken two years

to do at a cost of about $1,500,000.
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Air Brake Department

Care of the Air Pump.

By G. W. Kieiim.

When an engine arrives at the round-

house with an air pump that lias been neg-

lected until it has broken down while in

service the pump is sometimes repaired on

the engine when it should have been re-

moved, and sometimes it is removed when

it would be more economical to repair the

disorder and allow the pump to remain

on the engine.

Each roundhouse has its own particular

way of making repairs to a broken air

pump, the air piston may come off the rod,

and the repair man will put some kind of

a clamp on the rod between the stuffing

boxes to keep the rod from turning, run

a die over the threads, turn the air pis-

ton upside down, cut a slot in the piston

for the dowel pin, and tighten the nuts

with a hammer and chisel, which is no-

body's business but that of the com-

pany which allows it to be done.

There need be no exact time specified

for the changing of air pumps if the

roundhouse repair man is a man of experi-

ence and he can save the company many

dollars spent on air pump repairs, by us-

ing good judgment as to when it is nec-

essary to change the pumps.

If an up-to-date air brake man is em-

ployed and if his recommendations are

given due consideration, he can, and is

willing to be held responsible for the con-

dition of the air pumps, and for air brake

failures.

In order to keep the engine in service it

is sometimes absolutely necessary to make

repairs to the air pump while it is on the

engine and the work should be done ac-

cording to the length of time the pump is

to remain on the engine thereafter.

For instance, if the air piston does work

loose on the rod or if the nuts on the rod

work off and the pump is expected to be

in service for any considerable length of

time the head must be fitted on the rod

when the repairs are made ; a patent lock

nut should be used and if one cannot be

obtained the threads should be blurred af-

ter the nuts are tightened.

To hold the steam piston from turning

while threading the rod and tightening the

nuts, the large end of the main valve cyl-

inder cap can be removed and the main

valve blocked in position to admit steam

to the cylinder on top of the steam pis-

ton, by placing one of the $^-inch cap

bolts between the large end of the differ-

ential piston and the cylinder cap and

tightening the cap with the remaining

three bolts, the cap nut should be taken

off while doing this to prevent throttle

leakage from blowing the differentia

1 • 1 1 .iiid the slide valve out of the bn

The piston rod will then be held

turning by a force about equal to the

boiler pressure multiplied by the area of

the steam piston, and the threads would

be stripped or the end of the rod twisted

off before the steam piston would turn in

the cylinder; if the rod does turn it is be-

cause it is loose in the steam piston.

1 1 the air pistons of a duplex air pump
work loose the pistons can be held at the

upper end of the stroke by removing the

revei sihg valve rod on the high pressure

side and substituting one with the but-

ton broken off the end, and opening the

pump throttle.

When the reversing plate is pulled off

and the 9J/2 or 11 inch pump is located

above the running board and very near to

it, it is a difficult matter to pull or push

the main piston to the upper end of the

stroke, and the device which has been il-

lustrated in these columns, page 170 of

the April 1907 issue, can be used to pull

up the steam piston and hold it.

When reversing plate bolts are put in,

a piece of sheet copper, the width of the

bolt head and long enough to turn up on

one side of the bolt head and to extend

over the plate to the steam piston on the

other side, should be used, the strip of

copper should have the bolt hole drilled

in the proper place and be used as a wash-

er, the bolt screwed down tightly upon

it, and one edge turned up alongside the

bolt head, the other down over the edge

of the reversing plate, which will prevent

the bolt from turning if it is pounded

loose. This is a practical way of fasten-

ing reversing plate bolts and has pre-

vented many pump failures, the copper

can be handled nicely when annealed and

being exposed to the steam in the cylin-

der will soon harden it again.

It may be customary to remove the air

pump for inspection and repairs every

six months, and shortly after renewing the

pump the engine may spend three or four

months in the shop, and when the pump
is removed it may have given but two or

three months' service and may be in as

good condition as one just overhauled.

It would be a waste of time and mate-

rial to change pumps under such condi-

tions, and in a case of this kind the air

and steam piston packing rings can be

tested, an examination made of the re-

versing plate and bolts, and the top head.

If the body of the pump is in good condi-

tion and the top head not entirely sat-

isfactory no time would be lost in sub-

si inning a head known to be in good con-

dition,

When the pump is removed for inspec-

tion and repairs it should be put in as

good condition as a new air pump bi

r room; some repair men
of their own concerning the

tim< \hen cylinders should be rcbored

and how the different parts should be

fitted, and their methods are either econ-

omical or wasteful. It is a mistaken idea

of economy to anneal imperfect gaskets

and use them between the cylinders and

the center piece, or to use stuffing boxes

that should be scrapped.

1 inning off the piston rod, using new

valves with old seats and cages or with

old bushings may represent the saving of

a few cents on material in the repair

room and cost dollars on the road and in

the engine house, and the man who re-

pairs the pump in the air brake room
should by all means have some experi-

ence in the engine house first.

The repair man should follow as close-

ly as possible the recommendations of the

Air Brake Association, that only light re-

pairs be made to air pumps on locomotives

in the roundhouse.

If heavy repairs are required, such as

tightening up piston heads, replacing steam

valve apparatus, the pump should be re-

moved from the locomotive and replaced

with a tested pump known to be in good
condition.

The association also recommends that

the steam cylinder be rebored when the

ends are 1/16 larger than the center of

the bore, that the air cylinder be rebored

when the ends are worn 1/32 larger than

the center of the bore, and the air piston

should be renewed when the diameter is

1/16 less than the bore of the cylinder.

The fit of the piston on the rod where

the shoulder fit is used should be a light

driving fit, where the rod is a taper fit it

should be fitted to draw 1/16.

Piston packing rings for air and steam

cylinders not to be used if the ring ends

are 3/32 of an inch apart when placed in

the end of the cylinder, and piston rods

to be trued up when cut or worn 1/32

and "scrapped" when 1/16 below the

standard size.

Threads on all valve seats, valve cages,

tap screws and caps to be coated with a

mixture of plumbago, or graphite, and

oiled before being screwed into place, and

steel air valves should be used for all air

pumps.

In removing piston rod nuts, they should

be cracked off to prevent the wear on the

rod threads in screwing them off, and be
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replaced with new beveled nut- that lit

neatly on the thread- of the rod.

In splitting off the nuts the chisel should

be held in line with the rod to prevent the

rod from being fractured, the air end

of the rod and all bolts and tap screws

should be annealed before again being

which will prevent them

from being fractured when tightening.

All air pump piston rods should be

supplied with a good swab and kept

well oiled and the air inlets of the pump
iii I" supplied uiili .1 -trainer, the area

of which should not be less than live inch-

es in diameter and located in such a

manner as to he protected from rain, snow,

steam or drippings.

It l- also recommended that the air

pump bi located on the side of the boil-

er forward of the staybolts and to be se-

cure^ fastened to the boiler with a cast

steel or a cast iron bracket having true

bearing surface for the pump after the

bracket is secure to the boiler, brackets to

have lugs cast on them to engage the

lower end of the pump bracket to carry

the weight of the pump.

When two pumps are used per loco-

motive both should be located on same
side of the locomotive with one gover-

nor and steam valve to control both.

Undesired Quick Action.

The "undesired emergency," or quick

action during a service application, is

an annoying and dangerous disorder

of the air brake, which, when it appears,

is overcome for the time being only,

to manifest itself elsewhere later on.

As soon as the disorder is located

and remedied, it is quickly forgotten,

but while it is present all parties di-

rectly concerned are deeply interested

and the undesired emergency is a very

live topic for discussion.

The cause of this trouble is usually

very easy to locate if it occurs fre-

quently, or nearly every time the brake

is applied, but if it only occurs occa-

sionally, it is often very difficult to lo-

cate

Sometimes there is very little effort

put forth to locate the cause of the

disorder, and it is recommended that

the triple valve be given more attention

and more frequent cleaning, which may
overcome the trouble.

If the undesired quick action is due

to a sticky triple-valve piston or slide

valve, a weak graduating spring, a

broken graduating pin. or a sticky

equalizing piston in the brake valve, an

enlarged preliminary exhaust port, in-

sufficient equalizing reservoir volume,

or leakage from that volume, it is not

difficult to detect the cause and apply

the remedy, but if it is due to a num-
ber of defects or a combination of cir-

cumsl each in itself unable to

any unusual action of the brake,

and when combined only cause the un-

usual action occasionally, it becomes a

more difficult proposition.

A triple valve may be in such con-

dition that it will work harmoniouslj

among any number of others, provided

that the brake valve reducing the brake

pipe pressure is in good condition and
that tlie brake pipe is reasonably free

from leakage, while if there is a slight

brake-valve disorder, the triple valve

maj be thrown into quick action occa-

sionally during a service application.

A brake valve may be in such condi-

tion that tlie triple valves in a train of

cars will l.e operated perfectly if they

are ill good condition, while if there is

a slightly defective triple valve in the

train it, in combination with the brake

valve defects, will occasionally cause

undesired quick action which would not

have occurred had the brake valve been

in good condition.

Disorders of this kind tend to lead

to controversies, each party being right

in their claims that the "brake valve is

all right if the triples are" and "the

triple valves were all right at the test-

ing plant."

In this connection it may be well to

advance the opinion that cars, especial-

ly freight cars, are here to-day and
away to-morrow, while the locomotive

is near a round-house or ash-pit every

twenty-four hours, and there is conse-

quently less excuse for defective air-

brake equipment on a locomotive than

on a car. The brake equipments on
freight cars cannot be expected to be

in perfect condition at all times, and

eery often a combination of defects

tending to cause undesired quick action

exist, the action of which can often be

avoided by a correct manipulation of

the brake valve.

As before stated in the columns of

this paper, a light application of the

brake on a train, or a series of light re-

ductions, will bring about undesired

quick action if that possibility exists in

any of the triple valves in the train.

This is one of the principal reasons why
the light reduction is discouraged on
short trains and trains of moderate
length, as well as long ones.

The action or tendency of the light

reduction is to draw the triple pistons

against the slide valve gently, and if the

slide valve in one of the triple valves

sticks slightly, it may not be moved,
and in cases of this kind the auxiliary

reservoir volume cannot expand into

the brake cylinder, nor through the

feed groove into the brake pipe, owing
to the movement of the triple piston;

therefore the auxiliary volume remains

bottled up until brake pipe leakage, or

another light reduction creates suffi-

cient difference in brake pipe and auxil-

iary reservoir pressures to dislodge the

slide valve, at which time the piston will

jump against the graduating stem and

compress the spring, causing undesired

quick action, which would not have

been the case had the initial reduction

been heavy enough to have drawn the

piston against the slide valve with

enough force to move it.

The triple slide valve's resistance to.

movement can be compared with the

graduating spring's resistance to com-
pression; they resist siow 1..0, eu.ent-

in' the triple piston and yield to rapid

or forcible ones. It is therefore evident

that the triple pistons should not be al-

lowed to move lightly against the slide

valves either by brake pipe leakage or

light reductions.

The light reductions can be avoided,

and brake-pipe leakage as a general rule

does not affect the triple pistons until

the brake-valve handle is placed on lap

position.

There is no necessity for placing the

handle on lap position 15 or 20 seconds

prior to the reduction, and allowing

brake-pipe leakage to draw the triple

pistons against the slide valves.

Brake-pipe leakage should not affect

the triple pistons while the brake-valve

handle is in running position unless

the feed valve is sluggish or irregular,

allowing brake-pipe pressure to vary;

a feed valve in this condition may be

one of the principal causes of undesired

quick action.

When the disorder occurs and the

cause is not promptly located, there are

naturally many different theories ad-

vanced; sometimes the 10-inch equip-

ment with the larger triple valve is

blamed, the graduating spring may ap-

pear too light or the slide valve too

large, creating too much frictional re-

sistance, but if the investigations are

continued long enough, the conclusions

are almost sure to be "lack of care and
maintenance," which is rational, for we
sometimes forget that if the brake is

maintained in good condition there will

be 110 disorders.

While there may be more cases of un-

desired quick action at present, it

should be remembered that there are

also more triple valves in the train,

consequently more opportunities for the

disorder to occur.

The undesired quick action is in near-

ly all cases due to a combination of

causes, for there is no disorder that will

cause it under all conditions.

The broken graduating spring will

not cause it on long trains; if the triple

\.1l\1 is sticky enough it will not move
at all and under certain conditions the

triple valve with a broken graduating

pin will reduce the auxiliary reservoir

pressure past the emergency piston to

the brake cylinder, and quick action will

not occur.

The undesired quick act'on is most
serious when the train is parted by it,

due to some disorder.
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Electrical Department

Storage Bateries.

By W. B. Kouwenhoven.

Storage batteries are installed with

certan definite purposes in view, and to

obtain the best results a clear under-

standing of their care and operation is

necessary Storage batteries, unlike

STORAGE BATTERY ROOM.

generators, engines and other central

station machines, give no audible signs

Of trouble and almost no visible ones.

They will continue to deliver current

until severely injured. If the operator

in charge of the station will remember

thai a storage battery will do so much,

and no more, in a given time, that they

deserve as careful treatment as a gen-

erator unit, and that any attempt to

make them do more than they are de-

signed for will only result in trouble,

expense and dissatisfaction, then the

storage battery will prove itself a very

valuable asset to the equipment of the

station,

CHARGE.

The rate at which the battery is to

be charged is usually specified by the

company furnishing the battery. The
voltage necessary to start the charge is

about 2.15 volts per cell. If this does

nol give the required charging current,

the voltage must be increased until the

proper current value is reached. Usu-

ally when charging a fully discharged

battery, the current is raised about 20

per cent, above the normal rate; where

it is maintained until the voltage per

cell reaches about 2.5 volts, then the

current is reduced to the normal rate

and tin- charge is continued until the

battery is fully charged.

At tin' beginning of the charge the

voltage rises rapidly to about 2.2 volts

per cell, and then very gradually to

about 2.4 volts, the evolution of bubbles

of gas begins at about 2..} volts, this is

known as gassing. Fro-.n 2.4 volts as the

charge continues the voltage rises to about

265 volts; at this point the charge is usu-

ally considered complete. If the charge be

continued beyond this point, the volt-

age "ill rise as high as 2.8 volts pel

cell, although it is never advisabh to

do 1 Ins hi prai ii' 1

. except in 1

badly sulphated plates which will be

mentioned later. < In opening the

charging circuit the voltage falls rapid

ly to about 2.1 volts per cell

III a station where it is not advisable

to raise the voltage of the generator

above that of tile line, and no auxilliary

i ster is :ii hand for charging, il is

1;.
1 1 sary to divide the battery into si 1

tions in order to charge it. A battery

which furnishes power to the "line di

mands a voltage considerably in excess

of that of the line to force the charging

current through it successfully. In

order to charge the battery it must be

divided into sections, such that the line

voltage "ill force the charging cur

rent through each section, thus they

may be charged separately and after-

wards united. In many central stations

a machine called a booster is employed

to raise or boost the line voltage across

the battery, and thereby force the

charging current through the cells.

There are two reliable methods of

determining when a cell is fully

charged; the one is to note the voltage

of the cell, and the other the specific

gravity of the electrolyte. Both of

these methods are good, but the second.

although more troublesome, is, in the

opinion of the writer, the better. The
Specific gravity of a substance is tin

ratio of its weight per unit volume to

the weight of pure water per unit vol-

ume. The weight of water per unit

volume is unity. Thus a liquid of speci-

fic gravity 1.2 is 1.2 times as heavy as

an equal volume of water.

The specific gravity of the electrolyte

when the battery is charged is from

1. 21 to 1.24 at 60 degs. F., although a

specific gravity of t.26 is often used for

automobile work. The specific gravity

is ascertained by means of an instru-

ment called a hydrometer. The hy-

drometer is simply a sealed glass tube.

weighted at one end. It sinks to differ-

ent depths in liquids of different speci-

fic gravities, and a scale on the tube in-

dicates the value in question.

DISCHARGE.

When discharging at the normal eight

hour rate, the voltage drops rapidly to

about 2.05 volts per cell, and within 10

or 15 minutes after beginning thi

charge to 2.0 volts. From then on it

continues to fall very gradually to a

value of about 1.9. after which it falls

very rapidly. The discharge should be

stopped when the voltage reaches 1.85

\ ..It 3, and undi 1 no d mditions should

ii 1
.1 bi .'If. I ed 10 fall below 1 7-

volts pei cell ["h gravity of

tin electrolyti ho ild never be allow d

lo fall below 1. 15, and 1.185 to M95 ia

ill. general practice.

DESCRIPTION.

The plates in each cell oi

battery an join, d together by "burn

ing" the plate terminal tnon bus

I111 This burning is simply a

welding in which the heat of a blow

pipe is used to weld the parts together.

The plates are then assembled in

water-light, acid-proof tanks or jars.

tll.iss jar^ are usually employed for the

small sizi -. although rubber has come
into use of late. Celluloid is employed
to a great extent in Europe, but it has

not found favor in this country. The
< sizes of batteries, for central

tion use, are contained in tanks,

lined with sheel lead, with welded joints

A new type of containing cells is being

put on the market which consists of

glazed earthenware. These, if they

prove successful will be permanent.

The containing cells or tanks accum-

ulate a moist deposit of electrolyte due

to the gassing, and to the creeping of

the electrolyte. They are therefore

BATTERY CELL OX INSULATORS.

mounted on insulators and separated

from each other.

Glass plates, about \s of an inch in

thickness are placed on opposite sides

of the cell. The battery plates are sup-

ported by means of lugs, which r< -

these glass plates and are thus pre-

vented from touching the bottom of the

cell.

As alternate plates are at different

potentials, some means of preventing
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their coming into contact with each

other is necessary. On the smaller

sizes, glass lugs or perforated rubber

sheets are employed to separate the

plates. In the larger sizes glass rods

are used to keep the plates in their

proper positions.

It is a well known tact that the line

voltage must be kept as near uniform

as possible, and also that the voltage of

a storage battery falls during discharge.

Therefore some form of switch is nec-

essary to vary the battery voltage be-

fore it is supplied to the line. These

switches are called "End Cell Switches."

The battery contains a sufficient num-
ber of cells to supply the full line volt-

age at the end of the discharge. When
fully charged the total voltage of the

battery is considerably in excess of the

line voltage and fewer cells would suf-

fice. During discharge, the voltage sup-

plied to the line and the output are

regulated by the so-called end cell

switch, which serves to connect more
cells in the circuit in proportion as the

voltage of the individual cell falls.

These switches are of either the auto-

matic or the hand operated types.

CARE.

The effect of temperature on the

efficiency, and the ampere hour capacity

of the battery is very great. The tem-

perature should never be allowed to

exceed 100 degs. F. The temperature of

a group of cells should always be

measured near the center of the group.

If the battery gives its full capacity at

70 degs. F., at 30 degs. it will give

about 75 per cent, of its capacity, and

at 90 degs. 112 per cent. The proper

temperature of a battery is from 60 to 70

degs. F. Any attempt to operate a

POSITIVE PLATE.

battery above its normal temperature

will result in excessive wear of the

plates. •

The level of the electrolyte should

be maintained about one inch above the

top of the plates, and its speci ic grav-

ity at full charge should be from 1.21

to 1.24. as was stated before. The
specific gravity of each cell should be

determined at least once every week.

If upon testing the specific gravity of

a cell it should be found to be less than

that of the surrounding cells, it is gen-

erally due to local action or short cir-

cuit. The cause should be removed, and

the cell should be disconnected and

separately charged to bring it up to the

condition of its mates. Never add acid

to bring up the specific gravity until

the cause of lowness has been care-

fully determined.

Water should be added from time to

time to maintain the proper level. This

water should be introduced into the

tank at the bottom through a rubber

hose ; as the water will float on top, and

not mixed with the electrolyte, if

poured in, because the water is lighter

than the acid.

During discharge, never exceed the

one hour rate, and the discharge should

never be maintained at this rate for

more than twenty minutes. By one

hour rate is meant the complete dis-

charge of the battery in one hour.

Never charge at too low a rate, as it is

injurious, A thirty hour rate of charge

should be a minimum.
If avoidable never allow a battery to

stand discharged for any length of time.

If impossible to start the charge im-

mediately, stop the discharge at 1.85

volts per cell.

Be always on the lookout for sul-

phates. If the plates begin to show
lighter, immediately locate the cause

and remedy it at once.

Batteries should never be allowed to

remain out of commission for any

great length of time. A small charge

and discharge should be given at least

once a week. If the battery is to be

put out of commission it should be fully

charged then discharged at the normal rate

for a couple of hours. The electrolyte

should now be drawn off and the tanks

filled with pure water. Then the discharge

should be continued at one half the

normal rate until the voltage falls to

about 0.5 volts per cell. The plates

should then be washed thoroughly and

soaked in water for about 24 hours,

after which they should be allowed to

dry. Upon assembling the battery, add

the electrolyte, give the battery a long

over charge, and it will be in condition

for use.

When the cells are deeper than two

feet some means should be used to

keep the electrolyte in circulation. A
very good method is to lead a small

rubber tube to the bottom of each tank.

A current of air is delivered by the

tube to the bottom of the tank, and the

bubbles serve to keep the electrolyte

in motion as they rise.

DISEASES AND THEIR REMEDIES.

The principal causes of trouble in a

storage battery are:

1. Loss of capacity. 2. Fracture

and buckling.

(1) Loss of capacity as distin-

guished from loss of charge is generally

due to the clogging of the pores or loss

of active material of the negative plate,

or to the loss of electrolyte. When the

negative plate shows a decreased capa-

city and exhibits no sign of sulphation

it is generally found that the pores

are clogged with sulphate or other im-

purities, or the active material has

shrunken in volume. The remedy for

this is to remove the plates and re-

juvenate them by means of an electro-

chemical treatment and the use of

dummy plates. They are finally con-

verted back into sponge lead and re

placed in the battery. The loss of elec

trolyte either by evaporation or other-

wise should never be made up by thr

addition of water or acid. The mixture

should contain about 95 per cent o'

water, the remainder being acid.

(2) Fracture and buckling are due to

excessive and unequal expansion of the

active material composing the plates.

This may be caused by the discharge

being at too rapid a rate, or by its

being carried too far. Buckling may
even occur at the normal rate, due to

defects in the plates themselves. If

the buckling and fractures are due to

the latter cause, there is no remedy.

Care should be taken to see that the

discharge is carried on at a normal rate

and that the batery is not discharged

below 1.85 volts per cell.

EFFICIENCY AND LIFE.

The efficiency of a storage battery

depends principally upon the rates of

charge and discharge, the internal re-

sistance of the cell, its temperature and

the condition of the electrolyte. The
electrolyte spoken of all through this ar-

ticle is the name given by electrician^ to

the liquid in which the plates are im-

mersed, and it is this electrolyte or active

liquid that attacks the positive and nega-

tive plates of the battery. A bat-

tery that is employed to regulate the

voltage, and is charged and discharged

in cycles of a few minutes each is known
as a floating battery and has a watt

efficiency of from 87 to 95 per cent.
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Patent Office Department

PISTON AND t'ISTON-VALVE PACKING.

Two new patents have been secured

by J. T. Wilson, Jersey Shore, Pa. Nos.

898,541 and 898,617. Both are in rela-

tion to packing for pistons and piston-

valves. As will be seen in the accom-

PISTON VALVE AND PACKING.

panying illustrations the main features

of the devices embrace a wide ring and

two snap rings. In the drawing on the

left side there are means for introduc-

ing steam beneath the snap rings and

means for holding in parallel positions

the inner portions or edges of the snap

rings. The wide ring is expansible and

wedge-shaped. There are also two non-

expansible wall rings. The wide rings

interlock the edges of the snap rings.

In the other device, also in combina-

tion with a piston or piston-valve, the

packing comprises two expansible snap

rings each being substantially in one
piece, and a wide ring positively en-

gaging the snap rings, having tongues

and grooves. There is means also for

introducing motive fluid beneath one

of the snap rings.

SPARKLESS SMOKESTACK.

A. Mathison, Rochford, S. D., has

patented a sparkless smokestack for

ing upwardly and downwardly and end-

ing near tin lower end of the stack.

There are brackets holding the sleeve

in place, and a pipe is attached to ad-

mit steam into 1 he stai k. \ damper is

arranged in the lower end of the pipe,

PRESSURE GAUGE.

A pressure gauge has been patented

by E. S. Wheeler, Detroit, Mich. No.

89,932. The device embraces in com-

bination with a manifold, a plurality of

co-axially arranged Bourbon tubes com-

municating therewith a r-oek -halt, links

connecting the free ends of the Bour-

bon tubes to the rock shaft whereby

the united action of the tubes is com-

municated to the shaft, and means act-

SPAEK ARRESTING STACK.

traction engines. No. 897,385. The
device embraces a combination with a

straight stack having at the top an in-

ner annular flange, a depending sleeve

carried by the flange, the sleeve open-

Limerick, Wi • Medford, .Mass.

62, The device has the form of

a target lor u ion with a

fuel bin I 1 of the wall of

the target being made spherically con-

NOVEL FORM OF GAUGE.

uated by the shaft for recording the

movement of the tubes. The links have

the effect of equalizing any irregularity

of movement in the tubes.

DRAFT GEAR.

H. T. Krauka, Cleveland, Ohio, has

secured a number of patents. Nos.

900,022 to 900,027 inclusive, in connec-

tion with draft gear and radial draft

gear. In the former, the spring-rigging

is carried by the car frame, and the

drawbar is pivotally connected with the

car-truck at a point back of the front

end of the truck frame. In the latter

there are telescopically fitted rods hav-

ing at the outer end of each a member
of a ball-and-socket joint. Much of the

details of the various devices are not

given in the Patent Office Gazette, but

it may be stated that the inventor has

assigned the entire series of patented

inventions to the National Malleable

Castings Company, Cleveland. Ohio

OIL-BURNING BAFFLE

A baffle for oil-burning furnaces in

steam engines has been patented by J.
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BAFFLE PLATE FOR OIL BURNER.

vex to receive the direct action of the

flame and spread it in all directions,

the convex portion being made thicker

than the remaining portion of the wall.

There are struts bracing the target.

A recent press dispatch from Berlin

states, that Emperor William has in-

vented a new hub and brake for railway

trains and automobiles, which is de-

scribed as offering the greatest possible

guarantee against accident arising from

the failure of existing brakes to operate

when called upon. The practical experi-

ments with it have not yet been com-

pleted.

ROTARY VALVE.

H. D. Snell. Maurglen, Pa., has pat-

ented a rotary valve for steam engines.

No. 899.079. The device consists of a

valve casing detachably mounted on a

ROCKING VALVE.

steam chest, a rotary valve held in the

casing, a retaining and rocking mem-
ber secured to each end of the valve

there are rods connecting the rocker

ams to the valve rod yoke.
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AMONG THE RAILWAY MEN
Bk James K.ennedy

The repair shops of the Illinois Central

.ii Easl St. Louis are .1 fine illustration

oi how the very be>t modern equipment

may be well kept up under conditions

that are not as new as thej might be.

The chief repair shops of the road are at

Burnside, near Chicago, where over 3,000

men are employed. The shop at East St.

Louis is a modernized roundhouse, origi-

nally intended for running repairs only,

but now the large roundhouse has been

cleverly subdivided with section and a

repair shop, where the general repairing

of three or four locqmotives a month is

completed and where ninety-seven loco-

motives are kept in running repair to a

degree of perfection that leaves little to

be desired.

.Mr. Win. Mcintosh, the master me-

chanic, is a tine example of the younger

school of master mechanics. He is

making the most of the old roundhouse.

and since taking charge of the shops, six

months ago. he has already under way
the installation of five electric motors, in

place of the old stationary steam engine,

for the purpose of running the different

sections of the shops. There are already

a number of electrically driven machines,

including a wheel lathe of the newest type,

which is doing excellent work. A feature

of the work at present is the replacing of

the axles of a large number of freight

engines with a larger size of axle, the

new size being 8V2 ins., which is certainly-

necessary in view of the heavy loads

drawn by the freight engines, the loads

sometimes aggregating 2,500 tons.

A peculiar and constant cause of trou-

ble among the switching engines at East

St. Louis is the rapid wear of the wheel

flanges. This i- occasioned by the exces-

sive number of sharp curves in the ex-

tensive yards. These curves were laid

down at a time when the locomotives

were less than half their present size,

and while there is sufficient space in the

flat lands of East St. Louis and vicinity

to straighten these curves, it is next to

impossible to secure the opportunity in

view of the rapidly exoanding volume of

business. We were surprised to hear that

many of the powerful six-wheel switching

engines required new tires every two or

three months. The operation of re-tiring

is simple and expeditious. The connect-

ing rods are removed, the engine is slight-

ly raised on blocks, worn tires taken off

and the -i\ new tires are heated and
shrunk in position. There are no rei 1

or collars or binding bolts. In spite of

the great tire pressure in service the tires

never m their position.

A notable feature in regard to the re-

moval of ashes has been installed by Mr.

Mcintosh. An ash pit constructed of

sheet steel is nearly filled with water.

The ash pans of the engines are emptied

into this receptacle. The hot ashes are

immediately quenched, and when the pit

is fairly filled with ashes a movable crane

with a clamshell bucket comes and readily

lift- the ashes out of the pit into an ash

car. The leaves of the clamshell bucket

assume a vertical position in being low-

ered and close readily when being raised.

The steel sheet composing the shell of

the pit is perforated so that the water

finally runs out, leaving the ashes com-

paratively dry. These is no hand work

of any kind, other than the emptying of

tin- ash pans of the locomotives into the

pit.

An important feature of the works is the

car department, which has extensive ac-

commodations outside the old roundhouse.

The methodical and orderly manner in

which this usually complex section is ar-

ranged shows how thoroughly the sub-

ject has been mastered. There are over

300 men employed in this department

alone, and in all there are between 500

and doo engaged in the various depart-

ments of the works.

Mr. Wm. Kirkwood, the blacksmith

foreman, very ably supplements the ex-

cellent work of the master mechanic.

This section of the roundhouse is

a model of neatness and it was readily

seen that the method of utilizing old ma-

terial spoke volumes for the economical

management of the master minds of the

busy establishment. We were pleased to

note- that the boiler shop is having a flue

rattler established, made on the same

principle as that in vogue at the chief

shops of the company at Burnside, 111.

A raised platform furnished with an in-

clined plane permits of the flues finding

their way unaided into the rattler, while

a lower inclined plane is so arranged as

to allow the flues to slide readily from

the rattler on to a flat car, where they

may be conveyed to the boiler shop at

will.

The oil store room is furnished with

every modern appliance, the oil is stored

underground, and is constantly under heat

and pressure. Tn the paint shop we ob-

served several new features in the general

work, one of which was the painting of

gauge dials black, while the figures and

pointers are painted wdiite. It is claimed

that at night this is a decided advantage,

as in stray shadows, white dials some-

what browned or blackened do not con-

trast sufficiently with the figures and

pointers.

Vltogether there is a spirit of determi-

nation shown to make the most of the

situation, and there is much that might

serve as an example to larger establish-

ments, and to crown all this it is particu-

larly pleasant to know that the depart-

ments are on full time and full equip-

ment, with no short hours and no sus-

pended list. At East St. Louis good times

have come back.

THE ST. LOUIS TERMINAL.

The St. Louis Terminal is something
unique in the complex working of

American railways, and no doubt if

there is anything to be compared to it,

either in the admirable plan or vast

scope of its many details. Mr. Wm.
P.awden, the master mechanic, and Mr.

H. J. Pfeifer, the superintendent of

maintenance, manage to keep the vast

establishment in perfect working order.

Indeed, nothing short of perfection

would do under such conditions. It

may be stated briefly that a score of

railroads converge at this point, and the

St. Louis Terminal Company have per-

fected a plan to manage the great pas-

senger traffic incidental to a railroad

center like this. Before approaching

the great central depot, all passenger

trains are taken in charge by the Ter-

minal Company. There are 102 loco-

motives engaged in the work and about

250 engineers, as the locomotives are

all double crewed and some even treble

crewed, to meet the ceaseless traffic

converging at this point. The depot

consists of 32 tracks, and is in length

sufficient to accomodate 15 passenger

cars. The locomotives never enter the

depot, as the cars are pushed into place.

It would he idle to attempt to describe

the endless system of signals. The 32
tracks raidate into innumerable and
far-spreading branches and it seems as

if there were miles of semaphores, an

endless tangle surpassing human mem-
ory, and yet everything goes on like

clock-work. The signals are all worked
by compressed air, and the going and
coming of the endless procession of

trains are all indicated electrically in

the signal towers. Nothing unexpected
or unprovided for has ever happened
during the fourteen years in which the

vast plant has been in operation.

The mechanical appliances in use are

of the best. The handling of coal, wa-

ter and ashes, usually involving much
hand work, is entirely managed by
machinery. The mechanism in rela-

tion to this vast work is housed in a

colossal structure resembling a coal-

cracking plant in use at some of the
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larger mines. Indeed, a portion of the

work performed is the breaking "f (lie coal

into a size suitable for firing the loco-

motives. 'I'hi' iin.-.i iii^'. in. .us cciiilriv

ance, perhaps, is the machinery in con-

neclion with the conveying of tin- ashes

from the pits, beginning with the hop-

per-shaped carnages that run .under

the ash pans of the engines, and when
filled glide noiselessly away 011 I lu-

rails which are se1 deep in the pits. Al

a certain point they arc- switched to an

underground siding, where they arc

readily emptied into the buckets of an

elevator, which in tnm conveys the
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content. It must be borne in mind that

even though the total carbon and silicon

content may be but 6 per cent, altogether

by weight, they make up a much larger

percentage of the metal when considered

by volume as their specific gravity is but

about 25 per cent, that of the metal iron.

That is, in other words, if the carbon,

silicon, sulphur, phosphorus and man-

ganese in a 100 lb. cast iron cube total

but 7 per cent, by weight, or 7 lbs. the

metal iron itself will weigh 93 lbs., but by

volume the 7 per cent, of impurities will

occupy a space of about 36 per cent, of the

cube, and the 93 lbs. of iron 64 per cent.

When exposed to high steam tempera-

tures the metal iron itself is unaffected,

the high temperature acting upon the

impurities only, and as these impurities

take up 36 per cent, of the whole casting

there is ample room for destructive ac-

tion.

The above data was obtained by the

Crane Co. from the bodies of 14 in. gate

valves having walls ranging from I '4 to

i
l/2 ins. in thickness and flanges of 2I/4

ins. thick, test bars about 10 ins. long be-

ing cut from the body of the valves tested.

While it is true that the cast iron valves

on which the temperature effects noted

were subjected to a somewhat higher

temperature than obtains in locomotive

cylinders using saturated steam at 200 to

225 lbs. pressure, yet when we take into

consideration the fact that a locomotive

cylinder is subject to continual and re-

peated shocks, to torsional stresses and

strains, and that frequently when drifting

and often when the engine is reversed

the temperature of the cylinder is raised

considerably above 600 degrees, is it not

reasonable to assume that all these causes

contribute materially to hasten the slow

deterioration going on due to the tem-

perature effects on the impurities in the

iron?

Is this not the most reasonable

hypothesis upon which to explain the ap-

parently mysterious cylinder failures that

have obtained since 200 to 235 lbs. of

steam have become common?

Further, with the advent of superheated

steam, is it not reasonable to assume that

the destructive effects on cast iron will be

hastened in proportion to the increase in

temperature due to the added superheat,

and that a decreased cylinder life will

necessarily follow?

We believe the matter brought out is

worthv of serious consideration, and that

with the advent and adoption of super-

heated steam, the adoption of cast steel

cylinders should be considered, as steel

is not affected by moderate temperatures

the same as cast iron, for the reason that

the impurities are so small, botli by weight

and volume, that they may be disregarded,

as even the small amount of carbon present

being in the combined form, instead of

existing as graphite, as it does in cast

iron.

Making and Repairing of Frames.

A paper on this important subject

was read at the recent meeting of the

International Railroad Master Black-

smiths' Association by Mr. J. T. Mc-

Sweeney of the Baltimore & Ohio. He

spoke in part as follows: Making loco-

motive frames and repairing them has

been the subject for a great deal of

discussion on the part of the Master

Blacksmiths' Association and the rail-

road companies of this country, and

yet we have only commenced the one

thing uppermost in the minds of the

mechanical world, that is, to eliminate

the breaking of frames and how to re-

pair them cheaply when broken.

The B. & O. do not make any new

frames at the company's shop at Gar-

rett, Ind. Our work consists of repair-

ing frames, and we do this in the smith

shop or under the engine in the cheap-

est way we can. In the smith shop we

handle our frames with a screw lift and

an angle iron wheel around the frame.

Two men can turn this frame. We use

six men when making a weld. We make

cur welds with sledges and under steam

hammer when we can. We make a V-

weld with sledges, as I think the iron

is driven together and not stretched as

it would be if made under steam ham-

mer. All welds on main frame rails

are made with lap welds and V-welds.

The lap welds we make, if possible, un-

der the steam hammer; this gives a

chance to see that both pieces have

the proper heat before putting them to-

gether. With side heat on same you

can be sure this weld is not going to

break again in that place.

In making a fork weld or a V-weld

the heats should be taken separate. It

is a hard matter to draw the heat

through to the center point of weld

of this kind. I do not consider that

this is a good weld. Welding on a

pedestal jaw or leg to back of frame in

this manner with separate heats and

side heats makes a good weld, but it

takes a great deal of time and labor to

prepare this weld. It depends a great

deal on the place the frame was broken

as to how it shallbe repaired.

I cannot say that I have changed my
methods in making this kind of a weld

since last year. I have put a good many

new half pedestal jaws on frames under

engines where end of frame for pedestal

brace was broken off and have had

success with all these welds. We spread

frame with jack and a piece of iron

with slot cut in one end and two

wedges, driving the wedges from both

side<=. We do not have much trouble in

getting them apart. We have made

two welds of this kind in thirteen hours

with three men. We build our furnace

out of ordinary fire brick, with a hole

for burner and a peep hole. Our fur-

nace stands on three posts made from

scrap flues or old pipe. We use hooks

to pull posts from under furnace, al-

lowing the bricks to drop into the pit.

We use a small ram made in shape of

a flater or face of sledge on the end of

a bar, to weld up the inside of frame

and weld up the outside with sledges.

With, the exception of the last weld I

have used a bar of the same kind as I

used on the inside. We use a heavy

ram at the back end of frame to drive

frame to length and find this is better

than clamps, for so often you cannot

get the clamps on in the right place;

also, a jack to keep frame apart while

taking heat. When heat is ready this

jack is taken out. By doing this the

heat reaches the center of frame.

Our furnace is built 4 '" s -
lrom frame

to bottom of furnace and 3 ins. on top

and sides. The burner is placed so the

flame does not strike the frame, the

flame passing under the frame, then

around over the sides and top. We
use crude and carbon oil, twelve to

fourteen gallons, to make a weld. ' In

this way there is no waste to the frame.

By the time you have a heat and frame

rammed to length, the frame is larger

by a quarter of an inch all round than

it was when you started to weld, the

oil coming to the burner by gravity

with 70 to 100 lbs. of compressed air.

You must be governed by the length

of your heat as to how much your

frame will shorten.

The B. & O. R. R- has made a num-

ber of welds with Thermit this year at

different shops along their line of road.

There were two made at Garrett which

have proved a success so far. Both en-

gines had steel frames broken in dif-

ferent places. This class of engine has

given a great deal of trouble in break-

ing main frame, being a cross com-

pound. At first the frames broke over

the first pair of driving wheels. The

frames at this point on some of those

engines have been increased from 4 x

554 to 5 x 8 ins.; also some have new

steel ends put on. The parts that have

been increased have not broken. The

cost of making one of those welds with

Thermit was twenty dollars for mater-

ial without any labor.

Will Use Electric Power.

The Interlaken-Lauterbrunnen-Wen-

gern Alp-Grindelwald rack-and-pinion

railway is in process of conversion to

electric traction, and it is stated that

the overhead trolley, with direct cur-

rent, will be adopted. The line, which

is nearly IS miles in length, rises to a

height of 6,700 ft. above sea-level. The

conversion of this railway to electric-

ity is being made because of cheap

water power in the vicinity of the line.

The torrents which flow down from the

glacial areas in the mountains are utilized

for power, and the snow capped peaks are

covered by the "white coal of the Alps."
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Items of Personal Interest

Mr. C. \V. Tessiers has been appointed

master car builder of the Mexican Cen-

tral Railroad, vice Mr. John II. O'Brien,

resigned.

Mr. E. M. Sweetman has been appointed

master mechanic of the Southern Rail-

way at Sheffield, Ala., vice Mr. \V. F.

Mi >ran, resigned.

Mr. J. F. Casey lias been appointed

general foreman of the car department

of the St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico,

with headquarters at Kingsville, Tex.

Mr. E. H. Harlow has been appointed

master mechanic on the Atchison, Topeka

& Santa Fe Coast Lines at Richmond,

Cal., vice Mr. A. B. Todd, resigned.

Mr. F. E. Allen has been appointed road

foreman of engines on the Iowa Division

of the Chicago & Xorth-Western Rail-

way, with headquarters at Boone, la.

Mr. Robert E. Cameron has been ap-

pointed assistant road foreman of engines

on the middle division of the Pennsyl-

vania, with headquarters at Altoona, Pa.

Mr. W. A. George has been appointed

master mechanic on the Atchison, To-

peka & Santa Fe Coast Lines at Albu-

querque, X. M.. vice Mr. E. H. Harlow,

transferred.

Mr. A. H. Shorth has been appointed

district master mechanic on the Canadian

Pacific Railway, with headquarters at

Cranbrook, B. C, vice Mr. A. Hobkirk.

transferred.

Mr. Win. Geister has been appointed

road foreman of engines for the Loui ? -

iana Division of the Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific Railway, with headquarters at

Eldorado, Ark.

Mr. J. J. Evans has been appointed

signal supervisor of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific at El Reno, Okla., with

jurisdiction over the Choctaw and the

Southern Districts.

Mr. G. E. Carson, formerly master car

builder of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, has

been appointed master car builder of the

Xew York Central & Hudson River at

West Albany, X. Y.

Mr. John Schrader, formerly night car

foreman of the Xew Y'ork Central & Hud-
son River, has been appointed general car

foreman of the car department, Mott
Haven yards. Xew \T

ork.

Mr. G. M. Crownover, assistant master

mechanic of the Chicago Division of the

Illinois Central, has been put in charge

of the Burnside shops, and his former

position has been abolished.

At the recent convention oi thi Brother-

hood of Firemen ami Enginemen, held

at Columbu-. < H110. Mr. \\ . S, Carter was

elected grand master of the order. Mr.

1 .11 1' c 1 ss from tlif State of 1
-

having been horn in Austin, Tex., on the

1 ith of August, [859. IK- received a

common school education, and his early

days were spent on a cattle ranch, lie

began his railn ad can 1 1 as fireman in Feb-

ruary, 1879, "" llh °ld Central & Mont

gomerj Railroad, which is now .1 pari oi

the Somerville Division of thi Gulf, Colo-

rado & Sam.
1

I. Railroad At that

time on that road wood was used for

fin;, valves and cylinders were lubricated

W. S. CARTER.

through oil cups on the steam chest,

and water was supplied to the boiler

by pumps, the plungers of which were

driven by each crosshead. While more

modern devices had been introduced on

some roads, their use had not yet ex-

tended to that section of the country. He
served a- fireman on the Central & Mont-

gomery Railroad and on the Interna-

tional & Great Northern Railroad until

r888, except two years, which he spent in

the baggage department of that road.

Later he was promoted to the "right

side." and ran a switch engine on Interna-

tional & Great Northern road for two

years and six months, up to June. 1890.

He next ran an engine on Denver &
Berkley Park interuban road during the

year 1800. and during the following year

li' tool ill- of engini di patcher

and extra 1 ngim er on the Monterey
\ican Gulf Railroad. Leaving that

1 id In took service as fireman on the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railroad on
Houston Division from 1892 to 1894.

His ti r > t appearance as one of the of-

of the Brotherhood of Locomotive

Firemen was in 1895. when he became
editor and manager of the Locomotive

Firemen's Magazine, a position which he

held with credit to himself and satis-

faction to his order for a period of eight

In 1904 he was elected to the im-

portant post of grand secretary and treas-

urer of the Brotherhood, and this posi-

tion he holds at the present time for,

although elected to the office of grand

master of the Brotherhood of Locomotive

Firemen and Enginemen, he will not as-

sume the duties of that office until Jan-

uary 1, 1909. Mr. Carter's career is one

marked by energy and perseverance, and
hi- thirteen \< ars of active participation in

the chief councils of his order has given

him a wide knowledge and varied ex-

1
it of men and of large affairs

which not everyone is fortunate enough to

obtain. He has now, by election to

the chief executive office of the Fire-

Brotherhood, received an encour-

and well-deserved expression of

con idence from the members of the large

ami important organization of which he

will shortly be the head. Mr. Carter has

always wielded a strong influence in

shaping the policy of the order and the

firemen and enginemen may confidently

forward to a continuance of the

wise policy, the maintenance of which has

red that body respected wherever

its name is known.

Mr. A. H. Powell has been appointed

master mechanic of the Denver & Rio

Grande at Salt Lake City. Utah.

Mr. Chas. Hattery. signal supervisor of

the Kansas Division of the Chicago &
Alton, with offices at Topeka, Kans.. has

been given jurisdiction over the El Reno
and the St. Louis Divisions.

Mr. J. T. Carroll, assistant master me-

chanic of the Lake Shore & Michigan

Southern at Elkhart. Ind., has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Lake

Erie & Western at Tipton. Ky.

Mr. A. Hobkirk, formerly master me-

chanic on the Canadian Pacific Railway

at Cranbrook, B. C, has been appointed

train master on the same road with head-

quarters at Medicine Hat, Alberta.

Mr. Wm. Daze, formerly road fore-

man of engines, has been appointed mas-
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ter mechanic on the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Coast Lines, at Winslow, Ari;.,

vice Mr. W. A. George, transferred.

Mr. G. W. Daves, signal inspector of

the Chicago & Alton, has been appointed

signal engineer of the Chicago & Alton,

and of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western

Railroad, vice Mr. Wm. Daves, resigned.

Mr. A. R. Avers, formerly assistant

superintendent of shops of the Lake

Shore & Michigan Southern, has been ap-

pointed assistant master mechanic on the

same road, with headquarters at Elkhart,

Ind.

Mr. W. Mills, formerly car foreman in

charge of the Algoma Central & Hudson

Bay Railway car shops, has been ap-

pointed master car builder on that road,

with headquarters at Sault Ste. Marie,

Ont.

Mr. C. C. Reynolds has been appointed

road foreman of engines of the Albu-

querque Division of the Atchison, Topeka

& Santa Fe. with headquarters at Wins-

low, Ariz., vice Mr. Wm. Daze, pro-

moted.

Mr. W. J. Hoskin, formerly master me-

chanic of the Chicago Great Western Rail-

way at Des Moines, la., has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Chicago

& Alton, with headquarters at Blooming-

ton, 111.

Mr. A. Binns, formerly locomotive en-

gineer on the Canadian Pacific Railway,

has been appointed acting road foreman

on the O. & Q. division of the same

road during the absence on leave of Mr.

L. G. Roblin.

Mr. T. F. Barton has been appointed

master mechanic of the Morris and Essex

Division of the Delaware, Lackawanna

& Western Railroad, with headquarters

at Kingsland, N. J., vice Mr. A. C.

Adams, resigned.

Mr. C. H. Osborn, formerly master

mechanic of the Chicago & North-West-

ern at Baraboo, Wis., has been ap-

pointed assistant superintendent of the

car department on that road, with of-

fices at Chicago, 111.

Mr. S. E. Kildoyle has been appointed

master mechanic and master car builder

of the Vera Cruz & Isthmus Railroad,

with headquarters at Sierra Blanco, V.

C, Mex. He has charge of all shops,

equipment and motive power.

The three following gentlemen were

appointed members of the Canadian Rail-

way Commission as provided for in the

legislation of last session: Hon. Thomas
Greenway, Mr. D'Arcy Scott, K. C, and

Mr. Wm. Galliher, M. P.. for Kootenay.

Mr. R. V. Hogue, assistant master me-

chanic of the Denver & Rio Grande at

Salt Lake City, Utah, has been appointed

acting master mechanic on that road, vice

Mr. A. H. Gairns, resigned.

Mr. C. R. Robinson, formerly sales

agent for the Inland Steel Company of

Chicago, resigned October 3d to accept

the position of Chicago representative for

the Lackawanna Steel Company, under

the title of District Sales Agent, with

offices in the Commercial National Bank

Building, Chicago.

Mi. Chas. T. Derrick has been pro-

moted from assistant road foreman of

engines on the middle division of the

Pennsylvania to road foreman of engines

on the Pennsylvania and Northwestern

division at Bellwood. He entered the

service of the Pennsylvania as a freight

brakeman on December 27th, 1887.

Mr. F. Sutherland, who for the past

fifty-one years has held the position of

master car-builder for the Eastern Di-

vision of the Grand Trunk Railway, at

Montreal, Que., was lately made the re-

cipient of an illuminated address and a

handsome gold watch and chain. He re-

tired from active service on a well-earned

pension.

Mr. William Miller, who recently gave

up the position of superintendent of

motive power of the Western Maryland

Railroad owing to ill health, has lately

become connected with the Adreon Man-
ufacturing Company, of Chicago. This

concern, which deals in general railroad

supplies, has been re-organized with Mr.

E. L. Adreon, Jr., as president, Mr. Wm.
Miller, vice-president, and Mr. D. N.

Niederlander, secretary-treasurer.

Mr. Joseph Boynton, of Chicago, a loco-

motive engineer on the Alton, has just

passed his 64th birthday and celebrated

with it his 50th year of service with the

railroad. In 1858 he began as a mes-

senger boy at the Chicago station and

in 1864 was made a locomotive engineer.

Since 1874 he has been handling trains

at the Brighton Park switchyard at Chi-

cago. He is in the prime of health and

bids fair to spend many more years at

his employment.

Mr. W. R. McKeen has been appointed

a consulting engineer on the Union Pa-

cific Railroad.

Mr. William L. Reid, formerly superin-

tendent of the Schenectady works of the

American Locomotive Company, has been

appointed manager of the same works,

vice Mr. James McNaughton, promoted.

Mr. Reid began his work in the shops

of the Rogers Locomotive Works and

worked his way up to be assistant super-

intendent. From there he went to the

Brooks Locomotive Works at Dunkirk,

N. Y., as superintendent, and later he re-

turned to the Rogers Locomotive Works

as superintendent. When the American

Locomotive Company took over the shops

Mr. Reid was transferred to the Schenec-

tady shops as superintendent, and on Oc-

tober 15th, 1908, was appointed manager

of the American Locomotive Company's

Schenectady plant.

Mr. P. H. Morrissey, grand master

of the Brotherhood of Railroad Train-

nun, has been chosen as president of

the American Railroad Employees' and

Investors' Association, the organization

recently launched by capital and labor

for the purpose of combating legisla-

tion hostile to the railroads an'd creat-

ing a more friendly public sentiment.

Besides Mr. A. J. Earling, president of

the C. M. & St P., the executive com-

mittee is composed of Messrs. B. L.

Winchell, president of the Rock Island;

E. P. Ripley, president of the Santa

Fe; George B. Harris, president of the

Burlington; A. B. Garretson, grand

chief of the Order of Railroad Conduc-

tors: John J. Hannahan, grand master of

the Brotherhood of Locomotive Fire-

men and Enginemen; Warren S. Stone,

grand chief of the Brotherhood of Lo-

comotive Engineers, and Mr. Morrissey.

At the recent meeting of the board of

directors of the American Locomotive

Company Mr. James McNaughton was

elected a vice-president of the company

and appointed manager of the sales depart-

ment, with headquarters in New York,

vice Mr. R. J. Gross, resigned. Up to the

time of his promotion Mr. McNaughton

was manager of the Schenectady works of

the company. He was born in August,

1859, at Queensville, Ont., Canada. Pre-

vious to beginning railway work he served

an apprenticeship of five years as a ma-

chinist, beginning in 1873. He entered

railway service 1880 as machinist, in the

employ of the Chicago & West Michigan

Railway, after which he was consecutively,

1880 to 1882, machinist on the Minneapolis

& St. Louis Railway, and on the North-

ern Pacific at Brainerd, Minn. ; later he

became a gang boss on the same road

and passed through the several grades

of machine shop foreman, general fore-

man and master mechanic of the Mon-

tana Division of the same road. From

May, 1890, to April, 1894, he was superin-

tendent of motive power of the Wisconsin

Central. Later he was also given charge

of the car department of the same line.

On June 30th, 1898, he became general

superintendent of the Brooks Locomotive

Works at Dunkirk, N. Y., now controlled

by the American Locomotive Company.

In January, 1903, in the service of this

company; he was moved to Schenec-

tady as general superintendent of the

Schenectady works, and later he be-

came manager. His wide mechanical

experience, coupled with his extensive

railroad acquaintance, makes him par-

ticularly well fitted for the high po-

sition to which he has just been ap-

pointed. It is a position probably next

to that of president in point of importance

and Mr. McNaughton's selection for the

post is a striking tribute to his ability,

energy and judgment. His wide circle

of friends wish him every success in his

new field of labor, and Railway and Lo-
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riinsi heartily in congratulations anil best

wishes.

Mr. Robert J. Gross, formerly vice

president of the American Locomotive

Company, in charge of the sales depart-

ment, tendered his resignation as the

head of that department to the hoard at

their last meeting. Mr. Gross' resigna-

tion was a voluntary act and was re-

ceived with regret by the company. His

retirement from active work is owing to

the pressure of his many private inter-

ests to which he now intends to devote

his time. Mr. Gross, however, remains on

the board of directors of the company.

Mr. Gross comes from the land of the

Maple Leaf, having been horn in Brigh-

ton, Ontario, in 1850. At an early age he

entered the service of the Montreal Tele-

graph Company, and was several years

in their employ. Later he turned his

attention to the more responsible duties

which come with railroad work, and after

having been a station operator for some
time, he was advanced to the position of

train dispatcher while yet a youth of

nineteen years, in the service of the Erie

Railroad at Buffalo and at Dunkirk. In

1879 he became chief dispatcher on the

Denver & Rio Grande, at Pueblo, Col.,

and that company soon made him mana-

ger of transportation, in which position

he remained until he again accepted serv-

ice with the Erie in 1881. In 1882 Mr.

Gross became associated with Horatio

Brooks, the founder of the Brooks Lo-

comotive Works, at Dunkirk, N. Y.

He was Mr. Brooks' chief assistant and

showed marked ability as a salesman for

that company. The Brooks Works ad-

vanced Mr. Gross through several im-

portant positions until he was elected

vice-president of the company, and as

such he remained until 1907, when the

Brooks Works were absorbed by the

American Locomotive Company, and he

was then elected to the 2d vice-presi-

dency of the larger concern. He re-

mained in Dunkirk until called upon to

become vice-presi«lent and the executive

head of the sales department. Mr. Gross

intends to make his home in Dunkirk,

X. V., and leaves the active work of his

department followed by the best wishes

of the company he has so ably served,

and by all who have come in contact with

him.

Harry Lauder.

When a working mechanic, laborer or

workman of any kind through natural

ability, push, energy and perseverance,

succeeds in raising himself to a promi-

nent position in life, we are always

ready to tell his story for the benefit

of the numerous lowly readers of

Railway and Locomotive Engineering

The advice, go thou and do likewise.

has encouraged many of our readers in

tin- past, who n ere stri\ no,' 1 aki

their waj in the world.

1 in
1 l.ii est workman hero is I [arry

Lauder, ;i Scottish 1 onu dian who has

been amusing immi n n audii nci in t hi

British [sles, and in a few Ann
mm. ,\i r, I .auder is the mo 1 popular

entertainer alive, and it is difficult to

point out his equal among tin arti 1

of the past. As a singer oi catchy,

amusing songs, and as a recounteur of

funny stories, as an exponent of melody
and mirth, Harry Lander is unequalled,

He must be heard to be appreciated

When Harry was about twelve years

old, his father died, leaving the

mother with seven young children un

provided for. It is an old story. Every
chilli who could earn a penny had to

work. Harry entered one of the linen

mills in Arbroath as a half-timer, earn-

ing two shillings (50 cents) a week.

Even as a boy engaged in that luxuri-

ous employment. Harry's musical

genius aserted itself, and he gained the

first prize, a watch for singing at an

amateur concert.

Soon after that the mother moved
with her family to Hamilton, a coal

mining district, where Harry obtained

employment as assistant to a .miner

The drudgery of of the miner's life sup-

pressed Harry's musical aspirations for

a few years, but they asserted them-

selves in the end, and emancipated

their owner from the most prosaic spe-

cies of toil.

The Scottish church people have a

strong predilection for "soirees," the

church festival of America, where en-

tertainment of the cheapest kind is

dispensed. The usual recompense for

singers, was a cup of tea and a cookie.

Harry Lauder was so popular at these

soirees that he was paid five shillings

for singing at a concert, which he

thought a fortune. Regular engage-

ments followed; he took part in several

singing tours, but twice returned to the

mine for want of concert employ-

ment. But he was making his way, and
eventually achieved a great success in

London, where he has had for years

permanent engagements. A few months

ago he was invited to entertain a party

where King Edward was present and was

highly praised by His Majesty.

Mr. Lauder has been greatly helped in

his career by an excellent wife who was

always encouraging her husband in his

aspirations. She has always kept pace

with his upward movements.

Last Fall he filled a short em.

ment in New York, and was this year

engaged again in the same city at a

salary of five thousand dollars a week.

He is author of an asortment of popu-

lar Scottish songs, that are the delight

of music halls, but nowdiere so attrac-

tive as when sung by the author.

All his songs are accompanied by

lologui One 1 Us oi

Sand} 1 one to the

Cranny. I

w r a terribb ; ij ao idi nt 1 omin'

1

I low did it happen -"

I I OOt •>' the bottle,"

d ilier.

Fuel Agents Seek to Organize.

An 01 l' /.lie :tt. e, foi

may be call) <l, made up of men con-

nected with the fu,l depart!

railways, has lately got together in Chi-

cago, and have issued a call to purchas-

ing or fuel agents, fuel supervisors, fuel

accountants and chief clerks to

of fuel handling departments. The idea is

to form an association, social and edu-

cational, for men engaged in the pur-

distribution, handling and ac-

counting of fuel on the railroads of the

United States, Canada and Mexico.

The proper method of handling, in-

specting, weighing, distributing and ac-

counting for fuel, together with the

most approved manner of handling coal

and oil from cars to engines, suggests

an ample field for discussion that can-

not be other than fruitful of benefit to

the employer and the individual. The
organization committee consists of these

men: Eugene McAuliffe, chairman,

General Fuel Agent, Rock Island-Frisco

lines, Chicago, 111.; R. L. France, Fuel

\-ont Southern Pacific, San Francisco,

Cal.; C. II. Macklin, Purchasing Agent,

Seaboard Air Line, Portsmouth, Va.;

.1. R. Rooks, Fuel Agent, Boston &
Maine, Boston, Mass.; J. H. Hibben,

Fuel Agent, Missouri, Kansas & Texas,

Parsons, Kan. ; Thos. Britt, General Fuel

Agent, Canadian Pacific Ry., Montreal,

Canada; S. L. Yerkes, Fuel Agent,

Queen & Cresent System, Lexington,

Ky. The meeting for which the circular

issued by the committee paves the way
is to be held in the Auditorium Annex
Hotel, Chicago, on Friday, November
20, next at 10 o'clock in the forenoon.

Obituary.

Mr. Robert Miller, general manager
of the Caledonian Railway, died in

Glasgow, Scotland, on the 18th of last

month, at the early age of 58 years. He
was one of the most genial and lovable

characters in the railway world. A
story teller, a Sunday school teacher,

a man of distinguished appearance, he

arrested attention, and was received

with delight wherever he went. He
rose step by step in the railway serv-

ice, from a clerkship in the freight

department in 187^. and filled almost

every intervening place until his ap-

pointment as manager in 1901. He was
an example in sincerity, uprightness,

and loyalty to the highest ideals of the

railway service.
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A Modern Steel Car Plant.

The shops of the Bettendorf Axle
1 ompany, one of the progressive indus-

trial concerns engaged in the manufac-

ture of car equipment anil the building

of all-steel cars, have been gradually

extended in the past few year.-- to en-

able the company to handle their grow-

ing business. The new site at Betten-

dorf, a suburb of Davenport, Iowa,
- an area of 70 acres. The care-

fully planned layout of the shops and

the arrangement of building.-, and tracks

greatly facilitates the operation of the

plant.

The main shop is a building 700 x

240 ft. floor area, contains perhaps the

most complete hydraulic plant in the

country. All, or nearly all, of the shap-

ing of the car parts is accomplished by

the aid of hydraulic presses, of which

there are upwards of sixty, varying in

capacity- from 50 to 1.800 tons. Some
idea of the power developed can be

gained when it is stated that in the

1 of these presses 24-in. I-beams

are shaped cold. That is, the ends are

r< duced and the beam is otherwise

shaped and punched in various places

without being heated. All the smaller

car part-, except the castings, are

-shaped and prepared for use in the

same way. The special hydraulic ma-

chinery used in this plant was designed

nil built by the company.

Aside from the hydraulic machinery,

the works contain a full equipment of

tools operated by electric power and by

compressed air. There are eleven

traveling cranes of varying capacity,

which are electrically operated and en-

able the rapid assembling of the car

parts.

Much of the riveting work, and par-

ticularly that of the sheet-. 1- done by

compressed air tools, and this power is

shop. Castings are brought from the

storehouse south of the main shop, and
carried to the center of the shop, where
they are riveted to the steel bolsters

ami to the car parts. The body and

truck bolsters, steel undcrf rallies and

all-steel cars are assembled, painted

and shipped from the west end.

Immediately south of the main shop

is the power house, 80 x 220 ft., part

of which until recently was utilized as

a machine shop. The power house sup-

plies electricity for lighting the shops,

office building and yards, as well as

operating the electrically driven ma-

chinery. Six horizontal boilers, with an

aggregate capacity of about 1,000 h.p.,

are in the west end of the building, and

the engine room adjoining contains

the pumps and other machinery.

Still further to the south and east are

the storehouses for the material, cover-

ing an area of several acres, and to the

west is the paint shop and other minor

buildings, in a group by themselves.

The D.^R. 1. & N. W. Ry., the C. M. &
St. I'. Ry. and the C. B. & Q. Ry. run

through the manufacturing tract, and

excellent switching and yard facilities,

including four tracks, running through

the main buildings, have been obtained.

Locomotive cranes facilitate the load-

ing of materials in the yards and shops.

The machine shop, as has been

stated, was until recently located in the

power building, but the available space

proving entirely inadequate for the pur-

pose, it was last fall decided to erect

a new machine shop directly east of

the power house and south of the main

shops. The new machine shop is a

building 50 x 380 ft., of which the wesl

80 ft. will be utilized for a blacksmith

shop, leaving the size of the machine-

shop proper 50 x 300 ft.

The office building of the company

manufacture of the Bettendorf steel car

underframe, the cast-steel truck, with

integral journal boxes, and finally, com-
plete tank and freight cars. Of the

bolster there are now over, half a mil-

lion in service, and the Bettendorf ideal

car truck with the one-piece frame is

being adopted by many of the leading

railway systems of the country. The
tank cars of the Bettendorf type have

been furnished to upwards of forty pri-

vate car lines, and with the present

year the manufacture of complete

freight cars on an extensive scale was
commenced. Just recently these shops

turned out an order for 1.000 gondola

cars for the C. B. & Q. Ry. An ac-

count of this type of car was given in

the June issue of Railway and Loco-

motive Engineering, page 264, and at

the present time an order for 2,500 steel

undei-frames for the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul Ry. is going through

the works at the rate of about 25 per

day. To give a further idea of the

capacity of the plant at the present

time, it may be stated that it can turn

out 25 complete cars or forty steel un-

di 1 names in a day, and further contem-

plated improvements will largely add to

this capacity.

Ten-Wheeler for the Lackawanna.

For several years the standard class of

heavy fast passenger power on the Dela-

ware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad

has been the ten-wheel type of engine

and their equipments represents a steady

progression in size and weight, until at

ina -cut, it includes some of the heavi-

est engines of this type in the world.

The first ten-wheel engines designed par-

ticularly for fast passenger service built

for this road were 7, turned out by the

Brooks Works in 1900. In 1905 a heavier

UM&Jifc E N D O B F !a_

IEW OF THE DKTTKXIXIRF STEEL CAR WORKS AT DAVENPORT, [A.

also made use of in finishing most of

the cast parts. An air-operated sand-

blast apparatus is used for cleaning the

sheets and other parts of a car pre-

paratory to painting.

The operation of the main shop is

from east to west. The hydraulic

presses are in the east end. where the

bolster and car parts are shaped and

punched. The car and bolster riveting

departments are in the west end of the

has also recently been enlarged by the

addition of a second story, which gives

more room for the increased clerical

force.

To give an idea of the progress made

by the Bettendorf Company in the

manufacture of railway equipment, it

may he stated that, starting about ten

years ago with the production of the

I-beam bolsters in the old Davenport

plant, there has since been added the

and more powerful class of the same

type was introduced, five of which were

built by the Schenectady Works of the

American Locomotive Company. From

IQ05 until 1907 this last class remained

their standard design of heavy high

speed ten-wheel engines; when it was

superseded by another design with the

same size cylinders and tractive power,

but equipped with piston valves and Wal-

schaerts valve gear. These changes in
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the design somewhat increased the weight

of the engine, and an order of seven of

this design was built at the Rogers plant

of the American Locomotive Company
Recently the Schenectady Works of

the same company completed an order

for eight simple engines of practically

the same design as those built in 1907,

except for the arrangement of the Wal

schaerts valve gear. These engines,

which are illustrated in our half-tone

to transmit the ti 1 thi link to the

valve stem In tin- engine- undi

sideration, the valve 1 hambi 1 flfscl

I
in .1 thai ih' ci ni'i of the links are

onlj 3 ins, outside o) il nti

wih e stem. I he link which is of the

buill up type is 1 ai riel bj a p& ially de

i--.ii. 'I steel casting which is bolted to

iln- front of a 1 ro tie, located betwi en

the firsl and ;ei md pair 1 if dm ing
•

and extending outside of them. A long!

oilei

... -
I up of "-'

I hi re an in all (98 tubi 1= ft. 3 ins.

lung, providing a heating surface of

3, 158.5 -'i- fl ing surface

Her being 3,387 sq. ft I

[i 8 in wide, iv ng and has

ting surface of 2_'X _, sq. ft. and a

<|. ft. 1 his gi

about

ft. of heating surface in

SIMPLE TEN-WHI

T. S. Lloyd. Supt. of .Motive Tower and Equi

engraving, have a total weight in work-

ing order of 217,000 lbs. and are, to the

best of our knowledge, the heaviest ten-

wheel engines in the world. The cyl-

inders of these engines are 22J-S x 26 ins.

and the driving wheels are 69 ins. in

diameter, and with a boiler pressure of

215 lbs. the calculated tractive power of

the engine amounts to 34.800 lbs. The

rigid wheel base is 14 ft. 4 ins., while the

total wheel base is 25 ft. 6 ins., with the

tender added the length of the wheel base

comes up to 55 ft. i'j ins. The driving

wheels carry a load of 171,000 lbs. out

of the total of 217.000 lbs., thus leaving

a weight of 40000 lbs. on the engine

truck. The driving axle load is here

57,000 lbs.

The valve gear, which is the most in-

teresting feature of the design, is one of

the builders' latest arrangements, and is

an excellent example of a light and simple

design of this type of gear. It differs

principally from the arrangement em-

ployed on the previous class, in that the

radius bar. instead of being directly con-

nected to the reverse shaft arm by means

of a slip block, is connected to a back-

ward extending arm of the reverse shaft

by means of a link. Following the now
almost universal practice where the Wal-

schaerts valve gear is used, the centers of

the valve chambers are placed outside of

the center of the cylinders so as to bring

all the parts of the gear more nearly into

the same vertical plane and thus obviate

the necessity for the use of rocker arms

EL ENGINE FOR THE DELAWARE, LACKAW
pment.

tudinal steel plate located outside of the

forward driving wheels and secured at

the front end to the guide yoke and at

the back end to the special crosstie, before

mentioned, furnishes a support for the re-

verse shaft bearings which are bolted to

it about 9 ins. ahead of the center of the

link support. As the valves are inside

admission, the radius bar is connected to

the combination lever above the valve

stem connections. The valve stem is di-

rectly connected to a small crosshead

which slides on a suitable guide, sup-

ported between the valve chamber head

and the guide yoke, and the combination

lever is connected to this crosshead

making a very satisfactory and rigid de-

sign. The Engine frames are of cast steel

with double front rails and are 5 ins.

wide. All the driving wheels on a side are

equalized together by means of an equal-

izer beam between the first and second

pair of drivers and an inverted leaf spring

ANNA & WESTERN.
ican Locomotive Company, Builders.

the boiler. Flexible staybolts have been

very liberally used throughout the break-

age zone, as is now the very general prac-

tice in American locomotive boiler con-

struction. The tender frame is made of

13-in. channels. The tank has a water

bottom and holds 7,000 U. ?. gallons

and carries 10 tons of fine anthracite coal.

The weight of the engine and tender in

working order is 352,000 lbs. Some of

the principal dimensions of the Delaware.

Lackawanna & Western ten-wheelers are

as follows:

Driving Journals—Main, 10 x 13 ins.: others.

x 13 ins.

Firebox—Thickness of crown, ?s in.: tube,

in.; sides. % in.; back, ig in. Water space,

front, 5 ins.; sides, 5 ins.; back. 5 ins.

Air Pumn— 1. o'i ins. L. II. : 2. reservoir,

x 34 ins.

Valves—Type, piston. 14 ins.; travel. 6'/z ins.;

steam lap, i'i ins-: ex. lap, 'A in.

Setting— s i° in- lead.

Wheels—Driv. diam. outside tire. 60
material, cast steel; engine truck, diam.,

33 ins.

The following table gives a compai

Typc 4-6-°

Road X. V. C. & H. R.

T.'tal weight in working order. . 208,000
Weight on Drivers 158,000
Cylinders, diam. and stroke.... 22 x 26 ins.

Tractive Power 31,000
Factor of Adhesion 5.1

B. D. Factor 646
Heating Surface 3.3
H. S. -f- Grate Area
II. S. 4- Vol. of Cyl 289
Grate Area -r- Vol. Cyls 4.78

4-6-0
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GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY SIGNAL INSTRUCTION
Tiy Felijc J. C. Pole

DIAGRAM CM' GREAT WESTERN SIGNAL STATION MODEL,

In recent years there has been a sus-

I 1 d movement with the object of se-

curing specialized instruction for rail-

men in all departments of the sci-

ence of transportation. This has been

notably the case in the United Stati 3,

and although Englishmen arc said to

be prone to follow "rule-of-thumb"

methods, there is in Great Britain no

of evidence that the railway officer

of the future will be largely chosen

from tin r.ink^ of those who have been

systematically trained in the problems
of the profession. Throughout the

country, universities and colleges are

waking to an appreciation of the fact

railway alignment, and the operating

considerations which influence the loca

tion of stations, sidings etc.," "The Law-

Relating to Railway Companies" and

kindred subjects. The Victoria University

of Manchester, and other institutions

that might be named, are also doing

good work, and the chief British rail-

way companies encourage members of

their staff to attend the lectures.

At the moment, however, we arc

chiefly concerned with a development
which represents a further, and in some
respects more practical, step in railway

staff education, taken by the Great

Western Railway, the largest railway

BIRD'S-EYE VIEW 01 GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY MODEL, SHOWING MAIN LINE,
JUNCTION, SPUR TRACK AND CROSS-OVER.

that transportation subjects cannot be

overlooked in providing for the com-
ial education of the rising genera-

tion, and in this direction we may note

that the University of London, through

gency of the London School of

and Political Science, pro-

of instruction in such sub-

jects as the "History and Geography
of Railroads," "Economic Factors in

organization in Great Britain. This is

the establishment of classes whereby
members of the company's salaried

staff may acquire knowledge of railway

operation in all its brain In 5, no matter

in what particular office or department

they may be employed. It was recog-

nized that, in the nature of things, it

was impracticable to so frequently

move the general body of the staff from

one office or department to another as

to enable them to secure an all-round

training. It was also appreciated that,

without such training, even the most
capable would be handicapped in ac-

quiring the knowledge necessary to fit

them for promotion to superior posi-

tions in the service; hence it was deter-

mined to form the classes we are about

to describe.

A commencement was made in an un-

pretentious building situated at Pad-
dington station, London, and the serv-

ices of a fully qualified official were
obtained to act as lecturer and instruc-

tor. The control of the classes cen-

tered in the General Manager, by whom
a programme of subjects was drawn up
having a direct bearing on the conduct
of transportation. These embrace:

1. The principles of mechanical in-

terlocking of points and signals; work-
ing of fixed signals, facing points, trail-

ing points, catch points, level crossing

gates, etc.

2. The disc block and telegraph ap-

paratus.

3. Double line block working, with

full explanations of the rules.

4. The working of single tracks by
wooden train staff, train staff and ticket

or electric train staff.

5. A description of the vacuum and
Westinghouse brakes, and the regula-

tions in connection with brake working.

6. Slip coaches and the regulations

lor slipping.

7. The equipment of trains, with

special reference to head signals, tail

signals, trainmen's duties, etc.

8. Emergency working of double
tracks as single tracks, consequent on
obstruction or failure of apparatus.

i). Working during fog or snow.

10. Operation of lines when signals

or locking gear are out of repair.

it. Precautions to be taken by the

Engineering Department when repair-

ing the track, etc.

12. Instructions for working in-

clined railways and train working on
steep gradients.

13. Hand-signalling.

The idea being to reproduce,' as far as

possible, actual working conditions, a

model section of railway was installed,

consisting of a double-track junction,
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with full equipment of side track,

switches and signals such as arc usually

found at a typical junction station. The
signalling is in accordance with the

lib 1 British practice, .is laid down in

the regulations of the Board oi Trade,

every feature—such as interlocking,

slots, electric repeaters, ground discs,

etc.—being reproduced in miniature.

The signal box has a frame containing

25 levers, while working in connection

with it are disc block telegraph in-

struments representing adjacent block

posts on the main and branch tracks

Our illustration of the model has been

consideration In regard to inline pro

mi 'i ion,

We understand that thi 1 periment
hi been so successful 1 hat 1 la 1 \ ha\ 1

bl li 11 established ill various i

throughout the Great Western 13 tern

In each case spei ial 1 are is taken to

en in e
1 hat 1 he 1« cturer 1- a fullj 1 on

petent official, while the com 1 1

struction is regularized by the circula-

tion from headquarters of skeleton lei

Hires, indicating exai tly what points arc

ti be specially dealt with.

\ mi tin 1 devi li ipment in the mi ttei

of staff instruction ha- lately been

< out nritig and teaching

] if the -' irof '-.sion,

btedly has the

d to thi riihs

and 1 1 1 way,

in which n ,

mi nd it.

1 (j< Vmi 1 e ...
1 1 npany

n

from the Chicago & North-Wi -tern kail-

25 ten-w :

and 15 six-M itching

!?

— D1ACIUH or SICHALS-

INSTRUCTION ROOM AND MODEL OF SIGNALS, POINTS, ETC.. ON THE GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY OF ENGLAND.

specially furnished us by the General

Manager of the Great Western Rail-

way.

The text books are the company's

book of Rules and Regulations and the

appendix to that book containing in

detail the regulations for operating the

railway. A course of instruction em-
braces from fifteen to twenty lectures,

and a class is limited to some twenty-

five students. Following each lecture a

discussion takes place, and the students

are required to perform various opera-

tions with the aid of the model. Lec-

tures are given weekly during the au-

tumn and winter months, and at the

close of a course students may under-

go an examination, on the result of

which certificates are awarded by the

company, the possession of which is

specially noted in the recipient's offi-

cial history and secure for him special

made by the formation of classes in

railway station accounts and the office

work connected with transportation

business. In this case also examina-
tions are held and certificates awarded
to successful students.

The underlying motive actuating the

company is. we understand, to afford

all members of the staff, no matter in

what department employed, the means
of becoming acquainted with the gen-

eral principles of railway working and
business. As .1 result, several promis-

ing men have been "discovered,' 7 whose
capabilities were such as to render

them of more use to their employers in

other departments than those in wdiich

they were formerly employed.

The lectures in no way compete with

outside educational agencies or the uni-

versity courses to which we have al-

ready referred: and while it may be

locomotives. The work of building these

engines will be proceeded with at once.

An express on the A. X. & B. Rail-

road was tearing away at a wild and
awe-inspiring rate of six-miles an hour

when all of a sudden it stopped alto-

gether. Most of the passengers did

not notice the difference; but one of

them happened to be somewhat anx-

ious to reach his destination before old

age claimed him for its own. He put

his head through the window to find

that the cause of the stop was a cow
on the track. After an hour or so, and
then—another stop. "What's wrong
now?" asked the impatient passenger

of the conductor. "A cow on the track."

"But I thought 3-ou drove it off." "So
we did," said the conductor, "but we
caught up with it again."

—

Ladies'

Home Journal
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Double Tangs and High Speed Reamers.

Two new tools making for gri

shop economy, have just been placed on

the market by the Cleveland Twist Drill

Co., Cleveland, O. One is a simple

socket for doin
;
_: away with taper shank

tang troubles; tli :her is a reamer

them, at the same price as regular

tools.

It is claimed by the manufacturers of

'Peerless" high speed reamers, that

their peculiar construction gives them

all the hardness and the good qualities

mi solid high speed steel tools and at

THE DOUBLE TANG SOCMI

having high speed blades solidly joined

to a body of special soft steel.

The simplicity of the "Perfect Dou-

ble-Tang" socket can readily be seen

from the illustrations. It is made en-

tirely of one piece and is practically

"fool-proof." Instead of having one

slot, like the ordinary socket, it has two,

one above the other. The upper slot

receives the first, or regular tang of the

drill or reamer, when it has not broken

off, and the lower slot receives a second

the same time makes them less brittle

than any reamer of solid hardened steel.

The blades made of high speed steel

alone are hardened. They are lilted in-

to and solidly joined to a special, soft

steel body, by a process called "Brazo-

Hardening," developed and patented

by the makers. This process is said to

unite the high speed steel of the blades

with the soft steel of the body into one

solid, inseparable whole. The econ-

omies secured by this construction al-

-i-

.4 6 8" .625" JTo. 4

~X

TYo.J

.S12- .500" JYo.3

DIMENSIONS OF DOUBLE TANGS, INDICATING RELATIVE STRENGTH

tang. This second tang is from 25 to

6o per cent, thicker that the regular

tang, according to the size of the shank.

It can be ground on any shank in a

very few minutes and gives to any tool

with a broken tang a stronger drive

than it had when new. The adaptabil-

ity of this socket is its other prominent

characteristic. This is provided for in

two ways: The sockets fit any spindle

or socket having a regular taper hole;

and an ordinary drift removes any drill

low of Peerless reamers being marketed

at a price very much below that of

ordinary high speed reamers. Not the

least interesting of the Peerless tools

are high speed expansion reamers. They

will stand more expansion than carbon

steel reamers of similar design and are

the only expansion reamers that have

the full number of cutting edges of a

solid tool. The Cleveland Twist Drill

Co. have a new catalogue illustrating

and describing about twenty different

THE PEERLESS REAMER.

whether or not the original tang has

been twisted off. If the original tang

is gone a small piece of bar steel may
be inserted with the taper drift to com-

pensate for the increased distance be-

tween the end of the lower tang and the

upper edge of the double drift-slot.

Any delay or difficulty in changing

drills or sockets is thus done away with.

These sockets are of the same list

price as regular taper shank sockets,

and the company's drills and reamers

can be had with double tangs to fit

styles of these tools, which will be sent

free to any one interested who writes

direct to the company.

Electric Trucks.

A pamphlet just issued by the Ameri-

can Locomotive Company, besides be-

ing 'a catalogue of the different designs

and types of electric motor, locomotive

and trailer trucks for all classes of

service manufactured by the company,

contains a good deal of useful data on

electric railway equipment which makes

KEEP THE

WHEELS MOVING

You can do it. Hot
pins or journals,

groaning cylinders,

hard - working engi-

neer's valves, any and
all lubrication trou-

bles, great or small,

are cured by the

"positive

1 u b r i c a

on's Flake

It provides the
friction surfaces,

which are always

microscopic-
illy rough, with a

smooth, tough coat-

ing that reduces fric-

tion and makes cut-

ting impossible—less

oil is necessary.

Free booklet 69-c has

all the information

;

write for it.
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GOLD
Car

Heating
&

Lighting

Company

Manufacturer* of

ELECTRIC,
STEAM AND
HOT WATER
APPARATUS
FOR RAILWAY CARS

IMPROVED
SYSTEM OF
ACETYLENE
CAR LIGHT-
ING

Largest Manufacturer! in' the World of

Car Heating Apparatus

Catalogues and Circulars

cheerfully furnished

Main Office, Whitehall Building

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK

it practically a book ol reference for

gi m i al managers, masti 1 mecl

and engineers, and others. The pamph-
let contains 114 pages, the first 57 of

which ;ire devoted to illustrations and
descriptions of the different standard

and special types of electric trucks built

by the company. The descriptive mat-

I I 11 interur-

ban combination passenger and bag-

gage car manufactured by the Jewett
Car Company, table of dimensions and
weights of car ! ictured by
the Cincinnati I pany, a list of

names of all th< f the American
Locomotive Company'^ standard Type A

Till': RE wii-k \vn ir THE Di 11 Bl

ter gives briefly the charai t<

tuns of each different type and in the

majority of instances each truck i> il-

lustrated by reproductions from photo-

graphs showing the side and perspec-

tive views and also by an assembled

drawing giving the principal dimen-

sions, weights and other important

data. Then follow illustrations of a few

cars equipped with the company's

trucks, the principal data of the car il-

lustrated being given under each view.

The remainder of the pamphlet is de-

voted to illustrations and data, con-

veniently arranged, on electric railway

equipment. In this chapter are in-

cluded the standards adopted by the

American Street and Interurban Rail-

way Engineering Association, illustra-

tions together with tables of weights of

different makes of electric truck jour-

nal boxes, illustrations and table of

capacities of ball-bearing, center and

high-speed truck

fixations.

and material speci-

New Locomotive Track Sander.

We illustrate herewith a new loco-

motive track sanding device, now being

1

l.i
1

'1 in tin- market by the White

Locomotive Track Sander Company,

of Greensboro, X. C.

As can readily be seen this device is

simplicity it -elf. Two pieces; the body

nil the air nozzle. Nothing to stop up

or get out of order.

The illustration shows a sander of

the flanged type to be fastened to the

outside of the sand box in place of the

hand sander, which can be dispensed

with, as this one, after a year's test,

under all conditions, has proved itself

more reliable than the hand device. It

will handle any kind of sand, wet or

SECTIONAL VIEWS OF THE WHITE TRACK SANDER.

side-bearings for electric trucks, illus-

trations showing different styles of tire

fastenings, sections and tables of

weights of cast iron, steel-tired, rolled-

steel and solid-forged truck wheels,

principal dimensions of street railway

motors manufactured by the General

Electric Company and by the Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany; data on air-brake equipment

manufactured by General Electric Com-
pany, Westinghouse Traction Brake

Company and National Brake & Elec-

tric Company, a table of data relative

to standard car equipment of electric

railway's in the LTnited States and Can-

ada, a table of location of third rails, a

dry. and operates equally as well with

steam or water from the boiler, as with

compressed air.

The company also furnish their sand-

er with a threaded end at the sand box
connection if desired, as well as Sand-

ers with single or double discharge.

The company will be happy to give

any further information on application

made direct to them.

The Grand Trunk Railway Company
recently received a cablegram from Eng-

land announcing that they had been

awarded the "Grand Prix" for the gen-

eral excellence of their exhibit at the

Franco-British Exhibition in London.
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The Fireman's Duty.

Last month wc gave the first portion

of the paper read at the recent con-

vention of the Traveling Engineers'

Association on the important, and one

may almost say personal question, "in

what manner can the road foreman of

engines best assist in increasing the

net earnings." The paper was read by

Mr. J. McManamy, chairman of the

committee, of which the other mem-
bers were Messrs. E. Hartenstein, C.

E. Rush. A. G. Turlay and L. D. Gil-

lett. We are now able to print the

concluding part of the paper in which

some observations are made concern-

ing the fireman's duty.

"The fireman also has a very important

duty to perform in connection with econ-

omy in the use of fuel. The qualifications

for a good fireman are: First, intelli-

gence ; second, physical strength and en-

durance. In the majority of cases no

large amount of strength is necessary for

proper firing, in itself, and we usually

frequent intervals of time to avoid re-

ducing the temperature of the firebox

below the igniting temperature of the

gases, which would result in a waste of

on account of the gases passing away

unburned in the form of smoke. This,

of course, with the modern locomotive,

means almost constant firing, but in most

cases it is leisure work, and it is the way

the locomotive must be fired to get the

best results.

"Right here let me digress from the

topic to introduce a thought, which can be

found in the 'Ruling Passion,' by Henry

Van Dyke. In giving a description of

two types of human nature, Van Dyke

states that 'he had natural force enough

;:nd to spare ; whatever he did was done

by sheer power of back and arm. He
could sent a canoe up against the heaviest

water, provided he did not get mad and

break his paddle, which he often did. He
had more muscle than he knew how to

use.' In the other character, Van Dyke

states : 'This one did not have as much

ENGINEER, FIREMAN AND CONDUCTOR, WITH PRIVATE CAR SPECIAL ON THE
EAS I BROAD Tl IP RAILROAD.

find the best firemen are not those who
can raise the heaviest weight, but rather

the man with moderate strength and great

endurance. They are the men who fire

properly and keep constantly at it. The
strong man who depends on strength

alone will handle more coal and work
harder, will be exhausted and require

longer periods of rest, all because he has

performed much useless labor and inci-

dently thrown away a large amount of

valuable coal. Comparisons between the

fair-sized, wiry fireman who uses his head

and the strong fellow who heaves coal can

be seen at almost every division point in

this country, and almost invariably re-

sults in favor of the former, provided he

has been given proper instruction. As far

as placing the coal on the fire is con-

cerned, it consists chiefly in convincing

the men. both by sound reasoning and
actual example, that it will pay, and pay

well, to scatter well-broken coal in small

amounts on various parts of the fire at

muscle as the other, but he knew better

how to use it. He never broke his paddle

unless it happened to be a bad one, and

then he usually had another one in the

canoe. What he did was done more than

half with his head.'

"It devolves upon the road foreman of

engines to get hold of the fellow with a

surplus of muscle and a lack of head ca-

pacity, and lead him to a realization of the

simple fact that it is what a man can do

with his capacity to think that produces

results rather than his muscular prowess,

and through this capacity of discernment

and the ability to lead others into the

right way of thinking, which will of ne-

cessity bring about the right way of act-

ing, the road foreman of engines can, in

my opinion, do more to increase the net

earnings of the railroad than in any other

way.

"Another very important item to my
mind is the intelligent reporting of nec-

essary work to be done on the locomo-

RECOGNIZED
as the

STANDARD

FLEXIBLE
STAYBOLTS
Holds firebox sheets securely

together, and accommodates it-

self to the unequal expansion

of the plates.

USED ON OVER 100 RAILROADS

"Stay-bolt Trouble
a Thing of the Past "

So say many of our customers

who have used the Tate Bolt

in large numbers, covering a

period of time sufficient to base

comparisons and eliminate all

chances of doubt.

THE TATE BOLT HAS
PROVED ITSELF INDISPENS-
ABLE TO LOCOMOTIVES IN
HIGH PRESSURE SERVICE
BY RENDERING A LOWER
COST OF FIRE BOX REPAIRS
TO A GREATER MILEAGE IN
SERVICE, THEREBY IN-

CREASING THE EARNING
VALUE.

FLANNERY BOLT COMPANY
Suite 328 Frick Bldg.

PITTSBURGH, PENN., U. S. A.

B. E. D. STAFFORD. GENERAL MANAGES
Write for Literature.
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is unaffected by ex-

tremes of temperature

Trade
Mark

RUBEROID

ROOFING
U. S. Pat.
Office

Will not melt, rot, crack or

corrode. Contains no tar.

Outlusts Metal
SPARK PROOF, CINDER PROOF,
GAS PROOF, WEATHER PROOF
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The Trenton Car Hopper Door.

The car hopper door made by the

Trenton Malleable Iron Company, of

Trenton, N. J., under the Johnson pat-

ents have been in successful operation

for a number of years and have been

used by a number of our leading rail-

roads. The present make of these

doors in an improvement upon the orig-

carrying the pinion, and the first shaft

automatically locks, as the center of the

crank to which the rack is pivoted turns

far enough to carry the crank beyond

the center, where it comes to the rest

iron that holds it from going any fur-

ther. It remains locked until the crank

is forced back past the center, thus the

doors are held tightly shut and without

PRENTON HOPPER POOR OPEN.

inal design while retaining all the good

features which have been proved by lung

and constant service. The door open-

ing and closing mechanism is where the

secret of their success lies. The device

is simple, strong, and positive in its

action, there being no chain to slack,

and no lost motion to take up, or break,

and being composed of only a few parts

does not get out of order.

Referring to our illustrations of the

Trenton door, type Z, it will be seen

that there is a shaft, outside of, and en-

tirely clear of the doors which passes

under the sills. This shaft is operated

any possibility of sag or gape, or any

danger of loss of material which the

car may be carrying. The locking

pawl is used only as a precaution, and

to make assurance doubly sure.

When the doors are being opened a

wrench is used to turn the first shaft,

and when the crank is turned back past

the center, the weight of the doors and

the load in the car, tends to open the

doors for discharge. The rapid open-

ing of the doors due to the weight of

the load, would throw the wrench and

seriously jar the operator, but for an

ingenious but simple provision. When

-till. CAR HOPPER DOOR CLOSED.

by a wrench, the portion between the

car sills has a crank by which movement is

transmitted to a rack which engages with

a pinion mounted upon a second shaft over

the center of the door. On this second

shaft i^ a fixed arm from which a link

exti nd I 1 a pin connection which holds

the ends of two other links which are

attached to the door.

When the door is closed these links

fold up, as it were, about the shaft

the shaft turns suddenly and with force,

its end turns in the jaws of the wrench,

as one corner of the square end has

been cut away, the wrench in the hand
of the operator is not jerked in any

way, and the danger of personal injury

to the man is thus entirely avoided.

The whole door-opening mechanism
is substantially designed and is propor-

tioned so that comparatively little force

is required to operate it. The locking

TOOL
Die Blocks

Steel Forgings

First Prize awarded at the

Louisiana Purchase Ex-
position, at St. Louis, for

our TOOL STEEL when
placed in competition

with the best makes in

England and Germany.
Write lor Information andPrlces.

Specify Mctnnea Tool Steel when
ordering.

McINNES
STEEL CO.

CORRY, PA.
Agents

SCHEOCK & SQUIRES,
291 Pearl St., New York.

SOY MACHINERY CO.
Minneapolis, Minn.

STANDARD MECHANICAL BOOKS

FOR ROAD AND SHOP MEN

DY CHAS. MoSHANE.

TheLocomotiveUp to Date

Price, $2.90

New York and

Westinghousc Air Brakes

Price, SI.SO

One Thousand Pointers for

Machinists and Engineers

Price, SI.50

All hooka haaad In lino Hath.

AGENTS WANTED everywhere; write for

terms and descriptive circulars. Will be aent

prepaid to any address upon receipt of price.

GRIFFIN & WINTERS
171 La Sail* Street, CHICAGO
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Air Brake
Instruction

THE AIR BRAKE ART
has virtually been revolution-

ized during the last five years

and the railroad man who
wants a complete education on

the

Westinghouse, New York and

Dukesmith Air Brake

Systems

at a price and on terms that

will suit any sized pocketbook,

will learn how to get it by
writing at once to

THE DUKESMITH SCHOOL
OF AIR BRAKES

MEADVILLE, PA.

SPRING CLEANING
N«w Is Ihe Time to Clean Up and to Use

Halt's Cleaner and Polish
For highly finished surfaces. Brings
back the lustre. Leaves the surface
hard and free from gum or oil.

Used on Office Furniture; Interior
Woodwork ; Passenger Car Panel
Work ; Car Seats, etc.

Hatt's Combination
Rubbing Polish

A Rub and Polish in One.
Fills scratches and dents.

Cleans surfaces exposed to the
weather.

Brightens surfaces deadened by
neglect.

Morhous Manufacturing Co.
Defroil, Mich.. L. S. A.

Write for Circular

THE DRAKE&WIERSCO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

ASPHALT GAR ROOFING

The Original Torsion-Proof Car Roof

IN USE ON OVER 75,000 CARS !

Has stood the test for 18 years without a
failure. The strongest and most durable Car
Roof known. The ONLY GENUINE ASPHALT
CAR ROOFING ON THE MARKET. Guaran-
teed to last 10 years.

PLASTIC CAR ROOFINGOr SUPERIOR QUALITY

Featun i aul atic, :ill thi tttacb

menl and fastenings i hough ..I., i

doors are proti i ti 'I by a sloping co

ering bel « een sills and an thu

the path of the load and out of thi

n! iii- and snow in the « int '
i

arc thus easj of inspection and can

be got at readily when the doors arc

open. The l.ii gi levei agi proi ided in

ihis design, is such, that i

frozen load the doors still open
and quickly. These doors can bi

plied i" any ordinary style ol hopper

without any change in construction oi

the car. Am> c tninicatii m addi i ed

to the Trenton Mall, abli Iron Co., o

Church street, New York, on the sub-

ji .i of hopper car doors, will meet with

a prompt response, and they will be

pleased to Maul their catalogue showing
the different types of doors for different

kinds of cars.

Walking Jib Crane.

The Illinois Central Railroad has

lately secured a very substantial and

useful crane, which they have set up
in their Burnside shops, the mechanical

it has four motors, and 12 ft

radius. It
1 uppoi ted track

rail, and tl of the mast is sup-

. track. It thus re-

. 1 ilium Hoi All the

easily aco
img and repairs. It was specially

designed ior the Illinois Central, and
is admirably adapted for the work it

now I. form. ' in. feature is its

low Iii ..I 1 .cm Thi foui .

distribute.] •, orking of

this cram One for traveling the crane,

.1 the tt olli j , on. foi t hi totaling

jib and 1. 11. ting.

An import neg-

lected is tl that the load is al-

ways in absolute control, being auto-

matically sustained at all times. The
hoisting gear is provided with an im-

proved double automata Ijrake,

so arranged that the load may be raised

or lowered by power and all the time

be automatically sustained. This brake

attachment consists of two indi pi ndent

brakes, one electrical and one mechani-

cal. The electric brake is operated by
an electric solenoid in circuit with the

ELECTRIC WALKING i KANE IN THE BURNSIDE SHOPS.

headquarters of the company at Chi-

cago The crane is shown in our illus-

tration and it is a good specimen of

the excellent work done by the Whit-

ing Foundry Equipment Company of

Chicago. The work of the crane is to

pick up and distribute wheels and axles

to wheel lathes, and to carry wheels

for storage, or to other places along

its "line of march." We say line of

march because the crane moves al

single track, and is called an electric-

walking crane, for it does the work of a

giant walking upon a beaten path.

This crane is of seven tons capacity

;

ing motor, and so arranged as to

come automatically into when
the electrical current is cut off the hoist-

ing motor circuit. The Whiting Com-
pany claim a maximum of efficiency for

this crane in the service it is designed

to perform, together with a minimum of

cost as to installation and repairs. It

is instanced as one of the many crane

installations oi this company which
greatly facilitates production in mod-
ern locomotive repair shops, and other

plants.

The crane travels on what may be

called a permanent mono-rail track.
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ENAMELED IRON FLUSH OR DRY CLOSETS

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.
116 S. CLINTON ST.. CHICAGO

r

"PERFECTOL
j)

THE

CAR, LOCOMOTIVE AND

SIGNAL BLADE

CLEANER

AND RENOVATOR

The Modoc Soap Company
228 N. Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

IF
you have ever

had trouble with

Flange Packings,

you have NOT
used our celebrated

DURABLA
H. P. SHEET PACKING

Write us and we will supply

you with a working sample

for test—used exclusively on

theSinger building. Ask them

THE AUSTIN PACKING
AND SUPPLY CO.

109 Liberty Street New York City

running the entire length of the shop

at right angles to the erecting pits. The
track is laid as close to the columns

miniating the erecting shop floor from

the machine shop floor as clearance

permits. In this way the shop crane

serves the erecting pits on one side of

the track and the wheel lathes on the

other. The hoist motor is 15 h.p. and

hoists 16 ft. per minute. The trolley

rack motor is 2 h.p. The trolley racks

on the jib at the rate of 90 ft. per min-

ute. The jib rotating motor is 2 h. p.

and swings the jib at the rate of two

revolutions per minute. The crane

travel motor is 10 h.p. and travels the

crane at a speed of 180 ft. per minute.

The jib is fixed in a horizontal posi-

tion and is not raised or lowered. The

maximum lift of the hook from rail

is JO ft. Altogether the walking elec-

tric crane is a good piece of engineer-

ing construction and although it is

very sustantially built, it is able to per-

form the work exepected of it efficient-

ly and quickly.

taking the weight and blocking the

driving box in case of failure of some
part of the spring system, has the ad-

vantage of dispensing with manual la-

bor, and the wheel can always be

raised. When jacks are employed
blocking has to be used also and it is

not always available, and placing it

takes time. Michael's rasing block has

all the elements of a time and labor

saver about it.

A Wheel Raiser.

The locomotives in use to-day are

heavy machines and it is a matter of

common knowledge that the ordinary

screwjacks carried on the engine are

usually inadequate to the work of rais-

ing these engines when out on the road

MICHAEL'S WHEEL RAISER.

without a good deal of trouble and loss

of time. The jacks are not used often

enough to keep them in a constant state

of repair and when carried in the tool

boxes of the engines are apt to corrode

and become practically of no use for a

hurried call when a spring hanger or

other member of the spring system be-

comes disabled on the road.

There is a very simple remedy for

this kind of trouble which has been de-

vised by Mr. J. B. Michael, master me-
chanic on the Southern Railway at

Salina, Ala. It is, as he calls it, a rais-

ing block. The raising block consists

of a flat piece of iron or steel made to

fit the top of the rail, with two lugs on

the inside to prevent it from falling off

the rail, when laid in place. One end

of the "raising block" is sloped down
so as to permit the driving wheel to

easily roll up on it, and the flat top

part of the block is roughened so as to

prevent any possibility of slip when
the wheel is up on the block.

The method here outlined for quickly

At a meeting of stockholders of the

Ward Equipment Company, held at the

office of the company, 141 Broadway,
New York, on October 12th, last, the

directors and officers for the ensuing

year were elected. Mr. John E. Ward
was elected president; Mr. Alfred W.
Kiddle vice-president, and Mr. T. W.
Bates secretary and treasurer. Mr. A.

E. Robbins was appointed Eastern

representative and Mr. Henry G. Horn
Western representative. The president

reported that the company had been

very much more successful in every

way than he had predicted in his last

report to the stockholders. The busi-

ness of the company in both the car

heating and ventilating departments is

growing more rapidly than was ex-

pected, and the president was author-

ized to either purchase or erect a suit-

able building in the city of New York
where both the offices and the ware-

rooms of the company could be located;

this building to be of suitable size to

take care of the growing business of the

company.

The hard times which have been

with us long enough, and which have

meant the reduction of output in many
manufacturing establishments, have

been utilized by the wise in overhaul-

ing their machinery, revising their

methods and getting up new designs,

and doing such other work as is usu-

ally neglected in a period of prosper-

ity. The National-Acme Manufacturing

Company of Cleveland, Ohio, makers of

automatic screw machines, etc., have

been busy during the dull times, and

one of their activities has been in the

direction of developing their single

drive on the "Acme automatic" multiple

spindle screw machine. One belt or

one motor takes the place of the

multiple belts. In its effect on the

manufacture of duplicate milled parts,

this improvement ranks second only to

the introduction of multiple spindles,

where the "Acme'' people were the pion-

eers. This new arrangement makes this

tool a safer, simpler, more powerful,

more productive and more convenient

machine. Write to the company for

further information.

Energy and determination have done

wonders many a time.

—

Bleak House.
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IN
OPERATION.

It will cut hofle

clamp, bolta, or
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as fast as an operator can feed tn.-m to

its Jaws. With every ontflt goes a special

equipment for each operation, viz, mount-
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bolts, every tblng necessary to Air, Signal

and Steam Hose.
This outfit will do tbe work of a dozen

men, and costs less than the annual salary

of on« man.
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Cars, Wheels, Axles, etc. Chemical Labob a
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etc
Efficiency Tests of Boilers, Engines
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Substitution and Repairs.

What is generally i ailed Mainti i

in railroad practia i really composed of

repair and lib i ii ution. Repair is the

making good of broken or worn p

or even a readjusting nt oi n

This is done in the shop by skilled work-

men without hurry or fuss. Substitution

consists of removing a defectivi piece of

equipment and applying a similar piece

which has been repaired and tested in

the shop. The ability to do this rapidly

and easily is partly the work of trained

men, but it is more the result of a care-

fully worked out design. Repair work

To New Subscribers or
Subscribers who Renew

Railway and Locomotive Engineering,
1 14 Liberty Street, New York

ELECTRIC HEATER IN PLACE.

and substitution are distinct operations

and together they make up what we usu-

ally call maintenance.

As good example of this we may men-

tion that new electric car heater and junc-

tion box brought out by the Gold Car Heat-

ing & Lighting Company of New York.

The heater is of course a resistance coil

which in opposing the current of elec-

tricity forced through it, radiates heat,

several of them being able to warm a

street car or railway coach on an elec-

trically operated road. The resistance

coil is enclosed in a perforated steel case

which is hung under the car seat. The

point of excellence in the design which

makes it easy of substitution is the fact

that if for any reason the coil has to

be removed, the wiring of the car is in

no way disturbed as what

is called the junction box,

which is really the terminal

for the permanent wire-,

hangs under the seat and

is not touched when the re-

sistance coil is taken out.

In fact substitution is here

almost as easily effected as

the removal of a glow lamp

from its socket in a dwell-

ing house, and hardly any

more skill is required. Time

saving, which is one of the

requisites of substitution, is secured in

this way.

Our illustrations make clear the style of

heater, the pipe frame shown is. however,

only for exhibition purposes as "in real

life," the hangers are attached to the un-

derside of the seat. The first illustration

shows the heater in place, with its com-

pact protecting casing and the fixed junc-

tion box at one end and the removable

hanger ither. The second illus-

tration shows the heater disconn

with (oil and casing on the floor, the

. case beside it and the wire

terminals hanging in place from the un-

file scat. The
- coil extend out beyom 1

ing in the form of two plugs and

plugs fit into two sockets in the jum

box. The act of putting the resistance

coil in place makes the connection, and

the tightening up of the movable hanger

in ! es everything snug.

In this way the designer has suo

in making a device easy of removal. It

can only be put together in

one way, and it has few

parts. These are features

of design which generally

mark the most successful

devices and they have the

effect of saving time ;.

ducing the work of SU

tution to its lowest terms

Repair work proper, v

necessary, is done in the

shop while the car i- kept

in service. Substitute

like a smoothly run play on
the stage, repair work is like the prep-

aration which goes on behind the scenes,

and in either case a good performance

and economical maintenance is the re-

sult.

Some rather interesting statistics con-

cerning the Pintsch system of lighting

trains all over the world, has lately

to our office. It appears that Ger-

many lead> with over 52,000 cars,

lighted with Pintsch gas; Great Britain

is next, with over 20,000, and France

follows with more than 11,000 cars. The
railways of the United States and Can-

ada have a total equipment of above

32,000 cars using this system, which is

controlled by the Safety Car Heating

READY FOR SUBSTITUTION.

and Lighting Company of New York.

This shows that the use of the Pintsch

on this continent about equals

that of Great Britain and France com-

bined, while it is considerably below

Germany. Austrailia has over 13,000

cars so equipped, and other countries

in proportion. Servia and Bulgaria

have together 373 Pintsch lighted cars,

and American travelers in the land of
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the Pyramids and the Nile can read by

the Pintsch light as if they were at

home.

There are all over the world 156,172

Pintsch lighted cars and the increase in

equipment during the last four and a

half years has been 35,301, which means

an average increase per annum of 7,845

cars. There are all over the world 8,579

locomotives using the Pintsch light.

Railway Work in Siberia.

We have received a communication

from the firm of B. K. Peters & Co.,

Omsk, Westsiberien, Russia. This firm

has an office in London, and a resident

member in Russia, at the address given

above. We print the notice sent, in

the interest of our many advertisers

who may be looking for a market for

their supplies in the land of the Czar.

The news item is as follows:

Railway development in Siberia is at

. last taking a move forward, for in ad-

dition to the laying of a second track

to the trunk line of the Great Siberian

Railway, the Russian authorities have

decided that a number of branch feed-

ing lines shall also be commenced.

These lines manj of which are upwards

of 200 miles in length, will connect up

two or more important trading centers

with the main line in each case; to

avoid delay it is proposed to grant con-

cessions for the construction and work-

ing of these branch lines to capitalists

willing and able to carry the work to

a successful conclusion and those in-

terested are invited to communicate

with Messrs. B. K. Peters & Com-

pany of Omsk, Western Siberia, who

are open to represent such interests at

an Official Conference which is to take

place in December next and which will

be under the Presidency of one of the

Siberian Governors General."

Brill Company of Philadelphia, for es-

say- (or as they call them in college,

theses) on the subject of design of an

electric railway car for city service.

Those eligible for the prizes are the

senior students of the technical schools

of the United States who will graduate

in 1909. Each thesis will be judged on

its technical merit and on the manner

111 which the subject is presented. A
jury of three will award the prizes

One will be an electric railway official,

another, a member of the editorial staff of

one of the technical journals in the elec-

tric railway field, and another an expert

in car constructions. The names of the

competitors will not be known to the

members of the jury until after the award

has been made.

One Year and
Eleven Months

9

SERVICE
WITHOUT REPACKING. ON

High-Pressure Locomotives

Railroad Nightingale.

The Chicago & Alton have a fist

train leaving Kansas City at 10 P. M.

every night for Chicago and a corre-

sponding train out of Chicago. These

are trains Nos. 11 and 12 and the name

"Nightingale" has been given to the

east and west-bound train. The name

was the result of a vote taken by the

Alton among its patrons, and of 10,000

votes cast for a name for the Alton's

fast train, 6,000 favored Nightingale,

and this has been adopted. The person

who suggested the name is to receive

a prize of $50. The train is scheduled

as the Nightingale in the official rail-

way guide.

Universal Directory of Officials.

This useful volume for 1908 was sent

to us some time ago by A. Fenton

Walker, 143 Liberty street, New York,

United States agent for the book. The

Universal Directory takes in the rail-

ways of the whole world and gives par-

ticulars of mileage, guage of track,

locomotives, cars, steamboats and

equipment generally, besides giving the

names and addresses of the leading of-

ficials. From a careful examination of

the book we are able to testify to its ac-

curacy and breadth of information. The

numerous business houses and individ-

uals who require to correspond with

railway officials all over the globe will

find this directory invaluable. We
heartily commend the book owing to

its reliable character.

Locomotives and Forest Fires.

The report of the forest fish and

game commission of New York State,

estimates that 90 per cent, of the forest

fires in the Adirondacks were started

by sparks from locomotives, and the

Public Service Commission for the sec-

ond district called upon eighteen rail-

road companies to show what devices

were used by them and what precau-

tions were taken to prevent forest fires

being started along their right of way.

A law recently passed at Albany re-

quires the Public Service Commission of

New York State to enquire into the mat-

ter upon request of the forest commission,

to require any railroad company running

through forest lands to adopt such devices

and precautions against setting fire to the

forests as the public interest requires.

"The History of the Development of

the Locomotive." by Angus Sinclair, con-

tinues to grow in popularity. A rail-

road general manager recently wrote

congratulating the author on his work

and added that it read like a novel.

Three prizes, aggregating $500 in

money, have been offered by the J. G.

The way out of our narrowness may

not be so easy as the way in. The weasel

that creeps into the corn-bin has to starve

himself before he can leave by the same

passage.

—

Bartol.

Style 30O TV.

A throttle failure is an absolute
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The International Limited.

The Grand Trunk System owns and

operates what was the first railway in the

Dominion of Canada, and the second on

this continent. In 1853 the Grand Trunk

Railway of Canada was projected. It

was intended to be "a main trunk line

as plans and arrangements had been

carefully made in advance. On some

portions of the road one rail onlj was

shifted over against marker spikes, driven

so as to approximately give the new po-

sition of the rail, then the track was ac-

curately gauged and the rail spiked in

early days it did business at first with

Irs, than twenty miles of line connecting

Montreal with St. Johns, Que. As the

Dominion developed, the road was cx-

tended to Toronto. The line from Niag-

ara Kails to Sarnia was acquired and

other lines were absorbed, until 1

THE IMPERIAL LIMITED ON" THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

of railway throughout the province."

This road absorbed several of the ex-

isting smaller lines of railway, the prin-

cipal one of which was the St. Lawrence

and Atlantic which was leased in per-

petuity. The Grand Trunk was original-

ly 5 ft. 6 ins. gauge, but in 1873 it was

changed to the standard 4 ft. 8 l/2 ins.

The change of gauge was accomplished

very rapidly when the work was started,

place. Many interesting details concern-

ing the early history of this pioneer rail-

way of Canada are to be found in Dr.

Sinclair's well known work on the "De-

velopment of the Locomotive Engine" in

the chapter devoted to Railway Develop-

ment in Canada, written by Mr. George S.

Hodgins.

The Grand Trunk, as we have said,

was a road of small beginnings ; in the

the whole is called the Grand Trunk Sys-

tem. The present Eastern terminus is at

Portland, Me., the western terminus, in

Chicago. Thus it is an international

line. Just now a new line is being built

from the Atlantic to the Pacific, a thou-

sand miles of which have been completed.

This is called the Grand Trunk Pacific.

It was conceived by the present manage-

ment of the Grand Trunk Railway Sys-
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tem, and is being built under the direc-

tion of Mr. Charles M. Hayes, vice-

president and general manager, who has

brought the Grand Trunk Railway of

Canada from being an ordinary single

track line to its present high state of

efficiency with many miles of double

track. The Grand Trunk Pacific will

cross the continent with a maximum
grade of four-tenths of one per 1 nl

from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

The International Limited is a fine

train. It consists of a combination bag-

gage and smoker, day coaches, cafe par-

lor and library car and Pullman sleepi 1

The run from the Metropolis of Canada

to the Queen City is made in y
l/2 hours,

the distance being 333 miles, which gives

an average schedule time, including stops.

of 44.4 miles an hour. This run is made
over a magnificent double track road and

between stations the speed is often 60

miles an hour.

Every morning at o'clock, on every

day in the year, the International Lim-

ited leaves Bonaventure Station in Mon-

treal, for Detroit and Chicago. When
she swings out over the switches, through

the crowded freight yards, by shops and

factories, past the roundhouse with its

50 stalls where they stable these steeds

W^SJBSSSa fc^

G. T. R. STATION AT BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

of steel and steam, she is already bowl-

ing along at a mile a minute. Here and

there on either side of the roadway are

country clubs and golf links, and between

them clover fields, and then on through

what seems to be a new made city of

tiled-roof houses.' These are the build-

ings of the Macdonald College where

one Canadian philanthropist has spent

five millions. This is St. Anne de Belle-

vue. Here the train crosses two arms of

the Ottawa river and a little later is

rushing along the shores of the great

St. Lawrence, whose green waters glint

through the trees now and then until the

train has passed Brockville, Kingston, and

Belleville. Here the road begins to

skirt the shores of Lake Ontario, in the

province of that name. This part of the

line lies through a rolling region, a

pleasing and prosperous farming district.

Having pushed up a steep grade to the

summit of Scarboro' Heights the train

rolls down into Toronto, the capital of

Ontario, at 4 130 P. M., having covered

333 miles in 7 hours and 30 minutes, in-

cluding eleven stops.

Leaving Toronto, the train enters what

is often called the "Garden of Canada,"

the best part of which, however, lies east

of Hamilton, which is the next stop; 39

miles further on. Leaving Hamilton the

train climbs up the shoulder of the bluff

G. T. R. GENERAL OFFICES. MONTREAL.

hills in the township of Flamboro'. The
incline is steep and is known on the road

as the Copetown grade, but on the power-

ful engine forges its way until the train

lifts us from the level of Lake Ontario

to the level of Lake Erie. Here we get

a magnificent view of the famous Dun-
das Valley, a bit of rural scenery unsur-

passed in Canada, if anywhere on the

continent. The next stop is at Brantford,

a prosperous manufacturing town. At

London, an important commercial center

surrounded by a rich agricultural district,

the train splits, the main equipment, the

International Limited proper, going to

Detroit, via Windsor, the other part go-

ing to Chicago via Sarnia. At Sarnia the

steam locomotive is taken off and re-

placed by a powerful electric motor which

sweeps the train under the St. Clair

River, through the recently electrified St.

Clair Tunnel, which is a blaze of light.

The electrification of the St. Clair Tun-

nel has attracted the attention of engi-

neers in all parts of the world. The in-

stallation of the electric plant cost $500,-

AMONG THE ISLANDS ON THE GEORG-
IAN BAY. G. T. R.

000, including the power plant, locomo-

tives and other equipment for an over-

head wire power supply system. Four

heavy electric locomotives have been

built for the work. They are among

the largest of their kind in the world

and can haul trains at an average speed

of 10 miles an hour up the heavy tunnel

grades. The new system also insures

safety in operation, as the St Clair tun-

nel, since its completion in 1891, has

been the scene of several fatalities by

reason of the tunnel becoming filled with

smoke and gas if by any means a train

became stalled in the tube. Under the

electric system the interior of the tunnel

has been brilliantly illuminated with arc

lights and has been painted white. The
absence of coal gas fumes and the good

ventilation make the air in the tunnel

now so pure that the car windows can

be left open during the entire trip through

the tube, which dips down below the river

bed and rises up to shore level on the

other side.

Port Huron is at the Western end of

this International tunnel and now the

splendid train travels through Michigan,

by Battle Creek with its famous sanita-

rium and its breakfast food factories ; by

Durand with its many railways ; by Lan-

sing, the capital, and on through Indiana

to Chicago, which is reached at 8 o'clock

in the evening.

Great improvements have been made
by many American railways; many mill-
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Brant find. Out., are line- examples of the

substantial and artistic buildings owned

by the railway. A view of Montreal from

the heights of Mount Royal shows the

closely packed city below and the Grand

Trunk I'.ridge crossing the St. Lawrence

in the distance. The view of old Quebec

is taken from tin- ramparts of the historic

citadel, over which has flown in early

clays the Hag bearing the golden lilies

of old France and lain- the British Union

Jack. Quebec this year celebrated the

three hundredth anniversary of tin- days

wlun Samuel de Champladn sailed from

Brouage in France and founded Quebec,

the first permanent city in North Amer
ica, on the Kith day of July, 1608

fl und out that there were four lie i

horseback. We then in in to Coffey

\ [He, and I Stowed the marshals away

in a hotel, found the Deputy U. S.

11 may not all know what

this means.

"A 'scouler' 1 a man who has

I some crime, and there is a

Capturing Train Robbers.

Sonic interesting details of the "hold-

ups" which took place some years ago

were given by Mr. C. O. Eancs. chief

special agent of the Missouri Pacific,

at one of the meetings of the St. Louis

Railway Club. When describing the

capture of the men concerned in a

Southern Express robbery, he said:

"While we were waiting at Siloam

Springs, we received word of the rob-

bery of the Southern Express out of

Coffeyville. The night before Christ-

mas was when this robbery occurred.

I was detailed to take up that work,

and I selected seven of the best Deputy

U. S. Marshals, and they were good

men. We went to the scene of the

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES IX III

Marshal of Coffeyville, who told me
of a rancher who lived five miles from

Coffeyville, who was a great friend of

the outlaw; that is, a great friend to

LONG TANGEN1 THROUGH THE "GARDEN OF CANADA,'

robbery and made a careful investiga-

tion; had all the train crew there, but

secured no details whatever,—no in-

formation whatever that would show
us who the criminals were. We only

the scouting-man, the man who is

scouting and hiding from the law. I

rode out to this man's place one even-

ing, and after a long talk with him he

agreed to get me some scouters. Of

1 -
I 1 LAIR TUNNEL, G. T. R.

warrant out for him, and the U. S.

Marshals are looking for him. Of
course the deputy marshals are paid

by the work they do, and therefore

they do all the work they can, in so

far as arresting the men after the

warrants have been issued.

"In two days I was furnished with

two men, one Evans, a man who had

stolen horses several times, and had

been in jail and escaped, so there were

several charges against him, and a

young half-breed called Cherokee-Bill.

He was half Cherokee Indian and half

negro.

"With these two men I started out

to do my work. I sent Evans into

the Verdegris Valley, which is east of

the Iron Mountain track, and south of

Coffeyville. He was to look for men
who were away from home, with their

horses, tough men. young or old. I

took the half-breed and scoured the

entire country south and west of Cof-

feyville as far as Bartelsville, which
was then simply a store and two or

three houses. This whole country

south of Coffeyville and west is filled

up with ranchers, many of whom are

on friendly terms with outlaws, so

friendly that they will feed and hide

and protect them from the Deputy
Ij. S. Marshals.

"My plan was to visit all these

houses, with the half-breed boy. I

would ride within probably 200 ft. of

a house, and hold his horse, it was at

night, of course, while he called up
the house to get something to eat.
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and talk with the farmer, and satisfy

himself as to whether there had been
any criminals lodging or eating there
or passing through there. We were
partially unsuccessful until we reached
Bartelsville on our way hack, after a

two weeks' trip.

"You can judge that this proceeding

Rodgers, Evans found that these men
had gone out with the intention of
holding up what was then called the
'Valley train.' We thought sure that
we were on the right track, and I then
sent Evans to Kiowa, to find out where
the Turner boys were, and when they
were expected home. I again made

VIEW OF MONTREAL FROM MOUNT ROI'AL.

was rather hazardous on my part, for

not only was I in danger from outside

foes, but the man with whom I was
traveling was an outlaw and he knew
that I had the money roils for the

Deputy U. S. Marshals who were stay-

ing back in Coffeyville.

"Returning by way of Bartelsville,

we found a house where four men had
stopped for breakfast on Christmas
morning. These men were not all

known to the people at this house;
two of them, however, they stated had
come from Kiowa, Kas., and were
known as the Turner brothers. The
other men they did not know, but they
thought that those boys had held up
a train, as they all had black silk hand-
kerchiefs which they had used as

masks, and from their talk they
thought that they had been train

robbers.

"We returned then to the rancher's,

and there I met my man Evans from
the Vcrdegris Valley. He informed
me that he had been successful, and
Vied found that a young man named
Bob Rodgers and a man somewhat
older, named George Brown, were
away from home; that they had taken
their horses and their Winchesters
and they did not expect to be back
until February. Later on, while talk-

ing to the younger brother of Bob

the trip with the half-breed scouring

the country south of Coffeyville, and
finally I left the half-breed at Bartels-

ville at the same house from whence
he got his information, and returned

to Coffeyville. There I met Evans,
and he said that the Turner boys had
left their home in Kiowa two days
before Christmas with their horses and
with their Winchesters; I then felt

sure that we had the whole gang
located. All we wanted to do was to

find out when they came back into the

Territory.

"The very next morning the half-

breed came from Bartelsville with the

information that the whole gang and
one more had passed through leading

1 string of horses; evidently on their

way towards the Verdegris Valley, or

towards Vinita, which you can under-
stand better.

"I at once sent both Evans and the

half-breed to the Verdegris Valley,

advising them to go separately, and
go to the Rodgers' home to find out
if Bob Rodgers with his gang had
come there. I took my Deputy U. S.

Marshals, who were chafing at the

bit for having to stay still so long,

and we went to Vinita by train, arriv-

ing there in a short time. In two or
three days I was able to locate my
6couts at the outskirts of town, and

I learned that the entire gang was
stopping at Rodgers' house; that two
of them, Rodgers and Brown, had gone
to Coffeyville for ammunition, and
they were expected back and as soon
as they came back, the whole gang
were going up into southwestern Mis-
souri, to rob two or three banks.

They had it all planned out, about
what they were going to do.

"Knowing that we would have to

wait until the whole gang got there, if

we captured them all, I made arrange-

ments with a rancher who lived near
Vinita, about 30 miles from there, to

accommodate us in the garret of his

house until these people came back,

and were all together, at home.
I made up my mind that we would
take no chances. I had another meet-
ing with Evans and the half-breed,

and we made up our minds that a

signal should be given at night by the

firing of five shots from a revolver

outside of this rancher's house, but I

did not want to attack them, or attack

the house until they were in bed.

"So we stowed ourselves away in a

little garret where, lying on our backs

we could almost touch the roof with
our noses; we were packed closely up
in the garret for three days, and a

part of the third night; it was on the

night of the 24th of January, 1893,

when we heard the welcome sound of

i\\e shots; I do not think it took five

minutes for us all to get out of there

and get down on the crisp ground;
and.it did feel good! We walked fast

about five miles, and there we were
met by Evans, who said that every-

thing was all right, but that we must
t,.ke off our shoes. We finished the

rest of the trip on a run about a mile,

and reached the house without any
serious difficulty. Rodgers' house was
a 16x10 ft. log house that had a door
in the center, one room upstairs a little

less than a story and a half building,

with a room upstairs, which was
reached through the door at the side

of the room downstairs. There was
an open stairway leading upstairs.

"Two of us made a rush into the

door, and the door went right in, and
in less time than it takes to tell it we
were all upstairs. George Brown and
a man known as Kiowa, really Jim
Turner, were in one bed, the furthest

from the stairs; the rest of the gang,
three of them, were in one bed close

to the stairs. Brown and Kiowa, or

Jim Turner, commenced firing through
the bedclothes; they had both their

Winchesters and revolvers right in bed
with them, and had their clothes on.

These men were silenced, and the

U. S. Marshals, three of the biggest

of them, jumped upon the other bed and
overpowered those men. It was only
necessary for us to kill the two, that

is, we found one dead, that was Tur-
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ner, and Brown was wounded very

seriously in the back.

"We got a wagon from the farmer,

and had a tedious journey over the

35 or 36 miles to Vinita, and that night

we went down to Ft. Smith and left

our prisoners in jail there, and the fol-

lowing March they were tried before

Judge Parker and he promptly found

them guilty and sentenced them to the

penitentiary for twenty-five years each.

For some reason, unexplainable to us,

Judge Parker paroled Bob Rodgers,

the leader of the gang, but he went

right out again, and was worse than

he ever was before; he finally was
killed, after he had killed three or four

Deputy U. S. Marshals."

Driving Boxes, Shoes, Wedges

and Rods

By a General Foreman.

To go into details covering locomo-

tive driving boxes, shoes, wedges and

rods, would make it necessary to take

up each subject separately at consid-

erable length. Each subject, however,

is so closely identified with the others

that in a general discussion it is well

to bring them under one head. The
most important requisite for the proper

working of the machine is the spacing

of the driving wheels, or the locating

of the driving axles with their centers

the exact distance apart on each side of

the engine and the axles square with

the frames.

While the operations which bring

about these results are quite simple

and can be readily understood by a

workman of ordinary intelligence, we
often find machinists who have not

taken the time to consider the details

sufficiently to understand the laying

out of the frames, shoes and wedges.

We know of shops where permanent

centers were located on the main jaws

of the frames so that when the engine

received repairs again, these centers

could be used in order to avoid the

small amount of trouble necessary to

lay them out again. Years ago, a loco-

motive frame was not so apt to get

out of alignment to the same extent

that it is to-day, and, in making repairs

to it, we were more particular to know
that all surfaces were machined. Now-
a-days, we weld frames without remov-

ing from position, and, even though,

modern locomotives have heavy steel

frames, we find distortion due to

strains of operation.

To properly locate the centers of

main axles, we should take a point as

close to the back side of the cylinders

as possible, find the center of frames

and tram from that point to the cen-

ter of the main jaws, making the

marks on frame of equal distance from

the center located at or near the cvlin-

ders, 'fins should ih-.mii the main

driving axle being at right angles to

the longitudinal center of the locomo-

tive, or as we generally term it

"square" with the engine. From thesi

centers, the centers are laid out on the

other jaws and then each jaw is laid

out to take care of the condition

feeling it. On some i liginc s the lay

ing out of main jaws must be on the

inside of frames and then transferred

to the outside surfaces. If this can be

avoided, as we frequently find it can,

the operation is simplified by making

tram marks on the outside surface only.

It goes without saying that in addi-

tion to having tram marks located

proper distances longitudinally, that

they should also be the same vertical

distance from center of axle. Gener-

ally, this can be taken by measuring

from tops of frame.

It was not so many years ago that it

was the practice in some shops to lay

out the shoes and wedges, put them in

position and try each driving box in its

jaw to make certain of correct work-

manship. To-day, we cannot take so

much time. We bore the driving box

brasses so that the center is equally

distant from the shoe and wedge face

of box and the men who lay out shoes

boi d centrally.

.11. 1 hoi s and wei

they should always bi placed in

lion tin-. :

,
in ..1 del to tr.iin them

and know thai tin laying out and the

planing havi brought the desired effect.

Many rail d are using a brass

slum mi shoe and wedge faces of

driving boxes in order to have a more

easily lubricated surfai >-. and to

planing tin bo properly to parallel

tin two surfaces. There is a variation

of opinion as to tl

although tin- majority favors the brass

shims on the steel boxes.

It is as important to have the side

rods trammed to the proper length be-

tween centers as it is to have the driv-

ing axles spaced properly, the length

between centers of axles of course

being the same as the distance between

crank pin centers of the same pairs of

driving wheels. It takes but a slight

variation between the rods and the

shoes and wedges to make serious

trouble, causing the engine to ride

hard, making a jerk as it passes the

dead centers, causing pins to run hot

and contributing largely to broken

axles, frames, crank pins, etc. Failure

to have the engine in tram is responsi-

ble in the majority of cases for the

QUEBEC FROM THE

and wedges merely require the size of

the box to go ahead with their work.

If the boxes do not have brasses bored

centrally, the operation is made more

difficult as we must then locate the

distance from the center of brass to

shoe and wedge faces and use these

measurements in laying out the shoes

and wedges for planing instead of using

one half the size of boxes as would be

AN'CIEXT CITADEL,

wearing of flanges. Some engines will

run on a crooked road with little flange

wear, while others can be kept in ser-

vice but a short time without renewal

of tires or having them turned for

proper flanges.

It is important for engineers to give

these matters careful thought in order

to more intelligently make out work

reports, as they have the opportunity
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of determining the cause of trouble to first of which was tested to 250 lbs. water and increase of strength of 50 per cent,

better advantage than repairmen in pressure, and 260 lbs. steam pressure. The It is said that from 300 to 350 less stay-

pitch of the corrugations of the firebox is bolts are required with this firebox than
many cases. The locomotive engineer

before taking charge of an engine must 5 ins. There is a flat portion between

pass rigid examinations on train rules each corrugation to which the regular

and matters pertaining to the air staybolts and crownbolts are applied.

brake and machinery. The questions

on the latter two subjects, as a rule,

is ordinarily the case.

and crownbolts

The firebox is Vs in. thick, being same

as 1- ordinarily used. The tube plates

can only indicate his knowledge in a are lA in. thick, and flanged with deep re

cesses around the edge, but the riveting

edge is carried up to the highest point of

the ogees and extends around the crown

and sides so that the same number of

flues can be used as with the plain tube

plate in the ordinary firebox. The flexi-

ble back head and tube plate can be used

with advantage with the regular form of

plain firebox, if it has the ogee on crown

and sides as in corrugated box. This is

for the purpose of preventing tubes leak-

ing and relieving the tension on the stay-

bolts. In each boiler the corrugations are

carried over the crown portion and down

the sides to within one staybolt space of

the mud ring. The firebox has the

Flexible Tube Plates. regular mud ring and water space.

Various plans have been devised to The flexibility of the corrugated back

overcome the rigidity of the straight fire- head and the tube plate allows the tubes

box sheets and the' plain staybolts and to expand and contract and is intended

in locomotive boilers both in this conn- to prevent the tube beading being pulled

try and in England. The Vanderbilt cor-

rugated firebox, is an example of

another effort in the same direction. This

box, of course, dispensed with the stay-

general way. For instance, we have

known men to pass a perfect examina-

tion on a compound locomotive, who

never had any experience on one, and

who hail merely inquired about the

answers to the questions it was known

would be asked. These examinations

are useful, but should not be consid-

ered as the final requirements by men

win. desire to be successful engineers.

Conditions change rapidly. We can

only expect to progress by giving our

chosen calling the study needed, for if

we are not to progress, we must go

backward, there is no middle course.

cut of position on the tube plate. Verti-

cal expansion of the tube plate is also

provided for, and the tension on the mud
ring near the tube plate is considerably re-

CO.RRUGATED I-'IKEBOX WITH FLEXIBLE FT.UE SHEET.

bolts entirely, but was limited in the

firebox and grate area. Flexible stay-

bolts are being extensively used, and va-

rious attempts have been made to relieve

lieved. The contraction and expansion of

the box is divided equally between the

staybolts. The manufacture of a loco-

motive firebox with the sides and crown

Heat Representing 600 Million Million

Vibrations per Second.

It is a long time since scientific in-

vestigation began to advance the theory

that heat is caused by the motion of the

molecules composing a substance.

There was for a time some hesitancy

about speculating on the speed at-

tained by the individual molecules, but

studies connected with radium have en-

couraged investigators to express them-

selves quite frankly concerning molec-

ular velocity.

A recent book on radium, dilating

upon molecular motion, says : The

movement may be of elastic change of

shape as with a rubber ball; of vibra-

tion, as in the ends of a tuning fork;

of rotation like that of a top; or where

there is free space, of translation from

place to place, as with a bullet. Two
or more of these kinds of movements

may be combined. But what is cer-

tain is that all molecules are constantly

in movement, which we call, for con-

venience, v ; bration. The molecular vi-

brations are exceedingly energetic. In

a substance which is incandescent, or

white hot, the molecules vibrate at

the rate of 600 million million times

a second. But the energy of vibration

varies with the heat, being greater when

a substance is hotter, less when it is

colder. The energy of vibration is in

fact itself the heat of a substance.

That is a wonderful statement, and

one which ought to afford much

thoughful entertainment to people who

have the privilege of glancing into lo-

comotive furnaces when the fire is at a

white heat. They might come by prac-

tice, aided by a scientific hand book, to

describe the condition of the fire by

the molecular vibrations. We may come

to hear an engineer exclaim, "Jim, that

fire has got down to 3SO million million

vibrations per second. Shake the

grates," or the traveling engineer might

get out a spectrum that will indicate

through the light reflected from the

fire, the exact number of vibrations the

fireman is able to keep constantly in

evidence. There is no estimating thethe expansion and contraction of the side completely corrugated and ogeed at each

sheets by flanging. A departure from all end encircling the crown, as well as the
vast miljty tllat may be developed from

sides will be recognized as a difficult piece
;ncreased familarity with molecular vi-

of flanging, but it has been accomplished
brations

by Mr. W. H. Wood, of Media, Pa., as

the previous methods is found in

what is called the Wood corrugated lire-

box, with an ogee on each end encircling

the crown, as well as the sides, which is

shown in our illustration.

Three large consolidation locomotive

boilers, each 80 ins. in diameter, having

458 tubes 15 ft. 6 ins. long each, are be-

ing manufactured for the New York Cen-

tral Railroad. These boilers are fitted

with the fireboxes and tube plates, the

the result of his experience in the manu-

facture and use of hydraulic machinery

for locomotive boiler shops.

The results with the three corrugated

firebox boilers on the New York Central

will be watched with interest by all the

railroad officers. The inventor claims 30

Not enjoyment and not sorrow is our

destined end and way, but nothing

teaches earnest men so many things as

sorrow. If you fail in one examina-

tion the sorrow of rejection may stim-

ulate exertion and renewed effort that

per cent, increase in heating surface, and will end in success.
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General Correspondence

Railway Scenes in Queensland.

Editor:

I am sending you a Dumber of photo-

graphs of scenery on the Cairns-Kuran-

da section of this line. If any credit is

to be given for them then the Station

Master at Kuranda should get it (Mr.

G. Wreide). They were all taken by

him. He is a self-taught man, as far as

photography goes. But before I go any

further I think it would be as well to

let your readers know where Cairns is.

It is a rising seaport town on the coast

of Queensland. Queensland is the north-

eastern portion of the continent of Aus-

tralia and has an area of 668,000 square

miles. Cairns lies about Lat. 17 S. and

Long. 146 E. This place has been set-

tled for about 30 years, but it is only

within the last 10 years that it has start-

ed to come into prominence.

The railway was started in 1887 for a

place called Herberton, a great mining

centre then, but in 1893 construction

stopped at Mareeba, a point halfway be-

tween Cairns and Herberton. Owing to

the nature of the country, an idea of

which can be obtained from the pic-

tures, it took three years or so to con-

struct the first two sections to the twenty-

third mile.

In 1898 a company called the Chillagoe

Co., obtained concessions and extended

the line from Mareeba 92 miles through

all mineral country to Chillagoe, and

erected smelters there. This made a big

difference to the Cairns-Mareeba section.

The traffic increased enormously. The
principal minerals found here are tin,

copper, gold, wolfram, bismuth, molyb-

denite, black rutile. In fact, nearly every

mineral known has been found in that

stretch of country, although not all in

paying quantities. To return to the

Cairns' line I must tell you that it is a

State railway. Most of the railways in

Queensland are owned and worked by

the government. The gauge is 3 ft. 6 ins.

laid with 60 lb. rails spiked to sleepers

laid about 2 ft. apart. The locomotives

are all after the American type, i. e., out-

side cylinders and Stephenson link mo-
tion. I will send photographs of different

types here later on. The heaviest is

about 57 tons 15 x 22 ins. cylinders, 4-6-0

type, tender 8-wheel bogie and capable

of carrying 1.400 gals, water with about

5 tons of coal. Diameter of driving

wheels range from 3 ft. 9 ins. to 3 ft.

The grades are very heavy on the first

20 miles of the line, Cairns to Kuranda,
varying between 1 in. 50 and I in. 60

with 4^ and 5-chain curves thrown in.

I lie pictures are all taken from this

part of the road, which rises from almost

sea level to 1,100 feet in 13 miles. The
scenery along it is lovely, and \ 1 ;itoi

from all parts of the world admit it to

be so. Kuranda, just past the Barron
1'alK al the top of the range, is .1 regu-

lar winter resort for people from Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Adelaide, and in Eacl

girth, being common Other timbers are

silky oak, silkwood, pine, maple, rose-

v, I, bei 1 h, and oth< 1 that I do not

the nami

This year the government has started

ti nd the line into 1

1

where
i' was intended to go 20 years ago. Of
course th< ttlements in Ather-

ton and Herberton in 18X7, hut they

BARRON WATERFALL ON THE CAIRNS-KURANDA RAILWAY IX QUEENSLAND.

everywhere, because the winter climate is

lovely. After you leave Kuranda the

line breaks into the mineral country and

continues through it to Mareeba. In

1903 the line was extended by the gov-

ernment to the Atherton Scrub to open it

up. There is magnificent timber in this

scrub, the cedar trees, 18 to 20 ft.

made no progress, because there was no
railway communication. These roads

mean a big thing for Cairns. The har-

bor at Cairns is a lovely harbor, and
easy of access.

The locomotive I write of has 15

in. cylinders, and it is of the 4-6-0 type :

driving wheels. 3 ft. The photograph
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gives you a good idea of the type of

rolling stuck on this line. I forgot to

mention that the, Westinghouse brake is

fitted on all the stock.

In conclusion I hope that these photos

will be acceptable to your readers. At

present out here the papers are all full

of the projected visit of the American

fleet, but we will see none of them ; we

are too far awaj out in the back blocks,

if 1 may put it that way. Wishing your

paper every success,

E. W. Barker.

Engineman Cairns Ry.

ms, Queensland, Australia.

Extension Piston Rods.

Editor

:

We note that the practice still pre-

vails both with railway companies and

builders, of applying extension piston

rods. I would like to have an expres-

sion of opinion and experience in re-

gard to the advisability of perpetuating

this practice or using extension piston

rods on pistons of any diameter in lo-

comotive practice. We have had an ex-

perience in respect to the extension pis-

ton rods, the particulars of which could

be brought out later.

Master Mechanic.

[We should like to receive notes of

experience with extension piston rods

from our readers. Several years ago

there was some discussion of the sub-

ject in our pages and there was decided

diversity of opinion concerning the value

of the device. Much new experience

with heavy pistons and the method of

supporting them has been enjoyed since

that time and we would like very much
to learn about the lessons of the ex-

tended experience.—Editor.]

motives that are useful and good. The
"variable exhaust" and notches in the

reverse lever quadrant are two of them.

1 have used both of them and have seen

them used by others. In days when
each engine had a regular engineer, 1

have met with engines on which the

variable exhaust was so corroded that

it could not be used, and gradually

closed to its smallest diameter. Re-

verse lever quadrant showed wear only

in notches at full stroke, and one or

two others a little up towards the

notch called "out of gear." The vari-

able exhaust is one of the most bene-

ficial adjuncts to the locomotive, yet

how few, if any, are now to be found

on the locomotive? The automatic-

damper in chimneys of stationary boil-

ers are similar to the variable exhaust,

and how many such chimneys can be

found without them, or not in working

order? It is not a question of leading

a horse to the water, etc. Why the

variable exhaust is not used, nor the

quadrant of reverse lever only worn in

three or four notches, is because so few

Variable Exhaust Nozzles

Editor:

—

On page 469 of November number of

Railway and Locomotive Engineering

is an article referring to the use of ex-

ROBB'S MONUMENT. NAMED AFTER THE
.RAILROAD CONTRACTOR.

panding (variable?) nozzles on locomo-
tives, and lamenting the fact that if

railroad companies put them on their

engines they would not be used.
" 'T is

true, and pity 't is, 't is true." There
are many appliances placed on loco-

WATER TANK AT STONY CREEK.

—very few—railroads have got a Jim

Skeevers engineer, and "Old Calamity"

for superintendent; the one to dare to

give an idea, the other to put it in

force.

If orders for the use of some new
device were issued in a form to appeal

to a man's feeling of pride, and not

so mandatory as to be offensive, and

then a close and honest watch kept on

the carrying out of the order, and

strict justice given to each man in ac-

cordance with his merits, results would

come, both surprising and pleasant.

The writer took a Wootten firebox

engine, No. 885, on exhibition over sev-

eral Western railroads. She was
equipped with a variable exhaust. On
the division between Las Vegas and

Pecos none of the engines had it. On
the first trip out I set the exhaust about

midway; it had a range of SV4 to 6 l/2
ins. I had a younger engineer to run

the engine. The engine was steaming

finely, and when we struck a heavy

grade—grades and curves were all

posted by signs— I stepped to right-

hand side and opened exhaust full. The
almost jump the engine made startled

both engineer and fireman. It was a

pleasure to me to see the interest that

engineer took, when he had got a little

practice, in holding the gauge pointer

on the line of limit of Pop. One even-

ing I was asked to slip over to the

VIEW OF GLACIER ROCK.

roundhouse. I did so, and found my
man, with about a dozen engineers and

firemen, teaching them all about vari-

able exhausts.

Some of my experiences on that trip

were interesting. The engine was to

demonstrate the burning of slack bi-

tuminous coal. At Omaha sideboards

18 ins. high were built around the

top of the tender, cars of coal were

sent out on the line to spur switches,

giving the impression that coal would

have to be taken on en route. The en-

gine made three round trips as helper

to passenger and freight trains between

Omaha and Summit; then started with

a way freight for North Platte. I

think it was 156 miles. We then took

on four tons of coal at a regular sta-

tion and had six and one half tons left

on arrival at North Platte. At Lar-

amie we were due to go out at 10

o'clock a. m., but on account of crew
not showing up (they were afraid they

would have to load coal along the line)

we did not get away till 6.30 p. m. At

Medicine Bow, I think it was a coal

station, one of the brakemen came to

the engine and asked me where we
would take coal. When told not be-

fore we reached Rawlin, he called an-

other of the crew and they had a little

swearing match together because they

had lost a daylight run on account of

hiding away from an engine that they

were told took on coal every 10 or 15

miles. We had no further trouble get-

ting crews.

At the Pittsburgh convention, where

I was a visitor, a delegate from the

Union Pacific Railroad asked me if I

had not brought one of them dirt burn-

ers to the U. P., and said he had worn
his knees bare in praying to God to

curse me in every bone, nerve, and

muscle and the flesh of my body. He
said a man couldn't shut his eyes a

minute or the fire would go out. He
was a fireman when the wide firebox
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was introduced on the U. P. I told him
he must be one of those of whom the

good book says "The curses of the

wicked shall not avail."

E. J. Kaucii.

New York, N. Y.

Cylinders and Superheated Steam.

Editor:

Having read with considerable in-

terest the article in the November is-

sue of Railway and Locomotive Engi-

neering, by Mr. F. P. Rocsch, it will not

be out of place to add a few comments.
It should be noted in the first place

that failures by cracking in cylinders

are most generally due to shrinkage

strains produced in casting. The mag-
nificent results obtained fifty to sixty

years ago in casting marine and mill en-

gine cylinders of large size is a source

of admiration, and was not entirely due

iiiniiimiiiiiiiiii
FIG. 1. GOOD FORM.

to the fine quality of iron then used

but was obtained by care in details of

design, while in these days of quick out-

put, designs are frequently issued and

carried out which contain the germs of

their own destruction. For instance,

it was formerly a general practice when
one plate of metal formed an angle

with another to unite them with a

curved formation as in Fig. 1, probably

with large radii both in the fillet and,

outside the plate to give flexibility in

shrinkage, whereas it is common to find

them in recent designs of castings as

shown in Fig. 2, which not only facili-

tates the production of shrinkage

strains, but also induces spongy metal

in the spots at the root of the fillet as

indicated. Where conditions permit.

it takes but little time and knowledge

FIG. SPi >Ni',Y CORNER.

to produce the former result instead of

the latter, but when two cylindrical

forms are joined together this method
of avoiding a lump in the casting can-

not be adopted, Fig. 3. In many other

respects the new designs of cylinders,

especially those for piston valves, ap-

pear somewhat more difficult, as well as

to have had less care than formerly was
bestowed upon the important feature

of avoiding the formation of metal in

spots, and soft metal is used to cover

up the defect.

Many of the defects which commonly

mcur can be overcome by leaving the cyl-

indei in the sand long enoug to anneal

propi rly, If any such strains exist in cyl-

inders nil en 1 led fur superheated si 1 a in, the

high degree of heat will lend to permit
the metal to give way and relieve the

Strains just like an annealing process,

and thus prevent cracking just as much
as it will set up strains in other parts

by unequal expansion, but wherever
the metal is porous it will tend to ren-

der it more so and to produce porosity

where there is any molecular movement
due to strains being relieved. This ac-

tion will take place very rapidly with

soft cast iron as is in common use,

but where hard, tough metal is used

there will be but little porosity, and
therefore the steam will have less facil-

ity for producing solvent action.

Iron in the presence of oxygen with-

out moisture does not easily oxidize,

and therefore there will be but little

tendency in the superheated steam to

attack the iron in that way, but it may
be that the affinity between the oxygen
and hydrogen of the steam is diminished

by the heat, and the carbon or silicon

may then be oxidized ; or it may be that

the sulphur or phosphorus present form

acids when heated.

With reference to the tensile strength

of castings when heated we have but

little information, but it is generally

known that wrought iron or mild steel

terial that (0S1 • r ( ent of its

strength in five years, and ..I 10 the for-

11 of the eastings so affected, for

purpose of compari

Rogeb Atkin

Locomotive Foremen's Association.

Editor:

I noticed in your October issue a let-

ter from Mr V II. Kiddle, of the Col-

orado Midland Railway, and also one
from Mr. A. B. Glover, in your Novem-
ler paper, asking all roundhouse fore-

men to ther and form an associa-

tion. I wish to say that we have an

FIG. 3. TWO RIBS JOINED.

association here in New England, known
as "The New England Locomotive Fore-

men Association," which consists of all

foremen connected with the locomotive

department. I have written to Mr. Rid-

dle, informing him of our association.

I would be pleased to hear from any

locomotive foremen direct or through

ON THE CAIRNS-KURANDA RAILWAY IN QUEENSLAND, Al/STRALIA.

increase in strength up to about 400

deg. F. or 450 deg. F., so that there

should not be enough decrease in

strength to materially affect the life of

the casting.

There are so many conditions affect-

ing cast iron that it would be inter-

esting to learn the analysis of the ma-

the columns of Railway and Locomo-

tive Engineering, who may wish for

any information in regard to our asso-

ciation, or who desire to organize an as-

sociation of this kind. Hoping you will

find space for this in your next issue,

Fred D. Avery,

Keen, X. H. Secretary.
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Staybolt Leakage
Editor:

My recent experience is that the stay-

bolts, crown bolts and • seam joints leak

along the lire line. There are from ten

to probably 50 bolts breaking on a

trip and these bolts are all examined
before starting on a trip and are secure.

The experience with the new bolts is

the same as with those that had been

used before. There is also an accumu-
lation of white matter at the edge

where the water leaks from the bolts.

This appears in powder form, but when
permitted to remain for some time it

cakes and becomes very hard. The
water we use is mountain water and
considered very pure. This situation

has existed now for about eight weeks
and we know of no satisfactory reason

for this condition. I would be pleased

to have you discuss this matter in the

columns of Railway and Locomotive En-
gineering. James C. Cook.

Pres. The Catawissa Air Brake Club.

is open. Thanking you for your pub-

lication, I am,

Clinton, la. C. M. Goodrich.

Non-Reflecting Cab Window.

Regarding the description of my loco-

motive cab window which you kindly

published in the May. 1908, issue of

Railway and Locomotive Engineering,

page 107, let me say: Not having it

fully secured by patent at that time I

delayed in giving full particulars. I in-

close a photograph with dimensions.
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self above a drudge and takes advant-

age of all the refining influence of the

highest civilization, together with its

health and freedom.

The sixteenth Irrigation Congress just

closed at. this place has demonstrated

to the thousands in attendance, without

a doubt, that there is a great future in

Forts Logan and Wingate, togethei

with flu' Roswell Military Acad
Cadets, were hen- with fancy drill i ti

Albuquerque has taken a long bri ath

and is Hying to get back into the old

routine of business, bul it will be many
days before the incidents of the recent

w eeks will cease to be the pi ii

topic. Allen E. Nye.

A. T. & S. F. Ry. Co.

. Ubuquerque, N. .1/.

SANTA FE PAVILION AT THE IRRIGA-
TION CONGRESS.

store for this Western country, arid it

is sometimes called, and this great

gathering might justly be termed the

opening wedge of the reclamation

process which is being inaugurated.

The prime factor in this great move-

ment is the Santa Fe Ry. Co., and the

exhibits which they caused to be gath-

ered here would do credit to any agri-

cultural or mineral display in the world.

Their lines and feeders tap all this South-

western country, and every section

from Kansas to California was repre-

sented.

Besides the irrigation products, the

dry farming contingent was out in full

force, and oats, wheat, alfalfa, etc., from

6 to 8 feet in height, was exhibited, on

which not one drop of water had been

turned outside of the scant natural rain-

fall.

Utah had the honor of taking first

prize. Their exhibit was large, taste-

fully arranged, and without a doubt they

"got what was coming to them." New
Mexico ran them a close second, and

even the natives were surprised at the

variety and excellence of the products

shown. One could tell of 105"'.

squashes, enormous bunches of grapes,

bales of cotton, figs, almonds, 8-ft. al-

falfa, etc., and no doubt some of our

Missouri brothers will sit up and take

notice when we mention the apple

from Luna Co., which was 19^2 ins.

around and weighed Z9Vz ounces.

The Victor Fuel Co. had an interest-

ing exhibit, that of a coal mine in full

operation, in which was shown the

methods of mining, ventilation, etc.

The combined Irrigation Congress

and Territorial Fair lasted two weeks,

and every minute was a busy one. Eight

bands were in attendance, the Mexican

National band of 40 pieces, from Old

Mexico, and Held's band, of Utah, being

prize winners, $2,500 was divided into

three prizes in the baseball tournament,

the Navajo Indians gave their cele-

brated fire dance, and almost the en-

tire garrisons of U S. soldiers from

Lateral Play in Rod Brasses.

Editor:

Some time ago we had occasion to take-

up the lateral play in some rod bra

and the following method was adopted

as per inclosed sketch. A. tepi. .1 -tits the

rod brass with the side liners as they

arc put in. The brasses are bored and

a dovetail is turned on the sides, and

the half ring B is put in sideways, as

shown in the sketch. The liners are

made in rings and cut in two at C, thus

two rings nr four halves will suffice for

one set of brasses. In addition to this the

liners arc kept from turning by pulling

in J4 in. copper pins The first set of

brasses we fixed in this manner ran for

some four months, when they were worn

out, and new liners, which we kepi on

1 great well as a

great financial benefit to ipany

mploycd me. I thought then and

know why it 1

railroad comp ire new firemen and

1 with one of those

books treating on their vocation from start

to finish. It look- to me like robbing

Peter to paj Paul for a company to deny

the first cost, when with a knowledge of

the facts 1 ontaim d in thosi books a man

could save the price in the first 25 miles

of firing a locomotive, where without this

knowledge he may make 25,000 miles

without the leasl idea of economy or skil-

1 11I in mi-' Perhaps our readers

will remark the writi iractical cn-

gineer ; ii 1 irould t a produc-

tion of my record on the I'. M. R. R.

James Rv.\s-.

Grand Rapids. Mich.

Derailment of Tenders.

Editor:

I have read with pleasure the able

articles which have appeared in recent is-

of your valued paper relative to the

derailment of tenders and the causes and

cures for same. The complaint seems to

havi been very general and the causes

manv and varied. Now that so many

ROD BRASS WITH DOVETAIL PIECES FOR WEAR.

hand, were put in. The dovetail keeps

the liners from falling out and the pins

keep them from turning.

C. WlLHELMSEN,

Kentwood, La. Master Mechanic.

Keep Abreast of the Times

Editor:

In the year 1889 I began my career as

a locomotive fireman on the Michigan

Central. Soon realizing the fact that it

was very monotonous groping in dark-

ness for the art of tiring a locomotive. I

purchased a periodical entitled "Locomotive

Engineering," published by Angus Sin-

clair, which I studied thoroughly and put

its theories into practice, and found it

remedies have been suggested we may ex-

pect the number of derailments to be

greatly diminished in the near future. As

3 am led to believe that the opinions of

subordinates are in a great many cases

taken as criticisms of those in authority

I do not want my name to appear in print,

but as I had a hand in provoking the dis-

cussion I am glad to see it go the rounds.

None have seen fit to take up the ques-

tion of increased friction and greater

tendency to derailment from the use of

steel-tired wheels, so I presume there is

nothing in it. In connection with derail-

ments I may say that we have had con-

siderable trouble with pony truck wheels

getting off the track. I believe that this

is also a general complaint, especially on
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consolidation engines with a long wheel

base. There has been a great deal of con-

troversy in the official family, and it has

been decided to reduce the distance be-

tween the lower holes in cradle by 2 ins.,

making it 25 ins. on the bottom holes

and 23 ins. from centers on top. I never

could see the reason for having inclined

hangers, and will be pleased to hear

from you or any of your correspondents,

whether this is the general practice and
what is thought of it.

Pittsburgh, Pa. L. E. Reader.

A Voice from the Land of the Nile

Editor:

—

Your letter dated the 29th ult. has
been received and I beg to herewith
send you my photograph as well as

the photograph of one of the engines
standing in our shed yard.

The person standing on the engine
is myself. You will please observe
that I am a young man, about 24 years

old (born at Damietta, 7th November,
1884). My father was one of the

drivers who first drove on the steam
locomotives in the early days of our
railway. He departed to eternity in

July, 1903, after a long service of 40
years on the foot-plate of several en-

gines. I have joined the service of

the locomotive department from the

1st of August, 1903, and being attracted

Care of the Air Pump.

Editor

:

The following may be useful to some
of your readers. A good way to do
when you have to remove and renew
the reversing stem of a g

l/2 air pump,
is to unscrew the reversing stem cap
and take the plug out of the bottom
head of the pump and hold the stem to

lift and pull out. This method saves

breaking the top and bottom joints of

the air pump.

The air pump should be shut down
when the engine comes in on the ash

track. If it is left working, it gets a

good deal of dust and grit, which
causes the pump to run hot. Do not

wash out the pump with lye-water

when the pump has been reported run-

ning hot, as the lye does more harm
than good, but examine the air valves

and packing rings. Loose packing
rings will make a pump run hot. Too
much lift of the air valves will make
a pump run hot. Too much oil will

cause port holes to clog up and then

the pump cannot discharge air as fast

as it can take it in, and the pump runs

hot.

All inspectors of air apparatus on en-

gines, should see that all joints are

tight on the engine before it leaves

for its run. See that the brake valve

is all right and that the gauge for high-

LOCOMOTIVK ON THE EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.—MOHAMMED HAFEZ,
ENGINEER.

by the beauties of mechanics I always
like such study.

I hope, sir, you will succeed in every-
thing you do. No doubt I consider
myself one of your men, so ever faith-

ful and obedient. My best wishes and
hearty respects to you and the mem-
bers of your company.

Mohammed Hafez,
Engineman, Tanta Loco. Dist.

Tanta, Egypt.

speed brake, train line no lbs, main
reservoir 130 lbs. See that the triple

valves do not blow at the exhaust. See
that the signal registers 40 lbs., and
then the engine is ready for the road.

If all inspectors would do these things,

the brake power on a lot of roads
would be all right.

Engineers hould carry with them an
extra reversing stem cap in case of

losing one on the road. If the air-

MOHAMMED HAFEZ, AN EGYPTIAN
LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEER.

pump throttle leaks badly it is a good
plan to see that the pump is well oiled.

John H. Howard,
Air-Bk. Inspector, N. C. R. R.

Baltimore. Md.

Shop Inspection

Editor:

—

To the writer the question of inspec-

tion of the finished product seems to be

one which has not received merited at-

tention in the discussion of the dif-

ferent problems which are confronting

the manufacturer of to-day. The ne-

cessity of inspection is one of the ad-

ditional burdens, if it may be termed

such, which has had its inception in the

subdivision of operations, and therefore

operators, which together go to make
the finished article.

As is well known, the all round me-

chanic of twenty years ago has given

way to the specialist. Previously a

well developed man in a machine shop

could perform any operation or erect

any part of the machine which the

concern by whom he was employed

wished to turn out. Now he has been

replaced by the specialist, who, while

being an expert on his particular job,

would be completely at sea if put at an-

other man's work.

While the evolution of the specialist

has come in response to an economic
demand, it is apparent to any thought-

ful foreman or superintendent that the

quality of the specialist, for he has

come to stay, can be much improved.

This improvement can be carried out in

the treatment of both the apprentice

and the finished workman.
The writer has observed in different

shops that the apprentice boy, as soon
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as he has shown any ability in a par-

ticular line, is very apt to be shunted

from his proper course and made a

permanent fixture at the particular job

-on which he has demonstrated his abil-

ity. How much better it would be if

he were given the chance to move from

job to job until his four years had

been served, and then the company

would have the foundation of an "all-

round" specialist who would be able

to understand the subsequent harm
which would be the result of careless

workmanship.

The finished workman is bent on

•earning his daily wage and oftentimes

is inclined to regard quantity rather

than quality. This is especially so un-

der the piece-work system which is so

common in our shops of to-day. While

increased output is the ultimate aim of

all the systems of wage payment for-

mulated from time to time, in many
cases it would be far better if some of

the energy and money expended in

their formulation were saved and ap-

plied to the practical working out of

the derived plans. How often does a

large corporation spend a great sum in

the hiring of specialists to perfect

some new system and then leave the

application of the system to a low-

priced, inefficient man. The result is

that the system does not reacli the

workman in the desired form, and often

he is obliged to sacrifice quality for

quantity.

The workman should be paid a fair

price for his work and then be given to

understand that it must be done prop-

erly and that he will be held responsi-

ble for the correctness of previous as

well as his own operations, thus mak-
ing each man his own inspector. The

SURPRISE CREEK BRIDGE,
LAND.

QUEENS-

Tiabit of performing work on a piece

which has previously been ruined

should not be tolerated, and the man-
agement should clearly give the work-

man to understand that this is the case,

It is here that the foreman comes in, in

that it is his duty to set the stand-

ards for the workman and then to see

that his standards are being lived up

to.

The foreman's interests extend fur-

it must be remembered that an ideal

is one of the prime

Paterson, N. J.

Carl S. Wai.nkk.

ther, in as much as while the workman towards idealization but nevertheless it

is looking for individual production he is an ideal possible of attaint ent, and

is looking for collective production,

that is the shop output. While the se-

curity of the foreman's position de

pends upon the getting out of the

he should never do bo al th< acrifio

of quality, for the success of "work-

man inspectorship" will depend upon

the rigidity with which the principle is

applied. The foreman should not lose

sight of the fact that he. not the shop

inspector, is responsible for any defeel

which may be discovered in the finished

Not as Slow as Pard.

Editor:

Your publication loses none of its

n 11 My tardiness in my remittance

reminds me of my chum of the 70th,

who was unmercifully slow. The

product. Often it would be well for squire, as the foreman was (.dh-. I, gave

him to consider some of the questions about a bushel of "Id fashioned studs

THE CORN COBS THEY CROW BIG OVER THERE."—NEBRASKA CORN.

which arise from the purchaser's view-

point, and even though it may mean
additional expense for the time being,

in the long run it will pay both him

and the company, for the reputation of

good workmanship is an invaluable

asset.

There is scarcely an engine turned

out by the average locomotive works

which is not delayed from five to ten

hours because of some piece of careless

workmanship which in most cases has

passed through several hands and

which could have been remedied if the

successive workmen had so wished.

The man in the erecting shop puts up

a piece of work which he knows is not

right, all the time saying to himself,

"The machine shop sent it over this

way so it is up to them." "Why didn't

the inspector see it, what is he around

here for?" "I am not paid for running

over to the machine shop, the company
is making money on me with this job,"

and the like. This is just the spirit

which prevails in the average shop to-

day, the elimination of which would be

more valuable, considered from a dollar

standpoint, than the installation of sev-

eral systems. The tendency of work-

man inspectorship may be said to be

to make, cut off of the bar by the old

chisel and sledge. No saws in those

days. When pard saw the heap, he

said, "J. S. Squire, have I got to make

all of them?" Squire looked over his

glasses, very seriously and said, "if we

live long enough." S. F. Peers.

Montour Falls, N. Y.

Rose to the Occasion.

A traveler who put up for the night

at the leading hotel in a small town

had, before retiring, left explicit in-

structions to be called for an early

train. He was very much in earnest

about the matter, and threatened the

clerk with all manner of punishment

if that duty was neglected. Early in

the morning the guest was disturbed

by a lively tattoo upon the door.

"Well?" he demanded sleepily. "I've

got an important message for you," re-

plied the boy. The guest was up in an

instant, opened the door, and received

from the boy a large envelope. He
tore open the envelope hastily, and

found inside a slip of paper, on which

was written in large letters: "Why
don't you get up?" He got up.

—

Penny Pictorial.
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Engines for the Associated Lines.

The American Locomotive Company

have recently completed the last of an

order of 125 locomotives for the Har-

riman Lines. This order included

forty-three Consolidation locomotives,

thirty Moguls, ten Atlantics, twenty-

four Ten-Wheelers, and eighteen

Switchers, all of which were built to

designs and specifications which have

been adopted as standard for all the

000 lbs., of which 100,400 lbs. is carried

on the drivers, while those of the Mo-
gul type have a total weight in working

order of 179,200 lbs., with 152,500 lbs.

on the drivers. It might be mentioned

here, in passing, that this weight places

these last mentioned engines among
the heaviest of their type ever built,

the only Moguls having a greater

weight built by the American Locomo-

tive Company being those for the

Both boilers are of the straight top,

crown bar type and have the same diam-

eter and the same inside dimensions of

fire box; although in the case of the

Mogul, the mud ring slopes down at

the front end and the throat sheet is

vertical, while the mud ring of the At-

lantic type is straight and the throat

sheet is sloped. With the diameter of

the boilers the same for both classes,

it is possible to use the same smoke-

J. W. Small, Supt. of Motive Power.
ATLANTIC TYPE FOR THE FERROCARRIL BE SONORA.

American Locomotive Company, Builders.

roads included in this system. The

railroads whose engines form the sub-

ject of our illustrations are now part

of what is generally called the Harri-

man System. This standardization of

the different classes of locomotive

equipment of the Associated Lines was

inaugurated in 1902. At first the speci-

fications covered four types of locomo-

tives: the Atlantic and Pacific type pas-

senger. Consolidation freight and heavy

Switchers. Since that time, however,

standard designs for ten-wheelers and

Mogul types have also been adopted.

The purpose of thus standardizing the

various designs was not only to secure

interchangeability of details between

liM-nniotives of the same type, but as

far as possible, without sacrificing any-

thing of the efficiency of the machine,

to adopt standards which would be

common to all the different types re-

quired on the different lines. How well

this purpose has been accomplished is

shown by a comparison of the designs

of the Atlantic and Mogul type engines

included in the above mentioned order.

The 4-4-2 type of engine which we

illustrate was designed for burning

bituminous coal; while of the Moguls,

fifteen are oil burners and the remain-

der, one of which is shown in our

half-tone illustration, used coal as fuel.

Except for the changes in design inci-

dent to the use of oil for fuel, the two

classes of Moguls are identical in de-

sign. The Atlantic type engine had a

total weight in working order of 197,-

Vandalia Line, which weighed 187,000

lbs., and are the heaviest of their class

in the world. With the larger diam-

eter driving wheels of the Atlantic

type engines, it is possible, however, in

spite of the smaller weight on driving

wheels of this type, to use the same

boiler pressure and same size cylinders

for both classes of engines.

Each class is equipped with cylinders

20 ins. in diameter by 28 ins. in stroke,

provided with piston valves 12 ins. in

diameter. The valves of each type

have a maximum travel of 6 ins. and

have 1 in. steam lap and 1-16 in. ex-

haust clearance and the kail in full

;jear of 3-32 of an inch.

The motion in both cases is • indirect,

but in the Atlantic type engines the

rocker shafts have been placed ahead

of the forward driving wheels, the link

is connected with the downward ex-

tending arm of the rocker shafts by

means of a transmission bar which

straddles the front axle. As a result of

this arrangement, the same cylinder

heads, valves, valve bushings, pistons,

piston rods, crossheads, connecting rod

bearings, rocker shafts, eccentric straps

and eccentrics are common to both

classes of engines.

The cylinders of both engines here

illustrated, have the same spread, viz.,

88 ins., and the same distance, 43 ins.

between frame centers, and take a

common frame section, so that the deck

plates, reverse shafts and driving boxes

are common to the two classes.

stack, smokebox, front and door, dome

ring base and cap, throttle pipe, dry

pipe elbow and end and minor details.

At the same time a comparison of the

amount of heating surface in the two

designs shows that this standardization

of the boiler design has been effected

without any sacrifice of the efficiency

of either class of engine for the particu-

lar class of service for which it is

intended. With the greater length of

flue of the Atlantic type, a total heat-

ing surface of 2,649 S Q- ft. has been ob-

tained, as compared with 2,102 sq. ft.

of the Mogul type. This gives a ratio

of tractive power multiplied by the di-

ameter of drivers to total heating sur-

face, or, in other words, factor of 717 in

the passenger engine which, although

not as low as in some other recent ex-

amples of engine of the same type, is

about the average and would indicate

the large boiler capacity for sustained

high speeds. Some of the other more
important details which might be men-

tioned as common to both classes of

engines are steel cabs, sand boxes, in-

jectors, injector checks, throttle levers,

engine truck axles, engine truck boxes

and grate bars.

Each engine is provided with a Van-

derbilt type of tender with a cylin-

drical tank having a capacity of 7,000

gallons of water and a fuel capacity of

fourteen tons. The tender frames are

of angle irons and the tenders are car-

ried on two four-wheel trucks of the

Andrews cast steel side frame type.
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Some of the tender details, wihcli are

common to both types, are as follows:

axles, bolsters, journal boxes, truck

center plates, springs, side bearings,

wheels, air brakes, tender frame body

bolsters, and draw gear.

Specification of the 4-4-2 engine for the

Sonora Ry.—Cylinders, type simple with

piston valve, diameter, 20 ins., stroke 28

ins.; tractive power, 23,506 lbs.; wheel

base, driving 7 ft., total 27 ft. 7 ins.;

wheel base, total, engine and tender,

57 ft., 3 1 1- if) ins.; weight, in working

order, 197,000 lbs., mi drivers 100,400

lbs.; weight, in working order, engine

and tender, 339,380 lbs.; healing sur-

face, tubes 2,475 sq. ft.; firebox 174 sq.

ft., total 2,649 sq. ft; grate area, 49.5

sq. ft.; driving journals, 9 x 12 ins.;

engine truck journals, diameter 6 ins.,

length 10 ins.; trailing truck journals,

diameter 8 ins., length 1 _> ins.; tender

truck journals, diameter 5>< ins., length

10 ins.; boiler, type straight top, first

ring 71 3-8 ins. diameter outside; boiler

working pressure 200 lbs.; firebox, type

wide, length 108 ins., width 66 ins.;

firebox, thickness of crown, fa in.,

tube Yi in., sides fa in., back fa in.;

water space, front, 5 ins., sides 5 ins.,

back, 5 ins.; crown staying, radial

tubes, steel, number 207. diameter 2

ins.; tubes, length 16 ft., gauge

.125 m.m.d.g. ; driving boxes, cast steel;

New York; brake, pump 1 left-hand, 2

reservoirs, 20 x 133 ins. ; engine truck 4-

wheel swing motion; piston rod diameter,

engine for the < anam a, 1 aqui Rivei &

Pacifit Cylinders, type siiiiplcwitlipisti.il

valve; diameter, 20 ins.; trokl i8 ins.;

tractive power, 30,222 lbs.; win. I ba 1

driving 15 ft. 2 ins. ; total 24 fl. ; .-. hi 1 1

base total, engine and tender .S3 ft.

2 II-16 ins.; weight, in working ordei

196,200 lbs., on drivers [52,500 lbs.;

weight, in working order, engine and

tender, 3i3,<«K) lbs.; heating surface,

tubes 1,956 sq. ft.; heating surface,

firebox, 140 sq. ft.; heating surface

total 2,102 sq. ft.; grate area 49.5 sq. ft.;

driving journals 9 x 12 ins.; engine

truck journals, diameter 6 ins., length

10 ins.; tender truck journals, diannter

S'A ins., length 10 ins.; boiler type,

straight top, first ring 71,.; ins. outside

diameter; working pressure 200 lbs.;

firebox, type wide, length 108 ins.,

widtli 66 ins.; firebox, thickness of

crown, fa in., tube */& in., sides fa in.,

back fa in.; firebox, water space, front

5 ins., sides 5 ins., back 5 ins.; crown

staying, radial; tubes, material Shelby

seamless steel, number 297, diam.. 2 ins.;

tubes, length 12 ft. 8 ins.; gauge .125

m.m.d.g.; boxes, driving cast steel;

brake, New York; pump, No. 5 Du-

plex, 1 reservoir 20 x 145^ ins. ; and

I reservoir 20 x nos>3 ins.; engine

truck, two-wheel swing motion
;

pis-

ton rod diameter, 5J4 ins., piston pack-

ing 3 snap rings ; smokestack, diam-

eter, 20 ins., top above rail 15 ft. 2^

Gravitation Helps.

' lie 01 thi daily papi

recently announced the intention of

the Canadian Northern to build a rail-

road fr (lei Ma to

tin Grand Trunk Pacific line. The press

account of thi- pn

I een thi Pi mbina a nd Mi Leod ri

a distance of 50 the grade will

be so constructed that the loaded cars

of coal will run the whole distance to

the G. T. P. line without an> loi onto-

live, while one engine will be able to take

back all the empty cars. This will con-

siderably reduce the cost of the coal,

which will be taken over the G T. P.

to Edmonton, and there shipped out to

points on thi 1
. N. R.

What is probably meant by the above

statement is that very large loaded

trains of coal can be taken down grade

and long trains of empties taken up

again, which of course reduces the cost

01 operation; but the way the news-

paper account reads there would only

be a one way movement of locomotives

on the road and there would be nothing

to supply brake power to the heavily

loaded trains going down grade. Great

things can now and then be done on paper.

Hard on Railways.

Commercial travelers will appreciate

this story, which is told by one of their

number. He had been summoned as a

MOGUL FOR THE CANANEA RIO YAQUI & PACIFICO
J. W. Small, Supt. of Motive Power.

5'i ins., piston packing 3 snap rings; ins.; tender frame, angle iron; tank capa-

smokestack diameter 20 ins., top above rail city 7,000 gallons water; tank capacity.

15 ft. 2 l/2 ins., tender frame, angle iron;

tank, style cylindrical (Vanderbilt type) ;

tank, capacity, 7.000 gallons ; capac-

ity fuel. 14 tons ; wheels. driving

diameter outside tire 81 ins.; material,

cast steel; wdteels, engine truck diam-

eter 33 1/ ins.; kind, rolled steel; wheels,

trailing, truck diameter. 51 ins.; kind,

cast steel; wheel, tender truck diam-

eter. 33!4 ins.: kind, rolled steel.

Descriptive specification of the 2-6-0

fuel (P.-1152), 14 tons of coal, (B-1153),

2,940 gallons of oil; valves, type piston,

travel 6 ins., steam lap 1 in.; valves, ex,

clearance 1-16 in.; setting, lead in full

gear 3-32 in.; wheels, driving diameter,

outside tire 63 ins.; wheels, driving ma-

terial, cast steel; wheels, engine truck,

diameter, 30 1/ ins.; kind, rolled steel;

wheels, tender truck, diameter. 33' J ins.;

kind, rolled steel.

RAILWAY.
American Locomotive Company, Builders.

witness in a case at court, his employers

having sued a delinquent customer, and

the lawyer for the defense was cross-

examining him. "You travel for Jobson

& Co., do you?" asked the attorney.

"Yes, sir." "How long have you been

doing it?*' "About ten years." "Been

traveling all that time, have you ?" "Well,

no, sir." said the witness, making a hasty

mental calculation: "not actually travel-

ing. I have put in about four years of

that time waiting at railway stations and

junctions for trains."

—

Montreal Witness.
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Locomotive Foremen's Association

Several letters have recently ap-

peared in the general correspondence

columns of Railway and Locomotive

Engineering concerning the formation

of a Roundhouse Foremen's Associa-

tion, similar in scope and with the

same general aims and objects as those

of the General Foremen's Association,

the Air Brake Association, the Inter-

national Master Boilermakers' Associa-

tion, the Master Car and Locomotive

Painters' Association, the International

Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Associa-

tion, and the Travelling Engineers' As-

sociation. These associations include

members from all parts of this country,

Canada and Mexico, and the experi-

mental work they do, the papers they

prepare, and the discussions which they

permit, are beneficial not only to the

individual members themselves but to

the railways they serve.

In our general correspondence col-

umns this month there appears a letter

from Mr. Fred D. Avery which informs

our readers of the existence of the New
England Locomotive Foremen Asso-

ciation. This is an organization on the

very lines suggested by our previous

correspondents. The Association was

organized November 2ist, 1904, and

has therefore been in existence for the

past four years. The headquarters are

in Keene, N. H., and the officers are

Mr. L. Morgan, president; Mr. John J.

McNulty, vice-president; and Mr. Fred

D. Avery, secretary and treasurer,

Keene, N. H. All these gentlemen be-

long to the Boston & Maine Railroad.

The objects of this Association, as

stated in the constitution and by-laws,

read: "The object of this Association

shall be the mutual improvement of its

members in reducing the cost of the

different materials used on locomotives,

by exchanging ideas, by means of meet-

ings and the reading and discussion of

papers, by the general exchanging of

views, so that we may all profit by the

experience of others more proficient

in our craft, and be of greater value to

the corporation employing us and to

those for whose interest we labor."

The fees are merely nominal and all

locomotive foremen are eligible for

membership who have been in active

service not less than six months prior

to the date of application. Here is an

association in working order, with the

object of increasing the efficiency of

members, stated in just the way calcu-

lated to appeal to the locomotive fore-

men all over the land, and with a wide

but reasonable qualification for mem-
bership and nominal fees. It seems to

us that those who desire, and most

properly desire, to see the important

and responsible position of locomotive

foreman put where it has a right to be

in the eyes of the whole railroad world,

might take the New England Associa-

tion as a foundation upon which to

build up a society which would equal in

usefulness and efficiency any of those

which now represent the other depart-

ments of railroad activity. We will be

glad to hear from roundhouse foremen

far and near on the subject of forma-

tion of, or rather the wider extension

of, the association started four years

ago in New England. There should be

a large and influential association of

roundhouse foremen. This one is at

present local, but it is founded on right

lines; it can be made to take in the

whole country, and suited to a wider

field of usefulness.

One of the points touched on by one

of our correspondents was that such an

association should have a journal of its

own. On this point we may say that

the other associations, including the

Master Mechanic's and the Master Car

Builders' Associations, do not publish

a magazine. They print their proceed-

ings each year and this volume consti-

tutes the official record of all that is

said and dorre at the sessions held. The

publication of a monthly, or even a

quarterly magazine, is an expensive af-

fair, and to do it properly it requires

the exclusive service of one or more

trained men who should be adequately

paid. A magazine or journal is not

essential in the programme. Railway

and Locomotive Engineering stands

ready to help in the formation or exten-

sion of a locomotive foremen's associa-

tion, and now, or when formed or extended

the pages of our publication are open all

the time for the full and free discus-

sion of railroad topics as set forth in

the objects of the New England Asso-

ciation. We ask our friends to write

us on this important subject or to write

the secretary of the New England As-

sociation at Keene, N. H., for informa-

tion about the work already done.

Industrial Revival

It is gratifying to feel and to know
that good times are not only coming

but that good times are here already.

As is well known, the railroads are the

first to feel a financial depression, so

they are the first to feel the effects of

a revival of industry. The interchange

of commodities, by which the great ar-

teries of commerce are kept open

form a sort of volumetric indication of

the industrial activity of the country.

From every part of our broad land

comes the cheering intelligence that

practically every wheel is now in mo-

tion, and that many railroad shops are

actually short handed, though endeav-

oring to hire men. Extensive orders

are being placed and a new era of rail-

road activity has fairly begun.

It need hardly be stated that the in-

dustrial depression of the last year has

been in some respects made really

worse than it might have been. This

has particularly been the case on some

of the railroads where the suspending

of skilled mechanics and the running of

shops on short time has resulted in a

deterioration of the motive power. It

will take many months to completely

rehabilitate this neglected power. One

does not have to be a very skilled engi-

neer to observe that while passenger

locomotive have been kept in fairly

good running condition upon the chief

railways, there is a general need for

taking up the lost motion on great

numbers of freight engines. Work of

this kind cannot be done in a day, and

we are not surprised to learn that now,

when the needed repairs cannot be

longer put off, it is difficult to find

mechanics in sufficient numbers to do

the work.

We will be surprised if the general

revival and extension of railroad work

in the railroad shops does not lead to

an increase of wages, or what is of

equal if not of greater value, a general

adoption of shorter hours among the

skilled mechanics engaged in the exact-

ing work of construction and repair of

railroad rolling stock and mechanical

appliances. There is no kind of work

requiring more careful attention. Much

of the work, especially in repairing, is

done under the most trying conditions.
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The opportunities for mental improve-

ment and relaxation should be of the

amplest kind. The future is full of

hope. A brief period of partial de-

pression has taught many lessons and
the outcome cannot be other than that

of progress in the right direction. Let
ns hope that the revival of industrial

activity will bring with it new resolves

to make the most of the opportunity i

that are coming to us, to the end that

we, in our various situations, and to

the limit of our various capacities, may
rise to higher and nobler accomplish-

ment.

Signal Observance Record

We have before now alluded to what
has been called, perhaps for want of a

better name, "surprise checking" in the

matter of signal observance. The
name "signal efficiency test" has been
used by some newspapers to designate

this system, but these names do not

exactly suit the case. In the first

place there is no surprise about a sig-

nal whether it be in the proceed, cau-

tion, or stop position, and signal effi-

ciency refers rather to the maintenance
in good working order of the whole
signal system than to the obedient ob-
servance or the disregard of the signal

by those to whom it appeals. The sys-

tem is not so much a test either, for a

test implies a special trial which may
or may not be successful. The system
is in reality simply a signal observance

record, and on a goodly number of

our large roads this record has been
most satisfactory.

As an example of the kind of record

engineers can make under a properly

managed signal observance record we
may cite the Pennsylvania Railroad.

The signal observance record is car-

ried out by the officials who cause the

signals to be displayed in various po-

sitions, extinguish lights or place tor-

pedoes on the track and then take note

of the observance of the signal by the

trainmen who first encounter the al-

tered signal. In doing this the officials

do not produce a set of conditions

which may not naturally arise; they
simply do purposely what the weather,

or a broken rail, or a derailed car, or

a late train may do, and they record

the obedience or not of the train first

encountering the altered signal.

It has been the pleasing duty of the

officials on the Pennsylvania to record

the well-nigh perfect observance of

signals by the men who are expected
to see and obey them. In August last

3,250 alterations were made with the

result that 99.25 per cent of the trains

which encountered the "light out," tov-

pedo or stop signal took heed to and
obeyed the indication. This is an ex-

ceedingly high-class performance on
the part of the men. In the month

of which we speak fourteen divisions

of the Pennsylvania reported pi

'I. ervance of all block signals, while

fifteen divisions were perfect in all

other kinds of observance, such as

slopping for light out, etc. All ill-

had high averages and slight infractions

"in marked against the men as non

observance, so that the record is one of

positive observance or disregard. On
the Lines East of Pitsburgh the record

show that the month of August was
practically free from accidents to pas-

senger trains. Out of the enormous
number of passengers carried, only two
wire injured. No passengers were
killed in train accidents. There were
no derailments or collisions between
passenger trains. One collision oc-

curred between a passenger and
freight train when both were moving at

slow speed.

We mention these facts because we
believe that such results show that the

men are in earnest and that they rec-

ognize the immense importance of

safety in the commercial prosperity of

the company they serve, and that they

maintain this high standard of efficiency

not only for that reason but from the

more noble purpose of honoring the

trust reposed in them by the traveling

public. Officials and men on the Pennsyl-

vania are to be congratulated on the Au-
gust signal observance record.

Flat and Twist Drills.

It is observable in some machine
shops that there is a reappearance of

the flat drill, not that the flat drill had
ever entirely disappeared, but that it

is seen more frequently at present than

for several years past. It should be

generally known that in certain kinds

of work the flat drill is to be pre-

ferred to the twist drill. Apart from
the cheapness of its manufacture, the

readiness with which it can be adapted
to various sizes and lengths and tem-
pered to cut extremely hard metals, it

will be found well adapted to the drill-

ing of holes that are not of great

depth and where the exact size is not
an important factor.

The flat drill is of decided advantage
in cleaning cut holes that are in cast-

ings and the cleaning or cutting of

which are particularly injurious to

twist drills or lathe tools. In grinding

flat drills special care should be taken

that the cutting lips should be of equal

length, with their angle of intersection

in the centre of the drill, otherwise the

size of the hole drilled will be in-

creased by twice the variation in the

length of the cutting edges. The ten-

dency to break the drill is also greatly

increased by any such variation.

The twist drill is of decided advan-

tage in deep holes. It has the faculty

of clearing itself of chips of any kind

of metal, besides drilling a bole of the
exact size indicated. It is also tem-
I" red to an equable degree of hardness

' the entire length of the
1 ll "' G is necessary in

grinding twist drills. An inequality in

the cutting edge superinduces an eccen-
tric: motion in the drill with a corre-

sponding increase of the diameter of

the bole.

A hole made by a twist drill is under
all conditions a round hole. In the
case of the Hat drill there is no limit

in
1 he geometrical vagaries its work
exhibit. In grinding a twist drill

if should be noted that the angle of
< learance should be greater near the

center of the drill than at the cutting

edges. In relation to the center of
the drill the cutting angle should be
about 60 degs. Too flat or too tapering
a point affects the cutting quality of

the drill in a marked degree. Twist
drills should not be used for the pur-
pose of increasing the sizes of holes.

In such work the tendency to break
the drill is very great.

It may be added that in all kinds of

drilling work on metals, if there are a

number of the same articles to be
drilled, suitable jigs or drilling tem-
plates not only insure accuracy but

require much less time. The tend-

ency toward jig-making is in the

right direction, and with jigs carefully

constructed and a suitable assortment
of twist drills, an approach to perfec-

tion can be made that leaves little to

be desired.

Utopia or Millennium; Which?

Some four hundred years ago a po-

litical romance, called "Utopia," was writ-

ten by Sir Thomas Moore, an English-

man, describing a country in which peo-

ple lived under perfectly ideal conditions.

Tyranny and injustice were unknown and

fruitful fields tilled by willing hands

produced abundance of food and raiment

for a happy people. All property being

common, there was no rich and no poor,

but the whole community lived in a state

of strict equality which was supposed to

ensure universal happiness. That was an

old ideal and it has served to amuse
many generations.

A new form of Utopia has been

vaguely looming in the distance with the

extraordinarily mysterious element ra-

dium as a promoter. A very striking

article by Hudson Maxim, a semi-scien-

tist, appears in the Cosmopolitan ifaga-

cine for November under the title "Man's

Machine-Made Millennium." Even-thing

modern must be machine-made and Mr.

Maxim's conception is a true product of

the latest industry. The editor digests

the article thus

:

"It is a wonderful picture that Hudson
Maxim has conceived in his scientific
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mind and thrown on the screen in this

article. Daringly peering into the fu-

ture, he makes one gasp as he predicts

the machine-made millennium.

" 'The discovery of a radio-motor,'

says Mr. Maxim, 'will make power so

cheap that none will work save for recre-

ation ; crystallization of fertilizer out of

the atmosphere will make the earth so

prolific that farming will be a pastime;

disinfectant solutions forced through the

body will exterminate all germs, and dis-

ease will be eliminated; life insurance

companies will become simply accident

insurance companies, and man's life will

run its allotted span; criminals will no

longer be imprisoned, but will be segre-

gated in a great reservation where they

will live out their lives, the right to

propagate their kind denied them, thus

eventually cleansing the world of its

criminal element ; the mastery of the air

will liberate mankind from the limita-

lions of navigable rivers and railroad

tracts
;
gold will be so common that it

will be used for rifle bullets; diamonds

as big as the Kohinoor will be made for

a dollar, and the city of the future will

not be a collection of buildings, but one

vast arcaded building with its subdivi-

sions carefully allotted for the needs of

its inhabitants.'

"

Value of the Brick Arch.

No attachment to the locomotive en-

gine has been the subject of so much con-

flicting opinion as the value of the brick

arch. When it was first applied to the

firebox of a locomotive, the engineering

world was laboring on the problem of

how to burn bituminous coal without

creating so much smoke that health au-

thorities would forbid the use of that

kind of fuel. Wood that had previously

been used on the American continent,

was exempt from objections because to

stop its use was to stop operating of

the railroads, which the people were not

prepared to stand for. The smoke from

wood was bad enough, but the smoke

from soft coal was worse, unless some

means was provided to improve its com-

bustion, to the extent of preventing the

emission of black smoke. Hundreds of

inventions were produced that aimed at

smoke prevention, but none of them sur-

vived the tests of protracted service ex-

cept the brick arch.

The brick arch was invented almost

simultaneously by George S. Griggs, of

the Boston & Providence Railroad, Bos-

ton, and Thomas Yarrow, of the

Scottish North Eastern Railway, Ar-

broaten. Griggs's invention was adopted

in America and that of Yarrow, in

Europe. Before the introduction of soft

coal, European locomotives burned coke

which was very costly, but was perfectly

smokless. The use of coal brought out

very strict regulations for the punishment

of those who created a smoke nuisance

and very painstaking efforts were made

to find out means that would absolutely

prevent the creation of smoke. None of

the ingenious combinations of furnace

apparatus for smoke prevention worked

satisfactorily without the brick arch.

There were baffle plates and air bars,

there were air tubes, hollow stay bolts

and air injectors, but the whole of them

needed the brick arch as an indispensable

auxiliary. After longer or shorter ex-

perience most railway companies discov-

ered that the brick arch would do the

business fairly well without any aid and

all its assistants were by degrees dis-

pensed with.

The locomotives hauling trains in

Europe can hardly be called smokeless,

but charity covers their sins in this re-

spect, for very few prosecutions are re-

corded, yet all their smoke preventing ap-

pliances consist of only the brick arch.

That is a case of falling from grace for

a little care devoted to introducing air

above the fire would clear the atmosphere

very materially. But railway companies

the world over trouble themselves little

about creating nuisances so long as law's

majestic force leaves them alone.

In most American States the railroad

companies tried to restrain the creating

of smoke when permission to burn bi-

tuminous coal was first granted, but their

zeal in this respect was short lived. The

brick arch was something extra to care

for which condemned it from the first, and

it gradually fell out of use. Some rail-

road officials had investigated the merits

and short-comings of the brick arch suf-

ficiently to learn that it was a fuel saver

and that its use increased the capacity of

the boiler. Such people maintained that

the brick arch was a paying investment,

although it needed care and attention, so

it did not suffer absolute banishment from

American railroad locomotives. Of late

the brick arch has been beginning to find

favor on some of our railroads and is re-

ported to be giving high satisfaction as

a fuel saver where it receives a fair op-

portunity to show its capabilities. Those

interested in running locomotives on the

smallest quantity of fuel consistent with

fair steam generation, ought to study the

paper on "The Brick Arch," and the dis-

cussion thereon that will appear in

another issue.

have always been deplorable. An em-

ployee of a railroad company considers it

no hardship being required to perform

duties properly in return for the pay he

receives ; a political hireling on the other

hand considers that the pull he has with

his party ought to bear a portion of the

burden of daily duties. When a complete

force of railroad men operates under such

sentiments incompetency follows and the

combined labor of political railroaders

produces the most inferior kind of per-

formance. Responsibility for the proper

performances of their duties reaches

political railroad employees through a

buffer that excuses neglect with the result

that the duties are less faithfully per-

formed than they are on railroads op-

erated by companies.

The two countries in Europe that have

controlled railways most thoroughly are

Belgium and Switzerland. A dispatch to

the New York Sun from Brussels says:

In Belgium, as in Switzerland, the ex-

ploitation of railroads by the state is

proving rather a disastrous experiment.

The deficit on last year's working was

estimated between $Soo,ooo and $1,000,000,

but it now appears that it will exceed

$2,000,000. The situation is so bad that

the administration, which had already de-

cided on raising the price of the fort-

nightly and monthly passes so well known

to tourists, is now considering the ques-

tion of a big all-around increase in pas-

senger and freight rates.

The press dispatch from Berne, Switzer-

land, reads : The unfavorable results of the

State ownership of railroads in Switzer-

land promises to be a leading issue in the

coming electoral campaign. The confedera-

tion has $240,000,000 invested in railways,

having issued that amount of interest bear-

ing bonds. Although the receipts of the

State operated roads have steadily in-

creased from 1902 to 1907, the cost of

operation has increased more rapidly still,

and the co-efficient of railroad operating

expenses is now the largest in Europe.

The deficit this year will be between

$1,000,000 and $1,200,000. The nationali-

zation of the roads, therefore, this year

costs the taxpayers the deficit for opera-

tion in addition to the interest on the

state capital invested.

Railways Operated by Governments.

Street railroads and other public utili-

ties have always been badly managed

when operated by municipal authorities in

this country, but certain politicians among

us are always howling against railroads

and similar property being managed by

their owners.

Several experiments have been made

in the United States of railroads being

managed by state officials and the results

The Men Who Do the Work.

We have several times had occasion

to refer with satisfaction to the grow-

ing idea of the supreme importance of

safety in railroad operation in this

country. The realization of this is no

doubt due partly to an enlightened

public opinion, and to the more serious

view taken by railroad officials of what

proper discipline really means, but it is

also largely due to the grasp of the

whole situation by the employee on

the road. It is his conception of duty.

All these work together for good.
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This last mentioned factor is prob-

ably the most important of the three.

As we said in our October issue, the

spirit of "amenability to supervision"

on the part of those who do the work
shows a healthy condition. It means
that when a new safety appliance or a

new regulation conies out on a road,

that the men give it a fair trial and they

make it work well if it is capable of

being worked well. In one of Rudyard
Kipling's poems he has this meed of

praise for those much-needed men in

the world who honestly perform their

allotted tasks:

"Creation's cry goes up on high from
age to cheated age:

" 'Send us the men who do the work
for which they draw the wage.'"

One of the signs of the times to

which we have alluded before now
is the splendid response given by the

engineers on many of our leading

roads to what has been somewhat in-

correctly called the surprise system of

checking in signal observance. In an-

other column of this issue will be found

an account of a new system of train

dispatching on the Northern Pacific. It

is described by the superintendent of

the division where it is in vogue. He
speaks of the good points of the sys-

tem, but he pays a warm tribute to the

faithful service and honest endeavor of

the men working under the system, and
he admits that the success achieved is

due to the men.

This is as it should be. There is no
greater guarantee to the public of safe

railroad operation than the willing and
intelligent obedience of the men who
do the work. It is the manly, square,

playing of the game according to the

rules that is really worth while. Ille-

gitimate short cuts to the goal and
grand stand plays may be very spec-

tacular, but they are false in principle

and cannot for a moment compare with

the clear-headed team work that pushes

on steadily and wins.

The strength of the lines quoted

above lie in the reality of the words:

"do the work." There is in them no
account taken of the men who intended

to, or hoped they did, and we believe

there is now on all our railways a

steady advance of the idea of team play

pervading all ranks of the service. The
officers may be able men, and the rules

good, but the men are the ones with

whom lies victory or defeat. Instruction

of employees is a most important matter

and has been ably carried out by many of

our leading roads, and hand in hand with

this should go the really competent and
constant supervision of daily work. To
quote Kipling again, and to quite fairly ap-

ply his words concerning the army of

war, to the industrial army of peace on

our railroads, "the backbone of the

army is the non-commissioned man."

BooK Notices
American Machinist's Handbook and

iim iionaky 01 Shop Terms, by F, 11 Col

vin and F. A. Stanley. Hill Publishing

Co., New York. Flexible leather. 4x7
ins. 520 pages, gilt-edged. Price, $3.00.

This will be found a very useful book

to all engaged in the various branches

of machine work. The information re-

quisite in shop practice is condensed and

classified in a form that is immediately

available, and the book is a perfect li-

brary in itself and of such convenient

form as may readily be carried in the

pocket. The presswork is of the usual

high character of the Hill publications.

The work is profusely illustrated, and the

drawings have a distinct clearness, not

common in many mechanical works. A
carefully prepared index adds much to

the utility of the work.

The Electrical Pocket Book for 1909.

Emmott & Co., Manchester, England. This

is one of the year books issued by the

publishers of the Mechanical World, and

presents in a condensed form much prac-

tical information, in regard to the use

of electricity. A new and interesting fea-

ture of the new edition, is a chapter on

electric welding which should interest all

who are desirous of simplifying this im-

portant branch of mechanics. The price

of the book, twenty-five cents, should in-

sure much popularity.

Graphical Determination of Earth
Slopes, Retaining Walls and Dams, by

Charles Prelini, C.E. Published by D.

Van Nostrand Co., New York. 140 pages.

6x9 ins. Ornamental cloth. Price, $2.00.

Prof. Prelini, who has been engaged for

many years as an instructor in civil en-

gineering, in Manhattan College, New
York, has made a valuable contribution

to engineering literature in the work be-

fore us. Young engineers will find it

profitable to study this book. It takes

high rank in the important subjects of

which it treats. The forces which de-

termine the various slopes of the earth's

embankments, the pressure of the earth

against a retaining wall, the proper de-

signing of retained walls, and other sub-

jects equally interesting are treated in the

best possible manner calculated to en-

gage the minds of young .students. The
book will also be of real help to the prac-

tical engineer.

The Application of Highly Super-

heated Steam to Locomotives. By
Robert Garbe. Published by the Nor-

man W. Henley Publishing Company,

New York, 1908. Price, $2.50.

This book is a reprint from a series of

articles which have appeared in the col-

umns of The Engineer, of London, and

are from the pen of Robert Garbe. a Ger-

man engineer. The book, however, is

edited by Mr. Leslie S. Robinson, secre-

tary to the (English) Engineering Stand-

ards Committee, who is himself the au-

thor of several important works
on boilers. The book is neatly

bound in cloth and has 70 p ages,

9'/a by 6 ins. It is illustrated

with a number of good, clean line cuts

and has a nt I diagrams.

It is divided into eight chapters, dealing

h nil tin- G n of Highly Super-

d Steam prop advantages

and production oi ucfa team in locomo-

livc boilers; Superheated Steam and the

1 ylindered Simple Engine—losses

rtden ation, e< in my in fuel and

.
tractive effort of the superheated

omotive; Compounding and Su-

perheating; Designs of Locomotive Super-

i .'.in ts—smoke-tube superheaters, boiler-

barrel superheaters, waste gas superheat-

ers; Constructive Details of Locomotives

Using Highly Superheated Steam—cylin-

derand pistons,piston-rod stufnngboxes,

piston valves, double admission, and solid

rings, piston-valve with balanced split-

rings and valve covers acted on by

, pressure equalizing arrangement,

lubrication, special fittings for locomo-

tives, special working regulations, super-

hi ati 1 engines on the Prussian State lines;

Experimental and working results, etc.

Amende Honorable

It is always dangerous to get mad,

especially when it leads to saying

nasty things about good people. A
free confession is good for the soul,

and the writer wishes to confess that

he was woefully unjust to the Enter-

tainment Committee of the Master Me-
chanics' Convention when he applied

offensive epithets to them in our July

number. On considering the matter

calmly the writer of the offending arti-

cle confesses that an apology is due to

the committee, consisting of:

Charles P. Storrs, Storrs Mica Co.

Herbert Self, Crandall Packing Co.

E. H. Walker, Standard Coupler Co.

J. W. Johnson, Pyle National Elec.

II d L't Co.

S. W. Midgely, Curtain Supply Co.

Bertram Berry. Haywood Bros.

C. S. Hawley, Cons'd't'd Car Heat'g Co.

F. O. Brazier, Murphy Varnish Co.

Ross F. Hayes, Curtain Supply Co.

C. M. Garrett, Farlow Draft Gear Co.

W. J. Walsh, Galena-Signal Oil Co.

A. G. Langston, Jenkins Bros.

J. L. Connors, Ralston Steel Car Co.

G. H. Forsythe. Forsythe Bros. Co.

H. E. Oesterreich. Wendell & MacDuffie.

J. L. Stayman, Gold Car Heating and

Lighting Co.

P. J. Mitchell. P. J. Justice & Co.

L. J. Hibbard, American Brake Shoe

& Foundry Co.

J. S. Seabury. Mass. Mohair Plush Co.

T. C. DeRosset, T. H. Symington Co.

E. P. Welles. C. H. Besley & Co.

J. C. Younglove. H. W. Johns-Mand-
ville Co.

R. H. Chisolm, Railroad Age-Gazette.

Clayton W. Old, Am. Blower Co.
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Applied Science Department

Elements of Physical Science.

Second Series.

III. Transferring Heat.

uniform temperature can be most read-

ily maintained, thereby preventing un-

equal expansion of the boiler plates,

and rendering the escape of steam to

There are three methods of convey- tne U1,p cr surface natural and easy

ing heat from one body to another.

The most common method is by radi-

ation, as in the case of burning wood,

coal or oil in a furnace the heat is

transferred to the sheets on the sides

and crown of the fire box by radiation.

Heat has the effect of expanding all

bodies. This is particularly the case

in the application of heat to metals.

The amount of expansion varies, of

pressure of a gas at constant volume,

varies as the absolute temperature,

therefore the increase in volume in the

calculation before us will be as 521

representing 10 feet at 60 degrees is to

721 at 250 degrees, or 13.65 feet.

The pressure of heated air may be

readily found by the same rule, thus, if

a volume of air at 212 degrees be con-

fined in a rigid vessel and exerts a
course, with the degrees of heat ap

plied to the metals, but in the case of pressure of i S lbs. on each square mch

boiler plates or flues raised to a uniThe passing of the heat through the

sheets is by conduction, while the wa-

ter in the boiler is heated by convec-

tion.

The velocity with which heat is

transferred from one body to another

is in a great measure proportionate to

the difference in the temperature of the

bodies. The greater the difference in

temperature the more rapid will be the

flow of heat from the one to the other.

It will be readily noted that some bod-

ies conduct heat much more rapidly

than others. The conducting qualities

of metals are extremely variable as

for instance in the case of silver and

iron the former may be rated at 100,

while the latter would scarcely equal
are easny "constructed in the form of a

12. In a similar ratio copper would

form heat of over 300 degrees, which

occurs when the steam is at a pres-

sure of 100 lbs. per square inch, the

expansion is equal to nearly one five-

hundredth part. Thus a boiler 21 feet

in length would expand V2 inch. For

this reason it will be noted that loco-

motive boilers are not rigidly attached

to the frames but are slidably engaged

by expansion pads or suspending links

or other devices. The frames are not

what will be the pressure if the air

is heated to 300 degrees, the space oc-

cupied by the air remaining the same?

212+461=673 absolute.

300+461=761 absolute.

The amount of increase of pressure

will therefore be as 673 is to 761, or as

15 lbs. is to 16.96 lbs.

Celebrated Steam Engineers

XIV. JOHN AND ROBERT STEVENS.

This remarkable family is an illustra-

heated to any appreciable extent, and ^ q[ ^ occasional instances where
hence have little or no expansion. For ^ = inventive faculty seems to descendthe

equal about 75, brass 23, and lead 8.

Metals which conduct heat readily and

rapidly are said to be good conductors,

while those that are otherwise are said

to be bad conductors. Gases and liquids

are very bad conductors and they can-

not be heated at all by conduction. At

the same time they are both easily and

readily heated by convection.

As an example of heating by convec-

tion, or carrying, it may be noted that

the flues in a boiler are used so as to

overcome the non-conductive quality of

water. A common illustration is the

the same reason expansion joints are
{rom fat]]er {o gon John Stevens> the

necessarily used in pipes that convey
eWer Iearned law and civil engineering

steam any considerable distance and ^ ^^ york ^ where he was born

in 1749. He became prominent in the

sleeve with adjustable packing box.
]itjcal affairs of New jersey and at

We remember seeing an expansion

loop in a pipe which was used in a

round house. The loop carried the

pipe over the doorway and was artistic

and useful at the same time.

The application of heat to air or

gases has the effect of expanding the

volume of gas or air very rapidly and

very largely in comparison with other

bodies. As the atmosphere is a fluid

more than eight hundred times thinner

the outbreak of the Revolution he be-

came a Colonel in the Continental

army and saw much active service un-

der Washington. He was president of

the convention of New Jersey delegates

who ratified the Constitution of the

United States and continued during his

lifetime to be a leading national charac-

ter. He was among the first to give

attention to steam navigation, and

while others were working with paddle

passes through the volume of air easily

and rapidly. The degrees of expansion
filling of a test tube with cold water K ,„„.,. ,„j tVl _

. .. . „ , ,, have been carefullv calculated and tne
and allowing a flame of a candle to

than water, so the application of heat w ilee ls Stevens perfected a vessel work-

ing with screws, almost similar to what

are now in use. The question of pri-

come in contact with the upper surface

of the water. The water may be made

to boil at its upper surface while the

water in the bottom of the tube has

not appreciably changed in tempera-

ture. When the heat is applied to the

bottom of the vessel containing the

water the expansion of the liquid mole-

cules of water near the hot place

causes them to rise to the upper sur-

face, and thus a circulation of the liquid

particles is created, the heavier parti-

cles naturally tending towards the bot-

tom of the receptacle. A free and easy

circulation is an essential feature in

steam boilers, and the best boilers are

those that are so constructed that a

ratio of action of air or gases when

heated is known as the law of Charles,

and may be briefly explained by the

following illustrations:

ority in steam navigation would be as

difficult to settle as the question of pri-

ority in aerial navigation in our own

day. It was the work of many master

minds, and while Fulton was undoubt-

A quantity of air amounting to 10 ed ]y ^g fj rst t0 rna ]<e an enduring suc-

cubic feet at 60 degrees of heat will

if heated to 250 degrees, occupy a

space of 13-65 feet. From this experi-

ment the following calculation is read-

ily based. To the degrees of heat add

461, and by Charles' law, the absolute

temperature, upon which many calcu-

lations are based, is found, thus:

60+461=521 absolute temperature.

250+461=1711 absolute temperature

cess in this department of steam pro-

pulsion, it is a noteworthy fact that

in the year which saw the triumph of Ful-

ton's Clermont also saw the launch-

ing of Stevens' Phoenix. Fulton had

secured from the legislature the right

of steam navigation on the Hudson.

Stevens, not to be outdone, took his

steamboat out to sea and reached the

Delaware River, where his steamer plied

Then it follows that as the volume of successfully for many years. It may

a gas under constant pressure, or the be added that while Fulton obtained a
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kind of victory over Stevens in point

of priority, the wealth and influence of

Stevens was more than a match for the

less fortunate Fulton.

The first regular ferry from New
York to Hobokcn was established by

the Stcvenses, father and son together,

in 181 1, and was a connecting link in

their stage line to Philadelphia. In

1812 they planned a revolving steam

battery, to be plated with heavy sheets

of iron and embodying the principle

afterwards successfully used by Erics-

son on the Monitor. At this time

father and son turned their attention

to railroading. They urged the con-

struction of a railway from Albany to

Lake Erie. They furnished complete

plans for the Camden and Amboy Rail-

road and although the road was not

immediately proceeded with, the same

plans were afterwards successfully used

in establishing the South Carolina Rail-

road. In 1815 they secured a charter

'for a railroad to be constructed be-

tween the Raritan and Delaware Rivers,

and although its construction was long

delayed, it was the origin of the first

link that became the Pennsylvania

Railroad. Their experiments with lo-

comotives were carried on for many
years, and one of their construction

was running as late as 1826.

Robert Stevens, the younger, was the

first to use anthracite coal in furnaces.

At the building of the Camden and

Amboy Railroad, which had been long

delayed, he introduced the T-rail in

the same form which it has still re-

tained. The ferry boats peculiar to

American rivers and harbors, with

shallow draught and overhanging sides.

are of his designing. He perfected

many improvements in boiler construc-

tion whereby the steam pressure was

safely raised to 60 lbs. per square inch.

It may be added that in introducing

locomotives on American railways he

was the first to equip them with a

pilot or cow-catcher. His work as a

railroad and steamboat promoter was
eminently successful and the wealth

and influence of the father grew and

blossomed in the hands of the son.

The Stevens Institute in Hoboken,

New Jersey, was instituted by him. It

is universally recognized as one of the

leading engineering schools in the

world. It prepares young men for

employment on railways and other

works where machinery is designed

and operated. The students number
nearly 300, and on graduation receive

the degree of mechanical engineer.

Questions Answered

1 1 1 KAGE Hi' TRIP! 1 CHECI I LVJ

72. W. W. P., Newark, Ohio

what per cent., or rate, do quick-action

triple check valves leak?—A. This ques-

tion cannot be answered explicitly. If

you put the question under the form,

are quick-action triple valve checks

often found defective? we would say:

Quite frequently they arc, on coal, coke

ami ore cars, but very few are found

in leaky condition on merchandise, or-

dinary box or passenger cars. In some
localities, cleaning the triple valve con-

sists principally of wiping off, and oiling

the piston and slide valve, while the triple

valve is on the car, and where this

practice is in vogue it is often difficult

to find a triple valve with a check valve

that does not leak.

a harder kind, which would retain its

ny for a longer time. We would

at the rings are too deep in

Mi. ,n at 11/16 in. for so wide a ring

as % in., and that 9/16 in. deep would

better satisfaction if turned 9/16

in. larger than the diameter of the

cylinder for so large a cylinder as 22 in.,

or even possibly a little more, depending

upon the hardness of the metal. The

friction on the cylinder would be less

and the range of spring of the ring would

be greater. Rings having only 5/16 in.

spring are too rigid for good service.

11;.UN LIXE LEAK AND TRAIN CONTROL.

73. W. W. P., Newark, Ohio, asks

under what conditions would you con-

sider that a leak in the train line would

cause loss of control of a train of cars?

—A. The conditions would be that if you

were descending a grade and if the vol-

ume of air required to properly operate

the brakes, plus the train line leakage,

were together in excess of the capacity

of the pump, there would be loss of train

control after a short time.

DEFECTS OF MAKE-UP AND EQUIPMENT.

74. W. W. P., Newark, Ohio, writes:

Please state the defects of brake, the

handling, and the make-up of trains

that would cause the pulling out of

draw bars.—A. Space will not permit of

a complete answer to this request.

Read the article on "Handling Trains,"

published in the Air Brake Department

of Railway and Locomotive Engineer-

ing for October, page 441, and also read

the article on "Undesired Quick Ac-

tion," in the November issue page 488.

Our "Book of Books" is a convenient

reference for people interested in the

purchase of mechanical engineering and

other scientific books. It is sent free

when asked for, and free gifts are not

very numerous these days.

cylinder packing.

75. J. M. C, Sayre, Pa., writes: For

the last month we are having a great

many failures on account of cylinder pack-

ing blowing. Have placed cylinder pack-

ing in engines and it would blow or wear

out in less than 100 miles. It is only

lately we are having this trouble. Piston

heads are about 1/16 in. smaller than

cylinder. Can you give me a remedy

for same ? Cylinders are 22 by 30 ins.

;

packing ring is % in. wide, 11/16 in. thick,

5/16 in. larger than cylinder.—A. We pre-

sume the piston packing rings are the

rings referred to. If the trouble has only

occurred during so short a time as one

month it may be on account of a change

in the kind of metal used, as for instance,

very soft pig iron being used instead of

SLIP OF MALLET COMPOUND.

76. Subscriber asks : Why does a

mallet compound engine slip so easy on

high-pressure engine? It seems to be a

little slip every time engine passes the

quarter on high pressure, engine mostly,

and it seems to me it is impracticable to

run an engine on sand sixty miles, which

is one-half of the division, and the other

half the wind is blowing so that no sand

device can put any sand on the rail.

Please advise if there is any way to keep

the high pressure on a mallet compound

from getting quarter slipped?—A. We
would see no reason why the high-pres-

sure part of the engine should slip more

readily than the low pressure, as the

valve and cylinder sizes are so propor-

tioned as to give equal work to both en-

gines and the weights on drivers of both

ends of the engine are practically the

same. At speeds below 100 revolutions

the low pressure develops a slightly

greater tractive power than the high

pressure, but at higher speeds reverse is

true. A mallet compound engine gen-

erally gives much less trouble from slip-

ping than any other type of engine. If

the high-pressure end of the engine starts

to slip, the excess steam accumulates in

the receiver, creating so much back pres-

sure that slipping is automatically stopped.

If, on the other hand, the low pressure

starts to slip the steam is exhausted from

the receiver, again automatically prevent-

ing the continuation of the slipping.

The third annual report of the Na-

tional First Aid Association of Amer-

ica is before us, and it is particularly

gratifying to learn from its pages that

in spite of the general financial de-

pression through which our country

has passed during the year there has

been a steady growth of the good work

of this noble association. Since the

organization of this association three

years ago, 3,428 students have been

registered and 1.538 diplomas have been

issued. Among the railroad divisions

of the association the branch in con-

nection with the employees of the Bos-

ton & Maine Railroad has made rapid

progress during the year. There are

eight classes in this division, with a

membership of 168.
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Air BraKe Department

Brake Shoe Friction.

By G. W. Kiehm.
As a brake shoe is drawn against

the wheel of a car in motion, it exerts

a force to prevent the wheel from re-

volving, the weight of the car causes

the wheel to revolve and the work the

brake shoe must do in order to gradu-

The result of this friction is wear of

one or both of the surfaces in con-

tact, and the generation of heat, and

it may be said that the force repre-

sented by the wheel in motion is trans-

formed into heat.

The heat is dissipated by being

forced through the brake shoe into the

AMONG THE THOUSAND ISLANDS. GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

ally destroy the energy stored in the

wheel is determined by the speed of

the wheel and the weight holding it to

the rail.

The entire air-brake equipment of

the locomotive is designed for the pur-

pose of pressing the brake shoe against

the wheel with a predetermined force,

for a certain length of time and at

any time desired.

It is not essential that the operator of

the brake should have a thorough

knowledge of the forces tending to re-

tard the motion of the wheel, and those

compelling the wheel to rotate, but a

general knowledge of those forces is

of practical value.

A variety of terms are used to ex-

press, in an intelligible manner, the

results of forcing a brake shoe against

a revolving wheel, and friction is the

resistance to motion between two

bodies in contact due to the interlock-

ing of projections on the surface of

each, which interrupt or oppose each

other and must be broken off, bent or

crushed, before the rubbing surfaces

can pass each other.

atmosphere, by being absorbed by the

wheel, and in heated particles of metal

being thrown off the shoe and burned

in contact with the atmosphere, the

shorter the space of time in which the

rotation of the wheel is checked the

higher the degree of heat generated.

The retarding effect of the shoe against

the wheel is expressed in terms of "the

co-efficient of friction" and the co-effi-

cient of friction is a proportion which

exists between friction and pressure, it

is a figure obtained by dividing the

actual pull of the brake shoe tending

to stop the wheel by the load pressing

the shoe against the wheel, or the co-

efficient of friction being known, its

per cent, of the force applying the shoe

is the retarding effect of the shoe

in pounds, therefore, the co-efficient of

brake shoe friction is a percentage of

the pressure forcing the shoe against

the wheel.

The figures used in calculations are

in decimals, but for convenience they

are expressed in per cent, and the

actual pull of the shoe on the wheel has

been determined by carefully conducted

tests, and from the tests it has been

discovered that the co-eificient of fric-

tion of the brake shoe decreases with

an increase of pressure, decreases with

an increase of speed, and at a con-

stant speed decreases with an increase

of time of application, but the co-effi-

cient of friction increases as the veloc-

ity of the wheel diminishes and rises

very rapidly just before the wheel

stops, and this is why the extreme

braking power developed by the use of

the later types of triple valves is per-

missible while the speed is high and

must be reduced, to prevent wheel slid-

ing, as the velocity of the wheel dimin-

ishes.

So long as the pull of the brake shoe

against the wheel does not exceed the

adhesion of the wheel to the rail, the

wheel will continue to revolve and the

adhesion of the wheel to the rail is

constant at all speeds, but the co-ef-

licient of adhesion, which is a percent-

age of the weight on the wheel, varies

with the condition of the rail.

The retarding force of the brake

shoe is limited to the adhesion or re-

sistance obtained between the wheel

and the rail and the gratest effect is

produced when the brake shoe friction

amounts to a quantity just short of the

adhesion, and as soon as the friction

exceeds the adhesion, the wheel will

lock and slide.

When the rotation of the wheel has

been arrested by the pressure of the

brake shoes, the retardation then

arises from the friction between the

wheel and the rail, which is measured

by the force exerted to hold the wheel

in its fixed position, or by the force

required to draw the wheel along the

rail. The difference in the force re-

quired to draw the wheel when locked

and when revolving freely is the meas-

ure of retardation.

The friction between the wheel and

the rail, when the wheel is sliding on

the rail is in some cases about one-

third less than the friction produced

between the brake shoe and the wheel,

and the pressure required to slide the

wheel is much higher than that re-

quired to hold them sliding.

At a constant speed, the difference

in draw-bar pull when the wheels are

revolving freely and when the shoes

are drawn against the wheel, repre-

ients the brake shoe friction.

As the speed of the braked wheel de-

creases the co-efficient of friction rises

rapidly, closely approaching the value
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of state friction. Authorities on the sub-

ject state that the static friction of

steel on cast iron at a pressure of 180

lbs. per sq. in. is 30%, and at 336

lbs. per sq. in. it is .347. When
the rotation of the wheel has been

arrested and the wheel is sliding

on the rail, the static friction between

the wheel and the rail is changed to

dynamic friction and the co-efficient of

this dynamic friction between a steel

tire and a steel rail when just coming

to rest, is approximately 25%, at 14

miles per hour .072, and at 55 miles

per hour .038.

Experiments have proved that the

coefficient of adhesion of the wheel

to the rail, previously referred to as a

percentage of the weight on the wheel

and constant at all speeds, is on a dry

rail usually over 20%, on wet and

greasy rails it frequently falls below

.18, but with the use of sand on wet

rails it is at all times over .20, and

when sand is applied to the rail in such

a manner that the wind from the rota-

ting wheel does not blow it from the

rail, the adhesion is as high as .35 or

.40.

When the co-efficient of adhesion

equals .30 of the weight on the wheel

a pressure equal to 1.20 of the weight

would be required to slide the wheel at

a speed of 75 miles per hour; at a

speed of 40 miles per hour a pressure

equal to 2.07 of the weight would be

required, and at 60 miles per hour a

shoe pressure equal to 4.14 times the

weight on the wheel would be required

to slide the wheel.

If, however, the adhesion is only

0.15, the pressure required to slide the

wheel would be but 0.60 at 7.5 miles

per hour, 1.04 at 40 miles per hour, and

2.08 at 60 miles per hour; thus the effi-

ciency of the brake depends upon the

pressure being proportioned to the

speed and to the adhesion.

The co-efficient of friction varies ac-

cording to the material and the weather,

but varies principally with the speed of

the wheel and the time of application.

Some tests show that the co-efficient

of friction of a cast-iron brake shoe

acting under a load of 3,000 pounds at

30 miles per hour is .28, whereas the

same shoe applied with a load of 6.000

pounds against the wheel at 30 miles

per hour is .23.

The test which shows that the co-

efficient of friction of a cast iron shoe,

applied with a force of 3,000 lbs. to

a wheel revolving at the rate of 30

miles per hour is .28, shows that the

same shoe acting under the same pres-

sure at 54 miles per hour is only .20.

Those figures taken from shop tests

are merely given as an example, other

figures obtained from a train in motion

show that the co-efficient of brake shoe

friction, during stops from a speed of

60 miles per hour, is sometimes as low

as .058, and as the tram is stoppi d

sometimes reaches .34. An average

taken from hundreds of experiments

.show., that at 00 miles per hour the

co-efficient of friction is .074 at 40

miles .140, at 20 miles .192, and 10 miles

.242, and as the wheel is coming to

rest .330.

At a constant speed the co efficient

of friction diminishes with the increase

111 the time <il application, during a

series of tests, at a speed of 60 miles

per hour, at the commencement of the

experiment a co-efficient of friction of

.072 was observed, and ten seconds

afterwards, with the speed and pres-

sure constant, .058.

At 20 miles per hour the co-efficient

of friction at the beginning of the ex-

periment was .182, ten seconds after-

ward .133, and 20 seconds afterward

.099.

In order to more fully appreciate not

only the advantage but the necessity

for the later Westinghouse Air Brake

equipments, let us suppose that we
' have a car weighing 40,000 lbs., rest-

ing on two four-wheeled trucks and

braked at 90% of its light weight,

which will have a weight of 5,000 lbs.

on each wheel and a pressure of 4,500

lbs. on each brake shoe when the brake

cylinder pressure is 60 lbs. per square

inch.

If the co-efficient of adhesion is 20%,

5,000 x .20 or 1,000 lbs. is the force that

must be overcome by the co-efficient

of brake shoe or kinetic friction betore

the wheel will cease to revolve when
the speed is low; this may be termed

the co-efficient of static friction, for

no matter how rapidly the wheel re-

volves, a portion of it is always at rest

in contact with the rail. At 60 miles

per hour 4,500 x .074 or 333 lbs. is the

xorce in pounds tending to arrest the

rotation of the wheel, while the force

required to arrest the wheel at 60 miles

per hour is 1,000 x 2.77 or 2,770 lbs.,

which tends to show how inefficient the

ordinary quick action brake is and how
impossible wheel-sliding is at this

speed.

At 40 miles per hour the co-efficient

of friction is 4,500 x .14 or 630 lbs., the

force required to slide the wheel is

1,000 x 1.38 or 1,380 lbs.

At 7.5 miles per hour the co-efficient

of friction is 4,500 x 25 or 1,125 lbs.,

and the force required to slide the

wheel is but 1,000 x 0.83 or 830 lbs.,

which shows that an inefficient brake

at high speeds will flatten wheels at

lew speeds if the brake is held applied

when a steep grade or an unbraked

weight keeps the train in motion. If

the co-efficient of adhesion is but 15%
the pressure required to slide the

wheel at 60 miles per hour is 5,000 x

.15=750. 750 x 2.08=1,560 lbs.

At 40 miles per hour the co-elticicnt

of friction is 1 1 the co-eliicient of

static friction is 7.50 x 1.04, or 780 lbs.,

< 1" ely approaching wheel sliding at

40 miles per hour due to the low co-

efficient of adhesion.

If the co-efficient of adhesion, due to

ie of sand, is 30% the force tend-

p tin: wheel revolving is 5,000

x .30 x 1.20 or 1,800 lbs., while the co-

el mi "i brake shoe friction is 4,500

x .25 or 1,125 lbs.

I In: use of the type L triple valve

develops a brake cylinder pressure of

approximately 100 lbs. from a brake

pipe pressure of no lbs., and on this

car the braking power would be in-

creased from 90% of its weight to

125% by the increase of brake pipe

pressure and to 150% by the use of the

type L triple valve which would give a

pressure of 7,500 lbs. on each brake

shoe when the brake is used in the

emergency.

This is on the assumption that the

L triple is being used without using a

pressure reducing valve on the brake

cylinder. In railway practice, during

the transition period, while the L N
equipment is coming into use and where

the L triple valve is used, as it cer-

tainly will be, with ordinary quick ac-

tion triple valves, a pressure reducing

valve is necessary on the brake cylin-

ders in conjunction with the L. triple

valve when high brake pipe pressures

are used.

The L N equipment includes the L
triple valve, a supplementary reser-

voir, a safety valve, and a cut-out cock.

When used with the P triple valve, the

cut-out cock between the L triple

valve and the supplementary reservoir

is closed so as to shut off the supple-

mentary reservoir, and the pressure re-

ducing valve on the brake cylinder

blows down the high brake cylinder

pressure, so as not to cause wheel skid-

ding. In fact, where the old and new
equipments are used constantly in the

same train, the supplementary reser-

voir, the cut-out cock and the safety

valve on the triple may be dispensed

with, while using 70 lbs. brake pipe

pressure.

For high speed work, with no lbs.

brake pipe pressure this arrangement

will answer, but it must then have the

pressure reducing valve on the brake

cylinder. One of the claims made by

the Westinghouse Air Brake Company
for the type L triple valve is that it is

possible to use the L triple in high

speed service with a brake pipe press-

ure o r
90 lbs., and actually get better

results with it than with the older

equipment using no lbs. brake pipe

pressure.
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Individual Motor Drive.

By W. B. Komvenhoven.

Machine tools as are found in railway

repair shops, require a considerable range

of speed variation with small intermediate

steps, and al^e that for any given step the

speed should remain practically constant

from no load to full load.

Formerly it was customary to use one or

two large engines of several hundred

horse-power each, driving a string of line

shafting to which the lathes, planers, bor-

ing mills, and other machine tools were

connected by means of belts and counter-

shafts. The speed variation was obtained

by shifting the belts from one step to the

of the belting and shafting, and thus

greatly facilitate the handling of heavy

pieces of work ; fifth, economy is not only

gained by the elimination of shaft losses

but by the possibilities of flexible opera-

tion when it is desired to run only a few

machines; sixth, the ease with which

the plant may be extended ; seventh, in-

creased economy of floor space makes it

possible to install the machine tools to

advantage ; eighth, the simplicity of the

control and ease of its manipulation

makes possible to use not only the proper

speed for the cutting tool, but saves the

time formerly spent in shifting belts

;

ninth, the illumination and cleanliness of

the shop is vastly improved ; and tenth,

HANDLE OF CONTROLLER CONVENIENTLY PLACED.

next on a cone pulley, and by means of

back gears. This gave a speed variation

which was in reality a series of large

jumps, usually increasing the speed in

steps of about fifty per cent. each.

It is more than likely that the best

and most economical cutting speed for

the work will fail to exactly correspond

to one of these steps, but will fall between

two successive steps.

The principal advantages to be gained

by the use of individual drives are,

first, the elimination of the losses in

the line shafting and this amounts to 30

per cent, or more of the output of the

engine ; second, it is possible to locate

the power plant for the motors at any

convenient point ; third, the intermediate

speed changes may be made as small as

desirable and tools may be operated at the

cutting speed that will give the highest

efficiency ; fourth, overhead crane service

may be installed because of the absence

the construction of the building is simpli-

fied owing to the absence of overhead

shafting.

MOTORS.

There are two general types of direct

current motors that are available for

driving machine tools, the series motor

and the shunt motor. The series motor

was described on page 547 of the Dec.

1907 issue, and its action was compared to

a compound steam locomotive.

The shunt motor has four terminals,

two field and two armature. Both

field terminals and both armature ter-

minals are connected to the supply

mains. This style of connection is

known to electricians as a parallel or

shunt connection. The shunt motor field

is often called simply the shunt field, and

is made with a high resistance, because

it is connected directly to the mains.

Parallel or shunt connections may be

compared to the cylinders of a simple

locomotive. The same steam does not

pass through each cylinder. So in a shunt

motor the same current does not first

pass through the field and then the arma-

ture, but the field has its own separate

current and the armature its individual

current.

The series motor, while it does excel-

lent service in driving trolleys, motor cars,

and other similar devices, is unsuitable

for driving machine tools. Its principal

disadvantage is the difficulty to maintain

the speed constant with a varying load.

When a cut on a lathe or planer comes to

an end the motor will race ; as explained

on page 209 of the May issue. The shunt

motor on the other hand, when connected

across the supply mains, will rotate at a

certain fixed speed. This speed is called

by electricians the normal speed of the

motor, and is practically constant from

no load to full load. The speed of a

shunt motor depends upon two condi-

tions, the voltage supplied to its armature

terminals, and the strength of its field

magnetism. If the terminal voltage is

increased the motor will naturally in-

crease its speed, in much the same man-
ner that a steam engine increases its

speed with steam at an increased pres-

sure. If the strength of its field current

is decreased, thus reducing its field mag-

netism, the speed will also increase.

This is due to the effort of motor to

maintain its counter electromotive force,

constant. The meaning of the term coun-

ter electromotive force or back voltage,

was explained on page 209 of the May
issue. The value of the counter electro-

motive force depends upon the strength of

the field magnetism, and upon the number

of revolutions per minute of the armature.

The strength of the field magnetism varies

witli the value of the field current. There-

fore, when the strength of the field cur-

rent is decreased, the field magnetism is

decreased, and the motor must increase

its speed in an effort to maintain the

counter voltage constant.

The method of varying the field current

is to introduce a variable resistance into

the field circuit, known as a field rheo-

stat. The weakening of the shunt field

magnetism not only increases the motor's

speed, but permits the magnetism pro-

duced in the armature by the current

flowing there to shift or distort the field

magnetism. NoV, the armature magnet-

ism opposes that of the field. When the

field current is full on, the field magnet-

ism produced is very strong compared

to that of the armature, and it may be con-

sidered to be shoved or squirted into the

surface of the armature that lies directly
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under the field pole. But when the field

current is weakened, the field magnetism is

also weakened, while that of the armature

remains the same. This weakened field

is shifted somewhat to one side by the

armature magnetism, and no longer lies

directly under the field pole. The amount

of distortion depends upon the difference

between the shunt held magnetism and

that of the armature. This armature mag-

netism is usually called by electricians the

back ampere turns of the armature.

The shifting of the shunt field becomes

so great when the field has been weakened

enough to increase the speed of the motor

more than 100 per cent, above normal,

that sparking at the brushes is the result.

This sparking is injurious to the motor

and reduces the available speed range of

the ordinary shunt motor to 1 to 2. The

intermediate steps or changes in speed

may be made as small as is desired, by

simply increasing the number of contact

points of the field rheostat.

MULTI-VOLTAGE SPEED CONTROL.

We will consider only the multi-voltage

and interpolar motor systems of variable

speed control.

The multi-voltage system is based upon

the combination of the two methods for

varying the speed of a shunt motor,

namely, varying the voltage of the supply

and the field current. The combination

of the two produces a wide speed range

without sacrificing the smaller increments

in speed. The Crocker-Wheeler system

of multi-voltage control is one of the

successful ones in use at present. It is

employed in the Collingwood repair shops

of the Lake Shore Railroad, located near

Cleveland, Ohio. This system employs

three generators connected together by

means of couplings to form one unit, the

first generates 40 volts, the second 80 and

the third 120. These three voltages are

combined through various connections to

form six different combinations of the

following voltages, 40, 80, 120, 160, 200

and 240 volts.

The motor is started on 40 volts and

here gives its normal and at the same time

lowest speed. The normal speed of the

motor at 40 volts is increased step by

step, by means of the field rheostat,

which reduces the field current until the

speed has increased almost 100 per cent.

Then the motor connections are trans-

ferred to the 80 volt supply and the

speed is increased as before. The motor

is next connected to the 120 volt supply

and this is continued until the field exci-

tation has been reduced to its lowest safe

value with the motor on the 240 volt

mains. This provides a speed range of

I to 12 with plenty of intermediate steps.

All the speed changes are made with the

use of a single controller whose operation

is simple. The speed range may be in-

creased by the use of gears. In this

system the motor itself produces the larger

part of the speed range, but it has cer-

tain disadvantages. The motor must be

built to operate on the highest voltage,

and both its power output and effii

will be small on the low voltage supply.

It requires the installation of a separati

generating plant, and the wiring is

what complicated and expensive to install

and maintain.

INTERPOLAR MOTOR.

The simplest, most efficient and satis-

factory method of producing variable

speed control is to use the single voltage

supply and to vary the field excitation,

which only gives a small range of speed

variation, making necessary an extensive

set of gearing. If the motor is under-

rated the speed may be varied from 1-3

without undue sparking taking place.

The cause- of sparking as was stated

before, is due to the distortion of the

shunt field by the back ampere turns of

the armature. Auxiliary poles, or inter-

poles as they are called, are placed be-

tween the shunt field poles and are con-

nected in series with the armature. The

magnetic field produced by these poles is

in the opposite direction to the field pro-

duced by the back ampere turns of the

armature and is equal to it at all times

because the same current flows through

both. The auxiliary field not only

neutralizes the armature field, but it

steadies the shunt field and provides

sparkless running for the motor.

The use of these interpoles makes it

possible to vary the speed of a shunt

motor from 1 to 4 and even from 1 to 6

without producing sparking at the brushes.

The method is very simple, all the parts

are self contained and there is no ex-

pensive wiring system to install.

CONTROLLERS.

The style of controller used to start

and to regulate the speed of the motors

in both the multi-voltage and the auxiliary-

pole systems, is somewhat similar in their

construction and operation. The princi-

pal difference is that the multi-voltage

type employs extra contacts for connect-

ing the motor to the successive voltages,

and the other only applies a single voltage.

Both types of control employ a field rheo-

stat for their running notches and for

producing the intermediate speed steps.

Therefore a description of one will suffice.

The variable speed controller for the

interpolar motor has only from four to

six starting notches. These notches are

similar to those of the railway controller

and serve to apply the full voltage to the

armature by cutting out the resistance

step by step. The first notch throws the

full excitation upon the shunt field. The

resistances for starting these motors are

light, compared to those of a railway

motor.

All of the starting notches are first

passed through before the running posi-

tions are reached. These are from 10 to

20 or more in number depending upon the

smallness of the intermediate steps. A
series railway controller only possesses

uning notches. No change is made
in the shunt field excitation during the

application of full voltage to the arrn.i

turc. As the controller handle is advanced

through the running positions a contact

finger passes over successive contacts on

the field rheostat and introduces resis-

tance in the shunt field circuit. This

weakens the field and the motor speeds

up as was explained bi 1

These field rheostats differ widely from

the ordinary type of starting rheostat.

The field of a shunt motor is of a high

resistance and takes only a very small cur-

rent compared to that of the armature.

For this reason field resistances are made
of light wire. These wires are sometimes

supported on the lower side of an iron

frame by enamel, brass contacts are tapped

in at the proper points, and project

through the frame from which they are

insulated. A contact finger passes over

them and cuts more resistance into the

field circuit, as rhe controller handle is

advanced. This construction is very com-

pact and light and the field rheostat occu-

pies a very small amount of space. As
the field current is low, only a very small

amount of power is wasted in the rheo-

stat and this is therefore a very eco-

nomical type of control.

The controller is generally built with

only one handle that nol only starts and

controls the running notches, but also re-

verses the direction of rotation. The

handle is turned in one direction for for-

ward motion and in the opposite for re-

verse. An equal number of running

notches are sometimes provided for both

forward and backward running, although

this is not always the case. A catch is

arranged so that it is impossible to carry

the handle past the off position on stop-

ping and so prevents the sudden reversal

of the motor.

The controller, itself, may be located

some distance aw-ay from its handle. In

order that the lathe operator shall not

loose any time in adjusting the controller

to give the proper speed, the controller

handle is mounted on the apron of the

lathe and connected to the controller

proper by means of a spline shaft and

gearing. On different types of machine

tools it is located in the most convenient

positions.

PRESENT PRACTICE.

When variable speed control was first

applied to machine shop construction

there was a tendency to carry it to excess

and every tool, even the smallest, had its

individual motor. As a general rule at

the present, it is not considered advisable

to equip all machine tools with individual

motor drives, only the larger and more

important machines are so equipped, the

others being driven in small groups by

constant speed motors.
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SUPERHEATER.

A superheater has heen patented by

U. B. Oatley, Schenectady, N. Y., No.

902,440. As shown in the accompanying

illustration, the device comprises a com-

bination with a steam boiler of a vertical

header or casing, supported in the smoke-

box adjacent to the front end and side

of the smokebox and comprising sep-

FRONT END SUPERHEATER.

arate saturated and superheated steam

compartments. There are a number of

loops or bends of superheater pipes con-

nected to the superheated steam com-

partments. There is also a steam supply

connection opening into the saturated

steam compartment, and a delivery con-

nection leading out of the compartment.

We understand the patent has been as-

signed to the American Locomotive

Company.

SPARK ARRESTER.

Alfred Hall, Edmonton, Alberta, Can-

ada, has patented a spark arrester, No.

901,807. The device comprises an invert-

ed hollow cone having openings there-

through and semicircular projections on

LOCOMOTIVE SPARK ARRESTER.

the outer face of the cone. The projec-

tions surround the upper half of each

opening. Tubes pass through the open-

ings and extend outwardly beyond the

cone. The device is attached in an upper

enlargement of the smokestack.

NEW FORM OF RAILROAD TIE.

United States Letters-Patent No.

884,190, dated April 7th, 1908, for new
and useful improvements in railroad

ties, have been granted Colonel A.

Murphy, Chattield, Minn. The in

vention is directed to cross-ties to be

constructed of different classes of ma-
terial, preferably steel, and the object

is to provide a tie which is cheap, dur-

able and efficient, and one that can

be readily applied to use. The tie is

particularly designed to prevent any

spreading of the rails, and having a re-

silient rest for the rail by means of

a block of wood disposed in each end

of the tie. The tie proper is substan-

tially trough-like in cross section and

having its edges bent over to form

ledges. These reinforce the walls of

the tie and co-operate with the com-
bined covering and rail securing mem-
bers; when the rails are seated in the

ways they will be held against lateral

movement by the base of the rails en-

gaging the adjacent portions of the tie

and said rails thus prevented from
spreading, the rail engaging ends being

tapered so that they will fit against and

over the base of the rail, conforming

snugly thereto.

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE.

W. Dalton, Schenectady, N. Y., has pat-

ented an electric locomotive, No. 902,476.

The device embraces the combination of a

a main frame, cab, and the ordinary ac-

merit of being substantial and simple in

construction.

CAR TRUCK.

A. F. Batchelder, Schenectady, N. Y.,

has patented a car truck, No. 901,944.

There are three axles in the truck having

wheels and journal boxes for the axles,

and side frames in which the journal

boxes may move vertically. There are

springs for supporting the frames on the

journal boxes, a motor armature on the

middle axle, and a one-piece frame sup-

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE.

cessories therein, and a truck pivotally

connected thereto and provided with pairs

of guide wheels journaled adjacent to

its ends, and a plurality of pairs of wheels

journaled intermediate to the guide

wheels. We learn that the patent has

been assigned to the American Locomo-
tive Company.

JOURNAL BOX.

A journal box for cars has been pat-

ented by Mr. J. G. Smith, Covington, Ky.,

and assigned to the Railway Journal Lu-

bricating Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. No.

9°3>334- In addition to the usual form of

a journal box the device is provided with

a separate cellar consisting of a flat bot-

tom box provided with hollow legs pro-

jecting below the plane of the floor. There

are springs in the hollows of the legs for

supporting the tray and the resiliency of

the springs is such as to retain the tray

with its contents against the lower face of

the axle bearing. The device has the

CAR TRUCK.

ported on the side frames and extending

over the middle pair of wheels and over

the side of the armature. The one-piece

frame is adapted to serve both as a bol-

ster and a motor field frame.

OIL BURNER.

A. D. Lee, Brookline, Mass., has pat-

ented an oil burning device, No. 903,736.

It consists of a casting provided with a

plurality of inlets and a single outlet; of

a plurality of tubular members with the

casing adjustable longitudinally, having

their discharge outlets in alignment with

that of the casing and having a plurality

of spiral grooves extending lengthwise of

the wall, and an inlet to the interior of

each of the tubular members communicat-

ing with one of the casing inlets.

FEED-WATER HEATER.

A feed-water heater for use on locomo-

tives has been patented by I. H. Kidwell,

FEED WATER HEATER.

Staunton, Va., No. 901,245. It comprises

an annular shell, the shell being provided

with heads spaced apart from each other

to form a chamber, an inclined partition

dividing the chamber into two portions,

one of the portions being connected with

the exhaust of the locomotive, and the

other with the stack. Steam tubes extend

lengthwise within the shell, and open into

the chamber. The plates in the shell have

openings for the circulation of water.
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THE ABC SYSTEM OF TRAIN DISPATCHING
By A. Beamer. Superintendent Idaho Division

NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY
The ABC System of train dispatching

and block rules has been in operation on

the Northern Pacific for a little over a

year, first on a territory of nine miles

over which we handle from 35 to 50

trains per day, then over additional ter-

ritory covering one entire dispatching dis-

trict of 63 miles, and since the 10th of

October over a territory of a little over

SCO miles, from Trout Creek, Mont., to

Auburn, Wis., on Puget Sound, and ar-

rangements are now being made to in-

stall it from Trout Creek to Billings,

Mont. The value of the system was

demonstrated from the time it was first

put in operation and the extreme safety

of the method, added to its great saving

in the matter of quick movement of

freight trains, are the features that have

commended it to our people and re-

sulted in its extended use.

Briefly stated, the operation contem-

plates doing away entirely with the time

card and the Standard Rules governing

train movement, and substituting there-

for rules requiring all trains to stop at

all telegraph offices unless they are pro-

vided with a block card authorizing their

movement to the next telegraph office.

The only authority any train has to move
consists of a block card issued by the

train dispatcher, checked and endorsed

by the operator at either end of the

block concerned. Meeting and passing

points are arranged by the dispatcher and

instructions given trains in all cases one
block in advance. The instructions pro-

vide which train will take siding and
which will hold main line. Since there is

no time card, there can be no right by
direction or right by classification. Train

and enginemen must implicitly follow the

instructions given them on the block

cards.

Dispatchers are prohibited from calling

operators to put out block cards to ap-

proaching trains. We insist on the op-

erator calling the dispatcher in all cases,

the object being to insure the operators

blocking between themselves in accord-

ance with the rules. This matter of

blocking between themselves is conducted

over a block wire which extends only

from one telegraph office to the next,

and it has to be done without any super-

vision on the part of the dispatcher. If

the operators should fail to block be-

tween themselves, the operator at the

block office in advance would have no
knowledge of the approaching train until

it. got in sight, and even then he would
have no knowledge of the number of

the engine until it was close enough at

hand so that he could distinguish it, in

which event it would be necessary fur

him to stop the train in order to arrange

for the card, and when a train is stoppi '1

someone has to explain.

All trains are known by the numbi 1

of the engine pulling them. We Stop

no trains to get orders, or rather block

cards. The cards arc prepared one

in advance, and when the signal shows
clear the train comes down the main
line without reducing the speed and the

card is handed up by the operator, one

copy to the engineer, another copy to

the conductor, the operator using the

ordinary rattan hoop for that purpose.

Our passenger trains find no difficulty in

picking up these hoops running at a

speed of 45 miles per hour. In the event

o; the signal showing clear, and for any
cause either the engineer or the con-

ductor fails to get the card, the train is

brought to an immediate stop and will

not proceed without the written evidence

that the signal means what its indication

shows.

The dispatcher, instead of using the or-

dinary train sheet for recording train

movements, is provided with a table in

di trict which is perma-
nently fastened to the middle of the table.

') his list in the middle of the table rep-

resents the list shown on the ordinary

train-sheet and furnishes all information

as to side track capacity, distance between
staf S, 'hi

1 terminals, tele-

graph calls, coal and water stations, and
everything of that nature "plinarily

shown on a train-sheet.

The train slips are provided with

three columns, one for recording the

block card number under which the dis-

patcher authorizes the movement, the next

column for recording the arriving and de-

parting time of the train, and the third

column of the slip, approximately 2 ins.

wide, is used for recording the excep-

tions made by the dispatcher on the

card when it is issued.

These exceptions are abbreviated and
shown on the train-slip in the same man-
ner as meeting and passing points are

shown on the time-card, that is, an ex-

ception reading "H M M 1350" would
be understood to mean, "Hold main line

and meet engine 1350" ; an exception

reading "T S M 1350," would be inter-

THE ABC DISPATCHING TABLE. NORTHERN PACIFIC.

which are a sufficient number of slots,

in which are placed strips of heavy paper

2H ins. wide, on which are printed the

names of the stations, the distance be-

tween stations and the usual heading pro-

vided at the top of the column on a

train sheet for showing the engine num-
ber, conductor and engineer, etc These
slips are plugged into the table so they

cannot be moved, and the station names
are in exact alignment with a list of the

preted to mean, "Take siding and meet

engine 1350" ; an exception reading "T S

1350 P," would mean, "Take siding and
let 1350 pass." The block card number
and the exceptions are always shown in

the space provided for the block ahead

of the train, so that the fact of the

block being occupied is plainly apparent

to the dispatcher, and with even ordinary

care there is no danger of his overlooking

the fact. He has not to keep any train
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cider book, and all of his work, including

the delays that may occur to a train, is

(lone on the train slips.

To illustrate the actual operation of

the ABC System: A train pulled by en-

gine 1619 is ready to leave Spokane.

Conductor asks the operator for card to

Vardley ; the operator consults his block

sheet, which is a miniature train sheet,

covering the movement of trains in the

block on either side of him only, he

finds that the block between Spokane and

Northern Pacific Railway Company
BLOCK CARD

1W1

loodottor and Eagiamr
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THE ABC BLOCK CARD.

Yardley is clear ; calls the dispatcher on
the train-wire and says to him, "B 1619

to Yardley," spelling out the word
"Yardley." If the dispatcher's record of

the block being clear is the same as that

of ,the operator asking for it, and there

are no trains to be met or trains to pass

at Yardley, the dispatcher responds, "B C
24 1619 to Yardley, O. K. 2.10 P. M."
The operator is not required to repeat

the card back to the dispatcher. If a

train is to be met at Yardley the dis-

patcher's response would be, "B C 24

1619 to Yardley except hold main line (or

take siding), and meet 1350." In which
case the operator at Yardley would re-

peat the card to the dispatcher, who
would then give his O. K. Following the

receipt of the card from the dispatcher,

the operator at Spokane then calls the op-

erator at Yardley on the block wire and
says to him, "B 1619 to Yardley." If

the record of the operator at Yardley
corresponds with the record of the op-

erator at Spokane and the record of the

dispatcher, the Yardley operator will re-

spond, "O. K„ S. D." (Signal Displayed).

In the event that the card carries an

exception for trains to meet or pass at

Yardley the operator at Spokane will,

when he calls the operator at Yardley,

say, "B 1619 except hold main line (or

take siding, as the case may be), at

Yardley and meet 1350." The operator

at Yardley repeats the exception, follow-

ing which the card is delivered to the

conductor of the train and another copy
to the engineer, the third copy being re-

tained by the operator for his file.

Immediately the train leaves Spokane
the operator reports its departing time
to the dispatcher and likewise to the op-
erator at Yardley. Immediately on re-

ceiving a report of the train having left

Spokane the operator at Yardley will

consult his block sheet and see if the

block between Vardley and Trent (the

next station in advance) is clear. If so

he will call the dispatcher and ask for a

card in the manner described above, se-

curing it in the same fashion, place the

cards in his hoops, throw the signal to

clear and be prepared to hand them up
when the train reaches his station. We
do not stop any train to get these cards.

The only stops made by our trains are

for the purpose of meet-
ing or passing or for

handling business.

The improvement over

the old system arises

from the fact that when

a train obtains a block

card it has absolute rights

to the block, and meeting

points are only made
when trains are faced——** up with but one passing

op,ruor. track between them. The
necessity for changing

an entire combination of

"19" or "31" orders, or restricting

time-card rights, which is necessary

under the Standard Rules, is entirely

done away with. Therein lies the

secret of the great improvement made
in getting freight trains over the road.

Our experience so far indicates that we
are able to increase the efficiency of our

single track freight operation 20 per cent.,

and this without in any way interfering

with passenger train operation.

We have an advertising schedule of

our passenger trains showing the sched-

ule time at the different stations. This

confers no running or train rights, what-

ever, and is simply used by our train and

enginemen to indicate the time they are

due at the various points where the

train is scheduled to stop, and they un-

derstand that they must not pass those

points in advance of the advertised time.

At all points where they are not sched-

uled to stop they are allowed to pass

at any time.

Under this system it is up to the train

dispatcher to see that the passenger

trains are given the best of it, and that

they are allowed to get over the road

on schedule time. The dispatcher is

provided with a table showing the mini-

mum time to be used by freight trains in

making the run from one passing track

to the next, and in the event that a
freight train has that time, when a card

is asked for, it is assumed they will make
it, and they are given a positive meet,

even with a passenger train. In fact, all

meets are positive. There are no time

restrictions of any kind.

All of our men, dispatchers, conductors,

engineers and operators, have taken hold

of the matter in the very best spirit, and
this action on their part is in a great

measure responsible for the excellent

showing that we have been able to make.

The reason that they do this is because,

instead of having trains on the road long

hours on account of meeting and passing

trains, changing meeting points and or-

ders of various kinds, they now move
quickly, and men are on the road a much
shorter time. They get more rest and
they are paid on a mileage basis instead

of being paid on an overtime basis. The
dispatcher's work is simplified and he is

given absolute power over the movement
of trains, a thing he never had before.

The operators' duties are simplified. An
operator is concerned only in the move-
ment of trains in the single block on
either side of him.

We have numerous blind sidings in the

territory above mentioned, where we
make meeting and passing points the same
as we did under standard operation. All

these blind sidings are provided with

telephone communication to the operat-

ors at cither end of the block. Should

anything occur affecting the movement of

a train that is directed to meet or pass

another at one of these blind sidings, the

Northern Pacific Railway Co.
A. B. C. SYSTEM.
(Patent applied for.)
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(rain ami in r, i n.-ni< 1 1, ami the instruc-

tions contained therein do not require

amendment in order to make them appli-

cable to any section of the country. We
realize the fact that physical conditions

and business conditions necessitate dif-

ferent kinds of operation, due to peculiar

local circumstances, and that no hard

and fast rule governing train movement is

applicable to all sections. The changes in

operation under the ABC System are

made by special instructions given to the

dispatcher's office only, and changes to

suit changed conditions of business can

he made in that way quickly without in-

volving the understanding of a large

number of train and enginemen and op-

erators.

In describing the train slips used by

the dispatcher in moving trains, a sam-

ple of which is enclosed, I neglected to

state that as soon as a train reaches its

destination the slip recording its move-

ment is taken out of the table and filed

away. The dispatcher, therefor, has in

front of him at any time only the trains

that are actually on the road, thereby do-

ing away with the standard method of

the dispatcher working with two and

sometimes three train-sheets, thus mate-

rially reducing the possibility of accident,

due to the dispatcher overlooking a train.

That the method of introducing the

system may be made perfectly clear, I

have sent you a copy of the bulletin is-

sued at the time the rules were put in

effect on my own division. I also enclose

a photograph of the dispatching table and

a sample of the block cards used.

Flat Wheel Club Dines Angus Sinclair.

About twenty-five years ago a few

railroad and supply men of whom the

leading spirits were, H. H. Vreeland,

then general manager of the New York

& Northern ; McKelvey, general super-

intendent of the New York & Susque-

hanna ; Frank Gannon, general manager

of the Southern Railway
; John D. Camp-

bell, assistant superintendent of motive

power of the New York Central ; Thomas
Millen, master mechanic of the New
York & Northern ; W. W. Thompson,

road foreman of engines of the Manhat-

tan Railway; John A. Hill, L. R. Pome-
roy, F. W. Cooibaugh, Angus Sinclair and

about fifteen others formed a club for

social amusement. There were to be no

officers or formal proceedings, but John
A. Hill was asked to call the host to-

gether at such time and places as he con-

sidered desirable. When the first notice

of meeting was sent out Mr. Hill an-

nounced that the Flat Wheel Club would
hold its first meeting. The name Flat

Wheel Club stuck.

The meetings were carried on for

about ten years. The members met in

some hotel, had a modest dinner, then

exchanged stories of a highly edifying

character varied 1>\ s ings, Frank Cooi-

baugh generally bringing out uproa

applause by his rendering of the "Old

Oaken Bucket." From some unexplained

cause the meetings ceased and none had

been held for about fifteen years, when

the following notice was sent to all the

old members, every one being still alive :

New York, Oct. 28, 1908.

Dearly Beloved :

Once upon a time, away back in the

last century, there oft and regularly con-

vene. I in this city of Sodom a few con-

genial spirits, known to all and sundry

as the Flat Wheel Club.

Even in those days there was frost

upon the polls of some of the chosen

—

most of them now are white.

But God has been good to the elect

in that they live, kick and have their

being.

All have changed positions, and like

newly wedded couples, some have had

luck and some have had children.

But each and all have clear heads,

warm hearts and red blood.

Each and all remember the days of

their youths and the railroading they did,

and each still talks of it and is proud of

it—what if some of them do He about the

number of cars they pulled?

Now some of the Republicans and

Sinners, Scribes and Pharisees conceived

the notion of giving old Angus Sinclair

a dinner—just to hear him sing "We'll

gang na mair a rovin' "—and lo ! the

company chosen was mostly the old gang,

and so the head taster came to the old

scribe with the goose quill and bade him

summon the faithful to one more feed

for auld lang syne.

Now this goes to all the fully avouched,

the sworn legitimate, the blessed few,

greeting, and to all their sometime

guests.

You are bidden to assemble again in

fellowship and good feeling, to forget all

past differences, to forgive all those who
didn't heed your sign to keep off the

grass.

Let all the hoary-headed sons of sin

gather around the table, and eat a few

things, and drink a few things, and

smoke a few things, as a sort of offer-

ing to the gods that they are alive.

Prizes will be given for the best rail-

road story, the best song and the big-

gest lie.

All will gather in the throne room at

the Hardware Club, 253 Broadway, at

6:30 o'clock on the night of Wednesday,

November 4, in this year of grace nine-

teen hundred and eight, and in the sev-

enth year of the reign of our gracious

majesty, Theodore the first by the grace

of God, King, Defender of the Faith,

Emperor. Pasha, Hoodoo and Corpora-

tion Tail-twister.

Now all this will cost you, oh ! well,

say, it costs $5.00—isn't that cheap for

living fifteen years without once paying

dues ?

Come now all ye faithful of the old

guard and write a letter to the under-

signed, and mark it "in haste" and say

just Yes.

And we will gather, without our zinc

shirts and our open-faced vests, for we

will despise these things as wc did of

and we will call each other by

the first name and look into each

other's eyes, and be boys again; for we
live but once and that briefly, and we
will be dead forever.

Jack of the Ink Pot, slid Bat to the

Club, and known to the rest of the

world as John A. 1 1 ill

505 Pearl street.

Machine Tool Motors.

For driving machinery, motors of

variable speed are generally required

for individual applications and constant

speed motors when a group of tools is

driven through a section of shafting.

Motors can now be obtained operating

upon a single voltage with a speed ratio

of 3 or 4 to 1, and in some cases even

greater; but for railroad purposes

we think- that a change ratio of 2

to 1 generally sufficient, the addi-

tional variations being made by me-

chanical means. ' This enables one to

use motors of a lower price than where

a large speed ratio is considered im-

portant. It is perhaps only necessary

to have the large variable speed ratio

where a piece of work has to be faced

in a boring mill from a large circumfer-

ence down to a small central portion,

and as such classes of work are rare in

locomotive shops there seems to be lit-

tle absolute need for the higher speed

ratios. Three-wire and four wire mul-

tiple-voltage systems have been in-

stalled, but we doubt if there is suffi-

cient to pay for the complication in

wiring over the single-voltage method

of speed regulation by field weakening.

Alternating current motors are very

satisfactory for constant speed work,

but it is often thought advisable to limit

the power current in one building to

either the direct or the alternating, in

preference to having a mixture of the

two.

Firemen on most roads are well pre-

pared nowadays to face the examina-

tion that stands between them and pro-

motion. There are two ways of getting

past that examination with flying col-

ors. One way is by reading Railway and

Locomotive Engineering every month,

the other is by studying the "Railroad

Men's Catechism."

The demonstrating card given free to

every subscriber to Railway and Loco-

motive Engineering is worth more than

the subscription.
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AMONG THE WESTERN RAILROAD MEN
"By James Kennedy

on 111K MISSOURI PACIFIC.

When you pass through the throng-

ing gateway of the \\ est at Kansas

City and behold the parting smile

of the dying day as it lingers lovingly

over the fields of emerald and gold,

you lie down to pleasant dreams closed

in by the soft, silken curtained Pull-

man car. Next day, if there is not a

new heaven there is a new earth. Far

as the eye can reach the whitish gray

sand of a pathless desert is around you.

Habitations are few and far between.

The railway men at the lonely stations

seem to be the only human beings who

have not turned their backs on civiliza-

tion. One does not require to be a

professor of geology to see that this

treeless wilderness has been the bed

of a salt sea. The convulsions that

raised mountains on the earth's crust

have raised this weary wilderness out

of the primeval depths. The depress-

ROYAL GORGE, COLORADO.

ing monotony is relieved by a shining

vision in the far horizon's rim. It is

that of another railway where a train

is winding eastward and a trail of white

smoke lingers in a sky of cobalt. Night

comes, and the silver moon is high in

heaven, and by and by the glittering

snow on Pike's Peak looms aloft in

spectral whiteness. The serene and

majestic outline of the towering moun-

tains blots out the unpleasant memory

of the dreary flat lands. Presently, in

a blaze of electric fire, we are in Den-

LES ANIMAS CANYON, COL.

ver. This imperial Queen City of the

West shines like a glittering star on

the breast of the Rocky Mountains.

The heavenly constellations grow dim

beside the looped and garlanded splen-

dor of the city's lights. Spirals and

crosses and crescents in glowing corus-

cations are flashing their myriad lights.

Surely we are in a wonderful city in

dreamland where the streets are of

jasper and the walls are smooth as

monumental alabaster.

THE COLORADO AND SOUTHERN SHOPS.

Next morning we are among the 500

skilled mechanics in the shops of the

Colorado & Southern Railroad. Mr.

H. C. Van Buskirk, the superintendent

of motive power, has gathered around

him a choice staff of able assistants.

Mr. H. W. Ridgeway, master mechanic,

is an especial favorite among the

younger mechanics and railway men,

whom he encourages with kindly words

spoken at the proper time. Mr. C. E.

Howell is in charge of the extensive

roundhouse which includes 58 stalls,

and we noted that a number of loco-

motives of the Santa Fe System are

having their running repairs attended

to as well as those of the Colorado &
Southern. A compressed air engine

moves the 80 ft. turning table, and

there is a vast roominess about the

roundhouse which admits of every

modern appliance having proper space

for its application. The concrete floor

and pits, the lofty, finely-lighted ceil-

ing, the perfect system of heating and

ventilating, render possible the regular

roundhouse work being done under

conditions that approach comfortable

convenience. In this regard the work

of Mr. John C. Egan, the engine dis-

patcher, is worthy of imitation. His

wrecking outfit is the most completely

equipped train of its kind we have seen.

There are five cars altogether; the din-

ing car and kitchen apparatus, if not as

elegant as Pullman's, is as substantial.

Perhaps the most gratifying feature is

the commissary department. Mr. Egan

does not believe in sending a number

of half-starved men out in a winter's

night. It is not "from labor to re-

freshment" with them, but refresh-

ment first and labor afterwards, and al-

though the calls for the wrecking train

are fortunately few and far between,

when they do come they are met with

a degree of alacrity that resembles the

action of the New York Fire Brigade

at a blazing Bowery rookery.

In the machine shop Mr. J. M. Davis,

the general foreman, is ably assisted by

Mr. C. J. Kennedy. The latter gentle-

man gave some interesting illustrations

of doing work which were rather sur-

prising. One of the largest locomo-

tives undergoing repairs was lifted from

its position by the travelling crane and

dropped in another pit where the

wheels were ready. It was not an ac-

cidental lowering to be afterwards

wrestled with. The wedges and

springs and saddles were in place and

the ponderous engine was slid into

perfect position on the six driving

boxes, not to speak of the accompany-

ing trucks, the whole operation occu-

pying six minutes. Mr. Kennedy has

the reputation of being an expert valve

setter. He has arranged an air com-

pressor for turning the wheels during

the valve setting operation, and on en-

gines where there are no new link sad-

dles or new sectors he has a record of

setting the valves in a half hour. We
noticed a precautionary marking on the

valve rods which is not usually made;

that is the point where the valve strikes

HEADLIGHT SHADE.
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the steam chest. Mr. Kennedy puts pleasure of seeing the machine in op-

much value on this point and carefully eration, and the changing from flues of

marks the extreme valve travel during 2 ins. diameter to flues of 4 ins. diam-

adjustment. eter was the work of only a few min-

The copper and tin shop was of par- utes. It may be stated that the weld-

ticular interest. Mr. C. A. Pratt, the ing of 4-in. flues previously cost 18

foreman, is a master of his calling and cents each. After the introduction of

Mr. O'Neill's rapid adjustable welder

the cost is under three cents each.

Mr. O'Neill has completed the con-

struction of a new door for grain cars.

li iied serenely satisfied with

everything except an assortment of

• ' hi 1 pound locomotives that occasion-

ally mar the harmony of the situation.

It seems that after every one of their

many joints have been carefully fitted

they do excellent work for about a

couple of days and then they literally

go to pieces again and it would re-

quire a gang of skilled workmen, busy

day and night, kei ping the joints tight.

OPENING IN GRAIN DOOR.

an inventor of real ability. In addi-

tion to a number of appliances used in

brazing and soldering and pipe bend-

ing, all of which are of his own invent-

ing and are models of their kind, he

has also a number of devices in gen-

eral use which are his innovations. He
was engaged in perfecting a head-light

curtain, the principle of which could

be readily applied as a cab curtain, and

its adoption would add greatly to the

comfort and convenience of railway

men when on a siding or otherwise

waiting for their turn to proceed.

The boiler shop is in keeping with

the other departments and is ably pre-

sided over by Mr. R. J. O'Neill, who is

M))W '«(((

GRAIN DOOR MECHANISM.

widely known as the inventor of many
devices used in boiler making. Among
these is a flue welder which is rapidly

coming into general favor. It has the

advantage of being readily adaptable

to any size of flue, and will scarf, weld,

swage and spread or fit flues to the

holes, so that no shimming or lining-

up is necessary. It runs 300 revolu-

tions a minute and its capacity for

work is only limited by the heating

capacity of the furnace. We had the

Railway men are well aware that in

grain cars there is a temporary inside

door, the lower board of which is often

broken in unloading loose grain from

the car. Mr. O'Neill obviates the diffi-

culty by a metallic sliding door which

is operated by a worm and pinion

which raises the door to any desired

height and closes it again when neces-

sary. The door is as durable as any

other portion of the car, and does not

need renewing. Its general adoption

would effect a saving in grain doors.

The narrow gauge engines used in

the mountain service are interesting in

view of their compact and massive con-

struction. Their tractive power is very

great and although some of the grades

on the mountain are extremely steep

and tortuous, there are very few fail-

ures recorded against these little

giants. The track is 3 ft. 8 ins. gauge

and the engines are of the six-wheel

type. Altogether the shops of the

Colorado & Southern at Denver are of

particular interest, and there is a de-

gree of perfection in the methods, as

well as in the ingenuity and skill of

the workmen, that one would hardly

look for in a place that is usually con-

sidered as being, to some extent, re-

moved from the beaten track of civil-

ization. It is really a center in itself;

limited it may be in magnitude, but

altogether a model of enlightenment in

the spirit that actuates the people of

Colorado and makes a visit to this

Queen City of the West something de-

lightful to remember.

THE UNION PACIFIC SHOPS.

At Pullman, on the outskirts of Den-

ver, the Union Pacific Railroad have a

roundhouse of 50 stalls. The propor-

tions of this building are so vast that

the great locomotives look small in it.

Mr. I. A. Turtle, the master mechanic,

has had considerable experience in the

Company's service, and was recently

transferred from Omaha to this point.

BRAZING FORGE. COLORADO &
SOUTHERN.

In the machine shops the engines un-

dergoing repairs are turned out in ten

or twelve days. Of these there are

about five per month, and although the

machinery is not of the newest, the

accommodations are of the amplest and

Mr. Turtle is rapidly introducing new
methods. Some trouble is experienced

with the varieties of water used in the

boilers. Every known device has been

O'NEILL'S RAPID FLUE WELDER.

tried in treating the water, but at the

best it is not uncommon to have to

replace an entire set of flues once a

year. Some progress has been made
and it is ascribed to the fact that a sys-

tem has been devised of filling the
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boiler with hot water, so that except

during special repair the boilers are

never allowed to cool.

Four of the new gasoline motor cars

used on the Union Pacific are kept in

repair at the Denver shops. Their

construction has been already fully de-

scribed in the pages of Railway and Lo-

comotive Engineering, but too much
cannot be said of the elegant equipment

of these cars. There is accommodation
for nearly 100 passengers, and there is

no question of tlieir adaptability to the

service required in a thinly populated

country where the running of regular

trains is necessarily at intervals of

many hours. Forty-five new cars of

this kind are already ordered for the

service in Colorado and in Nebraska,

and more are in contemplation. The
motors are of the six-cylinder type and

have the friction disc drive, consequent-

Long Island Box Car.

Our illustration shows a substantial

type of box car built by the Pressed

Steel Car Company of Pittsburgh for

the Long Island Railroad. The car is

a practically standard P. R. R. type of

car, known as Class "XL," the light

weight of which is 46,700 lbs. This car

has a steel underframe, wooden super-

structure, Tower couplers. Westing-

house friction draft gear, Westinghouse

air brakes, arch-bar trucks with pressed

steel bath-tub type of truck bolsters.

The general dimensions are as fol-

lows: Length over end sills, 38 ft. 6

in.; length outside over body, 37 ft. 1^
ins.; length inside, 36 ft.; width outside

over body, 9 ft. 41-4 ins.; width inside,

8 ft. 6 ins.; width at eaves, 9 ft. 10 ins.;

height inside, floor to carline, at side

plate, 8 ft.; height from rail to floor, 3

ft. 6J4 ins.; height from rail to eaves,

degs. C, a sufficient amount of hydro-

carbons may be driven off to leave a

substance closely resembling in compo-
sition the coals of the Pocahontas type.

This material is exceedingly friable, and

needs to be subjected to the process of

briquetting. It has some of the char-

acteristics of coke, but burns readily,

and is clean and smokeless. The com-
mercial possibilities for the production

of a smokeless fuel of this type have not

been taken up.

Copies of Bulletin No. 24, issued by

the university, may be obtained gratis

upon application to the director, En-
gineering Experiment Station, Urbana,

111.

Even Great Men Have It

A good story of Morse, the inventor

of the telegraph alphabet, is told by

the Dundee Advertiser under the head-
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Items of Personal Interest

Mr. C. A. Austin has been appointed

train master of the Lehigh Valley Rail-

road, with offices at Jersey City, N. J.

Mr. D. D. Robertson has been appointed

master mechanic of the Wyoming division

of the Lehigh Valley, vice Mr. A. M.
McGill, promoted.

Mr. C. T. O'Neal has been appointed

superintendent of the Buffalo division of

the Lehigh Valley Railroad, vice Mr. R.

VV. Baxter, promoted.

Mr. John Mooney has been appointed

assistant superintendent of motive power
of the Grand Trunk Pacific, with head-

quarters at Rivers, Alan.

Mr. W. W. Abbott has been appointed

superintendent of the New York division

of the Lehigh Valley Railroad, vice Mr.

C. T. O'Neil, transferred.

Mr. A. J. Wade has been appointed

master mechanic of the Louisiana & Ar-

kansas Railroad at Etamp, Ark., vice Mr.

F. A. Symonds, resigned.

Mr. A. C. Tully, purchasing agent and

general storekeeper of the New York City

Railway, has resigned and will engage in

other business in New Jersey.

Mr. H. V. Wallingford, inspector of

bridges and buildings of the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe Coast Lines at San
Bernardino, Cal., has resigned.

Mr. J. K. Witman has been appointed

superintendent of materials and supplies

of the Philadelphia & Reading Railway,

vice Mr. John H. Rankin, deceased.

Mr. E. E. Bashford has been appointed

assistant purchasing agent of the Mexi-

can Central Railway, with offices at New
York, vice Mr. E. A. Mason, resigned.

Mr. J. R. Spragge, formerly road fore-

man, has been appointed district master

mechanic on the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way, with headquarters at West Toronto,

Ont.

Prof. S. J. McLean, of the University

of Toronto, has been appointed a mem-
ber of the Canadian Railway Commission,

and not Mr. Wm. Galliher, as previously

stated.

Mr. R. F. Kilpatrick, late of the D., L.

& W., has been appointed assistant su-

perintendent of motive power of the Den-
ver & Rio Grande, with offices at Burn-

ham, Col.

Mr. C. L. Guest has been appointed

West-bound Freight Agent of the Le-
high Valley Railroad Co., with office at

707 Railway Exchange Building, Chi-

cago, Ills.

The jurisdiction of Mr. J. M. James,

master mechanic on the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, will be extende'd to include the

Buffalo division on that road, owing to

the retirement on pension of Mr. Allen

Vail.

Mr. J. F. Maquirc has been appointed

general manager of the Lehigh Valley

Railroad Company, with offices at South
Bethlehem, Pa., vice .Mr. Al. B. Cutter,

resigned.

Mr. R. W. Baxter has been appointed

superintendent of transportation of the

Lehigh Valley Railroad, with offices at

South Bethlehem, Pa., vice Air. J. F. Ma-
quire, promoted.

Air. Alfred R. Kipp, formerly master

mechanic of the Wisconsin Central, has

been appointed superintendent of motive

power on that road, vice Air. W. G.

Menzel, resigned.

Air. J. T. Connor, general foreman of

the Houston & Texas Central, at Ennis,

has been appointed acting superintendent

of motive power and machinery in place

of the late Samuel Millican.

Mr. R. A. Belding has been appointed

general agent of the freight department of

the Chicago Great Western Railway, with

headquarters at 305 Broadway, New York,

vice Mr. W. H. Burk, resigned.

Mr. Manley B. Cutter, for the last ten

years general manager of the Lehigh Val-

ley Railroad, has resigned to accept a

similar position with the Alinneapolis, St.

Louis & Iowa Central Railroad.

Mr. J. S. McCrea has been appointed
New England Freight Agent on the

Lehigh Valley Railroad, with offices at

262 Washington street, Boston, Alass.,

vice Mr. C. L. Guest, transferred.

Mr. R. E. Smith, formerly road fore-

man of engines of the Canadian Pacific

at Medicine Hat, Alb., Can., has been ap-

pointed master mechanic on the same
road, with headquarters at Medicine Hat.

Mr. Albion, formerly foreman of loco-

motives of the Ontario division of the Ca-

nadian Pacific Railway, has been appointed

district master mechanic on the same
road, with offices at West Toronto, Ont.

Mr. J. H. Cummings has been ap-

pointed traveling agent for the Chicago

Great Western Railway for the State of

Nebraska, with headquarters at Lincoln,

Neb., vice Mr. C. A. Musselwhite, re-

signed.

Mr. F. K. Tutt, master mechanic of the

Missouri Pacific and St. Louis, Iron

Mountain & Southern Railway, at Osa-

watomie, Kans., has been appointed master

mechanic at St. Louis, vice Mr. J. J. Reed,

resigned.

Mr. E. V. Connelly has been appointed

purchasing agent of the Pittsburgh & Lake
Erie. He has been chief clerk of the de-

partment and in the company's service

n years. His headquarters are in

Pittsburgh.

Air. C. W. Alleman, of the Pittsburgh
1 e Eri power department,

elected secretary of the Rail-
1 11b of Pittsburgh, vice Mr. John D.

ned a rcnomination

after several successful terms in which he

rendered efficient and valuable service to

the club.

Air. James Oborne, general superin-

ent of the Ontario division of the

Canadian Pacific Railway, was recently

married in Quebec to Aliss Edith Maud
Simpson, daughter of the late Thomas
Simpson, chief superintendent running

department, Great Western Railway of

England.

Air. W. H. Pearue, of Glasgow, Scot-

land, one of our subscribers, has been ap-

pointed chief engineer of a large rice mill

belonging to Steel Brothers, Rangoon,
Burmah. Mr. Pearue says that he re-

ceived much valuable assistance in his

engineering studies from the pages of

Railway and Locomotive Engineering.

Mr. Edward Elden, formerly master

mechanic on the New York Central Lines

at Buffalo, N. Y., has associated himself

with the Dodge Mfg. Co., Mishawaka,

Ind., as chief of sales of their railroad de-

partment. The many friends of Mr.

Elden, in both railroad and supply busi-

ness, will be pleased to learn that he has

connected himself with this reliable firm.

Mr. Paul J. Kalman, railroad represen-

tative of the Detroit Seamless Steel Tubes
Company, of Detroit, Mich., is now han-

dling in St. Paul and Minneapolis, a full

line of seamless steel tubing, manufac-
tured by this company, including station-

ary boiler flues and mechanical tubing

for automobile construction, and for other

purposes. Mr. Kalman's headquarters are

in the Pioneer Press Bldg., St. Paul,

Minn.

Mr. Warren L. Boyer, formerly with

the Peckham Truck Company, and later

on with the New^ York Car & Truck
Company, at Kingston, N. Y., has become
associated with the American Brake Shoe
& Foundry Company as assistant in the

engineering department. His duties will

be to look after the standardization of

brake heads and brake shoes on the lines

of the standards of the American Street

& Interurban Railway Association.

Mr. F. P. Roesch, formerly master me-
chanic on the Southern Railway, has been

appointed master mechanic on the El Paso

& Southwestern Railway at Douglas, Ariz.

Mr. Roesch is a valued contributor to our

pages. His observations on matters con-
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nected with the mechanical department

of railways are always read with deep

interest. His original investigations and

his thoughtful consideration of the sub-

jects he takes up are calculated to ad-

vance practical knowledge in railway

matters.

Mr. L. F. Loree, president of the Dela-

ware & Hudson Railroad, has .been made a

director of the Baltimore & Ohio to look

after the Harriman interests in the lat-

ter company. Mr. Loree is one of the few

higher railroad officials who rose through

the engineering department, that oppor-

tunity having been given to him by the

Pennsylvania Railroad Company. Besides

having been a very able engineer, Mr.

Loree has displayed high executive and

business ability. He is still a young man,

having been born in 1858. After gradua-

tion from Rutgers College he entered

the engineering department of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad in 1877. A few years

later he was in the engineer corp of

the U. S. Army. In 1883 he returned

to railroad service, performing engineer-

ing duties on different railroads. For

several years he was general manager of

the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh.

Then he was president of the Baltimore &
Ohio for a time, so he is well fitted to

act as a director.

Mr. J. D. Harris has been appointed

teneral superintendent of motive power

of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, with

effices at Baltimore, Md., vice Mr. J.

E. Muhlfeld, resigned. Though only a

young man, Mr. Harris has risen to his

present important position in the railroad

world step by step, having begun as a

machinist apprentice on the Pennsylvania

lines West, October, 1889. After serving

his apprenticeship he worked as a ma-

chinist and as a locomotive fireman until

March, 1895, when he was made assist-

ant foreman and afterward foreman of

the machine shops of the Pittsburg, Fort

Wayne & Chicago Railroad. From Feb-

ruary 1, 1897, to July 1 of the same year,

he was assistant road foreman of engines,

and from July 1 to January 1, 1898, was

assistant engineer of motive power of the

Northwest system of the Pennsylvania

lines. From January 1, 1898, to October

I, 1899, Mr. Harris was master mechanic

of the Eastern and Toledo divisions of the

Pennsylvania, with headquarters at Crest-

line, Ohio. October 1, 1899, until 1901 he

was master mechanic of the Cleveland

& Pittsburgh road. From that time

until 1903 he was assistant to the general

superintendent of motive power of the

Baltimore & Ohio, which position he re-

signed to become assistant chief engineer

and works manager of the Westinghouse

Company. He has now returned to the

B. & O. as head of the motive power

department.

Railway, died at his home in Buffalo last

month. He was for forty years in the

service of that road, and ran the last

wood-burning locomotive operated over

the line. He became an engineer in 1880,

and during the twenty-eight years that

he was on the footplate never had an ac-

cident. He was credited with some of the

fastest runs made between Buffalo and

land.

Obituary.

William H. Nye, a locomotive engineer

on the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

In closing the personal columns of our

paper for this year we have to chronicle

the death of Alexander Mitchell, one of

the pioneers in the mechanical department

of the Lehigh Valley Railroad. Mr.

Mitchell was an able mechanic and a

skilful designer, and his abilities were

displayed in the days when many of the

problems of locomotive building which

arc familiar to us were unsolved. Mr.

Mitchell's early railroad work was done on

the la-aver Meadow Railroad, where he

was for some time a locomotive engineer.

Two locomotives built by the Niles Loco-

motive Works of Cincinnati were taken

over in 1864 by the Lehigh Valley when

the smaller line was absorbed. These en-

gines were equipped with Walschaert's

valve gear, and Mitchell was the only

man belonging to the road who seemed to

understand them. This led to his pro-

motion to the rank of master mechanic.

In 1866 the Lehigh Valley Railroad ac-

quired the Lehigh and Mahanoy railroad,

and that transaction was then spoken

of on the road as the consolidation.

Alexander Mitchell turned out at the

time the first engine of the 2-8-0 type,

which he called the Consolidation in

honor of the corporate union of the two

roads. The name Consolidation has ever

since been used to designate the type of

which Mitchell's engine was the first.

About this time the management, finding

that they were in possession of a great

variety of types of locomotives owing

to the acquirement of various smaller

properties, put upon their master me-

chanics the responsibility for the produc-

tion of locomotives suitable for all kinds

of road service. Mitchell, who had built

the first consolidation, endeavored to im-

prove on that design by an engine of the

2-10-0 class. This has since been called

the decaped type, but in Mitchell's design

the engine did not curve very well and

later a pair of carrying wheels was sub-

stituted for the rear pair of drivers. The

altered engine then became the proto-

type of the modern "Mikado" or 2-8-2

engine. In the early days of locomotive

construction these were notable achieve-

ments, and Mitchell's work has remained

as part of the inheritance of the me-

chanical world to-day. Mr. Mitchell's

home after he retired from active service

was in Wilkes-Barre, Pa., and his death,

which occurred in Asbury Park, N. J.,

last summer, has removed a remarkable

figure from the ranks of the "old guard"

among railway men.

Conventions Go to Atlantic City.

The regular meeting of the joint ex-

ecutive committee of the Master Mechan-
ics' and Master Car Builders' associations

was held about the middle of November
in the United Engineering Societies' build-

ing in New York. Atlantic City was the

place decided upon for the June conven-

tions of these associations. Next year the

Master Mechanics' Association's conven-

tion comes off first, beginning on Wednes-

day, June 16 and continuing on the 17th,

iSth and 19th June. The Master Car

Builders' Association meets Monday, June

22 and continues on the 23d, 24th and

25th June. It was stated that the facili-

ties for exhibition purposes at Atlantic

City will be better than ever.

The officers elected at the last meeting

of the New York Railroad Club were

:

President, Mr. J. F. Deems, general su-

perintendent of motive power, rolling

stock and machinery of the New York

Central Lines; first vice-president, Mr.

W. G. Besler, general manager of the Cen-

tral Railroad of New Jersey; third vice-

president, Mr. Frank Hedley, general

manager of the Interborough Rapid Tran-

sit Company ; Mr. R. M. Dixon was

elected treasurer of the club. The new
members of the executive committee

elected at this meeting were Messrs. E.

T. Campbell and G. H. Campbell. Mr.

Geo. W. West remains an executive mem-
ber, and this year the elected member of

the finance committee was Mr. B. A.

Hegeman, Jr. Messrs. Richard L. Thorrtas

and Otis H. Cutler are the other members

whose terms of office have not yet expired.

Locomotives for the A. T. & S. F.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works have

recently completed an order for 49 loco-

motives for the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railway. Seven of these en-

gines are of the Pacific type for pas-

senger service, and 42 are of the con-

solidation type for freight service. All

are equipped with single expansion cyl-

inders, piston valves, Walschaerts valve

motion and smokebox superheaters. Ten

of the consolidation type locomotives

are equipped for coal burning while the

remainder, including the Pacific type

engines, are arranged for burning oil.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe have

for some time been operating a ten-

coupled locomotive with a smokebox

superheater, and the successful perform-

ance of this locomotive has resulted in

the adoption of superheated steam at a

comparatively low pressure on the en-

gines now under notice.

The Pacific type locomotives shown in

our half-tone illustration have 25 x 28

in. cylinders, driving-wheels, 73 ins. in

diameter, and as the safety valves are

set at 160 lbs., the calculated tractire

force is 32,600 lbs.
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The cylinders are <i<- 1 1 1>' I for double

front frame rails, and ai 1 1 quipped with in

side admission piston valves [3 ins. in

diameter. The steam chesl center Hues are

placed 6 ins. outside the cylinder centei

lines. The valves have a steam lap of

1 % ins., and an exhaust clearance of '/»

in. They are set with a constant lead

of % in. and have a maximum travel of

6% ins. The relief valves are of the

style used by the Pennsylvania on their

mii valve locomotives. The live steam

ports are extended up to a horizontal

face placed above the steam chest. The

the addition of the tender thi w heel base

is 65 ft. in all. Th< boiler is straight

topped, with sloping throat and back

head The tubes are 20 ft. in length.

The barrel is built up of four rings,

which have diamond butt-join

on the top center line. The firebox is

radially stayed, and the front end of the

crown is supported by two T-irons. All

firebox rivets are countersunk on the

inside. Washout plugs arc liberally pro-

vided in the front lnl>'' sin 1 I, b.n I h< -

and « an 1 legs; al on thi I' iwer center

line of the barrel, along thi ivatei level.

. ni both classes of cngin^

water, 8,500 gab . and oil, 3,300 gals.

The general features of the

classes are shown in the 4-6-2 engine

which we illustrate and the principal di-

mensions of both are given below:

Vtlantii 'I M" 1

'

ine.

thickness of sh« •

in, and 11 [6 in.: fuel, oil: staying, radial

Firebox M '
. length, 10;

ins.; depth ' ins., back.

67H i ns -: thickness of sheets, sides, \i in.;

I. l« in. J crown, JiJ in.; tube, o-Ifi in.

Watci ins.; sides, 5 ins.; back.

4 ins.

Mo. 1 1

;

number, .'7.1; diameter, 2\\

HEAVY 4-6-2 FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE.

W. I*'. Puck. Supt. Motiv* Power. Baldwin Locomotive Works, Builders.

j»orts are covered by a plate, which, when

the throttle is open, is held on its seat

bj steam pressure acting on its upper

surface. Should the pressure under-

neath become excessive, the plate is lifted

from its seat, and communication is thus

established between the two ends of the

cylinder.

The location of the steam chests makes
it possible to use a direct form of valve

motion with all parts placed in practi-

cally the same vertical plane. Each link

is carried by two cast steel bearers

which are bolted, in front, to the guide

yoke, and at the back, to a suitable sup-

port. The valve rod is carried on a

bearer bolted to the top guide, and is

rectangular in section.

The front truck is of the swing bolster

type, with cast steel saddle and three

point suspension links. The rear truck is

• f the Rushton pattern with outside jour-

nals. The engine truck and tender wheels

are steel tired with cast-steel spoke cen-

ters, all of which were manufactured by
the Standard Steel Works. The weight

is distributed in these engines so that the

driving wheels carry 140,400 lbs., the

front truck 54,950 lbs. and the back
truck 37,400 lbs., giving a total for the

engine of 232,750 lbs. When the weight

of the tender is added the total conies

up to 395,000 lbs. The driving wheel

base of the engine is 12 ft. 8 ins., that of

the whole engine is 34 ft. 5 ins. and with

and in the outside sheet just below the

firebox crown. The superheater is of

the smokebox type, as developed by the

Baldwin Locomotive Works. The final

passage of the steam is made through the

tubes at the back of the smokebox,

where the gases are hottest. The joints

between the tube plates and drums are

made tight with copper gaskets. The
tender frame is built of 12 in. steel chan-

nels with wood bumpers, and the trucks

have arch bar frames, cast-steel bolsters

and triple elliptic springs. The tank has

a water bottom.

The consolidation type locomotives

have cylinders 24 ins. in diameter by

32 ins. stroke, and this, with 57-in.

driving wheels and a steam pressure of

160 lbs., gives them a tractive power of

43,970 lbs. The details are in many re-

spects similar to those of the Pacific

type locomotives. This is especially true

of the cylinders, with their piston and

relief valves, the valve motion details,

and many of the smaller fittings. The
link bearings on the consolidation en-

gines are bolted to the guide yoke, which

also serves as a support for the reverse

shaft bearings. The cast steel details for

both types include such features as

frames, wheel centers, driving boxes and

spring saddles, cylinder heads, cross-

heads and foot plates. The tenders for

both the passenger and freight locomo-

tives are similar throughout. The tank

Heating Surface— Firebox, 190 sq. ft.; tubes,
3,202 sq. ft.; total, j,392 sq. ft.; grate area,
4g.j sq. ft.

Driving Journals—Main, 10 x 12 ins.; others,
9 x 12 ins.

Engine Truck Wheels—Diameter, front, 34^
ins.; journals, 6 x 10 ins.; diameter, back.
50 ins.; journals, 8 x 14 ins.

Weight—Tctal engine and tender about 395,000
lbs.

Tender—Wheels, diameter, 34 J4' ins.; journals.

5J4 x 10 ins.

Consolidation Freight Engine
Cylinder, 24 x 32 ins.; valve, balanced piston.
Boiler—Type, straight; material, steel; diameter,

78^4 ins.; thickness of sheets, n-16 in. and
}i in.; working pressure, 160 lbs.; fuel, oil;

staying, radial.
Firebox—Material, steel; length, 95 Yt ins.;

width, 7i T
4 ins.; depth— front, 73*-& ins.;

back. 62 1* ins.; thickness of sheets, sides.

^ in.; back, }i in.; crown, }i in.; tube.
Water Space—Front, 4J4 ins.; sides, 4 ins.; back.

4 ins.

Tubes—Material, iron; wire gauge. No. 11; num-
ber, 355; diameter, 2 ins.; length, 15 ft.

Heating Surface—Firebox. 157 sq. ft.; tubes.

2,773 sq- ft.; total, 2,930 sq. ft.; grate area.

47.4 sq. ft. ...
Driving Wheels—Diameter, outside, 57 ins.; jour-

nals, main, 10 x 12 ins.; others, 9 x 12 ins.

Engine Truck Wheels—Diameter, front, 29 Ji

ins.; journals, 6^2 x io'j ins.

Wheel Base—Driving. 15 ft. 6 ins.; total engine,

24 ft. 6 ins.; total engine and tender, 58 ft.

3 ins.

Weight—On driving wheels. 183,200 lbs.; on
truck, front, 29,200 lbs.; total engine,

212,400 lbs.; total engine and tender about
375,000 lbs.

Tender—Wheels, diameter, 34% ins.; journals,

554 x 10 ins.

Neither let mistakes nor wrong di-

rections discourage thee. There is pre-

cious instruction to be got by finding

we were wrong. A mistake of how
to set a value once put on record with

the result of failure to pass is certain

to end in the acquiring of correct

knowledge.
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FRAME FAILURES ON MODERN LOCOMOTIVES
By F. P. ROESCH

Master Mechanic, El Paso f<£L Southwestern System

In 1904 the committee appointed by

the Master Mechanics' Association to

consider the question of large locomo-

tive frames with reference to a study

of the cause of breakage, how distor-

tions are to be provided for, their pre-

ference as to material, etc., reported

back to the association with quite a

lengthy and complete report, but since

that time, the question appears to have

been relegated to realms of inoccu-

ous dessuetude and quietly allowed

to slumber.

With the advent of larger engines the

percentage of broken frames has ma-

terially increased, although in design

and strength of material per unit of

power developed, the same factor of

safety was maintained as in the older

and smaller types of engines, it is there-

fore evident there is cause for this in-

crease in failures, which apparently has

so far been overlooked, or it would

have been mentioned, together with the

remedy.

The report while of great value for

future guidance, so far as general de-

sign, material, etc., is concerned, yet we
must admit is not all that could be de-

pothesis as a sole cause of frame break-

age by proving that the inertia is far

from sufficient in itself to cause fail-

ure. This leaves the last theory only as

a possible cause.

Referring to this theory the com-
mittee reports as follows:

"The dynamic effect of the compres-

sion of water in the cylinders is the only

force which, unaided, can cause the fail-

ure of frames by fatigue." While there

is no question but that the dynamic ef-

fect of water in the cylinders, were the

water entrapped, would be sufficient to

cause a frame failure, yet we are here

confronted by the inexplicable fact that

we have many failures on engines hav-

ing valves which will readily permit the

escape of water by lifting, where the

compression within the cylinder reaches

an equality with the steam pressure

acting on the top of the valve."

Further, as the combined area of the

cylinder head studs is usually less than

the cross-sectional area of the frame

and consequently of less total strength,

it is natural to assume that the cylinder

head studs will give way first. How-
ever, we will pass this for the present.

In the report of the committee the

vent breakage recommends as follows:

1st. Sensible design.

2nd. Material cast steel, made to a

rational specification: Careful foundry

manipulation, adequate and suitable an-

nealing.

3rd. Provide form of bracing as will

prevent "weaving." By weaving is

meant a movement of one side inde-

pendently of the other, or of separate

parts or joints, with reference to each

other locally; as, per contra, a move-
ment of the frames as a whole in uni-

son. The bracing should be so de-

signed that the bending, if any, should

be synchronous, as referred to the con-

nected parts.

4th. The clip form of pedestal binder

preferred to the thimble and bolt type.

5th. Provision for quickly and ade-

quately draining cylinders. This point is

just as important with slide as with pis-

ton valves.

6th. Frames with single front rails

should be made stronger, and means
provided to stiffen same back of cylin-

ders, or between cylinders and front

drivers.

In the discussion the only additional

point brought out having any bearing

POSITION OF DRIVERS AND TRUCK WHEELS OF A 4-6-0 ON A CURVE.

sired in information for immediate re-

lief, neither was anything brought out

in the discussion that would tend to

add materially to the value of the com-
mittee report so far as offering a pana-

cea for present frame breakage.

A part of the report as submitted

classified the possible causes of failures

under three heads, vis: The inertia of

the boiler following the sudden applica-

tions of brakes. The inertia of the

boiler due to the sudden acceleration of

the train. The dynamic effect of com-

pression of water in the cylinders.

After discussing the two first men-
tioned causes thoroughly, however, and

calculating the effect of the inertia of

the boiler, both for sudden stops and

sudden acceleration, the committee pro-

ceeds to completely demolish this hy-

effect of rounding curves is also touched

upon but only in so far as the centri-

fugal action would produce or set up

stresses which might result in frame

failure. A careful calculation however,

resulted in finding that the fiber stress

on the frame of an engine entering a

curve of 16 degs. at a speed of 30 miles

per hour, was but 7,960 lbs. per square

inch, and consequently far below the

tensile strength of the material.

The report closes as follows: "While

it is true that no one cause for frame

breakage can be given, it is safe to say

that all reasons assigned are, at least,

contributory causes, and should be

taken into account." The committee

further recommends cast steel for ma-

terial, and various submitted designs,

and under the head of remedies to pre-

on the subject, and not covered by the

committee report, was that made by

Mr. H. H. Vaughn, in which he men-

tioned the distortion and twisting of

the frame due to the side thrust of the

leading driving wheel. The loose bind-

er was also mentioned, the effect of this

is self-evident however, and requires

no discussion.

And yet there is nothing mysterious

about frame failures; each can be traced

to a direct cause, and once the cause

is determined, the remedy is self-sug-

gestive.

In a careful record kept, since the

committee report, covering frame fail-

ures, in order to determine the exact

cause of each failure, and so arrive at

a solution of the problem regarding

unaccountable failures, it was noticed,
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first, that frames failed on engim

the following types in the order named;

4-6-0, 4-6-2, 2-8-0, 4-4-2, 2-6-0, 4-4-0,

0-6-0. the 4-60 type easily leading in

number of failures. 1 he Fi ill ivt ing

were the perci ntages, being based on

the number of failures per type of en-

gine, as coiiip. mil to the total number

of engines oi I bat type compared with

the total number of engines of all types

in service: 4-6-0, 47 per cent.; [-6

33 per cent.; -'8-0, 11 per cent.; 4-4-2,

4.1 per cent.; 2-6-0, j.3 per cent.; 4-4-0,

1.4 per cent.; 0-6-0, .2 per cent, (-'/to

of one per cent.).

All of these engines were of late de-

sign, having been built since 1904. All

had cast steel frames, ami otherwise

embodied all the points recommended

by the committee in their report.

A further record was kept showing

the location of the point of failure,

together with the cause of same. Where
the cause was not determined beyond

question it was classified as "cause un-

known." And here let it be said in pass-

ing, that the commonly assigned cause,

"old flaw or old crack," should have no

place in a record of frame failures, as

there must have been an original cause

to produce the first crack, which when
the frame finally broke entirely, natur-

ally showed up as an "old" crack. You
can never get at the root of any trouble

if you persist in fooling yourself.

The completed record of failures

classified causes of same as follows:

Loose binders, spring hanger worn,

weakened by excessive number of bolt

holes, keys lost out, blow holes, broke

through old weld, and unknown.
Of the known causes, loose binders

and spring hanger wear, were the most

prolific. The failures due to loose

binders, for which there is no excuse

whatever, were in all cases located in

the upper or main rail, and between the

pedestal jaws. The failures due to

frames being weakened through exces-

sive hanger wear, another cause for

which there is not the slightest excuse,

of course occurred at the point of wear.

Failures due to defective welds, applies

to short or fore frames, which had pre-

viously failed, had been welded, and

again failed. Failures due to blow-

holes in casting:, but two were noticed,

both being in the short frames.

It will be seen that of the above fail-

ures, with the possible exception of the

undetected blow holes, all or nearly all

could have been avoided. Loose bind-

ers, spring hanger wear, keys lost out,

too many bolt holes etc.', all betoken

gross neglect or culpable ignorance.

We now come to failures classed as

due to unknown causes. Let us apply to

these the contributory causes as found

by the Master Mechanics' Committee to

see if to any or all of these the failures

could have been attributed.

First lei u'. 1 all attention to thi fact

that of thi mil. - 11 caused failun 1

neat l\ .ill » e pa 1
engei 1 ngi

iln 1
I." and 4 '1 -; types and m

e\ er on yard 01 0-6-O typi

Ri ferring now to causes tatcd

First, inertia of boiler due to sud-

den application of brakes.

There is no question bul that a yard

or switching engine, receives n

rough handling than any road engini

and especially if the « pari "ii be

made between yard and passenger en-

gines, yet we find the percentage of

total number of failures for the two

types of engine to be 80 per cent,

against the passenger (4-6-0 and 4-6-2)

engines and but ._' per cent, against

the switch 0-6-0 engines. Clearly a

cause obtaining with one type of

engine having practically the same

cross sectional frame area in propor-

tion to cylinder power, should likewise

obtain with the other.

Following this line of reasoning we
find that the first conclusion is unten-

able.

We next find for the second item,

viz: Inertia of the boiler due to accel-

eration, that the same conditions apply,

consequently we must eliminate this as

a cause.

Third, water in cylinders. Here again

we meet with the same objections.

These objections apply very forcibly,

not only to comparisons between pass-

enger engines of the 4-6-0 and 4-6-2

types and switch engines, but between

these same passenger engines and all

other types of engines in service, and

as like causes should produce like

effects, and as all af the above loco-

motives are subject to exactly the same

conditions, so far as handling, etc., is

concerned, we find we must look else-

where for a cause that will effect en-

gines of the 4-6-0 and 4-6-2 types to

a greater degree than those of other

design.

Some years ago while engaged in tak-

ing indicator cards from engines of var-

ious design, the writer was very much
impressed and also interested in the

action of engine trucks of the "pony"

type, two wheel, as used on 2-6-0 and
2-8-0 locomotives.

It was noticed that invariably in

rounding a curve of 8 degs. or more, at

a speed of 15 miles per hour or over,

that the engine truck wheel on the in-

side of the curve was lifted clear of

the rail, any distance from one half inch

to as high as five inches, depending on

the degree of the curve and the speed

at which it was entered.

This was at first attributed as due

wholly to the centrifugal force, but

upon taking an engine of 15 ft. rigid

wheel base (2-6-0 type"l around a 31

degs. curve very slowly it was found

that a lift of 4 1 ! inches of the inner

whe< I could be obtained; this proving

that wlnle in curve-, of lesser degree,

tie centrifugal force materially effected

ti ii til e truck, yet the primary

causi '. " i I" d action

of the engine, preventing it from ad-

justing itseli Thinking

ps that this bit in was due

lo ile cot of the truck we
d ili< standard three point hang-

er,. \\'e found however, that while it

lessened the amount of lift, it did not as

y. t allow of suffice 1 adjust-

ment to overcome thi lifting 1 utirely.

We speak of loci tives as having a

certain rigid wheel base, measured by

the wheel base of the driving wheels.

Admitting that the truck possesses a

certain amount of flexibility, yet can we
correctly assume the limit of rigidity of

locomotives when passing through

curves of a certain radius to be confined

to the limit of the driving wheel base?

A glance at our illustration indicates that

this assumption is incorrect, that under

certain conditions, the entire locomotive

becomes momentarily rigid, and that

the limit of rigidity extends from the

center of the engine truck to the cen-

ter of the rear driving wheel. It is as-

sumed in this case that the engine is

running forward.

The cut represents an engine of the

4-6-0 type passing through a curve. The
radius of the curve is somewhat reduced

in proportion in order to make the ex-

planation more clear. In the figure the

drivers and engine truck wheels show

as crowding the outer rail, a condition

due to the impulse of the centrifugal

force. The frames are shown as crowd-

ing against the wheels on the outer side

of the curve with the slack or lateral

play all on the inner side. The engine

truck is also shown as crowding the

outside of the curve, with the slack or

lateral taken up on that side also; and

yet—note this carefully—although the

lateral is all taken up, and is in the

figure somewhat exaggerated, the cen-

ter between the frames as shown at B,

clearly indicates that the engine truck

still lacks considerable of being far

enough over toward the outside of the

curve to make the two points, A, center

of engine truck, and B, center between

frames, coincide.

While we must admit that in practice

the male center casting, (point B) re-

mains within and consequently coinci-

dent with the female casting (point A);

yet a study of the figure will show that

this can only obtain by a severe distor-

tion of the frames, engine trucks, etc.

That this distortion takes place in en-

gines of the 2-6-0 and 2-8-0 types, is

proved by the observed lifting of the

engine truck wheels from the inner

curve rail, and due to this pull of the

frames, as shown in the illustration.

This indicates that there must be a
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certain distortion or bending of the

frames under these conditions. The

distortion would be between the pivotal

point of the driving wheel base, and the

engine truck center.

The pivotal point is usually the cen-

ter of the forward pair of drivers,

(shown at C) but is subject to change

due to tire wear, lateral in leading pair

of drivers, as compared to others,

widening of gauge of track, etc. Throw-

ing the pivotal point back increases the

length of the angle of distortion A, B,

C, and consequently lessens the evil in

the same ratio by distributing the dis-

tortion through a greater length of

frame.

Knowing from personal observation

that this lifting action of the truck

takes place in engines of the 2-6-0 and

2-8-0 types, and as the causes are identi-

cally the same, is it not reasonable to

suppose that the same action occurs in

the 4-6-0 and 4-6-2 types, even if it has

been unobserved?

Further, is it not reasonable to as-

sume, that this lifting of the pony

truck wheel as observed in the 2-6-0

and 2-8-0 locomotives, affords a mea-

sure of relief for the enormous strains

which must otherwise be absorbed in

the frames?

And further, as the strain is neces-

sarily greater in the 4-6-0 and 4-6-2

types of engine, owing to the increased

distance between the leading drivers

and the engine truck center, and as the

four wheel truck is not so free to lift as

the pony truck, is there not in conse-

quence a greater percentage of this dis-

tortion absorbed in the frame of this type

of engine? And does this not account

for the increased number of frame fail-

ures, which obtain in the 4-6-0 and 4-6-2

class?

This distortion is in ratio to the dis-

tance between the engine truck center

and the pivotal point of the driving

wheel base, when the engine is on a

certain curve; and as can be seen by a

study of the diagram, advancing the

engine truck i.e. throwing this center

forward will increase the amount of dis-

tortion, while throwing the pivotal

point back will decrease it. Assuming

the engine in good condition and snug

Literally the pivotal point as stated be-

fore would be the center of the leading

pair of drivers, point C, and as this dis-

tance is usually less in the 2-6-0 and

2-8-0 engines than in in the 4-6-0 and

4-6-2 type, is it not reasonable to as-

sume the consequent distortion is in

like ratio?

Regardless of whether the truck pulls

the frame over or the frame pulls the

truck, the distortion is bound to occur,

and this frame distortion can have but

one effect, viz. frame failure.

The amount of distortion occurring

on curves of various radii can readily

be calculated, and a careful study of the

frame design, bracing etc., will even

reveal the point at which failure will

occur; which is not at the point where

the bending is most excessive, but

where vibration is arrested. This may

be just back of the cylinders, or just

ahead of the forward jaw; again it may

be back of the leading drivers, in case

these have worn flanges or excessive

latteral play, but is most apt to occur

in the top rail just back of the cylinder

and in the bottom rail, just ahead of

the forward pedestal.

From the above facts it will be seen

that the remedy for frame failures is

obvious, viz: plot on the drawing board

the shortest curve, which the engine is

expected to enter, including turn-outs

and sidings, and on this lay-out what

is usually termed the rigid wheel base,

viz. the driving wheel base; then from

the center of the forward axle and mid-

way between the frames extend the

center line C-B, to a point opposite the

engine truck center; now extend the

line C-A, the point A being midway

between the rails and the opposite point

B; if now the allowed lateral play in

the drivers, plus the lateral movement

of the truck, which is the side play in

the boxes plus one half the possible oc-

cillation of the truck center (in case it

is a swing truck) plus the play of the

wheel flanges between the rails' (curves

are usually opened), is not equal to the

distatnee A-B. i.e. will not allow these

two points to coincide, then more lat-

eral play must be provided.

This can be done by allowing more

lateral driving-box play in the front and

rear wheels, or by setting the forward

and back tires narrow, instead of to

gauge; or both. Perhaps the only cer-

'tain remedy would be to discard the

four wheel engine truck entirely, un-

less used in connection with plate

frames, as in European practice; or

else to make the truck of the same de-

sign as used in trailing wheels, as a

study in the diagram leaves it a question

of doubt as to whether, with any engine

having three or more pairs of drivers,

the truck controls the engine or the

engine controls the truck.

Perfection is being, not doing—it is

not to effect an act, but to achieve a

character. The mark is perfection—

the prize is blessedness. Attainment

is the highest reward.—These are the

remarks of a philosopher who tells you

in big words, that the work of the jaw

is less useful than handiwork well done.

KEEP THE

WHEELS MOVING

You can do it. Hot
pins or journals,

groaning cylinders,

hard - working engi-

neer's valves, any and
all lubrication trou-

bles, great or small,

are cured by the

"positive principle"

lubricant, Dix-
on's Flake Graphite.

It provides the
friction surfaces,

which are always

microscopic-
ally rough, with a

smooth, tough coat-

ing that reduces fric-

tion and makes cut-

ting impossible—less

oil is necessary.

Free booklet 69-c has

all the information

;

write for it.

The executive committee of the Railway

Supply Manufacturers' Association held a

meeting in the United Engineering So-

cieties' building in New York at the same

time that the joint executive committee

of the Master Mechanics' and the Master
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HOT WATER
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FOR RAILWAY CARS
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SYSTEM OF
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CAR LIGHT-
ING

Largest Manufacturers in the World of

Car Heating Apparatus

Catalogues and Circulars

cheerfully furnished

Main Office, Whitehall Building

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK

Car Builders associations were in session

in another room. When the question of

deciding 011 the place of meeting for the

June conventions came up, the mem-
Im

1 of the Supply Association were

given the privilege of the floor, without

vote in the M. M. and M. (.'. B. 1

ing. The members of the Railway Sup-

ply Manufacturers' Association present

on this occasion were Messrs. Geo.

Cooper, Alex. Turner, R. II. Weathei
ly, C. K. Allen, E. M. Groves. Frank A.

H. Whipple, W. II. Miner and L. Phillips.

Truck Pedestal Facing Machine.

This Portable Machine as shown in out

half-tone illustration, was designed f"i

truing up the pedestal bearings on car

truck frames after they have become Worn

out of true. It is a very strong, powerful

tool having an ins< 1 1 < I Made nulling cut-

six set-screws for holding the machine

edgeways and these in conjunction with

the clamps hold the machine so firmly to

the work that it practically becomes one

piece. Parallel jaws are nol the only ones

which this tool will mill, for by placing

wedge-shaped pieces in the chuck, the ma-

chine will mill the tapered side equally as

well and in line, as the straight side. It

is thus very easy to establish and maintain

a standard. In very wide jaws a parallel

piece can be used in the same manner, giv-

ing the tool a very wide range of work.

The regular cutter is 8J4 ins. in diameter

and is capable of taking a di 1 p cut, its

large diameter leaves a very little circular

corner, only about Y\ in. It is adjusted by

a socket wrench which (its into and oper-

ates a cross-feed screw in the center of the

cutti r moving it in or out, and still retain-

ing a long bearing for the shaft and driv-

ing device. The head has a join, travel.

TRUCK PEDESTAL FACING MACHINE.

ter, made of high speed steel, which has

an adjustment of l
J/i ins. in and out, allow-

ing for different width jaws and also for

the depth of the cut. Milling cutters of

different diameters can be used. The driving

is done by a worm and wheel geared 42

to 1, giving great power together with the

smoothness which this manner of gearing

produces. The feed is so arranged that

a great number of different feeds can be

used to suit the conditions, varying from

very fine to very coarse.

The bed of the machine carrying the

sliding head and milling cutter is made in

the form of a chuck, with T-slots on both

the top and bottom edges, on the back.

In these fit the projections of the clamps

that hold the tool rigidly to the pedestal.

In the center of these clamps are adjust-

ing screws that go through and clamp the

whole device to the back of the leg with-

out springing the bed or the work to be

milled.

At the top and bottom edges are shown

The machine is ordinarily belt driven, but

the driving shaft end can be fitted to use

an air drill or any portable power. Vari-

ous sizes are built to meet requirements

by H. B. Underwood & Co., 1023 Hamil-

ton street, Philadelphia, Pa., and the ma-

chine will be found very useful in other

fields than that of milling the jaws of car

truck pedestals, for which it was originally

designed.

Important Patent Decision.

This interference, relating to electric

heaters having junction boxes, between

an application of James F. McElroy and

the patent to Edward E. Gold, No. 850,-

924, and dated April 23, 1907, has been

decided by the Patent Office in favor of

Edward E. Gold, president of the Gold

Car Heating & Lighting Co., of New
York, by reason of an abandonment by

McElroy of his claim of priority. The

official notice of the decision issued by
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the Commissioner of Patents reads as fol-

lows :

"On November 11, 1908, Janus F. Mc-
Elroy filed an abandonment of the inven-

tion involved in this interference. Prior-

ity of invention of the subject matter in

issue therefore awarded to Edward E.

Gold." The subject matter in issue in-

cludes four claims of said Gold patent

covering a form of electric heater here-

tofore manufactured by the Consolidated

Car Heating Company, namely

:

1. An electric car heater having a re-

sistance medium interposed between a pair

of opposite heads through at least one
of which a conducting wire passes and
between which said medium is exposed to

the air to heat it, and having a chamber
outside of the head through which such
wire passes, said chamber constituting a

junction box for enclosing the connection

of such wire with the line wire leading to

the heater.

2. An electric car heater having a re-

sistance medium interposed between a

pair of opposite heads through at least

one of which a conducting wire passes

and between said medium is exposed to

the air to heat it, in combination with a

separate casing forming a chamber out-

side of the head through which such wire
passes, said chamber constituting a junc-

tion box for enclosing the connection of

such wire with the line wire leading to

the heater.

3. An electric car heater having a
chamber constituting a junction box for

enclosing the ends of the line wires lead-

ing into the heater, said junction box
having a socket for receiving the end of a
conduit enclosing the line wire outside of

the heater.

4. The combination with an electric

car heater, of a line wire and a conduit

enclosing the same, and a junction box
receiving the end of said conduit and
providing a space between said conduit

and the heater and enclosing the junction

between the line wire and the end of the

heater wire.

Air Brake Cylinder Ring

The H. W. Johns-Manville Company,
of New York, have recently got out an
improvement on the ordinary style of

air brake cylinder packing ring which
is meeting with much favor.

This ring is made of the best spring
steel and is practically unbreakable.
With even ordinary care in handling it

will outlast the other parts of the

brake equipment. It has many advan-
tages, one of which is that it will pre-

vent brake failures due to packing lea-

ther leakage, and it is said that it will

increase the life of the leather at least

threefold, by pressing a larger surface
of leather against the walls of the

cylinder and thus distributing the wear
over a much larger area of leather.

The makers claim that packing leathers

now considered unlit for service, on
account of very small bearing surface

against the walls of the cylinder, may
be put in service again by the use of

this ring, and will give good service.

This ring can be applied to any stan-

dard size of brake cylinder without

changing any other parts of the equip-

ment.

The company will be happy to send
their neat little illustrated folder des-

cribing the J.-M. expanding ring to any
one who writes to them for one.

We have heard of quick-fire guns
and quick-action brakes, but here is a

quick-action drill vise got out by the

Armstrong Brothers Tool Company, of

Chicago, "the tool holder people." The
vise is very handy for tool makers and
for general shop use. It is an original

design, made by the Armstrong Co.

The jaws are made of tool steel so that

wear of the parts may be considered

a long way off. One turn of the handle

sets or releases the vise, so that its

quick-action name is fully warranted,

and it can be instantly adjusted to any
size of work within the limits of its

capacity. It has two lugs on each end

NEW QUICK-ACTION DRILL VISE.

and when a lot of similar pieces have
to be drilled, the vise can be clamped on
the drill table and the work dropped in

between the jaws, a turn given to the

handle, and the drilling proceeds.

The sides are ground true and are at

right angles to the bottom so that a

workman knows he is setting his work
"square" with this device without hav-

ing to stop to make minute examina-
tions each time he uses it. The slid-

ing jaw draws down as it tightens

and thus grips the work solidly. The
handle provides a safe and convenient

means of resisting any tendency of the

work to twist under strain. It is made
in three sizes. Write to the company
for circular.

The Pratt & Whitney Co, of Hart-
ford, Conn., have recently sent us a

very handsomely finished catalogue of

their multiple drills. In it are de-

scribed and illustrated a line of drilling

machines adapted for various classes of

work. These tools have been very
carefully designed. They possess suf-

ficient weight to insure strength and
durability without clumsiness, and are

convenient to operate and are accu-
rately made. Most of these machines,

we are informed, are kept in stock by

New Practical Book Catalogue
sent FREE on request. Practical
railroad books included. Send
us your name and address and
receive it by return mail.

JUST ISSUED

THE APPLICATION OF HIGHLY

SUPERHEATED STEAM TO

LOCOMOTIVES
By Robert Garbe. To the locomotive engi-
neer of to-day to whom the problem of In-

creasing the speed and power of his loco-

iiimI i\ »', and at the same time economizing
fuel as well as keeping weights down. Is a
task of no small difficulty, it would appear
that the use of superheated steam goes a
long day towards solving the problem. This
work is fully Illustrated by folding plates
and, diagrams and covers the subject thor-
oughly. Price $2.50 net.

AIR BRAKE CATECHISM
By Robert H. Blackall. 100S edition. Revised
to date. A complete treatise on the West-
inghouse Air Brake, Including the No. 5 and
No. 6 ET LOCOMOTIVE BRAKE EQUIP-
MENT; the K (Quick-Service) Triple Valve
for Freight Service; and the Cross-Compound
Pump. The operation of all parts of the
apparatus is explained la detail, and a prac-
tical way of finding their peculiarities and
defects, with a proper remedy, is given. It

contains over 2,000 examination questions
with their answers. Price $2.00.

LOCOMOTIVE CATECHISM
By Robert Grimshaw. 1008 edition, revised
to date. Includes the greatest amount of
practical Information ever published on the
construction and management of modern
locomotives. Contains Specially Prepared
Chapters on the Walschaert Locomotive
Valve Gear, the Air Brake Equipment and
the Electric Head Light. 825 pages, 437
illustrations and 3 folding plates. Over 4,000
Examination Questions and their Answers
are included. PRICE $2,50.

LINK MOTIONS, VALVES, AND
VALVE SETTING
By Fred H. Colvin. A handy book that
clears up the mysteries of valve setting.

Shows the different valve gears in use, how
they work and why. Piston and slide valves
of different types are illustrated and ex-
plained. A bonk that every railroad man in

the motive power department ought to have.
PRICE 50c.

LOCOMOTIVE BREAKDOWNS
AND THEIR REMEDIES
By Fowler-Wood. The 1908 revised edition of
"Locomotive Breakdowns" Is virtually neces-
sary to every engineer, fireman and shop-
man, because It treats of every possible en-
gine trouble and presents the remedy. PRICE
$1.00.

THE WALSCHAERT LOCOMO-

TIVE VALVE GEAR
By Wm. W, Wood. If you would thoroughly
understand the Walschaert Valve Gear you
shmiM possess a copy nf this book. IT
EXPLAINS THE WALSCHAERT VALVE
GEAR IN EVERY DETAIL. PRICE $1.50.

t AGENTS WANTED. Write for our Spe-
cial Terms. You can make equal to a
Month's Pay selling our Railroad Books
on the side.

£3T Send for a Special Circular of Our
Railroad Books.

S^' Copies of these Books sent prepaid on
receipt of the price.

The Norman W. Henley

Publishing Co.
t 32 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

-
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bottom, and the levers force the door
to close at the top. The door is securely

held in place, thus sealing the car posi-

tively.

The advantages claimed for the door

are that it is one piece, necessitating less

insulation; that it can be opened at any
platform or any place, is easy and speedily

opened and closed, economical in first cost,

with minimum maintenance expense, that

it makes an absolutely tight joint and that

it is not possible to become unfastened

and so interefere with passing trains.

The Trenton door irons, handled by
this firm, are of great use, both in the

refrigerator car and flush door, for the

protection of the door, and to keep it from
getting larger due to any swelling of the

sheathing. This is done by fastening these

door-irons on the battens of the door, and
the sheathing is placed in these irons

allows room for the swelling, or the con-

traction of the sheathing, due to moisture.

This prevents the sheathing of the door
binding against the door jamb, and at the

same time it allows the door to fit very

closely. These door irons have proved
very efficient both on the refrigerator and
flush doors.

gineer and fireman if they attempt to

keep the pump oiled frequently by
hand.

The device designed by the Detroit

Lubricator Company not only obviates

all this trouble, but is more economi-

Air Cylinder Lubrication.

The lubrication of the air cylinders

of locomotive air pumps has been made
the subject of a folder just issued

by the Detroit Lubricator Company of

Detroit, Mich. The ordinary method
of oiling the pump air cylinder is by the

LUBRICATOR AND PUMP WITH LUBRICATOR
ATTACHMENT.

use of a small oil cup placed on the

pump, and in case the pump becomes
hot the small quantity of oil held by
the cup is quickly used up, with pos-
sibly the carbonization of the oil and the

clogging up of the passage, to say noth-
ing of the inconvenience to the en-

SINGLE SIGHT FEED VALVE.

cal of oil when an intermittent sup-

ply is introduced by a separate oil cup.

This device gives the engineer complete

and convenient control of the lubrica-

tion of the air cylinder of the air pump,
as well as insuring the use of proper

oil. It consists of three parts, the

emergency valve, the sight feed fitting

and the check-valve connection. It is

also made in two styles, single-feed

and double-feed patterns.

The single-feed style is in-

tended for use on locomo-

tives equipped with either a

9'4-ins. or an n-ins. West-
inghouse air pump. The
double-feed style is intended

for use on locomotives

equipped with two Westing-
house pumps, with a New
York duplex pump, or with

a Westinghouse compound
air pump.

The oil is supplied from
the oil chamber of any of

the Detroit locomotive lu-

bricators, bullseye type, by

removing the plug and
screwing in place the emer-

gency valve. This emer-

gency valve is not intended

to be used in any case as an

oil regulating valve, but

simply, as its name indi-

cates, as an emergency
shut-off valve in the event

of accident to or leakage in the supply

pipe between this valve and the sight-

feed fitting. The sight-feed fitting,

which is equipped with the regular

bullseye glasses, may be either to the

right or left of the regular locomotive
lubricator, or at any convenient point

CARS, CABS, SHOPS
AND

ROUND HOUSES
require a roofing that
is unaffected by ex-
tremes of temperature

Trade
Mark

RUBEROID

ROOFING

I Keg 1st "d

U. S. Pat.
Office

Will not melt, rot, crack or
corrode. Contains no tar.

Outlattj Metai
SPARK PROOF, CINDER PROOF,
QAS PROOF, WEATHER PROOF

Write for samples, prices and booklet No. 66.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.
1 00 William Street Now York
Chicago. Philadelphia, Boston, Eanaai City,

St. Loula, New Orleans.

Designed,

built, finished

and adjusted

especially for

railroad ser-

vice — the

"Ball
Watches"

are giving
wonderful
sa tisf action

on all Amer-
ican Rail-
ways.

Send for

free booklet

and pass-hol-

der— it gives

full informa-

t ! o n and
prices.

We desire reli

able agents
abroad — Please
address

THE.

WEBB-BALL WATCH CO.
Ball Building Railway Exchange
Cleveland Chicago

U. S. A.

Patents.
OEO. P. WHITTLESEY

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Pamphlet Sent

HeOllX BUILDING

Terma Reasonable
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TOOL
Die Blocks

Steel Forgings

First Prize awarded at the

Louisiana Purchase Ex-
position, at St. Louis, for

our TOOL STEEL when
placed in competition
with the best makes in

England and Germany.
Writ* for Information ndl'rlces.

Specify Melnnes Tool Steel when
ordering.

McINNES
STEEL CO.

CORRY, PA.
Agenti

8CHR0CK ft SQUIRES.
291 Petri St.. Now York.

ROY MACHINERY CO.
Minneapolis, Mian.

STANDARD MECHANICAL BOOKS

FOR ROAD AND SHOP MEN

IY CNAS. MoSNANE.

TheLocomotiveUp to Date

Price. $2.50

New York and

Westinghouse Air Brakes

Price, $1.50

One Thousand Pointers for

Machinists and Engineers

Price, $1.50

All keek* bound In line ole*b

AGENTS WANTED everywhere; write for

term* and descriptive circular*. Will be sent

prepaid to any addreaa upon receipt of price.

GRIFFIN Sc WINTERS
171 La Sail* Street, CHICAGO

on the boiler head within reach of the

engineer.

In order to prevent compresed air

from entering the oil delivery pipe be-

tween the sight-feed fitting and the

cylinder of the air pump a check valve

is provided, containing a ball which

seats upward. This check-valve connec-

tion is screwed into the place usually

occupied by the oil cup.

The Detroit Sight Feed Lubricator

Company do not advise a constant feed

to the air cylinder; in fact, they recom-

mend that no more than ten drops of

oil be fed at any one time. Experience,

they say, has shown that the best results

are obtained when a limited quantity

of oil is fed at intervals, according to

the judgment of the engineer.

We illustrate the single-feed attach-

ment, and our line engraving represents

the single feed attached to an ordi-

nary Westinghouse air pump. The De-

troit company have issued a very neat

explanatory folder in the subject, and

will be happy to send it, or give any

further information on the subject to

anyone who writes them direct.

Rattling Windows Made Quiet

Everybody knows the value of wea-

ther strips on dwelling houses. The
fact that they prevent a lot of cold air

from blowing in at the edges of closed

windows has caused even the somewhat
selfiseeking landlords of apartment

houses in our larger cities to apply

them for the benefit of their tenants.

Even the hardened janitor who neither

"fears God nor regards man," is pleased

to see the weather strips go on the

windows for the simple and beautiful

reason that in consequence he does not

expect to have as much coal to shovel

into the furnace as he otherwise would.

Cold air from the window cracks

drinks up heat, and this is true in rail-

road as well as in dwelling houses. The
Frost Railway Supply Co., of Detroit,

have a weather strip for passenger

coaches which is called the Detroit

metal weather strip. Not only does

this window protection keep out cold

winds, but it excludes dirt, smoke, soot,

rain, snow and sleet. In fact, as the

Frost Company say in a neat little

booklet on the subject, "A passenger,

covered with dust, sitting by a rattling

window that admits draughts, could

not be pleased even if he were riding

on a pass—to say nothing of cheap

mileage."

The weather strip is simplicity itself,

and to quote again from the booklet,

"The strip has the elasticity of rubber,

the running smoothness of oiled bear-

ings and the wearing qualities of steel.

These qualities are due to the easy ad-

justment of the strip and the use of a

special grade of spring brass. This

ensures a permanent grip at all times,

and when the window is pulled up or

down it allows a free movement of the

frame. It also prevents the wi

falling upon the .inns or hands of pas-

sengers. The strip docs not bind or

stick, while it takes up the inequalities

of sashes due to warping or shrinking.

It prevents the eternal rattling of win-

dows in the moving train, which is one

of the greatest annoyances of travi 1

"

Write to the Frost Company for a

copy of the booklet if you are inter

ested in knowing how the Frost appli-

ances installed inside will keep the

frost outside.

Where Are the Diamond Stacks?

A correspondent writes us for informa-

tion as to whether there are any engines

now in service using the old-time diamond

smokestack. He wishes to secure a good

snap-shot photograph of such an engine

if anywhere to be had in the Eastern

States. If any of our readers can give us

this information we will be happy to pub-

lish it, and if any of our readers care to

send us a good snap-shot photograph "i

a diamond smokestack engine anywhere

in this country, Canada or Mexico, we wiil

reproduce the picture, giving credit to the

snap-shotter.

For many years the McConway &
Torley Company, of Pittsburgh, Pa.,

have been furnishing car couplers to

steam railways. They were among the

original promoters and manufacturers

of the M. C. B. type of coupler, and

have manufactured and sold nearly

2,000,000 couplers of that type, so that

the Janney coupler is well and favor-

ably known wherever steam cars run.

They are now prepared to serve elec-

tric railways and have worked out an

adaptation of the Janney passenger

coupler, similar to that in extensive use

on the steam lines. This new design is

intended to. meet the requirements of

electric interurban service. So far as

the coupler itself is concerned, its

effectiveness has been demonstrated by

years of service and the makers state

that it meets all the requirements of

the Safety Appliance Law. They have

also designed an application to meet

the special and peculiar conditions of

electric interurban service, so that such

cars may now be equipped with coup-

lers that will enable the interchange of

cars between steam and electric lines.

if desired, and complying with all the

increasing demands of service and with

state and national laws in relation to 4

safety appliances. Our illustration

shows the style of coupler to which we

refer. A very neat little folder issued

by this company, dealing with the sub-

ject, will be forwarded to any address

on application to the company.
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Journals Turned or Trued.

Out in Horton, Kan., in the shops

of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pa-

cific, they have got up a very efficient

axle lathe. It was designed by Mr. J.

J. Acker, the general foreman of the

shops. It has been in successful opera-

tion for several months and all speak

highly of it.

The lathe is capable of taking in an

axle with a pair of wheels on it and when
in place one of the wheels is used to drive

the axle. The driving belt is slipped

over the journal after the wheels have

been rolled in on the lathe bed, if we
may call it so, and as soon as the wheels

are lifted up and the centres run in, the

belt is slipped on the tread of the wheel.

The tension necessary to drive is put on

the belt by means of an idle wheel on the

top of the lathe frame. This wheel is

flanged on both sides so that the belt,

when driving on a wheel with a coned

tread, does not come off.

The object of the whole arrangement

such as offices, railroad stations and

platforms. Both indoor and outdoor

service may be had from these lamps.

For lighting large interiors the use of

a single lamp in a bay is good practice

from an engineering point of view, not

only on account of the architectural

effect produced but on account of the

economy of the single unit so used.

The lamps are made in large variety

of sizes so as to suit a wide range of

conditions. The catalogue contains

illustrations of the lamps with details

of their construction and a full list of

sizes for window and outdoor use, with

the price of each. Write to the Nernst

Lamp Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., if you are

interested.

Indestructible Smoke Jack.

The H. W. Johns-Manville Co., of

New York, have just placed on the mar-

ket a new fireproof smoke jack known
as the "Phoenix," for which they claim

many advantages. It differs from the

LATHE FOR TURNING OR TRUING UP JOURNALS.

is to turn or true up the journals with- ordinary "built up" jack because it is

out taking the wheels off the axle, and not made of many pieces held together
we are informed that the economy effected with flanges and bolts, but consists of

by this simple shop-made device has paid only three separate and distinct parts,

for itself in six months' time. There each of which is in one piece without
are two tool-rests which are substantially a seam or joint of any kind,

made and can be moved wherever re- The Phoenix Jack is made of fire-

quired on the lathe bed. The lathe is proof plastic material which is moulded
arranged so that the wheels have not into the desired shape and sets hard
to be lifted very high, only a few inches in a few hours. When thoroughly dry,

off the ground, and this is readily ac- it is very hard and is strong and dur-
complished by a small jack with suitable able. The materials used in making it

head applied to the centre of the axle, are fire and acid proof and the jack is

The lathe is not very expensive to make not affected in any way by heat, moist-
and is an exceedingly useful tool from ure, acids, or the gases of combustion,
several points of view. Our line-cut The entire jack is reinforced with ex-
illustration gives a good general view of tra heavy galvanized iron, wirecloth
the machine, and a few of the dimen- which is imbedded in the material and
sions are given for the benefit of our gives it strength and rigidity. The jack
readers. consists of the hood, the circular stack
We have received a neat little des- and the cowl, all of which are finally

criptive catalogue of the Westinghouse fastened together with Phoenix Com-
Nernst multiple glower lamps. It is pound in plastic state, producing a one-
called Bulletin B. These lamps are piece jack,

suitable for all kinds of illumination, The jack is supported entirely by

Air Brake
Instruction

THE AIR BRAKE ART
has virtually been revolution-

ized during the last five years

and the railroad man who
wants a complete education on

the

Westinghouse, New York and

Dukesmith Air Brake

Systems

at a price and on terms that

will suit any sized pocketbook,

will learn how to get it by
writing at once to

THE DUKESMITH SCHOOL
OF AIR BRAKES

MEADVILLE, PA.

*****lUll HARMLXU AMD KF»I«U*'

JBffl[S
"IBETHMIDSOAPKNOPj

IP? skat"mfg. <£•

"

Agent Wanted
In every Railroad Shop and Round House
in the United States to sell

SKAT
The best hand soap known for removing

grease, oil, soot, dust and dirt. Guaranteed
pure and beneficial to skin

—

Send postal for free sample and terms.

THE SKAT MFG. GO.
807 Park Street Hartford, Conn.

THE DRAKE &WIERS CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

ASPHALT CAR ROOFING

The Original Torsion-Proof Car Roof

IN USE ON OVER 75,000 CARS !

Has stood the test for 18 years without a
failure. The strongest and most durable Car
Hoof known. The ONLY GENUINE ASPHALT
CAR ROOFING OK THE MARKET. Guaran-
teed to last 10 years.

PLASTIC CAR ROOFING
OF SUPERIOR QUALITY
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ENAMELED IRON PLUSH OR DRV CLOSITS

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.
II* S. CLINTON ST.. CHICAGO

"PERFECTOL
f

»

THE

CAR, LOCOMOTIVE AND

SIGNAL BLADE

CLEANER

AND RENOVATOR

The Modoc Soap Company
228 N. Fourth St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

IF
you have ever

had trouble with

Flange Packings,

you have NOT
used our celebrated

DURABLA
H. P. SHEET PACKING

Write us and we will supply

you with a working sample

for test—used exclusively o.i

theSinger building. Ask them

THE AUSTIN PACKING
AND SUPPLY CO.

109 Liberty Street New York City

banging rods attached to eye openings

in tbe bood. These openings are made
of the same material as tbe jack and arc

reinforced with heavy wire cable, the

ends of which are unraveled and inter-

woven with tbe wireclotb. This makes

tbe eyes strong enough to sustain the

weight of the jack, and by spreading the

rods attached thereto tbe weight be-

comes distributed over a large area

of tbe roof. After it is in place these

rods are covered with Phoenix Com-
pound to prevent deterioration. Tbe
interior i.-, perfectly smooth, and it of-

fers therefore an unobstructed and

smooth surface with no tendency to pre-

vent the escape of tbe smoke.

The J-M Phoenix Jack is made in

standard sizes or any special size that

may be required. It is constructed

from materials and moulds furnished by

the company, which are shipped to tbe

roundhouse, where the jack is made and

set up. The average thickness of tbe

jack is y% in., and the weight from 4 to

A,
lA lbs. to the square foot. The com-

pany have recently issued a descriptive

folder which will be sent on applica-

tion to anyone interested.

to v. 1 iti i" thi Hai W 1 Walker Co

pamphlet before us is well printed, is writ-

ten m clear, good style and is illustrated

by a number of what may be called apt

pictures artistically drawn.

One of the locomotives on the Great

Central Railway of England has been

fitted with a new type of cylinder lubri-

cator. The lubricant is graphite, and the

apparatus consists of a brass box into

which is fitted a small pump, which forces

graphite mixed with oil into the main

steam pipes where it mixes with the

steam. It is claimed that after a few

days' service a coating is formed on the

working faces which reduces friction to

a minimum. The pump is worked by a

crank similar to the cranks used on en-

gines fitted with the Walschaerts gear.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.'s graphite

has been used for the same purpose in

this country.

The question, "What are your lime kiln

costs?" is very fully answered in a neat

and artistic pamphlet just issued by the

Harbison-Walker Refractories Company,

of Pittsburgh, Pa. The pamphlet is prin-

cipally addressed to manufacturers who
use firebrick, but it is also of interest to

railway men as this company makes fire-

brick for use in locomotive fireboxes, forge

furnaces, cupolas and indeed, for any pur-

pose where a good quality of fire-resisting

material is required. One of the secrets

of the success of this company is the se-

lection of the raw material used. All

the clays are carefully tested by every

practical and scientific method, before the

brick is made. Another open secret about

this company is that they make what suits

conditions. They have, therefore, a wide

variety of shapes and sizes for their cus-

tomers to choose from, and it amounts to

this that if you want any kind of firebrick

for any sort of purpose it is a good plan

Unique Catalogue

We have just received what may
fairly be called a unique catalogue. It

is issued by tbe well-known firm of

Manning, M: well & Moore, of New
York. This catalogue is not only the

first of its kind, but gives a thorough

presentation of modern machine tools

di igned foi service with high-speed

steel and with tbe latest devices in mo-

tor drives. For this reason alone, the

catalogue is unique and is of the great-

est value.

The tools illustrated and described

are groups carefully, to enable

anyone examining the book to con-

veniently investigate the different lines

of machine tools, etc., represented

therein. For example, the first 125

pages are devoted to a general line of

tools for service in railroad machine

shops. A large section of tbe catalogue

is devoted exclusively to electric travel-

ing cranes, dock cranes, wrecking

cranes and other similar devices. These

two examples give a clear idea of the

general grouping which has been fol-

lowed out in the compilation of the

book.

As to the quality of the book it is

unnecessary to speak. The American

Bank Note Company designed and

produced it. The quality of the paper,

the workmanship shown in the text,

and the excellence of the cuts all speak

most emphatically for the care given

to the production of this catalogue.

For the convenience of those using

the book, a careful codification of all

types of machine tools and appliances

illustrated has been made, each illus-

tration, of which there are 2,750, is

marked by a number to be used in

ordering. The book contains 1,175

pages of valuable information regarding

the latest designs of machine tools now
in the market. It will prove a valuable

addition to the library of any one to

whom it has been sent.

When Saloons Were Respectable.

It is curious to note how fashions and

tastes change. Drinking saloons are now
under a ban in all parts of the country,

especially with railroad officials, yet in the

pioneer railroad days taverns were con-

sidered highly suitable as station houses.

A historian of long ago conditions, says

:

"The tavern keepers and landlords are

the only lords in Pennsylvania. They fur-

nish us with militia generals and colonels

and members of Congress, and do the

honors of every town, keeping up their

reputation for hospitality and good cheer."
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TWENTIETH

CENTURY

OUTFIT

BOLT CUTTER

OPERATION.

It will eat hoee
clamp, bolts, or
any like substance
as fast as an operator can feed tnem to
its ]iirt. With every outfit goes a special
equipment for each operation, rlz, mount-
ing new, pulling off old bose, cutting clamp
bolts, every thing necessary to Air, Signal
and Steam Hose.
This outfit will do the work of a dozen

men, and costs less than the annual salar?

of nne man.

IMtlrc 19 Kali-view Heights

ROCHESTER, N. T., U.S.IBUKER 5GARR MFG.CO.,

•(ci»nmo

NO MORE BILLS for PACKING

No Cutting of Rods

Less Oil. No friction

Guaranteed 3 years. 30 Days' Trial

No Pay unless Satisfactory

Bsware of Imitations. Use the Best

Manufactured only by

Holmes Metallic

Packing Company
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Saad for Catalogue K

THE ROBERT W. HUNT A CO.
Hureau of Inspection, Tatts and Cobs filiation

1137 THE ROOKERY. CHICAGO.
66 Broadway, New York.
Park 3uilding, Pittsburg.

31 Norfolk House, London, Eng.
Inspection of Steel Rails, Splice Bars, Railroad

Can, Wheels, Axles, etc Chemical Labor a

toey—Analysis of Ores, Iron, Steel, Oils, Watei
etc Physical Laboratory—Test of Metals
Drop and Pulling Test of Couplers, Draw Bars
etc

Efficiency Tests of Boilers, Engines
and LocomotiYea.

OUR
Educational Chart No. 10

To New Subscribers or
Subscribers who Renew

Fewer People Killed and Hurt.

A statement recently issued by the

Interstate Commerce Commission
gives the number of casualties on rail-

roads during the year ended June 30,

1908. The figures show the total num-
ber to have been 72,753, or 3,764 killed

and 68,989 injured; this is a decrease in

the total for last year. The decrease

amounts to 4,533, there being fewer peo-

ple by 1,236 killed and 3,297 injured.

During the three months ended June

30, the total number of casualties was

13,689, or 591 killed and 13,089 injured,

being a decrease of 1,752 in the total

number reported in the preceding three

months. Figures include only accidents

to passengers and to employees while

actually on duty on or about trains.

The total number of collisions and
derailments in the quarter was 2,130,

or 820 collisions and 1,310 derailments,

of which 130 collisions and 198 derail-

ments were with passenger trains. The
total damage to cars, engines and road-

way by these accidents amounted to

$1,617,398. This shows a decrease of

520 in the total number of collisions

and derailments as compared with the

number reported in the preceding three

months. The commission attributes the

reduction in casualties to the stricter

enforcement of the safety appliance act

strengthened by decisions of the fed-

eral courts.

Railway and Locomotive Engineering,
1 14 Liberty Street, New York

Within the last few months con-

siderable progress has been made upon
the Pennsylvania Terminal in New
York. This station is to receive the

trains reaching Manhattan Island

through tunnels under the Hudson and

the East River. In the center of the

terminal excavation has arisen a tem-

porary wooden scaffolding which is said

to have cost the contractors about $40,-

000. This woodwork is for use in con-

structing the skylight roof of the gen-

eral waiting room. The waiting room
will be 320 ft. long by no ft wide, and

will have a pitch from floor to roof of

150 ft.

The granite colums are already in po-

sition on the Seventh avenue .front

They have the appearance of bearing

much of the weight of the building,

but in fact, they themselves are sup-

ported underneath the street level by
steel columns. These columns are to

be protected, like the others in the

building, by a covering of tile.

The tunnels under the two rivers

were bored through some time ago, and

are practically complete. Altogether

there will be a million square feet of

solid masonry floors in the building.

More than 600,000 square feet of hollow

terra cotta blocks will be used for par-

titions and for covering steel columns.

It is intended to be an absolutely fire-

proof structure.

One Year and
Eleven Months'

SERVICE
WITHOUT REPACKING. ON

High-Pressure Locomotives

Style 30O TV.

A throttle failure is an absolute

impossibility where Crandall's

Throttle Valve packing is used.

IT WILL NOT BLOW OUT

Crandall Packing Co.
FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICE
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